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Foreword
P :

Foi more than thirty, years, the Guide to the Eolltiation of Educational
Experiefces in the Armed Serilices has been the standard referente work for
recogniZing learning acquired in military life. ACE has w_ ofkeil cooperatively
with the Department of Defense and the armed services in ,assisting. hundred's of
thousands of servicemen and women achieve recognition fairiheir learning. The
long-term success of the Guide evaluation system foie military training has'result.:
ed in it serving as ~a *model for the evaluation of 'programs offered by other
noncoUegiate organizations, including business, industry; government agencies,
voluntary and professional associations, and labor unions. Collectively, these
effoas are resulting in students- combining stra-instiit;tional learning opporkuni-
ties with study at postsecondary institutions 6achieve degree-related edUeati§nal
objectives. Not only is this sound educational "mediae, it, is also an efficientzuse
of educational resources and an incentive for the persons affected to undertake
further study. '

Special recognition Must be paid to hundreds of individuals who have
served as' evaluators and the many educational instituti , professional and
disciplinary associations, and the apprenticeship training co unity for their
wholehearted cooperation in this endeavor. Without their sup rt and assistance,
the Guide would not have been possible. We are greatly debted to them.

Once again, we are pleased to commend this work 'to y u in your contind-
t ing work with servicemen and women and veterans.

(
4/

J. W. PELTASON
President
American Council on Education

kk



How to Find and U

This volume contains recommendations for formal
courses offered by the Army and the Department of
Defense.

The instructions that follow provide a step-by-step
procedure for finding and using the exhibits and rec-
ommendations. Readers unfamiliar with the ACE
evaluation procedures should read Appendix A. Addi-
tional information on using the Guide and awarding
C ovided in the. Questions' and

-
Answers

Iron. i'

'
Step 'I.
Have the applicant complete almRequest for
Course Recommendation'Varm.

A "Request for Course Recommendation",Torm ap-
pears at the back of this volume. It May be repro-
duced and.shoold be filled out, by thq,Amplicant, using
the information provided on official and personal re-
cords, as well as the applicant's own. ledge of1the

service course. Applicants should not r Jr A to the
Guide while completing the 'form. '(See estions 4
through 8 in Questions' and Answers.)'

.....---

Step 2 I
, ...,

Verift.course completion from military
records. 6 . .

The , following military records are normally_ used
to verify syccessful completion of toursedyrequirer
ments:

1.. DD Form 295, "Ahplication for the Evaluation
of Educational Experience DuringMilitary Ser-
vice"available to active-duty service personnel
from military education -officers. (Form must be
certifi&I by an authorized officer in order to be
official.)

2. DD oirn 214, "Armed Forces of the United
States Report of Transfer or Discharge"avail-
able to .veterans,, together with other in-service
training records from the General- Services Ad-
ministration, National Personnel Records Center
ftefilitarype' rsonnel Records),, 9700 Page BoUle-
vxd, St. Louis, Missouri 63132.

3. Course Completion Certificatesmay be used to
complement ,other records or when service
courses are not recorded on official' records. --

2

Course Exhibits

(See questions 1, 3, and 16 in Questions and Answers.)

The following steps refer to a "course exhibit." See
.rianiplc1 course exhibit,.page ix.

Step 3 'A
Find the col.; rse--43c;A,hibit by identifying the
OEC' ID Number in the Course Number
Index or the Ke.moard Index,

A. Course Alupcber Index. All available military
course numbers*are 'listed in the Course Number
Index- in alphanumeric Aquence. If the applicant's
military course number cannot be located in the

. Course Number Index, search for the course title in
the Keyword Index. (See also question 27 in Ques-
tions and Answers.)

B: Keyword Index. Identify, all possible keywords
wilehin a formal course title. For example, the
keywordS' in the title, "Ground Radio Communical.
tions_Equipment Technician," are Radio, Cathmunta-
tions an 'Equipment. Find one or all of. lose
keyword M the/Keyword Index and search the list-
ing unde the keyword for the course title. If the title
cannot be ound unde one keyword, search all other
possible key ords.

C. Ident ,0 C afD Number. When the titl or
military course number has been located, note, the
corresponding' OEC ID Number: number refers
to the course exhibit's lo ion in 'the Guide. The two-
letter prefu( refers to the se 'on of the Course Exhib-

, ,

its chapter, i.e., AF=Air Force section and
DD = Department of Defense section. Within each
section, OEC ID Numbers are presented in numeric

(sequence. (See question 2 in. Questions and Answers.)

-vii,

Step 4
Match the''course,identib4n,g,information
with the corresponding data in the course,
exhibit.

Course identifying inforMation includes the official_
military title, military - course number,, length of
course, dates of attekndance, location, etc.., and is pro-
Vided by the applic ant on the "Request for Course
Recom 'on? form. When the course exhibit
co sistsof multiple Orsions, determine whit ch version



1
.4" HOW TO FIND ,AND USE COURSE EXHIBITS

,___applies to the 'applicant's course by considering exhib- tions in accordance with institutional policy and the
,it dates and co length. (See questions 6, 7,-8, and educational goals of each individual applicant. (See
12 in Questio Answers.) questions 11 and 13 -17 _Questions and Answers.)

Step .5
Step 7Read the course objectives and -description.

,

Consideration should be given nOt onlyi to the. When a.4sistance is requirefi, contact- the
amount of credit and to the subject area, but also to Office on EducationaloCredit.
the course objedtives and description, which are part. Whenever problems arise in Steps 1 tlito
of the course exhibit. These portion.; of the exhibit , assistance is desired, contact the OEC
outline the, course 'content and scope and also provide
essential information about the nature of the comic.
(See question 9 in Questions and Answers.) N

I

Step- 6
Award credit, as appropriate.

Users are free to modify the credit recomx4e

Service at:

Ace on tducational 'credit
American Council sm Education
One pnpont Circle, N.W.
Washington, pc 20039.
ATTN: Miliiary Evaluations

.(202) 833-4685

s.

of

O

7.
rj0

41

6, anc146_.
ormation



ID Number. A number assigned by
-

'OEC to identify edch course.

Mi/rioGsartsir climber. The..nuniber
ossigned to the course by the mili-
taiy.'dsted by version. -

-4"
I-

Sample Coarse. Exhibit

,.: 1. TELET:irrEwstrrF.a.

Coiss Version Numbers and: Mies.
Version 1 is the most recent: If.

REPAIR e course has only one version, version',
TELEATrEwierrEa gcl REtene number is °Tided throughout exhileit

4. (TELETYPEWRITER EQiill'IwENT MAIN-
TENANCE} (4

Coni:se Number: Ve;sion,- 160- 3F320.
olre 11-R.-341; 11-R-49;

don: Southeastern Signal School, Ft.
rdon..0A. . -

Length: Version 1: C.-25 weeks (771 :930

. Long* The length of the course in
weeks, with contoct hours in pa-
rentheses; by version.

BEN :Dateu The start and end
"dates: -by month and year; by ver-

sign. When course was first evalu -',sign.
and when, if applicebleNt.wosIN

eliminated. "Present.' denotes pub-
lication cut-off for this edition pf
the. Grilde 11/78.

Version _2: 1 20 weeks (703 -736

t Dates: Version 1: 9/ Present.
LYers 2 :12/53 -8/66.
.e; Obj rives: To train maintenantf person:;
hel to operate, maintain, and repiur tele-
tYpewritenijind associated equipment.

Instruction: All versions: Lectures and lab-
oratories in .communications intrpduction;
teletypewriter fundamentals;. installation of

Main ce.. Version :.1: ,,Includes
systems; field and depot shop-

equipm Version 2: Includes introduce?
electricity.

Credit Recoduheadatiea: Version,1: In the
vocational certificate category, 5 semester
hours, in We** repair, 1 in f
repair, 2 iniAtioctrical laboratory, (6 , 4); in
the lower on baccalaureate/asSociate. \
deg m category, 2 semester hours in pieced--
cal laboratory (6/-7A); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 2 semestev.hours in

electrical laboratory on the basis of institn-
electrical laboratory and additional credit in

tional examination (6/74). Version 2../In the
vocational certificate category, 1 ester,
hour in basic, - electricity, 5 teletype
-repair, lin. electrical laboratory /74); in
the lo r-diVieion baccaladreate 'ate
degree categOry. 1 semester hour in basic
electricity,.2 Ij2 electrical laboratory (6/74);
in the -upper division baccalaureate catego-
ry, 1 semestei, hour in basic electricity, 2 in
electrical lidioiatory, and additional credit
in electrical laboratory on the *ads of insti-
tutional examination (6/74).

Instruction. Description of instruction,
including teaching' methods, facili-
.ties, equipment, major- subject oreali
covered. Norinally applies to oll
course versions; occasionally a note
may be added regarding a specific
version. ,

Related Occupation Codes. A cross,-
reference to reldted 410S exhibits.
Officials awarding credit 'for o
course and an MOS' should compare
the exhibit for the course with that
for the MOS before awarding
credit.

Alternate ,Thies. In Parentheses
under the more title.

N

lOcation. By version:: The service .
school, military installation, state.' 4
In this example, applies tp all ver__;
dons (version number i omitted).

,f

1

Objectives. The pinpose fo *ch
- the course was &feigned; ndplies to r

all versions.

Rehiled &cupid:foe Codes: 31 J.

.ImpoCionf. The oppropripte- course
yersiOrt. can, be found by using the
course title and number, its length,
exhibit dates,@and location.

!
Credit Recommendation. By, version.
Given in four-categories: vocational
certificate; lower-division boccalau-
reate/assbciate degree; upper-divi-
sion boccalaureate; and graduate,

egreers. . Exprefsed in seme,ster)
hW /-

11,

Evaluation 'Dater Date when the
`/- credit recommendation was estab-

,lishkd, month and year to parenthe-
ses following each recommen&P
hon.

'
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71-1cm to Find d.ar. n
,i.1., -_ r.

vohimet.feontains'." recommendations for...: all
Aimy enlisc'ed and 4..warrailt officer TilitarY becups ='
tional ,specialties'KMOS's) evaluated through january ..'

,..i.:'.1, 1978.
- . ;A..,-, instructions that follow provide a step-by4itep ,-

r urelor finding an using thl M exhiOits and.
r mmendations. Read rs unfamiliar 'witliAsit4's-

,--.

ow they are structured and how MOS aroficieric is_
..cremonstratet14-L-lbould read Appendix At Additiofial

onnation 'on,,MOS'i"is pro-Vided- ln the Questions ,
Answer's section ', :.

gihiliitg
4

Billets, c des the following information: :(1) the
designation; (2) the MOS title, (3) the period

during Whiu the Mos was eld; (4) tli_MOS 'evaiu-
atick scored (5) the date of evaluation. (A new

ition of the`form ilibeing prepared which'
space: for Militaroccupational Information.) A

rsOn citt active or reserve service may fequest.
that DD FOrm 295 be completed b3' the education ,

services officer and certified by the personnel officer-
at ft, installation where he or she'is assigned.

Army records must be requested by the- individual.
tecords may be obtained as follows:

Have the. appliciprt s,tibmit.-Officiaretrny
dairuineniatian to--
y. For ellr--isted :occupational history
corded. in Items 3 and 6 of DA Form 2-1, `:PAs,
Qualificrionk Record," or Item -22.'of,,DA. /Form 20;
t`Enl' tdd Qtlalifigations_Record.". Tficse_rfOnna list
each MOS, and skill level a person held, relevant
ciates, evaluation stores, and dates of evaluktion. Tyr)
other forms may be helpful: DA Form '2466-5; "lin-
listed Evaluation Report," which :eves
sor's rating and comments regarding occupational per-

,formanete, and USAEEC rm 10, "Enlisted tvalua-
tifttn Data Report," which es tire MOS evaluation
.score and a breakdown of how the person performed
on each notion of tht(wiritten MOS itest.

For ivarrant officers, occupatiOTliperforniance isre-
corded on the Officer Evaluaticon_ .Reports: (0ERs) ," -
completed during the warrant officer's career. The
ciER.is currently DA Form 67:7, but earlier editions, !

the form will have a lOwer. numIzer: such is 67-6.e
Occupational history is also recorded on DA FOrm 2-
1,,:persoruiel Qualifications Record," or DA Form
66, "Officer Qualifications Record.7 It is also record-
ed on DA Form 4037, .."Officer Record Brief."
NOTE: Many warrant offic,ers,begaii their careers
-enlisted personnel; in such.cases, wairant,:tafficer may
also submit their enlisted records for e-valuatioii.

As an alternative, enlisted soldiers and warrant offi-
cers Still in. active, National Guard,- or reservelservice-
may sUbmit DD Form 295, "Application for the Eval-
uation L9f. Eciational EWeriences
Nervic ' when it includiathe necessary occupational. ,.;

ormation..Although 'the present edition of the forrki
Was not designed to document MOS proficiency, it is
acceptable .when the section, ..ivyjor Servide .Iobi and

el

S

ctive-dyp, enliste soldier or warrant officer.. The'
Army ingallation 'to Which 'he or she is assigned.

Army 'National Guard pers;nnel The National
Guird unit to which he or sihe islassigned..

Artny Reservist or retired persi?nnel. The U.S. Army
Reserve , Component and Administrative Center
(T GO), 9700 Page Boulevard; St. Louis,' Missouri
631 2.

Army veteran. General SerViCes Administration, Na-
tional Personnel Records Center (Military Personnel
Records), 9700 Page Boulevard, St. Louis, M' uri
63132. The veteran may request service records by
-submitting lks. Obverriment Standard Form 80,
which may be obtained' from a states veterans

tuns Administration, or the National
cords Center.

office, the V
Personnel R

Step 2
efer4
MOB'

A
to military records, verify each

the person has successfully 'held:-...-
T r each MOS, detenitilie whether the person has
onstrated MOS pr ficiency and thus is eligible fOr-__

the MOS recommend ion. In most cases, the person's
Army records_will cl ly reflect whether the person. .
achieved.Occupation proficiencye

1. Epr enlisted, personnel, evidence of MOS profi-
ciency is usually an MOS evaluation score of 70
or hi a t er..-There are several exceptions, howev-
er; b ause the Army Enliad Evaluation
System is undergoing change. (See "The Enlist-

: ,,ed MOS Evaluation Score" in Appendix A.) For' detailed information on enlisted MOS, proficien-
cy, see questions 14 and 15 in Questions and

,Answers. k



x8 TQ FIND, AND USE MOS OMB
. .

2.. Fo hyt nt o cers, evidence of MOS proficieg-
oY 4tinit f "effective" (a minimum score, of
15 higher. On the present edition of the"Offi-

jg ger .gvaluition Report (OER), DA Form 67-7,.
, % Earlier editions of the PER /have different rating

`scales, but a thorough reading of-in OER, espe-
cially the blocks for comments, will enable you
to determine whether the warrant officer was
considered occupationally proficient46r addl-

.

tional information on warrant Officer evaluation,
lee "Warrant 'Officer Selection and Evaluation"
in Appendix A and questioh 17 in Questioniand
Answers.

USing the. military records, find the information
necessary for lOcating,the correg MOS exhibit(s):. the
MOS designation(9, the MOS tide(s), the dates each
MOS .wai held, and the date(s) associated with the
MOS evaluation score(s). (See questiona 13 and'16 in
Questions and wers.) When you cannot. verify
MOS proAcien thrinigh a Careful examination of
military records, u may wish to conduct your own

. assessment.. (See question 25 in Questions :and' An-
swers.) Verification .of MOS proficiency should pre-
cede the granting of credit or advanced standing.

Step 3
Find the appropriate MOS exhibit in the
Guide.

There are two sections for MOS exhibits: the ArMy
Enlisted MOS Exhibits, beginning on pate 271, and
the Army Warrant Officer MOS Exhibits, beginning
on page Within each section, exhibits are ar-
ranged by OtC ID number.

e exhibit(s) for If given MOS can easily be fouii
when the MOS designation is known. Each MOE
exhibit is assigned an. OECjD number that has. three
components. The kat component, MOS, identifies the
exhibit as one that pertains to an Army Military,occ
pational specialty. The second component consists of
the MOS designation, e.g., 81C Or. 271A. The third
component, a three-digit; sequentially 'assigned
number, e.g., -001, -002, -003, uniquely 'identifies the
exhibit. Enlisted MOS exhibit ID numbers have nine
characters, e.g., MOS-81C-001. Warrant ofOcer MOS
exhibit ID numbers have ten characters, e.go, MOS-
271A-001.

, When the title of
number(s) can be
OcCupadonal Title

There may be
time there is a.

tli OS is known,,the exhibit ID
and by referring to the Arm"), .

several exhibits for an MOS, Each
new recommendation for an MOS,

ITS t,

MOS-128-003; The : ofdest e 'bit . fo the MOS, the
first to be evaluated, is filial al -001 the last three
.charac .NThe last exhibit for an M S, the,exhibit
ending in the, higher number, is the ms recent. ; .

When there is more than one exhi it, select the
correet one by referring tti the-exhib t dates. -The .

exhibit dates for each new exhibit estriblsh
with the ri ous exhibit, e.g:, if the en date-for the
first-e]diibit,' 8/75, the start date for the next exhibit
would be 9/ 5. Inmany cases; the date of the sol-
dier's- last MOS evaluation score will indicate . which '
exhibir.ii appropriate. flowever, when the time
period that' a person held an MOS skill level Spar)
more than One e)dibiti, for the MOS, you should exer-'
cise' war own judgment in eciding which 'iiihibit-is

. most appropriate. (See' questions 15 ands 19 in Qiiet
_.dons and Answers.)

....?; '

there is, a ne exhibit. For example, three exhibits
appear. for'MOS 12B. The OEC ID numbers for: the /
three exhibitsare mos-12B001, mos-12B-002, and

Step 4
Read the entire MOS. exhibit.

In order to- apply a given recommendation to the
student's prcigram of study at your institution, you
Must first read the entire MOS exhibit. Each item in
the exhibit has been prepared to help you identify or
interpret the recommendations. (See sample exhibits.)
The descriptions and the special notes on career pro-
gression will be particularly helpful to you.

The description% which are simil 'to learning out-
come statements of ;postsecondary urses and pro-
grams of study, provide' you essential _infor-
mation about the 1 or proficiency in
the MOS. Coibparing the MOS `Description". with d
description of the course or program of study that the
student 'will pursue at your institution will help you:

jdaarmine how much of
program

recommended credit
applies to the course or program of study at your
institution -

, identify additional areas of possible cr t,
resolve ,duplication of credit, when applicant

. has applied for,credit for more than a military
learning experience,
place the student at the appropriate point in the
course sequence or prograin of study.

In addition, the exhibits contain special notes on
career progress' n.Ther notes will help yOu identify
other areas of ssible credy and resolve, duplication
of credit: E ed Aescriptions often include
special notes an prerequisite MOS's andnOrinal pat-
terns of career progression. Ih warrant Officer MOS
exhibits, other MOS's an individual may have. held are
listed in the exhibit item, "Career Pattern."

1 1



HOW TO FIND AND- USE MOS E : ITS Kw .

Step' 5
Aivarl ,Credit, as appropriate.

The MOS recommendations are advisory. They aie'
intended to assist in formally recognizing the learning
of,enlisted soldiers, warrant officers-, and ,veterans and
in placing then in postsecondary programs of study,
apprenticeship programs,'and jobs. The recommends
tions may be modified.

For eXample, you may find that .the recomnienda-_
tions are too .low, too high, or in the, wrong subject
area for the program of study or apprentice training -

' =program the applicant shes pursue:
When akapplidant as applied tor,credit for more

than one military learning experience, you may fifid
that you will have to reduce the recommended credit
to avoid granting,duplicate credit. (See questions 11,
18, 20, and 21 in Questions and Ansliers.).

You may also wish to increase the recommended
credit to account for the learning that' the applicant
may have acquired #1 other military or nonmilitary
settings. (See questions 22 and 24-26 in Questions and
Answers.) '

ti

Step 6
", When assistdnce is reqUired, contact the

Office. on Educational Credit.
.0tC dperates an infortiation service to as- sist ecla-,

Cation officials, apprenticeships and training officials,
Slid employers in evaluating the learning experientes:,

-411.4tt,

, of military personnel. Publicatidn:Of the-,Guide is part
of service. However, there are instances 'when
additional assistance is needed, c-

When requesting an exhjbitfor an enlisted
rant officer MOS,,coniplete a' copy bf the "Request
for Army Enlisted and Warrant, Officer MOS Exhib-
its" form that appears atth back.of this volume, Use
the form only 16 request exhibits for MOS's that are
listed as "Pending evalinition." When an MOS is not,
listed in the Guide, 'OEC h not'evaluated the MOS
and his no plans to, do so.-(See question 19 in Ques-
tions and. Answers.)

When assistance in interpretation is needed and it
appears that official Military records 'will help OEC
staff'. members in responding to an inquiry, copies
should be attached to the letter of inqUiry. Do not
send Originakrecords.

When an MOS exhibit or assistance in interpreta-
tion_ is needed urgently you May telePhong the Office
on 'Educational Credit at (202) i33-4770. (Sorry, no
collect calls)" Whether inqufring by "letter" or 'tele-
phone, howevr, you, should 'always obtain informa-
tion concerning MOS exhibits . dire0tly from .`the
Office on Educational Credit, not the 'applicant. (See
question 8 in. Questions and Answers.) '"

Inquiries concerning MOS exhIts 'should be ad-
dressed to:

Offide on F-ducationatXrecljt
.,, American Council on Education

One Dupont Circle, N.W.
Washington, D.C1 20036

ATTN: MOS Evaluation Program
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F. Sample Enlis
r

ID Number. A nine-character code

?misted MOSMObyS e°xE
o hCibi...tto. identify_ each

1NORS-fiTo:C-00ifiels
_

RAP PEciALIsT
(CART001APHIc DRAFTsMAN

MOS Exhibit

five- chae MOS Desittnetion, The rac-
ter codes that identify the MOS and

Aneach of its -skill levels.
May helve as many as five

(e.g., Skin Levels 10,
skill

levels
20,

30, 40, and 50) ar as few as one,

-The enlisted .M05 structure is fully
desCribed in Appendix. A.

Comer Management field. Two
digits and a title designating a

group of related MOS's; if divided
into ,subfields (three digits and, a

title), the subfield is also Provided.
When a person has held more than

one MOS in the some career, man-

agement field orthesunnbfi;lidbil'ityyonuf

should be alert to
,

overlapping recommendations. Brief
descriptions of enlisted career man-
agement fields are provided in Ap-
pendix D.

/
Description. A sunulloq description

applying to all skill levels and a
specific description for each ,skill
level.. Provides information about
the duties performed and the quali-
fications required for proficiency in
'the MOS, It indicates the dionaanle

behind a given recommendation
Provides information that can be

sed as a starting point should you
wish to conduct further assessment
of the learning a soldier or veteran
has acquired. The- descridpectioisnioniss

also useful in making
when recommendations from more
than one learning experience appear
to du'plicate each other.

Date of evaluation. By month and

year. 'Follows the recommendation
for each skill level .-

Importanb Read entire MOS exhibit
before awarding educational credit

or advanced standing in On oPPren-

-"Was training program.

81C2,0

81C30
81C40
81t50

Eshlbit Dates: 10/74-2/77.

___---Cireer Management Field: ?I (Topa--- graphic EquYeerms and Map' Reproduc-
tion), subfiera_811 (Drafting).

Summary: Supervises or Performs carto-
graphic drafting adivities, compilation or
revision of PiaMmetno and topographic

ttinurerrampalas: ioeSrpokiwgril anLepstruhlic.260:ynDdr°roafg"

Skill Level 40: Able to perforrn

rascalpiicsc,mrldbeesise

Lilo!

and scribing surfaces for, reproduction ofNOTE: May ha

.transparent overlays,
or 'other

maps. NO- :- - have progressed to...

features on drawings,

81020, from 81A10 (General Draftsman).30: Able to perform the tithes
required
Skill Level

revises PlaMmetric and', topographic maps.
for Skil) Level 20; complies and

' Recommendation, Skill Level 20

cartograPuY, rneeincal drawing, and
6thstemester hours in
baccalaureate/asso-

c3i ainItneaerialtdheegr'l
-total pf 12 semester hours (12/75).

rpretation, for a

Recommendation, Skill Level so
In the lower-division baccalaureateiasso-

4 in phogrammetry;ciate dtefiree catesorot Y 6 semester hours in

c
3 in me-

battiest drawing, and 3 in aerial phbto-
, graphic interpretation, for a total ,of 16 se-

mester hours (12/75).

Sk Level 40RecRecommendation, ill
In the lower-division baccalaureate /assn

ciate degree category, 6
1, 4 in photn semester hours in

cartograp,.y,
i- ;:,..aerial photographic

--grammetry, 3 in me-
chanical drawing, 3 4,

(12/75).
agemen .
interpretation.

a total of 19 semester houtst for
and " m mtroductn to man-

Recommendation. Skill Level 50

In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso
ciate degree

lower
,_tego,r3' 6 semester hours i

cartography. '.1" p"otograttimetry, 3 in me-
chanical

m

introduction
drawing, 3 in aerial

man-
agement,

25 semester hours (12/75). /

3 in 13arknanal suPervision, and 3
management, for a

. n photographic
roduction to

total of 2

i

xiv
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77*. The official Army title of the
MOS during the period of the exhib-
it dates. if the title changed during
that Period, the newer title is given
firsL.qnd the older title is given in
P°rentheijis on the next line.

Exhibit Dotes. Start and end dates
by month and year.' The earliest
start date for enlisted MOS's is

10/73 because ACE does not have
the information necessary to evalu-
ate enlisted MOS's as they may
have existed earlier than 10/73.
When on end date is given, the
.611° was either discontinued (an
"o'arlation is provided) or changed
(another exhibit will follow for the
MOS e.g., mosAK-002). The
!erM -Present(' as the end date
indicates that the MOS still exists
and the exhibit is current as of Jan-
uary 1, 1978. Same exhibits will
end with the phrase "Pending Eval-
uation."

Re'co)nmendation. By skill level.

should not be added.
iEnd

highest skill level held should be
used; skill-level recommendations

ucfoaturionapols

the recommendation for theOnly t

baccalaureate/associate degree;

sciredbleitcatisegreOrioems:mevndoceda-
tional certificate; lower-division

uPPer-division baccalaureate; and
graduate 'degree. (See Appendix A
or category definitions.) The rec-

ommendation normally specifi4 the
number of semester hours'om-
mended and the appropriate subject,

7 area, Program of study, or disci-
pline in which the credit might be
applied.

Advanced standing in an apprentice
training program, when resom-

"".nded, is expressed in clock'

hours af related instruction. For ex-

ample,

experience and contact

ample, the apprenticeship recom-

001 at Skill Level 40 is: ,"In an
mendation in the exhibit MOS-22K-

electronic technician .apprentice
training program, 1,200 clock
hours of experience and 250 can-
ta751...cf hoUrs of related instruction (3/

You on free to 'modify the lec-
°"ellendatIon.



Sample Warrant Officer MOS Eihibit

ID Number. A ten-character code
assigned by OEC to identify each
warrant officer MOS exhibit.

MOS Designation. The four-charac-
ter code that identifies the MOS
plus the neutral fifth character,
zero ("0"). The zero is added as a
reminder that the MOS evaluation
does not include the evaluation of
learning associated with Special
Qualifications Identifiers (Sgis).
When a person's MOS designation
includes an SQI, signified by a letter
or number other than zero as the
fifth character, additional credit'
may be assessrantd on the basis of in-
dividual sment (refer to Ap.

Description provides information
about the duties performed and the
qualifications required for proficien-
cy in the MOS. It indicates the ra-
tionale betting o givelr credit recom-
mendation and provides information
-that can be used as o stortinpoint
should you wish to conduct further
assessment, of the learning a wor-
rant officer or veteran has ac-
quired. The description is also
useful in making decisions about
how much credit to grant when
credit, recommendations from more
than one learning experience op
to duplicate each other.

MOS-271A-001
LAND COMBAT SUPPORT MISSILE SYSTEMS

REPAIR TECHNICIAN

271A0-
Exhibit Dates: 10/66Present.

Career Pattern

May ha Progressed to Land Combat
rt Missile Systems Repair Technician

from MOS 27B (Land Combat Swart
System Test Specialist/ ante Repairer),
MOS 27D (Lance Missile System Repair-
man), MOS 27E (Wire-Guided Missile Sys-
tems* Repairman or TOW/Dragon. Repair-
er), MOS 27H (Shillelagh Repairer), or
MOS 27Z (LOSS Missile Maintenance
Chief).

Description

supply, equipment, facility, and
personnel assets in the maintenance and
repair of land combat support missile sys-
tems (short- or medium-distance guided
missile weapon systems), associated. system -
designed electronic test systems, and train-
ing devices; directs the activities of person-
eel engaged in isolating malfunctions occur-
ring in. electronic firing and guiding .systems
and components; analyzes complex mal-.
fbnctions; supervises repair Of and modifica-
tions to systemic components, including
guidance control systems, optical . . .

ilecommebdation

In, the vocational certificate category, 6
semester hoqrs in electronic:8 theory and
laboratory and 2 in use of basic hand tools.
In the lower-division 'baccalaureate/Asa-
date degree category, 6 semester hours in
electronics theory and laboratory, 3 in per-
sonnel supervision, 3 for field experience in
management, 3 in industrial/human rela-
tions, 2 in maintenance management, and 1
in technical report writing for a total of 18
semester inw- In the upper-division bacca-
laureate crate 3 semester hours in per
sonnel management and training and 3 in
management electives (3/77).

Important Reed entire MOS ex-
hibit before awarding education-
al aedit.

Mk The official Army title of the
MOS during the period of the exhib-
it dates. If the title cha during
that period, the newer title is given
first and the older title is given in
parentheses on the next line. A title
in the exhibit may be different from
the title that appears on the per-
son's Army records, which may be
the title of a- Special Qualifications
Identifier (see Appendix E).

Exhibit Dates. Start and end dates
by month and year. TheJstart dates
vary considero ly for each warrant
officer MOS exhibit.' Eoch start
date reflects an historical tracing of
tip MOS reqmjcpments. The end,
date for all WIlerant officer MOS's
that have been evaluated is given
as "Present," indicating that the
exhibit is current as of January 1,
1978. Many warrant officer MOS
exhibits end with this item; instead
of specific dates, the term, "Pend-
ing evaluation," appears.
Career Pattern. Enlisted or other
warrant officer MOS's that an indi-
vidual may have held. You should
be alert to the possibility of over-
lapping recommendationns . when a r
warrant officer has heW one or
more of these MOS's.

Recommendation. Educational credit
is recommended in four possible
categories: vocational certificate;
lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree; upper-division bacca-
laureate; and graduate degree.
(See Appendix A for category defi-,
nitions.) The recommendation nor-
mally specifies the number of se-
mester Wits recommended and .the
appropriate subject area, program
of study, or discipline in which the
credit might be applied.
Recommendations for warrant offi-
cer MOS's are limited to recom-
mendations for educational credit.
No warrant officer MOS's have
been evaluated for advanced stand-
ing in apprentice training programs
because warrant officer duties are
administrative and supervisory in
nature.
You are free to modify the me-
cantondation.
Date of Evaluation. By month and
year.



Questions and Ansivers

This section is designed to answer questions that may
arise about using the Guide and awarding credit

1

An applicant at my institution has submitted a DD
Form 214 that lists abbreviated course titles which I
cannot decipher. The form does not _contain enough
information for me to find the courses in the Guide.
What should I do? Military records often provide in-
sufficient information for education officials, to prop-
erly identify courses. For that reason, OEC has de-
signed the "Request for Course Recommendation"
form, which can be used to supplement records. The
applicant for credit should be responsible for inter-
preting, the information on his or her records and
presenting the data in readable form. You may also
use course completion certificates and Other training
records to verify entries on the DD Forms 214 and
295.

2
When an applicant brings information on a number of
comrses completed, I can usually find exhibits for only
a Enall percentage of the courses in the Guide.' Am I
doing something wrong? The_course evaluations done
by the Office on Educational Credit Probably repre-

'sent about 30 percent of "the total number of courses
offered by the armed services. The remaining 70 per-
cent cannot be evaluated for one reason or another.
In general, courses evaluated and published in the
Guide are offered on a full-time basis (a minimum of
thirty contact hours- of instruction 'a week) for not less
than two weeks' duration; or, if less than two weeks
in length, the courses must include a minimum total of
sixty contact hours of academic instruction. (Prior to
1973 the minimum length requirement was three
weeks or 90 contact hours.) Very few correspondence
courses are listed in the Guide because such programs
were not evaluated until the mid-1970s. One criterion
for reviewing correspondence courses is the establish-
ment of an ongoing proCtored end-of-courSe examina-
tion program. Another requirement for evaluation is
that a course be formal as defined by the services, i.e.,
offered to meet servicewide -training requirements and
published in the formal schools catalog for the ser-
vice. This requirement generally excludes locally or-
ganized. and Command-level training programs, as
well as courses offered on a one-time basis. When in

doubt about the availability of any evaluation for any
service course, contact the OEC Information Service.

3
I understand many military records were destroyed in a
fire at" the General Services Administration several
years ago. What do I do if the applicant's military
records were among those4destroyed? Many records
were reclaimed or reconstructed and are now avail-
able. In'addition,e- applicant's copies of certificates
may be used in lieu .of records destroyed in the GSA
fire.

4
May I submit a Request for Course RecomMendation
form that the student has filled out with information
from the. Guide? A form filled out by a student who
copies information from the Guide cannot be used by
the OEC Information Service staff ;for identification
purposes because' that information only duplicates
data already published. One of the purposes bf, the
Request for Course Recommendation form is to
secure information about a course from the student,
ideally through official records, but also from his or
her personal knowledge or memory of the course.
With this first-hand information, you may find the
correct course exhibit in the Guide. If you cannot fmd
it, you may send the request form to the OEC Infor-
mation Service.

The OEC staff can then use this additional informa-
tion to search its extensive files for matching informa-
tion. When a student attempts to identify a course
taken years ago by extracting current titles and/or
course numbers from the Guide, he or she may in fact
be identifying a similar course but not the one, he or
she may have taken.

5
Who should send in the Request for Course Recommen-
dation form? The form should be completed by the
applicant and authorized by you, the institution offi-
cial. Credit recommendations will be forwarded. to
your institution only when you authorize us to do so.
While we do provide credit recommendations to ap-
plicants upon receipt of their requests, we encourage
them to apply through their schools.
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'xviit QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

6 (
Why is so much nformation needed on the.Request for
Course Recommendation form? You cannot be sure
that you have iden d the cdrrect,_exhibit in the
Guide unless: all theinfo ation on the form matches
the corresponding items in the course exhibit. The
course title, course number, name and, location of the
service school, and length of the course shown on the
form should be identidal to the information in the
exhibit. In addition, the dates of attendance should fall,
within the exhibit dates.

A complete and accurate form will also help the
OEC Information Service research the,cOurse21

.

7
What do do when the information on the Request for
Course Recommendation form doesn't exactly 'match
the infornuilion in the course exhibit? Send an autho-
rized foriii- to the OEC Information Service. Send
copies of military records if you think they'll provide
additional information. If OEC cannot Identify the
course and supply a credit recommendation, you may
still grant credit to the applith% by.conducting your
own assessment of the applicant's learning. (See ques-
tion 25 for information about assessment techniques.)

8
How long does it take to receive a response if I submit
a properly Completed request form? About three weeks
for most requests, longer for those requiring extensive
research.' Every effort will be made to respond as
quickly as possible. If you wish, you may call in
requests, but if research is involved, OEC will have to
send you a written response.

9
How can I get adlittlonal information about the courses
in the Guide? Sometimes the descriptive material in the
exhibit is not detailed enough for me to make a deci-
sion* about granting credit. What do I do then? With
the exception of a few computer-taught or classified
courses, OEC has on file the programs of instruction
for all courses listed in the Guide. When necessary,
OEC can provide the topic outline from the military
syllabus, and in those instances where an entire pro-
gram of instruction is needed, arrangements can be
made to photocopy the ,entire syllabus.

10
What are USAFI and DANTES? Can I grant credit for
the courses and tests listed on an applicant's USAFI or

DANTES military test report!? was the 1.,
United y5tatCs Armed Forces Institute, which offered
an extensive educational program to active-duty per-
sonnel. USAFI correspondence, seminar, and self-
study courses, end -of- course tests, and Subject Stan--
dardized.Tests (SSTs) were made available to service
personnel worldwide until 1974, when USAFI was
disestablished. Subsequently, the Defense Activity for
Non-Traditional Education Support (DANTES) was
established in 1974, and that agency continued the
development and administration of Subject Standard-
ized Tests and other educational iervicesOEC con-
tinues to recommend credit for USAFI offerings and
DANTES SSTs.

In 'verifying completion of USAFI or DANTES
courses or tests, do not accept the military test report
as official. That report is given to all service:person-
nel who have taken, a course or test. Tkobtaln bfficial
USAF' or DANTES records, 4efer to the 'addresses,
provided in Appendix A, under "Other Recommends-
tions."

11
What is the significance of the date hich appeais after
each credit recommendation? That ate is called the
"evaluation -date" and represents the month and year
the credit recomrkendation was established. Each time
a course or MOS' is evaluated, a date is provided so
that you' know when the course or MOS was last
considered in terms of a credit equivalency. The date
tells you how recently a recommendation was estab-
lished so that you can judge the currency of the
credit recommended. This information is particularly
useful in subject areas where 'state of the art" is
important in determining the applicability of credit.
You can also use the evaluation date when your insti-
tution has established a "statute of limitations" for
acceptance of transfer credit. .

12
An applicant completed a course in 1973, but the Guide
exhibit dates are 3/74 to Present. Should I grant credit
based on the Guide? Theech?At dates shown in ,the
Guide indicate the time period for -which 0Ee-has
information on the course. The course may have been
off red for several years prior to the exhibit "start"
ate, but since the service branch did not submit

information on the course during that time period,
OEC is not able to backdate the 'bit to cover it. If
you can be reasonably sure, fro other information
provided by fhe applicant (length, course content de-
scription), that his or her course was the same or ..-

similar to the course listed in the Guide, then you can
gent credit based on the Guide recommendation. If

t)



the applicant's course was a number of weeks.longer
or shorter than the one covered in the Guide exhibit,
you may be able to grant credit based on a compari-
son of the applicant's information- with the descriptive
information in the Guide. The Office on Educational
Credit encourages yog to conduct your own assess-
nient of courses for which no credit recommendation
is available. (See question ,25 for information about
assessment techniques; for information on MOS exhib-
it dates, 'see questions 15 and. 19, and Step in in How

to Find and Use MOS Exhibits.)

13.-
What does it mean .when an MOS is listed as PMOS,
-SMOS, AMOS, or DMOS? Can I stilt use the ACE.
recommendation for the MOS? Army records may
shoW an enlisted MOS as primary (PMOS), secondary
(SMOS), additional (AMOS), or duty (MOS); a rec-
ommendation for any type of MOS #an be used, pro-
vided the individual has demonstraked proficiency in
that MOS.

14-
How do I determine vvliethpr, an applicant is eligible to
receive the credit recommended in the enlisted MOS
exhibits? To determine a person's eligibility , for an
MOS recommendation, you must' first determine
whether the person has demonstrated his or her MOS
proficiency. An enlisted MO,S evaluation score of 70
of higher usually indicates MOS proficiency. Howev-

' er, the Enlisted Evaluation System used by the Army
is undergoing change (see "The Enlisted MoS Evalu-
ation-'Score" in Appendix A). You must decide when
to accept an enlisted MOS evaluation score as evi-
dence, of MOS proficiency and when other vei-ifica-
don should be sought. .

The decision to use a. given MOS recommendation
r rests- on the degree of confidence yoii' have that the

, person has demonstrated his or her proficiency in the
MOS .as it ,exist "`during the,period- of 'the exhibit
dates. The confidence ractor normally fall in the
following range:

'1. One or more colposite MOS evaluation scores of
70 or highe. r before January ,177 (HIGHEST CONFI-
DENCE). Mcom osite OS evaluation score con-
sists of the sc e on the written MOS test and the
sow derived from the sup,ervisor's rating of job per-
fOrmafice on the Enlisted' Efficiency Report (EER).

4-Sometimes it may also include 'a score on a perfor-
mance examination. Such composite scores will have

, been achieved before January 1, 1977, and may be
accepted with complete: confidence as evidence of
MOS proficiency.

1 ,
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2. One "EER-only" score in combination with previous
composite MOS evaluation scores. An "EER-only" score
is.based solely on the supervisor's rating on the Enlist-,
ed Efficiency Report. It is more likely to occur after
January I, 1977, the date MOS testing-was suspended.

Whenever you encounter an "EER-only" score, ask
the applicant to give you copies,of all Enlisted Effi-
ciency Reports. The EER contains a checklist for
performance evaluation and space for written corn-
nients from the rater (sdpervisor) and the endorser
(normally the commanding officer). By scrutinizing
the EER(s), you may be able to determine whether
the person has indeed demonstrated proficiendy in the
MOS.

If the person has, one or more composite MOS
evaluation scores of 70 or higher, but the most recent
sore is ,an "EER-only" score, you should review the
EER. the EER is favorable, you may have a high
degree of confidencerin,the, person's MOS proficien-
cy.

3. Multiple "EER-only" scores. A person may have
several "EER-only" scores but no composite MOS
evaluation score. If the EERs are favorable, youintay
have some confidence in the person's MPS proffaien-
cy, The degree of confidence will depend on how
consistently the person has demonstrated his OP her
MOS proficiency as reflected o the EERs.

4. One "EER-only" safe. ome soldiers may have
only one evaluation score, an "EER-only" score. A
single evaluation report will probably not be sufficient
to confirm MOS proficiency. Further assessment may
be needed. ,

'7--No MOS evaluation score at all during 'the period
f the exhibit dates (LOWEST CONFIDENCE). When
a 'person has not been evaluated by the Army during
the period of the exhibit dates, you cannot confirm,

MOS
proficiency without assessing the person's learn-

ing.

You may also encounter a second type of compos-
ite MOS evaluation score, one based on a Skill Quali-
fication Test (SQT) -the replacement for the MOS
test--and an EER. The SQTs are being phased in
through March 1980. Until. ACE completes 'its study
of the SQT-s, you should not accept the SQT-derived
evaluation scores as evidence of MOS proficiency.
The study results will be announced in the OEC
Newsletter.

When you are not confident of a person's proficien-
cy in the MOS as presented in a given: exhibit, the
person's eligibility for the recommendation is at issue.
You should not apply an.MOS recommendation with-
out first confirming that the person has indeed dem-

a -



xx QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS'

onstrated- proficiency in the MOS. When you cannot
confirm the person's MOS proficiency on the basis of
an MOS evaluation score, you may choose to confirm
the person's MOS proficiency through individual as-
sessment (see question 25).

It is hoped that the MOS descriptions will be help-
ful to you as a reference point for assessing an indi-
vidual's MOS proficiency. When you can confirm
that the individual has attained some or all of the'
skills, competencies, and knowledge °represented by
the MOS, the ACE 'recommendation can be utilized
or appropriately modified.

15
What if the iipplicant's1110S evaluation is dated before,
the start date of the MOS 'eXhibit?; Should I still
use the .recommendation Jo grant credit to this
person? If you have the institutional' resources to ,do
so, you should do some investigating,,hefore,deciding
to'accept or modify our recomnienilation. OEC estab-
lishes the start date shaied on how far.hack we 'can'
verify that the MOS'. was thgle as it was when we
evaluated it. When, we storied the ,MOS program, the
Army gave us diunentationc-on MOS's effective..0c-
tober 1973. We tiO.,not liiiVelhe Means to confirm thae04'
an MOS was thjksarfteipefore October:1973, but you
might. There are three steps you will need to follow
in making your decision,:

1. Obtain a description of the MOS as it existed when
the person held it. If the peison held it since October
1973, write :to the OEC Information Service for a
copy of the Army description, (be sure to tejl us, when,
the periaon held the MOS). If the person held it before
October 1973, ask the person to provide a copy of the
Army Regulation descriptipn of the MOS that was in
effect when he or she held the MOS. Use the descrip-
tion to identify the learning outcomes represented by
the MOS..

2. Determine whether the individual demonstrated
proficiency in the MOS.' If the person .achieved an
MOS evaluation score of 70 or higher since October
1973, the score may be accepted as a demonstration of
MOS proficiency because .OEC has verified the valid-
ity of the Army's enlisted occupational proficiency
assessment from October .1r3 w,rd. It the per-
son's score was achieved before October .1973 or
before the date- of the exhibit, if later than October
1973, conduct your own assessment to Verify_ that the
person achieved the learning outcornS,represented by
the MOS. (See question 25 for inforrnation about as-
sessment techniques.)

3. Determine how much credit may be grantedJo the
person. A careful comparison of the description in the
MOS exhibit' and the One obtained in Step. One,
above, may reveal whether the MOS rag substantive-

ly different. If it was not, the credit recommendation
in the exhibit may be used. If specific differences are
identified, then. the, recommended crediti'may need to
be modified accordingly.

16
Is a four-digi 'lumber such as 5241 an acceptable war-
rant officer OS designation? In some:cases, yes. The
four-digit n ber is the warrant officer MOS designa-
tion thatwat used before the present warrant officer
MOS classifi ation system was adopted in June 1961.

,'For example, the MOS designation for Bandmaster
was 5241 and is now 031A. When the start date for a
warrant officer MOS -exhibit is earlier than 6/61, the
four-digit MOS designation., is provided in the MOS

-,exhibit because some warrant officer _records may
show theOld number.

17 ,
Do I have t6 verify an -MOS evalnairn score. fo
warrant officers, too? No. A warrant °Tom's eligib'
ity for the recominendation can be Verified by tti

,4pg DA Form 67-7, "Officer Evailtiation Repo
(/rating of "effective" Talividence Of. MOS pro

18
Should I award credit to a warrant officer for his or
her enlisted ,f0S's? Yes, you may award credit fo-r
any combination of learning experiences. (See also
question,20.)

19
When an MOS exhibit includes the statement, !Tend-
ing)evaluation," bow. will I know when the ACE recom-
mendations will be available? The "abbreviated" exhib-
it format was deVeloped to let you know = the evalua-
tion status of MOS's. Such exhibits include only the.
OEC ID number, the MOS title, the MOS designs-

, tions, and the exhibit dates with the statement,, "Pend-
ing evaluation." When you encounter the statement,
two things are certain: (1) the MOS is one that was in

' use as of the publication cut-off date of January 1978
and (2) ACE plans to evaluate it. As MOS recommen-
dations are available they will be announced in the
OEC Newslester. The absence of an enlisted MOS
from this editon indicates that ACE has not evaluated
the MOS and has 'no plineto'do so (except when a
new MOS is added to the. MOS classification systein
after. January 1978). Inquiries about. the evaluation
status of ,Lan MOS should be directed to the OEC
InformatioAl Service (see Step 6).

s
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20 rI have looked up several courses and MOS's for o e
applicant, It appears ,that a lot of the recommend
credit is iii_ the same subject area. How ca I avo d
granting tIon much credit to this person?' Also, if I gr t

,credit forte course, should I also grant credit for t i e
MOS? You may'grant credit for any combination f
learning experiences. In doing so, however, you mus

be alert td the possibility of overlapping credit rec4m
'mendationsI f the person is applying for credit fo
more than on learning experience, the recommenda
tions might, cover some of the same learning. In such
cases, awarding° a simple total, of the recommendtd
credits could result i the awed of more credit than
the led`rning merits Credit recommendatio
overlap between (1) related courses, (2) MOS's and
related courses, (3) r ted enlisted MOS's, and (4)

- enlisted and Warrant icer IvIQS141rie course exhib-
'?,

its and the MOS' exhibits contain information that will
'assist you in identifying cases of duplication.

1. Course' recommendations. will .overlap when the
individual has participated in several militaFy courses
in the same subject area and at the same level.

2. Course recommendations anirMOS recommenda-
tions will overlap when the individual has acquired his
or her proficiency, or a significant portion of it,
through completion of one or more formal service
sphool courses. That is some formal. courses are
MOS-producing; successful completion of the .course
leads to the award of a specific MOS. Other courses
often supplement on-the-job training and work experi-
ence and are clearly related to the skills, competen-
dies, and knowledge required for proficiency in a
warrant ()Meer MOS or in one or more enlisted MOS
skill levels. Related MOS's. include those awarded
upon completion of the course, those required as a
prerequisite to the course, and those for which tlie
course is supplementary.

3. Enlisted MOS recommendations will overlap
when the soldier or veteran has held two or more
MOS's that require related qualifications and the per
formance of related or similar duties. MOS's in the
same career management field or subfield are prob-
ably related. Related MOS's are also noted in the
summary and skill-level descriptions in the exhibit.
You may also encounter overlap in the apprenticeship
recommendations for two or more enlisted MOS'S.
You may wish to evaluate the individual's pro9cieyy
by performance examination before awarding ad-
vanced standing in an apprentice training program of
waiving apprenticeship requirements.

4-, Enlisted and warrant officer. MQS recommenda
tions will probably overlap beCause most warrant offi-'
cers progress through the enlisted ranks, in enlisted
MOS's directly related to warrant officer positions.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS xxi

Relatea MOS's are noted in the "Career Pattern" item
in warrant officer MOS exhibits.

To reconcile overlapping 'credit, recommendations,
Compare the descriptions and recommendations for
each course and/or MOS and interview the soldier or
veteran, to obtain ,additional information. When the
learning outcomek;'eourses in which credits are.rec-
ommen_cled, and the number of credits recommended
for a given course or subject are the same or very
similar, ithere i overlap, and you should modify the
cddit recomm
credit. TO dete
ed without

ndations to avoid granting duplicate
e how much credit may be award-
tion to an individual who has com-

pleted a 'numbe of, courses slid held a number of
MOS's, use the following steps:

.

1 Identify Annf MOS's held and 'formal courses
completed by the individual froM the official

tary records theindividual provides:

2. Locate all Pertinent and available MOS exhibits
and Course 'exhibitS in 'the Guide, and note the
"Relted Occ\ipation Codes" listed in the coursea

3. For enlisted MOS's, locate the correct skill level
within each enlisted MOS exhibit; for courses,
locate'the correct version within each coarse
exhibit.

4. Read and compare
5. Identify the apt*

eadh exhibit, on the
graM of study.

1 the descriptions.

riate recommendations in
basis e. the person's' pro-

6. Read and compare all the .pert' ent recomm
dations. It may be helpful to list u p ount of
credit and the subject areas of each recommen-
dation.

7. If necessary, obtain additional information. from
the individual through . interview or further as-
sessment.

8. When the nature and extent of the individual's
learning has been identified, refer to all pertinent
recommendations and make decisions on how
much credit may be awarded without auplica-
ti n. Credit should be awarded as appropriate to
t e educational goals of the individual and the
in tifution.

dete ne Whether duplication exists,
Inform tion Service..

If you cann
write the OE

theMOS I Just looked up have more credit
ended than the course that leads to it? Discrep-



xiii QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS-

ancies between the credit recommendations f relat-
ed courses and MOS's are not uncommon In eed, it
is rare for the subject matter covered in a co rse to
perfectly ...coincide with the learning represen ed by
occupational proficiency'. In most cases, there is e
a difference in seoi: a difference in the subj t
matter maistererlsWthe learner and when the subject
matter, is the same, a difference in the depth, breadth,

'and extent of the learning.
Usually the scork of a course is narrower -than that

of the job. Most Army courses are 'designed to pre-
pare the soldier to be able to function on-the-job or to
take on additional tasks' As such, the courses normal-
ly provide entry4evel occupational skills and compe-
tenc.es. However, successful performance on the
MO,S test is predicated o the ditional factor of job (-
experienc,e andor extensive

Enlisted and warrant officer MOS's" related' to
courses are listed in the course exhibit item, "Related
Occupation Codes," in Army course ,exhibits. A relat-
ed ZylOS may be one that is awarded upon completion
of the-course, one for which the course is supplemen-
tary, or one which is requiied as 'a prerequisite to the
course. Therefore, this item in the course exhibit tells
you that there is a relationshipa likelihood of over-
laping credit recommendationsbetween the MOS
and the course. The term "overlapping' connotes that
at least part of the learning represented by the MOS
is the same as ,that fOr the course; therefore, some of
the credits recommended may duplicate each other. 'A
suggested procedure for resolving duplication is given
in the answer to miestioni 20.

it

22
When- credit Is recommend

11,

in more than one catego-
ry,. what should I do? Credit Maas frequently been rec-
omrnended in more than one t£ftegory. One reason for
multiple-category recommendations is that the scope
of a given MOS or course reflects learning in several
subject fields at different levels of complexity. The
learning outcomes acquired in a course: or MOS in
one subject field may apply th courses' normally in-
cluded An lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree programs while those in -another subject field
may apply to courses, normally included in' upper-
division baccalaureate programs. Another reason for
multiple-category recommendations is that faculty
members who serve as-evaluators decide that learning
in a given subject field can be applied to courses and
programs of study' encoMpassed by more than one of
the categories; that is, learning in electronics, for ex-
ample, may apply ,to the vocational certificate catego-
ry_and to the upper-division baccalaureate .category.
A thorough reading of the exhibit will help you to
determine which category is the best for you to

0EC248729 0020(00)

apply. You will need to read, he exhibit .id coMpare
fearning outcomes achieved and course objectives and
content with thoie of your own institution.

In the first instance learning in several subj
fields7--the recommended credits may be adilked as
long as all the s ects are applicable to the student's
prograin of stu at your institution.

. -'
Example A..;
In the lower-division baccalaureate/asSociate degree cate-
gory, 1.1semester hour in communication skills and 1 in .f
principles Otinitinagement. In the upper-division baccalau-
reate category, 3 sem
(6/75)

In Ex ple A, up to 5 semester (hours may be award-
ed if th y apply to the student's program: 1 in coin-
munication skills, 1 in principles- of management, and
3 in personnel management, '

In the -second instancelearning in a given subject' -.

reconun 'ded credits probably should not be added.'
field tlia ,'is applied to two or more categoriesthe

You will have to determine how they apply to the
studelkes*ogram of study at your institution.

Example E:
In the, V tional certificate category, 15 semester hours
in eleetti ity or electronics. In the lower-division bacca-
laureate/ iate degree category, 10 semester hours in ,
electriCit or electronics. In the upper-division baccalau-
reate cat gorY,.1 semester hours in electricity o electron-

', ics. I e .

In ExamPle B, to determine how many credits to
award, compare the information in the exhibit de-
scription with the desired outcomes of eleetricity or
electronics or related courses and programs of study
at your institution. AWard' credit based on comparison
of these outcomes. ,

As a general riile, you should read the course de-
scription or the MOS summary and skill leverdescrip-
tions, and then avOard credit as it best applies to the
stildent'S\
academic c

Credit' m y
various ways: (1) applied to the major to replace a
required course; (2) applied as nn optional course
within the major; (3) applied as a general elective; (4)-
applied to meet basic degree requirements; or (5) ap-
plied to waive a prerequisite. Credit granted by a
postsecondary institution will depend on institutional
policies and degree requirements.

ter hours in personnel management .

rogram of study, as, determined 'through
nseling.

applied to a 'student's program in

23
I have a Course recommendation in w ch credit in
more than one categorybut in the same subject
areais recommended. It looks, like a combination cif
the previous examples. What do I do in that case?

le
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Credit categories +Auld' be' cdmbined, if, for example,
.,

the recommendation is:
,

In the lowdr-divisio alaureate/associate degree cate-
gory, 3 semester hours up typing and 3 in office manage-
ment. In the upper ivision b eate category, 3 se-

,mestei' hoursiiit: o i management d 2 for field expert -.
ence in mans ment (11775).

The 3 semester hodrs lin office anagement recom-
mended in th&-low r-divi n baccalaureate/associate

,
degree category, and e 3 in office management rec-
ommended in the upper - division baccalaureate catego-
ry should not be coinbilied for a total of 6. Eight
semester hours might be vranted if they apply to the
student's program: 3 in typing, 3 in office manage-
med, and 2 for field' experience in management. The
evaluators have described the course content, and
using that description, from the course exhibit, you

----rniti ss determine the appropriate al\plication, of the
credit recommendation: ,

-

24.
Do I have to grant credit, exactly as it appears in the
recommendation? No. The use ofrACE recommenda-
tions is the prerogative 'of, education officials and em-
players. The recommendations are provided to assist
you in assessing the applicability of a person's military
learning experiences to his or her educational pro-
gram or octiprittion. You may modify the recommenda-
tions in accordance with your institution's policies and
practices

You should keep in mind that the recommendations
, are advisory and are designed as a tool for use in

giving due recognition to an individual for his or her ,
learning experiences in the armed services. You
should also keep in mind that the learning of some
service .personnel may exceed the skills, competencies,
and knowledge evaluated for a specific course or
MOS. In these cases, you', may wish to conduct tur-
they assess ent. (See question 25 for information
about assesssztent tecluiitpies.)

P '
'k

25
May I, conduct my own assessment of an applicant's
learning? Yes. In -a sense, you are 'always conducting
your own assessment, even wherk y6u Ilse the recom!
mendations in this book. The Glade is one of many..
fools you can use to assess :what an applicant has'
learned and how that le,lirning can be- applied to ft
specific program of study., at your institution. When
yoti cannot find a recommendation in' the Guide or-

obtain one from OEC Information Service, we en-
courage you tp use other means to assess what the
person has learned.

' IQUESTIONS AND/ANSWERS xxiii
. "

.

4'

v,

Th re are wide variety of assessment techniques
that you can pse, e.g., written examinations, oral ex-
aminations, culty committee assessment, evaluation
of materials upplied by the applicant, personal inter-
views, performance tests, and standardized examina-
tions such as CLEP. A combination of several tech- '-'
niques will usually result in a reliable assessment of
the person's learning.//

You may learn afore about "assessment techniques
through the publications of the Council for the Ad-
vancement of Experiential Learning (CAL), former-
ly the Cooperative Assessment of Experiential Learn-
ing. Two CAEL reports give/ particularly helpful
overviews of the topic: A ECqmpendium of Assessment
Techniques, by \Joan Knapp and Amiel T. Sharon
(CAEL-11; $3.0), and Principles °Mood Practices in
Assessing Experiential Learning, by Warren W. Wil-
lingham .(CAEL-27; $3.50 for a, single , copy, $2.00_
each for ten or more). The publications may bee/pur-
chased from CAEL, American City Boiling, Suite
208, Cofumbia, Maryland 21044. e

You should also watch for new additions the
ACE Guide ,Series which now comprises t Guide

-and a companion volume, The National ide to
Credit Reconiihendations for Noncollegiate Courses;
which lists /recommendations for courses offered by
business an industry, government agencies, profes,
sional and voIun t 'associations, and, labor unions.
The 1978 edition o The National Guide may tre pus-
chased from OEC ($8.00 a copy, prepaid). The office)
plans to add a guide to credit-by-examination pro-
grams to the series. Availability of-the new guide will
be announced in the OEC Newsletter.

2.6

V

I am an employer. How will th e Guide be useful to me?
Employers may find the exhibits helpful in hiring and
placing veterans in jobs. The recommendations- and
descriptions enable you to ,compare a veteran's train-
ing an' experience with the qualifications and require-
fnents for jobs. The recommendations relate learning
to postsecondary courses and curricula and, in some
cases, to apprentice training programs.

27 ,
GThe Course Number Index in the uide contains Army

course numbers that are° eight digits long, but:. service
records usually provide only a five-digit course number.
Now can I identify a course with this type of number?
The Army course numbering system. consists of *the
three-digit DoD Enlisted Occupation Code followed
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by the Army five-digit MOS code. Many service re-
---Nr,--corcis, however, provide on y the MOS code that

relates to an Army course. o identify the correct
course exhibit when you have only an MOS code,

'refer to Appendix G, the Conyers' n Table of MOS's
to DoD Enlisted Occupation Codes

To use this table, you must iden ify the first three
digits of the five -digit MOS code ( 4.g.,4the first three

1 digits of MOS 35E20 are 35E). Look up the three-
digit-r6cle (15E) in the table and find the correspond-
ing. DoD code (198).-' You now havethe complete

o44

Army Course Niimbe (198-35E20) and are able to
use the Course Number Index.,

Additional questions and answers about using the Guide
and the recommendations appear in the OEC Newslet-
ter. If you are not already receiving the newsletter, write
to the Editor, OEC Newsletter, Office on Educational
Credit, American Counil on Education, One-Dupont
Circle, Washington, D.C. 20036.
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AR-0102-0002
VETERINARY SPECIALIST

Course Number: 321 -91 T20. -

Location: Walter Reed Institute of
Research, WashingtOU, DC.

Length: B weeks (290-302 hours).
Exhibit Dates:'3467-Present.

*-Objectives:To provide enlisted personnel
with a general and working knowledge of
the basic principles and techniques of
animal, care, management, and treatment,
to enable them to assist the veterinary of-
ficer.

Instruction: Lectures and clinical prac-
ticum in laboratory procedures; anatomy
and physiology; veterinary pathology; dis-
eases of the systems; handling, care and
treatment of animals; surgical . procedures ;.
and yeterinary diseases.

Credit Rem#Inevidation: In the lower-
division ,Wettiaureate/associate degree
category, 4 9temester hours in basic veteri-
nary science and 2 in:clinical prafticum (6/
75).

AR-0104-0001

I. VETERINARY SPECIALIST 1
.Foos, INSPECTION PROCEDURES

(ADVANCED) e

3. FOOD INSPECTION ADVANCED

Course Number: Version 1: 321-91R20.
Version 2: 321- 91R20; 8-R-934',2. Version
3: 8-E-37.

Location: Version 1: Academy of Health
Sciences, Ft. Sam Houston, TX. Version 2:
Medical Department Veterinary School,
Chicago, IL% Versio'n 3: Medical: Depart,.
ment VeterinaniSchool, Chicago', IL.

Length: Version 1: 10 weeks (340
.4. hours). Version 2: 10-16 weeks (440-704

hours). Version 3: 24 weeks (1056 hOurs).
Eihibit Dates: Version 1: 4/76-Present.

Version 2: 3/58-3/76. Version 3: 2/56-2/58.
ObJectives: To provide food inspection

specialists with a working knowledge of ad-
vanced procedures and techniques 9f food
hygiene, safety and quality assurance in-
spections.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
- cises in procedures and techniques of food

inspection, including applied chemistry and
microbiology; processing, handling, and in-
specting dairy, poultry, and meat products;
inspection of food storage and food
processing facilities; detection, salvage, and
decontamination of foods exposed to
chemical, biological, or radiological con-
taminants.t

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category; 9 semester hours in food
science, 6 in inspection procedures and
regulations, 2 in veterinary preventive
medicine (6/77). Version 2: In the lower-
division baccalauretue/associato degree

,:.

Course Exhibits

category3 semester hours in food science
(2/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category; 3 semester hours in meat and
dairy hygiene, 3 in veterinary laboratory
procedures (12/68). Version 3: In the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in food
science (2/74); in the upper - division bac-
calaure to category, 3 semester hours in
meats cl dairy hygiene, 6 in _veterinary
laborfit ry procedures (12/68).

Reiatild Occupation Codes: 9IR.

AR -01)04 -0002 .

I. VETERINARY SPECIALIST BASIC
2. FOOD INSPECTION,PROCEDURES Bisie

,.

- (FOOD INSPECTION)
Course, Number: Version 1: 32 I -9 I RIO.

Versioci 2 :. 321-9IR10; 8-E-2; 8-R-934.I.
Looltion: Version 1: Academy of Health

Sciences, Ft. Sam ousion, TX. Version 2:
Midieal Service' t and Dairy Hygiene
School,' Chieago, I , ;Medical 'Service
School;Ft. Sam Houston, TX. f.

Length: Version 1: 8 weeks (352-hdurs)
Version 2: 8-10 weeks (275-440 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Vefsion 1: 6/76-Present.'
VersiOn 2: 2/56-4168.

Objectives: To provide food handlers
with, the necessary skills to perfcirm'blisic
quality assurance inspection techniques.

Instruction: Version 1: Lectures and
practical exercises in administration, food
technology and inspection, and veterinary
preventive medicine so that when given ap-
plicable documents, inspection equipment
and raw materials for meat, dairy products,

. poultry and waterfood, -students perform
aPPropriate component, procesi or end
item inspection; conduct surveillance in-

_ spections for a variety' of fresh fruits and
. vegetables; perform product wholesOme-

ness inspection and detect unsanitary con-,
ditions in food 'handling facilities. Version

'2: Lectures.and practical exercises 'in the
... fundamentals of food inspection

techniques, including detection and report-
ing of sanitary. defects, field and surveil-
lance inspection, and contract administra-
tion. .

Credit Recommendation: 'Version 1: In
the lower-divition baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in ad-
miniitration, 4 in meat and waterfood
technology, 3 in dairy and poultry science,
3 in food inspection techniques, I in veteri-
nary preventive medicine (6/77). Version 2:
In the vocational ceitificate category, 3
semester.hours in food inspection (2/74).

Related.Occupation Codes: 9IR.

AR-0104-0003
MEAT PLANT MANAGEMENT

Course Number: 40-E-6.
Location: Quartermaster School, Ft. Lee,

VA.
Length: B weeks (352 hours),
Exhibit Dates: 9/54-12/56.

Objectives: To train meat cutters and
food handlers to supervise the operation of_
a, central meat plant or field butchery unit. "-

Instruction: Lectures in the 'basic princi-
ples of meat plant 'management, including
types, classes, and grades of fresh meat and
poultry; meat processing; personnel
management and supervision; and atodem,
plant organization and administtatiorL

Credit Recommendation: In the loge!'
division baccalaureate /associate
Category, 3 semester hours in meat ant
management ( I/74)..; in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in
meat plant management (12/68).

AR-0104-0004
F000 INSPECTION PROCEDURESREERESHER,

POST VETERINARY ORIENTED COURSE
(FOOD INSPECTION PROCEDURES

REFRESHER (FIr VETERINARY SER.--
VICE)) -

Course Number: 321-FI (B); 32I-F5.
Location:..' Medical 'Service Veterinary

School; iChicagO, IL.
Length: 2-3 weeks (88-1 32"hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/67-12/71. ,
Objectives:. To provide food inspection

specialists with refresher training in food
inspeCtion techniques and procedures.

Instruction: Lectures in ,food inspection
techniques and procedures, including con-
tract administration, cold and dry storage
procedures,. post, veterinary administration,
surveillance inspection, and combat service
support.

Credit RecomMendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(1/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 9IB.

AR-0104-0005
.VETERINARY' PREVENTIVE MEDICINE AND

FOOD INSPECTION

:Connie Number: 6-G -3221.
Location:. Medical Service ,Veterinary'

School, Chicago, IL,
Length: 8-weeks (364 hours).
'Exhibit:Dates: 7/67- I 2/68.
Objectives: To provide veterinarians with

a working knowledge of applied food hy.
giene and technology.

Instruction: Lectures in the fundamentals
of applied food hygiene and technology, in-
cludi,ng contract administration, surveil-
lance inspection, and food procurement,
storage, and shipment.

Credit Recitmmendation: No credit
because of the military nature'of the course
(2/74);

AR -0104 -0006
FOOD INSPECTION PROCEDURES REFRESHER,

, FRUIT AND VEGETABLE ORIENTED.

Course Number: 321 Fl (C).
Location: Medical Service Veterinary

School, Chicago, IL.
,.Length: 3 weeks (132 hours).
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Elihibit Dates: 1 /67,-1 2/68..
objectives: To .provide food inspection

,specialists with refresher training foodinspection procedures and techniqu
instruction: lectures in food ins 'ctionprocedures and techniques, including in-

.

spection of fruits and vegetables: fresh and
frozen food' inspection, post veterinary ad-
ministration, contract administration, Andcombat service support.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military culture of the course
(2/74).

Related Occupation C es: 91 R.

AR-0104-0007
FOOD INSPECTION PROCEDURES:

RE:FRESHER,RED MEATS ORIENTED
o rrse Isluinber-. 321.-F 1 ( A ).
(ocation: Medical Service VeterinarySchool, Chidago. IL.
L..erigth: -3 weeks fl 32 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/6721 2/68.
Objectives: To .provide food inspectionspecialists with 'refresher training in food

inspection techniques and procedures.Instriicti
techniqu
spect i on

ing. Pa
Lion; stir
ry admin

ts.,, it, Recommendation: No credit
11ecad. 'of the militaininature of the course(1474):

Related Occupation codes: 91 R.

Lectures in food inspection
d procedures, including in-
tYPes of red meats; packag-
nd marking; food preserve-I(..ce inspection; post veterina-

ore, and combat service sup-

AR-0104-0008
I S_ URSISfENCE ()EVICER
2. SUBSISTENCE OVER'ER
3. Suasis-rf,NP01.-irrn
4. SUBSIST EA

i-

Course N
Version 2: 8

x---Etsa.thsoLoeiv
Per: Version 1: 8D-4130-

-4130. Version 3: 8D-4130;
I 0-6-4 t 30. Version 4: t 0-G-4130.

Location: Quartermaster Ipctiool, Ft. Lee,VA.
Length: Vei.sicin 13' 'weeks (452

hours). Version 2: 13 weeks (466 hours).
Version 3: I R weeks (642-660 hours). Ver.-

,sion 4: 24 weeks (83%456 hours).
Exhibit' Dates: Version 1: 1/74-Present.I Version"' 2: 46/70-12/73! Version 3: 7163-51

70. Version 4: 1/60.4.;6/63.
Objectives: To provide commissioned of-

ficers with a working knowledge of poli-
cies. Principles, standards, technology.
techniques. and Procedures involved in
management of the subsistence commodity.

Instruction: All Versions: LectuieS and
practical exercises in food science, food..pockaging and paclic!(ilg.. meat products,Alter foods, dairy Pr ucts and eggs, fresh
and processed. fruits and vegetables, and
general products. Version /: Includes per-
sonnel and food supply management, food
science, food packaging, and the charac-
teriStics of various food types. Vertu'', 3:
Includes suhsistence management, market-
ing, and `procugement. Version 4: Includes..
subsistepce management, marating, ',and
procurement.

Credit Recommendation: Version I: in
the upper-division baccalaureate category,'

semester hours in food service manage-
ment (6/75). Version 2: in the upper-divi-
sion baccalaureate category. 6 semester
hours in institutional fOod management. 4

r;

in general 'business,' and "I in Iplied
science (7/74). Version 3: 'In the upper..
division baccalaureate category; 6 semester
hours in institutio .1 food, management, 4
in business manag ent. 3, in. food market-
ing, -and 2 in :ippltaul science (12/68). Yer-
S l 4: In the upper-divisionkt5accalaureate
category, 6 seme3er hours in institutional
food management, 6 in business manage..
ment, 3 in food marketing, 3 in. food
preparation, 2kin nutrition, and 2 in applied
''11ce (12/68).

AR-0301-0001
ACCOUNTING"

Course

Nu.FnlibnearnI14.-0c;o1.1
Harrison

, Ft. BenjaminFinance S

Exhibit Dates: 8/56-6/57.
Length: 17 weeks (61)0 hours).

the fis: To train nanceepRIII,rs%cein
the principle of accounting. :

Instruction:- Lectures and practical exer-cises in the principles Of accounting, in-cluding cost accounting, intermediate and
advanced accounting, auditing theory, mu-,
nicipal and governmental accounting, and
analysis of financial statements.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
'diVisictn baccalaureate/as.sociate degree
category, 14 semester hours in elementary
through advahced accounting, 3 in cost ac-
counting 0770; in the upper-division bac-
calaureate category, 13 semester hours in
elementary through advanced accounting, 5 .in cost accounting (12/68).

AB-b301-0002
COST ESTIMATING FOR ENGINEERS

Course Number: None.
Location: Logistics Management geOter,

tFat Lee. VA; Locations,On-SiLocations, COM.Inen-

Length: 2 weeks (69 hadrs):
Exhibit bates: 7/72-Present. -: ".
PbjectIvesi TO provide an 'understanding

,,,,of. cost estimating techniques.,-and the

costs. t'
al methOds of pre-
. t

ciinis,eis ive
sand practical exer-

cises quantitatiVetechniquestictkion:

and evaluating' unce amties.

timating and analysis,
loping cost estimates'

. -
Credit Recommendation: 'In the upper,

division haccalaure te category. 2 semester'
hours in cost yi s ( 12/73 ); in the grad-
uate V semester hour in

AR-0317-0001 I
OPERATEIOXEIVCSIEVSEF. !IC/I/SYSTEMS ANALYSIS

Course Number 5A-F4.
Location: All V rsion.s.-Logistics Manage-

ment Center, Ft. Leg, VA; On-Site Coca-
tlons, sCsohnotoini.eFntt .B.Uci.vS0..jr,VevrsAii.,n 2: Manage-
ment

Version I. 4 weeks (159 hours),
Version 2: 4-5e.eeks (168-1,77 hours). ,

Exhibitx,hlbit:
2V/e7r2sVersion1 1: 1/73--present.Version

Objectives: To train officers in operations
research and Systems analysis..nlethodolo-gies.

. .Instruction: All ..Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in operations research

.

4
and systems analysis methodologies, inslud,
ing economic analysis, concepts of games
and strategy, ,Calculus and algebra, mathe-

' matieal models, model construction and
analysis, statistics, decision the61,, linear
programming. dynamic programming, mea-
sures%of effectiveness; effectiveness analy-
sis, queuing theory, and human factors.
Version /: includes risk analysis, communi-
cations, linear algebra . mathematical pro-
'gramming and applications, ,,input/output
analysis, reliability theory, network analySis
and, theory, sequencing, probability con-
cepts and applications; experimental
design, foyecasting and statistical applica-
tion to.:.logistics. Version '2: Includes basic ,
elements of automatic data processing.

Credit Recommendation: Version /: in
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
6 semester hotirs in operations research (8/
74); in the graduate degree category, 3
semester hours in operations research '(8/74). NOTE: Credit reummendatioic' is
based on an on-site evaluon. Version 2:
in the upper-division baccalaureate catego-
'ry, 3 semester hours in operations 'research -in the field of computes cience (8/74).

.1

AR-0317-0002
OPERATIONS RESEARCH MODELS AND

TECHNIQUES
Course Number: .5A-F I .
Lotation: Management Engineering

Training Agency. Rock Island, IL.
Length: 4 weeks (15-giours).
Exhibit Dates; 7/75= resent.

working knowledge of, and an in,
Objectives: To provide students with. a

formulating and analyzing problems con-
cerned with optimal allocation of
resources, and to proyide training in the
use of probablistic methods for solving
managerial., scientific and engineering
problems involving random - processes. .

Emphasis s on practical field-applications.
Instruction: Course is c mcerned.. with...

development Of mathematical and
probablistic principles necessary to roma_
late and use operations research models.
Topics /include baiic bilitY concepts,
combinbtiontil analysis. uistribution theory,
generating function, birth and death ,
processes, and statistical 'inference. Appli-

.

cations are made in the areas of sequential
decisions 'Processes, waiting lines, produc-
tion processes. riutintenange replacement,
and competitive strategies. The application
of mathematical programming techniques
'to the assignment problem, transportation
problem, and . network flow problems is
made. Advanced mathematical concepts
are deicribed. Experien\te is gained in for-
mulating problems for the computer.

Credit Recomnhendation:, In the graduate
degree category, 4 semester hours in opera-
tions research (11/76).

, AR-0326-0001a
ARMY MANAGEMENT

(COMMAND MANAGEMENT)
7

Course Member: 900-Q-F I ; 400.0_2.
Location: Army Mariagement School, Ft.

Belvoir, VA; Command Management
School, Ft. Belvoir, VA.

Length: l'Weeks (92-132 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/56-12/68,
Objectives: To train commissioned 'of:

facers to manage military installations.



Ingiiirisctilon: Lectures and practical exert
cises in the manageMent Of a Military. in-
stallation. Course includes general manage-
ment procedures, military' managenient
concerns, and executive practices.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper
division baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hourS In business organization and 'managt
'nient (7/74).

4

AR-0326-000Z
QUARTERMASTER COMMODLTY

Course Number: 10-0;38.. -
Location: Quartermaster School. Ft. Lee,.

VA. , -.

Length: 10 weeks (3'50 hours
Exhibit Dates: I 2/55- I 2/68.
Objectives: To provide commissioned of-

ficers with training in the nature and
characteristicsof the primary 'coniniodities
procured. stored, and distributed by the
Quartermaster' Corps:

Instruction: Lectures; and practical. exer-
;,cises in the nature and 'Characteristics of
:the' primary, commodities procured. stored.
and diitributed by. the Quartermaster
Corps, including foods and foOd industries;
petroleum produCts and induStries; chemi,
cals and .allied chemical industries; textile
and apparel Andustriet., laund6f and dry
cleaning; leather and shoe industries; em-
balming, funerals, and other-nation
customs; metal industrits; quartenoaster;in-
spection service; forest products industries:,
and quartermaster research and develop-
ment.

Credit ,Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate /asses -late degree
category, 3 semester hours in, institutional,
management introduction (7/74); 'in the
upper-division baccalaureate category.
credit in institutional ° manageinent
'troducticin on the basis of institutional ex-
amination ('I2/68). '

financial management, the acquisition
process; assets management. economic and
statistical Principles, and logistics marfage-
ment. Note: Course is offered two weeks a
year for five years. Version 2: Includes lb-
gistics planning; information systems, trans-
portation services and disposal operations.
mathematics. computer applications.
systems analysis; international logistics, pert.
sonnet support logistics, fatilities: manage-
ment. and combatt. Support 'Operations:
NOTE: Course is offered two weeks a .year
for five years. Version 3: Inclailes addi-
tional contract subjects, and warehouse
operations. /

Credit Recommendation: Version:' I : In
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
4 semester hours in general management.
in economic principles and decision yriaillt,
i n, and 6 in Irgisiics management (12/70:
in the gradnattoodegree category, 3 semester
hours in general management (12/76). Ver-

* sion 2: In the upper-division baccalaureate
category; 6. semester hours in general
management electives on ,the basik of in-
stitutional examination (8/74); in the grad-,
pate degree category, 3 semester hours in
general management electives on the basis
of institutional' examination (8/74).. Versant
3: In the upper-division baccalaureate ''

category, 6 semester.. hours in 'general
management electives (8/74).

AR-0326-0003
I. ASSOCIATE LoGis-ncs EXECUTIVE

DEVELOPMENT
2. ASSOCIATE Looisrics EXECUTIVE.

DEVELOPMENT '.
3. ASSOCIATE ARMY LOGISTICS

MANAGEMENT

Course Number: Version I: 8A-F19. Ver-
sion 2: 8A-F19. Velsioet 8A-F5.

^ Location: Logistics Management Center.,
Ft. Lee, VA.

Length: Version I: 10 weeks 6350
hours). Version 2: 10 weeks (350 hours).
Veision 3: 8 weeks (284 hours):'

Exhibit Dates: Version .P .12/76-Present.
VersiOrt-C 2: 12/70-11/76. Version 3: 10/

67-11/7.0.
Objectives: To ,train officers in logistics

,inanagement.
lfistructloort All Versions: Lectures and

iwractical exercises in logistics management.
including . management systems and
development; inventory management; per-
sonnel management; financial management;
statistical methods; maintenance manage-
ment; logistical organization of the military;
procurethent; contract law, policies, and:
definitions; contract developmedt ended-
ministration; depot operations manage-

ment; containerization; distribution
management; and maintenance economics.
Version I: Lectu're conferences, cases,
practical _exercises. guest speakers. and
field trips covering management principles.

Army 1-3

category, 2 semester hours 'in materiel
systems management (8/74).. NOTE: Credit
recommendation is baSed on an. on-site
evaluation. Versionj: In the upper-division

ccalaureate category, 3' semester hours in
fitinciples of management (8/74).

AR-0326-000S
MAINTEN,CNCE ICI ANA,GEMENT

Course Number: All Versions: 8A-F3.
Version 4: 400-1-F4.

Location: Logistics *Mahagement 'Center, .,
VA; On-Site and Off-Campus

-cations, Continental U,S..
Length: -Version '1: 5 weeks (176 hours).

Version 2: 6 weeks (228 hours). yersion 3:
fi Avweeks (2273Q28 hours). Version. 4: 8
weeks (-320 hours).. j

Exhibit Dates: Verlion i< 6/75-Present. ,

Version 2: 7/72 -5/75. Version 3 :.10/65 -6/
72.. Version 4: 10/57,9/65.

Objectives: To trait( officers and warrant"
officers in maintenance mantgement
techniques.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exit:,
cises in maintenance systems management,
inclUding management development, supply
functions. maintenance control, communi-
cations skills, human rel ions. pro-
gramming and ment, main- '
tenance organization a d pot

AR-0326-0004
I. LOGISTICS MAN ,GEMENT DEVELOPMENT,
2. ARMY INTEGRATED MATERIEL SYSTEMS

MANAGEMENT
3. ARMY INTEGRATED MATERIEL SYSTEMS.

MANAGEMENT I
COUrSe' Number: 8A-F16.
Location: Logistics Managetrkent Center,

Ft. Lee, VA; On-Site Locations, Continen-
tal U.S..

!Length: Version 1: 4 weeks. (148 hours).
Version 2: 6 weeks (2,21 hotirsj. Version 3:
6 week,s'(223-225 hours).

Exhibit Dates: ,Version 4 -4/75-Ptesen4.
Version 2 :' 6/73 - 14/75. Ver'Sioii.3: '8/69-5/73.

Objectives: To provide; Military and
civilian' with an overview of ttt.e
Army wholesale -logistics system and to
develop their managerial skills.-

Instruction: Version I: Lectures, con-
ferences. seminars, simulation exertises,
and case 'studies. Topics include life-cycle
material management, procurement, func-
tional.. management of assets, information
concepts for managers. managellient theory
and decision making.' quantitative
techniques. working capital funds, add in-
troduction to defense financial manage-
ment. Version 2 :' Lectures and practical ex-
excises in integrated materiel management
Systems and logistics management struc-

i, tures.' including behavioral' and manage-
, , ment: considerations, quanti five methods

for economic analysis, m nagement and
systemS engineering. au matic data
processing systems and syste applica-
tions. financial management. procurement
' management, concept formation, contract

, definition and development. materiellife-
-cycle operations, and production and
disposal. Version 3: Same as Version 2.

Credit Recommendation: Version If In -

the upper-division baccalaureate category,
4 semester hours' in basic Materiel systems
management (12/75). Version 2: In the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 6
semester hours in materiel=ems manage7'
ment (8/74);` in the uate degree

es, report-
ing, repair parts management. and produc-
tion management.

Credit Recommendation: Version in
th upper-division baccalaureate category, -.
3 semestel hours in' prOduction mandge-
ment,,( 12/7)3). Version 2: In the vocational
certificate category, 3 semester hours in
production management (3/74); in the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in
production management (8/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 '

setnester, hourSin production management
(12/73); in the graduate degree category. 2
semester hours in production management
(12/73). NOTE: Credit; recommendation is
based on an on-site evaluation. Version 3:
In the vocational certificate ,category; 3
semester hours in maintenance manage-.
Brent (8/74); in the lowe'r-division bac-
calaureate/associate degree category. 3.

semester hours in maintenance manage-
ment (8/74); in the upper-division baci,
calaureate category, 3 semester hours in
maintenance management (12/68). Version
4: In the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 3 semester hours in maintenance
management (12/68). .

Related Occupation Codes: 421A; 441A;
630A; 631A; 632A; 310A; 521A; 62IA:
214E; 24,1F; .214G; 222B; 251B; 22313;
223D; 2544); 2248; 500A; 561B; 561,C;
561D ; .561E; 510A; 562B; 562C; 5620;
562E. , ,

AR-0326-0006
OFFENSE. ADVANCED INVENTORY

MANAGEMENT

Course Number: 8B-F12.
. Location: Logistics Management Center,

Ft. Lee, VA.
Length: 5 weeks (188 hours). ,

Exhibit Dates: Version I: 7/72-Present.
Version 2: 1 0/67 -6/72.

- ObjeAives: To train inventory manage-
ment ' &riders in advanced inventory
management.



1-4 COURSE EXHIBITS
instruction: MI Versiont: Lectures and .

practical exercises in inventory Manage-
ment', including management relationships
and philosophy, manageMent .of human
resources. finanCial management and con-
trols, management control techniques,:; in

management, computer-a5sWed lo-
gistias management,, and interface with
procurement and maintenance, Version
Includes, performance measurement for
management control and computer assisted

AR-0326-0007

Lcxastics SUPPORT DESIGN MANAGEMENT

Course Number: None.
Location: Logistics,Management Center;

Ff Lee, VA.
- Length: .5 weeks (263 hours).
'Exhibit Dates:..7/72-6/75.
'Objectives: To train Officers to apply'ln-

indUStrial management. Version 2: includes
international logistics.

C t Recommendation: Version /: in
the dp r-division baccalaureate 'category.
3 se stet hours in inventory mamiggment
(8/7 ); the graduate' dogree category, 2
se ster': hours in inventory management
"(8/74). NOTE: Credit recomtervidation is
intseci on an on-site,evaluatio ersion 2;
in the upper-division 1;accalaureate catego-
ry. 3 semester hours in irnientdry Manage-
ment

ment, general management And practices,
automated . logistics ' and
procurement,..,"maintennce,. and 'disposal
management,. Version 2: Lectures and prac-
tical exercises :in depot Management, in-
cluding..management philosophy, manage-
mend of human resources, scientific

`Management 'and ,c9AVols. financial
management, computepr'..siste simula-
tions,. 'automatic data processin systemS.
procurement management, 7777 property
disposal management, maintenance
management, transportation and traffic

-7'h ianagement. inventory, international lo-
gistics, distribution systems, receipt;
storage, material handling, quality. control,
packaging, shipping, and installation
management., Version 3; Same as yersitip 2
except does not include trarisportaticinand
traffic management.

Credit RecomMendstligni : Version In
the upper-division baccalaureate oaiegory,
4 semester hours in supply -depot manage-
enent..Version 2: In the upper- division bac-

, calautate category, 6 semester hours in
manag Tent of Physical distribution (8/
74);. in th, e graduate degree category, 3
semester hotirS in management of physical
distributiOn (8/74). NOTE: Credit recom-
mendation is based on an on-site. evalua-
tion. Version 3: In the upper-diviSion bac-
calat/ieate category, 4 semester hours. in
'supply management (8/74). .

Related OCcupation Codes: 76IA; 726A.

3: In the uppeQvision baccalaureate.
catego . 6 semesteThours in purchasing or
procur ent (8/74).

Re Occupation Codes: 76IA; 762A.

AR-;0326-0010
.

DEFENSE ADVANCED PROCUREMENT
MANAGEMENT

Course Number: 80-F12. -. .

Location: Logistics Management, Center,
Ft. Lee, VA; On -Site Locations, Continen-4
tat U.S.. J

Length: V e r s i o n / : 3 weeks ( 105 hours).
Version 2: 3 weeks (115 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Versic 6/73-Prese tit .
Version 2: I /64-5/73. . ,

Objectives: To train procurement
management officers in acNanced procure-'
ment ma Bement. .

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures nd
practical exercises in procurement ma ge-
ment, including procurement planning,
funding, technical requirement impact;
small business, labor surplus and disaster
area relief operations; procurement by for-

' mat advertising and negotiation; contract
types and purposes; cost and price analysis;
.contract administration; terminations and
"remedies; patents and data," and procure=
ment trends. Version-2: Includes industrial
readiness planning, coordinated 'procure-
ment, and control services.

Credit Recommendation: Version / : in
the upper-division baccalaureate category, '.
3 semester hours in procurement manage- ,
ment (8/74); in the graduate degree .
category. I semester hour in procurement
management (04). NOTE: Credit recom-
mendation is ased on an %n -site evalua-
tion. Version : In the upper-division bac-
calaureate cat gory, 2 semester hows in
procurement management (8/74). \...._

tegrated logistics support management andtV,
system engineering techniques in all
cycle phases.

'Instruction: Lectures and, practical exer-
cisea in' the application Ot, integrated lo-'
gistics support managernent;:nnd system en-
gineering techniques'in alllife-cycle phases,
including new-item or system field actions
arid support, support and engineering inter-
relationships, mathematics and simulation
support requirements, trade-off determina-
firms% and analyses, maintenance support
planning, maintenance engineering analysis,
and-analytical techniques. .

Credit Recommendation: In the, Upper-
division-baccalaureate category, .3 sentestgr
hours in industrial management '(8/74);
the: graduate degree category, 2' semester
hours in industrial management (8/74).-_,
NOTE: Credit recommendation is based ori
an on-site evaluation.

AR-0326-0009
I. DEFVNISF PROCUREMENT MANAGEMENT
2. DEFENSE PROCUREMENT MANAGEMENT

(DEFENSE. BASIC PROCUREMENT)
(ARMED SERVICES PROCUREMENT

MANAGEMENT) .

3, PROCUREMENT MANAGEMENT

Course Number:' ALI Versioni: 8D-4310;
8D-4320. Versipn 3: 400-1-4320.

Location: Logistics Management Cenier,
Ft. Lee, VA; On-Site and Off-Campus Lo-
Cations, Chntinental UiS..

Length: Verion I: 4 .week s ( 153 hours).
Version 2: 5-6 weeks (184 -200 hours).
Version 3: 8 weeks (240 hours).

Eihibit Dates: Version 1: 2/71-Present.
Version 2: 7/62-1/71, Version 3: 9/56-6/62.

Objectives: To trains officers in procure?
ment management.

Instruction: All VersCns: Lectures and,
practical exercises in procurement manage;
ment, ..including statutes, regulations, and
policies; budgets and funds; specifications
and allocations; potential contractors; small
business and labor surplus prograths; ele-
ments of a contract; government roles in

. contracts; purchase by advertisement;
negotiation; cost and price analysis; con.
tract types and purposes...clauses and provi-
sions; taxes and other financial considera-
tions; coordinated procurement; contract
administration and, modifications; quality
control,' termination or- contracts; labor
prciblems; 4.111d appeals. Version' f: Includes
-Construction ' procurement anti, foreign.
purchases.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the upper-division bnccalaureate category.
3 semester hours in procurement manage-
ment (8/74); in . the gPaduate degree
catego mester hours in procurement
man ement (8/ NOTE: .Credit recom-
mendation is base on on:site' evalua-
tion. Version 2: 1 the upper:division bac-
calaureate

or
3 semester hours in

purchasing or rocuretnent (R174). Version

.AR-1)326-0008

I . ARMY DEPOT OPERATIONS
MANAGEMENT

2. DF.FE:NSE DEPOT OPERATIONS
MANAGEMENT-

3. DEFENSE DEPOT OPERATIONS
MANAGEMENT

F:ourse umber: Version '1: 813-F10. Ver-
Sion 2:,88 F10. Version 3. 813-F I()A,

Lecati Logistics Management Center,
Ft. Lee, A; On-Site and Off-Campus Lo-
cations,

'Version 1: 5 weekk (194
cations, Continental U.S.:

. Version 2n. 6 weeks (229 hours). Version.
.6 weeks 2i8 hours).

Eshltd Dates: Version /: 5/75-Prese t.
Version 12; 7/72-4/75. Version 3: 10/67-6/
72. .

Objectiv.eir To train officers and ci titian
personnel in depot Airectoratc-level
management.

Instruction: .Version I : Lecture-con-
, ferences. guest speakers, computer-assisted
. simulations. Workshop; cases and fieki
° Topics include depot operations manage=

n 0

AR-40326-0011

PLANNING, AND CONDUCTING MANAGEMENT
AUDITS AND STUDIES

Course Number: None.
Location: Management Engineering

Training Agency, Rock Island, ILj
Length: 2 weeks (78 hours).
Exhibit Dates; 9/76-Pretent.
Objectives: To provide students with the

capability to plan.and conduct management
audits and studies so that they can analyze
and solve management problems and im-
prove the utilization of resources.

Instruction: Covers management audits
and Studies; styles of studies and audits;
planning the management study; study in-
itiation and problem analysis; developing
.problem alternatives and solutiOris; prepar7
ing recommendations, and reports; measur-
ing management performance,. modern
styles of analytical approach planning and
conducting of studies; and the future of
management.

Credit RecomMendation: in the graduate
degree categorY, -3. semester hours in
management controls (11/76).

AR-0326-0012 , .

DECISION RISK ANALYSIS

CoUrse Number: None,
Location: Logistics llittmagement Center,

Ft Lee, VA; On-Site Loeations. Continerf-
cal U

Length: 2 weeks (78 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/72-Present.



Objectives: To provide a basic un-
derstanding of the concepts and techniques
of decision risk analysis for the design,
analysis, and control of large-scale military
programs.

Instniction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the theory and application of
qualitative and quantitative techniques of
decision risk analysis.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper,
division baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours in risk analysis-112/73); in the gradu-
ate degree category, 1 semester hour in
risk analysis ( 12/73).

AR-0326-0013
DECI RISK ANALYSIS FOR LOGISTICIANS

Course Number: None.
Location:' Logistics Management Center,

Ft, Lee, VA; On-Site Locations, Continen-
tal U.S..

Length: 2 weeks (78 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/72-Present.
Objectives: To provide' a basic un-

derstanding of concepts and techniques of
decision risk analysis as applied to logistics
problems.

instruction: LectUres and practical exer-
cises in analysis techniques in logistics
problems; application of analysis
techniques ;, and case studies of actual
problems in such logistics areas as require-
ments. procurement, distribution, and
disposal.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours in decision risk analysis (12/73); in
the graduate degree Category, I semester
hour in decision risk analysis (12/73).

AR-0326-0014

ADVANCED DECISION RISK ANALYSIS

Course Number: None.
Location: Logistics Management Center,

Ft. Lee, VA; On-Site Locations. COntinen-
tal U.S..

Length: 1 -2 weeks (72 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/72-Present.
Ob Jectfves: To pro4ide knowle e of ad-

vanced methods and techniques t deci-
sion-risk analysis.

Instruct/Om Lectures and practical exer-
cises in decision analysis and risk analysis,
including.application of Bayes' Theorem to
update'distributions, measures of effective-
ness and Markov processes, decision analy-
sis using decision trees and computer
models, advanced cost and schedule model-
,ing, multiattribute decision techniques and
critical reviow of studies and analyses.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-.
division baccalaureate.category, 7 semester
hours in advanced risk analysis 112/75); in
the graduate degree category, I semester
hour in advanced risk analysis (12/75).

AR-0326-0015
MODERN ANALYTIC TECHNIQUES FOR

EXECUTIVE DECISION MAKING

, Course Number: None.
Locaticiii: Logistics, Management Center,

Ft. Lee, yA.
Length: 3 weeks (93 hours)-
Exhibit Dates:, 10/68-12/7 I .
Objectives: To provide personnel with

the basic knowledge of modem analytic
techniques that are amenable to the deci-

sion-making process within the U.S. Army
Materiel Command.

Instruction: Instruction includes overview
of mathematics, statistics, and economic,
analysis;' regression ., and forecasting
techniques; design of experiments and
hypotheses testing; simulation, behavioral,
probability, replacement, and network
mort.1S, mathematical and dynamic pro-
grainming; industrial dynamics; game and
information theory; and gaming.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
'division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in quantitative methods (8/74)'.

AR-0326-0016
ARMY MEDICAL DEPARTMENT OFFICER

ADVANCED
'2. ARMY MEDICAL DEPARTMENT OFFICER.

ADVANCEDARMY NURSE CORPS
OFFICERS

(ARMY MEDICAL SERVICE OFFICER
ADVANCED)

(ARMY MEDICAL SERVICE OFFICER

j. ARMYRMY MEDICAL SERVICE. OFFICER
CAREER

4. ARMY MEDICAL SERVICE 'OFFICER
CAREER

(ARMY. MEDICAL SERVICE OFFICER
ADVANCED)

5. ARMY MEDICAL SERVICE OFFICER
ADVANCED

Course Number:, Version 6-8-C22. Ver-
sion 2: 6-8-C22; 8-A-C22. 'Version 3:- 8-A-
C22. Version 4: 8-A-C22. Version 5: 8-A-
C4.

Location: Medical Field Service School,
Ft. Sam Houston, TX.

Length: Version. I: 23 weeks (766-796
hours). Version 2: 21-23 weeks (646-785
hours):. Version 3: 33 weeks (1023 hours).
Version' 4: 21,22 weeks (662-739 hours).
Version 5.-34 weeks (103'1-1341 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version ft 10/7I-Present.
Version- 2: 7/65-9/71. Version 3: 7/62-6/65.
Version 4: 7/56 -6/62. Version 5: 7/54-6/56.

Objectives: 'To provide Nurse Corps and
Medical Department officers with
knowledge of management principles, tools,
and techniques required to function as ad-
ministrative officers.

Instruction: Classroom and praCtical in-
struction in principles of management; or-
ganization and control; planning. purchas-
ing, and scheduling; electronic data
processing; communications; and various
military-related topics.

Credit Recommendation: Version I: In
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
3 ?:emester. hours in principles of manage-
ment (7/74). Version 2: In the upper-divi-
sion baccalaureate category, 6 semester
hours in business organization and manage -
merit (7/74). Veriion 3: In the upper-divi-
sion baccalaureate category. 9 semester
hours in business organization and manage-
ment ( 7/74). Version 4: In the upper-divi-
sion baccalaureate category, 6 semester
hours in business organization and manage-
ment ( 7/74). Version 5: In the upper-divi-
sion baccalaureate category. 9 semester
hours in business organization and manage-,
ment (7/74).

AR-0326-0017 .

ARMY MATERIEL COMMAND INSTALLATION
MANAGEMENT

Course Number: None.

Army 1-5

Location: Logistics Management ,Center,
Ft. Lee. VA.

Length: 3 weeks (114 hours).
Exhibit pates: 9/75-Present.
Objectives: To improve management ef-

fectiveness within Artily Materiel Com-
mand installations by providing military
and civilian managers with a knowledge of
techniques and skills required for the solu-
tion of contemporary, management
problems.

Instruction: Lecture-conference sessions,
case studies, workshops, and guest speakers
to examine organizational structures and'
areas of management responsibility within
an Army Materiel Command installation.
Topics include command relationships, per-
sonnel management, labor relations., nonap-
propriatcd fund activities, ecology and'
abatement control, management of real
property and family housing. comptroller
activities, Army Industrial Fund, and
management information, systems.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper -'
division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in general management (12/75).

AR-0326-0018
MATERIEL ACQUISITION AND 'iNTEGRATED

LOGISTICS SUPPORT DESIGN
MANAGEMENT

(LSDM)
Coarse Number; BA -F21.
Location: Logistics Management Center,

Lee, le*.
; Length: 4weeks (153 hours).

Exhibit Dates: 7/75-Present.
Objectives: To train officers and civilian

personnel to apply integrated-logistics sup-
port management and analytical systems
engineering techniques to the materiel
acquisition process and support systems.

Instruction: Lecture-conferences and
practical exercises. Topics include concepts
and techniques of materiel acquisition and
life cycle management; logiStics support
analysis; ecdnomic analysis; and support/
design engineering analysis and trade-off
determinations.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 4 semester
hours in materiel acquisition process and
support systems (12/75); in the graduate
degree category, 2 semester hoUrs in
materiel acquisition process and support
systems (12/75).

AR-0326-0019
MANAGEMENT TECHNIQUES IN MATERIEL

ACQUISITION AND INTEGRATED
LOGISTICS SUPPORT DESIGN
MANAGEMENT

( LSDM-MGT)

Course Number: None.
Location: Logistics Management Center,

Ft. Lee, VA.
Length: 2 weeks (76 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/75-Present.
Objectives: To train management-level

officers and civilian personnel in the appli-
cation . of integrated logistics support
managerial techniques for planning acquisi-
tion strategy of military materiel.

Instruction: Lecture-conferences, practi-
cal exercises, and case discussions. Topics
include policies, procedures, and concepts
of materiel acquisitions and project
management, logistic support analysis, and
limited quantitatiVe techniques.
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Credit Recommendation:n the upper-
division baccalaureate category. 2 semester
hours in materiel acquisition process and
support systems (12/75); in the graduate
degree category. 1 semester hour in
materiel acquisition process and support
systems ( I 2/75 ).

AR-0326-0020

QUANTITATIVE TECHNIQUES IN MATERIEL
ACQUIsITION AND INTEGRATED
LoGis-rtcs SUPPORT DESIGN
MANAGEMENT

(LSMQUANT)
Course Number: None.'
Location: Logistics Management Center.

, Ft. Lee, VA.
1-41Wh: 2 weeks (73 hoUrs):-
Exhibit Dates: I 0/75-Present.
Ob Soctives: To train officers and civilian

personnel in the concepts and quantitative
techniques employed by the system en-
gineer -and logistics planner in the applica-
tion of integrated logistics support.

Instruction: Lecture-conferences, practi-
cal exercises, and computer ,simulations in
the application of integrated logistics sup-
port management. Topics include concepts,
principles, and policies of materiel acquisi-
tion and logistics management; quantitative
techniques in materiel acquisition and in-
tegrated logistics support; analytical
techniques related to decision making and
cost effectiveness; and trade-off determina-
tions using logistic parameters.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category. 2 semester
hours in materiel acquisiti6n process and
support' systems (12/75); in the graduate
degree category. 1 semester hour in
materiel acquisition process and support
systems (12/75

AR -0326 -0021

ECONOMIC ANALYSIS FOR DECISION MAKING

Course Number: 7 A-F I.O.
Location; Management Engineering

Training AgenCy, Rock Island, IL.
length: 2 weeks (77 (flours) . .

Exhibit Dates: 9/72-Present.
Objectives: To provide the concepts and

economics analysis techniques for evaluat-
ing cost impacts on an organization prior to
final management decisions.

Instruction: Lecture, conferences, practi-
cal exercises, programmed instruction, and
case study to include management and
decision making, cost estimating
techniques, time value money, basic
methods for compatison of alternatives,
equipment replacement, regulating policies,
and cost - benefit analysis.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate rategory..3- semester
hdurs in financial management (11/76).

1-;'
AR-0326-0022

DIMES ANALYST BASIC (WORK Mrrtions
, AND STANDARDS)

Course Number: 7A-F19.
Location: Management Engineering

Training Agency. Rock Island, IL.
Length: 5 weeks (197 hours):
Exhibit Dates: 7/74- Present.
Objectives: To develop skills necessary to

analyze and design work methods and
procedures, establish engineered and non-

engineered work measurement standards,
and design and use a work measurement
hierarchical structure that will-support file
information needs of the management
processes of budgeting, manpower' control
and-work planning and control.

Insquction: Thorough grounding is pro-
vided in the various techniques employed
in methods improvement and 'work mea-
surement. Topics include cost analysis, job
enrichment, human relations, human fac-
tors engineering, value engineering, work
sampling. process analysis, operations anal-
ysis and multi-activity analysis. Lecture and
practical exercise activity in analyzing,
designing, developing and presenting im-
proved methods for the flow of work, man
activities, and 414-machine and crew ac-
tivities. In work measurement, instruction is
directed to .developing skills in engineered
standards via direct-time study, rated-work
sampling, standard and predetermined time
systems.

Credit Recommendation: In the tipper-
division baccalaureate category, 4 semester
hours in time and motion theory, produc-
tion management techniques and systems,
or work measurements and methods (11/
76).

AR-0326-0023
DEFENSE IN-PLANT QUALITY ASSURANCE

Course Number: 8D-F34.
Location: Management Engineering

Training Agency, Rock Island, IL.
Length: 2 weeks (78 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/75-Present.
Objectives: To provide an understanding

of the principles of industrial 'quality
systems; government requirements related
to such systems; and the principles of
governing quality assurance activities relat-
ing to i ividual systems.

lost n: Course covers objectives of
defense ',n -plant quality assurance and
planning; contract review; review and an.=
praisal of contractor's quality plan; audit of
contractor's quality-related operations;
validation of contractor's qt.rality plan and
operations; and government acceptance in-
spection.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in procurement quality control ( I I/
76).

AR-0326-0024
ADMINISTRATIVE SYSTEMS ANALYSIS AND

DESIGN

Course Number: 7A-F 18,
Location: , Management Engineering

Training Agency, Rock Island, IL.
Length: 2 weeks (78 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/66-Present.
Objectives: To provide students with the

principles and techniques employed in
analyzing, evaluating, improving, and desig-
ning effective administrative systems to
support management policy and decision
making.

Lecture conferences and
group and individual practical exercises to
cover an introduction to administrative
systems, systems analysis, flow charting
(procedures), forms and report analysis
and design, various automated systems,
planning for systems, role of manager and
analyst, and a major analysis and design
project of a current management problem.

U

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category. 3 semester
hours in business systems management ( I I /
76).

AR-0326-0025
PROJECT PLANNING AND CONTROL

TECHNIQUES.

Course Number: 5L-F I .

Location: Management Engineering
Training Agency, Rock Island, IL.

Length: 2 weeks (77 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/62-Present
Objectives: To provide knowledge and

develop skills in selecting and applying
techniques for planning and ; controlling
projects.

Instruction: Practical exercises, group
projects and computer simulations are used
in addition to lecture presentations to pro-
vide the student with a systematic apprOach
to planning and controlling the cost,
schedule, and technical performance of
medium-to-large-sized projects. Teebniques
include network-based management
techniques such as PERT and CPM, w,erk
breakdown structures, requirements deter-
mination, cost estimating, economic analy-
sis, risk 'analysis long-range and detail cost,
schedule and technical performance
planning, design impact on cost, configura-
tion management, data and systems
management, and technical performance.
management.

Credit Recommendation: In the graduate
degree category, 3 semester hours in indus-
trial and systems engineering management
or_ program -and project management ( II/
76).

AR-0326-0026
ENGINEERED PERFORMANCE STANDARDS

(EPS) FOR FACILITIES ENGINEERING
ESTIMATORS

Course Number: AMETA -1 I.
Location: Management Engineering

'Training Agency, Rock Island, IL.
Length: 2 weeks (78 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/74-Present.
Objectives:- 'To provide a working

knowledge of engineered performance stan-
dards for planning and estimating work
relative to facilities engineering.

Instruction: Thorough development of
skill in application of standard data for
z4aI-properly maintenance applications.
Covers the fundamentals of general data
available in the areas of job preparation.
craft allowande and travel time, fundamen-
tals of craft data, job phasing, data presen-
tation, and the procedures for applying en-
gineering standards using job planning
sheets and monographs.

Credit Recommendation: In- the upper-
division baccalaureate .category, 2 semester
hours in public works administration ( 1 I /
76).

AR-0326-0027
HUMAN BEHAVIOR IN ORGANIZATIONS

Course Number: 7C-F7.
Location: Management Engineering

Training Agency, Rock Island, IL.
Length: 2 weeks (78 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/76- Present.
Objectives: Course is designed to provide

an understanding and working knowledge
s



of the principles and applications` of the 4
behavioral sciences in order to increase i
dividual achievement and group
formance in organizational settings.

Instruction: Provides for a behavioral ap-
proach to management; coverage of tradi-
tional theories of behavior in organizations;
the role of communications; individual
behavior and increasing individual effec-
tiveness; organizational behavior., communi-
cation programs, and -development; process
consultation; and a synthesis of theory of
the behavioral sciences and management:

Credit Recommendation: In the upper -
division baccalaureate category. 3 semester
hours in organitational behavior (11/76).

-
AR-0326-0028
MANAGING WITH CONTRACTOR

.PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT DATA

Course Number: AMETA-14.
Location: Management Engineering

Training Agency, Rock Island, IL.
Length: 2 weeks (77 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/70-Present.
Objectives: To provide skills necessary to

effectively obtain, analyze, and use per-
formance measurement data in the
management of the material-acquisition
process for weapon-equipment systems.

Instruction: Le ture and case study
method is utilized to explain the need for
p1cost, schedule, a technical performance
measurement. Experience in the selection,
acquisition, and use of performance mea-
surement data is provided. Emphasis is on
the validation, full-scale development,' and
production phases of the. material-acquisi-
tion, life-cycle processes which are project
or product managed.

Credit- Recommendation: In the upper-
diviiion baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in procurement management (11/
76). .

AR-0326-0029

MANAGEMENT OF MANAGERS

Course Number: 7A-F38.
Location: Management Engineering

Training Agency, Rock Island, IL.
Length: 2 weeks ('78 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/75-Present.
Objectives: To assist in the development

of practicing. managers at the intermediate
or upper level of responsibility.

Instruction: Course covers management
behavior, various management systems,
skill development (i.e., team building, in-
terviewing, counseling) and consideration
of principles, philosophies, and ethical
values to hroaden the scope and growth of
the administrator. Methods include lec-
tkres, discussion, case studies, simulation,
role playing. and laboratory activities.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in practices and philosophip of
management (11/76 ).

AR-0326-0030
ORGANIZATION PLANNING

Course Number: 7A-F8.
Location: Management Engineering

Training' Agency, Rock Island. IL.
Length: 2 weeks (78 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/66-Present.

Objectives: To provide students with a
knowledge of the practical concepts, prin-
ciples, and techniques of systematic or-'
ganization planning and design.

Instruction: Course covers fundamentals
of organizational planning; impact of
behavioral sciences; organization guidelines
and departmentalization; staff and special
considerations; and future organizational
considerations.

credit Recommendation: In 'lfle upper-
division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in organization planning ( I I/76).

AR:-0326-0031 '
PRINCIPLES AND APPLICATIONS OF VALUE

ENGINEERING

Course Number: 8D-F27.
Location: Management Engineering

Training Agency, Rock Island, IL.
Length: 2 weeks (77 hours).
ExhibitAsites: 12/64-Present.'
Object es: To "provide students with a

working knowledge of the principles and.
techniques of value engineering and their

,application to current engineering projects.
Instruction: Lecture-conferences, ,practi-

'cal exercises and group projects to include
description - of value engineering
methodology, application in the design
process .considering life-cycle effects, uses
of cost -estimating, analytital techniques
and standards and description of contrac-
tual provisions for use of value engineering.
Emphasis is on class study and case studies
in which value engineering methodology is
applied to current and real projects.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in procurement managemeht (11/,
76).

AR-0326-0032
DEFENSE WORK MEASUREMENT STANDARD

TIME DATA (DWMSTD)
Course Number: 7A-F17.
Location: Management Engineering

Traini'rig Agency, Rock Island, IL.
Length: 2 weeks (77 hours).

'ExhIbit.Dates: 7/75-Present.
Objectives: To provide students with a

working knowledge of the defense work
measurement standard time data program
and the latest techniques of work measure-
ment for use in the development of stan-
dairnstd trimucetiodant:a.Emphasis.

is on uniform ap-
plication of the standard time data ele-
ments included in the DWMSTD program.
Topics include coding structures, source
and location of various levels of data and
selection of universal and occupation -re-
lated data. Emphasis is on application of
the data in developing labor performance
data through utilization of standard time
data.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division haccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours in time study, work measurement,
time and motion study, or standard time
(1 1/76).

AR-0326-0033
SYSTEMS ENGINFF.RING

Course Number; AMETA,- 5
Location: Management Engineering

Training Agency, Rock Island, IL.
Length: 2 weeks (76 hours).

Army 1-7

Exhibit Dates: 7/70-Present.
'Objectives: To provide students with a

working, knowledge of systems engineering
theory- procedores, and managerial prac-
tic'es. EmphasiTtis on using the system en-
gineering process as a methodical, analyti-
cal approach to the deVelopment of total
systems; and examining, the functions of
systems engineering management.

Instruction: Practical exercises and lec-
tures to' include the systems engineering
process, functional analysis, synthesis,
evaluation and decision, system description,
systems engineering management and rela-
tionships, system engineering in the request
for proposal and evaluating system en-
gineenrigmanagement plans.

Credit Recommendation: In the-graduate
degree category, 3 semester hours in
systems development management (1,1/76).

AR-0326-0034
TECHNICAL DATA' PACKAGE DEVELOPMENT /'

PREPARATION

Course Number: A META- I 3,
ILEngineering

Length: .2 weeks (77 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7 /71- Present.

Training

Objectives: To provide students with a
working knowledge of the requirements
and responsibilities for the development
and preparOion of technical data packages
used for procurement and production of
military design equipment.

in-
dividual and team practical-Aercises, and

Instruction: Lecture-conferences, in-

case studies covering current practices in
technical data package, acquisition and
preparation of technical data package,
quality assurance provisions, and review,
'proofing, maintenance, improvement, and
transmission of the technical data package.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours- in procurement manage-
mentquality assurance ( 11/76).

Ali-0326-0035
PRODUCT /PRODUCTION ENGINEERING

INTERN PROGRAM

Course Number: None.
Location: DARCOM Intern Training

Center, Red River Depot, Texarkana, TX.
Length: 52 weeks (1,890 hours).
Exhibit Dates; 7/75-Present.,
Objectives: To provide comprehensive

training in disciplines required for enhanc-
ing the producibility and production of
components designed and manufactured for
Army materiel.

Instruction: Lectures, practical exercises,
computer simulation, cases, field trips, and

. individual and group research to cover the
folloWing areas:- general administration,

,d,_ata processing, quantitative methods,
product and production engineering, and
production management and control.

Credit Recommendation: in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours in engineering management, 2 in'
economic analysis, 4 in engineering appli-
cations of computer technology, 3 in
mathematical statistics, 3 in statistical

aquality control, 3 in operations analysis', 3
in systems engineering, 4 in product and
production engineering, 2 in cost estinv-
ing for engineers, 2 in production system
design, 5, in operations management (12/
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76); in the graduate degree category, I
semeste hour in general and industrial ad-
ministration and management, in data
systems, 6 in quantitative and statistical
methods and operations, 3 in product and
production engineering. '1 in prOduction
management ( 12/76).

AR-0326-0036

ARMY DEPOT OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT
CORRESPONDENCE. COURSE

Course Number: 8B-F10.
Location: Sponsored by .Logistics

Management Center, Ft. Lee, VA.
h: 216 "credit" hours.

shibit 6/76-Present.
Object], To train officers and civilian

personnel depot directorate-level manage-
ment.

instruction: A "credit" hour is a mea-
sured unit of corressisindence work. The
number of credit bours assigned to, a
course is the estimated time required for an
average student, to read assignments and
solve the exercises. Correspondence lessons
cover detiot operations management;
general management and practices; and
Procurement, Maintenance, and disposal
management. ,

Credit. Recommendation: in the upper-
"' division baccalaureate category, 3 semester

hours in supply depot management (12/
76).

AR -0326 -0037

ARMY MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT
ORRESPONDENCE COURSE.

CourikNumber: 8AF-F3.
Location: Sponsored "by Logistics

Management Center, Ft. Lee, VA.
Length: 242 "credit'L hours. ;
Exhibit Dates: 6/75-Present.
Objectives: To train officers in main-

tenance management techniques.
instniction: A "credit" hour is a mea-

sured unit of correspondence work, The
number of credit hours assigned to a
course is the estimated time required for an
average student to read assignments and
solve the exercises. Correspondence lesSons
cover maintenance system management, in-
cluding management development, stippiy
Functions,_ maintenance control, communi-
cations skills, human relations, pro-'
Sramming and financial management, main-
tenance organization and, policies, report-
ing, repair parts management, and produc-
tion management..

Credit Recommendation: In the upper -
division baccalaureate category,&semesie;
hours in production management (12/76).

. AR-0326-0038

DEFENSE PROCUREMENT MANAGEMENT
CORRESPONDENCE COURSE.

Course. Number: 8D-4320.
Location: Sponsored' by Logistics

Management Center, Ft. Lee, VA.
Length: 126 "credit" hours.
Exhibit Dates: I 2/76-Present.
objectives: To train officers in procure-

ment management.
Instruction: A "credit- hour is a mea-

sured upit of correspondence work. The
number of credit hours lassigned to a
course is the estimated timeArequired for an
average student to read assiements and

solve the exercises. Correspondence lessons
cover ,o fundamentals of procUrement,
procurement law, the procurement function
and pc:list:award functions.

Credit Recommendation: In the uJ)per-
division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hburs procurement managernent (12
76).

AR-0406-0001

COMMISSARY. MIDDLE MANAGEMENT, PHASE
III (COMMISSARY PRODUCE
MANAGEMENT

(COMMISSARY PRODUCE. MANAGEMENT)

Course Number; 800-F7; 800-F5. '
Location: Quartermaster School, Ft. Lee,

VA.
Length: 2 weeks (69-70 hours). ,
ExhibitDates: 10/72-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in

the principles, procedures, and responsibili-
ties involved-in the operation of commissa-

. ry produce markets.
Instruction; Lectures, conferences,

d monstrations, -and practical exercises in
id tifYing sources of supply of fresh fruits
an vegetables; produce market manage -
m t; and personnel supervision.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate categbry, 1 semester hour
in produce Market management (6/75).

Related Occupation Codes: 76X; 76Z.

AR-0406-0002

AIR FORCE. COMMISSARY MANAGEMENT

Course Number; None. -
Location: Quartermaster School, Ft. Lee

VA.,
Length : .6 weeks (210 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/7I-Present.
Objectives: To train commissary person-

nel_to obtain, store, issue, sell, and account
for authorized subsistence supplies.

Instruction: Lectures and practical / exer-
cises in the problems of subsistence supply;
commissary accounting, proCessing
technology, and inspection; and commissa-
ry resale store management.

Credit Recommlendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureateJassociate degree
category, 3 semester hours in retail
management (2/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in
retail management (2/74).

AR-0406-0003
I. COMMISSARY MANAGEMENT

(COMMISSARY OPERATIONS)
COMMISSARY OPERATIONS
(COMMISSARY OFFICER)

Course Number: Version .1: 8G-4223;
551-F2; 10-G-4223. Version 2: 10-0-15.
, Location: Quartermaster School, Ft. Lee,

VA,
Length: Version 1: 7

hours). Version 2: 4-5 weeks (148-176

xrsh)lblt Dates:' Version I: 6759-Present.
hours

2: 9/54-5/59.
Objectives: To provide officer; enlisted,

and civilian personnel with training in the
principles and procedures of commissary
operation and management.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in commissary operation and manage-
ment, including accounting, 6 fiscal
procedUres, processing technology,

weeks (245-252

30

merchandising, personnel management, in-
stallation-level supply management, and in
ventory management and control.

Credit Ricominendation: Version 1: In
the lower-division. baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hburs in retail
management (2/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in
retail' management or store management
(12/68). Version 2: In the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2
semester hours in retail management (2/
74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 2 semester hours in store
management (12/68).

AR-406-0004
COMMISSARY MIDDLE MANAGEMENT, PHASE

IV (COMMISSARY ADMINISTRATION
MANAGEMENT)

(COMMISSARY- ADMINISTRATION MANAGE-
MENT)

Course Number: 800-F7; 800-F3.
Location: Quartermaster School, Ft. Lee,

VA.
Length: 2 weeks (75-76 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/72-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in

the principles, procedures, duties, and
responsibilities a commissary administra-
tion management.

Instruction: Conferences, ,,--slectures,
demonstrations, and practicarexercises in
subsistence supply, commissary accounting,
personnel management, and commissary
equipment and fiscal procedures.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 1 semester how
in grocery store office management (6/75).

Related Occupation Codes: 76Z; 76X.

AR-0406-0005

COMMISSARY MIDDLE MANAGEMENT, PHASE
II (COMMISSARY MEAT MARKET
MANAGEMENT)

(COMMISSARY MEAT MARKET MANAGE-
MENT)

Course Number: 800-F7; 800-F4.
Location: Quartermaster School, Ft. Lee,

VA.
Length: 2 weeks (72 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/72-Present.
Objective/6 To provide enlisted personnel

with a working knowledge of the principles,
procedures, duties,' and responsibilities in-
volved in commissary meat market
management.
. Instruction: instruction is through lec-
tures, conferences, demonstrations, and
practical exercises. Topics include man-
power and subsistence supply; - and
processing, technology, merchandising,
preservation.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, r semester hour
in meat ,Market management"(6/75).

Related OCcupation Code, 94C.

AR-0406-0006

COMMISSARY MIDDLE MANAGEMENT, PHASE
I (COMMISSARY STORE
MANAGEMENT)

(COMMISSARY STORE MANAGEMENT)

Course Number: 800-F7; 800-F6.
Location:, Quartermaster School, Ft. Lie,

VA.
Length:.2 weeks (73 hours).
Exhibit Dates: I I/72-Present.



Objectives: To:provide enlisted personnel
with a working knowledge of the principles,
procedures, duties, and responsibilities in-
volved in commissary store management.

Instruction: Instruction is through lec-
tures, conferences, demonstrations, and
practical exercises. Topics include sub-
sistence supply and store operations.

Credit Recommendation: in the voca-
tional certificate category, 1 semester hour
in grocery store management (6/75).

Related OCcupation Codes: 76P; 76X;
76Z.

AR-0419-0001.
I. TERMINAL OPERATIONS SPECIALIST

(CARGO HANDLER)
2. CARGO HANDLER

(BASIC STEVEDORE)
3. SrevEpostE

Course Number: Version I: 822-571110.
Version,2: 822-57H20; 822,-56E20. Version
3: 55-E-32.

Location: Transportatiw School, Ft.
Eustis, VA.

Length: Version J: 6 weeks 191-199
hours). Version 2: 5 weeks (184-192
hours). Version 3: 6 weeks (246 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 2/71-Present.
Version 2: 4/67-1/71. Version 3: 7/55-3/67.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
perform as winch operators, signalmen. and
stevedores.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical experience in cargo handling, in-
cluding the rigging and operation of ship's-
gear, winch operations, and storage and
safety of cargo. Version I: Characteristics
of water terminal facilities, forklift opera-
tion, cargo transfer operations, stevedoring,
and marking supplies for overseas -ship-
ment. Version 3: Rigging of booMs, wire
rope splicing, and block and tackle.

Credit Recommendation: Version I: in
the , vocational certificate category, 5
semester hours in stevedoring and con-
tainerization (6/75). Version 2:. In the voca-
tional certificate category, .3 semester hours,
in transportation/stevedoring (2/74). Ver-
sion 3: In the vocational certificate cate o-
ry, 6 semester hours in transportation/
stevedoring (2/74).

flRelated Occupation Codes: 57H.

AR-0419-0002
MOVEMENTS SPECIALIST SUPERVISION

(TRANSPORTATION MOVEMENTS CONTROL
SUPERVISION)

Course Number: 514-Fl.
Location: Transportation School, Ft.

Eustis, VA.
Length: 5-6 weeks (202-208 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/65- Present:
Objectives: To provide enlisted personnel

with a working knowledge of the operating
procedures, organization, and supervision
of transportation movements in the military
service.

Instruction: Introduction tp transporta-
tion regulation and Department of Defense
traffic management; movement of depen,

'dents; shipment of personal property; rout-
ing of freight shipments; classification rates
and tariffs; small shipment services; demur-
rage: documentation of freight shipments;
and unitization.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division haccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in traffic management (12/68).

AR-0419-0003
AMMUNITION (ENTRY)

(AMMUNITION HELPER)

Course Number: 9-R-410.0; 9-E-32.
Location: Ordnance School, Aberdeen

Proving Ground, MD.
Length: 8 weeks (280-304 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/56-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

assist in the receipt, storage, shipment, is-
suance, and maintenance of ammunition.

Instruction: Conferences and, practical
exercises in the ammunition field; military
explosiveS; ammunition material;' safety and
hand tools; storage and handling; transpor-
tation of ammunition; surveillance, main-
tenance, and destruction; ammunition
documentation; and operation of field am-
munition installations.

Credit Recommendotion: No credit
because of the limited technical natureof
the course (12/68).

AR-0419-0004
CARGO HANDLER SUPERVISOR

(STEVEDORE SUPERVISOR)
(STEVEDORE SUPERVISION)

Course Number: 822-57H40; 822-56E40;
55-R-555.7; 55 -E -31.

Location: Transportation School, Ft.
Eustis, VA.

Length: 6-9 weeks (234-315 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/55-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

perform cargo handling activities at water.
air, motor, and rail terminals and transfer
points.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in terminal cargo operations and
documentation procedures; cargo transfer
operations; wharf and beach management;
Supply organization; transportati modes;
and stevedoring, including bl mg, brac-
ing, and stowage of cargo an cargo-han-
dling gear; and safety procedu es.

Credit Recommendation: n the voca-
tional certificate category, 3 semester hours
in transportation or cargo handling, (2/74 ).

AR-0419-0005
MOVEMENTS SPECIALIST

2. TRANSPORTATION MOVEMENT
SPECIALIST

3. TRANSPORTATION MOVEMENT CONTROL
4. TRANSPORTATION MOVEMENTS

(TRANSPORTATION MOVEMENT
CONTROL)

Course Number: Version I: 514-71N20.
Version 2: 5 I 4-7 I N20. Version 3: 514-
719.1. Version 4: 55-R-719; I 55-E-39.

Location: Transportation School, Ft.
Eustis, VA.

Length: Version I: 5 weeks (167 hours).
Version 2: 5-6 weeks (178-213 hours).
Version 3: 4-5 weeks (168 hours) Version
4: 7 weeks (245-308 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version I: 9/73-Present.
Version 2: 2/68-8/73: Version 3: 10/65-1/
68. Version 4: $/55-9/65.

Objectives: To provide enlisted personnel
with the techniques and procedures neces-
sary to control. the movement of supplies
and personnel by rail, water, highway, and
air.

In.struktion: All Versions: Lectures and
practical deinonstrations in modes of trans-
portation; transportation procedures and
regulations; and motor, rail, water, and ter-
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minal transportation systems. Version I:
Topics include the deiwelopment' of trans- .

portation tariff and rate structures, and
1-'regulations of traffic management. Version

2: Lectures' ,include air transportation
management. .1/ersion 3: Lectures include
military tactics, overseas supply processing,
and transportation movements. Verlion 4:
Lectures include military- tactics, overseas
supply processing, and traffic management.

Credit Recommendation: Version I: in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category 3 semester hours in trans-
portation or traffic operations (6/75). Ver-
sion 2: In the vocational certificate catego-
f-y, 6 semester hours in transportation or
traffic operations (2/74). Version 3: In the
vocational certificate category, 6 semester
hours in traffic operations (2/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 2,
semester hours in traffic operations (12/
68). Version 4: In the vocational certificate
category. 6 semester hours in traffic opera-
tions (2/74); in the upper-division bac-
calaureate category, 3 semester hours in
traffic operations (12/68).

Related Occupation Codes: 71N.

AR-0419-0006

I. MOTOR TRANSPORT OPERATION AND
MAINTENANCE

2. MOTOR TRANSPORT OPERATION AND
MAINTENANCE

( HIGHWAY TRANSPORTATION
OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE)

(HIGHWAY TRANSPORT OPERATIONS)

Course Number: All Versions: 55-B-0600;
55-B-0605; 55-B-0660. Version I: 55-B-
631A. Version 2: 55-0-6.

Location: Transportation
Eustis, VA.

Length: Version I: 9 weeks (310 hours).
Version 2: 12 weeks (419 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version I: 9/60-12/68.
Version 2: 11/54-8/60.

Objectives: To train officers and warrant
officers to manage and supervise the opera-
tion and maintenance of transportation
highway units and administrative motor
pools.

Instruction: Diverse training in many
areas of transportation, including transpor-
tation intelligence. guerilla and antiguerilla
operations, motor transportation in a
theatre of operations, convoy organization
and operation, vehicle research and
development planning, highway traffic
planning, commercial truck operations, and
dispatch Methods and procedures.

Credit Recommendation: Version I: in
the vocational certificate category, 6
semester hours in transportation and main-
tenance management (2/74); in the upper-
division.,baccalaureate category, 4 semester
hours iii-Itansportation and maintenance
management (12/68). Version 2: In the vo-
cational' certificate category, 6 semester
hours in transportation and maintenance
management (2/74); in the upper-division

semester hours in
tenance manage-

School, Ft.

baccalaureate category,
transportation and mai
ment ( I 2/68 ).

Related Occupation Code
632A.

630A; 631A;

AR-0419-0007
RAILWAY OPERATIONS.

Course Number: 55-R-663.I; 55-E-36.
Location: Transportation School, Ft.

Eustis, VA.
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.44-0419.-0010
V' HANDLERARGO ..ANDLER (SU-C.4.4F ) NCO

ADVANCED
(Sur:PLY (SU-CMF) NCO ADVANCED)
Course Number: 5-,SU-C4213.

COURSE EXHIBITS
Le h: 10 weeks (350 hdurs).
Exit{ t Dates: 9/55-12/48.
OW yes: To train enlisted personnel to

coordina and control railway rolling stock
by means proper car distribution and car
account'

I I : Teaches personnel to recog-
nize a use terms of rolling stockCblock,
and ya d operations; familiarity. with
dem ar records, and railway office
p dures; includes practical railroad

rience on the Baltimore and Ohio Rail -

Credit Recommendation: In the voca -,
ional certificate category. 6 semester hours

in transportation or, ,railway operations 4 2/
74):

AR-0419-0008

THEATER OF OPERATIONS MOVEMENTS
OFFICER

Course Number: 8C-F8.
Location: Transportation School, Ft.

Eustis, VA.
Length: 2 weeks (70 hours).
Exit Dates: 9/69-Present.

: To gi commissioned of-
(leers working knowle of the responsi-
bilities and duties in manag g import and
export movement of cargb an personnel in
a theater of 'operations.

Instruction: Principles of ranspoitation
movements; movements programming;
demurrage; ' unitization; anagement of
transportation resources; rial port Opera-
tions; routing of. retrograd shipments; and
traffic management researc

Credit Recommendation In e voca-:
tional certificate category. se a ster hour
in transportation and traffic ements (2/
74).

AR-0419-0009 //
SUPPLY (§1.1-CMF) NCO BASIC

Course Number: 5-SU-C40B.
Locationt , Transportation School, Ft.

Eustis, VA.
Length: Version 1: e-I 0 wicks (299-371

hours). Version 2: 12 eeks (365 hours).
Exhibit Dates: V sion is 5/74-Present.

Version 2: 8/72-4/7
Objectives: To rovide selected enlisted

personnel with t e knowledge and skills
required to perf rm_ the duties of a non-
commissioned o cer.

Instruction: L ctures and practical exer-
cises in le ership training; military opera-
tions and "management:. communication
skills; tran 'nation modes and supply;
planning a documentation; and supply
operations, eluding loading and unload-
ing.

Credit ecommendation: Version 1: In
the voc tional certificate category. 5
semester hours in stevedoring and con-
taineri ion (6/75); In the ower-division
baccal reate/associate degree category, 3
semes r hours in principles of supervision
(6/75 , Version 2: In the vocational cer-
tific e category, 3 semester hours in trans-
portikion and supply (2/74).

Fluted Occupation Codes: 57H.

Location: Transportation School, Ft.
Edstis, VA.

Length: 8-12 weeks (278-38)5 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/71-Present.
Objectives: To provide enlisted personnel

with the necessary supervisory skills to per-
form as noncommissioned officers.

Instruction: Discussions and practical' ex-,
ercises in logistical combat support, leader
ship, management, communication
techniques, storage operations, procure-
ment management, and property dispOsal.

Credit Recommendation:. In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in principles of management (6/75).

Related Occupation Codes: 76N; 76Q;
76S; 76U.; 76X; 76P; 76R; 76T; 76V; 76Y.

AR-0419-0011
MARINE (MR-CMF) NCO BASIC

(AMPHIBIAN OPERATOR SKILL DEVELOP-
MENT BASE),

Course Nuirber: 0-MR-C40; 813-611340-
i..

Location: Transportation School,, Ft.
Eustis, VA, 4.

Length: 8-17 weeks (304-795 hours).
Exhibit Dates: I0/68-Present.
Objectives: To train selected enlisted per-

sonnel in the operation and maintenance of
amphibious watercraft.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exei-
cises in leadership and supervisory training;
communication skills; marine electrical
systems; high-speed marine diesel engines;
power trains and auxiliaries; navigation and
piloting; diva; techniques and equipment
marine hull .repair; welding; and pipefitting.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 6 semester hour<
in transportation .and watercraft -operaoi.
(2/74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 3 semester hours
in principles of supervisibn (6175).

Related Occupation Codes: 61 B; 61C;
6ID; 61E; 00B.

AR-0419-0012
MARINE (MR-CMF) NCO ADVANCED

Course Number: 0-MR-C42.
Location: Transportation School, Ft.

Eustis, VA. .

Length: 9-10 weeks (275-288 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/72-Present.
Objectives: ,To provide enlisted personnel

with. the knowledge necessary to perform
the duties of a senior uncommissioned of-
ficer.

Instruction: Lectures on military opera-
tions and staff, management, transport and
marine operations, air movement planning,
military justice, and Idgisys and financial
,management:

Credit 'Recommendation: In the lower-
dMsion baccalaureate/associate degree -
category, 2 semester hours in marine depot
operations (6/75); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in
principles of management (6/75). .51

Related Occupation Codes: 61B; 61C;
61 Di 61E; 00B.

AR-0419-0013

MOTOR TRANSPORT (MT -(MF) NCO BASIC
Course Number: 8-MT-C40.
Location: Transportation School, Ft.

Eustis, VA.
Length: 7-9 weeks (244-319 hours).

Exhibit Dates: 6/72-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

perform as noncommissioned officers in the
motor transportation field.

Instruction: Lectures' and Practical exer-
cises in motor pool organization and ad-
ministration; personnel management, com- .

munications skills, and humor' develop-
ment; motor vehicle operation, main-
tenance, and safety; and special motor
transport problems, such as dangerous
cargo transport, accident reports, and night

4driving.
Credit Recommendatiiin: In the voca-

tional certificate category. 2 semester hours
in motor transportation supirvision (6/75);
in the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 3 semester hours
in pripciples of supervision (6/75).

Related Occupation Codes: 64C.

AR-0419-0014

RAILWAY DISPATCHING

Course-Number: 55-R-664.2; 55-E-15.
Location: Transportation School, Ft.

Eustis, VA.
Length: 10 weeks (350 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/55-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in

all aspects of railway disPatching.
Instruction: Lectures and practical ei-

perience in basic railway operation, includ-
ing control and coordination of train move-
ments, transportation rules. and regulations,
railway station operation,- and on-the-job
training in railway dispatching.

Credit, Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 3 semester hours .

in railway operations (1/74).

AR-0419-00E5

TRUCKMASTER

Course Number: 55-R-643.6.
Location: Trartportation School, Ft.

Eustis, VA.
Length: 9 weeks (318 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/57-2/65.
Objectives: To train qualified heavy vehi-

cle drivers to supervise -tile operation and
maintenance of wheeled vehicles and to,/
control motor transport movements of per-
sonnel, supplies, and equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the supervision of wheeled vehicle
operation and maintenance and the control
of motor transport movements, including
internal , combustion engines; lubrication,
electrical, and fuel systems; brakes; trans-
mission;.tires and wheels; supervision and
inspection;" motor transport and planning
operations; and dispatch procedures and
reports.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in transporta-
tion management programs, 3 in truck
driver training, 2 in automotive technology
(4/74).

AR-0419-0016

ADMINISTRATION (AG-CMF) NCO BASIC
Course Number: 5-AG-C40B.
Location: Transportation School, Ft.

Eustis, VA. -

Length: Version I. 8-9 weeks (295-337
hours), Version 2: II weeks (365 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 4/74-Present,
Version 2: 10/72 -3/74.



Objectives: To train noncommissioned,
officers in the administration of Army
transportation units.,

'Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in. transportation unit administration.
Course includes, principles of. leadership;

--tblem solving in personnel management;
communications skills in testing, writing,
and methods of instruction; transportation
movements of sapplies and personnel; traf-
fic management; organization of transporta-
tio6,Offiees; freight shipping routing; com-
mercial freight services; demurrage; unitiia-
tion loss and damage; modes' of transport;
movements planning; 'proeedures for air
and surface. transportation documentation;
marshalling; aerial port operations; railway.
services and equipment, and beach opera-
tions.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the lower-division baccalaureate /associate
degree category, 3 semester ,hours in prin-
ciples of superviiion (6/7.5)!' Version 2: In
the vacatiotill certificate category,, 3
semester hours in transportation, 3 in per-
sonnel administration or human relations
(6/74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 3 semester hours
in transportation, 3 in personnel adminis-
tration or human relations. (6/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 3
semester hours in transportation (6/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 71 N.

AR-041917
I. MOVEMENTS SPECIALIST (AG-CMF)

NCO ADVANCED
2. ADMINISTRATION (AO-CMF) NCO.

ADVANCED

Course Number:5-AG-c42B.
Location: Transportation School, Ft.

Eustis, VA.
Length; Version I: 8 weeks (291 hours).

Version 2: 10 weeks (313 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version I. 11/74-Present.

Version 2: 9/72-10/74.
Objectives To train noncommissioned

officers to handle administrative responsi-
bilities in a transportation unit,

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the administration of a transporta-
tion unit. Course includes military_ leader-
ship, staff organization and functions,
supply procedures, traffic management,
demurrage, carrier, qualifications, claims,
freight movements, movements manage-
ment, tariffs, freight classification, docu-
mentation of freight shipments, loss and
damage, emergency traffic 'Management, air
movement, railway transport, marshalling
trends, and developments in motor trans-
portation.

Credit Recommendation: Version I r In
the lower-division lvaccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3' semester hours in prin-
ciples of management (6/75). Version 2: In
the vocational certificate category, 4
semester hour,s in transportation, and 3 in
personnel administration or human rela-
tions (6/74); in the lower..di*Oion bac-
calaureate/associate degree category, 4
semester hours in transportation, and 3 in
personnel administration or human rela-
tions (6/74); in the upper-division bac-
calaureate category,' 4 semester hours in
transportation -(6/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 71N,

4-0419-0018
ASSOCIATE .TRANSPORTATION OFFICER.

CAREER {-Course Number: 55-A-C2 . .

Eustis,
Location: Transportatio School;.. Ft.

.

Length: 12-17 weeks (432-610 howV.
Exhibit Dates: =6/60- 12/68.
Objectives: To trair1 commissioned of-

ficers to perform as 'transportation officers.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in duties.of transportation officers, in-
cluding utilization and management of
transportation modes (aviation, motor, rail,
and water); terminal operations;Mansporta-
don movements; intelligence and communi-
cations procedures; nticrear, weapons;
chemical, biological, and radiological war-
fare; ..logistics; personnel and administra-
tion; and military science and tactics.

Credit Recommendation: lo 'tht upper.
division baccalaureate category, 34'semester
hours in transportation management (12/
68).

AR-0419-0019

I. TRANSPORTATION OFFICER ADVANCED
2. TRANSPORTATION OFFICER ADVANCED
3. TRANSPORTATION OFFICER ADVANCED

(TRANSPORTATION OFFICER CAREER)
4. TRANSPORTATION OFFICER ADVANCED

Course Number: AU Versions: 8-55-C22.
Version 2:`55-A-C22; 55-A-C4. Version 3:
55-A-C4;' 55-0-3.

Location: Transportation School, Ft.
Eustis, VA.

Length: Version I: 32 weeks ( 1065
hours). Version 2: 36 weeks (1095 hours).
Version 3: 24-30 weeks (529-918 hours).
Version 4: 35-36 weeks (1059-1400
hours). .

Exhibit Dates: Version I: 1/75- Present.
Version 2: 6/72-12/74. Version 3: 5/58-5/
72. Version 4: 9/54-4/58.

Objectives: To qualify commissioned of-
ficers, who have completed the transporta-
tion officer basic ,course or its equivalent,
for command andAstaff duties at battalion, cs

brigade or comparable levels, and in \the 1

duties of Transportation Corps officers.
Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and

practical exercises on the duties of Trans-
port* ion Corps officers at command and
SIR levels, including military staff;
m nagement; internal defense and develop-
me t; military operations; logistics; nuclear,
bio ogical, and chemical operations; air,
motor, rail, agd water terminals and trans-
port; traffic management; and educational
development. Version I: - Topics include
economics, data processing, . and public
speaking. Version 3: Topics include opera-
tions and intelligence, aviatIon personnel
and administration, nuclear weapons, com--,
munication skills, coup,terinsurgency, and
professional developqnt.' Version 4: Top-
ics

and
include.map reading and the organize-

operation of the U.S. Aimy, the
U.S. Navy, and the Canadian Army.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/asiociate
degree category, 3 semester hours in in-
troductory data processing, 3 in public
speaking, and 6 in principles of transporta-
tion (6/75); in the upper-division baccalau-
reate category, 6 semester hours in trans-
portation management and 6 in economics
of transportation (6/75). Version 2: In the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 3

semester hours in general management, 6

rl rr)
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in traffic management (7/74). Version 3: In
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
3 semester hours in business organization,
6,in traffic management (12/68). Version 4:
In the upper-divisigin baccalaureate catego-
ry, 3 semester houTs in personnel manage-
ment, 3 in business organization, and 6 in
traffic management (12/68).

AR-0419-0020
TRANSPORTATION ER FAMILIARIZATION

Course N r: 55-A-C21.
Location: Transportation School, Ft.

Eustis, VA.
Length: 7 weeks (245-252 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/59-12/68.
Objectives: To train commissioned of-

ficers to perform as transportation officers.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in transportation, including subjects of
military significance (logistics, operation,
and intelligence), transportation organiza-
tion, plaits and employment, general trans-
portation aviation, transportation move-
ments, and rail, motor, and water transport.

Credit Recommendation: In the -upper-.
division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in transportation organization and c

management (12/68).

AR-0419-0021
MR TRANSPORTABILITY

Course Numlier: 822-F10.
Location: Transportation Sc h I, Ft.

Eustis, VA.
Length: 2 weeks (74 hours,.
Exhibit Dates: 8/72-11/75.
Objectives: To train selected-noncommis-

sioned officers to plan, organize, and .con-
duct air management training.and/or opera-
tions in their organizations.

Instiuction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the planning, organization, and
coordination of- air management training
and/or-nperations. Topics include aircraft
characteristics, unit air movernnt planning,
loading and lashing fundamentals, shoring,
and handling of dangerous cargo.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 2 semester hours
in air transportation (7/74).

,AR-0419-0022
ASSOCIATE. TRANSPORTATION OFFICER

ADVANCED

Course Nutnber: 55-0-4.
Lcication: Transportation School, Ft.

Eustis, VA.
Length; 12-16 weeks (421-519 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11155-6/60.
Objectives: To train officers to be trans-

portation officers.
Instruction; Lectures and practical exer-

cises in organization, planning, and
management of air, rail, motor, and water
transportation.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in transportation gianagetnent (12/
68).
_P

AR-0419-0023
TRANSPORTATION OFFIcFR ORIENTATION

Course Number: 8-55-C21.
Location: Transportation School, F

Eustis, VA.
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Length: 5 weeks (168-209 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/67-42/71,
Objectives: To provide initial branch

training and orientation for commissioned
officers assigned to the Transportation
Cori*.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in transportation, including officer
orientation, logistics, air and rail transport,
terminal and water transport, motor trans-
port, transportation movements, andin-
tegrated training. -

Credit Recommendation: In the I rker-
division baccalaureate/associate gree
category, S semester

ization /74);
in trans rta-

tion management and or
in the upper-division baccalaureate c go-
ry, 2 semester hours in transporthio or-
ganization and management (12/68).

AR-0419-0024

MOTOR TRANSPORT (MT-CMF) NCO
ADVANCED

Course Number: 8-MT-C42.
Location: Transportation School, Ft.

Eustis, VA.
Length: 9-10 weeks (284-301 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/72-Present.
Objectives: To train noncommissioned

officers in motor transport operations.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the duties of a noncommissioned
officer in motor transportation. Topics in-
clude military operations, military staff and
management: general transportation sub-
jects (air, marine, rail, and motor); and the
organization, operation, mission, and func-
tion of specific transportation units. am

Credit Recommendation: In the raver-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in motor trans-
port supervision (6/75); in the upper-divi-
sion baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in principles of management (6/75).

Related Occupation Codes: 64C

AR-0419-0025

TRANSPORTATION PFFICER CANDIDATE

Course Number: 8-55-Fl.
Location: Transportation school. Ft.

Eustis, VA.
Length: 23 weeks (862 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/66-Present.
Objectives: To train officers for duty in

transportation units.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in transportation, including military
science and ,tactics; nuclear weapons, and
CBR; map and air .photo reading; general
communication skills; air, motor, and rail
ransport: terminal and water transport;

d transportation movements.
redlt Recommendation: In the upper-

-division baccalaureate category, 6 semester
hours in transportation organization, and
credit 61 advanced military training at in-
stitutions which normally offer such credit
(12/68).

AR-0419-0026

AIRDROP LOADMASTER

Course NuMber: Not available.
Location: Quartermaster School, Ft. Lee,

VA.
Length: '3 (146 hours).
Exhibit Dates: /64-12/68.
Objectives: T train personnel to pack

cargo parachutes used in airdrops,

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in packaging procedures, airdrop cons
tainers, and aircraft operations, including
parachute packing and cargo poraChutes,
rigging supplies and equipment, aircraft
loading, rehabilitation of equipfnent, heavy-
drop extraction procedures, recovery,
cargo platform preparation, parachute
release assemblies; cargo slings and bags,
and parachut# release assemblies.

Credit Recommendation: In . the voca-
tional certificate catego . 3 semester hours
in ,transportation --gird loadmaster (7/
74); in the lower-divis' n baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, I semester hour in
transportation--airdrop loadmaster (7/74).

-AR-0419-0027

PRESERVATION AND INTERMEDIATE
PROTECTION

Course Number: 8B-F1(JT).
Location: Joint Military Packaging Train-

ing Center, Aberdeen Proving Ground,
MD..

Length: 2 weeks (76 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/70-Present.
Objectives: To train commissioned of-

ficers, enlisted personnel, and civilian per-
sonnel in the techniques of cleaning, dry-
ing, preserving, and packing military sup-
plies and equipment.

Instruttioni Lectures and practical exer-
cises on preservation and intermediate pro-
tection of military supplies and equipment,
including packing specifications, cleaning,
preservatives, sprayable and strippable
films, controlled humidity, packaging in-
spection. preparation of retrograde material
for shipment, and packaging costs and
documentation.

Credit Recommendation: In the v
tional certificate' Category, 2 semester ho
in the transportation, preservation, an
protection of supplies,(7/74); in the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category. I semester hour in the transpor-
tation, preservation, and protection of sup-
plies (7/74).

AR-0419-0028

PACKING AND CONTAINERIZATION

Course Number: 8B-F2 (JT).
Location: Joint Military Packaging Train-

ing Center, Aberdeen Proving Ground,
MD.

Length: 2 weeks (76 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/70-Present.
Objectives: To train personnel in the

packing, marking, and loading of military
supplies and .equipment frit.. storage and
shipment. 4.

Instruction: Lectures and practical mei....
cises in the packing, marking, and loading
of military supplies and equipment for
storagd and shipment, including introduc-
tiOn to packing and containerization, crate
design, cargo 'unitization and containeriza-
tion, cushioning and blocking, bracing and
anchoring,. loading for shipment, utilization
of packing lines, parcel post, and packing
cost reduction. -

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 2 semester hours
in transportation, packing, and con-
tainerization (7/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, I
semester hour in transPortation, packing.
and containerization (7/74).
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AR-0419-0029
I. TRAINMAN

. 2. RAILWAY TRAINMAN

Course Number: Version I: 55-R-662.1
Version 2: 55-E-3.

Location: Transportation School, Ft
Eustis, VA.

Length:' Version 1: 8 weeks (280 hours)
Version 2: 10 weeks (374 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 7/58-12/61
Version 2: 9/54-6/38.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel tt
operate trains and handle railway cars it
railway yards and over the road. -

Instructioh: Lectures in railway operating
train and engine service, and practi

caexperience on the B & 0 railroad.
Credit Recommendation: Version 1: Ir

the vocational certificate category, E

semester hours in trainman techniques (74
74). Version 2: In the xocational certificate
category, 8 semester hours in trainman
techniques ( 7/74).

AR-0419-0030

1. LOCOMOTIVE OPERATION

Version 72:N5

2. RAILWAY LOCOMOTIVE OPERATION

Crs4mrs
u5m-Ebeir: Version 1: 55-R-661.2.

ion
Lot

catis,

Transportation School, Ft.
Eus

Length: Version 1: 8 weeks (280 hours).
Version 2: 10 weeks (350 hours).

Exhibit
2: 9/S5-62/5V8e.rsion 1:

7/58-12/68.
Version 2

Okiectives: To train enlisted personnel to
operate steam and diesel-electric locomo-
tives used in yard and road.service.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in steam and diesel-electric locomo-
tive operation, including railway operating
rules, locomotive operation. locomotive in-
spection and 'maintenance, and practical
exercises on the B & 0 railroad.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: in
the vocational certificate category,. 6
Semester hours in locomotive operation (7/
c7a4t)e.Version 2: In the vocational certificate
category,

(7/74).
ter, hours in locomotive

operation

AR-0419-0031

AIR TRANSPORTABILITY PLANNING

Course' Number: 8C-F2,, 822-F10.
T. ransportation School, Ft.

Eustis, VAr
Length: 2 weeks (84-85 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/65-Present.
Objectives: To train commissioned of-

ficers and warrant officers to plan, or-
ganize. and coItduct unit air movement
training and operations.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the duties of a unit air movement
officer. Course includes manifesting
procedures, aircraft characteristics, air
movement planning, loading fundamentals,
and handling dangerous. cargo.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, semester hoursr hou in air

Related Occupation Codes: 160A; 103A;
100B..



AR-0419-0032
1. Coto() OFFICER
2. STEVEDORE OFFICER

Course Number: All Versions: 8C-0804.
Version 2: 55-A-0804.

Location: Transportation School. Ft.
Eustis, VA.

Length: Version I: 9 weeks (346 hours)-
Version 2: 8-9 weeks (278-315 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version I: 6/68-Present.
Version 2: 915775168.

Objectives: To train officers to be cargo
and stevedore officers in transportation ter-
minal units.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in introduction to trans-
portation modes, terminal facilities in-
volved in cargo.handling, water transporta-
tion terminal cargo planning and documen-
tation, stevedore operations supervision,
and cargo preparation and loading for ship-
ment. Version 2: Instruction emphasizes
stevedore operations and terminal organiza-
tion and operations.

Credit Recommend:Son: Version I:
the vocational certificate catego
semester hours in carg8 handling
Version 2: In the vocational ce
category. 5 semester .hours in,, cargo
dlinIg (7/74).

In

AR-0419-0033
I. TRANSPORTATION OFFICER BASIC
2. TRANSPORTATION OFFICER BASIC

(TRANSPORTATION OFFICER
ORIENTATION)

.Course, Number: All Versions: 8-55 -C20.
Version 2: 55-A-C20; SS-0-A; SS-A-CI.

Location: Transportation School, Ft.
Eustis, VA.

Length: Version I: )2 weeks (515
hours). Version 2.'8-11 weeks (286-426
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version I: 7774-Present.
Version 2: 9/55-6/74.

Objectives: Ta train newly commissioned
officers for transportation operations
management.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the organization. planning, band
management of air, motor, rail, and water
transportation movements, inclUding truck
company operations. convoy, rail opera-
tions,..loading and blocking, terminal opera,'
tions and manageMent, cargo planning,
stowage, dangerous cargo, traffic manage-
ment, and freight movements and planning.

Credit Recommendation: Version I: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in prin-
ciples of supervision and 2 in principles of
depot operations (6/75). Version 2: In the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category; 5 semester hours in trans -.
portation organization and management (7/
74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 3 semester hours in transporta-
tion organization and management (7/74).

AR-0419-0034
. I HARBOR CRAFT DECK OFFICER

2. HARBOR CRAFT DECK OPERATIONS
3. HARBOR CRAFT DECK OPERATIONS

(HARBOR CRAFT DECK OFFICER)

Course_ Number: Version l: 8C-0820; 8C-
0825; 8C-56ID; 062-Fl. Version 2: 8C-
0820; 771 - Fl ; 55 -H -0820. Version 3: 55 -
0E-24.

Location: Transportation School, Ft.
Eustis, VA.

Length: Version I : 20 weeks',(720-743
hours): Version 2:- 18 weeks (661 hours)
Version 3: 18.:1,9 weeks (630-714 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 10/71-Present.
Version 7/68-9/71. Version 3: 10/55-6/
68.

Objectives: To train officers and enlisted
: personnel to plan, direct, and supervise
'operations on military harbor craft.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in harbor craft deck
°petitions, including navigation by the sun
and stars, general shipboard subjects, open-
water navigation, and piloting and opera-
tion. Version I: Topics include general
marine subjects, maintenance management,
ships deck and cargo gear, marlinspike
seamanship, and, radio communications.
Version 2: Topics inclitde communications,
ship and tug handling, courses and
bearings, organizational administration,
cargo stowage and handling, and naviga-
tional equipment. Version 3: Topics include
general shipboard 'subjects; cargo stowage
and handling; ship handling; ship's instru -.
ments, accessories, electronic equipment,
and magnetic variances :. courses and
bearings; weathei principles, tides,and cur-
rents; and shipboard emergencies. .

Credit Recommendation: Version I: In
the vocational certificate category, 3
semester hours :in' seamanship (6/75); in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 6 'semester hours in
marine navigation (6/75). Version 2: In the
vocational certificate category, 1.7 semester
hours in 'transportation-water navigation
(7/74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category. 13 semester
hours 'in transportation-water navigation
(7/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category; 4, semester hours in transpotta-
tion-water navigation, and additional
credit in mathematics on the basis of in-
stitutional examination (7/74). Version 3:
In the vocational certificate category. 17
semester hours in transportation-water /
navigation (7/74): in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 13
semester hours in transportation-water
navigation (7/74); in, the upper-division

'baccalaureate category, 4 semester hours in
navigation, and-credit in trigonometry on
the basis of institutional examination. (12/
68):

Related Occupation Codes: 561 D.

Army 1-13

Objectives: To train commissioned of-
ficers With prior schooling in traffic

Atnanagement in advanced , managerial
procedures for traffic and general transpor-

t moon.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in managerial procedures for traffic
, and general transportation, including

economics of transportation, characteristics
of various modes and carriers, transporta-
tion services and regulations, industrial and
military traffic management, transportation
in logistics, movement of regulir and spe-
cial, cargo (weapons and missiles),
household goods and passengers, claim,
prevention, and rate' negotiation.

Credit Recommendation: Version I: In
the' upper-division baccalaureate category,

AR-0419-0035
I. DEFENSE ADVANCED TRAFFIC

MANAGEMENT
2. DEFENSE ADVANCED TRAFFIC

MANAGEMENT
3. DEFENSE. ADVANCED TRAFFIC

MANAGEMENT
(ADVANCED TRAFFIC. MANAGEMENT)

4. ADVANCED TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT

Course Number: Version I : 8CTF3. Ver-
sion 2: 8C-F3. Version 3: 8C-F3; 55-G-F3.
Version 4: 55-0-15.

Eustis,6is"V°An.:

Transportation School, Ft.

Length: Version 3 weeks (100 hours).
Version 2: 4 weeks (140 hours). Version 3:
44 weeks (140-147 hours). Version 4: 6
weeks (208-219 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version I: 1/74-1-Present.
Version 2: 4/70-12/73. Version 3: 12/58-3/
70. Version 4: 2/54-11/58.

`")

3 semester hours in economics of transpor:-
tation (6/75). Version 2: In the upper-divi-
ston baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in transportation management (7/
74). Version 3: In the upper-di4ision bac-
calaureate category, 2 semester hours in
transportation "management (12/68). Ver-
sion 4: In the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 3 semester hours in transporta-
tion management (12/68).

AR-0419-0036

I: INSTALLATION TRAFFIC 'MANAGEMENT
2. INSTALL ATIQN TRANSPORTATION-

Course Number. Version I: 8C-F4; 55-G-
Fl. Version 2: 55-0-8.

Location: Transportation School, Ft.
Eustis, VA.

Length: Version I: 4 weeks (143-147
hours). Version 2: 8 weeks (280-320
hours).

Eiddtgt Dates: Version I: 2/6I-Present.
Version 2: 6/54-1/61.

Objectives: To train commissioned of-
ficers in the performance of commercial
and military traffic functions and in the
military transportation functions of an in-
stallation transportation officer.

Instruction: All Versions: Lecture's and
practical exercises in installation traffic
management, incluclitrg passenger, freight,
and personal property traffic. Version l:
Topics include carrier qualifications, modes
and storage selection, quality cont
procedures, traffic management, speciali
freigin movements, small-shipment servic
organization and field installations, com
mercial transportation service, procure-
ment, integrated accounting, and move-
ment of units and large groups. Version 2:
Topics include organization and field instal-
lations, movement problems, Transporta-
tion Corps Field Services in the continental
United States, ad ministration and supply,
utility railways and equipment, and opera-
tion and functions of aviation sections.

Credit Recommendation: Version I: In
the upfer-division baccalaureate category,

' 2 senfester hours in transportation manage-
ment (7/74). Version 2: 'In the upper-divi-
sion baccalaureate category, 4 semester
hours in transportation management (12/
68). ^r
AR-0419-0038
TRANSPORTATION COMPANY OFFICER

Course Number: Version I: 55-A-C2.
Version 2: 55 -0 -I; 55-A-C2. Version 3: 55-
0-I.

Location: Transportation School, Ft.
Eustis, VA.



-14- ° COURSE EXItilitTS
Length :' Version 1: 21 weeks (643

hours). Version 2: 34-36 weeks
(1083 -1146 hours). Version 3: 30 weeks
(1056 hours).

Exhibit Dean Version /: 6/58-12/68.
Version 2: 8/56=5/58. Version 3: 9/55=7/56.

Objectives: To train commissioned of-
ficers in the responsibilities appropriate to
company grade transportation officers.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in t nation, including personnel
and 'admin. ; intelligence; operations
and traini log' Motor and rail trans-
port; to nal ater transport; avia-
tion; generaltra ; U.S. Navy, U.S. Air
Force, and Canadian Army transportation
procedu ; and instructional methoiis-

Credit lion: Version /: In
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
3 semester hours in business organization,
3 in traffic management (12/68). Version 2:
In the upper-division baccalaureate ca go!
ry, 3 semester hours in business org za-
tion, and -6 in traffic management (12/ ).
Version 3: In the upper-division .4mccal
reate category, 3 semester hours' in b i-
ness organization, 3 in traffic manageme t
(12/68).

AR-0602-0001

U.S. ARMY INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED 7

RUSSIAN AND EAST EUROPEAN
STUDIES

Course Number: None.
Location: Institute for Advanced Russian

and East European Studies, Ganrnisch, Ger-
Many.

Length: 104 weeks (3120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/69-Present.
Objectives: To tmin4bfficers in advanced

Russian language and area studies, and in
p East European area studies:

instruction: Lectures, readings, and stu-
dent research and discussions in advanced
Russian language and area studies,- and in
East-European area studies, including in-
tensive review of Russian, basic vocabulary,
and grammar; armed forces subjects, in-
cbading tactics and training, command and
staff structures, map reading; history and
organization of the Soviet armed forces,
mobilization procedures of. (he Soviet..
armed forces, military operations on the
-Eastern front ,in World War 11, logistics,
counterintelligence and intelligence studies,
Soviet military doctrine and strategy, prin-
ciples of war, roles of insurgency and
revolution, and current Soviet military af-
fairs and problems; physical geography of
the. U.S.S.R.; economic subjects, including
economic theories of Marx, Engels and
Lenin, Soviet planning and control
methods, organization of the Soviet econo-
my, principles of Soviet regionalization, im-
pact of recent economic reforms, and a
study of the history,. characteristics,
production, distribution, development, and
overalk role of each branch in the
economls...samplex; political subjects, in-
cluding political history of Russia and the
U.S.S.R. since 1800. development of the
Soviet state, role of the Communist Party,
organs of centralized, control, elements of
the population, communist doctrine and
ideology, contemporary revisionism and
dogmatism, governmental structure of the
Soviet Uniofi, contrast of the official and
actual Soviet system of government, tactics
of the Communist Party, leading personali-
ties and opposition to the party, the
U.S.S.R. in international relations since

1918, communist insurgency and subver-
sive activities, and Soviet law and judicial
system; communist states subjects, includ-
ing international economic organization of
the states°, and the geography, 'population,
natural resources, economy, history,
government, foreign relations, strategic im-
portance, and relationship to the Soviet
Union 'of 'East Germany, Poland,
Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Rumania, Bul-
garia, Yugoslavia, and Albania; and social
science subjects, including brief treatments
oe. contemporarif Soviet literature, drama,
television, painting and music, 'survey of
the Soviet press and organization of
published materials, seminar on Soviet
society, and . development of Russian and
Soviet literature with, emphasis on eleMents
of contintgyurd change.

Credi mmendation: in the graduate
degree category, for the entire .two-year
program, 6 semester 'hours in ,,advanced
Russian language, including formal instruc-
tion and 'total immersion' in content cour-
ses taught in Russian, 3 in Russian and
Soviet literature, 6 in politico-economic
area studies (8/74). NOTE: Credit recom-
mendations are based on an on-site evalua-
tion.

AR-0602-0002

MILITARY ASSISTANCE TRAINING Anvisort
SENIOR,NONCOMMISSIONED OFFICER

' Course Number: None.
Location; Institute for Military

Assistance, Ft. Bragg, NC; Special Warfare
School, Ft. Bragg, NC.
, Length: 6 weeks (19h -233 hours). .

-Exhibit Dates: 2/66-4/73.
Objectives: To provide senior noncom-

missioned officers selected for advisory
duty in VietnaM, with a familiarization with
the Vietnamese language and a general
knowledge of the duties and responsibilities
of the military advisor.

Instructibm Lectures and practical exer-
cises to prdvide a general background
orientation to the history and present so-
cial, political And economic environment of
Vietnam; the insurgent threat and allied
programs being conducted to counter the
insurgency.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, credit in
Vietnamese on the basis of institutional ex-
amination (12/68). NOTE: If the student
has a Defense Language Institute (DLI)
transcript indicating completion of the en-
tire 12-week Vietnamese course, 8
semester hours in Vietnamese may be
granted.

AR-0602-0603

MILITARY ASSISTANCE TRAINING ADVISOR ,

FIELD GRADE OFFICER

Course Number: None.
Location: Institute for Military

Assistance, Ft. Bragg, NC.
LaiSt11§ weeks (2 I 8 hours).
Exhibit-Detest 1/70-4/73.
Objectives:' To provide office f\slelected

for duty in the Republic of Vietna with a
working knowledge of the duties; organiza-
tions, programs. techniques, and
procedures that make up the' advisory ef-
fort.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the history, geography, ethnic
groups, social structure, and other general

subjects dealing with the background of
Vietnam; map reading, first .aid, weapons,
field fortifications, communications, and,
other general subjects; and Vietnamese Ian-
guage. Language training in this co(rse is
the first 4 weeks of the 1 2 - w ee k Viet-
namese SSaigon dialect) course given by
the

`Bliss.
Language Institute (DLI) at

Ft. `Bliss. If student completes the entire
I2-week course, he will have a. DLI trans-
cript.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, credit in
Vietnamese on the basis of institutional ei.;
amination (7/74). Note: wstudent has a
DLI transcript indigating completion of the
entire 12-week ."Vietnamese course, 8
semester hours in Vietnamese may be
granted.

,

AR:0602-0004

MILITARY'ASSISTANCE TRAINING ADVISOR
CORDS OFFiceit

Course Number: None.
Location: Inititute for Military

Assistance, Bragg,Fwt.eeltagg, NC
Length: hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1-1171-4/73.
Ottieciirs: To provide selected officers

with a knOwledge of duties of a military ad-
visor and to familiarize them with the Viet-,
namese language.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises to include general orientation to-Viet
nam, the. art and technique of the advisor,
internal defense and internal development,
Vietnamese familiarization. Language train-
ing in this course is the'first 4 weeks of the
12-week Vietnamese (Saigon dialect)
course given by the Defense Language In-
stitute (DLI) at Ft. Bliss. If student
completes the entire 12-week course, he
will have a DLI transcript.

P

Credit Recommendation: In the upper.
division baccalaureate category, credit in
Vietnamese-on the basis of institutional ex-
amination. Note: If'student has a Defense
Language Institute (DLI) transcript indicat-
ing c mpletion of the entire 12-week Viet-
nam coarse, 8 semester hours in Viet-
nam may be granted (7/74).

AR-0602-0005
MILITARY ASSISTANCE TRAINING ADVISOR

COMPANY GRADE OFFICER L

Course Number: None.
Location: Institute for Military

Assistance, Ft. Bragg, NC.
Length: 6 weeks (219 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/70-24/73.
Objectives: To prOvide officers selected

for advisory duty in the Republic of Yiet-
nam with a working knoVledge of the du-
ties, organizations, progfams, techniques,
and procedures that make up the advisory
effort.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the political, social, and economic
environment of Vietnam, the stability
operations and pacification program, corn,
munity ;tactics and strategy of indirect ap-
proach, Communist military tactics, and
Vietnamese language. Language training in
this course is the first 4 weeks of tile 12-
week. Vietnamese (Saigon dialect) course
given by the Defense Language Institute
(DLI) at Ft. Bliss. If student completes the
entire 12-week course, he will have a DLI
transcript.



. - .

Credit 'Recommendation: in the ; upper-
division baccalaureate category:, credit in
Vietnamese on the basis of institutionalex-
amination (7/74). Note: If student has a
DLI transcript indicating completion of the
enti 12-week Vietnamese course, 8
semester hours in Vietnamese may be
gran

---
AR -0602 -0006

MILITARY ASSISTANCE TRAINING ADVISOR
. ARVN OFFICER.

Course Number: None. .

Location: institute fot ,Military
Assistance, Ft. Bragg, NC.

Length: 6 weeks (200 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/71-4/73.
Objectives: To provide commissioned of-:

ricers selected for advisory duty with'a, unit
of the Army of the. Republic of Vietnam
with a working knowledge of the duties and
responsibilities of the military advisor.

Instruction: Conferences and practical
etercises in the organization, programs,
and operalions.of the U.S. advisory effort,
and familiarization with the yiethamese
language: .

Credit Recommendation: in the upper -
division baccalaureate category, , credit in
Vietnamese on the basis of, iinfitnfional
evaluation. Note: If the student has a
Defense Language institute (t5LI) trans-
cript indicating completiOn of a I2-week
Vietnamese course, 8 semester hours in
Vietnamese may be granted (7/74).

AR-0701-0001

DENTAL LABORATORY PROCEDURES ( BASIC)
( DENTAL LABORATORY)

Course Number: 3.31- 42Df0; 8-R-452.1:
8-E-1.

Location: Medical Field Service School,
Ft.' Sam Houston, TX.

Length: 8-16 weeks (280L704. hours).
Exhibit. Dates: 2/56-Present. '
Objectives: To trainenlisted persginnel to

. perform basic dental prosthetic laboratory
techniques.,

Instruction: Lectures And practical exer-
cises in basic dental prosthetic laboratory
'techniques. Course includes anatomy and
tooth morphology, basic dental materials,
and complete denture prosthetici.

Credit Recommendation: in the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in anatomy and
tooth morphology, I in dental materials, I
in complete dentures (6/77).

Related Occupation Codes: 42D; 42F.
'

AR-0701-0002
DENTAL HYGIENIST 4

(DENTAL ASSISTANT (ADVANCED))

Course Number: 330-91E20; 330-91E30;
8-R-917.2; 8-E-35.

Location: Academy of Health Sciences,
Ft. Sam Housion, TX; Medical Field Ser-
vice School, Ft. -Sam Houston, TX.

Length: 8-20 weeks (281-600 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/56-Present. 1

. Objectives: To provide dental specialists
with a working knowledge of oral hygiene
prophylactic procedures and oral disease
control methods.

Initruction: Lectures, practical' exercises
and laboratories in the performance of oral
hygiene prophylactic procedures, deter-

mination of patients' individual problems
relative to Oral health, counseling of pa-
tients, flosSing techniques, tooth brushing
methods and application and flourides.

Related Occupation Codes: 91E.

AR-0701-0003
DENTAL LABORATORY SPECIALIST SENIOR

Course Number: 33 l'- 42D30.
Location: Academy of Health Sciences,

Ft.. Sam Houston, TX.
Length: 10 weeks (356 hdurs).
'Exhibit Dates: I2/76-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in

advanced prtiithetic dental laboratory
techniques, including basic orthodontic
procedures and ceramic (porcelain)
procedures.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises ink basic orthodontic-pedodontic
procedurcs. Emphasis is placed on por-

lain fused to metal restorations. Course
,. eludes an introduction to basic maxillofa-%maxillofa-

cial appliances.
Credit Recommendation: In the lower-

division baccalaureate/asiociate degree
category:,1 semester hours in dental anato-
my (occlnsion), 2 in orthodontic
procedures, 4 in dental ceramic procedures
(6/77).

Related-Occupation Codes: 42D. 6

AR-0701-0004
DENTAL ADMINISTRATION

Course Number: 330-Fl.
Location:. Medical, Field Service School,*

Ft. Sam Houston, TX.
Length: 4 weeks (176 houts-).
Exhibit Dates: I 0/67-Present.
Objectives: To pm. ide enlisted, personnel,

with a working' k'nowl;_dge of dental ad-
ministration in treatment facilities.

Instruction: Lectures and practical ex-
perience in the basic principles of dental
administration, including, pdsonnel
management, dental equipment supply and
maintenance, dental facility organization,
implementing a preventive dentistry pro-
gram, and administration of a field dental
treatment facility.

Credit Recommendation:, No credit
because of the military nature1of the course
(2/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 91E; 42D;
42F.

AR-0701-0005

Army:, 1415

Credit Recommendation: Version I: In
the vocational certificate category,
semester hoursin dental laboratory on the
basis of institutional examination (2/74); in
dhe flower-division . baccalaureate/associate
egree category, 2 semester hours in dental

;laboratory on: the italSis of institutional ex-
amination (2/74)t;:oin the upper-division
baccalaureate Category, credit in dental
laboratory on the'basii,'of institutional ex-
amination (2/74). Version In the voca-
tional certificate category, 3 semester hours
in dental laboratory on the basis of institu-
tional examination (2/74); in the lower-
division baccalaureate / associate degree
category,- 2 semester hekirs in dental,

'laboratory on the basis of institutional ex-
amination (2/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, credit in dental
laboratory' on the basis of institutional ex-
amination (12/68).

Related Occupation Codes: 42D; 42F.

AR-0701-0006

1. DENTAL LABORATORY SPECIALIST
ADVANCED

DENTAL REMOVABLE P.ROSTIIETIC
SPECIALIST

3. DENTAL REMOVABLE PROSTHETIC
SPECIALIST

(DENTAL LABORATORY PROCEDURES
(ADVANCED)) ,

Course
m
umber: All Versions:. 331-42D20.

Ver 2:,8-R-452,2 8-E-34.
Location: cademy of Health ,Sciences,.

Ft. Houston; -tx;Medical Seryice School,
Ft. Houston, TX. ..

Length: Version I: 15 weeks (556 .
hours). Version 2: 10 weeks (350 hours).
Version 3: 10-20 weeks (352-630 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version I : 5/76-Present.
Versiim 2: 1/72-4/76. Version 3: 3/56-12/
71.

.

Objectives: To-train personnel to perform
basic and advanced dental prosthetic
laboratory techniques. ,,

Instruction: Version 1: Lectures end
practical exercises in basic and advanced -
dental prosthetic laboratory techniques.
Course: includes study of dental anatomy'
including 'immediate dentures, relines'and '
rebases; removable partial dentures and
fixed restorative procedures. Versiv, 211
Complete rnaxillofacial prostheses;-re mova-
ble partial maxillofacial prosthes01:.
orthodontic, appliances; splints. Version13:. i
Dental materials; complete and plirtial /

denturA fixed and removable partial /
dentures; inlays and crowns.

'Credit Recommendation: Version I: in i'

the lower-division baccalaureate/associate i

degree category, 3 semester hours in
complete dentures, 3 in partial dentures, I

M fixed restorative, I in dental anatomy__
(tooth morphology)-(6/77). Version 2: iti
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
'5 semester hours in dental technology (7/
74). Version 3: In the lower-division bac-
calaureate/associate degree category, /5
semester hours in dental technology (7/74);
in the upper-division baccalaureate catego-
ry, credit in dental laboratory technolOgy
on the basii of institutional examination
( 12/68 ). I

Related Occupation Codes: 42D; 42E./

t 2.

DENTAL FIXED PROSTHETIC SPF,CIALIST

Course NumberC331-42F20.
Location: Version 1: Brooke Army Medi-

cal Center, Ft. Sam Hoaston;'TX. Version
2: Medical Field Service School, Ft. Sam
HOuston, TX.

Length: Version 1: 10 weeks (405
hours). Version 2: 10 weeks (368 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 7/70-Present.
Version 2: 10/67-6/70.
. Objectives: To provide dental removable'

prosthetic specialists 'with a working
knowledge, of fixed partial denture
techniques.

Instruction: Lectures' and laboratories -in
the fundamentals of fixed. partial denture
techniques, including applied dental
sciences; dental metals and materials,, in-
lays, crowns, and fixed partial dentures:-
models, dies, and waxing; and maintenance
of dental laboratory equipment.



. ".

1-16 COURSE'lEXHIMITS:,
AR-070170087' e'er*

bilrrAt. Sq.clAilsr (BASIC )'
(DENTALASSISTANT (BASIC))
( DENTAL,. SPECIALIST )

Course Number: 330-91E10; 330-91E20;
8-R-917.1; 8-E-21...

Location: Academy of Health Sciences,
Ft. Sam Houston; TX; Medical Field Ser-
vice, Ft. Sam Houston, TX.

Length: 6-8 weeks (196-211 hours)
Exhibit Dates: I /56-Present.
Objectives: To provide enlisted personnel

with a working, knowledge of all procedures
necessary to assist the dental officer in ex-
amination-Ore and treatment of the oral
-region. 1

Instruction: Lectures .and practical ex-
perience in the basic principles of perform-
ing dntal assisting dirties, learning to tht-
P°s9r, Process. and mount dental . radio-
graplut for diagnostic value, mix commonly
used dental 'restoration -and impression
materials, prepare instrument setups, and
sterilize and disinfect used dental instru-
ments:

Credit Recommendation; In the lower,
baccalaureate/associate degree

category, 2 sernester'hours in basic dental
science; 3 In ehairside assisting, 8 in
cal training,' l' in emergencies, 3 in dental
radiology (6/77).

Related Occupation Codes: 91 E; 42D.

AR-0701-0008

DENTAL THERAPY ASSISTANT

Course Number:. 33.0-91E3B; 330-F2.
Location: Academy of Health ,Sciences,

Ft. Sam Houston, TX.
length: -54 weeks (1470 hours).
Exhibit Dates: I0/74-Present.
Objectives: To prqvide personnel with

knowledge of the . basic principles and
techniques of the practice of dentistry and
to enable them to assist dental officers in
the care and treatment of patients, includ-
ing specified reversible procedures per-
formed on patients under direct supervision
of 'dental officer.

Instruction: Lectures and clinical exer-
cises; in the duties of the dental therapy
assistant, learning .to apply rubber dam,
place and finish.' restorations in cavity
Preparations in patients, perform functions
in the areas of preventive dentistry, utilize
techniques of four-handed dentistry, make
preliminary impressions, pour casts, expose
radiographs and panographic x -rays, per-
form endodontic procedures, and provide
emergency care.-, .

'Credit Recomnation: in the lower-
division baccalaureate/assopiate degree
category, 3 semester hours in dental
material, 2 ih dental health, 1 in four-
handed.dentistry, 8 in clinical training, 2 in
related dental science (6/77).

!Related Occupation Codes: 91E'

AR-0702-0001
I. MEDICAL LABORATORY SPECIALIST

ADVANCED
(MEDICAL LABORATORY PROCEDURES

q , (ADVANCED))
2. MEDICAL LABORATORY PROCEDURES

(ADVANCED)
(MEDICAL LABORATORY SPECIALIST

ADVANCED)

Course Number: Version I 311-92E130.
'Version 2: 8-R-931;2 8-E-26.

Location: All Versions:- Brooke Army
Medical Center, Ft. Sam Houston, TX. Ver-
sion 2: Walter Reed Army Medical Center,
Washington, DC. ' -

Length: 48-50 weeks (1895-1992
hotIrs), .

,-- Exhibit Dates: Version I: 9/71- Present,
Version 2: 1/55-8/71'

Objectives: To proyide medical laborato-,
ry specialists' With the knowledge and skills
necessary to perform. as technical spe-
cialists and/or laboratory supervisors.

instruction: Lectures and prhetical ex-
perience in' medical laboratory supervision,
equipment 'use, clinical chemistry,
microbiology, parasitology, hematology,
urinalysis, . histopathology, and
ctotechnology and immunology. .

Credit Recommendation: In the voca.
tional certificate category, 30 mester

to /associate,

hours in medical technolOgy (2/ 4 ... in the :
,.- lower-division . baccalaure te/associate

-.., degree category, 30, seMekter hours, in'''
Medical technology Or "10 .iii 'oiogy or
Chemistry:12/74)'; in the- upper ion bac-
calaureate category," 30 semes hours in e
medical technology or 10 in biology or
chemistry (12/68):

Related Occupation Codes: 92B.

.AZ070200042
1

MEDICAL LABORATORY, SPECIALIST
(MEDICAL LABORATORY PROCEDURES

(BASIC)) -
Course Number.. 311-92810; 311-92820;

311 -921310: 8-R-931.I; 8-E-8.
Location: Academy of .Health Sciences,

FL Sam Houston, TX; Medical Field Ser-
vice School, Ft. Sam Houston, TX. .

Length: 14-16 weeks (420-548 hours).
I Exhibit Dates: 8/54-Present. .

Objectives: To provide graduates with.

laboratory.
Instruction:

and techniques to
-perform basic procedurei in a medical

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer...
cises in, hematology, immunohematology,
clinical cheMistry, bacteriology, urinalysis,

procedures,
Credit

and parasitology basic

Credit RecOMmendation: in the vacs_
tional certificate category, 10 semester
hours',in a certified laboratory assistant pro_
gram"- (6/77); in the, lower-division bac-

,Falaureate/associa degree category,
"'semester hours in basic procedures in be-
matology, clinical chemistry and urinalysis,
medical bacteriology, parasitology, and im-
inunohematology 'and serology in a Medical
LabOratory Technician program (6/77).

Related Occupation Codes: 92B.

AR-070,2-0003

BLOOD GROUPING, COLLECTING
PROCESSING

AND

Course Number: 31 1 -F 1 .
Location: Brooke Army Medical Center,

.Ft: Sam Houston, TX.
Length: 6 weeks (264 hours).
Exhibit Dates:-6/68-Present.

. Objectives: To provide enlisted personnel
with the knowledge necessary to apply the
principld and techniques of grouping, col-
lecting, and processing vLhole blood on
large-volume basis.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in selection of blood donors, collec-
tion of bloOd for transfusions, donor care,
blood processing, and grouping and typing
of blood.

9

Credit Recoil/Itdon: In the voca-
tional certificate category,-'credit for blood
banking portion of CLA course (2/74);.in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 4 semester hours in blood
banking (2/74); in the upper-division bac-

blogitabtedankoinccgu"(126/06n8 )c.

calaureate category, 2' semester hours in ,

Codes: 920

AR-0702-0004
BLOOD BANKING.,

Course Number: None.
Location: Medical Research Laboratciry,.,

Ft. Knox, KY.
Length: 52 weeks.
Exhibit Dates: I/Id-Present.
Objeciivein To train .medical laboratory

personnel to direct and supervise blood
bank centers and to assist in the training of
others in blood'bank techniques.

Instruction: Lectures on practical
techniques, theory, administration, and
management of large blood banks, includ-
ing blood banking and immunohematology.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tionl certificate category, credit for blood
bankin4 portion of CLA curriculum (2/74);
in the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 6 semester hours
in blood banking (2/74); in the upper-divi-
sion baccalaureate category, 8 semester
.hours.iemedical technology, 4 in biology
(2/74).

AR-0702-0005

DIALYSIS TECHNICIAN

Course Number: 300-F2.
Location: Walter Reed Army Medical

Center, Washington, DC,
. Length: 24 weeks (898-928 hours)..

Exhibit Dates:' I /70-Present.
ObjectiVes: To develop knowledge and

working skills required for functioning as 9,
technician in renal dialysis service.

Instruction: Lectures and practidal exer-
cises in theory and principles of hemodialy-
sis, peritoneal dialysis, and intensive patient
'Care. -, ; ,

Re,coMmendation: In the lower-
division` baccalaureate/associate degree
categor11 , semester hours in health
science*, '.'rerial dialysis, or circulatory
systemfeChnology 6/75).

AR-0703 -001
ANESTHESIOLOGY NURSING FOR ARMY.

NURSE CORPS OFFICERS

Course Number: None-
Location: Army Hospitals, 'U.S.A..
Length: 82 weeks (3432 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/70-Present,
Objectives: To train Nurse Corps officers

as toegi nning practitioners. i n anesthesiology
Musing.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in anesthesiology nursing, including
anatomy, physiology, pathophysiology and
implications' for practice; chemistry,
physics, and mathematics related .to'.
a n es thesia,:. phn rmn

c1(agpofessiona
I.ntthetist; funda-

mentals of anesthesia; clinical orientation;
in and out processing; aste pf .sisal train-
ing!

Credit Recoinmendatinn: in the voca.
tional csi'Ailidate category,

1 'semester



hours in anatomy arid physiology, 2 in
chemistry and physics. 4 in pharmacology,
5 in fundamentals of anesthesiology. 3 in
physical education, I in psychOlogy, I in
medical mathematics, 45 in clinical ex-
perience and practice in anesthesiology (8/
74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 10 semester hours
in anatomy and physiology, 2 in chemistry
and physics, 4 in pharMacology, 5 in funda-
mentals of anesthesiology 3 in physical
education, I in psychology, I in medical
mathenlatics, 45 in:clinical experience and
practice 'in anesthesiology (8/74); in the
upper division batcalaureate category, 10
semester hoUrs in anatomy and physiology,
2 in .chernistry and physics, 4 in phar-
inacology, 5 in fundamentals of anesthes-
iology, 3 in physical education, I ip
psycho I in medical mathematics. 45
in° cli experience and practice in
anesth logy (8/74).

AR -0703 -0002

CHIEF !NURSES' ORIENTATION

1.ocation: Brooke Army Medical Center,
Ft. Sam tioustqn, TX. .;

Length 5 weeks (177 hours).
Exhibit Data:" I2/69-Present.
Objectives: To provide nurse corps of-

ricers with a- basic knowledge of health
nursing and preventive medicine practices.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in planning and provision for health
nursing. services; preventive dentistry;
physical rehabilitation services; community
mental, health; socioeconomic implications
of military family life; .philosophy, princi-
ples, purpose, and evaluation of inservice,
education; mepacids and , practices of
preventive medicine; preventable diseases
and injuries; Army veterinary service; par-
ticipation in surveys, studies, and !'
epidemiological investigations.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, credit in
public health nursing, on the basis of in-
stitutional examination (6/75).

Course ,Number: 6F-F2.
Location: Academy of Health SAiences,

Ft. Sam Houston, TX.
Length: 2 weeks (67 hours).
Exhlbft Dates: 8/73-Present.
Objectives: To provide nurse corps of-

Beers with the necessary knowledge aqd
skills in resource management conceits

. and educational training activities to ftinc-
tion as chiefolurses in Army medical facili-
ties.

Instruction: Lectures and seminars on
utilization of resources, fundamentals of
training management, staff development,

"parameters and ;:standards of supervision,
health care' trends and concepts.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
bees of the military nature of the course
(6/7

4070370003

MEDICAL DEPARTMENT OFFICER CLINICAL
HEAD NURSE

(ARMY MEDICAL DEPARTMENT CLINICAL.,
HEAD NURSE)

Course Nitibberr:6F-F3.-
Location: Version 1: Academy of Health

Sciences, Ft. Sam Houston, TX. Version 2:
,Brooke Army Medical Center, Ft., Said

... Houston, TX.
Length:' Version I: 2-3 weeks. (92-116''

,hourS). Version 2: 3 weeks (116 hOurs).
Exhibit' Dates; Version I: ,8[74-Present.

Version 2. 6/71 -7/74.
Objectives: 1.9 provide Army Nurse

Corps officers with the supervisory and ad-
ministrative knowledge and skills required
for assignment as clinical head nurso.

Instruction:. Lectures in planning and
coordination of patient care, applied com-
munication skills, personnel management,
and .supplies, and equipment
management, ,. .

Credit Recommendation: Version In
the upper-division baccalaureate categbry,
3 semester hoUrs in nursing (6/75): Version
2: In the upper- division baccalaureate
Category, 4 Semester bours'in nursing (2/
74),

AR-0703-0004

11E4711 NURSING ORIENTATION

kCourse
Number: 6F -F1.

.
Army. 1-17

tesponiibilities of. Medical service Corps;
and Army -Nurse Corps Personnel. ;

Credit- Recnmtnendation: In' the voca-
tional certificate category credit in nursing
on the basis of institut examination (2/

baccalaureate/as.:.the lower-division babaccalaureate/as.:.
' sociate degree category,. credit in nursing

on the basis of ;institutional ai examination (2/'
74); in 'tile upper-division baccalaureate
category, credit in nursing on ow basis of
institutional'examination

AR-0703-0005
MEDICAL AIDMAN (BASIC)

Course Number: 8-E-24.
Location: Medical Service School, Ft.

Sam Houston, TX.
Length: 12 weeks (280 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/56-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

perform as medical aidmen in field medical
facilities..

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in field medical aid procedures, in
eluding advanced techniques and
procedures in field surgery, principles of
preventive medicine, dispensary and sick
call procedures, basic anatomy and
physiology, medical records, diagnostic and '
nursing procedures, and field sanitation
procedures.' ;

Credit Recommendation: -the voca-
,,, tional certificate category, 3 semester hours,

ly in first aid and hygiene, 2 in physiology.
and; on the basis of institutional examina- .

ticifi, 6 in nursing (2/74); in the lower-divi-
sion baccalaureate/associate degree catego- .-

3 semester hours in first aid and hy-
giene, 2 in physiology, and, on the basis of
institutional .examination, 6 in nursing (2/
74); in the upper-division baccalaureate'
category. credit in first aid and hygiene on
the basis of institutional examination (12/
68).

(12/68).

AR- 07030007

'BASIC MEDICAL SPECIALIST

CoursetNuMber: 300-91E110.
Locatkxt: Academy of _Health Sciences;

Ft. Sam Houston, TX.
Length: 8 weeks (237-247 hours).
Exhibit Dates: I/75-Present.
Objectives: To provide enlisted personnel`

with the basic skills and knowledge
required to perform emergency medical
treatment and routine patient care.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in basic medical-surgical foundations
for emergency and patient care..

Credit Recommendation: In' the lower-
division baccalaureatelossociate ;degree
category, 3 semester hours in introduction
to nursing

9IU; 91 V;
Related Occupation. CodeS: 919; 9IC;

9ID; 9IF; 91H; 911;
9IY; 42C.

AR-0703-0006
NURSE.NURSE CORPS OFFICER ORIENTATION

(ARMY NURSE CORPS OFFICER BASIC)

Course Number: 8-A-C20C; 8 -A=C IC.
Location: Medical Field Service School,

Ft. Sam Houston, TX.
Length: 4-9 weeks (139 -3.16 hours).

xhIblt Dates: 3/58-12/68.
- bJectives: To provide newly commis -

si Medical Service Corps and Army
Nurse - Corps officers with a basic
kriowledge of medical service orga ization
and adMinistration..

Instruction: Lectures and praCtical exer-
cis in medical service organization and
adininistration, including personnel
management,./ medical supply procedures,
medical records. mass casualties manage-

; ment, emergency medical treatment
:procedures, field medical iervice.orienta-

,.. tion,, preventive , medieine principle( of
nurSing"administration,..: and duties and .

9

AR-0703-0008
NEOROPSYCHIATIIIC NURSING

"qCourse Number: 8-0-7.
Location: Medical Field Service School,

Ft. Sam Houston, TX.
Length: 20 weeks (638-842 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/54-12/61,

nileilobjursrionlectigogdi;lcuelli:edsTiseionlc'saWinttill and to function

nurses to perform
psychiatric and

as in-service training Program instructors.
Instruction: Instruction in principles of

neutOpsychiatric nursing. with emphasis on
interpersonal relationships; supervision and
teaching in neu
psychiatry; neurolo
psychiatric social wor

Credit ReC0111111C In thee) upper-
division baccalaureate Category, 8 semester
hours in abnormal psychology, 3 in occupa-
tional therapy, and credit in mental health
or psychiatric, nursing procedures on the
basis of institutional exa(nination (2/74).

hiatric nursing:"
sychology; and

AR-0703-0009'
MiLITARY NURSING ADvANcF.0

Course Number: 8-AC4C
Location: Medical -Service School, 'Ft.

Sam Houston, TX.
Length: 22-23 weeks (714-734 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/58- 12/6x

provide.
knowledge of thesdu-

ecw

with
e as :

working
Nurse. Co of-

lies, and responsibilities of nursing service
personnel at all levels.

Instruction: Lectures and practical ext4-
cises in personnel administration, manage-
ment of health care unit&,einergency medi-
cal treatment procedures.

niendatIon: In 'the OPPer-
,a

Military science,

division

neuropsychiatry. nursing science,

credit Recant..
preventive medicine.

category::,A semester

and



1 -IS COURSE EXHIBITS
houri in nursing administration, 2 - in
hospital management, 2 in ,personne1*
management, and 6 in clinical practicum

*.44$/75).

AR-0704-0001
1. PHYSICAL THERAPY SPECIALIST
2. piestcm. THERAPY AIDE

(PHYSICAL THERAPY PROCEDURES)
(PHYSICAL THERAPY SPECIALIST)
(PHYSICAL THERAPY ENLISTED)

Course Number: Version 1: 303-9 I J10.
Version 2: 303- 91J20; -8 -R -921;1 8-E-19; _. -

Locsdion: Academy of Health, Science's,
Ft. Sam Houston, TX; Medical. Field !ser-
vice School, Ft. Sam Houston, TX.

Length: Version 1: 27 weeks (1034 -.
hours). Vers(nn 2: 4-12 weeks (176-..58
hours).

II*
Exhibit Nies: Version 1: 11/74-Present.

Version 2:1'2)54-10174.
Objectives= To provide qualified medical

corpsMen with knowledge and skills in
physical therapy techniques and to promote
continuing education in the profession.

Instruction; Version I: Lectures and
practical exercises in functional anatomy
and' physiology; human " growth and
development; basic principfeS and clinical
application of physical modalities; ethical
standards and proper techniques of han-
dling and positioning patients:. therapeutic
exercises; development of patient therapy
Programs. Version 2: Lectures and practical
exercises in anatomy; muscle functions;
handling and.- positioning of patients; con-
cepts of ethical standards; therapeutical ex-
ercises, and routines; reconditioning exer-
cises; and physical therapy. modalities and
gait training;

Credit. Recommendation: Version 1.: In
the loWer-division baccalaureate/associate'
degree category, b,semester hours in anato-
my and- physiolOgyi 3 in general psycholo-

r /3Y. 13 in physical therapy principles and
Procedures and 10 in field experience (6/
77); in the upper-division baccalaure'ate
category, credit in anatomy. physiology,
and physical therapy on the basis of institu-
tional examination (6/77). Version 2: In the
vocational certificate category, eeirtificate
in physical therapy and physical, iehabilita-.
tion (2/74); in the lower-division baccalau-
reate/asiOelate degree category. 15
semester hours in physical therapy and
Physical rehabilitation'(2 /74); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, credit in
anatomy, physiology, and physical..therapy
on the basis of institutional examination
(12/68)-

Related Occupation Codes: 91 A; 9IJ.

AW0704-0002
'OCCUPATIONAL Tteitain, PROCEDURES

Course Number: 8 -E -23.
Location: Medical Field Service: School:

Ft. Sam Houston, TX.
Length: 1-2 weekS (352 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/54-12/68.
Objectives: TO train enlisted personnel to

assist, occupational therapists., with empha-
sis on arts and Crafts therapy techniques.

Instruction: Lectures and practical -ex-
Perience in the, fundamentals of

,.therapy, including basic sciences.
PsychiatrY, clinical. therapy techniqtles, sur-
gical conditions, social work,Adorkshop ac-
tivities, and therapy ccir .inberculars, the
physically disabled, and neuropsychiatric
and surgery patients.

Credit Ricommendatiam. In the voca-
tional certificate . category, 15 semester'
hours in occupational therapy (2/7411'in
the lower-division baccalaureate /state
degree category, 15 semester tours in-pc7
cupational therapy and additional credit ciri
the basis of institutional eiiamination.:(21.
74); in the upper-diviiion .badcalaureaie'
category, credit in occupational therapy on
the basis of institutional examination (12/
68)-

°.:
AR-0704-0003 :,...

PHYSICAL, RecoNorrto!rtNO*SPECIALIST

Courage Numbir: : 8-E- I 2.
:Location: ,Medical Service, School, Ft.

Sam HOuston.IX. "
Length:12 weeks (528 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/56-12/68. .

Objectives: To train medical corpsmen as
assistants in the physical reconditioning of
medical, surgical, and neuropsychiatric pa-
tients.

Instructkin: Lectures on anatomy Sand
physiology; patient examinations; condi-
tioning. aquatics and exercises; functional
anatomy and physical rehabilitation; medi-..
cal ethics; resistive exertises and social
work; medical and surgical conditions; and:''.
clinical observation,

Credit Recommendation: In the:voCa-
tional certificate category, 15 semester
hours in physical-education instruction (2/
74);.in the lowerdivision baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 15 semester hours
in, physical therapy or physical and mental
rehabilitation (2/74); in the upper
'baccalaureate

ivision
'baccalaureate category, 3 semester rsu in
physical education instruction:(.12/6 ).

AR-0704-0004

OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY SPECIALIST

Course Number: Version 1: 303-911-10.
Version 2: 303-91L20. - .

Location: Version I: Academy of Health
Sciences, Ft. Sam Houston, TX; Selected
Army Hospitals, Continental United States.
I/cr ion 2: Valley Forge General Hospital,
P nixville. PA. .

ngth: Version '1:; 25 weeks (915
hours). Version 2: 21, weeks (716 hours). Ls

Exhibit. Dates: Version I: 4/76-Piesent.
Version 2: 2173-4176.

Objectives: Yti,train enlisted personnel in
the knowledge of physicatand behavioral
sciences; principles and concepts related' to
implementation of remedial, health main-
tenance, and preventive occupational
therapy procedures. ---

:Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises' 'in anatomy and physiology, occupa-
tional therapy processes; 1St ychology. and
pathologic conditions as related in occima-
tional therapy.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, -4 semester howl( in anato-
my my and physiology, 3 in general psycholo-
gy, 12 in occupation :ftherapy techniques,
9 in field experience ,(6177), Version 2: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate

'degree category, 3 semester hours in anato-
my andpilysiplogy, 3 in gen'eral pSycholo-
gy, 12 in occtipational therapy techniques,
6 in field experience.(6/71):

Related Occupation Codes: 91 L.

40

AR- 0704 -0005.

ORTHOPEDIC SPECIALIST

Course Number: 304-91420'.
Location: Academy of HhIth'Seienees..

Ft. Sam Houston, TX; Selected Army
Hospitals, Continental United States.

Length: 12 weeks' (474 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9175-Present.
Objectives: To prepare individuals to

assist physicians and nurses in the care:and
treatment of orthopedic patients.

Instruction: Lectures . and clinical ex-
periences in anatomy and physiology and
the principles 'of orthopedic surgery, in-
cluding the preparation of patients for
major surgical procedures and assisting the
physician in minor surgical procedures;
care and treatment of orthopedic patients
to include giving proper instruction to pa-
tients such as care of casts, .and, splints,
proper crutch walking technyids and
precautions; fabricating, modifying and ap-
plying plaster casts; applying casts and .*

splints used in surgery; performing change
of dressing. sterile .scrubs .,'and suture
removal observing the principles of asepsis.

Credit Recommendation:' in the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree ,

category, 3 semester hours in anatomy, "I in
physiology, 4 in principles of orthopedics
and patient care. 4 in orthopedic methods
and materials, 5 in clinical application ,of

. .
principles pf orthopedics (6/77). ,

Related Occtipittion Codes: 9IA-;.9 I H.

AR-0704-0006

ORTHOTIC SPECIALIST
(BRACE SPECIALIST)

Course Number: 304-42C20.
Location: Academy of Health Sciences,

Ft. Sam HoustOn, TX; Selected Arms
Hospitals, Continental ,United States.

Length: 52 weeks (2000 2100 hours),
Exhibit Dates: 5/77-Present.

.14

Objectives: To prepare the individual to
design, construct, fit, and repair orthotic
devices.

Instruction: Lectures,, stibp, and clinical
experienc4 in design, 'construction, fitting,
and repair' of nqhotic. devices. Student is
provided with a working knowledge of
medical terminology and definition's. anato-
my oa' physiology as related to
orthopedics; detailed instruction in
kinesiology and biomechanics; and detailed
instruction, to include materials and hand
tools and plastics in orthotics, shoe cor-
rections and arch supports, plaster of Paris
procedures, leather techniques, orthotics
for body components to include spinal,
lower-extremity and upper-extremity
orthotics; and professional and administra-,
tive subjects.

Credit Recommendation: Iq the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category.,2 semester hours in anatomy, 1 in
physiology, I in kinesiOlogy. 24 in orthotic
techniques, 6 in applied design, 2 in shop
pracitces (6/77).

Related Occupation Codes: 42C.

AR-0704410th

RESPIRATORY SPECIALIST

Course Nuinber: 300-9,IV 10.
Location: Academy of Health Sciences,

Ft. Sam. Houston, TX.
Length: 32 weeks ( 1280 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/76-Present:



Objectives: To provide ,specialists with
basic knowledge of aerosol/humidity.
therapy, ventilation therapy, pulmonary
function testing; infection control; car-
diopulnionary drug administration and criti-
cal patient care performed under the super-
vision of a physician.

Instruction: Lectures, demonstrations,
and practical exercises in selected basic
science courses related to respiratory care,
e.g.: anatomy, respiration, physiology, phar-
macology and microbiology, physical
therapy, clinical medicine, and medical
materiel management.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 30 semester hours in respiratory
therapy education (6/77).

Related Occupation Codes: 91 B; 9I V.

AR-0705-0001

X-RAY SPEciAus-r.
(RADIOGRAPHIC PROCEDURES (BASIC))
(X-RAY PROCEDURES (BASIC))
(X-RAY SPECIALIST)

Course Number: Version 1 :' 313-91P10;
3 I 3i9IP20; 8-R-935. I . Version 2: 8-E4.

Locition: Version 1: Academy of Health
Sciences, Ft. Sam Houston, TX. Version 2:
Medical Field Service, Ft. Sam Houston,
TX.

Length: Version 1: 49 weeks (722-836:
hours). Version 2: 16 weeks (704 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 1158Present.
Version 2: I /56- I 2/5_7.

Objectives: To provide enlisted personnel
with a working knowledge of fundamental
x-ray clinic procedures.

Instruction: Lectures and practical ex-
perience in the fundamentals of x-ray clinic
operations and procedures, including ap-
plied anatomy and physiology, manual and
automatic x-ray film-processing, equipment
operation and maintenance, sterile
techniques and radiation safety measures,
and diagnostic radiograph production. _

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the vocational certificate category, cer-
tificate in radiologic technology (6/77): in
the lower-diVision baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in anato-
my and physiology, 2 in medical terminolo-
gy, 3 in radiographic physics, 4 in radio-
graphic positioning. 3 in radiographic
techniques, 2 in darkroom Procedures, 3 in
clinical internship (6/77). Version 2: In the
vocational certificate categoryo certificate
in x-ray technology (2/74); in the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 30 semester hours in x-ray
technology (2/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in
elementary anatomy (12/68).

Related Occupation Codes: 91 P.

AR-070570002

X-RAY TECHNIQUES ADVANCED

-Course Number: 8-E-38.
Location: Medical Service School, Ft.

Sam Houston, TX.
Length: 20 weeks (1180 hours ).-
Exhibit Dates: 3/56-12/68.
Objectives: To train x-ray specialists" in

the advanced techniques of radiology.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in advanced x-ray techniques. includ-
ing personnel management and administra-
tion, anatomy and physiology, x-ray techni-
cal teaching alibration of x-ray apparatus,

principles of radiographic exposure, and x-
ray supply procedures.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, certificate in x-
ray technology (2/74); in the lower-divisiOn
baccalaureate/associate degree categdry, 45
semester, hours in x-ray technology (2/74);
in the upper-division baccalaureate catego-
ry, 3 semester hours in physiology (12/68).

AR-0705-0003

RADIOLOGICAL SAFETY

-Course Number: 7K-F3.
Location: Ordnance School, Aberdeen

Proving Ground, MD; Chemical School, Ft.
McClellan, AL.

Length:.3 weeks ( I 12-116 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/70-Present.
Objectives: To provide officer, enlisted,

and civilian personnel with basic 'instruc-
tion in radiological safety.

Instruction: Lectures in nuclear warfare
and - radiological defense, structure of
matter, radioactivity, 'radiation units, nature
of x-ray and ,gamma radiation., isotopes,
charged particles shielding, radium hazards
and controls, radiation detection basics,
radiac instruments, safe handling and
storage of radioactive materiel, nuclear
reactors, and medical aspects of ionizing
radiation.

Credit Recommendation: 0 In the voca-
tional certificate category, 3 semester hours
in radiology (5/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3/
semester hiDurs in radiology (5/74); in the
upper-divisW baccalaureate category, 3
semester hours in radiology (5/74).

Related. Occupation Codes: 214E; 241 F;
2I4G; 222B; 251B; 223B; 223D; 251 D;
224B.

AR-0706-0001

EYE. SPECIALIST

Course Number: 300-91Y10; 300-911(20.
Location: Academy of Health Sciences,

Ft. Sam Houston, TX.
Length: 13 'weeks (520 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/75-Present,
Objectives: To provide personnel with a

basic knowledge of eye care. -
Instruction: Lectures, demonstrations,

and practical exercises in anatomy,
physiology, pharmacology, ophthalmology,
optometry, and administrative care. Train-
ing includes applying general principles and
techniques related to the care and treat-
ment of eye patients; assisting the physician
and/or optometrist in the care and treat-
ment of eye patients; conducting visual
measurements and diagnostic tests; ad-
ministering prescribed medications: and
performing first aid procedures.

Credl Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, I semester hour in anatomy and
physiology, 4 in ophthalmology subjects, 2
in optometry subjects, 8 in clinical
assistance in ophthalmology and optometry
(6/77).

Related Occupation'Codes: 9I it; 91 y.

Army 1-19
AR-0707-0001
I. PREVENTIVE MEDICINE PROCEDURES

(ADVANCED)
2. PRE.VENTIvF. MEMCINE. PROCEDURES

(ADVANCED)
(PREVENTIVE MEDICINE. ADVANCED)

Course Number: Version 1: 322-9IS20.
Version 2: 8-R-933;2 8-E-36.

Location: Version 1: Brooke Army Medi-
cal Center, Ft.,Sam Houston, TX; Medical
Field Service School, Ft. .Sam HoustOn,
TX. V;rsion 2: Medical Service School, Ft.
Sam Houston, TX.

Length: Version 1: 8-10 weeks (352-428
hours). Version 2: 16-20 weeks (704-880
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version /: 7/67-10/75.
Version 2: 3/56-6/67.

Objectives: To provide preventive
medicine specialists -with advanced training
in military preventive medicine.

Instruction: Study of the etiology of
selected diseased and application of
epidemiological principles in the control of
each; planning and implementation of
technical surveys and the solving of opera!
tional problems; preparation of environ-
mental sanitation reports, from raw data;
bacteriological and/or chemical analyses of
self-produced potable water from raw
sources; assistance in surveys involving the
operation and maintenance of manual and
powered control equipment; planning and
implementation of instructional training
programs for field sanitation teams; and
study and identification of the veterinary
aspects of preventive medicine.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the vocational certificate category, 30
semester hours in environmental health and
sanitation (2/74); in the lower-division bac-
calaureate/associate degree category, 30
semester hours in environmental health and
sanitation, and additional credit in environ-
mental health and sanitation on the basis of
institutional examination (2/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate, category, 2
semester hours in sanitation and disease
control (12/68). Version 2: In the voca-.
tional certificate category, 30 semester
hours in environmental health and sanita-:
tion (2/74); in the lower-division baccalau-
reate/associate degree category, 30
semester hours in environmental health and
sanitation, and additional credit in environ-
mental health and sanitation on the basis of
institutional examination- .(2/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate- category. 3
semester hours in sanitation and disease
control ( 12/68 ).

Related Occupation Codes: 91S.

AR-0707 -0002

PREVENTIVE MEDICINE PROCEDURES (BASIC)
(PREVENTIVE MEDICINE. SPECIALIST)
(PREVENTIVE MEDICINE. ENLISTED)

Course Number: 322-91S10; 8-E-20;
322-933.1; 8-R-933.I.

Location:- Brooke Army Medical Center,
Ft. Sam Houston, TX.

Length: 7-12 weeks (308-528 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/51-10/75.
Objectives: To provide enlisted personnel

with comprehensive training in sanitation,
preventive medicine,- and environmental
health.

Instruction: Lectures and practical ex-
perience in the collection of water samples
for bacteriological analysis; recognition of
sanitary deficiencies in water supplies; per
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formance of water disinfection procedures;
garrison and field waste-disposal methods;
recognition and correction of sanitary defi-
ciencies in food service facilities; identifica-
tion, collection, preservation, and shipment
of medically important. arthropods; rodent
control procedures; mixing and, dispersing
of pesticides; operation and maintenance of
control equipment; and compilation of
medical statistical data.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, IS 'semester
hours in sanitation and .disease control (2/
74); in the lower-diVision baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 15 semester hours
in sanitation and disease control, additional
Credit on the basis of institutional examina-
ti4p (2/74); in the upper-divisi baccalau-
reate category, 4 semester ho r s sanita-
tion and disease control (12/68

Related Occupation Codes: 91 S..

AR-0707.0003

COMMUNITY HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL
SCIENCE

Course Number: 6A-F5.
LocatiOn: Academy of Health Sciences,

Ft. Sam Houston, TX.
Length: 9 weeks (331 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/74-Present.
Objectives: To provide sanitary engineers

and military environmental sanitarians,
Medical, Corps and Veterinary Corps of-
ficers, entomologists, and Nurse Corps of-
ficers with knowledge of military communi-
ty,health administration, infectious disease
epidemiology, anti environmental health
and engipeering practice.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises for the four categories of individuals'
in common instruction elements and
selected specific instruction elements
unique to each of the -four personnel
categoriesadministration, infectious dis-
ease epidemiology, environmental health,
and engineering.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the professional nature of the
course (6/75).

A R-0707.0004

Par%; N HvE MEDICINE ORIENTATION

Co -St Number: 6A-F3;
F11;

Location: Medical Field Service School,
Ft. Sam Houston, TX.

Length: 6 weeks (210-226 hours).
Exhibit pates: 6/54-Present.
Objectives: To provide medical officers

with a basic working knowledge of military
preventive medicine and environmental
'control functions.

Instruction: Classroom and practical in-
struction in preventive medicine, including
environmental sanitation, occupational/in-
dustrial health, medical entomology, and
disease and injury prevention.

Credit Recomtnendation: No credit
because of the professional nature of the
course (6/75).

AR-0707-0005

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH SPECIALIST
(PREVENTIVE MEDICINE SPECIA).1S-1)

Course Number: 322-91S10; :422.91 S20.
,Location: Academy of Health Sciences,

Ft. Sam Houston, TX.
nLength: 15 weeks (557 hours).

e

Exhibit Dates: 10/75-Present.
Objectives: To train environmental health

science-specialists to ideritify and control
specific environmental factors which affect
the health of all personnel.

Instruction: Conferences, lectures,
demonstrations, and .practical exercises in
the identification of sanitary deficiencies in
water supply and waste water systems; in-
spection of and discrepancies in food ser-
vice facilities; identification of hazards
relating to the work environment in indus-
trial, technical, and training areas; identifi-
cation, collection, preservation and ship-
ment of medically important arthropods
and rodents; selection, safe handling, mix-
ing, allocation and disposal of pesticides to
include pest control procedures; per-
formance of environmental health surveys;
identification of potential health hazards in
facilities producing ionizing and non-ioniz-
ing radiation; description of, disease chain
of transmission; and compilation of medical
statistical data.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 12 semester hours in sanitation
and disease control; 15 in environmental
health, 4 in, environmental etnergency
science (6/71).

Related Occupation Codes: 09B; 09E;
91S.

AR-0707-0006
COMMUNITY AND ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH

PROGRAM MANAGEMENT

Course Number: 6A-F6.
Location: Academy. of Health Sciences,

Ft. Sam Houston, TX.
Length: 2 weeks (68 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4 /74- Present.
ObjectIvek To provide a working

knowledge of the administrative, logistical,
and managerial. aspects of supervising, at
the local lerl, a comprehensive program
of environmental- sciences and community
services:'

Instruction: Lectures, conferences, and
case studies in health care administration,
health, afid the.environment, including in-
fectious disease control, health education.
environmental protection, prevention of
disease, pesticide ,management, community
health, legal issues in health and environ-
ment, radiation protection and nuclear
security, the OSHA Act of 1970, and the
role of the veterinarian and hospital en-.
vironment.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in environmental science or environ-
mental health (6/77).

AR-0708-0001

PSYCHIATRIC SPECIALIST
(PSYCHIATRIC PROCEDURES (BASIC))
(NEUROPSYCHIATRIC PROCEDURES

(BASIC))
(NEUROPSYCHIATRIC SPECIALIST)

Course Number: Version I : 302-91F10;-
302 -91 F20. Version 2: 302-91 F20; 8-R-
914;1 it-E-13.

Location: Version /: Academy of Health
Sciences, Ft. Sam Houston, TX; Medical
Field Service Sclaxil, Oakland, CA; Naval
Regional Medical Center, Portsmouth, VA;
Naval Regional Medical Center, Continen-
tal Civilian/Military Medical Facili-
ties, Continental U.S.A.. Version 2. Medical

4,2

a

Field' Service School, Ft. Sam Houston,
TX..

Length: 8-12 weeks (I 76 -438 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version 1: I/69-Present.

IVersion 2: 1/56-12/6ti.
Objectives: To provide nursing personnel

with practical knowledge and skills to assist
in the care and treatment of psychiatric pa-
tients.

Instruction: Version 1: Lectures and
prZictical exercises in the performance of
managerial, clerical and security duties of
psychiatric attendants; identification,
preparation, administration and observation
for side effects of medication as required,
observation, recording, and reporting of pa-
tient behavior; assistance in, psychiatric
therapies, evaluation and fulfillment of the
physical and psyChological nursing needs of
psychiatric patientsbehavioral recognition;
therapeutic intervention procedures; lec-
tures on understanding human develop-
ment; etiology, dynamics and sympto-
matolod of mental illness. Version 2: Prin-
ciples and practices of neuropsy0iatric pa-
tient care; psychiatric nomenclature;
description of the psychiatric patient;
recognition of abnormal behavior; anxiety,
stress, and frustration; mechanism of
defense; social and emotional aspects of ill-
ness.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in ab-
normal psychology, 3 in psychiatric.
nursing, 3 in psychiatric therapies, 5 in
psychiatric or mental health clinical prac-
tice (6/77); in the upper-division baccalau-
reate category, credit in psychology and
psychiatricknursing on the basis of institu-
tional examination (6/77). Version 2: In the
iwocational certificate category, certificate
in psychiatric assisting (2/74); in the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate. degree
category, 8 semester hours in psychiatric
nursing (2/74); in the upper-division bac-
calaureate' category, credit in psychiatric
nursing on the basis of institutional ex-
amination ( 12/68).

'Related Occupation Codes: 91 F.

AR-0708-0002

NEUROPSYCHIATRIC TECHNIQUES
(ADVANCED)

COHTSC,Number:
Location: Medical Service School, Ft.

Sai,rn eingHothils:.t2o,0nwTeXeks (640 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/56-12/68.
Objectives: To provide psychiatric nurses

with advanced training in neuropsychiatric
-tecihitstniruqutetsio.

n: Lectures and cliniCal ex-
perience in advanced neuropsychiatric
techniques, including diagnostic, and
therapeutic techniques; review of anatomy
and physiology of the nervous system; and
care of patients with spinal cord injuries,
back pain, epilepsy, or brain injury and dis-
eases.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, certificate in
psychiatric assisting (2/74); in the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 8 semester hours in nursing, 15 in
mental liealth technology (2/74); in the
upper-di %ision baccalaureate category. 3

semester hours in clinical psychology, 3 in
psychiatry ( 12/68).



AR-0709-000 I
OPERATING ROOM SPECIALIST

(OPERATING ROOM Ti cIIIVICIAN)
(OPERATING ROOM PROCEDURES (BASIC))

Course Number: 301-91D 10;' 301-91020;
8-E-I0

Location: Academy of Health Sciences,
Ft. Sam Houston, TX; Brooke Medical
Center, Ft. Sam Houston, TX; Selected
Army Hospitals, Continental United States. .

Length: Version 1: 12 weeks (538-58.0.-
hours). Version 2: 12-14 weeks.(528-616
hours)`'

Exhibit Dales: Version 4: 4/67Present. 2,
Version 2: 5/54-3/67.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in
sterilizaton.procedures, sterile technique,-
and patiant care procedures in the operat-
ing room and central materiel section.

Instruction: Version 1. In Phase 1 (6
weeks) there are lectures and practical ex-
ercises in operating room and central
materiel sterilization and sterile techniques;
maintenance and practice of good surgical
housekeeping and personal hygiene,
identification of surgical instruments and
supplies, maintenance and operation of
operating room and central materiel equip-
ment; safety, scrub and circulating
techniques, operating room ethics and
responsibilities to patients. In Phase 11 (6
weeks) 'there is supervised- appliCatory
training in operating room and central
materiel procedures and techniques. Ver-
sion 2: Lectures and practical exercises in
surgical suite, housekeeping; sterile
techniques; recognition of surgical instru-
ments; operation and maintenance of
operating room equipment; safety, scrub
and circulating techniques; and surgical
and anesthetical assistance.

Credit. Recommendation: Version 1: In
the lower-diviSion baccalaureate /associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in basic.
Principles of operating room procedures, 3
in basic surgical 'science procedures, 4 in
basic 'operating room techniques for Phase
1 (6 weeks); 4 semester hours in operating
room practicum for Phase 11 (6 weeks) (6/
77); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, I semester hour in anatomy for
Phase 1.and additional credit based on in
stituticial examination for Phase. 1 and
Phase (6/77). Version 2: In the voca-
tional certificate category, certificate in
operating room techniques (2/74); in the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 15 semester hours in
operating room techniques (2/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 2
semester hours in physiology and hygiene

12/68 ).
Retitled Occupation Codes: 91 A; 91 D.

AR-0709-0002

EAR, NOSE, AND THROAT SOFETALIST
(EYE; EAR, NOSE, AND' THROAT SPE-

CIALIST )

Course Number: 300-9IU20.
Location:. Academy of Health Sciences,

Ft. Sam Houston, TX;. Field Service
School, Ft. Sam Houston, TX. .

Length: 12-13 weeks (498-528 hours).
Exhibit, Dales: Version I: 5/75-Present.

Version 2: 6767 -4/75 .
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

assist physicians and nurses,: in specialized
outpatient services.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in sterile techniques, audiomi!tric and

optical fixaminations, administration of
medications, preparation and safeguarding
of medical records, ordering and storing
medical supplies, and identification and
care of specialized instruments and equip-
ment. '

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 1 semester hour in anato-
my and physiology, 3 in principles of otola-
ryngology, 4 in practicurn in otolaryngology
(6177). Version 2: In the vocational cer-
tificate categry, credit in medical assisting
or.health ofitkslon the basis of institutional
examination' (2/74); in the lower- division
baccalaureate/associate degree category,
credit in medical assis)ing or health optics
on the basis of, institutional examination (2/
74): in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, credit in medical technology on
the basis of institutional examination (12/
68).-

Related Occupation Codes: .91B; 91U.

AR-0709-0003
MEDICAL SPECIALIST

(MEDICAL TECHNICIAN)
Course Number: 8-E-6.

. Location: Medical Service School, Ft.
Sam HoustOn, TX.

Length: 12-14 weeks (140-219 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/54-12/68.
Objectives: To train medical corpsmen

and aidmen as assistants. in hospital, clini-
cal, and medical patient care and treat-
ment.

Instruction: Academic study in profes-
sional sciences; surgical nursing care,
procedures; functions of neuropsychiatry;
mediCal rotation techniques and
procedures.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours in physiology and hygiene (12/68).

AR-0709-0004
ORTHOPEDIC LABORATORY PROCEDURES

(ORTHOPEDIC SPECIALIST)

Course Number: 8-R-451.1; 8-E-33.
Location: Version I: Medical Service

School, Ft. Sam Houston, TX. Veision 2:
Walter Reed Hospital, Washington, DC.

Length: 4 weeks (88 hours).
Exhibit Dates: I/56-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

assist in fabricating, repairing, and adjust-
ing casts and orthopedic devices.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the fundamentals of orthopedic
laboratory procedures, including anatomy,
medical terminology. orthopedic condi-
tions, care and handling of orthopedic pa-
tients, and methods and materials used for
orthopedic appliances.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, credit in
orthopedic assisting on the basis of institu-
tional examination (2/74); in the lower-
division, baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 8 semester hours in orthopedic
assisting (2/74).

AR-0709-0005
PHARMACY SPECIALIST.

Course Number: 312-91Q 10; 8-R-932.2.
Location: Academy of Health Sciences,

Ft. Sam Houston, TX; Medical Field Ser-
vice School, Ft. Sam Houston, TX.

A
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Length: 17-18 weeks (570-680 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/66-Present.
Objectives: To provide' pharmacy auxilia-

ry personnel with ,a working knowledge of
drugs, their sources, preparation, uses, in-
compatibilities and doses; pharmaceutical
symbols and terms; and storage: control
proCedures and dispensing procedures per-
formed under the supervision of a phar-
macist,or physician.

Instruction: Lectures and practical ex-
perience in the fundamentals of pharmacy,
including 'mariufacitre and labeling of
pharmaceutical prescriptitms, preparation
of common drugs and medicines, use of
pharmaceutical reference texts, and applied
accounting and control prooedures.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower=
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in pharmacy
assisting, additional credit (up to 15
semester hours) on the basis of institutional
examination (6/77); in, the upper-division
baccalayreate category, 3 semester hours in
pharmaceutical laboratory, 2 in phar-
maceutical mathematics (6/77):

Related Occupation Codes: 910.

AR-0709-0006
SPECIAL FORCES AIDMAN (AIRBORNE)

Course Number: 300-Fl.
Location: Medical Field Service School,

Ft. Sam Houston, TX.
Length: Version J. 19 weeks (572

hours). Version 2: 17 weeks (440 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 8 /72- Present.

Version 2: 4/66-7/72.
. Objectives: To provide medical corpsmen
with specialized of the
procedures and tech iques necessary to
function independently in emergency situa-
tions.

Instruction: Medical and dental diagno-
sis; psychiatric and dental emergency treat-
ment; clinical laboratory techniques; emer-
gency surgical procedures; preventive
niedicine techniques; field emergency
medical,' surgical and nursing care and
treatment;' principles of pharrnacplogy.

Credit Recommendation: Version I: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 2 semester hotirs in medi-
cal laboratory procedures, credit in nursing
or physician assisting on the basis of in-
stitutional examination (2/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 2

semester hours in medical laboratory
procedures, crerjit in nursing or physician

`assisting on the basis of institutional ex-
amination (2/74). Version 2: In the lower-
division baccalaureate /associate degree
category, 2 semester hOurs in medical
laboratory procedures, credit in nursing or
physician assisting on the basis of institu-
tional examination (2/74); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in physiology and hygiene, 2 in medi-
cal laboratory procedures (12/68).

Related Occupation Codes:,91 A; 91 B.

AR-0709-0007;
MEDICAL AIDMAN (ADVANCED)

Course Number: 8-E-25.
Location: Medical .Field Service School,.

Ft.
Length: 20 weeks (330 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/56-12/68.

Sam

Objectives: To train medical aidmen in
the advanced techniques and procedures of
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field medicine, surgery, and triage as an
assistant to the medical officer.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cisesin field medicine, surgery, preventive
medicine, pharmacoloBY, dispensary and
sick caH proCedures, field sanitation, and
medictl records and supply.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 3ci semester
hours in ntediiii assisting, physician assist-
ing, or emer y service technology (2/,
74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 30 semester hours
in medical assisting, physician assisting, or
emergeney, service technology, and addi-
tiorlal credit on the basis of institutional ex-
amination (2/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category. 3 semester hours in
physiology and hygiene (12/68.).

AR-0709-0008
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHIC PROCEDURES

( ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHIC SPECIALIST)

Course Number: 8-R-9 I 4.3; 8-E-14.
Location: Medical Service School, Ft.

Sam Houston, TX.
Length: 8 weeks (352 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/56-712/68.
Objectives: To train medical corpsmen in

electroencephalography . laboratory
procedures and equipment operation and
maintenance.

Instruction: Lectures and practical ex-
perience in the fundamentals of electroen-
cephalography laboratory procedures and
techniques, including electroencephalo-
graphic equipment maintenance, produc-
tion and interpretation of EEG readings,
and the standardization of four- and six,
channel EEGs.

.Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division, baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 8 semester hours in psychiatric
assisting (2/74); in the upper-division bac-
calaureate category. 8 semester hours in
psychiatric assisting (2/74),

AR-0709-0009

I. CLINICAL SPECIALIST
2. CLINICAL SPECIALIST
3. MEDICAL SPECIALIST ( ADVANCeD )

Course Number: Version I: 300-91C10.
Version 2: 300-91C20. Version 3: 8-R-
911.3.

Location: Army Hospitals, Continental
United States.,

Length: 40 weeks (1372-1760 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version I: 4/76-Present.

Version 2: 6/68-3/76. Version 3: 2/61-5/68.
Objectives: To provide medical spe-

cialists with the advanced skills and
knowledge necessary to supervise and per-
form patient-care stuties appropriate to
hospital and field medical assistants.

Instruction: Version I: Study of basic
principles of management and administra-
tion including personnel development;
professional nursing sciences; pharmacolo-
gy in patient care; basic principles of health
and environment related to Army medical
field service; fundamental clinical ex-
perience emphasizing medical and surgical
patient care including surgical folloW-
through, plus immediate postoperative care
as well as ambulatory patient, maternal and
newborn patient, and pediatric patient
care. Version '2: Study of the basic
pies of managerneVend
eluding personi Lquipment, and ward or.

,,

ganization; medical management of mass
disaster casualties; emergency medical and
dental recognition and treatment; military
preventive medicine; pharmacology in pa-
tient care; advanced principles and practice
of total patient care; medical-surgical
nursing; intensive care nursing; principles
and procedures of prenatal, neonatal, and
postnatal care; pediatric care; dispensary
procedures; development of advanced
medical specialist skills in operating room;
general knowledge of specialized nursing,
'i.e., rehabilitation and cancer nursing. Ver-
sion 3: Study of the basic principles, of
managethent and administration, including
personnel, equipment, and ward organiza-
tion; medical management of mass disaster
casualties; emergency medical and dental
recognition and treatment; military preven-
tive medicine; pharmacology in patient
care; advanced principles and practice of
total patient care; medical-surgical nursing;
intensive care nursing; principles
procedures of prenatal, neonatal, and post-
natal, care; pediatric care; dispensary
procedures; development of advanfed
medical specialist skills in operating ro6m;
general knowledge of specialized nursing,
i.e., rehabilitation and cancer nursing.

Credit Recommendatidn: Version I: In
the lower-diAsion baCcalaureate/associate
degree category, 12 semester hours in clini-
cal- nursing experience, 8 in medical-surgi-
cal nursing, 4 in anatomy amd physiology,
3 in maternal and child nursing, 2 in theory
and practice of patient care, 2 in phar-
macology, I in nutrition, I in preventive
medicine, I in psychiatric medicine, 3 in
environmental health (6/77). Version 2: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 30 semester hours in
physician assisting (2/74); in the ,upper-
division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in first aid, 2 in nursing management,
and, for students enrolled in nursing pro-
grams, additiovl credit in medical-surgical
nursing on the basis of institutional ex-
amination (9/71). Version 3: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 60 semester hours in physician
assisting (2/74); in the upper-division bac-
calaureate category, 2 semester hours in
first aid, 2 in nursing management, and
credit in physiology on the basis of institu-
tional examination (12/68).

Related Occupation Codes: 91 B; 9IC;
91Z.

AR-0709-0010
PHYSICIAN'S ASSISTANT

Course Number: 6H -91 I A.
Location: Academy of Health Sciences,

Ft. Sam Houston, TX; Medical Field Ser-
vice School, Ft. Sam Houston, TX.

Length: Version I: 104 weeks (3645
hours). Version 2: 72 weeks (2900 hours)./

Exhibit Dates: Version I: 7/75-Present.
Virsion 2: 6/71-6/75.

Objectives: To provide students with the
skills and knowledge of fundamental medi-
cal processing procedures and techniques
necessary to assume the duties and respon-
sibilities of physician assistants.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in behavioral sciences, basic sciences,
dental sciences, health care administration,
medicine/ind surgery, military sciences,
preventive medicine. and pathology and
laboratory sciences.

Credit Recommendation: Version I: In
the upper-division baccalaureate category,

4

60 semester hours in physician assisting (6/
77). Version 2: In the lower-division bac-
calaureate/associate degree category, 60
semester hours in physician assisting (2/
74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, credit in physician assisting on
the basis of institutional examination (2/
"74)

AR-0709-0011
BATTALION SURGEON ASSISTANT

Course Number: 7M-F4.
Location: Medical Field Service

Ft. Sam Houston, TX. .

Length: 4,weeks (140 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/66-12%68.
Objectives: To train medical service of-

ficers to assist in routine patient care and
emergency treatment.
. Instruction: Lectures and practical ,exer-

N cises in common disease diagnosis and
care; nursing care procedures; emergency

Armedical apparatus usage; emergency treat-
ment of combat casualties; communicable
disease control measures and environmen-
tal sanitation methods; familiarization with
psychiatric and neurological problems; and
description, uses, and c..._yages of various
drugs.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 2 semester hours
in first aid or. hygiene (2/74); in the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in first aid or
hygiene (2/74); in the upper-division bac-
calaureate category, 2 semester hours in
first aid or hygiene (12/68).

School,

AR-0709-0012

MEMORIAL ACTIVITIES

Course Number: All Versions: 492 -
57F20. Version 2: 10-R-547.1.

Location: Quartermaster School, Ft. Lee,
VA.

Length: Version I: 6 weeks (273 hours).
Version 2: 8 weeks (352 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version I: I 2/68-Present.
Version 2: 8/60-11/68.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
search for, recover, evacuate, identify, and
make disposition' of deceased personnel.

Instruction: Lectures and 'practical exer-
cises in search, recovery, evacuation, and
disposition''operations, Mein-ding logistics,
map reading and air crash recovery;
identification by fingerprinting, dental
charts, anatomy and skeletal assembly; and
cemetery operations.

Credit Recommendation: Version I: In
the vocational certificate category, 6
semester hours in mortuary science or
forensic science (6/74); in the lower-divi-
sion baccalaureate/associate degree catego-
ry, 3 semester hours in mortuary science or
forensic science (6/74); in the upper-divi-,
sion baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours in mortuary science or forensic
science (6/74). Version 2: In the vocational
certificate category, 8 semester hours in
mortuary science or forensic science (6/
74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 3 semester hours
in mortuary science or forensic science (6/
74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 2 semester hours in mortuary
science or forensic science (6/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 57F.
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AR-0709-0013
PATIENT ADMINISTRATION

Course Number: 7M-F3; 8-A-F18.
Location: Medical Field Service School,

Ft. Sam Houston, TX.
Length: 8 weeks (280-293 hours).
Exhibit Dates: I/64Present.
Objectives: To train medical service of-

ficers in the principles and procedures
required for administration of patients in
Army medical treatment facilities.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the principles and procedures
required for administration of patients in
Army medical treatment facilities, includ-
ing patient administration, medical and
military law. special, aspects of medical
materiel management, personnel manage-
ment, resource management and operations
research, introduction to dental and medic
cal science, introduction to anatomy and
physiology. neuropsychiatric services.
nursing services, and military community
health, and aeromedical evacuation.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper:
division baccalaureate category. 3 semester
hours in hospital administration (7/74).

AR-0709-0014 \
Alpo' DIETETIC INTERNSHIP

ouse Number: None.
Location: Brooke Army Medical center,

Ft. Sam Houston, TX; Walter Reed Army
Medical Center, Washington, DC.

Length: 39 weeks (1432 hoUrs).
Exhibit Dates: 3/74Present.
Objectives: To provide learning ex-

periences for dietetic internship-qualified
candidates to gain competency for practice
of dietetics.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in hospital dietetics, equipment
management, financial management, menu
planning, nutritional care, personnel
management, quantity lood production,
safety procedures, sanitation ,procedures,
security procedures. space design, and sub-
sistence management.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the professional nature of the
course (6/75).

AR-0709J0015

OPTICAL .LABORATORY SPECIALIST

Course Numbei: 311-42E20.
Location: Medical Equipment and Opti-

cal Shco61, Denver, CO.
Length: 21 weeks (756 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/74Present.
Objectives: To provide students with a

theoretical basis and working knowledge of
ophthalmic optics, optical laboratory
procedures. 'and optical equipment to
fabricate prescribed eyewear.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises to include prescription analysis;
laboratory procedures in surfacing and
fabrication of eyewear; skill develOpment;
lens verification; equipment maintenance
and repair; and safety precaktions.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureatp/associate degree
category. 6 semester hours in introduction
to the field of ophthalmic optics, 5 in in-
troduction to lens surfacing procedures, 3
in pre-surfacing laboratory procedures, 12
in surfacing and fabrication technology,
and 5 in laboratory production experience
(10/75).

\ .

AR-0709-0016

ALLERGY-CLINICAL IMMUNOLOGY
SPECIALIST

Course Number: 300-F4.
Location: Academy of Health Sciences,

Ft. Sam Houston, TX.
Length: 8 weeks (301 hours).
Exhibit 1Datesibl I /75Present.
Objectives: 1 train individuals to assist

in the specialized field of allergy-immu-
nology.

Instruction: Lectures, laboratory, and
clinical experience to include clinical ad-
ministration, allergy-clinical immunology,
basic sciences, immunoglobulins and
mediators of hypersensitivity,- allergic
manifestations and treatment, diagnostic
procedures, preparation of allergen extracts
and clinical rotations through allergy-im-
munization clinic, allergen extract laborato-
ry, allergy-immunology research laboratory,
pulmonary function laboratory, and pjhysi-
cal medicine service.

I Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
? division baccalaureate/associate degree

category, I semester hour in anatomy and
physiology of allergies, 2 in allergy symp-
toms, I in allergy extracts, 3 in allergy
clinic (6/77).

Related Occupation Codes: 91 B; 91C.

AR-0709-0017

14111ARMACY STERILE PRODUCTS

Course Number: 31,2 -F I.
Location: Academy of Health Sciences,

Ft. Sam Houston, TX.
Length: 2 Weeks (70 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/75Present.
Objectives: To provide pharmacy person-

nel with a working knowledge of the
techniques, procedures, and administrative
functions involved in preparing sterile
products.

Instruction; Lectures, demonstrations,
and practical exercises relative to the work
environment, the preparation:calculation,
and administration of sterile products, and
the management of a pharmacy sterile
product section. °

Credit Recommendation: In the . upper-
division baccalaureate category, credit on
the basis of institutional examination (6/
77).

Related Occupation Codes: 910.

AR-0709-0018

AUTOMATED MILITARY OUTPATIENT SYSTEM
(AMOSIST) TRAINING

Course Number: 300-F3.
Location: Academy of Health Sciences,

Ft. Sam Houston, TX.
Length: 12 weeks (468 hours).
Exhibit Dates: I/76Present.
Objectives: To provide training to insure

quality health care for adult walk-in pa-
tients by triaging to appropriate health care
provider.

Instruction: Practical exercises and lec-
tures to include elementary diagnosis,
anatomy and physiology, first aid, patient
management. Course is conducted in three
phases, a didactic phase foflowed by two
phases of practical experience under close
supervision of physicians and certified
AMOSISTs.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in anatomy and
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physiology, I in medical care management
for completion of the two -week Phase I; 2
semester hours in medical care internship
for the three-week Phase II; 3 semester
hours in medical care internship for the
seven-week Phase Ill.

Related Occtipation Codes: 91 B; 91 C.

AR-0709-0019

.. CLINICAL SPECIALIST (PRIMARY TECHNICAL)

Course Number: 300-91C20.
Location: Academy of Health Sciences,

Ft. Sam Houston, TX.
Length: 16 weeks (592 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/77Present.
Objectives: To provide medical spe-

cialists with the skills and techniques
required to perform duties in therapy and
preventive and emergency care.

Instruction: All Versions: Study of the
basic principles of ethical medic-legal
responsibilities, structure, and duties of the
department of nursing; principles of medi-
cal records; measurement of temperature,
pulse, respirations and bloOd pressure;
recognition of signs and symptoms and
needs of the patients; demonstration of
medical and surgical asepsis; pre- and post-
operative care of the surgical patient; care
of the immobilized patient; identification of
simple disorders of the skin; nursing
procedures for respiratory conditions;
digestive disorders and disorders of the
bowel; psychosocial acceptance of death
and dying; postmortem care; assisting with
physical examination; _collection and
storage of specimens; recognition of EENT
conditions; basic cardiopulmoritry
resuscitation techniques; recognition of
anaphylactic shock; immunization
techniques and principles. Version 1: Train-
ing for Army includes Telescope mount,
periscope (passive) and mount and panel
assemblies. Note: Course is 14 weeks long
for Marine enlisted personnel. Army and
Marine personnel who have completed
Module 201 at Ft. Jackson, SC will
complete

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate , degree
category, 5 semester hours in physician
assisting (6/77); in the upper-division bac-
calaureate category.,_2 semester hours in
firit aid, 2 in nursing procedures (6/77).

Related Occupation Codes: 9I B; 91C.

AR-0799-0001 I

ARMY MEDICAL DEPARTMENT OFFICER
ORIF.NTATION (MSC)

(MEDICAL DEPARTMENT OFFICER ORIEN-
TATION (MSC))

Course Number: 6- 8 -C21.
Location: Brooke Army Medical Centel ,

Ft. Sam Houston:TX.
Length: 4 weeks (143 hours)`'
Exhibit Dates: 6/69Present.
Objectives: To provide medical service

corps officers with a basic general
knowledge of military medical service.

Instruction: Functions of dental service;
professional medical probilms in field ser-
vice; principles of disease prevention;
leadership of medical units; planning and
supervision of unit training of ,medical
troops; and medical unit administration and
supply.

Credit .Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(6/75).
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AR-0799-0002
ARMY MEDICAL SERVICE (AMEDS) NCO

Course Number: 513-F 1; 8-R-F10; 8 -E -..
17.

Location: Medical Service School, Ft.
Sam Houston, TX.

Length: 12-15 weeks (528-660 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/56-Present. .

Objectives: To provide noncommiiioned
officers with the knowledge and skills
necessary to become assistant hospital ad-
ministrators.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the fundamentals of hospital ad-
ministration, including personnel and
resource management, organization and su-
pervision of departments and staff sections,
coordination of staff activities, and hospital
missions organization and functions.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 30 semester hours in hospital ad-

, ministration (2/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in
hospital administration, 2 in first aid and
hygiene (12/68). `r

Ai-0799-0003
ADVANCED NURSING ADMINISTRATION

Course Numberi Version 1: 8-A-3430.
Version 2: 8-0-27.

Location: Medical Service School, Ft.
Sam Houston, TX.

Length: Version 1: 27 weeks (1188
hours). Version 2: 23 weeks (734 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 7/58-12/68.
Version 2: 4/54 -6/58:

Objectives: To provide selected nurses
with advanced medical training, enabling
them to qualify as hospital assistants or
chief nurses.

Instruction: Lectures and practical ex-
perience in personnel and nursing manage-
ment; medical, .hospital, and nursing ad-
ministration; nursing station and services;
medical records and law; statistics; written
and oral communication; hurnan relations;
supply principlei and procedures; and
teaching and tesearcti in nursing.

Credit RecoMmendation: Version 1: In
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
6 semester hours in nursing administration,
2 in hospital management, 2 in personnel
management, and credit in instructional
methods on the basis of institutional ex-
amination (12/68). Version 2: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 14 semester hours in nursing ad-
ministration (2/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 6 semester hours w
nursing administration, 3 in hospital
management, 3 in personnel management,
2 in 'instructional methods, and credit in
speech on the basis of institutional ex-
amination ( 12/68).

AR-0799-0004

ARMY M CAL EPARTMF,NT RESERVE.
COM NT GENERAL STAFF

Course Number: 7 M-F I .
Location: Academy of Health Sciences,

Ft. Sam Houston, TX.
Length: 2 weeks (74 hours).
ExhIbitbates: 5/75-Present.
Objectives: To provide information re-

,.,,lated to the performance of duties as-
sociated with command and staff positions
for Army medical department reserve com-
ponent officers.

Instruction: Lectures and- practical exer-
cises in health care delivery in the Army,
health and environmental sciences, and
health care administration.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited technical nature of
the course (6/75).

AR-0799-0005

ARMY AVIATION MEDICINE (BASIC).

Course Number: 6A-3160; 1-A-3 169.
Location: Aviation School, Ft. Rucker,

AL. +s

Length: 4-7 weekS (148-261 hours).
,. Exhibit Dates: 4/64- Present.-

Objectives: To provide Medical Corps of-
ficers win) a working knowledge Of aviation
medicine.

0 Instruction: Lecturei and practical exer-
cises in administration, medical flying stan-
dards, aeromedical problems associated
with flying, tactics on various aircraft,,and
operation of flying units.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the professional nature of the
course (6/75).
(

AR-0799-0006
CLINICAL TECHNICIAN

'Course Number: 8-E-18.
Location: Medical Field Service School,

Ft. Sam Houston, TX.
Length: 48 weeks (1440 hours).
Exhibit Dates:1/54-12/56.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in

advanced, nursing procedures and ward
management functions.

Instruction: Principles and procedures of,
patient care; common diseases;, personal
and community health; body structure and
function; first aid; care of neuropsychiatric
patients; child care; clinical application in
care of medical, surgical, neurosurgical,
outpatient, and orthopedic patients; clinical
application in mother and child care. '

Credit Reconunendatlon: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in first aid and
hygiene, and additional Ctedit in physiology
on the^ basis of institutional examination
(12/68).

AR-0799-0007
ESSENTIAL MEDICAL TRAINING FOR AMEDD

AVIATORS NONRESIDENT/RESIDENT
' (ESSENTIAL MEDICAL TRAINING FOR

AMEDD AVIATORS AssdciATE)
COurse Number: 2C-F7(RC); 2C-F7(R).' Location: Academy of Health Sciences,

Ft. Sam Houston, TX.
Length: in residence 2 weeks (80 hours).
Exhibit Dates: I I /74-Present.
Objecilves: To provide ANWDD aviators

with general" knowledge about the medical
problems encountered in the aeromedical
evacuation of the sick and wounded.

Instruction: The course consists of a 54-
hour nonresident phase of correspondence
study and a 2-week resident phase of lec-
tures and practical exercises .irrplementary
diagnosis, emergency medical- treatment
procedures, and medical support in the
theater of operations.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division bacealaureate/associate degree
category, I semester hour in emergency
medical care, 2 in anatomy and physiology
(6/77).

AR-079970008
AMEDD OFFICER ADVANCED

NONRESIDENT/RESIDE T
(ARMY MEDICAL DEPA TMENT OFFICER

ADVANCED NONRES DENT/RESIDENT)

Course Number: 6-8-C22(RC).
Location:. Academy of Health Sciences,

Ft. Sam Houston, TX.
Length: In residence 2 weeks (75 hours).
exhibit Dates: 11 /74-Present.
Objectives: To provide selected Reserve

medical officers with a knowledge of
AMEDD command and staff duties.

Instnietion: The course consists of an 84-
hour nonresident (correspondence) phase
prerequisite to 75-hour (two week) formal
resident phase. Phase I includes subject
matter generally unique to the Army Medi-
cal Department and some, such as preven-
tive medicine, with wider applicability.

hase II emphasizes military application
description of military organizational

nction, with some wider range of content
relating to matter'of public health, such as
geographic distribution of diseage.

Credit Recommendation: .No credit
because of the military-specific nature of
the course (6/77). '

AR-0799-0009
DRUG AND ALCOHOL REHrLITATION

Course Number: 5H-F3.
V Location: Academy of Health Sciences,

Ft. Sam Houston, TX.
Length: 2 weeks (70 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/76-Present..
Objectives: To provide selected person.'

net with training related to the rehabilita-
tion of individuals with drug and alcohol
problems.

Instruction: Lectures and practical ex-
periences in applying basic skills on in-
dividual counseling techniques and small-
group leadership skills in drug and lcohol
treatment settings; psychosocial an medi-
cal aspects of drug and alcohol abuse;
treatment and rehabilitation.

Credit Recommendation: In the ower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in dru alcohol
abuse overview (6/77).

AR-0799-0010
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE TEAM

Course Number: 5H-F2.
Location: Academy of Health Sciences,

Ft. Sam Houston, TX.
Length: 2 weeks (70 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7 /76- Present.
Objectives: To prepare personnel for du-

ties on alcohol and drug abuse teams.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in drug/alcohol abuse problem
identification, treatment, rehabilitation, and
prevention.

Credit Recommendation: In the' lower-
division baccalaureate/asociate degree
category, 2 semester hours in drug and al-
cohol abuse Overview (6/77 ).-`1

AR.0799 -0012
AMEDD NONCOMMISSIONED OFFICER

(NCO) ADVANCED

Course Number: 6-8-C42.
Location: Academy of Health Sciences,

Ft. Sam Houston, TX.
Length: 12 weeks (410 hours).



Exhibit Dates: 5/75-Present.
Objectives: To train selected noncommis-

sioned officers to perform administrative.
duties in the medical field.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in human relations, medicill effects of
radiation from nuclear accidents or in-
cidents, occupational safety and health,
management and administration of medical
facilities and organizations, and military
medical support operations.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate /associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in radiation
hazard control, 2 in principles of manage-
ment, 2 in oral communication, 1 in health
care management (6/77).

Related Occupation Codes:
761; 94F.

35G; 71G;

AR-0801-0001
ESSENTIAL MEDICAL TRAINING FOR AMEDS

(ARMY MEDICAL SERVICE) AVIATORS

Course Number: 2-C-F7..
Location: Medical Field Service School.

Ft. Sam Houston, TX.
Length: 4 weeks (128-129 hours).
Exhibit Dates: I/65-Present.
Objectives: To train Medical Service

Corps personnel th first aid procedures for
sick and wounded.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer =-
cises in first aid procedures, including basic
anatomy and physiology review, basic phar-
macology,' emergency treatment
proceduresobasic nursing care, aeromedical
evacuation, transporting casualties, combat
psychiatry, chemical and biological warfare
casualty management, and preventive
medicine and environmental sanitation.

Credit Recomtdendation: in the voca-
tional certificate category, 2 semester hours
in first aid (2/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2
semester hours in first aid (2/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 2
semester hours in first aid 12/68).

AR-0801-0002

HAZARDOUS DEVICES

Cout:se Number: None.
Location: Missile and Munitions Schoolt

Redstone Arsenal, AL.
Length: 3 weekS' (.114-115 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/72-Present.
Objectives: To train civilian public safety

personnel to cope with the dangers of im-
prove, d explosive and incendiary devices.

1 don: Lectures and practical exer-
cises the functions of hazardous devices,

m ion procedures, safety procedures,
an disposal of hazardous devices, includ-
ing ast incidents and current trends, basic
phy al laws and principles, incendiary
mate GIs, incident investigation and report-
ing rocedures, location and render-safe
tax -dures, disposal procedures, safety anal
cont 31 of explosives, and remova

s6:c iques.
( it Recommendation: In the voca-

tional certificate .category, 2 semester hours
in bomb disposal or police science (5/74).

AR-0802-0001
TuciiNicAt. ESCORT

Course Number: 2E -F21; 494-E3.
Location: Chemical School, Ft. McClel-

lan, Al..

Length: 4 weeks (147-148 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/66-Present. -
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel as

technical escorbffor hazardous materials.
Instruction: Lectures and practical ex-

perience in the handling of hazardous
materials. Topics include the packaging
and storing of chem,ical, biological, and
radiological agents; thee effects of these
agents on humans; safety precautions; and
the Use of instruments to measure radia-
tion.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because ofthe military nature of the course
(5/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 55D; 54B;
54E; 54D.

AR-0802 02

EXPLOS<IE ORDNANCE. DISPOSAL, PHASE I

Course Number: 4E-F3: 431-55D10;
431-55D20; 431-413.1.

Location: MisSile and Munitions School,
Redstone Arsenal, AL; Chemical School,
Ft. McClellan, AL.

Length: 2 weeks (72-76 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/65-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted -personnel

and commissioned officers in the disposal
of chemical and biOlogical agents found in
unexploded ordnance.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in explosiveirrdnance disposal. In-
struction includes latest biological agents;
chemical and biological defense; recogni-
tion of the 'chemical, physical, and
physiological effects on the body; and
treatment procedures for personnel ex-
posed to chemical agents.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
bee' use of the military nature of the course '
(5/7 ).

Re ted Occupation Codes: 55D.

AR-0802-0003

NUCLEAR, BIOLOGICAL, CHEMICAL ENLISTED
(NBC ENLISTED)
(CHEMICAL, BIOL.& CAL, RADtOLOGI

DCOM TRA
RADtOLOGI

ENLISTED WITH AR
(CHEMICAL, BIOLOGICA

ENLISTED),
(CBR ENLISTED)

Course Number: 494-Fl; 3-R-F2.
Location: Ordnance School, Aberdeen

Proving Ground, MD; Chemical Corps
School, Ft. McClellan, AL.

Length: 4 weeks (134-148 hours)...
Exhibit Dates: 5/57-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in

nuclear, biological, and chemical (NBC) or
chemical, biological, and radiological
CBR) operations.

n-str : Lectures in CBR or NBC
operations, including organization and staff
responsibilities, technical aspects of chemi-
cal and biological operations, nuclear war-
fare and radiokigical defense, and explosive
ordnance.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course

12/6/ ).
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AR-0802-0004
NUCLEAR WEAPONS EMPLOYMENT AND

RADIOLOGICAL. DEFENSE
( NUCLEAR WEAPONS EMPLOYMENT AND

RADIOLOGICA,L WARFARE)
(ATOMIC DEFENSE)

Course Number: 3-G-F3; 3-I-F3; 3-0-6.
Location: Chemical Corps School, Ft.

McClellan, AL.
Length: 6-7 weeks (214-268 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/55-12/68.
Objectives: To train officers and civilian

personnel in nuclear weapons employment
and defense.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in nuclear weapons employment and
defense, including personnel and adminis-
trative procedures; nuclear weapon effects;
nuclear weapons; target analysis and
weapon employment; residual radiation;
nuclear haiards, accidents, and incidents;
radiation; radiac instruments; and radiologi-
cal surveys and radiological safety.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited technical nature of
the course (12/68).

AR-0802-0005
GUIDED MISSILE, NUCLEAR WEAPONS AND

ARADCOM SAFETY
Course Number: 9-L-F30.
Location: Ordnance Guided

School, Redstone Arsenal, AL.
Length: 3 weeks (94 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/61-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in

guided missile and nuclear weapons safety
practices, hazards and precautions at
ARADCOM Nike tactical sites.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in guided missiles, nuclear weapons
and ARADCOM safety factors and
procedures.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited technical nature of
the course (12/68).

Missile"

AR-0802-0006
SAFETY ENGINEERING INTERN TRAINING

PROGRAM

Course Number: None.
Locatioq: DARCOM Intern Training

Center, Red River Depot, Texarkana, TX.
Length: 48 weeks (1920 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12176-Present.
Objectives: To provide a foundation in

general concepts and techniques of safety
engineering.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises to cover safety engineering principles
in industrial and commercial systems; prin-
ciples of radiologiCal safety, including basic
theory of nuclear reactions, radioactivity,
the sources of radiation and their interac-
tion with matter; human relations and
management psychology stressing un-
derstanding of behavior processes and pat-
terns and including human' factors en-
gineering in systems design of, hardware,
personnel subsystems, and system
procedures for operation and maintenance;
design analysis; structural safety and failure
modes analysis; safety in the occupational
environment; and chemical safety in the in- -
dustrial environment, to cover chemical
compounds and solutions, their properties,
uses, limitations, actions on the human
body and practical means of safeguarding
against their associated hazards.
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ceedit Recominendation: In the upper-

division baccalaureate category, 8 semester.
hours in tools and methods of analysis, 6 in
radiological safety, 4 in human factors, 4 in
industrial hygiene. 16 in design analysis and
applications (12/76); in the graduate
degree category, 2 semester hours in tools
and methods or analysis. 3 in radiological
safety. 7 in design analysis and applications
(12/76).

AR-0g02-0007
EXPLosivE OanNWNcF. DISPOSAL

SUPERVISOR

Course Number: 9-0E-90.
Location: Ordnance g'chool,

Proving Ground, MD.
Length: 6 weeks (210 hourS).
Exhibit Dates: 5/57-112/68.
Objectives: To train officers and enlisted

personnel' supervisory and managerial
functions of explosive ordnance disposal
operations.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in dispoSal of aminunition. chemical
fillers, and guided issile fuels and propel-
lants; training for civil defense units and
Federal civil defense organization and
planning; salvage appraisal; and advanced
map reading.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(7/74).

Aberdeen

AR-0802-0008

ARMY SAFETY PRoGR:AM MANAGEMENT
(ARMY SAFETy. PROGRAM ORGANIZATION

AND ADMINISTRATION)

Course Number: 7K-F9.
Location: Adjutant General School, Ft.

Benjamin Harrison. IN.
Length: 3-4 weeks (111-155 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/67-Present.
Objectives: To provide personnel with a

working knowledge of the management du-
ties of an installation safety officer.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises to include accident prevention
management; staff communication and
coordination in accident prevention safety;
People and accidents; specialized safety'
areas: and gathering and using accident
data.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in safety
management (3/75).

AR-0802-0009
ATOMIC DEMOLITION MUNITIONS

Course Number: 431-1.2E20.
Location: Engineer School, Ft. Belvoir,

VA.
Length: 3 weeks (101-102 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/69-Present.
Objectives: To provide enlisted personnel

with a working knowledge of atomic
demolitions.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in atomic demolition warheads,
security and storage, firing. device, safety
and emergency 'procedures, nuclear effects.

maintenance and transportation.
Credit Recommendation: No credit

because,'of the limited technical nature of
the course (7/74).

Related Occupation Codes: I 2A; 12E.

AR-0802-0010
ATOMIC DEMOLITION MUNITIONS (OFFICER)

Course Number: 4E-Fl.
Location: Engineer School, Ft.

VA.
Length: 2 weeks (71-75 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/71-Present.
Objectives: To provide commissioned of-

ficers with knowledge of planning and ex-
ecuting an atomic demolition mission at the
combat engineer level.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in atomic demolition munitions mis-
sion pi:liming; target analysis techniques;
remote, command equipment; orders; con-
trol; coordination; and fallout prediction
and effects.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited technical.nature of
the course (7/74).

Belvoir,

AR-0802-0011

CBR OFFICER
(CBR OFFICER WITH ARADCOM TRACK)

Course Number: 2E-F5; 3-A-Fl; 3-0-5.
Location: Ordnance School, Aberdeen

Proving Ground, MD; Chemical School, Ft.
McClellan, AL.

Lertatb: 4 weeks (138-147 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/55-Presint.
Objectives: To provide selected officers

with a general knowledge of chemical,
biological, and radiological weapons
systems.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in management and leadership, the
technical aspects of chemical, biological,
and radiological operations, nuclear war-
fare and radiological defense, and explosive
ordnance.

Credit 'RecommendatiOn: in the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, credit in industrial safety on the
basis of institutional evaluation (7/74).

AR-0802-0012
AMMUNITION TECHNICIAN

Course Number: 4E-411A,
Location: Missile and Munitions School,

Redstone Arsenal, AL.
Length: 8 weeks (253 boors).
Exhibit Dates: 7/75-Present.
Objectives: To provide warrant of-

ficersand, until 5/76, commissioned of-
ficerswith a knowledge of the organiza-
tion, management, and operation of ammu-
nition supply activities.

Instruction: Instruction includes convent
tional ammunition material and destruc-
tion; storage and transportation of ammuni-
tion./ and ammunition service and destruc-
tion.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 3 semester hours
in explosives handling (8/77).

Related Occupation . Codes: 55B; 55C;
55D; 55X; 55Z: 411 A; 411 A_

AR-0802-0013
FUNDAMENTALS OF ARMY ACCIDENT

PRF.VENTION

Course Number: 7K -F12;
Location: Institute of Administration, .Ft.

Benjamin Harrison. IN.
Length: 2 weeks (73 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/75-Present.

4

Objectives: To provide civilian and
tary personnel with skills and knowledge to
function effectively as full-time or part-time
safety personnel at intermediate levels of
command.

sx Instruction: Topics include information
gathering (reports and interviews), data
analysis, Occupational Safety and, Health
Act of 1970 (OSHA), accident prevention
countermeasures,, and program implemen-
tation.

Credit Recommendation: Pending evalua-
tion;

AR-0803-0001
SRECIAL FORCES UNDERWATER OPERATIoNS

Course Number.: 2E-F38; 011-I4P

ELexnahibtillit:D3a-6tesw:

BirnasutitutNec for Military -
Assistance, Ft:

Objectives: To

weeks (130 -189 hours).

training in underwater ide

resent.

Instruction: Lectures a

personnel with
rdatpiornacs.oca

practical exer-
cises in surface swims, underwater swims
with open- and closed- circuit diving equip-
ment, diving physics, diving, haiards, un-
derwater, demolition training, submarine
training, special techniques and advanced
tactics, and maintenance and use of equip-
ment.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 3 semester hours
in swimming and physical education (5/
74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 3 semester hours
in swimming and physical education (5/
74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 2 semester hours in physical edu-
cation (5/74).

AR-0803-0002
BASIC AIRRoRNE (WOMEN)

CourSe Number: 01 1 -FIB..
Locidlon: Infantry School, Ft, Benning,

GA.
Length: 4 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/75-Present.
Objectives: To train personnel in the

techniques of parachuting and in the
development of leadership and self-con-
fidence through mental and physical train-
ing.

Instruction: Practical exercise training in
basic parachuting techniques including
landing falls, door exits, malfunctions, jump
tower training, and jumps from aircraft.

Credit Recommendation:. No credit
because of the military nature of the course'
(6/75).

AR-0804-0001

SPECIAL SERviCES (SS-CMF) NCO BASIC

Course Number: 5-SS-C40.
Location: Adjutant General's School, Ft.

Benjamin Harrison, IN.
Length: I0 weeks (307 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/72- resent.

.

Objectives: To qualify enlisted personnel
as special, services no commissioned of-
ficers. .

Instruction: Lecture's and instructioninstructio n i
special services operations. Course I ud e s

special service activities such as reC
arts and crafts, and nianagenient and ad-
ministration of recreational and athletic
facilities.



Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 3senne%ter hours
in recreational leadership, and credit in
sports and recreation on the basis of in-
stitutional examination

. (5/74 ); in . the
lower division baccalaureate /associate
degree category, 3 -semester hours in
recreational leaderShip (5/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 0313; 03C;
030.

AR-08040002
RECREATION SERVICES OFFICER

(SPECIAL SERVICES OFFICER)

Course Number: 7N-5000; 12-A-5(XX).
Location: Institute of Administration, Ft.

Itenjamio Harrison, IN; Adjutant General's.
School,Ft. Benjamin Harrison. IN.

Length: 3 weeks (108-115 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/63-2/75.
Objectives: To train commissioned of-

ficers in the administration and operation
of recreation services activities.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the. administration and operation of
recreation service!: .activities, including
funds and budgets, recreation services pro-
grams, Organization and adminiStration,
special subjects, and special activities.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 2 semester hoUrS
in methods and techniques recreational
programs (8/74); in the lower-drvision bac--
calaureate/associate degree category. 2
semester hours in methods and techniques
of recreational programs ( 8/74 );. ill" the'.
upper-diyision baccalaureate , category, 2

semester hours in methods and techniques
of recreational programs (12/68 ).

AR-1108-0001

MATHEMATICAL PROGRAMMING

Course Number: None.
Location: Management Engineering

Training Agent:Y, Rock Island, IL.
Length: 3 weeks ( II7 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/64-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in

matheniatical programming.
instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in- matrix algebra review, linear pro-
gramming, network flows, parametric pro-
gramming, integer programming, nonlinear
programming, and electronic computers.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 2 semester hours
in operations research (7/74); in the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate . degree
category, 2 semester hours in operations
research (7/74); in the upper-division bac-
calaureate, category, 2 semester hours in
operations research (12/68 ).

AR-1112-0001.
I.Acicossr Oriltra

Course Number: 6-A-1187; 6 -A -1 1900.
. Location: Artillery and Missile Schocil.

Ft. Si11.0K,
-Length: 4-5 weeks ( 176-199 hours).
Exhibit Dates: I I /57-(2/68 -
Objectives: 'In train 'commissioned of-

ticers to command and operate Lacrosse
missiles and associated .equipment.

InstructiOn: I.ectures and practical exer-
cises in Operation of l.acrosse missile
systems and associated command duties.
Topics include gunnery amt target

procedures, missile guidance, and launcher
assemblies; and use of-mathernatical tables
for target trajectories and solutions to gun-
nery. problems.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 1 semester hour
in matheniatical analysis (6/74); in the
lower-division baccalaureate /associate
degree category, I semester hour in mathe
matical analysis (6/74).

AR-1115-0001

DESIGN AND ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTS.

Course Number: None.
Location: Management Engineering

Training Agency, Rock island, IL.
Length: 3 weeks (117 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/64-12/68.
Objectives: To train engineers, scientists,

and research analysts in statistical concepts
and techniques related toxesearch experi-
mentation.

Instruction: Lectures AtIziaractical exer-
cises iii introduction to statistics, introduc-
tory "probability and random variables,
mathematical models and sampling, statisti-
cal estimation, hypotheses tests, linear
regression, and design of experiments.

Ciedit Recommend-rid-Ion:. In the voca-
tional certificate-cAtegory, 3 sernestesibburs
in statistic)) (7/74J; in the lower-division
baccalaurelne/aSsociate degree category, 3
semester hours in statistics (7/74); in the
upper7division 'baccalaureate category. 3
semester hours in statistics (7/74).

AR-1115-0002

PROBABILISTIC MF.THODS IN OPERATIONS
k RESEARCH

Course Number: None.
Location: Management Engineering

Training' Agency, Rock Island, IL.
Length: 3 weeks (117 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/64-12/68.
Objectives: To train engineers, scientists,

and operations research analysts in the
theory of probability and random variables,
and the development of mathematical
models.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in probabilistic methods in operations
research, calculus review, differential equa-
tions, partial fractions, finite differences,
generating functions, matrix algebra, notion
of probability distribution theory, finite
Markow chains and statistical inference,
production and decision processes, invento-
ries, maintenance, replacement, and com-
petitive strategy.

Credit Recommendation: in the lower-
division baccalaureate/a.ssociate degree
category, 2 semester hours in statistical
probability (7/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 2 semester hours in
statistical probability (7/74),

AR-1115-0003
MANAGEMENT STATISTICS BY

CORRESPONDENCE

Course Number: 7E-F15.
Location: Management Engineering

Training Agency, Rock Island, IL.
Length: 52 weeks.
Exhibit Dates: 6/75-Present.
Objectives: To provide a basic um-

derstanding of the methods used in -the col-
lection, '.presentation, analysis, interpreta-
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tion, and evaluation of data for manage-
ment purposes.

Instruction: Methods of instruction used
include programmed learning, self-testing,
practical exercises, and problem solving to
cover statistics and management; data
presentation; descriptive statistics; normal
probability distribution; sampling for esti-
mation and control; and correlation and
regression analysis. All examinations ad-
ministered by enrollee's local training of-
ficer.

Credit Recommendation: in the , lower-
division baccalaureate/aPdciate degree
category, 3 semester hours in applied
statistics (11/76).

AR-1115-0004
STATISTICAL QUALITY CONTROL II

Course Number: 8D-F23A.
Location: Army Management Training

Agency, Rock island, IL.
Length: 2 weeks (77 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/64-6/73.
Objectives: To provide skills,riecessary to

employ' significance tests, sequential analy-^v
sis, and life testing procedures in quality

'control and reliability activities.
Instruction: Provides a review of statisti-

cal quality control fundamentals; tests of
significance; sequential analysis; life testing
and regression analysis; and designated_ ex-
periments through lecture-conferences and
practical exercises.

Credit Recommendation: in ,,the upper-.
division baccalaureate category, 3 'semester
hours in statistics applicationsquality
control (11/76).

AR-1115-0005
RELIABILITY ENGINEERING

Course Number: 5A-F2.
Location: Management Engineering

Training Agency, Rock island, IL.
Lengthr-x3 weeks (117 hours),
Exhibit Dates: 7/75-Present.
Objectives: To provide knowledge of the

fundamentals of reliability, availability, and
maintainability (RAM) engineering and the
basic policies of DoD with respect to RAM
programs and management; anel to teach
students to apply basic RAM engineering
techniques.

Instruction: Lecture- conferences and
practical exercises to include the history of
DoD RAM efforts, policies, and programs,

.probability and statistics, systems and
subsystems reliability, introduction to RAM
design, parameter estimation, predictions
and apportionments. Description and ex-
periences in concept-of-failure modes and
effects analysis, field failure data feedback
and reliability growth. RAM requirements
generation and survey of testing, demon-
stration and verification requirements.

Credit Recommendation: in the graduate
degree category, 3 semester hours in indus-
trial and systems engineering (11/76).

A R- f115-0006

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS AND DESIGNED
EXPERIMENTS

Course Number: 8D-F33.
Location: Management Engineering

Training Agency, Rock island, IL.
Length: 3 weeks (117 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/73-Present.

L
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Objectives: To provide students with a

working knowledge of the concepts and
techniques of experimental design and
analysis.

Instruction: Use of statistical methods in
data collection analysis and interpretation
for a Wide variety of functional areas
covering research engineering management
science, operations research, and testing of
materials and/or products.

Credit Recommendntion: In the graduate
degree category, 3 semester hours in
statistical design of experiments ( II/76).

, AR-1'115-0007

STATISTIC At. INFERENCE

Course Number: 8D-F32.
Location: Management Engineering

Training Agency, Rock Island,
Length.: 3 weeks ( 117 hours
Exhibit Dates: 7/73-Present.
Objectives: To provide students with a

knowledge of the techniques of statistical
inference and the facility for application of
these techniques to prohlems in science
and engineering.

Instruction: Lectureconferences and
practical exercises to cover probability,
descriptive. statistics, elvnents Of distribu-
tion theory, inference under risk, Bernoulli
experiments, Poisson processes and ex-
ponential distributions, distribution-free
methods of statistical analysis, sequential
tests of: hypothesis, and Bayesian con-
fidence intervals.

Credit Recommendation: In the graduate
degree category, 3 semester hours in
statistical inference ( I 1/76 ).

AR-1115-0008
STATISTICAL QUALITY CONTROL

Course Number: 813-F23.
Location: Management Engineering

Training Agency, Rock Island, IL.
Length: 2 weeks (77 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5 /63- Present.
Objectives: To provide students with a

working knowledge of hasic statistical
techniques and the application, interpreta-
tion, and evaltiation of process controls and.
acceptance sampling plans.

Instruction: Lecture-conferences and
practical exercises -to. include probability
models and sampling distrihution, proha-
hility. and descriptive statistics; statistical
prix:ess controls using variables data and
attributes data sampling for in-
spection by variables and by attributes.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division haccalaureate/associate degree
categOry, 3 semester hours in statistics ap-
plicationsquality control ( I 1/76).

AR-1115-0009
MAINTAINABILITY ENGINEERING

(MAINTAINABILITY ENGINEERING INLERN-{
FRAININ(i PROGRAM)

Course Number: None.
Location: DARCOM Intern Training

Center, Red River Depot-Texarkana, TX.
Length: 52 weeks (2080 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/75-Present.'
Objectives: .fo provide the graduate with

coinprehensivtt engineering background in
maintainahilityNdesign to help influence the
design of future weapons systems in stith a
way as to reduce their maintenance costs.

Instruction: Lectures, conferences, prac-
tical exercises, computer simulation, cases,
on-the-job training and research to cover
the following general areas: reliability and
maintainability engineering, quantitative
and .statistical methods, management and
computer science, operations research,
design of engineering experiments, logistics
support analysis, techniques of cost estima-
tion, failure modes analysis, and manage-
ment informffition systems.

Credit Ricommendation: In the upper-
diviSion baccalaureate category, t semester
hour in maintainability analysis, I in lo-

, tgistics' support analysis, 3 in systems en-
gineering, 2 in problems in maintainability
engineering, 2 in failure mode analysis, 2 in
human operation in complex systems, 2 in
advanced engineering mathematics
techniqties, 6 in mathematical statistics; 3
in statistical quality control, 3 in design of
engineering experiments, 2 in techniques in
cost estimating. 2 in management informa-
tion systems, 2 in general management, 2
in engineering applications of computer
technology, 2 in computer simulation for
system design, 3 in operations analysis ( 12/
76); in the graduate degree category, 4
semester hours in reliability and maintaina-
bility engineering. I in computer science, 7
in quantitative and statistical methods (12/
76).

\
AR-1205-0001.
ADVANCED BANDSMAN

(BANDMASTER PREPARATORY)

Course Number: 12-N-5241;'12-0E-25.
Location: School of Music, Washington,

_DC.
Length: .20 'weeks (.800 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/56-12/68.
Objectives: To train accomplished musi-

cians in advanced techniques of band con -
ducting, leadership, organization, adminis-
trationand instrumentation.

Instruction: Lecture series includes: exer-
cise of authbrity. and responsibility in chain
of command; development of leadership
techniques; management of music supplies'
and equipment; developing skills in basic
tone production; ,reading skills; sight sing-
ing and music dictation.; scale intervals;
triads; fourzpart harmony: modulation;
principles of form,. phrases, and acoustics;
musical instrument .class;,'-ation and trans-
position; examination, ani.ysis, and playing
of arrangements; scoring for ensembles and
hands; reading and studying of scores for
rehearsals; historical. 'development of con-
ducting:. .supervised preparation -and
reheaty,a1 of hand numbers; marching for-
mations and parade duties; bakin signals
for drum majors; verbal command of
marching hand, units; dance hand
technique§ and styles; major types of hand
literature; historical development of Milita-
ry hands; observation and field 'trips, in-

_eluding attendance at concerts and ceremo-
nies of various service bands; and in-
dividual practice under faculty supervision.

Credit Recommendation: In the voCa-'
tional certificate category, 3 semester hours
in applied music, I in hand, 7 in music
theory, 6 in music education, 2 in musk
litertture (2/74)1 in the lower-division hac-
calaiareate/associate degree category, 3

semester hours in applied music, I in band,
7 in imusic; theory, 6 in music education, 2
in music- literature (2/74); in the upper -
division, baccalaureate category. 3,sernester
hours 'in applied music, 1 in hand, 7 in

music the y, 6 in music 'education,' 2 in
music lite attire (2/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 031A.

AR-1303-0801 .

I. , CHEMICAL LABORATORY PROCEDURES
2. CHEMICAL LABORATORY PROCEDURES
3. CHEMICAL LABORATORY PROCEDURES

(CHEMICAL' LABORATORY)

.1"...Course Number: Version 1: 491-92D20.
Version 2: 491- 92D20. Version 3: 3 -R --
904;1 3-E-5.

Location: . Version 1: Ordnance School,
Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD. Version 2:
Chemical School; Ft. McClellan, AL. Vit.-
sion 3: Chemical School, Ft. McClellan,
AL.

Length: Version 1: 13 weeks (438-440
hours). Version .2: 10 weeks (392-399
hours). Version 3: 8 weeks (280-306
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 6/74-Present
Version 2:11/66-5/74. Version 3: 4/54-10/
66.

Objectives: To ,train personnel in chemi-
cal laboratory procedures.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in chemical laboratory procedures, in-
cluding standard laboratory procedures
using cheMicals and special equipment to
analyze, identify, or synthesize, a variety of
cirganie and inorganic compounds, ba,sic
radiological physics, radiac. instruments,

'radiological techniques, microbiological
laboratory techniques, biological, chemical,
atomic, AA. radiological warfare.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 6 semester hours in
chemistry, I in microbiology, and 2 in
radiation physics (6/75). Version 2: In the
vocational certificate category, 3 semester
hours in introduction to nuclear instrumen-
tation, and 5 in general chemistry (5/74);
in the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 3 semester 'hour's
in introduction to nuclear instrumentation,
and 5 in general chemistry (5/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 5
semester hours in general chemistry (12/
68). Version 3: In the vocational certificate
category, 5 semester hours in general
chemistry (5/74); in the lower-division bac-
calaureate /associate degree category, 5'
semester hours in general chemistry (5/74);
in the upper-division baccalaureate catego-
ry, 5 semester hours in general chemistry
(12/68).

Related OcCupation Codes: 92D.

AR:1303-0002
NUCLEAR WEAPONS EFFECTS OFFICER

Course Number: 3-A-7330. -

Location: Chemical Corps School, Ft.
McClellan, AL.

Length: 12 weeks (431-439 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 1/59-12/68.
Objectives: To train Army, officers pos-

sessing,degrees in Math, Engineering, or
the Phy4'ical Sciences to function as nuclear
warfare effects specialists.

Instruction: Course covers meteorology,
radiatiOn effects and monitoring methods,
and a thorough study of modern; physics,
including types of electronic instrumenta-
tion.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 7. semester hours
in physics, 2 in mathematics, and I in elec.



tronics laboratory' (6/74 ); in the lower -divi-
sion baccalaureate/associate degree catego-
ry, 4 semester hOurs in physics, I in mathe-
matics, and I in electronics' laboratory (6/
74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 6 semester hours in general,-
physics and 2 in general mathematics (12/
68).

AR-1300001.
METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATION

Course' Number: 420-93E20; 420-905.1;
I I-R-905.1; I I -E-36.

Location: ) Version 1: Field Artillery
School, Ft. Sill, OK. ' Version 2: Signal
School, Ft. Monmouth, NJ.,

Length: 13-22 weeks (4/50-769 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/55-6/76.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

observe, compile, .and interpret
recteorologfcat phenomena at 'locations
away from fixed weather installations.

Instruction: Lectures and .practical exer-
cises in the observation, compilation, and
interpretation of meteorological
phenomena at locapons away from fixed
weather installations. including meteorolog-
ical theory (atmospheric physics, clbud
principles,' and atmospheric phenomena),

.- meteorological and mierometeobalogical in-
strumentation (thermometry,
phychrometry, pressure and wind measure-,
ments, radiometry), surface and upper-air
observations, plotting techniques, and cod-
ing.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certifiCate categbry, 12 semester
hours in meteorology (5/74); in the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 6 semester hours in meteorology-
(5/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category. 3 semester .hours in meteorology
( I 2/68 ).

Related Occupation Codes: 93E.

AR-1304-0002

ARTILLERY BALLISTIC METEOROLOGY

Course Number: 5B-F I; 420- 93F20; 6,H-
103.1; 6-N-215.2; 6-0E-35.

Location:, Artillery and Missile School.
Ft. Sill, OK. '

Length: 10=-11 weeks (353-417 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/56-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in

artillery. ballistic. meteorology.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

, cises on artillery .ballistic meteorology, in-
eluding mathematics; . elementary
meteorology; surface instruments and
equipment; pibal and surface 'observation
method;' radiosondes, and accessory equip-
Ment; radiosoride recorder arid data; visual
instruments and equipment; rawin set AN/
GMD-I ; computer; NATO; fallout and
sound ranging winds; air weather service
operations; and visual equipment.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in elementary
meteorology' (5/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 2 semester hours in
elementary meteorology ( 12/48).

Related Occupation Codes: 93F; 35D.

'AR-1304-0003
METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVER

NONCOMMISSIONED OFFICER (NCO)
ADVANCED

Course Number: 420-93E50-EC.
Location: Field grillery School, Ft. Sill,

OK. *
Length: 9 -1( weeks (298-338 hours).
Exhibit Dates. 10/7 I-Present.
Objectives: To., train qualified

'Meteorological observers in advanced
meteorological observation techniques.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exec-
cises in the duties of noncommissioned of-
ficers in meteorological observations, in-
cluding ;artillery 'transport, leadership
brigade, .weapons, leadership, tactics and.
combined arms, command and staff,
nuclear employment, target aCquisitiOn,
meteorological equipment,. RDT & E ad-
ministrative policies, and USAFAS demon-
stration.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in meteorology

Related Occupation Codes: 93E.

AR-1401-0001

I. MILITARY ACCOUNTING
(FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT- INTEGRATED

ACCOUNTING)
2. FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT-INTEGRATED

, ACCOUNTING

Course Number: Version 1: 7D-6101;
7D-6301; 541 -F4; 7D-F2; 541-733;1 14-K-
733;1 14-L-733.I. Version 2: 14-0E-9.

Location: Version 1: Institute of Adminis-
"""1"-`' amen Harrison, IN. All Ver-

n I, Ft. Benjamin Har-
rison.

Length: er 3-5 weeks (158-220
hours). Version 2: 3 weeks (120-132

77

PIours).
Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 7/56-Present.

Version 2: 6/55-6/56.
Objectives: d'o train officer, enlisted, and

civilian personnel in military accounting,
principles and procedures.

Instrrictiom All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in basic principles, of
military accounting, including installation
accounting, ADP systems theory and prac-
tice, stock fund accounting,' and the use of
accounting machines and equipment. Ver-
sion -2: Lectures include a review of basic
accounting, financial code, and distribution
operations.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the upper-divigion baccalaureate category,
4 semester hours in government accounting
(12/68). Version 2: In the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in
government accounting ( 12/68).

AR-1401-0002

I. FINANCE SPECIALIST
2. FINANCE. SPECIALIST

(PAY/DiseuRsiNG SPECIALIST)

Course Number: 542-73C20.
Location: Version 1: Institute of Adniinis-

Dation. Ft. Benjamin Harrison, IN. Version
2: Finance School, Ft. Benjamin Harrison.
IN. ,

Length: Version 1: 6 weeks (204 hours).
Version 2: 5-8 weeks (164 -281 hours).

Exhibit 'Dates: Version 1: 6/74-Present.
Version 2: 1/67-5/74.

5
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Objectives: To train enlisted and civilian

personnel in the principys of military pay
procedures and in the organization and
operation of finance offices.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in military pay procedtires and in the
organization and operation a finance of-
fices, including audit I and review
techniques, travel voucher preparation and
computation, and various' disbursing
methods.

Credit Recommendation:: Version /: In
the vocational certificate category. 2

... semester hours in finance or clerical opera-
tions (3/75). Version 2: the vocational
certificate category, 3 semester. hours in
finance or clerical operations (2/74);'in the
!owe --division baccalaureate/ associate

category, 2 semester hours in
or clerical operations (2/74); in the

upper - division baccalaureate category, 3
semester hours in finance and disbursing
(12/68):

Related Occupation Codes: 718; 73C.

degrel
financ

AR-1401-0003

AUDITING

Course Number: 14-0E-4,'
Location: Finance School, Ft. Benjamin

Harrison, IN.
Length: 8 weeks (296 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/56-12/68.
Objective,;:' To train Army personnel in

the establishment and auditing of various
systems of accounts.

Instruction: Practical exercises in general
and property accounting and auditing
procedures, auditing of financial reports
and records, and auditing methods of
nonappropriated funds.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in general accounting, 3 irkauditing
(12/68).

AR- 1401 -0004

ACCOUNTING SPECIALIST

Course Number: 541-73D20.
Location: Finance School, Ft. Benjamin

Harrison, IN,
Length: Version 1: 6-8 weeks (210-247

hours). Version 2: 7-8 weeks (240-280
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 3/68-Present.
Version 2: 7/66-2/68.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in
the principles, policies, and procedures of
accounting.

Instruction: Version 1: Lectures, and
practical exercises in commercial account-.
ing; nonappropriated fund accounting, and
stock fund accounting. Version 2: Lectures
and practical exercises. in appropriated
funds; pay of military personnel, disbursing
operations, internal review and auditing,
and,introduction to the fiscal code. ,

Credit RecomMendation: Version 1: In ,

the upper-division baccalaureate category,
3 semester hours in fund accounting (3/
75). Version- 2: In the upper-division bite=
calaureate category, 4 semester hours in
government accountinik( 12/68).

Related Occupation Codes: 7IB.; 73D.

AR-1401-0005
COMMAND STOCK FUND ACCOUNTING

Course N tarter: None.
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1-ocrAion: Finance -School, Ft. Benjamin

Harrison, IN:
Length: 3 weeks (110 hours). '1/

,
Exhibit Dates; 1/6212/68.
Objectives: To proffde military personnel,.

with a general knowledge and, understand- -
ing of stock fund accounting.

instruction; Lectures and practical exer-
cises in financial management, general ac-
counting review, military supply account-
Mg. case studies of stock fund accounting''.
probleMs, and 'application Of . data
processing to stock fund operations.

Credit Recommendation: In the .upper-
division baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours in stock fund accounting (12/68).

t

AR-1401 -0006

DISBURSING SPECIALIST

Course Number; 542-.7'32.1; I 4:S-732.I.
Location: Finance School. Ft. Benjamin

Harrison, IN
Length: 4-6 weeks (174-220 hours),
'Exhibit Dates: 2/59-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in

disbursement methods and procedures and
related office procedures.

InStruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in military pay, civilian pay, travel ai-
lowances.`lommercial accounts, disbursing
,operations, accounting, and supervision.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 3 semester hours
in bookkeeping.and clerical operatidhs (2/
74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category: I semester hoar in
introduction to accounting, I in office ad-
ministration (2/74); in the upper-divisioh
baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in
fiscal procedures (12/68).

AR-1401-0007:
. ,.

FINANCE PROCEDURES

011
Course Number: Version 1: 542-730.0 -

A11 Versions: 14-R-730.o. Version 2: 1 4-E-2.
,.., Location: Finance School, Ft. Benjamin

Harrison, IN.
Length: Version 1: 5-6 weeks ( 169-210

hours). Version 2: 8. weeks (280-287
hours)

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: ,.2/59- 12/68.
Version 2: 11/55-1/59.

Objectivesi To train enlisted personnel in .

the . financial procedures of acquisition.
disbursing, and accounting for public funds.

Instruction: 411 Versions: Lectures and
practical application of military personnel
payment procedures; travel allowances and
commercial accounts, disbursing opera-
tions. office machine equipment operation.
and basic fiscal code. Version 1: Lectures
on introduction to military accounting. Ver-
sion 2: Practical typing exercises.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the upper-division i,,,ccalaureate .category.
3 semester hours in government accounting
( I2/68). Version 2: in the vocational cer-
tificate category, 2 semester hours in
government, accounting (2/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 3
semester hours in government accounting
(12/683.

AR-1401-0008
1.IFE CYCLE COST ANALYSIS OF WEAPONS

SYSTEMS

Course Number: None.

Lttation: Logistics Management Center/
Ft. Lee, VA.

Length: 4 weeks (142 hours).
Exhibit Dates: I /7 I -Present.
Objectives; To provide commissioned of-

itce';- and civilian personnel with practical
experience in preparing a life-cycle cost
analysis study.

littstruction: Practical exercises in the
quantitative aspects of cost estimation and
cost analysis; cost implications of the.Anny
life - cycle management model; and
procedures and problems in the prepar-a-
tion of life-cycle cost analysis of major
weapons systems.

'Credit :Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, credit in cost
analysis/cog accounting on the basis of in-
stitutional examination (2/74).

MO401-0009
E\. FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT OFFICER

0,
ADvANcED

2. FINANCE OFFICER ADVANCED
3- FINANCE OFFICER ADVANCED
'. FINANCE OFFICER CAREER
5. FINANCE OFFICER CAREER
6 FINANCE OFFICER CAREER
7- FINANCE OFFICER CAREER
8. FINANCE OFFICER ADVANCED
9. FINANCE OFFICER ADVANCED
10 FINANCE OFFICER ADVANCED

Course Number: Version 1: 7-14-C22.
Veriion 2: 7-I4-C22. Version 3: 7:14-C22.
Version 4: 7 -14-C22. Version 5: 14-A-C22.
Version 6: 14-A7C22. Version 7: 14 :A -C22-
Version 8: 14-A:-C4. Version 9: 14-A-C4;
14-0-3. Version 1: 14-0-3.

Location: Institute of Administration, Ft,
Benjamin Harrison, Itsi; Finance School,. FN
Benjamin Harrison, IN...

Length: Version 1: 23 weeks (8 I ()
hours). Version 2: 33-35 weeks
(1002-1136 hours). Version 3: 33 weeks.
(990-997 hours). Version 4: 23 weeks
(799-821 'hours). Version ,5; 35 weeks
(1225 hours). Version '6: 35 weeks (1190
hours). Version 7: 35 weeks (1206-1326 -

hours), Version 8: 36 weeks-(1260 hours)
Version 9: 36 weeks (1268-1284 hours).
Version 10: 35 weeks (1242 hours).

.Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 12/77-Present.
Version 2: 7/69-11/77, Version 3: 167-61
69. Version 4: 5/65-5/67. Version 5.- 5/
64-4/65. Version 6: 5/63-4/64. Ve ion 7:
8/60-4163: Version 8: 7/58-7/60. Version 9:
8/56-6/58. Version 10: 9/55-7/56:

Objectives: To train commissioned of-
ficers to manage financial operations-

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in military accounting, 'programming
and budgeting," management principles,
statistical. reporting and analysis, supply
management, government purchasing and -
contracting. finance and accounting office
operations, administrative practices,
economic principles, and military science
and tactics. . .Credit Recommendation: Version 1:
Pending evaluation. Version 2: In the
upper-division baccalaureate. category, 2

semester hours in data processing, 6 in
management and organizational-behavior, 2.
in economic principles, and 1 for the
selected elective (3/75). Version 3: In the
vocational certificate category. 2 semester
hours in data processing, 2 in business ad_
ministration, and, on the basis of institu-
tional examination, 2 semester. hours as an
elective in ADP systems, operations
research, Programming theory and

r ()

techniques, internal review, advanced
managerial accounting; communicative
arts, current economic problems, interna-
tional relations, or government (2/74); in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category. 2 semester hours in data
processing, 2 business, administration,
and, on the basis of institutional examina-
tion,. 2 semester ,hours as ,an elective' in
ADP systems. operations research, pro-
gramming theory and techniques, internal
review, advanced managerial accounting,
communicative arts, current economic
problems, international relations, or
government (2/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in
accounting, 3 in cost accounting, 2 in busi-
neis administration, 3 in computer princi-s.
pies, 3 in finance and disbursing (12/68).
Version 4: In the vocational certificate
category, 2 semester hours in data
processing, 2 in business administration (2/
74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate ,degree category, 2 semester hours
in data "processing;"2 in business adminis-
tration (2/74); in the upper-ciivision bac-
calaureate category. 3 semester hours in
accounting, 2 in finance and. fiscal pro-
grams. 2 in business administration, 2 in
computeriprinciples (12/68). Version 5: In
the vocational certificate category, 4'
semester hours- in accounting, 2 ,in data
processing (2/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester:' hours in accounting, ,2 in data
processing (2/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in
accounting, 3 'in cost accounting, 3 in
finance and disbursement..? business ad-
ministration, 3 in Computer principles (12/
68). Version 6: In the vocational certificate
category, 3 semester hours in accounting ,
(2%74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/

.

associate degree category. 3 semester hours
in accounting (2/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category. 3 semester hours in
accounting, 3 in cost accounting. 3 in
finance and disbursement. 2 in business ad-
ministration (12/68), Version 7: In the vo-
cational
hours in accounting (2/74); in the lower -
division

certificate category, 3 semester

division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in accounting
(2/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 3,semester hours in accounting, 3
in Cost accounting. 3 in finance and
disbursing, 3 in computer principles 112/
68). Version 8: In the lower-division bac-
calaureate/associate degree category. '4
semester hours in general accounting, and
3.in general businesi administration (7/74);
in the upper-division baccalaureate catego-
ry. 3 semester hours in general accounting,
3 in cost accounting. '3 in finance and
disbursing, 3 in personnel management,
and 2 in general business administration
(12/68). Version' 9: In the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category. 14
semester hours in elementary through ad-
vanced accounting. 3 in cost accounting.
and 6 in business administration (7/74); in
the upper - division baccalaureate category,
14 semester hours in elementary through
advanced accdunting, 3 in cost accounting,
and 6 in business administration (12/68).
Version 10: In the lower-division baccalau-
reate/associate degree category, 6 semester
hours in business administration. 4 in
economics, 3 in business law, and. 6. in
general accountin$ (7/74); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 6 semester
hours in business administration. 4 in
economics, 3 in -business law, and 6 in
general accounting 12/68).



AR-1401-0010
INTERNALREVIEW

Course. Number: 7D-F6; 54' 1I3; I4-K-
F15; 14-1...-F15; 1.4-1-F15.

Location: -Finance School, Ft. -Benjamin
Harrison, IN.

Length:: 4 weeks(.142L I 48 hours).
Erihibii Dates: 9 /59- Present. . t

Objectives: To provide enlisted personnel
who are knowledgeable in accounting with

basic understanding of the principles,
procedures, and techniques, of internal
review.

Instruction:iLectures and practical appli-
cation -of automated accounting systems,
fundamental mititacy operational accouht-
ing, management of resources, and implica-
tions of internal. review.
'Credit Recommendation: la the upper-

division baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours in business procedural analysis (12/

, 68).
Related .Occupatinn Codes: 530.

AR-1401:0011. -

ACCOUNTING (INTERMEDIATE)

Coupe Number: 14-G-F8.
Location: Finance. School, Ft. Benjamin

Harrison, 115.
Length: 4 weeks (140 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/57-12/68.

:Objectives: To train yommissionedf of-
ficers and civilians To handle accounting
responsibilities at thC intermediate level.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in accounting duties and procedures.
Course includes accounting. cycles, work-
ing-citpital analysis net worth studies,
balance sheet e,..,....ccounLs, statements of
funds, arid problem assignments.

Ci:edit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate /associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in intermediate
accounting (6/74); in the uppOr-division

' baccalaureate category, 4 serntster hours in
intermediate accounting ( 12/68).

) AR-1401-0012 I
ACCOUNTING (BASIC ) ..

Course Number: 14-G-F7.
LocatiOnf Finance School, Ft. Benjamin

Ilarrison. IN. .

Length:.4 weeks (140 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/57-12/68.
Objectives: To train personnel in the

basic principles of accounting. . ',
Instruction; Lectures and practical cxer-

. cises in the basic princiines of accounting,
including basic accounting theory, working
wers, accounting procedures, theory and

-ellanewus matters, correlation of c'om-
, me scalaccounting and integrated account-

ing, alternative adjustment procedures,
proprietorships, partnerships, merchandise
operations, and hooks of original entry.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category,- 6 semesterhotirs
in first principles of actOunting (6/74); in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 6 semester h in first
principles of accounting (6/7 in the
upper-division baccalaureate c gory. 6

minting' (6/74).t

semester hours in first principles of ac-

AR-1401-0013
Sl'ECIAL PURPOSE. EQUIPMENT REPAIR PARTS

SPECIALIST

Course Number: 551-76020.
Location: Quarles-mister School, Ft. Lee,

VA.
Length: Version Is 4 weeks (128 hdurs).

Vernon. 4-5 weeks ( 148,, l72 hours)...
EXhibit' Dates: Version 8/74Present.

Version 2: 9/67-7/74.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel-to

receive, store, inspect, identify, preserve,
and ship Special-purpose equipment repair
parts.

Instruction: LeOtures and practical exer-
cises in, the repair and storage of special-
purpose equipment repair parts. Course' in-
cludes maintenance equipment records
system, supply bulletins, item identification,
repair parts records, storage operations,
and shipping procedures.

Credit Recommendation: Version )1n
the vocational certificate category, 2
semester hOurs in repair parts managernent
techniques (6/75). Version 2: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 2 semester hours
as an elective in business accounting (7/
74). in the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate,degree category. 2 semester hours.
as an Elective in business accounting (7/
74).

Related Occupation Codes: 76P; 760.

AR-1401-0014
ACCOUNTING (ADVANCES)).

Course Number: I4-G-F9.
Location: Finance School, Ft. Benjamin

Harrison, IN. ,
Length: 5 weeks (180 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/57-12/68.
Objectivcw To train commissioned of-of-

ficers and civilians in advanced accounting
methods.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in advanced accounting. methods.
Course includes study of home .office and
branch accounting, consolidated. -state-
mats. auditing, comparative financial
statements, working-capital analysiS, in-
come statement analysis, analysis of long-
term financial conditions, and government
accounting applications.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 5 semester hours
in advanced accounting . (7/74); in thg
lower-division baccalaureatc/asscrLiatZ
degree category, 5 semester hours in ad-
vanced accounting (7/74); in the upper-
divi'Sion baccalaureate category. 5 semester
hours in advanced accounting (12/68).

S

AR-1401-0015
COST ACCOUNTING.

Course Number: 14-6-F10.
Location: Finance School, Ft. Benjamin

Harrison, IN.
Length: 4 weeks. (140 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/93-12/68.
Objectives: To train. commissioned of-

ficers in cost accounting.
Instruction: Lectures and piactical 'exer-

cises in the principles of cost accounting.
Course includes job order costing, process
costing, standard costs; budgets, industrial
'funds, and administrative cost procedures
for installations.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificgte category, 3 semester hours
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in cost accounting '(7/74); in the lower-
division baccalaureate/associafe degree
category, 3 semester hours in. Cost account-
rii g (7/74); in the uPPer-divion baccalau-

/reate category; 4 semester hours "in cost ac-
counting ( 12/68 ).

p
AR-1401-0016
STOCK CONTROL AND ACCOUNTING

( STOCK 'CONTROL Asai ACCOUNTING S14:-
ctidTsT)

Course Number: 55i- 76p20.
Location: Quartermaster School, Ft, Lec;IE

VA.
Length: Version I: 8 -.weeks '( 250-257

hours). Version 2: 5-7 weeks (193-228
hours).

DateS: Version 1: 6/72-Present.
Version

Objectives:
e9s16T7-05t/r7ain2.

enlisted personnel to
function as stock control and acccnting
specialist.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the duties of a stock control and
accounting specialist: Topics include stock
record accounting,inanaging stock records,
mechanized stock control, and accounting
procedures.

Credit Recommendation:. Version Is In
the vocational certificate category. ,2

m supply records processingsemester h
Version

i,inin u

the vocational cer-
tificate category. I semester Nour in ac-
counting principles (7/74); in the lower-
division ,baccalaureate/associate degree
category, I semester hour in accounting
principles (7/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 76P; 760;'
76R; 76S; 76T; 76U..

AR- 1401 -0017

ARMY MATERIEL COMMAND
COMPTROLLERSIIIp

Course Number: 70 -F9,
`Location: Finance School, Ft. Benjamin

Harrison, IN.
Length: Versant is 5--AS weeks ( 178 -219

hours). Version 2: 6 weeks (207 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 7/68-Present.

To train officers and civilian
Version 2: 7

Objectives:
es167-6/68.

personnel in materiel command comptrol-
lership operatitms,

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in comptrollership concepts and prac-

s: and budget-
ing; managerial

pl annprogramming
; review and-.

analysis; management techniques; and in-
ternal rietviRewecoamndmaeUrsLiatt.i9n:

Vo-sion 1: In
the, vocational certificate category, 2

semester hours in managerial accounting
(7/74); in the lower:ivision baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 2 semester hours
in managerial accNunting (7/74); in the
upper-divisihn baccalaureate category,' 2
semester hours in managerial accounting
(7/74). Version 2: In the vocational cer-
tificate category.. 2 semester hours in
managerial accounting (7/.7. iiantethedloewgreere-

.:1ccounting .(7/74); in the upper-division
cd:ilvteii'gi°onry,.72b

a
semester hours in managerial

baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in
finisifce and fiscal procedures (12/68).
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A11;4401-0018
ASSOCIATE. FINANCE cIEPICER CAREER

Course Number: :I 47A -C23.
Location: Firiarice:.$cliool, Ft. ,Benjamin

Harrison, IN.
-Length: Version 19 weeks (711

hours). Version 2 : 19 weeks (711 hours).
Version 3 : 19 week's (778 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 9/64-8/66, Ver-
sion 2: 9/63-8/64. Version 3: 11/62-8/63.

Objectives: To train officers in the duties
and responsibilities of Finance Corps of-
ficers.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in the responsibilities of
Finance Corps-officers, including account-
ing subjects, comptroller Subjects; staff
finance suhects, and military science and
tactits, vernment purchasing and con-,
tracting, programming and budgeting, ac=
counting foundations, and progress and
statistical reporting' and analysis. Version 1:
Topiilis include command and staff actions/
finance operations, and utilization of auto-
matic data processing,equipment in ac-
counting systems. Version 2: Topics include
management engineering and economic
aspects of geopolitics. Version 3: Topics in-
clude analysis and managerial _age of ac-
counting data, and.utilization of'EAM in
accounting systems.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the vocational" certificate category, 6
semester hours. in principles of accounting
(7t74); in the loUier- division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 6 semester hours
in principles of accounting(7/74); in the
upper-divisiOn baccalaureate category, 2
semester hours in business administration,
3 In government accounting, 3 in finance,
and disbursing, I in computer principles
(12/68). Version 2: In the vocational cer-
tificate category, 6 semester hours in prin-
ciples of accounting (7/74); in the lower-
division baccalaureate/alsociate degree
category, 6 semester- bourgkin principles of
accounting (7/74); in the uPper-dOsion
baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in
business administration, 4 in government
accounting, 3 in finance and disbursing,
in computer principles ( 12/6.8). Version' 3:
In the vocational certificate category, 6
semestkr hoiirs in principles of accounting
(7/74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category. 6 semester hours
in prineiples,of accounting (7/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 3
lemester hours in computer principles. 2 in
general business administration, 3 in
government accounting, 3 in finance and
disbursing -( 12/68 ).

. AR-14010019
PAY SPECIALIST

Course Number:, 12 -R- 716.2.
Location; Adjutant General's School, Ft.

Benjamin Harrison; IN.
Length: 3-4 weeks'(105-154 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/62-12/68., ,.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

maintain and review .military pay data
records and to prepare and suhmit unit
payrolls and vouchers for various pay col-
lections and entitlements. .

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the military pay, voucher systent),,,
.krpics .includie 'pay administratidri,
records; personnel records, and pay oixtra-
tions.

Credit* Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature, of the course
(7/74). ..

'AR-1402-0001
I . SYSTEMS ANALYSIS

( ADVANCED ADP SYSTEMS ANALYSIS)
2. AssisrANY SYSTEMS ANALYST

Course Numberi5cA All Versions: 531 -
74G20. Version 1:.7k1F23.

Location: Versions' :: Adjutant
General's Sehool, Ft. Benjamin :Harrison,
IN. Version 1: Institute, of Administration,
Ft. Benjamin Harrison,

Length: Version 1: 4 weeks ( 145-150
hours). Version 2: 5 weeks (206. hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 9/71-10/75.
Version 2: 10/66 -8/71.

Objectives: To train commissioned of-
ficers, warrant'officer, enlisted and civilian
personnel in the techniques of system anal-
ysis, including establishment of automated
systems and extension of existing systems.

Instruction: .L4tures and practical.:exer-
cises in data pOcessing; systems analysis;
ADP management; and Statistical methods.

.'Credit Recommendation: VerSion In
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
3 semester`hours in busineis systems analy-
sis (3/75)..Version In the vocational cer-
tificate category, 2 semester hours in
systems analysis and 2 in data processing
principles (4/74); in the lOwer-division bac-
calaureate/associate deitee category, 2
semester hours in systems analysis and 2 in
data processing principles (4/74); in the
OpPer-division baccalaureate category, .2
semester hours in systems analysis (12/68).

Related Occupation Codes: 74F; 74G;

AR -L402 -0002

COMPUTER SYSTEMS OPERATOR

Course Number: 531-74E20.
Location: 'Version 1: Institute of Adminis-t

tration,' Ft. Benjamin Harrison, IN. Version
2:. Adjutant General's School, Ft. Benjamin
Harris° IN. -

Le h: Version 1: 5 weeks (151..hours).
Versio 2 : 5 weekS(173 7181 hours).

Exh It Dates: Version:,l : 12/74-Present.
Versio 2: 9/70- I I /74.

Obj lives: To teach enlisted and civilian
perso ne the procedures for operating' au-
tomat data processing systems.

Instruction: All Versions: Following a
brief 'introduction to data processing, in-
struction Includes lectures and practical.ex-
ercises on preparation of input/output
devices; operating syltems for producing,
assembling, compiling, and testing in a non -
multiprogramming environment; operatiOn
of computer system in multiprogramming
environment; operation of. computer system
in teleprocessing environnient. Version V'
Instruction does not include the operation
of computer system in teleprocessing en-
vironment.

Credit Recommendation: Version L/: In
the lower-division bac1calaureate /associate
degree category, 3 se ster hours in com-
puter operations (3 5 ersion 2: In the
vocational certificate c gory..4 semester
hoins in coin ute ions (2/74); in the
lower-division baccalaureate /associate
degree category; 4 semester hours in com-
puter operations (2/74); in the upper'-divi-
sion baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours in Computer operations (2/74).

Related Occupation Codes; 74D.

AR-1402-0003.

AUTOMATIC. DATA PROCESSING SYSTEMS
ANALYSIS OFFICER-

( AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING.,SYSTEMS
ANALYSIS)

Course Number:, 7E -Fl; 12-G-F4; 12-1 -
F4.

Location: Adjutant General's School, Ft.
Benjamin Harrison, IN. '

Length: 3-4 weeks (116-161 hours):
Exhibit Dates: 4/57-12/68.
Objectives: To' train personnel in the

principles and procedures of analyzing and
designing automatic data processing
systems. .

Instruction: Introductory tures on au-
tomatic data proceS.sing syste s; COBOL
programming; principles Of nched=card
data proCessing; systems and design, includ-,
ing program evolution and review
techniques; problem definition; narrative
flow techniques; record and file design; and
conversion problems,

Credit Recommendation:. In ihe voca-
tional cerlificate Category, 2 semester hours
in business systems analysis (2/74); in the
loWer-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 2 semester hours in busi-
ness systems analysis' (2/74); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours in computer programming and data
processing analysis (12/68)..

AR-1402-0004

FINANCE (FJ -CMF) NCO BASIC

Course Number: 5-FI-C40.
Location:tion: _Finance School, Ft. Benjamin

Harrison,
Length: 12 weeks (367-395 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/73-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

perform the duties of noncommissioned of-
ficers in the financial management field.

14struction: Lectures in accounting.,
comptrollership, staff finance, disbursing,
and management principles.

Credit' Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in principles of accounting, I in prin-
ciples of management (3/75).

Related Occupation Codes: 73C; 73D.

AR-1402-0005

INFORMATION SYSTEMS FEWER (ISO)
(BASIC AUTOCRATIC ATA PROCESSING

SYSTEMS ANALY

Couke Number: 7E- , 531 -F5.
Location: Institute of dministration, Ft.

Benjamin Harrison, IN; Adjutant,General's
School, Ft. Benjamin Harrison. IN.,

Length: 4 weeks (148-152 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/72-Present.
Objectives: To acquaint nOn:data

processing personnel . with general data
processing principles.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises VI punched card data-processing con-
cept, piogramming techniques, and

analysis.
t Recommendation: In the lower-

baccatiaureate/associate degree
3 semester hours in data

ing principles (3/75).
upation Codes: 290A; 341A;

syst

divi
sate
proc

R
72L.



AR-1402-0006
TELECOMMUNICATION AUTOMATION

SOFTWARE TECHNICIAN

14
Course Number: 4C-741E. .

Location: Signal School, Ft. Monmouth,

Length: 10 weeks (305 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/72-Present.
Objectiveic To train warrant officers to

supervise data processing and telecommu-
nications automation activities.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in planning, operation, and pro-
gramming of elettronic data processing
equipment.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because. of the limited technical nature of
the course (3/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 741E.

AR-1402-0007
AA/TSQ-5 I SYSTEM MAINTENANCE

Course Number: Al Versions: 4B -361 A.
Version 1: 4F-361,A; 150-25K20. Version 2:
150-25K20. Version 3: 150-F2.

Location: Air Defense School, Ft. BliSs,
TX.

Length: Version 1: 42 weeks ( 1561 :
hours). Version 2: 34-35 weeks
(1314 -1344 hours). Version 3: 33 weeks
(1290 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: I /75-Present.
Version 2: I 2/69L 12/74. Version 3: 5/
67-11/69.

Objectives: To train' enlisted personnel
and warrant officers with prior experience
in electronic engineering or computer
maintenance to operate and maintain fire
control computer-linked radarsyStems.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
,practical exercises in theory and operation
of computer-linked fire control radar
systems. with emphasis on developing diag-
nostic testing techniques to isolate faults
and repair and maintain equipment: and a
general review of computer fundamentals,
including numbering systems, programming
concepts, flow diagrams, logic functions
and circuits, egisters," counters, storage
devices, and input and output devices. Ver-
sion I: Topics include AC/DC circuit fun-
damentals, basic electronics (vacuum tube
and solid state), digital fundamentals,
machine language programming, and
systems operation.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the vocational certificate category, 6
semester hours in electronics and 6 in
digital logic and computer science (2/75);
in the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree 'category. 3 semester hours
in electronics -and 4 in digital logic and

,computer science (2/75); in the upper-divi-
sion baccalaureate category. 3 semester
hours as an elective in computer science
(2/75). Version 2: In the vocational cer-
tificate category. 5 semester hours in digital
logic or computer science (4/74); in the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 4 semester hours in digital
logic or computer science (4/74). Version
3: In the vocational certificate category. 5
semester hours in digital logic or computer
-science (4/74); in the lower-division bac-
calaureate/associate degree category, 4
semester hours in digital logic or.computer
science (4/74); in 'the upper-division bac-
calaureate category; 2 semester hours in
digital logic or cumputer science, and
credit in electrical laboratory on the basis
of institutional examination (4/7A `.

Related Occupation Codes: 09B; 25H;
25B; 25C; 25D; 25E; 25G; 25J; 25K; 25Z;
36I A.

AR-1402-0008
PERSINSD ADP INTERN PROGRAM

Course Number: None.
Location: PERSINSD, Alexandria, VA.
Length: 26 weeks.
Exhibit Dates: I/75-Present.
Objectives: To attract, develop, and

retain qualified civilian and military person-
nel designated as manageme interns to
serve as programmers' and s ms analysts
in the Personnel Systems ommand, De-
partment of the Army.

Instruction: Through lectuses, laboratory
periods, video-assisted instruction, practical
projects, and directed study, the following
areas are covered: introduction to

I UNIVAC 1108 hardware; principles of data
processing; systems analysis and design;
COBOL programming; data communication
concepts and design; -operations research
techniques; personnel applications project;
and the UNIVAC 1100 executive operating
system.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/asSociate degree
category, 4 semester hours in COBOL pro-
gramming, 3 in data processing principles,
and 2 in operating systems (5/76); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category. 3
semester hours.in business systems analysis
(5/76).

AR-1402-0009
AUDITING OF AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING

SYSTEMS

Course Number: 7E-F5; 14-1-F21.
Location: Finance School, Ft. Benjamin

Harrison. IN.
Length: 2-3 weeks (73-92 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/64-Present.
Objectives: To train commissioned of-

ficers and civilians to audit data processing
systems.

Instruction: Lvctures and practical exer-
cises in automatic data processing charac-
teristici, computer programming controls,
system flow charting, data processing
systems auditing, statistical sampling, and a
case study project.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category. 2 semester hours
in data processing principles (4/74); in ,,the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 2 semester hours in
processing principles (4/74); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category. 2 semester
hours in data processing principles (4/74).

AR:1402-00. 10

AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING SYSTEMS
PROGRAMMING

Course Number: 12-0-2404; 12-0-745.1.
Location: Adjutant General's School, Ft.

Benjamin Harrison, IN.
, Length: 4 weeks (160 hours).

Exhibit Dates: 3/58-12/60.
Objectives: To train warrant officers, en-

listed, and civilian personnel to program
automatic data processing (ADP) equip-
ment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in ADP systems basic assembler-pro-
gramming techniques, including loop and

r- r
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address modification, scaling, and index Etz.,--
gisters usage; advanced programming
techniques; and practical programming ex-
ercises.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 3 semester hours
in:. computer programming (4/74); in the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in conk
puter programming (4/74); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours in computer programming (12/68).

Related Occupation Codes: 290A; 34IA;
72IA.

AR-1402-041
I. AUTODIN SWITCHING CENTER

SPECIALIST
2. ADMS TRAFFIC SERVICE SUPERVISORY cl

Course Number: Version 1: 580-72G30.
Version 2: 622-F10.

Location: Signal School, Ft. Monmouth,
NJ:

Length: Version I: 5 weeks (160 hours).
Version 2: 6 weeks (198 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 7/70-Present.
Version 2: 11/68-6/70.

Objectives: To train' data communica-
tions switching center specialists to operate
an automatic digital message switch in an
overseas AUTODIN switching center.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in AUTODIN switching center equip-
ment configuration; technical control facili-

, ties operations; off -line operations, includ-
ing equipment configuration, data word ,
formats, journal and reference trace, rint-
outs, journal balance, tape generation,
recovery operations, updating secu ty, and
on-site operations.
- Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the vocational certificate category. 2 .

semester hours in computer operations (4/
74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree cafegory, 2 semester hours
in compUter operations (4/74). Version\ 2:
In the vocational certificate category,
semester hours in computer operations (
74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/as
sociate degree category, 3 semester hou s
in computer operations (4/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 72G.

AR--1402-0012

ADVANCED MACHINE ACCOUNTING

Course Number:' I 2-E-I3.
Location: Adjutant General's School, Ft.

Benjamin Harrison, IN.
Length: 4 weeks (140 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/55-12/68.
Objectives: To train experienced punch

card machine operators to supervise elec-
trical accounting equipment operation and
wiring.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in machine records activities,
procedure development and analysis, elec-
trical accounting machine operation, recent
developnlent in electrical accounting
machines, office management, and training
techniques. ,

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 2 semester hours
in unit record data processing (4/74); in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 2 semester hours in unit
record data processing (4/74).
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AR-1402-0013
STOCK CONTROL AND ACCOUNTING

SPECIALIST, SKILL DEVELOPMENT
BASE

Course Number: 55 I -76P20-I.
Location: Quartermaster School. Ft. Lee,

VA.
Length:1-4 weeks (480 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/69-Present.
Objectives: To train stock control and

accounting specialists to supervise invento-
ry control and accounting systems.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in DSU and ASDA accounting\ procedures, automatic data processing

,......systems, miscellaneous accounting and ad,
ministrative procedures, map reading, in-
spection procedures, leadership training,
physical conditioning, and use of data
processing techniques in inventory control.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 2 semester hours
in datakpVerzs.sing principles (4/74); in the
lower+itlV 6n baccalaureate/assoc iate
degree J,44.egory. 2 'semester hours in data
processing principles (4/74); in the upper-
divisfort_baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours itadata processing principles (4/74).

Re6r&I Occupation Codes:'76P.
r

Akt-I401-0014
DATA PROCESSING (DP-CMF) NCO BASIC

Course Number: 5-DP-C40.
tocation: Adjutant General's School', Ft.

Benjamin Harrison, IN.
itength: 10 weeks (319 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/72-10/75.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in

basic data processing.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in computer system operations, in-
cluding advanced computer programming;
basic ALC, RPG, and COBOL languages;
data processing; advanced card punch
machine operating techniques and punch
card accounting machine operation; and
personnel and leadership management and
administration.

Credit Recotnmendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category. 3 semester hours
in unit record data processing, and 3 in
computer programthing (4/74); in the
lowet-diVion baccalaureate/associate
"degree category, 3 semester houri in unit
record data processing, and 3 in computer
programming (4/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in
Computer programming (4/74).

Related. Occupation Codes: 71U; 74D;
74F.; 74F.

AR-1402-0015
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING

Course Number: 7E-F 10:
Location: Management Engineering

Training Agency. Rock Island, IL.
Length: 3 weeks ( I 18 hours):
Exhibit Dates: 9/61- Present.
Objectives: To train military and civilian

personnel, who have completed an in-
troductory automatic data processing
course, in digital programming languages..

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in automatic data processing and
numbering systems introduction, program
documentation, assembler language, FOR-
TRAN and COBOL languages. writing and
debugging programs in various languages,
and Pl./1 and Algol languages.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in computer.
concepts ( 11/76).

AR-1402-0016
MACHINE ACCOUNTING

Course Number: 12-R-753.1; 12 -E -3.
Location: Adjutant General's School, Ft.

Benjamin Harrison, IN.
Length:.7-8 weeks (256-290 hours).
Exhibit Dates: I 2/55-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

wire and operate electrical accounting
machines. and , to perform related entry-
level duties in machine-accounting activi-
ties.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the wiring and operation of electri-
cal accounting machines and in related
machine-accounting activities, including
principles of punched-card accounting;

' operation of card punch, sorter, in-
terpreter, reproducing punch, collator, ac-
counting machine, calculating punch, and
accounting machine equipment; and auto-
matic data proCessing systems.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 4 semester hours
in unit record data processing (4/74); in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate'
degree category, 4 semester hours in unit
record data processing (4/74).

AR-1402-0017
I. COMPUTER PROGRAMMER
2. COMPUTER PROGRAMMER
3. COMPUTER PROGRAMMER

(ADPS PROGRAMMING SPECIALIST)
4. ADPS FIELDATA PROGRAMMING

COURSE

Course Number: Version 1: 532-74F20.
Version 2: 532-74F20. Version 3: 532 -
74F20. Version 4: l'I-R-745.I.

Location: Version 1: Institute of Adminis-
tration', Ft. Benjamin Harrison, IN. Version
2.,JAdjfitant General's School, Ft. Benjamin
Harrison, IN. Version 3: Adjut4nt General's
School, Ft. Benjamin Harrison, IN; Security
Agency School, Ft. Devens, MA. Version 4:
Signal School, Ft. Monmouth, NJ.

Length: Version 1: 9 weeks (320 hours).
Version 2: 8 weeks (304 hours)., Version 3:
8110 weeks (292-357 hours). Version 4:
10-11 weeks (356-396 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 12/74- 10/75.
Version 2: 5/73-11/74. Version 3: 1/66-4/
73. Version 4: 10/59-12/65.

Objectives: To train enysted personnel in
computer programming techniques.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures.
demonstrations, and practical exercises in
compiler-level language programming
techniques, including COBOL, FORTRAN.
and RPG; assembler language (SAAL) for
UNIVAC 1005 system; debugging
procedures; program documentation; and
automatic data processing- fundamentals.
Version 1: Includes lectures and practical
exercises in COBOL and BAL for the IBM ')
360/370.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1 :. In
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
6 semester hours in computer progromming
(3/75). Version 2: In the vocational cer-
tificate category, 5 semester hours in com-

.puter programming (4/74); in the lower-
diyision baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 5 semester hours in computer

r
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programming, (4/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 5 semester houis in
computer programming (4/74). Version 3:
In- The vocational certificate category, 5
semester hours in computer programming
(4/74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 5 semester hours
in computer programming (4/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 3

semester hours in computing science (12/
68). Version 4: In the Vocational certificate
category, 5 semester -hours in computer
programming (4/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category,
semester hours in computer programming
(4/74); in the upper- division baccalaureate
category, 5 semester hours in computing
science (12/68).

Related Occupation Codes: 74F; 74G;
74Z.

AR-1402-0018

1005 CARD PROCESSOR PROGRAMMER

C9urse Number: 532-F I .
Location: Adjutant General's School, Ft.

Benjamin Harrison, IN.
.1.ength: 3 weeks (104 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/67-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

program and operate a Univac 1005 in as- -
sembler language.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in Univac 1005 assembler language,
including instruction set; looping
techniques; hardware characteristics; pro-
gram organization; input/output and
transfer instructions; edit, multiply, divide,
shift, jump return, jump exit, auxiliary read,
read paper tape and punch paper tape-in-
structions; stored program concept; and
block-diagram analysis.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 2 semester hours
in computer programming (4/74); in the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 2 semester hours in com-
puter programming (4/74); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, credit in,
computer programming on the basis of in-
titutional examination (12/68).

AR-1402-0019

AUTOMATED COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS
STAFF OFFICER

. Course Number: 4C-F14.
Location: Signal School, Ft, Monmouth,

NJ.
Length: 3 weeks (104 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/69-Present.
Objectives: To train military and civilian

personnel in automated communications
systems management.

Instruction: Lectures in computer com-
ponents, number systems, input and output
devices, real-time and time sharing, com-
puter programming, data transmission and
communications control, and AUTODIN
and automated command, systems.

Credit Recommendation: In the vocar
tionarcertificate category, 2 semester hours
in data processing principles (4/74); in'the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 2 semester hours in data
processing principles (4/74); in the ,upper-
division baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours in data processing principles (4/74).



AR-1402-0020
ADMSC OPERATION. SUPERVISORY

(\AUTOMATIC DIGITAL MF.SSAGE
-SWITCHING CENTER OPERATION SU-
PERVISORY)

Course Number: 4C:F10; 580-72G40;
4C-F10; 622-F3.

Location: Signal School. Ft. Monmouth,
NJ.

Length: 7-8 weeks (242-288 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/68-Present.
Objectives:" To train enlisted data corn-

munications specialists and communication
center officers to supervise the operation of
an overseas AUTODIN automatic 'digital
message switching center.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in supervision of the operation of an
overseas AUTODIN automatic digital
message switching center, including com-
puter numbering systems, block diagrams,
and programming; and AUTODIN tributa-
ries, equipment configuration and
subsystems, programming, operations, and
off-line operating procedures. ,r

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited technical ,nature of
the course (2/74).

Related Occupation Codes:.72B.

AR-1402-0021

ADIVIS PROGRAMMER

Course Number: All Versions: 622-F9.
Version I: 4C-F15.

LOcation: Signal School, Ft. Monmouth,
NJ. 1:

.

Length: Version 1: 10 weeks 0342-362
hours). Version 2: 7 weeks (248 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 4/7Q-Present.
Veriion 2: 4168-3170.

Objectives: Tp train enlisted automatic
data processing programming specialists
and 'automatic data processing plans and
operations officers to write, document, and
implement changes in assembly languages
:associated 'with' AUTODIN automatic
digital message switching centers.

Initruction: Lectures and 'practical exer-
cises in writing, documentation, and change
implementijfion in assembly languages as-
sociated with AUTODIN automatic digital
message switching centers, including infor-
mation flow, arithmetic and logic; shifting
and branChing instructions; pr essor con-
figuration, programming, d console
operations; and operational pr gramming.

Credit Recommendation: Version I: In
the vocational certificate category, 7
semester hours in computer programming
(4/74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 7 semester hours
in corm:inter programming (4/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 7
semester hours in computer programming
(4/74). Version 2.- In the vocational cer-
tificate category, 5 semester hours in com-
puter programming (4/74); in the lower-
division .baccalaureate /associate degree
category, 5 semester hours in computer
programming (4/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 5 semester hours in
computer programming (4/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 74F.

AR-I402-0022
DATA PROCESSING (DP-CMF) NCO

ADVANCED

Course Number: 5-DPC42.

Location: Institute of Administration, Ft.
Beni Harrison, IN; Adjutant General's
School,' Ft. vnjamin Harrison, IN.

Length: 12 'wpeks (427-444 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/72-10/75.
Objectives: To provide enlisted personnel

with training in data processing principles
and data processing analysis. .

Instruction: Lectures and practical 'exer-
cises in automatic data processing princi-
ples, computer programming techniques,
systems analysis and design, operations
research techniques, data processing
management techniques, creative writing,
and effective speaking.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
divisiOn baccalaureate/associate 'degree
category, 2 semester hours in data
processing principles, 2 in business systems
analysis, 1 in communication' skills, and 1

in management principles (3/75).
Related Occupation Codes: 74C; 74D;

74E; 74F; 7.4G.

AR-1402-0023

IMPROVED HAWK FIRE CONTROL REPAIR
TRANSITION

Course. Number: A!! Versions: 104 -
24120 -T. Version 1: 104-24H40-T.

Location: Missile and Munitions School,
Redstone Arsenal, AL.

Length:. Version 29 weeks 1.152
hours). Version 2: 19 weeks (666-672
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1/77- Present.
Version 2: 1/72-12/76,

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
maintain the electronic systems of the im-
proved Hawk battery control central, the
inforniation and coordination central: and
the improved radar signal simulator.

Instruction: Lectures and prictical exer-
cises in Hawk battery control, central spe-
ciai circuits and test equipment; computer
mathematics introductiob;, computer codes,
logic circuits, memory units, input/output
units, and Contra units; data processing;
power unit distribution systems; radar
signal simulator and associated- test equip-
ment operation. .

Credit Rekommendation: Version 1: In
the vocational certificated'category, 12
semester 'hours in computer fundamentals,
6 in electronics laboratory (8/77); in the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in com-
puter fundamentals, 1 in electronics labora-
tory (8/77). Version 2: In the vocational
certificate category, 3 semester hours in
data processing principles (4/74); in the
lower-division baccalaureate /associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in data
processing principles (4/74); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in data processing principles (4/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 230; 24H.

AR-140210024

PERSONNEL DATA ANALYST SPECIALIST

Course Number: 531-74C20.
Location: Version I: Institute of Adminis-

tration, Ft. Benjamin Harrison, IN. Version
2: Adjutant General's School, Ft. Benjamin
Harrison, IN.

Length: Version I: 7 weeks (220 hours).
Version 2: 6 weeks (202 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1 : 6/74-Present.
Version 2: 4/72-5/74.
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Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
analyze and code personnel data. and
source documents for automated .
processing. r

Instruction: Al! Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in the duties of person-
nel data analysts and 'specialists. Version 2:
Course work includes principles of
punched card accounting and personnel ac-
counting systems 'principles. and
procedures.

Credit Recommendation: Version . 1: No
credit because of the military nature of the
course (3/75). Version 2: In the vocational
certificate category, 1 semester hour in
punch card processing (2/74); in the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, I semester hour in-punch-card--
processing ( 2/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 71 H; 74C.

AR-1402-0025
SUPPLY AND SERVICE OFFICER

Course Number: 8A-4200; 8B-4200.
Location: Quartermaster School, Ft. Lee,

VA.
Length: 9-10 weeks (320-346 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/68:-Present.
Objectives: To train commissioned of-

ficers to manage supply activities.
Instruction: Lectures and practical eker-

cises in supply operations in a theater of
operations, including supply organization,
supply accounting procedures, 'automatic
data processing, procurement and property
disposal, financial management, storage
operations, maintenance services, military
management, and mechanized stock ac-
counting.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 2 semester hours
in automatic data processing, 2 in purchas-
ing or procurement (6/74); in the lower-°
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in automatic
data processing, 2 in purchasing or
procurement (6/74); in the -upper-Envision
baccalaureate category, 1 semester hour in
automatic data processing, 1 in purchasing
or procurement (6/74).

AR-1402-0026

FIELD ARTILLERY BALLISTIC MISSILE
OFFICER

Course Number: 2E-1190.
Location: Artillery and Missile School,

Ft. Sill, OK.
Length: 9 weeks (319-328 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/68-Present.
Objectives: To train commissioned of- '

ficers to supervise tactical deployment
system maintenance, and operation of
Pershing and Sergeant missile systems.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in Pershing and Sergeant missile
systems operations supervision. Course in-
cludes communications and electronics
(equipment, procedures, and systems);
digital 'computers; guided missiles, includ-
ing warheads, launchers, and organizational
and preventive maintenance; and tactical
subjects.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 1 semester hour
in digital computer familiarization (6/74).
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AR-1402-0027
IMPROVED HAWK MAINTENANCE.

TECHNICIAN/CHIEF TRANSITION

Course Nulhfier: 4F-2510-T; 121 -24V5Q-
T.

Location: Missile and Mu-nitions School,
Resistone Arsenal, AL.

Length: Version 1: 20 weeks (670
hoUrs). ersion 2: 19 weeks. (664-670
hours).

Exhi Dates: Version 1: 8/75-Present.
Version 2: 1/72-7/75.

Objectives: To train warrant officers and
enlisted personnel to supervise the main-
tenance and logistics activities for the Im-
proved Hawk system and associated test
equipment.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in the supervision of
maintenance activities on the Improved
Hawk missile system. Course includes all
aspects of the missile system and digital
computer fundamentals. Version 1: Includes
significant coverage of computer atehitec-
ture and programming.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the vocational ce,rtifiCate category, 9
semester hours in computer fundamentals,
3. in electronics laboratory (8/77); in. the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in com-
puter fundamentals (8/77). Version 2: In
the vocational certificate category, 3
semester hours in digital computer funda-
mentals (6/74); in the lower-division bac-
calaureate/associate degree category, 2
semester hours in digital computer funda-
mentals (6/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 251 b7, 24V;
251C; 23V.

AR-1402-0028

ASSOCIATE. ADJUTANT GENERAL. OFFICER
CAREER

Course Number: 7-12-C23; I 2-A-C23.
Location: Adjutant General's. School, Ft.

Benjamin Harrison, IN.
Length: 16 weeks (589-620 hours).
Exhibit Dates;A6/62-12/68.
Objectives: To train commissioned of-

ficers, who have completed the AG officer
basic course or its equivalent, in the duties
and responsibilities of Adjutant General
Corps officers.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the duties and responsibilities of
Adjutant Generpl Corps officers, including
fundamental military subjects, general edu-
cation 'subjects, administrative services,
personnel actions, personnel management,
postal services, special services, data
processing, fundamentals of division opera-
tions, combat and combat service support,
and command and staff operations.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-.
division baccalaureate /associate degree
Laiegory, 3 semester hours in data
processing (7/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in
personnel management (12/68).

AR-1402-0029

SPECIAL. PURPOSE EQUIPMENT REPAIR PARTS
SPECIALIST, SKILL DEVELOPMENT
BASE

Course Number: 551-76020-1.
Locatiqn: Quartermaster School, Ft. Lee,

VA.
Length: 12 weeks (427 hours).

Exhibit Dates: I2/68:Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted special pur-

pose equipment repair parts specialists to
perform as seasoned supervisors and
technicians.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the duties of special purpose equip-
ment repair parts specialist supervisors, in-
cluding exercise of command, inspections,
map reading, internal defense/development,.
field training, administration, instructor
training, DSU accounting procedures,
ASDA accounting procedures, automatic
data processing systems, storage operations,

. and special purpose equipment repair parts
supply.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca
tional certificate category, 1 .semester hour
in data processing (7/74). .

Related Occupation Codes: 76Q.

AR-1402-0030

AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING (ADP)
MACHINE OPERATION SPECIALIST

( DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT OPERA-
- TOR)

Course Number: .411 Versions: 531-
741320. Version 2: 531-74A10; 12-R-740;0
531-740.0.

Location: Version 1: Institute of Adminis-
tration, Ft. Benjamin Harrison, IN. Version
2: Adjutant General's School, Ft. Benjamin
Harrison, IN.

Length: Version 1: 5 weeks (168 hourg).
Version 2:5-8 weeks (152-302 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 12/74-Prent.
VerSion 2: 3/59-11/74.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
operate automatic data processing systems.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in the operation of auto-
matic data processing systems. Course in-
cludes printiples of, punched card account-
ing; introduction to automatic data
processing systems; preparation of, i/o
devices; operating systems for production,
compiling, and testing in a non-multipro-
gramming environment; and operation of a
computer system in a multiprogramming
environment. Version 1: Includes instruc-
tion in unit-record equipment, including
the 129 data recorder, the 083 sorter, the
557 interpreter, the 188 collator, and the
Univac 1005 card processor.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the vocational certificate category, 3
semester hours in unit record data
processing (3/75). Version 2: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 2 semester hours
in unit record and computer operation (7/
74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 2 semester hours
in unit record and computer operation (7/
74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 2 semester hours in unit record
and computer operation (12/68).

Related Occupation Codes: 74E.

AR-1402-0031

AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING SYSTEMS FOli
STAFF OFFICERS

Course Number: FE-F2; I I-G-E3; I I-G-
El; 11-0-33.

Location: Signal School, Ft. Monrtiouth,
NJ.

Length? 3-5 weeks (110-159 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/57-12/68.
Objectives: To train commissioned of-

ficers and civilians in the fundamentali., ap-

plications, and. systems engineering
techniques of military automatic data
processing systems.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in military automatic data processing
systems, including computer programming,
ADP systems analysis, command control
systems, instructliglee and coding, Common
Business Oriented Language (COBOL),
detailed flow charting; tactical automated
command control systems; and trends in
computer and auxiliary equipment develop-
ment.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 3 semester hours
in introduction' to data processing (7/74);
in lower-division baccalaureate/as-
s iate d' ree category, 3 semester hours

'ntroduc n to data processing (7/74).

COBOL PROGRAMMING

Course Number: 7E-F11.
Location: Management Engineering

Training Agency, Rock Island, IL.
Length: 2 weeks (78 hours):
Exhibit Dates: ,10/63-Present.
Objectives: To 'provide the student with

an introduction to COBOL programming
and the necessary elementslanguage
structure, compiler functions, and COBOL
standardsto write programs of significant
complexity.

Instruction: Course provides an introduc-
tion to ANSI COBOL including formula-
tions of divisions, language structure, pro-
gram logic and design and analysis
techniques of compiled programs. Comple-
tion of several COBOL programs involving
increasingly more difficult programming
concepts is required.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
,category, 3 semester hours in-COBOL pro-
gramming ( 11/76).

AR-1402-0033
I. KINANCIAL MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

AUTOMATED APPLICATIONS'
2. FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT

SYSTEMSAUTOMATIC DATA
PROCESSING

Course NuMber: Version 1: 7E-F20; 531-
F4. Version 2: 7E-F3; 531-F3; 14-K-F20,

Location: Finance School, Ft. Benjamin
Harrison, IN.

Length: Version 1: 4 weeks ( 151-160
hours). Version 2: 3-4 weeks ( 113 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 7/67-12/68.
Version 2: 5/64-6/67.

Objectives: To train officer, enlisted, and
civilian personnel in financial management
and supply accounting.

Instruction: Lectures in data processing,
machine language and components': orien-
tation to COBOL, accounting systems;
financial management and supply account-
ing.

Credit Recommendation: .411 Versions: In
the vocational certificate category, 3
semester hourS in introduction to data
processing (7/74); in the lower-division
haccalaureate/asSociate degree category, 3
semester hours in introduction to data
processing (7/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 2 semester hours in
computer programming and analysis in the
field of data processing (12/68). Version 2:
In the vocational certificate category, 3



semester hours in introduction to data
processing (7/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours in introduction to data
processing (7/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 2 semester hours in
data processing in financial operations (12/
68).

AR-14020034
1. FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT-MACIIINE

ACCOUNTING SYSTEMS
FINANCIALINANFIAL MANAGF:MENT-MACIIINE

'ACCOUNTING

Course Number: Vernon I: 14-K-F14.
Version 2: I 4 -L-F14 ,

Location: Finance School, Ft. Benjamin
Harrison, IN.

Length: Version 1: 5 weeks (189 hours).
Version 2: 3 weeks (112-114 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1-: 7/63- I 2/68.
Version 2: 5/60-6/63.

Objectives: To train officers and enlisted
personnel to operate punched-card equip-
ment and the automatic data processing for
supply accounting systems.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in punched-card machine operation,
automatic data processing procedures and
eqttipment operation, computer languages,
and flow-charting techniques.

Credit Recommenclution:. Version 1: In
the vocational certificate category, 2
semester hours in data processing or finan-
cial operations (7/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2
semester hours in data processing or finan-
cial operations (7/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 2 semester hours in
data processing or financial operations (12/
68). Version 2: In the vocational certificate
category, 2 -semester hours in unit record
equipment (7/74); in-' the lower-division.
baccalaureate /associate degree category, 2
semester hours in unit record equipment
(7/74).

AR-1402-0035

AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING ( ADP)
OFFICER

(ADPS PLANS AND OPERATIONS OFFICER)
(ADPS (FIELDATA) PLANS AND OPERA-

TIONS OFFICER)

Course Number: All Versions: 7E-2402;
7E-741C. Version 1: 7E -741A. Version 3:
7E-2402; 11-A-2402.

Location: Version I: Institute of Adminis-
tration, Ft. Benjamin Harrison, IN. Version
2: Institute of Administration, Ft. Benjamin
Harrison, IN. Version 3: Adjutant General's
School, Ft. Benjamin Harrison, IN; Signal
School, Ft. Monmouth, NJ.

Length: Version 1: 13 weeks (486
hours). Version 2: 13 weeks (462 hours).
Version 3: 1 I weeks (385-414 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version I: 5/76- Present.
Version 2: 7/74-4/76. Version 3: 7/61-6/74.

Objectives: To train commissioned and
warrant officers .to plan for and operate au-
tomatic data processing Systems and equip-
ment.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in principles of auto-
matic'data processing systems, communica-
tions in automatic data processing systems,
techniques in computer programming, and
systems analysis. Version 2 Includes pro-
gramming techniques in COBOL and BAL,
installation management, quantitative anal-

ysis, systems analysis, and general princi-
ples of data processing.

Credit' Recommendation: VerTion 1:
Pending evaluation. Version 2: In the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 2
semester hours in data processing manage-
ment, I in data processing principles, 4 in
computer programming, and 3 in systems
analysis (3/75). Version 3: In the vocational
certificate category, 3 semester hours in
principles of data processing, 3 in assem-
bler language programming, and 3 in
systems analysis (7/74); in the lower-divi-
sion baccalaureate/associate degree catego-
ry, 3 semester hours in principles of data
processing, 3 in assembler language pro-
gramming, and 3 in systems analysis (7/
74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 3' semester hours in principles of
data processing (12/68).

010,

AR-1402-0036

I. AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING SYSTEMS
(ADPS) CONSOLE OPERATOR

2. ADPS CONSOLE OPERATION
3. ADPS (FIELDATA) CONSOLE

OPERATION

Course Number: Version 1: 531-74E20,
Version 2: 531-744.1. Version 3: I I -R-
744.1.

Location: Version 1: Security Agency
Scholl, Ft. Devens, MA. Version. 2: Signal
School, Ft. Monmouth, NJ. Version 3:
Signal School, Ft. Monmouth, NJ.

Length: Version 1: 10-11 weeks,
(363-395 hoursLyersion 2: 9 weeks (326
hours). Version weeks (318 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 6/67 -9/70. Ver-
sion 2: 7/65-5/67. Version 3: 5/59-6/65.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel p
Operate a computer console ( IBM 1401).

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the operation of a computer con-
sole (IBM 1401). Course includes electrical
accounting machines; or ,11-1 )f tape
units;k coding instructions jimponents;
production of reports usir._ reports pro-
gram generator (RPG) and general file
operators (GFO).

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the vocational certificate category, 3

semester hours in princlilles of data
processing, 3 in computer operations (7/
74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 3 semester hours
in principles of data processing (7/74); in
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
3 semester hours ,in principles of data
processing (7/74). Version 2: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 3 semester hours
in principles of data processing, 3 in com-
puter operations (7/74); in the lower-divil
sion baccalaureate/associate degree catego-
ry, 3 semester hours in principles of data
processing (7/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 5 semester hours in
computer operation in the field of data
processing (12/68). Version 3: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 3 semester hours
in principles of data processing, 3 in com-
puter operations (7/74); in the lower-divi-
sion baccalaureate /associate degree catego-
ry, semester hours in principles of data
process (7/74);- in the upper-division
baccalaur to category, 3 semester hours in
computer eration in the -field of data
processing ( 2/68).

Related Occupation Codes: 74E; 74F.

Army 1-37,

AR-1402-0037
AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING FOR

AUDITORS (ADPAC)
'Course Number: None.
Location: Logistics Management C

Ft. Lee, VA.
Length: Version 1: 2 weeks (78

Version 2: 3 weeks ( 117 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 3/75- Present.

Version 2: 1/73-2/75.
Objectives: To train auditors and internal

review personnel in ADP systems concepts
and controls.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in automatic data processing, includ-
ing ADP systems input, output, and
processing characteristics and controls; or-
ganizational controls; preinstallation con-
trols; documentation controls; computer
operations controls; and tools for develop-
ing and evaluating controls.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the upper-division baccalaureate category;
2 semester hours in introduction to data
processing. ( 12/75). Version 2: In the

.upper-division baccalaureate . category, 3

semester hours in automatic data
processing ( 12/68).

AR-1402-0038
ARMY SECURITY AGENCY CARD AND TAPE

WRITER

Cinirse. Number: 53 I -74B20.
Location: Security Agency School, Ft.

Devens, MA.
Length: 6-8 weeks (274 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/65- Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

be key punch operators.
Instruction:- Lectures in communications

fundamentals, cryptanalysis, basic data
processing, automatic data processing, elec-
trical accounting machine use, and key
punch operations.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category; 6 semester hours
in data processing (2/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 74B; 74D;
74E; 74F.

AR-1402-0039 t
AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING INTERN

PROG RAM

Course Number: AMETA-22.
Locinion: Management Engineering

Training Agency, Rock Island, IL.
Length: 15 weeks (587 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/7I-Present.
Objectives: Course is designed Sim:. new

programmers to provide them with in-depth
knowledge and practice in several pro-
grarnming languages, including COBOL,
S360 Assembler, and Job Control Lan-
guage, and in debugging techniques and
systems analysis and design concepts.

Instruction: This course covers the fun-
damentals of computer programming; 5360
Assembler Latguage; JCL for COBOL pro-
grammers; COBOL programming, special
features, and debUgging; JCL and utilities
workshop; ADP systems analysis and
design; COBOL access methods; and DAR-
COM orientation. The intern program pro-
vides a continuing environment of comput-
ing exercises and interaction with the in-
structors and peers.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower -
division baccalaureate /associate degre e
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category, semester h&gs in COBOL, 3
semester hours in advanced COBOL (11 /.
76); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 4 semester hours in S360 Assem-
bler Language, 3 in systems analysis (I I/
76). -

AR-1402-0040
S360 ASSEMBLER LANGUAGE.

Course Number: AMETA-28.
Location: Management Engineering

Training Agency, Rock Island, IL.
Length: 2 weeks (78 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/73Present.
Objectives: To provide an introduction.to

IBM S360 Assembler language and to pro-
vide the details of the language so that the
student can write, test, and debug programs
on an S360.

Instruction: This course provides the in-
struction to write programs using the S360
Assembler Language. Topics covered and
practiced include instruction, formats of
arithmetic logic, data movement and
branching instructions. Also covered are
the input/output MACROS, data types and
formats, including binary, character, and
packed. Purgressively more difficult pro-
grams are assigned to apply newly acquired
programMing instructions and techniques.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in S360 Assembler Language ( I I/
76).

AR-1402-0041
ADP SYSTEMS ANALYSIS AND DESIGN

Course Number: 7E-F18.
Location: Management. Engineering

Training Agency, Rock island, IL.
Length: 2 weeks (78 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/64Present.
Objectives: To provide a study of. the

overall computer-based systems analysis
and design process and to prepare the Stu-
dent to assist in the development of a
system which will be consistent with the
potential of the computer and management
needs.

Instruction: Course provides an overview
of computer systems, detailed explanation
and use of systems analysis techniques, in-
cluding flowchaiting, grid charting docu-
ment relationships, constructing decision
tables, designing records and files for com-
puter processing and case studies for appli-
cation of the techniques..

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in computer systems analysis ( I 1/
76).

AR-I402-0042
DEFF.NSF NUMERICAL CONTROL (APT) PART

PROGRAMMING
(COMPUTER-AIDED MANUFACTURING

PART PROGRAMMING (APT))
(NUMERICAL CONTROL PART PRO-

GRAMMING)

Course Number: AMETA-17; 7A-F46.
Lacs:Ion: Management Engineering

Training Agency, Rock Island, IL.
Length: 3 weeks ( 117 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/71 Present.
Objectives: To provide students with a

working knowledge of the Automatically
Programmed:4 oots (APT) language. Prima-

(

ry emphasis is placed or\*.rqAlifyind students
to write part programs for numerically con-,
trolled machine tools.

Instruction: Technique traininglin the use
of the APT part-programming la4guage. In-
creasingly difficult programming exercises
in writing part programs are presented ,and
tested on appropriate computers. An actual
worksite project is completed. Because of
similarity of APT, UNIAPT, ADAPT, and
EXAPT part-programming languages, most
of the training in this course is directly ap-
plicable to 'those using computer languages
other than APT.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in numerical control programming
(11/76).

AR-1402-0043
ASSEMBLER PROGRAMMING

Course Number: None.
Location: Army Computer Sygtems Com-

mand, Ft. Belvoir, VA;. Army Computer
Systems. Command, Support Group, Ft.
Lee, VA; Army Computer Systems Com-
mand, Support Group, Ft. McPherson. GA;
Army Computer Systems Command, Sup-
port Group, Ft. Shatter, HI; Army Com-
puter Systems Command, Zweibruken,
Germany.

Length: 4-5 weeks (140 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/70Present.
Objectives: To ptovide students with a

thorough understanding of Basic Assembler
Language for the IBM 360/370.

Instruction: Program consists of two
modules: Assembly Language Coding and
Assembly Language Coding Workshop.
Subject matter includes standard instruc-
tion set, decimal instruction set, branching,
logic, Boolean instructions, editing, and
translation. §,ubroutine linkage. I/O macros,
debugging, Indexing, and necessary job
control language are included. Objectives
can be accomplished through self-study or
formal classroom.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower=
division baccalaureate/associate degree
categ ry, 4 semester hours in assembler
prog mming (5/77).

AR-1402-0044
DATA PROCESSING PRINCIPLES

COWS! Number: None.
Location: Army Computer Systems Com-

mand, Ft. Belvoir, VA; Army Computer
Systems Command, Support Group, Ft.
Lee, VA; Army Computer Systems Com-
mand,..Support Group. Ft. McPherson, GA;
Army Computer Systems Command, Sup-
port Group, Ft. Shatter. HI; Army Com-
puter Systems Command, Zweibruken,
Germany.

Length: 4 weeks ( I 26 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/70Present.
Objectives: To provide students with an

understanding of how a computer works
'and its major components.

Instruction: Program consists of three
modules:. Computer Systems Fundamentals,
Fundamentals "of Programming, and In-
troduction to System 360/370. Subject
matter includes programming concepts,
problem analysis, flow charting, decision
tables, coding, number systems, and
punched-card principles. Additional
problem solution techniques. such as pro-
gram loops, subroutines, ,counters- and

60

switches, and tables, are covered. The
architecture and organization of the IBM
360/370 are included.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in data
processing principles (5/77).

AR-1402-0045
OPERATING SYSTEMS

.Course higmber: None.
'Location: Army Computer Systems Com-

mand, Ft. Belvoir, VA; Army Computer
Systems Command, Support Group, Ft.
Lee, VA; Army CoMputer Systems Com-
mand, Support Group, Ft. McPherson, GA;
Army Computer Systems Command, Sup-
port Group, Ft. Shaffer, HI; Army Com-
puter Systems ComMand, Zweibruken,
Germany.

, Length: 5 weeks (1.40 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/70Present.
Objectives: To provide students with a

general overview 'of operating systems, with
emphasis on the IBM. Operating System
(OS) and the Disk Operating System
(DOS).

Instruction: Program consists of six''
modules: Disk Operating System Job Con-
trol Language (DOS JCL), Introduction to
Disk Operating Systems(DOS), Operating
Systems (QS), Concepts and Facilities,
Operating Systems Job Control Language
(OS JCL), Operating. Systems (OS) Utili-
ties, and File Organization and Access
Methods (FOAM). Course covers con-
cepts, facilities, vocabulary and charac-
teristics of operating systems. Topics in-,
elude Disk Operating Systems (DOS), DOS
Job Control Language (DOS JCL), Operat-
ing Systems (OS) Concepts and Facilities,
OS Utilities, OS Job- Control Language
(JCL), and File Organization and Access
Methods (FOAM). The course' objectives
can be accomplished by self-study or by
formal classroom.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in operating
systems (5/77). .

/4%.=;

AR-1402-0046
COBOL PROGRAMMING ADVANCED

Course Number: None.
Hon: Army Computer Systems Com-

ma , Ft. Belvoir, VA; Army Computer
Systems CoMmand, Support Group. Ft.
Lee, VA; Army Computer Systems Com-
mand, Support Groat), Ft. McPherson, GA;
Army Computer Systems Command, Sup-
port Group, Ft. Shatter, HI; Army Com-
puter Systems Command, Zweibruken,
Germany.

Length: 4-5 weeks (168' hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/70Present.
Objectives: To ,provide a realistic work

environment where the student can prac-
tice COBOL programming skills.

Instruction: Program consists of three
modules: Structured Coding Workshop,
Structured Programming Technologies
Overview, and Practical Workshop in Ad-
vanced COBOL. The program involves
modification of an Indexed Sequential Ac-
cess Method (ISAM) program to conform
to radically changed specifications. The
student must also modify a program to- run
tinder a different operating system. Struc-
tured coding and ISAM applications are



ir emphasized. Objectives may be accom-
plished through self-study or formal class-
room.

.Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in advanced
COBOL programming (5/77). -

AR-1402-0047

COBOL PROGRAMMING

Course Number: None.
Location: Army Computer Systems Com-

mand, Ft. Belvoir, VA; Army Com ter
Systems Command, Support Group, Ft.
Lee, VA; Army Computer Systems m-
mand, Support Group, Ft. McPherson, GA;
Army Computer Systems Command, Sup-
port Group, Ft. Shafter, HI; Army Com-
puter Systems Command, Zweibruken,
Gerniany.

Length: 4 weeks (140 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/70-Present.
Objectives: To provide extensive

coverage of the fundamentals af COBOL
\,,programming.

Instruction: 'Program consists of two
modules: ANS COBOL and ANS COBOL
Workshop_ Provides training in all standard
ANS COBOL fundamentals. In addition,
the SORT verb is included. Several practi-
cal programming exercises emphasize both
sequential and indexed sequential file or-
ganization methods. Objectives can be ac-
complished through self-study or formal
classroom presentation. ,

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
,,,division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in COBOL pro-
gramming (5/77).

AR-1402-0048

BUSINESS SYOEMS ANALYSIS

Course Number. None.
Location: Army Computer Systems Com-

mand, Ft. Belvoir, VA; Army Computer
Systems Command, Support Group, Ft.
Lee, VA; Army Computer Systems Com-
mand, Support Group, Ft. McPherson, GA;
Army Computer Systems Command, Sup-
port Group, Ft. Shafter, HI; Army Com-
puter Systems Command, Zweibruken,
Germany.

Length: 4 weeks (140 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/70-Present.
Objectives: To provide students with an

understanding of systems analysis, design,
and implementation for organizational
problem solving.

InstruCtion: Program consists of two
modules: System Analyst Training (SAT)
and Structured Design/Documentation
Workshop. Course covers principles and
techniques required in the analysis and
design of information processing systems.
Topics include defining study objectives,
interviewing and gathering information,
documentation, analyzing available infor-
mation, selecting and designing a solution,
types of control's, quantitative techniques
and structured design techniques including
the top ,down approach, HIPO, and Pro-
gram Design Language.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate /associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in business
systems analysis (5/77).

AR-1402-0049
COMBAT COMMUNICATIONS- ELECTRONICS

, ADVANCED

Course Number: 4C-0A25.
Location: Signal School, Ft. Gordon, GA.
Length: 14 weeks (550 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12 /76- Present.
Objectives: To prepare Signal Corps of-

ficeft-to command and train signal units; to
serve as staff officers at batallfon level; to
install, maintain, and manage tactical cornmunications

systems in support of combat
operations; and to advise the commander
or staff on the installation and operation of
communications and electronic systems. .

Instruction: Lectures, dembnstrations
and practical exercises in antenna and
pave form propagation procedures, tele-
type, transmission, and functional systems
relevant to requirements, and effective
combat communications.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 3 semester hours
in introduction to data processing (4/77).

AR-1402-005G'
-

AUTOMATED HIGH FREQUENCY DIRECTION
FINDING (HFDF) SVSTEM'OPERATION
(EELPOT)

Course Number: 23 I -FI I.
Location: Intelligence School, Ft.

Devens, MA.
Length: 5 weeks (200 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/76-Present.
Objectives: To familiarize direction-find-

ing operators with the EELPOT system, its
configuration, equipment, and manned-
operator positions.

Instruction: ation of the net control
processing unit CPU), the out-station
processing unity OPU), a video-display
computer to i al, a line printer, and the
direction- ng (DF) controller. Program
is oriented to maintenance and operation
of Honeywell equipment.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, '3 semester hours
in computer operates (9/77).

AR-1402-0051
SF.CURITY IN ADP SYSTEMS

Course Number: ALM-51-0297.
Location: Logistics Management Center,

Ft. Lee, VA.
Length: 2 weeks (78 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/76-Present.
Objectives: To provide students with an

awaersez*of the necessity for and means
of mg a satisfactory level of security
in automatic data processing facilities.

Instruction: Lectures and workshop exer-
cises cover the design of security systems
for automatic data processing facilities.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, I semester hour in ADP systems
security (12/76).

AR-1403-0001

MEDICAL RECORDS SPECIALIST
(MEDICAL RECORDS AND RF.PORTS

(BASIC))
Course Number: 513-71G10; 513-71G20;

8 -R -7 (5.1.
Location: Academy of Health Sciences,

Ft. Sam Houston, TX; Medical Field Ser-
vice School, Ft. Sam Houston, TX.

Army 1-39
Length: 6-8 weeks (210-282 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/58-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in

basic and advanced medical records ad-
ministration.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the preparation, processing, and
review of medical records and reports;
familiarization with medical- terminology;
general administrative procedures; and
physical conditioning.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, I. semester
hour in medical terminology (12/68).

Related Occupation Codes: 71G..

AR-1403-0002

LEGAL CLERK
Course Number: 5 I 2-7 I D20.
Location: Adjutant General's School, Ft.

Benjamin Harrison, IN.
Length: 8-9 weeks (257-345 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/73-Present.
Objectives: To provide enlisted personnel,

with introductory concepts of military ad-
ministrative law and Army claims systems
with emphasis on the practical processing
skills and procedures involved.

Instruction: Lectures on Army claims
system and board proceedings,. e.g. in-
vestigative boards; Article 15; non-judicial
punishment; identification and preparation
of charges and specifications for summary
court martial proceedings and Special court
martial proceedings; posttrial actions. Prac-
tical exercises in the use of basic forms in
the above areas including . drafting docu-
ments, applicatia of rules of law to facts,
digesting testimony; and preliminary legal'
research.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 4 semester hours as an elective in
paralegal training programs ( 11/75).

Related Occupation Codes: 71 B; 71D.

AR-1404-0001
POSTAL OPERATIONS

Course Number- 7A-0030; 515-71F20;
515-71F30; A-515-0018 (USN); 7A -515-
0161 (USMC); 7A-515.0160 (USMc); 12-
R-714.1C I 2-E-1 4.

Location: Institute of Administration, Ft.
Benjamin Harrison, IN; Adjutant General's
School, Ft. Benjamin Harrison, 1N.

Length:. Version 1: 4 weeks (,124 -132
hours). Version 2: 4-5 weeks (.150 -187
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1 : 1/76- Present.
Version 2: 8/55-12/75.

Objectives: To provide officers and en-
listed. personnel with the fundamental
techniques and procedures of military post
office management.

Instruction: Lectures in postal organiza-
tion, facilities, and opera ions; and practi-
cal experience in mail handling.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1 :
Pending evaluation. Version 2: 'No credit
becauSe of the military nature of the course
(3/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 71 F.

\
AR-1404-0002
CRYPTOGRAPHY

Course Number: 1 I -R-722.1; I I -E- I 8.
Location: Southeastern Signal School; Ft.

Gordon, GA.
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Length: 9 weeks (318-320 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/55-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

use crypuigraphic systems arid equipment
to encrypt and decrypt classified messages.

Instruction: Lectures and prac 1 exer-
cises in basic communicatio enter
procedures, military cryptography. ilitary
typing, teletypewriter operation, tape
relay.

Credit Recommendation: No
because of the military nature of the course
(2/74).

credit

.

AR-1404-0003

TF.LETYPE OPERATION
(TELETYPEWRITER OPERATION )

Course Number- 11 -R- 723.1; I I -E-25.
Location: Southeastern Signal School, Ft.

. Gordon, GA.
Length: 8 J.veeks*(280-320 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/53-6/64.
Objectives: To train selected enlisted per-

sonnel to operate teletypewriter equipment.
Instruction: Practical training and exer-

cises in operation of teletypewriters.
Credit Recommendation: No credit

,-because of the limited technical nature of
the course (3/74).

AR-1404-0004

CENTRAL OFFICE SWITCHBOARD OPERATOR
(TELEPHONE SWITCHBOARD OPERATION)
(SWITCHBOARD OPERATOR)
(CENTRAL OFFICE TELEPHONE

SWITCHBOARD OPERATION)

Course Number: 580-72C20; 11-R-724.1;
1 1 -E -32.

Location: Southeastern Signal School, Ft.
Gordon, GA; Signal School, Ft. Gordon,
GA.

Length: 6-8 weeks (206-284 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/55-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in

the operation, installation, and main-
tenance of telephone switchboards.

Instruction: Practical experience in
operation, maintenance, and installation of
telephone. switchboard equipment. -

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited technical nature of
the course (3/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 72C; 3IZ.

AR-1404-0005

SIGNAL SECURITY (SIGSEC) SPECIALIST
(COMMUNICATIONS SECURITY MONITOR)

Course Number: 231-05G 10; 231-05G20.
Location: Security Agency School, Ft.

Devens, MA.
Length: 17-18 weeks (519-610 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/77-Present. .

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
monitor electronic communications.

Instructia: Lectures in communications
and security procedures of a limited techni-
cal nature. Course includes map reading,
signal communications, cryptosecurity,
security analysis, electronic security and
warfare, and SIGSEC organization and
monitoring operations.

Credit Recommendation: In .the voca-
tional certificate category, 2 semester hours
in typing, PBX operation (9)77).

Related Occupation Codes: 05G.

AR-1404-0006
I. SIGNAL OFFICER BASIC

(SIGNAL OFFICER ORIENTATION)
2. SIGNAL OFFICER BASIC

(SIGNAL CORPS OFFICE.RS BASIC)
3. SIGNAL CORPS OFFICERS BASIC'

Course Number: Version 1: 4-11-C20;
11-A-C20. Version 2:- 11-0-A. Version 3:
11-0-A.

Location: Version 1: Signal School, Ft.
Gordon, GA; Signal School, Ft. Monmouth.
NJ. Version 2 : Signal School, Ft. Mon-
mouth, NJ. Version 3 : Signal School,
MorimOuth, NJ.

Length: Version 1: 8-1,2..weeks ( 341-551
hours). Version' 2: 9-10 weeks t 350-366
hours). Version 3: 19 weeks (780 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version I: 3/60-Present.
Version 2: 5/54-2/60. Version 3: 8/53-4/54.

Objectives: To teach newly commis-
sioned officers basic Signal Corps
procedures.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in basic Signal Corps
procedures, including unit and team tactics
and battle prokedures; atomic, chemical,
biological, radiological, and mine warfare;
intelligence procedures; map and aerial
photograph reading; supply management;
mptor vehicle maintenance; combined arms
and weapons; communications center
procedures; and radio and wire communi-
cations principles and tactics. Version 3: In-
cludes personnel management, military
'photography, and Signal Corps, officer du-
ties.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: Iii
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
credit in radio, wire communications, and
telegraph systems on the basis of institu-
tional examination (6/74). Version 2:Irl the
upper-division baccalaureate - category,
credit in radio and wire communications on.
the basis of institutional examination (12/
68). Version 3: In the upper-division bac-
calaureate category, 2 semester hours in J
business organization and management, and
3 in radio and electricity (12/68).

AR-1404-0007

DATA COMMUNICATIONS SWITCHING CENTER
SPECIALIST

N(AUTODIN SWITCHING CENTER TRAFFIC
OPERATIONS)

Course Number: 580-72G20.
Location: Signal School. Ft. Monmouth,

NJ.
Length: 9-11 weeks (253-393 hours).'
Exhibit Dates: 5/70-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in

automatic digital message switching center
traffic operations, and as data communica-
tion switching center specialists.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises on AUTODIN switching center traffic
operations, including introduction to corn-
municatibns, teletypewriter keyboard
operations, COMSEC accounting, COM-
SEC equipment, introduction to AU,
TODIN. AUTODIN tributary and
peripheral equipment operations, message
handling procedures, and ,basic communi-
cation principles.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 2 semester hours
in typewriting proficiency on the basis of
institutional examination (4/77).

Related Occupation Codes: 72G; 09B.

Is 'hr

AR-1404-0008

RADIO OPERATOR NCO/SUPERVISOR
CANDIDATE

Course -Number: 201-05B42-I.
Location: Institute for Military

Assistance, Ft. Bragg, NC.
Length: 26 weeks (1772 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/71-Present.
Objectives: To qualify' enlisted personnel

as noncommissioned officers and iuper-,
visors in a special forces unit. This includes
a working knowledge of doctrine, tactics,
techniques and field training of special
forces units and operation of a field radio.

Instruction: Lectures and practiCal exert
rises in field radio operation and leadership
skills of special forces noncommissioned of-
ficers and supervisors. Course includes
military skills, Mdrse code (at 15 words pe,r
minute), and field communications
procedures. Some attention is given to
communication system general familiariza-
tion.

Credit Recommendation:' No credit'
because of the military nature of the course
(3/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 05B.,,

AR-1404-0009

RADIO TELETYPE ITER OPERATOR'
(RADIO TELETYPE OPERATION)

Course Number: 201-05C20; 1 1 -R- 053.1;
11-E-48.

Location: Southeastern Signal School. Ft.
Gordon, GA; Signal School, Ft, Gordon,
GA.

Length: 11-15 weeks (397-546 hours).
Exhibit Dates: I 1/55-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

install, operate, and maintain field radio
teletypewriter sets and related equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in teletypewriter sets installation.
operation, and maintenance, including
keyboard operation proficiency, Morse
code, radio telegraph procedures. and
equipment familiarization.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 1 semester hour
in typing (6/74); in the lower-division bac-
calaureate/associate degree category, 1

semester hour in typing (6/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category,
credit in typing on the basis of institutional
examination (6/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 05C.

AR-1404-0010
HIGH SPEED RADIO OPERATION

. Course Number: I I -E-I5.
_Location: Southeastern Signal School, Ft..

Gordon. GA.
Length: 23 weeks (850 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/55-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

operate high-speed radios.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the operation of radio communica-
tions equipment, receipt of international
'Morse 'code, and transmission of code
groups, including radio procedure, in-
troduction to communications, interna-
tional Morse code,. typing, teletypewriter
procedure and operation, tactical traffic,
field radio sets, and field radio operation.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 3 semester hours
in typewriting, telecommunications, basic



radio, or teletype- operation (7/74); in the
lower-division baccalautate/associate
degree" category, 3 semester hours in
typewriting, telecommunications, basic
eadio, or teletype operation (7/74);'in the
upper-division baccalaureate category,
credit in typewriting, telecommunicatiohs,
basic radio., or teletype operation on the
Basis of institutional examination (12/68).

AR-I404-0011
ARMOR/INFANTRY OFFICER CAREER

Course- Number: 2- 17 -C22.
Location:-Armor School, Ft. Knox, KY.
Length' 36 weeks (1222 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/65-7/66.
Objectives: ,To train armor and' infantry

officers in the duties and responsibilities of
commanders and staff officers of armor,
armor calvalry, and infantry units.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exec,.
cises in the duties of commanders and stair
officers of armor, armor calvalry, and in-
fantry units, including combined-arms tac-
tics, military subjects, communications and
electronics, Army maintenance system and
unit/materiel readiness,' weapons, military
leadership, personnel, intelligence, logistics,
civil affairs, and training management.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional' certificate category, 2 semester hours
in communications .(8/74); in the lower-
division baccalaureate /associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in communica-
tions (8/74); in the upper-division bac-
calaureate category, 0 semester hours in
business organization and management ( I

.68).

AR -1404 -0012

WAC OFFICER BASIC/WAC OFFICER
CANDIDATE

2. WAC OFFICER BASIC/WAC OFFICER
CANDIDATE

(WAC OFFICER BASIC)

Course Number: All Versions: 7-35-C20;
7-35-Fl. Version 2: 35-0-1.

Loc.ation: Women's Army Corps School,
.Ft. McClellan, AL.

Length: Version I: 18 weeks (625
hours). Version 2: 18-20 weeks (672-740
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version I : 11/70-Present.
Version 2: 1/55-10/70.

Objectives: To prepare newly commis-
. sioned officers for their first duty assign-

ments and to prepare selected personnel tai
be commissioned Second Lieutenants or
the Reserve component of the U.S. Army.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises covering a wide range of subjects in-
cluding Army management, military leader-
ship, and effective oral and written expres-
Sion.

Credit Recommendation: Version l: In
the lower-division baccalaureate /associate
degree category, 2 semester hours in tom-
.munications (7/74). Version 2: In the
lower-division baccalaureate/assoCiate
degree category, 2 semester hours in com-
munications (7/74); in the upper-division,
baccalaureate category, 2 semester hours in
business organization and management (12/
68).

AR-1404-0013-
COMMUNICATIONS CENTER, OPERATION

COUrge Number: All Versions: 4C-0221;
4C-2513;-.4C-26B; 4C-721A. Version 2: 11-
B-0221; 11-B-0224; 11-0-22. .

Location: Signal School, Ft: Gordon, GA;
Signal School, Ft. Monmouth, NJ.

Length: Version l: 4 weeks (107 hours).
Version 2: 5 weeks (167-183 hours). Ver-
sion 3: 7-8 weeks (245-285 lours).

Exhibit Dates: Version I: 9/76-Present.
Version 2: 10/70-8/76. Version 3: 6/55-9!
70.

Objectives: To provide commissioned
and, warrant officers with a working
knowledge of tactical and fixed telecommu-
nications center procedures. ,

Instruction:, Course covers logistics-and
personnel, electronic warfare, tactical com-
munications centers, automatic data
processing, and fixed communications cen-
ters.

Credit Recommendation: Version I: No
credit because of the military-specific na-
ture of- the course (4/77). Version 2: In the
vocational certificate category, 2 semester
hours as an elective in communications (8/
74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/as-

, sociate degree category, 2 semester hours
as an elective in communications (8/74).
Version 3: In the lower-division baccalau-
reate/associate degree category: 2 semester
hours in communications center manage-
ment (12/68).

AR- 1404 -0014-

SIGNAL COMPANY GRADE OFFICER
REFRESHER

Course Number: I I -A-C7.
Location: Signal School, Ft. Monmouth,

ngth: 4 weeks (130 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/57-12/68.
Objectives: To provide refersher training

in the duties and responsibilities of a signal
corps officer at the company level.

Instruction: Conferences and practical
exercises in signal supply and maintenance,
wire and radio communication equipment,
communication center operations, and
signal corps organization and systems.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(7/74).

AR-1404-0015

TELECOMMUNICA ; S CENTER SPECIALIST

Course .Number: 580-72E20.
Location: Signal School, Ft. Gordon, GA:
Length: 11-13 weeks (393-467 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/75-Present.
Objectives: To provide training in the

basic operation of communications equip-
ment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in message processing, teletype opera-
tion, and installation and operation of
specific military communications networks.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 2 semester hours
in keypunch and teletype operation (5/75).

Related Occupation Codes: 72E.

AR-1404-0016

MORSE. INTERCEPTOR

Course Number: 231-05H20.

C

Arm* 1-41

Location: Security Agency School, Ft.
Devens, MA.

Length: 9 weeks (315 hours).
Exhibit -Dates: 9/64-3/77.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

intercept and record manual Morse signals.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in international Morse code reception,
and ,recording; operation and maintenance
of. 'radio receivers and telegrapher type
writer; and employment of intercept
procedures.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 3 semester hours
in telegraphy (7/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 05H.

AR-1404-0017

VOICE RADIO OPERATOR

Course Number: 20 I -05E.20.
Location: Signal School, Ft. Gordon, GA.
Length: 5 weeks (164 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/76-Present.
Objectives: To provide students with the

knowledge to install and operate AM, FM,
and SSB radiotelephone sets in voice radio
networks.

Instruction: Instruction in the procedures
used to set up, transmit, and receive voice
communications on a radio network.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
the course (4/77).

Related Occupation Codes: 09B; 05E.

AR-1404-0018
. .

ELECTRONIC WARFARE (EW\ CliYpToLoGic
. INTERCEPTOR-VERY HIGH

. FREQUENCY/ULTRA HIGH FREQUENCY
OPERATIONS

(UHF/VHF INTERCEPT OPERATIONS)

Course Number: 231-F10.
Location: Intelligence School, Ft.

Devens, MA.
Length: 3 weeks (86 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/76-Present.
Objectives: To train personnel in the

operation of VHF/UHF intercept equip-
ment. '

Instruction: Instruction is devoted solely
to operation of radio intercept equipment.

Credit Recommendatlop: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
the course (9/77).

AR-1405-0001

ORDNANCE. OFFICER ORIENTATION

Course Number: 4-9-C21.
Location: Ordnance School,

Proving Ground, 1VID.
Length: 4 weeks (139 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/70-12/73.
Objectives: To provide commissioned of

ficers assigned to the Ordnance Corps with
initial branch training and orientation' in
ordnance familiarization and organizational
supply and maintenance.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in supply managekent and main-
tenance, and military procedures and publi-
cation's relating to Army ordnance.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours in supply management (12/68).

Aberdeen
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Ali-1405-0002
.../UARTERMASTEk SUPPLY PROCEDURES

Course Number: lb-G-F10.
Location: Quartermaster School, Ft. Lee,

VA.
Length: 4 weeks (144 hours).
Exhibit Datei: 5/61-12/68.
Objectives: To provide commissioned of-

ftcers and civilian personnel with a working
knowledge of, quartermaster supply, stock
control, and related procedures.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in installation supply procedures,
supply and distribution procedures, and the
Army command management system.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 2 semester
in supply. management- (-2/74-)--- Ur-the-
upper-division baccalaur@ate category, 2
semester hours in supply management (12/
68).

AR- 1405 -0003

STORAGE OFFICER

Course Number: 8B-4445.
Location: Quartermaster School, Ft. Lee,

VA.
Length: 4 weeks (146 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/71- Present.
Objectives: To provide commissioned of-

ficers with a working knowledge of storage
facility supervision and administration.

Instruction: Lectures in the organization
and operation of Army supply systems,

"storage procedures, stock locator systems,
depot operations. special warehouse layout
and management problems, receiving and
shipping, equipment handling, and special
materials and commodities handling.

Credit Recommendation: In the lOwer-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, .2 semester hours in warehousing
(2/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 2 semester hours in warehousing
(2/74).

AR-1405-0004

NOFICOMMISSIONED OFFICERS (NCO)
LOGISTICS PROGRAM

Course Number: 551-F5.
Location: Quartermaster School, Ft. Lee,

VA.
Length: 8-9 weeks (282-317 hoUrs).
Exhibit Dates: 3/67:Present.
Objectives: To provide enlisted personnel

with the necessary knowledge and skills to
conduct field logistic operations.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in management procedures, Financial
management, storage, procurement and
property disposal, transportation, main-
tenance, and inventory and financial
management.

Location: Finance School, 'Ft. Benjamin
Harrison, IN.

Length: 3 weeks (110 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/55-12/68.
Objectives: To provide warrant officers,

commissioned officers, and civilian person-
nel with a basic knowledge of financial in-
ventory accounting and stock fund manage-
ment.

Instruction: Lectures in financial invento-
ry accounting, inventory control, balance
sheet examination, stock fund 'operations,
budgeting, general accounting review, and
financial management planning.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
, division baccalaureate category. 3 semester

hours in financial management (12/68).

AR-1405-0006
PROPERTY DISPOSAL SPECIALIST

Course Number: 822-F12.
Location: Quartermaster. School, Ft. Lee,

VA.
Length: 3 weeks (91 hours)."-
Exhibit Dates: 6/71-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

operate a property disposal holding activity
and collecting point.

Instruction: Lectures and practical eicer-
cises in disposal responsibilities, processing
property for disposal, accounting
prOcedures for a disposal holding activity,
a4a dispoiition of property and removal ac-
tion.

Credit Recommendlation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(2/74). Tr

Related Occupation Codes: 76V; 76Z,

' n e voca-
tional certificate category, 2 semester hours
in supply management (2/74); in the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in supply
management (2/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 4 semester hours in
supply management (12/68).

T 0

AR-1405-0005
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT -IN VE NTORY

ACCOUNTING AND ARMY STOCK
FUND OPERATIONS

Course Number: 14.1-F4, 14.0 -19.

AR-1405-0007
FIFSTALLATION/DIRECT SUPPORT SUPPLY

OFFICER

Course Number: 10-I-F19.
Location: Quartermaster Schbol, Ft. Lee,

VA.
Length: 6 weeks (222 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/63-12/68.
Objectives: To' .train commissioned of-

ficers, warrant officers, and civilian person-.
nel in the procedures involved in supplying
equipment and repair parts to using or-
ganizations.

Instruction: Lectures and praccal exer-
cises in organization, supply, storage, and
procurement procedures; financial manage-
ment; and basic management skills,

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in supply
management (2/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in
supply management (12/68).

Related Occupation Codes: 76IA; 762A.

AR-1405-0008
I. MEDICAL SUPPLY AND SERVICES
2. MEDICAL SUPPLY OFFICER

Course Number: Version 1: 813-4490.
Version 2: 8-0-44.

Location: Medical Field Service School.
Ft. Sam Houston. TX.

Length: Version 1: 10 weeks (369
hours). Version 2 : 10 weeks (350 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 12/67-12/68.
Version 2: 3/55-11/67.

Objectives: To train officers to perfortn
and supervise item and financial accounting

for medical supplies and equipnient, and to
direct and supervise the requisitioning,
receipt, storage, and issue of those supplies
in Army hospitals and field medical units.

Instruction: All ,Versions: Lectures and
practical, exercises in personnel and finan-
cial management methods. Version I: Or-
ganization of supply units, accounting,
medical materiel storage and handling,
maintenance of medical technical equip-
ment, and medical equipment planning.
Version 2: Work- simplification techniques,
principles 'of human relations, and or-
ganization and function of supply and lo-
gistical agencies.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the vocational certificate category, 3 -
semester hours in accounting, 3 in occupa-
tional safety, 1 in finance, 2 in business
management (2/74); in the lower-diviiiiin
baccalaureate/associate degree category. 3
semester hours in accounting, 3 in occupa-
tional safety, 1 in finance, 2 in business
management (2/74); in the upper-divisidn
baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in -

accounting, 3 in occupational safety, I in
finance. 2 in business management (2/74)-
Version 2: In the upper-division baccalau-
reate category, 6 semester hours in supply
management (_I2/68)-

AR-1405-0009
ASSOCIATE QUARTERMASTER OFFICER

ADVANCED

Course Number: Version 1: 10-A-CF.
Version 2: 10.0-4.

Location: Quartermaster School, Ft. Lee,
VA.

Length: Version I; 15 weeks (525-548
hours). Version 2 : 15 weeks (529-532
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 12/57-12/68.
Version 2: 10/54-11/57.

Objectives: To train commissioned of-
ficers as field grade Quartermaster Corps
officers. .

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in duties of field grade
Quartermaster Corps officers, including
supply and distribution systems, command
management, and procurement; instructor
training; map and aerial photograph read-
ing; tactical employment of arms; atomic,
chemical, biological, and radiological war-
fare; signal communications arilLelectronic
warfare; stock control and depot opera-
tions; petroleum logistics; airborne subjects;
and maintenance administration. Version 2:
Includes intelligence operations, personnel,

"" and logistics.
Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In

the vocational certificate category, 3
semester hours in materials management, 3
in business organization and management
(6/74); in the lower-division baccalaurear
associate degree category, 3 semester hours
in materials management, 3 in business or-
ganization and management (6/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 4
semester hours in supply management, 2 in
business organization and management (12/
68). Version 2: In the vocational certificate
category, 3 semester hours in materials
management, 3 in business organization
and management 6/74); in the lower-divi-
sion baccalaure ociate degree catego-
ry, 3 semester ours in materials manage-
ment, 3 in business organization and
management (6/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 4 semester hours in
supply management, 4 in business organiza-
tion and management (12/68).



AR-1405-0010
DSU/GSU MECHANIZED STOCK.CONTKOL

Course Numbers 55 I -F4.
Location: Quartermaster School Ft. Lee,

VA. '
Length: 4 weeks (140 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/67-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in

-mechanized stock accounting using the
NCR 500 magnetic ledger type computer
system.

Instruction:. Lectures and practical exer-
cises in mechanized stock accounting using
the NCR 500 magnetic ledger computer
system. Course includes mechanized record
systems, review of Supply procedures,
familiarization with machine operations,
data pteparation, and program loading.

Credit 'Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited Ibchnical nature of
the course (6/74).

Related Occupation Ccities: 76P.

AR-1405-0011

SIGNAL SUPPLY AND PARTS SPECIALIST
(SIGNAL SUPPLY) s

Course Number: 1,1-R-765.1; 1 1 -E -29.
Location: Southeastern Signal School, Ft.

Gordon, GA.
Length: 5-7 weeks (175-247 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/56-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

receive, store, issue, ship, identify, and
salvage Signal Corps supplies equip-
ment.

Instruction: Lectures and pr tical exer-
cises in the receipt, storage, t e, shipping,
identification, and salvage of tgnal Corps
supplies and equipmtuiit, including commu-
nications procedures, item identification,
cataloging and nomenclature, records and
stock control, layout and numbering
systems, and financial inventory accounting
and stock fund techniques.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 2 semester fours
in materials management (6/74); in the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree --category, 2 semester hours in
materials management (6/74).

AR-1405-0012

SIGNAL PARTS SUPPLY

Course Number: 1 I -E-41.
Location: Southeastern Sign School, Ft.

Gordon, GA. ' 1

Length: 5 weeks (175 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/56-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

provide technical advice and assistance on
the use, availability, interchangeability, and
identification of signal parts, and to main-
tain stock records pertaining to receipt;
storage, and issue of parts for signal equip-
ment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the use, availability, interchangea-
bility, and identification of signal parts and
maintenance of records for the supply of
signal parts: Course includes introduction
to communications, signal parts identifica-
tion, stock control and storage, and signal
maintenance and salvage.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course.......
(6/74).

AR-1405-0013
ORDNANCE' PARTS SUPPLY.

Course Number: 9-R-773.1.
Location: Ordnance School, Aberdeen

Proving Ground, MD.
Length: 6 weeks (210 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/57- 1 2/68..
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

use identify, classify, and store ordnance
repair parts and supplies.

Instruction:. Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the management of ordnance ports
and supplies. Course includes reference
publications, supply accounting procedures,
survey of ordnance material, parts identifi-
cation, armament and automotive parts,
and storage methods. ,

Credit Reconuntsidation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, I semester hour
in parts management (6/74); in the lower-
division baccalaureatt/associate degree
category, I semester hour in pans manage-
ment (6/74).

AR-1405-0014

DEFENSE PHOPERTY DISPOSAL OPERATIONS.
PROPERTY DISPOSAL OPERATIONS .

(BASIC PROPERTY DISPOSAL OPERATIONS)

Course Number: 8G-Fl; 822-F9; 10-K-
F9; 10-L-F9.

'Location: Logistics Management Center,
Ft. Lee, VA; On-Site and Off-Campus Lo-
cations, Continental U.S.; Quartermaster
School, Ft. Lee, VA.

Length: 4 weeks (140-156 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/61-Present.
Objectives: To train en ,Iisted personnel

and commissioned officers tO perform pro-
perty disposal -activities.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in property disposal activities, includ-
ing disposal responsibilities and processing
property for disposal, property disposition,
presale action at holding offices and sales
offices, sale and contracting procedures,
and management controls and operations.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate. category, 2 semester
hours in property disposal management
(12/75).

Related Occupation Codes: 41 I A; 621A.'

AR-1405-00I5
SUPPLY MANAGEMENT CAREER INTERN

TRAINING PROGRAM
(DARCOM SUPPLY MANAGEMENT.

CAREER INTERN TRAINING)

Course Number: None.
Location: DARCOM Intern Training

Center, Red River Depot, Texarkana, TX.
Length: 44 weeks (1664 hours). -
Exhibit Dates: 7/76-Present.
Objectives: To train graduates to perform

effectively at journeyman level in a variety
of Army supply activity management posi-
tions and to prepare for progression into
mid-level and u r-level positions in
supply management.

Instruction: Lect res. conferences, prac-
tical exercises, on the-job training, field
trips, simulations, guest speakers, cases,
and research covering the following general
areas: general management, supply
procedures, inventory management, supply
distribution and storage management,
preservation and packagii1g, and logistics
related functions.
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Credit Recomlytendation: In the up r-

division baccalaureate category, 5' seine er
hdurs in general management, 2 in su ly.
procedures, 5 in inventory management, 6
in supply distribution and storage manage-
ment,, 3 in logistics related functions (12/
76).

AR-1405-0016
MISSILE REPAIR PARTS SPECIALIST, SKILL

DEVELOPMENT BASE

Course Number: 551-76R20-1.
Location: Quartermaster School, Ft. Lee,

VA. \
Length: 12 weeks (427 hours).
Exhibit, Dates: 3/69-Present,
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel

wh ' re trained as missile repair parts spe-
cialists to perform as supervisors.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the duties of misiile repair parts
specialist supervisors, including leadership,
exercise of command, inspections, map
reading, internal defense/development, field
training, DSU and ASDA accounting
procedures, automatic data processing
systems, storage operations, and missile
repair parts supply.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(3/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 76R.

AR-1405-0017
COMMUNICATIONS-ELECTRONICS REPAIR

PARTS SPECIALIST

Course Number: 551-76U20.
Location: Quartermaster School, Ft. Lee,

VA.
Length: Version 1: 4 weeks (123 hours).

Vernon 2: 4-5 weeks (148-161 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version /: 8/74-Present.

Version 2: 9/67-7/74.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel

who are qualified as stock control and ac-
counting specialists to perform as commu-
nications and electronics repair pans spe-
cialists.

Instruction: Lectures qnd practical exer-
cises on the receipt, storage, inspection,.
identification, preservation and shipment of
repair parts, including repairparts classifi-
cation and disposal,' component identifica-
tion, end-item identification, parts identifi-
cation, repair pans records, receiving
operations, stock locator, storage and han-
dling procedures, inventory procedures,
shipping procedures, and general repair
parts procedures.

Credit ,RecommtndatIon: Version 1: In
the vocational certificate category, 2
semester hours in repair parts management
techniques (6/75). Version 2: In the voca-
tional certificate category, I scnie3tcr hour
in inventory supervision (6/74); in the
lowtr-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, I semester hour in inven-
tory supervision (6/74).

Related Occupation eodes: 76P; 76U.

AR-1405-0018
AIRCRAFT REPAIR PARTS SPECIALIST

Course Number: 551-76T20.
Location: Quartermaster -School, Ft. Lee,

VA.
Length: Version I: 4 weeks (127 hours).

Version 2: 4-5 weeks (148-172 hours).
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Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 8174-Present.
. Version 2: 9/67-7/74..

Objectives: To train stock control and
accounting specialists to- receive, store, "in-
spect, identify, preserve, and ship'aircraft
repair parts.

' Instruction:. Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the receipt, storage, inspection,
identification, preservation, and -shipment
of aircraft repair parts, including use of
reference data and inventory records, item
identification, examination, and condition
classification; establishment and review of
stock levels; transaction processing and
physical' inventory.

Credit Recommendation: Version
the vocational certificate category, 2
semester' hours in repair parts management
techniques (6/75). Version 2: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 2 semester hours
in parts Management (6/74); in the lower-
division ..,baccalaureate/associate degree
category semester hours in parts
manage nt (6/74).

Relay Occupation Codes: 76P; 76T.

'AR-1.405-0019

COMMUNICATIONS-ELECTRONICS REPAIR
PARTS SPECIALIST, SKILL
DEVELOPMENT BASE

Course Number: 551-76U20-1.
Location: Quartermaster School, Ft. Lee,

NA.
Length: 12 weeks (427 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/69-Present,
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

serve as supervisory technicians in the field
of communications and electronics repair
parts.

Instruction: Lectures and practical- exer-
cises in the field of ommunications and
electronics repair pa . Course - includes
leadership and admi istration, instructor
training, map reading supply accounting
procedures, the use f. automatic data
processing, storage ope tions, and invento-
ry and control of corn nications and elec-
tronics repair parts.

Credit Recomme ation: In ,sthe voca-
tional certificate ca egory, 2 semester hours
in leadership, in parts ,management (6/
74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 2 semester hours
in leadership, 3 in parts management (6/
74).

Related Occupation Codes: 76U.

. AR-1405-0020

SIGNAL SUPPLY OFFICER
(SIGNAL SUPPLY BASIC)

Course Number: 11-A-4400; II-B-4400;
11 -0 -7.

Location: Signal School, Ft. Monmouth,
NJ.

Length:'8 weeks (280-320 hoirrs.1_,
Exhibit Dates: 9/54-12/68.
ObjectiVes: To train commissioned and

warrant officers in signal supply.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the direcm and supervision of
requiSition, receipt, storage and issue of
signal supplies and equipment at organiza-
tional and direct-support levels in both
CONUS and overseas, including fundamen-
tals of supply operation, direct supply sup-
port, theater and CONUS signal supply
systems, unit and organization supply, sta-
tion supply, depot organization and
management analysis, Army management,
and. depot maintenance procedures.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 2 semester hours
in materials management (6/74); in the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 2 "semester hours in
materials managment (6/74); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 2 semester
-hours in butiness organization and manage-
ment (12/68).

Related Occupation Codes: 76IA; 762A.

AR-1405-0021
INSTALLATION SUPPLY PROCEDURES

Course Number: 55.1-F1; 10-5-F27.
Location: Quartermaster School, Ft. Lee;

VA.
Length: 3 weeks ( 7-108 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/6 resent.
Objectives: To iliarize enlisted or

ciyilian personnel who have had previous
experience in supply procedures with the
operation of consolidated supply activities.

Instruction: Lectures and practical gxer-
cises in installation supply procedures, in-
cluding basic supply procedures, issue and
turn-in procedures, initial_ processing of
documents, stock accounting phase -1. and
the economic inventory policy system,
types of property, authorization media,
procurement and sourced of supply, storage,
procedures, automatic data processing,
financial management, and stock fund con-
cepts.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 1 semester hour
in materials management (6/74); in the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 1 semester hour in materi-
als management (6/74).

AR-1405-0022
GROUND CONTROL RADAR REPAIR,

SPECIALIglaC444DIDATE,
(GROUND CONTROL RADAR REPAIR, SKILL

DEVELOPMENT BASE)

Coitepaplumber: 104-26D0-1.
Location: Signal School, Ft. Monmouth,

NJ.
Length: 12 weeks (.584-624 hours),
Exhibit Dates: I I/68-Present.
Objectives: To qualify enlisted personnel,

,with prior training as ground control radar
repairmen specialists.

Instruction: Lecture's and practical exer-
cises on ground control radar repair, in-
cluding leadership and supervisory respon-
sibilities, small unit administration;
patrolling and reconnaissance; techniques
of military instruction and militw justice;
maintenance and supply maMigement;
TAERS; vehicle maintenance, shop or-
ganizatiiin and administration; sh ayout
and construction; shop operations; ins -

Location: Logistics Management Center,
Ft. Lee, VA.

Length: Version 1: 2 weeks (75 hours).. .

Version 2: 2-3 weeks (74-11 I hours).
. Exhibit Dates: Version I : 9/75-Present.

Version 2: 9/71-8/73.
Objectives: To familiarize Department of

Defense personnel with the administration
of security assistance programs.

Instruction: Version I: Lecture-con-
ferences, case discussions and analyses,
practical exercises, and workshops. Topics
include an introduction to. Foreign
Assistance Programs and'Organizations, the
Military Assistance ;Grant Aid program,
and the reign_ Military Sales_ program.- -

rsion 2.- . cuires and practical exercises
defense international logistics manage-
nt, includiNg problem solving and

ma ernent techniques, resource and
fins tal management in international lo- 0
gistics, introduction to foreign assistance
programs and organizations, military
assistance grant aid programs, foreign Mili-
tary sales programs, cooperative logistics
programs, international logistics, and
material management.

Credit Recommendation: Versa* 'I : No' credit because of the military nature of the .
course (12/75).., Version 2: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 3 semester hours
in . logistics management (6/74); in the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in lo-
gistics management (6/74); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in logistics management (6/74).

AR-1405-0024
MEDICAL SUPPLY PROCEDURES

(MEDICAL, 'MATERIEL PROCEDURES)

Course Number: 551-56110; "551.76120;
551-767.1; 8-E-44.

Location: Academy of Health Sciences,
Ft. Sam Houston, TX; Medics Field Ser-
vice School, Ft. Sam Houston, TX,

Length: Version I: 7 weeks (242 hours).
Version 2: 4 weeks (140-143 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version I: 12/76- Present.
Version 2: 3/56-11/76.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in
medical supply procedures.

Instruction: Lectures in publications,
property control and stock-accounting
procedures, supply and services procedures
at the installation level, and a survey of
management methods.

Credit Recommendation: Version I: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in stock
control accounting and inventory manage-
ment (6/77). Version 2: In the vocational
certificate category, 1 semester hour in

lion requirements; site selection; equipment materials management (6/74); in the lower-
se,_pviceability_criterianct__diFeet__and_-duasiun baccalaureate/asseciate-d pc.
general support maintenance. category, 1 semester hour in materials

Credit Recommendation: In the voca- management (6/74).
tional certificate category, 3 semester hours. Related Occupation Codes: 76A; 76J.
in materials management (6/74); in the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3_' semester hours in
materials management (6/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 26D; 26W.

AR-1405-0023
DEFENSE

MANAGEMENT
INTERNATIONALS

Course Number: 8A-F12.

AR-1405-0025
GENERAL WAREHOUSING

Course Number: 10-R-551.1, I 0 -E -43
Location: Quartermaster School,. Ft. Lee,

VA.
Length: 8 weeks (280 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/56-12/68
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel as

general warehousemen.
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Instruction: Lectures and practi exer-

cises on the feceipt, storage, issue, and
.tranSportation of supplicii Topics include
basic inathemathics; Army supply systorn;
packaging and packing; depot, installations,
organizations, and unit supply systems; .
storage operations; pyotection of stored'
supplies; storage and materials handling
problems, equipment and equipment opera-
tion; advanced ,.operations; and main-,
tenance service.

Credit Recommerbdation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 2 semester hours
in warehousing (6/74).

AW1405-0026
ORDNANCE SUPPLY

Course Number: 55I-R-763.1; 9-R-763.I;
9-E-7.

Location: Ordnance School; Aberdeen
Proving Ground, MD.

Length: 5-8 weeks (192-294 hours).
Exhibit Danl.: 6/56-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in

stock control, storage, and inventory as ap-
plied to ordnance. supplies and, equipment.

Instruction: Lectures ill supply economy,
publications, repair parts transactiona, al-
lowance lists, field stock control, ruisi-
tioning and issue, turn-in, receiving and
storage, preservation and safety, and supply
organizatiop.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca=
tional certificate category, 2 semester hours
in materials management (6/74); in the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, semester hours in
materials managem nt (6/74).

A R-1405-00 27

QUARTERMASTER SUPPLY

Course . Number: 10-R-764.1; I0 -R-
764.10; 10-E-24.

Location: Quartermaster School, Pt. Lee,
VA.

Length: 4 weeks (140 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/56-12/68.
Objectives: To qualify enlisted personnel

with prior training as supply clerks to per-
form as quartermaster supply specialists.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises on the receipt, storage, issue and
stock-control procedures of quartermaster
supplies and material, including installation
supply; stock control, and requisitioning;
receipt, shipment, and inventory
procedures; packaging; packaging problems
and trends of development; classification
and disposal; procedures and problems in
classifying QM property; QM storage
operations; stock control; and commissary
operations.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, I semester 'hour
in materials anagement (6/74); in the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree catego , I semester hour in materi-
als manageme t (6/74).

AR-1405-0028

4iikast:ras.E(14111
Cou Number: 551-76V20.
Location: Quartermaster School, Ft. Lee,

VA.
Length: Version l: 6 weeks (202 hours).

Version 2: 8 weeks (277-279 hours).
_ Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 7/74-Present.
Ve'r'sion 2.. 12/67 -6/74.

T STORAGE. SPECIALIST

Objectiies: To train personnel as equip-
ment storage and supplies handling spe-
cialists.

Instruction: Le' ctures and practical exer-
cises on the federal supply system, storage
operations, packaging, packing, and materi-
als- handling equipment, including basic
mathematics; flow and distribution of sup-
plies; duties and assignments; storage
operations; protection procedure's for
general supplies; receiving, shipping, and
inspection procedures; palletization of sup-
plies and equipment; materials-handling
equipment; and basic and advanced opera-

, tion ofrecific equipment.
Cred Recommendation: Versiim 1: In

the vocational certificate category,, 2
semester hours in warehousing operations
(6/75). Version 2: In the vocational cer-
tificate category. 2 semester hours in
materials management (6/74); in the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in materials
management ( 6/74 ).

Related occupation Codes: 76V.

AIR-1405-0029

I. UNIT AND ORGANIZATION SUPPLY
NONCOMMISSIONED OFFICER (NCO)

(GENERAL SUPPLY SUPERVISION)
2. GENERAL SUPPLY SUPERVISION

Course Number: Version 1: 552-Fl. Ver-
sion 2: 1012-F25. All Versions: 10-R-768.6.
. Location: Quartermaster School, Ft. Lee,
VA.

Length: ,Version 1: 5 weeks (175-193
hours). Version 2: 6 weeks (210 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 10/62- Present.
Version 2: 10/58-9/62.

Objectives: To qualify enlisted general
supply

.

..pecialists as general supply super-
visors

Lectures and practical exer-
cises in general supply chides, operations
and logistics, including Army supply
system, publications pertinent to supply,
unit and organization supply, installation
stock control androunting procedures,
depot storage ope ions, military packag-
ing, supervision and management of per-
sonnel, supply and service operations in
TOPNS, logistical support and TOPNS, and
maintenance and inspection.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the vocational certificate category, 2

semester hours in materials management
(6/74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 2 semester hours
in materials management (6/74). Version 2:
No credit because of the technical nature
of the Course (6/74).

AR- 1405 -0030

CHEMICAL SUPPLY

Course Number: 3-E-6.
LocatiOn: Chemical Corps School, Ft.

McClellan, AL.
Length: 8 weeks (352 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/54-12/68..
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

store and handle chemical supplies and
equipment, including chemical munitions.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the handling and storage of chemi-
cal supplies and munitions. Course,includes
technical aspects of atomic, biological, and
chemical warfare; chemical munitions pro-
tection, materialS handling, and organiza-
tion and procedure's for inventory control:
and processing.
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creciit Recominihdation: In he voca-
tional certificate category, I sem ster hour
in materials management (6/74); in the
lower-division
degree category, I semester hou in materi-
als management (6/74). ,

AR-1405-0031

ORDNANCE GENERAL SUPPLY OFFICER

Course Number: 9-B-4530.
Location: Ordnance School, Aberdeen

Proving Ground, MD.
Length: 5-6 week's (18/12 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/58-1210 .

Objectives: To train 4i.ommissioned and
warrant officers to organize, manage, and
supervise ordnance supply activities.

Instruction: Lectures in the duties of
ordnance general supply officers. Course
includes instruction in supply accounting,
warehousing and storage, special aspect&iof
supply, and supply operations in wartime
conditions.

Credit Recommendation:, In the voca-
tional certificate category, 3 semester hours
in materials management 6/74); in the
lower-division baccalaur ate/associate
degree category, 3 semeste hours in
materials management (6/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 3

semester hours in supply management (12/
68).

Related Occupation Codes: 761 A; 762A.

AR-1405-0032

PROCUREMENT SERGEANT

Course Number: 551-76N40.
Location: Quartermaster School, Ft. Lee,.

VA.
Length: Version 1: 5 weeks (175 hours).

Version 2: 4 weeks (141 houa).
Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 9/69-Present.

Version 2: 9/67-8/69.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in

procurement and procurement administra- .

tion. \
I struction: Lectures in prcicurement

regulations, contracts, specifications, ethics
and standards, small business and labor sur-
plus policies, qualifying contractors, adver-
tisement and negotiation, finance, taxes, 'as-
surance, performance .evaluatiOn, terrnina-
tic?n, and disputes and appeals.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: in
the vocational certificate category, 2

semester hours in procurement (6/74); in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 2 semester hours in
procurement (6/74). Version 2: In the vo-
cational certificate category, 2 semseter
hours in procurement (6/74);rin the lower -
disision baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in procurement .

(6/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 2 semester hours in procurement
(12/68).

Related Occupation Codes: 73C; 76P;
76N; 76Z.

AR-1405-0033

I . TRANSPORTATION, SUPPLY AND 'PARTS
SPECIALIST

2. TRANSPORTATION SUPPLY
(TRANSPORTATION SUPPLY SPECIALIST)

Course Number: All Versions: 55-R-
766.1. Version 1: 551-76H20. Version 2:
55-E-60.
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. Location: Transportation' School, Ft.

Eustis, VA.
9, 7.,

Length:. Version I: 6-:7 weeks (2-10-246
.hours). Version 2: 4-5 weeks ( I :175"
hpurs).

Exhibit Dates: Version /: 9/59-1 /68.
Version 2.. 7/56 -8/59. ., wl

Objectives: To tram selected enlisted per-
sonnel to receive and ,store transportation
supplies.. .'

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercise`', in general supply
procedures and operations. Version 14
Course includes supply subjects, transportaA.
tion technical training and counterinsurgen- '
cy: Version 2: Lectutes and practical exer-
cises in the receipt and storage of transpor-,
tation supplies, exclusive of spare parts.
Course includes military science, aviation
supply, and railway supply.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited technical nature of
the course (7/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 76H.

AR-1405-0034

PARTS SPECIALIST

Course Number: 551-76 R 20.
Location: Quartermaster School, Ft. Lee,

VA.
Length: 4-5 Wceks (129-168 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/67-Present.
Objectives: To train stock control and

accounting specialists to perform as missile
repair parts speCialists.

Instruction: Lectures.. "demonstration's,
and practical exercises in receipt, storage,-
inspection; identification, preservation, and
shipment of 'missile 'repair parts, including
review.or flow of repair parts; missile

_system and item identification; missile com-
ponent identification; repair parts
procedures; missile' system float, shop
stock, and cannibalization; introduction to
storage operationSi. 'equipment planning;
receiving operations; and inventory and
shipping procedures.

Credit Recommendation: In the -voca-
tional certificate category, 2 semester hours
in repair parts management techniques (6/

-75
Related Occupation Codes: 76P.; 76R.

AR-1405-0035

AUTOMOTIVE REPAIR PARTS SPECIALIST

Course Number: 551-76S20.
Location: Quartermaster School, Ft. Lee,

VA.
-Length: Version I: 4 weeks (123 hours).

Version 2: 4-5 weeks y448-168 hours).
Exhibit, Dates: Version 1: 8/74-Present.

Version 2: 9/67 -7/74.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

receive, store, inspect, identify, preserve,
and ship automotive repair parts.

Instruction: Lectures, demonstrations,
an*. practical exercises in the receipt,
storage, inspection, identification, and ship-
ment of automotive repair parts. Course in-
cludes parts identification systems,

P cataloguing and storage, accounting
procedures, and records maintenance.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the vocational certificate category, 2
semester hours in repair parts management
techniques (6/75). Version 2: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 3 semester hours
in partS -merchandising or inventory control
(7/74); in the loWer-division baCcalaureate/

k.

associate degree category, 3 semester hours
in parts merchandising or inventory control
(7/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 3 semester hours in- parts
merchandising or in4htory control (7/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 76P; 76S.

AR-1405-0036

AUTOMOTIVE REPAIR PARTS, SKILL
DEVELOPMENT BASE

Course Number: -551-76S20-1.
,Location: Quartermaster School, Ft.' Lee,

VA. .

Length: 12 weeks (421 hours ).
Exhibit Dates: 4/69-2/73.
Objectives: To train selected enlisted per-

sonnel as supervisors of automotive repair
parts supply operations.

Inktruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the duties of an automotive repair
parts speciattk military command subjects,
'instructor training, accounting procedures,
data_ processing systems, and storage opera-
tions.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
'ctional certificate category, 3 semester hours-in parts and service merchandising or
supply.management (7/74); in the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree

- catego-ry, 3 semester hours in parts and ser-
vice merchandising or supply management
'(7/74); in the upper-divisionlbaccalaureate
category, 3 semester hours in parts and ser-
vice merchandising or supply management
(7/74):

Related Occupation Codes: 76S.

-1405-0037

ASSICIA,TE ORDNANCE COMPANY OFFICER

Coursle Nti'mber:.9-A-C3; 9-0-2. .

Location: Ordnance. School, Aberdeen
Proving Ground, MD.

Length: 14 weeks_(504-5q5 hours).
Exhibit Dates:7/56-12/68.
Objectives: To train officers in the duties

and responsibilities of cdmpany grade
ordnance officers.

Instruction:' Lectures- and practical exer-
cises in the duties of associate ordnance
company officers, including tactics and
staff procedures, ordnance service funda-
mentals, military leadership and manage-
ment fundamentals, ordnance general
supply, management of organizational
supply, maintenance logistics, field and
depot supply and maintenance manage-
ment, ordnance ammunition service, logisti-
cal aspects of new, Army organizations,
guided missile and. special `weapons lo-
gistics, problems in Ordnance service
management, and specific materiels.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureatelcategOry, 3 semester
hours in supply management (12/68).

AR-1405-0038
r,-i

SUPPLY HANDLING
Ap.%

Course Number: FO-R4550.0; 10-E-35.
Location: Quartermaster School, Ft. Lee,

VA.
Length: 8 weekg (280 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/53712/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted'personnel

supply. handlers. '

Ingtruction: Lectures and practicaVexer-
cises in loading and unloading supplies and
equipment, operatiOn of materials handling

T?

' !

equipment;'and the receipt, storage, issue,
sale, and salvage of technical or general

',material. Course inclUdes basic mathe-
matics Artily supply system, packing and__
crating, claSsification and disposal, storage
operations, materials handling equipment,
and petroleum products handling.

Credit Rectunmendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 3 semester hours
in materials IMidling (7/74).

AR-1405-0039
ARMY SUPPLY.MANAGEMENT

Course Number: 400-0-1.
Location: Quhrterrnaster School, Ft. Lee,

VA.
Length: 12 weeks (441 homes).
'Exhibit Dates: '2/56-12/57.
Objectives: To train supply. managerial

personnel in advanced aspects of supply
management.

'Instruction: .Lectures and practical exer-*
cises on supply management, including
Army supply organization, logistical
careers, mobilization supply planning, con-
trol of levels and requirements, moderniza-
tion of the Army, industrial mobilizaticiii
base, cataloging and commodity ,assign-
ment, effects of procurement on supply,
factors affecting procurement, . Army dis-
tribution system, stock- control, main-
tenance, disposal of excess stocks, delega-
tion 61. supply respofnsibility, transportation
and traffic management, personnel manage-
ment, Management controls, control
devices, monetary controls, and logistical
problems.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper -
division baccalaureate,Fategory, 6 semester
,hours in administration and supply (12/68).

AR-1405-0040
1, PETROLEUM OFFICER
2. PETROLEUM OFFICER

(PETROLEUM PRODUCTS SUPPLY.
OFFICER)

(PETROLEUM PRODUCT ANALYSIS AND
SUPPLY)

3. PETROLEUM PRODUCTS SUPPLY
4. PETROLEUM PRODUCTS SUPPLY
5. PETROLEUM PRODUCTS ANALYSIS AND

CONTROL OFFICER

Course Number: Version 1: 8B-4960.
Version 2: 8B-4960; 10;A-4960; 10-A-
7381. Version 3: 10-0-12. Version 4: 1 0-0-
12. Version 5: 10-0-12. _

Location: Quartermaster School, Ft. Lee,
VA.

Length: Version I: 12' weeks (418-424
hours). Version 2: 13-16 weeks (467-558
hours). Version 3: 14 weeks (490 hours).
Version 4: 8 weeks (280 hours). Version 5:
15 weeks (563 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version I: 7/68-Present.
Version 2: 8/58-6/68. Version 3: 6/56-7/58.
Version 4: 6/55-5/56. Version 5: 9/54-5/55.

Objectives: To provide commissioned of-
ficers with a working knowledge of the
functions, duties, and responsibilities of
petroleum supply and laboratory
techniques.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in general-petroleum subjetts; basic
laboratory subjects and tests; chemical
laboratory tests; petroleum supply opera-
tions; terminal operations; and pipeline
operations.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the vocational certificate category, 1



semesta hour in petroleum latxiratory
techniques (6/75); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in
petroleum supply management (6/75). Ver-
sion 2 In the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 2 semester hours in petroleum
prtincintsa. supply, 2 labora-
tory
upper division baccalaureate category, 3

semester hours in petroleum products
supply management (1-2/68)..Versitin 4: In
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
2 'semester hours in petroleum products
supply management (12/68).- Version 5: In
the upper - division baccalaureate category,
2 semester hours in petroleum products
supply management. 2 in laboratory analy-
sis (12/68 ).

AR-1405-0041
QUARTERMASTER COMPANYOrricER

Course Number: Versimi I: I 0-A-C2.
Version 2: I0p-I. Version 3: t0-0-I.

Location: Quartermaster School, Ft. Lee,
VA.

Length: Version I: 20 vAeeks .(609657'
hours). -Version --2:= 35 =36 v.eeks.
( 1129-1243 hours ). Version 3: 24 weeks
(762 hours).

Exhihit Dates: Version I: 12/57- 12/68.
Version 2.- 9/55-11/57. Version 3: 4/55-8/
55.

Objectives: To train commissioned of-
ficers in thi: duties and responsibilities' of
company grade Quartermaster Corps of-
ficers.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises inithe duties and resrxm-
sibilities of company grade -Quartermaster
Corps officers. Version I: Topics include
command and staff procedures, organiza-
tion and tactics of combat arms, supply and
distribution procedures, QM operation's in
'FOPNS, commissary operations, tactical
employment of combat, arms. intelligence
:Ind operations, and combat- zone. -Version

Topics include unit organization supply,
principles or prixamement, combat alms
defensive operations, intelligence and
operations, basic metals and metal fabricat-
ing, contract law, Army command manage-
ment, and installation supply. Version _3:
Tolpics include unit and organization
supply, station 'supply, commissary opera-
tions, command and staff, food service,
comptroller and financial management,
operation and maintenance, and QM func-
tions.

Credit Recommendation: Vi,rsion I: . In
the tipper-division baccalaureate category,
2 semester hours in buSiness organization
and management, and-4 in supply manage-
ment (12/68). Version 2: In the upper-divi-
sion baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in business organization and manage-
ment, and 6 in supply management (12/
6}{ Version 3. In the upper-division bac
calaureate category, 2 semester hours in
posiness organization and management, and
A' in supply inanagement (12/68).

AR-1405-0042
ylDRAGE AND DISTRIIIUDON NIANAOIMINT

(1)I% I RIntl III NIANA(;EMEN I)

Course Number: 400.1,F3.
I mcation: Logistics Management Center,

Ft t ee, VA.
Length: H weeks (320 hours):
Exhibit Dates: 5/57-12/68

Objectives: To train officeiS and civilians
in storage and distribution management'. .

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
. cises in storage and distribution manage-

ment, includingeinterrelationship oflogisties
functions, organization and management of
the Army 'distribution system, the depot
system, tools of distribution management.
management of- depot operations, [:aide
management, and management controls.

Credit RecoMmendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in supply management (7/74).

AR-I405-0043
TRANSPORTATION PARIS SPECIALIST

(TRANSPORTATION PARTS SUPPLY)

Course Number: 55-E-45.
Location: Transportation School, Ft.

Eustis, VA.
Length: 4 weeks ( 145-153 hours ),
Exhibit Dates: 7/54-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

perform as transportation parts specialists.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises on the use, interchanreability, and
- identification of. transportatiOn -spare. parts.
and the receipt, storage, and issuance of
parts for transportation equipment, includ-
ing general supply procedures; identifica-
tion, classification, and interchangeabili
of spare parts; receiving, storage, and issue
procedures, and shipment procedures.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 2 semester hours
in supply management (7/74).

AR- -0044

Sunsismt4 STORAGE SPECIALIST

Course N ber: Version I: 822-76X20;
822-56D2. A Versions: 10-R-533.I. Ver-
.cion 2: 10-E-2 .

Location: artermaster School, Ft. Lee,
VA.

Length: V rsion 6 weeks (196-217
hours). Versi In 2: 8 weeks (280 hours),

Exhibit Da es: Version I: I 0/63-Present.
Version 2: 3/5 9/63.

Objectives: 'o train enlisted personnel to
, receive, su issue, and ship subsistence

supplies.
Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and

.practical exercises in subsistence supplies
requisitioning-- and receiving, storage,
shipping, issue, materials-handling equip-
nient,. packaging, depot stock control
procedures, commissary operations, and
supply system organization. Version 2: In-
struction includes basic mathematics.

Credit Recommendation: Version I: In
the .vocational certificate category, 2
semester hours in materials handling.(7/
14). Veision 2...11 the vocational certificate
category. 3 seester hours in materials
handling (7/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 76X.

AR-1405-0645
TanNismniTATi(AN SUPPLY OFFICER

Course Number: 55-1I- 474.
Location: Transportation School, Ft.

Eustis, VA:
Length: 5 weeks ( 175 hours).
F.xhihill Dates:12/59-L 1 2/68.
Objectives: To train officers to direct and

supervise receipt, ..storage, and issue of
Transportation Corps supplies and equip-
ment.

Army 1-47
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in general supply and transportation
Supply management functions, including
receipt, storage, and issue of Transporta-
tion Corps supplies and equipment, man-
power control, industrial funds, introduc-
tion to accounting, stock funds and con-
sumer funding, performance analysis and
work measurement, aircraft technical-publi-
cations, and officer indoctrination and
physical conditioning.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in supply management (12/68).

AR-I405-0046
QUARTERMASTER OFFICER

CAREER

Course Number: 8-10-C23; IO- A -C23.
Location: Quartermaster School, Ft. Lee,

VA.
Length: 15-16 weeks (525-579 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/60-12/68.
Objectives: To train commissioned of-

ficers as Quartermaster Corps officers..
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in duties of Quarterniaster Corps of-
ficers, including supply control, storage,
and distribution; financial management; au-
tomated supply systems; communicative
skills; map and air photograph reading;
nucleal chemical, biological, electronics,
and radiological warfare; emergency
planning; signal communications; and lo-
gistics and combat operations.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper -
division baccalaureate category, 4 semester
hours in supply management, 2 in business
organization and management (12/68).

AR-I405-0047
GENERAL SUPPLY SPECIALIST

(UNIT SUPPLY)

Course Number: 10-R-768.2; 10-R-768.1;
10-E-12.

Location: Quartermaster School, Ft. Lee,
VA.

Length: 6-8 weeks (210-284 hours)?
Exhibit Dates: 8/53-12/68,7
Objectives: To train supply clerks to per;

forth as general supply specialists.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in general unit supply duties, general
supply operations and logistics, organiza-
tional maintenance of ;mall arms; and du-
ties of unit armorer, including unit and or-
ganization supply, installation supply. fitting
of clothing and footwear, packing and crat-
ing, organizational maintenance of small
arms, federal supply system, supply publi-
cations, surveillance, storage. and prepara-
tion for unit movement.

Credit Recommendation: No cret
because of the military nature of the co
(7/74).

AR-1405-0 i48

1

ORDNANCE OFFICER BASIC

Couti'se Number: Version I. 4-9-C20. Ver.-
tXin 2: 9-A-Cl.

Location: Ordnance. School, Aberdeen
Proving Ground, MD.

Length: Version I: 9-12 weeks (339 -464
hours), Version 2: 9 weeks (344 hours).

Exhihit Dates: Version I: 9/70 6/77. Ver-
sion 2: 10157-8/70.



1-48 COURSE EXHIBITS
: To train newly commissioned

officers in the duites and responsibilities of
Ordnance Corps officers.

lustrietIon: All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in the duties and respon-
sibilities of ordnance officers, including
basic officer military orientation. adminisl
tration, and ordnance materiel supply. Ver-
sion 1: Topics include management and
general subjects, organizational supply and
maintenance, and ordnance familiarization.
Version 2: Topics include operations. tac-

'tics and staff procedures, ordnance service
organization, and ordnance field 'service.

Creait RecomMendatiOn: Version 1: No
credit because of the military nature of the
course (7/74). Version 2: In the upper-divi-
sion baccalaureate category, 2 semester

° hours in supply management, and credit in
advanced military at institutions which nor-
mally offer such credit (12/68).

AR-1405-0049

QUARTERMASTER SUPPLY SUPERVISION -

Course NuMber: 10 -E -33.
Location: Quartermaster School, Ft. Lee,-VA.
Length: 8 weeks (277 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/54-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

supervise supply activities:
Instruction: Lectures and practicalexer-

cises in the supervision of supply activities,
excluding'petroleum and subsistence stores.
Course includes supply management. sta-
tion supply, and depot and storage opera-
tion_
Ciedh Recommendation: In the voca-

,tional eirtificate category, 3 semester hciurs
In materials handling (7/74): in the,upper-
division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in supply management (12/68).

AR-I405-0050

QUARTERMASTER PARTS SUPPLY

Course Number: 55 I -774.1; 10-R- 774.1;
10-E-39.

1.4)cation: Quartermaster School, Ft. Lee,
VA.

Length: 4 weeks (140-145 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/53-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

use, identify, receive, store, and issue
repair parrs for quartermaster equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the- receipt. storage, and identifica-
tion of repair parts for quartermaster
equipment. Course includes interchangea-
bility of repair parts; packaging; stock con-
trol; identification and relationship of
major and minor assemblies of materials
handling equipment; and special-purpose
vehicles and equipment.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 2 semester hours
in materials handling (7/74)

_AK-149$,,0051,

QUARTERMASTER STORAGE

Course Number. 10-E-24.
Location: Quartermaster School, Ft. Lee,

VA.
h: it weeks (277 hours).

Exl bit Dates: 8/54-2/56.
ectives: To train enlisted personnel to

receive, store. issue, and ship Class II and
IV quartermaster supplies and to perforni

salvage duties for all types of supplies and
equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the receipt, storage, and shipment
of quartermaster supplies. Topics- include
basic mathematics, unit and organizational
supply, identification and interchangeability
of parts, depot operations, storage opera-
tions, processing, packaging. marking.
materials handling equipment. and clarifi-
cation and disposal.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 3 semester hours
in materials handling (7/74).

AR -1405 -0052

SIGNAL SUPPLY OFFICER ADVANCED
(SIGNAL SUPPLY ADVANCED)

Course Number: 11-A-Fl; 11- 0-23..
Location: Signal School, Ft. Monmouth,

NJ.
Length: 12-13 weeks (456-478 hoursil?.
Exhibit Dates: 2/55-12/68.
Objectives: To train' commissioned of-

ficers to manage signal supply activities, in-
cluding requirements, national stock con-
trol, and supply control.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the management of signal supply
activities. Course includes oral and written
communications, gefieral management, per-
sOnnel management, financial inventory
management, and production management.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category,'3 semester
hours in business organization and manage-
ment (12/68). .

AR-1405-0053

PROPERTY DISPOSAL

Morse Number: 10-0-14.
Location: Quartermaster School, Ft. Lee.

'VA.
Length: 4 weeks (148 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/54-12/68.
Objectives: To train commissioned of-

ficers to dispose of property.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the functions, duties, and responsi-
bilities of property disposal officers. Course
includes ,general management, commercial
law, general supply procedures, receipt and
processing property for disposal, disposition
of property and salvage operations.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, I semester
hour in general management, I in business
law (7/74).

AR-I405-0054
AMMUNITION RECORDS CLERK, SKILL

DEVELOPMENT BASE

Course Number: 551-76M20-1.
Location: Missile and Munitions School,

Redstone Arsenal, AL.
Lengtht,i2 .weeks (425 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/68-Present.
Objectives: To train selected enlisted per-

sonnel to perform the duties of an ammuni-
tion records clerk.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the duties of an ammunition
records clerk. Course includes leadership
training; ammunition material, storage,
handling, and movement; chemical ammu-
nition; and maintenance and destruction.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(7/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 76M; 55B.

AR-11405-0055

CHEMICAL SUPPLY SUPERVISION _

Course Number: 3-R-761.6; .3-E-15.
Location: Chemical Corps 'School, Ft.'

McClellan, AL.
Length: 3 weeks ( I 16-118 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/56-12/68.
Objectives: To train noncommissioned

officers who are' qualified as' chemical
supply and parts specialists to supervise the
operations of depot supply activities.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the supervision of the operations of
depot supply activities, including logistics,
general supply management, procurement,
military transportation, supply policies and
procedures. distribution and storage, main-
tenance, theater supply and service opera-
tions, milit ining and operations,
combat a techn al aspects of biologi-
cal and cAmical weapons systems, nuclear
warfare, and medical training and support.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited technical nature of
the course (7/74).

AR-1405-0056

ENGINEER SUPPLY AND SPARE PARTS
OFFICER 9

Course Number: 5-0-20.
Location: Engineer School, Ft. Belvoir,

VA.
. Length: 8 weeks (286 hours).

Exhibit Dates: 6/56-12/68.
Objectives: To train commissioned and

warrant officers to perform as engineer
supply and spare parts officers.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises on the direction and supervision of
the procurement and storage of engineer
supplies, equipment, and spare parts, in-
cluding organization for supply, depot or-
ganization and services, stock control,
storage, engineer repair parts supply. and
maintenance.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category 4 semester
hours in supply management (I /68). '

Related Occupation Codes: 76 !A; 762A.

AR-1405-0051--
REQUIREMENTS MANAGEMENT

Course Number: 400-I-F2.
Location: Logistics Management Center,

Ft. Lee. VA.
Length: 8 weeks (240-352 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/57-12/68.
Objectives: To train officers in inventory

control, mathematics, requirements compu-
tation, and commodity management
problems. .

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
si,g6s in inventory control, mathematics.
requirements computation, and commodity

- management problems. including manage-
ment and communications, basic statistical
mathematics and graph work, human rein-.
tions, pipefine principles and operation.
supply-level analysis, system limitations,
collection and evaluation of data, material
control of principal and secondary items,
demand forecasting, inventory modernize-



tion, financial management, standardiza-
tion, and various policies and concepts ap-
plicable to inventory manage nt.

Credit Recommendation: I the upper-
division baccalaureate catego 6 semester
hours in business management 2/68).

Related Occupation Codes: 71 I A.

AR-1405-0058

PROPERTY DISPOSAL
(PROPERTY DISPOSAL MANAGEMENT)

Course Number: 400-1-4600.
Location: Logistics Management Center,

Ft. Lee, VA.
Length: 5 weeks (152-200 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/57-12/68.
Cmjectives: To train property disposal of-

ficers in property disposal management.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in property disposal management, in-
cluding regulatory statutes, governmental
regulations and policies, property disposal
operations, logistics, excess-property
screening, types of property, preparation
for sale and other disposal methods, display
procedures, financial relationships, person-
nel management, and strategic material
disposal.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours in prope y disposal management
( 12/68).

Related Occupation Odes: 41IA; 621 A.

AR-1405-0059

ENGINEER SUPPLY

Course Number: 5-E-35.
Location: Engineer School, Ft. Belvoir.,

VA.
Length: 10 weeks (350 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/56-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

perform supply duties and maintain records
for the receipt, storage, issue, shipment,
classification, and salvage of engineer
material.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in supply procedures and record
maintenance for the receipt, storage, issue,
shipment, classification, and salvage of en-
gineer material, including depot and station
supply operations; supply storage, packing,
crating, processing, preserving, and mark-
ing of materiel; repair parts supply; supply
installations security; equipment . decors,
tamination; fire prevention; air movement
operations; and map supply.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in supply management (7/74).

AR-1405.0060
SUPPLY,STAFF OFFICER, G4/S4

Course Number: 8A-4010,
Location: Quartermaster School, Ft. Lee,

VA.
Length: 3-4 weeks (105-143 hours). "
Exhibit Dates:"1 1/68- Present.
Objectives: To train 'commissioned of-

ficers to plan, direct, supervise, and coor-
dinate composite activities related to
supply, evacuation, transportation services,
and other logistical activities.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in supply activities, including evacua-
tion concerns, transport. and other related
concerns. Course includes policies and

procedures related to acquisition, control
and maintenance, and distribution of sup-
plies; and financial accounting in tactical
organizations, posts, and installations.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 2 semester hours
in supply management (7/74); in the lower-
division baccalaureate/aSsociate degree
category, 2 semester hours in supply
management (7/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 2 semester hours in
supply management (12/68).

AR-1405-0061
UNIT AND ORGANIZATION SUPPLY

SPECIALIST AND ARMORER

Course Number: 552-76Y 20 ; 552 76Y30.
Location: Quartermaster School, Ft. Lee,

VA.
Length: Version 1: 8-9 weeks (285-314

hours). Version 2: 7-9 weeks (262-308
hours),

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 9/71-Present.
Version 2: 9/67 -8/71.

Objectives: To train selected enlisted per-
sonnel to perform supply duties and to
maintain small arms.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in supply operations and
the maintenance of smali arms. Course in-
cludes basic mathematics, typewriting, use
of technical publications, unit and or-
ganization supply procedures, and organiza-
tional maintenance 'f small arms. Version
1: Instruction is divi I o two phases.
Phase I (6 weeks) covers unit and or-
ganization supply operations and Phase II
covers maintenance of small arms.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the vocational certificate category, 2'
semester hours in supply record main-
tenance (6/75). Note: This recommenda-
tion is based on completion of Phase 1.'
Credit is not recommended for Phase II
because of the military nature of the train-
ing (see Instruction section for Version I

above). Version 2: In the vocational cer-
tificate category, I semester hour in typing,
I in supply management (7/74); in the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, I semester hour in typing,
I in supply management (7/74 in the
upper-division baccalaureate category,
credit in typing on the basis of institutional
examination ( 12/68 ).

Related Occupation Codes: 76Y.

AR-1405-0062
SUBSISTENCE SUPPLY SUPERVISION

Course Number: 10-R-553.6; 10-E-34.
Location: Quartermaster School, Ft. Lee,

VA.
Length: 5-8 weeks (177-277 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/54-12/68.
Objectives: To train subsistence storage

specialists to supervise the receipt, storage,
issue, and sale of subsistence supplies.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises hi the supervision of the receipt,
storage, issue, and sale of subsistence sup-
plies, including administrative procedures,
basic mathematics, financial management,
supply and accounting procedures, depot
and commissary operations, procurement,
food service, logistics, processing, packag-
ing, crating and marking, materials han-
dling equipment, teaching principles, and
defense operations.
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Credit Recommendation: In the voca.,

tional certificate category, 2 semester hours
in supply management (7/74); in the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in supply
management (7/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 2 semester hours in
suppI3rtnament-(-7/74):-

AR-1405-0063
QUARTERMASTER OFFICER ORIENTATION

Course Number: 8-10-C2 I .
Location: Quartermaster School, Ft. Lee,

VA.
Length: 4 weeks (128-142 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/67-12/73.
Objectives: To train commissioned of-

ficers as Quartermaster Corps officers.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in duties of Quartermaster Corps of-
ficers, including supply management and
accounting procedures, airborne opera-
tions, food operations, financial manage-
ment, procurement, maintenance
procedures, property disposal, automated
supply systems.) and military subjects.

Credit Fiecommenditioin: the voca-
tional certificate category, 2 semester hours
in supply management (7/74); in the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in supply
management (7/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 2 semester hours in
supply management (7/74).

AR-1405-0064
SUPPLY SPECIALIST REFRESHER

Course Number: 55I-F6.
Location: Quartermaster-School, Ft. Lee,

VA.
Length: 4 weeks (140 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/67- Present.
Objectives: To provi enlisted personnel

with refresher training in su operations.
inventory control procedures, and storage
operations.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in supply operations, inventory con-
trol, and storage operations.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited technical nature of
the course ( 7/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 76P; 760;
76R; 76S; 76T; 76U; 76V; 76Y; 76Z.

AR-1405-0065
DEFENSE ADVANCED DISPOSAL

MANAGEMENT

Course Number: 8B-F 17.
Location: Logistics Management. Center,

Ft. Lee, VA; On-Site and Off-Campus Lo-
cations, Continental U.S..

Length: Version 1: 4 weeks (151 hours).
7, Version 2 : 4 weeks (150 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 7/69-Present.
Version 2: 0/67-6/69.

Objectives: To train military and civilian
personnel in the management of property
disposal activities.

Instruction: Lecture-conferences, practi-
Cal exercises, and cases in property dispqsal
management. Topics ,include management
techniques ,rind skills, Department of
Defense disposal program, and manage-'
ment of disposal operationsmarketing by
and administration of holding activities,
property control, materiel processing, and
contracting procedures.



COURSE EXHIBITS
Recommendation: Version ..1; In

the upper-division baccalaureate category,
2 semester hours in general management
(12/75). Version 2; In the vocational cer-
tificate category, I semester hour in supply
management (7/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate /as sociate degree category, I
semester hour in supply management (7/.74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 3 semester hours in surplus pro-
perty disposal management (12/68),

Related Occupation Codes: 411A; 62IA;.
630A; 631A; 632A.

AR-1405-0066

SUBSISTENCE. STORAGE. SPECIALIST SKILL -'
DEVELOPMENT BASE

Course Number: 822-76X40-I.
Location: Quartermaster School, Ft. Lee,VA.
Length: 12 weeks (437, hours)..
Exhibit Dates: 3/69-Present.
Objectives: To train selected enlisted per=

sonnet to perform as supervisors andtechnicians in iubsistence storage and
supply.

Instruction: 11-,,ec41feA 4Lni_practical -exec---eigii" in die duties of a subsistence storage
specialist. Course includes leadership sub-jects, inspections, map reading, internal
defense and development, administrative
concerns, accounting, 'ration breakdown
operations, depot storage operations, and
subsistence supply.

. Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited technical nature of
the course (8/74).

Related Occupation Codes: ,76 X.

AR-1405-0067

ELECTRONIC WARFARE (EW) INTERCEPT
SYSTEMS REPAIRMAN BASIC
TECHNICAL.

Course Number: 102-33530; 102-F29.
Location: Intelligence School, Ft.

['evens, MA.
Length: 2 weeks (61 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/76-Present.
Objectives: To train technicians in or-

ganizational supply for 'communications .

systems maintenance.
Instruction: Methodology and practices

in property accounting, structuring and
Operation of a unit supply operation.

Credit Recommeridation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associatel degree
category, 3 semester hours in supply and
maintenance management (9/77).

Related Occupation Codes: 33S. ,

AR-1405-0068
I. MISSILE AND MUNITIONS OFFICER

( AMMUNITION' AND MISSILE.
MAINTENANCE OFFICER)

2. AMMUNITION AND MISSILE.
MAINTENANCE OFFICER

(GUIDED MISSILE AND SPECIAL
WEAPONS.STAFF OFFICER)

(ORDNANCE. STAFF OFFICER GUIDED
MISSILE AND SPECIAL WEAPONS)

(ORDNANCE. STAFF OFFICER GUIDED
MISSILE: AND NUCLEAR WEAPONS)

Course Number: All Versions: 4F-4515.
Version 2: 9-A-45I3.

Location: .411 Versions: Missile and Muni-
tions School, Redstone Arsenal, Al.. Ver-
sion 2: Ordnance Guided Missile School,
Redstone Arsenal, Al..

Length: Version 1: 8-20 weeks (247-703
hours). Version 2: 12-18 weeks (433-646
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Virsion 1: 4/69-Present.
Version 2: 12/58-3/69.

Objectives: To provide company com-
manders and field grade officers with an
overview of the various--Army--missill,
systems.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises covering operational
aspects of Army missile systems and ammu-
nition and missile maintenance, service,
and supply. Version 2: Includes a brief
overview of electrical and electronic cir-
cuits.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: No
credit because of the limited technical na-
ture of the course (6/74). Version 2: In the
upper-division baccalaureate category,. 6
semester hours in supply management (12/
68).

AR-1405-0069
I. Q6ARTERMASTEIZOFFICEit BASIC
2. QUARTERMASTER OFFICER BASIC
3:- "QUARTERMASTEROFFICER ORIENTATION

(QUARTERMASTER OFFICER BASIC)

Course Number: All Version's: 8-10-C20.
Version 3: 10-A-C20; 10-0-A; 110-A-Cl.

Location: Quartermaster School, Ft. Lee,
VA.

Le : Version 1: 12 weeks (440-456
hours). Version 2: 9 weeks (300-328
hours). Version 3: 8-14 weeks (296-490
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 6/73-Present.
Version 2: 4/68-5/73. Version 3: 6/55-3/68.

Objectives: To train newly commissioned.
quartermaster officers for their first duty
assignment.

Instruction: All Versions: LeCtures and
practical exercises in basic quartermaster
officer training, including officer orienta-
tion, skill functions, unit functions, com-
bined arms, and skill application. Version 2:
Topics include methods and conduct of in-
spection, conditioning activities, methods
of instruction, military briefing techniques,
Army maintenance management system,
fuel system supply point and tank vehicles,
dining facility accounting, CBR operations,
basic supply, electronic countermeasures
and counter-countermeasures, and qualifi-
cation firing. Version 3: Topics include map
and air photograph reading, CBR and
nuclear weapons, communications equip-
ment. supply and distribution procedures,
maintenance and inspection; installation.
supply, and company administration.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
2 semester hours in organizational behavior
and leadership and 3 in supply manage-
ment (6/75). Version 2: In the lower-divi-
sion baccalaureate/associate degree catego-ry, 2 ester hours in supply manage-
ment, in business organization and
manag ment (7/74); in the upper-division
baccala reate category, 2 semester hours in - --
supply management, 2 in business organiza-
Sion and management (7/74). Version 3: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 2 semester hours in supply
management, 2 in business organization
and management (7/74); in the upper-divi-
sion baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours in supply management and credit in
military science at institutions which nor-
mally offer such credit ( 12/68').

-

AR-1405-0070
I. SUPPLY MANAGEMENT OFFICER
2. ARMY SUPPLY OFFICER

Course Number: All Versions: 8B-4201;
8B-761A; 8B-762A. Version 2: 10-B-761A.

Location: Quartermaster School, Ft. Lee,
VA.

Length: Version I; eeks ( 321-352
hours). Version 2: 7 weeks (248-251
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 1/68-Present.
Version 2: 8/64-12/67.

Objectives: To train officers in supply
policies, principles, and procedures.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in supply and maintenance operations,
supply accounting, inventory management,
automatic data processing, financial
management, storage, procurement, and
property disposal.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
3 semester hours in supply management (6/
75). Version 2: In the vocational certificate
category, 2 semester hours in supply
management (7/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2
semester hours in supply management (7/
74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 2 semester hours in supply
management (7/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 76IA; 762A.

AR-1405-0071
I. LOGISTICS EXECUTIVE DEVELOPMENT
2. ARMY LOGISTICS MANAGEMENT

(ARMY SUPPLY MANAGEMENT)

Course Number: Version 1: 8A-F17. Ver-
sion 2: SA -F1; 400-G-F1

Location: Logistics Management Center,
Ft. Lee, VA. .

Length: Version 1: 19 weeks (677-691
hours). Version 2: 12 weeks (306-480
hours)`

Exhibit 'Dates: Version' 1 r7/70-Present.
Version 2: 12/57-6/470.

Objectives: To train officers in logistics
management.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in logistics management,
including general materiel management, in-
ventory and maintenance management,
depot operation management, and disposal;
management philosophy, decision-making
and problem-solving techniques, manage-
ment development, personnel management
and human resources, and communications
and information systems management;
financial management, procurement, con-
tract definition, and economics of manage-
ment; computer applications, and manage-
ment planning; and international logistics.
Version 1: Includes development of na-
tional strategy, military strategy, and
foreign policy; logistics organizations and
overview; quantitative analysis and systems
analysis; engineering with relation to
acquisition of materiel; distribution and
transportation management; planning,

-- operation-, maintenance, and management
of buildings, grounds, and facilities; future
trends in logistics doctrine; joint and com-
bined operational commands and field lo-
gistics, and electives in defense procure-
ment, assets, or inventory management;
risk decision analysis; cost estimating; auto-
matic data processing on an executive
level; system development requirements;
computers in logistics; research and
development/test management; national



security management; logistics research; or
operations research/systems analysis.

Credit Recommendation: Version I. In
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
6 semester hours in general management
electives. 6.in quantitative analysis. 6 in lo-
-gistics management (8/74); in the graduate
degree category. 9 semester hours in
general management and quantitative anal-
ysis (g/74). NOTE: Credit recommenda-
tions for both the baccalaureate and gradu-
ate levels are based on an on-site evalua-
tion. Version 2: In the upper-division' bani;
calaureate category, 6 semester hours in
supply' management (g/74).

AR-1405-0072
QUARTERMASTER OFFICER FAMILIARIZATION

Course Number: I 0,A-C21.
Location: Quartermaster School, Ft. tee,

VA.
Length: 5 weeks (175 hours).
Exhibit Dates: I2/60- 12/6x.
Objectives: To provide commissioned of-

ficers with branch training in the organiza-
tion and operation of the Quartermaster
Corps.

instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the organization and operation a-
ttic Quartermaster Corps, including quar-
termaster missions, installation supply and
stock control procedures, procurement
operations, depot and storage operations,
Army management,' maintenance and in-
spection, petroleum supply, and organiza-
tion and procedures for supply of QM com-
modifies in TOPNS.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category. 2 semester
hours in, supply management ( I 2/6g ).

AR-1405-0073

I. INSTALLATION STOCK CONTROL
(QUARTERMASTER STOCK CONTROL)

2, QUARTERMASTER STOCK CONTROL

Course Number: 411 Versions: 10-0-7.
Version 1: 10-1-F1 .

Location: Quartermaster School, Ft. Lee,
VA.

Length: Version 1: 3-4 weeks (119-140
hours). Version 2: 6 weeks (213 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 9/55-12/68.
Version 2: 9154-g155.

Objectives: To provide training in quar-
termaster stock control and accounting
prix:edures at post, camp, or station.

Instruction: Emphasis is on basic supply
procedures. installation stock control, and
financial management of inventory.. Course
also covers property accountability and
responsibility. supply functions, property
accounts. stock rdcords, processing of
requisitions, installation and use of storage
facilities, and bids and contracts.

Credit Recommendation: Version /: In
the upper-division. baccalaureate category,
3 semester hours in supply management
(1216}0. Version 2: In the upper - division

`baccalaureate category. 4 semester hours in
- supply management ( I 2/68 ) 40

Related Occupation Codes: 761A; 762A,

AR-1405-0074
TOE Lix,iSTICIAN IN REVIEW

Course Number: ALM-61-4467-H.
lAwation: Logistics Management C'e,titer,

Ft.- Lee. VA.
length: I9 weeks (32 hours).

Exhibit Dates: 7/76- Present.
Objectives: To further the student's un-

derstanding of the impact of logistics on
decisiofis in military history.

Instruction: Lectures, kiiscussions,
research, and written exercises covering ex-
amples of the significance of logistics to
military operations from classic times to
the present. .°

Credit Recommendation: In the graduate
degree category, 2 semester hours of elec-
tive credits in logistical analysis in an
historical context ( 12/76).

AR-1405-0075

ARMY PROVISIONING MANAGEMENT
(ARMY INITIAL PROVISIONING MANAGE-

MENT)

Course Number: None.
Location: Logistics Management Center,

Ft. Lee, VA.
Length: 4 weeks (123-125 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/72-Present.
Objectives: TO train military and, civilian

personnel in the Army provisioning process
how to determine the initial materiel sup-
port requirements of Army equipment.

Instruction: Lecture-conferences, practi-
cal exercises, workshops and cases. Topics
include planning for functional interrela-°
tionships in the provisioning process
(procurement, maintenance, and supply
functions), provisioning management; n:
trots and techniques, and logistic In rt
engineering and the provisioning pri*esS,:.

Credit Recommendation: In the :tipper-
division baccalaureate category, 3 semester.'
hours in supply planning and management
(12/75).

Related Occupation Codes: 76IA; 762A.

AR-1405-0076

DEFENSE. INVENTORY MANAGEMENT

Course Number: 8B-F I I.
Location: Logistics Management Center,

Ft. Lee, VA; On-Site and Off-Campus Lo-
cations, Continental U.S..

Length: 5-6 weeks (187-227 hours).
Exhibit Dates; 1/66-Present.
Objectives: To provide officers and

civilian personnel with an understanding of
the principles . and techniques involved in
the management of Defense Department
materiel inventories.

Instruction: Lecture-conferences, practi-
cal exercises, computer-assisted simulations
and guest lectuies. Topics include invento-
ry theory. material requirements determina-
tion, priority determinations, procurement;
cataloging and inventory management at
wholesale and retail levels.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 4 semester
hours in inventory management ( 12/75).

Related Occupation Codes: 761A; 762A:
411A; 630A: 63IA; 632A; 95IA; 95IC;
951D; 951E; 951F; 951 G.

AR-1405-0077
SUPPLY (SU-CMF) NCO ADVANCED

Course Number: 5-SU-C42A.
Location: Quartermaster School, Ft. Lee,

VA. '
Length: 11 weeks (363-368 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/73-Present.
Objectives: To provide selected enlisted

personnel with the necessary supervisory
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skills to perform as noncommissioned of-
ficers.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in logistical combat support, leader-
ship, maintenance management, communi-
cation techniques. automatic data
processing, storage operations, procure-
ment management, and property disposal.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the lirnited technical nature of
the course (2/74).

AR-1405-0078
DEFENSE ADVANCED DISPOSAL

MANAGEMENT CORRESPONDENCE.
COURSE

Course Number: 8B-F17.
Location: Sponsored by Logistics

Management Center, Ft. Lee. VA.
Length: 184 "credit" hours
Exhibit Dates: 9/76-Present.
Objectives:...-T-o--. train personnel in the

management of property disposal activities.
Ilnstruction: *A "credit" hour is a mea-

sured unit of correspondence work. The
number of credit hours assigned to a

course is the estimated time required for an
average student to read assignments and
solve the exercises. Correspondence lessons
cover managemeaLtechniques and skills,
Department of IWnse disposal program.
and management of disposal operations;
Marketing by and administration of holding
activities, property control, materiel

i";...processing. and contracting procedures.
Credit Recommendation: In the upper-

division baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours in general management (12/76).

AR-1405-0079
DEFENSE INVENTORY MANAGEMENT

CORRESPONDENCE COURSE

Course Number: 8B-Ell.
Location: Sponsored by Logistics

Management Center, Ft. Lee. VA.
Length: 198 "credit "' hours.
Exhibit Dates: 7/76-Present.
Objectives: To provide stuIents with an

understanding of the principles and
techniques invoked in the management of
Defense Department materiel inventories.

Instruction: A "credit" hour is a mea-
sured unit of correspondence work. The
number of credit hours assigned to a
course is the estimated time required for an
average student to read assignments and
solve the exercises. Topics include invento-
ry theory. materiel requirements.determina-
tion, priority determination., procurement
cataloging, and inventory management at
wholesale and retail levels..

Crece Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in inventory management (12/76),

AR-140570080

DEFENSE PROPERTY DISPOSAL OPERATIO S
CORRESPONDENCE COURSE

Course NuMber: 8G-Fl.
Location: Sponsored by Logistics

Management Center. Ft. Lee, VA.
Length: 142 'credit" hours.
Exhibit Dates: 9/76-Present.
Objectives: To train students to perform

property disposal activities.
',Instruction: A "credit" hour is a mea-

mired unit of correspondence -work. The



COURSE EXHIBITS
number of credit hours assigned to a
course is the estimated time required for an
average student to read assignnients and
solve the exercises. Correspondence.lessons
cover disposal responsibilities and
processing .property for disposal, property
disposition, presale action at holding offices
and sales offices, sale and contracting
procedures, and management controls and
operations.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours in property disposal management
(12/76). .

AR-1405-0081

LOGISTICS EXECUTIVE. DEVELOPMENT
CORRESPONDENCE. COURSE

Course Number: 8A-F17.
Location: Sponsored b Logistics

.,Management Center, Ft. Lee A'.
Length: 450 "credit". hou
Exhibit Dates: 6/75-Present.
Objectives: To train officers in logisticS

management.
, Instruction: A "credit" hour is' a mea-
sured unit of correspondence work. "Tlio-.
number of credit hours assigned to a
course is the estimated time required for an
average student to read assignments and to
solve the exercises. Correspondence lessons
cover management principles, financial
management, the acquisition process, assets
management, economic and statistical prin.;
ciples, and logistics management.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 4 semester
hours in general management, 4 in
economic principles and decision making,
and 6 in logistics management (12/76); in
the graduate degree category, 3 semester
hours in general management (12/76).

AR-1405-0082
.

ARMY C'ATAtAx:ING
(AMC CATALOGING)

Course Number: ALM-5812900.
Location: Logistics Management Center,-

Ft. Lee, VA.
Length: Self-paced 3 weeks (Averaging

abOut 92 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/75-Present.
Objectives: To provide the knowledge

and skill necessary to perform supply parts
cataloging functions. "

Instruction: Programmed instruction and
practical exercises covering the Federal
Cataloging System, the Defense Integated
Data System, and the CommoditY. Com-
mand Standard System. Initial, a,inter-
mediate, and final surveys are used111110 ex-
amine the students throughOut the course;

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate /associate degree
category, I semester hour in supply.
cataloging (12/76).

AR-1405-0083

COMMODITY COMMAND STANDARD SYSTEM
(CCSS) SUPPLY MANAGEMENT

Course Number: ALM-54E099.
Location: Logistics Management Center,

Ft.. Lee, VA.
Length: Self-paced 3 weeks ( Averaging

about 96 hours ).
Exhibit Dates: 4/76-Present.

Objectives: To provide commodity
managers with the knowledge required for
job performance in the functional field of
supply management under a Commodity
Command Standard System operating en-
vironment.

Objectives: To enable the student to
acquire the knowledge and skills necessary
to perform Army stock fund accounting
functions within the Commodity mmand
Standard ADP System.

Instruction: Lectures, video tapes, ro-Instruction: Programmed instruction grammed instruction, simulations and prac-texts and video-taped-lectures-cOver-report--beal-exereises-covering-the-nrainteitanCe ofanalysis and problem identification,. input automated accounting files, to include
preparation, and interface considerations. preparation of input and evaluation of out-
Lecture conferences and workshops are put. File structure and processes are ex-
used for orientations and critiques plained, as well as functional interfaces

Credit Recommendation: In the lower- with supply management, procurement, and
division baccalaureate/associate degree inventory control.
category, 2 semester hours in supply
management (12/76).

AR-1405-0084

COMMODITY COMMAND STANDARD SYSTEM
(CCSS) STOCK CONTROL

Course Number: ALM-54429.
Location: Logistics Management Center,

Ft. Lee, VA.
Length: Self-kaced 2 weeks (Averaging

about 76 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/76-Presen t.
Objectives: To provide commodity

managers with the knowledge to perform
stock control managerial functions within a
Commodity Command Standard System
operation environment.

Instruction: Programmed instruction and
video taped lectures covering related files,
input transactions, processik requisition
and management reports on a variety of
subjects, including inventory and account-
ing procedures.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, I semester hour in inventory con-
trol (12/76).

AR- 1405 -0085

COMMODITY COMMAND STANDARD SYSTEM
(CCSS) PROCUREMENT AND
PRODUCTION

Course Number: ALM-55110.
Location: LogistieThManagement Center,

Ft. Lee, VA.
Length: Self-paced 3 'weeks (Averaging

about 96 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/76-Present.
Objectives: To enable Commodity Com-

mand personnel to acquire the detailed
knowledge necessary to employ the auto-
mated integrated procurement and produc-
tion system successfully.

Instruction: Programmed instruction,
video taped lectures, and surveys covering
the procurement and interface factors of
the Commodity Command Standard
System.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate /associate degree
category, I semester hour in procurement
procedures (12/76 ).

AR-1405-0086

COMMODITY COMMAND STANDARD SYSTEM
(CCSS) ARMY STOCK FUND,

Course Number: ALM-55-11210.
Location: Logistics Management Center,

Ft. Lee, VA.
Length: 'Self-paced 2 weeks (Averaging

about 60 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/76-Present.

I
r

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, I semester hour in stock fund au-
tomated accounting procedures (12/76).

AR-1405-0087

DARCOM. DEPOT PHYSICAL INVENTORY
. MANAGEME T

Location: Logistics 8agRe7mWen.t Center,
Course /slumber:

Ft. Lee, VA.
_tength:_Self-pacedq..weeks. (Averaging -

about 75 hours).
Exhibit D'ates: 12/75-Present.
Objectives: To 'enable Commodity Com-

mand personnel to acquire the detailed
knowledge necessary to employ the auto-
mated integrated' depot physical inventory
system.

Instruction: Programmed instruction and
practical exercises Covering location sur-
vey,' record audit/matches, materiel release
denials, reports and quality control; rein-
forcement of . knowledge gained ;in a
complete physicaj inventory action is' dea
picted in a computerized simulation; video
tape lectures introduce each block of in-
struction; initial, intermediate, and final
surveys are used to examine the students
throughout the course.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 1 semester hour in inventory
management ( 12/76).

AR-1405-0088

DARCOM COMMODITY COMMAND
PHYSICAL INVENTORY MANAGEMENT

Course Number: ALM-58R800.
' Location: Logistics Management Center,
Ft. Lee, VA.

Length: Self-paced 2 weeks '(Averaging
about 53 hours).

Exhibit Dates: 12/75-Present.
Objectives: To enable Commodity Com-

mand personnel to acquire the detailed
knowledge necessary to employ the auto-

gmraat med.',

integrated physical inventory pro-

, Instruction: Programmed instruction and
practical exercises covering requesting/
reconciling inventories, receipt processing/
control procedures, materiel release deni-
als/zero balance flasher, and quality con.-
trol. Reinforcement of knowledge gained in
the location record audit/match is depicted
in an audio tape case; video tape lectures
are utilized to introduce each block of in-
struction; initial, intermediate, and final
surveys are used to examine students
throughout the course.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 1 semester hour in inventory
management (12/76).



AR-1405-0089
ORDNANCE. OFFICEIUBASIC MISSILE.

MATERIEL MANAGEMENT

Course Numr: 4-9-C20-73A.
Location: Ordnance and Chemical

School, Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD;
10101targt-tvtunitions School, Redstone

Arsenal, AL.
Length: 18 weeks (809 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/77-Present.
Objectives: To prepare newly commis:.

sioned officers for duty assignment in 'mis-
sile material maintenance specialty.

Instruction: Phase I training/at Aberdeen
Proving Ground includes logiktical subjects
such as support shop operations, direct
support supply/maintenance exercises, and
logistical assistance, and military subjects
such as unit and organizational manage-
ment, combined arms operation and tacti-
cal field training exercises. Phase II at Red-
stone Arsenal covers missile material
management. Subjects to include calibra-
tion sand load testing, unit safety, basic
electronics, guided missile fundamentals,
introduction to radar and introduction to
various military missile subjects.

Credit Recommendation: Pending evalua-
tion.

AR-1405-0090
ORDNANCE. OFFICER BASIC CIIEMICAL

Course Number: 4-9-C20-74A.
Location: Ordnance and Chemical

School, Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD.
Length: 17 Weeks (631 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6 /77- Present.
Objectives: To prepare newly commis-

sioned officers for duty assignment in
chemical specialty.

Instruction: Topics include logistical sub-
jects such as support shop operations,
direct support supply/maintenance exer-
cises and logistical assistance, and military
subjects such as unit and organizational
management, combined arms operation and
tactical field training exercises. Chemical
specialty subjects include technical aspects
of chemical operations and defense, biolog-
ical defense, chemical weapons employ-
ment, nuclear warfare, radiological defense,
NI3C material and maintenance and
defense operations, and smoke and flame
operations.

Credit Recommendation: Pending evalua-
tion.

AR-1405-0091
ORDNANCE OFFICER BASIC MUNMONS

MATERIEL MANAGEMENT
Course Number: 4-9-C20-75A; 4- 9 -C20-

75B.
Location: Ordnance . and Chemical

School, Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD;
Missile and Munitions School, Redstone
Al:senal, AL.

Length: 18 weeks (688 hours).
Exhibit -Dates:-6/17--Prescnt.-
Objectives: To prepare newly commis-

sioned officers for duty assignrrient in mu-
nitions materiel management.

Instruction: Phase I training at Aberdeen
Proving Ground includes logistical subjects
such as support 'shop operations, direct
support supply/maintenance exercises, and
logistical assistance, and military subjects
such is unit and organizational manage-
ment, combined arms operation and tacti-

eal field training exercises. Phase II at Red-
stone Arsenal covers ammunition identifi-
cation, functioning, use, safety precautions
associated with firing and procedures for
destruction. 0 12/77

Credit Recommendation: Pending evalua-
tion.

AR-1405-0092
ORDNANCE OFFICER BASIC ARMAMENT

MATERIEL MANAGEMENT

Course Number: 4-9-C20-76A.
Location: Ordnance anO, Chemical

School, Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD.
Length: 18 weeks (660 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/77-Present.
Objectives: To prepare newly commis-

sioned officers for duty assignment in ar-
mament materiel management.

Instruction: Topics include logistical sub-
jects such as support shop operations,
direct support supply /maintenance exer-
cises and logistic l istance, and military
subjects such af'Aist and organizational
management, combined arms operation and
tactical field training exercises. Armament
materiel management specialty provides
student with a working knowledge of small
arms materiel in thw..kcurrent inventory to
include description, Vharacteristics, and
principles of operation and functioning of
major components and assemblies as-

sociated with small arms weapons; of
equipment maintenance procedures and
maintenance prdblems, their causes, and

,solutions; and of test and disgnostic equip-
ment.

Credit Recommendation: Pending
tion. rs

(Z.)

AR-1405-0093

evalua- ,

ORDNANCE OFFICER BASIC TANK AND
GROUND MOBILITY MATERIEL
MANAGEMENT

Course Number: 4-9-C20-77A; 4- 9-C20-
77B; 4-9-C20-77C; 4-9-C20-77D.

Location: Ordnance and Chemical
'Schol, Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD.

16 weeks (603 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/77-Present.

..Objectives: To prepare newly commis-
sioned officers for duty assignment in tank
and ground mobility materiel management
specialty!

Instruction: Topics include logistical sub-
jects such as support shop operations,
direct support supply/maintenance exer-
cises and logistical assistance, and military
subjects such as unit and organizational
management, combined arms operation and
tactical field training exercises. Tank and
ground mobility materiel management sub-
jects include topics to provide the student
with general knowledge of the basic princi-
ples of design and operation of mechanical,
electrical and hydraulic devices and com-
ponents which are common to major items
of military equipment.

Credit Recommendation: Pending evalua-
tion.

AR-1406-0001
FACULTY DEVELOPMENT

Course Number: 5K-F3; 520-F3.
Location: Medical Field Service School,

Ft. Sam Houston, TX. ,A
i Length: 4 weeks (176 hours).

Exfilbit Dates: 9/69-Present.

Army 1-53

, Objectives: To train military personnel
and civilians as instructors and supervisors
of instructOM.

Instruction: Lectures in instructional
methods, teaching aids, principles of learn-
ing, examination construction, counseling
an& evaluation of students, preparation of
lesson plans, formulating 1..sson objectives,
school organization and regulations, and
management of the learning environment.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 4 semester hours
in instructional methods (1/74); in the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 4 semester hours in in-
structional methods (1/74); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours in instructional methodi (12/68).

AR-1406-0003
INSTRUCTOR TRAINING (ADVANCED)

Course Number: None.
Location: Engineer School, Ft. Belvoir,

VA.
Length: 2 weeks (88 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 61170-Present.
Objectives: To train military and civilian

personnel to design, teach, and evaluate
courses of instruction.

Instruction: Lectures and practical ex-
perience in course design development,
training materials development, testing and
evaluation, quality control, supervision of
instructors, and supervised practice
teaching.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
,tional certificate category, 2 semester hours

instructional methods ( 1/74); in the
1 er-division baccalaureate /associate
de category, 2 semester hours in in-
struc onIrThetts (1/74); in the upper-
division baccala eate category, 2 semester
hours in instructional methods (1/74).

AR-1406-0004
PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT OFFICER

(PERSONNEL STAFF OFFICERS)
(PERSONNEL RESOURCES MANAGEMENT)

Course Number: 7C -41A; 7C-2260; 7C-
F3; 12-G-F 1 ; 12 -B -FI; 12-0-7.

Location: Adjutant General's School, Ft.
Benjamin Harrison, IN.

Length: 4-6 weeks (149-213 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/55-Present.
Objectives: To provide senior commis-

sioned officers with a knowledge of person-
nel management principles and procedures.

Instruction: Lectures on manpower
management, financial management,
civilian personnel management and labor
relations, military personnel management,
community relations, management informa-
tion systems, and data processing.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in personnel
management (2/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in
personnel management (12/68).

AR-1406-0005
PERSONNEL STAFF, NONCOMM ISSIONFD

OFFIC FR ( NCO)

Course N umber: 500-F1 .
Location: Adjutant General's School, Ft.

Benjamin 11 arrison,.IN.
Length: 2 weeks (73 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/72-Present.
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Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

serve as advisors to brigade and battalion
commanders on personnel matters?

Instruction: Lectures *In the functions
and procedures in personnel administra-
tion, record keeping, and control/informa-
tion systems.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(2/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 7IH.

AR-1406-0006

ADVANCED PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT
ENLISTED

Course Number: 12-E-2!
Location: Adjutant General's School, Ft.

Benjamin Harrison, IN.
Length: 5 -weeks (175-186 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/55-12/68.
Objectives: To provide supervisors with

advanced training in personnel manage-
ment.

Instruction: Lectures. and practical ex-
perience in personnel management systems
and organization functions, including com-
mand and staff organizational procedures
anda simulated play to develop proficiency
in theory application:

Credit Recommendation:. In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in personnel
management (2/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 2 semester-hours in
personnel management (2/74),

AR -1406 -0007

MILITARY PERSONNEL OFFICER /UNIT
PERSONNEL TECHNICIAN.

(MILITARY PERSONNEL. OFFICER)

Course Nu tither: A!! Versions: 7C-2200:
7C-711A0. Version 2: 7C -7 1 IT,.--112-13-
22(X); 12-B-711 A; I

Location: Version 1: Institute of Adminis-
tration, Ft. Benjamin Harrison. IN. Version
2:. Adjutant General's School, Ft. Benjamin
itiarrison, IN.

Length: Version 1: 5 weeks ( 185-188
hours). Version 2 :
hours).

.

Exhibit Dates: Version
Version 2: 10/58-5/74.

Objectives: To train commissioned and
warrant officers as personnel administra-
tors.

Instruction: Version /: Lectures and
practical exercises in personnel administra-
tion and records management and report-
ing procedures. Version 2: lectures and
practical exercises in organization and
management, personnel .administratian,
payrolls, and records management and re-
porting procedures.

Credit -Recommendation: Version 1: In
the lowerdivision baccalaureate/associate
.degree category, 2 semester hours in per-
sonnel management (3/75). Version 2: .In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 2 semester hotels in per-
sonnel management (2/74): in the upper-

' division baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours in personnel management (12/68).

Related Occupation Codes: 71 I A; 713 A.

5 weeks (175-194

1: 6/74-Prescnt.

AR-1406-0008

RECRUITING, REENLISTMENT AND INDUCTION
OFFICER

( RECRUITING AND REENLISTMENT OF-
FICER)

Course Number: 7C-2310; I 2-A-23 I ()D.
Location: Adjutant General's School, Ft.

Benjamin Harrison, IN.
Length: 3 weeks (107-117 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/59-12/68.
Objectives: To train commissioned of-

ficers to recruit personnel and handle reen-
listment,procedures.

Instruction: Lectures in the recruitment
and reenlistment of personnel. Topics in-
clude fundamentals of military personnel
procurenient, principles and techniques of
recruiting, effective speaking, and recruit-
ing management.

Credit Recommendation: 1 the voca-
tional certi0Cate category, 1 mester hour
in salesmanship (6/74); in he lower-divi-
sion baccalaureate/associate degre'e cat4go-
ry, 1 semester hour in salesmanship (6/7" )..

AR-1406-0009

OH-13 INSTRUCTOR PILOT QUALIFICATION

Course Number: 2C-Fl 7.
Locsitioq: Aviation School, Ft. Rucker.

AL.
.

Length: 5 weeks (178 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/68-Present.
Objectives: To train commissioned and

warrant officer aviators as OH-13 instruc-
tor pilots.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in OH-13 instructor pilot qalilica-
ticin, including MOI flight training, MOI
academie subjects, refresher and qualifica-
tion flight training, effective teaching
methods, helicopter aerodynamics, main-
tenance subjects, autorotations, OH-13
flight controls and main rotor heads and
blades, inspection, intermediate and ad-
vanced maneuvers, principles of flight in-
struction, engine operation, and fuel and
oil system.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, credit in
instructional methods on the basis of in-
stitutional examination (12/68).

Related Occupation Codes: 160A; 103A.

AR-1406-0010

ADJUTANT GENERAL OFFICER ORIENTATION

Course Number: 7-12-C21.
Location: Adjutant General's School, Ft.

Benjamin Harrison. IN.
Length: 5 weeks (194 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/67-Present.
Objectives: To train commissioned of-

ficers to he adjutant general officers.
Instruction: Lectures in administrative

and special services, personnel manage-
ment, data processing, organization, and
command and staff procedures.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours in personnel management ( 12/68).

AR-1406-0011
PERSONNEL RECORDS SPECIALIST

Course Number: 500-75D20.
Location: Army Training Center, Ft.

Jackson, SC,
Length: 7 weeks (211 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/76-Present.

Objectives: To train personnel 'to main
tain personnel records.

Instruction: ConferenCes and practical
exercises in personnel records maintenance
through such source documents as courts -
martial orders, orders, efficiency reports,
suspension 'of favorable personnel_actions,__-
requested and completed personnel actions;
in- and out -pros ing of personnel
records; and the init tion, use, and updat-
ing of standard inst ation/division person-
nel system/ (S1DPE ) documentatibn.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military - specify nature of
the course (9/77).

Related Occupation Codes: 09B; 09E;
75B; 75D.

AR-1406-0012

RECRUITING INDOCTRINATION--WAC
OFFICER

Course Number: I 2-A-23I0 13; 12-0-17.
Location: Adjutant General's 'School, Ft.

Benjamin Harrison, IN.
Length: 3 weeks (105-121 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/55-12/68.
Objectives: To train officers of the

Women's Army Corps 'to recruit and inter-
view personnel -for enlistment into the
armed services.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the 'recruitment of new personnel
into the armed services. Course includes
recruiting techniques and effective speak-
ing.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited technical nature of
the course (7/74).

AR-1406-0013
RF.CRUITING

(RECRUITING, ENLISTED)

Course Number": 12-R-075.7A; 12 -E -7.
Location: Adjutant General's School, Ft.

Benjamin Harrison, IN.
Length: 3 weeks ( I 12-114 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/5640/58.
Objectives: To trairiecroiting specialists

in the- techniques and procedures of
recruiting and in the management of a
recruiting activity.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the techniques and procedures of
recruiting and in the management of a
recruiting activity, including eligibility, op-
portunities, and benefits; recruiting
salesmanship; effective speaking; principles
and techniques of supervision: sales
psychology; radio and press copywriting;
research; and market analysis.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited technical nature of
the course (12/68).

AR-1406-0014

RECRUITING MANAGEMENT OFFICER

Course Number: 12-A-2310A; 12-0-6.
Location: Adjutant Gener'al's School, Ft.

Benjamin Harrison, IN.
Length: 3-4 weeks (112-140 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/55-12/68.
Objectives: To train commissioned of-

ficers to perform as recruiting and induc-
tion officers.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in recruiting techniques and
procedures and in the management of a



recruiting activity, including recruiting
prerequisites; product, market, and
prospect. needs; communication aids and
sales tool;* radio and press copywriting,, ef-
fective speaking; recruiting management;
selection of recruiting personnel; supervis-
ing and training the sales force; and
qualitative aspects of procurement.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited technical nature of
the course (I 2/68 ).

AR-1406-001.5

MILITARY PERSONNEL. RECRUITING WAC/
AN(' OFFICER

Course Number: 7C-2310-13.
Location: Adjutant General's School,'Ft.

Benjamin Harrison, IN.
Length: 3 weeks (114 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/68-Present.
Objectives: to train female commis-

sioned officers to recruit candidates for the
armed- services.

in.$ruction: Lectures 'and practical exer-
cises 'in the recruitment' of candidates for
t he-nrmed-sery ices: Co urse ire tildes- funda-
mentals of personnel procureMent, princi-
ples and techniques of recruiting, effective
speaking and writing, and sales manage-
ment.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 1 semester hour
in salesmanship (7/74); in the lower -divi-
sion baccalaureate/associate degree categb-
ry, I semester hour in salesmanship (7/74).

AR-1406-0016
PERSONNEL AND ADMINISTRATRIN (RESERVE.

COMPoNEN

Course Number: 7C-F5; 520-Fl.
Location:.,Adjutant General's School, Ft.

Benjamin Harrison, IN.
Length: 3 weeks (III-1 12 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/66 Present.`
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in

personnel administration.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in personnel administration, including
administration . fundamentals, enlisted
evaluation system, personnel records, ser-
vice and tiaining obligations, pay and al-
lowances, officer and enlisted qualification,
appointments and reductions, data
processing. publications, screening; and
retirement point records.

-Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, I semester hour
in personnel management (7/74); in the
lower- division haccalaureate/essociate
degree category, I semester hour in per-
sonnel management (7/74 ).

AR-1406-0017
ARMY CAREER COUNSELING

Course Number: 12-D-2310C; 1 2 -0-
075.711; 12-0E-26.

1AwatIon: Adjutant General's School, Ft.
Benjamin Harrison. IN.

Length: 3 weeks (132 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/57J-10/58.
Objectives: To train commissioned or-

ig.:1.r; and 'enlisted personnel to reenlist
personnel into the armed services.

Instruction: lectures and practical exer-
cises in military career counseling and
ieenlistment procedures. Course includes a
description of eligibility; opportunities, and

benefits in the armed services; principles of
human relations; oral communication; and
interviewing and counseling techniques.

Credit 'Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, I semester hour
in speech communication, 2 in guidance
and counseling (8/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, I

semester hour in speech communication, 2
in guidance and counseling (8/74); .in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 1

semester hour in speech communication. 2
in guidance and counseling (8/74).

AR-1406-0018
ASSOCIATE ADJUTANT GENERAL OFFICER

ADVANCED

Course Number: 12-A-05; 12-0-4.
Location: Adjutant General's School, Fi.

Benjamin Harrison. 4N.
Length: 12 weeks (428-470 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/55-6/60.
Objectives: To train commissioned of-

ficers in the duties and responsibilities ap-
propriate to field grade Adjutant General's
Corps-officers.: - - --

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the duties and responsibilities of
field grade Adjutant General's Corps of-
ficers, including professional development
and orientation; combat support and arms;
special types of operations; foreign armies;
command and staff organization, principles.
and procedures; general staff functions and
techniques; and Adjutant General's Corps
functions and operations.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 3 semester hours
in personnel management (8/74); in the
lower-division haccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in per-
sonnel management (8/74); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category; 3 semester
hours in personnel management ( 12/68 ).

AR-1406-0019'
PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION SPECIALIST

Course Number: I 2-R-716,1,
Location: Adjutant General's School; Ft.

Benjamin Harrison, IN.
Length: Version 1: 8 weeks (280 hours).

Version 2: 4 weeks (135-139 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 9/62 - 12/68.

,Version 2: 11/58-8/62.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

"perform the duties of personnel administra-
tiori specialists.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the duties of a. personnel adminis-
tration specialists. Course includes adminis-
trative functions, personnel administration,
personnel records, and personnel compen-
sation.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the lower-division haccalaureate/a.ssociate
degree category. 2 semester hours in typing
(7/74). Version 2: No credit because of the
military nature of the course (7/74).

AR-,1406-0020

ARMY RECRUITING AND CAREER
COUNSELING

Course Number: All Versions: 501 -
00E40. Version 2: 501-075;6 12-R-075.6.

Location: Institute of Administration, Ft.
Benjamin Harrison. IN; Adjutant General's
School, Ft. Benjamin Harrison, IN.

_ 1 ,

Army 1-55
-

Length: Version 1: 5 weeks (192-203
hourS). Version 2: 3-5 weeks ( 101-193
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 2/70-9/76. Ver-
sion 2: 11/58 -1/70.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
manage a recruiting and reenlistment of-
fice.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in the management of a
recruiting and reenlistment office. Course
includes principles and techniques of
recruiting and reenlistment, and effective
speaking. Version 1: Topics include inter-
viewing and. sales techniques.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate '-
degree category. 2 semester hours in sales
techniques (3/75). Version 2: No credit
because of the limited technical nature of
the course ( 12/68).

Related Occupation Codes: 00E.

AR-1406-0021
MANPOWER CONTROL OFFICER

- .Co ursa Numberz..AllVersions:A 2,-G-2265,
Version 1: 7 -C -2265. Version 2: 12 -0 -8.

Location: Adjutant General School, Ft.
Benjamin Harrison, IN.

Length: Version 1: 3-4 weeks (.111 -154
hours). Version 2: 5-6 weeks (193-210
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 8/58-12/68.
Version 2: 9/55-7/58.

Objectives: To provide selected persbn-
nel with working knowledge of the princi-
ples and procedures employed in the con-
trol, distribution, and utilization of man-
power at all levels of command.

Instruction: Course covers manpower
management, controls, and survey
techniques.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
2 semester hours in manpower manage-
ment (12/68). Version 2: In the upper-divi-
sion baccalaureate category. 3 semester
hours in manpower management (12/68).

AR-1406-0022
SIDPERS MANAGEMENT

Course Number: 531-F6; 7E-F24,
Location: Institute of. Administration, Ft.

Benjamin Harrison, IN.
Length: 2 weeks (73 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/74-Present.
Objectives: To train personnel in the use

of the Army's automated personnel system.
Instruction: Classroom presentation and

drills in the use of manuals hasic to the
Army personnel system.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
hecause of the military nature of the course
(3/75).

Related Occupation Codes: 74C.

AR-1406-0023
PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT SPECIALIST

Course Number: 500-75C20.
Location: Institute of AdminiStration, Ft.

Benjamin Harrison, IN.
Length: 8 weeks (268 hours).
Exhibit Dates: I0/74-Present.
Objectives: To provide, instruction in per-

sonnel record keeping.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the techniques of-record keeping.
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requisition, transfer, classification, utiliza-
tion, and typewriting.

Credit Recommendation:* In the voca-
tional certificate category, 2 semester hours
in personnel records clerical procedures
and additional credit in typewriting on the
basis of institutional examination (3/75).

Related Occupation Codes: 75B; 75C

AR-1406-0024
PERSONNEL SENIOR SERGEANT

Course Number: 500-757,40.
Location: Institute of Administration, Ft.

Benjamin Harrison, IN.
Length: 5 weeks (171-4:-IN hours).
Exhibit Dates: I/74-Present.
Objectives: To provide personnel with

the skills and knowledge required to per-
form personnel management functions.

Instruction: Instruction includes person-
nel management techniques and procedures
related to military records and evaluations.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in personnel
management (3/75).

- -Related , - Occupation Codes:- -75C;"
75E; 75Z.

AR-1406-0025

ADMINISTRATIVE. ( AG-CMF) NCO
ADVANCED

Course Number: 5-AG-C42A,
Location: Institute of Administration, Ft.

Benjamin Harrison, IN.
Length: 10 weeks (285-354 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/73-PresInt.
Objectives: To provide selected person-

nel. with the skills and knowledge to per-
form administrative and clerical duties in
adjutant general offices.

Instruction: Instruction includes man-
power management, leadership, data
processing, conrimunications, and personnel
management.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, I semester hour in communica-
tion skills and 1 in principles of manage-
ment (3/75); in the upper-division bac
calaureate category, 3 semester hours in
personnel management (3/75).

Related Occupation Codes: 71C: 71 D;
71E; 71F; 71L; 71M: 75Z.

AR-1406-0026

PERSONNEL ACTIONS SPECIALIST

Course Number: 5(X)- 75E20.
Location:: Army Training Center, Ft.

'' Jackson, SC:.`
Length: 7 weeks (211 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/76-Present.
Objectives: To Jrain%students to prepare,

process, and review correspondence relat-
ing to personnel matters.

Instruction: Conferences and practical
experience in the preparation, processing,
suspension, and review of correspondence
pertaining to medical examinations, reen-
listments, discharges, separations, suspen-
sion of favorable personnel actions, milita-
ry/dependent ID cards, and dependent

. travel and affairs; the 'usev`inf personnel
records and standard installation/division
personnel system (SIDPERS) documenta-
tion, and proper interview techniques to
accomplish such actions.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military - specific nature of
the course (9/77).

Related Occupation Codes: 09B; 09E;
75B; 75E.

AR-1406-0027
RECRUITER

Course Number: 501-00E40.
Location: Institute of Administration, Ft.

Benjamin Harrison, IN.
Length: 4 weeks (148 hodys).
Exhibit Dates: I0/76-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

perform effectively as recruiters.
Instruction: Subjects include sales inter-

view, telephone technique. enlistment eligi-
bility, waivers, and options, and, sales com-
munication.

Credit Recommendation: Pending evalua-
tion.

AR-1406-0028

CAREER COUNSELOR

Course Number: 501-00E40-A.
LoCation: Institute of Administration, Ft.

Benjamin Harrison, IN.
Length: 4 weeks (146 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/77-Present.
Objectives: To provide enlisted personnel

with the skills, bask techniques, and
knowledge to serve as career counselors.

Instruction: Topics include reenlistment
eligibility, interview techniques, career
counselor exercises and effective listening.

Credit Recommendation: Pending evalua-
tion.

AR-1406-0029

CRITERION-REFERENCED INSTRUCTION (CR1)
WORKSHOP

Course Number: TDI-101. .

Location: Defense Language Institute,
Monterey, CA; Air Defense School, Ft.
Bliss, TX; Sergeants Major Academy, Ft.
Bliss, TX; Engineer School, Ft. Belvoir,
VA; Infantry School, Ft. Benning, GA; In-
telligence School, Ft. Huachuca, AZ; Mili-
tary Police School, Ft. McClellan, AL; Mis-
sile and Munitions School, Redstone Ar-
senal, AL; Quartermaster School, Ft. Lee,
VA; Signal School, Ft. Gordon, GA; Trans-'
portation School, Ft. Eustis, VA; Aviation
School, Ft. Rucker, AL; Institute for Mili-
tary Assistance, Ft. Bragg, NC; 7th Army,
Vilseck, Germany; Training Center En-
gineer, Ft. Leonard Wood, MO.

Length: Self-paced 3 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/77-Present.
Objectives: Course is designed for U.S.

Army officers, enlisted personnel and
civilian employees having responsibility for
analyzing jobs. designing or developing in-
struction, teaching, or evaluating service
school education/training programs.

Instruction: The course focuses on
developing and/or improving the skills
required to develop an effective instruc-
tional program and emphasizes skills
needed for analysis, design and implemen-
tation. The course is conducted in a self-
paced workshop format in a 3-week, 120 -
hour design and provides learning materi-
als, multi-media instruction, and resource
persons to enrollees. Some students
prepare a research paper.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
diyision baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in instructional design (8/77); in the
graduate degree category, graduate credit
may be considered on the basis of in-
dividual institutional policy and evaluation
(8/77).

AR-1406-0030
RESERVE COMPONENTS RECRUITING AND

RETENTION TRAINING

Course Number: 50 I -00E40B.
Location: Institute of Administration, Ft.

Benjamin Harrison, IN.
Length: 2 weeks'(57 hairs).
ExItibit Dates: 4/75-Present.
Objectives: To provide. unit recruiting

and retention personnel with a knowledge
of the techniques and proceylures of obtain-
ing new accessions. and" for retaining
qualified members in the Reserve Com-
ponents.

Instruction: Topics include eligibility and
forms, selection and training of recruiting
personnel, and interview training.

Credit. Recormnendationfl'ending evalua=
tion.

AR-1407-0001
STENOGRAPHY

Course Number: 51 I -71 C20A; 12-R-
712.1; 12-E-8.

Location: Adjutant General's School, Ft.
Benjamin Harrison, IN; Institute of Ad-
ministration, Ft. Benjamin Harrison, IN.

Length: 15-19 weeks (555-667 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/55-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

achieve a proficiency level of 90 w.p.m. in
shorthand dictation and 45 w.p.m. in trans-
cription.

Instruction: . Practical exercises in
shorthand, typing, grammar and usage, and
administrative procedures.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 6 semester hours
in shorthand, 3 in typing, 3 in office
procedures (3/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 6
semester hours in shorthand, 3 in typing, 3
in office procedures (3/74); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 6 semester
hours in shorthand, 3 in typing, 3 in office
'procedures (3/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 71 B; 7 IC.

AR-1407-0002
STENOGRAPII lfWAC

Course Number: 511-71C20B; 35-E-4.
Location: Women's Army Corps School,

Ft. McClellan, AL.
Length: 4-12 weelc. (84-436 hours).
Exhibit Dates; 9/55-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

take dictation at a minimum rate of 90
w.p.m., to type at a minimum rate of 45
w.p.m., and to perform related tasks in a
military office.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises ill shorthand, typing, English gram-
mar, filing, correspondence, and military
procedures.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 3 semester hours
in typing, 3 in shorthand, and 3 in office
practice labo.wory (3/74); in the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree



category; 3 semester hours in typing, 3 in
shorthand, and 3,in office practice labora-
tory (3/74); in the upper-division baccalau-

,: **ate category, 3 semester hOurs in typing,
3' in shorthand, and 3 in office practice
laboratory (3/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 7IC.

AR-1408-0001

1. PLANNING. PROGRAMMING AND
BUDGE.TING SYSTEMS

2. PLANNING. PROGRAMMING AND
BUDGETINC, SYSTEMS

3. PROGRAMMING AND BUDGETING
(FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT-BUD(GET)

Course Number: All Versions: 7D-6302;
541 -F2. Version 3: 7D-F5; I4-K-F3; 14-1-
F3; 14-0-10.

Location: Version 1: Institute of Adminis-
tration, Ft. Benjamin Harrison, IN. Versiiin
2: Finance School, Ft. BenjaMin Harrison,
IN. Version 3: Finance School, Ft.
Benjamin Harrison, IN.

Length: Version 1: 4 weeks (152 hours).
Version 2: 4 weeks (136 hours). Version 3:

weeks (14-3-189 hours). -
Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 10 /77- Present.

Version 2: 3/72-9/77. Version 3: 8/56-2/72.
Objectives: To train officers, noncommis-

sioned officers, and civilian personnel in
financial management at the installation
level.

Instruction: Lectures, in the basic princi-
ples of financial management, including
programming and budgeting principles and
applications, expense accounting, stock
funds, control of funds, and applied
statistics.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1:
Pending evaluation. Version 2: In the
lower - division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 2 semester hours in pro-
gramming or budgeting (2/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category: .2

semester hours in programming or budget-
ing (2/74). Version 3: In. the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours in programming or budget-

' ing (2/74); in the upper-division baccalau-
reate category, 3 semester hours in budget-
ing (12/68).

AR-1408-0002

I. FINANCE ( FI-CMF) NCO ADVANCED
2. FINANCE ( FI-CMF) NCO ADVANCED
3. FINANCE. OPERATIONS

NONCOMMISSIONED OFFICER (NCO)

Course Number: Version 1: 5-FI-C42.
Version 2: 5-FI-C42. Version 3: 542-Fl.

Location: histitute of Administration, Ft.
Benjamin liarrison, IN Finance School, Ft.
Benjamin Harrison, IN.

Length:. Version 1: 10 weeks ( 361
hours). Veision 2: 12 weeks ( 405-418
hours)..' Version 3: 9 weeks ( 310-315
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 10/76-Present.
Version 2: 2/73-9/76. Version 3: 5/65-1/73.

Objectives: To provide enlisted personnel
with training in financial management,
enabling them to function as financial and
accounting supervisors.

Instruction: Practical application of basic
accounting concepts of- control, data
processing tools, and principles of finance.

Credit Recommendation: Version I:
Pending evaluation. Version 2: In the
upper-division .baccalaureate category, 3

semester hours in financial management (3/

75). Version 3: In the vocational certificate
category, 3 semester hours in financial
management (2/74); in the lower-division.
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours in financial management (2/
74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 3 semester hours in . financial
management (12/68).

Related Occupation Codes: 73C; 73D.

AR-1408-0003
UNITED STATES ARMY SERGEANTS MAJOR

Course Number: I -250-05.
1 Location: Sergeants Major Academy, Ft.
Bliss, TX.

Length: 22 weekS (650-679 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/72-Present.
Objectives: To provide senior Army ser-

geants with a basic foundation in interna-
tional and national affairs, enabling them to
qualify as senior advisors to higher com-
mands.

Instruction: Lectures on world affairs,
modern history, U.S. military strategy' and
foreign policy, military management princi-
ples and syste'ms, human- relatiOWSTariltoral-
and written presentations,'

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 6 semester hours in management,
6 in psychology/sociology, 6 in interna-
tional affairs (2/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 6 semester hours in
management, 6 in psychology/sociology, 6
in international affairs (2/74).

AR-I408-0004
RECREATION SERVICES (SS-CMF) NCO

ADVANCED
(SPECIAL SERVICES (SS-CMF) NCO AD-

VANCED)

Course Number: 5-SS-C42.
Location: Institute of Administration, Ft.

Benjamin Harrison, IN; Adjutant General's
School, Ft. Benjamin Harrison, IN.

Length: 10 weeks (329-342 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/73-Present.
Objectives: To provide selected enlisted

personnel with a working knowledge of
special services duties performed by senior
noncommissioned officers.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in leadership, management, man-
power, data processing, personnel manage-
ment, and military operations.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in human rela-
tions/personnel administration ( 2/74 ).

Related Occupation Codes: 03B; 03C;
03D; 03Z.

AR-1408-0005

MACHINE ACCOUNTING SPECIALIST

Course Number: 32-5-74D20.
Ltration: Security Agency School, Ft.

Devens, MA.
Length: I I weeks (379 hou4
Exhibit Dates: I /65-Present.
Objectives: To provide enlisted personnel

with a working knowledge of electrical ac
counting machines and a genera
knowledge of data processing.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in general data processing; automatic
data processing; electrical accounting
machines, including card punch, sorter,

Army 1-57
collator, document origiLing machine,
and accounting machine.

Credit Recommeliciation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 4 semester hours
in data processing or machine accounting
(2/74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 4 semester hours
in data processing or mach& accounting
(2/74); in the upper-divisioaccalaureate
category, 3 semester hours in data
processing or machine accounting (2/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 74D.

AR-1408-0006
CHAPLAIN ENLISTED ASSISTANT TECHNICAL

TRAINING

Course Number: 561-71M20.
Location: Version 1: Chaplain School4t.

Wadsworth, NY. Version 2 : Cl pain
School, Ft. Hamilton, NY.

Length: Version 1: 8 weeks (275 hours).
Version 2: 4 weeks (140 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 10/74- Present.
Version 2: 10/70 -9/74.

Objectives: To provide enlisted personnel .

-necessary technical skills tp fume
(ion as chaplain assistants.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures on of-
ficc.., procedures, equipMent. supply and
maintenance; principles of 4Oligious sup-
port, administration of chapel: Rinds. Ver-
sion 1: Offers greater emphasis' on_ office
practices.

Credit Recommendation: Version
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in office
practice and credit in typing on the basis of '

proficiency evaluation ( I I /77 ). Version 2:
In the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, credit in church
administration on the basis of institutional
examination (2/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 70A; 71 M.

AR-1408-0007
PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT SPECIALIST

Course Number: 500-71H30; 12-R-716.2;
500-71 K 20; 12-R-716.3.

Location: Adjutant General's School, Ft.
Benjamin Harrison, IN.

Length: 3-6 weeks ( 112-220 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/58-Present.

XOyes: To provide personnel spe=
.secwith a working knowledge of the

principles, functions, and procedures of
personnel management.

Instruction: Lectures in personnel
procedures and devices, maintenance of
personnel records and control devices, and
evaluation and interpretation of personnel
functions.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 4 semester hours
in personnel management (2/74); in the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 2 semester hours in per-
sonnel management (2/74); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours in personnel management (12/68).

Related Otcupation Codes: 71 H.

AR-1408-0008
ADVANCED ARMY ADMINISTRATION

Course Number: 12-E-5.
Location: Adjutant General's School, Ft.

Benjamin Harrison, IN.
Length: 8 weeks (2110-308 hours). ,
Exhibit Dates: 7/55=0 2/68

?,/



COURSE EXHIBITS
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel o

supervise administrative and clerical o a-
tions in a military headquarters or office.

Insiruction: Lectures and practical, ,i6xer-
cises in records administration, manage-
ment. filing, personnel administration, and
problem solving.

Credit Rectimmendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in office ad-
ministration (2/74); in the upper- division
baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in
office administration (12/68).

AR-1408-0009

ARMY /AIR FORCE EXCHANGE SERVICE,
EXECUTIVE DEVELOPMENT

Course Number: 8F-Fl.
Location: Quartermaster School, Ft. Lee,,e.VA.
Length: 3 weeks ( 116-124 hours).
Exhibit Dates:1765-71 2/68. --

Objectives: To prilyide commissioned of-
ficers and civilian personnel of the Army/
Air Force Exchange Service with training
in advanced management.

.....instructiont.L.ectures on general-manage:""
ment. communication, creative problem
solving, personnel, retail management, and
research.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in retail
management (2/74); in the Upper-division
baccalaureate category, 2 semester hours in
business administration (12/68).

AR-I408-0010

ARMY-AIR FORCE EXCIIANGE OPERATIONS
(ARMY EXCIIANGE OPERATIONS)

Course Number: 823-F1; 8E-4210; 1.0-G-
4210; 10-A-4210; 10-0-21.

Location: Quartermaster School, Ft. Lee,Vi.
Length: 4-6 weeks (162-211 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/55-Present.
Objectives: To train commissioned of-

ficers, noncommissioned officers, and
civilians to manage and operate installation
exchanges.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in management, exchange operation
procedures, financial management, and
food operations procedures.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category. 3 semester hours
in business retail management (2/74); in
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
3 semester hours in business retail manage-
ment (12/68):

AR-I408-0011

MANAGEMENT REVIEW AND ANALYSIS
(TECHNIQUES OF REVIEW AND ANALYSIS)

Course Number: 7D -'l4; 541-Fl; 14 -K-
Fl; 14-1-F1; 14-0-7.

Location: Finance Schoo
Harrison , IN.

Length: 3 weeks (95 -I 10 hou
Exhibit Dates: I /55-Present.
Objectives: To provide commi. Toned of-

ficers and civilian personnel wit a basic
knowledge of the principles and ocedures
of review and analysis as applied to or-
ganizational management.

Instruction: Lectures in the fundamentals
of review and analysis, a survey of budget-

Ft. Benjamin

ing techniques, and review and analysis ap-
plied to budgeting techniques.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours in business management ( 2/68).

AR-I408-0012
ARMY PROJECT MANAGER

Course Number: 8A-F2.
Location: Logistics Management Center,

Ft. Lee, VA. 4
Length: 3 weeks (113 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/66-12/68.
Objectives: To provide officer and

civilian executives in project management
offices with training in - Army project

-management.
Instructibn: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in organization and staffing of project
management offices; management of
procurement, material, and financing;
procurement law; and value analysis.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in project
management (2/74); in the upper - division
baccalaureate category,2 semester hours in
business administration (12/68).

AR-I408-0013

WAito ADMINISTRATION AND SUPERVISION

Course Number: 8-0-41.
Location: Medical Field Service School.,

Ft. Sam Houston, TX.
Length: 22 weeks (713 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 3/56-12/68.

Version 2:4/54-2/56.
Objectives: To provide Nurse Corps of-

ficers with basic knowledge of the duties
and responsibilities of head nurses and
nursing service supervisors in clinical units.

Instruction: Lectures and practical ex-
perience in clinical nursing unit administra-
tion, including personnel management, .°
medical records, human relations, statistics,
dental education and training, aeromedical
evacuation procedures, clinical teaching
fundamentals, preventive medicine, nursing
service counseling and guidance, and
familiarization with basic psychology and
neuropsychiatry.

credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
2 semester hours in institutional manage-
ment, 3 in nursing administration, 3 in per-
sonnel management, 3 in oral and written
communication, and 2 in abnormal
psychology (12/68). 'Version 2: In the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 2
semester hours in institutional manage-
ment, 2 in nursing administration, 2 in per-
sonnel management, 3 in oral and written
communication, and 2 in abnormal
psychology ( 2/68 ).

AR-I408-0014
1. PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION OFFICER

BASIC
(ADJUTANT GENERAL OFFICER BASIC)

2. ADJUTANT GENERAL OFFICER BASIC
(ADJUTANT GENERAL OFFICER

ORIENTATION)

Course Number: All Versions: 7 42-C20._
Version 2: 12 -A-C20; 12-A-C1;

Location: Institute of Administration. Ft.
Benjamin Harrison, IN.': Adjutant General
School, Ft. Benjamin Harrison, IN.

8

Length: Version 1 : I I weeks (366-387
hours).ursr) H. Version 2: 8- weeks (296-384
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 4/75-Present.
Version 2: A/55-3/75.

Objectives: To train commissioned of-
ficers to perform personnel functions.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in personnel functionS.
including personnel activities and manage-
ment, administrative services, postal ser-
vices, military subjects and operations fun-

, damentals, and special services. Version 2:
Includes data. processing, and additional
hours in national defense organization, oral
and written communications, combined
arms, various types of warfare, siOtal com-
munications. and other military subjects.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
3 semester hours in personnel manageMent
and additional credit in advanced military
science at institutions which regularly grant
such credit (6/75). Version 2: In the voca-
tional certificate category. 2 semester houy ?
in personnel management (6/74); in

-Lower:7d _baccalaureate/
degree category. 2 semester hours
sonnel management (6/74); in the per-
division baccalaureate category, 2 ester
hours in personnel management .6;i1 credit
in advanced military science at institutions
which regularly offer such credit (12/68).

AR-I408-0015
I . MEDICAL DEPARTMENT OFFICER BASIC
2. MEDICAL SERVICE. CORPS OFFICER

ORIENTATION /
(MEDICAL SERVICE CORPS OFFICER

BASIC)

Course Numberi Version 1: 6-8-C20. Ver-
sion 2: 8- A -C2OB; 8- A -CIB; 8-0-33.

Location: All Versions: Medical Field Ser-
vice School, Ft. Sam Houston, TX. Version
1: Academy of ,Health. Sciences, Ft. Sam
Houston, TX.

Length: Version 2-9 weeks (63-320
hours). Version 2: 8-16 weeks (345-576
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 1/68-Present*
Version 2: 10/54-12/67.

Objectives: To provide newly commis-
sioned medical officers' with training in
medical service organization -and adminis-
trative procedures.

Instruction: All Versions.' Lectures and
practical exercises in basic medical service
administration. Version 1: Topics include
orientation subjects specific to the various
corps of the Army Medical Service. Version
2: Topics include organization, personnel
management, medical records and reports,
supply, procedures, emergency medical
care, casualty-handling methods and
procedures, casualty evacuation planning,
preventive medicine, and familiarization
with the nurse corps, veterinary service,
and neuropsychiatry.

Credit Recommendation': VerSion I: No
credit because' of the military nature of the
`course (6/75). VersionL2: In the vocational
certificate category, 2 semester hours in's.,
business organization and 'management (2/
74); in the lower-diyision baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree 'category, 2 semeZter hours
in business organization and 'management
(2/74); in the upper division baccalaureate
category, 2 semester hours in buSiness or-
ganization and management (12/68).



AR-1408-0016
ARMY MEDICAL SERVICE COMPANY OFFICER

Course.Number: 8-A-C2; 8-0-1.
Location: Medical Service. School, Ft.

Sam HoUston, TX.
Length: 22-26 weeks (699-1004 hours).

category, 4 semester hours in business or-
ganization and management (2/74); in the
upper- division baccalaureate category, 4
semester hours in business organization and
management (12/68).

Exhibit Dates: 7/54-12/68.
Objectives:°To provide officers with the

knowledge and skills necessary to perform
as company grade medical service corps of-
ficers.

Instruction: Lectures in medical service
organization and administration, including
personnel management; human relations;
,financial management; medical and military
law; medical supply procedures; field medi-
cal service organization; hospital planning,
construction, and maintenance: preventive
medicine; and sanitation and insect and
rodent control.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 5 semester hours
in business organization, 2 in hygiene or
first aid (2/74); in the lower-division bac-
calaureate/associate degree category, 5
semester hours in business organization, 2

--iffh-y-giene Or firSt-aid (2/74); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 5 senyster
hovg in business organization, 2 in
or first aid (12/68).

AR-1408-0017
CENTRAL OFFICE" SUPERVISION

Course Number: I 1 -R- 333.6; I 1,E-19,
Location: Southeastern Signal School, Ft.

Gordon, GA.
Length: 19 weeks (698 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/56 - 12/68.
Objectives: To train selected personnel in

the operation, characteristics, and control
of communications facilities.

Instruction: Practical experience in radio
communications, switchboards, tele-
typewriters, and plant operations.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military natmre of the course
(3/74).

AR-1408-0018
ASSOCIATE. MEDICAL SERVICE. CORPS

OFFICER CAREER.
(ASSOCIATE ARMY MEDICAL SERVICE OF-

FICER ADVANCED)
(ARMY ASSOCIATE MEDICAL SERVICE. OF-

FICER ADVANCED)

Course Number: 8-A-05; 8-0-4.
Location: Medical Service School, Ft.

Sam Houston, TX.
Length: 15-17 weeks (526-624 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/54-12/68.
Objectives: To provide medical service

officers with supplemental or refresher
training in the duties and responsibilities of -7
commanders and staff officers.

Instruction: Lectures on the administra-
tive duties of medical service commanders-
and staff officers. including hospital or-
ganization; problem-solving prpciples and
methods; financial :management; military
and medicai,law; medical records and re-

: personnel management; field medical'
service organization and operation; heavy
casualty management; familiarization with
neuropsychiatry, veterinary service, and

-preventive medicine; and hospital plant
planning principles and standards.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree

AR-140841019
AIR DEFENSE. ARTILLERY OFFICER

ADVANCED

Course Number: 2-44-C22.
Location: Air Defense School, Ft. Bliss,

TX.
Length: Version 1: 26 weeks (895

hours). Version 2: 36 weeks (1 190 hours).
Version 3: 34-37 weeks (1101-1 3 I 1
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 8/75-Present.
Version 2: 10/74-7/75. Version 3: 4/68-9/
74.

Objectives: To train air defense artillery
officers for command and staff duties in air
defense battalions and brigades.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical experience in automatic data
processing introductiOn; flow bharting:
basic language programming; financial
management systems; maintenance systems;
quality assurance and control; nuclear.
biological, and chemical weapons.employ-
ment; Nike and. Hawk air defense systems
characteristics and capabilities: air defense
tactics: and elective in two of the following:
automatic data processing, communicative
arts, logistics management, electronics, or
insurgent warfare. Version 1: This version
does not include the electives program.
Lectures on overview cif leadership and
motivation principles; lectures on funda-
mentals of weapons defense and combat
operations' concepts; introduction to tactics
and maneuver operations. Course includes
electronics and warfare phases on 'selected
specialized weapons.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: No
credit because of the military-specific na-
ture of the course (8177). Version Credit
in the subject area covered in the electives
program on the basic of institutional
evaluation (6/75). Version 3: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category,.6 semester
hours in business organization and manage-
ment, and additional credit for the'electives
program on the basis of institutional
evaluation ( 12/68).

AR-1408-0020
'COMMUNICATIONS OPERATIONS (CO-CMF)

NCO ADVANCED

Course Number: 5-CO-C42A.
Location: Signal School. Ft. Gordon, GA;

Southeastern Signal School, Ft. Gordon,
GA.

Length: 10-12 weeks (369-423 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/73-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in

'Tersomiel. management and communica-
:3'ilons operations.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in advanced educational development,
military correspondence, unit administra-
tion, and personnel management and ad-
ministration.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, I semester hour in English com-
position. I in speech. I in psychology, 2 in
personnel management and administration
(5/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category. I semester hour in English corn-

Army 1-59 7--
position, I in speech, I in psychology, and
2 in personnel management and administra-
tiontion (5/74).

Rellited Occupation Codes: 05B; 05C;
05F; 7213; 72C; 72F; 72H.

AR-1408-0021

ADMINISTRATION (AG-CMF) NCO BASIC

Course Number: 5-AG-C40A.
Location: Institute of Adihinistration, Ft.

Benjamin Harrison. IN; Adjutant General's
School. Ft. Benjamin Harrison. IN.

Length: Version 1: 7-10 weeks (247-318
hours). Version 10 weeks (307-311
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1.: 1/74- Present.
Version 2: 11/72-12/73.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in
administration and personnel management.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures on ad-
ministrative functions; correspondence;
publications; mail handling; manpower
management system: work measurement
techniques; authorization documents, or-
ders, records, and files; data processing
systems; and 'personnel management. Ver-
sion I : Common subjects for all personnel
emphasize personnel and records adminis-
tration.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degre"e category, I semester hour in per-
sonnel records administration (6/77). Ver.;
sion 2: In thevocational certificate catego-
ry, 6 semester hours in personnel manage-
ment (5/74); in the lower-division bac-
calaureate/associate degree category, 6
semester hours in personnel management
(5/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category. 6 semester hours in personnel
management (5/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 71 B; ,71 C;
71D; 71E; 71F; 71 L; 71 M; 710: 71R; 710;
74C; 75C; 75D; 75E; 76L; 01K; 03B;,03C;
03D.

AR-1408-0022

ENGINEER CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTING

Course tiumber:'4A-F4.
Location: Engineer School, Ft. Belvoir;

VA.
Length: 2 weeks (73 hours).
Exhibit Dats: 8/69-Preseni.
Objectives: To train commissioned of-.

ficers and civilian personnel to procure and
manage civil works and military construc-
tion contracts, ' and .architect/engineer
design contracts.

Instruction; Lectures and practical exer-
cises in contract atithinisiration and miler
aspects of construction, including critical
path method fol construction management,
general principles of construction, contract
law, critical path method and its use
tiinefand cost analysis and control of a pro-
ject. disputes procedures, termination of
contracts. contract case studies, construc-
tion estimating procedures, and 'contract'
procurement.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper -
`division baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours in constructioh contracting (5/74).
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AR-1408-0023
I.' ASSOCIATE. SIGNAL OFFICER CAREER

(ASSOCIATE SIGNAL OFFICER
ADVANCED)

2. ASSOCIATE SIGNAL OFFICER ADVANCED

Course Number: Version /: 11-A-C23;
1 ItA-05. Version 2: I 1 -0 -4.

Location: Signal School, Ft. Monmouth,
NJ.

'Length: Ver on I: 13-19 weeks
(455-680 h Version 2: 12-15 weeks'
(436-630 hours). A

Exhibit Dates: Version I: 12/57-12168.
Version 2: 1 1/53-11/57. .

Objectives:, To train commissioned. of-
ficers as -Signhl Corps officers.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and .

practical exercises in the duties of "Signal/
CO officers, including radio and wire

Signa Corps organization and tactics. Ver-
sion 1: Includes automatic data processing
systems, logistics, personnel and adyainis-
tration,electronic warfare, ,and COnfiliUni-,
cations center operationS. Version 2,, In=
eludes map reading and signal supply,and
maintenance. .4° i.' -

Credit Recommendation' 1: In
the vocational 'certificate category, 3.
semester hours in.business organization and
management- (6/74 in the lower-division
baccalaureate/a ate degree ,category, 3
semester hours i business, organizatigii and
management (614I=, in the "'-' (-4 kision
baccalaureate E4tegOry, 4 semesteturs in
business organization and management (12/ °
68). Version4: In the upper-division bac-

. calaureate 'ategory, 4 semester hours in
business (.o :',..ianization and management (12/

v68). 4'. ' C

AR-1408-0024

RADIO TELETYPE OPERATOR NCO BASIC

Course Number:- 201-05C40-EC.
Location: Southeastern Signal Schoof,"tf.

Gordon, GA.
Length: 12 weeks (463 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/71-Present.
Objectives: To train _noncommissioned

officers to supervise radio teletype opera-
tions.

Instruction: Lectures in the administra-
tion and-4upervision of radio teletype
operations. Course includes many aspects
of administration including financial, 'per-
sonnel, records, maintenance Management,
and numerous military-related concerns
such,as military leadership and command
tactics.

Credit .Recommendation: In the !Voca-
tional certificate category, 2 semester...hours
in administrative manageMent (6/74); in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 2 Semester hours in ad-
ministrative management (6/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 05C.

AR-1408-0025
COST ESTIMATING TECHNIQUES FOR SYSTEMS

ACQUISITION

Course Number: None.
location: Logistics .Management Center,

Ft. Lee, VA.
Length: 4-5 weeks (151-183 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 19/70-Present.
Objectivei: To: tinain commissioned of-

ficers to,estimate cVsts of military systems
acquisition and support.

Instruction: Lectiire.s and practical exer-
cises in cosi estiMationof military systems
acquisition and sUpport; including paramet-
ric techniques' and Constraints of cost esti-
mation, cost estimation relationship, mathe-
matics and statistics,.. learning -curve theory,
economic analysis, managerial accounting,
.acquAion/policy and management, risk
analysis' tesliniques, cost growth, computer
model esilination of life cycle costs, and in-
dostrial enginirering.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificatecategory, 2 semester hours
itT cost analysis (6/74); sin the ,lower-divi- .

sion baccalaureate/as,sociate degree catego-
ry, 2semester hoursiin cost analysis (6/74);

Ng the upper-division baccalaureate catego-
Sy, 2 semester hours in cost analysis (6/74).

AR-1408-0026
1 t

NON -INTE. Dr,RADAR 'MAINTENANCE
(AM Mier) NCO BASIC

Course Nu
Location: S

`NJ.
Length: 11

/
1-RM-C40A.
School, Ft. Monmbutli,

(378 hours).
Exhibit Dates: g/72-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

maintain nonintegrated radar,
Instruction: Lectures in nonintegrated

radar maintenance, including maintenance
and supply management, maintenance shop
organization and administration, and
general military subjects.

Credit Recommendation:, In the voca-
tioriarcertificate category, 3 semester hours
in priiiielples of management (6/74); in the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in prin-
ciples.oi management_(6/74); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in principles of management (6/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 26B; .261);
2614; 26P.

AR-1408-0027

,QUARTERM ER OFFICER r,!..NDIDATE

Course umber: 8- I 0-F1.
Loca n: Quartermaster School, Ft. Lee,

VA.
Length: 23 weeks (859 hours).
Exhibit Dates: TB/66-12/68.
Objectives: ,To train personnel as quarter-

master officers.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the duties and responsibilities of
quartermaster officers engaged'in the su-
pervision of ;"supplies and ecitlipment
procurement.; Course includes leadership,
organizational administration, effective,
writing, supply accounting, storage and 'in-
ventory, procurement procedures, map and
air photograph reading, instructor training,
communications, and conduct of selected
military operations.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate categOry, 6 semester hours
in business organization and management
(6/74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 6 semester hours7
in business organization and management
(6/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 6 semester hours in business or-
ganization and management, and credit in
advanced military on the basis of institu-
tional examination (12/68).

AR-1408-0028
I. FIELD ARTILLERY OFFICER ADVANCED
2. FIELD ARTILLERY OFFICER ADVANCED
3. ARTILLERY OFFICER CAREER
4. ARTILLERY OFFICER CAREER

Course Number: All Versions: 2-6-C22.
Version 3: 6-A-C22. -

Location: Artillery and Missile. School,
Ft. Sill, OK;, Air Defense Scho'ol, Ft. Bliss,
TX.

Length: Version 1: 26 weeks (826-893
hours), Version 2: 40 weeks (1268-1310
hours)t Version Y: 37 weeks (1260 hours).
Version 4: . 32-42 weeks ( 1117-1690
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version I: 10175-Present.
Vi ion 2: 5/68-9/75. Version 3: 6/67-4/68.
Ve sion 4: 2/60-5/67.

bjectives: To train commissioned of-
ficers to be _field artillery officers.

Insiruction: All Versiomi,Lectures and
practical' exercises in artillery transport,
communications, guided missiles, gunnery,
tactics, target acquisition, and two electives
in psychological operations, coitmunicative

management automatic data
processing and systems analysis, stability
operations, meteorology, or military histo-
ry. Version I: Electives program has been
eliminated, Version 4: Instruction does not
include electives.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: No
credit because of the. military-specific na-
ture of the course ( 11/77). _Version 2: In
the vocational certificate category,

°
6

semester hours in group dynamics or
human relations for students who have
completed the psychological operations
elective, 3 in composition or technical writ-
ing and 3 in public speaking for those who

, have completed the communicative arts
elective, 6 in organization and management
for those who have completed the manage-
ment elective, 3 in.,. automatic data
processing and 3 in operations research for
thOse who have completed the automatic
data processing systems and operations
research systems analysis elective, 6 in
political science for those who have
completed the stability operations elective,
6 in meteorology for those who have
completed the meteorology elective, and/or
6 in military history for those who have
completed the military history elective (6/
74; in the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 6 semester houts
in group dynamics or human relations for
students who have cOniplef4t the
psychological operations elective, 3 com-
position or technical, writing and 3 in
public speaking f,pr those who have
completed the communicative arts elective,
6 in organization and management for
those who have completed the management
elective, 3 in automatic data processing
and 3 in operations research for those who
have 'completed the automatic data
processing systems and operations research
systems analysis elective, 6 in political
science for those who have completed the
stability operations elective, 6 in
meteorology for those who have completed
the meteorology elective, and/or 6 in mili-
tary history for those who have completed
the military ,history elective (6/74); in the
upper-division haccalaureate category, 6
semester hours in grow dynamics or
human relations for students who have
completed the psychological operations

k elective, 3 in composition or technical writ-
. ing and 3 in 1:tublic speaking for those who

"J-tave completed the communicative arts .4'
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'elective, 6 in organization and management AR-14013-0029
,i.for those who have completed the manage-

ment elective, 3 in automatic data
processing and 3 in operations research for
those who have completed the automatic
data processing systems and operations"
research systems analysis elective, 6 in
political, science' for thoSe . who have
completed the stability opel-ati ns elective,.i

6 in meteorology for those. who have
completed the meteorology ele tive, and/or
6 in military history fpr those who have
completed the militarMnstory elective (6/
74). Versinn 3:In the vocational certificate
category. 6 seniester hoursin organization,
and management for students who.' have
completed the management elective, 6 in
group. dynalnics or' human relations for
those who have completed-the psychologi-
cal operations elective. 6 in composition or
technical writing for those who have
completed the effective writing and moral
presentatign elective, 4 in political science
for those who have completed' the stability
operatioqs elective. 4 in military history for
those who have completed the military his-
tory elective, 4 in meteorology for ,those
who have completed the meteorology elec-
tive, 2 in Operations research and Systems
analysis for those who have completed the
operations esearch and systems analysis.
elective, - dfor 2 in automatic data
processing who have completed
the aufbm processing elective (6/-
74); in e o er ivision baccalaureate/as -
sociate de egory, .6 semester hours
in organiz management for stu-

dents who h. eted the management
elective, ft ynamics or human .

relations for tho have completed the
psychological operations elective, 3 in com-
position or teamical :writing, and in
public speaking for those who e
Completed the effective writing and oral,
ptesentationelective. 4 in political science.
for those who have,4ompleted the stability
Operations elective. 4 in n2military history for

;those who.have completed the military his-
tOry elective, 4 in meteorology for those

have4cornpleteit the meteorology dee-
'oive, 2 in operations research and systems
analysis: for those/Who hjiive completed. the
operations research 'and systems analysis
elective, and/or 2. in automatic data
processing' for those who have completed
theautOmatic data processing elective (6/
74); in the upper-division,' haZcalairreate
categdry, 6 semester hours in organization
and management' for the students who have
completed the- management elective, 6 in
group dynaniics tan relations for

. those who have completed the Ps'yeliologi-
.'cal operations elective, 3 in 'composition or

technical writing 3' in public:- speaking
for those whb have completed the effective
writing and oral Presentation elective, 4 in
political science for' those who have
°completed the stability. Operations elective,
4 .in military history for those who have
,Completed, the military history elective. 4 in
Meteorology for those who .havc completed
the meteorology .elective. 2 in operations
research and systems analy'sis for those who
lave completed the operations 'research
and systems analysis' elective vand/or. 2" in.
automatic data processing loPthose who'
have Ivompleted the automatic data
pioceising 'elective (6/74). Version 4:
Credit-for the electives on thrs'ihasis of in-
Atitutional examination-0/74B

1. PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION OFFICER
ADVANCED

2. PF:RSONNEL ADMINISTRATION. OFFICER
ADVANCED /

3, ADJUTANT GENERAL OFFICER
ADVANCEb

4. ADJUTANT/GENERAL OFFICER

Army 1-61

Location: Air Defense Schbol, Ft. Bliss,
TX.

Length: Version' I: 2f- weeks (666-675
hours). Version 2: 19 weeks (703,hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version If 5/58-12/68.
Version 4/57-4/58.,

ObJectlies: To train officers as field
grade air, defense artillery officers and
nuclear weapons employment officers.

ADVANSED Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
5. ADJUTI,Nly ENERAL OFFICER CAREek cises in the duties of'field -grade air defense

( ADJUTANT NERAL OFFICER CARE R
a affillery officers and nuclear weapons em -.

(A'ovANc IStoyment officers, including general milita-
(A JUTANTOE ERAL OFFICER ry leadership subjects, intelligence andAovANrio) counterintelligence, communications

Cf(rtrse Number: All Versions: 7-12-C22:- procedures, electronics, basic radar cir-
Version 4: 12-A-C4; cuits, gunnery and materiel, atomic

tion: Institute of 'Administration. Ft: weapopS, Nike, 'Ajax, and Hercules
Eienja in Harrison, IN; Adjutant General's systems, combined arms, and missile tac-
School, FtL,Benjamin Harrison, IN. tics. -

Length:. Verlion 1: 21 weeks ( 73 I Credit Recommehdation: In the voca:
hodrs). Ve=rsion 2: 26 weeks (803 hours). tional certificate cateliy, 6 semester hours
Versioh . 3: 33-35 weeks (1006-1008 in business organization and management
hours). Version 4: 25-30 weeks (851-1059 (6/74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/
hours). Version 5: 24-38 weeks (796-1?77 assgciate degree' ategory, 3 semester hours
hours). in business organization and management

Exhibit 'Dates: Version /: I 2/77-Present. (6/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 3 semester, hours in business or-
ganization and management (6/74).

Version 2: 9/75-11V77. Version 3: 8Y72-8/
75. Version 4: 7/67=7/72. 'version 5: 8/
55-6/67.

'Objectives: To train commissioned of-
ficers as personnel andadministrative o - AR-1408-0031 . .

fleets:- / :

e I. ORDNANCE OFFICER ADVANCED
,

Instruction: Lectures and practical execs
cises in administrative services, personnel-?. ORDtigNCWOFFICER CARRIER
management', postal services, data (ORDNANCE OFFICER ADVANCED)

processing, unit organization and "'bpera- Course I./umber: Version'/: 4-9-C22. Ver-
sions, combat service support, command -sion 2: 9-A-C22; 9-A-C4, ,

and staff procedures, and special services. Location: Ordnance S'ehoolA4berdeen
Credit Recommendation: , Version /: Proving Ground. MD. -

Pending evaluation. Version In the
lower-division baccalaurea /associate

-"degreecategory, 3 semester hours in busi-
Pess management, 3 in personneLptanage-
'mont (6/76)i Versitin 3: In the. vocational '
certificate category, 3. semester hours in
business management, 3 in personnel
management (5/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degreeTcathsory, 3 rises in advanced ordnance operations, in-
semester hours in business management, 3 chiding organization fors Ogistics; adminis-
in

../
personnel management, 0(79. VersiOn . nation and operations; tactics and staff

4: In the vocational certitic category. 3 . procedures; logistics management; manage -
semesterseniester hours in 'businesir1 rganization and * ment functions and techniques; supply and
management, 3 in person es( _management - maintenance operatnins; ammunition, ar-
(5/74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/ mament, automotive, and fire control
associate degree, categoq, 3 semester hours materiel; guided missile and rocket
in business .organintion, and management, materiel; special weapons materiel; and
3 in-persoririel',nialicagentent ,(5/714); in the problems in- ordnance service.
upper-diV'ision baccalikneate...-category. 3' Credit Recommendation: Version, /: In
semester, hours in business organization and the upper:division .baccalaureate 'category,
management, 3, in personnel !management, 4 semester hours in business organization .
and credit, in data processing on the .basis and management and 4 in supply manage-
ofd institutional examination .( 12/68). Ver- ^ ment (12/68). Version 2: In the upper-divi- .

sion 5: In the vocational certificate catego- sion baccalaureate category, 6 semester
ry, 3 semester hours in. business organiia- hours in business organization and manage-
tion and management, 3 in .. personnel : ment ( I 2/68 ). . 4management (5/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, .3.

mseester hours irbusiness organization and AR-3408-0032,

management. 3 an personnel management
(5/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate 1' QUARTERMASTER OFFICER ADVANCED,.,

,- 2. QUARTERMASTER OFFICER ADVANCED_category, 3 semester hours in business Or! --- ., __.
J . QUARTERMASTER OFFICER CAREERganizition and management, 3 in personnel ,

(QUARTERMASTER OFFICER ADVANCED)management (12/68). .

_.
J

AR.1408-0030' o

1.. ASSOCIATE AIR DEFENSE. OFFICER
s., ADVANCED

2. ItssoctATE AAA ArnA SAM OFFICER
.

.
_ADVANCED-

COurse Number: 44-A C5.

Length: Version I: 36 Weeks I 170 .

hours). Version 2: 22-24 weeks ( 7 3-739
hoprt).

Exhibit Dates: Version I : I l'/70-Present.
Version 2: I /58210/70. ,

Objectives: To train commissioned, of-
ficers in advanced ordnance operatio/

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

lJ v"

4. QUARTERMASTER OFFICER ADVANCED

COUrse Number: Version I; 8-I0 -C22.
Wrsiiin 2: ,8-I0 -C22, Version 3: 8- I 0-C22;
10-A-C22; 1,0.-A-t4. Version 4: 10-A-C4;
10-0-3. -

Location: Quartermaster School, Ft. Lee,
VA, . .

Length: Version /: 32-36 weeks
( I I 32-1172 hours).- Version 2: 31, weeks

ff
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(952-987 hours). Version 3: 24-32 weeks
(720-960 hours). Version 4: 33-35 weeks
( 1023-1132 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 10/72-Present.
Version 2: 7/68-9/72. Version 3: 2/59-6/68.
Version 4: 0/54-I /59.

Objectives: To prepare Quartermaster of-
ficers for command and staff positions.

Instruction: Instruction' covers general
management subjects, including objectives,
concepts, and functions of management;
organization theory; personnel develop-
ment; theory of leadership; data processing,

:systems analysis, and statistic's; ;supply
management and supPort; storage °Kra
tions; installation logistics; Industrial Tim-
bilization planning; and written and oral
communication. .

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the upper - division baccalaureate category,
3 semester hours in personnel management,
6 ih 'organization and management, -and, 3
in supply management (6/75). Version 2: In
the.- upper- division baccalaureate category,
4' semester hours in business organiiation
and management, 4 in supply management,
and additional credit for the electives on
the basis of institutional examination (7/
74). Version 3: In the upper-division bac-
calaureate category, 4 semester hours in'
supply management and 4 in business or-
ganization and management (12/68). Ver-
sion 4: In the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 4 semester hours, in supply

omanagement and 6 in business organization
and management (.12/68).

AR:. 1408-0033

ASSOCIATE QUARTERMASTER. COMPANY
OFFICER

Course Number: 10-B-C3; 10-A-C3;' 10-
0-2. FA

,Location: Quartermaster School, Ft. Lee,
VA.

Length: 1 k weeks (525-546 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/54- 12/68.
Objectives: To train commissioned of-

ficers as company. grade Quartermaster
Corps officers.

k Instruction: Lectures' and practical exer-
cises in the duties of a company grade
Quartermaster Corps officer...:Course in-
cludes general military subjecAS, weapons,
map' reading, command and staff
procedures, organization and tactics, supply
and distribution prqcedures, and quarter-
master operations.

Credit Recommendation: In ..the voca-
tional certificate categOry, 3 semester hours
in materials handling (7/74); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in supply management, 3 in business
organization and management ( 12/68 ).

AR-1408-0034

FINANWL MANAGEMENT-MORILIZATIO
ESIGNEES

Course Nbmber: None.
Location: Finance School, Ft. Benjamin

Harrison, IN.
Length: 2 weeks (70-74 hours).
'Exhibit Dates: 5/55-12/68.
Objectives: To train commissioned of-

ficers in financial management and ad-
ministration.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exey-
ciSes in financial matiagement and adminjs-
'tration, including financial management
training; installation operating schedule and

Atudget execution plan, cost and per-
formance reporting, Finance Corps
procedures and responsibilities, pistol
qualification, civil emergencies, and comp-

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(7/74).

AR-1408-0035
I. DEFENSE SPECIFICATION MANAGEMENT'
2. SPECIFICATION MANAGEMENT

Course Number: Version 1 8D-Fl. Ver-
sion 2: 400-Q-F7.: ,

Location: Logistics Management Center,
Ft. Lee, VA; On-Site Locations, Continen-
tal U.S..

Length: Version /: 2 weeks (71 hours).
Version 2: 3 weeks (90 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version I: 8/73-Present.
Version 2: 1/64 -7/73. ,-

Objectives: to familiarize military and
civilian' personnel in the development,
preparation, and use of specifications.
Onstruction: Version 1: Lecture-con-

ferences and practical exercises. Topics in-;
dude fundamentals of specifications,
requirements of specifications, specifica-
tions and procurement, quality assurance,
preparation for delivery, and management
practices., Version 2: Lectures and practical
exercises in management 'decision Making
for the, development, preparation, and use
of specifications, including management
concepts and policies for military and
federal specifications, quality assurance,
preparation for delivery, automatic data
processing sygems, specifications, require-
ments and legal aspects of specifications.

Credit Recommendation: Version I:. In
the lower- division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, I semester hour in
procurement (12/75). Version 2: In the
upper-division baccalaUreate category, 2
semester hours in procurement manage-
ment (1,2/68), .

I

AR-1408-0036
AVIATION COMMAND AND RESOURCE

. MANAGEMENT

Course Number: 2G-F15.
Location: Aviation School, Ft. Rucker,

AL.
Length: Version /: 2 weeks (61 hours).

Version 2 : 2 weeks (60 hours).
Exhibit Dikes: Version 1: 8/74-Present.

Version 2: 3/73-7/74.
Objectives: To train commissioned of-

ficers as commanders of aviation units,
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the duties of commanders of avia-
tion units, including management functions
(communications, problem solving deci
sion making), maihttitance management,
personnel procedures, supply management.
drug abuse and race relations, aviation
safety and medicine, and military subjects.

Credit Recommendatiofi: Version rj: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/ rate
degree category, 1 semester hour in Princi-
ples of management (6/75). Verston 2: In
the vocational./ certificate categoky, I
semester hour in administrative manage-
ment (7/74); in the lower-division .bac-
calaureate/associate degree category. I
semester hour in administrative manage-
ment (7/74). ' '

I -

AR-1408-8037
WORK PLANNING AND CONTROL

Course Number: 7A-F21.
Location:. Management Engineering

Training Agency, Rock Island, IL.
Length: Version /: 2 .weeks (77 hours).

Version 2: 3 weeks ( 117 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 9/76-Present.

Version 2: 11/66-8/76.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

design and use work planning and work
control systems.

Instruction: All Versiorts: Lectures and
practical exercises in the design and use of
work planning and work control systems,
including systems study, types of work
planning and work control systems,
forecasting, statistical control of forecast-
ing, product and process planning, routing,

' material control and management. schedul-
ing and loading, dispatching, prbgress re-
porting, and ,corrective actions. Version 2:
Includes' job acceptance, time estimating,
emphasis on achievement of effective infor-
mation system; network based management
techniques, breakeven analysis, economic
order quantity determination and computer
application in work planning and control.
Course paper is required.

Credit Recommendation: Version /: In
the upper- division - baccalaureate category.
3 semester hours in production planning
and management, production management
systems, - or.. industrial engineering
techniques ( 11/76). Version 2: In the voca-
tional certificate categqry, 2 semester, hours
in work measurement (7/74.); in the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category., 2 semester hours in >.vork mea-
surement (7/74).

AR-1408-0038
WORK METHODS AND STANDARDS

Course Number: Not ...available
Location: Management Engineering

Training Agency, Rock island, IL.
Length: 8 weeks (317 hours).

Exhibft Dates: 5/64-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel

perform as technicians in methods d
, standards programs and to integrate work

methods and standards, into an overall
management process.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in methods and standards programs
and the overall management process, in-
cluding methods improvement, basic
mathematics and statistics, work sampling
for management information, methods
analysis, nonengineered standards, time
study, methods time measurement, stan-
dard data, cost analysis, and facility layout
and materials handling.

, Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 3 semester hours .

in work measurement (7/74); in the lower-
dlivision--,baccalaureate/associate== -degree-'
category, 3 semester hours in work mea-
surement (7/74); in the upper-division bac-
calaureate category, 4 semester hours in in-
.dustrialvineering (12/68).

AR-1408-0039
MANPOWER VALIDATION

Course Number: None.
' Location: Management , Engineering
Training Agency, Rock Island, IL. '4

Length: 4 weeks (157 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/64-12/68.
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Objectives: To train commissioned of-
ficers in manpower validation management.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in manpower validation. Course in-
cludes the management process, introduc-
tion to methods improvement, basic =the,
matics and statistics, work sampling,.
methods improvement techniques, in+
troduction to work management, time
study and standard-data appreciation.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca;
Donal certificate category, 3 semester-hours

, in work measurement (7/74); in the lower-
._ division baccalauteate/associate degree

category, 3 semester hours in work mea-
surement (7/74); in the upper-division bac-
calaureate category, 2 semester hours in in-
dustrial engineering (12/68).

AR-1408-0040
PERSONNEL 4PECIALIST-WAC

Course Number: 500-7 I H20B.
Location: Women's Army Corps School,

Ft. McClellan, AL. ,

Length: 4 weeks (142 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4 /70- Present.
Objectives: To train clerks to prepare

and maintain personnel records.
Instructicire Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the preparation and maintenance of
nonfinancial personnel records and actions,
including military structure, records rou-
tines, and administration.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 2 semester hours
in office administration (7/74); in the
lower-division baccalaure ate/associate
degree category, 2 semester hours in office
administration (7/74).

'Related Occupation Codes: 70A; 71H.

AR-1408-0041

ASSOCIATE CHEMICAL OFFICER CAREER

Course Number: 5-3-C23; 3-A-C23..
Location: Chemical School, Ft. McClel-

lan, AL.-
Length: 17-20 Weeks (638-723 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/60-12/68.
Objectives: To 'train commissioned of-

ficers to be Chemical Corps officers.
Instruction: Lectures ,slid practical exer-

cises in management and administration;
personnel; supply and maintenance; militi-
ry arts and operations; and the technical
aspects of chemical, biological, and nuclear
warfare and defense.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 2 semester hours
in business organization and management
(7174); in the lower ,1ivision baccalaureate/
associate degree Category, 2 semester hours
in business' organization and management
(7/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 4 7bgmestet hours in business or-

, ganization and management, and credit in
chemistry on the basis of institutional ex-
amination ( 12/68 )..:

,..X.1\

AR-1408-0042
ASSOCIATE ELD ARTILLERY OFFICER

CAR R

( ASSOCIA FIELD ARTILLERY OFFICER
ADVANCED)

Course Number: 6- A -(23; 6-A-05; 6,0-
4A.

Location: Artillery and Missile School,
Ft. Sill, OK.

Length: 18-19 weeks (665-724 hours).

Exhibit Dates: 5/56-8/67.
Objectives: To train officers to be senior

field artillery officers.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in communications, electronics, mis-
siles, gunnery, tactics, and employment 'of
combined arms.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 2 semester hours
in business organization and management
(7/74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 2 semester hours
in business organization and management
(7/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 3 semester hours in business or-
ganization and management (12/68).

Ati-1408-0043
EQUIPMENT STORAGE SPECIALIST, SKILL

DEVELOPMENT BASE

Course Number: 551-76V40-l.
Location: Quartermaster School, Ft. Lee,

VA.
Length: 12 weeks (426 hours).
Exhibit Dates:. 12/68-Present.
Objectives: To train selected enlisted per-

sonnel to perform as equipment storage
specialists,

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the duties of equipmegibtorage
specialists. Course includes.MilitaMeader-
ship; map, reading; administration; packag-
ing; storage; materials handling; automatic
data processing; and, selected military sub-
jects.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, I semester hour
in principles of management (7/74); in the
loWer-division baccalaureate /associate
degree category, 1 semester hour in princi-
ples.of mamigement(7/74).

Related Occupation CodeS: 76V; 76Z.

AR-1408-0044
SUPPLY (SU-CMF) NCO BASIC

Course Number: 5-SU-C4' 6A. -
Location: Quartermaster Se'hool, Ft. Lee,

VA.
Length: 10-12 weeks (353-420 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/73-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted 'personnel to

perform as ,noncommissioned officers in
s'upply.

Instruction: LAtures and practical exer-
cises in the function of noncommissioned
officers in supply, including leadership, 'lo-
gistical coMbat support, maihtiOnce
management, communicative techniques,
introduction to career management field,
DSU accounting procedures, mechanized
stock control procedures at DSU level,
ASDA accounting procedures for repair
parts, storage of repair parts, special ac-
counting procedures, and ASDA account-
ing procedures.

'Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificat5/category,3 semester hours
in principles of management (7/74); in the
lower-division 6 baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in prin-
ciples of management (7/74); in the,..44.per-
division baccalaureate category, 3 semever
hours in principles of management (7/74).

Related Occupatron Codes: 76P; 76Q;
76R; 76S; 76T; 76U; 76V; 76X; 76Y.
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AR-1408-0045
COMMUNICATIONS OPERATIONS (CO-CMF)

NCO ADVANCED

Course Number: 5-CO-C42B.
Location: Signal School, Ft. Monmouth,

NJ.
Length: 11 weeks (396 hours).
Exhibit.Dates; 11/72-Present.
Objectives: To train noncommissioned

officers in advanced communications
operations.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in communication operations, includ-
ing general military subjects, administrative
and manageinent practices, combat service
support operations,' field training exercises,
"satellite communications, communication
security; fixed - station radio communica-
tions, data processing and data communica-'
tions, and dial exchange equipment.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 1 semester hour
in basic telephone circuits, I in administra-
tive management (6/74); in the lower-divi-
sion baccalaureate/associate degree catego-
ry, 1 semester hour in administrative
management (6/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 72G.
,

AR-1408-0046
I. CHEMICAL OFFICER ADVANCED
2. CHEMICAL OFFICER ADVANCED

(CHEMICAL OFFICER CAREER)
3. CHEMICAL OFFICER ADVANCED
4. CtiEstIcAt. OXFICER ADVANCED

Course Numba: Version 1: 5-3-C22. Ver-
Sion 2,: 5-3-C22;3-A-C22. Version 3: 3 -A -'
C4. Version 4: 3-0-3.

Location: Chemical Corps School, Ft.
McClellan, AL.

Length: Version 1: 36 weeks (1200
hours). Veision 2: 28-36 weeks (958-1203
hours).. Version 3: 36 weeks (1085-1173
hours). Version 4: 38 weeks (1396 hours).

Exhibit. Dates: '-' Version 1: 1/73:-Present.
Version 2: 3/60-12/72. Version 3: 12/55-2/
60. Version 4: 9/54-11/55.

bjectives: To prepare Chemical Corps
officers for command and staff positions.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the duties of Chemical Corps of-
ficers, including personnel and administra-
tive procedures; management; technical
aspects of biological and cliEmical opera-
tions; nuclear warfare . an radiological
defense; CBR defenSe and materiel; medi-
cal trainingand support; CBR plans, train-
ing and operation; and,logistics.

Credit Recommendation: Versidn 1: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree. category, 3 semester hours in
nuclear instrumentati 'and 3 in radiologi-
calcal safety (5/74); in the uPper-division bac-
calaureate category, 3 semester hours in
nuclear instrumentation and 3 in radiologi-
cal safety (5/74). Version 2: In the lower-
diVision baccalaureate/associatri.idegree
category, 6 semester hours in management,
3 in science (7/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 6 semester hours in
business organization and management, and
additional credit in chemistry on the basis
of institutional examination, (12/68). Ver-
sion 3: In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category. 4 semester hours
in business organization and management
and additional credit in physics or nuclear
technology on the basis of institutional ex-
amination (7/74); in the upper- division
baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in
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business organization and management and
additional. credit in physics or nuclear
technology on the-basis of institutional ex:
amination ( 12/68); Version 4: In the lower-
division baccalaureate /associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in business or-
ganization and management and additional
credit in physics or nuclear technology on
the basis of institutional examination (7/
74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 3 semester hours in business or-
ganization and management and additional
credit in physics or nuclear technology on
the basis of institutional examination (12/
68).

AR-1408-0047

ASSOCIATE CHF.M AL OFFICER ADVANCE')

Course Num : 3-A-05; 3-0-4.
location: Chemical Corps School, Ft.

McClellan, AL.
Length: 15-18 weeks (533-633 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/56-6/60.
Objectives: To train Chemical Corps

company officers in the duties appropriate
to field grade Chemical Corps officers.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the duties of field grade Chemical
Corps officers, including personnel and ad-
ministrative procedures; logistics; 'manage-
nient; CBR plans, training, and operations;
technical aspects of chemical and biologi-

chl warfare; technical aspects of atomic
and radiological warfare;-- -protection;
materiel; and combat arms.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/as,sOciate degree
category, 3 semester hours in business
management (7/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 4 semesterhours in
business organization and management, and
credit in, chemistry on the basis of institu-
tional examination (12/68).

AR-1408-0048

SPE( IAL ASSIGNMENT (SP-CMF) NC,.19)/
ADVANCED

Course Number: 5-SP-C42.
Location: Adjutant General's School, Ft.

Benjamin Harrison, IN.
Length: '9 weeks (283 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/72-3/76.
Objectives: To provide noncommissioned

officers with advanced training in. personnel
management and administration.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in leadership, management, man-
power, data, processing, fundamentals of
military operations, personnel administra-
tion, and English composition.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
catethry, 3 semester hours in personnel
management and administration. I in En-
glish composition (2/74); in the upper-divi-
sion baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in Personnel management and ad-
ministration. I in English composition (2/
74).

Related Occupation Codes: 00E.

AR-I408-0049
CIVIL AFFAIRS AN6 MILITARY GOVERNMENT

OFFICER -ApVANCED
(CAMG OFFICER ADVANCED)

Course Number: 41-1-F2,.
Locatiolt: . Civil Affairs and Military

Governnient School, Ft. Gordon, GA.

Length: 4 weeks (163-169 hours). -
Exhibit Dates: 4/57=12/68.
Objectives: To train selected officers and

civilians ir0-the conduct of civil affairs and
military government operations.

instruction: Course covers civil affairs
and military government planning, tactical
units and operations, and civil emergencies.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, I semester hour
in ess organization pod management
(8/74), the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate egret' category, 1 semester hour
in business organization and management
(8/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 2 semester hours in business or-
ganization and management (8/74). .

AR-1408-0050

AREA SIGNAL CENTu OFFICER

Course Num. )W-022-0.
Location: Southeasiem Signal School, Ft.

Gordon, GA.
Length: Version 1: 5 weeks (236-257

hours). Version 2 : 5 weeks (276 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 1/70-Present.

Version 2: 6/67-12/69.
Objectives: To provide Signal Corps of-

ficers with knowledge of the installation,
operation, and maintenance of an army
signal center.

Instruction: Course covers communica-
tions system planning. engineering, and
analysis and a variety of*military subjects. -.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: No
credit because of the military nature of the
course (71,74). Version 2: In the upper-divi-
sion baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in business organization and manage-
ment ( I 2/68 ).

AR-1408-0051

FINANCE. OFFICER MOBILIZATION BASIC,
PHASE II

Course Number: 7-I4-C 1.
Lcication: Finance School; Ft. Benjamin

Harrison, IN.
Length: 7 weeks (234-235 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1168-Present.
Objectives: To train finance officers of

the reserve componentS for duty at the
company level.

Instruction: Lectures and practical ,exer-
cises in the duties of finance officers, in-
clotting military science operations and
command, control of appropriated funds,
automatic data processing, finance or-.
ganizations. entitlethents, operations, pro-
gramming (UNIVAC 1005), nuclear
weapon employment, pay and allowances
of military personnel, and disbursing opera-
tions.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in finance and disbursing (12/68).

AR-140.8-0052

1. FINANCE OFFICER BASIC
2. FINANCE OFFICER BASIC
3. FINANCE. OFFICER BASIC

FINANCE OFFICER BASIC
5. FINANCE OFFICER BASIC

(FINANCE. OFFICER ORIENTATION)
6. FINANCE/OFFICER BASIC

Course Number: Version 1: 7-14-C20.
Version 2: 7-14-C20. Version 3: 7- 1.4-C20.
Version 4: 7-14-C20; 14-A-C20. V,grsion 5:
14-C20. Version 6: 14-A-C I; 14 -0 -A.

Locution: Ally Versions: Finance School,
Ft. Benjamin Harrison, IN. Version 1: In- .

stitute of Administration, Ft. Benjamin
Harrison, IN. Version 2: Institute of Ad-
ministratiorieFt. Benjamin Harrison, IN.

Length: Version 1: 15 weeks (496
hours). Version 2: 12 weeks (383-390
hours). Version .3: 9 weeks (292-314
hours). Version 4: 9 weeks (323 hours)._.
Version 15: 8-9 weeks (307-333 hours).
Version 6: 12 -14 weeks (456-540 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 9/75-Present.
Version 2: 3173-8175. Version 3: 5/66-2/73.

' Version 4.. 8/64-4/66. Version 5: 7/60-7/64,
Version 6: 8/55-6/60.

4 ' Objectives: To train officers in the duties.
and responsibilities of inance Corps of-
ficers.

Instruction: All 'Ver'sions: Lectures and
practical exercises on the duties of officers
in the Finance Corps, including military
science, finance and accounting practices,
travel allowances, pay of military person-
nel, disbursing operations, and finance of-
fice operations. Version 2: Topics include
personnel and leadership functions. Version
3: Topics include control of appropriated
funds, automatic data processing, finance
organizations, and entitlements. Version 4:
Topics include finance organizations, entit-
lements, impact and control of errors, com-
mercial accounts, .civilian pay, model of-
fice, military correspondence, reports of
survey, fiscal code, military accounting, ap-
propriation allotment accounting, and in-
troduction to punched-card machines. Ver-
sion 5: Topics include tactics, integrated
accounting, command management system,
fiscal . code, and financial management
machine accounting. Version 6: Topics in-
clude integrated accounting, command
management system, nonappropriated
funds, general accounting review, military
comptrollership, fiscal code, civilian pay .

operat. , commercial accounts, Dreven-
tiontion moneous and fraudulent claims,
tactics, savings bond prollotion.

Credit ReCommendation: Version 1:
Pending evaluation. Version 2: In the
upper-division baccalVreate category, 3
semester hours in financial management
and I in principles of management (3/75).
Version 3: In the upper-division baccalau-
reate category, 3 semester hours in finance
and disbursing and additional credit in ac-
counting procedures on the basis of institu-
tional examination (8/74). Version 4: In the
upper-division baccalaurejate category, 3
semester hours in finance and disburking
and I in accounting procedures (12/68).
Version 5: In the upper-division baccalau-
reate category, 3 semester hours in finance
and disbursing and 2 in accounting.
procedures ( 12/68). Verslem 6:' In the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 3
semester hours in finance and disbursing
and 3 in accounting procedures ( 12/68).

AR-14118-0053

1. FACIEITIF.S ENGINEERING MANAGEMENT
2. POST. ENGINEER MANAGEMENT
3. Posts ENGINEER MANAGEMENT

(POST ENGINEER)

Course Number: Version 1: 4A-2IC; 4A-
7130. Versiori"2: 4A-F2. Version 3: 5-0-6.

Location:, Engineer School, Ft. Belvoir,
VA.'

Length: Version 1; 4 .weeks ( 135 hours)
Version 2: 3 weeks (11)6 hours). Version 3:
4 weeks (99-1.32 hours).



Exhibit Dates: Version I: 9/72-Present.
Version 2: -1/67 -8/72. Version 3: 9/55-12/
66.

Objectives: To train commissioned of-
ficers, warrant officers, and civilian person-
nel in facilities engineering management.

Instruction; All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in facilities engineering
Management, including management and
administration, maintenance and repair,
and miscellaneous services. Version I: Top-
ics include cost accounting; master
planning at installations; maintenance
methods for paved surfaces; fire prevention
and protection; organization and responsi-
bilities; and natural and nuclear disaster re-
lief and rehabilitation operations. Version
2: Topics include RPMA program manage-
ment, management and analysis, contract
management, environmental engineering
management, and facilities engineering sup-
port services. Version 3: Topics include
field inspections; cost engineering, budgets,
and funds; fire prevention and protection;
utilities; refrigeration; electrical facilities;
atomic, biological, chemical, and radiologi-
cal aspects; preventive maintenance; super-
vision; and master planning at installations.

Credit Recommendation: Version I: In
the upper,division baccalaureate category,
3 semester hours in business organization
and inanagement (7/74). Version 2: In the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 2
semester hours in business organization and.
management (7/74). Version 3: In the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 3
semester hours in business organization and
management ( 12/68).

Related Occupation Codes: 310A; 52IA.

AR-1408-0054
ADJUTANT/ADJUTANT GENERAL OFFICER

FAMILIARIZATION

Course 'Number: 12-A-C2 I .
Location: Adjutant General's School, Ft.

Benjamin Harrison, IN.
Length: 5 weeks 187-189 hours).
Exhibit bates: 1/60-12/68.
Objectives: To train commissioned of-

ficers to serves effectively in Adjutant
General's Corps officer positions.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the duties of Adjutant General's
Corps officer. Course includes staff func-
tions, roles and operations of Adjutant
General's Corps, administrative actions,
personnel actions, and personnel manage-
ment.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 2 semester hours
in office management (8/74); in the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 . semester hours in office
management (8/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 2 semester hours in
office management( 12/68).

AR-1408-0055
ARMY INSTALLATION MANAGEMENT

Course Number: I B-Fl.
Location: Version I: Logistics Manage-

ment- Center, Ft. '1.,Fei VA. Version 2:
Management School, Ft. Belvoir, VA.

Length: Version I: 3 weeks (113-135
hours): Version 2 : 3 weeks (142 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Veision /: 6/69-Present.
Version 2: 8/65-5/69.

Objectives: To train personnel in the
techniques, practites, and fundamentals of

4

r<

Army installation, management, manage-
ment of Army resources, minimization of
operational costs, and enhancement of unit.
readiness.

Instruction: All Versions: Lecture-con-
ference sessions, cases studies, workshops
and guest lectures. Version I: Topics in-
clude financial management, general
management, logistics management,
managerial tools and techniques, manage-
ment information -system's, civilian person-
nel management, force developMent and
manpower 'management, and installation
operations management. Version 2: Topics
include financial and logistics management,
operations management, labor-management
relations, and management information
data systems.

Credit Recommendation: Version l: In
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
3 semester hours in general management
(12/75 Version 2: In the upper- division
bacealaureate category, 2 semester hours in
business organization and management (12/
68).

AR-1408-0056
COST ANALYSIS FOR DECISION MAKING

Course Number: None.
Location: Logistics Management.Center,

Ft. Lee, VA.
Length: 4 weeks (157 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/73-Present.

. Objectives: To train commissioned of-
ficers and civilian personnel in the theory
and application of cost and economic anal-
ysis as applied to the development, acquisi-
tion and operation of Army weapons
systems and facilities.

Instruction: LeCtures, practical exercises
and workshops in cost analysis theory and
application. Includes regression analysis,
learning curve theory, non - statistical esti
mating methods, uncertainty analysis, infla-
tion theory and practice, design-to-cost,
and development of cost estimating rela-
tionships.

Credit Recommendation: In .the upper-
diyisioyi baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in cost analysis (12/75); in the grad-
uate degree category, I semester hour in
cost analysis (12/75). aA

AR-1408-0057
GENERAL FUNCTIONAL, YSTEMS

REQUIREMENT, (GFSR) IN SYSTEMS
DEVELOPMENT

Course Number: None.
Location; Logistics Management Center,

Ft. Lee, VA; On-Site -Locations, Continen-
tal U.S..

Length: 3 weeks (118 hours).
Exhibit Dates: I /73-Present.
Objectives: To train ADP systems and

functional analysts in the techniques and
proccdUres required to develop the ,func-
tional specifications for a new or revised
automated' system.

Instruction: Lecture-conferences,
workshops, and practical exercises in the
techniques and ,procedures requfted in the
development of deneral functional systems
requirements, including management infor-
mation systems concepts; general ADP
system requirements; system structuring;
system and workloading data; performOrce
requirements; system, conversion and
evaluation; resourc9 requirements and
benefits, to be achieved; and detailed func-
tional system requirements.

Army 1-65
Credit Recommendation: In the upper-

division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in systems analysis (12/75).

AR-1408-0058
ASSOCIATE ADJUTANT GENERAL COMPANY

OFFICER

Course Number: 12-B-C3; 12-0-2.
Location: Adjutant General School, Ft.

Benjamin Harrison, IN.
Length: I2 -14 weeks (426-522 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/55-12/68.
Objectives: To train sel Army of-

ficers for duty with the Adj nt General's
Corps.

Instruction: The course covers oral and
written communation, conduct, administra-
tive services, personnel management and
administration, automatic data processing,
and military- combat support -

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
'category, 3 semester. hours in business or-
ganization and management (8/74); in the
upper - division baccalaureate category, 3
semester hours in business organization and
management (12/68).

AR-1408-0059
4 ASSOCIATE COMMAND AND GENERAL STAFF

OFFICER

Course Number: 1-250-C3; 250-A-C3;
250-0-3.

Location: Command and General Staff
College, Ft. Leavenworth, KS.

Length: 16-18 weeks (528-662 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/54-8/67.
Objectives: To prepare selected officers

for duty as commanders and as principal
general staff officers of divisions and lo-
gistical commands.

Instruction: Subjects include introduction
to command structure, staff procedures and
techniques, tactical and logistical organiza-
tions, and the fundaMentals of various
types of operations.

Credit Recommendation: .In the upper=
division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in business organization-and manage-
ment (12/68

AR-1408-0060
1. WAC I:IFFICER ADVANCED
2. WAC OFFICER CAREER

(WAC OFFICER ADVANCED

Course Number: Version 7-35-C22.
Version 2: 35-A-C22; 35-0-3.

Location: Women's Army Corps School,
Ft. McClellan, AL.

Length: Version I: 25. wets (664-700
hours), Version 2: 20-24 weeks (653-785
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version I: 11/70-Present.
Version 2: 1/55-10/70.

Objectives: To provide WAC officers
with an understanding of command func-
tions, for command support and develop-
ment of managerial and-specialist skills.

Instruction: Course. covers automatic
data processing, combat-related subjects,
lqadership and management, oral communi-
cation, effective writing, international rela-
tions, operations research, and personnel
management.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
3 semester hours in business organization
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and management,' 3 in international rela-
tions, and 3 in oral and written communi-
cation (7/74). Version 2: In the upper -divi
sion baccalaureate category, 4 semester
hours in business organization and manage-
ment, and 2 in oral and written communi-
cation ( 12/68).

AR- 1408-Q061,

MILITARY COMPTROLLERSHIP

Course Number: Version I: 7D -45A. Ver-
sion 2: 7D-2800. Version 3: 7D-2800. Ver-
sion 4: 7.D -2800. Versiorf 5: 7D-F1; 14-G-
F13; 14-G-2800; 14-G-6000; 14-0-16.

Location: Institute of Administration, Ft.
Benjamin Harrison, IN; Finance School, Ft.
Benjamin Harrison, IN.

Length: Version 1: 5 weeks (195 hours).
Version 2: 7 weeks (257-258 hours). Ver-
sion 3: 7 weeks (253-254 hours). Version
4: 10 weeks (343 hours). Version 5: 6
weeks (217-235 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 10/76- Present.
Version 2: 10/73-9/76. Version 3: 5/68-9/
73. Version 4: 1/68-4/68. Version 5: 9/
55-12/67.

Objectives: To train commissioned of-
ficers to be comptrollers in the field.

Instruction: All Versions: Instruction in-
cludes concepts and functions of comptrol-
lership, principles ot management, fund ac-
counting, planning programming, and
budgeting. Version 5: Includes internal
review; program and statistical reporting .

and analysis; management engineering; and
supply management.

Credit ' Recommendation: Version I:
Pending evaluation. Version 2: In the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 3
semester hours in financial management, I
in fund accounting (3/75). Version 1: In
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
5 semester hours in management control
systems (7/74). Version 4: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 6 semester
hours in management control systems (7/
744. Version 5: In the upper-division bac-
calaureate category, 4 semester hours in
management control systems (7/74).

AR -1408 -0062

ARMY BASIC PROCUREMENT
OPERATIONS

(ARMY STATION PROCUREMENT)
2. ARMY PROCUREMENT

Course Number: All Versions: 10-0-13.
Version 1: I 0-1- F5; 10-G-F5.

Location: QuaMermaster School, Ft. Lee,
VA.

Length: Version I: 3-4 weeks (95-140
hours). Version 2: 8 weeks (282 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 9/56-12/68.
Version 2: 10/54 -8/56.

Objectives: To train officers, warrant of-
ticers,and-civilian-employees in basic prin-
ciples and procedures applicable to posi-
tions of limited authority and responsibility
in procurement operations at central, re-
gional, and installation procurement of-
fices.

Insfructio All .Ver ns: Lectures and
practical xercises in procurement with .

emph is on contract -procedures, types of
contracts, and contract administration. Vei:-
sion 2: Codrse includes a limited amount of
comptroller and financial management.

Credit Recommendation: Version l: In
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
3 semester hours in purchasing or procure-

ment (12/68). Version 2: In the upper-divi-
sion baccalaureate category, 5 semester
hours in purchasing or procurement and
additional credit in public administration
on the basis of institutional examination
(12/68).

AR-1408-9063
AVIATION WARRANT OFFICER ADVANCED

Course Number: 2-1-C32.
Location: Aviation School, Ft. Rucker,

AL.
Length: Version I: 22-23 weeks

(678-691 hours). Version 2: 23 weeks
(723-767 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version I: 5/72-Present.
Version 2: 7/69-4/72.

Objeclives: To prepare aviation officers
to perform) in a variety of unit aviation
functions.

Instruction: Version I: Conferences on
general military subjects, general aviation
subjects, management, and aviation
medicine. Version 2: Conferences on avia-
tion unit staff functions/procedures, avia-
tion safety and accident prevention, airfield
operations, air traffic control, and com-
bined-arms operations.

Credit. Recommendation: Version I: in
the vocational certificate category, credit in
airport management on the basis of institu-
tional examination (2/74); in the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in airport
management and 3 in introduction to
management (2/74); in the upper-division
baccalau?eate category, 3 semester hours in
airport management and 3 in introduction
to management (2/74). Version 2: In the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 3
semester hours in airport management (2/
74).'

AR-1408-0064
UNITED STATES ARMY SERGEANTS MAJOR

ACADEMY CORRESPONDENCE.
PROGRAM

(UNITED 'STATES ARMY SERGEANTS
MAJOR ACADEMY NONRESIORNT PRO-
GRAM)

Course Number: None.
Location: Sergeants Major Academy, Ft.

Bliss, TX. t
Length: Average 104 weeks.
Exhibit Dates: 7/74-Present.
Objectives: To prepare active-duty and

reserve component noncommissioned bf:
ricers for positions of greater responsibility
in the areas of leadershiNand human rela-
tions, resource management, military or-
ganization and world studies.

Instruction: Course consists of seven
phases consistinVof 102 weeks and a two-
week resident phase. Lessons and examina
tions require comprehensive written and
oral solutions. A proctored .comprehensive
evaluation is, conducted in the final phase.
Curricidum includes military subjects
(Overview of U.S., defense policy); world
studies" (modern history and interrelation-
ships of countries and their governments,
the role of the. U.S. as determined by
foreign policy and military strategy);
leadership and human relations (man's
behavior, individually and collectively, con-
temporary problems and their impact on
morale, discipline and efficiency of sol-
diers); resource management
(fundamentalS of managing people,

materiel, systems, and money); training and
maintenance management (unit readiness,
installation management). In the resident
phase the principles and concepts
developed in nonresident phases are rein-
forced in group discussion and applied in
problem-solving situations.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 6 semester
hours in management, 6 in psychology/
sociology, 6 in international relations (3/
77).

AR-1408-0065
CHAPLAIN OFFICER BASIC

(CHAPLAIN OFFICER ORIENTATION)

Course Number: 16-A-C20; 5-16-C20.
Location: Chaplain School, Ft. Slocum,

NY; Chaplain School, Ft. Wadsworth, NY;
Chaplain School, Ft. Hamilton, NY.

Length: 9 weeks (241-330 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/60-Present.
Objectives: To prepare newly commis-

sioned chaplains for their first duty assign-
' ment and to proyide bask training for staff

specialists.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in pastoral care and counseling, com-
mand and leadership, management, and
communicatiou.

Credit Reconkndation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, I semester hour in principles of
management ( 6/757.

AR-1408-0067
MEDICAL LOGISTICS MANAGEMENT

Course Number: 8B-F20.
Location: Acaderny of Health Sciences,

Ft. Sam tiouston, TX.
Length: 10 weeks (356-387 hours).
Exhibit Dates:1/75-Present.
Objectives: To provide officers with

knowledge of concepts and tools of
management logistics as related to Army

. hospitals and field medical units.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in medical materials management,
planning, programming, budgeting, basic
computer concepts, and logistics.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in materials management (6/75t

AR-1408-0068
AMEDD NONCOMMISSIONED OFFICER

(NCO) BASIC (NCOES)
Course Number: 6-8-C40.
Location: Academy of Health Sciences,

Ft. Sam Houston. TX..
Length: Fr Weeks (262 hours).
Eichibit Dates: 8/74-Present.
Objectives: To provide enlisted personnel

with the knOwledge and skills required to
perform administratWe duties in the Ar..0y
Medical Department.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer; e

cises in military correspondence, oraPcom-
munications, supervisory management, and
general military topics.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree i
category,' I semester hour in personnel
'management/counseling (6/77).

Related Occupation Codes: 76J; 3 5G ;
94F; 7 IG.



AR-I408-0069
MANAGEMENT PRACTICES IN TOE/TDA

UNIT INSTRUCTOR TRAINING

Course Number: 7A-F36; 5 10 -F4.
Location: Institute of Administration, Ft.

Benjamin Harrison, IN.
Length: 3 weeks (112 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/74-2/75.
ObjectiJes: To provide students with

knowledge and skills related to manage-
ment practices in TOE/TDA units.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in instructor training, management'
practices, and general military subjects.

Credit 'Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited technical nature of
the course (6/75).

Related Occupation Codes: 71 I A.

AR-1408-0070

COMPTROLLER'INTF.RN FINANCIAL
MANAGEMENT

Course Number: 7D-F I 3..
LocatiOn: Institute of Administration, Ft.

Benjamin Harrison. IN.
Length: 2 weeks (62-63 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/74-Present.
Objectives: To provide a basic introduc-

tion to financial management for newly as-
signed-comptroller interns.

Instruction: Lectures and exercises . in
comptrollership, military accounting con-
cepts and procedures, economic analysis,
and management techniques.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate /associate degree
category, I semester hour in financial,
rhanagernent (3/75).

AR- 1408-0071

I. CHAPLAIN OFFICER ADVANCED
2. CHAPLAIN OFFICER CAREER
3. CHAPLAIN OFFICER CAREER-

Course Number: Version '1: 5-16-22: Ver-
sion 2: LfrA-C22. Version 3: I 6-A-C22.

Location: All Versions: Chaplain School,
Ft. Hamilton, NY. Version 1 : Chaplain
School:Ft. Wadsworth, NY.

Length: Version 1: 36 weeks (1115-1338
hours). Version 2: 34'.weeks (1114 hours).
Version 3: 21 weeks (738 hiburs):

Exhibit Dates: Version, 1: 6/72-Present.
Version 2: 4/64-5/72. Version 3: 7/63-3/64.

Objectives: To provide Army ,chaplains
with an understanding of command, func-
tions, branch responsibilities for command
support, and development .of managerial

.skills.
. Instruction: M1 Versions: Lecture and
practical exercises in pastoral activities;
medical support; chaplain stiff duties;
methods of instruction; psychology and
counseling; religious education; and milita-
ry operations to include' command and staff

. procedures. civil defense, intelligence,
leadership, weapons employment, and or-,
ganization and employment of combat and
support units. Version 1: Topics cover
management to include reviews and analy-
sis, programs and liedget, office organiza-
tion and administration, organiiational con-
cepts, and public speaking.

Credit Recommendation: VersiOn 1: in
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
3 semester hours in Business management;
I in oral communications (6/75). Version

In the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, credit in oral corqe

munications on the basis of institutional ex-
amination (7/74). Version 3: No credit
because of the limited technical nature of
the course (7/74).

AR-1408-0072
WARRANT OFFICER SENIOR

Course. Number: 1:250-C7.
Location:' Aviation School,

AL.
Length: 2.1-22 weeks (647-663 hours).'
Exhibit Dates: 7 /74- Present.;
Objectives: To provide senior warrant of-

ficers with a workjtknoWledge of subject
matter essential t it careers in various
duty 'assignments and to provide a
background required ,for'the progression of
senior warrant officers into technical 'staff
positions.

Instruction: Ler-mires and practical exer-
cises in general riniitary subjects, military
arts, and managenent, including general.in,
struction in the principles. philosophies,
concepts, and scope of management.

Credit Recommendation: in the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in introduction
to management (4/76).

Ft. Rucker,

AR-1408-0073

METHODS-TIME MEASUREMENT I (MTM I )
,. Course Number: 7A-F24.

Location: Management Engineering
Training Agency. Rock Island. IL: .

Length: 3 weeks (117 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/64-Present.
Objectives: To train students to apply the

methods-time measurement technique for
establishing engineeied standards.

Instruction: A standardized course of in-'
struction developed by the Methods-Time
Measurement Association is used to cover
procedures used in the study and analysis
of work and motions and the assigning of
proper time values to each:.12asic motion.
Attention is given to developing and im-
proving methods, establishing procedures
time standards, developing standard data
and in using MTM data for estimating,
scheduling, and training -operato7s. The
coarse is taught by Association-certified
MTM instructors. A standardized test is
given to .qualify students fot MTM-I
plica-ibr certificates. ' 0

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
'di;ision baccalaureate cate ry, 3 semester.
hours in methods time m asurement ( I I /
76).

/

AR-1408-0074
1
1

PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT/ FOR 'EXECUTIVES

Course Number: 300.47; 4.00-O-F16.
Location: Civilian Training Center, The

Pentagon, Washington, .

Length: 2-3 weeks,( I 0 -142 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/56-1 /60.
Objectives: To provtde senior officers

with the current developments in personnel
management: ,,

Instruction: Relationship , of personnel
management to the total management func-
tion; principles of OrganiZatiOn; delegation
of authority; human behavior. motivations,
and productivity; ''interpersonal relation-
ships: communication media and channels;
and management techniques and ap-
proaches'', I

1)
Credit Recommendation: In the upper-

division baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours in personnel management (12/68),

.
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AR-1408-0075
DIRECTORATE OF INDUSTRIAL OPERATIONS

Course Number: ALM-6I-0235.
Location: Logistics Management Center,

. Ft. Lee, VA.
Length:* 4 weeks (143 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 6/76-Present.
Objectives: To enable officer and civilian

graduates to improve their management
performance in various installation support
activities.

Instruction: Lecturespractical exercises,
and group discussions covering general
management principles; financial manage-
ment; and management of support activities
such as transportation, housing, supply, and
facilities maintenance.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in general management (12/76).

AR-1408-0076.
FINANCE OFFICER ADVANCED

(NONRESIDENT/RESIDENT)

Course Number: 7- 14 -C23.
Location: histitute of Administration, Ft.

Benjamin Harrison, IN.
Length: In residence 8 weeks (In re-

sidence 29& hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/74- Present.
Objectives: To prepare Finance Officers

of the Reserve Components for branch
command and staff duties. .

Instruction: Subjects include general
military subjects, ADP management, milita-
ry accounting, comptrollership topics, and
staff finance and management.

Credit RecOmmendation: Pending evalua-
tion.

AR-1409-0001
_

TYPING AND CLERICAL PROCEDURES-WAC
(CLERICAL PROCEDURES AND -

G WAC)
ourse umber: SI 0-71B200; 510-

1B20; 35-E 3.
Location: omen's Army Corps School,

Ft. McClell n, AL.
Xengt -8 weeks (84-287 hours).
E it Dates: 9/55-Present.

bjectives: To train enlisted personnel in
the performance of administrative and cler-
ical duties apd to increase their typing
proficiency to 30 w.p.m.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in typing, clerical procedures, and En-
glish grammar.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category. 3 semester hours
in typing, 3 in clerical 'practice (3/74); in
the loWer-division baccalaureate/associate

idegree_categoty, 3 semester hours in typ-
ing, 3 in clerical-practice (3/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 70A; 718.

AR-1409-0002
BASIC ARMY ADMATRATION
' Course Nu&nber: None.

Location: Army Training Centert, Con-
tinental U S.

Length: 8 weeks (280 hours).,
Exhibit Dates: 9/62-12%68.

ti
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Objectives: To train enlisted personnel as

clerk typists.
Instruction: Lectures and practical appli-

cation of typing, character guidance, troop,
information, counterinsurgency training,
military torrespondence, and duplicating
machine operation.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 3 semester hours
in office procedures, 3 in typing (3/74); in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in office
procedures, 3 in typing (3/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category,'
credit in typing on the bas' of institutional
examination (12/68).

AR-1409-0003
BASIC MORSE CODE

Cosine Number: 231 -F2.
' Location: Security Agency School, FL
Devens, MA.

Length: 13 weeks (456 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/70-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in

the manual operation of international
Morse code typewriters.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in administrative processing, security
briefing, touch typing, international Morse'
code receiving, magnetic tape-recorder-
reproducer, cut numbers receiving, trans-
mission, modulation, and cryptanalysis.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 3 semester hours
in typing (3/74); in the lower- division bac- .

calaureate/associate ,degree category, 3
semester hours in typing (3/74); in the -
upper-division baccalaureate category,
credit in typing on the basis of institutional
examination (12/68).

Related Occupation Codes: 051); 05H;
05K.

AR-1409-0004
PROXY APPRENTICESHIP TRAINING

Course Number: 231 -F4.
Location: Security Agency School, Ft.

Devens, MA.
Length: 7 weeks (275 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/67-Present.
Objectives: To qualify personnel as proxy

apprentices.
Instrugion: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in. proxy apprenticeship, including
preoperation functions, operatot main-
tenance, review of intercept position task--
ing search for and identification of
designated signals, receiver operation,
identification of activity, reaction,
postoperative operator maintenance, posi-
tion. update, and performance of postopera-
tional

Credit Recommendation: In46the voca-
tional certificate category, I semester hour
in typing (6/74); in the lower-division bac-
calaureate/associate degree category, I

semester hour in typing (6/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate ' category,
credit in typing on the basis of institutional
examination (6/74):

Related Occupation Codes: 05H. ,

AR-1409-0005
RADIO TELETYPEWRITER OPERATOR (NON

MORSE)

Course. Number: 201-05F20.

Location: Southeastern Signal School, Ft.
Gordon, GA; Signal School, Ft. Gordon,
GA.

Length: 10 weeks (353-359 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/72-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

install, operate, and maintain field radio
teletypewriter equipment.

-Instruction:, Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the operation of a radio tele-
typewriter Course includes instruction in
general communications, key board opera-
tions, radio telephone and teletypewriter
procedures, and cryptographic devices.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 2 semester hours
in typing (6/74); in the lower-division bac-
calaureate/associate degree category, 2
semester hours in typing (6/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category,
credit.,in typing on the basis Of institutional
exaniination (6/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 05F.

AR -'1409 -0006

COMMUNICATION-CENTER SPECIALIST

Course Number: 580-721326; 580-721310;
II-R-723.1. .

Location: Southeastern Signal School, R.
Gordon, GA.

. Length: 10-12 weeks (314-437 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/64-12/74.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

operate tactical communication centers and
to use cryptographic systems and equip-
nient.

Instruction: Lectures and practital exer-
cises in tactical communication center
operations; and in the use of crytographic
systems and equipment, including tele-
typewriting, message handling procedures,
communications accounting, cryptographic
security and procedures, tape relay
procedures", AUTODIN and COMSEC
equipment, and basic communications and
communications center operations.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 2 semester hours
in typing (6/74); in the lower-division bac-
calaureate/associate degree category, 2
semester hours in typing (6/74); in the
upper-division 'bacclidaureate category,
credit in typing on the basis of institutional
examination (6/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 72B.

AR-1409-0007
MORSE DATA PREPARATION OPERATOR'S

TRAINING (AN/GGC-I5 )
Course Number: 231 -F5.
Location: Security Agency School, Ft.

Devens, MA. .

Length: 3 weeks (105 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/64-Present.
Objectives: To train_enlisted_personneLin

the interception and recording of manual
Morse signals under critical conditions,

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the interpretation of Morse data.
Course includes preoperation readiness,
identification of and search for Morse

.signals;. recording; scanning; informing
designated. recipients; postoperation field
update; maintenance and operator handoff;
and essential typing training.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, l semester hour
in typewriting (6/74);' in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, I
semester hour in typewriting (6/74,)'

Related Occupation Co-des: 05H.

AR-1409-0008 . -

ELECTRONIC WARFARE (EW) AND
CRYPTOLOGIC INTERCEPTOR-MORSE

Course Number: 231-05H I O. -

Locatiod: Intelligence School, Ft.
Devens, MA.

Length: 23 weeks (686 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/76-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in

the procedures and techniques of copying
manual Morse code signals.

Instruction: Topics include Morse code,
mach typing, mission awareness,' message
format, and assorted operational informa-
tion concerning receivers, antennas, and
direction-finding equipment.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 2 semester hours
in basic typing (9/77).

Related Occupation Codes: 05H.

AR-1409-0009
ELECTRONIC WARFARE (EW) CRYPTQLOGIC

SPECIAL IDENTIFICATION TECHNIQUES
OPERATOR

Course Number: 231-05D10.
Location: Intelligence School, Ft.

Devens, MA. .
Length: 31 weeks (972 hours).
.Exisibit Dates: 10/74-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

become special-identification-techniques
operators.

Instruction: Instruction in Morse code
,receiving and sending (20 groups/minute);
message forntat, military science, intel-
ligence and security° and basic typing (20
words/minute).

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional' certificate category, 2 semester hours
in basic typing (9/77).

Related Occupation Codes: oNp.

AR-1511-0002

CIVIL AFFAIRS
(CIVIL AFFAIRS OFFICER)

Course Number: All Versions: 5D-8I05.
Version 2: 5D-2920; 41-G-fe.

LI:Cation: Version 1: Instriute for Military
AssiStance, Ft. Bragg, NC. Version 2: Civil
Affairs School, Ft. Gordon, GA.

Length: Version I: 7 weeks (361-377
(hours). Version 2: 8 weeks (282-308
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Verlion I: 3/73-Present. -
Version 2: 7/62-2/73. .

Objectives: To train commissioned of-
ficers as civil affairs unit commanders and
staff officers.

1nstructidn: All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in civil affairs principles,
policies; activities, organization, and
procedures for the purpose of .operational
planning and execution of the civil affairs
mission in support:of cold, limited, and
general war requirements, including civil
affairs support of tactical operations and
internal defense,. and internal developinent
at lower, intermediate, and higher
echelons; and civil affairs operations, in
support of national strategic objectives.
Version 2: Topics include civil affairs area
study in support of U.S. internal defense/
develop-tient objectives.



Credit Recommendation: Version I. In
the vocational certificate category-, 6
semester hours in public administration
political science (7/74); in the lower-div
soon baccalaureate/associate degree catego-
ry, 6 semester hburs in public' administra-
tion or political science (7/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 6
semester hours in general social
science political science, public adminis-
tration... cern-lc:3.0cl: and ,sociology (12/68 ).
Version 2 in- the v4atirtnal certificate
category, 6 semester hoUrs in public' ad-
ministratict Ott: political science (7/74); in
the lowtivision baccalaureate /associate
degree category, 6 semester hours in public
administration -or political science (7/74);
in the upper-dikision baccalaureate catego-
ry, 3 semester hours in military government
(12/68).

AR-1511-0003

4
'FOREIGN AREA OFFICER

(MIt.ITARY ASSISTANCE. OFFICER COM-
. MAND AND STAFF)

rse Number: 7B-F3.
Lion: -Institute for Military

Assistance, Ft. Bragg, NC. .,
Length; 20-22 weeks (662-685 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/72-Present. .
Objectives: To train officers in the objec-

tives, concepts, procedures, and techniques
applicable. to security assistance, stability
operations, arid politico-military activities
throughout the conflict spectrum in the in-
ternational field.

. .

Instruction: Lectures, seminars, and
practical exercises in objectives, concepts,
procedures, and techniques applicable to
security assistance, stability operations, and
politico-military activities throughout the
conflict spectrtim in the international field,
divided into ..5 course Mocks as follows: (1)
Conflict and Social Change, including
physical geography and population; social
change and .personality; culture and institu-
tions; theories of growth and development;
industrialization; area orientations for Sub -
Saharan Africa, Asia, Latin America, and
the Middle East; internal conflict; compara-
tive communism; and polit development
and legal traditions. (2) nal Planning

'Considerations, includi developmental
agriculture; strategies; human resources
and economic . development; cogimunity
development; development planning and
administrntion; participation in the
developmental process by the military, host
countries, and organized labor; intelligence
and concepts of internal defense; subver-
sive insurgent methodology; pOpulation
protection and resources management;
military estimations for defense; counter-
guerrilla tactical operations;-and analysis of
U.S. presence in selected countries during
stability operations. (3) Security Assistance
and Foreign Policy, including international
law; security and intelligence agencies; spe-
cial forces operations; Indochina case
study; status of forces! cultural considera-
tions and communication; press relation-
ships; law in security assistance; assistance
cycles ,and plannirfg; fundamentals of pro-
gramming; co openkive logistics; assistance
from service branches; humanitarian
assistance operations; U.S. involvement in
international organizationS; and Chinese
PeOple's Republic and Soviet foreign pol-
icy. (4) Civil Military Operations, including
PSYOP planning, doctrine, and resources:-

'civil affairs. contingency planning; and civil

war military operations applications.' (#)
Specialized SUbjects, including security and
foreign policy perspectives;' ideology con-
flicts; progress in the non industrialized
World; modernization; development
planning; policy 'analysis and resource allo-
cation; congressional perspectives on U.S.
foreign policy; urban insurgency move-
ments and countermeasures; relation of
various departments and 'agencies to
foreign policy; international law in policy
decisions; and national. security assistance
and the media. NOTE: Students select one
of the following electives: graduate college
Subjects, in-house subjects, independent
research, or language.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 4 semester
hours in international relations, 4 in
developmental economics, 6 in political
science, 6 in interdisciplinary social science
(8/74); in the graduate degree categoyy, a
total of 6 semester hours to be selected
from the following areas orstudy: interna-
tional relations (3 semester hours),
developmental economics (3 semester
hours), political science (3 semester
hours), and interdisciplinary social science
(3 semester hours) (8/74). NOTE: Credit
recommendation is based on an on-site
evaluation. Recommendations of credit are
maximum figures. The amount actually ac-
cepted for transfer depends upci'n the appli-
cant's future goals and regulations of the
admitting institution on transfer credit.

AR-1511-4v

ARMY WAR
PROtitt

Course Number:. None.
Location: Army War College, Carlisle

Barracks, PA.:
Length: 104 weeks. ,

Exhibit Dates: 7/73-Present.
Objectives: To .train officers in the social

sciences (with emphasis on international
relations), in international policy and major
world areas, and in military history, straw.,
gy, and management.,

Instruction: Seminars and individualized
reading and. student research in the social
sciences (with emphasis on international.
relations), in international policy and major
world areas, and in military history, strate-
gy, and management. The program spans
two years, with.a two-week seminar at the
War College at the end of each year of
correspondence study. The first year covers
the domestic base and the international
frame of reference of U.S. politico-military
relationships and the cultural; political, and
strategic factors which have significance for
U. politico-Military policy, including
economics of national security, the bases of
Soviet power and its international applica,
tions, - and the Americas, the People's
Republic of China, the states of 'Asia, and
the Pacific area. The second year includes

' the history and concepts of. military strate-
gy and the application of such concepts to
present and future problems of military
policy and planning; management princi-
ples and, theory, with applications to
defense management; and extensive
research on proposed topics.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, for the
first year course work, 15 semester hours
in multidisciplirrary social science or inter-
national relations; for the second year
course work, 3 semester hours in manage-
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ment, 9 in advanced military history (8/
74); in the graduate degree category, for
the first year course work, 9 semester
hours in multidisciplinary social science or
international relations; for the second year
course work,. 3 semester hours in manage-
ment, -6 in advanced military history; for
the research paper, 0-3 semester hours
based Upon the admitting institution's
review of the applicanks paper (8/74).
NOTE: Credit recommendation is based on
an on-site evaluation. It is recommended
that the receiving institution delay award-
ing credit until the student has successfully
completed one semester of graduate work.
Credit granted for thesis should be contin-
gent upon the graduate school's evaluation
of the research paper. Recommendations of
credit are maximum figures. The amount
actually accepted for transfer depends
upon the-applicant's future academic goals
and the regulations of the admitting institu-
tion on transfer credit. No credit, un-
dergraduate or graduate, should be given if
the entire course is not successfully
completed.

AR-1511-0005

U.S. ARMY. WAR COLLEGE.

Course Number: None.
Location: U.S. Army War College, Car-

lisle Barracks. PA.
Length: Veision 1: 45-46 weeks. Version

2: 45-46 weeks. Version 3: 45 weeks. Ver-
sion 4: 42-45 weeks.

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 8/75-Present.
Version 2: 8/68-7/75. Version 3: 8/67-7/68,
Version 4: ,5/57-7 /67 .

Objectives: To train officers in the inter-
national and domestic factors influencing
national security and the achievement of
national objectives, and in .military con-
tributions and strategy civelopment.

Instruction: Lectures,' seminars, readings,
and student research in the international
and domestic factors influencing national
security, and the achievement of national
objeCtives, and in military contributions
and strategy development.

Credit Recommendation: 'Version 1: In
the graduate degree category, for the four
courses of the common overview, 6
semester hburs in American political, so-
cial, and economic issues, 6, in 'advanced
military history and strategy, 6 in American
foreign and military policy, 6 in pub4 and
business administration and management; 2
semester hours for each elective course
completed based on the receiving institu-
tion's review of the student's course materi-
als; 3 semester hours for participation in
the oral history project; 0-6 semester hours
for the research project based on the
receiving institution's review of the project
paper (1176). NOTE: Credit recommenda-
tion is, based on an on-site evaluation. -
Recommendations of, credit are maximum

°figures..The amount actually accepted for
transfer depends Upon the applicant's fu-
ture academic goals and the regulations of
the admitting institution on transfer credit.
Version 2: In the upper-division haccal
reate category, 30 semester hours, wit a
suggested division :is, follows: 9 semester
hours in U.S. government, 3 in interna-
tional relations, 9 in U.S. foreign relations,
3 in communist states, 3 in preseminar, 3
in management (8/74); in the graduate
degree category, 3-12 semester hours in in-
ternational or public affairs, with the max-
imum credit to he apportioned as follows: 6



1-70 COURSE EXHIBITS
semester hours for the Core Curriculum
plus the Military Strategy and Command
and Management seminars, 3 in research
and thesis; 3 for any combination of two of
the following elective courses: Political
Systems and National Security (government
or political science,curriculum), Economics
of National Security (economics curricu-
lum), Social Factors and National Securig
(sociology curriculum), International Lau
and National Security (international law
curriculum), Management Information
Systems (business curriculum), Analytical
Techniques Of Management (business cur-
riculum), and Resource Management and
Control (business curriculum) (8/74).
NOTE? Credit recommendation is based on
an on-site evaluation. Credit granted for
thesis should be contingent upon the gradu-
ate school's evaluation of the research
paper. Version 31 In the upper-division bac-
calaureate category, 6 semester hours in
social science survey: 3 in recent history, 3
in economics, 3 in business administration,
3 in political science (including interna-
tional relations), and credit for the follow-
ing electives on the basis of institutional ex-
amination ,(NOTE: Maximum . credit .for-
each course is 3 semester hours, and credit
granted for electives should not exceed 6
semester hours): Communicative Arts
(speech curriculum), Political Systems and
National Security (government or political
science curriculum), Economics of Na-
tionsI Security (economics curriculum),
Social Factors and National Security
(sociology curriculum). 'International Law
and National Security (international law
curriculum), Management Information
Systems (business curriculum), Analytical
Techniques of Management (business cur-
riculum). and Resource Management and
Control (business curriculum) (12/68).
Versimi 4:. In the upper-division baccalau-
reate category, 6 semester hours in social
science survey, 3 in recent history: 3 in
economics. 3 in business administration, 6
in political science (including international
relations), and credit for the following elec-
tives on the basis of institutional examina-
tion (NOTE: Maximum credit for each
course is 3 semester hours, and credit
granted for electives shuld not exceed 6
semester hours): Communicative arts
(speech curriculum), Political Systems and
National Security govemment or political
science curriculum), 'Economics of
tional Security t economics ,,curricUlu,
Social Factors and National Security
(sociology curriculum). International LaW
and National Security (international law
curriculum), Management Information
System (business curriculum), Analytical
Techniques of Management (business cur-
riculum), and Resource Management and
Control ( business curriculum) ( I 2/68).

6

AR-1511-0006
I. COMMAND AND GENERAL STAFF

OFFICER
2. COMMAND AND GrNERAL STAFF

OFFICER
3. COMMAND AND GENERAL STAFF

OFFICER
4.. COMMAND AND GENERAL STAFF

OFFICER
(COMMAND AND GENERAL STAFF

OFFICER REGULAR)
(REGULAR COMMANDAND GENERAL

STAFF OFFICER)

Course Number: Version 1: I- 250 -C2.
Version 2: I-250-C2; 250-A-C2. Verstp11:
250-A-C2. Version 4: 250-A-C2; 250-0-E

Location: Command and General Staff
College, Ft. Leavenworth, KS.

Length: Version 1: 38 weeks (1,14071430
hours). Version 2: 38 weeks (1143-1344
hours). Version 3: 38. weeks (1146 hours).
Version 4: 38-42 weeks (1146-1 252
hours):

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 7/70-8/74. Ver-
sion 2. 4/63-6/70. VersiOn 3: 6/62-3/63.
Version 4: 7/54-5/62.

Objectives: To train officers in U.S. mili-
tary strategy, elements of national power,
management, national . security policy
planning, and international relations.

Instruction: Lectures, practicalkexercises,
eminars, and student research in U.S. mili-

tary strategy. elements of national power,
management, national security policy
planning, 4a1 international relations.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
30 semester hours (to be apportioned by
the receiving institution) in the areas of
history, political science, international rela-
tions, and management (8/74); in the grad-
uate degree category, 3 semester hours in
international relations and U.S. national
security policy, 3 in international relations
(comparative government), 3-6 in public
administration and management (exact
amount to be determined by a qualifying
examination), 0-6 ip research and thesis, 3
as an elective in operations research/
systems analysis within a public administra-
tion or business in ment curriculum,
and 3 in advanced anagement
within a specialized litary ad:
ministration and nt (8/74):
NOTE: Credit recornme ion is based on,
an on-site evaluhtion. Credit granted for
thesis should be contingent upon the gradu-
ate school's evaluation of the research
paper. Recommendations are maximum
figures. The amount actually accepted for
transfer depends upon the applicant's fu-
ture academic goals 'and the regulations of
the admitting institution on transfer credit.
Version 2: In the upper-division baccalau-
reate 'category, 9 semester bouts in busi-
ness organization and management,_3 in
political science (including international
relations) (8/74).:. Version 3: lasthe upper-
division baccalaureate category, 9 semester
hours in business organization and manage-
ment, and credit in political science an
temational relations on the basis of instit
tional examination (12/68). Version 4: In
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
9 semester hours in business organization
and management (12/68).

AR-1511-0607
COUNTERINSURGENT OPERATIONS

(COUNTERINSURGENCY OPERATIONS)

Course Number: 2E -F9; 33:G-F6.

Location: Special Warfare School, Ft.
Bragg, NC.

. Length: 8-10 weeks (357-'515 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/64-12/68.
Objectives: To provide students with a

general knowledge of counterinsurgency
operations.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in problems; concepts and
doctrine foe:" nterinsurgency; and tactics
and techniques and their application to
counterinsurgency operations.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in political science (7/74).

AR-1511-0008
CIVIL AFFAIRS IN THE COLD WAR

Course Number: 41-A-F6.-
Location: Civil Affairs School, Ft. Gor-

don, GA.
Length: 4 weeks (149 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/61-12/68.
Objectives: To provide commissioned of-

ficers with a geperal knowledge about the
civil affairs aspects of the Cold War.

Instruction: Lectures and seminars in
Sino-Soviet Cold War activities; democratic
systems, agencies, and policies; Cold War
organization and programs; plans and pro-
grams for Colds War operations; insurgency
and counterinsurgency activities.

Credit Recommenda0on: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 4 semester
hours in political science (including inter-
national relations) (7/74).

AR-1511-0009

COUNTF.RINSURGENCY AND SPECIAL
WARFARE STAFF OFFICER

Course Number: 33-G-F7.
tion: Special Warfare School, Ft.
NC.
the 4 weeks (139 hours).

xhibit Dates: 10/63-12/68.
Objectives: To provide personnel with
oeral information and knowledge on the

htt t doctrine and concepts of special war-
' fare and counterinsurgency operations.

Instruction: Lectures [and practleal exer-
:,cises in guerrilla warfare and Special.
Forces operations, counterinsurtepCjit'and
psychological operations; and a1 .orld
politics.

Credit Recommendation: le.,the upper-
division baccalaureate category14,mester
hiOrs in political science (7/74):

AR,1512-0001
I. PSYCHOLOGICAL OPERAIlleNS OFFICER

(PSYCHOLOGICAL OPERANIONS UNIT
OFFICER)

2, PSYCI IOLOGICAL OPERATIC) * UNIT
OFFICER (MODIFIED)

( PSYCIIOLOGICAL OPERATIONS OFFICER)

Course Number: An Versimis: 3A -9305-
A; 3A-9305. Version .

Location: Version I: Institute for Military'
Assistance, Ft. Bragg, NC. Version 2: Spe-.
cial //arfare School, Ft. Bragg, NC.

Length: Version 1: 12 weeks (555-585
hours). Version 2: 10-12 weeks (500-591
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 8/72-Present.
Version 2: 2/64-7/72.

Objectives: To train officers for com-.
mand and staff posits in psycholOgi91
operations teams in foreign. countries.



Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in psyehological operations doctrine,
concepts, -procedures, organization, Capa-
bilities, and employmet in support of mill- .

-tary operations; analysis. of foreign au-
diences; propaganda media development,
production, and employment; an
psychological operations effective
evaluation.

Credit Recommendsition: Versioq I: In
the upper-division baccalaureate altegory,
9 semester hours in cross - cultural commu-
nications, including anthropology, social
psychology, and sociology (5/74). Verdion
2: In the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 3 semester hours in social
psychology, and credit in communications
on the basis, Of institutional examination
( 12/68 ).

AR-1512-0002

PSYCHOLOGICAL OPERATIONS ENLISTED

Course Number: All Versions: 244-F6.
Version 2: 33-R -F I 1.

Location: Version l: Institute for Military
Assistance, Ft. Bragg, NC. Version 2: Spe-
cial Warfare School, Ft. Bragg, NC.

Length: Version l: 2 weeks (70-72
hours). Version 2: 3-4 weeks ( 108-140
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version l: 9/71-Present.
Version 2: 5/64-8/7 I .

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
assist in.the developinent and dissemination
of propaganda information.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer
cises in propaganda information develop-
ment and dissemination, including
psychological operations introduction, fac-
tors of human behavior and social or-
ganization, propaganda theory, Intelligence
for psychological operations, and planning
and media use.

Credit Recommendation: Version l: No
credit becauSe of the limited technical na-.
ture of the course (5/74). Version 2: In the
upper-division baccalaureate category,
credit in social psychology on the basis of
institutional examination (12/68).

Related Occupation Codes: I IF; 32H;
3513; 71B; 7IQ; 7IR; 7IL; 81E; 83D; 83F;
83Z; 84D; 84F(s96B; 04B; 04C; 00Z; 96C.

AR-151241003

PSYCHOLOGICAL OPERATIONS STAFF OFFICER

Course Number: Version l: 3A-F28. Ver-
sion 2: 3A-9305-B.

Location:, Version l: Institute for Military
Assistance,*Ft. Bragg, NC; Special Warfare'
School, Ft. Bragg, NC.

Length: Version l: 10 weeks (340
hou'rs ). Version 2: 15 weeks ( 532 hours ).

Exhibit Dates: Version /: 9/71-Present.
Version 2: 5/6878/71.

Objectives: To train commissioned of-
ficers with baccalaureate degrees to be
psychological operations staff officers in
major units'and headquarters.

instruCtion: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in psychological operations concepts,
propaganda media, social science, US pol-
icy and US agencies supporting psychologi-
cal operations,' breign propaganda, and in-
ternal defense development doctrine and
techniques,

Credit Recommendation: Version I: In
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
3 semester hours in political science 15/
74). Version 2: In the upper-division bac-

calaureate category, 4 semester hours in
social psychology, and credit in political
science on the basis of institutional ex-
amination ( I 2/68 ).

AR-1512-0004
CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY PROCEDURES

(CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY ENLISTED)

Course Number: 302-91G20; 8-R-915.1;
8-E- I 6.

Location: Medical Field Service School,
Ft. Sam HOuston, TX.
Length: 7-8 weeks (480-352 hours).
Exhibit Dates: I I /55-12/68.
Ohjectlyes: To train enlisted personnel in

clinical psychology procedures.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in neuropsychiatric nursing, neu-
ropsychiat personality development,
psychology. social 'work.

Credit mendatlon: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 3 semester hours
in psychology, 3 in tests and measurement,
and additional credit in psychology on the
basis of institutional examination for social
worker or occupational therapy students
(7/74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 3 semester hours
in psychology, '3 in tests and measurement,
and additional credit in psychology on the
basis of institutional examination for social
worker or occupational therapy students
(7/74); in the upper-division baCcalaureate
category, 3 semester hours in abnornial
psychology (12/68)'.

AR-1512-0005

MILITARY ASSISTANCE TRAINING ADVISOR
PSYCHOLOGICAL OPERATIONS
ORIENTATION

Course Number: None.
Location: Special Warfare School, Ft.

Bragg, NC.
'Length: 6 weeks (206-225 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/66-12/68.
Objectives: To train commissioned of-

ficers as psychological operations advisors
in the Republic of Vietnam.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the performance of psychological
operations in thy, Republic of Vietnam, in-
cluding area study, psychological opera-
tions, counterinsurgency Aoperations, civil
affairs, analysis, of ctirient propaganda,
psychological operations planning, and the
theory and practice of communism.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 2 semester hours
in social psychology on the basis of institu-
tional examination (7/74); in the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester _hours in social
psychology on the basis of institutional ex-
amination (7/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 2 semester hours in
social psychology (12/68).

.

AR-1512-0006
BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE SPECIALIST

(SOCIAL WORK/PSYCHOLOGY
PROCEDURES)

Course Number: 302-91G10; 302-91G20.
Location: Academy of Health Sciences,

Ft. Sam Houston, TX; Medical Field Ser-
vice School, Ft. Sam Houston, TX.

Length: Version l: 10 weeks (369
hours). Version 2: 10 weeks (440 hours).

Army 1-71
Vers 3: 8 weeki (352 hours). Version 4:
10 week (440.hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version l: 2/76-Present.
Version 2: 8/72-1/76. fersion 4/72-7/72.
Version 4: 2167-3172.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in
social, psychological, and psychiatric prin-
ciples applicable to military problems.

Instruction: AU Versions: Lectures and
practical- exercises in social, psychological,
and psychiatric principles, including or-
ganization and ethics of medicine; child-
hood, adolescent, and adult behaviof
development; basic sociology and group,
concepts; culture and society; personality
disorders and mental illness; psychological,
physiological, and social factors influencing
behavior; expressions of mental illness; ob-
servation and interviewing techniques, per-
sonality and intelligence tests and testing,
and administrative procedures. Version /:
Includes drug abuse treatment, skill mas-
tery. human development. Version 2: In-
cludes behavioral problem areas (race rela-
tions. drug abuse, clinical problems) and

.corrections, crisis- intervention, behavior
modification, training group participation,
and psychological theories. Version 3: In-
cludes behavioral problerwareas (race rela-
tions, drug abuse, clinical problems) and
corrections, crisis intervention, behavior
modification, and training group participa-
tion. Version 4: Includes military law and
additional administrative procedures, and
principles of research.

Credit Recommendation: Version l: In
the lower-division baccalaureate /associate
degree category, 41 semester hour in
sociology, 3 in psyChology, 4 in psychologi-
cal testing, 6 in clinical psychology and
counseling (6/77). Version 2: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in human development, 3 in counsel-
ing and testing, 3 in interviewing skills and
techniques, 3 in social or abnormal
psychology, and 1 in metliods of clinical in-
tervention (8/74). Version 3: In he upper-
division baccalaureate category,-*Nsemester
hours in human development, 3 in counsel-
ing and testing, 3 in interviewing skills and
techniques, 3 in social or abnormal
psychology, 1 in methods of clinical inter-
vention, and 2 in supervised clinical ex-
perience (8/74). Version 4: In the lower:
division baccalaureate /associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in human
development, 3'M counseling and testing. 3
in interviewing skills and techniques, and 3
in social or abnormal psychology (8/74); in
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
3 semester hours in abnormal psychology
(12/68).

Related Occupation Codes: 91G.

AR-1513-0001
ASSOCIATE APLAIN OFFICER CAREER

Course umber: Version I: 5- 16 -C23.
Version' 2 6-A-C23.

Locat : Chaplain School, Ft. Hamilton,
NY; Chaplain School, Ft. Slocum, NY.

Length: 10 weeks (350-358 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/62-12(68.
Objectives: TO train commissioned of

(leers and civilians inoahe administration
and operation of special services activities.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the administration and operation of
special services activities, including' special
subjects, organization and administration,
funds and budgets, special services pro-
grams, and special activities at major com-
mand, army, and theater levels.



1-72 . COURSE EXHIBITS
Credit Ricommendation: In the voca-

tional certificate category, 2 semester hours
in guidance and counseling, 3 in contempo-
rary Western religions (8/74); in the lower-
division biccalaureate/as,sociate degree
category, 2-semester hours in guidance and
counseling, 3 in contemporary Western
religions (8/74); in the upper-division bac-
calaureate category, 2 semester hours in
guidance and counseling, 3 in contempora-
ry Western religions (8/74).

AR-1513-0002

PSYCHIATRIAKCIAL WORK ENLISTED
(SOCIAL K ENLISTED)
(SOCIALWORK PROCEDURES)

Course Number: 8-R-916.1; 8-E-15.
Location: Medical enicice School, Ft.

Sam Houston;TX.
Length: 8-16 weeks (352-704 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/53-1/67.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

assist social workers in obtaining informa-
tion for individual social 'histories and to

,assist in treatments.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in methods of obtaining informatiOn
for individual social histories and in treat-
ment procedures, including administration
and personnel management; orientation to
medical terminology; structure and func-
tion of the human body; growth and
development; diseases; fundamental princi-
ples of nursing and observation, with
emphasis on neuropsychiatric disorders and
behavior abnormalities; case conferences;
anxiety and mechanisms of defense; biolog-
ical, social, cultural, and psychological ef-
fects on 'personality; differentiation,
between normal and abnormal behavior;
and social work orientation, interviewing
and data recording, methods' of research,
and clinical applications involving patient
situations.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 3 semester hours
in abnormal psychology, 3 in neu-
ropsychiatric nursing, and 9 ifi social work
(8/74); it the lolz-division,baccalaureate/
associate deg category, 3 semester hours
in abnormal psychology, 3 in neu-
ropsychiatric nursing, and 9 in social work
(8/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
Category, 3 semester hours in abnormal
psychology (12/68):.

AR-1513-0004
DISTRICT AND CIVIL AFFAIRS ADVISOR

(VIETNAM)
(CIVIL AFFAIRS ADVISOR, VIETNAM)
Course Number: None.
Location: Civil Affairs School, Ft. Gor.:

don, GA.
Length: 6 weeks (210-216 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/65-Present.
Objectives: To prepare personnel to

serve as advisors and civil affairs officers in
the Republic of Vietnam.

Instruction: Lectures and practiCal exer-
cises to include fundamentals of insurgen-
cy; Republic of Vietnam, United States,
and Free World organizations; advisor-
counterpart relations and internal defense
and development operations:

Credit Recommendation: In the upper=
division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours as an elective in social science (7/
74).

AR-151

Civic Acn
Course N 4 I -I-F7.
Location: iv airs(School, Ft.

dorf, GA.
Length: 6 w 2 3dhours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/64-Present.
Objectives: To provide personnel with a

working knowledge in planning, develop-
ing. programming, and administering milita-
ry civic aa4fon programs and activities.

Instruction: LectUres and practical exer-
cises ,in internal defense and development;
relationship' of civil affairs to the functions
of government; civil affairs operations; or-
ganizations and activities involved in inter-
nal defense and development; and military
civic action in support of internal defense
and development operations.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours as an elective in social studies (7/
74).

AR-1513=0005

COMMUNITY SERVICE

Course Number: 5H-F I.
Location: Academy of Health Sciences,

Ft. Sam Houston, TX.
Length: 2 weeks (72-81 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/76-Present.
Objectives: To provide personnel with a

working knowledge of concepts, mission,
and goals of an Army community service
program.

Inst Lectures and practical exer-
cises in program planning and develop-
ment, pr ram management principles and
techniqu and the delivery of human ser-
vices in res nse to community needs.

Credit ecommendation: In the lower-
ivision -baccalaureate/associate degree

category, I semester hour in principles and
techniques of management, I in introduo-

n to sociology46/77).

AR-1 -0001

MAINTENANCE ENGINEERING ANALYSIS FOR
INTEGRATED LOGISTICS SUPPORT

Course Number: None.
Loaltion: Logistics Management Center,

Ft. Lee, VA.
Length: 4 weeks (139 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/71-Present.
Objectives: To provide maintenance en-

gineers with training in integrated logistics
support and system engineering techniques

ied to 'weapon systems life-cycle
anagement.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exel.-

cises in applied integrated logistics support
and system engineering, including develop-
ment, use, and dangets of mathematical
simulation support models; maintenance
support planning effectiveness; and the pur-
pose and role of maintenance engineering
in accomplishing total integrated logistics
support.

Credit Recommendation: la 'the upper-
division _baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours in' industrial engineering (2/74).

't

AR-1661-0002
DEFENSE SPECTROMETRIC OIL ANALYSIS

OPERATOR/EVALUATOR

Course Number: 8B-F28; 49I-F2.
Location: Quartermaster School, Ft. Lee,

VA.

Length: Version I: 2-5,weeks (871-195 7
hours). Version 2: 1-4 weeks (44-136
hours).

Exhibit Dater: Version 1: 7/:73 Present.
Veriion 2: 6/72-6/73..

Objectives: To train personnel in spec-
trometric oil analysis,

Instruction: :Lectures and practical exer-
, cises in the `- principles, .procedures, and

operation of fluid analysis .spectrometers,
and in the-techniques used in spectrometric
analysis of used .oily for wear-metal con-
tent, including general . concepts and
evaluation of.spectreinetric results, lune-
thmal groups familiarization and Operation
of.the A/E 35U-3 fluid analysis spectrome-
ter, and operation and' component' func-
tions of the atomic absorption spectrome-

, ter.
Credit Recommendadon: . Version I: In

the vocational certificate, Category, cer-
tificate in chemical or petroleum technolo-

lay (6/74); in the lower-division baccalau-
reate/associate degree category, 2 semester
hours in chemical or petroleum technology
(6/74). Version 2 :' In the vocational cer-
tificate category, certificate in chemical or
petroleum technology (6/74); in the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in chemical or
petroleum technology (6/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 92C.

AR-1601-0003
PETROLEUM DISTRIBUTION SUPERVISION

Course Number: 82 I -F1 .
Location:, Quartermaster School, Ft. Lee,

VA.
Length: 6 weeks (210 hours),
Exhibit Dates: 7/67-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

supervise the receipt, storage, and issue of
petroleum products' and the operation Of
cross-country pipelines.

InsErUciion: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the .supervision and operation of
petroleum pipelines, including general
petroleum subjects, pipeline and terminal
operations, fuel system supply point, tank
vehicles, supervisory performance exercise,
gaging and sampling, pump station opera-
tion, general laboratory' subjects and basic
laboratory tests, petroleum supply in the
combat zone, and qyality surotillance and
laboratory operations!"

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 4 semester hours
as an elective in industrial technology (6/
74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category,, 3 semester. hours
as an elective in industrial technology (6/
74).

AR-1601-0004
FORENSIC CHEMIST

(CHEMICAL ANALYST)

Course Number: None.
Location: Criminal Investigation Labora-

tory, Ft. Gordon, GA.
Length: 27 weeks (996 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/7 I -Present.
Objectives: To qualify selected warrant

officers and enlisted personnel as forensic
chemists accepted as expert witnesses in
forensie chemical analysis before cburts-
martial or other judicial proceedings.

Instruction: Subjects include chemical
microscopy, serology, instruments; ap-
paratus, and laboratory equipment, drugs,
chemicals, and related topics.



. . .

Ciedit Recommendation: Pending evalua-
tiOn.

AR-1601-000S
PVIROLEUM STORAGE SPECIALIST, SKILL

DEVELOPMENT BASE

'Course Number: 821.-76W20-1.
Location: Quartermaster Schobl, Ft. Lee,

VA.
1..ingth: 12 weeks (427 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/681-Present.
Objectives: To train personnel to perform

as petroleum storage supervisors.
_Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in petroleum operations, including ex-
ercise of command; leadership; intemal
defense and Tlevelopment; field training;
general petroleum subjects; supply- point
operations; pipeline and terminal opera-
tions; chemical, biological, radiological
operations; small-unit ambush and coun-
terambush tactics; squad battle drill;
petroleum handling equipment and
procedures exercise; and pump station
operations.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, certificate in
Mechanical and petroleum technology (6/
74); in the loWer-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 4 semester hours
in mechanical and petroleum technology
(6/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 76W.

AR-1601
ADVANCED GEODETIC SURVEYOR

Course Number: 4M-Fi; 412 -F2.
lion: Engineer School, Ft. Belvoir,

h: 20 weeks (783 hours).
Exhibit Dates: I /67- IA /73.
Objectives: To train warrant officers and

senior noncommissioned Bfficers in ad-.
vanced geodetic survey to

Instruction: Lectures and a neat exer-
cises in advanced geodetic surveying
techniques, including map comp ng, verti-
cal, and horizontal Control surveys, gravity,
astronomic observations, and mathematics.

Credit Recommendation: In the' lower-
division . baccalaureate/assoCiate degree

-category, 15 semester hours in geodesy or
geodetic astronomy (5/74); in the upper-
&vision baccalaureate category, 6 semester
hours in geodesy, 4 in geodetic astronomy
( 12/68).

Related Occupation Codes: 821A.

AR-1601-0007

TOPOGRAPHIC ENGINEER OFFICER

Course Number: 4M-7915; 5-A-7915.,
Location: Engineer School, Ft. i3elvoir,

VA.
Length: 12 weeks (409-458 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/68-12/73.
Objectives: To provide officers with ad-

vanced training in surveying, photogram-
metry, and cartography.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in geodetic surveying, triangulation
and astronomic observations, gravity sur-

compilation and reproduction,
color pa'ration, care and operation of
camera and equipment, and layout and Off-
set press.

Credit .Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree

category, 12 semester hours in geodetic
surveying, photogammetry, or cartography
(5/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 3 semester hours in geodetic sur-
veying, 3 in cartography (12/68).

AR-160-0008
SOILS ANALYSIS

(SOILS TECHNICIAN)

Course Number: 491-5 I G20; 5-R-517.1;
5-E-54.

Location: Engineer School, Ft. Belvoir,
VA.

Leth: 8-9 weeks (266-396 hours).
Exhibit Dates: I/53-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in

analysis of soils, aggregates, concrete and
allied construction materials for use in
desigop control, and evaluation of roads
and airfields.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in geology, unified soil classification
system, California bearing ratio, various
soil tests, horizontal construction emphasiz-
ing drainage systems, concrete and bitu-
minous materials properties and testing,
and the Marshall stability method of mix
design.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 4 semester hours
as an elective in general science or Credit
in soil testing laboratory (5/74); in the
loAr-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 4 semester hours as an
elective in general science or credit in soil
testing laboratory (5/74); in the upper-divi-
sion baccalaureate category, 4 semester
hOurs as an elective in general science or
credit in soil testing laboratdry (5/74).

Related Occupation Codes: SIG; 510.

AR-1601-0009

SOILS ANALYST SKILL DEVELOPMENT BASE
(SOILS ANALYST NONCOMMISSIONED OF-

FTICER (NCO) CANDIDATE)

Course Number: 49 I -5 IG20-1.
Location:' Engineer School, Ft. Belvoir,

VA.
Length: 12 weeks (466-468 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/681-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in

soil analysis.
Instruction: Lectures and laboratory in

soil analysis and conditions and construc-
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AR-1601-0010
CONSTRUCTION SURVEYOR

NONCOMMISSIONED OFFICER (NCO)/
SUPERVISOR CANDIDATE

(CONSTRUCTION SURVEYOR SKILL
DEVELOPMENT BASE)

(CONSTRUCTION SURVEYOR NONCOMMIS-
SIONED OFFICER (NCO) CANDIEITE)

Course Number: 412-82B40-I.
Lotion: Engineer School, Ft.- Belvoir

VA.
14 weeks (559-566 hours).

Dates: I/68-Present.
ves: To train personnel to perform

as construction surveying supervisors.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in principles and procedures of sur-
veying, including construction IEyout;
supply and administfation; combat opera-
tions, leadership, and counterinsurgency;
combat support operations; protective mine
warfare, booby trapping, and field fortifies- -

tions, command indoctrination; methods of
instruction; map reading and land naviga-
tion; and instrument adjustment.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 6 semester hours
in. ,constructiOn surveying (5/74); in the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 6 semester hours in con-
struction surveying (5/74); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in construction surveying (12/68).

Related Occupation Codes: 82B-,82C.

AR-1601-0011

ENGINEER GRAPHICS WARRANT OFFICER
INTERMEDIATE

Course Number:: 4-5-C30.
Location; Engineer School, Ft. Beiyoir,

VA.
Length: 6 w lee(c;(213 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/70-Present.
Objectives: To train engineer warrant of- )

ricers who are qualified as photomapping,
survey, or map reproduction technicians to
manage graphics operations.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in management and its application to
graphics operations, including maintenance
management, geodetic surveying, photo-
grammetry, reproduction, topographic
management. automatic data processing,
signal communications, and weapons train-
ing and mine warfare.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower -
'division baccalaureate/associate degree'
category, 3 semester hours in geodetic sur-
veying and photogrammetry (5/74); in the
upper-division bacValaureate category, 2
semester hours in geodetic surveying and
photogrammetry ( 5/74 ).

Related Occupation. Codes: 81IA:

tion procedures for concrete. Topics in-
clude hydrologic features of the earth; soil
exploration; soils compaction; earthwork
analysis as it pertains to roads and airfields;
and soil engineering problems, including
management of flexible pavements and
methods for determining runoff. Laborato----
ry and field experiences include per-
formance of soil exploration,' inspection
techniques, and quality control testing. k,,

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 4 semester hours
in soils analysis laboratory (5/74); in the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 4 semester hours in soils
analysis laboratory (5/74);' in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, credit in
soils analysis laboratory on the basis of in-
stitutional examination (12/68).

Itelated Occupation Codes; SIG.

AR- 1601 -001 -2

TERRAIN ANALYST SKILL DEVELOPMENT
BASE

(TERRAIN ANALYST NONCOMMISSIONED
OFFICER (NCO) CANtSIDATE)

Course Number: 491 - 51020 -I.
Location: Engineer School, Ft. Belvoir,

VA. . ''
Length; 14 weeks (523 hours). ..
Exhibit Dares: 4 /68- Present. .

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel.
who are qualified as soils analysts to per
form as terrain arralysis supervisors and'.
technicians.



1-74 -COURSE EXHIBITS
Instruction:. Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the duties of terrain analysis super-
visors and technicians, including map read-
ing, aerial photograph interpretation (soil
and land form identification), preparation
Of slope maps, amphibious operations,
leadership and counterinsurgency, combat
operations, and analysis of various terrains.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 6 semester hours in air photo-
graphic soil .interpretation (5/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 6
semester hours in air photographic soil in-
terpretation (5/74)..

Related Occupation Codes: 510; 5IQ.

AR-I601-0013
COMBAT ENGINEERING (CE-CME) NCO

ADVANCED

Course Number: 0- CE -C42-
Location: Engineer School, FLBelvoir,

VA.
Length: 12 weeks (379 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/72-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in,

construction engineering,
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in construction engineering. including ,
management, map reading, soils engineer:
ing, concrete mixes, reinforcement and
form work, hridges and bridge classifica-
tion, building structures, critical path'
methods,' construction 'equipment utiliza-.,
non, demolition. and combat engineering.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 2 semester hours
in general construction .(5/74); in the
lowerdivision haccalaureate/associate
degree category, 4 semester hours in
general konstruction (5/74); in the upper:
division haccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in general construction (5/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 12B; 12C;
I 2D; 12E; I2F.

AR-1601-0014

ENGINEER NONCOMMISSIONED OFFICER
-(NCO)

Course Number: 710-F 1.
Loentiont Engineer School, Ft. Belvoir,

VA.
Length: 14-16 weeks (551-586 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/66-Present.
Objectives: To train noncommissioned

oMcers to supervise general construction.
Instruction:. Lectures and practical exer-

cises in construction surveys, sketching and.
drawings; rigging; explosives and - demoli-
tion; floating- equipage; soils and geology;
roads and airfields; flexible pavements,
concrete mix design and framework).

1,bridges and bridge classification; buildings
alld constructiorr, and construction
management.

Credit Recommendation: In the .voca-
tional certificate category, 3 semester'hours
in engineering construction (5/74); in the
lower-division . haccalaureate/asFeciate
degree category; 6 semester ,hours in en-

' ioneering construction (5/74); iirt'tlupper(0.
division baccalaureate -category.Tiiemester
hours it engineering construction (12/68).

Related Occupation Codes: j1213; 12C;
12D; '12F 12F; 127_;. 00Z: ft I 13; 8213; 51i3;
51C; SID; 51E SIG; 51F:^511-C513v51K;

5iN;.51-P, 51R; 5313; 53c; 620, 62E;
62F; 62(1; 621-1*, 623; 62K., 621:;,,.62110; 62Nt
5233; 52C; 521); 52E.

-

AR-1601-0015

MULTIPLEX MAP COMPILING

Course Number: 5-E-2 I .
Location: Engineer School, Ft. Belvoir,

VA.
Length: 10 weeks (370-400 hour).
Exhibit Dates: 1/54-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in

the' theory and techniques of map compil-
ing.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
ciser in map preparation usitag multiplex
equipment, including introduction to mul-
tiplex mappingl,,principles of multiplex,
operation of /1Aultiplex, extension of con-
trol, multiplex mapping problem, aerial
cameras, aerial photos, photogrammetry
and stereoscopy, reduction printing, mul-
tiplex equipment, optical principles, logical
contouring, control, projections and girds,
and interior orientation.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 8 semester hours in aerial
mapping (5/74); in the upper-division bac-
calaureate category, 4 semester hours in
aerial mapping (12/68).

AR-1601 -0016

ARTILLERY SURVEY NONCOMMISSIONED
OFFICER (NCO)

Course Number: 412:Fl; 6-R-F34.
Location: Artillery and Missile School,

Ft. Sill, OK.
Length: 4 weeks (148-157 hours),
Exhibit Dates: 4/64- I 2/68.
Objective3: To train personnel to super-

vise, coordinate, and participate in the
operations of an artillery survey party, bat:
tery detail, on survey information center.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
`' cises in artillery survey, including mathe-

matics, survey computations With the MSR,
maps, use of UTM grid reference and grid
coordinates, restitution, map and aerial
photograph reading,,equipment, traverse
methods and computations, traverse adjust-
ment, triangulation, astronomy, artillery
battalion survey, division artillery survey,
corps artillery survey, and demonstratior0,

Credit Recommendat j n: In the lower-
division haccalaureat ssociate degree.
category, 2 semester ho in general sur-
veying (5/74); in the upper-division bac-
calaureate category, 2 semester hours in-,
general surveying (12/68),

AR-1601-0017
I. < ENGINEER OFFICER ADVANCED
2. ENGINEF.R. OFFICER CARE ER
3. - ENGINEF.R OFFICER ADVANCED-

Course Number: Version 1: 4- 5 -C22. Ver-
sjon 2: 4-5-C22., 5-A-C22. Version 5: 5,-A-
C4; 5-0-3.

Location: Engineer School;-Ft, Belvoir,
VA.

Length: Version 1: 32 weeks ( 1003 -1077
hours). Version 2: 23-29 weeks (809-830
hours.). Version 3: '39 weeks ( I 3(36-1313
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version I: 6/67-Present.,
Version 2: 6/61-5/67. Version 3: 7/56,5/61,

Objectives: To train commissioned of-
ficers in advanced civil engineering.

Instruction: Lettures and practical Ciier-
eisj in advancedjivil engineerin4,inclUd=
ieg geology, soils, roads, railroads and air-
fields, drainage, Jtexible and rigid pave --

(1 t)

. ,
ments, construct:4m; anagement.. bridges,
utilities, rnapPliiti .automatic data
processing, and elticlives program.,

Credit Recommendation: Version; /: In
the lower-divisiort, bacCatanfeate/associate
degree category, 1.5 semester hours in civil
engineering (5/74):, in thPlupper-division
baccalaureate categbry; lemesteir hours in
business organization a d iharnigesment, 3
in engineering (12/0), '2: In the
.lower-division . bacca ate /associate
degree category, 12 semester hours in civil
engineering (5/74); in fl: yapper-division
baccalaureate categol' semester hours in
business organization maringement. 3
in engineering construction (12/68). Ver-
sion 3: In the vocational certificate catego-
ry, 3 semester hours in --admiOstrative
management ,(8/74); in the lower:division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 27
semester hours,in civil engineering and 3 in
administrative management (8/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 6
semester hours in business organization and
management and 3 in engineering Construc-
tion ( 12/68).

AR-1601A018
COMBAT EPINEERING, BRIDGING, AND

CONSTRUCTION SUPERVISION
A

Course Njmnber: 5-E-65.
Locationft.rgineer School, Ft. Belvoir;

VA. - .4.: :
Length: 1 -'weeks (537 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/56-.12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel

who are qualified as combat engineers,
bridge or structure specialists, or masons to
plan, control, and supervise combat con,
struction and demolition operations.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in, the planning, control, and supervi-
sion of combat construction and demolition

operations, including assembly, main-
tenance, and distriantling of fixed iaridges,,
floating bridges, rafts, and ferries;tonstruc-
tion and repair of structures and routes of
communication; demolition:. mine warfare
activities; concrete and bituminous con-
struction; rigging maintenance; electrical
construction; drawings and aerial photo-.
graph reading; and construction tools and
equipment...

Credit. Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate categofy, 8 semester Fours
in construction technology (5/74); in the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category. 6 semester 'hours in con-
struction technology (5/74); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, credit in
engineering or construction on ehe basis of
institutional examination (32/68).

AR-I661-0019.
SPECIAL EORCF.S ENGINEER TRAINING

Course Number: 030-Fl. .

'Location- Engineer School, Ft. Belvoir,
VA.

Length: Version 1: 5 wee ks ( 158 hours).
4Version 2: weeks (215-223 hours)' Ver-
shm 3: 7 weeks (265 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version l7 1/70-Pre;ent.
Version 2: 8/67-12/69. Version 3: 19/66-7/
67.

Objectives: To train Special Forces en-
gineers in engineering tactics, techniques,
equipMent, and materials.

instruet;on: All Versions: Lectges and
practical exercises, in Special .Forces en,



gineer training. including floating equipage,
geology and %Oils, engineer ciinstruetion;
Construction surveys, and utilizatiini and
maintenance of engineer equipmentNVer-
sum I: ropies include construction
management and' ,concrete design. Versiiir
2. "topics include flexihle paventents. Ler- \
snot .3: Topics include flexible pavements.
skctchings and drawings, and fundamental's
g' combat operations.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1.. in
the vocational certificate category.. l'
semester hour in engineering construction

r (5/74);'in the lower-division haccalaureate/
associate degree category. 2 semester hours
In engineering constructioh ( /..,74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 2
semester hours'in engineering construction
(5/74). Version 2: In the vocational cer-

.tificate category,. semester hour in en.-
gineering constration (5/74 ); in the lower-
flivision baccalaureate/associate degree
'ategory, 3 semester hours in engineering
clinstSuerion (5/74); in tE upper-division
nacealauretue category. 2 Witester hours in
engineering construction (12/68). Version
is 'In the vocational certificate category. 2
semester hours in engineering construction
(5/74); in the lOwer-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 4 semester hours
in engineering construction ,(5/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 2
semester hours in engineering construction
( 12/68 ).

Related Occupation Codes: I2B.

AR-1601-0020

1014 X:RAPIEY AND PRINTING: (T_P -CMF)
NCO-AovAra

. Course Number: 4-TP-C42.
Location:. Engineer School. Ft. Belvoir,

VA.
.Length: 12 wrecks. ( 379 hours).
Exhibit Dates: .7/72-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel

who Jiave a working knowledge of topog-
raphy and printing to perform -as Carlo-

.graphic draftsmen, map compilers, model-
- makers, topographic coniputers. and sur-

veyors, .1,111:st pressmen. ur photolitho-
graphili chiefs.

In.saructiotc_tectures and practical exer-
cises in ;advanced topography, printing". and
management; including matheMatics,
leadership principles, field engineering,
combat and combat support operations,
topographic engineering, geodetic survey-
ing, map reproduction and distribution, and
production supervision. Electives offered in
psychology. data pnx:essing. .cconomics,
constitutional, government, military equip-
ment, refrigeration, electrical physics, and
electro-hydraulics.

Credit, .RecoMmendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 4 semester houi
in civil technology (5/74 ); in the lower-.
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester .hours in civil
technology (5/74). in the upper-division
bacialaureate category, 6 semester hours
as an elective in engineering (5/74).

Related Occupation Codes: .510; 81C;
IR 81E, 81E. 82D; 82E: 83E.

AR-160 I -0021

014 X:12All I Y AND PRIN I ING 1F)
NCO ItAsii

Course Number: 4- I P-C4()
Location: Engineer School. Ft

"1VA

Length: .12 weeks (379 hOurs).
Exhibit Dates: 6/72-Present-
Objectives: To qualify enlisted personnel

who have basic training in topography and
printing as noncommissioned officers with-
ditties in the following areas: cartographic
draftsmant map compiler, model maker,
topographic surveyor, topographic com-
puter, offset pressman and photolithog-
raphy chief.

Instiuction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in topography and printing, including
mathematics, leadership and management,
field engineering, combat and combat sup-
port, topographic'engineering and comput-
ing, map reproduction and distribution,
cartography and photogrammetry. Electives
in psychology, data processing, economics
and U.S. constitutional government, and

.military equipment. refrigeration, electrical
physics, electro7hydraulics, slide rule con-
structiOn, blueprint reading, and field ad?.
justments of survey instruments.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate categ&y. 4 semester hours
in civil technology (5/74); in the lower-
division baccalaureate associate degree

.category, 2 semester hout4' in civil
technology (5/74);' in the uppetlivision
baccalaureate 'It ategory; 3 semester hours
as an elective in engineering (5/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 81A;' 8 IC;
81E; 8215; 82E; 41B; 83D; .83E; 83F; 4IK.

AR-1601-0022
TOPOGRAPHIC SURVEYING

Course Number: 41.2-82D20;
Location: Engineer School. Ff. Belvoir,

9.

Length: 10 weeks (368-4(X) hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/53 -I 1/73.
Objectives: TO train enlisted personnel in

topographic surveying.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

- cises in all methods of surveying; produc-
tiontion of topographic maps -and establishment

o of grtiund control data, including mathe-
matics, theoddlites, leveling, traverses, tri-
angulation, tapingnotebook keeping, sym-
bols, photographic interpretation, elevation
find relief, and equipment maintenance.

, Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division .baccalaureate/assiiciate degree
category, 9 semester hours in general or
topographic surveyingin (5/74); in the upper -
division baccalaureate category. 6 semester
hours in general surveying. 3 in topo-
graphic surveying (12/68).

Related Occupation Codes: 112D.

AR-1601-0023 °

TOPOGRAPHIC COMPUTING

Course Nuniber: 412-.82E20; 5-E-10.
Location: Engineer School, Ft. Belf/oir,

VA.
Length: Version /: 11 weeks (395

hours). Version 2: 16 Weeks (602-616
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Versiof I: 7/70-11/72.
Version 2: 2/56-t6/70. :

Objectives: To train. enlisted personnel in
topographic mapping.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
ekes in topographic 'niapping7 including
declination, dimensions of map sheets,
coordinates, horizontal taping, electronic
distance measurements, grid azimuth and
trilingulations, resections, geographic

Belvoir, traverses, astronomic azimuths, and
,latitudes and. ongitudes. .
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Credit Recommendation: , Vehinn I. In

the . lower - division haccalinireate/associate
degree category, 8 semester hours in

.geodetic surveying and computations (5/
1 74); in the upper-division baccalaureate

category, 6 semester hours in geqdetic sur-
veying and computations45/74). Version 2:
In the lower-division baccalaureate/as,
sociate degree Category, 12 semester hours
in geodetic surveying and computations (5/
741; in the upper-division baccalaureate -
category, 6 semester hours in geodetic
computations, and credit in mathematics
and nerd astronomy on the-basis of institu,-
tiop_al examination (12/68).
:Related OCcupatiOn Codes: 82E.

AR-1601-0024
CONSTRUCTION SURV EYING

Course Number: All Versions: 412-
%2820. Version 2: 5 -E -8-

- Location: Engineer School, Ft. Ilelvoir,
VA.

Length: Version I. II weeks (414
hours). Version 2: 10 weeks (368 -376
hours ).

Exhibit' Dates: Version l: 7h 1-6(72. Ver-
sion

Obj, es: To train enlisted personnel in
"plane surveying fundamentals.

Instruction: Lectures and praftic al exer-
.cises irk plane surveying fundamentals, in-
cluding surveying equipment use and ad-
justment, taping, planetable mapping, road

i. .sprveys, earthwork estimations, and airfield
construction. .

Credit Recommendation: Version I: In
the vocational certificate category, 11

semester hoUrs in general surveying ('5/74);
in the lower-division haccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 8 semester hours
in general surveying (5/74); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 4 semester
hoursin general surveying, 2 in construc-
tion surveying (5/74). Version 2: In the vo-
cational certificate category, 10 semester
hours in general surveying (5/74); in the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, .8 semester hours in
general surveying (5/74); in the uppet-di '-
sion baccalaureate category, 6 semester
hours in general surveying, 3 in construc-
tion surveying (12/68).

Related Occupation Codes: 82B.

AR- I 601-0025

ARTILLERY FIASII RANGING ADVANCED

Course Number: .6 -R- 154.1; 6-R-101'.1;
6-E-11 .

Location: Artillery and Missile School,
Ft. Sill, OK.

Length: 6 weeks (224-229 hours4.
4hibit Dates: 3/56-12/68.
Objectives: To-train enlisted personnel to

install and to operate a field artillery flash-
ranging unit and be able to determine
precise positions by observing smoke, flash,
or gunfire.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the operation of an artillery flash-
ranging unit at the advanced level. Topics
include the maintenance, installation, and
operation of flash - ranging' equipment; use
ofslide rules, basic trigonometry; and gun-
nery. -

'Credit IStcommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, credit in
surveying on the basis' of institutional ex-
amination ( 12/68 ).



1276, COURSE EXHIBITS

AR-1661-0026
01.AIR B SE CONSTRUCTION

C rse Number. 5-0-11.
Location: 1r ngineer School, Fr.., Belvoir,

VA.
Length: 6 weeks (226 hours).

,Exhibit,Dattst 7/55-12/68.
Objectives: To train commissioned of-

ficers in- the technical aspects of military
airfield construction. s

Instquction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in , the technical aspects of military
airfield construction. Course includes
layout, drainage, construction survey,

. earthwork calculations, mass dilgram,
portable surfaces, construction scheduling,
soil: mechanics, asphalt and portland ce-
ment concretes, structures and utilities
layout;. pit and quarry ,operations; and -
maintenance:and supervision of construe,
tion equipment and procedures.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower- .-
division baccalaureate /associate degree .-
category, 6 semester hours in construction
engineering (7/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in

. engineering construction (12/68).

AR-1601:0027

-FIELD ARTILLERY TARGET ACQUISITION
OFFICER

(ARTILLERY TARGET ACQUISITION
FIC-'ER).

(ARTILLERY OBSERVATION)

Course Number: 2G, 11;83; 2E-risiD; 2E-
1154; 6 -A -1 154; 6-0-12. .

'Tocation: Artillery and 'Missile Schdol,
r Ft. Sill, OK.

Length: 9-12 weeks (35448,2 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/55-5/75. .

Objectives: To train officers in sound
ranging, flash-ranging,-find observation bat-
talion survey techniques.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
',cises in fieldt artillery radar, ballistic
'meteorology, surveying, care and use of
surveying instruments, traverse compute-
-Dons, triangulations, grid systems, taping,
andastronomy.

. t.redit Recommendation: In the upper-
division have laureate category, 3 semester
hours in su eying (7/74).

AR.1,601-0029

ENGINF.ER OFFICER CANDIDATE

Course Number: 4-5-Fl.
location: Engineer School, Ft.- Belvpir,

VA. ; y
Lengt4i: 23 weeks (920-1021 hours). .

Exhibit Dates: 3/66-Present.
Objectives: To train officers for duty: in

the Corps of Engineers.
Instruction: Lectirres and practical exer-

cises in the functions of officers in the.
Corps of Engineers, including camouflage,
_engineer reconnaissance, roads and air-
fields, fixed bridge:: and bridge classifica-
tion, maintenance rn.-.nagement and equip-
ment utilization, weapons training, combat
operations, field fortifications, floating
equipage, tools and rigging, map reading
and land navigation, and combat engineer
practical exercise.

Credit Recommendation: In the loWer-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category; "I I semester hours in civil en-
gineering (7/74); in the upper-division bac-
calaureate category, 7 semester' hours in
civil engineering (7/74), and additional
credit in advanced military science at ih-

-stitutions which regularly offer such credit
( 12/68).

AR-1601-0030

PETROLEUM PRODUCTS ANALYSIS

OF- (PETROLEUM 'PRODUCTS ANALYSIS, EN-

AR-1601-0028

ENGINEER CONSTRUCTION OFFICER'
(CONSTRUCTION PLANNING AND OPERA-

. TIONS)
(CONSTRUCTION PLANNING AND MANAGE-

MENT)

Course Number: 4A-F I .

Location: Engineer School, Belvoir,
VA.

Length: 3 weeks (105-1190 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/65-Present.

j.../
Objectives: To train commissioned of-

) ficers in construction supervision.
Instruction: Pectures and practical exer-'

structures and utilities, roads and ai, Ids,
cises in construction supervision,

management t chniques, and construction
equipment zation.

Credit Recommendation: In the wer-
division baccalaureate/associate d
category, 2 semester hours in constru
engineering (7/74). -

LISTED)

Course Number: 491.-42C20; 10-R-903.1;
10-0E-22; 10-E-22. -

Location: Quartermaster School, Ft. Lee,
VA. I

,Length:-I1-14 weeks (382-490 hours).'
Exhibit Dates: 9/54-Present.
Objectives:.To train enlisted personnel in

the principles and procedures of laboratory
testin and analysis of petroleum products,
and iji the operation and maintenance of
CFR hest engines.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer,
cises: in petroleum products analysis, in-
eluding general petroleum subjects and
basic laboratory tests, physical test of light
and heavy, distillates and, greases, stan-
dardization of chemical solutions and titra-
tion techniques, CFR test engine orienta-
tion, Chemical labofatory test, identification'
laboratory tests, military quality surveil-
lance facilities, calibration and maih-
tenance of laboratory equipment, identifi-
cation of unknowns, and petroleum storage
and supply.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 6 semester hours
in labbratory testing of petroleum products
(7/74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 6 semester hours
in laboratory testing of petroleum products,
3 in physical science (7/74); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 4 semester
hours in laboratory, testing of petroleum
products, 3 in physical science (7/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 92C.

,AIR 1601 -0031 ,

PETROLEUM PRODUCTS ANALYSIS, OFFICER

ourse Number: Version 1: I 0-A-738 I .

Velfsion 2: 10-0E-22.
,ovation: Quartermaster School, Ft. Lee,

Vitt.
Length: Versioir I: 8 weeks (283. hours):

Version 2: 14 weeks (490 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version l: 8/57-12/48;
Version 2: 7/55-7/57.

Objectives: To train officers in the princi-
ples and procedures used in thelaboiatorj,
testing and analysis of petroleum products.

- 1nsiructicin: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in petroleuni produots analysis, -in-
eluding general petroleum subjects, physi-
cal and chemical tests of petroleum
produCts, CFR brientation, petroleum test-
ing program, and laboratory management.,

Credit Recommendation: Version l: In
. the vocational, certificate Category, 3

semester - h,ours in laboratory testing of
petroleum products (7/74); in the lower-
division 'baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours :in laboratory

- testing of petroleum products (7/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 3
semester hours in petroleum producti (12/
68). Version 2: In the lower- division' bac-
calaureate/associate degree category,' 4
semester hours' in laboratory testing of
petroleum products (6/74); in the upper-
division baccalarireate category, 4 semester
hours in, laboratory testing of petroleum-
products 112/68).

AR-1601-0032 _

I.. ARMY AIR DEFENSE BATTERY OFFICER
2. AAA.AND SURFACE-TO-AIR MISSILE

BATTERY OFFICER

Course Number: Version l:
Ver4on 2: 44-0-1.

Location: Version /."Air Defense School,
Ft. Blits, TX. Version 2 .-'Antiaircraft Anil-
lery and Guided Missile School, Ft. Bliss,
TX:

Length:. Version 1: 23-27 weeks
(897 -1017 hours). Version 2: 30 weeks
(1158 hours). ,

Exhibit Dates: Version I : 7/57-12/68:
kersion2: /56-6/57.

Objectives: To qualify officers as artillery
officers.

InstiuctIon: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in map reading ,and Surveying,
troductionoto electronics, air defense aril
lery and missile systerrt, and tactics id
operations. ..

Credit RecoMmendation: Version k In
the vocational certificate category, 2
semester hours in introduction to surveying
(7/74); in the lower-division baCcalaureate/
associate degree category, I semester hour
in introduction to surveying (7/74). Version
2: In the vocational certificate category, 3
semester hours in electrical theory, 2 in in-
troduction to _surveying 17/74); in the
'lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 2 semester hours in elec-
trical theory, 1 in introductiOn to surveying
(7/74 )..

AR-1601-0033

P ARTILLERY SURVEY OFFICER

Course N umber: Alto Versions: 2G.1183.
Veysion 2: 6-A-0183;

Location:. Version Field Artillery.
School, Ft.' Sill, OK. Version 2: Artillery
and Misrsile SchoRI, Ft. Sill, OK.

Length: Version l: 7 weeks (253 hours).
Version 2: 7-8 weeks°(275-308 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 6/73-7/75. Ver=
lion 2: 12/55-5/73. '

Objectives: To train commissioned of-
ficers -in reconnaissance, and survey
procedures.



Instruction: Lect es and .praetical exer-
cises in 'reconreaisslinc,e and survey
procedures. including taiget- acquisition,
mathematics'., maps: ,survey equipment,
rtiverse. triangulation; nStronomy., field ar-

tillçry battalion and division artillery sur-
, vey, and corps artillery survey. .

7

Credit Recommendation: Version In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 6 semester hours in sur-
veying.. (7/74); in. the upper-divisi n 'bac-
calaureate category, 4 Semester hurs in
surveying (T/74). Version 2: In the- lower- '

divEsion baccalaureate/associate ree
category. 6 semester hOurs in surveying) ( 7/
74); in the upper-division baccalaureate

- ,

bridge comp° . roads, ailrfi..-elds, and,.."
-other .public orks facilities; equipment.
utilization;, so' classification; 'pavement
design; constn4ction 'Material; and terrain
evaluation; eff ctive writing; organization;
facilities; and s pply, management.

Credit Recommendation: in the VOSa-
tional certificate category. 3 semester hours
in administratiVe management (8/74): in
the lower-division baccalaureate/assdciate.
degree category. 27 semeater hours, in civil
engineering, 3 I in administrativein age7
ment (8/74); in the uppei--diVislon ac-
dalaureate Category, 6 semester hou
husiness organization and management,
in engineering eonstructi n (12/68).

category, 5 semes,ter hours in general sur- , ,

,

;AR-1601-0036 '
veying ( 12/68 ).

- ASSOCIATE ENGINEER O1F10ER ADvANCECT/ AR. -0034
L. ARTILLERY SURvEY SPECIALIST
2. ARTILLERY SURVEY SPECIALIST
3, ARTILLERY SURVEY ADVANCED

Course Number: Version I: 412-82C20;
4 I 2-153. I . Version 2: 6-R-153.1. Version 3:
6-Ei1 6; 6-R-I53;1 6-R-145.2.

Location: Version 1: Field Artillery
School. Ft. Sill, OK. Version 2: Artillery
and Missile School, Ft. Sill, OK. Version3:
Artillery and Missile School, Ft. Sill, OK,

Length: Version 1: 8-9 weeks (318-348
hours). Version 2: 5 weeks (205 hours)..
Version 3: 8-9 weeks (2952322 hours). .

Exhibit Dates: Version 1/66-Present.
Version 2: 7/64-12/65. Version 3: 3/56-6/
64.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel as
artillery surveyo artillery surveyor spe-
cialists.

. Imtruction: siorts: 'Lectures and
practical exerci surveying, including
mathematics, .rnaps, equipment, traverse;
triangulation, astronomy, military applica-
tions. artillery battalion survey. Version t:
Topics, ipclude higher7echelon survey. Ver-.
sion 2: Topics include corps artillery. .sur;
vey. Version 3: Topics include division and
corps artillery survey.

Credit Recommendation: Version I : , In
the lower-division baccalaureate/l'isi;.ociate
degree category, 6 semester hours in sur-
veying (7/74); in the upper-division bac-

. calaurente category, 5 semester hours in
surveying (12/68). Version 2; In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degeee
category, 4 semester hours in surveying (7/
74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 3 semester .hours in surveying
(12/68). Version 3: In the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate-degree categnry,-'6
semester hours in surveying (7/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 5

semester hours in surveying (12/68).
Related Occupation Cock& 82C.

. . -
AW1601-0035
ENGINEER OF-FIT-ER ADVANCED

Course Number: 5-A-C4; 5-0-3.
Location: Engineer Sc400I. Ft. Belvoir,

VA.
Length: 39 weeks (1 3

7 . .

6-1313 hours).
Exhibit Dates; 7/5 /64")
Objectives: To train officers to perform

..;Ls engineering officers. --
. Instruction: Lectures and practica exer-
cises in the duties of anengineering cer.
Course-includes military subjects, engineer-.
ing project planning; scheduling; manage,-
ment and construction of bridges and

'Curse Number: 5-074.
1.,ocation: Engineer School. Ft. Belv

Length: 15,-16 weeks (571-594 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/55-/6O.
Objectives: To train commissioned of-

ficers as commanders( and staff officers of
engineering Imitations',

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises cm the reSponsibilities of field' grade
officers in the Corps of Engineers, inclUd-

: ing fundamentals of combat operations,
combined-arms operations, special weapons

" officer training, logistics, protective con-
sruction. camouflage, soils engineering and
geology, troop construction management,
public works, maintenance and effective
utilization of engineer' equipment. CBR
water contamination removal, fixed
bridges, staff functions, troop construction
management, mapping and map supply,
map and aerial photograph reading, and
floating s(ream-cr/ossing equipment. ,-
..'Credit Recommendation: In the. lower-

division baccalaureate/associate degree
', category, 8 semester hours in civil en-

gineering (7/74); in the upper7division bac/.
caIaurate category. 3 semester hours i
engineering construction. 2 in business or-,

ganization and management ( 12/68).

AR-1601-0037
ARTILLERY CALIBRATION

Course Number: 9-R-422.2.
don: . Ordnance, School, Aberdeen .

r "ng Ground, MD.
Length: weeks (280 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/57-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

perform artillery callibrations.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-1

cises in artillery calibration, including bal-
listics fundamentals, artillery ammunition,
geometric considerations in placement,. alt.
density problems, and transit operation.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 2 semester hours
as an elective in civil technology (8/74); in
the lower-division haccalaureate/as.sociate
degree category, 2 semester hours as an
elective in civil technology (8/74).

Arniy , 147 ,
Objectives: To trainerilisted personnel to ,.

maintain small arms and SkySweeper guns.,
Instruction : LeCturee and practiCal.exer2' ft'

cises In maintenance 9f-mall arms and .

Slcysweeper guns. Course incfudes Iiiiii4 an-,
tiaircraft artillery wea ns, inT416dinge .50
callmachine gun, AA generator sets, 157 ;

mm gun 'and mount, ei-rarnmer M17,
and inspettion and fire control of' weifions.

Credit Recoinmendationt., In the :voca-
tional certificate Category, 2 semester sliOurs
as an elective in industrial or mechanical
technology. (8/74), in she lower-division

Lbaccalaureate/associate degree category ; 2 \ 7

semester hours as an eleetive in industrial
,.

.

or mechanical technology (8/74).

-AR-1601-0039 .

, 9

AUTOMATIC WEAPONS MAINANANCE . : 7
SLIGHT ANTIAIRCRAFT ARTILLERY MkIN- ,..

TENA NCE)I - .', .

Course N wither: 447E-18. ' .''
Location: Antiaircraft 'Artillery :and

Guided Missile Scho6le Ft. Bliss, TX. . ' -
Length: 4-7 weeks Q40-229 flours); .:. .

Exhibit Dates: 10/55-12/68/
Objectives: To train enbsted levrtonnel to'.

maintain unit small arms =and t' in 40-Mrn
,

guns.( M42). .
Instructicin: Lectures and practical exe.r- -

cities in-the maintenance of shiall- arms and
twin 4,0-mrn guns (M42).. Course includes
fundamentals of AAA weapons. multiple
.50 calibeennachin guns. M45 mounts,
self-propelled twin-4 mm guns, small arms
(.30 cal. carbines, . co cat rifles.. 3.5 inch`
rocket launchers), and inspection and
maintenance procedures:

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 2 semester hoursd
as ari elective in industrial or mechanical
technology (8/74);,. in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2
semester hours as an elective in industrial
or mechanical technology' ( 8/74), ,

AR-1601-0040
SMOKE GENERATION SUPERVISION

Course Number: 3-R-532.7.
Location: Chemical Corps School, 'Ft.

McClellan, AL.
'Length: 4 weeks (148 hours").
Exhibit Dates: 6/57-12/68,
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

supervise Itfe maintenance and operation-of
chemical smoke generators. .

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in maintenance, and operation of
flame throwers lind chemical generators;
identification and detection of toxic chemi-
cal .ag6nts; and principles of supply and
maintenance,.

Credit 'Recommendation: In the veica-
7 tional certificate category, 2 semester hours

as- an eleCtiVe-ili chemical technology (5/
74); in the A.:liver-division baccalaureate/as-
soCiate degree category. I semester hour as
anelective in chemical technology (5/74).

AR-1601-0038

. .

AR-1601-0041 --
METAIANI2E) FLAME THROWER

SKYSWEEPER MAINTENANCE . SURVEILLANCE

Course Number: 44-E-17. . Course Number: None.
Location: Antiaircraft Artillery and Location: Chemical Corps Sehool, Ft.

Guided Missile School, Ft. bliss, TX. li4cClellan, AL
Length: 4 weeks (138 hours). Length: 4 weeks (155 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/56-12/68.' or Exhibit Dates 3/56-12/68.

. s



-t

1 7S . COURSE EXHIBITS
,Clbjectivcsi To / train_..personnel :in ;the

Maintenance'and repair of flame throwers.
: instruction t Lectures., and practical; exer-

cises in the. operation, troubleshonting,,
minpr, rePart.' .and maintenance Of various

4 ...types of vehicle-mounted, flame .throwers.'
basic troubleshOoting of th C Cele tri ICa

, mechanical, and chemicSal system's,
Credit. Recommendittion:_, In the vocii-

,tional certificate category, 3 semester hours
as an elective , in chemical/mechanical
technology (5/749; in the lowei-diviSion
haccalayrepte/associate degree category. 3
semester hours Ls 'an elective in chemical/
mechanical 'technology ( 5/34 ).

AR-1601.4042'
CHEMICAL EQUIPMENT REPAIR

CourSe Number: 690-54D20; 3-R-533.1.
Location: Version 1: Ordnance *and

Chemical SChool. Aberdeen (Proving
Oround. MD. Version 2: Chemical Sclio61.
PyMcClellan, AL.

Length: Versibn 1: weeks '(232 hours).
Vers(nn 2: 10- 1 1/ week. 32 1346 hours).

Exhibit Versa I: 4/77-Present.
.Version 2: 6/64-307.

Objectives: To train;personnet to perform,
basic repairs on chemical equipment.

Instruction: teetures.and practic exer-
cises to include operation and minnrjmain-
tenance OS masks, flame thEowers:
Smoke generators, and decontamination.'
equipment; intr _uction to bask repair
shop. operatio including welding, use of
power and rid tools and painting and
machine t , and supply and maintenance
procedures

Credit Recommendationf Version' 1:
Periding valuation. In.the'voca:
tio rtiticateCSTerbrry, 3 semester hours

hanical technology. (5/74); in the
'baecalaureate/associate

e category. ,semestei hours in
hanical, technology (5/74 ).
latgi Occupation, Crates: 5413. I '

/ P 4

. AR-1601 -0i)43:'

PeiRCIltUM STORAGE SPECIALIST

CORD4 Numberi 821-74VN20; 821-56C2:
\ :. l()-R-552Z,1; 10-E-25. , .,

- . Locatiodi: Ouartermaster School, Ft. Lee.
.

. Length: 8,:w.eeks ( 274-280. houR).
Extilbit Wiles: 9/54-Present.

ro. Objectives: ' o provide enlisted personnel
with knoWledg in receiving, storing, issu-

. ing, dispensin Nindshipping of petroleum
products.

Instruction: 1.-e4res and practical exer -
cises in packing 'ti rations. supply point
operations. tenni al operations, and
pipeline °per' ... .

Credit Recommendation: In jhe voca-
tional certificate-, caleg 3 semester hours
in petrpleum storage procedures (6/75)1'

AR-1601-0044

ENGINEER OFFICER BASIC \
REGULAR ARMY ENGIN,EF.R

BASIC)
OFFICER

ow: Course Number: 4-5-020; 4=5-C20 (RA);
5-A-Cl; 5-0-A.

Location:. Engineer School, Ft. Belvoir,
VA. , ..\

Length: 6-14 weeks (217-574 Ours).
Exhibit Dates: 1 2/54- Present.

.

Objectives: To ,prepare newly commis-
sioned Engineer Corps officers for their
first duty assignments.

Instruction: Instruction includes 'Combat
engineer operations and individual. combat
training, construction, management and
equipment operation, and general military
subjects.

Credit Recommendation: the upper -
division, baccalaureate category. 3,semeSter
hours itt civil engineering and additional
credit in advanced military science at in-
stitation1 which normally offer such credit
(7/74). z

AR-1601-0045
ARTILLERY SURVEYOR NCO BASIC

Course !Number: 412-82C4d-EC.
Location: Field Artillery School:, Ft. Sill,

OK.
Length: 15 weeks (552 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/71-'3/73.
Objectives: To provide enlisted personnel

with a working knowledg&, of the dales
required to pArforrn as artiMry sueyors.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-*
cises in general military-subjects; artillery
transport; communications; gunnery; tactics
and combined arms; and target acquisition.

Credit Recommendation: No , credit
because of the military nriture of the course
(.1/76).

..
AR-1601-0046

PETROLEUM QUALITY ASSURANCE
REPRESENTATIVE

Course Number: 8B-F33; 821-F2.
Location: Ouartermaster Sctiool, Ft. Lee,

Length: 4 weeks (142 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/75-Present -
Objectives To provide personnel with

knowledge of alb functions, duties, alicP
responsibilities required 4- to perform as
petroleum Miality assurance 'represents-
lives. /***--7

Instructipo: Programmed 'instruction,
audio - visual i'..presentation."'..lictures.' and.
practicTh!exbrcises in laboratory tests of
light distillate, physical and chemical
,laboratory tests of light and heavy distil-
lates, and petroleum supply operations.

Credit Recommendation: In tthe voca,
tional certificate category. 2 semester hours
in petroleum laboratory techniques (6/75).

Related Ocesipation Codes: 761 A. '

AR-1601-0047

FORENSIC CHEMISTRY TRACE. EVIDENCE

Course Number: None.
Location: Criminal investigation Labora-

tory, Ft. Gordon..OA.
Length:- 23 weeks (866 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/77-Present.
Objectives: To prepare the analyst. to,

perform, examinations and comparisons on
known and questioned samples of evidence
and assist the ,analyst in determining the
forensic significarice of findings.

Instruction: Subjects inchide detection,
and analysis of flammable accelerants,
paint and glass examinations, fiber and soil
examinations, ink. wood, and paper ex-
aminations and related topics.

Credit Recommendation: Pending evalua--
tion.

103

AR-1601-0048
FORE SIC DRUG CHEMIST, .

Coarse NuMber: None.
Locution: Investigation Labora-

tory. Ft. Gordon, GA.
Length: 30 weeks ( (170 hours),
Exhibit Dates: I/IT-Present.
Objectives: 'To train 'chemists for ac-

ceptance as. expert witnesses testifying as to
chemical analysis of drugs in courts-martial
and other judicial proceedings.

Instruction: Subjects include ultraviolet-
visible Spectrophotometry, infrared spec-
trophotometry, fluorometry and microsco-
py. opiurn alkaloids,, and derivatives, Lyser-
gic acid die thylamide, amphetamines, hallu-
ci,nogenic drugS. and other controlled; and
non - controlled drugs and related 'topics.

Credit Recommendation: Pending evalua-
tion.

A it-16 01-0049

MARIJUANA EXAMINER
(MARIJUANA EXAMINER)

Course Number:"Norte.
Location: Criminal Investigation Labora-

toty, Ft. Gordon, GA.
Length: 8 weeks (312 tours).
Exhibit Dates: 1 /77-Present. .

Objectives: To. qualify individuals ,'as ex-
pert witnesses before judicial proceedings.

Instruction: Topics include marijuana in
/-general, marijuana analysis procedures and

legal aspects of forensic analysis.
Credit Recommendation; Pending evalua-

,tion.
-

AR- 1606 -0001

INTELLIGENCE ANALYST NCO BASIC

. Course Number: 243- 96B40 -EC.
Location: intelligence School, Ft.

Huachuca. AZ.
Length: ii) weeks (307 hours).
Exhibit Dates: I /72-Present.
objectives: To proyide noncommissioned,

officers with a working knowledge of the
_duties of intelligence analysts.

Instruction: Lectures in intermediate-
level supervisory skills' in intelligence and
security operations, communicative arts,
personnel management, general intelligence
subjects, ground and aerial surveillance,
electronic suveillance devices, advanced
photogrammetry. Soviet defense policy,
Soviet/East European/Chinese communist
armed forces, interrogation, and a military
campaign case study.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category. 3 semester hours in business ad-
ministration, 3 in industrial security. 3 in
political science (1/74); in the upper-divi-
sion baccalaureate category. 3 semester
hours in business administration, 3 in in-
dustrial security.A3 in political science ,( I / .

74).
Related Occupation Codes: 96B.

AR-1606-0002
IMAGE INTERPRETER NCO BASIC

Course Number:242-96D40-EC.
Location: Intelligence School, Ft.

Huachuca, AZ.
Length: 12 weeks (367 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/72- Present.

--



Objectives: To provide noncommissioned
officers with a working knowledge of image
interpretation.

Instruction: Lectures in intermediate-
level supervisory skills in intelligence And
security operations, communicative arts,
personnel management, general intelligence
subjects.. tactical intelligence, interrogation,
advanced photogranimetry, mosaics..terrain
arialysis, imagery interpretation manage-
ment, target folders. and target analysis.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in business ad-
ministration. 3 in industrial security. 3 in
political science (1/74); in the upper-divi-
sion baccalaureate category. 3 semester
hours in business administration, 3 in in-
dustrial security, 3 in political science (1/
74).
. Related Occupation Codes: 96C.

AR-1'606-6003

PETROLEUM DISTRIBUTION SUPERVISION

Course Number: 821 -F1 .
Location: Quartermaster School. Ft. Lee,

VA.
Length: 6 weeks (21O )ours).
Exhibit, Dates: 7/6.7.--Present.
Objectives: To train-enlisted personnel to ,

supervise the receipt, storage., and issue of
petroleum producy, and the. operation of
cross-country pipelines.

Insiruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the supervision and operation of
petroleum pipelines, including general
petroleum, subjects, pipeline and terminal
operations, fuel system supply point, tank
vehicleli, supervisory performance exercise.
gaging and sampling, pump station opera-
tion. general laboratory subjects and basic

laboratory tests.. petroleum supply in the
combat z< ne, quality, surveillance and
laboratory rations.

Credit R mmendatio In the voca-
tional certifica category,, semester hours
as an elective in indust I technology (6/
74); in the lower baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category. 3 semester hours
as an elective in industrial technology (6/
74).

Related Occupation Codes: 96D.

AR-1606-0004
1. '*COUNTERINTELLIGENCE AGF.NT

' 2. COUNTERINTELLIGENCE AGENT
(MILITARY INTELLIGENCE SPECIALIST)

Course' Number: 244-971340.
Location: Version 1: Intelligence School,

Ft. Huachuca, AZ. Version 2: Intelligence
School, Ft. Holabird. MD.

Length: Version 1: 15 weeks (455
hoUrs). Version 2 D: 15 weeks (526-566
hours).

Exhibit Datei: Version 1: 2/72-5/75. Ver-
sion 2: 4/67 -1/72.

Objectives: To provide enlisted personnel
with investigative skills and with a basic

, knowledge ..of installation security
procedures.

Instruction: Lectures and practical ex-
perience in administratioq, human mkt-.
tions, interviews and interrogations. 'basic
investigative techniques, report writing, and
oral briefing techniques.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category. 3 semester hours in public
administration, investigative methi.xls, or in-

dustrial security ( I/74); in the upper-divi-
gion baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in public administration. investigative
methods, or industrial security (1/74). Ver-
sion 2: In the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 5 semester hours in intelligence
methods (12/68).

Related Occupation Cod: 9713.

AR-1606-0005
TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE

Course Number: 3A-F18; 243-F4.
Location: Intelligence School, iFt.

Holabird, MD.
Length: 3 weeks (110 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/67 - 12/68.

I Objectives: To provide officers and erf-
listed personnel with a working knowledge
of technical intelligence.

Instruction: Lectures in basic intelligence
methods._ including gathering and
processing intelligence information, geog-
raphy and politics of foreign areas, charac-
teristics of foreign military personnel. and"
map reading.

Credit -Recommendation: In the Tower-
divition baccalaureate/associate. degree
category, 2 semester hours in political
science ( 1/74); in the upper-division bac-,
calaureate category, credit in intelligence
methods on the basis of institutional ex-
amination ( 1 2/68 ).

AR-1606-0006

FLIGHT SIMULATOR (2B24) SPECIALIST

Course Number: 191-Fl.
Location: Aviation School, Ft. Rucker,

AL.
Length: 3 weeks (91 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/75-Present.
Objectives: To provide enlisted personnel

with the knowledge to perform as Synthetic
flight training system (21324) console
operators,in order to provide instruction in
instrument flight techniques to rotary wing
rated Army aviators.

Instruction: Practical exercises and pro-
grammed instruction in the synthetic flight
training system, 2B24.

Credit Recommendiation: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
the course (4/76).

Related Occupation C es: 93D.

AR-1606-0007
INSTALLATION INTELLIGENCE.

Course Number: 3C-F4; 243-Fl.
Location: -Intelligence School.. Ft

Holabird, MD.
Length: 3 weeks (90-109 hours)'.
Exhibit DateS:.: Version I: 5/69-.:Present.

Version 2: 5/67-4/69. : .

Objectives: TO provide commissioned of-
ficers; enlisted personnel, and civilian per-
sonnel wlh a .basic understanding of instal-
lation intelligence and physical- security
functions. '

' Instruction: Lecttires in the basic ,princi-
pies of intelligence, 'deluding an analysis of
domeStic intelligence agencieS and their
functions. counterintelligence procedures,
,physical security of installations, and per -I

screening, methods.-
'Ciedlt Recommendation: Version 7: Ip

the lower- division baccalaureate / associate
degree category. 2 semester hours in indtis-
trial sceurity ( 1/74); in the up ex- division

r _

Army 1-79
baccalaureate category, 2 semester hours in
industrial security (1174). Version 2: In the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 2
semester hours in intelligence methods,(42/
68).
' Related Occupation Codes: 1 I F: I I D;

13E; 15J; 1611; 9613.

AR-1606-0008
ORDER OF BATTLE INTELLIGENCE ENLISTED

Course Number: 30-E-6.
'Location: Intelligence School, Ft.

Holabird, MD.
Length: 13 weeks (455 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/57-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to-

perform administrative and clerical duties
in the intelligence field.

Instruction: Lectures in political science.,"
topography, administrative procedures,
order" of battle procedures, and organiza-
tion and tactics of intelligence units.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category. 3 semester.hours
in business or public administration (1/74);
in the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category. 3 semester hours
in business or public administration (1/74);.
in the upper-division baccalaureate catego-
ry, 3 semester hours in intelligence
methods (12/68 ). .'

.-A 12.-1606-0009

MILITARY INTELLIGENCE

Course Number: 30-R-97 1.1:
Location: Intelligence School. Ft.

Holabird, MD.
Length: 10 weeks (315 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/57-12/68:
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to,

perform clerical and administrative duties '
in the intelligence field.

Initruction:iLectures in the basic princi-
ples of processing intelligence report(cler-
ical administration. filing systems, and th
use of.office equipment:

Credit Recomniendation: Insufficient da
for evaluation (1/74).

AR-1606-0010
-..

INTELLIGENCE ENLISTED

Course Ntimber: 30-E-3; 30-R-962.2.
Location: Intelligence School, Ft.

Holabird, MR. '

' nlith: 13 weeks (455 hours):

l

xhiblt Dates: 3/57-112/68.
bjectives: To train enlistedlersonnel in

in ligence procedures.
Instruction: Lectures' in basic intelligence ,

methods, administrative procedures.. politi-
cal science; topography, and collection.
Processing. and dissemination of Lntel:
ligence materials. ,

Credit Recommendation: In 'the lower....
division baccalaureate/assoCiate. degree
category, 3 semester, hours in political'
/Science or putilic admfnistration (1/74); in.

7 the upper-division baccalaureat6 category,
3 semester hours in intelligence methods .
(12/68). ..".

.

AR-1606-0011
NON -MORSE. CommuNICAT1ONAANALYST

(NON-MIORSE SEARCH AND DEVELOP-
MENT )

Course Number: 231-Fl.
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Location: Security Agency School. Ft.

Devens, MA.
Length: I I weeks (395 hours).
Exhibit Dates:, I 2/67-Present.
Objectives: To provide enlisted personnel

with a working knowledge of basic commu-
nications theory and the use ,of communi-
cations equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical ex-
perience in basic telecommunications
theory, circuit analysis, and the use of elec-
tronic diagnostic equipment.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaure'ate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in electronics
(1/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 3 semester. ..hours.in electronics
(1/74);
- Related Occupation Codes: 05K.

AR-1406-0012
RADIO TRAFFIC ANALYST

(TRAFFIC ANALYSIS) .

Course Number: 232-98C20.
Location: Security Agency School. Ft.

Devens, MA..
Length: 9 weeks (310 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/51-Present.
Objectives: To provide enlisted personnel

with a working knowledge of basic radio
traffic analysis.

Instruction: Lectures and practical ex-
perience in the: theory and operation of
telecommunication equipment, infot4na-
tional analysis,;Itadio program and technical
report writing,y and monitoring of radio
transmissions. ;14

. Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate /associate degree
category, 3 semester houis in telecommuni-'
cations or Credit in leaming resources,arnk
media on the basis of institutional examina'-%
tion (1/74); in the upper-di xision baccalau-
reate categOry, 3 semester %ours in
telecommunication's or credit in learning
resources and' media on the basis of institu-
tional examination (1/74). -7

. Related Occupation Codes: 98C.

'AR-1606-0013
OPERATION:5'1ND INTELLIGENCE SPECIALIST

(INFANTRY INTELLIGENCE AND OPERA-
TIC/NS SPECIALIST)

Course Number: None.
Location: Institute for Military

Assistanee; Ft. Bragg, NC; Special Forces
'Training Group, Ft. Bragg, NC.

Length: 8 weeks (320 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/65-2/73.
Objectives: To provide enlisted personnel

with the ,knoWledge and skills necessary to
perform as intelligence specialists.

Instruction: Lectures,in the basic princi-1
pies of intelligenee gathering, including,
map reading, photography, authenticationr
systems, and collecting, processing, and dis-.
semknating political and sociological infor-,

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division 'baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in induttrial
security (1174); in the upper-division bac-
calaureate category, 3 semester hours in in-'
telligencr methods (12/68).

AR-1606-0014
SENIOR OFFICER EW-Crivrrotooisr

Conrse Number: 2G- F10..

Location: Security Agency School, Ft.
Devens, MA.

Length: 4 weeks (172 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/68-Present.
Objectives: To train officers to perform',

the duties of a cryptologic officer.
Instruction: Lectures in the fundamentals

of security procedures, inciudingelectronic
countermeasures, cryptological operations,
and collection of political, sociological; and
geographical data about foreign countries.

Credit Recoaunendation: In the Idwer-
baccalatweatefassociate degree

category, credit in international relations or
public administration on the basis of in-
stitutional examination (1/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category,
credit in international relations or public
administration on the basis of institutional
examination ( 1/74).

AR-1606-0015

EW-CRYPTOLOGIC OFFICER SPECIALIST

Course Slumber: 20-F1 I.
Location: Security Agency School, Ft.

Devens, MA.
Length: 3 weeks (102 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1 /68- Present.
Objectives: To provide officers with a

basic/ knowledge of the fields of intelligence
and electronic countermeasures.

InStruction: Lectures in the fundamentals
of intelligence operations, including elec-
tromagnetic theory,. electronic countermea-
sures, human relations, and collection of
political and geographical, data on foreign
countries.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, credit in basic
electronics on the basis of institutional ex-
amination (1/74); in the lower-division bac-
calaureate/associate degree category, credit
in basic electronics on the basis of institu-
tional examination (1/74); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, credit in
basic electronics on the basis of institu-,
tional examination (1/74).

AR-1606-0016
RADIO TELETYPEWRITER ANALYSIS

Course Numbeil: 232-F I .
Location: Security. Agency School,

Devens, MA.
Length: 7 weeks (316 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/66-Present.
Objectives: To provide enlisted personnel

with a working knpwledge of telecommuni-
cations.

Instruction: Lectures and practical ex-
perience in various types of_ teletypewriter
systems equipment, radio-teletypewriter
operations, transmission and receipt of

,communications, and English.
Credit Recommendatios: In the voca-

tional certificate category, 3 semester hours
in business communications (1174); in the
lower-divigion baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 2 rssemester hou in busi-
ness communications (1/74).

Related 'Occupation Codes: 98C.

Ft.

Alt-1606-0017
CRYPTOLOGIC EW OFFICER BASIC

SPECIALIST

Course Number: 2G-F I 2.
41. Location: Security Agency School, Ft.
Devens, MA.

Length: 14 'weeks (616 hours).
II

Exhibit Dates: 9/71- Present.
Objectives; To provide officers with a

basic knowledge of cryptology!
Instruction: Lectures in basic electronics,

the principles of organization and manage-
ment, collection, of 'political and economic
data, and human relations.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division bacealaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in telecommuni-
cations, 4 in political science, public ad-
ministration, or business administration' (I/
74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 2 semester hours in telecommuni-
cations, 4 in political science, public ad-
ministration. or Miness administration (1 /
74).

AR-1606-0018

MILITARY INTELLIGENCE OFFICER BASIC

Course Number: 3-30-C20. ' .

Location: Intelligence School, Ft.
Huachuca, A

Length: 9 w ks (333 hours).
Exhibit. Dates: 3/73-Present.
Obj es: To provide officers with the

skills nece ry to perform as management
personnel in he field of intelligence.

Instruction: Lectures in intelligence
operations, personnel management and su-
pervision, military - equipment and
resources, and the military legal system.

Credit Recommendation; In the lower-
division ..baccalaureate/associate degree
.i',4ategory, '3 rssemester hou in management,
usiness.,,administration, or public adminis-

tration (1/74); .in the upper-division bac-
calaureate category, 3 semester hours in
management, business administration, or
public administration (1/74).

AR-1606-0019

BASIC INDUSTRIAL SECURITY

Course Number: 3C-F7.'
Location: intelligence School, Ft.

Holabird, MD.
Length: 3 weeks (1,19 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/67-Present.
Objectives: To train civilian and military

personnel to perform the duties of an in-
dustrial security specialist.

Instruction: Lectures in the basic princi-
ples of physical security, mechanical and
electronic protective devices, and princi-
ples of industrial security organization.

Credit Recommendatkin: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in police ad-
ministration or industrial security (1174);. in
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
1 semester hour in management, 1 in politi-
cal science (12/68).

AR-1606-0020
° USAS.. BASIC SUPERVISOR

Course Number: 230-F3.
Location: Security Agency School, Ft.

Devens, MA.
Length: 10 weeks (472 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/7 I-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

become supervisors in the field of cryptolo-

Instruction: Lectures'in the basic opera-
tion of a telecoMmunications organization.
personnel management and
human relations, and the functiims and ap-
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plied use of electronic telecommunications
equipment.

Credit -Recommendation: In the Voca-
tional certificate category, I semester hour
in public administration, I in ,electronics
(1/74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 1 semester hour
in public administration, I in electronics
(1/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 9813; 98C;
98G;,98.1; 05D; 05G; 05H; 05K.

AR-1606,'-002I
, .

SECURITY ASSISTANCE MANAGEMENT
ORIENTATION SEMINAR

Course Number: 7B/F5.
Location: Institute For Military

Assistance.Ft. Bragg, NC.
Length: 2 weeks (76-83 rens).
Exhibit Dates: 6/73-Present:
Objectives: To provide officers with the

knowledge necessary to qualify them for
positions in military assistance programs
with foreign ments.'

Instruction: Le res in security
assistance resources and management, U.S.
policies and foreign assistance prograinsA
and national_ security objectives and
responsibilities.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited technical nature of
the course( 1/74).

AR-1606-0022
NATIONAL SENIOR INTELLIGENCE

Course Null:ben None.
Location: Defense Intelligence §chool,

', Washington, DC.
- Length: 14 weeks (560 hours). '

Exhibit Dates: 6/72-Present.
, Objectives: To provide officers and
civilian personnel with, the knowledge
necessary to' hold management positions in
the field of national and international intel-
ligence.

Initruction: Lectures in the processing
and management of intelligence .informa-
tion, development and implementation of
U.S. foreign policy, the national intel-
ligence structure, and government agencies
involved, in foreign policy.

Cfiedir Recominendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 6 semester
hours in international relations, public ad-
ministration, os political science (1/74). ,

1AR-1606-0023
COMMAND AND STAFF OFFICER COVER AND

DECEPTION

Course Number: 2G-F I 4.
Location: Electronic Warfare _School. Ft.

Huachuca4", AZ.
Length: 3 weeks (120 hIpurs).
Exhibit Dates: 8/72-Present.
Objectives: To provide commissioned of-

ficers and civilian personnel with a working
knowledge of cover and deception intel-
ligence measures.

Instruction: Lectures in ., tactics and
strategies in the depl2yment of combat
forces, electronic countermeasures, elec-
tronic surveillarwe equipment, and, case ,
studies of cover and deception operations
in World War II and the Vietnamese War.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because i the military nature (pi' the course
(1/74).

9-

mit-1606-0024 /,
SECURITY ASSISTANCE-MANAGEMENT:
. (MILITARY ASSISTANCE PROGRAMMER/AD-

VISOR)

Course Number: 7B-F,2; 012-Fl.
Location: Instinne foi itary

Assistance, Ft. Bragg, NC.'
Length: 3-4 weeks (124--,145 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/11-Present.
Objectives: To provide officers and 'non-°

commissioned officers with a basic
knowledge of U.S. foreign policy and, inter-
national assistance programs.

Instruction: Lectures in the basic princi-,
pies of security assistance :resource
management, including U.S. foreign policy,
communicating in foreign cultures, foreign
interna4efense planning, and case studies
of foreign assistance prograins.

Credit Recommendation?' In the lower -
division *baccalaureate/associate degkee
category, 2 semester hours in comparative
economics, international relations, or politi-
cal science (1/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category. 2 semester houri:in
comparative economics, international rela-
tions. or politidal science (1/74).

AR-1606-0025
DEFENSE AGAINST METHODS OF ENTRY

Course NuMber: 3C-F2; 244-F2. 1

Location: Version 1: Intelligence School,i'
Ft. Htiachuca, AZ. Version 2: Intelligence
School, ft. olabirii, MD.

Length: Version 1: 9 weeks (272 hours).
Version 2: 6-9 weeks (213-324 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version I: 6/72-Present.

1
Version 2: 4/65-5/72. t

,..,i Objectives: To provide military personnel
with a working knowledge of protective
security measures and deVices..
.e Instruction: Lectures and practical ex-

rience in the use and repair of mechani-
cal and electronic locking devices and

,alarm systems. osa

Credit Recommendation: Ve ion I: Jn
the vocational' Artificate tegory, 2
semester hours in physical s urity or po-
lice administration (14111)12 n the lower-
division baccailaureatejasso late degree
category. 2 semester hour in_pbysical
security or police- adniinist ion (1/74).
Version Z: In the' vocational certificate
category, I semester hour in physical)
security or police administration (1/74); in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category. I semester hour in physi-
cal Security or police administraiion (.1/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 976; 97C.

AR-1606-01)26
SPECIAL FORCES OPERATIONS AND

INTELLIGENCE

Course Number: 244-F5.'
Location: Intelligence School, Ft.

Huachuca, AZ; Institute for Military
, Assistance, Ft: Bragg; NC.

Length: 15 weeks (537 -540 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/73-Present.
Objectives: To-provide enlisted personnel

with the knowledge necessary to perform,
as supervisors in the intelligence field. ,

Instruction: Lectures in interrogation
methods and techniques, information
gathering and analysis, photograph and
map reading, political and civil affairs
operations, in foreign.nations. U.S. foreign
policy, and counterintelligence techniques.

. Army 1-81

Credit Recommends dila: In the voca-
tional certificate,,category. 2 semester-hours
in political science, .eullic administration,
or poliCe administration4Mykical security
(1/74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree caterry; 2- semester hours
in political, science, ubliF adMinistration,
or police administration/physical security
(1/74). . -

- Related Occupation Codes: I I B; I IC;
I I F; 128; 76Y; 91 B; 9613; 002; -05B.

AR-1606-0027
I. SPECIAL. FORCES INTELLIGENCE
2, INTELLIGENCE ANALYST (SPECIAL

FORCES)

Course Number: 244-F5.
Location: 'Intelligence 'School, Ft.

Holabird, MD; Intelligence School, Ft.
Huachuca,

Length: 7 weeks, (247 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Virsion 1: 8/70-2/73. Ver-

sion 2 : 5/66-7/70.
' Objecti4s: To provide enlisted personnel

with the skills necessary to conduct inter-
rogations and other'intelligence activities.

Instructions ,411 Versions.. Lectures in
basic intelligence methods including per-
sonnel interviewing, report writing, and-
counterintelligence' operations. Version 1:
Topics include aerial and audio surveil-
lance. techniques, physical security, and
foreign armies orientation. Version 2: Top-
ics include interviews and interrogations,
tnap reading, human relations, and the
development of sources of information.

Credit Recommendation: Version k In
the lowersdivision baccalaureate/atociate
degree-category. 3 semester hours in politi-
cal science, public asiministration, or police
administration (1/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in'

.politiZaYscience, public administration, O{
police _administration ( 1/74 ). Version 2: In
the loswer-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 2 semester hours in politi-

. eal,science or industrial security (1/74); in
the upper-division baccalaureate category,

, 2 semester hours in intelligence methods
(12/68).

Related Occupation Codes: 9613.

8R-1606-0028
FIXED WING QUALIFICATION

Cause Number: 2B-1980-B; 213-10I8 -13;
213-101C-B; 213-0618 -A; 213-061C-F; 18-
1980:B; 113-06113.

Location: Aviation School, Ft. Rucker,
AL; Aviation School, Ft. Stewart, GA.

Length: 8-16 weeks" ( 280-576 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/59-Present.
Objectives: To train helicopter pilots to

fly fixed -wing aircraft.
Instruction: (Lectures and flight training

in fixed-wing,,aircraft operation, including
aircraft maintenance, navigation,
meteorology, and air assault tactics,

Credit. Recommendation: In the lower-
divisir baccalaureate/associate degree
categfdry. 3 semester holas in fixed-wing
flight training, 2,. in navigation or
meteorology (2/74);' in the upper- division
baccalaureate; ategory, credit in navigation
or meteorology on the basis of institutional
examination (12/68).

Related Occupation Codes: 100131'00C:
100D; 100E; 11)0C); 100R; 160A; 103A.
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AR-1606-0029 ' , 3

SPECIAL IDENTIFICATION TECH N QUF.S
ANALYST

Course Number: 23 i-05D
L...andon: Security Agency School, Ft.

Devens, MA.
Length: 9 weeks (381 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/64- Present.
Objectives: To thoroughly train personnel

operators in analytiCal techniqueS and to
provide the skills and knowledge necessary
to identify and -report information by.
selected special identification techniqUek.

Instruction: Theories and 1,rinciples of
identification techniques analysis; adtrilnic
tratiVe operational tasks: introduction to in
telligence; preparation-and maintenance of
mission logs; mission processing and analy-
sis from raw data; evaluation and validation
of activityi reports; accuracy sludies; on-
the-job training programs in military radio
reconnaissance activities.

Credit Recommendation:' No credit
because of the limited technical nature of .
the course (2/74).

Related Occupation Codes:,05D.

AR-1.606-0030

SPECIAL IDENTIFICATION TECHNIQUES
OPERATOR:

Course Number: 231- D20.
Location: Security Ag ncy School, Ft.

Devensi MA.
Length: 14 weeks (599 h ins).
Exhibit Dates: 2/66-Present.
Objectives: To train Selected pertionnel in

the operational procedures and- techniquei
of telecommunication employing interna-
tional codes at the - intermediate speed clas-
sification level. '

Instruction: Telecommunication theory
and operational studies; radiotelegraph and
teletypewriter procedures and operation;
special identification techniques; crypto-
graphic and communications security;
signal recognition; radio'direction finding.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category:2 semester hours
in telecommunications, I in electiOnic
theory (2/74); in the lower-division bac-
dalaureate/associate degree category, 2
semester hours in telecommunications, I in
electronic" theory (2/74); in the upper-divi-
sior baccalaureate category, 2 semester
houks in telecommunications. 1 in elec-
tronic theory (2/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 05 D.

AR-1606-0031

AREA INTELLIGENCE SPECIALIST
(AREA INTELLIGENCE. OFFICER)

Course Number: 244-97C40; 3A-9668;
3A-972A.

Location: Intelligence School, Ft.
?. Huachuca, AZ; Intelligence School, Ft.

Holabird MD.
Length: 20 weeks (600 hours).
Exhibit Datet: 2/7I-Present. . .

Objectives: To provide selected Intel-
ligence officers with in-depth study in the
political, historical, and .geographical
background Of specific countries or areas,
and to insure, through extensive study, a
cultural understanding 'and janguase erofi-
ciency which will enable them tovTuncition
as intelligence specialists.

Instruction: Historical, ..politiCal;
economic. and sociological aspects of na-

S

tional groups; strategic7Mtellfge ; U.S. in.
telligentE strueturez..niiision nd employ-
ment of counterintelligence:, nits; foreign
intelligence organization techniques;

.use of automatic data p ing in mtel-
lige:ice; intelligence colleCtiOn-by air recon-
naissance; writing techrikjues.'ind methods;
map reading and cartographic Materials:-
security-safeguarding militaryjnformation;
advanced operation of electrObie::. and
photographic equipment; radici Communica-
tion; interviewing,methods and Written and...
oral interpersonal commuideations,"-Includ-'
ing language interpretation".

Credit Recommendation: In the Lower;
division baccalaureate/aSsocjate degssee
category, 9 .semester hours:. in political
science or credit Bl put)lic- administration
on the basis of institutional examination (2/
74); in the_ upper-division- liatva1aureate
category, 9 semester ours in political.
'science or credit in public a inistration
on the basis of institutional exa nation (2/
74). °

AR-1606-0042

'INTELLIGENCE ANALYST, SPECI
CANDIDATE

-

Course Number: 243-96B2O,I,
Location: Intelligence School, Ft

Holabird, MD.
Length: 12Weeks (425 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 8 /70- Present.'
Objectives: To train intelligence analysts

as senior technicianS in the analysis of the
political, economic, and military capability-
of selected foreign governments and/or en-
tities.

Instruction: Organizational and
managerial theory.; administrative and inter-
rogational. procedures; public speaking;
political, social, and military history and
composition of Southeast Asia.

Credit Recommendation: In the I er-
division baccalaureate/associate de

' category, 2 semester hours in international
relations, 2 in political science, 2 in busi-
ness administration (2/74); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours in intelligence methods (2/72).

Related Occupation Codes: 96B.

.AR-1606-0033
1. TACTICAL INTELLIGENCE STAFF OFFICER
2. COMBAT INTELLIQENCE STAFF OFFICER

Course Number: 3'A-930 I.
Location: Verlion I: Intelligence School,

Ft. Huachuca, AZ. Version 2 : Intelligence
School, Ft., Holabird, Md.

Length: Versiop I :6 weeks ( I 81houts).
Version 2 : 6 weeks (209 hours). .

.Exhibit Dates: I: 3 /72- Resent.
Version 2: 3/68-2/7

Objectives: Top vide selected commis-
sioned officers with the k wledge and
techniques of cosabat? intel dice at bat-
talion, brigade, atM division even.

Instruction: Staff organization and
procedures; area and counterintelligence;
tactical imagery interpretation facility and
terrain models; functicins and duties- of
combat intelligence officer. °

Credit Recommendation: Version I: In
the lowef-division baccalaureate/assOcia e
degree category, 2 semester hours in politi-
cal science or credit in public administra-
tion on the basis of institutional examina-
tion (2/74); in the upper-division baccalauj
reate category, 2 semester'hours in political

a

1

science or credit in public administration
on the basii,of institutional examination(2/ ,
74). Version 2: In the upper - division bac-,
calaureate category, 2 semester hours' in in-
telligence methp5,12/70).

A(4606-0034R

ANALYST

Course Number: 243-96B20A.
1 Location: Version I: Intelligence School,

Ft. Huachuca, AZ:"-Virlion 2 Intelligence
School, Ft. Holabird, MD.

Length: Version 9 weeks(270 hours).
Version 2 :'9 - week; (316 hours )..
.. Exhibit- Dates: Version 1 : 2 /72- Present.
VerSion 2.,3/67-1/72.

Objectives:. To, prepa0 selected enlisted
personnel to'assist intelligence staff officers
in int6liigences' operations by providing

+them ; with t&;-. necessary skills and
knowledge 9f military intelligence training.

Instruction: Milani.,'organizational lime--
Lions; counterintelfience; interrogation;
aerial' surveillance; psychological opera-
tions; civil affairs orientation; . preparation
of intelligence reports; preparation and. su-
pervision of intelligence training.programs;
collection andprocessing of Military infor-
mation; ,production and disseinination of
military intelligence; typewriting; map read-
ing.

Credit Recommendation: Version In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associiate
degree categOry, 3 semester hours in nubW
administration, 3 in political -science

'74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
cakigory, 3 semester hours in public ad,
ministration, 3 in political science (2/74).
Version 2: In the upper-division baccalau
reate category, 3 semester hours, in Intel=
ligence methods (12/68).

Related Occupation Codes: .9613.

AR-1606:0035
MILITARY INTELLIGENCE COORDINATOR'

Course Number: 244-97D20.
Location: Versibn I: Intelligence School,

Ft. Huachuca, AZ. Version 2: Intelligence-
School, Ft. Holabird, MD. Version 3: Intel-
ligence School, Ft. Holabird, MD.

Length: Version I:11 weeks (21p hours).
Version 2: 8 weeks (281 hours). Version 3 :.
8 weeks (279 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version I: 3/72-Present.
Version 2: 11/70-2/72. Version 3: 1 I /

66-10/70.
°electives: To provide.'enlitted personnel

who have demonstrated writing skill with
the international political knowledge neces-
sary to qualify them& geopolitical asses-
sors of a foreign nation.

Instruction: 'Business communications;
ityping; interviewing techniques; communist.
political ideology;- international code radio .
operation.

Credit Recommendation: Version In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours iii busi-
ness report writing, 3 in public administra-
tion or political science (2/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 3
semester hours in business report writing, 3
in public administration or political science
(2/74). Version 2: In the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2
Semester hours in intelligence methods and
credit in typing on the basis of institutional
examination (2/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 2 semester hours in



intelligence methods and credit in typing
- on the basis o' f institutional examination

(121614) --yersir 3: In the upper-division
baccalaureate category, credit in intel-
ligence meifi and typing on the basis of
institutional examination ( 2/68).

Related, Occupation COdes:"9713:` 97B;
97C.

AR-1606-0036
DIVING ... -

Course Number: Version ., I: 4N:7242;
433-00BI 0-;* 433-091320;. 4.33-1361330. -Ver-
sion 2: 55-0_7.7242; 5544564.2. Version.*
S5- QE -13. :, ,

u1STirV A . '" I - . . .-

tion;, .Transportation School; Ft.
E
, - Length: Version 17 22 weeks (.771
,hours): {legion 27 17 weeks (748 hours):
Version 3: 17 weeks (748 hours).

Exhibit thites:' Version I: 8172-PfeSent.
'Version 2: 10/57-7/72. Version 3: 8/55-9/

. /57'
Objectives: q, train cOmrhissioned. -of-

'ficers and Allis ed personnel in the basic
pnricipleS of .sed a-diving equipment opera,

and mainte rice. ' "
.Instiucition:;: 1.., ctures and practical ex-

. perience in tfi 'maintenance of diving
econpfnent, set, a-diving"... principles and
safety, and scuba ving as dpplieel to the
maintenanee And, operation of / underwater
research equipment. T j ;

Credit Recommendation: Version I: Inlit. certificate 'category, 1

. u in marine technology (12/
,73). Versi In the vocational certificate

._category, semester " ours in marine
sciences (.12/73); in the ower-division b0c-
calaureate/assOciate degree category, 3
semester hours in ocean engineering (12/

... 73); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category. I semester hit in Ocean en-

.. gineering ( I 2/7 )., Versio 3: in. the voca
tional certificate category/6 semester hours
in marine sciences (1,2t/ 3); in the lower-

tissoc: division baccap.uteate/ iate degree
category, 6 semester h iirs in ocean en-
gineering (12/73 in the upper-division
baccalaureate category. 6 semester hours in
ocean engineering (1,2/t3). -

Related Occupation C/cles: 00B.

Le th: 26 weeks ( 1.007 hou
Ex l bit Dates: 5/68-Present.

.0b lives: it. provide selegted enlisted
persohnel with knowledge and prAicienCy
as divers for, technical surface and un-.
derwatfr work.

In ruction: Sepiinars and practical exer-
cises in diving equipment and techniquet,
diver, tending principles, surface burning
and Welding, underwater cutting and weld-
ing, and explosives and demolition.
ftrredit Recommendation: 'In aohc*voca--

tional certificate category,-3 semester; hours
in physical education. 2in demdlitions: and
1 in welding (7/74)

Related Occupatibn Codes: 001, .

AR-1606-0039
I. OOUNTE Ill)taTELLIGENCE OFfICER/

TECHNICIAN .

2, COUNIEBINTELLIGENCE OFFICER/
TEelINICIAN

LIGBNCE RESEARCH OFFICER/
T cimaCIAti)

3. INTF,14gENCE RESEARCH OFFICER .

Course RuMberl: Version I: 3C-9666;

6:

3C-
97IA. Version 3e-9666:: 3C-971A. Ver-
sion 3: 36-43-96

Location:, Version I: Intelligence School
FtJ Huachuca, AZ. Version -2: Intelligence'
SchOol, Ft. Holabird, MD. Version 3: Intel-
ligence School, Ft, Holabird, MD.

-Length: Version I: 15 weeks (450
hours). Version 15 weeks (490-552
hon ). Version'3: I 4, weeks ( 490, houis).

Ex sit Mites: Version' Ir. 12/70-5/75.!
Wersion 2: 4/67,41/70. Versibn 3. 12/57-3/
67.

Objectives: To tratiL officers to be inter-
ligence and counterintellirnce investiga-

4IE:tstruction: Lectures and practical. exer-
cises, in kntelligence, friendly and hostile'
agencies, internal development, and tactical
counterintelligeve support.

'Credit Recommendation: Veplifffi I: iy
the lowerflivision baccalaureate/associat
degree category, 3 semester hours in publi
administration, investigative methods; or in-

Army 1_83

AK-1606-0041
pH-21 '($11AWNF,E) PILOT TRANSITION

Course Number: I -B-F36.
Location: Aviation School, Ft.

tAL -`
Length: .4 weeks ( 154 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/62-12/68.
Objectivesr To train Army aviators to

Operate the Shawnee helicopter.
Instruction: Lectures and operatioqal,

training in the Shawnee helicopter, includ-
e Mg flight training; helibopter maintenance:'

and sfirvival, counterinsurfency, ',end
escape tiletits. : .

Credit Retoriunendatiint: In the upper-
diviiion baccalaureate categOry, credit in .

helicopter flight training on the basis of in-
examinatii5n ( 12/68)1'

Related9ccupatioh Codes: 100C.
- , t

-*1

Rucker,

CAR-1606-01)42
CIY-37 INSTRUCTOR PILOT QUALIFICATIOP

Course Number: 2C-F24.
Locatioli:, Aviation School: FL/ Rucker.

AL'
Length:' weeks ( 160 hours
Exhibit Dates: 7/69-Present.
Objectives: To qualify commissioned and

for el-1:37 standardization anch. ransitiortt
officer aviators as instruct.* pilots

Instruction: Conferences and practical
exercises in flight training, teaching
methods, basic and advanced flight maneu-

.

Yers, and maintenance. t
Credit RecomMeriation: On the lower-

division baccalaureate/associate degree
_ctiaotter2ryn.43).sejnesten hours in flight"instruc-

'''^ Related OcCupation Codes: !DOC:.

AR-1 -0043

dustriat security (1/74); in the. upper-divi-

4 sion bacealaureate category, 3 semester

me hods, Or in ustrial security (1/74). Ver-
sin 2: In the upper-division baccalaureate
ca egory, 5 semester hours' in police pr in-
telligence methods (12/68). Version 3.- In
the .tipper-divisilki baccalaureake category,
3 Anester hours in intelligence methods
(12/68).

Related' Oce4ation;Codes: 971A.
Ins;

.
. - hours in publicerministration, invest gative

AR-1606-00371
UNDERWATER OPF.RAAIONS

Course Number: NOne.
Location: John F. Kenneyly Center. for

Special WaEfare, Ft. Bragg, C.
Length: 6 weeks{( 224 hours).
Exhibit Dates: V65-12/68.
Objectives: To/provide the student 'with -

knowledge in surface swimming,, diving and "q-, NR-1606-0040 .

equipment, demolitions, and boating guffi ' ,-; , , -r, ,....._ ..
k.,- a INsT.th...-a OR PILOT QUALIFICATIONcient to perforrn water operations in a Spe- . . /

cial Forces unit Course Number: 213;4'13.
Instruction: Surface swimming, diving,

the use of 'di Mg equipment, marine life
and hazards,

Location: Aviation Sch851, Ft. Rucker,
AL r..

nderwater demolitions train- , wLength: 5 weeks (185 hours)..,
ing, and, small' boat training. Exhibit Dates: 1/69- Present.

Credit Recommendation: .No credit .'. Objectives: to qualify pilots as flight.
because of t 'e military nature of the course_ training instructors. i
( 12/t,8). , 1. Instructinfi: Flight°t?aining in primary

. and intermediate maneuvers. nigh; flying,
7 formation flying, uniform flight trAling,

AR-160610038

DIVER SKILL DEVELOPMENT BASF

Course/Number: 433-00E13041
Location:. Transportation School. Ft.

' Eustis, VA.

' .andirtircraft components and.mainl
6 it Recommendation: In th

3 d}4 1it baccalaureate/associate
f ry. 3 semester hours in ins

t'flight experience (2/74).
elated Occupation Codes: 1000.

znarice.
lower-
degree
ructor

CH-47 Attic-ma
r"

r-(CH-47 (CHINOOK) INSTRUCTOR Pi--)yry

QUALIFICATION)'

Course Numbers 2c-F10.
Location: aviation Scho I. Ft. Rucker, 1.
Length: 4-6 weeks (133-231 hours).
Exhibit Distils:. 6/65-Present.
Objeitives; To qualify -tinny aviatort as

flight.instructors in speoific 'aircraft (CH-
47).

141struction: Vctures and 'practical ex-
perience in basic anddvanced flight train-
ing, including inStrunciAntationnight opera-
tions flight, and check ride; principles-df
fTight" maneuver instruction, including air
'traffic control, radio navigation, precau-
tionary measures and critical .conditions,
and -formation 'slight CH-47 maintenance,
including power plants, fuel and oil, trans.
mission: and utility -hydraulic\ syspms,

Credit Recommendatkine In. the lower;
division bacealaureate/asSociate degree
category, 3 semester hours toward ,qualifi-
cation as flight instructor (2/74); .in the
upper-division baccalaineate' category,
credit in flight' instruction on the basis of
institutional examination (12/68).

Related. Occupation Codes: 100B; 100c;
1,00D; l(')OE; 1000; I R; 160A.,.

AL..

AR-1606-0044
AEROSCOEJT OBSERVER

Course Number: 250-11152F.
Location: Armor School, Ft Knox, KY.

- '



.COURSE EiH1
Le h: weeks (87 hourS).)'

ithibil Da : 6/72-Present. .
je!lves: truip enlisted personnel' to -

orm aerial econriaissance'ats;dembers
ir dn'aiircal.al unit.

Instruittion,kt offe're es and' practical1.

exercises in mbat a combat. service.support. tact I °per. tions, aero.co t.
communicatitc leadership's map reading/0
air h Th weapons.aerosdouweapons. '-', t Credit .,ERecommendltioner, Nb tredir

--".efe, cause or the limitedfechnkal nature of
the course (2/74). t t' ." .

t ,- Related Q"ciupation Codes: .I I D.

/2. AR-1606.
CH-54 Avi

'Course

5 .

N QUALIFICATION

umber: 2C-1.00D
Location: 'Aviation Schnol. Ft. Rucker,

Length: 6 weeks (2124hodrs). . -
Exhibit Dates: '3/72-Preseitit. .11

Objectives: "To train commissioned -o,
... and noncommissioned officers ia .th

ration Of CH-54 helicopters. --

Instruction:- Flightt training.- including
transition flight maneuveh and load opera-
tions and lectures on ' aircraft, systems'

. operations.
Credit Recommendation:, No .cre lit

because of gl la' e limitott..tectini al naTire ZIT
... the cours% (2/74): .

Related Occupation ..Codes:.-101313; 100C:
1,00E; 102A. .

OH -58 AviA'r
Course Num r. 2C-F21.,
Location: Avfation SCbdol, rt. Ru

:AL.
Length: 2 weeks (7,9Thilours).
Exhibit Dales: 3/72-43tesent.
Objectives; To itualify commissioned_ an

.warrant officer 4iators to,operate
helicopters :under). no al and eMergencj,
flight' conditions.. . 1,

Instruction: Flight 'ell* and raiisi..
tion flight training.lipciti'ding night ra--
tions and precatctionapt, measure* ill-critical'

cfredit '.Recommendation: In the upper-
*Sion baccalaureate category, credit in
ccOpter flighetraining on the basis of in

-stittitionalxamination (12/68 ).
Related Occupation Codes: I 00D.

conditions. ,

Credit Recomlitendatisin:. No credit
because of the technical nature of
the course (2/74).

Related Occupation Code's: 10013.

AR-1696-0049
UH- I 0.-1/U_TOR QUALIFICATION

( OH: PILOT TRANSITION)

, 4R-1606 -0V46 -

C114 PILOT TRANSITION

-iCours! Number: 2C-h 6.
Locatio4 Aviation School, Ft. Rucker.

AL.
Lemth: 6 weeks (218-241 hourl).

11sit Dates: 3/67-Present.
Objectives: To train commissioned and

, ;warrant officers irr-the operation ofoCH-54.

logiructioir Lectures and practical ex-
'Perience (in-transition flight training. CH-54

. maintenance, instrumentation, rcitary wing
.preflight rbriefing. and night --flight 4bpera-
tions.

Credit: Recommendation: In the upper.
divisitipet baccalaureate category. credit in
helicopt r flight training on the basis of in-
stitutio I examination (12/68).
. Rehiteceupation °ides: 06213,1008;

062C- I BOW,4 062D-1000.

AR-1606-0042

0-1-58 INSTRUCTOR PILOT
(OH-58 TRANSITIOlgjtUNNERY INSTRUC,

TOR PLOT,( IP) UALIFICATI°N)
Cou umber: 2C-F23.
Loca :'Aviation School, Ft. 'Bucker.

Lengtlik 4-46-4eks ( I 38-199 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/69-Present.
Objectives: Tocqualikpilots as instructor

pilots.
Instruction: Flight expenence and !cc-

. tures on principles a)::al methodic of instolc-
non'.

Credit Recommendation: In the lOwer-
I division baccalaureate /associate degree

category; 3 semester hours in principles
and methods of instruction ( V74).

arr7a,,, Related Ocupation Codes:. I 00B; I 00C;
109D; 100E; 102A.

umber: 2.C-
LOcation 4viattun ool. Ft. Rucker,

AL: .
Length: 4. weeks ;(.. I hours). .

Exhibit DateS:.19/6 -1Presentil
'Objectives: lb qualify c mmissioned and

'A/Arrant officer aviato i the safe opera- -
tion of the UH-I he

Instructio Prefl efing, lectures in
precautionary meallu transitional flight

I-Itraining, and--faint rinnce of aircraft.
Credit25'Recommendatien: No redit

because, of limited technical nature of e
course (2/747 .

Related Occupation Codes: IODB.

I

AR -106 -0650 . tI

I

\
OV -1 I -rauc-rdsi Nun-

(0V- I (Mon Awx ) INsTauctOil
QUALIFICATION

Celbrse-Number: 213:F5.
Locatiop: .Aviation School;--Ft. Rucker,

At.. t
. Le : 6 weeksl( 21 0-240 hours):

Ex bit Dates: 6 65-Present. 1-N.
0 ectiveg: To train qualified pilots as.

instructors. -
ristruction: 'Flight experience as instruc-

for pilot ana related academic subject
matter, including.pi-inciples andInethods of.
instruction. ..

'--Ni,creidit ,Recommendation: 'in the' low 4--
division baccalaureate /associate tleg e
category. 3 semester hours in p/p s
and methods of instruction (2/74;,- the,

_
upper-division ' baccalaureate - category,
credit in instructionarmethrxis on the basis'
of institutional examination (2/74).
,.'Related Occupation Cod IOW,

AR-1606.0051

CH-37 (MOJAVE) AVIATOR TRANSITION
Course NuMber: 21C-062D:A.
Location: Aviation School. Ft. Rucker,..,,

AL.
Lengths :7 weeks.( ,2119-234 Pours).
Exhibit'Dates:.3/66-Present. ,
Objectives: T,o train- commissional,' and

warrant officers In.the operation of CH-37
aircraft.

Instrikction: Lectures in transition flight
training. CH-37 maintenance and instru.;
iMitation, and aircraft flight experience.

1

4606-0052
-54,INSTFIUCTSIR PILOT

a (CH-54 INSTRUCTOR PILOT QUALIFIC4-
. 'TION

COUrse Number: 2C-F22.
lion: Aviation School; Ft. Rucker,

Length: 6 weeks (232-237 hours).
Exhibit Dates: I I /68-Present.
Objectives: To qualify selected conurtis-

sibnecrand warrant officer avirtors as unit
instructor pilots.

InstrUction: Flight experience.; lectures
on airciaft-systems,- principles of instruc-
tion effective teaching methods, helicopter
aerodynamics, precautionary, measures,
critical,onliitions, emergency/procedures
and basitAght maneuvers.

Credit ilteconunendation: In the lower-
'.,baccalaureav/associate degree

.eategorY. '3 semester. hours in flight ex-
perience, 3 in principles and methods ofin-
struction (2/74).

Related Occupation Codes:, 1008; ,I09C;
If.)0D; 100E..

AR-1606*-0053

UH01 INSTRUCTOR PILOT
(1)11- I (IROQUOIS)INSTRUCTOR PILOT

(TRANSITION /GUNNERY) QUALIFICA-

Course Number-2C -F3. .

Location: Aviation School, Ft. Rucker.
Ate .

Vength: 4-7 weeks (136-256 hours).
-etchiblt Dates: 8/65-Present.
Objectives: To train. corm9iissioned

ficeF and warrant officer allators as hi-
st ctor pilots.

Instruction:: Lectures and flight ex-
hence in rotary-wing preflight, refresher

flight training, and night flying; the funda-
mentals of learning, teaching methods, and
principles of flight instruction; helicopter
aerodynamics. radio navigation, various air-

tait-maneuvers, and forced landings and
mergency procedures; electrical, rotor,

Power plant, and transmission systems; and
. preflight inspection techniques. ',

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaUreate/associate degree
category, 3 mester hours in Principles
and methods f instruction (2/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category.
credit in inStr ctional methods on the basis
of institution, examination (12/68).

upatlon Codes: 10013; 100C;
'100D; 100E; 102A.

Related 0

a

AR-1606-0054

AVALRW,R CAVALRY /ATTACK HELICOPTER
COMMANDER'S TRAINING

Course Nimber: 2E-F45.
Location: Armor School, Fti,Knox, KY.
Length: 4 weeks (124 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/72-Present.
Objectives: To provide officers with -

training. in thet management, organization,
and tactical employment of air cavalry
troop-and attack helicopter companies.

,



...
Conferen s and practical

in management eaderShip, and
ion9,17 dcyelo mc weapons; and

co nd and Staff ides.
Cedit Recomni* oin the lower-

baCcalaureattIa.ssociate degree
category, 6 semester ht%urs in principles of
management 2/7`4).

Related OFOspation Codes: 1008; 100E.

AR-1606-0055
CH-37 (Cvtoiko.1 NATIONAL GUARD

TRASSITION:ANO INSTRUCTOR
PILOT-4INSTIIUCTOR PILOT PHASE

Course NuMbeg: 2C-FII.
Location: ....Aviation School, Ft. Rucker,

AL.
Length: 8-t1-0 weeks (273-400 howl).
Exhibit Dates: 6/65-Present.
Objectives: t To train Natihnal Guard

pilots to fly, and slake as instructor pilots
on, CH-37 helicopters.

instruction: Flight training; !practical
ercises in maintenance, instruments, and
tactical subjects: and instructor pilot train-

, ing.
Credit Recommendation: In the upper-

division baccalaUreate categ y, credit in
helicopteOlight training an instructional
methods on the basis,,of in tutional ex-
amination ( I 2/68 ).

Related Occupation Codes: I 00B; 100C.

AR-1606-0056 r-
CH-37 (MOJAVE.) NATIONAL GUARD

TRANSITION AND INSTRUCTOR
PILOT-TRANSITION PHASE

Course Number: 1C-F11.,
Location: Aviation School, Ft. Rucker.

AL. o ,
/Length: 7-10 weeks (238-385 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/65-Present.
Objecilves: To train National Guard

pilots to fly CH-37 helicopters. *
lash-action: Flight training and practical

exercises in maintenance, instruments, and
tactical subjects.

Credit Recornmendation: In the upper-
divisioo baccalaureate tegory, credit in
helicopter' flight training the basis of in-
stitutional examination (12/68).

Related,Occupatitin Codes: 100B: 100C.

AR-1606-0057
1. AH-IG INSTRUCTOR PILOT )
2. AH-IG (HUEYCOBRA) INSTRUCTOR

PILOT (TRANSITION/GUNNERY)
QUALIFICATION

Course Number:.2C-F 14,
Location: Aviation School. Ft. Rucker,

AL; Aviation School, Ft. Stewart, GA.
Length: Version 1: 4-5 weeks (160-168

hours): Version 2: 6 weeks ( 229-238
'.hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version I: 3/72-Present.
Version 2: 2/67-2/72. A .

.Objectives; To train 'selected comm
sioned and warrant officer aviators ty -Con-

. duct currency and standardized° t"' check
rides in AH-IG helicopters.

Instruction: Flight training d lectures
and practical experience in ai raft systems
and procedures, gunnery 'ght training,
and tactics.

Credit Recommendation: Version I: No
credit because of the linttt4d technical pa-
'ture of the course (?d74). Version 2: Id the

upper-division ' baccalaurkate categorY,
credit in instructional methadds on the basis
of institutional examination(12/68)

AR-1606-0058
AH-IG AVIATOR QUALIFICA,T10,0 .

course Number: 2C-100E. '

Loationi Aviation School, Ft. Rucker,
ALA

Length: 4-7 weeks (158-256 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/76-Present.

. Objectives: To train commissioned and
warrant officer aviators in the operation of
AH- IG Hueycobra helicopters.

instruction: Tactical and transition- flight
training and lectures on gunnery and air-
craft systems.

Credit Recommendation: No credit..
because of the limited technical nature of
the course (6/75). ,

Related Occupation Codes: 100E.

AR-1606-0059 4

AH-IG (HUEYCOBRA) PILOT TRANSITION/
GUNNERY

Course Number: 2C-F15.'
Location: Aviation School. Ft. Rucker,

AL.
Length: 4-5 weeks (121-162 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/67-Present.
Objectives: To qualify.commissioned.and

warrant officer aviators in the operation of
Hueycobra helicopters..

Instruction: AH-1G transition and Ad-
vanced tactical flight training, and-lectures
and practical' experience in aiyg

eflight
crafr)main-

tenance, gunnery, tfotary-wip
briefing, and night and, instrument opera-

Pr

,ions.
it ReZromniendation: No credit

because of the military nature of the coarsd

(1R2/e6hted8t).. Occupat14 leods: 1006; 100C;
100D. e'

k.

Army, e 1-85

Objectives: TO train aviators as instructor
pilots.

lustruction: flight experience and lec-
tures on aircraft systems, aviation medicine
and life support: air traffic control, radio
aayigation, aerodynainics'for flight irtstruc-
abn, airborne weather radar, altitude
physiology, spatial disorientation and senso-
ry illusions of flight.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in principles
and methods of instruction (2/74).

lated Occupation Codes: 100C.

A 062
HU-1 INSTRUCTOR PILOT TRANSMON

(HU-I INSTRUCTOR PILOT TRANSITION)
(HU-IA INSTRUCTOR PILOT TRANSITION)

' Course Number. 1-B-F22..
Location:- Aviation School, Et. Rucker,

AL.
Length: 4-5 weeks (13/-177 hours).
Exhibit pates: 2/59-12/68.
.Objectiaa: To qualify aviators at instruc-

tor pilots.
Instruction: Flight experience and (lec-

tures oruerineiples and methods of instruc-
tion.

Credit Recommendation: In-the lower-
division -14accalaureate/aisciciate / degree

icategory, 3 semester hours in principles
and methods of instruction (2/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category;
credit in instructional methods on the basis
of institutional examination ( 12168).

Related Occupation Codes:. 1008; ,10pc -
100D. /

AIRr 1606 -0060 '

UH-I AVIATOR QUALIFICATI6N (NAVY.)
(UH-I PILOT TRANSMON (NAVY))
Course Number: 2C-PI 9.
Location: Aviation School, Ft. Rucker,...

AL.
Length: 4 weeks (139-148' hours).
Exhibit Datesv9/68-Present.
Objectives: To train pilots in the safe

operation of UH-I helico ters an the
techniques of air-to-ground h o r gun-
nery operations.

Abstraction: Lectures and practical ex-
perience in transition and tactical flight
training. main tenalkce, precautionary. mea-
sures. critical conditions, and emergency
pr6cedures.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course

. (2/74).

AR-1606-0061

U-21 INSTRUCTOR PILOT '
(U-21 STANDARDIZATION

PILOT QUALIFICATION)

Course 'Number: 2B-F1 I.
Location: Aviation School. Ft. RuCker.

AL.
Length: 6 weeks (196-233 hours)..
ExhiKit Dates: 3/68-resent. /.

AW-1606-0063
CH-34 INSTRUCTOR PILOT QUALIFICATION

Course Number: 2C-F20.
Location: Aviation School, Ft. Rucker,

AL.
Length: El weeks (223 hours).
Exhibit Dates: I0/68-Present
Ob T train aviatorsjectives: o instructor

pilots.
lion: Flight expert e and

tures o principles d methods of
instruction.

Credit R don: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree.
category, 3 semester hours in principles
and npethods of instruction (2/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 100B; 100c; I

100D.

AR- 1606 -0Q64

CH-47 AVIATOR QUALIFICATION
(CH-47(C itmootOPILor TitANsmo
Course Number: 2C-100c-13: 2C

': -B-F3,7.
Location: Aviation School. Ft.

AL
Length: 6-8 weeks (219-764 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/63-Present.
Objectives: To provide pilots with transi-

tion flight training on CH-47 helicopters.
instruction: TransitiO'n flight, training and-.

Ice res M maintenance, tactics, and instru-
men tiOn; .

it RecomMe non: In the upper',
di on baccalatir ate category, credit in

opter flight i aining on the basis of in-
stitutional examination (12/68).

*elated Occupation. Codes: I 00Bi 102A;
1000. , ,

2D-

key,
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AR-1606-0065 Thl

OFFICER/WARRANT OFFICER FIXED WING
AviAT9R-PittmAav PHASE

(WARRANT °FIXER FIXED WING AVIA-
TOR-PRIMARY PHASE) ;

(OFFICER FIXED WING AVIATOR - PRIMAL
Y. PHASE)

Course NuMber: 141-1980A; 1-H-061 B-
13; I-R-:061 B-Rt I-A-1980A.7

Location: Aviation School, Ft. Rticker,
AL.

Length: 16-19 weeks (604-702 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/60-4/65.
Objectives: To train commissioned of-

ficers in basic flying techniques and tactical
employment of 'observation and utility
fixed-wing aircraft'

Instruction: Lectures and practical42cer-
cises in utility fixed-wing and obserration
,aircraft flying techniques, including primary
and instrument flight, navigation, flight
theory, and aircraft structure and systems
operation. .

Credit Recommendation: In the loWer;
division , baccalaureate/associate degree
category. 10 Semester hours in flight train-,
ing.inavigation, meteorology: aircraft main-

'tenance, theory of flight, or flight ex.,
penence (2/74); in the upper-division bac-
calaureate category, 2 semester hours in
primary. meteorology. or navigation (12/68 )-

Related Occupation Codes: 1()

AR-1606-0066
I.- OIFFICF.R/WARRANT OFFICER .FIXED

ING AVIATOR-ADVANCED
NTACT AND TACTICS PHASE

2. WARRANT OFFICER__FIXED WING
AVIATOR-ADVANCED CONTACT AND

'TACTICS PHASE
(OFFICER FIXED WING

AVIATOR-ADVANCEACONTACT AND
TACTICS PHASE)

3.' OFFICER FIXED WING ; .

AV(S.TOR-ADVANCF.D CIONTACT AND
- TACTICS PHASE -

Coturse NuMber: Version 1: 1-H-1980A;
1-H-06113-B. Version 2: I-R-661B-B; 1-A-
1980A. Version 3: I -IA- I 9g0A. .

Location: Aviation School, Ft.. Rucker..
,

Length: Version J: 6 weeks (219 hour0.
-Version 2: 12 weeks (447-452 hours). Ver-
siren 12 weeks (443-446.hours)

.

Exhibit Dates: Verlion 1: 4/64-4/65. Ver-
sion 2 :8/62 -3/64. 'Version 3: 8/60-7/62.

-Objectives: To train commissioned- of-
ficers in 'advanced flying techniques and

,tactical employment of observation and
utility fixed-wing aircraft.

Instruction: Lectures and prdctical exer.
ciseS in utility fixed-wing and observation
aircraft flying techniques, including primary
and instrument flight, meteorology, flight
theory, navigation, and aircraft structure
and systemil

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 2 semester hours in ad-
vanced flight instruction, meteorology, and
aircraft maintenance (2/74); in the upper.;
division baccalaureate category,' I semester
hour in primary meteorology 112/68). Ver-
sion 2: In the loWer-division beccalaureatef
associate degree-category, 6 semester hours
in advanced flight instruction, meteorology,
and . aircraft maintenance ( 2/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category. 1

semester hour in primarNeteorology (.12/
68). Veision 3: In the lower-division bac-

calaurete/asshciate degree category, 5
semester hours in advanced. flight instruc-

,tion, meieoro Ogy, aircraft main-
tenance (2/74);.in the 40per--divisioin bac-
calaureate Category, 1.semester hour in /Sri-,
mary.meteorology (1.2/6A).

Related Occupation Codes:,10013; I OOC.

AR-1606-0067

OFFICER/WARRANT OFFIER FIXED WINO
AVIATOR-MISTRUMENTSPrME

(WARRANT OFFICER :FIXED WING AVIA-
TOR-INSTRUMEFS PHASE)-

(OFFICER Fixt6 WING 'AV1A$
TOR - INSTRUMENTS PHASE)

Course Number: 1-H-1980A; I-H-06113-)
'B; 1-A-1980A,

LocatKm: Aviation School, Ft. Fkudicer,
AL.

Length: 9-10 weeks.,(335-363 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/60-4/65.
Objectives: To train commissioned of-

ficers in basic flying techniques and tactical
employment of observation and utility
fixed-wing aircraft.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in utility fixed-wing and observatign

0 aircraft instrument flying techniques anti
instrument flight theory. .

Credit Recommendation: In the lower- .

divisioti. baccalaureate/associate degree
category. 5 semester hours ini instrument
-flight or instrument flight theory,(2/74).

Related Occupation Code- 10013; 100C.

AR-1606-0068

OFFICER/WARRANT I1JFFiCF.11 FIXED WING
AVIATOR

eSe 11.umber:. All Versions: -2B-1980t
A; 2B- 6,1B -B; 2B- 061C -B: Version /: 2B-

213-10I0 -A; 2B-101B-B; 2B-101C-
B.

Loca on: Aviation School Ft.Ft. Rucker,
AL.

Length? V Osion 1: 33 weeks .( 1203:-1244,
hours).. Versitin 2:.36 weeks (1301-4339
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 170-Presdnt.
Version 2: $/65:12/66. .

Objectives: To prbvide commissioned of-
ficers With the knowledge. and, skills neces-
sary to qualify as fully rated instrument
pilots.

InstructiOn: Lectures and practical exec-
eises in utility fixed-wing aircraft instru-
ment flying techniques, basic flight training,
meteorology, navigation, flight theory, 'air-
crafkmaintenance, and aerodynamics,

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
- the lower-division baccalaureate/associate

degree category, 23 semester hours in flight
experience and instruction, meteorology,
navigation, maintenance, aerodynamics, or
flight theory (2/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate categbry, 3 semester hours in
primary meteorology or nayiiition (12/68).
Version 2: In the lower-division baccalau-
reate/associate degree category, 21 .
semester hours in flight experience and in-
struction, meteorology, navigation, main-
tenance,, aerodynamics, or flight theory (2/
74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 3 semester holirs -in primary

PImeteorology or navigation 2/68).
Related Occupation Codes: 100B; 1000.

4.11606-0069
FLIGHT SIMULATOR SPECIALIST
FLIGHT SIMULATOR OPF.RA:IIOVS AND '

.MAINTENANCE. ° \ ' I.r .
Course N umber: '191:V3D20 ; 1-R-902.1.. . .
Location: Aviation School, Ft. Rucker,

AL. , - .., -----*".
Length: I t-16 weeks (398-547 hours).

,

Exhibit Dates: 4/6I-Present. ;
Objectives: fct qualify enlisted personifel .

aS operatori and instructors in simulated-
flight training. I

Instructiqn: Lectures and practical ex- '
perience in 'radio nayigation, aircraft con- t
troll and simulated ibstrument flight, and
princifries of instruction.

Credit Recomfnendation: In ,the lOwer- -
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 6 semester hours in radio naviga-
tion, 3 in principles of instruetiorc( 2/74 ),

Related Occupation Codes: 9313.

.

AR-I606-0070%

OFFICER/WARRANT OFFleELROTARY WING
QUALIFICATION (RESERVE
COMPONENT/ALLIED)

(OFFICER/WARRANT OFFICER ROTARY,
WING QUALIFICATION),

Course Number: 2C -1981 -A; 2C-100B-A.;
2C-062B-A r----- 1

Location; Aviation School, Ft. Rucker,
,AL.

Letigth: 8 weeks (277-1'286 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/66,-Present. ''
Objectives: To qualify axed-wing airCraft

pilots as helicopter pilots. ''' y
Instruction: Flight experience And .lec-

tures on ' helicopter theory 'of flight and
aerodynamics, and maintenance of helicon,-

.' ters. . ' .iCredit Recommendation: In the- lower-
division baCcalaureate/ass-ociate degree
category, 'h. semester hours in flight ex-
perence (2/74): in the upper- division hae-

. calaureate category, credit 'in .helicopters
flight training on the basis of insti tutional
examination (12/68). ' ..

Related Occupation Codes: 100B.

..*

AR-1606-0071

TOW COBRA AVIATOR QUALIFICATION

C.qurse Number: 2C-F29.
' Locution: Aviation School, Ft. Racker,"1-
AL.

Length: 2 weeks (61 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11 /75-Present.
Objectives: To qua,lify selected AH-IG

piloti and instructor pilots in the AH -IQ
(T Cobra.

Lectures and practical. exer-
cises in AH -I0 academic subjects and AH-

flight.subjects.
Credit Recommendation: No credit

because of the limited specialized-nature of
t e course (4/76).

Related Occupation Codes: 100E; 102A.

AR-1606-0072- '---

I

GENERAL OFFICER ROTARY WING
QUALIFICATION

Course Num None.
Location: Aviation_ School, Ft. Wicker,

AL.
Length: 5 weeks (206 houts).
Exhibit Dates: 1/67-12/68.
Objectives: To' qualify aviators as

helicopter pilots.



Iii,struttion: Flight,,,:ex'perienco, and-Ike-
tures im helicopter theory, of flight,
meteorology, -navigation, and aircraft main-
tenance:

Credit Recommendation: Ip the lower-
. divisiOn baocalaureate/associate degree

-category, 6 ,.semester, hours in Right ex,
perience. flight,, theory, meteorology,
navigation, or. aircraft inainteriance (2/74);
in-the upper- division baccalaureatecatego
ry, credit in helicopter flight training on the

,basis ofeinstitutionnl examination (12/68).-

AR-1606-0073'
QENERAI. OFFICER ROTARY WING FLIGHT

TRAINING °
Course Number: 1-A-1981G.
Location: Aviation School,. Ft; Rucker,

Length: 16 weeks'(548 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/59-12/68:
Objectives: To qualify aviators as'

helicopter pilots.
Instruction: Flight experience, and lec-

tures and practical application of naviga-
tional techniques, meteorology, aircraft
maintenance,. flight physiology, and instru-
mentflight theory.

Credit Recommendation: In the lOwer-
division baccalaureate/associate' degree
category, 12 semester hours in flight ex-
perience, navigatiOn, meteorology, aircraft

,r- maintenance, or flight physiology (2/74); in
the upper-cliiision baccalaureate Category,
crellit in meteorology and navigation on
the basis of institutional examination (12/
68).

AR-1606-0074
'ER /WARRANT OFFICER ROTARY WING

AVIATOR

Course Number: 2C-I98 I -B; 2C-100B-B;
2C-062B-B; I-H-1981B; -1-H-06213; I-H
062C; 1-R -062B-C, 142-062C-C; -B-
1981B; 1-A-198IB; I-R-1981C; 1-N-
1981c. .

Location: Primary Helicopter School, Ft.
Wolters, TX; Aviation School, Ft. Rucker,
AL.

Length: Version I:. .36 weeks ( 1294
hours). Version 2!' 28-50 weeks (967-1869
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Versiiin 1: 1/72-Present.
Version' 2: 12/62-12/71.

Objectives: To train aviators as
helicopter pilots.

Instruction: Flight experience and lee-
, tures on aerodynamics, meteorology,

navigatiOn, aircraft maintenance,. instru-
ment flight theory, and aviation physiology.

Credit Recommendation: In -abe lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, %21 semester hours in flight ex-
periede , ;aerodynamics, nieteorolOgy,
navigation, aircraft maintenance, or avia-
tion physiology. (2/74); in the upper-divi-
sion baccalaureate category, 3 se ter
hours in meteorolegy and navigation, It
in helicopter flight training on the basi of
institutional examination (12/68).

Related Occupation Codes: 100B.

AR-1606-0075
WARRANT OFFICER CANDIDATE. ROTARY

WING AVIATOR
Course Number: All Versions: 2C-I(X)B-

C. Version 2: 2C-062B-C. Version 3.- 2C-
062B-C.

Lgcation: PrimAry Helicopter School, Ft.
Wolters. TX; Aviation School, Ft. 'Rucker,
AL.
. Length; Vei;sioni 1: 38 weeks (1304

.hours). Version 2: 36-38 weeks
(1321.-138'5 hours). Version 3: '36 weeks
(1142 -hours).

r x111ibit Dates: Version 1: 8/74-Present.
Version 2: 4/68-7/74.. Version 3: 10/65-3/
f8.

Objectives: To 'qualify warrant officer
caoclidateslas helicopter pilots.

Instruction: Lectures and practical train-.
ing in flight experience, aerodynamics,
meteorology, navigation, aircraft main-
tenance, instrument flight theory, ancravia---
tion physiology..

Credit Recommendation: Version. 1: In
the lower-division ,baccalaureate/associate
degree categdry, 18 semester hours in pri-
mary helicopter training, meteorology,
navigation, aircraft systems fundamentals,
and instrument flight training (6/75). Ver-
sion 2: In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, ; 21 semester
hours in flight experience (2/74). Version
3: In the louver- division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 21 semester hours
in flight ,experience (2/74); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours,-in 'primary meteorology and naviga-
tion, and additional credit in helicopter
flight training on the basis of institutional
examination (12/68).

Related Occupation Clides: 10011; I 00C.

- Army 1-87
and, on the basis of institutional examina-
tion, credit in political science (12/68).
Version 3: In the upper-division baccalau-
reate category, 6 semester hours in intel-
ligence methoOs, in business organization
and management: 6 in political science
(12/68).

AR-1606-0076
MILITARY INTELLIGENCE OFFICER ADVANCED

Course Number: Version 1: 3-30-C22.
Version 2i 3-30-C22. Version 3: 30-A-C4.

Location: Version 1: Intelligence School,
Ft. Huachuca, AZ. Version 2 : Intelligence
School. Ft. Holabird, MD. Version 3 : Intel-
ligence School, Ft. Holabird, MD.

Length: Version 1: 33 weeks ( 857-1013
hours). Version 2: 36 weeks (1094-1151
hours). Version 3: 38 weeks (1140 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 10/73-Present.
Version 2: 7/67-9/73. Version 3: 12/57-6/

.67.
Objectives: To train commissioned of-

ficers to perform as intelligence officers at
command and staff levels.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in` intelligence functions,
including command and staff procedures,
organization and tactics of foreign armies,
tactics and combined arms, and domestic
emergencieS. Version 1: Emphasis is on
managerial skills, Communicative arts, and
the relation of governmental, agencies to
Army intelligence. Version 2: Includes com-
parative government. and foreign policies,
legal principles, effective speaking and
writing, national defense structure, air
defense and civil affairs, communications,
map reading, Army management, intel-
ligence and security procedures and agen-
cies, counterintelligence, and electives in
communication, government and politics,
management, and military arts.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
6 semester hours in intelligence methods, 3
in organization and management, 3 in oral
and written communication, artC on the
basis of institutional examination, credit in
political science (6/75). Version in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 6
semester hours in intelligence methods, 3
in business organization and management,

A R -1606-0,077

AssocrATE M L jARY INTELLIGENCE. OFFICER
4DVA NCED

Course isitfmber: 30-A-05.1
Location: intelligence School. Ft.

Holabird, MD.
Length: 14 weeks (496 hours).
-Exhibit Dates: 1 2/57 - 12/68. -

Objectives: To provide commissioned of-
ficers with advanced intelligence training.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in staff types andorgapiiation princi-
ples, staff officer functions, records and re:,
ports, personnel morale and ''services, infor-
mation programs, Congressional relations,
personnel educaticinal development,
management medieal services, methods of
instruction, military justice, and leadership,
and problems of command.

Credit Recommendalion: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in business organization and manage-
ment, 3.ip intelligence methods, and credit.
in political science on the basis of institu-
tional examination (12/68).

AR-1606-0078

MILITARY INTELLIGENCE (ANALYSIS)
ENLISTED

. Course Number: 30-R-971.7.
Location: Intelligence School, Ft.;

Holabird, MD.
Length: 14 weeks (490 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/57-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

collect, evaluate, and, disseminate informa-
tion pertaining to es ionage, treason, and
subversive activities, and to conduct
background investigati s of military and
civilian personnel.

Instruction: Lectures in ilitary science,
general intelligence methods and counterin-
telligence methods, national military
establishment organization, intelligence
units administration, investigative reports,
expository writing and oral expression,
combat operations, investigative legal prin-
ciples, map reading, and physical condi-
tioning.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in intelligence methods ( 2/68).

AR-1606-0079,
COMMUNICATIONS SECURITY ANALYST

( COMMUNICATIONS SECURITY ANALYSIS)

Course Number: 231-05G30; 232-98D20.
Location: Security Agency School, Ft.

Devens, MA.
Length: 8-9 weeks (283 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/64-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

advise and assist the commander in com-
munications security matters.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in national defense organization,
Army organizations and commands, intel-
ligence organizations and functions, map
reading introduction, message drafting and
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,

signal communitations procedures, cryp-
tologic material security requirements,

'crypto-security administration, and commu7
nrcation cover and deception..

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited technical nature of
the course.( 5/74 ). °

Related' Occupation Codes: 05G.

AR-1606-0080
.

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE OFFICER TRANSITION
(INTF.LLIGF:NCE RESEARCH OFFICER

TRANSITION)

Course Number -3C- 9666 -B.
Location: Intelligence School, Ft.

Huachuca, AZ; Intelligence. School, Ft.
Holabird; MD.

Length: 7 weeks (234-264 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/66-Present.
Objectives: To train intelligence officers

and technicians in the security, operational,
and legal aspects of counterintelligence
operations.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the security; operational, and legal
aspects of counterintelligence operations,
including security linvestigations, review of
criminal law. evffilence,' guarantees and
rights of the in*idual, self-incrimination,
interrogation procedures, personnel securi-
ty investigations, countersabotage, coun-
terespionage, and search and seizure.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 2 semester hours
in intelligence methods (4/74); in the
lower-division baccalaureate /associate
degree category, 2 semester hours in intel-
ligence methods (4/74); in the upper-divi-
sion baccalaureate category, 2 semester

' hours in intelligence methods (12/68).
Related Occupation Codes: 97 I A; 972A.

AR-1606-0081

ORDER OF BATTLE INTELLIGENCE OFFICER

Course Number: 30-A-9318.
Location: Intelligence School, Ft.

Holabird, MD.
Length: 10 weeks (350 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/57-12/68 -

Objectives: To train commissioned of-
ficers in intelligence, -tounterintelligence,
and special intelligence operations.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in military organization. tactics, and
operations, including atomic warfare,
guided missiles, defensive and offensive
combat, tactical air operations, and map
and photograph reading; general intel-
ligence orientation, interrogation, technical
intelligence, and weather and terrain; or-
ganization and tactics of selected foreign
armies; and order-of-battle organization,
principles, procedures, and techniques.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in intelligence methods (12/64).

AR-1606-0082

MILITARY INTELLIGENCE OFFICER
ORIENTATION r.

Course Number: 3-30-C2) A-F 1 .
Location: Intelligence School, Ft.

Holabird, MD.
Length: 4-6 weeks (142-211 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/65-12/68.
Objectives: To teach commissioned of-

ficers the principles of intelligence Or-

ganizatios, doctrine, techniques, and opera-
tions.

. Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the principles of intelligence or-
ganization: doctrine, techniques, and opera-
tions, including order of battle; interroga-
tion; imagery interpretation; intelligence
collection, production, and dissemination;
counterintelligence; and,secUrity.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 2 semester hours
in intelligence methods (4/74); in the
lower-division baccalatireate/associate
degree category, 2 semester hours in intel-
ligence methods (4/74): in the upper-divi-
sion baccalaureate category, 2 semester
houM in intelligence methods (12/68).

AR-1606-0083

SPECIAL FORCES - OFFICER INTELLIGENCE.

Course.Number: 3C-F1 I.
Location: Intelligence School, Ft.

Holabird, MD.
.Length: 6 Weeks (217 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/67,,12/68,
Objectives: To teach bas,ic Intelligence -

and counterintelligence techniques to intel-
ligence staff or special forces commissioned
officers.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in basic intelligence and counterintel-:
ligence techniques, including functions of
intelligence staff officers, combat intel-
ligence organization, interrogation, and aeri-
al surveillance and reconnaissance, nuclear
warfare. communication.security, and order
of battle.

Credit Recommendatimi: In the voCa-
tional certificate category, 2 semester hours
in intelligence methods (5/74); in the
lower-division baccalaureate/assoc iate
degree category, 2 semester hours in intel-
ligence methods (5/74)k in the upper-divi-
sion baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours in intelligence methods (12/68).

AR-1606-0084
1. IMAGE. INTERPRETATION (ENLISTED)
2. IMAGE INTERPRETATION (ENLISTED)

(r110TO1NTERPRETATION ENLISTED)

Course Number: Version I: 242-96D20.
Version 2: 30-R-969.I.

Location: All Versions: Intelligence
School, Ft. Holabird, MD. Version 1 : Intel-
ligence School, Ft. Huachuca, AZ.

Length: Version I: 13 weeks (390-465
hours). Version 2: 17-19 weeks (595-655
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 4/67-12/73.
Version 2: 8/57-3/67

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
perform as tactical image and photo in-
terpreters,

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the interpretation of tactical images
or photos; in aerial surveillance and milita-
ry organization, planning, and operations;
operation of intelligence teams; map read-
ing and terrain analysis techniques; intel-
ligence procedures; photo reading funda-
mentals and interpretation; photogram-
metry; and tactics and military information.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
3 semester hours in imagery. interpretation
(12/68). Version 2: In the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 5 semester hours in
photographic interpretation (12/68).

Related Occupation Codes: 960.
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AR-1606-0085

INTELLIGENCE STAFF OFFICER

Course Number: 30-A-930l .

Location: Intelligence School, Ft.
Hoitibrl, MD.

Leitth:-10 weeks (31 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/57-1 /68.
Objectives: To train commissioned of-

ficers to perform as intelligence staff of-
ftcdrs.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the duties of intelligence staff of-
ficers, including tactics and operations,
map and photo reading, atomic warfare, or-
ganization and tactics of selected foreign
armies, planning and I:briefings, communica-
tions reconnaissance, counterintelligence,
security, interrogation, and order of.battle.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in intelligence methods (12/68).

AR-1606-0086

ELECTRONIC WARFARE (EW) CRYPTOLOGIC
TACTICAF. OPERATIONS OFFICER

Course Number: 3-30-37A,
Location: Intelligence School, Ft.

Devens, MA.
Length: II weeks (377 hours).

- Exhibit Dates: 8/76-Present..
Qbjectives: To prepare company-grade

officers for assignment to tactical elec-
tronic warfare cryptologic units.

Instruction: Course covers a review of
basic electrical circuits, receivers, transmili-
ters, and electron devices.' Specific topics
include signal intelligence, tactical commu-
rkications, anti electronid countermeasures.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
the course (9/77).

AR-1606-0087

OH-6 AVIATOR QUALIFICATION

Course Number: 2C-F26.
, Location: Aviation School, Ft. Rucker,
AL.

Length: 2 weeks (79 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/72-Present.
Objectives: To qualify commissioned and

warrant officers to fly OH-6 aircraft.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises on the OH-6 aircraft, including transi-
tion flight training; briefing for night-opera-
tion: maintenance subjects; power plant;
fuel and oil systems; transmigsion systems;
vibrations and tracking; weight and
balance; test flight requirements; tactical
subjects;XM27E1 introduction; and M134
disassembly, assembly, and troubleshooting.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited technical nature of
the course (6/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 1008.

AR-1606-0088
AIR ORSERVE.R

Course Number: 1-A-F7.
Location: Aviation School, Ft. Rucker,

AL.
Length: 8 weeks (303 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/57-12/68.
Objectives: To train commissioned of-

ficers to perform as air observers.
Instruction: Lectures. and practical exer-

cises in the functions of air observers, in-



cluding general tactical subjects: engineer
reconnaissance techniques and FEX; or-
ganirotion and equipment of aggressor-type
units; combat intelligence; photo in-
terpretation; intelligence FEX; joint air-
ground operations; firesupport; signal tac-
tical subjects: flight subjects; general sub-
jectsland tactical maps and photos. _

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(12/68).

AR-I646-0089
U-8 INSTRUCTOR PILOT

(U-8 INSTRUCTOR PILOT QUALIFICATION)

Course Number: 2B-F14.
Location: Aviation School, Rucker.

AL.
Length: 4 weeks (155,-159 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2 /69- Present.
Objettives: To train aviators to perform

as U-8 instructor pilots.
Instruction: LectKires and practical exer-

cises in the functions of instructor pilots for
the conduct of U-8 aircraft standardization
and transition training, including MOI flight
training (U-8); review of normal flight
procedures and introduction to ',
techniques; emergency procedures;. MOI
for instrument flight procedures; aircraft
systems familiarization; utility; electrical,
propeller, landing gear, and brake systems;
power plant and related system,A; MOI
flight subjects: and aviation medicine and
life support.

Credit Recommendation: Nci credit
because of the limited technical:nature of
the course (6/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 100C.

AR-1606-0090

HELICOPTER DOOR GUNNER QUALIFICATION

Course Number: 600-67A I F.
Location: Aviation School; Ft. Rucker,

AL.
Length: 3 weeks (112 -1 18 hours).
Exhibit Dates:4/68-Present.
Objectives:. To qualify aircraft main-

tenance crewmen to perform. as helicopter
door gunners.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in providing suppressive light" auto-
matic weapons fire and general armed
security for assault- and cargo-class
helicopters conducting tactical operations,
and on, the maintenance of the aircraft, in-
cluding environmental training; attack
helicopter orientation flight; duties of door
gunners; visual search and ta,rget detection;
M21 and M23 armament subsystem in-
troduction; gunnery training; M23 aerial
gunnery; and UH-I maintenance subjects.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(6/74).

Related Occupation Codes:. 67A.

AR-I606-0091
U -2l AVIATOR QUALIFICATION

Course Number: 2B-F17; 2B-F10.
Location: Aviation School, Ft. Rucker,

AL.'
. Length: 3-4 weeks (123-151 hours).

Exhibit Dates: I0/67-Present.
Objectives: To train commissioned and

warrant officers who have aeronautical
designation and instrument rating (fixed

wing), and who are Itiengine qualified,ail
to operate U-2I airpl s..

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the operation of U-21 airplanes, in-
cluding flight briefing; preflight inspection
and ground procedures; visual flight .transi-
tion training; instrument flight transition
training; hood or Al; procedures trainer;
regulations and ATC; TACAN: weather
flight planning and airborne weather radar;
instruments and radios; landing gear and
brake systems; fuel systems and per-
formance data charts; electrical, utility,
propeller, power plant and related systems;
weight and balance; and test flight require-
ments.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course

Occupation Codes: 1000; 100D,
( 6R/7e4ta )

Related

AR -1606 -0092

OV- I ( MOHAWK ) AVIATOR COMBAT
SURVEILLANCE QUALIFICATION

Course, Number: 3A-F14.
Locationt--- intelligence School, Ft.

Huachuca, Combat Surveillance and
Electronic arfare School, Ft. Huachuca,
AZ; Combat Surveillance School, Ft.
Huachuca,. AZ.

Length: 2-4 weeks (92-165 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/67-Present.'
Objectives: To train OV- I aviators in

aerial radar, infrared, camera and Doppler
navigation systerins, and in the, organization
and operations of aerial surveillance units.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in OV-1 (Mohawk) aviator combat
surveillance, including surveillance aircraft
orientation; AN/ASN-64 Doppler naviga-
tion system; specific.EW and radar warning
receivers and countermeasures sets; and
specific photographic, camera, electronic
flasher, radar, and infrared surveillance
'systems.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(6/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 100R.

AR-1606-0093

I. FIXED WING INSTRUMENT
2. FIXED WING INSTRUMENT

QUALIFICATION

Course Number: Version I: 2B- I 0 IC-E.
All Versions: 213-F3; 2B- 101C -E. Version 2:
2B-06IC-E; I - B -F40.

Location: Aviation School, Ft. Rucker,
AL.

Length: Version 1. 7-8 weeks (2f0 -299
hours). Version 2: 8-10 weeks (307-359
ho

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 1/7 I ---Prese nt.

Version 2: 1/65-12/70.
Objectives: To qualify pilots for instru-

ment flight in fixed-wing aircraft.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in instrument flight training, aircraft
systems maintenance, aviation medicine
and life support, radio navigation, airport
surveillance radar, navigational computer,
approach procedures, holding, instrument
landing system, communications failure,
pressure and winds, weather maps, teletype
reports, synthetic flight training. and trainer
planning.

Credit Recommendation: Version I: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category. 3 semester haarsin instru-

.
Army 1-89

rrteni flight qualifications(6/74). Version 2: ,
In the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 3 senillster hours
in inarument flight qualifications (6/74); in
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
credit in, instrument flying on the basis of
institutional examination (12/68).

Related Occupation Codes: 100C."

AR-1606-0094
STRATEGIC SIGNAL INTELLIGENCE OFFICER

(ST)ATEGic SIGINT OFFICER)

Course Number: 3-30-37B.
Location: Intelligence School, Ft.

Devens, MA.
Length: 8 weeks (277 hours).
Exhibit Dates: I /77-Present.
Objectives: To train military intelligence

officers t supervise and manage activities
at U.S. in Ili ence and security command
fieldstations an o assume strategic cryp-
tologic staff officer ignments.

Instruction: Co contains a review of
bask electrical cir its. receivers, transmit-
ters, and electro devices. Specific topics
include messite format and introduction to
cryptologic analysis.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
the course (9/77).

AR -1606 -0095
ARMY (AVIATOR) TRANSPORT PILOT - PHASES

I, II AND III (ROTARY WING)!
Course Number: I -R-F10.
Location: Version 1: Primary Helicopter

SChool, Ft. Wolters, TX. Version 2. Avia-
tion School, Ft. Rlicker, AL.

Length: 34 weeks (1294 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/58-12/68. °

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
pilot transpoit helicopters.,

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the duties of transport helicopter
pilots, including basic officer orientation,
primary and basic rotary-wing training,
light helicopter transition, basic instrument
flight familiarization and training, light
transport helicopter day-and-night cross-
country training, and maintenance, and tac-
tical subjects.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 6 semester hours in commercial
pilot training (6/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in
primary meteorology and navigation, and
credit in helicopter flight training on the
basis of demonstrated skills and/or institu-
tional examination ( 12/68).

Related Occupation Codes: 100B; 1000;
100D.

AR-1606-0096
CV-2 (CARIBOU) INSTRUCTOR PILOT*

QUALIFICATION

Course Number: 2B-F6.
Location: Aviation School, Ft. Rucker,

AL.
Length: 6 weeks (238 hours),
Exhibit Dates: 6/65-12/68.
Objectives: To train aviators as instructor

pilots in CV-2 aircraft.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in instructing enlisted personnel in the
operation of CV-2 aircraft. Topics include
flight training, tactical flight operations.
and aircraft systems and maintenance.



.

1-90 t ^ 'COURSE EXHIBITS`.
Credit Recommendation: In the upper-,

division baccalaureate category, credit in .

instructional methods. -on the basis of in-
stitutional examination ( 12/68). '

Related Occupation Codes: I 00e.

'-AR-1606-0097

ROTARY WING INSTR ENT QUAPIFICATION

Course Number C-F I 2.
'Location: Avi. ion School, Ft. Rucker,

AL."
Length: 5 eeks (222 hours).
Exhibit tes: .2./6771/68. . .

Object es: 'To qualify aviators. for
. helicop er instrument flight.

In. ruction: Lectures and practical exer-
ci: in 'helicopter instrumeht flight.

'ademic 'course work includes enroute
and approach charts, radio' nayigption,
flight regUlatiorls,' air.traffic control; dead

. reckoning computer, flight planning and
navigation.,, operatic:ill of tactical and ait-'
borne 'fadio; and irhsponders, 'and tic
instrument pooeedaes.
, 'Credit Recornmehdation: In -the:- lower
division bacc.alaureate/aSsbeiate degree
category3, semester hours/in instrument

;rating (6/74); in the up r-division bac-'
calaureate: category, cr it in instrument
flying on the basis of iq tuutional-examina-
tion' ( 12/68).

/elated Occupatio Godes: 10013; 1(X)C,
. l(X)D.

'AR-1606-009

WARRANT 0 ICER CANDIDATE PREFLIGHT
INI TRINATIONFIXED WING

'Course umber: 213-F8.
Locat n: Primary Helicopter School, Ft.

Wolte , TX.
Le lit 4 weeks ( 140 hours)^
E ibit Dates: 5/66-12/68..

jectives: To train enlisted personnel as
warrant officer aviators.

InstructiOn: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the duties of warrant officer avia-
tors. Course consists largely of leadership
and military-related subjects.

Credit Recommendation: , No credit
because of the limited technical nature of
the course ( 12/68 ).'

Related Occupation Codes: 1000; 100R.

AR-1606-0099
ARMY AVIATION TACTICS REFRESHER

Coarse Number: I-A-F4. Ark
Location: Aviation School, Ft. Rucker,

.

Length: 4 weeks (140 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/57-12/68.
Objectives: To train aviators to employ

aircraft and 'allied equipment in tactical
,support of combat operations.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in aircraft and allied equipment em-
ployment in support of combat operations.
Course includes flight training refresher,
navigation, gunnery, tactical communica-
tions, and instrument techniques.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military 'nature of the course
(12/68);

AR-1606-0100

H-1%234 TRANSITION FLIGHT TRAINING

Course Number: 1- 0.25.'

Location: Aviation .Khool, Ft. Rucker.,
AL.

Length: 1'3 weeks (483 hoUi-sl.
Exhibit Dates: 2/57-1'2/68.
Objectives: To train fixed-wing pilots to

fly and operate rotary wing aircraft.
InStruction: Lecuires and practical exer-

cises in the operation of H-I3 and H.:34
helicopters.

, .Credit RecoMmendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in helicopter
flight training (6/74).

AR-1606-0101

Anntv H-37 HELICOPTER
TRANSITION.FLIGHT TRAINING

Course Number: Not available.'
Location: Aviation School, Ft. Rucker,

!AL.
Length: 4 weeks (143 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/57-12/68.
Objectives: TEPtrain selected enlisted per-

sonnet to command and pilot H-37 trans-
` port helicopters.

Instruction: Lectures and practiCal exer-
ciies in piloting -and -commanding H-37
helicopters. -Course includes transition
flight training, maintenance, and tactical
subjects.

Credit Recommendation: No -credit
because of the military nature of the course
(6/74):

Related Pccupation COdes: 100C.

AR-1606-0102 ..

ARMY TRAN'SPORT HELICOPTER PILOT-PHASE.

Course Number: 1-1-1-1981BY
Location: Aviation School, . Ft.

"AL.
Length: 14 weeks (490 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/57;12/68.
Objectives: To train commissioned and

warrant officers and qualified enlisted per-
sonnel to pilot transport helicopters in avia-
tion units and ambulance detachments.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in piloting a transport helicopter.
Course includes light cargo helicopter
flight, instrument flight, day-and-night
cross-country flight, aircraft maintenance,
and tactical operations.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(6/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 1000.

Rucker,

.-e

AR-1606-0103

H-13/H-I9 TRANSITION FLIGHT TRAINING

s"....'Course Number: `I -0 -23.
Location: Aviation School, Ft. Rucker,

AL.
Length: 13 weeks (483 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/57-12/68.
Objectives: To train aviators whO have

had previous experience in fixed-wing air-
craft to operate H-I3 and H-I 9 helicopters.

Instruction: Lectures and `practical exer-
cises in the operation. and tactical employ-
ment of H-13 and H-I9 helicopters.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in helicopter
flight training (6/74).

-1 1 4-)

AR-1606-0104
U-8D AVIATOR QUALIFICATION

(U-8D (SEMINOLE) AVIATOR QUALIACA-

Course Number: 2B-F16; 2B-F15; 213-
101C-D; 213-06IC-C.

.

Location: Aviation School, Ft. Rucker,
AL,

Length: 3-4 weeks (128-159 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/69!-Present.
Objectives: To train commissioned and

warrant office& pilots in the operation of
8D (Seminole) airplanes.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the,operation of U-8D (Seminole)
airplanes, including transition flight train-
ing; briefing, preflight inspection,. and
ground procedures:. general flight orienta-
tion; . normal take-offs and landings; night

; flight
car and

operations; .engine-out procedure
controls; maintenance of landing
brakes; electrical, utility, propeller, fuel,
and power systems; synthetic instrument
training; and instrument proficiency.

Credit
of

No credit
because of the linifted technical nature of
the course (6/74):

Related Occupation Codes:

AR-10)6-0105
ARMY AVIATOR HELICOPTER

Course Number: 1-A-1981
Location: Aviation Schoc4, Ft.' Rucker,

AL.
Length: 10 weeks (396 ho rs).
Exhibit Dates: 9/57-12/68. -
Objectives: To train fixed-wing aviators

to perform as helicopter pilots.
Instruction: Lectures and practica'l 'exer-

cises* the duties and skills necessary to'
perform as helicopter pilots._ Course in-'
eludes preflight, basic flight techniques,.ad-
vanced flight maneuvers; maintenance of
rotary wing vehicles, and tactical flight
maneuvers.

Credit Recommendation; In the voca-
tional certificate category, 3 semester hours
in flight training (6/74); in the lower-divi-
sion baccalaureate/associate degree, catego-
ry, 3 semester hours in flight training (6/
74),

1006; 100C,

.

AR-1606-0106
ARMY HELIeOPTER TRANSPORT TACTICAL

Course N umber: I -A-F:12.
Location: Aviation School; Ft. Rucker,

AL.
Length: 7 weeks (277 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/57-12/68.
Objectives: To train key aviator person-

nel to pilot transport helicopters.
Instruction: Lectures and, pfactical exer-

cises in transport helicopter operations, in-
cluding helicopters in transport and utility
-Operations; cross-country flights; and tacti-
cal 'operations.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(6/74).

AR-1606-0107
ARMY AVIATION TACTICS

.3 Course Number: 1 -A-1980
Location: Aviation School, Ft. Rucker,

AL.
Length: 19 weeks (712 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/57 - 12/68.



Objectives: 'To train commissioned of-
ficers who have had primary flight training
to perform.gfixed-wing aviators.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in Army aviation tactics, including ad-
vanced flight training;:"..tacticat :subjects,
general subjects, advandc,d hood7or actual
instrument flight training, general instru-
ment flight subjects., and MO1 academics
seminar. .

Credit Recommendation: In the lower -
divis(on baccalaureate/associate degree. '
category, 6 semester hours in commercial.
and instrument pilot training (6/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 3

semester hours in weather interpretation
and elementary navigation (12/68).

AR-1606=0108

INSTRUMENT' FLAN EXAMINER

Course Number: I -A-2519.
Location: Aviatibn School, Ft. Rucker,

AL.
Length: 4 weeks (154 hOurs).
Exhibit Dates: 5/57-12/68.
Objectives: ',To qualify instrume avia-

tors as instrument flight examiners.
Instruction: Lecturds and practical exer-

cises in instrument flight examiner duties,
including .advanced hood or, actual instru-
ment flight training; _flight and synthetic
flight review; instrument, navigation
techniques and procedures; radio ranges
(all types) and systems: ILS; radio COM-
pass; loop and ADF procedures; general in-
strument 'flight subjects; Jeppesen manual;
regulations; flight service; ATC; E6B com-
puter; IFR navigation; weather; instrument
flying trends and equipment; and GCA.

Credit_ Recomn*ndation: f No credit
because of the limited technical nature of
the course (12/68).

AR-1606-0109
Ul-A TRANSITION' FLIGHT TRAINING

Course Number: I -A-F9.
Location: Aviation School, Ft. Rucker,

Al..
Length: 3 weeks (110 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/56-12/68.
Objectives: To train commissioned of-

ficers and pilots to operate Ul A aircraft,
ficstruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the operation of the UI -A aircraft.
Course includes basic and advanced
maneuvers, and maintenance as it pertains
to %ace iapertitions and tactics.

Credit Recommendation: No credit;
because the limited technical nature of
the course (12/68).

AR-1606-0110
AVIATION OFFICER ( ADVANCED)

Course Nuthber: 1-A-F2.
Location: Aviation School, Ft. Atleker

AL.
Length: 8 weeks (280 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/5712/68. ,
Objectives: To train qualified pilots to

manage aviatiop training.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer

ciscs in the management of aviation train-
ing activities at the advanced level. Course
includes military organization, stafT func-
tiOns* and responsibilities, supply and Main-
tenance functions, and research and
development testing.

Credit Recomtnendation: No creditz
because of he military nature of the course
(12/68).

Alf-1606-01i 1
FIXF:D WING MULTI-ENGINE QUALIFICATION

Course NUmber: 3B-191i0; 213,101C-H.
Location: Aviation School, Ft. Rucker,

AL.
Length: 12-15 weeks (436-649 hours).:
Exhibit Dates: 3/71.-Present
Objectives: To train commissioned or

warrant officers for multiedgine aircraft
qualification 4nn for an FAA instrument
rating. -

Instruction: Lectures, and practical exer-
cises in fixed-wing aircraft flight .
techniques, including contact flight training
for specific- aircraft, specific aircraft
systems familiarization, principles of flight,
contact transition flight training for specific
aircraft, synthetic flight training, instrument
academic subjects, and aviationtjmedicine
and life support.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
6Z:cause of the military nature.of the course .

(7/74).

' AR-1606-0112
ARMY AVIATOR BASIC FLIGHT TRAINING

(HELICOPTER)

Course Number: 1-0E-6.
Location: Aviation School, Ft. Rucker,

AL.
Length: 12 weeks (483 hours).
Etchibit Dates: 6/55-6/57.
Objectives: To train personnel for assign-

ment to pilot positions in helicopter-
equipped Army transport aviation units and
medical service ambulance detachments.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in helicopter flight training, including
intermediate and advanced rotary-wing
flight training, basic instrument flight train-
ing, cross-country flight training, general
subjects, tactical subjects for warrant of-
ficer candidates and aviation maintenance
subjeCts.
- Credit Recommendation: In the upper-

division baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hOurs in first aid and hygiene, and credit in

'helicopter flight training on the basis of in-
stitational examination (12/68).

Related Occupation Codes: 100C.

AR-1606-0113, -

SENIOR ARMY OFFICER FLIGHT TRAINING

Course Number: I -0 -14.
!location: Aviation School, Ft. Rucker,

'AL.
Length: 35 weeks (1217 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/55 - 12/68.'
Objectives: To train senior officers as

fixed-wing and helicopter pilots.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the skills necessary to perform in
aviation command and staff positions and
to perform as fixed-wing and helicopter
pilots. Course includes basic and advanced
flight training (both fixed-wing and.
helicopter), selected maintenance subjects.
meteorology, navigation, and tactical sub-
jects.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 6 semester hours
in commercial flight, 6 in helicopter flight,
4 in navigation, and 4 in meteorology (7/

1 1

it 4% rmy 1-91

74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/as-,
soe to degree category, 3 semester hours
in ornmercial flight, 3 in helicopter flight,
2 i navigation, and 2 in meteorology (7/
74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
categor:y, 2 semester hours in elementary
navigation and meteorology (12/68).

0
AR- 1606 -0114

WARRANT OFFICER INDOCTRINATION
TRAININGPREFLIGHT (FIXED WIN

Course Number: 1-R-F35.
Location: Aviation School, Ft. Rucker,

AL.
Length: 4 weeks (149 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/63-6/66.
Objectives: Te) provide noncommissioned

officers' with preflight training.
Instruction: Lectures and practiCal exer-

cises in preparation fOir flight training.
Course is primarily an indoctrination
course which reviews the overall military
system and procedures.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited techniCal nature of
the.coUrse ( 12/68 ).

Related Occupation Codes: IOOR; 106A.

AR-1606-0115
ARMY AVIATION TACTICS

Course Number: I-A-1980.
Location: Aviation School, Ft. Rucker,

AL.
Length: 19, weeks (715 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/58-12/68.
Objectives: To train aviators to empldy ,

,fixed-wing aircraft in support of ground
combat operations.

Instruction:,Lectures an practical exer-
cises in the employment of fixed-wing- air- -
craft in support of ground combat opera-
tions. Course includes tactical operations.
advanced flight training, and instrument
flight training:

Credit Recommendation: In the "voca-
tional certificate category, 8 semester hours
in instrument flight-training (7/74); in the
lower-division. baccalaureate/avociate
degree category, 4 semester hours in instru-
ment flight training (7/74); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in weather interpretation and ele-
mentary navigation (12/68).

AR-1606-0116
CV-2 (CARIBOU) PILOT TRANSITION

(AC-1 (CARIBOU) AVIATOR TRANSITION )

Course Number: 2B-06IC; 1-13-061C; I-
B-F29.

Location: Aviation School, Ft. Rucker,
AL.

Length: 6-7 weeks (190-233 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/61-12/68.
Objectives: To train fixed-wing aviators

to operate milltiengine short-takeoff-and-
landing (STOL) aircraft.

instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the operation of mfaltiengine short-
takeoff-and-landing (STOL); aircraft.
Course 'includes transition flight training,
CV-2 specific maintenance subjects, medi-
cal subjects, and tactical aircraft usage.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(7/74).
. Related Occupation Codes: I (loc.
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AR-1606-0117
GrwitAt. Ftt.i..x FIXED WINO FLIGHT

THAININti

Course Number: 1-A-19806
Location: Av 'ration School, Ft. Rucker,

Length: 18 weeks (612 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/59- 12/68.
Objectives: To train general offict_rs to

pilot fixed-wing aircraft. ,

Instruction: LectureAand practical exer-
cises in piloting fixed-wing. aircraflo. Course
includes flight training, instrument. training,
tactical subjects, aviation maintenance,
aviation regulations and. procedures, 'and
meteorology.

Credit Recommendation: 'In .ithe .Upper-
division baccalaureate category, credit in
elementary navigation and meteornlogy on
the basis of institutional examination (12/.
68 ).

-
S

Alt-1606-0118.
11-37 Hutcoirrrit Pilot TRANSITION

TRAINING

Core Number: 1-13-F11.
LOP.11(1011: Aviation School, Ft. Rucker,

!Atli& 6 weeks (224-228 hoUrs).
Exhibit. ()sties: 2/59-12/68.
Objectives: -.To train selected Commis-

sioned: officers and warrant officers in
transition ,flight training in the H -37
helicopter.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in ' the operation of the 1-1-37
helicopter. Course.. includes' transitional
flight training.. systems operation, and
maintenance of the:H-37 helicopter.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division- baccalaureate category, credit in
helicopter flight training on the basis of in-
stitutional examination (12/68)._

Related Occupation Codes: 1000.

AR-1606-0119

ARMY,IILLICOPTER TRANSPORT TACTICAL
(I-1-21)(1-1-34)

( ARMY HELICOPTER TRANSPORT TACTICAL
(14-21))

( ARMY HELICOPTER TRANSPORT TACTICAL
(I4 -34))

(ARMY HELICOPTF.R TRANSPORT TACTICAL
(H-19))

Course Number: 1-13-F 12.
Location: :Aviation School; Ft. Rucker,

Al..
Length: 8 weeks (300-307 hoursL.
Exhibit Dates: 1/59-12/68.
ObJecthes: To train aviators to (Operate

1121 or 11-34 light transport helicopters. 4.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exeri

cites in the operation of H-2 1 or, H-34
helicopters. Course includes maintenance
of light transport craft, physical fitness, and
transition training in transport helicopters:

Credit Recommerbdatibn: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, credit in
helicopter flight training (12/68).

Related Occupat[on Codes: 10013;, 1000.

AR-1606-0120

ARMY AVIATION PRIMARY AND TACTICAL
FLIGHT TRAINING

Course Number: 1-0-77,0
Location: Aviation School, Ft. Rucker,

Al..

t'
,1

t
Length:

1/57-1 /68.
ecks (84( hours).

. Exhibit Da
ObjeCtives trai commissioned of,

ficers to employ fixe wing-observation air-
craft in support of itary operations.

instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the'employment of fixed-wing ob-
servation aircraft in support of militbry,
operations. Course inclUdes tactical sub-
jectsf)light training (both primary and ad-
vanced), instrument flight training, and re-
lated aeronautical subjects.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
/ division baCcalaureate/assOciate degree

category. 3 semester hours in meteorology,
(7/74); in the upper - division baccalaureate
category, 3 serneSter hours in weather, in-

, terpretation and elementary navigation (12/
68).

AR-1606-0121 ,

AVIATION WARRANT OFFICER ADVANCED
,AVIATION. WARRANT 01-1,ICER INTER-

ANF.DIATE)

Course Number: 2-1-C32; 2-1-C'30.
`Location: 'Aviation School., Fe. , Bucker,

AL.
Length; 'Version 1: 22 weeks (644-667

hours).-, Version 2: 23' weeks (684-726
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version- /: 5/32-Present,
Version 2: 7/69-4/92.

Objectives; To qualify gated aviators or
.aviation repair technicians for aviation unit
stair duties.

Instruction: 411. Versions: Lectures and
praaal exercises, in principles of manage,
ment, resoufxi management, personnel
management, Stipply manageMent, effective
writing and speaking, defensive and offen-
sive operations, combat support, command
and staff Procedures, aviation medicine and
life support, and physical conditioning. Per-:
sign I. InstrUction includes aircraft ac-
cident investig-ations

Credit RecOmmendation: Version 1: In
the vocational certificate category, 2
semester hours in principles: of manage-
ment,3 in aviation administration (safety)
(7/74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate &Fee category, 2 semester hours
imprinciples- of management. 2 in aviation
administration (safety) (7/74); in the

..upper-division baccalaureate category, 2
semester hours in principles of manage-
ment ('!/74): Version 2: In the vocational
certificate category. 2 semester hplapt. in
business organization and manage (7/
74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/as
sociate degree category. 2 semester hours
in business organization and management
(7/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category. 2 semester hours in maintenance
iviardgement, 2 in husiness organization
and management, and credit in aeronautics

' on the basis, of institutional examination
( 12/68).

Related Occupation Codes: 1(10B; 100C.;
10013: 100E.

AR-I606-0122
OV -1 AVIATOR QUALIFICATION

(0V- (MOHAWK) AVIATOR 'TRANSITION)
(AO-I (MOHAWK) AVIATOR RANSItION)
Course Number: 2B-F2; 213-1010; 2.B-

061C-13; 2B-F2.
Location: Aviation School, Ft. Rucker,'

AL.
Length: 6-8 weeks (222-301 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/64-Present.

Objectives: To qualify rated aviators on
OV-I aircraft.

Instruction: Lectureg and practical exer-
cises in transition flight training on the OV-
I aircraft, including preflight inspection,
graffiti procedures, night operations, in-

. strumene flying, regulations, and flight
planning; maintenance procedures for air-
craft systems; tactical operations, including
survival, evasive maneuvers, and escape.;
and medical procedures.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
becaUse of the limited technical n Lure of
the course (7/74)

Related Occupation codes: 10113; )Q;
100R.

AR-1606-0123
I. ROTARY WING INSTRUMENT

(HELICOPTER INSTRUMEtil- FLYING)
2. HELICOPTER INSTRUMENT FLYING

Course Number: All Versions: 2C-F2'. ,
Version 2: I 41-F18.

Location; Aviation School, Ft. Rucker.
AL:, . ' - ' r , ,-..

Length: Version 1: 6-8'iveeks (192-261
hours.): Version 2: 8-11 weeks (230-440
hours): °

Exhibit Oates: Version 1: 1 I /68-Present.
,,Version 2: 2h58-10/68.

.

Objectives: :To train helicopter pilotk as
instrument pilots. ' ''
'.- Instruction: Lectures and practical exerr"
cises in helicopter instrument flying, includ-
ing` flight instruments, radio navigation, air- i.

port surveillance radar, navigational con-
puter,: approach and enroute, procedures,
instrument 'l ing systeM.' hazards to
flight, weather 'ps, instrument' preflight,.
and synthstic fli t trainer planning. :,;-

Credit Recommendation: Version' 1: In
the lOwer-division bacealaureayhtssbeiate

°degree category, 3 semester hods in instni- e

ment flight training (6175)s4VersiOn 2: In
the lower-divisiO bacc4laureatetossociate
degree category:' 2., semester hours in ele-
mentary meteorology and navigation (121
68).

Related Occupation Codes: 100B; 1000;
1000; 100E.

AR-1606-0124 ,

ROTARY WING INSTRUMENT FLIGHT
EXAMINER

(HELICOPTER INSTRUMENT FLIGIIT Ex-
AMINER) t

Course Number: 2C-F27; 2C,1985: 1-13-
1985,

Location: Aviation School, Ft. Rucker,

Length: 4-6.weeks (140-227 hours).
Exhibit Dates: '4/513-Present. v
Objectives: To train aviators as

helicopter instrument flight examiners.
Instruction:, Lectures and practical exert'

cites in helicopter instrument flight train-
ing, flight instructor and examiner
techniques, flight evaluation, regulations,
air traffic control, radio navigation,' and
weather fligh4kunning.

Credit 'Recom mendat ion t No credit
because, of the *iced technical nature of
the course (12/6W). '

,l I

AR-1606-0125
FIXED WING INSTRUMENT FLIGHT EXAMINER

Course Number: 213-1984; 213-101C-C;
213-061C; 1-13-1984.



Location: Aviation School. Ft. 'Rucker, 6

Length: 4-7 weeks (154-261 Mitirs):
Exhibit Dates: 4/59-Present.
Objectives: TO train aviators to be fixed-

wing instrument flight"ixiiminers,
Instructio: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in instrument instructor flight ;

techniques, air traffic control. and T -42 air-
craft maintenance.'

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 4 semester ,hours
in fixed-wing instrument flight (7/74it, in
the lower-division fiaccalaureate/associate
degree category, 2 serric r tiours in fixed-
winginstrument flight (7 4).

Related Occupation C 1000: 10OR .
°

AR-1606-0126 .

I. OH -6 INSTRUCTOR Pi4OT
(OH-6 TRANSITION /GUNNERY

INSTRUCTOR PILOT (IP).
QUALIFICATIoN)

2.. OH-6 TRANSITION /GUNNERY IP
QUALIFICATION

(LOH TRANSITiON/GUNNERY.IP
Oust.tricATIoN)-

\.

Course Number: 2y-F13.
Location: Aviation SehOol, Ft Rucker,'

Al..
length: Version 1: 4-6.:weeks ( 137- I 97

-hours). Version 2: (-7 !weeks (197-229

ion1:-'3/68--Present.
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Ve
Version 2: 91664f)8

ObjectiVes: TO royale- commissioned
and warrant office aviators with 01-t-6
transition training, i d to qualify OH-6 in-
structor pilots to conduct transition training
in gunnery systems associated with 01E-6
helicoptees, including flight nianeuvery and
dayand night range firing.

IMAruction: All Versions: Lectures. and
practical exercises in OH-6 transition train-
ing and instructor training in guhnery

"systenis.'associated with OH-6 helicopters,
rincluding flight training and OH-6 main.-
'tenance subjects.. Version 1: Topics include
1.01-1 gunnery instructor pilot qualification.
Version 2: Topics include OH-6 gunnery in-
structor pilot qualification.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: No,
credit because orthe military nature of the
course (7/74). Version 2: In the upper-divi,
Sion baccalaureate category, credit in in
structional methOds on the basis of institu-
tional ekaminatiOn (12/68).

Related Occupation Codes: 100C.

Instruction: Lectures and.
tests in officer/warrant off
qualification. including fig
flight .subjects. mainte
transition flight trainiri
training, tactical subjects
training.

Credit Recommendatit
the vocational certifi
semester hours in halloo
741.; in the lower - divisio
sociate degree catego
in helicopter pilot ratin
ffE .the vocational t.:e

semester hours in
74); in the lower- d vis
sociate degree ca
helicopter flight traini
stitutional bxaminat'

Related Occupatio
s".:;106D; 100E; 1000;

Ali-1606-0128
1. -IMAE INTERPRET ER, SKILL

1:9GEVELoPMENT BASE
2. Inik6F. INTERPRETER NONCOMMISSIONED

'OFFICER (NCd) CANDIDATE
Course Nirmber: Version 1: 242- 96D20 -I.

Version 2.: 242,96D40-1.
Location: Intelligence School, Ft.

Holubird, MD.
Length:- Version -/..° 16 weeks' (606

hours). 'Version 2: 12 weeks (526 hours).'
.-..-pthibit Dates: Version 1: 4/69-Present.
Veirsion 2: 1/68-3/69. ..

Objectives: To train image interpreters to
perform as supervisors/technichonsin image
interpretation.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in image interpretation,
including map reading; counterintelligence,
order of battle, aeriaL surveillance opera-
tions and organization,. high-altitude image

tinterpretatioa, mathematics, oblique met-
/ tits, terrain analysis techniques, and leader-
(auship development. Version 1: Includes

nuclear warfare, intelligence collection, and
rial surveillance tactics.
Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In

the upper-division haccalaureate category,
: 3 semester hours in imagery interpretation

(12/68). Version 2: In the upper - division
- baccalaureate category 2 semester hours in

imagery interpretation (12/68).
Related Occupation Codes: 96D.

practical exert
er rotary wing

t training, basic
ante, subjects,

tactical flight
and instrument

: Version 1: In
to category, 6

ter pilot rating (7/
baccalaureate/as-
3 semester hours
(7/74). Version',Z;,.

ficate category. 6
pier pilot rating (7i
n baccalaureate/as-

egory, credit in
g An the basis of in-
( 1 2/68 ).
Codes:` 100E3; 100C:

8)R.

AR-1606-0121

I. ROTARY WING QUALIFICATION
(OFFICF.R/WARRANT OFFICER ROTARY

WING 00ALIFIT'ATION (ACTIVE
ARMY))1

2. OFFICER/WARRANT.OFFICER ROTARY
WING Q AtiFicATIoN (AtmvE
AaNts.)

Course Number: All Versions: 2C- I 98 I -
D; 2C- O62B -Di Version 1: 2C- I (X)B-D. .

Location: 'viation School. Ft. Rucker:-
AL.

Length: t cation .? I 2-13 weeks
(430-440 ho rs). Version 2: I3 weeks
(438-476 ho rs).

Exhibit Da es: Version 1: 10/68-Present. .

Version 2: I I 66-9/68.
Ohjectives: To train commissioned -and

warrant offic r aviators in the primary 'fly-
ing techniques of rotary wing aircraft.

AR-1606-0129
MILITARY INTF.LLIGENCF. (MI-CMF) NCO

BASIC

Course Number: 2- MI -C40.
Location: Intelligence School,

-1-luachuca, AZ.
Length: II weeks (351-37 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/73-Presen
Objectives: To provide enlis d person

with a general knowledge an understa
ing of the function of a military intelligen
operator.

Instruction: Lectures nd practical exer-
cises in command and staff procedures, in-
terrogation techniques, oral and written ex--
pression, military leadership. Army
management and resources. automatic, data
processing, electronic warfare, signal intel-
ligence,, counterintelligence, .military
justice, map and aerial photograph reading,
and field engineering.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited technical nature of
the course (7/74).

, Aimy

AR-1606,0130

'fitc,NAL SEctiftiTvOFFIcER
(SIGSEC OFFICER)

Course Number: 3-30-37C. .

Location: Intelligence , School, Ft.
Devens, MA.

Length: 6-40 weeks (239-280 hour's).
Exhibit Dates: 8/76-Preserit.
Obieftives: To prepare company-grade

officer-4 for assignment to .signal security
units and activities.

instruction: Course: contains a review of
b,asic electrical circuits, receivers,. transmit-

.

fa and electron devices. Specific topics
incl de tactical doctrine, combat communi-
cate ns, and signal security.

RecomMendation: No credit
,elraus of the limited specialized nature of
the c

1 -93 .

rse.( 9/77).

.A14;4701-0001
HEATING AND VENTILATING

Course Number: 5-E-49.
Location: "Engineer School, Ft. Belvoir,

VA.
Length: 8 weeks (284 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/56-12/68.
Objectives: To trairierdiSted personnel to

install, nraintain, and,:.iniepitir,'6eating and
ventilating units aria fiissociated tontrol
devices.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the installation and maintenance of
heating and ventilation systems. Course in
cludes heat transfer, insulation, combustion
principles, automatic controls, pipe fittings,
gas burners, oil Mititersocombustion cham-
bers, oil pumps, duct systems, furnace in-
stallation, steam and hot water heating, and
natural and mechanical ventilation.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category,&semester hours
in combustion (bil, gas,and coal furnaces), ),

and additional credit on the ha. sis of institu-
tional examination (6/74); in the, lower-
division baccalaureate /associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in combustion
(oil, gas, and coal furnaces), and additional
credit on the basis of institutional examina-
tion (6/74).

AR-1702-0001

IMPREGNATION EQUIPMENT OPERATION

Course Number: 3-E8.
Location:, Chemical Corps School, Ft.

:McClellan, AL.
Length: 8 weeks (352 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/54-12/68.

.,: Objectives: To train enlisted persorSIel to
operate, install, inspect. and maintain im-
pregnation equipment.

Ineruction: Lectures and practical exer-
c' cises in the Operation, installatiod, inspec-

n, an maintenance of impregnation
pmen intludittechemical munitions.

special m sks and 'clothing. map reading,
supply ope'ation, biological and chemical
warfare, dx. ction and identification of
chemical agents, and chemical detection
and processing plants!.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
bechuseof the military nature of the course 4

(4/74):
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.A14-1702-0002

QUARTERMASTER LIGHT EQUIPMENT REPAIR

Course NuMber: 690-0110; 690-6312Q'
10-Rh466. I .

Location: Ordnance School, Aberdeen
Proving Ground,' MD: Quartermaster
School, Ft. 1.ee, VA.

Length: Version I: 1113 weeks
(353-405 hours). Version'
(237-290 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 7/76-Present.
Version 2: 1015926176.
;Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

install, adjust, and repair heft -quarter-
,. muster machinery; and equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
, 'cises in installation. maintenance, and

repair Of y.,iiod materials, hardwares and
glues, internal combustion engioas burner
equipment and metal items, ittObile shoe

,'Irepair equipment, and clothinglind textile
sewing machines. Emphasis is oh. applied
troubleshooting and repair.

:Credit Recommendation: 119 ei-shin ,.(1N,,,,""111
.

s''''Pqmding evaluation. Version 27; In the voca-
iiiiiial.certifieate category. Tseinester hours
in industrial arts technology (5/74); in the
lower-division baccalaureate /associate
degree sate tiry. 6 semester hours ih indus-
yrial arts t chnology (5/74).
/ Related cupation Codes: 631.

Related Occupation C des: 63C.,

A
AR-1703-0002
ARTILLERY TRACK VEHICLE MAINTENANCE:

CoUrse Number. uun 7): '6-R-632.1/
'14:Tsui,' 2: 6-R-6,32.1 sion 3: 6-E-21.

Location: Arrtillikry an Missile School,
Ft; Sill, OK.

Length: Version I 1 I -12 week°S
(406-437 hours). Version 2: 143 vie'cks
(589-604 hours). Version 3: 10 weeks (421
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version I : I /61-12/68.
version 2: 6/57-12/60. Version 3: 7/56-5/
57.

Objectives: To train enlistikd perso nel to
troubleshoot and repair 'Cracked- chicle
systems.

Instruction: Lectures and practical ever-
ciseS in automotive engine, power trial,
`Carburetion, and ignition , fundamentals;

lubleshrxIting, diagnosis, 'find repair of
vincle components; motor pool tools ynd
shop equipment; wheeled and tracked vehi-
cles electrical systems; and maintenance
management procedures.

Credit Reommendation: Version I: In
the vocaticttnal certificate category, 3
semester hours in internal-combustion en-
gines. 2 in automobile electric systems. 2 in
power trains, 2 in automobile mechanics
(4/74); in the' lower- division baccalaureate/
,.associate degree category, 2 semester hours
)in internal-combustion engines, 2 in au-
tomobile electrical systems. 1 in power
trains, 2 in automobile Mechanics (4/74).
Version 2: In the vocational certificate
category, S semester hours in internal-com-
bustion engines. 2 in autoinobile electrical
systems, I in power trains-';. Z in automobile
mechanics (4/74); in the lower-division
tmccalaureate/associate degree category, 5
semester hours in internal-combustion en-
gines, i in automobile electrical systems, I
in power trains, 2 in automobile Mechanics
(4/74). Version 3: In the vocational cer

" tificate category, I semester hour in inter-
nal-combustion engines, 3 in automobile
electrical systems: 1 in power trains. 2 in
automobile mechanics (4/74); in the lower-,
division baccalaureate / associate degree
category. 2 semester hours in internal -com-
bustion engines, 2 in automobile electrical
systems, I in power trains. 2 in automobile
mechanics (4/74).

AR-1703-0001
I. TRACK VEHICLE MECHANIC
2. ARMOR TRACK VEHICLE MECHANIC

'Course Number: All V,ersiinis:. 7-R-632,1;
7-R-632.2;. 6-R-632.I; 6-R-632.2; I7-R-
632.1; 17-R-632.2. Version 1: 610-63C10;
611-63(720.

'Location: Version 1 r Ordnance School,
Aberdeen Proving Ground. MD; Armor
School, Ft. Knox, KY; Artillery and Missile
School, Ft.- Sill, OK; Infantry School, Ft.
Henning. GA. Ve;rsion 2: Armor School, Ft.
Knox, rY. .

l.e : Version /: 7-13 weeks-(2.1 136
hours). Version 2: .15 weeks (591 07

, .-

Exhibit Dates: Version-1-4-_...%62-Present.
Version .2: 9/56-6/64.

ObjectiVes: To provid2,enlisted personnel
with' the skills and kno'/ledge required hi'
perform organizational" maintenance on
wheeled and tracked tank - automotive vehi-
cles.

Instruction: All e?.eton.r.' Lectures .and
pnictical exercises in the maintenance and
reccivery of track vehicles or wheeled and
tracked 'vehicles, including vehicle opera-
tions and engine and electrical subjects.
Version I : Includes powertrains, hull . and
suspension systems, hydraulic systems, and
troubleshooting procedures. Version 2: In-
cludes wheeled-vehicle engines, power
transmission systems, chassis units,
recovery operations. management. mediurn.
gun tank and armored -personnel carrier
maintenance.

Credit RecomMendation: Version 1-: In
the vocational certificate category, 8
semester hours in heavy equipment main-
tenance (6/75); in the lower-division bac-
calaureate/associate degree category, 5'
semester hours in, heavy equipment main-
tenance (6/75). Version 2: In the voca-
tional certificate. category, 12 semester
hourk in heavy equipment. 4 in automotive
repair (4/74); in the' lower-division bac-
calaureate/associate degree category, 8-
semester hours in heavrreqUipment. 3 in
atitonuitive repair (4/74).

AR-1703-0003
TIRE. REPAIR

L.

Credit Recommendation.: Version In
the .vocational certjficate catega-y, S
semester hours in tire repair. recapping,
and retreading (4/74); in the lower-divisitm
baccalaureate/associate degree category, .5'
Apmester hours in ,tire repair. recappiN,.,
and retreading (4/74). Version 2: In the- vo-.
cational certificate' category, 7 semester
hours tire repair, recapping, and retread-
ing ./74); in the lower-division bacealau7,

e/associate degree category, 7 semester
hours in tire repair, recapping, and retread-.
ing (4/74).

Course Number: Version I: 9-R-543;1 9-
E-4. Version 2: Not available.

Location: Version I :- Ordnance School,
Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD. Version 2:
Ordnance Automotive School, Atlanta,'
GA.

Length: Version I I. .7 weeks (245-266'
hours). Version 2: 8 weeks (304 hours)!

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 4/56-12/68,
Version 2: 7/55-3/56.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
repair automotive tire inner tubes, make.
Sectional repairs, and recap automobile,
truck, and earth-moving equipment. -

Instruction: Lectures and' practical exer-
cises in tires and tubes fundamentals, tube
repair, spot and section repair preparation -
and build-up, tire recapping, specialized'
repair equipment operation. -open-steam-
chamber vulcanizing, and earthnibver
equipment operation.

r

AR -1703 -0004

RECOVERY AND,EvACUATION

Course lsiit ben Version I: 610-63F20..
Version 2: 6 )-63F2(); 61 1- 63F2*); .9-R-
633;1 9-E-80. 'on I: 63E10V

Location: Ordnance School, Aberdeen
Proving Ground, MD.
'Length: Version /: 9-10 weeks (278-324

hours). Version 2: 7 -11 -weeks (209-385
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version I :-11/74--Present.
Version 2: 6/56-10/74. ,

Objectives: Th train enlisted personnel to
perfilrm recovery and evacuation opera-
tions for abandoned, damaged, disabled, or
mired vehicles. .

.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in the recovery and
evacuation of abandoned, damaged, disa-
bled, or mired Vehicles, including ox-
yacetylene cutting.. engines, power trains,
steering, suspension components, brake and
fuel Systems, operation of various winches,
transmission assemblies, gears and shafts,
electrical systems, communication and map
reading, and engine cooling systems. V
.slur I: Topics include operation of the
tonwrecker truck,.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: fIn
the vocational certificate category, 4
semester hours aS an elective in automotive

:technology (6/75); in the -lower-ivision
bliccalaureate/associate degree 'category. 24.
semester hourslus an elective in automotive
technology (6175). Version 2: In the lower-
division baCcalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours as an elective in
automotive technology (4/74 )..

Related Occupation Codes: 63F'

0

AR-1703-000S
MOTOR OFFICER

Course Number: 8C-770; 8C-0600.
Location: Armor School, Ft. Knox, KY.
Length: 8 weeks (277-289 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/71-Present.
Objectives: To train commissioned of-

ficers to supervise the maintenance of
wheeled and Tracked vehicles and as-

, sociated armament and communications
equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the maintenance management of
:Wheeled and tracked Vehicles and as-
sociated armament and communications
equipment. including records, gasoline en-
'gines, fuel systems, electrical systems.'

' diesel engines, .engine troubles °citing,
power train components, tracked ehicles,
nuxiliary equipment, and vehicle recovery
'operations.

Credit Recommendation:. In the voca-
tional certificate category. 3 semester hours
as an ekctive in automotive technology (4/
74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/as-



sixiate degree category; 3 semoist4r.
a an ejective in automotive technology 1,4/

5

..AR1703-0006
F.NOINVER EQUIPMENT REPAIRMAN NON(;

'VMISSIONED OFFICER (NC( ) BASIC

Course Number: 612-62134/6-EC.
Location: Engineer School,' Ft. Belvoir,

VA.
Longth:15 weeks (667, hours). t
Exhibit Dates: 5/71- Preset-
,Objectives:,Objectives: To train engineer :equipment

repairmen to shperviso the repair of ,hirious
types of engineering equipment. ..

Instruction: Lecipres 'and practical, exesr
cises in the maintenance supervision of
various types of engineering equipment, in-
cluding instruction in basic .mathemats,
speech, map reading. personnel' manage-
ment, power generation, hYdraulies.t.electri-
cal .systems, fuel systems. diesel engines,
cylinder block ass mblies. cylinder heads.
ignition systems, gasoline engines, clutches,
torque converters, transmissions, final
1.1rives, suspension -systeins, steering and

. lubrication systems: cooling systems, and
electrical-fundamentals.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category. 5 semester hours
as an elective in automotive technology (4/
74); in the lower-division bacealaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 5 semester hours
as an elective in automotive technology (4/
74).

Related a iZz-Triation.Codes: 6213,

R-1703-0007

INFANTRY AUTOMOTIVE SUPERVISION '
Course Number; 7 -E -1.

Infantry School, Ft. Benning,
GA.

Length: 10 weeks (372 h(turs).
Exhihit Dates: 11/54-12/68.
Objectives: To train-enlisted personnel to

supervise motor cxxil operations.
Instruction: Lectures and exer-

cises in tactical driver-training methods, in,
ternaLcombustion engine operation,. chassis

14,1

systems, track vehicle operation and -maim-
tenance,. preventive maintenance_
p edures, field Operations, map and aeri-
z otograph reading, and logistics.

Crerdit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category. 3 semester hogs
in -automotive engines, 2 in automotive
chassis systems (4/74); in the lower-divi-
sion baccalaureate/associate degree catego-
ry, 3 semester hours in automotive engines,
2 in automotive chassis sys s.4(4/74 .

AR-1703-9008

AIR BRAKE. REPAIFO

Course Numbsr: 55=R-655.1. 55-E-35.
Location: Transportation School', Ft.

Eustis, VA.
Length: 10 weeks (350 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/55.12/68.
Ohjectives: To train enlisted personnel to

dismantle, inspect, repair, and maintain
railroad air brake equipment and corn-
ponent parts on steam 'and diesel, - electric
locomotives, railway cars, and auxiliary
railway mechanical equip t.

Instruction: Lectures anc practical exer-
cises in the inspection, repair, and main-
tenance of railroad air brake, equipment.

A

and component parts On steam' and diesel-
electric 4ocomotives, railway cars, and aux-
iliary railway mechanical equrpment, in-
cluding ration of various *val1/es, gauges,
governor and braking devices used on
steam and diesel locomotives. .,

it Recommendation: In the voca-
tio certificate category, 3 semester hours
as an n lective in mechanical technology (4/
74); the lower-division baccalaiticate/as-
socia ' degree category, 3 semester hourk
as an lective in mechanical technology (4/

.. 74).

A-1703-0009
SPECIAL AMPHIBIAN TRANSITION

Course Number: None.
I

.Location: Transportation School, Ft.
Eustis, VA.

Length: 5 weeks (182 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/6-2-12764. .

- Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
:---,operate and maintain amphibious lighters.

InstrUction:sLectdres and practical exer-
Cises.in the operation and maintenance of
'aMphibi 'us lighters, including. basic inter-
nal combustion engine maintenance, test ,

, .eqUipment, lectriCal circui(t. fuel system,
operating controls an d trOuble shoot i n g, `
transmission, technical inspections, and
hydraulic system components.

Credit RecomMendatiOn: In the voc.a--ii,
'tional certificate category, 1 Semester hour
in introduction to interhal combustion en-
gines (4/74); in the tower-divis- n bac.:

calaureatejassociate degree cats ory,
semester flour in introduction to ternal
combustion engines (4/74):

AR-1103-0010
COOPERATIVE FUELS RESEARCH (CFR) TEST

ENGINE
1:

Course-Number: 49 I -91C30; 491-Fl.
Location: Quartermaster School, Ft. Lee,

VA.
Length:,8 weeks (280 hoUrs),
Exhibit Dates: 6/677Present.
ObjectiVes: To train petroleum laboratory

specialists to install. Operate, inspect, and
maintain cooperative fuels research (CFR)
test engines.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
..biscs. in the inspection, operation, and
maintenance of CFR test- engines, including
principles of internal combustion engines
and combustion knock, installation of CFR
test engines, ,maintenance and overhaul
procedures for CFR test engines, main-
tenance of CFR electrical apparatus, deter-
mination of humidity, starting and stopping
of CFR test units, _motor and research
methodS for rating fttels, and aviation
method for rating aviation fu-els.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 6 semester hOurs
in automotive and mechanical technology
(6/74);in the lower-division baccalaureate/

F.,ociate qcgrec category:3 semester hours
i6 7am)qmotive' and mechanical technologyn

Related Occupation Codes: 96C.

AR-1703-0011
AUTOMOTIVF. REPAIR

Course Number: 6I0,-63H 10; 610-63H20;
610-635.10; 9-R-635.I; 9-E-81.

Location: Ordnance School, Aberdeen
Proving Ground, MD)

1 I:1

..
Army 1-95

Length: Version 1: 10 weeks (299
hours). Version 2: -14-18 weeks (486-635
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 7/76-Present.
Version 2: 3/56-6176.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
maintain and repair Wheeled, tracked, and
Materials-handling equipment vehicles and
engines.

Instruction:'Lectures and practical .exer-
cise4 in vehicle engine familiarization.
operation, truction. disalsembly, as-!:ms
serably, ins ction, ands- troubleshooting;
selective gea and hydraulic transmissions,
including dry disk clutch, fluid coupling,
and torque converter; power train andkaux-
iliarycomponents: recovery operations; and
construction, operation, a maintenance
of materials handling eq&p ent.

Credit Recommratio : Version. 1:
Pending evaluation. Version 2: In the voca-

-category, 6 semester hours
' in au omotive repair, and 15 in heavy

equipment repair (5/74); in the lower-divi-
sion baccalaureate/associate degree catego-
iy, 3 semester hours in automotive repair,
and 10 in heavy equipmem repair (5/74). ,

Related OccupatiodCodes: 63 H.
Y

AR-1703-0012

METALWORKER
\I

(METAL BODY REPAIR)
^...Courseourse Number: Version 1: 700144B10.

Version 2: ' 704-441320; 225ABA47331
(135 AE-): -104-44 I . I. Version 3i; 9- R- 441.1.
Vcision 4: 9-R-441;1 9-E-3.
(Location: Ordnance School, Aberdeen
roving Ground, MD. '

ngt : Version 1: 8-14 swfieks (266-442
hours). ersion 2: 8-11 weeks (288 -340
hours). rsion 3: 10 weeks (3S6 hours).
Version 4: weeks ( 2j 0-228 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 1/76-Present.
Version 2: 2/66-12/75. Version 3: 4/58-1/
66. Version 4: 6/56-3/58. i

Objectives:Yo train.Army. Air Force and
'Marine Corps personnel to repair, repaint,
and in,stall metal body components, radia--
tors, fuel tanks, and glasswork. and to 1,/:

modify other related items.
Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and

practical exercises in the repair repainting,
and installation of metal body components,
radiatois, fuel tanks, and glasswork,-and in
the modification of other related items. In-
struction includes oxyacetylwk welding,
inert gas welding, utilization orffietal body
repair tools and equipment, after-opera-
tions checks, and trim, hardware: and glass-
work. Version 3: Includes maim- body
repair. %

Credit Recommendation: Version 1:
Pending evaluation. Version 2: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 9 semester hours

. in automotive body repair or metal body
repair (6/75); in the lower-division. bac-
calaureate/associate degree category, 4
semester hours in automotive body repair
or metal body repair (6/75). Version 3: In
the vocational certificate category. 10
semester hours in automotive body repair
or metal tIody repair (5/74); in ,the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree !,

category, 4 semester hours in automotive
b y repair or metal body repair (5/74).
Versiov 4: In the vocational certificate
etriego1y, -t semesterhor

repair (5/74); in
in automotive

body repair or metal
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category. 3 semester hours in au-
tomotive body repair or metal body repair
(5/743;



1-96 COURSE EXHIBITS
Related Occupation Codes: 4.46,

AR-1703-00.13

AUTOMOTIVE REBUILD

Course Number: 91-E-83.
Location: Ordnance School, Aberdeen

Proving Groudd, MD. '.
Length:. 12 weeks (456 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/56 - I 2/68_
Objectives: Too train automotive repair-

. men to?rebuild engines, .power train units,
_ and chassis cornmaents of wheel and track

vehicles.
andLectures and practical , exer-

,cises in the rebuilding of engines; power
train units, and chassis components of
wheeled and tracked vehicles, including
renloval and inspection of engine accesso-
ries, assembly and disassembly of .water
pump, air compressor, intake and exhaust
manifolds, valve ope,ratin " mechanism,
cylinder head and valve , oil pan and ,
covers. oil pump, con .ctirig rods an
pistons.'flyWheel, crankshaft, and Camshaf :
boring, grinding, and aligrNg- procedure
andinstallationand assembly of engine a
components. , ,

Credit Recommendation: In the vaca-,
tional certificate category, 15 /semeigter
hours in automotive or heavy equipment

`- (5/74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, . 10 semester
hours in automotive or heavy equipment
(5/74).

AR-1703-0014 ,...

AUTOMOTIVE. MAINTENANCF. AND REPAIR

Course Number: 9-13-4805.
-Location:- Ordnance School.' Aberdeen
roving Grodnd, MD.
Length: 7 weekst,245-280 hours).
Exhibit Da : 11/56-12/68.
Objectiv To train Z'Sflicers to'direct and

supervise rsonnel in the repair of au-
tomotive ve icles.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in automotive maintenance manage-
ment and automotive engines, power trains,
chassis components, and maintenance
procedures.

Credit Recommendation.: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 2semestsr hours
in automotive maintenance (7/74) in the
lower-division baccalaureatehessociat
degree category, 2 semester hours in au-
tomotive maintenance ,( 7/74 ); in the upper-
divisioh baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours in maintenance management (12/
68).

Related OcCupation Codes: 630A; 631 A;
632A.

AR-1703-0015

A.
Credit Recommendation: In the voca-

tional certificate category, 3 semester hours
as an elective in automotive-programs (7/
.74); in the lower-division baccalaureatelas-
sociate degree category, 3 semester hours /
as an elective in automotive rograms (7/74).

AR -1{703 -0017

ARMOR VFOICLE. MAINTENANCE
SUPERVISION ,

(ARMOR AUTOMOTIVE SUPERVISION)
77--Course Number: 17-R-632.6; 17-R-632.7;
( I 7-E-7.

Location: Armor School, Ft. Knox. KY.
Length: 8 weeks (286-307 hours):
Exhibit Rates: 14/55,12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted'personnel in

the supervision of organization main -
tenance and motor activities in arm r units.

Instruction: i-ectures,and practic 1 exer
cises in the supervision of organizational
maintenance and motor activities, in a or
Knits, including 'engine electricity, basic en-
gines, wheeled-vehicle engines, tracked-
vehicle engines. wheeled-vehicle power
transMission systems and chassis units,
tracked-vehicle power transmission systems
and ' chassis units, automotive .general,

aintenance management, driving and
delving principl , and preventive main-

/1/enance services
Credit Rec mendation: In the lower-

division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in automotive
shop :management (7/74); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, Credit. in
automotive shop, management on the basis
of institutional examination (12/68).

AR-1703-0018

WARRANT OFFICER AUTOMOTIVE REPAIR .

ourse NumbtL-631A; 4L-632A.
cation: Ord ce Center and School,
deen Proving Ground, MD;
ngth: 19 weeks (646 houri4.

Exhibit Dates: 3 /72- Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted persdnnel to

perform as warrant officers anti to repair
and maintain automotive vehicles.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the repair and maintenance of au-
tomotive vehicles. Course includes military
subjects, military management, automotive
electricity and electronics, power plant
maintenance and support systems, olpassis
and drive trains, and heavy equipment
familiarization.

Creilit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category,-3 semester hours
in automotive technology, 3 in introduction
to heavy equipment technology (7/74); in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3' semester hours in au-

, tomotive technology. 3 in introduction to
heavy equipment technology (7/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 3
semester hours in introduction to automo-
tive technology, 3 in introduction to heavy
equipment technology (7/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 630A: 631A;
632A.

INFANTRY MOTOR TRANSPORTATION

Course Number: 7-0-8.
Location: Infantry School, Ft. Denning,

GA.
Length: 10 weeks (417 hours).
Exhibit. Dates: 1/55-12/68.
Objectives: To train officers to maintain

motor transport equipment.
'Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in motor transport maintenance, in-
.

cluding tactical driver training methods, en-
gine, chassis. full-track wehicle familiariza-
tion, preventive maintenance, and operat-
ing procedures,

AR-1703-0019

FUEL AND ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS REPAIR

Course Number: Vei-sion /: 610-63G10,
Version 2: 610-63G20. Veisiim 3: 610-

63G20; 941434.1. Version 4: 9-R-634;1 9-
E -30.

Location: Ordnance School, Aberdeen
Proving Ground, MD.

Length: Version I: 12 weeks (384
hours). Version 2: 13 weeks (398 hours).
Version 3: 12 weeks (420-472 hours). Ver,
sion 4: 10 weeks (350-380 hours).

Exhibit' Dates: Version I: 7/76-Present.
Version 2: 11/72-6/76. Version 3: 6/58-10/
72. Version 4: 3/56-5/58.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
inspect, diagnose malfunctions, adjust, and
repair fuel and electrical systems com-
ponents, using diagnostic test equipment
and procedures.

lAsittaction: Lectures and laboratories in
inspection and repair of fuel, and electrical
systems. Course includes applied electrici-
ty; ignition, ;starting, and charging systems;
and gasoline and diesel, systems.

Credit Recommendation: Version) I:
Pending eValuatipn. Version 2: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 3 semester hours
in antOmotive fuel systems, 3 in diesel fuel
systerriVa and 4 in automotive electronics
(7/74); in the lowerclivision baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 3 semester hours
in automotive fuel systems, 3 in diesel en-
gine fuel systems, and 4 in automotive elec-

. cronies (7/74). in the upper-division bis--1----
calanreate caftlw.. 2 semester hours in
automotive fuel ifstems, 2 Semester hours
in -diesel fuel ,systeins. and 3 in automotive
electroniCs (7/74). Version 3: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 3 semester hours
in automotive fuel systems and 6^ in au-
tomotive electrical' systeMs (7/74); in the
lower-division baccalaureate /associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in au-
tomotive fuel systems and 6 in automotive
electrical systems (7/74). Version 4: In the
vocational certificate category. 2 semester
hours in automotive fuel systems and 4 in
automotive electrical systems (7/74); in the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 2 semester hours in au-
tomotive fuel systems and 4 in automotive
electrical systems (7/74).
' Related Occupation Codes: 63G.

AR-1703-0020

ARTILLERY MOTOR TRANSPORT,

Course Number: 6-B-0606;.' 6-B-631A; 6-
.13 -0606; 6-0-15.

Location: Artillery and Missile School,
Ft. Sill, OK.

Length: 8-14 weeks (301-492 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/55-12/68.
Objectives: To provide the student with a

working knowledge of artillery wheeled and
track vehicle maintenance and manage-
ment.'

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in power plants, chassis and systems
shop organization and maintenance, electri-
cal systems, and turret systems.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 3 semester hours
in automotive electricity and 3 in automo-
tive power plants (7/74); in the lower-divi-
sion baccalaureate /associate degree catego-
ry, 3 semester hours in transportation
management, 3 in automotive electricity.
and 3 iir-automotive pc:liver plants (7/74);
in the upper-division b4ccalaureate categp-,
ry, 3 semester hours in transportation
management (7/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 630A; 63 I A:
632A.



AR-1704-0001
ea,

AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL OPERATOR
(AIR TRAFFIC,COMTROL TOVVF.R OPERA-

- Toar
Course Number: 222-93H10; 222-93H20.
Location: Aviation School. Ft. Rucker.

AL.
Length: 13-14 weeks (411-481 hours).

.Exhiblt Dates: 1/70-Present.
'Objectives: To provide enlisted personnel

with a basic knowledge of air traffic con-
trol operations, with emphasis on control
tower operation.

Instruction: Lectures and practical ex-
perience in basic air' traffic control and
control tower operations, including aviation
weather, federal aviation, regulations, and
air traffic control procerpres.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 6 semester hours in air traffic'
control (2/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 43H. -

/4-1704-0002 -

AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL APPROACH CONTROL
ENROUTE SPECIALIST

Cotirse'Number: 222-93K20:
Location: 'Aviation School,, Ft. Rucker,

AL. e.

Length: 16L.19 weeiss (,$53-656 hours).
Exhibit -Dates: 2/.70.,Viel*nt.
Oiojectives: To proviiie enlisted personnel

with a basic knowledge of air,,traffic con-
trol, with emphasis on enroute 'procedures.

Instruction: Lectures and practical ex-
flperience in air traffic control and enroute

' procedures, aviation weather, navigational
aids, and fee)' aviation regulations.

Credit. Itkommendation: 'In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 6, semester hours in air traffic
management or control (6/75),

Related Occupation Codes:.93K.

.AR- 1704 -0003

I. AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL GROUND
-CONTROL APPROACH-SPECIALIST

2. AIR TRAFFIC CONTRO4GROUND
,CONTROL APPROACH SPECIALIST

Course Number: 222-93120. .

Location: Aviation School, Ft. Rucker,
AL.

Legth: Version I: 16-17 weeks
027-553 hours). Version 2: 15 weeks
(514-612 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version I. 'N/73-Present.
Version 2: 1/70-4/73.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in
air traffic control UFR/IFFt operations.

Instruction: Practical exercises and lec-
ures'in aviation weather, navigational aids;
Federal Aviation Administration regular
tiOns, and air traffic control procedures.

Credit Recommendation:, Version 1: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category. 6 semester hours in air
traffic control (2/74). Versio;r 2: In the
lower-division baccalaureate /associate
degree category, 6 semester hours in air
traffic control (2/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category. credit in air
navigation or meteorology on the basis of
institutional e xamination 112/68 ).

Related Occupiation.Cones: 93J.

AR,1704Ir0004

Asa TRAFFIC CONTROL (AC-CMF) NCO
BAsit

Course Nulmber: 2-AC-C40.
Location: Aviation School, Ft. Rucker,

AL.
Length: 8:-12 weeks (252-364 hours).

. Exhibit thump- I I /72-Present.
Objectives: To pnlivide enlisted personnel

with entry-leve) training in air (raffle con-
trol.

instruction: Practical exercises in ground
control and airport. surveillance and ap-
proach procedures, equipment utilization,
radar operations, and recision- approach
techniques. .

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 3 semester hours
in' air traffic;-7,control **approach radar
techniques (2/74).
. Related Occupation Codes: 71 P; 9313:

93H; 931; 931(

AR-1704-0005
Ala TRAFFICCONTROL (AC-CMF) NCO

ADVANCED (

'Course Number:.2-AC-C42.
Location: Alyiation School, Ft. Rucker.

AL.
Length: 7,1 I, weeks (239-3 6 hourslt
Exhibit Dates: Version I : 74-Present.

Veesion 2.- 8/72-8/74.,
Objectives? To provide noncommissioned

officers with advanced Supervisory training.
Instruction: Al! Versions: Lectufes and

practical exercises in unit training and ad-
ministration. supply, communications and
security management, preventive medicine
and survival, civil operations, and air traffic
control procedures. Version I: Topics in-
clude personnel management and training;
facility management, and advanced air traf-
fic control procedures.

Credit Recommendation: Version : In
the lower-division baccalaureate /associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in air
traffic manager Rent (6/75); in the upper:
division baccalaurecate category. 3. semester,
hours as an elective in business or perion-
nel management (6/75). Version, 2: No
credit because of theTtilitary nature of the
course (2/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 7IP; 93D:
9314; 931; 93K.

AR-1704-04106

OFFICER/WO AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL
OFFICER

(OFFICER /WARRANT OFFICER AIR TRAFFIC
CONTROL)

Course Number: 2G-F 13.
Location: Aviation School, Ft. Rucker,

AL. _
Length: 6-7 weeks (200-234 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/70-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in

air traffic control operations, and
procedures.

Instruction: Lectbres and practical ex-
perience in air traffic control, terminal and
enroute procedures, FAA control tower
operator' certification. aviation weather,
and navigation.

Credit Recommendation: in the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
Category, 6 semester hours in air traffic
control (6/75).

Related Occupation Codes: 982A: 100B.

Army 1-97

AR-1704-0007
FLIGHT OPERATION'S COORDINATOR

(FLIGHT OPERATIONS SPECIALIST)

Course Number: 517-71P10; 517-71P20;
517-907.1; I -R-907.I.

Location: Aviation School, Ft. Rucker,
AL,

Lengtht 5-7 we s (168-213 hours).
Exhibit Dates: /6I-Present.
Objectives: To tram enlisted,personnel to

schedule and coordinate aircraft flights arkci
perform related support functions.

Instruction: LeCtures and , practical exer-
cises, in airfield operations, including opera-
tions administration, meteorology, naviga-
tion, regulations, tactical operations, and
flight information publications farniliatiza.
tion.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of'the military nature of the course
(3/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 71 P.

JAR-1704-0009
AVIONICS MECHANIC, SKILL DEVELOPMENT

BASE °

Course Number: 102-35K20-1.
Location: Sliutheastern Signal School, Ft.

Gordon, GA. .

Length: 12 weeks (41 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11168- resent.
Objectives: To train enlisted, personnel as

:,...,avionics mechanics and maintenance super-
visors.

';
Instruction: Practical experience in

tenance management, and supervision and
Administration af aircraft systems and

. aviortcs configuirations.
Credit' Recommendation: In the voca-

tional certificate category, I semester hour
in maintenance management, I in aircraft
systems, 2 in flight line operations, 2 in su-
pervision of maintenance (3/74); in the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, I semester hour in main-

_

tenance management, 1 in aircraft systems
(3/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category,' 3 semester hours in advanced
'military science (12/68).

AR-1704=0,0ici

Related Occupation Codes: ;35K.

AIRPLANE kEPAIR'.

Course Number: 55-R-671.2; 55-E-46.
Location: Tdansportation Schbol, Ft.

Eustis, VA. ,
Length: I 1--14 weeks (394-500 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/56-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

maintain and repair fixed-wing aircraft.
Instruction: Practical experience in ser-

vicing and maintenance of hydraulics,
propellers, flight - line.. and elect) ical
systems; inspection of aircraft engines and.
structures; and digging.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate, category. 4 semester hours
in aircraft repair (3/74); in the lower-divi
sion baccalaureate/associate degree catego-
ry, 3 semester hours in aircraft repair (3/
74).

AR-1704-0011
0-1/U-6 AIRPLANE REPAIR. SKILk.

DEVELOPMENT BASE

Course Number:. 600- 67B20 -1.



1-98 COUIRSE"EXIBI+S
, 'Location: Aviation School, Ft. Rucker,
AL.

Length: I3.weeks (521 hour's)...
Exhibit Dates: 1 0/68- Present.

'Objectives: To tram enlisted personnel to
perform as 0-1/U-6 aircraft repairmen and
maintenance supervisors.

Instruction: Practical experience in main-
tenance management, aircraft systems and

`inspection, and life support system equip-
ment.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional-certificate category, 2 semester hours
in maintenance management, 3 n aircraft
systems (3/74); in the lower-di ..sion bac-
calaureate/aSsociatp degree c tegory, 1

semester hour in maintenance manage-
ment, 1 in aircraft systems (304).
, Related Occupation Codes: 6713; 67E.,

AR-1704-0012

AIRCRAFT PowERTRAiN.REPAIR

Course Number: All Versions: 55-R-
683.1. Version 1: 602- 68D20. 1/rsion 2:
55-E-52.
. Location: Trans ation School, Ft..
Eustis. VA.

Length: Version 1 7 11. weeks (272-378
hours). Version 6 weeks (525-575
hours).

Exhibit Dates: ersi n 1: 5/63-Present.
Version 2:,7156-4/ 3. li

Objectives: To t in enlisted personnel to
maintain and pair aircraft power trains
and allied egui ent.

Instructing': .practical experience in
power .train systems maintenance. and'
repair.

Credit Recommendation: 'Version I: In
the vocational certificate \category, 6
semester hours in' aviation power train
maintenance and records' (3/74); in the '
lower-division .. baccalaureate/associate
degree category, credit in aviation power
train maintenance and records op the basis
of institutional examinatlonV174). Version
2: In the vocational certifica catego4y, 12
semester hoursin aviation power, train
maintenance, records, and repair (3/74): in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, credit in aviation power
'train maintenance, records,. a'nd repair (3/
74).

Related Occupation Codes: 68,D.

AR-1704-0013 ;.:,

QV, I D ( fvloi I A wic) AIRBORNE SENSOR"
SPECIALIST

Course Number: 221-F4.
Location: Version 1: Intelligence School,-

Ft. Huachuca, AZ. Version 2: Combat Sur- '

veillance and Electronic Warfare School,
Ft. Huachuca, AZ.

Length: Version 1: 4 weeks (132 hours).
Version 2: 9 weeks (3(X) hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 10/74-Present.
Version 6/72-V/74.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in
the operation and maintenance of the sur-
veillance and navigation systems of the
OV- I D aircraft.

Instruction: Ali Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in' the operation and .
trouble diagnosis of OV- I D aireraft
systems. .Version 1: Instruction covers
troubleshooting, and limited use of test
equipment in the maintenance of inertial
navigatiim units. infrared detection units,
and side-looking radar system. Version 2:

Topics include practical experience in AN/
ASM-86 inertial navigation, data annota-
tion systems and electronic countermea-
sures, operating procedure infrared sur-
veillance, electronic warfare, and jamMing:.

Credit ilecoriunendation: ersion. 1: In
the vocational certificate category(' 2
(semester hours itt electronids laboratory (6/
75); in the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
Sociatc degree category, I semester hour in
electronics laboratory ('/75). Version 2: In
the vocational cerljficate category; 6
semester hours in airborne sensor repair
(3/74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 3_semester hours
in airborne sensor repair (3/74)-

Related Occupation Codes: 17L.
-...

A R-1704-0014

AIRCRAFT CARBURETOR REPAIR",

Course Number: 55-12-682.1; 55-E-55.4
Location: Trans-portation School, Ft.

Eustis, VA.
Length: 8-11 weeks (280-380 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/56-12/68.

"Objectlivii: To train aircraft component
repair helpers, in aircraft, carburetion,
repair, maintenance, and oveittaul
techniques.

Instruction: 'Lectures and practical exer-
cises in aircraft carburetion systems repair;
aircraft engine and power train shop main-
terwice; and aircraft fuel systems com-
ponents, theory, operation, maintenance',
installation, and repair procedures.

Credit Recommendation :' In the voca-
tional-certificate category, 2 semester hours
in aircraft applianCe maintenance (3/14);
in the bower- division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, I semester hour in
aircraft appliance maintenance (.3/74). .

AR-1704-0015

AIRCRAFT COMPONENT REPAIR (ENTRY1)
(AIRCRAFT COMPONENT REPAIR ,HELPFR-:

(ENTRY))

Court* NuMber:, 55-R-680.0; 55-E-54.
Location: Transportation School, Ft.

Eustis, VA.
,Length: 8-9 weeks (284-317 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/567'12/68,
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

assist in aircraft components and systems
repair.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in general aircraft maintenance, air -
'craft' structures and rigging, hydraulics,
propeller and rotor, instrument and electri-
cal systems, and engine and power train
maintenance and repair.

Credit Recommendation: In the 'Voca-
tional certificate category, .5 semester hours .

in aircraft maintenance and repair (3/74);
in the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 4 semester hours
in aircraft main tenance and repair (3/74).

Akk-1704-0016

AIRCRAFT HYDRAULIC REPAIR'

Course Number: Version I: 602-68H20.
Version 2: 602-68H20;. 602-687;1 55-R-
687.1. Versidn 3: 55-R-687.1. Version-
55-R-687;1 55LE-53.-

Location: Transportation School;'-'Ft.
Eustis, VA.

8-9 ,weeks ( 257-324-
hours). Version 2: 7 weeks (254-259

1 2

L a
ours). Version 3: 11 -12 weeks (385-420

hours). Version 4: 9 wicks (315 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version I: 6/68-Present.

Version 2: 12/63-5/68. Verskin 3: 9/58-1 I /
63. Version 4: 7/56-8/58. . .

Oiffitcdves: To train enlisted personnel in
support maintenance of aircraft hydraulic
a pneumatic systems and components.

nstructlon: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in general aircraft maintenance, basic
aircraft maintenance, and aircraft hydraulic
system and pneumatic system component
maintenance.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the vocational certificate category, 4.
semester hours in aircraft hydraulics
system and component maintenance and
repair- (3/74); in the lower-division titc-
calaureate/associa degree' category, 3
semester hours in aircraft' hydraulics
systemsand com nent maintenance and
repair (3/74). Verson 2: In the vocational
certificate catego , 3 semester hours' in
aircraft hydraulics systems arid- component

-repair (3/74); in the lower-division bac-
calaureate/associate degree category, 2',
semester hours in aircraft hydraulics
systems and component repair (774), Ver-
sion 3: In the vocational certificate catego-
ry.; 4 semester hours in aircraft hydraulics
systems and component maintenance and
repair (3/74); in the lower-division bac-
calaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours in aircraft hydraulics
systems and component maintenance and
repair (3/74). Version. 4: In the vocational'
certificate category, 4 semester hours in
aircraft hydraulics systems and component

,, maintenance and repair (3/74); in the
lower - division '. baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in air-
craft hydritplics systems and Component
maintenance and repair (3/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 68H.

'AR,1:704-0017

RECONNAISSANCE' HELIcOVYER
MAINTENANCE

Course Number: 1-R-672.1.,
Location: Aviation School, Rucker,

Length: 6 weeks (234 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/57-2/59.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in

the' organizational maintenance of recon-
naissance helicopters.

Instruction: Lectures and practical ex-
perience in aerodynamics, line and engine
assembly maintenance, fuel and' oil systerns..
lubrication, transmission, helicopter flight
theory, rotor system rigging, vibration,
weight and balance', troubleshooting, cool-
ing, and inspection.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
'ional certificate category, 4 semester hours
in reconnaissance helicopter maintenance
(3/74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 2 semester hours
in reconnaissance helicopter maintenance
(3/74).

AR-1704.0018
AIRPLANE MAINTENANCE

Course Number: 1-R-671.1
Location: Aviatidn School. Ft Rucker,

AL.
Length: 6 weeks (230.hoUrs)
Exhibit Dates: 2/57-5/60.



Objectiv,es:Tii train enlisted,personnel in
the organizational maintenance of single
and multiengine fixed-wing aircraft,

Instruction.: Practical " training in the
operatic.fn; inspection, maintenance,
troubleshooting, and repair of aircraft
struqtures, systems, and power plants, in-'
eluding ,landing, gear, electrical fuel
systems, instruments, flight controls, and
power plant installation). s

Credit Recommendation?' in the voca
tional certificate eategory.'4'Xemester hOurS
in aircraft maintenance (3/74); in the -"

lower-division baccalaureate /associate
degree category, .2 semester hours in air
craft maintenance (-3/74 ).

at

AR-004-0019
Uram AND CARGO,

HELICOPTER MAINTENANCE:

Course Number: 1-12:673.1..
Location: \Aviation School, Ft. Rucker,

Lenfliki.6 weeks (223 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/57-11/59.
pbjeet,es: To train enlisted Personnel to

maintain and repair sinkle:rots,a- helicop-
ters.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in fuel and oil systenis, power trans-
mission systems, electrical systems, flight
controls, landing gear, engine and controls.
hydraulic sySteMs, preventive maintenance.
and postflight inspection.

Credit Recommendation: In
bona) certificate category. 4 semester hours
in heliCopter organizational,- maintenance
(3/74); in the lower=division baccalaureate/
associate degree eittegiwy, 3,semester hours
in -helicopter organizational :Maintenance
(3/74).

AR-1704-0020
. ,

AIRCRAFT POWERTICAIN REPAIR Sig:L:141ST
CANDIDATE

(AIRCRAFT POWERTRAIN REPAIR SKILL.
Th

Di?_vF,),,optviENT BASF.)

Course Number:. 602-68D20-1:r LOc-ation:' Tr,:ansix)rtation School; Ft.
Fusiis VA.

Length: 12 weeks (475-495 hours). -,
Exhibit Dates: I 0/68-Present .
Objectives: To train aircraft power train

repairmen( as mechanic team leaders and
repair specialists.

Instruction: Lectures and practical 'exer-
cises in leadership. maintenancemanage-
.ment, quality control, helicoptdr ,poWer
train systems. ground supply records, and
nondestructive inSpections.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional eM-tificatc, category, 6 semester hours
in aircraft power train repair"(3/74): in the
lower-division h61:cajaureate/-associate
degree category. 2 semester hours in air-
craft power train repair (3/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 68D.

.AR-1704-0021
AIRCRAFT HYDRAULIC'S REPAIR SPECIALIST

.CANDIDATF.

Course Number: W2,681120-1.
Location: Transportation School, Ft.

Fastis, VA.
`Length: 12-13 weeks;(478-520 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/68-Present.

4

Objectives: To train aircraft hydraulics
repairmen to . perform hydraulic madi-
tenanee and repair at- the management
level,

Instruktion: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in maintenance management, person-
Bel), management, aircraft hydraulic corn-
pokents and test equipment mllmenanee,
and aircraft hydraulic systems inspection
and troubleshooting'

Credit 'Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category,. I semester hour
in aircraft hydraulics 'repair (3/74):. in the

lower-division baccalaureate /associate
degree category. 2 semester, hours in air:
craft tdraulics repair (3/74); in the upper-
divisio baccalaureate category. 2 semester
hours in aircraft hydr:rulicsttepair (3/74).

Related Occupation Oedes: 68H.

AR-4704-0022

U-)( /U-21 AIRPLANE. RE:PAIR SKILL
DEVF)LOPMENT BASF.

Course NRmher: 600-67G20-1.
Location: Transportation School. Ft.

,Euis,etinsg. tVhA:

.14.weeks (554 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/68-Present.
Objectives: To train aircraft repairmen to.

perform as technrciani 'and supervisors.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in personnel ,manageMent, unit ad-

ministration. 'communication procedures
and equipment, maintenance management,
quality control, aircraft inspection arid'
troubleShooting procedures, weight and

halanee,juels and lubrication, propeller
and electrical system maintenance, and air-
craft engine - run -up, taxi procedures. and

damage evaluation.
Credit Recommendation° In. the voca-

tional certificate category, 7 semester hours
in aircraft repair. (3/7.4); in the lower-divi-

lbsion baccalaureate/associate degree catego-
. ry. 3 semester hours in aircraft repair (3/
74). , . ,

Related Occupation Codes: 67G.

AR-170410021

AIRCRAFT ROTOR AND PROPELLER
SKILL DEVELOPMENT BASE.

COU,ke Number: 602-68E20-I..
Location: Transportation School.

'Eustis. VA.
Length: 12 weeks (494 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/68-Present.
Objectives: To train aircraft rotor

propeller repairmen to be supervisors
-technicians.

Instruction: Lectures and pra&ical exer-
cises; in maintenance management. mclud-:.
ing quality control. publicatiqns and

records. supply procedures, damage evalua-

tion, and aircraft rotor blade and propeller
inspection and repair procedureS'.

Credit Recomijiendatlon: In the vocaL

tional certificate category. 2 semester hours

in aircraft rotor and propeller repair. and

credit in maintenance management on the

basis of institutional examination (3/74): in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate

rY. 2 semester hours in. main-.
tenance management, I in aircraft rotor
degree eatego

and propeller repair (3/74).
Related Occupation Codes: 68E.

REPA/R

Ft.

and
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Army

AR:1704-00'24

1-99

MODULAR ENGINE. TEST STAND (METS)
OPERATOR ...-

( AIRCRAFT TURBINE. ENGINE. TEST CELL

O
'Course Number: i,01-F2; 601-68132T.

Location: 'Transportation School, Ft.

Eu stis,
weepsls(2r4e147-26t.5 houN.

ELe"shibitilt:D7a-t8 wes:

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to.
test gas turbine engines and to repair test
equIPment. .1,

Instruction: Lectures and practical 'exer-
cises in test equipment operation and

. including fuel systeMs, performance

c. atiOn; and engire testing and .

shooting' procepres.

semester

tio l'al certificate category, 4 semester-hours'
Recommendation: In the voca_

nnaCifrtidctcutaerisbaitiutnere engine testing and test equip-
ment repair (6/75: in the lowtr-division

n turbine engine testing
and test equipment repair (6/75).

Related Occupy Codes: 68B.

iAtuterbdineeg

AR-1704-0025

SINGLE-ENGINE. AIRPLANE. REPAIR

Course Nurriber: 55-12671.4.
) Location: Transportation School, Ft.

Eustis, VA.
Lenlith: 13 weeks (452:466 hours).
tqfhibit Mites: 5/150-12/68.

-

Yttiectives: To train enlisted personnel to.
repair single-ei gine. fixed-wing aircraft.

litruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in single-engine, fixed-wing aircraft
field maintenance procedures. including
safety procedures; technical data in-
terpretation: electrical. hydraulic, and fUel
systems inspection; and:engine and landing
ge-6r inspeCtion.' maintenance. and
troubleshooting procedures..

Credit Recommendation: the voca-
tional certificate categor 3 emester hours
in single-engine aircraft repair (3/74); in
the lower-division tiaccalaureate/associ'ate
degree category. 2 semester hours in single_
engine aircraft repair (3/74).

AR-1704-0026
'AIRCRAFT RECIPROCATING ENGINE REPAIR

Course Number: 601-68C20.
Location: Transportation School,

Eustis, VA, ,

Length: 8 weeks (269-281 hours).

Exhibit Dates: 4/68- Present.
Oblectives: To train' enhsted personnel in

direct and general support maintenance of
aircraft reciprocating -engines and allied
equipment used on Army aircraft.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises ,iii general aircraft maintenance in.
eluding. maintenance management. preci-
s.ibn tools. safety devices, oil analysis, and
nondestructive testing: fundamentals of
reciprocating-engines: and troubleshooting.

Credit R mmendation: In the voca-
tional certific Ite category. 5 semester hours.
in itircraft reciprocating- engine repair (3/
74): in the lOwer-division baccalaureatehs_.:
sociate degree category, 2 semester hours'
in aircraft reciprocating- engine repair (3/
74). ,5 , r 1.,,

Related Occupation Codes: 68C; 68B,

Ft.



1 -100 COURSE EXHIBITS
ThtR-1704-0p27

.

MULTI-ENGINE UTILITY AIRPLANE. RErmFe
---:/..!(0,:c9Ur4e Number: 600-67G2T:- 600-67K2T.

.Location :. Transportation ScliO01; Ft.-:
Eustis, VA..

Length: 5 weeks (162 hours).
Eirhibit Dutes:'7/67-12/68.
Objectives: To train airplane mechanics
tsuppoit maintenance of multiengineA

utility aircraft, with .emphasis U-21A. aircraft.
.,.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in ground, handling, ground' opera
tional checks, utility systems, landing gear,
fuel systems, inspections,. flight' con cols,
engine and propeller, and electrical syAkinsof the U-21s4 aircraft.

Credit Recommendation: In the Vi3,c1-:.
tional certificate category, 3 semester hours
in aircraft field maintenance (3/74); in the
lower-division .baccalaureate/associate
degree category, I semester hour in aircraft
field maintenance (3/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 67G; 671-1;671; 67K; 6.7F. -

AR-1704-0028

C11-47 Fita_icomti REPAIR SPECIALIST
CANDIDATE

(CH-47 HELICV RE:PAIR SKILL.
DEvEEoPMENT ASE)

Course Number: 6(8)-671.120- I.
Location:. Transportation School, Ft.Eustis, VA.
Length: 12-13 weeks (465-507 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/68-Present.
Objectives: To train helicopter repairmen

to maintain and repair CH-47 helicopters.
Insyuction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in military leadership, maintenance
management, technical subjects, CH,47
systems, and life suppoet eqUipment.

Credit RecOmmendation: In the voca-
tional' certificate category; 1 set-nester hour
in helicopter, maintenance (3/74); in the

-ea lower - divisions baccalaureate/associate-
degree category. 2.. semester hours in
helicopter. - 'maintenance- -- (3/74); in the
.upper-diVision. baccalaureate category. '2
semester hours in helicopter maintenance
(11/.74)., "

Related Occupation Codes: 67U.

AR -1704 -0029

I. 0- I /U-6 AiRPLAN'IZ REPAIR
' 2. 0-1/U-6.AIRPLANE REPAIR

3. SINGLE-ENGINE 013.5F.RVArioN AND
G-ru.rtvAiart.:NE MAINTENANCE

Course ).- Number: Versions: 600-
67/320. Version 3: I -R-67 I I . .

Location: Aviation School, Ft. Rucker,
.

Length: Version:1r 9 weeks (290 hours).
Version 2: 8 weeks (267 hours). Version 3:
5 weeks ( I 73-182 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 10/72-Present.
Version 2: 71614-9172. Version 3: 6/60 -6/68.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
perform organiatiOnal, direct, and general
support maintenance On.' Single-tngiae,
fixed-wing aircraft-

Instruction: -Lectures 'and practical exce-
ciscs in Single7engine, fixed -wing aircraft
maintenance, including inspection. servic-
ing, repairing, and diagnosing operational
defects.

1

1Y.
if Recommendation: Visision In .:.AR -1704 -0032the J vocational eertilleate 'category. :" 5

semester' hours in aireraft maiuteriance
laboratory (3/74); °in the lower-division'

OH-6A'HELICOPTER REPAIR-

. Course Nunther: 600-67N2T.baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
Legation: Transportation School. Ft.°semester hours in aircraft maintenance ,

laboratory L3/74). Version 2:t e voca- Eustis; VA.
'Length: 3 weeks (113 hours).
exhibit Dates: 7/66-12/68,
Objectives: To train utiiity-kel'copter

repairmen to perform support mains nance
on OH -6A helicopters.

'instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in OH-6A helicopter systems.,
ing airframe: _fuel and lubrication, hydrau-

. . -he. rotor. and electrical, systems main-
,. tenance and repair; inspection and

troubleshooting; flight control; and ground
handling equipment maintenance.

Credit Recommendation: -In the voca-
tional certificate category, 2 semester hours
in helicopter repair (2/74); in the lower=
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 1 semester hour in helicopter"
repair (2/74 ).

Related-Occupation Codes: 67N; 67W.

tional certificate category, 5 sem
in aircraft maintenance laboratory (3/74);
in the I ei-divisiOn baccalaureate/as-
sociate e

,.....tro4"
gree category, 2 semester hour's

in aircraft maintenance laboratory (3/74).
Version' 3: In the vocational certificate

'category. 3 semester hours in aircraft main-
tenance laboratory (3/74); in the loWer-
division baCcalaureate/associate , degree
category, 1 semester hour in aircrafbmain-,,
tenance laboratory (3/74).

RelatgetOccupation Codes: 67E1.:.',,'

'AR-1704-0030
.1: UrIA AIRPLANE REPAIR
.2. SINGLE-ENGINE LIGHT TRANSPORT

AIRPLANE MAINTENANCE

Course Number: Version .1: 600-67C20.
Version 2: 1-R-67 I .2:

Location: Version 1: Transportation
School, Ft.?Fetis, VA: Version 2: Aviation
School, Ft. Rucker, AL.

Length: Version 1: 9-12 weeks (325 -442
hours). Version -2: 3 Weeks (105 -108
hour4).

Exhibit Dates:' Version 1. 7 /68- Present.
Version 2: 6/60-,6/68.

Objectives! TOrain aircraft mechanics to
repair 1.1-1A aircraft:

Instruction: Lectures.:and praCtical exer.
cises in U,I A maintenance, including
ground handling and .servicing; aircraft
technical publications, form's, and records
familiarization; engine inspection; and
propeller. fuel, electrical, ignition, landing
gear and brake, utility, instrument, and
power plant systems maintenance and
repair. -

Credit Recommendation: In' the yoca-
..tiorial certificate category, 4 semester hours
in aircraft repair (3/74); in the iower-divi-.
slop' baccalaureate/associate degree catego-
ry. 3 semester hours in .aircraft" repair (3/
74).

Related Occupation codes: 67C.

AR-1704-0031

UTILITY AND CARGO, TANDEM-ROTOR
HELICOPTER MAINTENANCE.

Course Number: 1-R-674.,I.
Location: Aviation School, Ft.

AL.
Length: 6 weeks (210 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/57-9/58.
Objectives: To train enllited,Personnel to

maintain utility, and 'cargo 't..ricie"m-rotor
helicopters.. ,

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in poWer plant. transmission.
cal. hoist and boost, and rotor groan
systems maintenance; helicopter inspection
and troubleshooting; and tracking and
vibrations, loads. rigging, and alighting=gear
ruselage systems maintenance.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca'-
tional certificate category, 4 semester hours
in helicopter maintenance (2/74); in the
lower- division baccalaureate /associate

. degree category, I ,sfInFster hours in
helicopter rrtainteniiiisKj;474).

Rucker,

AR-1794-0033

I. UH-1 HELICOPTER REPAIR
2. UH-1 HELICOPTER REPAIR
3. SINGLE-ROTOR TURBINE UTILITY

HELICOPTER REPAIR

Course Number: 600-67N20.

1:tool. Ft. Rucker,
Location: Transportation School, Ft. ,,

Eustis, VA; Aviation
c AL.

Length: Vet:lion 1: Self-paced cou
average length 1.1 weeks (341-361'hours
Version 2; 8 .weeks:( 271 hours). Version 3.
11 weeks',(3137;392 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 10/72- Present.
Versipn 2: 7/68-9/72. Version 3: 9/65-6/68.

Objectives: To qualify aircraft main-
tenance apprentices as UH-1 helicopter or-
ganizational and support maintenance per-
sonnel.-

. .Instruction: Lectures'Und practical exer-.:
cises in helicopter systems fundamentals,"
including airframe, fuel and lubrication,
hydraulic. rotor, and electrical systems

rr
maintenance 'and repair procedures; inspec-
tion and trOubleshooting of helicopter
systems; flight control; arrl ground-handling
equipment maintenance.

- Credit Recommendation: Version....1: In
the vocational certificate 'category, .7

semester hours in helicopter maintenance
(2/74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 3. semester hours
in helicopter maintenanCe''(2/74). Version
2: In the'yocational certifiCate category;/5
semester hours in helicopter maintenance
(2/74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category.. 2. senieriter hours
in helicopter maintenance 2/74); Version
3: In the vocational. certificate category. 7
semester hours in helicopter maintenance
(.2/74); in the loWer-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 3 semester hOttrs

. in helionPter maintenance (2/74)1
.

Related Occupation Codes: 67N; 67W.;.
67Z.



AR-(704-0034
4. CH-47 HELICOPTER REPAIR
2. CH-47 HELICOPTER REPAIR
3. MULTI-ENGINE, TANDEM-ROTOR

HELICOPTER REPAIR
4. MULTI-ENGINE, TANDEM-ROTOR

HELICOPTER REPAIR
(CH-47 AIRCRAFT REPAIR TRANSITION)

Course. Number: Version I: 600-671120.
Version 2: 600-671120. Version 3: 600-
671320; 600-671130. VerSion 4: 413-Fl; 600-
678;,1. 600-678;4, 55-R-678;1 55-R-678;4
55-L-F21.

Location: Transportation School, Ft.
Eustis, VA.

Length: Version I: 13 weeks (434-435
hours). Version .11 weeks (414 hours).
Version, 3: 13 (472 hours). Version
4: 6-7 weeks (2 -261 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version I: 5/72-Present.
Version 2: 5/68-4/72. Version 3: 10/6 --4/
68. Version 4: 1/63-9/66.

Objectives: To train officer, enlisted, and
civilian personnel in multiengine, tandem-
rotor helicopter maintenance procedures:

Instructism: 'Lectures and practical ex-
pesience in multiengine, tandem rotor
helicopter maintenance proCedures, includ-
ing hydraulic, electrical, instrument, flight
control, stabilization, fuel, and auxiliary
pbwer systems; and helicopter structure
and airframe, propulsion, rotor drive, and
powerplant -systems maintenance and
repair.

Credit Recommendation: Version I: In
the vocational certificate category, 7
semester hours in multiengine helicopter
maintenance (2/74); in the lower-diviiion
baccalaureate/associate 'degree category, 3
semester hours in multiengine helicopter
maintenance, (2/74). Versiorr,2: 1p the vo-
cational certificate category, 8 semester
hours in multiengine helicopter main-
tenance (2/74); in the lower-division bac-
calaureate/associate degree category, 4
semester hours in multiengine helicopter
maintenance (2/74). Version 3: In the vcs2
cational certificate category, 9 semester
hours in multiengine helicopter main-
tenance (2/74); in the lower-divisicin bac-
calaureate/associate degree category, 5
semester hours in multiengine helicopter
maintenance (2174). Version d : In the vo,
cational certificate category, 4 semester
hours in multiengine helicdpter main-
tenanee (2/74); in the lower-division bac-
calaureate/as.sociate. degree category, 2
semester hours in multiengine helicopter
maintenance (2/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 67U; 100B;
160A.

AR-1704-0035
I. MULTI- ENGINE, SINGLE-ROTOR

HELICOPTER REPAIR
2. MEDIUM TRANSPORT HELICOPTER

REPAIR
3. MEDIUM TRANSPORT HELICOPTER

REPAIR

Course Number: Version I: 600-67T30;
600-677.4. All Versions: 55-R-677.4.

Location: Transportation School, Ft.
Eustis, VA.

Length: Version I: 13- I 5 weeks
(469-544 hours). Version 2: 17 weeks (626
hours). Version 3: 10 weeks (353 hours).

Exhibit Dates: ,Version I: 12/63-12/68.
Version 2: 6/63-11/63. Version 3: 10/62-5/

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
repair multiengine, single-rotor helicopters.

Instruction:,:!Lectures_ and practical ex-
periende in multiengine, single-rotor
helicopter maintenance and repair, includ-
ing engine structure fundamentals; opera-
tion, maintenance, and repair of hydraulic,
electrical, instrument:fuel, oil, carburetion
ignition, and engine cooling systems; and
operation . of engine propulsion, power
plant, and drive systems.

Credit Recommendation: Version I: In
the vocational certificate category, 10
semester hours in multiengine, single-rotor
helicopter maintenance (2/74); in the
lower-division baccalaureate /associate
degree category, 5 semester hours, in mul-
tiengine, single-rotor helicopter main-
tenance (2/74): Version 2: In .the voca-
tional certificate category, "" I I semester
houri in . multiengine, single-rotor
helicopter maintenance (2/74); in the
lower-division baccalau reate/associate
degree category, 5 semester hours in mut-

, tiengirit,- Single-rotor helicopter, main-
tenance (2/74). Version 3: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 6 semester hours
in multiengine, "single -rotor helicopter
maintenance (2/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree. category, 3
semester hours in multiengine, single-rotor
helicopter maintenance (2/74).

AR-1704-0036
,FLIGHT SIMULATOR OPERATIONS AND

MAINTENANCE

Course Number: I-R-902.1 I.
Location: Aviation School, Ft. Rucker,

AL.
Length: 8 weeks (300 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/57-3/61.
Objectives: Tcrqrain enlisted personnel to

operate and maintain instrument flight
simulators for instruction of Army aviators.

Instruction: Lettures and practical exer-
cises in basic trainer operations, including
cockpit familiarization and instrument
operation, synthetic flight maneuvers, in-

.1trument flying, applied aerodynamics, ad-
vanced radio navigation, radio range
systems and procedures, instrument ap-
proaches, flight service, navigational aids,
and air traffic5=control; and trainer main-
tenance.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 6 semester hours
in flight simulator operation /maintenance
(2/74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 3 semester hours
in flight simulator operation/maintenance
(2/74).

AR-1704-0037
AIRFRAME WELDING

Course Number: 603-68G30.
Location:, Transportation School, Ft.

Eustis, VA.
Length: 6 weeks (231-232 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/67-Present.'
Objectives: To train airframe repairmen

to fuse ferrous and nonferrous metals using
oxyacetylene welding, arc welding, or inert-
gas welding equipment.

Instruction: Practical exercises in ox-
yacetylene welding, electric arc welding,
inert-gas welding, and equipment main-
tenance.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional-certificate category, S semester hours
in airframe welding (2/74); in the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree

Army 1-101

category; 2 ; semester hours in airframe
welding (2/741.

Related Occupation Codes: 68G.

AIR-1704-0038
I. QV -I AIRPLANE REPAIR
2. OV-I AIRPLANE REPAIR
3. MULTI-ENGINE OBSERVATION AIRPLANE

MAINTENANCE
4. MULTI-ENGINE OBSERVATION AIttPLANE

MAINTENANCE '

Course Number: Version I: 600-67H20.
Version 2: 600-67H20. Version 3: '600-
67H20. Version 4: 600-672;2 1-R-672.2.

Location: Version 1: Transportation
School, Ft. Eustis, VA. Version 2: Trans-
portation School, Ft. Eustis, VA. Version 3:
Aviation School, Ft. Rucker, AL. Version
4: Aviation. School, Ft. Rucker, AL.

Length: Version I: 10 weeks (325-327
hours). Version 2: 9-10 weeks (330-343
hours). Version 3: 6 weeks (221 hours).
Version 4: 4 weeks (141-144 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version I: 8/74-Present.
Version 2: 7/68 -7/74. Version 3: 1/67-6/68.
Version 4: 4161-12/66.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in
the maintenance of multiengine, turbine-
powered aircraft.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the. fundamentals of multiengine,
turbine-powered aircraft, including opera-
tion, maintenance, troubleshooting and
repair of hydraulic, electrical, instrument,
fuel, power plant, pnveller, landing gear,
and flight control sy*ms.

Credit Recommendition: 'Version I: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/assbociate
degree category, 4 semester hours in avia-
tion maintenance (6/75). Version 2: In the
vocational certificate category, semester
hours in multiengine, turbine-powered air-

' craft maintenance (2/74); in the lower-divi-
sion baccalaureate/associate degree catego-
ry, 3 semester hours in multiengine, tur-
bine-powered aircraft maintenance (2/74).
Version 3: In the vocational certificate
category, .4 semester hours in multiengine,
turbine-powered aircraft maintenance (2/
74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/as-

. sociate degree category, 2 semester hours
in multiengine, turbine-powered aircraft
maintenancc (2/74). Version 4: In the vo-
cational certificate category, 3 semester
hours in multiengine, turbine-powered air-
craft 'maintenance (2/74); in the lower-divi-
sion baccalaureate/associate degree catego-
ry, I semester hour in multiengine, turbine-
powered aircraft maintenance (2/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 67F; 67H;
67Z.

AR-1704-0039
H-37 HELICOPTER MECHANIC TRAINING

Course Number: None. ,

Location: Aviation School, Ft. Rucker,
AL.

Length: 8 weeks (280 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/57-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

maintain and repair H-37 helicopters.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in H -.37 helicopter maintenance, in-
cluding preflight and postflight inspection
and troubleshooting; starting procedures,
tracking and vibrations, and weight and
balance techniques; hydraulic, utility, elec-
trical, transmission, and power plant
systems; and rotor-actuating mechanism
maintenance.



COURSE EXHIBITS
'Credit Recommendation: In the voca-

tional certificate category, 6 semester hours
in helicopter maintenance (2/74); in the

baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in
helicopter maintenance (2/74).

AR-1704-0040
1. Vi-34 HELICOPTER REPAIR
2. INGLE-ENGINE, SINGLE-ROTOR

HELICOPTER REPAIR
3. SINGLE-ENGINE, SINGLE-ROTOR

HELICOPTER REPAIR
4. OBSERVATION; UTILITY AND TRANSPORT

HELICOPTER REPAIR

Course Number: Version 1: 600-67P20.
Version 2: 600-67020; 600-675.4. Version
3: 55-R-675.4. Version 4: 55-R-675.4.

Location: Transportation School 0 Ft.
Eustis, VA, Army I CH-.

Length: Version I: 8 weeks (272 hours).
Version 2: 14-16 weeks (478-544 hours).
Version 3: 19 weeks (673 hours). Versibn
4: 22 weeks (774-803 hours).

Exhibit Datei: Version 1: 1/69-Present.
Version 2: 1 1 /65-12/68. Version ,3:, I /
64-10/65. Version 4: 9/60-12/63.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in
single-engine, single-rotor helicopter sup-
port maintenance.

Instruction; Lectures and practical exer
cises in single-engine, single-rotor
helicopter support maintenance, including
inspection and troubleshooting helicopter
systems; ground handling equipment opera-
tion; ancr power train, airframe, fuel and
lubrication, hydraulic, electrical, rotor,' and
instrument systems operation and main-
tenance.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the vocational certificate category, 5
semester hours in helicopter maintenance
(2/74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 3 semester hours
in helicopter maintenance (2/74). Version
2: In the vocational certificate category, 12
semester hours in helicopter maintenance
(2/74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 6 semester hours
in heliCopter maintenance (2/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category,
credit in helicopter repair shop on the basis
of institutional examination (12/68). Ver-
sion 3: In the vocational certificate catego-
ry, 10 semester hours in helicopter main-,
tenance (2/74); in the lower-division bac-
calaureate/associate degree category, 5
semester hours in-helicopter maintenance
(2/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, credit in helicopter repair shop
on the basis of institutional examination
(12/68). Version 4: In the vocational cer-
tificate category, 16 semester hours in
helicopter maintenance' (204): in the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 8 semester hours in
helicopter maintenance (2/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 670; 67W.

AR-1704-0041
U- I A AIRPLANE REPAIR SKILL

DEVELOPMENT BASF.

Course Number: 600-67C20-1.
Location: Transportation School, Ft.

Eustis, VA.
Length: 13 weeks (505 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/69-Present.
Objectives: To train aircraft repairmen in

\ the aviation maintenance management
procedures applicable to the U- IA aircraft.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in leadership, maintenance manage-
ment, technical maintenance subjects, 'and
troubleshooting procedures.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 2 semester hours
in aircraft repair (3/74); in the lower-divi-
sion baccalaureate/associate degree catego-
ry, 3 semester hours in aircraft repair (3/
74).

Related Occupation Codes: 67C; 67U.

AR-1704-0043
MULTI-ENGINE AIRPLANE REPAIR

Course Number: Version 1: 600-671(20.
Version 2: 600-672;4 55-R-672.4.

Location: Transportation School, Ft.
Eustis, VA.

Length: Version 1: 16 weeks (561
hours). Version 2: 19 weeks (669-680
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version i: 9/66-12/68.
Version 2: 8/63-8/66.

Objectives: To traiSenlisted personnel in
field maintenance of multiengine, fixed-
wing aircraft.

Instruction: Lectures and practical ex-
perience in basic aircraft structures,
systems, and power plants; operation, in-
spection, maintenance, and troubleshooting
of propellers; power plants, and power
plant systems; instrument, electrical, and
hydraulic systems repair; and engine struc-
tural repair.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the vocational certificate category, 5
semester . hours in multiengine , aircraft
repair (2/74); in the lower-division bac-
calaureate/associate degree category, 2
semester hours in multiengine aircraft
repair (2/74). Version 2: In the vocational
certificate category, 6 semester hours in
multiengine aircraft repair (2/74); in the

,lower-divisioga baccalaureate/associate
redege cate , 3,semester hours in mul-

ttengine aircraft repair (2/74).
Related Occupation Codes: 67K; 67F.

AR-1704-0045

AIRCRAFT ENGINE REPAIR

Course Number: All Versions: 55-R-
681.1. Version 4: 55-E-49.

ISTics1, 1t.
n: Transportation School, Ft.

Eustis,
Length: Version 1 :'8 -9 weeks (305-317

hours). Version 2: 13 weeks (459 hours).
Version 3: I I weeks' (385 hours). Version
4: 8 weeks (280 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 5/63-12/68.
Version 2: 1/60-4/63. Version 3: 6/58-12/
59. Version 4: 7/56-5/58.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
repair aircraft engines and allied equip-
ment. -

Instriction: Practical experience in main-
tenance procedures for aircraft power
plants, hydraulic systems, instruments, and
propellers.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the vocational certificate category, 6
semester hours in aircraft power plant
repair (2/74); in the lower-division bac-
calaureate/associate degree category, 2
semester hours in aircraft power plant
repair (2/74). Version 2: In the vocational
certificate category, 8 semester hours in
aircraft power ,giant repair (2/74); in the
lower-division' baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in air-

craft power plant repair (2/74). Version 3:
In the vocational certificate category, 7
semester hours in aircraft power plant
repair (2/74); in the lower-division bac-
calaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours in aircraft power plant
repair (2/74). Version 4: in the vocational
certificate, category, 6 semester hours in
aircraft power plant repair (2/74); in the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree 'category, 2 semester hours in air-
craft power plant repair (2/74).

AR-1704-0047
AIRFRAME REPAIR

Course Number: Version 1: 603-68020;
603-686.1. Version 2: 55-R-686.I. Version
3: 55-R-686.I. Version 4: 55-R-686;1 55-E-
42.

Location: Transport,tion School, Ft.
Eustii, VA.

Length: Version 1: II weeks (381-405
hours). Version. 2: 8-9 weeks (309-315
hours). Version 3: 13 weeks (455-465
hours). Version 4: 10 weeks '(350-356
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 3/66-Present.
Verlion 2: 8/63-2/66. Version 3: 5/59-7/63.
Version 4: 7/56-4/59.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
inspect and repair aircraft structural mem-
bpelasrst,icssbeet metal surfaces, fiberglass, and

Instruttion: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in general aircraft maintenance; struc-
tural repair, including metals, plastics, and

'fiberglass; sheet metal shop tools and
procedures; forming processes; fasteners;
and painting.

Credit Recommendation: Verlion 1: In
the vocational certificate category, 7
semester hours in airframe repair shop (2/
74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 2 semester hours
in airfradie repair shop (2/74). Version 2:
In the vocational certificate category, .5
semester hours in airframe repair shop (2/
74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 2 semester hours
in airframe repair shop (2/74). Version 3:
In the vocational certificate category, 8.
semester hours in airframe repair shop (2/
74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 3 semester hours
in airframe repair shop (2/74). Version 4:
In the vocational certificate category, 7
Semester hours in airframe repair shop (2/
74); in, the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 2 semester hours
in airframe repair shop (2/74).

Related Occupation odes: 68G.

AR-1704-0048
SINGLE-ROTOR TURBINE UTILITY

HELICOPTER MAINTENANCE

Course. Number; 1-R-675.2.
Location: Aviation School, Ft, Rucker,

AL.
Length: 3 weeks (101 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/63-12/68.
objectives: To train enlisted personnel in

the organizational maintenance of single-
engine turbine helicopters.

Instructiont Lectures and technical ex-
perience in airframe, power plant, weight
and balance, instruments, electrical, trans-
mission flight control, inspection,
troubleshooting, adverse weather opera-
tions,and armament.



Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category. 2 semester hours
in helicopter maintenance (2/74); in the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, I semester hour in
helicopter maintenance (2/74).

AR-1704-0049

I. CH-37 HELICOPTER REPAlli,
2. MULTI-ENGINE MEDIUM TRANSPORT

HELICOPTER MAINTENANCE

Course Number: All Versions: 600-
67120. Version 2: 1-R-677.1.

Loco : Version I: Transportation
School, t. Eustis, VA. Version 2: Aviation
Schoo Ft. Rucker, AL.

Le h: Version 1: I2 weeks (4 I 2
hours) Version 2: 5-6 weeks (175-193
hou

Exhibit Dates: Version I: I /67-Present.
Version 2: 6/60-12/66.

Objectives: To provide enlisted personnel
with training in organizational, direct, and
general support maintenance of CH-37 or
multiengine, medium transport helicopteri.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in multiengine transport helicopter
repair procedures; weight and balance; and
airframe, -reciprocating-engine, and rotor-
blade maintenance and repair.

Credit Recommendation: Version I: In
the vocational certificate category. 9
semester hours in multiengine helicopter
repair (2/74); in the lower-division bac-
calaureate/associate degree category, credit
in multiengine helicopter repair on the
basis of institutional examination (2/74).
Vertion 2: In the vocational certificate
category, 4 -semester hours in multiengine
helicopter maintenance (2/74); in the
lower-division baccalaureate/assotiate
degree category; credit in multiengine
helicopter maintenance on the basis of in-
stitutional examination (2/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 67 A; 67T.

AR- I 704-0050

SINGLE-ROTOR LIGHT TRANSPORT
HPLICOPTER MAINTENANCE

(SINGLE-ROTOR UTILITY AND LIGHT
TRANSPORT HF.L1COPTER MAIN-
TENANCE)

Course Number: 600-67P20; 1-R-675.3.
Location: Aviation School, Ft. Rucker,

AL.
length: 4-5 weeks (140-184 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/60-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

repair single-rotor, single-engine helicop-
ters.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in servicing, inspecting, and maintain-
ing single-rotor, single-engine helicopters;
fuel, lubrication, electrical, and ignition
systems operation and maintenance; and
power plant, transmission and drive
systems, rotor and hydraulic systems, and
automatic stabilization equipment main-
tenance procedures.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 2 semester hours
in single-rotor, single-engine helicopter
maintenance (2/74); 'in the lower-division
baccalaureate /associate degree category, I

semester hour in single-rotor, single-engine
helicopter maintenance (2/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 67A; 67P;
67W,,

AR-.1 7 51

AH ELICOPTER REPAIR

COurse Number: 600-67Y20.
Location: 'Transportation School, Ft.

Eustis, VA.. ,

Length: Version I: 11 weeks (390
hours). Version 2: 11 weeds (375 hours).
Version 3: 8 weeks (299 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 1/74-Present.
Version 2: 11/72-12/73. Version 3: 71i
68-10/72.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
repair AH-IG helicopters.

Instruction: AU Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in general aircraft main-
tenance procedures and, helicopter equip-
ment, auxiliary equipment, and power plant
Maintenance 'and inspections. Version 1., In-
struction is self-paced, with increased
emphasis on'practical training.

.Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the vocational certificate category, 6
semester hdurs in helicopter maintenance
(6/75), Version 2: In the vocational cer-
tificate category, 6 semester hours in
helicopter maintenance (2/74); in the
lower-division ',baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in
helicopter maintenance (2/74). Version 3:
In the vocational certificate category,' 5
semester hours in helicopter maintenance
(2/7,4); jn the lower - division' baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 3 semester hours
in helicopter maintenance (2/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 67Y.

AR-1704-0052
TANDEM-ROTOR HELICOPTER MAINTENANCE

Cootie Number: I-R-674.1.
Location: Aviation School, Ft. Rucker,

AL.
Length: 4 weeks (140 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/58- 12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

repair tandem-rotor helicopters.
Instruction: Practical experience in main-

tenance systems, electronics, flight control,
loading gear and brakes, rigging, and forms
and records.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 2 semester hours
in helicopter maintenance (2/74); in the,
lower-division baccalauteate/asArtriate
degree category, I semester hour in
helicopter. maintenance (2/74).

AR-1704-0053
UTILITY AND CARGO SINGLE - ROTOR

HELICOPTER REPAIR

Course Number: Ail Versions: 55-R-
673.2. Version 2: 55-E-58. --

Location: Transportation School, Ft.
Eustis, VA.

Length: Version I : 17r-18 weeks
(600-647 hours). Version 2: 14 weeks

(5.06-508 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version I: 7/58-12/68.

Version 2: 7/56-6/58.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

repair Single-rotor helicopters.
Instruction: Practical experience in in-

spection, adjustment, removal, repair, and
replacement of power trains, hydraulic and
electrical systems, and rotor blade assem-
blies and components of single-rotor utility
cargo helicopters.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the vocational certificate category, 6

Army 1-103
semester hours in Single-rotor helicopter
repair (2/74); in' the lower-division bac-
calaureate/associate degree category, 3

semester hours in single-rotor helicopter
repair (2/74). Version 2: In the vocational
certificate category, 5 semester hours in
single-rotor helicopter repair (2/74); in the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 2 semester hours in single-
rotor helicopter repair (2/74).

AR-17,-04-0054
AIRCRAFT ROTOR AND PROPELLER REPAIR

Course Number: Version /: 602-68E20;
.602-684;1 55-R:684,1 . Version 2: .55-E-50.

Location: Transportation School, Ft.
Eustis, VA.

Length: Version 14-15 week's
(509-544 hours). Version 2. 12 weeks (421
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version /: 6/58-Present.
Version 2: 7/56-5/58. ,

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
repair Aircraft propellers, rotor biadts, and '
allied equipment.

Instruction: AU 'Versions: Lectures and
practical experience in shop procedures,
repair, blueprint reading, wood and, metal
rotor and propeller repair. Version I: Flight
theory.

Credit Recommendation: Version I: In
the 'vocational certificate category, 11

semester hours in rotor'. and propeller
repair (2/74); in the lower -division, bac-
calaureate/associate ,degree category, 1

Semester hour in rotor and propeller repair
(2/74). Version 2: In the vocational eel--
tificate category: 9 semester hours in rotor
and propeller repair (2/74); in the lower-
division baccalaureate /associate, degree
category, credit in rotor and propeller
repair on the basis of institutional examina-
tion (2/74).

AR-1704-0055
I. OH- 13/OH -23 HELICOPTER REPAIR
2. SINGLE -ROTOR OBSERVATION

HELICOPTER MAINTENANCE

Course Number: AU Versions: 600 -
67M20. Version 2: 1-R-675.1.

Location: Aviation School, Ft. Rucker,
AL.

Length: Version 1: 9-11 weeks (301-338
hours). _Version 2: 5 weeks ( 175- I 78
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 7/68-Present.
Version 2: 6/60-6/68.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
repair single.-engine, single-rotor helicop-
ters.

Instruction: Practical experience in air-
frame and systems maintenance, and in-
spection 'of, single-engine, single-rotor
helicopters.

Credlt/RisLommendation: Version I: In
the vocational certificate category, 2
semester hours in light-helicopter main-
tenance (2/74); in the lower-division bac-
calaureate/associate degree category, I

semester hour in light-helidopter main-
tenance (2/74). Version 2: In the voca-
tional certificate category, I semester hour
in light-helicopter maintenance (2/74); in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate

, degree category,, I semester hour in light-
` . helicopter maintenance (2/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 67M.



1-104 COURSE EXHIBITS
AR-1704-0056
HU-1A HELICOPTER. REPAIR

Course Number: 55-R-F14.
Location: Transportation' School, Ft.

Eustis, VA.
Length: 3 weeks (105-109 hours)._
Exhibit Dates: 9/59-12468.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

repair, helicopters.
Instruction: Lectures and practical ex-

perience in inspection, adjustment,
removal, and replacement of assemblies
and subassemblies of HU-IA helicopters.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 2 semester-hours
in helicopter repair (2/74).

AR-1704-0057

TWIN - ENGINE. HELICOPTER REPAIR

Course Number: 55-R-F12.
Location: Transportation Schbol, Ft.

Eustis, VA. _

,.Length: 12 weeks (430 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2159-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in

helicopter inspection techniques, and the
adjustment, removal, and replacement of
assemblies.

Instruction: Lectures and practical ex-
perience in engines, power trains, struc-
tures; rigging, electronics, rotor,, blades,
hytiraulics, and reciprocator servicing.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 1 semester hour
in helicopter repair (2/74); in the lower-
division bacfalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in helicopter
repair (2/74).

AR-1704-0058

I. SINGLE - ENGINE. TANDEM-ROTOR
HELIC01qER REPAIR

2. TANDEM - ROTOR HELICOPTER REPAIR
OMIT(' AND CARGO TANDEM ROTOR

HELICOPTER REPAIR)

Course Number: Version 1: 600-676.4.
All Versions.- 55-R-676.4. Version 2: 55-R-
674,2 55-E-59.

Location: Transportation School, Ft.
EUstis, VA.

Length: Version 1: 13 weeks (465-466
hours). Version -2: 13-15 weeks (470-564
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 12/63- I2/68.
Version 2: 7/56-11/63.*

Objectives: To train personnel in field
maintenancela single-engine, tandem- rotor.
helicopters.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in fuel systems, structures; power
plant ;theory and operation, lubrication,
fuel carburetion hydraulics and plumbing,
flight theOry, records and publications,
ground handling, weight and balance, in-
struments, and troubleshooting.

Credit Recommendation:, Version ,1: In
the vocational certificate category, 9
semester hours in helicopter repair (2/74);
in the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 4 semester hours
in hellicopter repair (2/74). Version 2: In

e vocational certificate category, 10
ester hours in helicopter repair (2/74);

in the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 5 semester hours
in helicopter repair (2/74).

r

AR-1704-0059
.RECONNAISSANCE HELICOPTER REPAIR

Course Number: All VerslOns: 55-R-
672.2.' Version 3: 55-E-57.

Location: Transportation School, Ft.
Eustis, VA.

Length: Version 1: 15 weeks (533
hours), Version 2: 17 weeks (595 hours).
Version 3: 13 weeks (455-466 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 5/59-12/68.
Version 2: 7/58-4/59. Version 3: 7/56-6/58.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in
the repair of reconnaissance helicopters.

Instruction: Practical experience in in-
spection, adjustment, removal, repair, and
replacement of reconnaissance helicopter
engines, power trains, structure, hydraulic
and electrical systems, and rotor blade as-
semblies; subassemblies, and components.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the vocational. certificate category, 5
semester hours in reconnaissance
helicopter repair (2/74); in the lower-divi-
sion baccalaureate/associate degree catego-
ry. 2 semester hours in reconnaissance
helicopter repair (2f74).. Version 2: In the
vocational certificate category, 6, semester
hours in reconnaissance helicopter repair
(2/74); in baccalaureate/
associate degr e category, 3 semester hours
in reconnaissance helicopter repair (2/74).
Version 3: In the vocational Certificate
category, 4 semester hours in reconnais-
sance heliCopter repair (2/74); in the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 2 semester hours in recon-
naissance helicopter repair.(2/74).

AR-1704-0060

AH-IG (HUENTOBRA) HELICOPTER REPAIR.
TRANSITION'

Course Number: 600-67N30.
Location: Transportation SchoOl, Ft.

Eustis, VA.
Length: 3 weeks (102 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/67-12/68.
Objectives: To train helicopter repairmen

to repair AH-IG high-performance helicop-
ters.

Instruction: Lecturls and practical exer-
cises' in AH-10 high-performance
helicopter support and organizational main-
tenance, including weight and balance prin-
ciples; tools and equipment operation; and
,rotor, electrical, 'and flight control systems
operation and repair.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 3 semester hours
in helicopter repair (2/74); in the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in helicopter
repair.(2/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 67N; 67W.

AR-1704-0061
CH-54 HELICOPTER REPAIR SPECIALIST

CANDIDATE
(CH-54 HELICOPTER REPAIR SKILL

DEVELOPMENT BASE)

Course Number: 600-67X20-1
Locition: Transportation School; Ft.

Eustis. VA.
Length: 12 weeks (484-500 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7 /69- Present.'
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

repair multiengine; single-rotor helicopters.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer -

cises. in Army maintenance management,

1 .1"1 '14u

including quality control, .maintenance
planning and control, publications, and
supply procedures; operation, maintenance,
troubleshooting, and repair of multiengine,
single-rotor helicopters.

Credit Recominendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 2 semester hours
in helicopter maintenance, credit in main-
tenance management on the basis of in-
stitutional examination (2/74); in the
lower:division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 2 semester hours in main-
tenance management, I in helicopter Main-
tenance (2/74); in the upper-division bac-
calaureate category, I semester hour in
maintenance management (2/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 67X.

r

AR-1704-0062
AIRCRAFT ARMAMENT MAINTENANCE

SUPERVISOR

Course Number: 4D-F3.
Location: Ordnance School, Aberdeen

Proving Ground, MD.
Length: 5 weeks (156-169 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4 /72- Present.'
Objectives: To train commissioned and

warrant officers to supervise aircraft arma-
ment maintenance personnel.

Instruction: Conferences and practical
exercises in utility and observation
helicopter armament subsystems, 'hutacki
helicopter armament subsystems, publica-
tidns, maintenance, ammunition, and safety
procedures.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(2/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 10013; 100E.

AR-1704-0063
OH-6 HELICOPTER REPAIR

Course Number: 600-67V20.
Location: Transportation School, Ft.

Eustis, VA.
Length: Version 1: 7 weeks (220 hours).

Version 2: 7-8 weeks (246-262 hours).
Version 3:.4 weeks (133 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 9/74-Present.
Version 2: 11/72-8/74. Versimt 3: 12/
68-10/72.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in
the maintenance and repair of single-rotor,
turbine-powered helicopters.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in Army aircraft maintenance, includ-
ing hydraulics, feel and lubrication systems,
flight controls, instruments, and- electrical
and rotary-v.141g systems.

Credit Recommendation: Version l: In
the vocational certificate category, 4
semester hours in helicopter maintenance
(6/75); in the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 2 semester hours-
in helicopter maintenance (6/75). Version
2: In the vocational certificate category, 5
semester hours in single-rotor; turbine-
powered helicopter maintenance (2/74); in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 2 semester.hours in single -

tor, turbine- powered helicopter main-
te ante (2/74). Version 3: In the voca-
ti al certificate category, 2 semester hoiirs
i single-rotor, turbine - powered helicopter
Maintenance (2/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, I
semester hour in single-rotor, turbine-
powered helicopter maintenance (2/74),

Related Occupation Codes: 67V; 67W;
67Z. ,

4



AR-1704-0064
I. UH-1 HELICOPTER. REPAIR SPECIALIST

CANDIDATE
2. UH -I HELICOPTER REPAIR SKILL

DEVELOPMENT BASE

`Course Number: 600-67N20-1.
Location: All Versions: Transportation

Schobl, Ft. Eustis, VA. Version 2: Aviation
School, Ft. Rucker, AL.

Length: Version I: 12 weeks (467
hours). Version 2: 13 weeks (526 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version I: 11/70-Present.
Version 2: 10/68-10/70.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in
the maintenance and repair of UH-I
helicopters.

Itistruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in leadership, maintenance manage-
ment, maintenance and repair of UH-1
helicopter systems and components, and
life support equipment.

Credit Recommeniration: Version I: In
the vocational certificate category, 5
semester hours in UH-1 helicopter repair
(2/74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 6 semester hours
in UH-I helicopter repair (2/74). Version
2: In the vocational certificate category, 2
semester hours in UH-1 helicopter repair
(2/74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 3 semester hours
in UH-1 helicopter repair (2/74).,

Related OCcupation Codes: 67N.

AR-1704-0065

14-37 HELICOPTER CREW TRAINING

Course Number: I -I-I -F 17.
Location: Aviation _School, Ft. -Rucker,

AL.
Length: 6 weeks (215 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/58-12/68.
Objectives: To train officer aviators, and

enlisted personnel and mechanics who have
completed the transport helicopter
mechanics course, in transition flight train-
ing and maintenance of H-37 helicopters.

instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in helicopter flight training and main-
tenance, including general information and
description; preflight inspection; airframe
group; power plants and accessories; rotor
head actuating mechanisms; hydraulic
systems; utility and electrical systems;
transition flight training; and practical line
maintenance.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 1, semester hour
(for aviators) or 3 semester hours (for en-
listed men) in multiengine, single-rotor
helicopter maintenance (5/74); in the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, I semester hour (for avia-
tors) or 2 semester hours (for enlisted

-men) in multiengiP single-rotor helicopter
maintenance ( 5/74 ).

Related Occupation Codes: 100C,

AR-1704-0066

011-58 HELICOPTER REPAIR

Coug Number: 600-67V2T.
Location: Aviation Schodl, Ft. Rucker,

AL.
Length: Version I: 8 (self-paced) weeks

(255-275 hours). Veilsion 2: 5 weeks (181
hours).

4

Exhibit Dates: Version I: 10/72- Present.
Version 2: 7/69-9/72.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in
org izational, direct, and general support
ma tenance of the OH-58 helicopter.

I ruction: Lectures and practical 'exer-
cises n the maintenance of OH-58 helicop-
ters, including power plants, plumbing and
hydraulics, instruments,luel and lubricants,
rotor systems, and inspection and
troubleshooting fundamentals.

Credit Recommendation: Version I: In
the vocational certificate category, 5'

semester hours in helicopter repair (2/74);
in the lower -di Iv baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree categOry, 2 semester hours
in helicopter repair (2/74). Version 2: Id
the vocational certificate category, 4
semester hours in helicopter repair (2/74);
in the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 2 semester hours
in helicopter 'repair (2/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 67V.

AR-1704-0067

I. U:8/U-21 AIRPLANE REPAIR
2. U-8/U-21 AIRPLANE REPAIR
3. MULTI-ENGINE COMMAND AIRPLANE

MAINTENANCE ,

4. MULTI-ENGINE COMMAND AIRPLANE
7 MAINTENANCE

Course Number: Version I : 600-67020.
Veision 2: 600-67020. Version 3: 600-
67020. Version 4 1-R-672.1.

Location: Version 1 :I Transportation
School, FL Eustis, VA. Version 2: Trans-
portation School, Ft. Eustis, VA. Version 3:
Aviation Schobl, Ft. Rucker, AL. Version
4: Aviation School, Ft. Rucker, AL.
s Length: Version I: 13 weeks (436-445
(tours). Version 2: 14-15 weeks (480-525
ours). Version 3: 5 weeks (175 hours):

Version 4: 3 weeks (108,-110 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version I: 8/74- Present.

Version 2: 8/68=7/74. Version 3: 1/67-7/68.
Version 4: 6/60-12/66.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in
organizational maintenance of multi-engine,
fixed-wing aircraft.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exec-
cises in organizational maintenance func-
tions, including inspection, service and
repair, alignment, replacement, and main-
tenance operational checks on all systerps
and components of multi-engine light air-
craft.

Credit Recommendation:- Version In
the lower- division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, .4 semester hours in avia-
tion maintenance management (6/75). Ver-
sion 2: In the vocational certificate catego-
ry, 12 semester hours in aircraft and engine
repair (2/74); in the lower-division bac-
calaureate/associate degree category, 2

semester hours in aircraft add engine repair
(2/74). Version 3: In the vocational cer-
tificate category, 4 semester hours in air-
craft maintenance (2/74); in the lower-divi-
sion baccalaureate/associate degree catego-
ry, credit in aircraft maintenance on the
hasis of institutional examination (2/74).
Version 4: In the vocational certificate
category, 2 semester hours in aircraft main-
tenance (2/74); in the lower-division bac-
calaureate/associate degree category. credit
in aircraft maintenance on the hails of in-
stitutional examination (2/74 ).

Related Occupation Codes: 67A; 67F;
670; 67Z.

Army 1-105

AR-1704-0068
AIRCRAFT TURBINE ENGINE REPAIR

Course Number: 601-68B20.
Location: Transportation School. Ft.

Eustis, VA.
Length: 8-12 (self-paced)

( 292-406. hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/68-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in

direct and general support maintenance of
aircraft turbine engines and allied equip-
ment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical ex-
perience in theory, operation, maintenance,
troubleshooting, and repair of various tur-
bine engines, including assemblies, subas-
semblies and component parts, test stand
operations, and performance analysis.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 3 semester hours
in aircraft turbine engine repair (3/74); in
the lower-diyision baccalaureate/associate
degree -category, 1 semester hour in aircraft
turbine engine repair (3/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 68B; 67Z.

".

week's

AR-1704-0069

,TANDEM-ROTOR LIGHTuTRANSPORT
HELICOPTER MXTINTENANCE

Course Number: 600-67S20; I-R-676:1.
Location: Aviation School, Ft. Rucker,

AL.
Length: 4-5 weeks (140-182 hours).
Exhibit Datese 6/60-12/66.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in

organizational maintenance of tingle-en-
gine, tandem-rotor, light transport helicop-
ters.

Instruction: Practical experience in
ground handling and maintenance of en-
gine run-in; landing gear; brake, flight con-
trol, ignition, fuel, oil, hydraulics and air-
frame systems; and ,aerodynamics and
avionics.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate.categoey, 2 semester hours
in helicopter maintenance (2/74); in. the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate,
degree category, 1 semester hour in
heliclopter maintenance (2/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 67A; 67S;
67W.

AR-1704-0070

I. AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE APPRENTICE
(AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE (ENTRY))

V. AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE (ENTRY).

Course' Number: Version ,I : 600-67 A10 ;
600-670;0 I -ft-670.0. Version 2: 1-R-670;0
1-E-18.

Location: Version I: Transportation
School, Ft. Eustis, VA. All Versions: Avia-
tion School, Ft. Rucker, AL.

Length: Version I: 5-6 weeks (178-272
hours). Version 2: 8 weeks (288-308
hours).

Exhibit 'Dates: Version I 6/60-Present.
Version 2: 8/56 -5/60.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in
airfield servicing and maintenance of fixed-
and rotary-wing aircraft.

Instruction: Lectures and, practical ex-
perience in- basic aircraft maintenance,
systems maintenance, fundamentals of in-
temal defense and development, safetying
procedures, theory of flight, basic hydrau-
lics, and airfield operations.



45_ 1-106 COURSE EXHIBITS
Credit Recommendation: Version /: In

_the vocational certificate category, 2
semester hours in basic aircraft main-

..:tenance (2/74); in the lower-division bac-
calaureate/associate degree category. I
semester hour in basic aircraft maintenance
(2/74). Version 2: In the vocational cer-
tificate category: semester hours 'in basic
aircraft maintenance (3/74); in the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degre.e.
category, 3 semester hours in basic aircraft
maintenance (3/74).

Relatk1 Occupation Codes: 67A; 67B;
67C; 67G; 67H; 67U; 67V; 67W; 67X;
67Y:

AR-1704-0071
CH-54 HELICOPTER REPAIR

Course Number: 600-67X20
Location: Transportation School, Ft.,

Eustis, VA.
Length: Version /: 14 weeks (485

hours). Version 2: 14 weeks (501 hours).
Ve;sion 3: 1 I weeks -(395 hours).

Exhibit Dal Version I t0/74-Present.
Version 2: 5/7 74. Version 3: 7/68 -4/72.

Objectives: o train enlisted personnel in
organizational, direct, and general support
maintenance of multiengine, single-rotor
helicopters.

Instruction: LeCtures and practical ex-
perience', in aviation maintenance, basic
aerodynamics,, hydraulics, safetying
techniques, publications, aircraft inspec-
tions, and in-flight maintenance duties.

Credit Recommendation: Version I: In
the lower-division baccalaureate /associate
.degree category, 4 semester hours in air-
craft maintenance (6175).4.Version 2: In the
vocational certificate category. 11 semester
hours in multiengineThelico r repair (2/
74); in the lower-division tiacca ureate/as-
sociate degree category, 2 semen hours
in multiengine helicopter repair'( 74).
Version 3: Irv. the vocational certifi ate'
category, 6. semester hours in multieng e
helicbpter repair,12/74); in the lower-divi-
sion baccalaureate/associate degree catego-
ry, credit in multiengine helicopter repair
on the basis of institutional examination (2/
74).

Related Occupation Codes: 67X..

AR-1704-0072
AIRCRAFT TU.KBINE ENGINE REPAIR

SPECIALIST CANDIDATE
(AIRCRAFT TURBINE ENGINE REPAIR,

DEVELOPMENT BASE)

Course Number: 603 -681320-1.
Location: Transportation School, Ft.

Eustis, VA.
Length: 12-13 weeks (477-537 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/68-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

function as senior technicians in aircraft
turbine engine repair.

In.struction: Lectures and 'practical exer-
cises in leadership, maintenance manage-,
ment, and gas turbine engine inspection,
testing, and removal,

Credit Recommendation: In thp voca-
tional certificate category. 5 semester hours
in turbine maintenance management T2/
74); in the, lower- division baccalaureate/as -
sociate degree category, 2 semester hours
in turbine maintenance management (2/
74).

Related Occupation Codes :`1.6 B.

AR-1704-0074
MULTI-ENGINE MEDIUM TRANSPORT

AIRPLANE MAINTENANCE

Course Number: 600-672.3; ,I-R-672.3:
Ideation: Aldation School, Ft. Rucker,

AL.
Length: "4 weeks (140-144 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/62-12/68.
Objectives: To provide mechanics of sin-

gle-engirrie 'aircraft with training in rnultien-
gine, fixed - wing, medium transport aircraft
organizational maintenance.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises invmultiengine, fixed:wing, medium
transport aircraft organizational main-
tenance, including fuel, induction, ignition,
oil, electrical, and hydraulic systems main-
tenance; instiument system, flight controls,
and ground handling operations; and in-
spections,_ management procedures, and
record keeping methods.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 3 semester hours
in aircraft maintenance and repair (3/74);
in the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 2 semester hours
in aircraft maintenance and repair (3/74).

AR-1704-0075

I. AIRCRAFT ELECTRICIAN REPAIR
(AIRCRAFT ELECTRICIAN_)'

2. AIRCRAFT ELECTRICIAN
3. AIRCRAFT ELECTRICIAN

Course Number: 14rsion I: 602- 68F20.
All Versions: 55-1$-685.1.
655;1 55-E-48.

Location: Transportati
Eustis, VA.
' Length: Version I
(505-648 hotirs). Versio
(560-748 hours). Versio
( 704-836 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 4. 11/64-Present.
Version 2: 2/60-10/64, Version 3: 7/56-1/
60.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
perform direct and general support main-
tenance of aircraft electrical systems and
components.

Instruction: Lectures and laboratories in
aircraft electrical systems, including DC
and AC electrical fundamentals, batteries,
DC and AC generation systems, power dis-
tribution, ignition systems, AC and DC mo-
tors, and general ifiIrcraft maintenance.

Credit Recommendation: Version I: In
the ,vocational certificate category, 16
semester hours in electricity, 8,..4 electrical
laboratory (3/74); in the lower-divisiOn
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 8
semester hours in electricity, 4 in electrical
laboratory (3/74). Version 2: In the voca
tional certificate category, 12 semester
hours in electricity, 4 in electrical laborato-
ry (4/74); in the lowerLdivisidn baccalau.:
reateiassociate degree category, 6 semester
hours in electricity, 4 in electrical laborato-
ry (3/74). Version 3; In the vocational cer-
tificate category, 6 semester hours in elec-
tricity, 2 in electrical laboratory (3/74); in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in elec-
tricity, 1 in electrical laboratory (3/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 68F.

Version 3: 55-R-,

n School, Ft.

13-15 weeks
2: 13-16 weeks
3: 16-19 weeks

AR-1764-0076
FLIGHT OPERATIONS COORDINATOR, SKILL

DEVELOPMENT BASF.

Course Number: 517-7 P20-I.

I
"4

Location: Aviation, School, Ft. -Rucker,
AL:

Length: 13 weeks (496 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/69-Present.
Objectives: To train flight operations

coordinators to perform as supervisors and
technicians.

Instruction: Lectures and piactical exer-
cises Jn the coordination of. flight' opera-
tions, including leadership; administration;
Army functional files; individual flight
record file; navigation and weather review;
air traffic control: criteria fort site selection;
maintenance management; life support
equipment; fire fighting and crash rescue
subjects; and airmobile operations:

Credit Recommendation; No credit
. because of the military nature of the course

(6/74),
Related Occtipation Codes: 7IP.

AR-1704-0077

LIGHT TARGET MISSILE LAUNCHER
OPERATION AND AIRFRAME AND
ENGINE MAINTENANCE

(RCAT AIRFRAME AND ENGINE MAIN-
TENANCE) ,

Course Number: 600-17120; 44-R-I05.1;
44-R-209.1; 44-E-24.

-Location: Version I: Combat Surveillance
School, Ft. Huachuca,- AZ; Air Defense
School, Ft. Huachuca, AZ. Version 2: Air
Defense School. Ft. Bliss, TX.

Length: 7-9 weeks (180-320 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/57-12/68. C.--

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel as
Irone and target aircraft crewmen.

instruction: Version I: Lectures and , ,

pracf cal exercisek.in launch and recovery
of , Imanned aircraft; organizational main-
, 1:ance of launchers and associated ground
support equipment; and orgnizational and
direct support maintenance of aircraft air-
frames and engines.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 3 semester hours
in airframe and engine maintenance (6/74);
in t e lower-division baccalaureate/as-
smi to degree category, 2 semester hours
in ai rame and engine maintenance (6/74).

1
AR-1704078 ,

HELICOPTER ARMAMENT SUBSYSTEM M22
AND SIMULATOR' DX4 3 REPAIR

Course Number: 646-F2.
Location: Ordnance School, Aberdeen

Proving Ground, MD,
Length: 6 weeks (197 hours).
Exhibit Dates:' 12/69- Present
Objectives: To train qualified aircraft ar-

mament repairmen in the repair of the
helicopter armament subsystem M22 and
simulator .DX43.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in direct and general support main-
tenance of helicopter anti =tank guided mis-
sile systems and simulator DX43.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(6/74),

Related Occupation Codes: 451.

AR-1704-007?

SINGLE-ROTOR HELICOPTER MAINTENANCE

Course Number: 1-R-673.1.
. Location: Aviation School, Ft. Rucker,
AL.

Length: 5 weeks (184 hours).



Exhibit Dates: 12/59-12/68.
Objectives: T9 train qualified aircraft

maintenance crewmen to perform as single-
rotor helicopter mechanics.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in organizational maintenance of sin-
.gle-rotor -utakty and transport helicopters,
including .44-34 introduction, airframe,.
weight and balance, power transmission,'
landing gear and brakes, fuel and oil
systems, electrical system: hydraulic
systems, main- and tail-rotor systems,
tacking and vibrations, external loads, in-
ternal loads, engine run -up and organiza-
tional maintenance, inspections; and engine
installation and controls. .

Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 6 semester hours
in aircraft mechanics (6/74); in the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree

114,r tegory, 3 seinviter hours in aircraft
chanics (6/74).

AR-1704- 0080

H-37 HELICOPTER ORGANIZATIONAL
MAINTENANCE::

Course Number: 1-R-F25. °
Location: Aviation School, Ft. Rucker,

AL.
. Length: 5 weeks (175 hours).

Exhibit Dates: 2/59-12/68.
Objectives: To train experienced tandem-

or single-rotor helicopter maintenance per-
sonnel in the organizational maintenance of
H-37 helicopters.

Instruotion: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in organizational maintenance of H-37
helicoptem including general description,
airframe group, power plants and accesso-
ries, transmission system, rotor head ac-
tuating, system, instruments, electrical
systems, inspections, winterization, ventilat-
ing and heating systems, 1h-flight
familiarization, landing gear servicing,
wheels and brake system, and gear boxes.

Credit tnendition: In the voca-
tional certific category, 4 semester hours
in rotary-win aircraft maintenance (6/74);
in the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 2 semester hOurs
in rotary-wing aircraft maintenance (6/74).

AR -1704 -0081

HELICOPTER ARMAMENT SUBSYSTEM M22
AND DX43 MECHANIC

Course Number: 646-Fl.
Location: Ordnance School, Aberdeen

Proving Ground, MD.
Length: 2 weeks (70 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/70-Present.
Objectives: To train qualified aircraft ar-

mament subsystem mechanics as helicopter
armament subsystem M22 and DX43 simu-
lator mechanics.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in organizational maintenence of the
M22 subsystem and DX43 flight control
simulator, including supply procedures, test
equipment, internal defense and develop-
ment, M22 antitank guided missile
subsystem introduction, launcher and sup-
porting equipment, guidance control unit,
system functioning DX43 simulator in-
troduction, operational check-out and
repair, handling procedures, and review
and maintenance.

Credit Reconimendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 1 semester hour
in systems organizational maintenance (6/
74).

1Related-"cupation Codes: 45 M.

AR-1704-0082
ROTARY-WING TECHNICAL INSPECTOR.

Course Number: 55-R-679.5.
<Location: Transportation School, Ft.

Eustis, VA.
Length: 5 weeks (185 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/63-5/65.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel

who have previous technical experience to
peIform as aircraft repair supervisors and
inspectors.

instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in technical inspection of rotary-wing
aircraft, including inspection of reciprocat-
ing engines; controls; power trains, air-
frame structures; rotors and blades; instru-
ment, electrical, and hydraulic systems;
nondestructive inspections; gas turbine en-
gine familiarization; aircraft publications;
supply responsibilities; and maintenance
concepts and quality control.

Credit Recommendation: In' the voca-
tional certificate category, 6 semester hours
in aviation maintenance mahagement (6/
74); in the lower-diyision baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 3 semester hours
in aviation maintenance management (6/
74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 2 semester hours in aviation
maintenance management (6/74l.

AR-1704-0083

AIRCRAFT ARMAMENT SUBSYSTEM
MECHANIC

Course Number: 646-45M20.
- Location: Ordnance School, Aberdeen
Proving Ground, MD.

Length: 9-13 weeks (261-468 hours).
- Exhibit Dates: 1/70-Present.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in
aircraft armament subsystems organiza-
tional maintenance.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in aircraft armament maintenance
fundamentals, including diYassembly, as-
sembly, installation, troubleshooting, and
repair of M5 machine gun, rocket, and
AH-IG armament subsystems.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certifitate category, 4 semester hours
in basic mechanics and mechanical labora-
tory (6/75): in the lower-division baccalau-
reate/associate degree category, 2 semester
hours in basic mechanics and mechanical
laboratory (6/75).

Related Occupation Codes: 45M; 45Z.

AR-1704-0084 "--

RECONNAISSANCE HELICOPTER °
MAINTENANCE

Course Number: 1-R-672.1. I
Location: Aviation School, R. Rucker,

AL.
Length: 5-6 weeks (177-214 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/59-5/60.
Objet: To train enlisted personnel as

reconnaissance helicopte mechanics.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in organizational maintenance of
reconnaissance helicopters, including in-
troduction to reconnaissance helicopters,
helicopter aerodynamics, engine installation
and controls, fuel and oil systems, power
transmission system, mai rotor head and
blades, anti-torque syste , vibrations and

,
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control forces, stakilizer bar and damper,
electrical systems, tad troublesh9oting.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 4 semester hours
in helicopter maintenance ( /74); in the
lower-division baCcalaureate/associate
degree categqry, 3 semester hours in
helicopter maintenance (6/74).

AR-1704-0085
4*

NIKE HERCULES MISSILE MECHANICAL
MATERIEL' MAINTENANCE TRANSITION

Course Number: .tigi-R-F8.
Location:' Air Defense School, Ft. Bliss,.

TX.
Length: 3-5 weeki,(99-140 hours).
Exhibit Dates: I I/57-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted Nike Ajax

personnel to' assemble, adjust, and maintain
hydraulic missile control systems and re-
lated test equipment on, the Nike Hercules
missile.

Instruction: Lectures, and practical exer-
ci in Nike Hercules missile system it

c

s-as-
ly, adjustment, and maintenance, in'-

uding missile mechanics, launcher area
equipment operation, missile preparation
and depreparation, propulsion system.
familiarization, and hydraulic power unit
and control system operation and main-
tenance.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 2 semester houis
in hydraulic laboratory (3/74); in the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 1 semester hour in' missile
mechanics (3/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, credit in hydraulic
laboratory on the basis of institutional ex-
amination (3/74). a ...._.e',

AR-1704-0086
1. NIKE MECHANICAL REPAIR

(NIKE MECHANICAL SYSTEMS REPAIR
(NIAX/HBRCULES)) -

2. Sip MECHANICAL SYSTEMS REPAIR

Course Numbei: Version 1: 9-S-433.1.
Version 2. 9-E-67.

Location: Ordnance Guided Missile
School, Redstone Arsenal, AL.

Length: Version 1: 8-9 weeks (280-334
hours). Version 2: 6 weeks (190-210
hours). -

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 5/57-12/68.
Version 2: 12/55-4/57.

Objectives: To train enlisted and civilian
personnel as mechanical repairmen (Nike).

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in inspection, testing, field main-,
tenance, and repair of Nike 'Hercules /Ajax
missile mechanical systems, airframes,
ground-handling equipment and associated
test equipment.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the vocational certificate category, 3

semester hours in missile systems main-
tenance shop (6/74); in the lower-divisicrn
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2
semester hours in missile systems mail,-
tenance shop (6/74). Version 2: In the vo-
cational certificate category, 2 semester
hours in missile systems maintenance shop
(6/74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, I semester hour
in missile systems, maintenance shop (6/
74). 4
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AR-1704-0087
MARTIN-BitikEit -5 EJECTION SXAT c

SPECIALIST

LNumber: 600-F6.
ion: Transportation School, Ft.

Eustis, VA.
Length: 4 weeks (128 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/67-Present.
Objectives: To train personnel with previ-

ous tecIfnicaLexperience to perform as J-5
ejection seat specialists.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises on the inspection, repair, and or-
ganizational and support maintena?ce of
Martin-Baker J-5 ejection seats, itircraft
survival seat kits, and 9E2A election seat
simulator, including introdtiction- to Mar-
tin-Baker ejection seats; election seat
removal, disassembly, inspection, main-
tenance, and reassembly; personnel
parachutes; OV-I aircraft survival seat kits;
SEEK-2 life vest, physiological effects;
fitting and adjusting personal equipment;
introduction to the 9E2A ejection seat
simulators; and function'of related syiterrls.

Credit RecommendatiOn: No cre&t
because of the technical nature of the
course ( I 2/68).

Related Occupation Codes: 67K

AR-1704-0088
HAWK MECHANICAL. REPAIR

Course Number: 632-435.1; 9-S-435.I.
Location: Ordnance Guided Missile

School, Redstone Arsenal, AL. .

Length: 8 weeks (281-298 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/59-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted and civilian

personnel to operate, repair, and
troubleshoot Hawk missile systems.

InStruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in repair and maintenance of Hawk
Missile systems. Course, includes, blueprint
interpretation, hydraulic and pneumatic
principles, an4 troubleshooting of Hawk
hydraulic and pneumatic systems.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, esemester hours
in mechanical engineering laboratory (6/
74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 2 semester hours
in mechanical engineering laboratory. (6/
74).

AR-1704-0089

BALLISTIC MISSILES PROPULSION AND
STRUCTURES REPAIR .

Course Number: 9.S-372.1; 9-R-372.I; 9-
R- 372.10.

Location: Ordnance Guided Missile
School, Redstone Arsenal, AL.

Length: 10-15 weeks 345-561 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/58-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

operate, inspect, test, maintain, and repair
ballistic missile propulsion and structure
systems and associated test equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the operation, repair, and main-
tenance of ballistic missile propulsion and
structure systems. Coufse includes propul-
sion systems, ardnance inspection
procedures, missile handling and fuel
equipment, electrical fundamentals, and
mechanical fundamentals. -

Credit Recommendat : In the voca-
tional certificate category, 3 semester hours
as a technical elective (7/74); in the lower-

A
division bacceituteate/associate degree
category, 3 sethester:tours as a technical
elective (7/74).

AR-1704-0090 '*\

AIRCRAFT TURBINE:MULTI-ENGINE REPAIR

CourseNtunber: "601-68830"
4-ocation: Transportation School, "Ft.

Eustis, VA.
. Length: 5 weeks (161 hours).

Exhibit Dates: 6/74-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in

support maintenance of turbine engines in-
- stalled on multi-engine aircraft.

Instruction: Lecutres and practical exer-
cises in inspection techniques, limited al-

, lowable repairs, 'recognition of malfunc-
tions, and diagnosis of remedial action.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 2 semester hours
in turbide engine repair.(6/75).

AR-1704-0091
ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCE OFFICER

Course Number: 1-A-F13.
Location: 'Aviation School, ,Ft. Rucker,

AL.
Length: 10 weeks (367 hot:us).
Exhibit Dates: 11/56-12/68.
Objectives: To train officers to supervise

all phases of aircraft maintenance.
Instruction: Conferences and practical

exercises in aircraft forms and reports,
technical orders, supply, fixed-wing and ro-
tary-wing aerodynamics, instruments, spe-
tial tools, ground handling, aircraft en-
gines, propellOrs, organizational main-
tenance and repair, inspection, and aircraft
accidents.

Credit Recommendattom In the voca-
tional certificate category, 7 semester hours
in organizational maintenance, (2/74); in
the lower-division baccalaureate /associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in or-
ganizational maintenance (2/74).

AR-1704-0092

ADVANCED AIR DROP EQUIPMENT
MAINTENANCE

Course Number: 10-R-F16.
Location: Quartermaster School, Ft. Lee,

VA.
Length: 6 weeks (210 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/62-12/68.
Objectives: To provide enlisted personnel

with a working knowledge of the main-
tenance of air drop equipment at the or-
ganizational, field, and depot levels.

Instruction: Lectures .and practical exer-
cises in pattern making and blueprint read-
ing; maintenance of sewing machines;
canopy darning, patching, and section
replacement; suspension line replacement
and repair; air, drop equipment repair
techniques; hardware, slide fasteners, and
platform repair.
(Credit Recommendation: In the voca-

tional certificate category, 5 semester hours
in air drop equipment repair (5/74).

AR-1706-0001

RFPRODUCTIbN EQUIPMENT REPAIR

Course Number: 690-41 K20.
Location: Engineer School, Ft. Belvoir,

VA. ..

Length: 14 weeks (514 hours).

1 :3

Exhibit Dates: 4/66-5/72.
Objectives: -To train enlisted personnel to

repair major reproduction equipment, in-
eluding copy camera, specific offset presses
and bindery equipment.
'Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the repair of reproduction equip-
ment.,Course includes parts orientation; in-
troduction to electricity; introduction to
copy camera (24 X 30); introduction to
plate-making equipment; and introduction
to offset press (ATF Chief29 DP).

Ciedit Recommendation: Ih the voca-
tional certificate category, 3 semester hours
in graphic arts (7/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours in graphic arts (7/74); in
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
3 semester hourein graphic arts (7/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 41 K.

AR-1706-0002 t.

MECHANICAL MAINTENANCE (MM -CMF)
NCO BASIC,

Course Number, 6-MM-C40B.
Location: Quartermaster School, Ft. Lee,

VA.
Length: 10 weeks (335 hours).
Exhibia Dates: 3/72-Present.
Objectives:. To qualify enlisted personnel

as noncommissioned officers, supervising
the repair of office machines.

'Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cis in ,the repair of office machinery. Sub-
ject matter includes techniques of leader-
ship, supply and maintenance procedures,
and business machine repair techniques.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate Category, 3 semester hours
in business machine repair technology (5/
7

ted Occupation Codes: 41J.

AR- 106-0003
OFFICE. MACHINE REPAIR

Course Number: Version I: 670-41J20.
Version 2: 670-41J20; 670-465.1. Version
3: 670-465;1 10-R-465;1 10-R-46.2. All
Versions: 10-E-8.

Location: Quartermaster School, Ft. Lee,
VA.

Length: Version I: 21 weeks (664-666
hours?. Version 2: 26 weeks (791-906
hours). Version 3: 26 weeks (904-910
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version I: 5/73-Present.
Version 2: 5/65-(-4/73. Version 3: 3/56-4/65.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
repair and adjust typewriters, adding
Machines, calculators,, and duplicating
machines.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in repair and adjustment of
typewriters, adding machines, calculators,
and duplicating machines, including parts
analysis, maintenance and troubleshooting
of specific types and makes of office equip-
ment.

Credit Recommendation: Version I: In
the vocational certificate category, 4
semester hours in typewriter repair, and 5
in calculator repair (5/74); in the lower-
division- bacealaureate/aiSociate degree
category, 9 semester hours in business
machine technology (5/74). Version 2: In
the vocational certificate category, 8
semester hours in typewriter repair, and 5
in calculator repair (5/74); in the lower,
division baccalaureate/associate degree



category, 12 semester hours' in business
machine lanology (5/74). Version 3: In
the VQC nal certificate category, 11
semester hours in typewriter repair, :6 in
calculato repair, and I in duplicator repair
(5/74); i 'the lower-division baccalaureate/
a.ssociat /degree category, 15 semester
hours i 'business machine technology (5/
74)..

Reis Occupation Codes: 4 I J.

AR-1 116-0004

TABU ATING EQUIPMENT REPAIR
(E ECTRICAL ACCOUNTING MACHINE.

REPAIR)

Course Number: 150-341320; 1 1 -R- 302.1.
Location: Signal School, Ft. Gordon, GA;

Signal School, Ft. Monmouth, NJ.
Length: 22-36 weeks (811-1352 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/62-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel as

electrical accounting and tabulating
machines and automatic data processing
system auxiliary equipment repairmen.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in electrical accounting mathine
repair, including supply procedures and
catalogs; electrical fundamentals; functional
units of EAM; key pimching.and verifying;
specific transceiver system; interpreting;
reproducing; specific accounting; card
prckessor; PCM sorting; and collating
equipment. Course currently emphasizes
card punches and card verifiers, alphameric
collator; card transmission terminal and
card, sorting.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 2 semester hours
in basic electricity, 4 in electrical laborato-

4ry,.and 10 in accounting machines ( /74);
in the lower-division baccalaure to /as-
sociate degree category, 4 semester ours
in electrical laboratory, and 2. in basic elec-
tricity on the basis of institutional examina-
tion (6/74); in the upper-division baccalau-
reate category, 4 semester hours in electri-
cal laboratory, and 2 in basic electricity on
the basis of institutional examination (6/
74). . .

Related Occupation Codel: 34B.

AR-1708-0001

WATERCRAFT OPERATOR SPECIALIST
CANDIDATE

Course Number: 062-61B30-1.
Location: Transportation School, Ft.

Eustis, VA.
Length: 12 weeks (500 .hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/70-Present,
Objectives: To ,teach selected enlisted

personnel already qualified as 3vatercraft
operators to perform as senior supervisors
in watercraft operations.

Instruction: Conists of classes in leader-
ship; personnel adfinnistration and duties;
communications; ship handling; safety at
sea; and care and maintenance of vessel.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 6 semester hours
in transportation and watercraft operations
(2/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 61 B.

AR-1708-0002
SEAMAN COURSE

Course Number: 062-61A10.
. location: Transportation School,
Eustis, VA.

Ft.

b.

Length: 3 'weeks (106-111 hours).
Exhibit Maria 6/7I-Present.
ObjectiVes: Alb train eniisted.personnel to

perform as seamen.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the duties of a seaman, including
marine terminology, rigging, emergency
drills, water safety, watch standing, deck
equipment, vessel deck operations, ship-
board customs, U.S. Army vessels, hand
and poWer tools, painting, fire fighting,
operational maintenance, and. fundamentals
of internal defense and internal develop-
ment training.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 3 semester hours
in seamanship (6/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 61 A; 61 B;
61C,

AR-1708-0003
POLAR NAVIGATION

Course Number: 55-B-F9.
Location: TranSportation School, Ft.

Eustis,,VA.

bit
9 weeks (315-332 hours).

bit Dates: 4/58-12/68.
ves: To train commissioned and

nt officers in the fundamentals-of ter -
-restrialand celestial polar navigation.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in polar navigation, including capabili-
ties and limitations of personnel, arctic sur-
vival, "navigational instrumeots, celestial
navigation, mathematics, charts, projections
and maps, communication and signals,
courses and bearihgs, weather principles,
special subjects, surveying; survival tactics,
and map and aerial photograph reading.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
diyision baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 9 semester hours in navigation or
general science (5/74); in the upper -divi-
sion baccalaureate' category, 6 semester
hours in navigation (12/681.

AR-1708-0004
SEAMAN

Course NuMber: 813-5600; 55-R-560.0;_

Location: Transportation School, Ft.
Eustis, VA.

Length: 6-10 weeks (213-350 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/55-12/68.,,
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

assist in the operation, maintenance, and
repair of all types of harbor craft, landing
craft, and floating equipment.

Instruction:" Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the operation, maintenance, and
repair of all types of harbor craft, landing
craft, and floating equipment, including
piloting, marine engine theory, survival
techniques,esmall boats, cargo operations,
basic seamanship and crew duties, intema-

dy tional Morse code, navigational aids and
charts, and engine diagnosis and
troubleshooting procedures.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(7/74).

AR-1709-0001

STILL PHOTOGRAPHY

Course Number: 400- 84B20; 11-R-841 I,
1 I -E-7

Location: Signal School, Ft. Monmouth,
NJ.

1,'1

Army 1-109

Length: 12-13 weeks (432g-478, hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/57-Present.
Objectives: To provide enlisted personnel

wit hr.,, a working knowledge of the
tectittlAues required to take existing-light
and flash, and black and white and color
photographs of ground and aerial subjects
for technical, tactical, and information pur-
poses:, and to provide basic darkroom in-
struction to, students with limited ex-
perience.

Instruction: Lectures and appropriate
practical experiences in basic ,photography
(camera, lens, exposure meter, film
processing, contact printing and composi-
tion); flash photography (bulb and elec-
tronic); military news and information
photography (35mm and press-type
cameras); tactical air and 'ground photog-
raphy; 35mm camera instruction (photo
copying included); color slide instruction.

Credit Recommendation: in the voca-
tional certificate category, 3 semester hours
in photography (12/73); in de lower-divi-
sion baccalaureate/associate degree catego-
ry, 3 semester hours in photography on the
basis of portfolio review (12/73); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 3

semester hours in photography (12/68).
Related Occupation Codes: 84B.

AR-1709-0002

PHOTOGRAPHIC LABORATORY OPERATION

Course Number: 400-84G20; I I-R-843.1;
11-R-840.0; 11-E-20.

Location: Signal School, Ft. Monmouth,
NJ.

Length: 10-15 weeks (356-554 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/55-Present.,
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in

the principles and techniques of photo-
graphic processing as required to produce
negatives and prints from film shot for
technical, tactical, or public relations pur-
poses.

Instruction: Laboratory, experience in
processing black and white negatives, in
making contact and.'projectionprints;
perience in mounting and proCessing pro-
jection slides; aerial and ground reconnais-
sance strip processing; assembly processing
motion picture film; physics and chemistry
of processing; quality control of color -
printing. _

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 3 semester hours
in photographic laboratory (12/73); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 5
semester hours in photograPhic laboratory
(12/68).

Related Occupation Codes: 84G.

AR-1709-0003
PROCESS PHOTOGRAPHY

Course Number: 740-83020; 740-833.1;
5-E-52.

Location:"rEngineer School, Ft. Belvoir,
VA.

Length: 7-9 weeks (304-360 hours).
,Exhibit Dates: 2/5 Present.

selected enlisted
Present.

Objectives:. To.,,roR
personnel with working knowledge of the
basic skills of copy camera operation, with
emphasis on line copying and halftone
screening.

Instruction: CoPy camera operatiOn; film
proceSsing; exposure determination; line
,copying techniques; photographic Merit;
continuous tone copying; halftone screen -
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ing with the halftone-magenta contact
screen.

Credit Recommysdation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 3 semester hours
in graphic arts ( 12/73).

Related Occupation Codes: 82D; 83Z.

AR-1709-0004

MOTION PICTURE PHOTOGRAPHY

Course Number: 400-84C20; II-R-841.2;
I I-E-3. 1.

Location: Signal Schooligt. Monmouth,
NJ. .
...yLength: 14 weeks (616 hours).

Exhibit Dates: 11/55-Present.
Objectives: To-1ain enlisted personnel in

motion picture photography, including
camera operation, film exposure and
processing, image composition, screen
direction, film editing, and basic sound
techniques.

Instruction: Basic studies in the princi-
ples of camera operation, shutter and lens
settings, tripod and hand-held filming, use
of wide angle and telephoto lenses, framing
and, composition, use of filters, and film
processing; controlled and uncontrolled ex-
periences with appliCations" of interior

2 lighting techniques, tactical air cinematog-
raphy, color filming, single/double system
sound, silent and sound film editing, and
television applications; operation of the Ar-
riflex, Magnasync recording system,
quarter-inch tape systems; assignments in
news filming and multimedia presentations.

Credit Recommendation: in the voca-
tional certificate category, 3 semester hours
in photography (12/73); in the lower-divi-
sion baccalaureate/associate degree catego-
ry, 3 semester hours in photography (12/
73); in the upper-division baccalaureate
caUigory, 3 semester hours in photography
(12/68).

Related Occupation Codes: 84C; 8413;
84G.

'AR-1709'0005

INTELLIGENCE. PHOTOGRAPHY

Course Number: 3A-F3; 244-F3.
Location:, Intelligence School, Ft.

Ituachuca,' AZ; intelligence School, Ft.
1-lolabird, MD.

Length: 8-9 weeks (271 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/66-Present. .

Objectives: To provide selected intel-
ligence personnel with a working
knowledge of the theory, techniques, and
applications of photography in the intel-,
ligence field.

Instruction: Camera lens and shutter
relationships; depth of field; exposure,..fil-
ters, flash, polaroid photography; the Leica
camera; single-lens-reflex cameras; sub-
miniature photography; photo chemicals;
sheet, miniature, and subminieture film
developmenV, contact and projection print-
ing; photographic maintenance; infrared
and ultraviolet photography; composition;
theory of color; color chemicals; negative
and positive color processing; color print-
ing and slide duplication.

Credit N8._ecommendation: In the voca-
tional cenifibutte category, 3 semester hours
in photography (12/73); in the lower-divi-
sion baccalaureate/Associate degree2eatego-
ry, 3 semester hours in photography (12/
73); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 4 semester hours in photography
( 12/68 ).

AR- 1'7 0 9 41006.

I . PICTORIAL UNIT COMMANDER AND
MOTION PICTURE AND TELEVISION
Dl

PICTORIAL UNITNIT COMMANDER
(PHOTOGRAPHIC UNIT COMMANDER).

Course Number: Version 1: 7F-8500; 7F-
851 I ; 4C-8500; 4-8511. Version 2: II -A-
8500; 11-0-39.

Ft. Monmouth.

(356-360 hours); 10

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 2/67-Present.
Ve'rsio

8/55-1/67ra .commissioned of-
ficers

2:
To

to direct, administer, and, supervise
still and motion-picture- photographic,
audio-visual, anVelevision activities.

yostroetlom Lectures and practibel exer."
vises in supervision of still and motion-pic-
ture activities. Course includes still photog-
raphy, and laboratory practices and super-
vision (camera operation, film develop
ment, contact and projection printing,
photo laboratory operation, aerial photog-
raphy, and color processing and printing);
motion-picture photography, and 'laborato-
ry practices and supervision (camera
operation, exposure, edit g, production
teahniques, operation of .I6mm sound
canera, evaluation); tape recorder opera-
tion; and television production techniques.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the vocational certificate category, 4
semester hours in phokography or audio-
visual aids on Mt basis litf institutional ex-
amination (7/74); in the lower-division bac-
calaureate/associate degree category, 4
semester hours in Photography or audio-
visual aids on the basis of institutional ex-
amination (7/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate cat12ego/6ry8,).

Version
2este

In
r hoturs

thein photography
vocational certificate category, 2 semester
hours in photography or audio-visual aids
on the basis of inVitutional examination (7/
74); in the lower-di9sion baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 2 semester hours
in photography or audio-visual aids on the
basis of institutional examinations (7/74).

r -
AR-1709-0007
PHOTOGRANIMETRIC COMPILATION

Course Number: 411-811330.. .

Location: Engineer School, Ft. Belvoir,
VA.

(370-378 hours).

Objectives: To train enlisted peonnel in
Exhibit Dat0teswe: e3k/s67-5/71.

the principles and techniques of photo:
grammetrie man'

LecturesInstructions practical exer-
cises in The principles. and...1echniques of
photogrammetrie map compiling. Course
includes the principles, 'operation, and ap-
pliCation of multiplex equipment, the high-
precision stereoplotter. and photogrammet-
ric problem solving.

Credit ReconunendatIon: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 3 semester hours
in photogrammetry on the basis of institu-
tional examination (7/74)1 in the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in photogram-
metry on the basis of institutional examina-
tion (7/74); in the upper- division baccalau-
reate category, 3 semester hotirs in photo-
grammetry ( I 2/68 ).

Related Occupation Codes: 8ID.

1 ')
a..* 4

AR-1709-0008
IMAGE INTERPRETATION OFFICER

(PHOTOINTERPRETATION OFFICER)

Course rrumbert 30-k-8503.
Location: Intelligence /School, Ft.

tiolabird, MD.
Length: 19-24 weeks (665404 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/57-12/68.
Objectives: To train commissioned of-

ficers to perform tactical air photo in-
terpretation.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the techniques and principles of air'
photo interpretation. Course includes vela-

_ tionships between intelligence an& photo
interpretation; specialized_ Rhoto interpreta-
tion 'techniques and pr5Adures, such as
stereography, negative transparency in-
terpretation, color photography, geometry
of vertical photographic images, photo in-
terpretation keys, icle ification of civilian
and military objecti d activities, small -
scale photography long-focal-length
photography; and i red and electronics
interpretation', ph rammetry instruction
includes basic me uration techniques
ing with obliqu mages, scales, and dimen-
sions;sions; mechanics instruction includes (light
planning, grids, stereocomparagraPhs
restitution, rectification,... plotting, and

mosaics; terrain instruction includes recog-
nition and analysis of ground conditions,
including areas of militarys and civilian in-
terest.

In
division baccalaureate category, 5 semester
hours in photographic interpretation (12/
68).

AR-1709-0609
FORENSIC PHOTOGRAPHER

Course Number: None'.
Location: Criminal Investigaticin

tory, Ft. Gordon, GA.
Length: 104 weeks (3528 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/74-Present.
Objectives: To qualify selecqd warrant

officers as forensic pho graphers as a basis
for acceptan e as ex witnesses in the
field of mina! otography .before
courts-titarti I or other judicial
proceedings.

Irtstructin Topics include -history of
photography, basic developing, printing and
enlarging, optics and the nature of light,
cameras and related photographic equip-
ment, exposure and lighting, darkroom
planning and management, firearms
photography, ultraviolet and infrared
photography, ' 'photomacrogralMY.
photomicrography, flash and strobe, and
related subjects.

Credit Recommendation: Pending evalua-
tion.

LabOra-

AR-1710-0001
I. MARINE ENGINEER
2. MARINE ENGINE. OPERATION AND

MAINTENANCE
3. MARINE ENGINE OPERATION AND

MAINTENANCE

Course Number: Version 1: 652-6 IC20.
Version 2: 652-61C20. Version 3: 55 -R-
565;1 55-E-10.

LoCatio& Transportation School, Ft.
Eustis, VA.

Length: Version 1: 6-7 weeks (215-245
hours). Version 2: 5 Weeks ( 184 hours).
Version 3: 7-9 weeks (24i-311 hours).

.1



Exhibit Dates: Version 'I: 9/69-Present.
Version 2: 1 1/66 - -8/69. Version 3: 8/55-10/
66.

Objectives: To train enlisted Personnel to
Maintain diesel engines, fuel injection
sYstems, outboard motors, and marine elec-

: Arica! systems.
Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and

practical experience in the operation and
Maintenance of internal-combustion en-
gines, pumps, air. .compressors. governors.
and lubridating, cooling, hydraulics, fuel to_
jection, and electrical systems. Version /:
Instruction. includes outboard motor main;
tenance:,

Credit Recommendation: Version I: ,In
the vocational certificate category.' 5
semester hOurs in marine technology diesel
technology, or heavy equipment repair (4/
74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category. 5 semester hours
in marine technology, diesel technology, or
heavy equipment repair (4/74). Version 2:
In 'the vocational .certificate category, 3
semester hourS'in marine technology diesel
technology, or heavy equipment rep'air (4/
74); in the lowerdiyision baccalaureate/as-
sayiate degree category, 3. semester hours
in marine technology, diesel technology,. or
heavy equipment repair (4/74). Version 3:
In the vocational certificate category,- 4
semester hours in marine technology, dieser
technology, or heavy equipment repair ,tra/
74); in the lower-division baccalaureatots_..
saciate degree category, 4 'semester hours
in marine technology, diesel technolOgy,'cir
heavy equipment repair (4/74),

Related Occupation Codes: 61 A; 61 c.

AR-1710-0002

SURFACING MACHINE. OPERATION
(SURFACING MACHINE. OPERATOR)

Course Number: 5-E-55.

V
Location: Engineer School, Ft. Belvoir,
A
Length: 0 weeks (35,9 hours)."
Exhibit Dates: 9/55-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted Pers°1inel to

nPerate and maintain Various' types of
asphalt and concrete mixing and surfacing
equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical eser-
'ekes in the operation and maintenance of
various types of asphtandcocrincludinge mix -
ing and surfacing equipment,
Principles of engines, air compressors and
attachments asphalt plaint operation and
attachments, preparation of bituminous sur-
faces, concrete construction, installation of
steel permanent forms, concrete pavers.
Mixers. spreaders, and finishers, and %super-
visory duties pertaining to concrete and
asphalt projects.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower -
division baccalaureate /associate

ower-
degree

category, 6 semester hours in civil
technology, 10 in heavy equipment oper-
tion (4/74).

AR4710-0003
TURRET MAINTENANCE

(ARMOR TURRET MAINTENANCE)
Cour4 plumber: 643-424.1; 17 -R -424.

17-R-1311:
Location: Armor School, Ft. Knox, Ky.
Length: 10 weeks (371-378 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/58-12/68. .

Objectives: To train enlisted Personnel to
Perform; direct, and maintain armament/in_

1;

sthliations and the mechanical, electrical,
and hydraulic components of armament

syistrtelsucHfion: Lectures:and..practical exer-
cises in armament, components

as
reps r, in-

cluding dissembly; inspection,. as. bly,
maintenance, turret familianzation; fire
control systems, techniCal. manuals and,
maintenance forms, tools Care-and usage,
basic electricity, electronics, and hydrau-

dli ivc4si baccalaureate/

.

associate .associate degree

.

C

redit Recommendation: In the lower-

category., 3 semester hours as an elective in
erieChanical 'or. industrial technology (4/74).

Related, OCcUpation Codes: 45G; 45Z.
, - f'

AR-17'1,0-0004
UtitrilES FOREMAN

course Number: 5-E-20
.

Location: Enginder School, Ft. Belvoir,
VA.

Length: I I weeks (417 hoursl.
Exhibit Dates: 10/54-12/68.
Objectives: To train noncommissioned

officers to supervise the installation and
repair of utilities systems in military bar-
racks, sheds, warehouses, mess halls,
hoSpitals, and laboratories..

Instruction: Lectures and practical,exer-
cises in utility maintenance at the advanced
level. Course includes the construction and

in-
sect and rodent control; sheet metal work;
sryesptaeliir so.f wwaCitteer

supply and sewage dirposai
collection -arid disposal; in-

plumbing; fire prevention; construction
materiels; operation of 'g:Lsoline and diesel
engines; maintenance and .repairs of electri-
cal systems; refrigeration equipment; use of
construction drawings; construction
planning; and Maintenance and repair of
building and structures.

yin the 'voca-
,tional certificate category, 3 semester hours
in building construction and supervision (6/
74); in the lower:division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category

constructiorn
74), in the tipper-division., baccalaureate

and
semester ohgt s

in building

etategory. 3 semester hours in building con-
struction and supervision (6/74).

Army, 1-1-11
Location: Transportation School. Ft.

. Eustis, VA.
Length: 10 weeks (350 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/55-3/61'
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

repair and overhaul passenger and freight

AR-1710-0005:

Course Number:
MARAILWAY SECTION Foar. N

12/68.
Length: 10 weeks (350 hours).

School, Ft.
Eustis, VA.

tr: To train enlisted personnel to
supervise

Exhibit

in the maintenance
of railWay tracks, roadbeds, switches, and

.5
tniLecCtutUrere% and practical exer-
supervision of 'railway track,.

swi . and appurtenant structure
caPisfienstus

appurtenant

railway signals.
supervisory respon-

sibilities,
including

ballast, cross and switch tie maintenance,
track structures,

curves, turnout construction, and main -
tenance of way records and reports.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited 'technical nature of
the course (4/74).

AR-1710-0006
RAILWAY CAR REPAIR

Course Number: 55-E-5.

Cars.

Instruction:. Lectures :and ,practical exer-
cises in the repair and ompFhaul of pas-
senger and freight cars, including arc weld-
ing, gutting, brazing, spray an: brush paint-
ing, and ,repair of brake Components,
trucks, draft gears, and couplers.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, I semester hour
in welding, 7 as an elective in heavy equip-
ment repair (4/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate /associate degree category, I
semester' hour in welding, 7 As an elective
in heavy equipment repair (4/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 65D.

AR-1710-0007

RAILWAY SitoP FOREMAN

Corse Number: 55-E-34.

u ,

Location:
stis

Transportation School, Ft.
E

Length: 10 weeks (350 hours).
Exhibit Dates: I/56-i 2/68.
dbjectives: To train enlisted persbnnel to

supervise the repair, .disassembly, inspec-
tion, and overhaul of railway equipment.

Instruction:- Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the supervision of railway equip-
ment repair, dis'assembly, inspection, and
overhaul; including shop operation
procedures; mathematics; blueprint, read-

running gear...boiler,
and integral, parts; special eqaipment;diesel
and electric operation; and supervisory

Credit ReCommenkiation: No credit.
because technical nature of
the

AR-1710-0008

STEAM LOCOMOTIVE. REPAIRMAN

Course NUmber: 55-E-9.

Eutmcstis8,11V1°An!
Transportation School.

, `-Length: 10 weeks (350 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/55-3/62.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

inspect, test, repair, and maintain steam -
operated locomotives, tenders, tank cars,
and material constructed of heavy steel
plate,
type boilers and railway motive-power and
allied

railway. and similar -
type

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the inspection, testing, repair, and
Maintenance of steara-operated locomo:
tives, tenders, tank ears, and material con-
structed of heavy steelplate, and the main-
tenance of railway and similar-type boilers
and railway motive-power and allied equip-
ment, including welding procedures, steam
engineconstruction, and machine shop.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional- certificate category, 1 semester hour
in arc and oxyacetylene welding, 2 in in-
troduction to machine shop, .and 5 as an
elective in heavy equipment repair (4/74);
in the lower - division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, I semester hour in
arc and oxyacetylene welding, 1 in in-
troduction to machine shop,and 5 as an
elective in heavy equipment repair (4/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 65B.

4



1-112 COURSE EXHIBITS
,

AR-1710-0009
.

MOBILE ELECTRIC POP;ER'.,GENE RATION

Course Number: 662- 52B20.
Location: Engineer' School, Ft. Belvoir,

.VA.
Length: 7-8 weeks (269-286 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5 /71- Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

install, operate, and maintain portable,
gasoline and 'diesel engine generator sets,
electric arc welders, and associated equip-
ment.

Instruction:"Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the installation, operation, and
maintenance of poitable, gasoline and
diesel engine generator (sets, electric' arc.
weklers, and associated equipment,' includ-
ing AC and DC power generatibn, basic
electricity, maintenance management, vari-
ous circuits, internal-combustion engine
systems analysis, and mobile electric power
generation systems and equipment.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 2 semester hours
in basic electricity, 2 in industrial electrical
apprenticeship, 1 in introduction to inter- .

nal-combustion., engines (4/74); the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 2 semester hours in basic
electricity, 1 in7introduction to internal-

: combustion engines (4/74).
. Related Occupation 'Codes: 52B; 52C;

52D.

AR-1710-0010

MOBILE. ELECTRIC POWER GP.NERATION
(PRECISE).

Course Number: 662-521330.
Location: Engineer School, Ft. Belvoir,

VA.
Length: 2-3 weeks (8,6 hours).

Dates: 1/12-Preseht.
Objectives: To train power generation

equipment operators and mechanics to in-
stall, OpOrate, and maintain precise-power
generatols, motor generatots. and as-
s.ociited equipment.. -.

instruCtion: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the installation, operation, and
maintenance of preciSe-power generators,
motor genera,(ors, and associated equip-
ment, :!inchiding power performance,
requirements of various generators, emer-
gency power transfer, and maintenance of
facilities.

CredIT--,14teComrnendatiOn: No ereciii
because of the limited technical nature of
the course (4/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 52B; 52C;
5,2D.-

AR-1710-0611

AMPHIBIOUS TRUCKMASTER

Course Number: 55-R-641.6; 55-F-41.
Location: Transportation School, Ft:.

Eustis, VA.
Length: 15 weeks t525 hours). ,
Exhibit Dates: 7/55-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted, personnel to

supervise amphibious wheeled vehicle
transport operations. '

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-'
vises in thC supervision of amphibious
wheeled vehicle transport operations, in-
cluding function. of an amphibious unit,
field expedients, engine troublekhcloting
and . Maintenance, convoy organization,
communications, nautical operations, vehi-

: .

-ck recovery, cargo handling, and planning
and control operations.

Credit Recommendation: No, credit
becauie of the limited tedhnidil nature of
the course (4/74).

AR-171040012

MECHANICAL MAINTENANCE WARRANT
OFFICER INTERMEnIATE (421A)

Course Number: 4-9-C30-A.
Locatiod: Ordnance School, Aberdeen

Proving Ground,MD.
Length: 16 weeks (498 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/72-Present.
Objectites: To train armament+ repair

technicians to supervise general support
and depot support maintenance.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the supervision of general suppo
and depot support maintenance, incluBlin
leadership. and managerial studies, informa-
tion systems, maintenance managernentAttu-
dies, ma shine and welding operatio
hydraulic principles and system co
ponents, review of electricity:' various cir-
cuits, motors and generators, semiconduc-
tors and transistors, ignition systems, and
armament specialty subjects.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 4 semester hours in mechanical
or industrial technology, and 4 as an elec-
tive in business management (4/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 2
semester hours as an elective in business
management (4/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 421 A; 44 l'A;
630A; 631A; 632A.

AR-1710-0013 ,

MECHANICAL MAINTENANCE WARRANT
OFFICER INTERMEDIATE (44 I A)

Course-Number: 4-9-C30-B.
Location: Ordnance School, Aberdeen

Provinebround, MD.
Length: 18 weeks (544 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/72-Present.
ObjeCtives: To train automo main-

tenance technicians, to main In a test
electrical and fuel 'systems in automotive
anti support yehicles and 4o Supervise
supply maintenance functions. 7S,

Instruction: LeCtures and .practical exer-
cises in leadership and management;
management information systems; main-
tenance management; machine shop, weld-
ing, ,metal body works, and automotive
testing equipment 'review; and electricity
and electronics review.

Credit Recommendation: It. the lower-
division badealaureate/associate degree
category, 4 semester hours as an elective in
business management, 4 in mechanical
technology or industrial. technology, and 2
in automotive or diesel mechanics (4/74);
in the upper-division baccalaureate catego-
ry, 2,semester hours as an elective in busi-
ness.management (4/74).

Related Occtipation Codes: 441-A,

AR-1710-0014
MECHANICAL MAINTENANCE WARRANT

OFFICER INTERMEDIATE (631A)
Course Niamber: 4-9-C30-D.
Location: Ordnance School, Aberdeen

Proving Ground, MD.
Length: 17 weeks (516 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/72-Present.

3

Objectives:, To train a tive Mairi-
.tenance technicians to ma tarn and test
electrical .and fuel, systems in automotive
and support vehicles and -supenlise
supply maintenance functions:

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in leadership and management;
management inforniation systems; main-
tenance.managernent; machine shop, weld-
ing, metal body works, and automotive
testing equipment review; and electricity
and electronics review.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate /associate degree
category; 4 semester hours as an elective in
business management, 4 in mechanical
technology or industrial technology, and 2
as an elective in automotive,technology (4/
74); in the upper-division baccalaureatd
category, 2 semester hours as'eall elective in
automotive technology (4/74):

Related Occupation Codes: 631 A.

AR-1710-0015
QUARTERMASTER EQUIPMENT REPAIR

SUPERVISION

Course Number: I 0-E-3 I .
LocationsfOuartermaster School, Ft. Lee,

VA.
Length: Verxisin l: '6 weeks (210 hours).

Version 10 weeks (347 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version I: 4/57-12/68.

Version 1155-3/57.
Objectives: To train quartermaster equip-

ment repairmen to supervise -the repair of
quartermaster mechanical equipment.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in the supervision of the
repair of quartermaster mechanical equip-
ment, including electrical components, in-
ernal-combustion . engines, materiel-han-
dling equipment, laundry equipment, bath
units, POL equipment, bakery units, burner
equipment, and special-purpose vehicles.
Version /: Includes supervision, leadership,

.and speech training. Version 2: Emphasizes
technical subject spatter.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the vocational ceetificate .category,.
semester hours as ien elective in Ind
technology (4/74); in th r",n---diviston
baccalaureate/akciatc degr e category, 1.

semester hour,).'in.',s6pery ion, and 3
semester -hours iirt ejectiv in industrial
technology (4/7 1:4>trlion 7: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 5 semester ours
as an elective inindlistrial technology (4/
74); in the lowerVsiOn baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree categaryc, 5 semester hours
as an elective in industrial technolOgy (4/.
74).

o

AR-1710-0016
ENGINEER EQUIPMENT REPAIR

Course Number: 612-62B30; 612-622.2.
Location: , Engineer School, Ft.' Belvoir,

VA.
Length: 9'weeks (281-342 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/65-Present. ,

Objectives: To train engineer equipment
mechanics tv repair engineer construction,
earth-moving, and support-type equipment
and powered bridging, equipment.

Instrnction: Lectures and pr;:ti,:11., exer-
t-1st-11-n the repair.Orengincc, construction,
earth-moving, and support-type equ4m,--it

. and powered bridging equipment, 7.1g

operation, donstniction", ang,
and overhaul of 2- and 4-cycle diesel en;

.



gins; repair of power trains, hydraulic
systems, brakes, various parts of heavy con-
struction equipment. operation of air com-
pressors, hydraulic systems, and equipment
components.

Credit' Recomnienclaticin: In the. voca-'
tional certificate category, 2 semester hours
in diesel engine technology, 2 in heavy
,equipment technology, I in automotive
power trains (4/74); in the lOwertdivision
baccalaureate/associate degree. category, 2
semester hours in diesel engine. technology,
2 in heavy., equipment technolOgy:'1 in au-
tomotive power trains,(4/74).

Related Occupatioit'Codes: 62B.

AR-1710-0017

ANTIAIRCRAFT ARTilrtERY REPAIR

Course Number:VR-423.1; 9-E-77.
Location: Ordnance School, Aberdeen

Proving Ground. MD.
Length: 7 weeks (245-342-hOuri).
Exhibit Dates: 5/56-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted 'personnel to

repair and rebuild antiaircraft artillery
equipMent. .

Instruction; l-ectures and practical exer-
cises in the repair and rebuilding of light,
medium, and heavy antiaircraft artillery
weapons, including equipment maintenance
and operation of specific Machine gun
mounts and artillery weapons.

Credit Recommendation: No credit'
because of the military nature blithe course
(4/74).

AR-17104018

TANK TURRET REPAIR:
(tLIRRET ARTILLERY REPAIR)

Course Nom Version 1: 634745K10.,
Version 2: 64,-45K20. 'Version 3:: 643-
45K30; 643-4 '30; 9-R-424;1 9-Ef3 I .

'Location: rdnance School. Aberdeen
Proving Gro d. MD.

Length: Version 1: 8 weeks (256 hours).
Version 2: 15 weeks (489 hours). Version
3: 9-II weeks (318-381 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version I: 7/76-Present.
Version 2: 4/74-6/76. Version 3: 5/56-3/74.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
maintain the mechanical, electrical; elec-

.

,,fronic; and, hydraulic components and ,

;systems of.the ',irmament installed in tank.!.
turret', armOred reCOnnaiSsance vehicles,
and cupolas mounted on .armOred person.
riel carriers.

Instruction: Lectures alai practical exer-
cises in the maintenance of the mechanical.
electrical. .electronic, and hydraulic com-
ponents and systems of the armament in-
stalled.in tank turrets, armored reconnais-
sance vehicles, and cupolas mounted op ar-
mored personnel carriers, including basic

e. electricity .and electronics,-.' 'hydraulics;. and
. disassembly, inspection; and assembly
procedures for armament componenft.

Credit . Recommendation: Version I
Pending eValuation. Version- 2: In the
lower-divisidn baccalaureate/associate
degree category'. 3 semester hours,in tools,
',Measuring device.S; and instrumentation (6/
75 ). Version, 3: In the lower-division bac -
calaureate /associate degree category,' 3

semester hours. as an elective in mechanical
or industrial technology (4/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 45IW09B.

AR-1710-0019
QUARTERMASTER EQUIPMENT REpAIR.,,

Course Number: I 0-F(-463.1; -10-E-32.
Location: Quartermaster School, Ft. Lee,

VA.
Length: 14 weeks (490 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/56-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted 'personnel to

install, adjust, and repair quartevnaster
equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in basic electricity, including ,parallel
and series circuits, Ohm's law, control
devices, test equipment, electrical, motors, '
generators, and batteries; - brazing, car-
pentry, and pipe fitting; fork lift operation
and repair; laundry and bakery' equipment;
fuel storage anckhandling; and minor main-
tenance and troubleshooting of internal-

ecombustion ngines.
Ccedit Recommendation: In the voca-

tional certificate category, .1 semester hour
in introduCtiOn, to internal-combusticift en-

, gales (4/.74)::'in. the lower-division bac-
calaureate/associate degree category, I
semester hour in introduction to internal-
combustion engines, and 7 as an elective in
industrial or mechanical technology (4/74).

AR -1710 -0020

TANK TURRET MECHANIC
.

Course Number: 643-45N20.
Location: Arritor School, Ft. Knox, KY.
Length: 8-9 weeks (286 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/73-Present. ,
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

operate and maintain the mechanical', elec-
trical, and hydraulic components of a tank
turret system.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in tank turret system operation and
maintenance, including. armament Com-
ponent repair, disassembly, inspection,%,
maintenance procedures, assembly, safety
procedureS, basic electricity and hydraulics,
and nfaintenance of armament for tanks.

Credit Recouitnendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours as an elective in
mechanical or industrial technology (4/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 45N; 09B.

AR-1710-0021

MECHANICAL MAINTENANCE (MM-CMF)
ls/CC:II13,1C

Course Number: 6-MM-C40;
C40C.

Location:' Engineer School, Ft. Beivoir,
VA. y.

Length: 12 weeks (379-384 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/72-7/75. r
Objectives: To train power generator

equipment repairmen. engineer equipment
repairmen, an engineer, specialists to su-
pervise the , r pair and maintenance of
mechanical e ipment.

gnstruction,; ,-ectures and practical exer-
cises in the supervision of mechanical
equipment repair and maintenance, includ-
ing hydraulics, diagnbstic techniques, repair
of air comprestors and electrical genera-,
tors, management, electricity. gasoline and
diesel engines, equipment systeins and
component repair, and ,options in missiles,
power generation, or 'Construction equip-
ment....

Recommendation; In the yr:ea"- .:

tional ZertifiCal&cat6goiy, 7 semester hours

Army q1.--1113'

as an elective in Mechanical. or industrial
technology' (4/74): in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate 'degree category, 7
semester hours as an elective_in mechanical
or industrial technology (4/74). \

Related Occupation Codes: 52B: 52C:
52D; 92B; 62C: 35E.

1.

AR-1719-0022

QUARTERMASTER HEAVY EQUIPMENT .
REPAIRMAN

(QUARTERMASTER HEAVY EQUIPMENT
REPAIR)

Course Number: 690-63K20;'690-467.1;0
0-R-467.1.
Location: Version 4: Ordnance School,

Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD. Version 2:
Ordnance School,' Aberdeen Proving
Ground, MD; Quartermaster School, Ft:
Lee, VA.

Length: Version 1: 8. weeks (242 hours).
Version 2: 10-13 weeks (350-476 hours).

Exhibit Dates:. Version 4/74-Present.
Version 2: 9/59-3/74.

Objectives: To, train enlisted personnel to
install, adjust, and repair quartermaster
materials-handling equipment and special -'
purpose vehicles and equipment.

,Instruction: Lectures and ,practical exer-
cises in the installation, adjustment, and
repair of quartermaster materials-handling
equipment and special-purpose vehicles
and equipment, including basic industrial
electricity principles, circuit tracing;
troubleshooting and maintenance of electri-
cal equipment and motors, internal-com-
bustion engine systems and components.
and mobile equipment operation and main-
tenance. ..

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the vocational certificate category, 2
.ssinseter hours in heavy equipment main-
tenance (6/75); in the lower-division bac-
calaureate/assoeite 'degree category, '2
semester hours in heavy equiNnent main-
tenance (6/75). Version 2: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 2 semester hours
in electricity, 2 in autornotive engines, and
I as an elective,nr technical equipment (4/
74); in the lower, - division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, '2 ,sem hours `.

in electricity, 2 in automotive en , and
I as an elective in technical equi C(4/
74).

Related Occupation Codes: 62K.

AR -1710 -0023

BOILERMAKER,

Course Ntiriiber:
Location: Tranfgortation School; Ft.

Eustis, V.
Length: I 0.Weeks (350 hdurs).
Exhibit Dales: 8/55-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

dismantle., repair and:. overhaul steam
boilers, fireboiies, tenders, tank cars,'.and

. other containers constructed of heavy steel
\plate, and, to maintain railway and. similar -
)type boilers and allied equipment.

. Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises, in the mainten ce. overhaul and
_repair of railway an similar-type boilers
and allied equipment, including general
basic technical subjects; army supply and
cost consciousness; locomotive nomencla-
ture; boiler construction, maintenance and

okYaceeilen,t and electric arc
.::uVing and Welding;,itubes and (11.0,s; stay,c

bofts and fireb&; ithd boiler inspection.
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Credit' Recommendation: In the voca-

tional certificate category, 6 semester hours
in boilermaking, stationary engineer or

,power "Plant (5/74); in' the lower-divisicin
baccala'ureate/asSociate degree category, 4
semester hours in boilermaking, stationary
engineer or power plant (5/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category. 2
semester hours in boilermaking, stationary
engineer or power plant (5/74).

Aft-1710-0024

CONSTRUCTION'AND (CU-CMF)
NCO BASIC

Course Number: 7-CU-C40.
Location: Engineer School, Ft. Belvoir,

VA.
Length: 12.weeks,78-394 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/7.4.."Present.
Objectives: To train noncommissioned

officers. and enlisted personnel in basic en-
gineering enbstruction.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-,
eises in engineering construction, including
communications, maintenance manage-

. ment, "map reading, generator operation,
building construction, construction
management, soil mechanics, concrete.
construction equipment, eleCtrical distribu-
tion syStems, air conditioning, construction
surveying,.dnd field problems.

Credit. Raiommendation: In the lower
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 9 semesteeltoUrs in construction
engineering and management (5/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 6
semester hours in consyu, ction engineering
and management (5/74b

Related Occlipation Codes: 5 I B; 5 IC;
5ID; 51E; 51F; 51.1; 51K,:' 511.4 51N; 5IR;
52E; 53B; 53C; 62D; 62E; 62F; 62G; 62H;
62J; 62K; 62L; 62M; 81,13;32B; SIG; 57D.

AR-1710-0025

CONSTRUCTION FOREMAN NCO CANDIDATE

Course Number: 710 -S1 H40.
Location: Training Center. Ft. Leonard '

Wood, MO.
ength; 2.1 weeks (630 hours).

Exhibit. Dates: 1/71-Present.
Objectives: train noncommissioned

officers to be construction foremen.
Instruction; Lectures and practical-exer-

cises in- construction supervision, including
map reading; ,methods of instruction;
matheMatics; carpentry, masonry, plumb-
ing, and sheet metal work; electrical
techniques; rigging; construction surveVs,
drawings,,, and management procedures;
soils and geology; road 'and airfield con-
struction; flexible pavements and concrete;
"fixed bridges and classifications; buildings
and construction; engineering eqqipment
utilization and maintenance; explosives and
demolitions; and supply procedures.

Credit Recommendation: in the :!.,oca-
tiOnal certificate category, 10 semester
hours in general construction (5/74); in the .

lower division':.', baccalaureate/associate
degree category. 8 semester hours in
general construction (5/74); in the ;.upper -
division baccalaureate eategory6 semester
hours in general construction (5/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 41 H.

AR-1710-0026
, .

CONSTRUCTION AND UTILITIES (CU-CMF)
NCO ADVANCED

Course 14umber: 7-CU-C42.
LOcatinn: Engineer School, 'Ft. Belvoir,'

VA.
Length: 12 weeks (379 hours):,4,.

, Exhibit Dates: 7/72-Prerent.
Objectives: To provide' noncomintasioned

officers with advanced training in construc-
tion and utilities.

.

instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in construction and utilities, idelthling
Military justice and discipline, mathematics.
1.e..aciership 'and , management; unit adminis-
tration; maintenance management, field en-
gineering, bivouac area, mine warfare,

"combat 'operations; combat support, elec-
tives, foundatiOn ''and'imaterials, flexible
pavementS, fixed bridges, engineering
design, T/0 structures; and construction
management

Credit ReconunendatiOn: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 12 semester hours in construction
engineering (5/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category. 3 semester hours in
construction engineering (12/68).

Related Occupation Codes: 5 I E; 5IF;
SIH; SIM; 51 N; *5 I P; SIR; 52E; 5311: 53C;
57D; 62D; 62G; 62H; 62.1 ;' 62N; 82B.

sociate degree category, 4 semester hours
in welding technology (5/74); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 2 semester

ours in welding technology (5/74)':,:Ver-
sion 3: In the vocational certificate late

semester hours in welding (5/74); in
tower- division bacCalaureate/associate

-degree category, 1 semester hOur in wela
(5/74). Version 4: In the vocational cer,

.tificate category, 3 semester hours in weld-
:, ing or blacksmithing (5/74); in-the lower.;

division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 1 semester hour in welding or
blacksmithing. (5/74). -

Related Occupation Codes: 44C; 44Z.

AR-1710-0027

I. WELDING
2. WELDIN4
3. WELDING -
4. WELDING

(WELDER-BLACKSMITH) )
Course. Number: Version I: 701-44C20:

Version 2': 701-44C20. Version 3: 701-
44C20; 9:R-442.1. Version 4: 9-R-442:1 9-
E-5.

Location: .-Ordnance School, Aberdeen
Proving Ground, MD.

Length: Version' 1: .I1 weeks (336
hours). Version 2: 12 weeks.. (380-432

, hours): Version 3: I I weeks 89 -434
hours). Version 4: 8 weeks 280 -304
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version° I : 3175-12/75.
Version 2: 3171-2/75. Version',3: 4/58-2/7 I .
Version 4.4,6156-315,8. "

ObjectiOss: To train enlisted personnel to
weld ferrous and nonferrous ,metals and to
.perform soldering, brazing, and cutting
operations for repair and maintenance of
military equipment. ,.,

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises, in welding, soldering:
brazing, 'and cutting Operations in various
positions using several metals, incltiding ox-
yacetylene welding principles and opera-
tions, properties and identlficatFah of
metals,!IeleCtric arc, welding procedures,
and interpretation Of drawings-and use 'of
tools". Version I Does not includeTungsten .
inert Gas .(TIG) welding. Version 2.-" In-
cludes `inert -gas welding. Version 3: in-
cludek -inert -gas welding and mathematics.,
,Version 4: Includes biacksmithing princi- ,
pies, techniques, and applications.

Credit Recommendation; Version 1: in
the vocational certificate category, 4
semester. hours _in welding teChnology (6/
75); in the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate .degree category, 2 semester hours
in welding technology (6/75). Versiop 2: In
the :Vocational certificate category, 6
semester hours in' vaiding technology (5/
74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/as-

1

ARTILLERY REPIP?..Ai

Course NuMber: 642-45L10; 642- 45L20..
Location: Ordnance School, Aberdeen .

Proving Ground, MD, .,

Length: Version 1: 8-10 weeks (231-321
hours). Version 2: 8-11 weeks (252-356.
hours). Version 3: 13 weeks (414-468 .
hours).*

' Exhibit Dates: Version I: 4/77-Present.
Version 2: 2/75-3/77. Version 3: 4/71-1/75.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to .

maintain artillery. ,
n:, Lectures and practical exer-

cises', in artillery, rocket
'launchers, ,and,-,light air defense artillery
lind related .materials,maintenance, includ-
ing assembly; ..disasierribly, and main;-
tenance . :,,

Credit Recommenclatkin:" ersion
Pending evaluation: 'Version 2: In the voca'-..
tional certificate category, 2 semester hours
as an elective in mechanical or electrical'
technology (6/75); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree. categOry, .2
semester hours as an elective in mechanical
or electrical technology (6/75). 'Version 3:
In the vocational certificate category. .4
semester hours,' as an elective in heavy
equipment repair (7/74); in the lower-divi-
sion baccalaureate/associate degree catego-
ry, 4 semester hours as an elective in heavy
equipment repair (7/74). .

. Related Occupation Codes: 45L.,

AR-1710-002

.AR- 1710 -0029. '
ENGINEER' EQUIPMENT,MAiNTENANCE

Course Number: 612-6320; 512 - 622.1.
Location:. Engineer School, Ft. Belvoir,

VA.
Length: 10-II weeks (367-432 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/65- Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

perform as engineer equipment repairmen.
Instruction; Lectures and practical exer-

cises in thi maintenance Of engineer. con-
struction, earth-moving and support-type
equipment, 'and powered bridging equip-
ment; equipment operation: electrical fun-

-damentals;- internal . combustion engine
systems maintenance; diesel engine main-
tenance; power trains, systems,* and corn-,
ponents; troubleshooting and component
removal; air compressors; welding; hydrau-
lic systems; boat and bridge erection; or-
ganizational:, Maintenance; and. equipment
troubleshooting., . .

.

Credit RecOmmendatidnt In the' ,I/Pea:
tional certificate category, 2 semesterIhours
in power trains laboratory, 2 in power
plants laboratory (7/74); in the .lower -divi-
sion baccalatireate/associate degree catege-
ry, 2 semester hours in power trains labora-
tory, Vin power plants laboratory (7/74).



Related Occupation Codes: 62B.

AR-1710-0030

FIELD ARTILLERY MECHANIC

Course Number: 04 I - I 3B30.
Location: Field Artillery School, Ft. Sill,

OK.
Length: 6 weeks (227 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1 I /74-Present.
Objecti4s: To train enlisted personnel to

maintain light, medium, and heavy field ar-
tillery weapons.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the maintenance of light, mediums
and heavy field artillery weapons. Course
includes maintenance management and
gunnery mechanisms and repairs.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited technical nature of
the course (7/74).

AR-1710-0031

MEDIUM ANTIAIRCRAFT ARTILLERY
MAINTENANCE

(MEDIUM AND HEAVY ANTIAIRCRAFT AR-
TILLF.RY,MAINTENANCF,)

Course Number: 44- R- 162.2; 44-E-I9.
Location: Air Defense School, Ft.. Bliss,

TX; Antiaircraft Artillery and Guided Mis-
sile School, Ft. Bliss, TX; Antiaircraft and
Guided Missile School, Ft. Bliss, TX.

Length: 5-6 weeks (159-210 hours). r,

Exhibit Dates: 4/55-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

maintain small arms and medium and
heavy antiaircraft artillery weapons.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the maintenance of small arms and
medium and heavy antiaircraft artillery
weapons, including machine guns, recoil
systems, fuze setter and combination fuze
setter-rammer, sighting and fire control
equipment, generator set operation,
machine gun mounts, ammunition, and
maintenance, inspection, and lubrication
procedures.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(6/74).

Ak-1710-0032
SHERIDAN TURRET. MECHANIC

Course Number: 643-45P20.
Location: Armor School, Ft. Knox, KY..
Length: 9 weeks (304 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/73-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

maintain the Sheridan tank turret.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

-teiSes in Sheridan tank turret maintenance,
including electricity fundamentals, machine
gun repair, turret support mechanisms, and
fire control systems.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(7/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 45 P.

AR -1710 -0033

ENGINEER EQUIPMENT OFFICER

Course Number: 41:0663; 5-0-13,
Location: Engineer School, Ft. Belvoir,

VA.
. Length: 6-8 weeks (188-308 hours).

Exhibit Dates: 8/55-Present,

Objectives: To train commissioned of-
ficers to plan, coordinate, and supervise the
effective utilization and recovery of equip-
ment. ,

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the planning, coordination, and su-
pervision of the, effective- utilization and
recovery of eqdipment., Couise,_includes
field engineering, maintenance manage-
ment, repair arts, generators, internal-
Combustion engines, power trains,
troubleshooting and organizational main-
tenance, construction equipment, automo-
tive and special subjects, welding, hand and
machine tools, crane-shovels, tractors and
scrappers, motorized graders, air compres-
sors, concrete construction equipment,
operation and maintenance of rock
crushers, asphalt and related equipment
and earth moving.

Credit Recommendation: in the voca-
tional certificate category, 4 semester hours
in heavy equipment shop foremanship (6/
75); in the loweirdivision baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 3 semester hours
in heavy equipment shop foremanship (6/
75).

AR-1710-0034

ENGINEER EQUIPMENT REPAIR, ENLISTED

Course Number: 5-E-14:
Location: Engineer School, Ft. Belvoir,

VA.
Length: 8 weeks (304 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/55-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

perform as engineer equipment repairmen.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the repair and maintenance of en-
gineer construction equipment at the field
and depot level, including crane-shovels,
air compressors, tractors, motorized
graders, internal-combustion engines, spe-
cial subjects, miscellaneous equipment, and
welding.

Credit Recommendation: in the voca-
tional certificate category, 5 semester hours
in 'heavy equipment repair technology (7/
74); in the lower-division laccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 3 semester hours
in heavy equipment repair technology (7/
74).

AR- 1710 -0035

MECHANICAL MAINTENANCE(MM-CMF)
NCO BASIC.

Course Number: 6-MM-C40A.
Location: Ordnance School, Aberdeen

Proving Ground, MD.
Length: 9-12 weeks (424-480 hOurs).
Exhibit Dates: 2/73-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in

mechanical maintenance.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in mechanical maintenance, including
general career management, common
technical subjects, machine shop opera-
tions, oxyacetylene welding, electric arc
welding, metal inert-gas welding, tungsten
inert-gas welding, and metal body repair.

Credit Recommendation: in the voca-
tional certificate category, 3 semester hours
in auto body laboratory, 3 in welding
laboratory, 3 in machine tool laboratory, 3
in diesel engine laboratory (7/74); in the
lower-division baccalaureate /associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in auto
body laboratory, 3 in welding laboratory, 3
in machine tool laboratory, 3 in diesel en-
gine laboratory (7/74).
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Related Occupation Codes: 41C; 44A;

44B; 44C; 44D; 44E; 45B; 45D; 45K; 45J;
45L; 45M; 57C; 63B; 63C; 63F; 63G; 631-1;
63J; 63K.

AR-1710-0036

ENGINEER EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE.

Course Number: 5-E-12.
Location: Engineer School, Ft. Belvoir,

VA.
Length: 8-9 weeks (310-320 hours).
Exhibit Dates:.4/55-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel as

engineer equipment mechanics.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in organizational maintenance of en-
gineer equipment and attachments, includ-
,ing fundamental subjects, gasoline engines,
diesel engines, air compressors, tractors,
motorized graders, crane-shovels, miscel-
laneous engineer equipment, welding,
transporting engineer equipment, construc-
tion equipment operation, organizational
maintenance, and facilities maintenance.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 3 semester hours
in heavy equipment maintenance (7/74); in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 2 semester hours in heavy
equipment maintenance (7/74).

AR-1710-00374 ,
FIELD ARTILLERY REPAIR

Course Number: 642-422.1; 9-R-422.1;

Location: Ordnance School, Aberdeen
Proving Ground, MD:

Length: 7-8 weeks (270-304 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/56-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

repair and rebuild light, medium, and
heavy field artillery, related materiel, and
mounts.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in field artillery repair, including in-
troduction to field artillery maintenance;
common tools; characteristics, description,
removal, disassembly, assembly, main-
tenance, and installation of components; in-
spection of various cannons, guns, and
rocket launchers; electrical systems and un-
dercarriage, top carriage, and elevating and
traversing mechanisms, description and
removal; elevating A-frame, travelling lock,
and traverse frame of specific rocket
launcher; atomic warfare; bore evaluation;
and gas pressure tests.

Credit Recommendation: in the voca-
tional certificate category, 1 semester hour
as an elective in mechanical or technical
areas (7/74); in the lower-division bac-
calaureate/associate degree category, I

semester hour as an elective in mechanical
or technical areas (7/74),

AR-1710-0038..

MISSILE TANK TURRET MECHANIC

Course Number: 643-45R20.
Location: Armor School, Ft. Knox, KY.
Length: 13 weeks (456 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/73-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

maintain tank turret systems for the
M60A2 tank turret systems and the 20min
gun.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the maintenance of the M60A2
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tank turret system. Course includes
mechanical training for MT3, M85 and .50
machine guns; turret systems for M60A2
tank, including electrical systems, controls,
hydraulic systems, laser range-finder
system, and other turret system functions.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 4 semester hours
as an elective in technical/vocational pro-
grams (7/74); in the lower-division bac-
calaureate/associate degree category, 4
semester hours in vocational/technical Pro-
grams (7/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 45R.

AR-1710-0039
MATERIALS HANDLING EQUIPMF.NT

MECHANIC

Course Number: 610-F2.
Location: Ordnance School, Aberdeen

Proving Ground, MD.
Length: 2 weeks (70 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/70-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

maintain the 6,000-pound rough-terrain
forklift and the 4,000-pound electric for-
klift.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the maintenance of a 6,000-pound
rough-terrain forklift and a 4,000-pound
electric forklift. Course includes opera-
tional training on the 4,000- and the 6,000 -
pound forklifts, battery maintenance, tire
repair, and brakes and steering
mechanisms.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, I semester hour
as an elective in heavy equipment repair
(7/74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, I semester hour
as an elective in heavy equipment repair
(7/74).

AR-1710-0040
ENGINEER EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE.

OFFICER

Course Number: 5-0-5.
Location: Engineer School, Ft. Belvoir,

VA.
Length: 10 weeks (369 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/54-12/68.
Objective To train engineer officers and

warrant officers to inspect, maintain, and
repair engineer equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the inspection, maintenance, and
repair of engineer equipment. Course in-
cludes power crane shovels, air compres-
sors, tractors, motorized graders, gasoline
and diesel engines, welding, maintenance
administration subjects, engineer repair
parts and supply, add electrical subjects.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 4 semester hours
in heavy equipment repair, 2 in shop
management (7/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate /associate degree category, 2
semester hours in heavy equipmen repair,
2 in shop management (7/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 621 A.

AR-1710-0041

I , ComnAT ENGiNtrium: (CE-CMF)
NCO BASIC

2. COMBAT ENGINEERING NCO BASIC

Course Number: Version I: 0-CE-C40.
Version 2: 030-121140-EC.

Location: Engineer School, Ft. Belvoir,
VA.

Length: Version l: 12 weeks (384-390
hours). Version 2: 15 weeks (541 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version I: 3/73-Present.
Version 2: 3/71-2/73.

Objectives: To train noncommissioned
officers to supervise combat engineering
operations.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in basic mathematics, map reading,
job management and construction opera-
tions, bridges and bridge construction,
structures and utilities, equipment utiliza-
tion, demolition, rigging, field water supply,
masonry construction, earth-moving equip-
ment, and grading.

Credit Recommendation: Version I: In
the vocational certificate category, 4
semester hours in construction foremanship
(7/74). Version 2: In the vocational cer-
tificate categOry, 6 semester hours in con-
struction foremanship (7/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 1213; 12C;
12D; 12E; 12F.

AR-1710-0042
QUARRY MACHINE OPERATION

Course Number: 5-E-57:0
Location: Engineer School, Ft. Belvoir,

VA.
Length: Version I: 5 Weeks (183 hours).

Version 2: 3 weeks (92 -t20 hours).
Exhibit Dates: I /54-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

operate and maintain quarry machines.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in internal combustion engines theory
and maintenance and quarry machine

^ operation, including rock crushers, screens,
and washers.

Credit Recommendation: Version I: In
the vocational certificate category. 3

semester hours as an elective in heavy
equipMent Or civil technology (4/74); in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 2 semester hours as an
elective in heavy equipment or civil
technology (4/74). Version 2: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 2 semester hours
as an elective in heavy equipment or civil
technology (4/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2
semester h9urs as an elective in heavy
equipment or civil technology (4/74).

AR-1710-0044
MECHANICAL MAINTENANCE WARRANT

OFFICER INTERMEDIATE ( 621 A)

Course Number: 4-9-C30-C.
Location: Ordnance School (Phase I),

Aberdeen PrOving Ground, MD; Engineer
School (Phase ii), Ft. Belvoir,

Length: 17 weeks (562 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/72-Present.
Objectives: To train warrant officer en-

gineer equipment technicians to supervise
general support and depot support main-
tenance.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the supervision of general support
and depot support maintenance and milita-
ry missions and functions; leadership and
managerial studies; information systems;
and malfunction diagnosis procedures for
heavy construction equipment, electric test
equipment, environmental equipment, gas
turbine engines, and special electrical and
electronic devices.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 4 semester hours in mechanical
or industrial technology, 2 in automotive or
diesel mechanics, and 4 as an elective in
business management (4/74); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours as an elective in business manage-
ment (4/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 621 A.

AR-1710-0045
MECHANICAL MAINTENANCE WARRANT

OFFICER INTERMEDIATE (632A)

Course Number: 4-9-C30E.
Location: Ordnance School, Aberdeen

Proving Ground, MD.
Length: 19 weeks (583 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/72-Present. . .

Objectives: To train automotive techni-
cians to supervise automotive 'maintenance
personnel at the general support and depot
support maintenance levels.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises . in leadership and management,
management information systems, supply
management and maintenance manage-
ment; machine shop, welding, metal body
work; hydraulics, electricity and elec-
tronics; and wheel and track automotive
equipment complete overhaul and main-
tenance procedures.

Credit RecoMmendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 2 semester hours
in automotive mechanics (4/74); in the
lower-division ^ baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 4 semester hours in busi-
ness management, 4 in mechanical or in-
dustrial technology, 2 in automotive
mechanics (4/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 2 semester hours in
business management (4/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 632k.

AR-1710-06
ARMAMENT MkINTENANCE (ENTRY)

Course Number: 9-R-420.0; 9-E-75.
Location: Ordnance School, Aberdeen

Proving Ground, MD.
Length: 8 weeks (280-304 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/56-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

assist in performance of organizational,
field, and depot maintenance of small arms
and artillery.

instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in operation of automotive type
wrecker (crane); introduction to shop
operation; supply and maintenance
procedures, including disassembly and as-
sembly of various types of small arms.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 2 semester hours
in mechanical technology (7/74).

AR-1710-0047
RAILWAY MAINTENANCE. AND OPERATIONS

OFFICER

Course Number: Version I: 55-A-F2.
Version 2: 55-0-14.

Location: Transportation School, Ft.
Eustis, VA.

Length: Version I: 12 weeks (428
hours). Versioii 2: 20 weeks (732-772
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 8/58 - 12/68.
Version 2: 4/54-7/58.



Objectives: To provide personnel with
know/edge of maintenance of way and
structures; maintenance and repair of
equipment; and main line. and terminal
operations.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises to include introduction to the trans-
portation military railroad system; main-
tenance of way and structure; maintenance
and repair of locomotives and rolling stock;
main line and terminal operation; and
transportation planning.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in rail-
way maintenance and operation (12/68); in
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
6 semester hours in railroad maintenance
and management (7/74)'. Versiori-ti In the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 6 semester hours in rail-
way maintenance and operation (12/68); in
the upper-division baccalaureate category.
10 semester hours in railroad maintenance
and management (7174).

AR-1710-0048

ORDNANCE. SHOP TECHNICIAN

Course Number: 4L-44 1 A.
Location: Ordnance School, Aberdeen

Proving Ground, MD. a
Length: 19 weeks (655 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/72-Present.
Objectives: To train personnel to perform

the duties of general mechanical repair
shop technicians or repair shop foremen.

Instruction: Conference and practical ex-
ercises to include command and staff sub-
jects, management subjects, maintenance
and supply management, individual- and'
crew-served weapons/tactical signal gom-
munidations, common technical subjects.
machine shop operations, canvas repair,
recovery and evacuation, welder metal
body repair, basic electricity, and hydrau-
lics.:

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
'tional certificate category, 3 semester hours
in machine tools, 3 in industrial manage-
ment and technology, 2.411 basic electricity,
3 in welding (5/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category; 3
semester hours in machine .tools, 3 in in-
dustrial management and technology, 2 in
basic electricity., 3 welding (5/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 44 I A.

AR-1710-0049

MECHANICAL MAINTENANCE
NONCOMMISSIONED OFFICER (NCO)

Course Number: 510-Fl.
Location: Ordnance School, Aberdeen

Proving Ground, MD. .
length: 14. weeks (504 hours).
Exhibit DateS: 7/70-Present.
Objectives: To train personnel in the

management of maintenance support
operations at the company. battalion, and
hrigade levels.

InstnactIon: Conferences and practical
exercises in military leadership. communi-
cation skills, military 05,6111s, management
practices. organization ,"tiAr combat service
support, supply management procedures,
stock accounting procedures, maintenance
management procedures, tank-automotive
material, heavy and special. support equip-
ment, armament material, weapons calibra-
tion, and t ransportationI, nianagenient
procedures.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate, category, 3 semester hours
in equipment maintenance (5/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 44E; 44Z;
63B; 63C; 63F; 63G; 63H; 57t; 62B; 62C;
63J; 63K; 45B; 45J; 45M; 45K; 45L; 45Z;
4IC(35J; 34G;

AR-1710-0050

ORDNANCE SERVICE SECTION OFFICER

Course Number: 9-B-4813; 9-0-15.
Location: Ordnance School, Aberdeen

Proving Ground, MD.
Length: 6 weeks (216 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/56-12/68.
Objectives: To train officers in organiza-

tion and management of an ordnale ser-
vice section shop.

Instruction: Lectures and prIctical exer-
cises in welding, machine 11301S, allied
trades, shop organization, and vehicle

'recovery operations.
' Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category. 4 semester hours
in manufacturing processes (5/74); in the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in manu-
facturing processes (5/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 441A.

AR-1712-0001

ARMOR INTELLIGENCE SPECIALIST

Course Number: 250-1 I DIO.
Location: Armor School, Ft. Knox, KY.
Length: 8 weeks (310 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/7I-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

drive and maintain armored vehicles and
weapons.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the driving, maintenance and em-
ployment of armored vehicles and
weapons, including field repair and main-
tenance of diesel engines and automatic
weapons; marksmanship; combal. and
reconnaissance techniques; map reading;
organization maintenance; and tactical and
mechanical training.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, credit in engine
mechanics on the basis of institutional ex-
amination (4/74).

Related Occupation Codek: 11D.

AR-1712-0002
MARINE ENGINEER SKILL DEvELOPMENT

BASE

Course Number: 652-6IC20-l.
Location: Transportation School, Ft.

Eustis, VA.
Length: IS weeks (589 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/68- Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel as

technicians and supervisors in the marine
engineering fielet.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in leadership principles; engine con-
struction; internal-combustion engine prin-
ciples; fuel injection. lubrication, cooling.
hydraulic, diesel-cranking, and electrical
systems operation and maintenance; electri-
cal principles; refrigeration principles; hand
and power tools operation; and onboard
practical training.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 3 semester hours
in diesel engines, 3 in automotive electrici-

1
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ty (4/74); in the lowerrdivision baccalau-
reate/associate degree category, 3 semester
hours in diesel. engines, 3 in automotive
electricity (4/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours hi
diesel engines (4/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 6I A; 61 C.

AR-1712-0003
PoWERMAN

Course Number: 622-351.1.
Location: Engineer School, Ft. Belvoir,

VA. ,
Length: 7 weeks (254 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/65-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

install, operate, and maintain gasoline and
diesel engine portable generating equip-
ment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the installation, operation, and
maintenance of gasoline and diesel engine
portable generating equipment, including
fundamental subjects, internal-combustion
engine systems, diesel engine maintenance,
electrical fundamentals, and conventional
generator sets.

Credit Recommendation: tIn the voca-
tional certificate category, 3 semester hours
in, basic electricity, I in diesel mechanics
(7/74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 3 semester hours
in basic electricity, I in diesel mechanics
(7/74).

AR-1712-0004
AMPHIBIAN ENGINEER MECHANIC

Course Number: 652:-61E2().
Location: Transportation School, Ft.

Eustis, VA.
Length: S weeks (161-168 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/67-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

maintain the LARC V. LARC XV, and the
LARC LX amphibious craft.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the maintenance of the LARC V.
LARC XV. and the LARC LX amphibious
craft, including electrical subjects, high-
speed diesel engines, amphibian power
trains and steering systems, and main.
tenance and repair procedures.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate categOry, 2 semester hours
in diesel mechanics, 2 as.an elective in vo-
cational/technical programs (7/74); in the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 2 semester hours in diesel
mechanics. 2 as an elective in vocational/
technical programs (7/74).

Related OCcupation Codes: 61E.

AR-1712-0005
AMPHIBIAN ENGINEER REPAIRMAN

Course Number: 652-61E30.
Location: Transportation School, Ft.

Eustis, VA.
Length: 7 weeks (246 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/67-Present,.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

maintain and repair the LARC V, the
LARC XV, and the LARC LX amphibious
craft.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the maintenance and repair of am-
phibious craft, including the LARC V,
LARC XV, and the LARC I.X. Course in-
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eludes the operation, inspection, and
troubleshooting of the electrical, fuel,
hydraulic, pneumatic, steering, and power
trains systems.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 2 semester hours
in diesel mectianics, 2 as an elective in vo-
cational/technical programs (7/74); in the
lower-division baccalaureate /associate
degree category, 2 se r hours in dieselnjte
mechanics, 2 as an e 've in vocational/
technical programS (7/7 )

Related Occupation Codes: 61 E.
e

AR-1712-0006

ENGINEER EQUIPMENT REPAIR TECHNICIAN

Course Number: 4L -62I A; 612-F2.
Location: Engineer School, Ft. Belvoir,

VA.
Length: II weeks (378-427 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/66-Present.
Objectives: To train 'bilkers to be en-

gineer equipment and repair technicians.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in maintenance management, repair
parts supply, gasoline engines, diesel en-
gines, equipment components,
troubleshooting, organizational main-
tenance, power generator equipment,
precise-power generator repair, gas turbine
repair, air conditioning, air compressors
and Nike elevators and power packs.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, I semester hour
in introduction to gasoline engines, I in in-
troduction to diesel engines, 1 in air condi-
tioning, and I as an elective in mechanical
or industrial programs (6/75); in the lower,
division baccalaureate /associate degree
category, 1 semester hour in introduction
to gasoline engines, I in introduction to
diesel engines, I in air conditioning, and 1
as an elective in mechanical or industrial
programs (6/75); in the upper-division bac-
calaureate category, I semester hour in
maintenance management and I in supply
management (6/75).

Related Occupation Codes: 621A.

AR-1712-0007
HARBOR CRAFT ENGINEERING OFFICER

( HARBOR CRAFT ENGINE OPERATION
(ADVANCED))

Course Number: 8C-0823; 4H-562D;
652-F1;.55-H-0823; 55-0E-23.

Location: TranspOrtation School, Ft.
Eustis, VA.

Length: 17-19 weeks (630-713 hours).
Exhibit Dates:'3/54-Present.
Objectives: To train personnel to operate

and maintain the engines and auxiliary
machinery and equipment on vessels.

Instruction: Lecturesand practical exer-
- eises in vessel engines and auxiliary

machinery, and equipment operation and
maintenance, including logistics, engineer-
ing, shipfitting and welding, pipefitting,
marine electricity, dieSel engines, boilers,
and leadership training.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 4 semester hours
as an elective in diesel repair, 3 in diesel
mechanics (7/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 4
semester .hours as an elective in diesel.
repair, 3 in diesel mechanics (7/14).

Related Occupation Codes: 61C; 500A;
561B; 561C; 5610; 561 E.

AR-1712-0008
DIESEL ENGINE REPAIR

Course Number: 5-E-34.
Location: Engineer School; Ft. Belvoir,

VA.
- Length: 11 weeks (382 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/56-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

repair diesel engines used as power unit<\--
on heavy cranes, shovels, graders, air com-
pressors, and generator sets.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exec -
cises in the repair and safe operation of
earth-moving and heavy equipment. Course
includes diesel theory.and repair, electrical
devices, and units of instruction on specific
engines.

Credit Recommendation: in the voca-
tional certificate category, 8 semester hours
as an elective in diesel engine laboratory or
heaVy equipment (7/74); in the lower-divi-
sion baccalaureate/associate degree catego-
ry, 6 semester hours as an elective in diesel
engine laboratory or.heavy equipment (7/
74); in the ..upper-division baccalaureate
category, 5 semester hours as an elective in
diesel engine laboratory or heavy equip-
ment (7/74).

AR-1712-0009
AMPHIBIAN ENGINEER SKILL DEVELOPMENT

BASE

Course Number: 652-61E20-i.
Location: Transportation School, Ft.

Eustis, VA.
Length: 14 weeks (571 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/68-Present.
Objectives: To train amphibian engineers

to perform as technicians and supervisors.
Instruction: Lectures 'and practical, exer-

cises in amphibian engineering and super-
visory techniques, including .leadership,
welding, general subjects, electrical sub(
jects, fuel systems, high-speed diesel en-
gines, hydraulic systems, amphibian power
trains, and pneumatic systems.

Credit Recommendation: in the voca-
tional certificate category, 2 semester hours
in welding laboratory, '2 in diesel engine
laboratory (7/74); in the lower division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2
semester hours in welding laboratory, 2 in
diesel engine laboratory (7/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 61 E.

AR-1712-0010
MARINE ENGINEERING AND REPAIR

SUPERVISION

Course Number: 55-E-29.
Location: Transportation School, Ft.

Eustis, VA.
Length: 12 weeks (433 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/55-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

supervise engineroom activities on harbor-
craft, and to maintain and repair marine
engines and auxiliaries.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in supervision of engineroom activities
on harborcraft and in maintenance and
repair of marine engines and auxiliaries, in-
cluding basic equipment fundamentals,
electricity, pipe design and theory, machine
tool operation, refrigeration, fuel injection
review, two- and four-stroke propulsion en-
gines, two-stroke auxiliary engineS, and
diesel fundamentals.

Credit Recommendation: in the voca-
tional certificate category, 3 semester hours
in basic electricity, 2 in machine shop, 3 in
introduction to diesei engines, and 1 in in-
troduction to refrigeration (7/74); in the
lower-division baccalaureate /associate
degree category, 2 semester hours in basic
electricity, 2 in machine shop, 2 in in-
troductiOn tb diesel engines, and I in in-
troduction to refrigeration (7/74).

AR-1712-0011

DIPSEL-ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVE REPAIR

Course Number: 55-E-8.
Location: Transportation School, Ft.

Eustis, VA.
Length: 10 weeks (440 hours).
Exhibit Dites:, 8/55-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel as

diesel-electric locomotive repairmen.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in inspection, maintenance, overhaul,
and Impair of non-electric sections of
dieseiltric locomotives and their com
ponent parts and assemblies, including
general basic technical subjects; diesel en-
gines assemblies; basic blueprint reading
and machine sketching; diesel operating
principles; hand and power tools; diesel-
electric locomotive terms; diesel engine
governors; and nomenclature and location
of electrical equipment.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, .7 semester hours
in diesel technology (7/74); in the lower -
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in diesel
technology (7/74).

AR-1712-0012

MARINE ENGINEER REPAIR

Course Number: 652-61C30.
Location: Transportation School. Ft.

Eustis, VA.
Length: 10 weeks (355 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/7 I -Prese nt.
Objectives: To train marinerengineers to

operate, maintain, and repair propulsion
systems, auxiliary . equipment, machinery,
kind sustaining equipment on marine ves-
sels.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the operation, Maintenance, and
repair of propulsion systems, auxiliary
equipment, machinery, hnd sustaining
equipment on marine vessels, including
mathematics, diesels, gasoline engines, cen-
trifuges and, governors, measuring instru-
ments, machine shop procedures and
equipment, AC and DC motors and genera-
tors, electrical calculations and meters,
electronics equipment,' oxyacetyleve weld-
ing and hlacksmithing, refrigeration
systems, fuel injection equipment, and in-
stallation, operation, maintenance,
troubleshooting of diesel engines.

Credit Recommendation: in the voca-
tional certificate category, 2 semester hours
as an elective in power technology, 2 in
diesel power (7/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2
semester hours as an elective in power
technology, 2 in diesel power (7/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 2
semester hours as an elective in power
technology (7/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 61C



AR-1712-0013
I. POWER GENERATION EQUIPMENT

REPAIRMAN
2. GAS TURBINE GENERATOR REPAIR

Course ,Number: A 1 1 Versions: 662-
521120. Version 2: 662-351.3.

Location: Engineer School, Ft. Belvoir,
VA.

length: Version 1: 16-17 weeks
-(506-539 hours). Version 2: 12-13 weeks
(442 -480 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: I 2/72-Present.
'Version 2: 6/65-11/72.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
maintain and repair electric control cir-
cuitry, electric motors and generators, gas
turbine engines, and gasoline and diesel en-
gines.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the maintenance and repair of elec-
tric control circuitry, electric motors and
generators, gas turbine engines, and
gasoline and diesel engines. Course in-
cludes general support maintenance
procedures for the following types of
generator sets: gasoline engine, tactical
precise diesel engine, tactical turbine en-
gine, turbine driven multi-output units, and
electrical forklift trucks.

Credit Recommendation: Version /: In
the vocational Certificate category, 2
semestlit hours in electrical, maintenance, 2
in diesel mechanics, 2 in auto mechanics
(8/74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 2 semester hours
in electrical maintenance, 2 in diesel
mechanics, 2 in auto mechanics (8/74).
Version 2: In the vocational certificate
category, 2 semester hours in electrical
maintenance, 2 in auto mechanics, 2 in
generator repair (8/74); in the lowerLdivi-
sion baccalaureate /associate degree catego-
ry, 2 semester hours in electrical main-
tenance, 2 in auto mechanics, 2 in genera-
tor repair ( 8/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 52B; 52D.

AR-1713-0001

DECC7A CHARTING AND REPRODUCTION

Course Number: 411-Fl.
Location: Engineer School, Ft. Belvoir,

VA.
Length: 6 weeks (227 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/67-Present.
Objectives: To provide enlisted personnel

With basic training in , Decca hyperbolic
navigation charting.

InstructiOn: Lectures in Decca hyperbol-
ic navigation theory and system, flight log
chart production, and chart assembly and
reproduction; and exercises in navigational
charting techniques.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in radio naviga-
tion, 6 in cartography (2/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 81C; 81D.

AR-1713-0002

ANTIAIRCRAFT ARTILLERY (AAA)
OPERATIONS AND INffil.ii:ENcE.

' NONCOMMISSIONED OFFICER ( NCO )

Course Number: 44-E-2.
Location: Antiaircraft Artillery and

(iiiided Missile School, Ft. Bliss, TX.
length: 14 weeks (507 hours).
F:xhihit !Wes: 11/56-12/6Ii.

ti

Objectives: To train AAA operations and
intelligence specialists to assist operations
officers in the establishment of fire control
orientation data.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in AAA operations and intelligence,
including mathematics, engineering draw-
ing, survey and orientation, map and aerial
photograph reading, gunnery, tactics, com-
munications, instructor training, training
management, astronomical computations,
azimuth determination, AAA service Prac-
tice recording and analysis, and plane sur-
veying.

Credit ' Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 5 semester hours
in plane surveying and engineering drawing
(5/74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 5 semester hours
in plane surveying and engineering drawing
(5/74).

I;

AR-1713-0003

GENERAL DRAFTING

Course Number: 5-E-3.
Location: Engineer School, Ft. Belvoir,

VA.
Length: 9'weeks (330-360 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/54-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

assist in cartographic model making and re-
lated art and drafting activities.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in basic drafting, mathematics review,
military drafting techniques, projected
drawings; blueprint reading, and graphs and
charts.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate 'category, 3 semester hours
in basic drafting (5/74); in the lower-divi-
sion baccalaureate/associate degree catego-
ry, 3 semester hours in basic drafting (5/
74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 4 semester hours in engineering
drawing ( 12/68).

AR-1713-01HW

MAP COMPILING (FOR ARMY PERSONNEL)

Course Number: 411-81D20; 5-R-8.12.1;
5-E-1.

Location: Engineer School, Ft. Belvoir,
VA.

Length: 10 weeks (366-400 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/53-9/70.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

compile and revise planimeter, topographic
and photographics maps, using drafting in-
struments and plotting devices.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in map compiling, including, compila-
tion base preparation,, radial triangulation,
aerial photography planning and mosaics,
color separation, situation overlays, and
terrain analysis maps.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 8 semester hours in map compila-
tion (5/74); in the upper-division baccalau-
reate category, 4 semester hours in
mapping and drafting (12/68).

Related Occupation Codes: 8 ID.

AR-1713-0005
MAP COMPILING ( FOR AIR FORCE.

PERSONNEL)

Course Number: 411-81D20.
Location: Engineer School, Ft. Belvoir,

VA.

Army 1-119
Length: 11-13 weeks (402-492 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/67-9/70.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

compile and revise planiineter, topo-
graphic, and phtotographic maps, using
drafting instruments and plotting devices.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in map compilation, including com-
pilation base preparation, radial triangula-
tion, aerial photOgraphy planning and
mosaics, color separation, situation over-
lays, and terrain analysis maps.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 8 semester hours in map compila-
tion (5/74); in the upper-division bikcalau-
reate category, 4 semester hours in
mapping and drafting (12/68).

AR-1713-0006.
CARTOGRAPHIC 'DRAFTING

Course Number: 411- 81C20; 411-813.1;
5-E-4.

Location: Engineer School, Ft., Belvoir,
VA.

Length: 9-11 weeks (321-440 Atm).
Exhibit Dates: 7/53-4/72.
Objectives: To trait; enlisted personnel to

be cartographic drafters.
Instruction; Lectures and practical exer-

cises in cartographic -drafting, including
color separation drafting techniques, map
preparation with drafting equipment and
scribing instruments, map revision, aerial
pt(otomosaic preparation, situation over-
lays, compilation base preparation, and
radial triangulation.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 4 semester hours in mapping and
drafting (5/74); in the upper-division bac-
calaureate category, 4 semester hours in
mapping and drafting (12/68).

Related Occupation Codes: 81C.

AR-1714-0001

TACTICAL CIRCUIT CONTROLLER

Course Number: 202-31N 20.
Location: Southeastern Signal School, Ft.

Gordon, GA.
Length: Version 1: 11 weeks (384-391

hours). Version 2: 5 weeks (180 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version 1 8/73-Present.

Version 2: 10/66-7/73.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

operate tactical patching panels.
Instruction: Practical exercises in instal-

lation, operation, and operator main-
tenance of communications patching
panels.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the vocational certificate category, 4
semester hours in electrical laboratory, and
additional credit on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation (3/74); in the lower-divi-.
sion baccalaureate/associate degree catego-
ry, credit in electrical laboratory on the
basis of institutional evaluation (3/74). Ver-
sion 2: In the vocational certificate catego-
ry, 2 sernester hours in electrical laborato-

lay, and additional credit on the basis of in-
stitutional evaluation (3/74); in the lower-4

baccalaureate/associate degree
category, credit in electrical laboratory on
the basis of institutional evaluation (3/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 31 N.
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AR-1714-0002
SURFACE -TO -Alit MISSILE MECHANICAL

MATERIEL MAINTENANCE. (NIKE
AJAX)

Course Number: 44-R-221.2.
Location: Air Defense School, Ft. Bliss,

TX.
Length: 8 weeks (278 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/57-12/68.

'Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
assemble, install, maintain, and adjust Nike
Ajax mechanical and, hydraulic on-missile
guidance control systems and associated
equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in assembly and maintenance of sur-
face-to-air missiles, including basic elec-
tricity, missile mechanics, mechanical
materiel of assembly and launching areas,
and missile preparation and depreparation.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 2 semester hours
in electrical laboratory (3/74); in the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 1 semester hour in electri-
cal laboratory (3/74); in the uppot-division
baccalaureate category, credit in electrical
laboratory on the basis of institutional
evaluation ( 12/68).

4R-1714-0003
MISSILE MONITOROPERATIONS CENTRAL

AND TERMINAL EQUIPMENT REPAIR

Course Number: 1 1 -N- 298.2.
Location: - Signal Fire Distribution

Systems Training Activity, Ft. Bliss, TX.
Length: 18 weeks (660 hours).
Exhibit Dates; 6/61-12/68.
Objectives: To train warrant officers and

enlisted personnel with electronics
backgrounds to perform field and organiza-
tional maintenance on ,missile monitor
operations central and coder-decoder
subsystems.

Instruction: Lectures and laboratories in
coordinate data. digital fundamentals,
power---`supplies, coder-decoder, groups,
detailed circuit analysis of operations cen-
tral, ground-to-slant converters, and
troubleshooting and repair techniques.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 4 semester hours
in electrical laboratory (3/74); in the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category. 2 semester hours in elec-
trical laboratory (3/74); in the upper-divi-
sion baccalaureate category, credit in elec-
trical laboratory on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation (3/74).

AR-1714-0004
INFANTRY COMMUNICATION SUPERVISION

Course Number: 7 -R -31 1.7; 7-E-2.
Location: Infantry School, Ft. Benning,

GA.
Length: 11 -13 weeks (440-545 hours).
Exhibit Dates: I /55-12/68.
Objectives: To train personnel to super-

visethe maintenance of signal communica-
tions equipment,

Instruction: Lectures and practicalexer-
cises in job-oriented communication funda-
mentals. including message center opera-
tion and cryptography, radio receiver
operation, radio sets and allied equipment,
wire !communication, tactical application of
conultunications, map and aerial photo-
graph reading, and wire - laying techniques
and pole climbing.

redit Recommendation: In the voca-
tionitl certificate category, 2 semester hours
in electricity (3/74); in the ,lower-division

,baccalaureate/associate degree category,
-credit in electrical laboratory on the basis
of institutional evaluation (3/74).

AR-1714-000S .

ANTIAIRCRAFT ARTILLERY REMOTE
CONTROL REPAIR

Course Number: 9-R-30I.2.
. Location: Ordnance School, Aberdeen
Proving Ground, MD.

Length: 9 weeks (315 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/57-12/68.
ObjectIves:,,To train antiaircraft artillery

remote control repairmen to inspect, test,
and maintain light and heavy nonintegrated
antiaircraft remote control equipment.

Instructit Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the aintenance of light and heavy
nonintegrated antiaircraft remote control
equipment, including sighting devices, elec-
trical-mechanical drive controllers, oil
gears, indicator systems, power control,
mot r drives, testing, and field main-
ten ce procedure, s.

It Recojnobendation: In the voca-
tion I certificate category, .I semester hour
in electromechanical repair (3/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category,
credit in electricity on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation (3/74).

AR-1714-0006
LOCOMOTIVE ELECTRICIAN

(DIESEL- ELECTRIC. LOCOMOTIVE
CIAN )

Course4lumber: 55-R-653.1; 55-E-37.
Location: 'Transportation School, Ft.

Eustis, yA.
Length: 10 weeks (350 itours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/55-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

inspect, repair, and maintain electrical
equipment and accessories of diesel-electric
locomotives.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the inspection, repair, and main-
tenance df electrical equipment and acces-
sories of diesel-electric locomotives, includ-
ing element', electricity and electrical
equipment, !facing of electrical wiring dia-
grams, generators and traction motors, con-
trol equipment, auxiliary electrical equip-
ment operation: batteries. and
troubleshooting and test procedures.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 3 semester hours
in electricity, I in electrical laboratory (4/
74).

ELECTR1-

AR-1714-0007
POWER QUIPVIT MAINTENANCE.

Course Number: I I -E-8.
Location: Southeastern Signal School, Ft.

Gordon, GA.
Length: 10 weeks (356 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/55- 12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

install, operate, and maintain portable
gasoline and diesel electrical power-genera-
tion equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in installation, operation, and main-
tenance of portable gasoline and diesel
electrical power-generation eqUipment, in-

1'iti

eluding introduction to communications,
electrical fundaMentals, gasoline' power
units, diesel engine components and opera-
tion, generating components, and power
unit installation procedures.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 3 semester hours
in electrical technology, 3 in automotive
technology, and 2 in diesel technology (4/
74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 3 semester hours
in electrical technology, 3 in automotive
technology, and 2 in diesel techndfogy (4/
74).

AR-1714-0008
MARINE ENGINEERING OFFICER ADVANCED

Course Number: 41-k562C.
Location: Transpoltation School, Ft.

Eustis, VA. -

Length: 14 weeks (477 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/72-Present.
Objectives: To train engineering officers

to perform as marine engineering officers
for medium-sized vessels.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in marine engineering for medium-
sized vessels, including logistics, manage-
ment, military correspondence, vessel
design, hull repair, general engineering
principles, diesel engine fundamentals,
basic electricity, and refrigeraticth and air
conditioning systems.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 2 semester hours
in basic electricity, I in introduction to
diesel engines, and credit in an industrial,
mechanical, or marine technology elective
on the basis of institutional evaluation (4/
74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category. 2 semester hours
in basic electricity, I in introduction to

diesel engines, and credit in an industrial.
'Mechanical, or marine technology elective
on the basis of institutional evaluation (4/
74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, credit in basic electricity and an
industrial, mechanical, or marine technolo-
gy elective on the basi, of institutional
evaluation (4/44),
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AR-1714-0009
ANTENNAMAN NONCOMMISSIONED OFFICER

(NCO) BASIC
Course Number: 621-36D40-EC.
Location: Southeastern Signal School, Ft.

Gordon, GA,.
Length: 15 weeks (332 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/7I-Present,
Objectives: To train noncommissioned

officers as antennamen.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the duties and responsibilities of a-
noncommissioned officer antenhaman, in-
cluding command 'leadership subjects,
maintenance, signal communications, per;
sonnet management, military leadership.
civil affairs and disturbances, command
t*ctics, CBR operations weapons, Army
aviation, special warfare, active and passive
air defense measures, and surveying and in-
stallation of antennas.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 2 serhester hours
in civil technology (communications) (5/
74); in. the lower-division bacealaureate/as-
sociate degree category. 3 semester hours
in civil technology (communications) (5/
74); in the upper-division baccalaureate



category,- 3, semester hours in civil
technology (communications) (5/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 36D.

AR-1714-0010

LINEMAN SKILL DEVEI/OPMENT BASE

Course Number: 621-36C40-1.
Location: Southeastern Signal School, Ft.

Gordon, GA.
Length: 12 weeks (479 hours).
Exhibit Dates: I2/68-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnelAto

qualify as linemen superVisors.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the responsibilities of a lineman, in-
cluding leadership training, small-unit tac-
tics, tactical field exercises, general military
subjects, organization and employment of
signal units, signal systems planning and
control, ,team chief training, counterintel-
ligence, security during movement, defense
of signal installations, fundamentals of
defensive combat, and communications
control.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(6/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 36C.

AR-1714-0011

LINEMAN NONCOMMISSIONED OFFICER
(NCO) BASIC

Course Number: 62P-36C40-EC.
Location: Southeastern Signal School, Ft.

'Gordon, GA.
Length: 13 weeks (500`hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/71- Present.

jectives: To train personnel to super-
vise linemen.

ruction: Lectures and priC7ieal exer-
ct in the duties of a noncommissioned
ofli er and lineman, including command
le a tp subjects, command tactics,
pros ment of outside-plant materials and
equ'pment, military justice, unit readiness,
field engineering, mine warfare, special
warfare,, selection of materials and equip-
ment, construction team supervision, out-
side-plant inspection, emergency medical
treatment, and signal communications.

Credit Recontunendation: No credit
because of the military nat re of the course.
(6/74). - ,

Related Occupation Codes: 36C; 3IZ.

AR-1714-0012
FIELD WIREMAN NCO BASIC

COurse N ber: 621-36K40-EC.
Location: utheastem Signal School, Ft.

Gordon, GA.
Length: 13 eks (500 hours).
Exhibit Dates1:15/71-Present.
Objectives: To qualify enlisted personnel

as noncommissioned officers in field wiring.
InstruCtion: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the basic duties of \+NCO field
wiremen. Topics include command leader-
ship, command tactics, emergency medical
treatment, procurement of field wire and
field cable, wire. team supervision, field
wire and cable system inspections, and
other general military subject matter.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(5/74).

Relate,. Occupation Codes: 36K; 3IG;
36C.

AR-1714-009(
ASSOCIATE SURFACE-TOSURFACE MISSILE

(SSM) BATTERY OFFICER

Course Number: 44-0-2C.
Location: Antiaircraft Artillery and

Guided Missile School, Ft. Bliss, TX.
Length: 15 weeks (600 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/55-12/68.
Objectives: To train officers in the

responsibilities of battery-grade stirface-to-
surface artillery officers.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the duties and responsibilities of
surface-to-surface artillery officers. Course
includes basic electronics, motors and
generattiof communications, guidance, and
firing.

Credit Reconunendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 4 semester hours
in basic electricity (6/74); in the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in basic elec-
tricity ( 12/68).

AR-1714-0014

I. CORPORAL GROUND HANDLING
EQUIPMENT REPAIR

2. CORPORAL MECHANICAL SYSTEMS,
) REPAIR

(SSM MECHANICAL REPAIR)

Course Number: Version 1: 9-R-437;1 9-
R-F22. Version 2: 9-R-432;1 9-E-66.

Location: Ordnance Guided Missile
School, Redstone Arsenal, AL.

Length: Version 1: 9-10 weeks (319-364
hours). Version 2: 7-14 weeks (266-519
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 7/59-12/68.
Version 2: 5/55-6/59.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
perform as Corporal ground handling
equipment repairmen or Corporal mechani-
cal systems repairmen.

Instruction: Version 1: Lectures and
practical exercises in inspection, testing,
field maintenance, and repair of Corporal
ground handling, launching, servicing and
associated.test equipment, including ground
handling equipment basics, basic pneu-
matibi and air servicing truck, firing station
and air compressor, function and operation
of servicing platform, basic electricity,
erector power set, drive wheel assembly
and controller, and erector 'AC motors,
speed decreasers, and control components.
Version 2: Lectures and practical exercises
in inspection, testing, field repair and main-
tenance of Corporal missile mechanical and
propulsion systems; procedures for 'fueling,
defueling, and decontaminating the missile;
and operation, field repair, and main-
tenance of ordnance items of Corporal
ground handling equipment, including main
air regulation system testing, propellant
systems and components testing, propellant
'valve assembly, missile draining
procedures, propellant trucks, and servicing
platforms.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the vocational certificate category, 4
semester hours in electrical laboratory (6/
74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/as.-
sociate degree category, 2 semester hours
in electrical laboratory (6/74). Version 2:
No credit because of the limited specialized
nature of the coorse (6/74).
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AR-1714-0015
I. TELEPHONE INSTALLER AND LINEMAN
2. LINEMAN

Course Number: All Versions: 621-36C20.

Version 2: 11 -R -321;1 11 -E -26.
Location; Version 1: Signal School, Ft.

Gordon, GA. Version 2: Southeastern
Signal School, Ft. Gordon, GA.

Length: Version 1: 9 weeks (315 hours).
Version 2: 7-8 weeks (244-280 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 8/74-Present.
Version 2: 12/55-7/74.

Objectives: To train selected enlisted per -
sonnel to construct, recover, and maintain
outside plants consisting of open wire, aeri-
alcable, field wire, and field cable systems,
and to install telephones, unattended re-
peaters, and field switchboards.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in construction, maintenance, and
recovery of outside .plants consisting of
.open wire, aerial cable, field wire, and field
cable systems, and in installation of
telephones, unattended repeaters, and field
switchboards. Course includes fixed-cable
construction; fixed-telephone installation;
field cable transmission lines; and field
training exercises.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the vocational certificate category, 2
semester hours in electrical apprenticeship
laboratory (6/75). Version 2: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 4 semester hours
as an elective in electrical and lineman
techniques (8/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 36C.

AR-1714-0016
CABLE SPLICING

Course Number: 11-R-322.1; '11-E-11
Location: Southeastern Signal School, Ft.

Gordon, GA.
Length: 14-15 weeks (508-546 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/55-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted dersonnel to

splice, install, and maintain various types of
communications cables used in the military.

instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in cable splicing, including introduc-
tion to communications, basic cable splic-
ing, cable installation, exchange and toll
cable installation, and locating and clearing
cable faults.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 4 semester hours
as an elective in electrical and cable
techniqUes (8/74).

AR-1715-0001

''ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENT REPAIR

Course Number: 198-35B2ó.
Location: Southeastern Signal School, Ft.

Gordon, GA.
Length: 25-27 weeks (923-1005 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/67-Present.

. Objectives: To train enlisted personnel.to
maintain and repair electronic test equip-
ment.

Instruction: Extended course covering
the testing, maintenance, and repair of -
specific models of test equipment, includ-
ing meters, 'test oscillators, oscilloscopes,
frequency counters, heterodyne frequency
meters, tube testers, radiac instruments and

'special-purpose test sets. Includes analysis
of actual circuits, alignment and calibration
procedures, troubleshooting and repair,
with extensive practical work.
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Credit Recommendation: In the voca-

tional certificate category, 6 semester hours
in electronics ( I I/73); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours in electronics ( 11/73); in
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
credit in electronic instrument repair on
the basis of demonstrated skills and/pr in-
stitutional evaluations ( 12/68).

Related Occupation Codes: 35 B.

AR-171E5-0002.

AIR DEFENSE ELECTRONIC NkARFARE (NIKE-
HERCULES)

Course Number: 2G-F3404-F6.
Location: Air Defense School, Ft Bliss,

TX.
Length; 3 weeks (112 hdu'rs).
Exhibit Dates: 10 /72- Present.
Objectives: To provide commissioned

and warrant officers and Selected enlisted
personnel with a genel, knowledge of
electronic countermeasure; (EcM), use of
Nikezliercules Air Defense4adars and an-
cillary equipment in an ECM, environment,
and electronic warfare trpining devices and
techniques.

Instruction: Electiortic:;warfare analysis;
history of EW and .EW targets; electronic
warfare activities; EM/ELSEC/COMSEC;
Air FCrce operatio* in a hostile environ-

.Mire station orien-
tation; el tronic countermeasures (ECM);

t., radar ,reetection problem; electronic
countei-countermeasures (ECCM) general;
low power radar (Lopar) in EW; Operation

- Apache. -

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(11/73 ).

Related Occupation Codes; 1 6020; I 6C;
24P; 240; 22113; 22IC; 222B; 251 B.

AR-1715-0003
ELECTRONIC WARFARE (EW) ANALYST

(NONCOMMUNICATIONS ECM)
(ELECTRONIC WARFARE ANALYST)

Course Number: 233- 98J30.
Location: Security Agency School, Ft.

Devens, MA.
Length: 13 weeks (448 hours).
Exhibit Dates: I /66-Present.

ectives: To provide selected enlisted
Pe nnel with a working knowledge of
nor ommunications equipment, U.S. and

reign noncommunications signal charac-
teristics, plotting of electronic order of bat-
tle, and preparation and submission of
required reports.

Instruction: Data processing; touch typ-
ing; mathematjcs; statistics; electronic
equipment '(amplifiers, oscillators; oscil-
loscopes. counters, filters, frequency
analyzers); PRF determination; oscilloscope
cameras; film processing; recording oscillo-
graphs and 'accessories; methods of scan
measurement; beam width measurements;
reporting; ECM employment, collection
operations.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 2 semester hours
in electronics, 2 in matheMatics, I in touch
typingl( I I/73); in the lower-division bac-
calaureate / associate degree category, I

semester hour in electronics, I in mathe-
matics (11/73).

Related. Occupation Codes: 98J.

AR-1715-0004
ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENT MAINTENANCE

(ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENT REPAIR)

Course Number: 198-351330.
Location: Southeastern Signal School, Ft.

Gordon, GA.
Length: 17 weeks (632 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/67- Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

test, troubleshoot, maintain, repair, adjust,
calibrate, and final test advanced types of
electronic test equipment.

Instruction: Analysis of the circuits and
principles of operation of the following
equipment: electronic voltmeters, signal
generators, panoramic indicators, missile
system test equipment, digital readout
counter, radar test set, oscilloscopes, tele-

, graph test set, and other electronic test
equipment. Emphasis on alignment and
calibration procedures, troubleshooting and
repair, with extensive practical work.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 4 semester hours
in electronics ( 11/73); in the lower-division

/ baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2
semester hours in electronics (11/73); in
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
I semester hour in electronics laboratory
(11/73).

Related Occupation Codes: 35B.
3/4

AR-1715-0005
ELECTRONIC COUNTERMEASURES

OPERATIONS

Course Number: 233-F2.
Location: Security Agency School, Ft.

Devens, MA.
Length: 3-5 weeks (108-135 hlurs).
Exhibit Dates: 7/68-Present.
Objectives: To train personnel to operate

electronic countermeasures (ECM) equip-
ment.

Instruction: History- of electronic war-
fare; electronic countermeasures; electronic
warfare support measures; electronic
counter-countermeasures; electronic war-
fare; review of basic radio receiver theory;
review of basic radio transmitter theory;
technical and tactical employment of. ECM
equipment; ECM techniques; power units
for ECM equipment; countermeastlics set;
second countermeasures set; third counter-
measures set.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
the course (9/77).

AR -1715 - 0006

ELECTRONIC MIXER I-ILC-1 A/TSEC

Course Number: 160-F4.
Location: Signal School, Ft. Gordon, GA;

Signal School, Ft. Monmouth, NJ.
Length: 3 weeks (108 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/7 I-Present.
Objectives: To provide enlisted personnel

with a working knowledge of the
techniques required to maintain and repair
electronic mixer I-ILC-1ArTSEC

Instruction: Equipment orientation; in-
troduction and general description of AN/
k,GA-21; operational procedures;.. power.,
supply; basic logic circuits; basic timingcir-
cuits; control circuits; character and 'group
counters; data processing circuits; tele-
typewriter control circuits; installation
procedures; troubleshooting procedures;
equipment serviceability profile; preventive

maintenance; TEMPEST; COMSEC emer-
gency procedures.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 2 sentester hours
in electronics ( 11/73).

Related Occupation Codes: 31G; 31S;
3I U.

AR- 171 5 -0007

I. ELECTRONIC WARFARE. EQUIPMENT
REPAIRMAN

2. ELECTRONIC WARFARE EQUIPMENT
REPAIR

Course Number: Version I: 102-26K20.
Version 2: I I-R-283.1.

Location: Version I: Electronic Warfurak
School, Ft. Huachuca, AZ; Electronic WarPr
fare School, De'ens, MA. Version 2:
Signal School, . Monmouth, NJ.

Length: Verson I: 138 weeks (1698
hours). Version 33 weeks (11 0 hours):

Exhibit Dates. Version I: 6/ I-Present.
Version 2: 6/§1-12/68.

Objectives: To train .,nlisted personnel
having little or no prior electronics ex-
perience to inspect, test, and repair elec-
tronic warfare equipment.

Instructioq Electrical fundamentals; AC
and DC circuits; electrical components;
RLC circuits; vacuum tubes; special-pur-
pose tubes; amplifiers and oscillators;
semiconductor diodes and transistors;
linear integrated circuits; single-sideband
receivers and transmitters; digital circuits
and systems; analog/digital conversion;
microwave transmitters and receivers; elec-
tronic and ,Mechanical compon is of
radars; electronic warfare and cou rmea-
sures fundamentals.

Credit Recommendation: Version /: In
the vocational certificate category, 36
semester hours in electronics or full
semester-hour equivalent to complete cer-
tificate ;program in electronics (11/73); in_
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 18 semester hours in elec-
tronics (11/73); in the upper-division bac-
calaureate category, 4 semester hours.as.an
elective in radio and electronics, and credit
in electrical laboratory on the basis of in-
stitutional examination (11/73). Version 2:
In the vocational certificate category, 36
semester hours in electronics or full
semester-hour equivalent to complete cer-
tificate program in electronics (11/73); in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 18 semester hours in elec-
tronics ( 11/73); in the upper-division bac-
calaureate category, 3 semester hours as an
elective in radio and electronics, and credit
in electrical. laboratory on the basis of in-
stitutional evaluation ( 11/73).

Related Occupation Codes: 26K.

AR-1715-0008
I. TACTICAL ELECTRONIC MAINTENANCE.

CHIE F
(SUPERVISORY FIELD COMMUNICATIONS

EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE.)
2. SUPERVISORY FIELD. COMMUNICATIONS

EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE.'

Course Number: Version I: 101-31W40;
101-31E40; 101-31L40; 160-3 I J40. Version
2: 101E294;6 101-296;6 160-341.6.

Location: Southeastern Signal School, Ft.
Gordon, GA.

Length: Version 1: 20 weeks (868
hours). Version 2: 26 weeks (1144 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version /: 4/67-Present.
Version 2: 11/65-3/67.
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Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
apply advanced maintenance techniques
and to supervise activities involved in the
maintenance of field communications
equipment.

Instruction: Advanced electronics; basic
and advanced teletypewriter maintenance
'techniques; basic and advanced radi6 relay
and carrier maintenance techniques; basic
and advanced radio maintenance
techniques; system trouble location; super-
visory and training techniques; main-
tenance management; maintenance and
supply procedures.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the vocational certificate category, 5
semester hours in electronics (11/73); in
the \lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 2 semester hours in elec-
tronics (12/68); in the upper-division bac-
calaureate category, 2 semester hours in
shop management ( 11/73 ). Version 2: In
the vocational certificate category, 5
semester hours in electronics (11/73); in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate-
degree categdry, 2 semester hours in elec-
tronics (12/68); in the upper-division bac-
calaureate category, 2 semester hours in
shop management, 2 in electronits, and
credit in electrical laboratory on the basis'
of demonstrated skills and/or instittitionhV
evaluation ( 11/73 ).

Related Occupation Codes: 31W.

AR-1715-0009

PtIR DEFENSE ELECTRONIC WARFARE

Course Number: 2G-F3.
Location: Air Defense School, Ft. Bliss,

TX.
I ngth: 3 weeks (104 hours).
.xhibit Dates: 8/66-Present.

jectives: To provide commissioned of-
ficers and warrant ofliceis with a general
knowledge of electronic countermeasures,
use of air defense radars- in an ECM en-
vironment, and electronic warfare training
devices and techniques.

Instruction: Electronic warfare, intel-
ligence, security, and countermeasures;
radar detection; AN/MPO-TI simulator.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of tA military nature of the course
(11/73).

Related Occupation Codes: 222B; 251 B.

AR-1715-0010
SENIOR SPECIAL ELECTRICAL/ELECTRONIC

DEVICE REPAIR

Course Number:. 198-35E30.
Location: Engineer Schbol, Ft. Belvoir,

VA.
Length: 9 weeks (319 hours).
Exhibit Dates; 2/66-Present.
'Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in

iorganizational 'and general support main-
. tenance on electronic distance-measuring

and `orientation equipment and in general
support maintenance on night vision equip-
ment.

instrOction: Opeiation, maintenance, and
adjustment of night vision equipment; ad-

.. vanced electronic instrumentation; elec-
tronic distance-measuring equipment; elec-
tronic azimuth orientation eqUipment.

Credit Recommendation; In the voca-
tional certificate category, 6 semester hours '
in 0i:en-Miles ( 11/73); in the lower-division
baccalaureate /associate degree category, 3
semester hours in electronics (11/73); in

the upper-division baccalaureate category,
I semester hour in electronic's' (11'793).

Related Occupation Codes: 32E.

AR-1715-0011
ENLISTED. AIR DEFENSE ELECTRONIC

WARFARE

Course Number: I04-F6,
Location: Air Defense School,

TX.
Length: 3 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: I l/68-Presertt.
Objectives: To familiarize enlisted per-

sonnel with electronic countermeasures and
the use of air defense radars.

Instruction: Jamming, target detections
and use of radars in electronic countermea-
sures;. electronic warfare training devices
and techniques.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the";Cciurge
(11/73 ). 9.

Related Occupation Codes:,46C.

AR-171570012

TACTICAL ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT,;
MAINTENANCE (EE-CMPiNCO

opic
( TACTICAL COMMUNICATIONS CHIEF NCO '-

'c,-
(TACTICAL CcimmuNie:a.ts).9-1TE

BASIC)

Course Nbniber: l -3 I -C40 B ; I -pE-C pD;
101-31G40:EC.

Location: Field Artillery School, Ft. Sill,
OK.

Length: 12-16 weeks (407-607 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/71 -6/76-
Objectives: To provide selected person-

nel with a working knowledge of those du,
ties required to perform as noncommis-
sioned officers in grades E. E6 and E7.

Instruction: Electronic warfare;
radiotelephone procedures; leadership;
psychologidal operations; techniques of in-
struction; map reading; rappelling and river
crossing; mines and demolitions; field artil-
lery subjects; communications systems; wire
line construction; field telephones,
switchboards; FM radio equipment; radio
antenna principles; radio 'net operation;
radio telephone procedures; teleiypewriter
procedures; on-line cipher machine; radio

' set AN/GRC-I9; radioteletypes AN/GRC-
46, AN/VRC-29, AN/VSC-1; transmitter;
multimeters; troubleshooting.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 2 semester hours
in electronics (11/73).

Related Occupation Codes: 31 B; 31 D;
31E; 31G; 31K.

AR-1715-0013
BASIC ELECTRONICS MAINTENANCE.

Course Number: 102-F10.
Location: Security Agency School, Ft.

Devens, MA.
Length: 26 weeks (844 hours).
Exhibit Dales; 8/70-Present.
Objectives: To train students to analyze

basic electronic circuits, use basic test
equipment, and maintain general intercept
receivers, couplers and demodulators, and
single and dual track analog recorders.

Instruction: Basic electronics; arithmetic;
scientific notation; equations; AC/DC cir-
cuit analysis; introduction to electricity; re-
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sistors; Ohm's Law; tSsting and
troubleshooting AC/DC circuits; meters;
multirneters; vacuum tube v Itmeters; mag-
netisM and electromagneti'm; audio signal
generators; oscilloscq e operation;
capaCitance; inductanceOLLC circuits; test-
ing of components;.% diodes; triodes:
transistor fundamentaS; electron tube test
sets; power supply. Circuits; amplifier cir-
cuits; audio and transformers; RF
generators; receiv r circuits; wiring dia-
grams; superheterodyne receiver; solid
state; printed cireuits; waveforming circuits.
Material heavil laboratory oriented.

Credit RecOmmendation: In the voca-
tional certipcate category, 12 semester
hours in electronics ( 11/73); in the lower-
division ;baccalaureate/associate degree
categriT .3 semester hours in electricity or
electropics (12/68); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in
electi'icity and electronics, and credit in
.04/mical laboratory on the basis of institu-
tional evaluatioh (11/73 ).

Related Occupation Codes: 33C; 33D;
33F; 33G.

AR-1715-0014
COMMAND AND STAFF OFFICER ELECTRONIC

WARFARE

Course Number: 2G-F8.
Location: Combat Surveillance and Elec-

tronic Warfare School, Ft. Huachuca, AZ.
Length: 3 weeks (128-143 hours).

-Exhibit-Dates: 4/7 I-Present.
Objectives; To provide commissioned of

(leers and civilians with a working
knowledge of the fundamentals of elec-
tronic warfare (EW), and a general
knowledge. of cover and deception (C &
D).

Instruction: EW aggressive measures/
combat power; informative measures; order
of battle; protective measures; EW
resources and military operations; EW
planning exercise; _joint services EW
seminar; C & D operations and CS sensors;
C & D planning exercise.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(11/73).

AR-1715-0015
LIGHT AIR DEFENSE SYSTEM ELECTRONIC

REPAIR

Course Number: Version 1: 101;27F20.
Version 2: .101-27F20. Version 3: 12 r-
27F20.

Location: Missile and Munitions School,
Redstone Arsenal, AL.

Length: Version 1: 29 weeks (1008
hours). Version 2: 27-30 weeks (1072
hours). Version 3: 25-30 weeks (897-1072
hours)-
. Exhibit Dates; Version 1: 9/74-Present.
Version 2: 11/72-8/74. Version 3: 8/68-10/
72.

Objectives: To train enlisted. personnel to
perform direct and general support main-
tenance on the Vulcan air defense system,
Chaparral missile system, and associated
organizational and support maintenance
test equipment.

Instruction: All Versions: Missile elec-
tronic subjects including., series, parallel,
series-parallel, DC and AC resistor circuits;
magnetism; inductance, capacitance and
impedance; transformers; transients in RC
and Lot circuits; series and parallel
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. resonance; missile soldering procedures;

missile transistors; power supplies; test
equipment; electro-mechanical control

'vrdevices; introduction to digital computers;
introduction to logic symbology. Version I:

...... Lecture and laboratoy exercises including
. basic electricity Concepts 'Of work. energy;

and power;. DC and AC circuit
theory-series, Parallel, series-parallel, in-
ductive. capacitive, and LCR circuits: se-
ries and parallel resonant circuits; transfor-
mers and power supplies; simplified ex-
planation of RC and EC transients and
sine-wave oscillators; soldering techniques
and practices:. .. elementary, theory of
semiconductor .deVices and circuits includ-
ing FET's: and Chaparral and Vulcan
system and test equipment maintenance
and repair.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the vocational certificate category. 15
semester hours in basic electronics and
troubleshooting (3/75): in the lower-divi-
sion baccalaureate /associate degree catego-
ry. 1 semester hour in basic electronics and
troubleshooting (3/75)f Version 2: In the
vocational certificate category, 36 semester
hours in electronics or full semester-hour
equivalent to complete certificate prograrn
in electronics (11/73); in the lower - division
baccalaureate / associate degree category, 12
semester hours in electronics ( 11/73 ); in
the upper - division ,baccalaureate category,
4 semester hours in electronics. ( I 1/73 ).
Version .3: In the vocational certificate
categOry,;36 semester .hdurS in electronics
or full semester-hour -. equivalent to
complete certificate program in electronics
(11/73); in the lower-division baccalau-
reate/associate . degree category. 12
semester hours in electronics (11/73); in
the upper-division baccalaureate category.
4 semester hours in electronic circuitry.
and credit in electronic laboratory on the
basis of institutional evaluation (12/68).n

Related Occupation Codes: 27F.

AR -1715 -0016

TACTICAL ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT
MAINTENANCE (EE-CMF) NCO
ADVANCED

(TACTICAL ELECTRONIC MAINTENANCE
(EE-CMF) NCO ADvANCED)

Course Number:, I -EF-C4211.
Location: Signal School. Ft. Gordon, GA;

Signal School. Ft. Mornouth, NJ.
Length: 10-,I 1 weeks (365-383 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/73-Present.
Objectives: To prepare electronic equip-

merit maintenance supervisors for top-level
management positions.

Instruction: General Military subjects;
command and staff operations; combined
arms; special weapons and CBR operations;
applied communications; leadership; ad-
ministration and management; combat ser-
vice support' operations:. combat support
service; logistics; satellite communications;
communications security; fixed station
radio communications; data processing and
data communications: and dial exchange
equipment.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited kecialized nature of
the course (5/75).

Related Occupation Codes: 261.; 3I U;
35R.

AR-1715-0017
TACTICAL ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT

MAINTENANCE. (EE-CMF) NCO
BAIC

Course Number:- 1-EE-C40i3.
Location: Signal School. Ft. Gordon, GA;

Signal School, Ft. Monmouth, NJ.
Length: 8-12 hours).
Exhibit Dates:
Objectives: To tr in students with elec-

tronics,backgrounds to perform supervisory
duties in communications equipment main-
tenance.

iInstruction: General military subjects, in-
eluding military justice and race relationS;
maintenance and supply management; in-
troduction to communications; communica-
tion circuit requirements; system manage-
ment; communication facilities.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
the course ( 5/75 ).

Related Occupation Codes: 26L;' 31S; .

31T.

AR-1715-0018
ELECTRONIC WAREFARE LEW), SIGNAL

INTELLIGENCE N COMMUNICATIONS
INTERCEPTOR -AN LYST

(ELECTRONIC WA),P ARE
ONcommuNicArtoNs IN-

(EW) CRYP-
ToLpQmN

tritcorNPleoc vva-AARNFAALRYEsrkw)

OPERATOR(ELECTRONIC
(NON,COMMONICATIONs ECM))

Course NuM x -110; 233-98J20.r: 233-9
Location: S cunty Agency School, Ft.

Devens, MA.

--

Length: 13 eeks (587 hours).
Exhibit Da(es: 3/53-Present.
Objectives: To teach selected students to

locate, record, and identify noncommunica-
tions electromagnetic emissions, to
familianic 'them with signal and operations
characteristics of electronic equipment, and
to provide them with an introduction to
noncommunications jamming techniques.

Instruction: Radiotelephone net opera-
tions; prefixes, scientific notation and
logarithms; direct and alternating currents;
modulation and transmitters; oscilloscopes;
receivers; recorders; , signal recognition;
operations; search radar; fire control radar;
navigational aids: preventive maintenance;
missile ranges; launch configuration;
telemetry; fundamentals of jamming; in-
troduction to electronic warfare.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category. 3 semester hours
in electronics (11/73) s.."*"1-

Related Occupation Codes: 98J.

AR-1715-0019
TACTICAL ELEcTaomc EQUIPMENT

MAINTENANCE (EE-CMF) NCO
BASIC

Course Number: I -EE-C40A.
Location: Signal School. Ft. Gordon,-GA;

Southeastern Signal School. Ft. Gordon,
GA.

Length: 8-12 weeks (286-475 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/73-Present.
Objectives:. -T.,\ train enlisted personnel

with a background in electronic equipment
Maintenance to perform duties at the su-
pervisory level. '

Instruction: Command tactics; career
management training; field wire operations;
antenna operations; lineman operations;

_I 4 J

cable splicer operation; switchboard oepra-
tions; circuit controller operations; radio
relay and carrier operations; communica-
tions 'center operations; data terminal
operations; !Oki teltypewriter and field
radio operations; maintenance; aircraft
electronic equipment; installation of elec-
tronic equipment.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 3 semester hours
in telecommunications and I in telecom-:
munications laboratory (5/75); in the
lower-division baccalaureate/associatIV70
degree . category, I. semester hour in
telecornMunications-Jaboratory (5/75).

:Related Occupation Codes: 3113; 31E:
31J; 31L: 31M; 31N; 35B; 35K: 35L; 35";
36C; 36D; 36E; 36G; 36K.

AR-1715-0020

INSTRUMENT CALIBRATION AND
MAINTENANCE (35-CMF) NCO
BASIC

(TACTICAL ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT
MAINTENANCE (EE -CMF). NCO.
BASIC)

Course Number: 1-351-C40; -EE-C40C-
Location: Ordnance School, Aberdeen

Proving Ground, MD.
Length: 8-I0 weeks (250 -408 hours).
ExhibieDates: 6/73-Present.
Objectives: .To train students with a

backgroUnd in electronic' equipment main-
tenance to perform those duties required of
noncommissioneebfficers.

Instruction: Career management; com-
munication skills; basic data; military sym-
bols; combat surveillance; management;
tactical signal communications; supply. and
maintenance; radio system operation and
controls; radiotelephone procedures.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(11/73).

Related Occupation Codes: 35H20; 35H;
35J. '

AR-1715-0021

COMMUNICATIONS OPERATIONS (CO-CMF)
NCO BASIC (USASCS)

Course Number: 5-CO-C40B.
Location: Signal School, Ft. Monmouth,

NJ.
Length: 12 weeks (414 hours);
'Exhibit Oates: 4/73-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted, personnel as

communications operators in signal units.
Instruction: Conferences, and practical

exercises in communications, communica-
tion circuit requirements, general military
subjects; maintenance and supply manage-.
ment, field training exercises, and systems
management.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 3 semester hours
in communications (2/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 72G.

AR-1715-0022

CORPORAL COMPUTER REPAIR
(SSM COMPUTER REPAIR)

Course N umber: 9-R-242.I; 9-E-59.
I.ocation: Ordnance Guided Missile

School, Redstone Arsenal, AL.
Length: 12-13 weeks (420-455 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/55-12/68 144



Objectives: To train electronic repair hel-
pers to repair and maintain the Corporal
computer system and associated equip-
ment.

Instruction: Lectures and laboratories in
fundamental computer circuits, Corporal.
coMputers, poWer supplies and accessory
equipment, ordnance test equipment, 'and
field maintenance.

Credit Recommendation: In th voca-
tional certificate category, 3 se3 --meste hours
in electricity or electronics, I in elect nits
laboratory (3/74); In the loWer-divi 'on

..% a aureate /associate degree category, 31_,bact'l
semester hours as an elective in. electricity
or electronics (3/74).

AR-1715-0023
POSITION FIXING NAVIGATION EQUIPMENT

REPAIR
°lune Number: 102 -F2'. '
Location: Southeastern Signal School, Ft.

Gordon, GA.
Length: 3...auseks (106 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/66-12/68.
ObJeCtives:,.To train enlisted Personnel in

the maintenance and repair of navigational
equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical ex-
perience in hyperbolic area coverage
navigation, receiving, equipment, flight log
and system support, receiver, circuit analy-
sis, Ind installation and system analysis.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, credif in
electrical laboratory on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation (3/74).

AR-1715-0024
FIRE DISTRIBUTION INTEGRATION Sys_rEms

REPAIR ( AN/GSG-5)
(FIRE DISTRIBUTION INTEGRATION

SYSTEMS REPAIR (AIS/GSG-5(Y)
AND 6))

(FIRE. DISTRIBUTION --GRATION
SYSTEMS REPAIR (AIN/GSG-5 AND
6))

Course Number: 4B-F8; 150-25D20;
150-362.1; 11-R-F15.

Location: Air 'Defense School, Ft. Bliss,
TX; Signal Fire Distribution Systems Train-
ing Activity, Ft. Bliss, TX.

Length: 22-27 weeks (836-962 hours).
Exhibit Dates: i 1 /01:-Present.
ObJectives:'To train warrant officers and

enlisted personnel to perform organiza-
tional and support maintenance on fire dis-
tribution integration systems.

Instruction: Lectures and laboratories in
fundamentals of digital logic; binary
number systems; logic elements; functions.
and elemronic logic units; a

systemsnodulation techniques;
data

gates, mut-
tivibrators, and read amplifiers; tri gger
cuits, delay lines, and switches; magnetic

trigger

memory storage elements; power supplies
and troubleshooting; sweep.circuits; video
and tag: presentation; computer control of
fire distribution systems; BPL and SAGE
subsystems; and Comprehensive tie-in of
systems and subsystemr.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 12 semester
hours in electronics, digital logic, and
switching,, and 3 in trortioicws?drivliosigoinc

laboratory (3/14);
baccalaureate/associate degree category. 6
semester hours as a technical elective,in
electronics, digital logic, and !twitching, and

2 as a technical elective in electronics or
logic laboratorY (3/74); in the upper-divi-
sion baccalaureate category, 3 semester

as a technical elective in electronics,
digital and switching, and I as a
technicalnical elective in electronics or logic
laboratory (3/74).

Related Occupation CodesASD. 4P

AR-171 5-00 25

FIELD ARTILLERY DIGITAL AUTOMATIC
COMPUTER (FADAC)

Course Number: 101 -31 B30.
Location: Field Artillery School, Ft. Sill,

OK.'
Exhibit Dates: 9/72 Present.
Length: 3 weeks (73 hoursy.,,

i Objectives: To train field radio
Mechanics tp maintain. MI8 gun direction
computers and ancillary equipment..

Instruction: Lee'tures and practical exer-
cises in, operation, organizational main-
tenance; and troubleshooting of M18 gun
direction computers, ..m.

equipment.
Credit

chrono-
.

graph, and associated
Credit Rectimmendation: No credit

because of ,the.limited specialized nature of
the course (3/74),

Related Occupation Codes: 31 B; 31Z.

AR-1715-0026

SUPERVISORY FIXED STATION
COMMUNICATIONS MAINTENANCE..

Course Number:, 101-32B40; 101-32C40;
01-32140; 101-32E40.
Location: Signal School, Ft. Monmouth,

NJ.
Length: 25 32 hours).

Du

supe°Exhbrviectlibsel,vesc°°rdin rticipate in
fixedthe operatiotinonainadci cePeors:annnexl

cornsn;itilittin

the Maintenance of a fixed commu-
.Lectures and practical exer-

cises
facility, with special emphasis on

electronic fundamentall Course includes
vaouuni-tube and semiconductor circuits,
advanced work in modulation and demodu-
latiOn, wave-haping networks, pulse and
switching

ssyysstteenisms, repfixed-
station

ai r and installation ,.practices,
and use of test equipment, including
frequency synthesizers, spectrum analyzers,
and distortion meters.

Credit Recomtnendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 30 semester
hours in communications (or 15 in elec-
tronics, with additional credit awarded on
the basis of institutional evaluation), 3 in
shop management or supply management

_(5/74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 2 semester hours
in electricity or electronics (12/68), 3 in
shop management or supply management
(6/74): in the upper-division_ baccalaureate
category, '3 semester hours in shop manage-
ment (12/08), 3 in supply management
(12/68), and, for non-electrical-engineering
majors, 10 in electronics (6/74)'.

Related Occupation Codes: 32B; 32C;
'32D; 32E; 32Z.

AR.1715-0027

SUPERVISORY MICROWAVE RADIO
MAINTENANCE .

Course Number: 101-26L40.

r.

Aimy 1-125
Location: Signal Schkiol, Ft. Monmouth,

NJ.
Length: 25 Weeks (932 hours).
Exhibit Dales: 4/66-12/68.
Objectives: TO train enlisted personnel to

supervise the repair, installation, and main-
tenance of 'Microwave communication
'systems.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the supervision of microwave radio
maintenance at the advanced level. General
instruction includes electronics fundamen-
tals, vacuum tube circuits, semiconductor
devices and thiir application to pulSe and
high-frequency circuits. Advanced course
work includes., amplitude and frequency
modulation, multiplexing, pulse code
modulation, communication system
i.eAuirements and practices, special
microwave 'systems, satellite communica-
tion systems, wave-guides, antennas, and
troubleshooting. .

Credit Recornmendatiom In the voca-
tional certifitate category, 30 semester
hours in communications, or 15 m main-
tenance management or electronics, with
additional credit awarded 'on the basis of
institutional evaluation (3/74); in the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 5 semester hours in com-
munications, and additional credit on the
basis of institutional eValuatiori (12/68); in
the upper-division baOcalaureate category,
3 semester hours in maintenance manage-
ment, 2 in electronics, and credit in electri-
cal laboratory on the basis of institutional
evaluation, or 10 semester hours in elec-
tronics for non-electrical-engineering
majors ( 3174 ).

Related Occupation Codes: 26L.

AR-1715-0028

TROPOSPHERIC SCATTER.COMMUNICATION

IPMENT REPAIR

Number: I I-R-F17.
lion: Signal School, Monmouth.,

NJ.
Length: 5 weeks (190 hours).
Exhibit DateS: 5/62-12/68.
Objectives: To train microwave radio

repairmen to instal), maintain, and repair
Collins. tropospheric scatter communica-
tions equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and laboratories in
the circuit analysis and operation of UHF
converter amplifiers, traveling wire am-
plifiers, power amplifiers, IF assemblies,
and power supplies; functional block-dia-
gram circuit analysis for systematic care,
servicing, and inspection of Collins equip-
ment: and test equipment, including .mul-
timeters, oscilloscopes, and Collins
frequency synthesizers.

Credit iftwoMmendation: In the voca.
tional certificate category, 3 semester hours
in electronics laboratory, and additional
credit in electronics laboratory on the basis
of institutional evaluation (3/74); in the

:lower - division baccalaureate/associate
degree catearry, 3' semester hours in elec-
tronics laboratory, and additional credit in
electronics laboratory on the basis of in-
stitutional evaluation (3/74); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, I semester
hour in electronics laboratory (3/74).
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AR-1715-0029

1. TACTICAL SOLID STATE TELEPHONE
EQUIPMENT REPAIR

2. MANUAL CORDLESS SWI BOARD SB-
3082(V)I /GT REPAIR

Course Number: 622-F16.
Location: Version' 1: Signal School, Ft.

Gordon, GA. Version 2: Southeastern
Signal School, Ft. Gordcin, GA.

Length: Version I: 6 weeks (209 hours).
-Version 2: 3 weeks (100 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version I I /74-Present.
Version 2: 7/7 3- I 0/74.

Objectives: TO train telephone repairmen
to install, operate, maintain, and repair the
manual, cordless switchboard.

Insiruction: Lecuires'emphaSizing practi-
cal experience in manual cordless
switchboard installation, operation, and
repair, including circuit cord assembly,
removal, replacement, and voltage mea-
surement; internal wiring continuity
checking; troubleshooting internal faults;

t panel parts removal and replacement;
posCbr supply subassembly, testing, and
'troubleshooting; and use of telephone set,
variable transformer, battery tester, mul-
timeter, and tool kit.

Credit Recommendation: Version I: In
the vocational certificate category, 3

'semester hours in telephone system main-
tenance (5/75); in the lower-division bac-
calaureate/associate degree . category, I

semester hour in electrical laboratory (5/
75). Version 2: In the vocational certificate
category. 2 semester hours in electronics,
and additional credit in electronics on the
basis of institutional evaluation (3/74); in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 1 semester hour in elec-
tronics laboratory (3/74).:

.Related Occupation Codes: 36G; 36H.

A 5-0030

TROPOSPHERIC SCATTER TERMINAL REL-
2600 REPAIR

Course. Number: I 0 I -F9.
Location: Signal School, Ft. Monmouth,

NJ.
Length: 7 weeks (266 hours)..
Exhibit Dates: 10/67-12/68.
Objectives: To train microwave radio

repairmen to install and maintain REL-
2600 tropospheric scatter terminals.

,Instruction: Lectures and practical,exer-
cises in theory of frequency division mul-
tiplexing; GH2 transmitters; receiver cir-
cuits; functional analysis, using block and
level diagrams to trace signal paths; safety
precautions; start-up procedures; align-
ment; tuning; troubleshooting; servicing;
and equipment opekation, 1,:luding distor-
tion analyzer, panel meters. special test fix-
tures, test oscillators, sweep generators,
yTUMs, RF power meters, VSWR moni-
tor, and dummy loads.

Credit 'Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category. 6 semester hours
in electronics, and additional credit in elec-
tronics on the basis of institutional evalua-
tion (3/74); in the lower-divisioo baccalau-
reate/associate degree category, 3 4emester
hours in electronics. 3 in electronics
laboratory.( 3/74).

Related Occupatkm Codes: 261.

AR-1715-0031

BASIC FIXED PLANT .....ARRER EQUIPMENT
° REPAIR

"Course Number: I I-R-274,0,
Location: Signal School, Ft. Monmouth,

NJ.
Length: 15 weeks (546 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/63-12/68,
ObjeCtives: To train ike.1/4tstted personnel to

maintain and repair ed-station tele-
typewriters, telephones, and telegraph car-
rier equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in basic electricity and electronics,
telephone and telegraph carrier fundamen-
tals, fixed-station integrated communication
systems, and semiconductor fundamentals.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, e5 semester
hours in electronics, and credit in electrici-
ty .on the basis of institutional evaluation
(3/74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 8 semester hours
in electronics, and credit in electricity on
the basis of institutional evaluation ('3/74);
in the upper-division baccalaureate catego-
ry, credit in electricity on the basis of in-
stitutiPnal evaluation (3/74).

AR-1715-0032

AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL COMMUNICATIONS
. SET AN/FSQ-75 REPAIR
Course Number: IO2-F7.
Location: Southeastern Signal School, Ft.

Gordon, GA. .

Length: 6 weeks (218 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1 /69- Present..

'Objectives: To train avionics equipment
repai en to repair and maintain AN/FSQ-
75 a r traffic control communications sets.

I ruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in AN/FSQ-75 communications set
maintenance, repair, test equipment use,
operational checks, and troubleshooting
procedures.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category. 3 semester hours
in avionics laboratory, additional credit in
electronics laboratory on the basis of in-
stitutional evaluation (3/74); in the lower-
division baccalhureate/associate ,. degree
category, credit in elec ionic& laboratory
on the basis of instituti al evaluation (3/
74); in the upper-divisi n baccalaureate

. category, credit in electronics laboratory
on the basis of institutional evaluation (3/
74).

Related.Occupation Codes: 35L; 35P.

AR-1715-0033
I. ELECTRONIC DEVICES REPAIR 1
2. ELECTRONIC DEVICES REPAIR

(ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENT REPAIR)

Course Number: Version I: 198-29;2
I I-R-295.2. Version 2: F I -E-34.

Location: Southeastern Signal School, Ft.
Gordon, GA.

Length: Version I: 16 week's :( 584
hours). Version 2: 18-26 weeks (660-964
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Versiort 12/59-12/68.
Version 2: 2/55 -1 I /59.

Objectives: To train personnel to inspect,
test, adjust, and repair electrical equip-
ment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical ex- ,

perience in AC and DC circuit analysis.,
electric tubes and amplifiers, oscillators, in-

strument calibration, and oscilloscope
operation and calibration.

Credit iRecommendation:_ Version I: In
the vocational certificate category, 6
semester hours in electricity and elec-
tronics, and credit in electronics laboratory
on the basis of institutional evaluation"(3/
74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 2 ,semester .hours
in electricity and electronics (12/68);, in
the upper-division baccalaureate category,

.01 semester hour in electricity and elec-
tronics, and credit in electronics laboratory
on the basis of institutional evaluation (3/
74). Version 2: In the vocational certificate
category, 6 semester, hours in electricity
and electronics, and credit in electronics
laboratory on the basis of institutional,
evaluation (3/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3'

semster hours in electricity and electronics
(12/68); in the upper-division baccalau-
reate category, 1 semester hour in electrici-
.ty and electronics, and credit in electronics
laboratOq on this basis Of institutional
evaluation (3/74).

AR-1715-0034

FIRE CONTROL COMPUTER REPAIR
(FADAC RADAR TECHNICIAN (MARINE))

Course Number: .113-34G20.
Location:, Ordnance School, Aberdeen

Proving Ground, MD.
Length: Version I: 9-20 weeks (360-792

hours). Version 2: 27 weeks (877 hours).
Version 3: 27 weeks (968 hours). Versiofi
4: 25 weeks (946 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version I: 4/76-Present,
Version 2: 4/74-3/76. Version 3: 6/69-3/74.
Version 4: 9/66-5/69,

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
operate, maintain, and repair field artillery
digital automatic computer systems.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
laboratories in DC and AC circuits, elec-
tronics, transistor devices and circuits,
Boolean algebra, logic gates and circuits,
machine language programming, and
system maintenance and troubleshooting.
Version I: Marine enlisted personnel attend
9-week-long course including maintenance
of signal data reproducer AN/GSQ-64, test
set, computer logic unit AN/GSM-70, com-
puter, gun direction (FADAC). Army
training includes the above plus Laser Ran-
gefinders V VS-I and V.VG-1, basic digital
circuits, alternating current circuits, and
general electronics - DC. Version 2: Topics
cover the technical fundamentals to isolate
malfunctions and troubleshoot AC and DC
circuits, amplifier circuits, RC and LR cir-
cuits, sinewave oscillators, and semiconduc-
for circuits; 'basic logic circuit, arithmetic
type- programming, and computer diagnosis
and troubleshooting.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1:
Pending evaluation. Version 2: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 6 semester. hours
in basic electricity and electronics and 6 in
computer technology (6/75); in the lower-
division haccalatireate/associthe degree
category, '3 semester hours in basic elec-
tricity and electronics.(6/75 ). Version 3: In
the vocational certificate category, 6
semester hours in computer technology, 6
in electricity and electronics (3/74); in the
lower-division baccalaureate /associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in com-
puter technology, 2 in electricity and elec-
tronics, and, on the basis of institutional
evaluation, credit in electrical laboratory



f
(3/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate,
category, 2 semester hours in digital Com-
puters, and credit in electrical laboratou
on the basis of institutional.evaluatiorr(p.
74). Version 4: In the vocational certificate
category, 6 semester hours in computer
technology. 6 in electricity and electronics
(3/74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/
ii.s.4ociate. degree category, 3 semester hours
in computer technology. 2 in electricity
and electronics. and. orkthe basis ofinstitu-
tio,nal evaluation, credit in electrical
laboratory (3/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 2 semester hours in
electricity and electronics, and credit in '
electrical laboratory on the basis ,Institu-
tional evaluation (12/68)..

Related Occupation Codes:034G; 0911.

AR-1715-0035 d .

WEAPONS MONITORING CENTE REPAIR

Course , Number: : 4B-F9; 150-25G20;
150-364'.1., 11 -N.:364.1,

location: Air Defense School, Ft. Bliss,
TX.'

Length: 32 weeks (I 140 -1208 hours).
F,xhibit Dates: 12/63- Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel

and warrant ofikers to maintain the data
processing and' ....display equipment in
weaptins7monitoring centers.

Instruction: Lectures .and laboratories in
number systems, logic ,gates and.eircuits,
electronic test equipment, and ancillary
data handling and display equipment.'

Credit Recommendation: In the. voca-
tional certificate' category, 6. semester hours
in computer technology, 2 in electricity
and electronics (3/74); in the lower-divi-
sio 'baccalaureate/associate degree categ9-
ry, 3 5eester hours in computer technolo-Semester

. and 'credit in computer or electrical
laboratory on the basis of institutional
evaluation (3/74); in the upper - division
baccalaureate category, 1 semester hour in
digital computers, and credit in electrical
laborkitory on the basis of .institutional`
evaluation (3/74). ii

Related Occupation Codes:.25G.

AR-17)5-0036

Auromkric DATA PROCESSING ( ADP)
REPAIR, PHASE I COMPUTF.R
TECHNOLOGY

Course Number: 1?0-341320 (Phase O.
Location: Version I: Signal School,' Ft;

Gordon, GA. All :Versions: Signal School.,
Ft. Monmouth, NJ.

Length: Version 1: 18 weeks (637-675
hours). Version 2: .19 weeks (706 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 4/75-Present.
Version 2: 4/70-3/75.

Objectives: To train enlisted persormel to
inspect, test; adjust, and repair automatic
data processing equipment.

Instrirtion: Lectures. and practical exer-
cises in numbering systems, programming
functions; logic gates, counters and re-
gisters, and electromechanical data
processing equipment.

Credit Recommendation: Version I: In
the lower-division baccalaurcateTaSsociate
degree category, 6 semester hours in digital
computer fundamentals and 2 in digi
computer laboratory (5/75). Version 2:
the vocational certificate category,
semester hours in electricity. 4 in 'computer
technolttgy (3/74); in the lower-division
baccillanrejlte/assix.iiite degree category, 3

semester hours in computer technology (3/
74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, credit in electricalla6oratory on
the basis of institutional evaluation (3/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 34D.
.

AR-1715-0037
I :-SATELLITE' COMMUNICATIONS GROUND

STATION EQUIPMENT REPAIRMAN
2. SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS TERMINAL

REPAIR
3. SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS TERMINAL.

' REPAIR

Course Number:" 102-26Y20.
Location: Signal Seitool, FY. Gordon, GA;

Signal School, Ft. Monmouth, NJ.
Length: Version 1: 26-36 weeks

(963-1338 hours). Version 2: 36 weeks
(1282.-1352 hours). Version 3: 36 weeks
(1352 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version I: 7 /76- Present-
Version 2: II/69-6/76. Version 3: 8/68-10f

Objectives: To train enlisted, perSonnel to
operate, inspect, test, and repair satellite
communications terminal equipment.

Instruction: All Lectures and
laboratories in electronic fundamentals,
servo and data.)circuitry, telephone and
telegraph terminal equipment, specialized
test equipment, "digital techniques and
operations, radio communication
subsystems and' satellite communications
terminals. Version I: Course is divided into
two Oases: Phase I (10 weeks) includes in-
Struction and practica ercises
troubleshooting and repail4;4,61:$power sup-
pls, audio amplifiers, audio, oscillators,
pulse generatori, transceivers and logic cir-
cuits. Phase II (26 weeks) consists of lec -'
tures and laboratOries in servo and data cir-
cuitry, <telephone and telegraph terminal
equipment, specialiOd test equipment,
digital techniques and operations, radio
communications subsystems, and satellite
coMmunications terminals. Note: Students
who have completed. Modules 201, 202;
203, 4, 5/6, and 7 of:Common Basic 'Elec-
ironics Training' (COBET) at Ft. Jackson,
SC, will complete only Phase II (26 weeks)
of this' course. See AR-1715-0389 for
credit for COBET. Students who have not
attended COBET will complete both
Phases I and II (36 weeks) of this course.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the vocational 'certificate category, 9
semester hours in satellite communication
systems repair for students completing 2b
weeks, or 6 semester hours in basic, elec-
tronics and troubleshooting and 9 semester
hours- in satellite communication systems
repair for students completing 36 weeks
(see note above) (4/7.7); in the lower-divi-
sion baccalaureate/askociate degree catego-
ry, 3 semestet hours in communication
systems for students completing either 26.
or 36 weeks (see note above) (4/77). Ver-
sion 2: In the- vocational certificate catego-
ry, 12 semester hours in electricity and
electronics, '8 in electrical laboratory (3/
74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 4 semester hours
in electrical laboratory (3/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category.
credit in electrical laboratory on the basis
of institutional evalUation (3/74). Version
3 In the vocational certificate category, 12
semester hours in electricity and elec-
tronics, 8 in electrical laboratory (3/74); in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category...6 semester hours in elec-
trality or electronics (12168).,

, s'\.
Army 1-12/

Related Occupation Codes: 26Y; 09B.

AR-1715 038
AUTOM IC DATA PROCESSING (ADP)

REPAIR
'( AUTOMATIC DATA PROCES5R4G SYSTEM '

(ADPS) (FIELDATA) REPAIR) ,
. ,

Course Number: ISO-34920; 11.712-303. I'.
Location: Signal School,..Ft. Monmouth,

NJ.
36-37, weeks '(I344 -1391

houxrsilLExhibitit:Dates: 5/59-7/69.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

inspect, jest, and repair automatic data
processing equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in numbering systems, logic circuits
and gates, programming, fundamental com-

. puter circuits, electrical fundamentals,:
systeni t roubleshooting,, and eiec- '

tromechanical data processing peripheral
equipment.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 4 semester hours
in computer technology, 2 in electricity or
electronics (3/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 1

semester'hours in electricity or electronics
(12/68); in the upper-division baccalau-
reate category, 1, semester hour in digital
computers, and credit in computer labora-
tory on the basis of institutional evaluation

.*t.(,3,12/7e4la)t.ed Occupation Codes: 34D.

AR-1715-0039

1. AUTOMATIC 'DATA PROCESSING ( ADP)
AUXILIARY EQUIPMENT REPAIR

2. TOM ATIC DATA PROCESSING SYSTEM
(ADP) (FIELDATA) AUXILIARY .
EQUIPMENT REPAIR

3.. AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING SYSTEM
(ADPS) (FIELDATA) AUXILIARY
EQUIPMENT REPAIR

Course Number? Version I: 150-34C20.
Version 2: '1 I -R-302.2. Version 3: I I -R-
302.2.

Location: Signal School, Ft. Monmouth,
NJ.

Length: Version 1: 25 weeks (934
hours). Version 2: 25 wtas (926 hours).
Version 3. 27 weeks (1002 hours).

EIthIblt Dates: Versilin /: 9/68-Present.
Versiod 2: 9/64-8/68. Version 3: 5/59 -8/64.

, Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
inspect, test, and .repair stored-program
computer auxiliary equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and laboratories in
basic electricity and electronics theory,
measuremerits on electronic circuits,
switching circuits, and computer applica-
tions in specific auxiliary equipment. .

Credit Recommendation: Version I: In
the vocational certificate category, 6
semester hours in electricity or electronics,
8 in computer systems ( 3/74); la the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in electricity or
electronics, '4 in, computer systems (3/74);

'in the upper-division baccalaureate catego-
ry. 2 semester hours in computer systems -

(3/74). Version 2: In the vocational cer-
tificate eategory,,6 semester hours in:elec-
tricity or electronics, 8 in computer
systems (3/74); in the lower-division bac-
calaureate/associate degree category, 3

semester hours in elCctricity or electronics
( 12/68); in the upper-division baccalau-
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.reate category. 2 semester hours in com-

titer systems, and additional credit, in
mputer systems on the bid.is of institu-

tional evaluation (3174);':*rsion J.- In the
vocational certificate,categc4;, 6 .semester
hours in electricity or ,:eleetedrtics,.. 8 in
computer systems (3/74); in the lower-divi-
sion baccalaureate/associate degree catego-
ry, 2 semester hours in electricity or elec-
tronics -(12,68); in the upper-division bac-
calaureate category, 2 semester hours in
computer systems, and additional credit in

'computer systems on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation (3/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 34C; 34D.

AR4715-0040
BAtt.tsuc MISSItylGITAL COMPUTER

P WING )
Course Number: -150-379.1; 9-S-3'79.I; 9-

S -F37. a
't.mcsktion: Missile and Munitions School,

Redstone Arsenal, AL; Ordnance Guided
Missile School, Redstone ArserMl, AL.

Length: 27-29 weeks (991-1065 hours).
ExhIbit Dates: 7/62-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted and civilian

personnel to inspect, test, and repair Perslil
ing fire data computer systems.

Instruction: Lectures_and laboratories in
AC DC circuits, vacuum tube and
transistor devices and circuits, Boolean al-
gebra. logic circuits, and machine language
programing for the PerShing fire data con-
trol computlr.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category. 6 semester hours
in computer technology, 6' in electricity
and electronics (3/74); in the lower-divi-
sion baccalaureate/associate degree catego-
ry, 4 semester hours in electricity or elec-
tronics (12/68); in the upper-division bac-
calaureate' category, 2 semester hours in
'digital computerS, and credit in electrical
laboratory on the basis of instrtional
evaluation (3/74). .

AR-1715-0041

TERMINAL DATA LINK FIRE UNIT
INTEGRATION FACILITIES ( FUIF),

. REPAIR

Course Number: 413-F6; 150-25E20; 11-
N- 361.1.

Location: Air Defense School, Ft. Bliss.
TX.

Lengal: 12-14 weeks (436-490 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/64-12/68.
Objectives: To train warrant officers and

enlisted personnel who have experience in
electronic engineering to maintain fire unit
integration facilities.

Instruction: Leciiirel,..and practical exer-
cises in fire unit integraiion faCilities field
maintenance, inclit7.1ing.,FUIF introduction
and power supplies, AN/TS008 transmitter
and receiver and ground slant computer.
data converter, TYA -13 modification, and
a.ssociated.equipMent and system analysis.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
the course (3/74).

AR-1715-0042

AUTOMATIC TAIRE PROCESSIN(; EQUIPMENT

Course Number: 160-F3.
Location: Southeastert Signal- School. Ft.'

Gordon, C.A.
1,ength: 10 weeks (366 hours).

Exhibit Dates: 110/68L-Present.
Objectives: To' train typewriter equip-

ment repairmen in 'automatic' multiple:ad-
dress scatting systerits, tape recall systemS.
and data transfer systems maintenance.

[Instruction: Lectures and practichl-.exer-
cites in automatic -multiple- address routing
system data transfer systein, and tape recall
system operation, mechani941 adjustment;
block diagrams, logic. powet distribution;
memory operation and IdAustmenti pro-
gratn ' loading, system timing registers,.
Counters.. decoders,' preventive main-
tenance, and troubleshooting procedures.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature" of
the course (3/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 3IJ.

AR-1715-0043-

DATA COMMUNICATIONS TERMINAL
SPECIALIST ' Cl

(DIGITAL SUBSCRIBER ''TtERMINAL EQUIP-
, . MEN'!' OPERATOR).

Course Namber: 580-72E20...
Location: Sontheastem Signal School, Ft.

Gordon. GA.
Length: 3-9 weeks (107-400 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/69 - 12/74.
Objectives: To train enlisted petsonnel in

data communications terminal operations
and associated system configurations.

Instructien:Lectures and practical exer-
cises in communications introduction,
processing of outgoing and incoming
messages; Maintenance of communications
center files, COMSEC mIterial control,
and operator maintenance of teletypewriter
and associated equipment.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
the course (3/74).

Related Occupation Curies: 72F.

AR-1715-0044,

AUTOMATIC DATA )PROCESSING (ADP)
-REPAIR, P ASE,11-CARD PROCESSORS
U-I005 o U-1004/DLT-6 REPAIR

( CARD PROC WAS U-1005 AND U-1004/
DLT-6. 141ZR )

Course Number: 150-34020 (Phase II);
l50 -F5."

Lofation: Signal School, Ft. Gordon, GA;
Sigr4I School, Ft. Monmouth, NJ.

Length: 18 weeks (678 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/6-8-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

inspect, test, adjust, and repair card proces-
sors.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises -in familiarization with U-1004 and 1..1-
1(X)5/DLT-6 processors, card processor
input- output equipment, paper tape, eqUip-
ment, and system maintenance.

Credit Recommendation: In the, voca-
tional certificate categ42semester hours
in digital 'electronics and 2 in, digital elec-
tronics laboratory (5/75); in, the lower-dii: '

.-sio baCcalaurealc/associate degree categO,-%
ry..: semester hour in digital electronics
tbbotatory (5/75).
'Related Occupation Codes: 34B; 34D.

AR-17154)045
, .,-jr.. ,Nc12-500 COMPUTER REPAIR

2. 'AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING'( ADP)
REPAIR, PHASE 111-NCR-500 ...,
COMPUTER REPAIR

(NCR-500 COMPUTER REPAIR)
Course Number: Version I: 150-34E20.

Version 2: 150-34D20 (Phase Ill); 150-F4.
Locations Signal School; Ft. Gordon, GA:

Signal School, Ft. Monmouth, NJ.
Length: Version I: 33 weeks (1229

hours). VersiOn 2: 18-19 -weeks (676-678
hours).

Dates: Version is 6/76-Present.
Version 2: 2/69-5/76.

Objectives: To train qualified PPS
repairmen to inspect. test. and repai the
NCR-500 computer,

InstructiOn: LeCtures and 'practical e ei-
ciseS' in NCR-500 computer inspection.
testing, and repair. including programming
orientation; 517 processor. power supply..
block diagram. cabling.. timing. memory
configuration, auxiliary register lqgic. !nod-

-ing, decoding, circuitry, malfunctions. test-,
ing. preventive : maintenance, adjustment.
and repair: .590 console operation.
troubleshooting and maintenance of
keyboard, binary switch, typewriter, leading
frame, and carriage controls; 581/582 card
reader and controller; 576 card punch and
printer; and peripheral equipment opera-
tion, preventive maintenance:troubleshoot-
ing, and repair.

Credit. Recommendation: Version is In
the vocational certificate category, 3
semester ,bours in digital circuits; in the
lowet'Alivision accalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in digital
circuits laboratory and 3 in computer pro-
'gramming (4/77). Version 2: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 6 semester hours
in ,digital circuits and 2 in digital circuits
laboratory (5/75); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, I
semester hour in digital circuits laboratory .

(545).
Related Occupation Codes: 34D; 34E;

34Z.

AR-1'715-0046

AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING (ADP)
REPAIR, PHASE V1-AUTOMATIC
DIGITAL MESSAGE SWITCHING

. CENTER (ADMSC) REPAIR .

Cowie .Nuinber: 150-34020 (Phase VI).
Location: Signal School; Ft. Gordon, GA;

Signal School, Ft. MonmIth,,,N
Length: I I weeks (388 Hours)
Exhibit Dates: 3/73t-Present,
Objectives: To train quali ADP

repairmen to supervise the mains ance of
automatic -digital message switching cen-
ters,.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in automatic digital message switching
center maintenance, including ADMS and
ASC equipment . operation, . preventWe
maintenance, and troubleshooting
procedures; and communication and
technical control facility operating
procedures. in t. ction, and testing.

Credit R ndation: In the voca-.
tional certifi category, 1 semester hours
in digital co ter systems' end. I in digital

,computer Ia. ory (5/75); in the lower-
diviSion ba .,laureate /associate degtee

ste ;.hour in digital com-
c5/
lib es: 34D.

category, 4I
puter laborat

Related 42tez.



AR-1715-0047
SATCOM TERMINAL AN/TSC-54 REPAIR

Course Number: 102 -F6.
Location: Signal School, Ft. Monmouth,

NJ.
Length: 8-9 weeks (298-336 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/68-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

inspect; test: and repair the AN/TSC-54
satellite communications terminal.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in satellite communications terminal
inspection, testing, and repairj,including.
system .familiarization, traiisiiiitiei. and
receiver operation and repair, and antenna
system inspection and repair, with emphasis

.-on servicing-techniques.
Credit Recommendation: No credit

because of the limited specialized nature of
the course (3/74):

Related OccupationIrodes: 26Y.

AR-1715-0048

AIRBORNE RADIO DIRECTION FINDING

Course Number: 3B-F5.
Location: Security Agency School, Ft.

Devens, MA.
Length: 4 weeks (146 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/67- Present.
Objictives: To provide instrument

flight-rated officers with a general
knowledge of airborne radio direction-find-
ing systems.

Instruction: Lectures in airborne radio
direction-finding equipment and
techniques, and direction-finding plotting
exercises and controlled practical exercises.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature 'of
the course (3/74).

AR-1715-0049
FIELD RADIO RELAY EQUIPMENT REPAIR,

SKILL DEVELOPMENT BASE

Course Number: 101-31L20-1.
Location: Southeastern Signal School, Ft.

Gordon, GA.
Length: 13 weeks (517 hours).
Exhibit Dates: I 1/68-PreSent.
Objectives: To train field radio equip-

ment repairmen to perform as supervisors
and technicians.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in leadership and training, small-unit
tactics, tactical. field exercises, electronics,
printed circuit test and repair, radio set
AN/GEC-50, and maintenance manage -
ment.

Credit Recommendation:. In the voca-
tional certificate category, 3 semester hours
in electrpnics (3/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours in electronics for non-elec-
tronics majors (3/74); in the upper-division

--haccalaur.iP category 3 semester hours in
electronics for non-electronics miiiors (3/
74).

Related Occupation Codes: 3 rL.

AR-1715-0050
...--

AUTC2MA 11C DIAL CENTRAL. OFFICE AN/
FTC-31

Course Number: .622-E I .
Location: Signal School, Pt. Monmouth,

NJ.
Length: 14 weeks (478 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/68-Present.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
maintain automatic dial central office
exchanges.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in decimal, binary, and octal number-
ing systems; logic gating; semiconductor
theory and integrated circuits; digitaL logic
and ferritb core memory; use of test equip-
ment; and system analysis and
troubleshooting.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 8 semester hours
in electronics (3/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate /associate degree category, 3
semester hours in electronics (3/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 3
semester hours in electronics (3/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 36H.

AR-1715-0051

MANUAL CENTRAL OFFICE REPAIR, SKILL
DEVELOPMENT BASE

Course Number: 622-36G20-1.
Location: Southeastern Signal School, Ft.

Gordon, GA.
Length: 12 weeks (479 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1 I /68-Present.
Objectives: To provide telephone central

office repairmen with knowledge and skills
necessary to perform management dnd su-
pervisory functions at mobile telephone
central office facilities.

Instruction: Lectures and practical- exer-
cises in leadership and civil affairs orienta-
tion; maintenance supply and records
procedures; generator sets operation; and
central office group telephone, manual
telephone, tactical switchboards, and
telephone wire line-testing procedures.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, credit in elec-
tronics on the basis of institutional evalua-
tion (3/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 36G; 36H.

AR-1715-0052

RADIO SET AN/FRC-Ifl9 REPAIR

Course Number: 101-F8.
Location: Signal School, Ft. M'onmouth,

NJ.
Length: 6 weeks (228 hours).

- Exhibit Dates: 10/67-12/68.
Objectives: To train microwave radio

repairmen to maintain AN/FRC-I09 radio
sets.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in voice and teletype multiplexing;
trinsmitter, receiver, order-wire, and alarm
system maintenance; and integrated 'wide-
band communication system familiariza-
tion.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 2 semester hours
in electronics or electrical laboratory (3/
74); in the lower-division baccalatireate/as-
sociate' degree category, credit in elec-
tronics, or electrical laboratory on the basis
of institutional evaluation (3/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category,
credit in electronics or electrical laboratory
on the basis of institutional evaluation (12/
68).

Related Occupation Codes: 26L.

lr

Army 1-129
AR-1715-0053
I. MULTICHANNEL COMMUNICATIONS

EQUIPMENT OPERATOR
2. RADIO RELAY AND CARRIER

ATTENDANT
3. RADIO.RELAY AND CARRIER

ATTENDANT
4. RADIO RELAY AND CARRIER

ATTENDANT
5. RADIO. RELAY AND CARRIER OPERATION

Course Number: Version 1: 202-31M20.
Version 2: 202-3 I M20. Version 3: 202 -
31M20. Version 4: 202-293.1. Version 5:
I I-E-46.

Location: Southeastern Signal School, Ft.
Gordon, GA; Signal School, Ft. Gordon,
GA.

Length: Versi6n I: 13 weeks (470
hours)... Version 2: 16 weeks (586-587
hours). Version 3: 14 weeks, (511 hours).
Version 4: 12 weeks (437 hours). Version
5: 8 weeks (280 hours).

Exhibit Dates Version I: 6/76-Present.
Version 2: 8/69-5/76. Version 3: 2/68-7/69.
Version 4: 2/66-1/68. Version 5: 4/57-1/66.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
install, operate, and maintain field, radio
relay and carrier systems and associated
equipment.

instruaion: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in installation, operation, and main-
tenance of radio sets, telephone systems,
telegrjaph systems, antennas and generators,
FDM systems, and PMC sets; area commu-
nications systems equipment maintenance;
electronic warfare; and field exercises.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(3/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 3IM; 31 L;
31 N.

AR-1715-0054

OV- I D (MOHAWK) SURVEILLANCE
INFRARED REPAIR

Course Number: 104, -F10.
Location: Intelligence School, Ft.

Huachuca, AZ; Combat Surveillance and
Electronic Warfare School, Ft.- Huachuca,
AZ.

Length: 5-11 weeks (153-385 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/72-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

maintain the OV-ID (Mohawk) infrared
surveillance system on aircraft and ground
stations.

Instruction: Lecture's and practical exer-
cises in OV-ID X Mohawk) infrared surveil-
lance system maintenance and repair, in-
cluding infrared detecting set introduction;
system interface alignment and symptom
collection; and film drive circuit, magazine,
sensor optics, and display and synchroniza-
tion circuits maintenance.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
the course (3/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 26N; 26W.

AR-1715-0055
I. FIXED STATION RECEIVER EPA
2. FIXED STATION RECEIVER RF.PAI
3. FIXED STATION RADIO RECEIVER REPAIR

(FIXED STATION RECEIVER REPAIR)

Course Number: Version 1: 101-32B20.
Version 2: 101- 32B20. Version 3: 11-R-
271;1 11-E-44.

Location: Signal School, Ft. Monmouth,
NJ.
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Length: Version h , 28 weeks (1048

hours). Version 2: 25 weeks (934 hours).
Version 3: 20-22/weeks (736-880 hours),

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 9170- I 2/72.
Version 2: 1/69-8/70. Version 3: 9/54=12/
68.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
install, operate, and repair fixed-receiver
station equipment.

'Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in electrical fundamen-
tals; resistor. :series, and parallel circuits;
magnetics and electromagnetism; AC cir-
cuit reactance and series-parallel
resonance; oscilloscope usage', signal
generators and impedance bridge; basic
amplifier theory; diodes. 'triodes, tetrodes,
and pentodes; basic receiver theory, RF
signal generators, oscillators. IF and RF
stages. superheterodyning, and
troubleshooting; antenna systems, propaga-
tion concepts, filters and mixers. BFOs, and
AGC concepts; coupling methods; and sin-

0.0gle-sideband syStems in transmitters and
receivers. Verhon 1: Instruction includes
transistor funtramentals, semiconductor
physics and tfermi: PNP and NCN devices,
amplifier cinifigu ations, biasing network,
bistable and monostable multivibrators,
FErs, and regulated power supplies. Ver-
sion 2: Instruction includes transistor fun-
damentals, semiconductor physics and
theory, PNP and NCN devices,. amplifier
configurations, biasing networks, bistable
and monostable multivibrators, FETs, and
regulated power supplies.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the vocational certificate category, 18
semester hours in electricity or electronics
(3/74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate \degree category, 12 semester
hours in electricity or electronics (3/74); in
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
9 semester hours as an elective in electrici-

oty or electronics for non-electrical en-
. gineering majors, 6 for majors (3/74). Ver-

sion 2: In the vocational certificate catego-
ry, 18 semester hours in electricity or elec-
tronics (3/74):' in the lower-division bac-
calaureate/associate degree category. 12
semester hours in electricity or electronics
(3/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
categpry, 6 semester hours as an elective in
electricity or electronics for non-electrical
engineering majors, 4 for majors (3/74).
Version 3: In the vocational certificate
category, 9 semester hours in electricity or
electronics (3/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours in electricity or electronics
(12/68); in the upper-division baccalau-
reate category, 3 semester hours in elec-
tricity or electronics and credit in electrical
laboratory on the basis of institutional
evaluation (3/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 32B.

AR- 1715-0056

FIXED STATION RADIO REPAIR

Course Number: 101-32H20.
Location: Signal School, Ft. Gordon, GA;

Signal School. Ft. Monmouth, NJ.
Length: Version 1: 23-33 weeks

(848-1223 hours). Version 2: 40 weeks
( 1426 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1,: 8/76-Present.
Version 2: 1/73-7/76.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
install, operate, and repair fixed-station
radios and associated equipment. .

.Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in electrical and elec-
tronic fundamentals; pulse ..generator cir-
cuitry; logic circuitry; basic receiver elec-
tronics; generatio of RF energy; trans-
mitter circuitry; m Itiband receiver and
converter 'circuit .; maintenance,
troubleshooting, and repair of radio
receiver set. AN/FRIt-79 and auxiliary
equipment; and vacuum theory. Version 1;
Course is divided into two phases: Phase I
(10 weeks) includes laboratory and practi-
cal experience in the repair and main-
tenance of power supply, audio amplifiers,
transceiver circuitry, and basic logic cir-
cuits. Phase U (23 weeks) covers genera-
tion -of RF energy, transmitter circuitry
multiband receiver and converter circuitry,
maintenance, troubleshooting and repair of
radio receiver sets R390A/URR, AN/FRR-
4 I, transceiver AN/FRC-93, transmitter
AN/FRT-93, and auxiliary equipment.
Note: Students who have completed
modules I through -7 of Common Basic
Electronics Training (COBET) at Ft.
Jackson, SC, will complete only Phase II
(23 weeks) of this course. See AR -1715-
0389 for credit for COBET. Students who
have not attended -COBET will complete
both Phases I and 11 (31 weeks) of this
course.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the vocational certificate category, 3
semester hours in electronics laboratory for
students completing 23 weeks or 3
semester hours in electricity or electronics
and 6 semester hours in electricity or elec-
tronics laboratory for students completing
33 weeks (see note above) (4/77); in the'
lower-division baccalaufeate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hoiirs in elec-
tronics for students completing either 23 or
33 weeks (see note above) (4/77). Version
2: In the vocational certificate category, .16
semester hours in electronics (3/74); in the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, credit. in .electronics on
the basis of institutional e,kluation (3/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 041-i; 32H.

AR-1715-0057.
I. FIXED STATION TRANSMITTER REPAIR

2. FIXED STATION TRANSMITTER REPAIR
3. FIXED STATION RADIO TRANSMITTER

REPAIR .

(FIXED STATION TRANSMITTER REPAIR)

Course Number: Version l: 101-32C20.
Version 2: 11-R-272.1. Version 3: II-E-42.

Location: Signal School, Ft. .Monmouth,,t,
NJ.

Length: Version 1: 22 weeks (820
hours). Version 2: 21 weeks (774 hours).
Version 3: 22-24 weeks (880-888.hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 4/69-12/72.
Version 2: 3)59-3/69. Version 3: 9/54-2/59.

Objective.): To train enlisted personnel to
install, operate, and repair fixed-station
radio transmitters and associated equip-
ment.

Instruction: Lectures 'and laboratories in
electrical and electronic fundamentals
(based on vacuum tubes); transmitter cir-
cuitry; introduction to antenna types and
characteristics; fixed-station fundamentals;
amplifier analysis; frequency-measuring and
-keying equipment; high-power, single-
channel radio transmitters; single-sideband
transmitters; and fixed-station, integrated
communications systems.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the vocational., certificate category, 10

semester hours in electronics (3/74); in the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, credit in electronics on
the basis of institutional evaluation (3/74).
Version 2: In the -vocational certificate
category, 9 semester hours in electri6ity or
electronics (3/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours in electricity or electronics
(12/68); in the upper-division baccalau-
reate category, 3 semester hours in elec-
tricity or electronics, and credit in electri-
cal laboratory on the basis of institutional
evaluation (3/74). Version 3: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 10 semester
hours in electricity or electronics (3/74); in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in elec-
tricity or electronics (12/68); in the upper-
division baccalaureate-category, 3 semester
hours in electricity or electronics (3/74),
and credit in electrical laboratory on the
basis of institutional evaluation (12/68).

Related Occupation Codes: 32C.

AR-1715-0058
I. AN/TSQ-38 AND AN/MSQ- I 8 CODER-

DECODER GROUP MAINTENANCE
(AN /MSQ-1 8 CODER-DECODER GROUP

MAINTENANCE).
2. AN/MSO-18 BATTERY TERMINAL

EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE
(AN/MSQ-1 8 CODER-DECODER GROUP

MAINTENANCE)

Course Number: Version 1: 4F-Fl; 150-
F . All Versions: 44-N-F19.

Location: Air Defense School, Ft. Bliss,
TX.

Length: Version I : 13 weeks (490-520
hours). Version 2: 14 weeks (480-494
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: I I /63-Present.
Version 2: 2/59-10/63.

Objectives: To train qualified missile
system repairmen-to maintain and repair
the AN /MSQ -18 coder-decoder.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in AN/MSQ-18 coder-
decoder 'maintenance and repair, including
block-diagram and circuit analysis; digital
logic circuitry, including binary theory,
negators, flip -lops. and flip-zero circuits;
and troubleshooting procedures: Version 1:
Instruction includes diodes, transistprs, sol-
dering techniques with semiconductors and
printed or etched cards, hand tools' usage,
gates, switching circuits, basic mathematics,
binary counters, shift registers, and logical
algebra. Version 2: Instruction includes
transistor theory, AN-OR gateg, and core
register.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the vocational certificate category, 3
semester hours in electronics, I in electri-
cal laboratory (3/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate, degree category, I

semester hour In-electronics, 1 in electrical
laboratory (3/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, credit in electrical
laboratory- on the basis of institutional
evaluation (3/74). Version 2: In the voca-
tional certificate category, I semester hour
in electronics. I in electrical laboratory (3/
74); in the lower-division bacdalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, I semester hour in
electronics, 1 in electrical laboratory (3/
74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, credit in electrical laboratory on
the basis of institutional evaluation (3/74).



AR -1715 -0059

COMMUNICATIONS-ELECTRONICS
MAINTENANCE WARRANT OFFICER
INTERMEDIATE

Course Number: 4 -1 1 -C30.
Location: Signal School. Ft. Monmouth,

NJ. .

weeksLength: 23 eeks (713 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/70-Present.
Objectives: To teach signal warrant of-

ficers to operate and maintain communica-
tions-electronics equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in operation and maintenance of com-
munications equipment and associated
electronic instruments, including FM radio
sets, navigational equipment, radar, satellite
communications systems, multiplex
systems, transmitters. TV equipment and
components, film and tape systems, dial
telephone central office switching system,
and automatic digital message switching
center.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 6 semester hours
in electricity or electronics (3/74)i in the
lower-division baccalaureate associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in 'elec-

.tricity or electronics (12/68); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours as an elective in electricity or elec-
tronics for non-engineering majors (3/74).

Related Occupation Codes% 201 A; 286A;
281 A; 282A; 252A; 287A; 301 A; 361 A;
290A; 341 A; 721 A.

AR-1715-0060
SPECIAL FORCES: BASE COMMUNICATIONS

SYSTEMS

Course Number: 10I-F 12.
Location: Institute for Military

Assistance, Ft. Bragg, NC.
Length: 6 weeks (187-189 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/72-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted pesonnel to

install, operate, and perform preventive
maintenance on Special Forces base 'com-
munications systems.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the operations and components of
communications systems, including radio
teletypewriter and radio set components,
tuning and cording, communications cen=
tral equipment,'and message center group
components and operation. Technical train-
ing 'is limited to that necessary to perform
preventive maintenance and to intercon-
nect components for optimum per-
formance. Operation and military con-
siderations are emphasized throughout.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, credit in electri-
cal laboratory on the basis of institutional
evaluation (3/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 31E; 31Z;
32A; 72B.

AR -1715 -0061

ECM/DF SYSTEMS REPAIRMEN

Course Number: .102-33G20.
Location: Security Agency School, Ft.

Devens, MA.
Length: 16 weeks (522 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/69-Present.
Objectives: To train intercept equipment

repairmen to maintain and repair electronic
countermeasure direction-finding equip-
ment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the installation, maintenance, and
troubleshooting of electronic .countermea-

'sure direction-finding eqtfipment, including
various . test sets, direction-finding princi-

-pies. target transmitter operation, logic
symbols and circuits, various tubes and an-
tennas,, generators, receivers, power
systems, calibrators, and hydraulic systems.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category. 4 semester hours
in electrical laboratory, and additonal
credit in electrical laboratory on the basis
of institutional evaluation (3/74); in the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, credit.in electrical labora-
tory on the basis of institutional evaluation
(3/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, credit in electrical laboratory on
the basis of institutional evaluation (3/74).

Related Occupation. Codes: 32B; 33G;
33Z.

AR-1715-0062
COMSEC EQUIPMENT MATT

Course Number: 4C-F9; 160-F2.
Location: Signal School, Ft. Monmouth,

NJ,
Length: 3 weeks (94 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/73-Present.
Objectives: To train technicians to main-

tain communications security equipment.
Instruction: Lectures and laboratories in

the operation and maintenance of commu-
nications security equipment and in milita-
ry instuction techniques.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, credit in electri-
cal laboratory on the basis of institutional
evaluation.(3/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 31S; 31 T;
32F; 32G; 31U; 290A; 341A; 721A.

AR-1715-0063
I. SENIOR FIELD SYSTEMS COMSEC.

REPAIR
2. FIELD SYSTEMS_COMSEC REPAIR
3. r FIELD SYSTEMS COMSEC REPAIR

Course Number: 160- 31T30.
Location: 'Version I: Signal School, Ft.

Gordon, GA. Version 2 : Signal School, Ft.
Gordon, GA. Version 3 : Signal School, Ft.
Monmouth, NJ.

Length: Version 27-33 weeks
(1007- 1230'" hours). Version 2: 27-33
weeks (998-1221 hours). Version 3: 33
weeks (1238 hours).

Exhibit Dates; Version 2/77-Present.
Version 2: 1/75 -1/7'7.- Version 3: 1172-III
74.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
install, operate, and 'repair field systems
communications security (COMSEC)
equipment.

Instruction: Version : Course is divided
into two phases. Phase I (6 weeks) includes
solid state circuitry for power supplies,
audio amplifiers. Oscillators, and logic
trainers. Phase II (27 weeks) covers solder-
ing techniques and security equipment and
specific military equipment theory and
nomenclature. Note: Students who have
completed modules 201, 202, 203, and 7 of
Common Basic Electronics Training
(COBET) at Ft. Jackson, SC, will complete
only Phase II of this course. See AR -1715-
0389 for credit for COBET. Students who
have not attended COBET will complete
both. Phases I and II (33 weeks) of this
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course. Version 2: The 27-week course is
concerned with the application of general
troubleshooting techniques to specific mili-
tary equipment. The. 33-week course also
contains general information concerning
AC and DC, circuit troubleshooting, with
use of oscilloscope, UTVM, and pulse
generators. Note: Students who have
completed Modules I, 2, 3 and 4 of Com-
mon Basic Electronics Training (COBET)
at Ft. Jackson, SC, will complete only
Phase II (27 weeks) of this course. See
AR-I 715-03 89 for credit for COBET. Stu-
dents who have not attended COBET will
complete Phases-1 and II (33 weeks). Ver-
sion 3: Lectures and laboratories in elec-
tronic fundamentals (based on mathematics
through trigonometry); DC and AC funda-
mentals, including resonance considera-
tions; 'phase angles, and apparent power;
rectification; power supplies; regulation
transistors; FETs; Zener diodes; unijunc
transistors; oscillators; amplifiers; pul
switching circuits; and theory,
tenance, and repair of 1FF radar s
and equipment.

Credit Recommendation: Version I: In
the vocational certificate category. 2
semester hours in precision soldering for
students completing 27 weeks or 4
semester hours in basic electronics or
troubleshooting and 2 semester hours in
piecisi soldering for students completing
k33 w (see note above) (4/77); in the
lower division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 6 semester hours in elec-
tronic circuit analysis and troubleshooting
for students completing either 27 or 33
weeks (see note above) (4/77). Version 2:
In the vocational dertificate category, I
semester hour in basic electronics laborato-
ry for those students completing 27 weeks
or I semester hour in basic electronics
laboratory and 3 in basic electricity or
electronics for students attending 33 weeks
of the course (see note above) (5/75); in

' the lower-division baccalaureate/assOciate
degree category, 2 semester hours in basic
electricity, or electronics foe students at-
tending 33 weeks of the course (see note
above) (5/75). Version 3: In the vocational
certificate category, 30 semester hours in
electronics, and credit in electronics on the
basis of institutional evaluation (3/74); in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 20 semester hours in elec-
tronics, and .additional credit in electronics
on the basis of institutional evaluation (3/
74); in the Upper-division baccalaureate
category, 10 semester hours in. electronics,
and additional credit in electronics on the
basis of institutional evaluation (3/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 3-IT; 3IU.

AR- 1715-0064

RADIO RELAY AND.CARRIER ATTENDANT
SKILL DEVELOPMENT BASE

°Course Number: 202-31M4071.
Location: Southeastern Signal School, Ft.

Gordon, GA.
Length: I 3 weeks (517 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/68-12/71.
Objectives: To train radio relay and car-

rier attendants to perform and/or supervise
the installation and operation of tactical
radio relay stations.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in installation, administrative supervi-
sion. and operation of tactical communica-
tions Systems; small-unit tactics: tactical
field exercises; and general military sub-
jects.



1-132 COURSE EXHIBITS
Credit Recommendation: No credit

because of the military nature of the course
(3/74). -

Related Occupation Cedes: 31 M; 3IZ,

AR-1715-0065
CRIT1COMM OPERATOR

Course Nirr: 580-F2.
Location: theastern Signal School, Ft.

Gordon, GA.
Length: 2 weeks (79 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/72-7/73.
Objectives: To train communications

center specialists to operate CRMCOMM
terminal and relay stations and to read
Baudot five-level teletypewriter code.

Inetrucdon: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in CRITICOMM, message preparatior
and tape reading, message-handling
procedures, and terminal and relay opera-
lions:

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
the course (3/74).

Rebated Occupation Codes: 72B.

AR-1115-0066

TELEVISION EQUIPMENT REPAIR TRANSITION

Course Number: 11 -R-285.IT.
Location: Signal School, Ft. Monmouth,

1)/1'
Length: 3 weeki (92 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/65-12/68.
Objectives: To train television equipment

repairmen to maintain' and repair solid-
state video tape recorders.

Instnactm: Lectures and laboratorie4 in
transistors, including introduction to

,semiconductors and semiconductor diodes,
PNP and NPN devices, transistor circuitry,
troubleshooting and repair procedures for
transistorized equipment, and special-pur-
pose semiconductor devices; and video
tape recorders, including video tape
recording principles, maintenance of video
tape recorders, maintenance of color and
auxiliary racks of video tape recorders, and
operation of complete television systems.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 2 semester hours
in electronics, I in electronics laboratory,
and, on the basis of institutional evaluation,
additional credit in electronics (3/74); in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 2 semester hours in elec-
tronics, 1 in electronics laboratory (3/74).

AR-1715-0067
FIELD GENERAL COMSEC MAINTENANCE

Course Number: 160-31S20.
Location: Version 1: Signal Schocil, Ft.

Gordon, GA. Version 2 : Signal School, Ft.
Monmouth, NJ.

Length: Version 1: I 3- I 5 weeks
(471-542'hours). Version 2: 15 weeks (554
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 8/74-Present.
Version 2: 1/72-7/74.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
operate and maintain field general crypto-
graphic, equipment.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
laboratories in teletypewriter principles,
communications security equipment, elec-
tronic tactical teletypewriter security equip-
ment, speech security equipment, digital
data regenerative repeaters, and main-

tenance procedures. Version I: Note: Stu-,,
dents who have completed Module 1 of
Common Basic) Electronics Training
(COBET) at-Ft. Jackson, SC, will complete
only Phase 11 (13 weeks) of this course.
See AR -1715 -0389 for credit for COBET.
Students who .do not attend COBEX, will
complete both Phases 1 and 11 (15 weeks)
of this course.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the vocational certificate category, 3
semester hours in basic electricity and elec-
tronics and 2 semester hours ifi Basic elec-
trical laboratory for those students
completing 15 weeks; or 3 semester hours
in basic electricity and electronics and 1 in
basic electrical laboratory f r those stu-
dents completing - 13 wee (see note
above) (5/75); in the lower ivision bac-
calaureate/associate degree category, 1

semester hour in electrical laboratory for
those students completing 15 weeks; no
credit for those students completing 13
weeks (see note above) (5/75). Version 2:
In the vocational certificate, category,
credit in electrical laboratory on the basis
of institutional evaluation (3/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category,
credit in electrical laboratory on the basis
of institutional evaluation (.3/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 3IS.

AR-1715-0068
I. AUTOMATIC DIGITAL MESSAGE SWITCH

EQUIPMENT REPAIR
(ADMSE REPAIR)

2. AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING (ADP)
REPAIR, PHASE V-ADMS
EQUIPMENT REPAIR

(ADMS EQUIPMENT REPAIR)
3. AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING (ADP)

REPAIR, PHASE V-ADMS
EQUIPMENT REPAIR

(ADMS EQUIPMENT REPAIR)

Course Number: Version I: 150-341420.
Version 2: 150-34D20 (Phase V). Version
3: 150-34D20 (Phase V); 622-F5.

Location: Version 1: Signal School, Ft.
Gordon, GA. Version 2 : Signal School,oFt.
Gordon, GA. Version 3 : Signal School, Ft.
Monmouth, NJ.

Length: Version I: 39 weeks (1457
hobrs). Version 2: 20 weeks (734 hours).
Version 3:19-20 weeks (716-734 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 4/75-Present.
Version 2: 8/73-3/75. Version 3: 4/68-7/73,

Objectives: To train automatic digital
programing repairmen to maintain the
overseas 'Autodin, automatic digital
message switch (ADMS).

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
laboratories in ADMS programming,
processor groups, peripheral equipment
control units, memory and memory control,
memory assemblies, configuration control
and consoles, and maintenance. and opera-
tions. Version 2: Instruction deals specifir
cally with the automatic digital messagei
switching equipment.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the vocational certificate category, 3
semester hours in digital circuitry (4/77);
in the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 3 semester hourk
in digital equipment laboratory and 3 in n\
computer systems (4/77). Version 2: In the

, vocational certificate category, 6 semester
hours in digital circuits and 2 in digital cir-.
cuits laboratory (5/75); in the lower-divi-
sion baccalaureate/accriciate degree catego-
ry, 1 semester hour in digital circuits

laboratory (5/75). Version 3: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 12 semester
hours in electronics (3/74); in the lower -
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 6 semester hours in electronics
(3/74).

...Rebated OccupatioMplicedes: 34D; 09B;
34H.

AR-1715-0069
ADMSC MAINTENANCE SUPERVISORY

Course Number: 4C-F I I ; 4C-F1 I; 622-
F7.

Location: Signal School, Ft. Monmouth,
NJ.

Length: I 1-15 weeks (389,-564 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/68-Present.
Objectives: To train data processing

equipment repair technicians to supervise
the maintenance of overseas automatic
digital message-switching centers.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in digital computer principles,
switching' units, logic functions, magnetic
tape and drum principles, peripheral equip-
ment, and systems procedures.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 8 semester hours
in digital computers, 4 in computer labora-
tory (3/74); in the lower-division baccalau-
reate/associate degree category, 4 semester
hours in digital computers, 2 in computer
laboratory (3/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 2 semester hours in
digital computers (3/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 301 A; 521 A.

AR-1715-0070
I. ADMS PERIPHERAL EQUIPMENT REPAIR
2. AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING (ADP)

REPAIR, PHASE IV-ADMS
PERIPHERAL EQUIPMENT REPAIR

3. ADMS PERIPHERAL EQUIPMENT REPAIR

Course Number: Version 1: 150-34L20.
Version 2: 150-34D20 (Phase IV). Version
3: 622-F4.

Locatloo Version 1: Signal School, Ft.
Gordon, dA. Version 2 : Signal School, Ft.
Gordon, GA; Signal School, Ft. Monmouth,
NJ. Version 3 : Signal School, Ft. Mon-
mouth, NJ.

Length: Version I: 15-23 weeks
(603-902 hours). Version 2: 9 weeks
(295-304 hours). Version 3: 9 weeks (312
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 6/76-Present.
Version 2: 8/69-5/76. Version.3: 4/68-7/69.

Objectives: To acquaint enlisted person-
nel with the techniques required to
operate, inspect, test, and repair the
specified switching system peripheral
equipment.

Instruction: Version 1: Course is divided
iutp two phases. Phase 1 (8 weeks) includes
instruction in circuitry, for operation and
repair, of solid state power, supply, audio
amplifier, audio oscillator, pulse generator,
and logic trainer. Phase 11 (15 weeks) con-
sists of lectures and practical exercises in
switching system repair, including magnetic
tape subsystem repair, digital circuit analy-
sis, automatic digital switching system
(ADMS) equipment maintenance and
repair, and printer and memory operation
and repair. Note: Students who intve at-
tended modules 201, 202, 203, 4, and 7 of
Common Basic Electronics Training
(COBET) at Ft, Jackson, SC, will complete
only Phase II of this course. See AR -1715-



0389 for credit for COBET. Students who
have not attended COBET will complete
both Phases I and II of this course. Version
2: Lectures and practical exercises in
switching system repair, including magnetic_
tape subsystem repair, digital circuit analy-
sis, automatic digital switching system
( ADMS) equipment maintenance and
repair, and printer and memory operation
and repair. Version. 3: Instruction also in-
cludes ADMS peripheral equipment opera:
tion, maintenance, and epair.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the vocational certificate category, 5
semester hours in electronic circuits nd
troubleshooting, for students completiri 23
weeks (see note above) (4/77); in he
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in,corn-
puter systems laboratory for students
completing either 15 or 23 weeks (see note
above) (4/77). Version 2: In the vocational
certificate category, 3 semester hours in
digital computer systems (5/75); in the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, I semester hour in digital
computer systems laboratory (5/75). Ver-
sion 3: In the vocational certificate catego-
ry, 12 semester hours in computer
technology or electronics (3/74); in the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 6 semester hours in com-
puter technology or electronics (3/74); in
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
credit in electrical laboratory on the basis
of institutional evaluation (3/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 34D; 09B;
341. ,..

AR-1715-0071

RADIO SYSTEMS OFFICER

Course Number: All Versions: 4C-0505;
4C-0500. Version 2: 4C4)503.

Location: Version 1: Signal School, Ft.
Gordon, GA. Version 2 ; Signal School, Ft.
Monmouth, NJ.

Length: Version 1: 10 weeks (356
hours). Version 2: 12-16 weeks (420-562
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 6/74Present.
Version 2: 1/68-5/74.

()Weaves: To train commissioned of-
ficers to plan, direct, and supervise the in-
stallation, operation, and maintenance of
tactical and fixed-station radio, microwave
radio, and tropospheric scatter equipment
and systems.

Instruction: Version 1: (Lectures and
practical exercises include cursory discus-
sions of Ohm's law, series and, parallel cir-
cuits, AC circuits, amplifiers, receiver and
transmitter jundamentals, and wave
propagation/Specific topics include milita-
ry pulse Johd FDM systems, field radio,
satellite communications, and tropospheric
scatter systems. Version 2: Lectures and
laboratories in DC and AC- fundamentals,
tubes, transistors, amplifiers, oscillators,
transmitters, radar fundamentals, TV, wave
propagation and transmission lines, mul-
tiplexing, power generation, field radio,
telephone equipment, satellite communica-
tions, electronic warfare, microwaves, and
tropospheric scatter systems.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the lower-division baccalaureate /associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in elec-
tronic communications and I in electronics
laboratory (5/75); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours
as an elective in electronic communications

(5/75). Version' 2: In the vocational cer-
tificate category, 10 semester hours in elec-
tronics, and additional credit in electronics
on the_basis of institutional evaluation (3/
74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 8. semester hours
in electronics (3/74); in the upper- division
baccalaureate category, 6 semester hours in
electronics (3/74).

AR-1715-002
I. RADIO TERMINAL SETS AN/TRC-90/
. 129/132:14Pftait

2. RADIO TERMINAL SET ANITRC -90 (RF.
PORTION) ,

Course Number: Version 1: 101-F6. Ver-
sion 2: 11-12-F42.

Location: Signal School, Ft. Monmouth,
NJ.

Length: Version 1: 6 weeks (222 hours).
Version 2: 5 weeks (440 hours).,

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 5/69Present.
Version 2: 10/64-4/69.

Objectives: To train microwave repair-
men to operate and maintain AN/TRC -90/
129/132 tropospheric scatter communica-
tions sets.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures" and
laboratories in tropospheric transmitters

. and receivers, and operation and repair of
tropospheric scatter communications
systems. Version 1: Includes voice and tele,

(type multiplexing equipment, transportable
tropospheric scatter radio terminal sets;
and transportable scatter system opera-
tions.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the vocational certificate category, 2
semester hours in electrons laboratory (3/
74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 2 semester hours
in electronics laboratory (3/74). Version 2..
In the vocational certificate category, I
semester hour in electronics laboratory (3/
74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, semester hour in
electronics laboratory (3/74); in the oner-
division baccalaureate category, c
electrical laboratory on the basis o, +A-
tional evaluation (3/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 26L.

AR-1715-0073
STRATEGIC MICROWAVE SYSTEMS

OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE

Course Number: 101-26V10.
Location: Version 1: Signal School, Ft.

Gordon, GA. Version 2 : Signal School, Ft.
Monmouth, NJ.

Length: Version 1: 11-17 weeks
( 394-617R hours). Version 2:. 17 weeks
(598-630 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 5/76Present.
Version 2: 8/68-4/76.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
install, operate, and maintain line-of-sight
and tropospheric-scatter microwave radio
equipment.

Instruction: Version 1: Course is divided
into two phases. Phase I (6 weeks) includes
lectures and practical experience in
troubleshooting and. repair of power sup-
plies, audio amplifiers, audio oscillators,
and pulse generators. Phase II (11 weeks)
covers RF energy generation; solid state
circuitry; wave shaping circuitry; frequency
modulation; and frequency division mul-
tiplexing equipment, radio sets. multiplexer
sets, and tropospheric scatter radio ter-
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minal equipment operation, installation,
and maintenance. Note: Students who have
attended modules 201, 202, 203, and 4 of
Common Basic Electronics Training
(COBET) at Ft. Jackson, SC, will complete
only Phase II of this course. See AR- I7.15-
0389 for credit for COBET. Students who
have not attended COBET will complete
both Phases 1 and II of this course. Version
2: Lectures and practical exercises in elec-
trical and electronic fundamentals; RF
energy generation; solid-state circuitry;
wave-shapingocircuitry; frequency modula-
tion; and frequency division multiplexing
equipment, radio sets, multiplexer set, and
tropospheric scatter radio terminal equip-
ment- operation, installation, and main-
tenance.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the vocational certificate category, 4
semester hours in basic electronics and
troubleshooting for completion of 17 weeks
(see note above) (4/77); in,the loWer-divi-
sion baccalaureate/associate aegree catego-
ry, 3 semester hours in communication
system troubleshooting for students
completing either 11 or 17 weeks (see note
above) (4/77). Version 2: In the vocational
certificate category, 16 semester _hours in
electronics (3/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 8
semester hours in electronics (3/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 3
semester hours in electronics (3/74).

Related Occupation. Codes: 09B; 26V.

AR-1715-0074 .

SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS
FUNDAMENTALS

(SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS PRE NET
TRAINING)

Course Number: 1.I-R-F.
Location: Signal School, Ft. Monmouth,

NJ.
Length: 8-10 weeks (304-380 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/64-12/68.
Objectives: To provide microwave equip-

ment repairmen, radar repairmen, or fixed-
plant carrier equipment repairmen with
training in satellite communications.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
laboratories in history of communications,
ground terminal configurations; and future
of satellite communications; principles and
applications of semiconductor devices,
rectifiers, transistors, varactors, bias cir-
cuits, amplifier Configurations, oscillators,
power supplies, regulators, and multivibra-
tors; digital data processing, binary nota-
tion, gating circuits, flip-flops, registers,
counters, coders; and decoders; satellite
communications devices, and techniques,
klystrons, antennas, FM receivers, modems,
,parametric amplifiers, synchro° and Servo
circuits, and tracking syitems. Version 1:
Includes an introduction to spread spec-
trum and measurementipterpretation.

Credit Recommendan: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 6 semester hours
in electronics (3/74); in the lower-divisiorr-
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2
semester hours in electronics (12/68); in
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
2 semester hours in electronics, and credit
in electrical laboratory on the basis of in-
stitutional evaluation (3/74).
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AR-1715-0075 !

1/
BALLISTIC MISSILE PROPULSION AND'I* STRUCTURES REPAIR (PERSHING)

. Course Number: 631-376.1 9-S-376. I ; 9-
S-F38.

Location: Missile and Munitions School,
Redstone Arsenal, AL; Ordnance .Guided'
Missile School, Redstone Arsenal, AL.

Length: 12-14 weeks (417-501 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/62-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to°

test and maintain Pershing missile elec.,
tromechanical systems and associated
equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in Pershing ballistic missile elec-
tromechanical systems , and associated
equipment testing and maintenance, includ-
ing basic eleitricity, motors and generators,
co trot devices, AC circuit analysis, trans-
trainers, and ground handling equipment.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 6. semester hours
in electricity or electronics, and 4 in elec-
trical laboratory (3/74); in the lower-divi-
sion baccalaureate/associate degree catego-
ry, 2 semester hours in electricity or elec-
tronics (13/68.); in the upper-division bac-
calaureate category, 2 semester hours in
electricity or electronics, and credit in elec-
trical laboratory on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation (3/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 46M.

AR-1715-0076

GUIDED MISSILE FIRE CONTROL SYSTEM
MAINTENANCE, SSM

Course Number: 44-0E-31.
Location: Artillery School, Ft. Bliss, TX.
Length: 32 weeks (1278 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/55-12/68.
Objectives: To train warrant officers and

enlisted personnel to operate and maintain
a surface-to-surface guided missile fire con-
trol system.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the operation and maintenance of a
surface-to-surface guided missile fire con-
trol system, including basic mathematics,
electricity, radio and radar electronics,
analog computer and Dopler radio princi-
ples and operation, and employment oethe
Corporal fize=trol system.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 6 semester hours
in electricity /electronics (3/74); in the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 4' semester hours in elec-
tricity/electronics (12168); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 4 semester
hours in electricity/electronics, and addi-
tional credit in' electrical laboratory on the
basis of institutional evaluation (3/74).

AR-1715-0077
I. NIKE LAUNCHER CONTROL REPAIR
2. NIKE LAUNCHER CONTROL REPAIR
3. NIKE LAUNCHER CONTROL SYSTEMS

REPAIR ( AJAX/HERCULES)
(SAM LAUNCHER CONTROL SYSTEM

REPAIR)

Course Number: Version 1: N21- 22G20.
Version 2: 9-S-251 . I Version 3: 9-R-25 I ;1
9-E-62:

Location: Version 1: Missile and Muni-
tions School, Redstone Arsenal, AL. Ver-
sion 2: Ordnance Guided Missile SchoOl,
Redstone Arsenal, AL. Version 3:

Ordnance Guided Missile School, Redstone
Arsenal, AL.

Length: Version 1: 16-19 weeks
(534-667 hours). Version 2: 10-14 weeks
(360-4,2 -hours). Version 3: 7-9. weeks
(228-3 5 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 10/66 -5/74.
Version 2: 8/59-9/66. Version 3: 7/55-7/59.

Objectives: To train enlisted and civilian
personnel to inspect, test, and maintain
Nike Hercules launcher control electrical,
mechanical, and electronic components
and associated test equipmept.-

instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in Nike Hercules launcher control .

electrical, 'mechanical, and electronic com-
ponents and. associated test equipment in
spection, testing, and maintenance, includ-

4

jng electricity and electronics fundamen-
tals; ordnance shop practices; launcher as-
sembly and control area introduction;
equipment operation; maintenance
procedures; underground launchers; com-
mand test circuits; technical inspection;
and system analysis.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the vocatidnal certificate category, 8
semester hours in electricity or electronics
(3/74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 2 semester hours
in electricity or electrOnics (12/68)'; in the
upper-division ,baccalaureate category, 2
semester 'hours in electricity or electronics,
and credit in electrical laboratory on the
basis of institutional evaluation (3/74). Ver-
sion 2: In the vocational certificate catego-
ry, 6 semester hours in electiicity and elec-
trical laboratory (3/74); in the lower-divi-
sion baccalaureate/associate degree catego-
ry, 3 semester hours in electricity and elec-
trical laboratory (3/74); in the upper-divi-
sion baccalaureate category, credit in elec-
tricity and electrical laboratory on the basis
of institutional evaluation (3/74). Version
3: No credit becau of the limited special-
ized nature of the co (3/74).

Rlated Occupation odes: 22G.

-1715-0078

E- SURFACE MI, SILE SYSTEM
MA1NTE ig A E (PERSHI ) WARRA
OFFICE INTE EDIATE

2. BALLISTI MISSILE AINTEN NCE'
TECHNICIAN (PER

Course Number; Version : 4-9-C30-I;
4F-24 1 f-A. Version 2: 4F-24 t ; I22 -F3; 9-
N-F39; 9-N-24IF.

Location: AU Versions: Missile and Muni-
tions 1chool, Redstone Arsenal, AL. Ver-
sion 2: Ordnance Guided Missile School,
Redstone Arsenal, AL.
.. Length: Version 1: 29 weeks (1038
hours): Version, 2: 3 I -35 weeks
( 1 111 -1245 hours).

.

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 10/70-Present.
Version 2: 7/62-9/70.

Objectives: To provide field artillery mis-
sile system technicians, Pershing (214E),
with development training in general milita-
ry and missile-related subjects.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in Army organization, military
reso e management, maintenance, and
spec' 1 operations; missile electronic and
digits computer fundamentals; and Persh-
ing digital equipment, guidance and con-
trol, and electrical mechanical systems.

.Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the vocational certificate category, 8
semester hours in electronic digital compu-
ters (3/74); in the lower-division baccalau-

reate/associate degree category, 4 semester
hours in electronic digital computers (3/
74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 3 semester hours,,in electronic
digital computers (3/74). Version 2: In the
vocational certificate category, 8 semester
hours in electronic digital computers (3/
74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 4 semester hours'
in electronfc digital computers (3/74); in
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
credit in electrical laboratory on the basis
of institutional evaluation (3/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 24 I F; 214E.

AR-1715-0079
I. PERSHING ELECTRONIC REPAIR
2. PERSHING ELECTRONIC REPAIR
3. BALLISTIC MISSILE GUIDANCE AND

CONTROL REPAIR (PERSHING)
4. BALLISTIC MISSILE GUIDA E AND

CONTROL REPAIR (PE* )ING)

Course Number: 121 -21 L 0.
Location: Missile and Munitions School,

Redstone Arse,nal, AL. .
Length: Version 1: ; 32-36 weeks

(1100-1271 hours). Version 2: 36 weeks
(1255-1271 hours). Version 3: 31 weeks
(1098 :hours). Version 4: 31 weeks (1091
hours).

Exhibit, Dates: Version 1: 5/74-Present.
Version 2: 6/73-4/74. Version 3: 3/71-5/73.
Version 4: 4/69-2/71.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
inspect, operate, test, and repair Pershing
missile ground support equipment.

Instruction: All Versions: 0 Lectures and
practical exercises in Pershing missile elec-
tronic assemblies operation, maintenance,
and repair, including electronic fundamen-
tals; missile electronics; digital computers
introduction, computer arithmetic, and
logic symbols and circuits; and electronic
equipment maintenance, safety, quality
control, portable test equipment and hand
tools usage, power distribution, systems
analysis, and shop operations. Version 1:
Lectures and practical exercises in Pershing
missile electronic assemblies operation,
maintenance and repair and electronic
maintenance, safety, quality control, porta-
ble test equipment and hand tools usage,
power distribution, systems analysis, and
shop operation. Students who have
completed Modules 1,2, and 3 of Common
Basic Electronics Training (COBET)-at Ft.
Jackson, SC, will complete only Phase II
(31-32 weeks) in which is included am-
plifiers, oscillators, and introduction to
logic circuits and digital computers. For
COBET recommendation, see AR -1715-
0389. Students who have not attended
COBET will complete both Phases I
(including AC and DC circuits, resonant
'circuits, and transistor fundamentals) and II
for a total of 36 weeks.

Credit Recommendation: Versial 1: In
the vocational certificate category, 9
semester hours in basic electronics, 9 in
computer fundamentals for students who
complete 31-32 weeks of the course or, 15
semester hours in basic electronics, 9 in
computer fundamentals for students who
complete 36 weeks of the course (see note
above) (8/77). Version 2: In the vocational
certificate 8 semester hburs in
electronics and igital computers (3/74); in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 4 semester hours in elec-
tronics and digital computers (3/74). Ver-'
sion 3: 6 the vocational certificate catego-
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Ty, 8 semester hours in electricity or elec-
tronics (3/74); in the lower-division bac-
calaureate/associate degree category; 3

semester hours in electricity or electronics
(12/68); in the upper-division baccalau-
reate category, 3 semester hours in elec-
tricity or electronics and credit in electrical
laboratory on the basis of institutional
evaluation (3/74). Version 4: In the voca-
tional 'certificate category, 8 semester hours
in electricity or electronics (3/74);. in the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category,' 4 semester hours in elec-
tricity or electronics (12/68); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 4 semester
hours in electricity or electronics and
credit in electrical laboratory on the basis
of institutional evaluation (3/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 21 L.

AR-1715-0080
REDSTONE ELECTRONIC MATERIEL

MAINTENANCE

Course Number: 6.-N- I 192B; 6-N-218.I;
6-N -224.3 B.

Location: Artillery and Missile School,
Ft. Sill, OK.

Length: 20-22 weeks (556-931 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/57-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel

and warrant officers to assemble; install,
calibrate, adjust, and maintain on-missile
electronic guidance control components,
systems, and associated electronic test
equipment for Redstone missiles.

Instruction: Lectures and laboratories in
basic electricity and electronics, radio elec-
tronics, radar electronics, magnetism, oscil-
loscopes, and R-L and C circuits.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 8 semester hours
in electricity or electronics (3/74); in the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 4 semester hours in elec-
tricity or electronics (12/68); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours in electricity or electronics (3/74).

AR-1715-0081

CDAPARRAL/VULCAN SYSTEM TECIINICIAN

Course Number: All Versions: 4F-224B.
Version 2: I 2 I -F2 I

Location: Air Defense School,. Ft. Bliss;
TX.

Length: Version 1: 19 weeks (622-641
hours). Version. 2: 15-16 weeks (551-582
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 4/74-Present.
Version 2: 11/69-3/74.

Objectives: To train warrant officers and
enlisted personnel with fire control ex-
perience to operate and maintain the .

.Chaparral/Vulcan air defense system and
associated equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in maintenance of the Chaparral/Vul-
can air defense system, including digital
fundamentals, armament and turret elec-

s2 semester hours in digital systems, and ad-
ditional credit on -the basis of institutional
evaluation (2/75). Version 2: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 6-semester hours
in electronics (3/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours in electronics (3/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 240; 24B;
24D; 24F; 24M; 24N; 24U; 224B.

AR-1715-0082
I. BALLISTIC MISSILE.kLPER
2. BALLISTIC MISSILE HELPER

(BALLISTIC MISSILE HELPER (ENTRY))

Course Number: Version 1: I 21-21A10.
. Version 2: 9-R-370.0.

Location: Version 1: Missile and Muni-
tions School. Redstone Arsenal, AL. Ver-
sion' 2: Ordnance Guided Missile School,
Redstone Arsenal, AL.

Length: Version 1: 9 weeks (317 hours).
Version 2: 8-9 weeks (285-342 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 5/68-Present.
Version 2: 1/58-4/68.

Objectives: To provide enlisted personnel
with knowledge of missile electronics and
mechanics, and to train them to repair bal-
listic missile systems and associated ground
handling and test equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and labaatories in
missile electricity, including AC/DC circuit
analysis, AC/DC motors, and amplifiers;
missile electronics; missile elictro- .
mechanics; and Army inertial ballistic mis-
sile maintenance.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the vocational certificate category. 8
semester hours in electricity or electronics
(3/74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree categ , 2 semester hours
in electricity or elect nics (12/68); in the
upper-division baccal ureate category. 2
semester hours in electricity or electronics,
and credit in electrical laboratory on the
basis of institutional evaluation (3/74). Ver-
sion 2: In the vocational certificate catego-
ry, 6 semester hours in electricity or elec-
tronics (3/74); in the lower-division bac-
calaureate/associate degree category, 2
semester hours in electricity or electronics
(12/68); in the upper-division baccalau-
reate category, 2 semester hours in elec-
tricity or electronics, and credit in electri-

' cal laboratory on the basis of institutional
evaluation (3/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 21 A; 21 H;
21 J; 21X; 21 L; 21 M; 21 R; 21 T; 21 S.

ironies. performance tests, weapons equip-
ment, antennas, computer fundamentals,
power supplies, and test equipment.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the vocational certificate category, 6
semester hours in basic electronics, 2 in
digital fundamentals (1/75); in the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in basic elec-
tronics, 2 in digital fundamentals (2/75); m
the upper-division baccalaureate category.

AR-1715-0083
I. CORPORAL MISSILE REPAIR
2. CORPORAL MISSILE REPAIR
3. CORPORAL INTERNAL GUIDANCE REPAIR
4. SSM INTERNAL GUIDANCE SYSTEM

REPAIR

-Course Number: Version 1: 9-S-249.1.
Version 2: 9- R -F21. Version 3: 9-R-244.I.
Version 4: 9 -E -61.

Location: Ordnance Guided Missile
School,-Reastone
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components of Corporal missile systems
and associated test equipment, including
AN/MSM-12 van. .

Instruction: Lectures and laboratories in
electronic fundamentals, motors, genera-
tors, power supplies, semiconductor funda-
mentals, amplifiers, oscillators, digital logic,
and missile shop practices.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the vocational certificate category, 12
semester hours in electricity or electroniCs
(3/74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/

to degree category. 6 semester hours
in ele tricity or electronics (-3/74). Version
2: In t vocational certificate -category, 4
semester hours in electrical laboratory (3/
74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 2 semester- hours
in electrical laboratory (3/74). Version 3:
In the vocational certificate category, 4
semester houts_in electrical laboratory (3 /
74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 2 semester hours
in electrical laboratory (3/744. Verse n 4:
In the vocational certificate cate ry, 4
semester hours in electrical labor ry (3/
74); in the lower-division baccala reate/as-
sociate degree category, 2 'semester hours
in electrical laboratory (3/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 24U.

AR-1715-0084

I. NIKE HERCUI.ES ELECTRONIC
MAINTENANCE

2. NIKE HERCULES ELECTRONIC
MAINTENANCE

3. NIKE HERCULES ELECTRONIC
MAINTENANCE

4. NIKE HERCULES ELECTRONIC
MAINTENANCE

5. NIKE HERCULES ELECTRONIC
MAINTENANCE

(NIKE- UNIVERSAL ELECTRONIC
MAINTENANCE)

6. NIKE-UNIVERSAL ELECTRONIC
MAINTENANCE

(NIKE- UNIVERSAL ELECTRONIC
MATERIEL MAINTENANCE)

Course Number: Version 1: 4F-22 I B;
121-241120. Version 2: 4F-22IB; 121-24120.

Version 3: 4F -221 B; 121124U20.
Version 4: 4F -221B; 121-22F20. Version 5:
4F -22I B; 121-22F20; 121-225;1 .44-N-
221B; 44- N- 225.1, Version 6: 44-N-1 I 82B;
44-N-225;1 44-N-I 182; 44-N-F12.

Location: 'Air Defense School, Ft. Bliss,
TX.

Length: Version 1: 22 weeks (783-794
hours). Version 2: 22 weeks (800 hours).
Version 3: 22 weeks (804 hours). Version
4: 22 weeks (786-793 hours). Version 5:
25 weeks (870-914 hours). Version 6: 27
weeks (1008-1016 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 6/76-Present.
Version 2: 6/75-5/76. Version 3: 8/74-5/75.
Version 4: 1/70 -7/74. Version 5: /63-12/
69. Version 6: 6/58-12/62.

Objectives: To train warrant offs ers and
enlisted personnel to assemble, install,
maintain, calibrate, and repair Nike Her-

Length: Version 1: 27 weeks (990
hours). Version 2: 17. weeks (621 hours).
Version 3: 13 weeks (472 hours). Version
4: 11 weeks (484 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 2/63-12/68.
Version 2: 7/59-1/63. Version 3: 5/57-6/59.
Version 4: 12/55-4/57.

Objectives: To train enlisted and civilian
personnel to inspect, test, maintain, and
repair internal electronic and mechanical

1 t-

I I

handling equipment, and launch equip-
ment. Versions I and 2 will provide
knowledge of warhead operations, as-
sembly, service and maintenance of guided
missiles.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
laboratories in basic electricity; basic elec-
tronics; radio circuits; warhead familiariza-
tion, assembly, and servicing; and system
malfunction analysis. Version 2: Course
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does not include geperal information con-
cerning basic electricity, electronics or
radio circuits. Version 3: Topics. include
system AC andADC power distribution,
simulation circuits; gyro system, system
electrical circuit troubleshooting, and cor-
rective maintenance procedures.

Credit Recomtnendation: Version 1: In
the vocational certificate category, 3
semester hours in electrical circuits, 3 in
electrcinics, 6 in electronics troubleshooting
(8/77); in the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, I semester hour
in electronic laboratory (8/77). Version 2:
In the vocational certificate category, 6
semester hours in electronics troubleshoot-
ing (8/77); in the lower-division baccalau-
reate/associate degree category, I semester
hour" in electronic laboratory (8/77). Ver-
sion 3: In the.vocational certificate catego-
ry, 4 semester hours in electrical laboratory
(3/75); in the-lower-cliviStUrrbaCalaureate/
associate degree category, 2 semester hours
in electrical laboratory (3/75); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category,
credit in electrical laboratory on the basis
of institutional evaluation (3/75). Version
4: In the vocational certificate categbry, 2
semester hours in electrical laboratory (3/
74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 1 semester hour in
electrical laboratory (3/74); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, credit in
electrical laboratory on the basis of Institu-
tional evaluation (3/74). Version 5: In the
vocational certificate category, 8 semester'
hours in electricity or electronics (3/74); in
the loWer-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category. 3 semester hours in elec-
tricity or electronics (12/68); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in electricity or electronics, and
-credit in electrical laboratory on the basis
of institutional evaluation (3/74). Version
6: In the vocational certificate categbry, 8
semester hours in electricity or electronics
(3/74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 3 semester hours
in electricity' or electronics (12/68); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category. 3
semester hours in electricity or electronics,
and credit in electrical laboratory on the
basis of institutional evaluation (3/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 22IB; 22 IC.

"AR-1715-0085
1. NIKE Aix MISSILE ELECTRONIC

MAINTENANCE
(NIKE AJAX MISSILE ELECTRONIC

MATERIEL MAINTEIONCE)
2. SAM ELECTRONIC MATERIEL

MAINTENANCE, NIKE
3. GUIDES) MISSILE ELECTRONIC MATERIEL

MAINTENANCE

Course Number: Version 1: 44-N-1182A;
44-N-223;1 44-N-223;2'44-N-1182. Version
2: 44-N-223;2 44-N-I 1g2. Version 3: 44-
0E-32.

Location; Version 1: Air Defense School,
Ft. Bliss, TX. Version 2: Air Defense

I

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in basic electronics and communica-
tion, including AC and DC circuits, oscilla-
tors, and power supplies; Nike Ajax system
equipment familiarization; launch, area
procedures; and testing procedures.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the vocational certificate category, 6
semester hours-in electricity of electronics
(3174); in the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 2 semester hours
in electricity or electronics (12/68); in the
upper-divisioh baccalaureate category, 2
semester hours in electricity or electronics,
and credit' in electrical laboratory on the
basis of institutional evaluation (3/74). Ver-
sion 2: In the vocational certificate catego-
ry, 8 semester hours in electricity or elec-
tronics (3/74); in the lower-division bac-
calaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours in electricity or electronics
(12/68); in the upper-division baccalau-
reate category, 3 semesterNbours in elec-
tricity or electronics, and ere.* in electri-
cal laboratory on the basis of institutional
evaluation (3/74). Version 3: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 8 semester hours'
in electricity or electronics (3/74); in the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 4 semester hours in elec-
tricity or electronics (12/613); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 4 semester'
hours in electricity or electronics, and
credit in electrical laboratory on the basis
of institutional evaluation (3/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 27IA; 223B;
223D; 2510.

AR-1715-0086

LACROSSE ELECTROMECHANICAL SYSTEM
MAINTENANCE

Course Number: 9-R-434.I.
Location: Ordnance. Guided Missile

School, Redstone Arsenal, AL.
Length: 7 weeks (248-250 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/58-12/68.
Objectives: To'train enlisted personnel to

inspect, test, and maintain the LacroSse
electromechanical system.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in maintenance of Lacrosse elec-
tromechanical system, including missile
structures and ,repairs; fundamentals of
electricity, motors', and generators; hydrau-
lic systems; circuits; launcher and systems;
system analysis; and atomic warfare in-
structions.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 2 semester hours
in electrical , laboratory (3/74); in the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, I semester hour in electri-
cal laboratory (3/74).

AR-1715-0087

MISSILE MASTER FIRE UNIT INTEGRATION
FACILITY MAINTENANCE

(MISSILE MASTER BATTERY TERMINAL
E UIPMENT. LI . 111

ment maintenance, including binary
arithmetic, transistors, encoder and
decoder, transmitter data processing, power
supply, receiver, modtllator, receiver data
processing, data converter, computers,
digital techniques, and system analysis.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 6 semester hours
in electrical laboratory (3/74); in the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in elec-
trical laboratory (3/74); in the upper-divi-
sion baccalaureate category, credit in elec-
trical laboratory on the basis of institu-
tional examination.( 3/74).

Related OccupatiOn Codes: 214E; 214G;
222B; 223B; 224B; 2415; 251B; 223D;
251D.

craft Artillery and Guided Missile School;
Ft. Bliss, TX.

Length: Version 1: 22 weeks (815-852
hours). Version 2: 28 weeks ( lop hours).
Version 3: 27 weeks (1100 hoursI.

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 6/58-12/68.
Version 2: 3/57-5/58. Version 3: 6/55-2/57.

Objectives: To train warrant officer and,
enlisted peonnel in Nike Ajax missile
launching equipment.

Course bitimber: 44-N-F14.
Location: Air Defense School, Ft. Bliss,

TX.
Length: 9-10 weeks (318-336 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/58-12/68.
Objectives: To train warrant officers and

enlisted, persohnel in fire unit integration
facility equipment maintenance.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cisesriti fire unit integration facility equip-

1

ARA715-0088

SERGEANT ELECTRICAL-MECHANICAL REPAIR
(BALLISTIC MISSILE ROCKET MOTOR AND

STRUCTURES REPAIR (SERGEANT))

Course Number: 631-46L20; 631-374.1;
9-S-F27.

Location: Missile and Munitions -School,
Redstone Arsenal, AL; Ordnance Guided .*
Missile School, Redstone Arsenal, AL.

Length: 13 weeks. (436-476 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/61-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to,

inspect, test, and repair. Sergeant missile
electromechanical. 'systems and associated
equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in Sergeant missile electromechanical
systems inspection, testing and repair, in-
cluding electricity introduction, Ohm's law,
series and parallel circuits, magnetism, AC
and DC electricity; missile soldering
procedures; transformers; impednace;
hydraulic systems; schematic reading; and
electrothechanical repair procedures.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 2 semester hours
in eleFtrical laboratory (3/74); in the
lower/division baccalaureate /associate
degree category, I semester hour in electri-
cal laboratory (3/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 46L.

AR-1715-0089

BALLISTIC MISSILE TEST STATION REP-AIR
(PERSHING)

Course Number: 122-21.120; I-24.378.1;
9-S-378.I; 9-S-F36.

Vocation: Missile and Munitions School,.
Redstone Arsenal, AL; Ordnance Guided
Missile School, Redstone Arsenal, AL.

Length: 29-34 weeks ('1038 -1228
hours).

Exhibit Dates: 7/62-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

inspect, test, and repair the Pershing bal-
listic missile test stations and associated
equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in Pershing ballistic missile test sti:
do s vt-.. a ea equipment Inspection,
testing, and repair, including AC and DC
circuit fundamentals, motors, and genera-
tors; semiconductor fundamentals; power,
Supplies; voltage regulators; solid-state cir
cuit analysis; amplifiers, oscillators, and
multivibrators; logic circuitry; and ser-
vomechanism fundamentals.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 20 .semester,
hours in electricity, electronics, and electri-



cal la ratory (3/74); in the lower-division
bacca ureate/associate degree categoryi_10
se r hours in electricity, electronics,
a electrical laboratory (3/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 4
semester hours in electricity or electronics,
and credit in electrical laboratory on the
basis of institutional evaluation (3/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 211.

AR-1715-0090
GUIDED MISSILE ELECTRONIC MATERIEL

MAINTENANCE, SSM

Course Number: 44-0E-33.
Location: Artillery School, Ft. Bliss, TX.
Length: 28 weeks ( 1140 hours).
Exhibit Dales: 4/55-12/68.
Objectives: To train warrant officers and

enlisted personnel to assemble, install, test,
and maintain missile electronic guidance
control, systems, components, and as-
sociated test equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the installation, operation, and
maintenance of missile electronic guidance
control components, systems, And as-
sociated test equipment, including basic
electricity and electronics, mathematics,
radar ,electronics, servomechanisms, and
circuit analysis; and Corporal missile com-
ponents, test equipment, check-out and fir-
ing.

Credit recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 16 semester
hours in electricity or electronics, and 8 in
....Ielectrical laboratory (3/74); in the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category. 4 semester hours in electricity or
electronics (12/68); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 4 semester hours in
electricity or electronics, and credit +in elec-
trical laboratory on the basis of institu-
tional evaluationV 3/74 l

Related Occupation Codes: 223B; 223D;
25I D.

AR-1715-0091

FIELD COMMUNICATIONS-ELECTRONICS
/EQUIPMENT MECHANIC

(FIELD COMMUNICATIONS-ELECTRONICS
EQUIPMENT REPAIR)

(FIELD RADIO MECHANIC)

Course Number: 101-311320.
Location: All Versions: Signal School, Ft.

Gordon, GA; Southeastern Signal School,
Ft. Knox, KY; Armor School, Ft. Sill, OK.
Version I: Field Artillery School, Ft.
Benning, GA; Infantry School, Ft. Benning, .

GA.
Length: Version I: 9-10 weeks (329-400

hours). Version 2: 9 weeks (329-375
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version I: 9/72-Present.
Version 2. 8/68-8/72.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
install, operate, and maintain radio trans-
mitters and receivers.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in radio transmitter,
receiver, and antenna fundamentals; opera-
tion and maintenance of AM, FM, and sin-
gle-sideband radio sets; and radio equip-
ment security, procedures. Version I: In-
struction includes DC circuits introduction,
metric system, Ohm's law, multimeters, and
vacuum tubes usage. Version 2: Instruction
includes AC and DC circuits operation,
tube amplifiers, and oscillators.

Credit Recommendation: Version I: In
the vocational certificate "category, 5
semester hours in electricity or electronics
(3/74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, credit in elec-
tricity or electronics on the basis of institu-
tional examination (3/74). Version 2: In the
vocational certificate category, 5 semester
hours in electricity (3/74); in the lower
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in electricity
(12/68); in the upper-division baccalau-
reate category, 3 semester hours in elec-
tricity (3/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 318; 31 E;
31 G.

AR-1715-0092
COMMUNICATIONS CHIEF

Course Number: All Versions: 10,I-F4.
Version 2: 6-R-F3 I.

Location: "Artillery and Missile. School,
Ft. 101, OK.

Length:. Version I: II weeks ' (388
hours). Version 2: 12 weeks (435-456
holurs).

Exhibit Dates: Version k 6/67-12/68.
Version 2: 4/64-5/67.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
operate communications equipment and to
supervise and coordinate a communications
section.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in radiotelephone
procedures and security, wire communica-
tions, FM fundamentals, AM equipment,
supply procedures, radio teletypewriter
procedures, message center procedures and
cryptography, tactical communication cen-
ters, and automatic data processing equip-
ment for weapons. Version I: Instruction
includes AC and DC fundamentals and
radio fundamentals.

Credit Recommendation: Version I: In
the vocational certificate category, 7
semester hours in electricity or electronics
(3/74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 3 semester hours
in electricity or electronics, and additional-
credit in electricity or electronics on the
basis of institutional evaluation (3/74). Ver-
sion 2: In the vocational certificate catego-
ry, 5 semester hours in electricity or elec-
tronics (3/74).

AR- 1715 -0093

BASIC FIELD RADIO REPAIR

Course Number: 11-R-29ii3O.
Location: Southeastern Signal School, Ft.

Gordon. GA.
Length: Version I: I? weeks (627

hours). Version 2: 18 weeks (673 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version I: 2/65-12/68.

Version 2: 5/63-1/65.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

maintain field radio equipment.
Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and

practical exercises in transmitter and
receiver fundamentals,, transmitter and
receiver maintenance and repair, field
radio teletypewriter equipment operation

land maintenance, and support maintenance
procedures. Version : Instruction includes
installation, operation, adjustment, and
repair of transistorized FM radio sets.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the vocational certificate category, 9
semester hours in electronics or radio
repair (3/74); in the lower-division bac-

1 5.

Army
calaureate/associate degree category, I
semester hour in electronics laboratory (3/
74). Version 2: in the vocational certificate
category, 6 semester hours in electronics or
radio repair (3/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, I

semester hour in electronics laboratory (3/.
74).

AR-1715-0094
I. SENIOR

REPAIR
(FIELD

GENERAL COMSEC

(FIELD GENERAL COMSEC REPAIR)
2. FIELD GENERAL COMSEC REPAIR

Course Number: 160-3 I S30.
Location: Version I: Signal School, Ft.

Gordon, GA. Version, 2 : Signal School; Ft.
Monmouth, NJ; Signal School, Ft. Mon-
mouth, NJ.

Length: Version l: 28-38 weeks
(1039-1354 hours). Version 2: 38 weeks
(1428 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version /: 1 /74- Present.
Version 2: 1/67-12/73.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
install, inspect, test, and maintain tactical
communications security and crypto ancil-
lary equipment.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in Maintenance of com-
munications security and ancillary equip-
ment, including electrical fundamentals,
circuitry, solid-state circuitry and logic,
wave shaping, Multivibrators, time con-
stants, regulators, principles of tele-
typewriter equipment, voice and elec-
tromechanical security equipment, and
systems installation. Version I: Note: Stu-
dents who have attended 6 weeks of Com-
mon Basic Electronics Training ( COBET)
will complete only Phase 11-VII (or only
Phase II after 1/77) of this course. See AR-
1715-0389 for credit for COBET. Students
who have not attended COBET will
complete all phases of this course.

Credit Recommendation: Version I: In
the vocational certificate category, 2
semester hours in precision soldering for
students who complete only Phases 11-V11

(28 weeks) or Phase II (32 weeks after I/
77) or 4 semester hours in basic electronics
and troubleshooting and 2 semester hours
in precision soldering for students who
complete the entire course (34 or 38
weeks) (see note above) (4/77); in the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 6 semester hours in elec-
tronic circuit analysis and troubleshooting
for students completing 28, 32, 34 or 38
weeks of the course (4/77). Version 2: IL.
the vocational certificate category: 12 V
semester hours in electricity or electronics
(3/74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 6 semester hours
in electricity or electronics for non-elec-
tronics majors, and credit in electricity or
electronics on the basis of institutional
evaluation for electronics majors (3/74); in
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
6 semester hours in electricity or elec-
tionics for non-electronics majors (3/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 3 I S; 3 I U ;
0913.

AR-1715-0095
RADIO OPERATOR

Course Number: 201-051320. .

Location: Signal School, Ft. Gordon, GA;
Army Training Centers, Continental U.S.,

Length: 9_ weeks (315-319 hours).
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Exhibit Dates: 6/72-Present.
.Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

install, operate, and maintain field tactical
radio sets and associated eqUipment.

bastruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the operation and maintenance of
tactical radio sets, including communica-
tions exercises, driver' training, interna-
tional Morse code, communications
procedure and operation of field radio
equipment, and ancillary communications
equipment operation.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 2 semester hours
in electronics (3/74).
--Related Occupation Codes: 058.

AR-1715-0096
FIXED CIPHONY REPAIR

Course Number: 160-32F20.
Location: Signal School, Ft. Monmouth,

NJ.
Length: Version I: 40 weeks (1426'

hours). Version 2 : 40 weeks (1504 how's).
Exhibit Dates: Version I: 4/73-Present.

Version 2: 1/72-3/73.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel

who have backgrounds in algebra and
general science to install, operate, and
repair fixed-ciphony equipment.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical experience in scope and VTVM
basic testing techniques; duplex key
generator operation; speech compression
and digitalization equipment operation;
wide-band, full-duplex speech' security
equipment operation; narrow-band sub-
scriber terminal operation; and depot
repair techniques. Version I: Instruction in-
cludes electronic communications equip-
ment troubleshooting, binary number
system introduction, and basic logic cir-
cuits. Version 2: Instruction includes elec-
trical fundamentals.

Credit Recommendation: Versien I: In
the vocational certificate category, I5
semester hours in electronics laboratory (3/
74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 3 semester hours
in electronics laboratory (3/74). Version 2:
In the vocational certificate category, 12
semester hours in electricity or electronics
(3/74); in the lower-division baccalayreate/
associate degree category, 3cemester hours
in electricity or electronics (12/68); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 3
semester hours in. electricity or electronics,
and credit in electrical laboratory on the
basis of institutional evaluation (3/74).

Related Occupation Codel: 32F.

AR-1715-0097
FIELD SYSTEMS COMSEC MAINTENANCE

Course Number: I 60-31T20,
Location: Version 1: Signal School, Ft.

Gordon, GA. Version 2 : Signal School. Ft.
Monmouth, NJ.

Length: Version I: 8 -10 weeks (281-351
hours). Version 2: 10 weeks (346-516
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version I: 8/74-Present.
Version 2: 1/72-7/74.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
maintain communications equipment.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
laboratories in communications equipment
maintenance, including e city introduc-
tion (battery characte Ohm's law,
basic electrical circuits, to .ory, relays,

transformers, solid-state diodes, transistors,
oscilloscope use, and binary .number
system); laboratory work, including meter
reading, continuity testing, 'soldering, read-
ing schematics, VTVM use, and simple
equipment use; and installing, troubleshoot-
ing, identifying, inspecting, testing, and
replacing defective electrical parts. Version
I: Note: Students who have completed
Module I of Common Basic Electronics
Training (COBET) at Ft. Jackson. SC, will
complete only Phase 11 (8 weeks) of this
course. See AR-1715-0389 for Credit for
'COBET. Students who do not attend
COBET will complete both Phases 1 and II
(10 weeks) of this course.

Credit Recommendation: Version I: In.
the loWer-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 2'semester hours in basic
electrical laboratory for those students
completing 10 weeks; I semester hour in
basic electrical laboranory, for those stu-
dents completing 8 weeks (see note above)
(5/75). Version 2: In the vocational cer-
tificate category, 2 semester IdAirs in lec-
trical test laboratory (3/74); in the IMer-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 1 semester hour in electrical test
laboratory, and additional credit in electri-
cal test laboratorron the basis of institu-
tional evaluation (3/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 31T.

AR-1715-0098

STRATEGIC MICROWAVE SYSTEMS REPAIR .

Course Number: 101-26V20.
Location: Version 1: Signal School, Ft.

Gordon, GA. Version 2 : Signal School, Ft.
Gordon. GA. Version 3 : Signal School,. Ft.
Monmonth, NJ: 'Version 4 : Signal School,
Ft. Monmouth, NJ. '

Length: Version I: 22-32 weeks
(812-1187 hours). Version 2: 26-32 weeks
(928-1139 hours). Version 3: 32 weeks
(1200 hours). Version 4: 23 weeks (858
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version I: 7/76-Present.
Version 2: 5/74-6/76. Version 3: 8/70-4/74.
Version 4: 10/68-7/70.

Objectives:"To train enlisted personnel to
install, operate, and repair strategic
microwave radio systems.

Instruction: Version I: Lectures and
practical experience in troubleshooting and
repair of power supplies, audio amplifiers,
audio oscillators, pulse generators, trans-
ceivers and logic circuits; operation and
troubleshooting of microwave communica-
tion equipment and principles of
microwave techniques. Note (1): Students
who have completed Modules 201, 202,
203, 4 5/6, and 7 of Common Basic Elec.-
tronics Training (COBET) at Ft. Jackson,
SC, will complete only Phase It (22 weeks)
of this course. See AR-1715-0389 for
credit for COBET. Students who have not
attended COBET will complete both
Phases I and II (32 weeks) of this course.'
Version 2: Lectures and practical exercises
in operation and troubleshooting
microwave communication equipment,
electrical fundamentals, pulse generator
circuitry, electronics applied to basic
receivers and logic circuits, and principles
of microwave techniques. Note (2): Stu-
dents who have completed Modules I, 2, 3
and 4 of Common Basic Electronics Train-
ing ( COBET) . at Ft. Jackson, SC, will
complete only Phase II (26 weeks) of this
course. See AR-1715-0389 for credit for
COBET. Students who have not attended

16J

COBET will complete Phases I and If `(32
weeks) of Ahis course. Version 3: Lectures
and laboratories in AC and DC circuits and
networks fundamentals; electronic amplifier
fu eluding vacuum tubes;
receiver fundamentals, including.

, heterodyning, AGC, coupling oscillators
and mixers; semiconductor theory; basic
emitter-collector configurations; wave-shap-
ing circuits on DC and differential am-
plifiers; FM and microwave techniques;
voice and teletype, multiplexing equipment:,
and radio system installation, operation.,
and repair techniques: Version 4: Instruc-
tion is same as Version 2 and also includes
generation of RF energy and time con-
stants.

Credit Recommendation: Version I: In
the vocational certificate category, 6
semester hours in basic electronics and I
troubleshooting for those students complet-
ing 32 weeks of the course (see note ( )
above) (4/77); in the lower-division bac-
calaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours in communication system
troubleshooting for students completing
either 22 or 32 weeks of the course (see
note (I) above) (4/77). Version 2: In the
vocational certificate category, 6 semester
hours in communications electronics for
those students completing 26 weeks or 10
semester hours in communications elec-
tronics for students attending 32 weeks of
the course (see note (2) above) (6/75);.in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours as an
elective in electronics for students complet-
ing 26 weeks or 3 semester hours as an
elective-in electronics and 2 in electronics
laboratory for students attending 32 weeks
of the course (see note (2) above) (6/75).
Version 3: In the vocational certificate
kategory, 12 semester hours in electricity
or electronics (3/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours in electricity or electronics
(12/68); in the upper-division baccalau-
reate category, 3 semester hours in elec-
tricity or electronics, and credit in electri-
cal laboratoryon the basis of institutional
evaluation (3/74). Version 4: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 8 semester hours
in electricity or electronics (3/74); in the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in elec-
tricity or electronics (12/68); in the upper-
division baccalaureate'category, 3 semester
hours in electricity or electronics, and
credit in electrical laboratory on the basis
of institutional evaluation (3/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 09B; 26V.

AR-1715-0099
I. SURFACE-TO-AIR MISSILE SYSTEM

MAINTENANCE (HAWK) WARRANT
OFFICER INTERMEDIATE

2. AIR DEFENSE. MISSILE MAINTENANCE
TECHNICIAN (HAWK)

3. AIR DEFENSE MISSILE MAINTENANCE
TF.CIINICIAN (HAWK)

(HAWK MAINTENANCE. SUPERVISION)

Course Number: Version I: 4-9-C30-F;
4F-251C-A. Version 2: -25IC; 122-F5.
Version 3: 9-N-25 lc.

Location: Version /: issile and Muni-
tions School, Redstone Arsenal, AL. 'Ver-
sion 2: Missile and Munitions School, Red-
stone Arsenal, AL. Version 3: Ordnance
Guided Missile School, Redstone Arsenal,
AL.



Length: Version I: 17 weeks (612
hours). Version 2: 41 weeks (1466 hours).
Version 3; 40-46 weeks (1458-1661
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version I :' 0/7 17Present.
Version 2: 9/69-9/71. Version 3: 5159-8169

Objectives :. To train warrant officers who
have a background in missile'technology to
repair Hawk air defense missiles.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical in Hawk missile system
support maintenance. Version 2:- Includes
tes% equipment, radars, power supplies;
launcher, fire command' console, engage-
ment simulate& AC and DC circuits, and
system analysis and troubleshooting
procedures. Version 3: Includes test equip-
ment, radars, power supplies, ser-
vomechanisms, fire command console,
launcher; . engagement simtdator,logisitcal
support, and systertlanalysis.

Credit Recommendation: Version' I: No
credit because 6f- tire-limited technical na-
ture of the course (3/74). Versiikk2: In the
vocational certificate category, 8 semester
hotirs in electronics (3/74); in the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 4 semester hours in electronics
(3/74). Ve7ion 3: In the vocational cer-
tificate category, 8 semester hours in elec-
tronics (3/74); in the lower-division bac-
calaureate/associate degree category, 2
semester ,,hours in maintenance manage-
ment (12/68); in the upper-division bac-
calaureate category, 2 semester hours in
electronics, and credit in electrical labora-
tory on the basis of institutional evaluation
(3/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 223 223,D;
251D; 25ID.

AR-1715-0100

BALLISTIC MISSILE TEST STATION REPAIR
(SERGEANT)

Course Number: 9-S-375.1; 9-S-F28.
Location:- Ordnance Guided Missile

School, Redstone Arsenal, AL:
Length: 23-27 weeks (828-966 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/61 - 12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted and civilian

personneLto inspect, test, and repair Serge-
ant missile electronic systems and as-
sociated equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and laboratories in
basic electricity, power supplies, transistor
circuits, linear wave shaping, ser-
vomechanisms, and Sergeant test equip-
ment.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 8 semester hours
in electricity or electronics (3/74); in the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in elec-
tricity or electronics (12/68); in the upper-
diVision baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in electricity or electronics, and
credit in electrical laboratory on the hasis
of institutional evaluation (3/74).

. AR-1715-0101

hours). Version 3: 14 weeks (507' hours).
Version 4: 20-26 weeks (770-919 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version I: 3/75-Present.
Versii,n 2: 5/73 -2/75. Version 3: 9/70-4/73.
Version 4: 5/59 -8/70.

Objeetives: To train enlisted personnel in
Hawk system loaders, launchers, missiles,
and associated test equipment, operation,
adjustment, maintenance, and troubleshoot-
ing

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the maintenance of the Hawk mis-
sile and launcher, including AC and .DC

'circuits, linear circuit elements, transistors
and vacuum tubes, oscilloscopes, multime-
ters, and oscillators.

Credit Recommendation: Version I: In
the vocational certificate category 2
semester hours in basic electronics labora-
tory (6/75); in the lower-division baccalau-
reate/associate degree category, I semester
hour in basic electronics laboratory (6/75).
Version 2: In the vocational certificate
category, 3 semester hburs in basic elec-
tronics laboratory (6/74); in the lower-divi-
sion baccalaureate/associate degree catego-
ry, I semester hour- in basic electronics
laboratory (6774) Version 3: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
the course (3/74). Version 4: In the voca-
tional certificate. category, 8 semester hours
in electricity or electronics (3/74); in the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3.semester hours in elec-
tricity or electronics (12/68); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in electricity or electronics, and
credit in electrical laboratory on the basis
of institutional evaluation (3/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 24D. /

AR-1715-0102

SERGEANT MISSILE BATTERY OFFICER
(SERGNT MISSILE BATTERY)
Course Number: 4F -214F; 043- 15B30;

121-15B30; 4F-F4; 121-161.2.
Location: Field Artillery School, Ft. Sill,

OK; Artillery altd. Missile School, Ft. Sill,
OK.

Length: 5-6 weeks (161-241 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/62-6/75.
Objectives: To train warrant officers and

enlisted personnel to assemble, check out,
maintain, and operate Sergeant missile and
_assotiated ground handling equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and laboratories in
bask electronics and Sergeant guided mis-
sile system familiarization, operation, and
maintenance.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 2 semester hours
in electrical laboratory (3/74); in the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category,°1 semester hour in electri-
cal laboratory (3/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 15B; 214E;
24IF.

AR-1715-0103

HAWK MISSILE AND LAUNCIIF.R
MAINTENANCE

Course Number: Version I: 121-24D20.
Version 2: 121-24D20. Version 3: I 21-24D20.

Version 4: 121-22.120; 44-R-227.1.
Location: Air Defense School, Ft. Bliss,

TX.
Length: Version I: 14 weeks (514

hours). Version 2: 14 weeks (519-525 .

ALLISTIC ISSI F.

CONTROL RF.PAIIMPF.R RING)

Course Number: 122-377.1; 9-S-377.1; 9-
S -F35.

Location: Missile and Munitio;ts School,
Redstone Arsenal, AL; Ordnance Guided.
Missile School, Redstone Arsenal,, AL.

Length: 28 weeks (957-1020 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/62-12/68.

Army . 1-139

Objectives: To train enlisted and civilian
personnel to inspect, test, and maintain
electronic guidance and control assemblies.
of Pershing missile and related ground Sup-

- port equipment.
Instruction:: Lectures and laboratories in

missile electronics, including basic electrici-
ty, power supplies, transistors, amplifiers,
digital computer fundamentals, linear wave
shaping, and servomechanisms, and main-

' tenance procedures for Pershing, missiles
and ground support equipment.

Credit, Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 8 semester hours
in electricity or electronics (3/74); in the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in elec-
tricity or electronics (12/68); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category'', 3 semester
hours in elfctricity, or electronics, and
credit in electrical laboratory On the basis
of institutional evaluation (3/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 21 H.

AR-1715-0104

BALLISTIC MISSILE GUIDANCE AND CONTROL
REPAIR

Course Number: Version 1: 9-S-371.I.
Version 2: 9-R-371.I.

Location: Ordnance Guided Missile
'School, Redstone Arsenal, AL.

Length: Vertion I: 20 weeks (754
hours). Version 2: 13 weeks (456 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version L: I /6 1-12/68.
Version 2: 5 /58-12/60.

Objectives: To train enlisted and civilian
personnel to operate, inspect, test, and
maintain ballistic missile guidance and con-
trol %stems and components.

Instruction: Lectures, and laboratories' in
basic ordnance shop practices,' electrical
fundamentals; electronic fundarnentals, in-
cluding power supplies, oscilloscopes, and
analog computers; common guidance and
control of ballisti'c missiles; and Redstone
ballistic .missile guidance and control
systems.

Credit Recommendation: Version I: In
the vocational certificate category, .8

hourssemester hou in elettricity or electronics
(3/74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 2 semester hours
in electricity or electronics (12/68); in the
4per- division baccalaureate ,category, ,2'
semester hours'in electricity or electronics,
and credit, in electrical liboratory ontiRte
basis of institutional evaluation't3174). Ver-
sion 2: In the vocational certirtCaiego-'
ry, 6 semester hours in-electiki ;or elec-
tronics' (3/74); in the lower=division bac-
calaureate/associate degree category, 2
semester hours in electricity or electronics

12/68); in the upper-division baccalau-
reate category, 2 semester hours in elec-
tricity or electronics, and credit in electri-
cal laboratory on the basis of institutional
evaluation (3/74).

AR- 171 -0105

ni-Missits. SYSTEMS
MAINTENANCE WARRANT OFFICER
ADVANCED

(SURFACE-TO-AIR MISSILE SVSTEMS MAIN-
TENANCE WARRANT OFFICER INTER-
MF,DIATF. (221B, 222B, 223C)) .4-

Course N umber: 2-44-C32; 2-44-C30.
Location: Air Defense School, Ft. Bliss,

TX.



1
1-140 COURSE EXHIBITS
(Length: Version I I. 23 weeks (763-920,

hours). Version 2: 24 weeks .1658,882.
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version I: 8/76-Present.
Version 2': 1/73-7/76.

Objectives: To train warrant officers to
perform as' technical advisors or instructors
on.surface-to-air missile systems.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in surface-to-air missile systems, in-
cluding high- and low-altitude air defense.
missile electronics and control systems,
digital computer fundarrientals, data
storage, semiconductor theory, automatic
data. processing. amplifiers, oscillators, mul-
tivibrators. RF transmitters and receivers,
and logic circuits. Version 1 includes
probability and statistics.

Credit Recommendation: Version I In
the vocational certificate category. 3
semester hours in1;.semiconductor elec,
tronics, 3 in electri laboratory. Fin corn-
puter programmin (8/77); in the lower-
division baccala ate/associate degree
category, 2 semen r hours in electronics
laboratory. 2 in statistics and operational
analysis (8/77). Version 2: In the vocational
certificate category, 12 semester hours in
electronics or digital computers (3/74); in
the lower-division baccalaureate / associate
degree 'category. 6 semester hours in elec-
tronics or digital computers (3/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category. 3
semester hours in electronics or digital
computers (3/74). .

Related Occupation Codes: 22113; 22 )C;
222B; 25 I B.

AR-1715.-0106

NIKE-HERCULES MISSILE ELECTRONIC
MAINTENANCE

(NIKE HERCULES MISSILE E
MATERIEL MAINTF.NANCF.
LION )

ECTRONIC
TRANSI-

.

Course Number: 44-N-225. irr: 4-N-F6.
Location: Air. Defense School Ft. Bliss,

Tx.
Length: 9-11 weeks (303-4 1 2 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/57 - 12/68:
Objectives: To train warrant officers and

enlisted personnel to perform and supervise
the maintenance of Nike 1-1Arcules missiles
and associated equipment. e

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
else.% in components, operation, and cir-

. cuitry of missile and assembly area equip-
ment; operation and maintenance of Nike
Hercules high-explosive warheads; rocket 1
motors, and equipment in the servicing and
launching area; assembly and testing of
Nike Hercules nuclear warheads; and safety
procedures in handling nuclear material
and equipment.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper.
division baccalaureate category. credit in
radio or electronics on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation (3/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 221B; 221C.

AR-1715-0107

ARTILLERY COMMUNICATIONS SUPERVISORS--
(ARTILLERY COMMUNICATthNS SUPER-

VISORS)
(ARTILLERY COMMUNICATION SUPER VI-

SION )
(ARTILLERY COMMUNICATION ENLISTED)

'Course Number: 6-R-3 13.6; 6-R-313.7;

Location: Artillery and Missile School.
Ft. Sill, OK; Artillery and Guided' Missile
School, Ft. Sill, OK.

Length: 13-16 weeks (495-679 hours).
Exhibit DateS: I 0/55L: I 2/6-8. r:

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel
experienced in field wire, radio operation,
or radio maintenance 'to supervise the
operation of artillery communications units,

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in Map reading, fundamentals of elec-
tricity, wire' communication'' equipment,
radio communication equipment.. main-
tenance of communication equipment and
signal supply. procedures. message center
procedures and cryptography, radioteletype
procedures. and communication systems
for artillery units. -.

Credit Recommendation: I the voca-
tional certificate.category, 4 s ter hours.
in - electrical laboratory (3/7 ); in the
lower-division baccalaureate /associate
degree category. I semester hour in electri-
cal laboratory on the basis of institutional
evaluation (3/74).

AR-1715-0108
INFANTRY RADIO MAINTENANCE

Course Number: 101-311.1; 7-1-311.1;
7-E-3.

Location: Infantry School, Ft. Benning,
GA.

Length: 12-15 weeks (476-615 hours):..
Exhibit Dates: 55 12 68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel tb

perform organi tional maintenance on
field radios a d associated electronic
equipment..

Instruction: tures and laboratories in
fundamentals of electricity, including AC
and DC circuits, power supplies, vacuum
tubes, transformers, amplifiers, oscillators,
modulation, and :receiving and transmitting
circuits; and maintenan and repair of
radio sets.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 6 semester hours
in electricity or electronics (3/74); in the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category. 2 semester hours in elec-
tricity or electronics (12/68); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category. credit in
electricity or electronics laboratory (3/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 3 I B.

AR-1715-0109
ARMOR RADIO MAINTENANCE.

Course Number: Version I: 17 -12-3 I 2.1.
All Versions: I 7-E-2.

Location: Armor School, Ft. Knox. KY.
Length: Version I: 12-13 weeks

(451-505 hours). Version 2: 17 weeks (705
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version I 7/55-12/68.
Version 2: 7/54-6/55.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
operate and maintain communication
equipment used in armor communication
systems.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
_____LaboratoricsLin fundamentals of electricity,

repair of AM and FM radio sets, and field
maintenance. Version I: Emphasizes AM
and FM radio repair techniques. Version 2:
Emphasizes fundamentals of electricity and
radio repair.

Credit Recommendation: Versa
the vocational certificate catej 15
semester hoUrs in basic shop practice (3/.

74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate.degree category, I semester hour in
basic 'shop practice; and additional credit in
basic sliop practice on basis of institu-
tional examination (3/74). Version 2: In the;
vocational certificate categoiy.,10 semester .

hours in basic shop practice.(3/74); in the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 2 semester hours in elec-
tricity (12/68):

AR-1715-6110
FIXED STATION RADIO EQUIPMENT

OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE

Course Number: 101-32A10; 11-R-270.0;
I I -E-45.

Location: Signal Sdlool, Ft. Monmouth,
NJ.

Length: 14-15 weeks (508-600 hours).
Exhibit'Dates: 9/54,-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

operate and maintain 'ground radio equip-
ment.

Instruction: Lectures and laboratories in
electrical 'fundamentals, basic radio funda-
mentals, fixed-station layout, telegraph fun-
damentals, terminal equipment, transmit- '111'
ters, radio receivers. and fixed-station in-
tegrated communications systems.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 3 semester hours
in electricity or electronics (3/74); in the .

lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 1 semester hour in electri-'
cal or electronics laboratory (3/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 32A; 32B;
32C; 32D; 32E.

AR-1715-0111
1. MULTICHANNEL COMMUNICATIONS

EQUIPMENT REPAIR
2.. RADIO RELAY AND CARRIER REPAIR
3. RADIO RELAY AND CARRIER REPAIR
4. FIELD CARRIER EQUIPMENT REPAIR

(CARRIER EQUIPMENT REPAIR)
(REPEATER AND CARRIER EQUIPMENT

INSTALLATION AND MAINTENANCE)

Course Number: Version I: 10 I -31L20 .

Version 2: 101-31L20; 101-294.1. Version
3: 101-294.1. Version 4: 11-R(294; I 1 I -E-
9.

Location: Version I: Signal School, Ft.
Gordon, GA. Version 2: Southeastern
Signal School, Ft. Gordon, GA. Version 3:
Southeastern Signal Schocil, Ft: Gordon,
GA. Version 4: Southeastern Signal School,
Ft. Gordon, GA.

Lengtli: Version I: 17-23 weeks
'(639-855 hours). Version 2: 14-23 weeks
(523-864 hours). Version 3: 28 weeks
(1045 hours). Version 4: 20-25 weekS
(800 -931 hours). '

',Exhibit Dates: Version I: 10/74- Present.
Version 2: 1/66-9/74. Version 3: 8/64-12/
65. Version 4: 3/53-7/64,

Objectives: To train enlisted-PeWOrinel to
install and maintain, radio relay. repeater,
and carrier equipment.

Instruction: Version I: Lectures and
practical troubleshooting exercises in mili-
tary communications systems, carrier
equipment circuits and systems repair,
telephone terminal testing, repair; and
system analysis; and general shop practices
and troubleshooting procedures. Version 2:
Lectures and practical exercises in AC and
DC circuit theory; electronics fundamen-
tals; communications introduction; carrier
equipment circuits and systems repair;



telephone terr;,inal testing, repair,' and
system analysis; and shop practices' and
troubleshooting procedures. Version 3: In-
struction is same as Version 2 and also is
more detailed and at a higher level. Version
4: Instruction is same as Version 2 and also
is more detailed and at a higher level. -

Credit Recomniendation:' -Version 1: In
the vocational certificate category: 3
semester hours in 'communications elec-
tronics, I in communications electronics,-
laboratory for those students completing
the 17-week course or 3 semester hours in
commilhMion? electronics. 2 in communi-
cations electronics laboratory for those stu-
dents completing the 23-week course (5/
75); in the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree .category. I semester-hour in
communication electronics for those stu-,,
dents who complete either the-1-7-week or
23-week course (5/75). Version '2: In the
vocational certificate category, 6 semester
hours in electricity or electronics (3/74); in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 2 semester hours in elec-
tricity or electronici (3/74); in the upper-
division baccalaureate categOry, credit in
electrical laboratory on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation (3/74). Version' 3: In the
vocational certificate category, 9 semester
hours in electricity or electronics (3/74); in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in radio
or electronics (12/68); in the upper-divi-
sion baccalaureate category, 3 semester '
hours in electronics or electricity, and
credit' in electrical laboratory on the basis
of institutional evaluation (3/74). Version
4: In the vocational certificate category, 9
semester hours in electricity or electronics
(3/74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category,. 3 semester hours
in radio or electronics (12/68); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category. .2
semester hours in electricity or electronics,
and credit in electronic laboratory on the
basis of institutional evatilation (3/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 31 L; 31 M.
°

AR-1115-0112

ARTILLERY RADIO MAINTENANCE

Course Number: 642-313.1; 6-E-3.
Location: Artillery and Missile School,

Ft. Sill, OK: Artillery and Guided Missile
School, Ft. Sill, OK.

Length: 1,2-14 weeks (519 -597 hours).
Exhibit. Dates: 7/56- I1d28.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

install, operate, maintain, and repair artil-
lery communications systems equipment.

Instruction: -Lectures and practical exer-
cises in electrical fundamentals, including
AC and DC circuits and theory; electronics
fundamentals, including vacuum tubes.
diodes, triodes, pentodes. amplifiers. and
oscillators; circuit analysis for specific
receivers and transmitters; and radio
systems, installation. operation, main-
tenance, and repair procedures.

Credit RecoMmindation: in the voca-
tional certificate category, 6 semester hours
in electricity or electronics (3/74);-in the
lower-divisi . baccalaureate /associate
degree catego 2 semester hours in elec-
tricity or electronics (12/68); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, credit in
electrical laboratory on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation (3/74)."

Related Occupation Codes: 22A; 220;
22K; 221.; 22M; 23N; 230; 23S; 23T; 23U.

GUIDED MISSILE REPAIR HELPER
(ORDNANCE ELECTRONICS ( ENTRY ))

Course Number: '121-22A10; 9-R-2500;
9-E,5 I .

Location: Version 1: Missile and Muni-
tions School, Redstone Arsenal, AL;
Ordnance Guided Missile School, Redstone .
Arsenal, AL. Version 2; Signal School, Ft.
Monmouth, NJ.

Length: 10-I I weeks (351-402 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/56-Present. ,
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

repair guided Missile electronic equipment.
Instruction: Lectures and. practical exer-

cises in electrical and electronics fund;_
mentals; crirgmunications electronics; pulse
techniques; video systems; special-purpose
circuits timing and soldering techniques;
equipment record system familiarization;
basic mathematics for AC and DC circuits;
and operation and repair procedures for
various missile transmitters, receivers, am-
plifiers. oscillators, voltage regulators, and
servomechanisms. it

Credit Recommendation:- In .the voca-
al certificate category, 8 'semester hours

in dio and electronics (3/74);.in the
At lower-division- baccalaureate/associate-
7 degree category. 3 semester hours in radio

and electronics (12/68): in the 'upper-divi-
siem baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in radio and electronics, and credit
in electrical laboratory on the basis of in-
stitutional evaluation (3/74).

AR-1715-0114
I. NIKE. MISSILE REPAIR
2. NIKE. MISSILE. REPAIR

(Ni SSILE REPAIRMAN )
(NIKE ERNAL GUIDANCE REPAIR)

3. 7"NIKF. I ERNAL GUIDANCE REPAIR
(NIKE INTERNAL GUIDANCE SYSTEM

REPAIR) .
4. SAM INTERNAL GpID,NCE SYSTEM

REPAIR ..,...
Course Number:6- Version IIP 121- 22M20.

Version 2: .121-22M20; 121-25411 9-S-
254.1. Version 3: 9-S-254;1 9-R-254.I. Ver-
sion 4: 9-E-65.

Location: Version 1: Missile and Muni-
tions School. Redstone Arsenal, AL...Ver-
sion 2: Missile and Munitions School, Red-'
stone Arsenal, AL; Ordnance Guided Mis-
sile School, Redstone Arsenal, AL. Version
3: Ordnance Guided Missile School, Red-
stone Arsenal, AL. 'Version 4: Ordnance
Guided Missile school, Redstone Arsenal,
AL.

Length: Version 1: 22 weeks (744
hours): Version 2: 23-28 weeks (879-1039
. hours). Version 3: 12-13 weeks (420-483
hours). Version 4: 7 weeks (245 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version /: J0/72 -5/74.
Version 2: 2/63-9/72. Version 3: 5/57-1/63.
Version 4: 12/55 -4/57.

Objectives: To train SAM electronic
repair helpers to inspect, test, and repair
the Nike Hercules missile and associated
test equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
eises in basic electricity; AC and DC cir-
cuits; linear wave shaping; communication
systems; vacuum tubes, amplifiers, and
video systems; and missile system opera-
tion, maintenance, and test procedures.

Credit Recommendation: Version '1. In
the vocational certificate category, 8

semester hours in electricity. or electronics
(3/74); in the lower-division 'baccalaureate/

11
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associate degree category,-4semester hours
in electricity or electronics (3/74). Version
2: In the vocational certificate category, 8
semester hours in electricity or electronics
(3/74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 3 semester hours
in electricity-or 'electronics ( 12/68 );,in' the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 3

semester hours in electricity or electronics
and credit in electrical laboratory on the
basis of institutional evaluation (3/74). Ver-
sion 3: In the vocational certificate catego-

-44, 4 semester hours in electrical laboratory
(3/74); in glower- division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 2 semester hours
in electrical laboratory (3/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category,
credit in electrical laboratory qi0 the basis
of institutional evaluation (3/71). Version
4: In the upper-division baccalaureate
category. credit in electrical laboratory on
the basis of institutional evaluation (3/74).

Related Occupation Codes t.22M.

AR-1715-0115
COMBAT MISSILE SYTEM REPAIR

(COMBAT MISSILE SYSTEM REPAIR
(REDEYE-SHILLELAGII-TOW ))

Course Number: 121- 27C20; I21 -F15.
Location: Missile and Munitions School,

Redstone Arsenal, AL.
Length: 15-24 weeks (525-844 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5 /66- Present'
Objectives: To train enlisted and civilian

personnel to inspect, test, and maintain
combat missile systems and associated test
equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in combat 'systems and as-
sociated test equipment inspection, testing,
and mainenance, including electricity ,and
electronics fundamentals, transistbrs and
transistor principles, logic circuits and
digital computer operation, system com-
ponents repair procedures, and safety and
security procedures.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 8 semester hours
in electricity or electronics (3/74); in the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in elec-
tricity or electronics (12/68); in the upper-
divisionbaccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in- electricity or electronics. and
credit in electrical laboratory on the basis
of institutional evaluation (3/74).

'Related Occupation Codes: 22C.

AR-1715-0116
BALLISTIC MISSILE GENERAL SUPPORT SI.1,01,

SET REPAIR (SERGEANT)

Course Number: 122 -21 F30; 122-375.2;
9-S-F4n.

Location: Missile and Munitions School,
Redstone Arsenal, AL: Ordnance Guided
Missile School, Redstone Arsenal, AL.

Length: 18 weeks (648-681 hours).
Exhibit Dates: I /64-.12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted and civilian

personnel to inspect, test, and repair the
general support shop set and Sergeant mis-
sile electronic systems and associated
equipment through field maintenance level.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in missile electronics subjects. includ-
ing heterodyne receivers, AM and FM
transmitters, radio waves, amplifiers, basic
communications circuits, missile digital
controller, testing and repair of general



17142 COURSE WITS

Exhibit Dates: 2/69-Present. .shaping techniques. ONectives: To train enlisted and civilianCredit Recommendation: In the voca-s', personnel to inspect; test, and repair the
it electronics (3/74); in the hmer-division". if' through general support maintenance le

electronics equipMent, and linear wave-

tional. certificate category, 6 semester hours krshing digital and associated equipment -
el.ccalaureate/associate degree category, 3 Instruction: Lectures and Practical er-semester hours in electronics (3/.74)... . V..i.cises in operation of the Pershing ci ital.. -

. equipment, including missile electronic ub-
jects basic electric* prin Iples and conAR-1715-0117

I. PERSHING SYSTEM MANTENANCE
2. PERSHING SYSTEM MAINTENANCE
3. . PERSHING SYSTEM MAINTENANCE.
4. PERSHING SYSTEM MAINTENANCE

(PERSHING SPECIALIST)

Course Number. All Versions: 4F-214E;
121-21G20. Version 4: 6-N-2I4E; 6-N-
163.2.

Location: Version 1: Field Artillery
School, Ft. Sill, OK. Version Field Artil-
lery School, Ft. Sill, OK. Version 3: Artil-
lery and Missile School, Ft.- Sill, OK. Ver-
sion 4: Artillery and Missile School, Ft. Sill,
OK.

Length: Version 1: 13-14 weeks
(477-525,hours). Version 2: 12 weeks (462
hours). Version 3: 14 weeks (480 hours).
Version 4: 17-20 weeks (634-767 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 5/72-Present.
Version 2: 10/70-4/72. Version 12/68-9/
70. Version 4: 8/63-11/68.

Objectives: To train warrant officers and
enlisted personnel in the assembly, opera-
tion, and maintenance,,,ofPershing missile
and support eassociated suppoquipment...

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in bale electritity, 'test equipment
usage, AC circuit fundamentals, AC and
DC motors, switches, synchro mechanisms,
mathematics review, digital computer fun-:
damentals, solid-state fundamentals, Persh-
ing-missIle theory and functioning, and mis-/ site equipment operation and maintenance.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the vocational certificate category, 4
semester hours in electricity or electronics
laboratory (3/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2,
semester hours in electricity or electronics
labOratory (3/74). Version 2: In the voca-
tional certificate category,.2 semester hours

instlectricity or electronics laboratory (3/
74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 1 semester hour -in
electricity or electronics laboratory (3/74);
in the up1Ser-division baccalaureate catego-
ry, credit in electricity or electronics on the
basis of institutional evaluation (3/74). Ver-
sion 3: In the upper-division baccalaureate
category, credit in electricity or electronics
laboratory on the basis of institutional
evaluation (3/74). Version 4: In the. voca-.
tional certificate, category, 4 semester hours
in electricity or electronics laboratory (3/
741; in the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 2 semester hours
in electricity or electronics laboratory (3/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, credit in electricity or electronics
laboratory on the basis of institutional
evaluation (3/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 21G;

AR-1715-0118

BALLISTIC MILE DIGITAL EQUIPMENT
RF.PAIR (PERSHING)

Course Number: 150-2 I M20.
Location: Missile and Munitions School,

Redstone Arsenal, AL.
/Length: 25-26 weeks (874-911 hours).

214E;

limiter operation, testing, an com' ponents..
7

,_Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 16 semester
hokirs in electronics and digital equipment
(3r.74); in-the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 8 semester lionrs
in electropics'and digital equipment (3/74).

Related OccUpation Codes: 21M.

AR-171541119

PERSHING SATEM MAINTENANCE
(TRANSITION)

Course Numbe: 4F -F7; I 2I-F18.
don: Field Artillery.School, Ft. Sill,

OK.
: 9 weeks-(305 hours).

Exhibit Dates: I /69-Present.
,,, Objectives: To train warrant officers who
qualify as Pershing missile systems techni-
cians and enlgted fire control specialists to
operate new Pershing equipment.

instruction: lectures and practical exer-
cises in the operation and maintenance of
new Pershing equipment; including guided
missile instruction, operation of the pro-
grammer test station, the Pershing erector -
launcher, firing p6sition procedures, igltal
computer hakdware and, logic, and asic
solid-state electronicS related to the ew
equipm n . ..

Credit ecommeradation: In the Voca-
tional certificate category, 4 semester hours-
in digital co puters,(3/74); in the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in digital com-
puters (3/74).

Related Occupation Codes: .21G; 214E:
241 F.

AR-1715-0120

CHAPARRAL SYSTEM-MECHANIC

Course Number: 121-24N20.
Location: Air Defe"nse School, Ft., Bliss,

TX.
Length: Version 1: I 0-11 .weeks (404

hours). Versiot32: 11-12 weeks (377 -413
hoiirs). Version 3:. 19 week (688 houfs).
Version 4: 10 weeks (352 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1 8/76-Present.
Version 2: 9/70-7/76: Veision 6/69-8/70.
Versioti 4: 11 /68-5/69.,

Objectives: To train enlisted peiionnel to
maintain Chaparral weapon systerins and as-
sociated equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and latioratories in
vaccum tube and transistor..electronics.
synchro/servo relay systems, and
familiarization with low-altitudloChaparral
air defense systems.

Credit Recommendation: Vet:Oran 1: In
the vocational certificate 'category, 3
semester hours in electronic tr;41bleshoot-
ing (8/77). Version 2: No credit because of
the limited specialized nature of the course
(3/74). Version 3: In the vocationat:cer-
tificate category, 8 semester hours in basic
electronics (3/74); in the lower7di'vision
baccalaureate/associate degree category, A
semester hours in basic, electroniCs (3/74).
Version 4: No credit because of the limited
specialized nature of the coarse (3/74)4

I
V

fl

#3.

Related Occupation Codei:.24N.

-/
AR-1754142k
BALLISTIC METEORPOGY CREWMAN,

SPECIALIST CANDIDATE
- (BALLISTIC METECTOLOGY CREWMAN,

SKILL DEVELOPMENT BASE)
Course Number: 42t8-93F20-1.
Location: Field Artillery School, Ft.Sill,

OK. . '
Length: 1,1-12 weeks (394 -455 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/69-Present.
Objectives: To train'hallistic meteorology

crewmen as. supervisoys.or technicians on
ballistic meteorology crews.

Instruction: Lectures.tind practical exer-
cises in meteorology, meteorological eqiiip-
mint, maintenance procedures and tactical
employment of meteorology sections, .and
leadership subjects.- -

Credit . Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of

,the course (3/74).
Related Occupation Codes: 93F.

AR-1715-0122
- PERSHING ELECTRICAL-MECHANICAL REPAIR

(BALLISTIC MISSILE ELECTRICAL
MECHANICAL REPAIR (PERSHING))

Course Number: 631-46N20.
Location: Missile and Munitions School,

Redstone Arsenal, AL.
Length: 14-18 weeks (493-639 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/69-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

inspect, test, and repair Pershing missile
electrical, mechanical, and hydraulic
systems, and associated test and ground
support equipment. .

Instruction: Lectures and laboratory ex-
ercises including basic electricity concepts
of work, energy, and power; DC and AC
circuit theory-series, parallel, series-paral-
lel, inductive, capacitive, and LCR circuits;
soldering techniques and practice(;; basic
manual skills and missile hydraulic systems
and associated test and ground support
equipment:

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 5 semester hours

- in basic electronics and troubleshooting (3/
75).

Related Occupation Codes: 46N.

AR-1715-0123

I. - -LACROSSE EXTERN4. GUIDANCE. REPAIR
2. LACROSSE EXTERNAL GUIDANCE REPAIR

(LACROSSE EXTERNAL GUIDANCE
SYSTEM REPAIR)

Course N dinber: Version 1: 9-S-248.
Version 2: 9-R-248.1.

Location: Ordnance Guided Missile
School, Redstone Arsenal, AL.

Length: Version 1: 29 weeks (1077
hours). Version 2: 17-19 weeks (60$ -_704
hours). `-

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 2/63-12/68 .

V5rsion 2: 6/58- I /63.
Objectives: To train electronic repair Yel-

pers to inspect, test, and maintain Lacrosse
external guidance systems and associated
test equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and laboratories in
ordnance shop practices; missile radar and
missile radar circuits, including basic elec-
tricity basic electronics, transistors, am-

)- plifiers, and communication circuit linear



wave shaPing; and field maintenance . of
Lacriisse missile guidance central.
"Credit Recommendation: Version I: In
the vocational certificate category, 8
semester hours in electricity or electronics
(3/74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 4 semester hours
in electricity or electronics (12/68"); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 3

semester hours in electricity or eleetronics,
-Ad credit in electrical laboratory on the
basis of institutional evaluation (3/74). Ver-
sion 2: In the vocational certificate catego-
ry, 4 semester hours in electrical laboratory
(3/74); in the lower-division haccalaureate/
associate degree category.2.semester hours
in electrical laboratory (3/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category,
credit in electrical laboratory on the basis
of institutional evaluation (3/74).

AR-1715-0124
I. LACRoSSE INTERNAL GUIDANCE REPAIR
2. I .ACROSSE IN TERN AL GUIDANCE REPAIR
3 I.,s Ro SP INTERNAL GUIDANCE SYSTEM

REPAIR

Course NuMber: Version I: 9-S-247.1.
--VersOirr-27-9---R-2-47,1-,-Version3 ---9-R-247-:

Location:- Ordnance Guided Missile
School, Redstone Arsenal, AI..

Length: Version I: 25 weeks (902
hours). Version 2:. 14-15 weeks (504-554
hours), Version 3: 11 weeks (391 hourS).

Exhibit Dates: Version I: 2/63-12/68.
Version 2: 8/59-1/63. Version 3: 6/58-7/59.

Objectives: To train enlisted and civilian
personnel to inspect, test, and maintain
Lacrosse internal guidance systems 'and as-
sociated equipment:

Instruction: 'Lectures and practical exer-
cises in missile electronics, including basic
electricity, solid-state devices, communica-
tion .circuits, vacuum tube circuits,
transistor circuits, and Lacrosse internal
guidance system maintenance.

Credit Recommendation: Version I : In
the vocational certifica,te category,
semester hours in electricity and elec-
tronic (3/74 ); in the lower-division bac-

, calaureate/associate degree category, 3

semester hours in electricity, and elec-
tronics ( 12/68); in the upper-division bac-
calaureate category, 3 semester- hours in,
electricity and etectrimics, and credit in
electricaklaboratory.:strythe basis of institu-
tional evaluation (3/74 ).. Version 2..--1fl
vocational certificate category, 4 semester
hours-in electrical laboratory (3/74); in the
Aver-division baccalaureate/associate

degree categ.,:iry. 2 semester hours in elec-
trical laboratory (3/74); in the upper-divi-
sion baccalaureate category, credit in elec-

_ Arica' laboratory on the basis of institu-
tional examination ( 3/74). I'encirm 3.- In the
uppc,,r-division baccalaureate category,
credit in electrical laboratory on the basis
of institutional evaluation ( 3/74 ).

AR-1715101.25

FIxtii PI ANr 1.1QtoiniENT REPAIR

Course Number: AIL. Versions: 101 -

32E20 Vervion 2 I-R-274;1 11-R-297.1.
I.Awation: Signal School, Ft. Gordon, GA;

Signal School, Ft. Monmouth, NJ.
J.ength: 28-29 weeks

(1030-1011 himrs) Version 2 3-33
%seeks (850-1230 hours)

Exhibit Dates: t'eriion I. {/73 Present.
Vemon 2 1/58-4/71.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
install, operate, maintain, and repair fixed-
plant carrier and fixed-station radio equip-
ment.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in fixed-plant carrier
and fixed-station radio equipment opera-
tion, installation, maintenance, and repair,
including electrical fundamentals, AC- and
DC sores -and-prat lereireuits;-inductatice
and capacitance, vacuum tubes, semicon-
ductors, electronic circuits, amplifiers,
oscillators, and clippers and dampers; and
specialized equipment operation, including
telephones and telephone terminals, and
telegraphs and telegraph terminals. Version
2: Instruction covers basic electronics in
greater detail. . '

Credit Recommendation: Version I: In
the vocational certificate category, 4
semester hours in electricity or electronics
(3/74); in the lower-division haccalaureate/
associate,degree"category. 2 semester hours
in electricity or electronics (3/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category,
credit in electronics laboratory on the basis
of institutional examination (3/74). VersiOn
2: In the vocational- certificate category, 6
semester hours in electricity or electronics
(-3/74);-in-thelower-division -baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 2 semester hours
in electricity or electronics (11/68); in the
upper-division baccalaureate .category, I

semester hour in electricity or electronics,
and credit in electrical laboratory .on the
,basis of institutional evaluation (3/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 32E.

AR-1715-0126
NIKE TRACK RADAR REPAIR (ImrRovED

HERCULES TRANSITION)
(1111ZE TRACK RADAR REPAIR ( HERCULES

TRANSITION)

Course Number: 9-S-253.1 (T).
Location: Ordnance Guided Missile

School, Redstone Arsenal, AL.
Length: 4 =1 2 weeks ( 134-438 hours).
Exhibit Dates: -10/58-12/68.
Objectives: To train field maintenance

personnel to maintain Nike Hercules
tracking and ranging radar systems.

Instruction: Lectures and practical ,exer-
cises in Nike Hercules tracking and ranging
radar system functions,components opera-
tion, field maintenance test equipment, and
-detailed _check-out and _maintenance
pnicedures.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, credit in
electrical laboratory on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation (3/74).

AR-1715-0127
HAWK Mlissut: AND LAUNtlIER REPAIR

(TR ANSITJON INSTRUCTION)

COur;ie Number: 121-221(20 (T1).
Location: Missile and MuMtions School,

Redstone Arsenal, AL.
Length: 25 weeks (881) hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/67-1.1/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

inspect, test, maintain, and repair the Hawk;
missile and launcher electronic systems.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the maintenance of the I lawk mis-
sile and launcher electronic systems, in-
cluding A(' and DC' fundamentals (RCL,
series, parallel, and-series-parallel circuits,
reactance, impedance, ,time constants);

Aniny 1-143
vacuum tubes, semiconductors, electronic
circuits, amplifiers, clippers, -dampers,
oscillators, and transformers. Mathematics
is -pre-caltidus.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 12 semester
hours in electricity or electronics (3/74); in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, -4 semester hours in elec-
tricity- or -el ect ronics-(42/68. upper-
division baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours in electronics, and credit in electrical
laboratOry on the basis of institutional
evaluation ( 3/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 22K; 23V.

AR-1715-0128
I. SERGEANT TEST EQUIPMENT REPAIR
2. SERGEANT TEST EQUIPMENT REPAIRMAN

Course Number: 121-21T20.
Location: Missile and. Munitions School,

Redstone Arsenal, -AL.
Length: Version I: 27 weeks (938

hours). Version 2: 32 weeks (1157 hop's). ,

Exhibit Dates: Version l: 11/72-liresent.
Version 2: 1/67-10/72.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel
who have had previous training in algebra
and general science to test,- inspect, and
repair Sergeant field maintenance test sta-
tion equipment.

Instruction:. I,,,,tures and practical eic7

perience in Sergeant field maintenance tesf,
station inspection, resting, maintenance;
and repair, including AC and DC circuit
fundamentals (RLC circuits, series and
parallel circuits, reactance, impedance,
resonance, transients, and time constants),
vacuum tubes, semiconductors, electronic
circuits (amplifiers, clippers, dampers,
gates, power supplies, and transformers),
and mathematics through calculus.

Credit Recommendation: Version l: In
the vocational certificate category, 12
semester hours in electricity or electronics
(3/74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 6 semester hotirs
in electricity or electronics (3/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 2
semester hours in electricity or electronics,
and credit in electricity or electronics
laboratory on the basis of institutional
evaluation ( 3/74), VersiOn,2: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 12 semester
hours in electricity or electronics (3/74); in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in elec-
tricity or electronics (12/68); in the upper-:
division baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours in electricity or electtonics, and
credit in electrical laboratory on the basis
of institutional evaluation (3/74).
.;j. Related Occupation Codes: 2 IT.

'"-1715-0129
SMALL MISSILE SYSTEMS REPAIR

Course Number: 632-426.1.
Loestion: Ordnance, School, Aberdeen

Proving Ground, MD.
Length: 13 weeks (513 hours).
Exhibit Dates: I0/66-12/68-. - - -
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

inspect, 'test, and maintain small missile
systems, simulators and associated test
equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cisgs in the maintenance of specific small
missile systems; AC and DC fundamentals;
vacuum tubes and semiconductors; baSic
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electronic cirAitrits; ttansformers; operation
and compontints df specific equipment,
Simulators, and test equipment; and
troubleshooting. Mathematics is pre-calcu-
lus.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 8 semester hours
in electricity or electronics (3/74); in the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in elec-
tricity or electronics (3/74); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, credit in
electricity or' electronics on the basis of in-
stitutional evaluation (3/74).

Related OcCupation Codes: 45H.

AR- 1715-0130

LAND COMBAT SUPPORT MISSILE. SYSTEM
REPAIR TECHNICIAN

Course Number: 4F-271A; 121-F16.
Location: Missile and Munitions School,

Redstone Arsenal, AL.
Length: Version is 41 weeks (1459

hours). Version 2: 34 weeks (1189 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version I: 1/7 l-Present.,

Version 2: 9/67-12/70.
Objectives: To train warrant officers and

enlisted personnel to inspect, test, main-
tain, and repair land combat support mis-
sile systems.

Instru4-tion: Al! Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in land combat support
missile systems testing, inspection, main-
tenance, and repair procedures, including
limited coverage of electronic fundamen-1
tats; missile system logistical support:,
Redeye weapon system. Shillelagh weapon \t`
system, and Chaparral/Vulcan weapon
system operation, inspection, maintenance,
and 'repair. Version 2: Instruction places
greater emphasis on pulse circuits.

Credit ReCommendation: Version is In
the ,vocational certificate category, 5 I
semester hours in electronic 'circuits (3/
74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/as-,
sociate degree category, 3 semester hours,
in electronic circuits (12/68); in the upper-
division baccalaurear category. 3 semeste
hours in electronic Circuits on the basis o
institutional evaluation (3/74). Version 2
In the vocational certificate category,
semester hours in electronic circuits (3
74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/as
sociate degree category. 3 semester hours
in electronic circuits (12/68); in the upper-)
division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hoUrs,in electronic circuits on the basis of
institutional evaluation (3/74).

AR- I 715-013 I

LIGHT TARGET MISSILE FLIGHT CONTROL
SYSTEM MAINTENANCE

Course Number: 198-31R 20.
Location: Version .1: Air Defense School,

Ft. Bliss, TX. Version 2: Combat Surveil-
lance School, Ft. Huachuca, AZ.

Length:- Version 1: I 2 weeks ( 429
hours). Version 2: 13 weeks (454 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version is 5/68-Present.
Version 2: 7/66-4/68.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to .

operate and maintain the light target mis-
sile flight control system.

Instruction: -Lectures and practical exer-
ekes in light target missile flight control
system

C' and
and maintenance, includ-

ing A C circuit theory, vacuum
tube and semiconductor circuits, including .

(ampers: operation of ant-

plifiers. oscillators, and trans(
MOM target control system bl
transmitter and receiver cir
alignment, installation, sign
calibration, and troubleshoo

Credit Recommendatio
the vocational certifi

rmers; and
k diagram;
it analysis.

I generator
g.

Version I.- In
te category, 7

semester hour in electronies, 2 in electri-
cal laboratory (3/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours in electronics, and credit in
electrical laboratory on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation (3/74); in the upper-divi-
sion - baccalaureate category, I semester
hour in electronics, and credit in electrical
laboratory on the basis of institutional
evaluation (3/74). Version 2: In the lower-
division' baccalaureate/associate. degree
category. 2 semester hours in -electricity or
electronics (12/68); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category. 1 semester hour in
electricity or electronics, and credit in elec-
trical laboratory on the. basis of institu-
tional(evaluation (3/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 31 R.

AR- 1715-0132
HAWK MISSILE AND LAUNCHER REPAIR

Course Number: 121-221(20.
Location: Missile and Munitions SchoOl,

Redstone Arsenal, AL.
Length: Version 1: 26-30 weeks

(890-1032 hours); 26-30 weeks
(1052-1316 hours). Version 2: 31-37
weeks (1143 hours); 31-37 weeks (1143
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 4/74-Present.
Version 2: 7/69-3/74. Version 3: 9/67 -6/69.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
Maintain and 'rep* the Hawk missile
launcher system.

Instruction: All, Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in Hawk missile
launcher system maintenance and repair.
including AC and DC circuit theory; series,
parallel, liCL and R.C.L circuits;;RC and
RL transients; series and parallel
resonance; vacuum tubes, transistor cir-
cuits, single- and multistage_ amplifiers;
power supplies; microwaves; and Hawk
missile, launchers, and associated test
equipment maintenance and repair. Version
1: Includes simplified. explanation of RC
and LC transients and sine-wave oscillators;
soldering techniques and practiceS: elemen-
tary theory of semiconductor devices and
circuits; basic microwave procedures re-
lated to radar systems; basic manual skills
and missile hydraulic systems; miSsile,
launchers, and associated test equipment
and ,repair. Note: Students who have
completed Modules 1,2, and 3 of Common
Basic Electroriics Training (COBET) at Ft.
Jackson, SC, will complete only Phase II
(26 weeks) of this course. See AR -1715-
0389 for credit for COBET. Students who
have not attended COBET will complete
Phases I and II (30 weeks).

Credit Recommendation: Version is In
the vocational certificate category, 18
semester hours in basic electronics and
troubleshooting for. those students complet-
ing 26 weeks or 21 semester hours in basic
electricity, electronics and troubleshooting
for students attending 30 weeks of the
course (see note above) (3/75); in the
lower-division haccalaureate/associate
degree category, I semester hour in basic
electricity and electronics for students at-
tending 30 weeks of the course (see note
shove) (3/75). Version 2 In the vocational

certificate category, 12 semester hours in
electricity or electronics (3/74); in the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 6 semester hours in elec-
tricity or electronics (3/74); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours in electrimics, and credit in electrical
laboratory on the basis of institutional
evaluation (3/74). V siren 3: In the voca-
tional certificate tegory. 12 semester
hours in electricity.o electronics (3/74)i in
the lower-division accalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in elec-
tricity or electronics (12/68); in the upper-
division baccalauAte category, 2 semester
hours in electricity or electronics, and
credit in electrical laboratory on the basis
of institutional evaluation (3/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 22K.

R-1715-0133
oy- I D (MO IlAWK ) AVIATOR COMBAT

SURVEILLANCE. QUALIFICATION

Course Number: 211-F19.
Location: Intelli School, Ft.

Huachuca, AZ; C at Su eillance and
Electronic ,Warfar School, Ft. Huachuca,
AZ.

Length: 2-5 weeks (98-186 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/72-Present.
Objectives: To' train OVA aviators to

utilize D-model combat surveillance
systems.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises on KS-I13 photographic surveillance
system, inertial navigation systems, infrared
detection set, operation procedures and
employment techniques, infrared surveil-
lance missions, and radar warning
receivers.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(3/74).

AR-1715-0134
HAWK CONTINUOUS WAVE ( W) RADAR

MAINTENANCE

Course Number: Version 1: 104-241320.
Version 2: 104-24820; 104-23R20; 44-R-
221. Vernon't 3: 44-R-221;1 44-N-221;I 44-

N-LoF1c7a.tiOn: Air Defense School, Ft. Bliss,
TX.

Length: Version is 15 weeks (560 -555
hours). Version 2.* 23-29 weeks (852-10 6 .

hours). Version 3: 23-28 weeks (772,-997
hours

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 11/70-Present.
Version 5/63 - 10/70. Version 3: 6/58-4/
63.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
maintain the Hawk Continuous-wave radar
system.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical experience in Hawk continuous-
wave radar system maintenance, including
basic electricity and 'electronics, AC and
DC circuits, vacuum tube electronics,
transistors, radar circuits, descriptive treat-
ment of radar system components, and
maintenana techniques and supply
procedures. Version 1: Instruction includes
soldering techniques, electrical units and
color codes, and maintenance publications.
Version 2: Instruction includes assault fire
control console ope(ation.

Credit Recommendation: Version I: In
the vocational certificate category, 6
semester hours in electrical laboratory (6/



75); in the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 3 semester hours
in electrical laboratory (6/75). Version 2:
In the vocational certificate category, 6
semester hours in electricity or electronics,
and credit in electrical laboratory on the
basis of institutional evaluation (4/74); in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in elec-
tricity or electronics ( 12/68); in the upper-
division haccalaureate category, credit in
electrical laboratory on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation (4/74). Version 3. In the
vocational certificate category, 6 semester
hours in electricity or electronics, 6 in
radar technology, and credit in electrical
laboratory on the basis of institutional
evaluation (4/74); in the lower-di)Asion
baccalaurehte/a.ssociate degree category, 3
semester hours in electricity or electronics
(12/68); in the upper-division baccalau-
reate category, credit in electrical laborato-
ry on the basis of institutional evaluation
(4/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 24B.

AR -1715 -0135

1. FIXED STATION TECHNICAL
CONTROLLER

2. FIXED STATION TECHNICAL.
CONTROLLER

3. FIXED STATION
CONTROLLER

(FIXED STATION FACILITIES
CONTROLLER)

Course Number: All Versions: 101 -

32D20. V&-sion 3:11-R-273.1.
Location: Version' Signal School, Ft.

Gordon, GA. Version 2 : Signal School, Ft.
Monmouth, NJ. Version 3 : Signal School,
Ft. Monmouth, NJ.

Length: Version I: 18-24 weeks
(659-882 hours). Version 2: 18-23 weeks
(668-858 hours). Version 3: 10 weeks
(361-362 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version I: 6/76-Present.
Version 2: 10/67-5/76. Version 3: 7/64-9/
67.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel as
maintenance- technicians for fixed-station
facilities.

instruction: Version Lectures and
laboratory experience in electrical funda-
mentals, semicondunt,or electronic circuits,
radio and communication circuits; the ap-
plication and troubleshooting of communi-
cation circuits as applied to the main-
tenance of fixed station facilities. Note:
Students who have completed modules
201, 202, 203, and 204 of Common Basic
Electronics Training (COBET) at Ft.
Jackson, SC, will complete only Phase II
(18 weeks) of this course. See AR -1715-
0389 for credit for COBET. Students who
have not attended COBET will complete
both Phases I and II (24 weeks) of this
course. Version 2: Lectures and laborato-
ries in DC and AC fundamentals, elec-
tronic fundamentals (tubes and semicon-
ductors), electronic circuits, radio and
communication circuits, and application to
maintenance activities. Version 3: Lectures
and laboratories in terminal equipment,
transmitter and receiver equipment, r
system control and coordination.

Credit Recommendation: Version I: In
the vocational certificate category, 3

semester hours'in electronics latxnajory for
students who complete I8 weeks of the
course or 2 semester hours. in,eleetricity or
electronics and 5 semester hours in elec-

tricity or electronics laboratory for students
who complete 24 weeks of the course (see
note above) (4/77); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours in electronics for udents
completing either 18 or 24 weekl of the
course (see note above) (4/77). Version 2:-
iIn the vocational certificate category, 6
semester hours in electricity or electronics.

/ 3 in electrical or electronics laboratory (4/
74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/as
sociate degree category. 3 semester hours
in electricity or electronics, 3 in electrical
or electronics laboratory (4/74). Version 3:

\4''' In the vocations! certificate category, 3

semester hours in electrical or electronics
laboratory (4/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2
semester hours in electriCal or electronics
laboratory (4/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 0913; 3213.

AR- 1715-0136

INTERCEPT DEMULTIPLEX SYSTEMS
REPAIRMAN

Course Number: 102- 33F20.
Location: Security Agency School, Ft.

Devens, MA.
Length: 17-18 weeks (6(X) hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/68-Present.
Objectives: To train general intercept

equipment repairnien in the specific opera-
tional and maintenance procedures as-
sociated with intercept demultiplex
systems.

Instruction: The course is highly equip-
ment oriented, with specific training in ex-
pert-level repair and maintenance
procedures. Fundamentals and topics
requiring analytical or abstract skills are
not covered.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
the course (4/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 338; 33F;
33Z.

AR-1715-0137
TELEMETRY IDENTIFICATION AND

COLLECTION
(TELEMETRY SIGNAL ANALYSIS)

Course Number: 233-F3.
Location: Security Agency School, Ft.

Devens, MA.
Lengpt: 7-10 weeks (238 -3(X) hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/7)- Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel

who have completed basic electronic intel-
ligence courses to analyze telemetry
signals.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in recognition of telemetry signals;
separation of desirahle signals froM noise;
signal analysis; and report preparation.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(9/77).

AR-1715-0138
INTERCEPT RECEIVING SYSTEMS

REPAIRMAN
2. TERMINAL. INTERCEPT EQUIPMENT

REPAIR.

Course Number: Version I :.102-33C20.
Version 2: 32-R-286.2.

Location: Security Agency School, Ft.
Devens, MA.

Army 1-145

Length: Version 1: 15 Weeks ( 527
hours). Version 2: 20 weeks (663 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 6/69-Present.
Version-2: 5/60-5/69.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
inspect, install, test, and maintain terminal
intercept equipment.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in electricity and elec-
tronics fundamentals, including AC and DC

-circuits, vacuum tubes amplifiers, oscilla-
tors, antennas, transmission lines, and
microwave components and measurement;
communications fundamentals; .demultiplex
systems theory and equipment installation
and maintenance; networks; electrical
mathematics; and basic shop practice. Ver-
sion I: Instruction in mathematics funda-
mentals is not detailed and course emphasis
is on practical applications of theory toter-
mina! intercept equipment.

Credit Recommendation: Version I: In
the vocational certificate category, 3

semester hours in electricity or electronics
laboratory (4/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2
semester hours in electricity or electronics
(4/74); in the upper - division baccalaureate
category, credit in electrical laboratory on
the basis of institutional evaluation (4/74).
Version 2: In the vocational certificate
category, 6 semester hours in electricity or-
electronics, 3 in electricity or electronics
laboratory (4/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree categOry, 2
semester hours in electricity or electronics
(12/68); in the upper-division baccalau-
reate category, 2 semester hours in elec-
tricity or electronics, and credit in electri-
cal laboratory on the basis of institutional
evaluation (4/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 33B; 33C;
33Z.

AR-1715-0139
INTERCEPT RECORDING SYSTEMS REPAIRMAN

Course Number: 102-331320.
Location: Security Agency School, Ft.

Devens, MA.
Length: 17 weeks (768 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/69-Present.
Objectives: To Drain enlisted personnel to

perform preventive and corrective main-
tenance on intercept recording systems.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in intercept recording systems func-
tions and descriptions, and components
maintenance, alignment, adjustment, and
troubleshooting procedures.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate 'category, credit in
electrical laboratory on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation (4/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 32B; 33D;
33Z.

AR-1715-0140-
IMPROV ED NIKE HERCULES FIRE CONTROL

SYSTEM MAINTENANCE. TRANSITION

Course Number: 413-F13,. 121-F13; 44-H-
F29.
'Location: Air Defense School, Ft. Bliss,

TX.
Length: 5-11 weeks (192-388 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/62-12/68.
Objectives: To. train Nike Hercules fire

control mechanics to operate, adjust, and
maintain improved Nike Hercules fire con-
trol systems.
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Instruction: tures and practical exer-

cises on the employment, operation, adjust-
ment, and maintenance of the Nike Her-
cules fire control system, and the improved
Nike Hercules fire control system, includ-
ing improved Nike Hercules target-track
radars, and improved Nike Hercules
acquisition radar systems.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the specialized nature of the
course (4/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 222E3; 25113.

AR- 1715-0141

HEAVY FIRE CONTROL EQUIPMENT REPAIR

Course Number: 9-R-232.1; 9-E-52.
Location: Ordnance School, Aberdeen

Proving Ground, MD.
Length: 19 weeks (655-722 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/56-12/68.
Objectives: To train fire control repair

helpers to inspect, test, and perform field
and depot maintenance on heavy integrated
electronic fire control equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exec-
eises in principles of M33 radar systems,
basic M33 servo and computer systems,
acquisition transmitting and receiving
systems, track radar transmitting and
receiving SYStern.S. - -maintenance - -and -
troubleshooting of acquisition and track
radar systems, computing systems, main-
tenance and troubleshooting of complete
computer systerns, and integrated radar
system performance and ORD 6.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature. of
the course (4/74).

AR- 1715 -0142

ARTILLERY FIRE CONTROL SYSTEM `

MAINTENANCE SCR-584 AND
DIRECTOR M9 on MIO

Course Number: 44-0E-27.
Local n: Antiaircraft Artillery and

Guid School, Ft. Bliss, TX.
Length: 16 weeks (600 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/55-12/68.
Objectives: To train warrant officer and

enlisted personnel of the National Guard to
employ. operate; adjust, and maintain artil-
lery fire control systems and associated
equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in introductory electronics, radar)
theory, and the use, maintenance, and
repair of the SCR-584. the M12A I remote
control system, the Mark X IFF, and as-
sociated equipment.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, credit in elec-
tronics and electrical laboratory on the
basis of institutional evaluation (4/74); in
the lower-division baccalaureate /associate
degree category, credit rn electronics and
electrical laboratory on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation (4/74); in the upper-divi-
sion baccalaureate category, credit in elec-
tronics and electrical laboratory on the
basis of institutional evaluation (4/74).

Location: Version 1: Signal School, Ft.
Gordon, GA. Version 2 : Signal School, Ft.
Monmouth, NJ. Version 3 : Signal School.
Ft. Monmouth, NJ.

Length: Version 1: 17-27 weeks
(621-996 hours). Version 2: 27 weeks
(1010 hours). Version 3: 26 weeks (972
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 10 /76- Present.
Version 2: 2/70-9/76. Version 3: 11/68-1/
70.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel
who have backgrounds in algebra and
science to inspect, test, and repair airborne
navigation radar systems.

Instruction: /111 Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in electrical fundamen-
tals, amplifiers and receivers, signal genera-
tors and solid-state circuitry, logic circuits,
airborne weather radar sets and radar
navigation sets operation, semiconductor
fundamentals, and supply procedures and
catalogs. Version 1: Note: Students who
have completed Modules 201, 202, 203, 4,
5, 6, and 7 of Common Basic Electronics
Training (COBET) at Ft. Jackson, SC_ will
complete only Phase II (17 week) of this
course.. See AR -1715 -0389 for credit for
COBET. Students who have not attended
COBET will complete both Phases I and II
(27 weeks) of this course. Version 3: In-

- structioh Irrellides -mit ro4-. a'v'e- friing-niiiife"ri,-
re ceive rs, and meas rement procedures,

Credit Recom ndation: Version 1: In
the vocational certificate category, 3
semester hours in radar equipment opera-
tions laboratory for students who complete
17 weeks of the course or 6 Semester hours
in ectronic circuits and troubleshooting
an 3 semester hours in radar equipment
o rations laboratory for students who

omplete 27 weeks of the course (see note
above) (4/77); in the lower-division bac-
calaureate /associate degree category, 3
semester hours in electronic circuitry
laboratory for students who complete
either 17 or 27 weeks of the course (see
note above) (4/77). Version 2: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 6 semester hours
in electricity or electronics, 6 in electrical
or electronics laboratory (3/74); in the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in elec-
tricity or electronics. 3 in electrical or elec-
tronics laboratory (3/74); in the upper-divi-
sion baccalaureate category, credit in elec-
trical or electronics laboratory on the basis
of institutional examination (3/74). Version'
3: In the vocational certificate category, 6
semester hours in electricity or electronics,
6 in electricity or electronics laboratory, 3
in microwaves (3/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate /associate degree category. 3
semester hours in electricity or electronics.
3 in electricity or electronics laboratory, 3
in microwaves (3/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, credit in elec-
tronics or microwaves laboratory on the
basis of institutional evaluation (3/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 35R; 35P;
09 B.

AR-1715-0143
I . ANIONIC RADAR EQUIPMENT

REPAIRMAN
2. AIRBORNE NAVIGATION RADAR REPAIR
3. AIRBORNE NAVIGATION RADAR REPAIR

Course Number: 102-35R20.

AR-1715-0140

HAWK ORGANIZATIONAL. MAINTENANCE.
SUPERVISOR

Course Number: All Versions: 4F-223C;
121 -F9. Version 2: 44-N-223C; 44-N-1184;
44-N-F22.

Location: Air Defense School, Ft. Bliss,
TX.

Length: Version 1: 37-39 weeks
( 1255-1 3 2 I hours). Version. 2: 32-40
weeks ( I 112-I 413 hours). .

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 7/68-Present.
Version 2: 11/59-6/68.

Objectives: To train warrant officers and
enlisted personnel to operate ant maintain
the 4iawk missile systems and.....pilated
equipment.

instruction: Lectures and laboratories
covering a detailed descriptive_treatment of
components, operation, and maintenance
techniques of Hawk radar system and re-
lated equipment, including data converter'
AN/GSA-77 battery terminal equipment
and self-propelled Hawk.

Credit RecomMendation: Version I: In
the vocational certificate category, credit in
electrical laboratory on the basis of institu-
tional examination (4/74); in the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, credit in electrical laboratory on
the basis of institutional examination (4/
74); in 'the upper-division baccalaureate
category, credit in electrical laboratory on
the basis of institutional examination (4/
74). Version 2: In theiyocational certificate
category, credit in electrical laboratory on
the basis of institutional evaluation (4/74);

..-in___themioxverAivision_..-baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, credit in electrical
laboratory on the basis of institutional
evaluation (4/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 2 semester hours in
maintenance management, and credit in
electrical laboratory on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation (12/68).

Related Occupation Codes: 24B; 24D;
24F; 24P; 24Q; 24U; 222B; 25113; 221 B;
22IC.

AR-1715-0147
I. GROUND SURVF.ILLANCF. RADAR REPAIR
2. COMBAT AREA SURVEILLANCE RADAR

REPAIRMAN
(GROUND SURVEILLANCE RADAR

MECHANIC (AN/TPS-33 AND AN/
PPS-4))

Course Number: 104-26C20.
Location: Version 1: Intelligence School,

Ft. Huachuca, AZ. Version 2: Combat Sur-
veillance School, Ft. Huachuca. AZ; Com-
bat Surveillance and Electronic Warfare
School, Ft. Huachuca, AZ.

Length: Version I. 18 weeks (586
hours). Version 2: 5-8 weeks (191-284
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 1/75-Present.
Version 2: 9/66-12/74.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
maintain specific radar sets.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises, in the maintenance of
the AN/PPS-4A, AN/PPS-5. AN/TPS-25,
and AN/TPS-33 surveillance radar sets.
Version I.: Topics include basic circuits,
electronic theory, and troubleshooting.

Credit Recommendation: Version i: In
the vocational certificate category, 9
semester hours in communication elec-
tronics (6/75); in the lower-division bac-
calaureate/associate degree category, '3
semester hours as n elective in electronics
and 2 in electronic laboratory (6/75). Ver-
sion 2: No credit cause of the limited
specialized nature of he course (4/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 26C; 26W.
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SATF.I.LITE COMMUNICATIONS OFFICER

Course Number: 4C-F12.
Location: Sig Isal School, Ft. Monmouth,

NJ.
Length: 4 weeks (139-140 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/68-Present.
Objectives: To train commissioned of-

ficers and_warrant officers to supervise the
installation. operation, and maintenance of
satellite communications equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in satellite communications, including
electronics fundamentals, communications
systems, and communications ground ter-
minals, with instruction in modulation,
transmitters, and receivers as related to
satellite communication.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
the course (4/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 286A; 281 A;
282A.

AR-1715-0149
ELECTRONIC SWITCHING SYSTEMS REPAIR

Course Number: I50-F7.
Location: Signal School, Ft. Gordon, GA.
Length: 26 weeks (953 hours).
Eichibit Dates: 8 /76- Present:
Objectives: To provide enlisled persOnnel

with the knowledge to install and perform
organizational, direct support, and general
support maintenance on the automatic
telephone central office AN/WC-38(V)
and the AN/TCC-25(V).

Instruction: Conferences and practical
exercises to include system installation,
hookup and initial operation; operator's,
network/terminal, common control, and
power subsystems; maintenance of equip-
ment; marker. switching matrix, processor,
and interface units.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 3 semester hours
in electronic maintenance, I in telecommu-
nications laboratory (3/77); in the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 1 semester hour in computer
operation laboratory (3/77).

AR-1715-0150
I. ARMOR COMMUNICATION CHIEF
2. ARMOR COMMUNICATION CHIEF
3. ARMOR COMMUNICATION CHIEF

(ARMOR COMMUNICATION
SUPERVISION)

Course Number: All Versions: 17-R-
312.6. Version 3: 17-R-31 2;7 17-E-1.

Location: Armor School, Ft. Knox, KY.
Length: Version /: 9 weeks (331 hours).

Version 2: 7-8 weeks (265-290 hours).
Version 3: 5-6 weeks (179 -220 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version l: 10/63-12/68.
Version 2: 8/6 I -9/63. Version 3: 7/55,7761.

Objectives: To train armor communica-
tions specialists to supervise the operation.
installation, and maintenance of coonuni-
cations equipment.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures 'and
practical exercises in communications

- maintenance,. communications equipment
procedures, and tactical and field commu-
nications operations. Version : Instruction
includes communications theory.

Credit Recommendation: Version /: No
credit because of the limited specialized
nature of the course (3/74). Version 2: In

the vocational certificate categorx, 3
semester hours in electricity or electronics,
3 in electricity or electronics laboratory (3/
74). Version 3: No credit because of the

. limited specialized nature of the course (3/
74).

AR-1715-0151

MODE V SUBSCRIBER TERMINAL

Course Number: 622-F2.
';'Location: Version /: Signal School, Ft.
Gordon, GA. Version 2 : Signal School, Ft.
Monmouth, NJ. Version 3 : Signal School,
Ft. Monmouth, NJ.

Length: Version 1: 4-9 weeks (152-342
hours). Version 2: 11 weeks (389 hours).
Version 3: 6 weeks (228 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 7/76- Present.
Version 2: 1/73-6/76. Version 3: 7168-121
72.

Objectives: To train teletypewriter repair-
men to inspect, test, and repair Mode V
subscriber terminal equipment.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
laboratories in electrical fundamentals,
pulse generator circuitry, logic circuits, in-
troduction to Mode V, teletypewriter con-
trol units, and low-level signaling units.
Version I: Note: Course is divided into 2
phases. Students may complete both Phases
I and II (9 weeks) or Phase II only (4
weeks).

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the vocational certificate category, 3

semester hours in system maintenance and
troubleshooting for completion of Phase I
and 3 semester hours in system main-
tenance and troubleshooting for completion
of Phase II (see note above) (4/77). Ver-
sion 2: In the vocational certificate 'catego-
ry, 3 semester hours in electronics labora-
tory (4/74); in the lower-division baccalau-
reate/associate degree category, I semester
hour in electronicS laboratory (4/74). Ver-
sion 3: No credit because of the limited
technical nature of the course (4/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 31J; 32G-

AR -1715 -0152

MICROWAVE RADIO RELAY OPERATION

rse Number: 1 I -R-291.I; 11-E-53.
ation: Signal School, Ft. Monmouth,

NJ.
Length: 10 weeks (316 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/55-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

operate and maintain microwave radio
relay equipment.

Instruction: Lectu,res and labor
operation and maintenance of ft
transportable multichannel micro
radio relay equipment, including
microwave multiplex units, transmitters,
receivers, repealers, antenna tower assem-
blies, and associated power units.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, credit in electri-
cal laboratory on the basis of institutional
evaluation (4/74); in the lower-division
FcicEalifurefitefasOciate degree-- category,
credit in electrical laboratory on the basis
of institutional evaluation (4/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category,
credit in electrical laboratory on the basis
of institutional evaluation (4/74).
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AR- 1715 -0153
SOUND RANGING CREWMAN

(ARTILLERY SOUND RANGING)
(ARTILLERY SOUND RANGING

(ADVANCED)) °

Course Number: 412-17C20; 6-R-155.2;-
6-E-12; 412-155.2; 6-R-102.1.

Location: Field Artillery School, Ft. Sill,
OK; Artillery and Missile School, Ft. Sill,
OK; Artillery and Guided Missile School,
Ft. Sill, OK. .

Length: 7-8 weeks (260-343 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/56-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

install, operate, and maintain field artillery
sound-ranging systems.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in communications; target acquisition
and sound-ranging, including meteorology,
sound-ranging techniques, procedures and
applications; and systems maintenance.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, credit in
plotting or surveying' on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation (12/68).

Related Occupation Codes: 17C.

AR-1715-0154

Fiat UNIT INTEGRATION FACILITIES (FUIF)
REPAIR

Course Number: 1 I -N-298.I.
,?;.;"4, .Location: Signal Fire Distribution

rSisterns Training Activity, Ft. Bliss, TX.
Length: 11 weeks (394 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6)61 -I 2/68.

%Objectives: To train warrant officers and
enlisted personnel who have a knowledge
of electronics engineering and/or radio
electronics to maintain the fire unit integra-
tion facilities (FUIF).

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the maintenance of the fire unit in-
tegration facilities subsystem of the AN/
FSG-I missile master, including function
and description of system and system com-
ponents; coordinate data set receiver and
transmitter, data conversion circuits,
system analysis, battery presentation
system, target, designation. data link, and
other fire distribution, systems; and
troubleshooting and tests.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
the course (4/74).

1 LP.)

AR- 1715 -0155

METEOROLOGICAL EQUIPMENT REPAIRMAN

Course Number: 198-35D30.
Location: Artillery and Missile School,

Ft. Sill, OK.
Length: 20 weeks (753 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/67-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

maintain and repair electronic meteorologi-
cal equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the maintenance and repair of elec-
tronic meteorological equipment used in
artillery ballistic n%eteorology sections and
research and development activities, in-
cluding electrical fundamentals (DC and
AC), electronic fundamentals (vacupm
tube only), radio fundamentals
(transmitters and receivers), special cir:
cults, target acquisition, tactical subjects,
and applications to maintenance
procedures for specific equipment.
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Credit Recommendation: In the voca-

tional certificate category, 6 semester hours
in electricity or electronics (4/74); in the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 2 semester hours in elec-
tricity or-electronics (12/68); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, credit in

, electrical laboratory on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation (4/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 35D.

AR-1715-0156

WEAPONS SUPPORT RADAR REPAIR

Course Number: 104-261330.
Location: Signal School, Ft. Monmouth,

NJ.
Length: 30 weeks (1124 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/66-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

maintain and repair weapons support r ar
equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical xer-
cises in the maintenance and repair of
weapons support radar equipment, includ-
ing AC and DC fundamentals, electronic
fundamentals, el'ectronic circuits,
microwave circuits and measurements,
semiconductors, servo and data circuitry,
Wrier indicator components, nonsinusoidal
circuitry, and inspection and testing of
specific radar equipment.

Credit. Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 6 semester hours
in electricity or electronics, 3 in electricity
or electronics laboratory, 3 in microwave
measurements (4/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 6
semester hours in electricity or electronics
(12/68); in the upper-division baccalau-
reate category, credit in electrical laborato-
ry on the basis of institutional evaluation
(4/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 268; 26W.

AR-1715-0157

MARINE RADAR OBSERVER

Course Number: 8C-Fl; 813-Fl.
Location: Transportation School, Ft.

Eustis, VA.
Length: 2 weeks (72-84 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/72-Present.
Objectives: To provide water craft opera-

tors with a working knowledge of the fun-
damentals in the operation, use, interpreta-
tion, and analysis of radar.

Instruction: Training includes principles
of radar, radar navigation and plotting, and
troubleshooting.

Credit Recommendation: lh 1the voca-
tional certificate category, I semester hour
in radar operation (6175),

Related Occupation Codes: 6113. a

AR-1715-0158

ORDNANCE FIRE. CONTROL MATERIEL
MAINTENANCE,

Course Number: 9-13-4806.
Location: Ordnance School, Aberdeen

Proving Ground, MD.
Length: 20 weeks (712 hours).
Exhihit Dates: 4/57-12/68,
Objectives: -To -train -commissioned of-

ficers to supervise the maintenance and
repair of fire control equipment.

Instruction; Lectures and practical exer-
cises in basic AC and DC circuit theory
and an extensive survey of electronic

system components and instrumentation,
with emphasis on vacuum tubes, radar elec-
tronics, mathematics, and antiaircraft fire
control system maintenance and repair
procedures.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 6 semester hours
in basic electronics (4/74); in the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in basic elec-
tronics for non-electrical-engineering
majors ( 12/68).

AR-1715-0159
I. HAWK PULSE RADAR REPAIR
2. HAWK PULSE RADAR REPAIR
3. HAwx. PULSE RADAR REPAIR
4. HAWK PULSE RADAR REPAIR (NON-US)
5. HAWK PULSE RADAR REPAIR

(HAWK PULSE ACQUISITION RADAR AND
BATTERY CONTROL REPAIR)

6. HAWK PULSE ACQUISITION RADAR AND
BATTERY CONTROL REPAIR

Course Number: Version l: 104-23S20.
Version 2: 104-23S20. Version 3: 104-
23S20. Version 4: 104-23S20. Version 5:
104- 23S20; 104-255.1.- Version 6: 95-
255;1 9fS-255.1..

Location: Version l: Missile and Muni-
tions School, Redstone Arsenal, AL. Ver-
sion 2: Missile and Munitions SChool, Red:-
stone Arsenal, AL. Version 3: Missile and
Munitions School, Redstone Arsenal, AL.
Version 4: Missile and Munitions School,
Redstone Arsenal, AL. Version 5: Missile
and Munitions School, Redstone Arsenal,
AL; Ordnance Guided Missile School, Red-
stone Arsenal, AL. Version 6: Ordnance
Guided Missile School, Redstone Arsenal,
AL.

Length: Version I: 21-25 weeks
(726-868 hours). Version 2: 27 wed a (899
hours). Version 3: 32 weeks (1125 ours).
Version 4: 38 weeks (1365 hours . Version
5: 31-46 weeks (1103-1697 hours). Ver-
sion 6: 21-25 weeks (767-911 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 4/74-Present.
Version 2: 11/72-3/74. Version 3: 6/71-10/
72. Version 4: 2/70-5/71. Version 5: 2/
63-1/70. Version 6: 11/59-11/6, .

Objectives: To train personnel to main-
tain Hawk pulse radar systems.

instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in AC and DC circuits,
transients, vacuum tubes, and basic elec-
tronic circuits; radar principles, pulse
radars, and radar electronics; microwaves;
and shop practice and test equipment
operation and maintenance, including a

/ descriptive treatment of Hawk radar system
I components and maintenance, techniques.

Version l: Includes simplified explanation
of RC and LC transients and sine-wave
oscillators; soldering techniques and prac-
tices; empirical description of operation of
vacuum-tube pulse circuitsi basic
microwave procedures related to radar
systems; and shop practice and test equip-
ment operation and maintenance to include
a descriptive treatment of Hawk radar
system components , and maintenance
techniques. Note: Students who have
completed Modules 1,2, and 3 of common
Basic Electronics Training (COBET) at Ft.
Jackson, SC, will complete only Phase II

--(2l weeks) of this course. See AR -1715-
0389 for credit for COBET. Students who
have not attended COBET will complete
Phases I and 11 (25 weeks).

Credit Recommendation: 'Version I: In
the vocational certificate category, 14

: i

semester hours in basiC electronics and
troubleshooting for those students complet-
ing 21 weeks or 17 semester hours in basic
electricity, electronics and troubleshooting
for students attending 25 weeks of the
course (see note above) (3/75); in the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 1 semester hour in basic
electricity or electronics for students at-
tending 25 weeks of the course (see note,
above) (3/75). Version 2: In the vocational
certificate category, 4 semester hairs in
electricity or electronics, 4 in radar
technology, and credit in electrical labora-
tory on the basis of institutional evaluation
(4/74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 2 semester hours
in electricity or electronics, 2 in radar
technology, and credit in electrical labora-
tory on the basis of institutional evaluation
(4/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, credit in electrical laboratory on
the basis of institutional ev luation (4/74).
Version 3: In the vocati nal certificate
category, 4 semester hours in tricity or
electronics, 6 in radar technology, and
credit in electrical laboratory on the basis
of institutional evaluation (4/74); in the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 2 semester hours in elec-
tricity or electronics, 3 in radar technology,
and credit in electrical_ laboratory .on the ______
basis of institutional evaluation (4/74); in
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
credit in electrical laboratory on the basis
of institutional evaluation (4/74). Version
4: In the vocational certificate category, 6
semester hours in electricity or electronics,
6 in technology, and credit in electri-
cal ratory on the basis of institutional
ev. tion (4/74); in the lower-division
b alaureate/associate degree category, 3

ster hours in electricity or electronics,
3 in radar technology, and credit in electri-
cal laboratory on the basis of institutional
evaluation (4/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, credit in electrical
laboratory on the basis of institutional
evaluation (4/74). Version 5: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 4 semester hours
in electricity or electronics, 6 in radar
technology, and credit in electrical labora-
tory on the basis of institutional evaluation
(4/74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 4 semester hours
in electricity or electronics (12/68); in the
upper-diVision baccalaureate category,
credit in electrical laboratory on the basis
of institutional evaluation (4/74). Version
6: In the vocational certificate category,
credit in electrical laboratory on the basis
of institutional evaluation (4/74); in the
lower-dii/ision baccalaureate/associate
degree category, credit in electrical labora-
tory on the basis of institutional evaluation
(4/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, credit in electrical laboratory on
the basis of institutional evaluation (4/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 23S.
qft

AR-1715-0160
I. SPECIAL ELECTRICAL/ELECTRONIC

DEVICE REPAIR
2. SPECIAL ELECTRICAL/ELECTRONIC

DEVICE REPAIR
3. SPERAL ELECTRICAL DEVICE REPAIR

umber: Version l: 198-35E20.
Version 2: 198-35E20. Version 3: 5-E-19.

Location: Engineer School, Ft. sBelvoir,
VA.

Se



Length: Version 1: 11 weeks (369-383
hours). Version 2: 11 weeks (421 hours).
Version 3: 10-14 weeks (368-560 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 6/72-Present.
Version 2: 8/66-5/72. Version 3: 3/54-7/66.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
maintain electronic detection and night vi-
sion equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in electronic fundamentals, AC and
DC circuits, electrical mathematics, bat-
tlefield illumination, night vision equipment
operation and maintenance, -mine detec-
tors, and use and care of hand tools.

Credit Recommendation: Version In
the vocational certificate categoO, 2
semester hours in electricity (3/74); in the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in elec-
tricity (3/74). Version 2: In the vocational
certificate category, 2 semester hours in
electricity (3/74); in the lower-division bac-
calaureate/associate degree category, 3,
semester hours in electricity (3/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category,
credit in electricity on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation (12/68). Version 3: In the
vocational certificate category, 4 semester'
hours in electricity (3/74); in the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in electricity
(12/68).

Related Occupation Codes:- 35E7 -

AR-1715-0161

INERTIAL NAVIGATION SET AN/ASN-86
REPAIR

Course Number: 102-F13.
Location: Signal School, Ft. Gordon, GA;

Signal School, Ft. Monmouth, NJ.
Length: 10 weeks (353-362 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/73-Present. ;

Objectives: To train avionic radar equip-
ment repairmen to inspect, test, and main-
tain the AN/ASN-86 inertial navigation set.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the maintenance of the AN/ASN-
86 'inertial navigation set, including control
indicator, navigation computer, computer
interface A/D and D/A, gyro-stabilized
platform and repair test,:ind special test in-
struments.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 5 semester hours
in electronics (3/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 35R; 32P.

AR-1715-0162

VULCAN MECHANIC

Course Number: 121- 24M20.
Location: Air Defense School, Ft. Bliss,

TX.
Length: Version 1: 10-12 weeks

(373-420 hours). Version 2: 20 weeks (713
hours). Vera 3: 11 weeks (415 !lbws).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 6/70- Present.-
Version 2: 6/69-5/70. Version 3: 7/68-5/69.

Objectives: To train enlisted. personnel to
maintain Vulcan weapons systems, as-
sociated accessories, and range-only radar
equipment.

In.struction: All Versions:, Lectures and
laboratories in armament and turret elec-
tronics and towed Vulcan systems, main-
tenance management, and equipment
records systems. Version I: Includes lee-.
tures and laboratories in basic electronics.
Version 2: Includes lectures and laborato-
ries in basic electronics.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the vocational certificate category, 2
semester -hours in electricity (2/75); in the
lower-division baccalaureate/aSsOciate
degree category, 2 semester hours in elec-
tricity (2/75); in the upper-division bac-
calaureate category, I semester hour in

_electrical laboratory for non-electronics
majors (2/75). Version 2: In the vocational
certificate category, 6 semester hours in
electricity (3/74); in the lower-division bac-
calaureate/associate degree category, 4
semester hours in electricity (3/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 1

semester hour in electrical laboratory for
non-electronics majors (3/74). Version 3:
In the vocational certificate category, 1

semester hour in electricity (3/74); in the
lower-division bacZalaureate/associate
degree category, I semester hour in elec-
tricity (3/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 24 M.

AR-1715-0163
OVERSEAS ASC COMMUNICATION

EQUIPMENT REPAIR
(ADMSC CONIMUNICATIGf4 EQUIPMENT

REPAIR)

Course Number: 622-F6.
Location: Signal School, Ft. Gordon, GA;

Signal_School, FA. .Montmouth, NJ-
Length: 8-16 weeks (298-590 hours).
E.Mblt Ditte.: 4168-Present.
Objectives: To train fixed-plant carrier

equipment repairmen to install, operate,
and repair overseas automatic digital °
message switching center equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical .exer-
cises in overseas,cortiptunication equipment

rifamiliazation, coaedinatican simulator,
troubleshooting procedures, and communi-
cation facilities.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
the course (3/74).

Related Occupation Clacks: 32E.

AR-1715-0164

1. NIKE TRACK RADAR REPAIR
2. NIKE TRACK RADAR REPAIR

( NIKE. TRACK RADAR SYSTEMS REPAIR
(AJAX /H F.RCULES))

(SAM TRACK RADAR SYSTEMS REPAIR)

Course Number: All Versions: 9-S-253.1.
Version 2: §-R-253;1 9-E-64.

Location: Ordnance Guided Missile
School, Redstone Arsenal, AL.

Length: Version 1:. 36 weeks (1353
.hours). Version 2: 20-26 weeks (720-974
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 2/63-12/68.
Version 2: 12/55-1/63.

Objectives: To train enlisted and civilian
personnel to inspect, test, and maintain
Nke Hercules/Ajax missile-tracking and
target-tracking radar systems.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures -and
laboratories in tracking radars and field
maintenance test equipment. Version 1: In-
cludes missile electronics fundamentals.
Version 2: Includes missile radar fundamen-
tals and missile radar circuits.

Credit Recommendition: Version 1: In
the vocational certificate category, 6
semester Mors in electricity or electronics,
6 in electricity or electronics laboratory (4/
74); in the lower- division baccalaureate/as-
sociate dfgree category, 4 semester hpurs
in electri&ty or electronics (12/68); in tile
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upper-division baccalaureate category,
credit in electrical laboratory on the basis.
of institutional evaluation (4/74). Version

No creditbecause of the limited special-
iz d nature of the course (4/74).

AR-1715-0165
AN/MPO-T I RADAR SIGNAL SIMULATOR

AINTENANCE

Cou Number: 121-24030; 4C-F6;
I21 -F11; 44-H-F43.

Location: Air Defense School, Ft. Bliss,
TX.

Length: 10-12 weeks (353-456 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/64- Present.
Objectives: To train warrant officers and

enlisted personnel to ,operate, adjust, and
maintain AN/MPCI-T1' radar signal simula-
tors.

Instruction: Topics include information
on system AC and DC power distribution,
semiconductor appliclitions, block' diagram
analysis, oscilloscope operation,
troubleshooting and -corrective main-
tenance.

Credit Recommendation In the voca-
tional certificate category, 3 semester hours
in electronics laboratory or 'electronics
maintenance (3/75); in the lower-division
baccalaurearte/associate degree category,

..cteclit.,,in_ electronics laboratory or elec-
tronics maintenahce on the basiS of institu='
tional evaluation (3/75)-

Related Occupation Codes: 240.

AR-1715-0166
AIR DEFENSE RADAR REPAIR

Course Nuniber: 104-26H20.
Location: All Versions: Signal School, Ft.

Monmouth, NJ. Version 1: Air Defense
School, Ft. Bliss, TX.

Length: Version 1: 35 weeks (1194
hours). Version 2: 35 weeks (1134-1161
hours). Version 3: 31 weeks (1100 hours).
Version 4: 32 weeks (1200 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 8/76-Present.
Version 2: 11/74 -7/76. Version 3: 3/73 -10/
74. Version 4: 12/66-2/73.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
inspect, test, and repair defense radar
equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and laboratories in
DC and AC circuits, vacuum tubes,'solid-
state electibnice electronic circuits,
microwave electronics, servos and data cir- -
cuitry, and radar set familiarization.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the ,,vocational certificate category, 9
semester hours in electronics circuits, 1 in
digital logic, 10 in electronic circuit
troubleshooting (8/77); in the lower-divi-
sion baccalaureate/associate degree catego-
ry, 3 semester hours in electronic circuits
applications, 2 in electronics circuits
laboratory, both on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation (8/77). Version 2: In the
vocational certificate category, 6 semester
hours in electronics laboratory, 6 in elec-
tronics maintenance (2/75); in the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in electronics
laboratory, 3 in electronics maintenance or
as an elective in electronic systems (2/75);
in the upper-division baccalaureate catego-
ry, credit in electronics laboratory on the
basis of institutional evaluati8n (2/75). Ver-
sion 3: In the vocational 'certificate catego-
ry, 6 semester hours in electricity and elec-
tronics, 6 in electrical and electronics
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laboratory, 3 in microwave measurements
(4/74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 3 semester hours
in electricity and electronics, 3 in electrical
and electronics laboratory, 3 in microwave
measurement (4/74); in 'the upper-division
baccalaureate category, credit in elec-
tronics laboratory on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation (4/74), ersion 4: In the
vocational certificate cate ory, 6 semester
hours in electricity and e ectronics, 6 in
electrical and electronics laboratory, 3 in
microwave measurements (4/74); in the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 6 semester hours in elec-
tricity and electronics (12/68),

Related Occupation Codes: 26H; 26W

AR-1715-0167
RADAR REPAIR

Course Number: 11-R-282.1; 11-E-21.
Location: Signal School, Ft. Monmouth,

NJ.
Length: 33 weeks ( 1230 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/54-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

inspect, test, repair, and maintain ground
radar equipment.

Instrtictipn: Lectures and laboratories in
DC and Ac circuits, vacuum tubes, eke-
tropic_ _cif nits,.. ;solid -state electronics;
microwave lectronics.. servos, and data cir-
cuitry, tr blesh(xuing techniques, and
radar set familiarization.

Credit . Recommendation: In the voca,
tional certificate category, 6 semester hours
in electricity and electronics, 6 in electrical
and electronics laboratory, 3 in microwave
measurement (4/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 6
semester hours in electricity and elec-
tronics (1.2/68 ).

AR- 1715 -0168

OV-ID ( MOIIAWK) AIRBORNE RADAR
REPAIR

Course Number: 104-F11.
Location: Intelligence School. Ft.

nuachuca, AZ; Combat Surveillance and
Electronic Warfare School, Ft. iluachuca,
AZ.

Length: 6-13 weeks ( 186-459 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/72-Present.
Objectives: To train radar repairmen to

maintain the airborne surveillance radar of
the OV-ID (Mohawk) system.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in operation, maintenance, and
troubleshooting procedures for OV,ID
(Mohawk) ) airborne radar systems.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
the course (6/75).

. Related Occupation Codes: 26M.

AR-17 15-0169

FORWARD AREA ALERTING RADAR REPAIR

Course Number: 104-F12.
Location: Combat Surveillance and Elec-

tronic Warfare School, Ft. tluaehuca, AZ.
Length: II weeks (373 hours).
Exhihit Dates: 10/72-PreSent.
Objecth(es: To train enlisted personnel to

perform direct and general support main-
tenance on specific radar systems and as-
sociated equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
'cise in the maintenance procedures for the
forward-area alert radar, including system
logie, power distribution system; receiving,
display, and data link systems; circuit anal-
ysis; various testing systems; the stimulus
generator; and system troubleshooting.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
the course (4/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 26C; 26W.

AR-1715-0170

LIGHT FIRE CONTROL EQUIPMENT REPAIR

Course Number: 9:R-231.I; 9 -E -53-
Location: Ordnance School, Aberdeen

Proving Ground, MD.
Length: 16 weeks (560-608 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/56-1 /68.
Objectives: To train personnel to inspect,

test, and maintain light, integrated elec-
tronic fire control systems.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises on light fire-control equipment, in-
cluding system components, conversion,
prediction, inversion, and ballistic units;
malfunction and feedback 'systems; power
control; auxiliary equipment; and specific
instruction on M4 systems maintenance.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
becinise of the jimitectspecialized nature of
the course (4/74).

AR-1715-0171
1. AN/MPO-36 RADAR SIGNAL

SIMULATOR MAINTENANCE
(I5D2 RADAR SIGNAL SIMULATOR

MAINTENANCE)
I 5 D2 RADAR TARGET SIMULATOR

MAINTENANCE

Course Number: 44-R-F13.
Location: Air Defense School, Ft. Bliss,

TX.
Length "Version 1:. 7-9 weeks (250-308

hours). Version 2: 10 weeks (375-381
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 2/60-12/68.
Version 2: 3/583 I /60.

Objectives: To train enlisted missile or
air defense fire control mechanics to
operate and maintain AN/MpO-36 or 15D2
radar simulators.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in radar simulator
operation and maintenance, including tar-
get simulator, jamming simulation, missile
simulation, and monitor circuits. Version 1:
Instruction includes operator training and
AN /MPQ -36 radar simulator familiariza-
tion. Version 2: Instruction includes basic
electronics review, manipulator training,
and servo systems introduction.

Credit Recommendation: NQ credit
because of the specialized nature of the
course (4/74).

AR-1715-0172

AN/MPS-23 RADAR REPAIR

Course Number: 4C-F2; 104-181.3; II-
N- 282.3.

Location: Air Defense School, Ft. Bliss,
- TX.

Length: 16 weeks (565-586 hours).
Exhibit Dates: I0/63-1 268.
Objectives: To train warrant officers and

enlited personnel to operate and maintain
AN/MPS-23 and AN/MPS-23A radar sets.

S

r4

Instruction: Lectures and laboratories in
radar set theory, programmer and transmit-
ters, indicators and testing functions,
system maintenace, and troubleshooting
procedures.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
the course (4/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 211A.

*41715-0173
RAWER TRACKING STATION EQUIPMENT

REPAIR
(RADAR TRACKING STATION REPAIR)

Course Number: II -N-362.2; II -N-F24.
Location: Air Defense School, Ft. Bliss,

TX.
Length: 18-27 weeks (660-929 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/62-12/68.
Objectives: To train experienced elec-

tronics technicians to maintain the OA- ,
29527GSQ radar tracking station.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in radar tracking station equipment
maintenance, in-eluding radar station funda-
mentals; comprehensive survey of logic cir-
cuitry- and systems; computer and auto-
matic data link operation and troubleshoot-

_ ing; radar -integration.: unit- operation- and-----
troubleshooting procedures; and system
check-out, alignment, installation, and
troubleshooting procedures. --

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 6 semester hours
in computer -technology (4/74); in the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category. 3 semester hours in com-
puter technology (4/74); in the upper-divi-
sion baccalaureate category, credit in com-
puter technology laboratory on the basis of
institutional examination (4/74).

Related Occupation Codes:'21 1 A.

AR- 1715 -0174

IMPROVED ALTERNATE BATTERY
ACQUISITION RADAR MAI ENANCE
TRANSITION

Course Number: 4B-22213-T; 104-26J20-
T; 104,229.1T.

Location: Air Defense School, Ft. Bliss,
TX.

Length: 6-7 weeks (256-288 hourg).
Exhibit Dates: 12/65-12/68.
Objectives: To train fire control and

radar mechanics to operate, adjust, and
maintain improved, alternate b'attery
acquisition radars and associated ECCM
consoles.

instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in improved, alternate battery acquisi-
tion radar equipment operation, adjust-
ment, and mallilonance. including an in-
troduction to AllAR and ECCM consoles;
equipment record system familiarization;
operation, adjustment, and troubleshooting
of various transmitters, receivers, . and
transistct test equipment'usage; and func-
tional ration, adjustment, alignment,
and troubleshooting procedures for ECCM
consoles.

Credit Recommendation: No credit .

because of the limited specialized nature of
the course (4/24).

Related Occupation Codes: 23G; 26J.



AR-1715-0175.
METEOROLOGICAL EQUIPMENT MECII,ANIC

(WEATIIER EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE)

. Course Number: I 98-205.1; 6-R-205. I ;
6-N-201A; 6-N-8219; 6-N-205:I; 6-N-.
215.3; 6-0E-36.

Location: Artillery and ..Missile School,
Ft. Sill, OK.

Length:- 14-16 weeks (509-599 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/54-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

operate and maintain electrical meteorolog-
ical equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and loboratory in
electrical meteorological equipment opera-

_tion and maintenance, 'including AC and
DC circuts; circuit components; communi-
cations system vacuum tube circuits and
components, and gas tubes; and transmit-
ters/receivers operation and maintenance
procedures.

Credit. Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 4 semester hours
in electricity or electronics (4/74); in the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 2 semester hours in elec-
tricity Or electronics, and credit in electri-
cal laboratory on the basis of insitutional
examination (12/68); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 2 semester hours in
electricity or electronics for non-electrical-
engineering majors (4/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 35D.

AR-1715-0176
I. WEAPONS SUPPORT RADAR

MAINTENANCE
2. WEAPONS SUPPORT RADAR

MAINTENANCE
(FIELD ARTILLERY RADAR

MAINTENANCE)
3. FIELD ARTILLERY RADAR MAINTYNANCE

Course Number: Version 1: 104-26B20;
4C -21 I A. Version 2: 4C-211A; 104-261320;
6-N-211A; 6-N-211;3 6 -N -I 121; 6-N-211.2.
Version 3: 6-N-1121; 6-N-211;1 6-N-211;2
6-OF-37.

Location: Version. I: Field Artillery
chool, Ft. Sill, OK; Artillery and Missile
chool, Ft. Sill, OK. VerSion 2: Artillery

and Missile School, Ft. Sill, OK. Version 3:
Artillery and Missile School, Ft. Sill, OK;
Artillery and Guided Missile School, Ft.
Sill, OK.

Length: Version 1: 24-27 weeksn
(891-1001 hours). Version 2: 32-37 weeks'{
(968-1223 hours). Version 3: 24-30 weeks
(1010-1269 hours).

. Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 8/68-Present.
Version 2: 5 161-7/68. Version 3: 3156-4 161.

Objectives: Ti) train enlisted personnel
and warrant officers to operate, adjust, and

....-maintain weapons support equipment.
Instruction: Lectures and laboratories in

_mathematics review, including algebra,
trigonometry, and vector number work;
fundamentals of _electricity and electronics;
raday fundamentals; and utilization of mul-
timeters, oscilloscopes, AC circuit transfor-,
niers, 1)C -AC machines. and electronic
(vacuum tube) circuits and systems.

Credit Recommendation: Ver'sion I: In
the vocational certificate category, 6
-semester hours in electricity or electronics
(4/74). 1 theJowerLdivision baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 3 semester hours
in electricity or electronics (12/68); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 3
semester hours in electricity or electronics.
1 in electrical laboratory for non-engineer-

ing majors (4/74). Version 2: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 6 semester hours
in electricity or electronics (4/74); in the
lower-division baccalatreate/associate
degree category, 4 semester hours in elec-
tricity or electronics (12/68); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in electricity or electronics, lin elec-
trical laboratory for non-engineering majors
(4/74). Version 3: In the vocational cer-
tificate category, 6 semester hours in elec-
tricity or electronics (4/74); in the lower-
division baccalaureate /associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in electricity or
electronics (12/68); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in
electricity or electronics., I in electrical
laboratory for non-enginering majors (4/
74).

Related Occupation Codes: 26B; 26W;
21 IA.

AR-1715-01 77

FIELD ARTILLERY RADAR TECHNICIAN

Course Number: 4C-2I I A; 104-F8.
Location: Field Artillery School, Ft. Sill,

OK.
Length: 8 weeks (279 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/70-Present.
Objectives: To train warrant officers and

enlisted personnel who have backgrounds
in electronics, general science, and radar
operation and maintenance to operate and
maintain weapons support radar equip-
ment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the operation and maintenance of
weapons support radar equipment, includ-
ing fire direction, fire observation, opera-
tion of various radar sets, artillery trans-
port, communications /electronics 'subjects
related to radio and radar, tactics, and tar-
get acquisition..

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
the course (4/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 2613; 21 I A.

AR-1715-0178
° I. GROUND SURVEILLANCE RADAR

CREWMAN
2. GROUND SURVEILLANE_RADAR

OPERATION
(GROUND SURVEILLANCE. RADAR

OPERATOR)

Course Number: 221- 17K20.
Location: Version 1: Intelligence School,

Ft. Huachuca:, AZ. Version 2: Combat Sur-
veillance and Electronic Warfare School,
Ft. Huachuca, AZ; Combat Surveillance
School, Ft. Huachuca, AZ.

Length: Version 1: 6 weeks (194 hours).
ersion 2: 4-7 weeks (132-252 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version 1: I /75-Present.
rsion 2: 7/69-12/74.

bjectives: To train enlisted personnel to
o rate ground surveillance radar equip-
ment. .

Instruction: Lectures, practical exercises,
and demonstrations in AN/PPS-4A, AN/
PPS-5A, AN/TPS-33A, and AN/TPS-25A
ground surveillance radar equipment opera-
tion and maintenance procedures.

Credit RecommendadOn: Version I; In
She_ vocational certificate category,_ I

semester hour in logi al troubleshooting
techniques (6/75). Ver'f ion 2: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
the course (4/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 17K.
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AR -1715-0179

I. AIR DEFENSE ACQUISITION RADAR
MAINTENANCE

2. AIR DEFENSE ACQUISITION RADAR
MAINTENANCE

(DEFENSE ACQUISITION RADAR
MAINTENANCE)

3. SURVEILLANCE RADAR MAINTENANCE.
(ARTILLERY SURVEILLANCE. RADAR

MAINTENANCE)

Course Number: Version 1: 1-04-24P20.
Version 2: 4B-222B-B; 44-R-229;1 104-
24P20; 44 -R -212;2 104-26J20. Version 3:
44-R-212;2 44-E-35.

Location: 411 Versions: Air Defense
School, Ft. Bliss, TX. Version 3: Artillery
School, Ft. Bliss, TX.

Length: Version 1: 38-40 weeks
( 1332 -1404 hours ). Version 2: 18-44
weeks (663-1526 hours). Version 3: 22-24
weeks (842-950 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 6/70-Present.
Version 2: 6/58-5/70. Version 3: 2/55-5/58.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
operate, adjust, and maintain defense
acquisition radars.

Instruction: 411 Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in electrical and elec-
tronic fundamentals; extensive briefing and
maintenance practice on radar equipment;
mathematics; and modulator, transmitter,
receiver, MTI, DC control, indicator and
repeater systems operation, adjustment,
and maintenance. Version 2: Instruction in-
cludes more electrical and electronic fun-
damentals, vacuum tube-based electronics
and extensive vacuum tube circuit mea-
surement. Version 3: Instruction includes
more electrical and electronic fundamen-
tals, vacuum tube-based electronics and
extensive vacuum tube circuit measure-
ment.

Credit Reconupendation: Version 4L In
the vocational certificate category, 2
semester hours in electricity or electronics,
2 in electrical or electronics laboratory (2/
75); in the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 2 semester hours
in electrical or electronics laboratory (2/
75). Version 2: In the vocational certificate
category, -6 semester hours in electricity or
electronics. 3 in electrical or electronics
laboratory (4/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours in electricity or electronics
(12/68). Version 3: In the vocational cer-
tificate category, 6 semester hours in elec-
tricity or electronics, 3 in electrical or elec:
tronics laboratory (4/74); in the lower-divi-
sion baccalaureate/associate degree catego-
ry, 4 semester hours in electricity or elec-
tronics (12/68).

Related Occupation Codes: 24P.

AR -1715 -0180

NIKE. HIGH POWER ACQUISITION RADAR AND
RADAR SIMULATOR REPAIR

Course Number: 411 Versions: 104 -
231.J20:- Version 2: 104 -F4; 9-S-F49.

Location: Missile :ind Munitions School,
Redstone Arsenal, AL; Ordnance Guided
Missile School, Redstone Arsenal, AL.

Length: Version 1: 28-34 weeks
(987-1150 hours). Version 2: 34-44 weeks
(1177-1605 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1:- 5774=Prelent7
Version 2.- 7/64-4/74.

Objectives; To train enlisted personnel
who have baekgrounds in general science
and algebra to inspect, test, and maintain
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high-power acquisition radar equipment
and radar signal simulator stations.

Instruction: Version 1: Lectures and
° laboratory exercises include a simplified

coverage of RC and LC transients and sine-
wave oscillators; soldering techniques and
practices; elementary theory of semicon-
ductor devices and circuits; empirical
description of operation of vacuum tube
pulse circuits; tiasic microwave procedures
related to radar systems; and high power
acquisition radar hardware familiarization
and techniques. Note: Students who have
completed Modules I, 2, and 3 of Common
Basic Electronics Training (COBET) at Ft.
Jackson, SC, will attend only Phase II (30
weeks) of this course.. COBET was revised
in 6/75; students who have completed
Modules I, 2, 3, 4/5 and 6, at Ft. Jackson,
SC will attend. only Phase II (27-28
weeks). See AR -1715 -0389 for credit
recommendation for COBET. Students who
do not attend COBET will complete both
Phases I and II (33-34 weeks) of this
course. Version 2: Lectures and practical
exercises in basic electronics, including
electrical Ind electronic circuit fundamen-
tals, . and DC' circuits, series-parallel
and combiriation circuits, inductance.
capacitance, magnetism, transformers, im-
pedance using vector mathematics, RL and
RC transients, resonance, _srichros, tubes
and tube circuit applicatibns,, microwave
sources and power . measurements,.
microwave transmitters and receivers,
modulation principles, pulse and timing cir-
cuits. CRT displays, power supplies, and
regulators; multimeter, oscilloscope, and
advanced test instruments operation; and
high-power acquisition radar hardware
familiarization and techniques.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the vocational certificate category, 23
semester hours in basic electricity, elec-
tronics, and troubleshooting for those stu-
dents completing 33-34 weeks; or 20
semester hours in basic electronics and
troubleshooting for those students complet-
ing 27-30 weeks (see note above) (3/75):
in the lower-division ha calaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 1 master hour.in
basic electricity or electronics for those
students completing 33-34 weeks; nocredit
for those students completing 27-30 weeks
(see note above) (3/75). Version 2: In the
vocational certificate category, 24 semester
hours in electrical circuits or electronics
(4/74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 12 semester
hours in electrical circuits or electronics
(4/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 6 semester hours in electrical cir-
cuits or electronics, and credit in _electrical
laboratory on the basis of institutional
evaluation (4/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 23U.

AR-1715-0181
I. RCAT RADIO MAINTENANCE
2. RADIO-CONTROLLED AIRPLANE TARGET

RADIO MAINTENANCE

Course Number: Version 1: 44-R-209,1
44-R-209.2. All Versions: 44-E-23.

Location: Air Defense School, Ft. Bliss,
TX.

Length: Version 1: weeks ( 315-350
hours):--Versinn 2: 7 weeks- ( -229 -hours).

Exhihit Dates: Version 1: 3/57-12/68..
Version 2: 3/532/57.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
test, adjust, and maintain radio-controlled

aircraft target radios, gyros, and autopilot
equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in basic electricity, including AC and
DC circuits; series, parallel, and RLC cir-
cuits; motors, generators, and vacuum
tubes; C-2 flight control system testing, ad-
justment, and maintenance; and control
systems preflight procedures.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the vocational certificate category, 3
semester hours in electricity or electronics
(3/74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, l-sernester hour
in electricity or electronics (3/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category,
credit in electricity on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation (3/74). Version 2: Insuffi-
cient data for evaluation (3/74).

AR-1715-0182
I . RADIO WAVE PROPAGATION
2. RADIO PROPAGATION
3. RADIO WAVE PROPAGATION

Course Number: Version 1: 198-26P20.
Version 2: 198-26P20. Version 3: I -R-

7'287.1.
Location: Signal School, Et. Monm?tith,

NJ.
Length: Version 1: 24-29 weeks

(850-1086 hours). Version 2: 29 weeks
(1086 hours). Version 3:. 28 weeks
(1078-1080 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 12/69-Present.
Version 2: 12/66- 11/69. Version 3: I2/
56-11/66. ,

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
install, operate, and maintain radio
frequency hazards and interference-measur-
ing equipment, and oblique-incidence-
sounding equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in electrical fundamentals; electronics
as applied to basic transmitters and
receivers, nonsinusoidal circuitry,
microwave transmitters, modulanks, and
receivers; ionosphere theory; ionogram
analysis; vertical incidence equipment
theory and maintenance; film records
photographic processing; field station
operation; and troubleshooting procedures.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the vocational certificate category, 12
semester hours in electricity or electronics
(3/74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 6 semester hours
in electricity or electronics (3/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 2
semester hours in electricity or electronics,
and credit in electrical laboratory on the
basis of institutional evaluation (3/74). Ver-
sion 2: In the vocational certificate catego-
ry, 12 semester hours in electricity or elec-
trips (3/74); in the lower-division bac-
ca degree category, 4
. emester hours in electricity or electronics
(12/68); in the upper-division baccalau-
reate category, 2 semester hours in elec-
tricity or electronics, and credit in electri-
cal laboratory, on the basis of institutional
evaluation (3/74). Version 3: In- the voca-
tional certificate category, 12 semester
hours in electricity or electronics (3/74); in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 6 semester hours in elec-
tricity or electronics (12/68); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours in electricity or electronics, and
credit in electrical laboratory on the basis
of institutional evaluation (3/74).

Related Occupation Codes:

AR-1715-0183
RADIO SET LRC-3 REPAIR

Course Number: I01-F7.
Location: Signal School, Ft. Monmouth,

NJ,
Length: .8 weeks (304 hours).
Exhibit Dates: I/67-Present.
Objectives: To train microwave systems

repairmen to install and maintain the LRC-
3 radio set.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in LRC-3 radio set installation and
maintenancel-including principles of tropo-
spheric scatter communication; LRC-3
system introduction; transmitter and
receiver sections components operation
and preventive maintenance procedures;
auxiliary equipment, including teletype
order wire and supervisory alarm system
operation and preventive maintenance;
multiplex equipment block-diagram analy-
sis, troubleshooting, and preventive. main-
tenance; and system alignment and adjust-
ment procedures.

Credit Recom ndation: In the voca-
tional certificat ategory, 5 semester hours
in electronic 3/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours in electronics (3/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 26V.

.A11,11.15:-.0110_ -
BASIC Rnoio RELAY AND CARRIER REPAIR

Course Number: 101-294.0; 1 1 -R- 294.0.
Location: Southeastern Signal School, Ft.

Gordon. GA.
Length: 19 weeks (703 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/65- I 2/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

install, operate, and maintain radio relay
and carrier equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the installation, operation, and
maintenance of radio relay and carrier
equipment, including electronic fundamen-
tals. DC and AC circuitry, motors, genera-
tors, reactance, vacuum tubes, modulation
principles, amplifiers,, magnetism, transfor-
mers, oscilloscopes, block-diagrams of
specific radio equipment, telephone ter-
minal system, telephone repeater, and test
and repair procedures for system com-
ponents.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 6 semester hours
in electricity or electronics (3/74); in the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in elec-
tricity or electronics (12/68).

AR-1715-0185

DECCA TRANSMITTING EQUIPMENT REPAIR

Course Number: IO2-F3.
Location: Southeastern Signal SChool, Ft.

Gordon, GA.
Length: 7-10 weeks.(254-345 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/67-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

operate and maintain DECCA Mark 5
navigational radio transmitters,

Instructiogi: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in DECCA Mark 5 navigational radio
transmitter operation and maintenance, in-
cluding hyperbolic navigational system in-
troduction, time-shared transmissions,
master station and slave station layout,
oscilloscope operation, oscillators, pulse-
forming circuits, switching and monitoring



circuits, Mark 10 master and slave station
operation and maintenance, and system
cuit analysis and power supplies operation

Credit. Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 8 semester hours
in electronics (3/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate /associate degree category, 5
semester hours in electronics (3/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 32C; 32Z.

AR-1715-0186
RADIO OFFICER

Course Number: 4C-0500; 11-A-0500:
Location: Signal School, Ft. Monmouth,

NJ.
Length: I 3 weeks (390-456 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/59:- I 2/68.

'Objectives: To train commissioned of-
ficers to supervise the operation and main-
tenance of field and fixed-station radio
equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in electrical fundamentals, vacuum
tubes and amplifiers, AM and FM receivers
and transmitters, electronic components
and radar, antennas, wave propagation,
frequency allocation, small field radio sets
and AN/GRC-26 radio set operation; radio
telegraph operation, communications
operations, .and fixed-station, single- and
multichannel transmitting and receiving sta-
tions.

Credit FieCOmnienchaion: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 5 semester hours
in electricity and electrical laboratory (4/
74).

AR -1715 -0187

CORPORAL DOPPLER REPAIR
(SSM DOPPLER REPAIR)

Course Number: 9-R-241.1; -E-58.
Location: Ordnance Guided Missile

School, Redstone Arsenal, AL.
:Length: 10-12 weeks ( 3507428 hours).
,Exhibit Dates: 12/55-12/68.
Objectiv : To train qua died electronic

repair hel rs to inspect, to maintain,
and repair the Corporal Doppler s stem.

Instruction: Lectures and practi al exer-
cises in Corporal Doppler syste com-
nonent analysis, block diagrams, test equip-
ment operation, Supply forms and publica-
tjons, transmitter and receiving systems,
audio frequency coder and control indica-
tor, troubleshooting, and maintenance
check sheets and operating procedures.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 4 semester hours
in electricity or electronics (4/74); in the
lower division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, I semester hour in elec-
tricity or electroniCs (4/04).

AR-1715-0188

TANDEM SWITCH REPAIR

Course Number: 622-F 14.
Location: Signal School, Ft.

NJ,
Monmouth,

Length: 18 weeks (641 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/69-Present.
Objectives: To train dial central office

repairmen to repair tandem switches and
associated equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in: the repair of tandem switches and
associated equipment, including circuit
analysis,' Hock diagrams, purposes,

troubleshooting and testing of relay and
runk finder, register sender, translator,

selector, trunk, transmission, switchboard,
interface, and power equipment; system
concepts and limitations; and preventive
maintenance.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 2 semester hours
in electricity or electronics laboratory (4/
74).

Related Occupation Codes: 36H.

AR-1715-0189

GENERAL INTERCEPT EQUIPMENT REPAIR

Course Number: 102-33E120; 32-R-286.1.
Location: Security Agency School, Ft.

De.vens, MA.
Length: 22 weeks (711 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/63-12/69.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

test, maintain, and repair intercept and as-
sociated equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the maintenance and repair of in-
tercept and associated equipment, includ-
ing basic mathematics, DC and AC elec-
tronic circuits, solid-state devices, transmit-
ters and wave propagation, basic radio cir-
cuits, receiver and converter equipment,
specific recording and reproducing equip-
ment, signal and cryptographic security,
and installation and troubleshooting
procedures.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 10 semester
hours in electricity or electronics (4/74); in
the lower-division baccalaureate /associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in elec-
tricity or electronics (12/68); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, I semester
hour in electricity or electronics, and credit,
in electrical laboratory on the basis of in-
stitutional evaluation (4/74).

AR-1715-0190

I. CORPORAL RADAR REPAIR
2. SSM RADAR SYSTEM REPAIR

Course Number: Version 1: 9-R-243.1.
Version 2: 9-E-60.

Location: Ordnance Guided Missile
School, Redstone Arsenal, AL.

Length: Version I: 18 weeks (670
hours). Version 2: 15 weeks (550 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version l: 5/57 - 12/68.
Version 2: 12/55-4/57.

Objectives:' To train qualified electronic
repair helpers to maintain and repair the
Corporal radar system and associated test
equipment.

Instruction: All -Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in Corporal radar equip-
ment and associated test equipment main-
tenance and repair, including missile
system history, safety procedures, tactics
and logistics, radar test equipment opera-
tion and maintenance, block diagrams,
communications circuits, radar systems
analysis, and supply terms and publications.
Version l: Instruction includes basic techni-
cal mathematics and circuit analysis. Ver-
sion 2: Instruction is geared to specific

, equipment.
\ Credit Recommendation: Version I. In
the vocational certificate category, 6
semester hours in electronics, 2 in electri-
cal laboratory (4/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate /associate degree category, 3
Semester hours .in electronics, I in electri-
cal laboratory (4/74); in the upper-division

Army 1-153
baccalaureate category, credit in electrical
laboratory on the basis of institutional
evaluation (4/74). Version 2: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 3 semester hours
in electronics, 1 in electrical laboratory (4/
74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 3 semester hours
in electronics, I in electrical laboratory (4/
74); in the upper- division ba.qcgriureate
category, 3 semester hours as an elective in
electronics (4/34).

AR-1715-0191
WIRE COMMUNICATIONS °WV..

Course Number: I
Location: Signal School, Ft. Monmouth,

NJ.
Length: I I weeks (484 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/57-6/64.
Objectives: To train officers to supervise

and plan the construction, installation,
operatiOn, and maintenance of. telephone
and telegraph facilities in tactical and
fixed-plant systems.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the, supervision and planning of the
construction, installation, operation, and
maintenance of telephone and telegraph
facilities in tactical and fixed-plant systems,
including".' electrical fundamentals (with. j.
limited,-48C and AC/Fircuitry), telephone
transmission vrinciples, telephone outside-

=plant - principles.. att4.329..tctices...systems.prin-
ci pies, voice ency and carrier
telephony, and wire communications en-

eering and management.
redit Recommendation: In the voca-

tio 1. certificate category, 3 semester hours
in ctricity (4/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category; 3
semester hours as an elective in electricity
(4/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 3 semester hours as an elective in
electricity (4/74).

AR-1715-0192 :

SIGNAL COMPANY OFFICER-

S Course Number: I 1-A-C2; 11-0-1.
Location: Signal School, Ft, Monmouth,

NJ.
Length: 27 weeks (969--11134 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/53-12/68.
Objectives: To train commissioned 'of-

ficers to he Signal Corps officers.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in map and aerial photograph reading,
weapons, command and staff procedures,
modern warfare,. tactics and techniques of
ground forces, wire and radio communica-
tions equipment and systems, communica-
tions center operations, signal supply and
maintenance, and organization and employ-
ment of signal coyinications.

Credit Recom dation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 6 semester hours
in radio communications and electricity (4/
74); in the lower-division baccaliiiireate/as-
sociate degree Category, 6 'semester hours
in radio communications and electricity (4/
74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 6 semester hours in radio com-
munications and electricity.(el 2/68).

P-

1 -1715-0193
INFANTRY COMMUNICATIONS OFFICER

Course Number: 7-B-0200.
Location: Infantry School, -Ft. Benning,

GA.



1-154 'COURSE EXHIBITS
Length: I. 1 weeks (423 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/57 I 2/68.
Objectives: To train officers and warrant

officers to install, operate, and maintain in-
fantry communications systems.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the installation, operation, and
maintenance of infantry communications
systems, including general communications
subjects, message center operation and
cryptography, radio operation, radio sets
and associated equipment, wire communi-
cations, tactical application of comi-nunica-
tions, map and aerial photograph reading,
atomic weapons effects and characteristics,
and tactical subjects.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category. credit in elevicity and radio
operation and maintenanc on the basis of
institutional evaluation (12/68).

Related Occupation Codes: 290A; 341A:
72IA; 286A; 28IA; 282A; 252A.

AR-1715-0194
MEDICAL EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE

(SUPPLEMENTARY AND REFRESHER)

Course Number: 4B-F3: 198-Fl.
Location: Fitzsimons General Hospital,

Denver. CO.
Length: 6 weeks (2111 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/65Present.
Objectives: To train qualificdrnedical

ecruifirtie7itreiiiiTteclinicians to ins61j, in-
spect. maintain, and repair complex elec-
tronic medical equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the installation, inspection, main-
tenance, and repair of complex electronic
medical equipment, including review of
electronics, use of electronic test equip-
ment. special circuits, records, and elec-
tronics subjects applicable to medical
equipment repair.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category. 3 semester hours
in electricity. I in electrical laboratory (4/
74).

Related Occupation Codes: 35Q- 011 A..:
911 A; 202A. (-

AR-1715-0195
I. SECURE VOICE. ACCESS SYSTEM REPAIR
2. SECURE VOICE. ACCESS CONSOLE

REPAIR

Course Number: 622-F15.
Location: Signal School. Ft. Monmouth,

NJ; Signal School, Ft. Gordon. GA.
Length: Version I: 19 weeks (684-722

hours). Version 2: 9 weeks (328 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version I: 10/70Present.

Version 2: 10/68-9/70.
objectives: To train' dial central office

repairmen to maintain the automatic dial
central office and the secure voice, access
console (SEVAC).

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in automatic dial control office equip-
ment operation, logic gating and correla-
tion. logie functions, binary counters. re-
gister. simulator. controllers. maintenance
Panel operation, and troubleshooting
procedures; and secure voice access con-
sole (SEVAC) basic circuits and logic
functions, power distribution, maintenance.
alignmentnd troubleshooting procedures.

Credit Recommendation: Version I: In
the vocational certificate category, 3
semester hours in electronics. I in elec-

tronics laboratory (3/74); in the lower-divi-
sion baccalaureate/associate degree catego-
ry. I semester hour in electronics laborato-
ry (3/74). Version 2: In the vocational cer-
tificate category. 3 semester hours in elec-
tronics. I in electronics laboratory (3/74).

RelatedOccupation Codes: 36H.

AR-1715-0196
CIRCUIT CONDITIONING

Course Number: 101-F10.
Location: Signal School, Ft. Gordon. GA;

Signal School, Ft. Monmouth, NJ.
Length: 5-7 weeks (167-260 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/68Present.
Objectives: To train microwave system,

fixed-plant carrier. fixed-ciphony, or dial
central office repairmen to maintain signal-
conditioning.equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in signal-conditioning equipment
maintenance. including circuit conditioning
and testing; types of circuit-conditioning
test equipment; envelope delay distortion
principles and equalizers; .communications
systems interfacing; and troubleshooting,
repair. and preventive maintenance
procedures.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 3 semester hours
in electronics, I in electrical laboratory (4/,
74).

Related Occupation Codes: 2 26V;
'32E' 321=;"36H:

AR-1715-0197
COMMUNIATIONS CENTRAL AN/TSC-38B

RIEPAIR

CourSe Number: 101-F11.
Loeationi Signal School, Ft. Monmouth,

NJ; Signal:School. Ft. Gordon. GA.
Length: 12-15 weeks (450-548 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/70Present.
Objectives: To train receiver, transmitter,

or carrier equipment repairmen to operate
and,;maintain the AN/TSC-38B communi-
cation central.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
,Cises in the operation and maintenance of
the AN/TSC-38B communication central.
including monitoring and test facilities;
power. WI-G. and audio subsystem analy-
sis and troubleshooting procedures; radio
equipment subsystem components; and
exciter, radio receiver, primary and secon-
dary transmitter. and antenna systems
operation, alignment. and troubleshooting.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 3 semester hours
in electronics, I in electronics laboratory
(4/74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category. I semester hour
in electronics (4/74).

ktelated Occupation Codes: 32B; 32C;
32E; 32Z.

AR-1715-0198
IMPROVED HAWK FIRE. CONTROL REPAIR

Course Number: 104-24H20.
Location: Missile and Munitions School,

Redstone Arsenal, AL.
Length: Version I: 38-44 weeks

(1259-1468 hours). Versipn 2: 42-46
weeks (1470-1612 hours). Version 3: 46',
weeks (1634 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version I: 1/77Present
Version 2: 4/74-12/76. Version 3: 1/72-3/
74.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
maintain the improved Hawk battery con-
trol central. information and coordination
central. and target engagement simulator of
the Hawk fire control system.

Instruction: Version 1: Conferences, lec-
tures and laboratory exercises include a
simplified coverage of RC and LC
transients and sine-wave oscillators; solder-
ing techniques and practices; elementary
theory of semiconductor devices and
cricuits; empirical description of operation
of vacuum tube pulse circuits; introduction
to computer subsysttims, registers. coun-
ters, logic operations, memories. I/O, con-
trol. and arithmetic units; functional or-
ganization and troubleshooting procedures
of Hawk fire control systems; and mainO,
tenance and repair of fire control systems.
Note: Students who have completed
Modules I, 2.3. and 4 of Basic Common
Electronics Training (COBET) at Ft.
Jackson, SC will complete only Phase II
(37-38 weeks) of this course. See AR-
1715-0389 for credit recommendation for
COBET. Students who have not attended
COBET will complete bOth Phases I and II
(43-44 Aveeks) of this course., Version 2:
Lectures and laboratory exercises include a
simplified coverage of RC and LC
transients and sine-wave oscillators; solder-
ing techniques and practices; elementary
theory of semiconductor devices and _cir-
cuits:. empirical description of operation of
vacuum tube pulse circuits; introduction to
computer subsystems, registers, counters.
logic operations. memories, I /O. control,
and arithmetic units; functional organiza-
tion and troubleshooting procedures of
Hawk computer fire control systems; and
maintenance and repair of fire control
systems. Note: Students who have
completed Modules 1, 2.- and 3 of Common
Basic Electronics Training (COBET) at Ft.
Jackson, SC, will complete only Phase II
(42 weeks) of this course. See AR -1715-
0389 for credit for COBET. Students who
do net attend COBET will complete both,--
Phases I and. II (46 weeks) of 'this course.
Version 3: Lectures and practical exercises
in the maintenance Of the improved Hawk
battery control central, information and
coordination central. and target engage-
ment simulator of the 'Hawk fire control
system, including AC and DC circuits, .DC
transients, electron tubes and functional
circuits, electron tube pulse circuits, in-
troduction to semiconductors, sinewave
oscillators, magnetic amplifiers, power sup-
plies, basic transistors, gating. analysis and
operation of specific systems equipment.
and mathematics and digital computer prin-
ciples.

Credit Recommendatiosg, Version I: In
the vocational certificate category, 12
semester hours in computer fundamentals.
12 in electronics laboratory for students
who complete 37-38 weeks of the course
or 12 semester hours in computer funda-
mentals, 18 in eleetronielaboratory for stu-
dents 'completing 43-44 weeks' of the
course (see note above) (8/77); in the
lower-division ,baccalaureatelassociate
degree category, 3 semester hours in com- ,

puter fundamentals, I in electronics labora-
tory for all students (8(77). Version
the, vocational certificate category. 27
semester hours in basic electricity, elec,-
tronics., and troubleshooting for those stu-
dents-completing 46 weeks; or 24 semester'
hours in basic electronics and troubleshoot-
ing for those students completing 42 weeks
(see note above) (3/75); in the lower-divi-



sion hadcalaureate/associate degree catego-
ry,' 3 semester himrs in hasic compther
subsystems and 1 in e .ctrieity or elec-
tronics for those student. completing 46
weeks; or 3 semester hou in computer
subsystems for those students completing
42 weeks (see note above) (3/75). Version
3: In the vocational certificate category, 4
.semester hours in electronics, 3 in elec-
tronics laboratory (4/74); in the lower-divi-
sion haccalaureate/associate degree catego-
ry, 3 semester hours in electronics, I in
electronics laboratory, and i as an elective
in electronics (4/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, .3 semester hours in
electronics,- I in electronics laboratory (4/
74).

Related Occupation Codes: 24H.

AR-1715-0199
I . GROUND CONTROL RADAR REPAIR
2. GROUND CONTROL RADAR REPAIR
3. GROUND CONTROL RADAR REPAIR

(GROUND CONTROL APPROACH
EQUIPMENT REPAIR)

Course Number: AU -Versions: 104-
26[320. Version 2: 104-26E330; 11-R-282,2
I 1-E-59.

Location: Version 1: Signal School, Ft.
Gordon, GA. Version 2 Signal School, Ft.
Gordon, GA. Version 3. Signal School, Ft.
Monmouth, NJ.

Length: Version 1: 23-33 weeks
(849-1224 hours). Version 2: 27-33 weeks
(999-1222 hours). Version 3: 20-33 weeks
( 736-1174 hours).

'Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 12/76-Present.
Version 2: 3/75-11/76. Version 3: 11/56-2/
7S.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
maintain ground control approach radars
and associated !FE equipment.

Instruction: Version 1: Phase I (10
weeks) includes lectures and practical ex-
perience in troubleshooting pulse genera-
tors, power supplies, audio amplifiers, and
audio generators. Phase II (23 weeks) in-
cludes lectures and practical experience. in
installation and Maintenance of radar sets;
nonsinosoidal circuitry; radar beacon
systems; basic receivers; mic vave trans-
mitters, receivers, and moth- ,ors. Note
(1): Students who have completed Modules
I through 7 of Common Basic Electronics
Training (COBET) at Ft. Jackson, SC will
complete only Phase II (23 weeks) of, this
course. See AR-1715-0389 for credit for
COBET. Students who have not attended
COBET will complete both Phases .1 and II
(33 weeks) of this course. Version 2: Phase
1 (6 weeks) includes lectures and practiCal
experience in troubleshooting pulse genera-
tors; power supplies, audio amplifiers, and
audio generators. Phase II (27 weeks) in-
cludes lectures and practical experience in
installation and maintenance of radar sets;
nonsinusoidal circuitry; radar beacon
,syktems; basic receivers, microwave trail's-
matters, receivers, and modulators. Note
(2): Students who have completed Modules
I. 2, 3, and 4 of Common Basic Elec-
tronics Training (COBET) at Ft. Jackson,
SC. will complete only Phase II (27 weeks)
of this course. See AR-I 715-0389 for
credit for COBET. Students who have not
attended COBET will complete both
Phases _I and II. (33_weeks),of_ this course.
Version 3: I . ectures and practical ex-
perience in electrical fundamentals; applied
electronics; transmitter circuitry; semicon-
ductor fundamentals; nonsinusoidal cir-

cuitry; timer-indicator 159mponents;
microwave transmitters, receivers, and
modulators; transmitter-receiver per-
formance measurements; interrogator and
radar set operation; and air traffic control
radar beacon systeins operation and field
exercises.

Credit Recommendation: Version V: In
the vocational certificate category, 3
semester hours in basic electronics and
troubleshooting for students who have
completed 33 weeks of the course (see
note ( ) above) (4/77); in the lower-divi-
sion baccalaureate/associate degree catego-
ry2 semester-hours-in-microwave-systems
for students who have completed either 23
or 33 weeks of the course (see note (1)
above) (4/77). Version 2: In the vocational
certificate category, 6 semester hours in
microwave electronics for students
completing 27 weeks of the course or 6
semester hours in microwave electronics
and 4 in electronics and troubleshooting
for,students completing 33 weeks of the
course (see note (2) above) (6/75); in the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in
microwave electronics for students
completing 27 weeks of the course or 3

/ semester hours in microwave electronics
/and 2 in electronics and' troubleshooting,
for students completing 33 weeks (see note
(2) above) (6/75). Version 3: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 12 semester
hours in electricity or electronics (3/74); in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 4 semester hours in elec-
tricity or electronics, and credit in electri-
cal laboratory on the basis of institutional
evaluation (3/74); in the .upper- division
baccalaureate category, 4 semester hours in
electricity or electronics, and credit in elec-
trical laboratory on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation (3/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 0913; 26D;
26W.

AR-1715-0201
CORPORAL HANDLING EQUIPMENT

MAINTENANCE.

Course Number: 6-H-F8.
Location: Artillery and Missile. School,

Ft. Sill, OK.
Length: 4 weeks ( 140-168 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/57-12/68.
Objectives: To train officers and enlisted

personnel to operate and maintain Cor-
porlil missile handling equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-'
cises in basic electricity, including AC and
DC motors, transformers, magnetism, and
rectifiers; maintenance and troubleshooting
of Erector M2 and its components; and
operation and maintenance of Corporal
servicing equipnient.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 2 semester fiches
in electrical itaboratory (4/74); in the
lower division baccalaureate/associate
deiree.eategory, I semester hour in electri-
cal laboratory (4/74).

Ak-1715-0202
TELETYPEWRITER SET AN/FGC-140

MAINTENANCE.

Course Number: -1 60-F 19.-
Location: Signal SiThool, Ft. Gordon, GA
Length: 4 weeks ( ISO hours).
Exhibit Dates: I/76---Present

. Army 1-155
Objectives: To provide students with the

knowledge to perform general support
maintenance on a specific teletype set.

Instruction: Instruction in the general
operation and repair of the AN/FGC-140
teletypewriter, 'including installation and
replacement of subsystems, with minor
emphasis on troubleshooting techniques.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, I semester hour
in general maintenance procedures (4/77).

AR-1715-0203
I. AIRBORNE SURVEILLANCE. RADAR

REPAIR
2. AIRBORNE SURVEILLANCE. RADAR

REPAIR
3. AIRBORNE RADAR REPAIR.(AN/APS-

94)
Course Number: 104- 26M20.
Location: Version /: Intelligence School,

Ft, Huachuca, AZ. Version 2: Combat Sur-
veillance and Electronic Warfare School,
Ft..Huachuca, AZ. Version 3: Signal School
(Phase 1) /Combat Surveillance School
(Phase II), Ft. Monmouth, NJ (Phase 1) /Ft.
Huachuca, AZ (Phase II).

Length: Version 1: 21 weeks (676
hours). Version 2: 30 weeks (1051-1055
hours). Version 3: 34 weeks (1263 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 6/74-Present.
Version 2: 9/69 - 5/74.' Version 3: 12/66-8/
69.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
inspect, test, and maintain airborne radar
systems.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
laboratories in basic electricity; basic elec-
tronics; special circuitry, including non-
linear wave shaping; airborne surveillance
radar; radar transmitting sets; 'radar data
receiving sets; and data transfer system
alignment. Version 1: Instruction
emphasizes troubleshooting and main-
tenance of power supplies, signal compara-
tors, signal monitors, transmitters,
receivers, encoders and decoders for a spe-
cialized radar system.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the Vocational certificate category, 6..
semester hours in electrical laboratory (6/
75); in the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 2 semester hours
in electrical laboratory (6/75). Version 2:
In the vocational certificate category, ,8
semester hours in electricity or electronics
(4/74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 4 w>mester hours
in electricity or electrodics (4/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 3
semester hours in electricity or electronics,
and credit in electrical laboratory on the
basis of institutional evaluation (12/68).
Version 34 In the vocational certificate
category, 8 semester hours in electricity or
electronics (4/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 4
semester hours in electricity or electronics
(4/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 6 semester hours in elearicity or
electronics, and credit in electrical labora-
tory on the basis of institutional evaluation
(12/68).

Related Occupation Codes: 26M.

AR-1715-0204
NUCLEAR_W EAPONS MAINTENANCE

Course Number: 645-55G20.
Location: Missile and Munitions School,

Redstone Arsenal, AL.



1-156 COURSE EXHIBITS
Length: 9-12 weeks (299 -406 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/72-Present.
Objectives:To train enlisted personnel to

assemble, disassemble, maintain, test, and
inspect nuclear weapons and to cope with
nuclear emergencysituations.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the assembly, disassembly, main-
tenance. testing, and repair of nuclear
weapons and techniques with
nuclear emergency situat ns, including
nuclear fundamentals. minciples and com-
ponents of nuclear weapons, electrical
systems, electrical test equipment, tare and
handling of nuclear weapons, common
shop operations, various examining
procedures, emergency team operations, ef-
fects of nuclear weapons. and emergency
destruction.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature'of
the course (4/74).

^ Related OccupaiionCodeS: 55G.

AR-1715-0205

CH-54 AUTOMATIC FLIGHT CONTROL
EQUIPMENT REPAIR

Course Number: 102-F5.
Location: Southeastern Signal'School, Ft.

Gordon. GA. -
Length: 3 weeks (106 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/67- Present.
Objectives: To train avionic flight contml

equipment repairmen to perform direct anik
general support maintenance on CH-54 au-':
tomatic flight control equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in automatic flight control familiariza-
tion, block-diagram analysis, power dis-
tribution and time sequencing, servo Coop'
analysis, pitch channel circuit analysis roll
channel analysis; and altitude and yaw
channel analysis; supervisory panel
familiarization and block-diagram analysis;
and troubleshooting and maintenance
procedures.!.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
the course (4/74).

'Related Occupation Codes: 35N; 35P.

NAR-1715-0206

DEFENSE. AGAINST SOUND EQUIPMENT

Course Slumber: 3C-Fl; 244 -Fl .
Location: Version : Missile and Muni-

tions School, Redstone Arsenal, AL; Intel-
ligence School, Ft. Holabird, MD. Version
2: Ordnance Guided Missile School, Ft.
.Holabird, MD; Intelligence School. Ft.
Holabird, MD.

Length: Version I : 19 weeks (691
hours). Version 2: 17 weeks (605 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version I: I2167-Present.
Version 2: 6/67-1 I /67.

Objectives: To provide intelligence spe-
cialists with advanced training in special,'
ized electronic equipment and the
techniques used in the detection and loca-
tion of listening devices, and to provia.
them with training in basic electricity: elec-
tronics. solid-state devices, and transistor
circuits.

Instruction: All Versioni: Lectures and
practical exercises in AC' and DC circuits.
resistor combinations, transfortner and cou
pled circuits, power supplies, regulators, se-
ries and parallel resonance. RC/RL circuits,
and use of oscilloscopes, muiiineters, spec-
trum analyzers, and signal gelYerators. Ver-

1'

sion I Includes iransistof amplifiers, trans-
mitters, modulators, and receivers; AM and
FM detectors and oscillator. circuits; trans-
mission lines; and microwave and wave-
guide techniques. Version 2: 15cludes use
and application of miniature transmitters
and miniature receiver* signal analysis
techniques. .Credit Reconuendatinn: in the voca-
tional certificate category, 8 semester hours
in electricity or electronics (4/74)'; in the
lower division r bacctilaureate/associate
degree category. 3 semester hours in elec-
tricity or electronics (12/68); in `the upper-
division baccafaureate category, 3 semester,
hours In electricity or electronics for non-
electrical-engineering majors, end- credit in
electrical laboratory on the basis of institu-

. tional,evaluation (4/74),

AR-1715-0208

1 DIGITAL CONYERTINO RAMMING
GROUP MATTE (AN(TCA-4)

(DIGITAL ,CONVER G..! PROGRAMMING
GROUP (ANIT

° , ToUrse Number: 102-
Location: Security Ag y School/Ft.

Devens. MA.
Length: 8 weekS (149-288 hours).
'Exhibit Dates: 8/69-Present.
,Objectives: To traint intereept system

'3elSairmen to maintain and repair the AN/
CA-4 digital converting programming

group. -r ,
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the maintenance and repair.of the
AN/TCA-4 digital converting programming
group. includi4,I..basic signal analysis,
system operation, circuit cards;
synchronizer, demultiplexing logic: translat-
ing logic, power supplies, programming,
and troubleshooting and testing procedures.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(9/17).

Related OccUpation Codes: 33f; 33Z..

AR-1715-0209
I. NIKE eCQUISMO ADAR AND

COMPUTER RE AIR
2. NIKE ACQUIS N RADAR AND

COMPUTER EPAIR
(NIKE ACQUISITION RADAR AND

COMPUTER SYSTEMS REPAIR)
(SAM ACQUISITION RADAR AND

COMPUTER SYSTEMS REPAIR)

ourse Number: All Versions: 9-S-252.I.
rsion 2: 9-R-252;1 9-E-63.
Location: Ordnance Guided Missile

school, .Redstone Arisenal, AL.
.' Length: Version I : 34 weeks (1257
hours). Version.2: 17-24 weeks (6132 -924
hours).,

Exhibit Dates: Version I . 2/63-12/68.
Version 2: 12/55- I /63.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
operate and maintain missile acquisition
radar' and computer systems.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in the descriptio;I,
operation, organization, maintenance, and
repair of Nike missile acquisition radar and
computer systems. Version I: Instruction
includes electrical and electronic funcla.,
menials and basic' circuit analysis and
,troubleshooting techniques.

Credit Recommendation: -Version I: In
the vocational certificate category. 4
se ester hours in electricity or electronics,

2

6 in electrical laboratory (4/74); in the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 4 semester hours in elec-
tricity or electronics (12/68); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 4 semester
hours in electricity or electronics and
credit in electrical laboratory on the basis
of institutional evaluation (4/74). Version
2: Inthe vocational certificate category, 6
semester hours in electrical laboratory (4/
74); in, the"lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 6 semester hours
in electrical laboratory on the basis of in-
stitutional evaluation (4/74); in the upper-
diyision baccalaureate cate_go_ credit in
electrical laboratory on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation (4/74).

,
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AR-1715-0 0

IMPROVED IKE HERCULES HIGH POWER
ACQUISITION RADAR MAINTENANCE.

Course Number: 4 B-F I 4; I21 -F14.
Location: Air Defense School, Ft. Bliss,

.TX.
Length: Version 1: 7 weeks (282 hours).

Version 2: 5 weeks (186-188 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version I: 2/70-Present.

Version 2: 10/65-1/70.
- Objectives: To train warrant officers,
commissioned officers, and enlisted person-
nel to operate and maintain the improved
Nike Hercules acquisition radar:

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in improved Nike Hercules
power acquisition radar system operation
and maintenance, including acquisition,
transmitting, stagger, receiving, and MTI
systems organization,,description, capabili-
ties, characteristics, block-diagram analysis,
and safety precautions.

Credit "Recommendatiber Version 1: In
the vocational certificate category, 4
semester hours in electrical laboratory (4/
74); in, the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 4 semester hours
in electrical laboratory, and additional
credit in electrical laboratory on the basis
of institutional evaluation (4/74). Version
2: In the vocational certificate category, 3
semester hours in electrical laboratory (4/
74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category. 3 semester hours
in electrical labdratory, and additional
credit in electrical laboratory on the basis
of institutional evaluation (4/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 240; 24P;
222B; 251B.

'AR-1715-0211
I. HAWK FIRE CONTROL MAINTENANCE
2. HAWK FIRE CONTROL MAINTENANCE.

(HAWK PULSE ACQUISITION RADAR' AND
BATTERY CONTROL CENTRAL
NIAINTENANCE)

3. HAWK PULSE ACQUISITION RADAR AND3
BATTERY CONTROL CENTRAL

. MAINTENANCE
4.: HAWK PULSE ACQUISITION RADAR AND

BATTERY CONTROL CENTER
'MAINTENANCE

Course Number: Version I: 121-24F20.
Version 2: 121-24F20i. 121-23P20; 121-
228;l -44-R-228.V. Version 3: 44-R-228.I.
Version 4: 44-R-228;1 44-N-F15.

Location: Air Defense School, Ftf. Bliss,
TX.

Lengtty: Version I: 18 weeks -(657-671
hours). ! Version 2: , 34-35 weeks
(1114-1/18 hours). Version 3: 29 weeks

t



(187 hours).. Version 4: 12-33 weeks
( 141-1251 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version I: 10/70-Present.
Version 2: 3/62-9/70. Version 6/00-2/62:
Version 4;-7/58-5/60.

Objectives: To train enlisted perionnel to
install, test, adjwit, and maintain Hawk mis-
sile system pulse acquisition radar and bat-
tery control central systemi.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises iti basic electricity and 'electronics,
Hawk pulse acquisition systems and
missile battery fire control etents theory
of operation, fault diagnosis and repair.,

. using standard and special test equipment:,
block-diagram 'analysis and signal tracing,.

maintenance and adjustment
edures.

. Credit Recommendation: 'Version I: In
the vocational certificate category.
semester hours in electronics (6/75); in the

'lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, .credit in electricil labora-
tory on the basis of institutional evaluation
(6/75); in the upper-divisiOn baccalaureate
'Category, credit in electricarlabocatory on
the basis of institutional evaluation (6/75).
Version 2: In the vocational certificate
category. 3 semester hours in electricity or
electronics and 2 in electrical laboratory
(4/74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 3 semester hours
in electricity or electrOnics (12/68) and 2
in electrical laboratory on the basis of in-
stitutional evaluation (4/74); in the upper-
division baccalau category, 2 semester
hours in elect y r electronics and
credit in electric tory on the basis

institutional e luatio ,(4/74). Version
In the vocation- I cern cafe category, 2

ster hours in electric y or electronics
2 in electrical laboratory (4/74); in the

er-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours infelec-
tricity or electronics (12/68) and 2 in elec-

zical laboratory on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation (4/14); in the .upper-dimi-
sion baccalaureate category; .2 semesues
hOurs in "eieciricity br electronics . and
credit in. electrical laboratory on the basis
of institutional ,evaluationt( 4/74 ). Version
4: ;n.the vocational certificate category.; 2
serneiter, hours in electricity or electronics
ands2 in electrical laboratoti, (4/74); in the
flower- division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in elec-

., tricity or electronics. (12/68) and 2 in elec-
rical laboratory on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation. (4/74); in the upper-tivi-
sion baccalaureate category. '2 Semester
hburs electricity or electronics and

. credit in electrical.laboratory on the basis
of institutional evaluation 0/76).

Related Occupation CotiEs: 24F.

°

Alk-1715-0212
e.

hAIRBVRNE SENSOR SpEcLIST SKiLL
DEVELOPMENT BASE

Cour'lle Number:,221-17L20-f.
Lociadon: Combat Surveillance School,

Ft: ,Huac huca, AZ.
Length: 16 weeks (570 hours).
Exhibit Dates:. 7/69-Present. .

Objectives: To train airborne sensor, spe-
cialists to perform or supervise the main-
tenance of airborne sensor systerns,

a Instruction:.Lectures and pricticalRxer-
, cises in the aeration and maintenance of

airborne sensor systems, including Doppler
.navigation, airborne photographic'
lance, radar 'reconnaissance, ,infrai , sur-
veillance systems. ...

t

f

Credit Recommendation: Nb credit
because of the military nature of the coutse
(4/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 171-. .

AR-1715-0213
M33 FIRE CONTROL SYSTEM

MAINTENANc*
2. M33, SCR-584 F1 CONTROL SYSTEM

MAINTENANCE
(ARTILLERY FIRE. CO OL SYSTEM

MAINTENANCE, M33)
Course Numbei: Version I: 44-N-2I3.3.

Version 2: 44-0t.28.
Location: All Versions: Air Defense

School. Ft. Bliss, TX. Version 2: Antiair-
craft Artillery aria Guided Missile School;

BliSSX. A

Length: Version I: 27 Weeks (1058
hours). Version 2: 34,39 weeks
(1292-1476 hours).

Exhibit Dates:- .Version 1:'.3/58-12/68.
VOrsioo 2: 2/55-7/58.

Objecidifes: To train warrant officers and
enlisted peniOnnel to. employ, adjust, and
maintain the M33 'antiaikraft fire control
system and associated equipment,_ 1

1° Instlioction: All 14rsions: Lectures and
practical exercises in M33 antiaircraft fire
control sgstem employment, adjustment,'
and maintenance, including vacuum tube
fundamentals; Ohm's law'- applied to AC
and DC circuits; AC and DC motors con-
struction and opeitation; loacHine analysis
RC. coupled, 'cathode follower, RF, and
power amplifieri operation; oscillators; su-
perheterodyne receiver, operation and
alignment; wave-shaping circuits, klystrons,
ma netrons, and , transmission lines ZjAnd
hi :frequency measurement', techniques;
an adjustment, maitifenance," and repair:
Procedurei. Version 2: Instruction includes
mathematics review throati right triangles
and vectors, with emphasis on the opera-
thin, troubleshooting, maintenance, and

,repair of equipment. ..

Credit Recommendation: Version °3 :alit
-the vocational certificate cdtegdry, 8
semester hours in electricity of electronics
(4/74); in the lower-division b a reuate/la
'associate degree category; 3 se ur hours
in electricity or electronics (12/6 1; in rthe
upper-division baccalaureate .category, 3
semester houFS in Ilectricity 'or electronics
for non-engineering map*? (11/74y. Version
2: In the vocational' cfttiffcalecategory,e10
semester hours -in electricitpthlecttonici
(4/74); in the bower-dIttision baccalaureate/
associate degree category. 4 semester hours
in electricity or electronics (12/68): in the -
uppei-diA,Cision baccalaureate category,. 3
semester hburs in electricity or electronics
for non-engineering majors (4/74),
a \

AR-1715-0214:
,

1. AAA INTEGRATED FIRE CONTROL
MAINTENANCE

AAA INTEGRATED FIRE CONTROL
. -MAINTENANCE OFFICER.

- I I
Co

I, Version 2: 44-0-7.
Namber: Version 'I: 44-B-1120;

44-B
Locatittm. Version /:Air Defetise'Schbol,

Ft. d3liss, TX. Version Antiaircraft Artil-
lery: and Guided Missile School, Ft. Bliss,T. . .-

ngtli: ,Version */: 30 weeks 165
hours). Ilfersibn 2' 3 I r1,4 weeks
(11-0-1295 hours). -

Exhibit Dates: Version : 6158-12/6.8.
Version 2: 7/55 -5/5g. -

Army 1-157
Objectives: To train officers and warrant

officers in the function, technical opera-
tion, characteristics, employment, main-
tenance, and inspection of antiaircraft fire
control systems..

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in basic AC and DCcir-
cuits, .RL/RCL circuits and transformers,
waveforms, and series/parallel elements;
utilization of amplifiers, vacuum tubes, irk`r
venters, Colpitts/Hartley oscillators, oscil-
loscopes, multimeters, and signal, genera-
tors; andotroubleshooting, inspection, and
repair pr6cedtres for radars and compu-
ters. Version 2: Emphasizes radar elec-
tronics, including bootstrap circuits. Mag-
netrons, transmission limos, Geld coneepts,.
and AC/DC motor drive characteristics.

Credit Recommendation: Version I: In
the vocational certificate category, 8
semester hours in electricity and elec-
tronics (4/74); in the lower-division bac-
calaureate/associate ,degrie category, '3
semester hours in electricity and elec-
tronics ((2/68); in theibppei-division bac-
calaureate category, 3 semester hours in
electricity and electronics for non- electri-
cal- engineering majors, and credit in elec-
trical labofatory on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation (4/741). Version 2: In the
vocational certificate category, 8 semester

4 hours in electricity or electronics (4/74); in
the lower-division baccalaureate /associate
degree categoryf 4 *jester hours in elec-;
tripity or electronics (12/68); in. the upper:
division baccalaureate category, .4 semester
hoursin electricity or electronics for
electrical-engineering Majors, and credM'
electrical laboratory on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation (4/74).

AR-174;215
I. M-38 FIRE CONTROL SYSTEM

MAINTENANCE,
2. M-38 FIRE Cowniot.ISYS-rEst

'MAINTENANCE .
(ARTILLERY FIRE CONTROL SYSTEM

MAINTENANCE, T-38)

Course Number.. Version I : 44-N-214.4.
Ver'sion 2: 44-0E-29.

Location: Version I: Air Defense School,
Ft. Bliss, TX. Version 2: Antiaircraft Artil-
lery and Guided Missile. School, Ft. Bliss,
TX; Antiaircraft and Guided Missile
School,. Ft, Bliss, TX.

Length: Version I: 24 weeks (922,
hours). Version 2:-. 30-31 weeks
(1126-1238 hours).

Exhibit bates: Version I: 6/58- 12/68.
Version 2: 2/55 -5/58.

Objectives: To train warrant officer and
enlisted personnel to operate, adjust, and

.4naintain the M-38 artillery fire control
"system and associated radar equipment.

Instruction:, All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in AC and DC circuits;
Motor and geierator operation; circuits, in-
cluding phase shift networks, super-
beterndyne receivers, oscillators, squaring
circuits. H.V. power supplies, and strobing
and timing circuits; use' of oscilfoictipes,
signal generators, multiineters,,,and audio
oscillators and system troubleshooting and
repair. Ver:sion lAstrUction 4 includes
mathematics review. Vdsion 3: Instruction
includeS,mathematics review::"

Credit Recommendation: Version I: In
the vocational certificate category 5
.semester hours in electricity or electronics
(4/74);:in the lower-division baccalaureate/,
associate degree category, 3 semester hours

. ,
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in electricity or electronics (12/68); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 3
semester hours in electricity or electronics

/for non-engineering majors, and credit in
electrical laboratory on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation (4/74). Version 2: In the
vocational certificate category, 7 semester
hours in electricity or electronics (4/74); in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 4 semester hours in elec-
tricity or electronics (12/68); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 4 semester
hours in.electricity or electronics for min-
engineering majors, and credit in electrical
laborlitory ' on the basis of institutional
evaluation (4/74).

AIR-1715-0216
I. NIKE. As;kx FIRE. CONTROL SYSTEM

MAINTENANCE
2. SAM FIRE. CONTROL SYSTEM

MAINTF.NANCE, NIKE AJAX

Course Number!' All Versions: 44-N-
227.2; 44-N1-1178. Version 1: 44-N-1 178A:

Location: Air Defense School, Ft. Bliss,
TX.'

Length: Version 1: 37-38 weeks
(1436-1477 hours). Version 2: 42 weeks
(1632 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version I: .6/58-12168.
Ver'vion 2: 6/57-5/58.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
operate and maintain the Nike Ajax fire
control system and associated 1FF
ment.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical experience in radio principles; AC
and DC circuits; vacuum tubes; amplifiers,
oscillators, and CWANIDAM transmitters;
DC power supplies, regulators,' and dis-
tribution; radar circuits, including detec-
tcirs, receivers, nonsinuseidal generators,
and shock-excited oscillators; 1FF system
introduction; acquisition and targetArack
radar functional operation; Nike Ajax corn-
.puter functions; and system check-out and
adjustment procedures. Version 2: Instruc-
tion includes review of algebra fundament
talc arta right-triangle splutions.

Credit Recommendation: Version V: In
the vocational certificate category,: 4
semester hours in electricitY or electrciOicS
(4/74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 3 semester hours
in. electricity or electronics ,( 12/68). Ver-
sion 2: In the vocational certifiChte catego-
ry, .4 semester hours in electricity of elec-
tronics (4/74); in the lower - division bac-
calaureate /associate degree category, -6
semester hours in electricity or electronics
( 12/684.

Related Occupation, Codes: 222B; 251 B.

AR-1715-0217

I SKYSWEEPER GUN SECTION FIRE
CONTROL MAINTENANCE.

(r38 GUN SECTION FT111:.COVOIOL
MAINTENANCE)

2. GUN SF.CTION FIRE: CONTROL
MAINTENANCE., T38.

Course Number: Version /: 44-R-214-3.
All Versions: 44-E-36. -

Location: Version I: Air Defense School,
Ft. Bliss, TX; Antiaircraft and Guided Mk
sile School, Ft. Bliss, TX. Ver.sion An-
tiaircraft and Guided Missile School, Ft.
Bliss, TX. -
. Length: Version 'I: 15 weeks (568-572

hours). Version 2: 18 weeks 721) hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 4/56-12/68.
Version 2: 2/55-3/56.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
operate, employ, adjust, and troubleshoot
artillery fire control systems.

Instruction: Version 1: Lectures and.
practical exercises in system operation

- (block-diagram level), including receivers,
range servos, reference generators, com-
puter, power controls-, and field adjustment
techniques. Version 2: Lectures and practi-
cal exercises, in basic AC and DC circuits,`
vacuum. tube characteristics, operation of
synchroscopes, and voltmeters; explanation
of system components; and troubleshoelting
procedures. -

Credit Recommendation: Version I: In
the vocational certificate category, credit in
electronics and electrical laboratory on the
basis of institutional evaluation (4/74); in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, credit in electronics and
electrical laboratory on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation (4/74); in the upper-divi:
sion baccalaureate category, credit in elec-
tronics and electrical laboratory on the
basis of institutional evaluation (4/74). Ver-
sion 2: In the vocational certificate catego-
ry, .1 semester hour in electronics and elec
trical lata3ratory (4/74); in the lower-divi-
sion baccalaureate/associate degree catego-
ry, credit in electronics and electrical
laboratory \on . the basis of institutional '

evaluation 4/74 );-. in the upper-division ,

baccalaureate category, credit in elec-
tronics and electrical laboratory on the
basis of institutional evaluation (4/74).

. AR4715-0218
FIELD ART1LLER'( DATA COMPUTER

(FADAC) MAINTENANCE
40 Course Number: 6,13-F29,

Location: Artillery and Missile School,
Ft. Sill, OK.

Length: 2 weeks (80 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/63-12/68.
Objectives: T?, train communications of-

ficers and .enlisted personnel qualified as
artillery communications specialists to
maintain the field artillery data computer
and ancillary equipmbnt.

Initruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the maintenance of field artillery
data computers and ancillary equipment,
inclUding computer operation, number
systems, programming and memory, com-
ponent replacement, power control circuits;
signal data reproducer, logic test set, and
troubleshooting of equipment.

Credit .Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, credit in elec-
tronics, digital logic, or cratnputer science
on the basis of institutional evaluation (4/
74).

AR-1715-0219

I. TACTICAL MICROWAVE SYSTEMS
OPERKFION-AND--MAINTENANeE---

2. TACTICAL MICROWAVE SYSTEMS
OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE

3. TACTICAL MICR6WAvE. SYSTEMS is
OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE

1.y

4. BASIC MICROWAVE RADIO EQUIPMENT
REPAIR

'5. BASIC MICROWAVE. ADIO EQUIPMENT .0

REPAIR

'Cpurse Number: Version 1: 101-26L10.
Version 2: 101-26L10. Version 3: 101- '
26110. Version 4: 101-281.0. Vorslon 5:
11-R-281.0.

Location: Version 1: Signal School, Ft.
Gordon, GA. Version.2 : Signal School, Ft.
Gordon, GA. Version 3 : Signal School, Ft.
Monmouth, NJ. Version 4 : Signal School,
F . Monmouth; NJ. Version 5 : Signal
chool, Ft. Monmouth, NJ.
Length: Version 1: 11-15 weeks

(395-542 hours). Version I I -15 weeks
(392-539 hours). VersiOn 3: ,I5 . weeks
(526-554 hours). Version 4: 19 weeks (706
hours). Version 5: 15 weeks (548 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: I /77- Present.
Version 2: 11/74-12/76. Version . 3: 9/
68-10/74. Version 4: 2/66 -8/68. Version 5:
3/63-1/66.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
operate, adjust, install, and repair
microwave radio equipment.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in electrical anti tlec-
tronics fundamentals; circuit applications in
radio, especially microwave; servicing
procedures of radiosf'sets. and use of as-
sociated test equip dent. Vqaki.r.t /: Note
( I ): Students who have compreted Modules
201, 202, and 203 of Common Basic Elec-
tronics Training (COBET) at Ft. Jackson.
SC will complete only Phase II ( I I weeks)
of this course. See. AR-1715-0389 for
'credit for COBET. Students who have not
attended COBET- will complete both
Phases I and II (15 weeks) of this course.
Version 2: Note (2): Students who have
completed Mbdules I, 2,.and 3 of Common..
Basic Electronics Training ( COBET) at Ft(
Jackson, SC, will complete onlY Phase II
(11 weeks) of this course. See AR -1715-
0389 fOr credit for COBET. Students who
do not attend COBET will, complete bo
Phases I and II (15 weekS) of this cou
Version 4: Includes a much more thorough
coverage of electrical and electronic funda-
mentals, With added sections in complex
wave circuitry and solid-state devices.

Credit RecoMmendation: Version I: In
the vocational certificate category, 2
semester hours in basic electronics for stu-
dents who complete II weeks of the course
or 5 semester hours in basic electronics
and troubleshooting for students who
complete 15 weeks of the course (see note
(-I ) above) (4/77). Version 2: 'In the voca-
tional certificate category, 3 semester hours
in basic electricity and electronics and 2 in
electronics laboratory for those students
completing 15 weeks; or 2 semester hours
in electronics laboratory for those students
completing II weeks (see note (2) above)
(5/75); in the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, I semester hour.
in electricity or electronics for those stu-
dents completing 15 weeks; no credit for
those students completing II weeks (see
note (2) above) (5/75). Version 3: In the
vocational certificate category, 8 semester
hours in electricity or electronics (4/74); in
the lower-division baccalaureate /associate'{
degree category, 2 semester hours in elec'
tricity or 'lectronics (12/68); in the upper- s*

division baCcalaureate category, 2 semester
hottrs7in-electricity or electronics (4/74).
Version 4: In the vocational certificate
category, 16 seam ter hours in electricity
or electronics (4174); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree categoq, 4
semester hours i0 electricity or electrdnics
(12/68); in the upper-division baccalau-
reate category, 2 semester hOurs in elec-
tricity qr electronics (41/74). Version 5: In
the -vocational certificate category, 8.
semester hours in electricity or electronics
(4/74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/ c,

asSvciate degree category, 2 semester hours



in electricity or electronics' ( 12/68); in the
upper - division baccalaureate category. 2
semester hours in electricity or electronics
(4/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 09B; 26L.

AR -1715 -0220

BASIC RADAR REPAIR

Course Number: I I-R-282.0;
Location: Signal School, Ft. Monmouth,

NJ. a

Length: 19 weeks (698 hours).
Exhibit, Dates: 9/63- 1 2/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

operate and maintain radar equipment.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the operation and maintenance .of
radar equipment, including detailed circuit
analysis of DC and AC circuits, transfor-
mers. semiconductors, vacuum tubes, elec-
tronic circuits, radio circuits, power sup-
plies, radar circuits, nonsinusoidal circuits,
special circuits, radar systems and specific
radar sets; and troubleshooting and repair
procedures.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 16 semester
hours in electricity or electronics (4/74); in
the lower-division baccalauretate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in elec-

., tricity or electronics (12/68); in the upper-
' division baccalaureate category, 3 semester

hours in electricity or electronics, and addi-
tional credit in electrical laboratory on the
basis of institutional evaluation (4/74).

AR-1715-0221

1. .OVERSEAS AUTOMATIC SWITCHING
CENTER ('ASC) TECHNICAL
CONTROLLER

2. AUTOMATIC DIGITAL MESSAGE.
SWITCHING CENTER ( ADMSC)
TECHNICAL CONTROLLER

3. AUTOMATIC DIGITAL_ M ESSAGE
SWITCHING CENTER ( ADMSC)
TECHNICAL CONTROLLER

4. AUTOMATIC DIGITAL MESSAGE
SWITCHING CENTER (ADMSC)
TECHNICAL. CONTROLLER

Course Number: 622-F8.
Location: Signal School, Ft. Gordon, GA;

Signal School, Ft. Monmouth, NJ.
Length: Version 1 5, weeks t67 -173

hours). Version 2: 6 weeks (222 hours).
Version 3: 8 weeks (282 hours). Version 4:
6 weeks (206 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 5/73-Present.
Version 2: 6/71-4/73. Version 3: 2/69-5/71.
Version 4: 4/68-1/69.

Objectives: To train fixed-station techni-
cal controllers . to test and .mainiain the
continuity and .quality of the operational
circuits of autornallic digital message
switching centers.

Instruction: All Versions Lectures and.
practical exercises in the operation of, and weeks of this course (8/77); in the lower-

_signal_tracing_..through,_automatic_digit.aL_Aivision-baccalaureate/associate degree
message switching center equipment and 'eategory, 1 semester hour in electronics

laboratory. for students who complete 35

strumentation on the, basis of institutional
evaluation (4/74). Version 2: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 2 semester hours
in electronics or instrumentation (4/74); in
the lower-division baccalaureate /associate
degree category, credit in electronics or in-
strumentation on the basis of institutional
evaluation (4/74). Version 3: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 2 semester hours
in electronics or instrumentation (4/74); in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, credit in electronics or in-
strumentation on the basis of institutional
evaluation (4/74). Version 4: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 2 semester hours
in electronics or instrumentation (4/74); in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category% credit in electronics or in-
strumentation on -the basis of institutional
evaluation (4/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 32D.

AR -1715 -0222

IMPROVED HAWK PULSE RADAR REPAIR

Course Number: 104- 24J20.
(Location: Missile and ,Munitions School,

Redstone Arsenal, AL.
Length: Version 1: 29-35 weeks,

(983-1196 hours). Version 2: 33-37 weeks
weeks (1115-1257 hours). Version 3: 41' .

weeks (1446 hours).
°Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 2/77-eresen T.

Version 2: 5/74-1/77. Version 3: 4/72-4/74.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

inspect, test, repair, and maintain Hawk
pulse radar systems, ground equipment test
sets;and support maintenance equipment.

Instruction: AII Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in fundamentals of AC
and DC circuits, transistors, vacuum tubes, .
electronic circuits, power supplies, and
communications cis its and systems; and
detailed theory of oration of acquisition
radar, range radar; and associated test
equipment: Version 1: Note: Students who
have completed Modules I, 2, 3, and 4 of
Common Basic Electronics Training
(COBET) at Ft. Jackson, SC will complete
only Phase II (29 weeks) of this course.
See AR -1715 -0389 for credit recomm.enda-
tion for COBET. Students who have not at-
tended COBET will complete both Phases I
an II (35 weeks) of this course. Version 2:
Note: Students who have completed
Modules 1,, 2, and 3 of Common Basic
Electronics Training (COBET) at Ft.
Jackson, SC will complete only Phase II
(33 weeks) of this course. See AR -1715-
0389 for credit for COBET. Students who
do 'not attend COBET will complete both
Phases I and .11 (37.weeki) of this course...

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the vocational certificate 'category. 18
semester hours in basic electronics for stu- .

dents who complete 29 weeks of this
course or 24 semester hours in basic elec-
tronics for students who complete 35
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tricity or electronics for those students
completing 37 weeks; no credit. for those
students completing 33 weeks (see note
above) (3/75). Version 3: In the 'vocational
certificate category, 24 semester hours in
electricity. and electronics (4/74); in the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 12 semester hours in.elec-
tricity and electronics (4/74); in the upper-
division bacCalaureate category, '6 semester
hours in electricity and electronics (4/74).,

Related Occupation Codes: 24J.

AR -1715 -0223

IMPROVED HAWK CONTINUOUS WAVE (CW)
RADAR REPAIR

Course N umb6: 104-241(20.
Location: Missile and Munitions School,

Redstone Arsenal, AL..
Length: Version 1: .3006 weeks

( 953-1164 hours). Version 2: 34-38 weeks
(1174-1316 hours). Version 3: 43 weeks
(1531 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1. I/77-Present.
Version 2: 3/74-12/76. Version 3: 4/72-2/

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
operate and maintain Hawk continuous
wave radar systems.

Instruction: AII Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in fundamentals of DC
and AC circuits, transistors, vacuum tubes,
electronic circuits, power supplies, commu-
nications:circuits and systems, and digital
computer circuits; and detailed theory of
operation of Hawk laurAlbers, illuminator
radar, acquisition radar, and associated test
'equipment. Version 1: Note: Students who
have completed Modules 1, 2, 3, and 4 of
Common Basic Electronics Training
(COBET) at Ft. Jackson, SC will complete
only Phase II (30 weeks) of the course. See
AR-1715-0389 for credit' recommendation
for COBET. Students who have not at-
tended COBET will complete both Phases I
and II (36. weeks) orthe course. Version 2:
Nqte:,, Students who have completed
M4dules 1; 2, and 3 of Common. Basic
Electronic*, Training (COBET) at Ft.
Jackson, SC; will complete only Phase II
(34 weeks) of this course. See AR-1715-
0389 for credit for COBET. Students who
do not attend COBET will complete both
Phases I and II (38 weeks) of this course.

Credit ReCommendatlop: Version dir In
the vocational certificate category, 15
semester hours in...basic electronics and 3 in
computer 'fundamentals fpr students who
complete 30 weeks of the cptitse.,or
semester hours in basic electronics'-and 3. in

isFomputer fundamentals for students.
7Fcompleting 36 weeks of the coarse (8/77);

in the lower-division baccida*eate/as-
sociate degree category, 1 ser4ster'bous in
electronics laboratory for studgnts complet-
ing 36.weeks of the course (8/77). Version
2: In the vocational certificate category, 21..
semester hours in basic electricity, elec. '
tronics, and troubleshooting for those' stu-
dents completing 38-weeks; or 22 semester-.
hours in basic electronics and troubleshoot-
ing for those-students completing 34 weeks
(see note above) (3/75); in thelower-divi-
sion baccalaureate/associate degree catego-
ry, I semester hour in electricity or elec-
tronics and 1 in basic 'computer subsystems
for those students completing 38 weeks; or
1 semester hour in basic computer
subsystems for those students completing
34 weeks (see note above) (3/75). Version
3: hi the vocational certificate category, 24

technical control equipment, operation of
consoles, and use of lest equipment. Ver-

o, sion 2: Extensive ON of test equipment.
Version 3: Extensivease of test equipment.
Vertion 4: Extensive use taf test equipment.

Credit Recommendation: Versiqn I: In
the vocational certificate category. credit in
electronics or instrumentation on the basis
of institutional evaluation (4/74); in the
lower-division baccalaureate/a,ssociate
degree category, credit'in electronics or in-

,

weeks of the course (se?' note above) (8/
77). Version 2: Intthe vocational certificate
category, 25 semester hours in basic elec-
tricity, electronics, and troubleshooting for
those students completing 37 weeks; or 22
semester hours in basic electronics and
troubleshooting for those students complet-
ing 33 weeks (see note aboke) (3/75.); in
the lower-division. baccalaureate/associate
degree category. 1 semester hour in elec
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semester hours in electricity and elec-
tronics (4/74); in the lower-divisiOn bac-
calaureate/associate degree category, 12
semester hours in electricity and elec-
trcinics (4/74); in the upper-division bac-
calaureate category. 6 semester hours in
electricity and electronics (4/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 24K.
.

AR-1715-0224
UNATTENDED GROUND SENSOR OPERATION

Course Number: 3A-F22; 221-F2.
Location: Combat 5urveill nce and Elec-

tronic Warfare School, Ft. uachuca, AZ;
Combat Surveillance. School, t. Huachuca,
AZ.

Lelsgth: 3-5 weeks (136-196 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/69-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel

and officers to prepare, employ, and
operate unattended ground sensors and
monitors, to perform organizational main-
tenance on all sensats and related equip -
mint, and' to analyze and react to sensor-
provided data

Insttrction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises on unattended ground sensors, opera-
tion and maintenance of specific. sensor"
equipment; and sensor erriployment.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
the course (4/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 1113; I IC;
I ID; 11E; I IF; 13E.

AR-4715-0225
I. NUCLEAR WEAPONS ELECTRONIC

MAINTENANCE
2. NUCLEAR. WEAPONS ELECTRONIC

MAINTENANCE
3. ARMY NUCLEAR WEAPONS

ELECTRONICS SPECIALIST (PHASE 1)

Course Number: 140-35E20.
Location: Missile and Munitions School.

Redstone Arsenal, AL.
Length: Version I: 17 -21 weeks

(588-734 hours). Version 2: 20-22 weeks
(708-726 hours). Version 3 : 11 weeks (391
hours).

Exhibit Dates:, Version 1: 4 /74- Present.
Version 2: 6/72-3/74. Version 3: 9/68-5/72.

Objectives: Tb train enlisted personnel to
maintain electrical and electronic com-
ponents and test equipment associated with
nuclear weapons.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in basic electronic cif-
.cuits, vacuum tube circuits, and main-
tenance techniques for specific devices.
There is a ,discussion of transistors and
vintage test equipment. Version Lectures
and laboratory exercises include simplified
coverage of RC and LC transients and sine-
wave oscillators; elementary semiconduc-
tors and multistage amplifiers; three-phase
AC; schmitt triggCrs and control circuits;
and troubleshooting' and maintenance of
test equipment, specialized test equipment.
and electronic systems associated with
nuclear weapons. Note: Students who have
completed Modules I 2, and 3 of Common
Basic Electronics Training (COBET) at Ft.

.Jackson, SC, will complete only Phaie
(17 weeks) of this course. See AR:1715-
11389 for credit for COBET. Students who
do not.attend COBET will complete both
Phases 1 and II (21 Weeks) of this course.

Credit Recommendation: Version J: In
the vocational certitlicate category, 9

semester hours in basic electricity, elec-
trdnics, and troubleshooting for those stu-
dents completing 21 weeks; or 6 semester
hours in basic electronics and troubleshoot-
ing for those*students completing 17 weeks
(see note above) (3/75); in the lower-divi-
sion baccalaureate/associate degree catego-
ry, 1 semester hour in electricity or elec-
tronics for those students completing 21
weeks; no credit for those students
completing 17 weeks (see note abcke) (3/
75)., Version 2: In the,vocational certificate

*category, 6 semester hours in electricity
and electronics, 2 in electrical and elec-
tronics laboratory (4/74);. in the lower-divi-
sion baccalaureate/associate degree catego-
ry, 3 semester hours in electricity and elec-
tronics. I in electrical and electronics
laboratory (4/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 1 semester hour in
electrical and electronicsratory (4/74).
Version 3: In the v nal certificate
category, 6 semester hours in electricity or
electronics (4/74); in -the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours in electricity or electronics
(4/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category. 3 semester hours in electricity or
electronics and additional credit in electri-
cal laboratory on the basis of institutional
evaluation ( 12/68).

Related Occupation Codes: 35F.

AR-1715-0226

COMMUNICATIONS AND ELECTRONICS STAFF
OFFICER

(COMMUNICATIONS OFFICER)

Course Number: 4C-25A; 4C-0205; 4C-
0200; 6-A-0200.

Location: Field Artillery School, Ft. Sill,
OK; Artillery and Missile School, .Ft. Sill,
OK. ,

Length: 10-11 weeks (320-419 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/64-Present. .

Objectives: To train signal officers Id su-
yervise and coordinate the installation,
operation, and maintenance of comtnunica-
tions systems and selected electronic equip-
ment.

Instruction; Lectures and practiCal exer-
cises in the supervision of the installation,
operation, and maintenance of communica-
tions systems and selected electronic equip-
ment including instruction in AM and FM
radio fundamentals and equipment, applied

'communications, radiotelephony, automatic
data processing equipment, tactics, grdund
surveillance equipment. and management
procedures.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 2 semester hours
in communications equipment maintenance
(6/75); in the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category:2 semester hours
in communications equipment maintenance
on the basis of institutional evaluation (6/
75).

AR-1715-0227
I. SURyEILLANCE, INFRARED REPAIR
2. SURvILLANcE INFRARED REPAIR
3. SURVEILLANCE INFRARED REPAIR
4. AIRBORNE INFRARED REPAIR (U'AS -4)

Course Number: Version I 104126N20.
Versiolz. 2: 104-26N20. Version 3: 104 -
26N20. Version 4 "221- 26N20. -

Location: Version I : Intelligence School,
Ft. Huachuca, AZ. Version 2: Combat Sur-
veillance- and Electronic Warfare Scheid,

Ft. Huachuca, AZ. Version 3: Combat Sur-
veillance and Electronic Warfare School,
Ft. Huachuca, AZ; ombat Surveillance
School, Ft. Huachuca, AZ. Version 4: Com-
bat Surveillance Sch , Ft. Huachuca, AZ.

Length: Version I: 15 weeks ( 511
hours). Version 2: 24 weeks (853 hours).
Version 3: 27-28 weeks (942-970 hours).
Version 4: 24 weeks (862 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version I: 6/74-Present.
Version 2: 1/73-5/74. Version 3: 7/69-12/
72. Version 4: 3/66-6/69.

Objectives: To train enlistecirPersonnel to
repair and maintain airborne infrared
systems.

Instruttion: Version I: Instruction
emphasizes practical exercise in
troubleshooting techniques on various types
of infrared equipment. Version 2: Lectures
and practical exercises in the repair and
maintenance of the 'AN /UAS -4A or the
AN/UAS-4 airborne infrared system, in-
cluding basic DC and AC circuit funda-
mentals, basic electronics (tubes and
transistor circuits), infrared system com-
ponents, power supply, special circuitry
and associated equipment maintenance.
Version 3: Lectures and practical exercises
in the repair and maintenance of the AN/
UAS-4A or the AN/UAS-4 airborne in-
frared system, including basic DC and AC
circuit fundamentals, basic electronics
(tubed and transistor circuits), infrared
system components, power supply, special
circuitry and associated equipment main-
tenance., Version 4: Lectures and practical
exercises in the repair and maintenance of
the. AN/UAS-4A or the AN/UAS-4 air-
borne infrared system, including basic DC
and AC circuit fundamentals, basic elec-
tronics (tubes and transistor circuits), in-
frared system components, power supply,
special circuitry and associated equipment
maintenance.

Credit R ndatlon: Version I: In
the . vocational rtifi rycate catego, 2
semester hours in troubleshoddng
techniques (6/75). Version 2: In the voca-
tional certificate category. 2 semester hours
in basic electricity, 2 in basic electronics,
10 in electronic equipment maintenance
(4/74): in the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree catego7, 2 semester hours
in basic electricity, 2' in basic electronics,
10 in electronic equipment maintenance
(4/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
categ66, 2 semester hours. in basic elec-
tricity, 2 in basic electronics, 1 in elec-
tronics laboratory, all on the basis of i
stitutional evaluation (4/74). Version . In
the vocational certificate category, 2
semester Hours in basic electricity, 2/in
bask electrqnics, 12 in electronic equip-
ment maintenance (4/t4); in the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in electricity or
electrdnics (12/68); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 3 semester hoUrs in
electrie'ity or electronics, and credit in elec-
trical laboratory 'on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation-(4 /74). Version 4: In the
vocational certificate category, 2 semester
hours. in basic electricity. 2 in basic elec-
tronics, 10 in electronic equipment main-
tenance (4/74); in the lower-division bac-
calaureate/aisociate degree category. 3
semester hours in electricity or electronics
(12/68); in the upper-division baccalau-
reate category,- 3 semester hours in elec-
tricity or electronics, and credit in electri-
cal IaboratQry on the basis of institutional
evaluation (4/74).

Related Occupation Co 26N; 26W. .;.4es. 10d .



AR-1715-0228

INTEGRATED DATA LINK REPAIR

COUFBr Number: 4B-F7; 150-361.2;
N-361.2.

Location: Air Defense School, Ft. Bliss,
TX.

Length: 29 weeks (1030 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/64-12/68.
Objectives: To' train enlisted personnel

who have backgrounds in electronics to
maintain AN /FSG -I missile master Sage
data link equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the maintenance of AN /FSG -1 mis-
sile master (Sage data-link) equipment, in-
cluding system circuit analysis and princi-
ples of operation of the power subsystem,
Sage receiving system, transmission
subsystem, designation and broadcast func-
tion, battery data-link function, and adjust-
ment and troubleshooting procedures.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional -certificate category. 10 semester
hours in electrical equipment maintenance,
5 in electrical laboratory (4/74); in the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 10 semester hours in elec-
trical equipment maintenance, 5 in electri-
cal laboratory, all on the basis, of institu-
tional evaluation (4/74); in the upper-divi-
sion baccalaureate Fategory, credit in elec-
trical laboratory on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation (4/74).

ARt1715-0229
I. GROUNO'SURVEILLANCE RADAR REPAIR
2. COMBAT AREA SURVEILLANCE RADAR

REPAIR
(GROUND SURVEILLANCE RADAR

REPAIR)

Course Number: All Versions: 104 -
26C30. Version 2: 1 1 -R -282. I A.

Location: Version 1: Intelligence School,
'Ft. Huachuca, AZ; Combat Surveillance
and Electronic Warfare School, Ft.
Huachuca, AZ. Version .2: signal School,
Ft. Monmouth, NJ. `

Length: Version 1: 27 weeks (800
hours). Version 2: 24-29 .6eeks (896-1080
hours).

Exhibi tes: Version 1: 9/72-Present.
Version 6/ 3-8/72.

Obj Ives: To train enlisted personnel to
inspect, test, and repair ground surveillance
radar equipment and tracking and plotting
radar equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the inspection, testing, and repair
of ground surveillance radar equipment and
tracking and plotting radar equipment, in-
cluding basic electricity and electronics,
radar principles, semiconductors, RE. ener-
gy, nonsinusoidal circuitry. microwave'
equipment, servo and data circuitry, and
equipment components.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the _vocational certificate category, 10
semester hours in electricity or electronics,
5 in electrical laboratory (404); in the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category..10 semester hours in elec-
tricity, 5 in electrical laboratory, al) on the
basis of institutional evaluatir3h.,(4/74); in
the upper-division baccalaureate category.
6 semester hours in electricity or elec-
tronics and credit in electrical laboratory
on the basis of institutional evaluation (12/
68). Version 2. In the vocational certificate
category, 10,-semester' hours in electricity
or electronics and 5 in electrical . laboratory

(4/74); in the Tower- division. baccalaureate/
associate degree category. 6 semester hours
in electricity or electronics (12/68); in the
upper-diyjsion baccalaureate category, 6
semester hours in electricity or electronics
and credit in electrical laboratory on the
basis oEinstitutional evaluation (4/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 26C; 26W:

AR- 1715 -0230

HAWK FIRE. CONTROL REPAIR

Course Number: 121-23020.
Location: Missile and Munitions School,

Redstone AL.
Length: rsion 1: 23-27 weeks

(779-921 hou ). Version 2: 28 weeks (932
hours). Version 3: 33 weeks (1188 hours).

Exhibit Dates:, Version 1: 3/74-Present.
Version 2: 10/72-2/74. Version 3: 3/67-10/
72.

Objectives:"To train enlisted personnel to
inspect, test, and repair Hawk battery con:
trol central, assault fire command console,
platoon- command post, and radar signal
simulator electronic systems and associated
test equipment:

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in inspection, testing,
and repair of Hawk battery control central,
assault fire command console, platoon
command post, and radar signal simulator
electronic systems and associated test
equipment, including basic electricity and
electronics theory, AC and DC circuits,
electronic devices, wave-shaping circuits,
fire control fault diagnosis,. systems opera-
tion, and analysis of various circuits and
components for specific equipment. Version
1: Note: Students who have completed
Modules I, 2, and 3 of Common Basic
Electronics Training (COBET) at Ft.
Jackson, SC, will complete only Phase II
(23 week's)- of this course. See AR -1715-
0389 for credit for COBET. Students who
do not attend COBET will complete both
Phases 1 and II (27 weeks) of this course.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: in
the vocational s.certificate category. 3
semester hours , -in electricity and elec-
tronici and 3 in electronics laboratory for,
those students completing 23 weeks or 5
semester hours in electricity and elec-
tronics and 3 in electronics laboratory for
those/ Students completing 27 weeks (see
note above) (5/75); in the .lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours in electricity and elec-
tronics and 3 in electronics laboratory for
those students completing 23 weeks; or 5
semester hours in electricity and elec-
tronics and 3 in electronics laboratory for
those students completing 27 weeks (see
note above) (5/75). Version 2: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 5 semester hours
in electricity cor electronics, and 3 in elec-
tronics laboratory (4/74); in the lower-divi-
sion baccalaurcate/associate degree catego-
ry, 5 semester hours in electricity or elec-
tronics, and 3 in electronics laboratory on
the basis of institutional evaluation 54/74);
inihe upper-division baccalaureate catego-%
ry, 3 semester hours in electricity or elec-
tronics, and credit in elestrical laboratory
on the basis of institutional evaluation (4/
74). Version 3: In the vocational certificate
category. 5 semester hours in electricity or
electronics, 3 in electronics laboratory (4/
74); in the lower-division baccaltureate/as-
sociate degree category. 3 semester hours
in electricity or electronics (12/68); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 3

Army 1-161
semester hours in electricity or electronics,
and credit in electronics laboratory on the
basis of institutional evaluation (4/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 23Q.

AR-175-0231

LAND COMBAT SUPPORT SYSTEM TEST
SPECIALIST

Course Number: III-27E120.
Location: Missile and Munitions School,

Redstone Arsenal, AL.
. Length: Version 1: 17-20 Agpeks

(680-800 houp). Version 2: 25 1Pbeks
(872-875 hours). Version 3: 27 weeks (952
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version f : 11/76- Present.
Version 2: 5/73-10/76. Version 3: 2/69-47
73.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
operate, inspect, test, and repair the land
combat support system and to isolate faults
and verify tests on assemblies, modules,
and components of supported missile
systems. -

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in the operation, inspec-
tion, testing, and repair of land combat
support systems and fault isolation and test
verification of assemblies, modules, and
components of supported missile systems,
including missile electronicNisubjects
(transistors, vacuum tubes, genergiors, and
logic circuits), block-diagram analysis and
circuitry of power supply, data processor
and other components; pulse and signal
generators, digital multimeter, waveforms,
system analyses, optics, and ancillary
equipment. Version 1: Dries not include
vacuum tubes. Note; Students, who have
completed Modules 201, 202, 203, 4 and 7
of Common Basic Electronics Training
(COBET) at Ft. Jackson, SC will complete
only Phase II (17 weeks) of the course. See
AR-1715-0389 for credit recommendation
for COBET. Students who have not at-
tended COBET will complete both Phases 1
and 11 (20 weeks) of the course. Version 2:
Includes electricity fundamentals and in-
struction processing. .

Credit Recommendation: Version I:, In
the vocational certificate category. 12
semester hours in basic electronics for stu-
dents who complete 17 weeks of the course
or 18 semester'7,hours in basic electronics
for students who complete 20 weeks of the
course (see NOTE above) (8/77); in the
lower-division baccalaureate/associe
degree category, I semester hour in basit
electronics for all. students (8/77). Version
2> In the vocational certificate catego , 8
semester hours in electricity or elect/ s
(4/74); in the lower-division baccalaurea e/
associate degree category, 4 semester hours
in electricity or electronics (4/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 1

semester ,hour in electricity or electronics,
and credit in electrical laboratory on the
basis of institutional evaluation (4/74). Ver-
sion .1: In th-e vocational certifitate catego-
ry, 8 semester hours in electricity or elec-
tropics (4/74); in the lower-division bac-
calaureate/associate degree category, 6
semester hokirs in electricity or electronics
(12/68); in the upper-division baccalau-
re!ote category, I semester hour in electrici-
ty or electronics, and credit in electrical
laboratory on the basis of institutional
evaluation (4/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 27B; 27Z.
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AR-1715-0232
I. FIRE DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS

ELECTRONICS
2. FIRE DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS

ELECTRONICS
3, FIRE DISTRIBUTION, SYSTEM

MAINTENANCE

Course Number: VeLtion 1: 12I-F5. Ver-
sion 2: II-R-F12. Ver.ftn 3: I I-R-F12.

Location: Version I: Mr Defense Sch.00l,
Ft. Bliss, TX. Version 2: Air. Defense
School, Ft. Bliss," TX.. Version 3: Signal
School, Ft. Monmouth, NJ.

Length: Version I: 6-9 weeks (222-352
hours). Version 2: 9 weeks (320-352
hours). Version 3: 18 weeks (660 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version I: 4/68-Present.
Version 2: 5/63-3/68. Version 3: 5/6J -4/63.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
maintain test eqUipment and circuits util-
ized in air defense fire distribution systems.

Instruction: A!! Versions: Lectures' and
practical exercises in the maintenance of
test equipment and in electrical and elec-
tronics fundamentals, including AC and DC
circuits, vacuum tubes, power supplies,
synchros, servos, transistor theory and cir-
cuits, and mathematics review. Version :
Includes fundamentals of counterinsurgen-
cy operations and civil affairs. Version 3:
Includes pulse and indicator circuitry,
theory and application of semiconductors,
and analog, and digital computer circuitry.

Credit Recommendation: Version I: In
the vocational certificate category, 8
semester hours in electricity or electronics
laboratory (4/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 4
semester hours in electricity or electronics
laboratory (4/74). Version 2: in the voca-
tional certificate category, 8 semester hours
in electricity or electronics laboratory (4/
74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 3 semester hours
in electricity or electronics e12/68).. Ver-
sion 3: In the vocational certificate catego-
ry, 8 semester hours in electricity or elec-
tronics laboratory (4/74); in the lower-divi-
sion baccalaureate/associate'degree catego-
ry, 4 semester hours in electricity or elec-
tronics (12/68).

Related Occupation Codes: 25D; 25G;
25H; 251; 25K.

AR-1715-023Y

I. NIKE ACQUISITION RADAR AND
COMPUTER REPAIR (IMPROVED
HERCULES TRANSITION)

2. NIKE ACQUISITION RADAR AND
COMPUTER REPAIR ( HERCULES
TRANSITION)

(NIKE ACQUISITION RADAR AND
COMPUTER REPAIR (IMPROVED
He.RCULES TRANSITION))

Course Number: Version 1: 9-S-
(252.1( TI ). Version 2: 9-S-252.1(T).

Location: Ordnance Guided Missile
School,'Redstone Arsenal, AL.

Length: Version : 11-13 weeks' 0
-.,---(402-47-5 hours).._Version-2:5 weeks _(214

hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version I: 4/61- I 2/68.

Version 2: 10/58-3/61.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

.inspect, test, and maintain the Nike Her-
cules acquisition radar and computer
system.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in operation an 1 repair procedures for
transmitters, receivers, indicators, and test

equipment; field power system theory of
operation and repair procedures; and spe-
cial field maintenance equipment theory of
operation and repair procedures. This is a
highly specialized equipment course with
very little mathematics.

Credit Recommendation: Version I: In
the vocational certificate category, 6
semester hours in electrical laboratory (4/
74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 3 semester hours
in electrical laboratory (4/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category,
credit in electrical laboratory on the basis
of institutional evaluation (4/74). Version
2: In the vocational certificate category, 3
semester hours in electrical laboratory (4/
74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, credit in electrical
laboratory on the basis. of institutional
evaluation (4/74); in the , upper-division
baccalaureate category, credit in electrical
laboiatory on the basis of institutional
evaluation (4/74).

S
AR-1715-0234

CORPORAL ELECTRONIC MATERIEL
MAIkTENAKE

Course Number: 6-N-I 192 A; 6-N-214.1;
224.3C.

Location: Artillery and MiSsile School,
Ft. Sill, OK.

Length: 28-29 weeks ( 1042-1172
hours).

Exhibit Dates: 6/58-12/68.
Objectives: To train warrant officer and

enlisted personnel to assemble, install, ad-
just, and maintain on-missile electronic
guidance control systems and associated
test equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in communications and electronics,
algebra, trigonometry, vectors, terms, and
symbols, multimeters, series and parallel
DC circuits, Ohm's law, magnetism, AC
voltages and currents, oscilloscopes and
audio oscillators; R, -C, and C combination
impedance in AC series and parallel cir-
cuits; time constants and resonant circuits;.
transformers', AC and DC. Rotors and
generators and three-phase power; elec-
tronic circuit elements, diodes, tubes, and
rectifiers; voltage regulators; amplifiers and
modulation method4; superheterodyne
receivers; radar theory and components; a-
f-c circuits and sweep generators; magnetic
amplifiers, syncl?ros and automatic control
system elements; integrating and dif-
ferentiating circuits; Corporal missile elec-
tronics; beacons, transponders, dd.6)ders,.
servomotors, signal converters, and check-
out procedures.

Credit Recommendations. In the. voca-
tional certificate category, '24 semester
hours in radio and electronics (4/74); in
the lower-divisio; baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in 'radio
and electronics (12/68); in the upper-divi-
sion baccalaureate category, 6 semester
hours in elelnentary circuit theory (4/74).

'AR-1715-0235
ELECTRONIC WARFARE OFFICER

Course Number: 11-A-0144.
Location: Signal School, Ft.

NJ.
Length: 7 weeks (254 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/62 - 12/68.

Monmouth,

Objectives: To train commissioned of-
ficers with two years of college training or
comparable field experience in electronics,
communications, physics, electrical en-
gineering, or related activities to plan and
supervise electronic warfare combat opera-
tions and the location, installation, and em-
ployment of electronic countermeasures
and counter-countermeasures equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer
cises in the planning and supervision of
electronic warfare combat operations and
the location, installation, and employment
of electronic countermeasures and counter-
countermeasures equipment, including
ground and sky wave propagation, UHF
and VHF characteristics, satellite commu-
nications and jamming techniques, infrared,
electronics fundamentals, oscilloscopes,
modulation, transmission lines and anten-
nas, types and functions of radars, active
and passive ECM' systems, and multipur-
pose jamming equipment.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 6 semester hours
in electronics (4/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours in electronicy (4/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category,
credit in electronics on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation (4/74).

-co

AR-1715-0236

HAWK CONTINUOUS WAVE (CW) RADAR
REPAIR

Course Number: Version I: 104-2JT20.
Version 2: 104-23T20; 9-Si256;I 104-,
256.1. Version 3: 9-S-256.I.

Location: Version 1: Missile and Muni-
tions 8chool, Redstone Arsenal. AL. Ver-
sion 2: Missile and Munitions'School, Red-
stone Arsenal, ALt Ordnance Guided Mis-
sile School, Redstone Arsenal, AL. Version
3: Ordnance Guided Missile School, Red-
stone Arsenal, AL.

Length: Version 1: .24-28 weeks
(813-955 hours). Version 2: 28-34 weeks
(948-1245 hours). Version. 3: 20-24 weeks
(722-871 hours). .

Exhibit Dates: Version I: 3/74-Present.
Version 2: 2/63-2/74. Version 3: 1/59 -1/63.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
inspect, test, and repair continuous-wave
radar equipment and associated test instru-
ments.

Instruction: A!! Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in continuous-wave
radar'equipment and associated test instru-
ments inspection, testing, and repair, in-
cluding system familiarization,
troubleshooting and testing specific missile
related hardware items, and equipment and
!land toots usage. Version I.: Note: Students
410 have completed Modules I, 2, kind 3
of Common Basic Etectronici Training
(COBET) at Ft. Jackson, SC, will complete
only Phase- II (24 weeks) ,of .this course;
See AR-1715-0389' for credit for COBET:,.

'Students who do not attend COBET will
Complete both Phases I and if (28 weeks)
of this course. Version 2: instruction in-
clude& elementary mathematics; basic cir-
cuit laws; series and parallel DC circuits,
batteries, and power supplies; AC circuits.
Magnetism, . Lenz's law, R-L-C ombina-
tions with vectorial solutions; tra formers
and m-g sets; multimeters, oscilloscopes,
and VTVMs; series and parallel resonance;
transients in R-L and R-C circuits and in-
tegrating and differentiating circuits;
diodes, filters, triodes, amplifiers, and

-0-
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coupling circuits: sine-wave oscillators,
tube testers, and regulated power supplies;
heterodyne receivers, r-f amplifiers. and r-f
signal sources; mixers, IF stages, AM detec-
tors, and alignment techniques; FM
sources, , modulation, transmitters,
receivers, and discriminators; CRT circuits.
pulse circuits, limiters, dampers, sawtooth
generators, and multivihrators; semiconduc-
tor devices and applicatihns; and CE-CB-
CC transistor amplifiers.

Credit Recommendation: Version I: In
the vocational certificate category, 9
semester hours in basic electricity or elec-
tronics for those students completing 24
weeks; or 12 semester hours in basic elec-
tricity, electronics or troubleshooting for
those students completing 28 weeks (see
note alcove) (5/75); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2
semester hours in basic electricity or elec-
tronics for those students completing 24
weeks; or 3 semester ,hours in basic elec-
tricity or electronics for thOse students
completing 28 weeks (see note above) (5/
75). Version 2: In the vocational certificate
category, 12 semester hours in electric cir-
cuits or .electronics (4/74); in the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in electric cir-
cuits or electronics (12/68); in the upper-
diVision baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in electric circuits or electronics and
credit in electrical laboratory' on the basis
of institutional evaluation (4/74). Version
3: In the vocational certific te category, 6
semester hours in electrical aboratory (4/
74); in the lower-division ha 'cal:aureate/as-
sociate degree category, 3 s ester hours
in electrical laboratory (4/ ) ;. in the
upper-division thaccalaureate category,
credit in electrical laboratory on the basis
of institutional evaluation (4/74):

Related Occupation Codes: 23T.
..

AR-1715-0237
I . OPERATIONS CENTRAL. REPAIR
2. OPERATIONS CENTRAL REPAIR
3. OPI RATIONS CENTRAL AND CODER-

DECODER GROUP REPAIR

Course Number: All Versions: 150- 25J20;
411-F10.. Version 3: 150-365;1 I L-N-365.1.

'Location: Air Defense Set-Rio!, El,. Bliss,
Tx.

Length: Version I: 25 weeks ?861-873
hinirs). Version 2: 18-19 weeks (659-684
hours). Version 3.- 20 weeks (683-725
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Versini, 1: 6/72-Present.
Version 2: 2/69-.5/72. Version 3: 10/63-1/
69.

Objectives:. To train 'enlisted personnel to
maintain and repair .the ANITSP -38 opera-
tiOns central- cOtter7decoikr.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in AN/ISO-3C coder-
decoder digital circuits, oscillators, mul-
tivibrators, blocking oscillators and circuit
analysis, missile monitor subsystem special-
ized training, and instrumentation required
feir vintenance. Version 3:- Emphasis is on
hands -on equipment -maintenahce.

Credit Recommendation: Version In
the vocational certificate category, 8
semester hours in basic electricity and clec-
triinics and digital fundamentals (2/75); in
the lower-division haccalaursate/associate
degree category. 3 semester hoUrs in digital
fundamentals and 3 in basic'. electronics
laboratory (2/75) the upper- division
baccalaureate 'eat '3 semester hours

71,

-as an elective in computer systems (2/75).
Version 2: In the vocational certificate
category, 6 semester hours- in digital cir-
cuits (4/74); in the lower-division baccalau-
reate/associate degree category, 3 semester
hours in digital circuits . (4/74); in the
upper-division baccalSureate category,
credit in electronics laboratory on the basis
of institutional evaluation (4/74). Version
3: In the vocational certificate category, 4
semester hours in digital, circuits (4/74); in
the lbwer-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category. I semester hour in sligital
circuits (4/74); in the upper-division, ha
calaureate category, credit in electrical
laboratory on the basis -institutional
evaluation (4/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 25J.

AR-171541,238

Army 1-163
Instruction: AU Versions: Lectures and

practical exercises in the Nike Air Defense
guided missile system, hasic AC and DC',
'circuits, vacuum tubes, transistors. power.
supplies, regulators, amplifiers, oscillators,.
wave-shaping circuits,' receive* principles.
Microwave principles, troubleshooting
techniques. and standard electronics and
special Nike test equipment usage. Version
/: Note: Students who have completed
Modules I, 2, and 3. of Commom Basic

..,.'Etetronics Training (COBET) it Ft.
Jackson, SC, will complete only Phase 11
(25-27 weeks) of this course. See AR-
1715-0389 for credit for COBET. Students

o have riot attended COBET will
plete.both Phases 1 and II (31 weeks)

orthis course.
Credit Recommendation: Version : In

the vocational certificate category, 21
semester hours in basic electricity, elec-
tronics and troubleshooting for those stu-
dents completirig 31 weeks; 18 ?semester
hours in basic electronics for those students
completing 25-27 weeks (see note above)
(3/75); in the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, I semester hour
in basic electricity and electronics for those
students completing **weeks. (see note
above) (3/75). Version Q: In the vocational
certificate category, 18 semester hours in
electriCiiy or ,electionics (4/74); in Me
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category,,4 semester hours in elec-
tricity or elCctronics (12/68)7in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 4 semester
hours in electriciq or electronics, and
credit in electrical laboratory on the basis
of institutional evaluation (4/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 21 L.

CORPORAL GROUND GUIDAIIE REPAIR

Course Number: Version 1: 9-S-245.1..
Version 2: 9-R-E19.

Location: Ord dame? Guided Missile
School, Redstone Arsenal, AL.

Length: Version I: 33 weeks (125 I
hours). Version 2: 23 weeks (847 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version, I: 2/63- I 2/68.
Version 2: 7/59-1/63.

Objectives: To train enlisted perSonnel to
inspect, test, maintain, and 'repair the Cor-
poral ground guidance system.

Instruction:- All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in AC and DC circuit
fundamentals, vacuum tubes, transistors,
electronic circuits. radio circuits. -radar
principles anik test equipment, portable test
equipment operation and repair
procedures. power supplies, and guidance
system subsystems.

and

I: Instruction
includes electricity and electronics funda-
mentats. Version Instruction is equip-
ment oriented.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the vocational certificate category.- 16

.Oemester hours in electricity or electronics
(4/74): in the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 4 semester Tours
in electricity or electronics (12/68): in the
upper-division baccalaureatd category, 4
semester hours in electricity or electronics.
and credit in electrical' laboratory on the h
basis of institutional evaluation (4/74 ). Ver-
sion 2: In the vocational certificate catego-
ry, 4 semester hours in electrical laboratory
(4/74): in Mower- division baccalaureate/
associate &tree category, credit in electii-
cal laboratory on the basis of institutional
evaluation (12/68): in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, credit in electrical
laboratory on the basis of institutional
valuation (4/74).

AR-17I5-0239
NIKE TEST EQUIPMENT REPAIR

Course Number: All Versions: 12 I
22L20. Version 2: 104- 22L20: 9- S -F48.

Location: Missile and Munttions School.
Redstone Arsenal. AL: Ordnance Guided
Missile School, Redstone Arsenal, AL.

Length: Version 25-31 weeks
(.879-1065 hours). Version*. 2 : 32 -36 weeks
(1076-1274 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version I: ,5/74-Present.
'Version 2: 8/64-4/74.

Objectives: To train enlisted perso6nel to
operate, inspect, test, repair, and maintain
Nike field maintenance test equipment and
Nike air defense guided missile system as-
semblies. -

AR-1715-0240
SUPERVISORY RADAR REPAIR

CourSe Number: 104- 26F40. -o

...Location: Sigtttil School, Ft. Monmouth,
NJ.

Length: 25 weeks (932 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/66-12/68.
Objectives: To train radar mechi-inics.and

ground radar repairmen to supervise nonin:
tegrated radar maintenance personnel. 002.7.71te

Instruction: Lectures and practical ex-
perience in AC'and DC circuit fundamen-
tals, advanced electronic circuitry.
microwave equipment operation and mea-
surement procedures, digital computer
systems and circuitry, supervisory and in-
structional techniqdes, and operation and
maintenance procedures for various radars.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate categitry, 6 semester hours
in electricity 'or electronics, 3 in
microwaves, 3 in computer systems (4/74);
in the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 2 semester hours
in electricity or electronics, 3 in main-
tenance management (12/68); in the

. upper-division baccalaureate category, 2
semester hours in electricity or electronics,
3 in maintenance management, and credit
in electrical laboratory oil the basis of in-
stitutional evaluation (4/74).

AR-1715-0241
GUIDED MISSILE INSTALLATION ELECIRICAL

EQUIPMENT IkrP,,Aut

. Course Number: 5-E-63.
Location:. Engineer School, Ft. Belvoir,

VA.
Length: I 2 weeks (445 hours).

ti
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Exhibit Dates: 7/56,12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

operate and maintain guided missile electri-
cal equipment and to troubleshoot an
repair gasoline and diesel engines, air co
ditioning equipment, and specialized guid
missile hydeaulic equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in guided missile electrical equipment
operation and maintenance, electrical fun-
damentals, circuit analysis, including me-
ters, magnetism, AC generators; control
circuits, frequency convertors and motors:
and troubleshooting, repair, and overhaul
of internal-combustion engines, air condi-
tioning units, and hydraulic controls.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 6 semester hours
in electrical laboratory, 3 in internal-com-
bustion engines, 2 in air conditioning, 2 in
introduction to 'hydraulics (4/74); in the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in elec-
trical laboratory, 2 in internal-combustion
engines, 2 in air conditioning, I in in-
troduction to hydraulics (4/74).

AR -1715 -0242

RADAR DATA PROCESSING CENTER REPAIR

Course Number: 4C-F5; 150-25H20; I I-
N- 364.2.

Location: Air Defense School,'Ft. Bliss,
TX.

Length: 28-31 weeks (968-1086 hours).
Exhibit Dates:11_1163-Present.
Objectives: tO train warrant officers and

enlisted per-onnel to test, troubleshoot, and
repair radar data processing center equip-
ment.'

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in binary numbers, basic logic ele-
mentS and circuits, oscilloscopes, semicon-
ductor circuits review, digital circuits and
digital resters, processing center power sup-
plies, memory drain and read-write cir-
cuitry, data conversion equipment, display
equipment, tracking equipment, buffers,
digital data transmitters and receivers, and
system troubleshooting.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 3 semester hours
in 'computer maintenance, and credit in
electronics or 'electrical laboratory' on the
basis of inNtitutional evaluation (4/74); in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3liemester hours in com-
puter maintenance, and credit in elec-
tronics or electrical laboratory on the basis
of institutional evaluation (4/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category,
credit in electrical laboratory on the basis
of institutional evaluation (4/74 )....-

Related Occupation Codes: 25G; 25H;
25Z; 211A.

r
AR-1715-0243

CORPORAL MECHANICAL MATERIEL
MAINTENANCE

(MISSILE MECHANICAL MATERIEL MAIN-
TENANCE, CORPORAL).

Course Number: 6-R-I64.3; 6-R-222.2A:
6-E-42.

Location: Artillery and Missile School,
Ft. Sill, OK.

Length: 8 weeks (276-33. 6 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 10/56-12/68:
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

assemble, install, ppintain, and adjust Cor-
poral mechanical, on-missile, guidance con-

4

trol systems and associated:A Si)equipment,
dand to assemble missiles ,check Cor-

poral.propulsion and mec systems.
Insttuction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in , the assembly, installation, main-
tenance, and adjustment of Corporal
mechanical, on-missile, guidance control
systems and associated test equipment, and
the assembly of missiles and check-out of
Corporal propulsion and mechanical
systems, including basic electricity, various
circuits, test equipment, motors and
generators, tactics and combined arms, ar-
tillerY transport, and specific equipment
maintenance.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, I semester hour
in basic electricity (4/74); in the lower -
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, I sempster hour in basic electrici-
ty (4/74).

AR-17154244
REDSTONE. MECHANICAL MATERIEL

MAINTENANCE

Course Number: 6-R-I69.1; 6-R-222.2B.
Location; Artillery and Missile School,

Ft. Sill, OK.
Length: 8-10 weeks (261-418 hours).
Exhibit.Dates: 7/57-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

assemble: install, and maintain Redstone
mechanical guidance and control systems
and associated test equipment; to perform
checks on Redstone propulsion, pneumatic,
and mechanical systems; and to operate
and supervise maintenance of Redstone
servicing equipment,

Instruction: Lectures and 'practical exer-
cises in the assembly, installation, 'and
maintenance of Redstone on-missile
guidance and control systems and as-
sociated test equipment; propulsion, pneu-
niatic, and mechanical systems; and opera-
tion and supervision of Redstone servicing
equipment maintenance, including basic
electricity (Ohm's law, AC and DC, motors
and generators, series and parallel circuits)
and operation of electrical test equipment.

Credit Recommendation:, In the voca-
tional certificate category, 1 semester hour
in basic electricity (4/74); in the loWer-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
Category, I semester hour in basic electrici-
ty (4/74).

AR-1715-0245

SPECIALIZED TELETYPEWRITER EQUIPMENT
REPAIR

Course Number: Version 1: 160-Fl. Ver-
sion 2: 160-Fl. Version 3: I 1-R-F22.

Location: Southeastern SignalSchool, Ft.
Gordon, GA.

Length: Version . I: I0-13 weeks
(373-480 hours). Version 2: 7 weeks (256
hours). Version 3: 6 weeks ( 217-219,
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 11/68-Present.
Version 2: 9/67-10/68. Version 3: 7/62-8/
67.

Objectives: Td train enlisted security
agency teletype equipment repairmen to in-
stall, maintain, and repair specialized tele-
typewriter equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the installation, maintenance, and
repair. of specialized teletypewritor,,equip-
ment, ,including operation and
troubleshooting of keyboards, reperfora-

tors, typing units, wire distributors, time
sequence generators, power and signal cir-
cuitry, control circuits, transmission and
channel components, and logic modules (if
present) and associated test equipment of
specialized and modified teletypewriter
equipment.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the vocational certificate category, 3
semester hours as an =lective in electricity
or electronics (5/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2
semester hours as an elective in electricity
or'electronics (5/74). Version 2: In the vo-
cational certificate category, 2 semester
hours as an elective in electricity or elec-
tronics (5/74); in the lower-division bac-
cal,auieate/associate degree category, 1

semester hour as an elective in electricity
or electronics (5/74). Version 3: In the vo-
cational certificate category, 1 semester
hour as an elective in electricity or elec-
'Ironies ( 5/74 ).

Related Occupation Codes: 3IJ.

AR-1715-02464

I. SURFACE-TO-SURFACE MISSILE SYSTEM
MAINTENANCE (SERGEANT) WARRANT
OFFICER INTERMEDIATE

2.. BALLISTIC MISSILE MAINTENANCE
TECHNICIAN (SERGEANT)

3. BALLISTIC MISSILE MAINTENANCE
, TECHNICIAN (SERGEANT)

Course Number: Version 1: 4-9-C3041;
4F-24IE-A. Version 2: 4F-24I E. 122 -F2;
2F -24I E. Version 3: -N -24 I E; 9-N-F25.

'Location: Version. Missile and Muni-
tions School, Redston Arsenal, AL. Ver-
sion 2: Missile and Mu itions School, Red-
stone Arsenal, AL; Or nonce Guided Mis-
sile School, Redstone Arsenal, AL. Version
3: Ordnance Guided Missile School, Red-
stone Arsenal, AL.

Length: Version 1: 20 weeks (717
hours). Version 2: 39 weeks (1386-1414
hours). Version 3: 21-46 weeks (856-170i
hours).

Exhibit Dates: 'Version 1: 8/70-Present.
Version 2: 5/65-7/70. Version 3: 3/61-4/65.

Objectives: To train warrant officers who
are field artillery missile system techni-
cians, enlisted personnel who have taken
an electronic field maintenance course,
warrant officers'who have training iripasic
electricity and electronics, or warrant of-
ficers who have taken a missile main-
tenance supervision course to test, inspect,
and repair Sergeant missile, systems and as-
sociated equipment.

Instruction: AIL Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in testing, inspection,
and repair of Sergeant missile systems and
associated equipment, including supply
procedures, nuclear warfare, shop
procedures, soldering techniques, electrical
test equipment and Sergeant missile system
components. Versiop 1: Includes main-
tenance management; map and aerial
photography -reading and intelligence; mine
warfare; chemical, biological, and radiolog-
ical warfare; weaponry; and signal commu-
nication. Version 2: Includes logistics; elec-
tronic subjects (transistors, semiconductors,,
DC amplifiers, oscillators and maltivibra-
tors, power supplies, gating curcuits, digital .

controllers logic, programming, and main- ,

tenance); mechanical, hydraulic, and elec-
trical components; and ballistic missile in-
ertial guidance and control equipment
'repair. Version 3: Includes solid-state,
devices, transistors, power supplies, digital



and analog computers, and amplifiers; fir-
ing set operation and computer; missile
digital control; and mechanical, hydraulic,
and electrical components of Sergeant mis-
sile systems.

Credit Recommendation: Version I: In
the vocational certificate category,. 4
semester hours in electronics laboratory (3/
74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 2 semester hours
in electronics laboratory (3/77I). Version 2.:
In the vocational certificate 'category, 6
semester hours in electronics laboratory (3/
74); in the lower-division traccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 3 semester hours
in electronics laboratory (3/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category,
credit in electrical laboratory on the basis
of institutional evaluation (3/34). Version
3: In the vocational certific E category, 4
semester hours in electroni laboratory (3/
74); in the lower-division accalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 2 semester hours
in electronics /74); in the
upper-division bacca urea category,
credit in electrical laboratory on the basfa
of institutional evaluation (3/ 4).

Related Occupation Codes: 241 E; 214E.

AR-1715-0247

RADIO TELETYPE OPERATOR SKILL
DEVELOPMENT BASE

Course Number: 201-05C40-1.
Location: Southeastern Signal. School, Ft.

Gordon, GA.
Length: 13 weeks (484 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/68-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

operate and supervise the operations of a
radio teletype.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the operation of a radio teletype
and the supervision of such activities.
Course includes leadership training, small-
unit tactics, tactical field exercises, general
military subjects, organization and employ-
ment of signal units, signal systems
planning and control, tactic #I radio com-
munications supervision, ind advanced

- communications rations.
Credit R don: credit

because of t military ure o the course
(3/74).

Occupation Codes: 05C. ' 4

AR-1715-0248
TELETYPE INTERCEPTION

Course Number: 231-05K20.
\Location: Security Agency School, Ft.

Devens, MA.
Length: I I weeks (432 hours).

' Exhibit Dates: 1/66- Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

inspect, maintain, interconnect, and
opefate all equipment associated wi h a
radio teletypewriter terminal. ,

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the operation of a radio tele-
typewriter terminal. Course includes tele-
typewriter familiarization-and operation,
and location and repair of system malfunc-
tions. The course does not provide instruc-
tion in electrical and mechanical systems
repair.

..

Credit. Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
the course (6/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 05K.

AR-1715-0249

CORPORAL MAINTENANCE SUPERVISION
(GUIDED MISSILE SYSTMS MAINTENANCE

SUPERVISION (CORPORAL))
(GUIDED 'MISSILE SYSTEMS MAINTENANCE

SUPERVISORS, CORPORAL II)

Course Number: 9-N-4812; 9-0E-70.
Location: Ordnance Guided Miisile

'School, Redstone Arsenal, AL.
Length: 43 weeks (1582-1602 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/56-12/68.
Objectives: To train commissioned and

warrant officers and enlisted personnel who
have previous technical training to perform
as Corporal 11 guided missile systems main-
tenance officers.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises on the supervision of the maintenance
of the Corporal 11 guided missile systems
and associated equipment, including
ordnance service in the field, radar set ,CN/
MPQ-25, computer group AN/MSA-6,
radio set AN/MRQ-7 (Doppler), mechani-
cal systems and grouVandling equip-
ment, Corporal propel and internal
guidance, ordnance guided missile main-
tenance in the field, ground guidance, mis-
sile and CORPORAL systems analysis.

Credit Recommendation: 144 the voca-
tional certificate category, 4 semester hours
in ielectrkity, electronics, or electrical
laboratory (3/14); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category,
credit in electric, ejectronics, and electri-

asiss of institutionalcal laboratory o
evaluation ( I 2/68).,,

Related Occupai odes: 223B; 223D;
25I D; 271A.

AR-1715-0250
FIELD ARTILLERY RADAR CREWMAN

(COUNTERBATTERY/COUNTERMORTAR
RADAR CREWMAN)

(FIELD ARTILLERY RADAR OPERATION)

Course Number: 221-17B I 0; 221-171320;
t 6-R-I56.1; 6-R-211.1; 6-E-22.

Location: Field Artillery School, Ft. Sill,
QK; Artillery and Missile School, Ft. Sill,
OK.

Length: 6-10 week's (209-426 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/56-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

operate and aintain field artillery radar.
hist ctures and practical exer-

cise field artillery radar operation and
preventive maintenance, including radariadsit evaluation:- equipment emplacement,
a ustment, calibration, and orientation;

ar gunnery exercises; maintenance
procedures; and map reading and plotting
routines. 4`

Credit Recommendation": No cretlit.4
because of the military nature of th course
(6/74).

Related Occupation Codes: I7B; 09B.

AR-1715-0251
MIC E.,,BADIO OFFICER

rse Number: 4C-0503; 11-0-32.
Eotiadon: Signal School, Ft. Monmouth,

NJ.
Length: 12-14 weeks (432-492 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/55-12/68.
Objectives: To train commissioned of-

ficers who have completed the signal of-
ficer orientation course or its equivalent to
perform as microwave radio officers.

Army 1 -165

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises on direction and supervision of instal-
lation, operation and organizational main-
tenance of microwave radio and tactical
tropospheric scatter equipment, including
microwave communications; transportable
microwave equipment and systems; specific
receivers and transmitters; antennas, radio-
wave propagation and frequency manage-
ment;. electronic, countermeasures; satellite
commianicat -fts? and specific receiving
multiplex, RF unit, ttajtsmitting multiplex,
control units, and sysTana operation.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, credit in elec-
tricity, electronics and electrical laboratory
on the basis of instipitional evaluation (6/
74).

AR-1715-0252
\-=52KKO.'

FIELD ARTILLERY RADAR OFFICER
(FIELD ARTILLERY RADAR)

Course Number: 6- A- 0140;- 6- 0-10..
Location: Artillery and Missile School,

Ft. Sill, OK.
Length: 3-7 weeks (136-319 hours).
Exhibit Dates: /56-12/68.
Objectives: To rain officers in field artil-

lery radar ope inn, maintenance, and em-
ploynient.

Instruction. Lectures ind demonstrations
in field artillery rear operation, main-
tenance, and employment, including target
acquisition, fire direction, position fixing
and vectoring of light Army aircraft, obser-
vation techniques, tactics, communications
systems, and electronics.

"Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(6/74).

AR-1715-0253 tl

I. DIGITAL SUBSCRIBER TERMINAL
EQUIPMENT REPAIR

(DSTE. REPAIR)
2.. AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING (ADP)

REPAIR, PHASE V1I-DIGITAL
SUBSCRIBER TERMINAL EQUIPMENT
(DSTE) REPAIR

( ADP REPAIR, PHASE VII-DSTE
REPAIR)

(DSTE REPAIR)
3. DSTE REPAIR

Course Number: Version I: 150-34F20.
Version 2: 150 -34D20 (Phase Vii):` Version
.7: 150-34620; 622-FI I.

Location: Version I: Signal School, Ft.
Gordon, GA; Communications Electronics
School, Ft. Monmouth, NJ. Version 2:
Signal School, Ft. Gordon, GA. Version 3:
Signa;School, Ft. Monmouth, NJ.

Length: Version 1: 30 weeks (1066-1 I 15
hours). Version 2: 20 weeks (745 hours)..,
Version 3: 16-19 weeks (602-716 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version I: 3/75-Present.
Version 2: 8/73-2/75. Version 3: 8/68-7/73.

ObJectiies: To train senior technicians to
operate, maintain, and repair .subscriber,
terminals of digital communications
systems.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in subscriber terminal of
digital communications systems operation,
maintenance, and repair, including com-
puter data processing and transmission, ter-
minal systems, control keyboards, paper
tape and card equipment, forward
techniques, computer logic, and control
techniques. Version 2: Topics deal specifi-



1-166 COURSE EXHIBITS
catty with the digital subscriber terminal
equipment.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the vocational certificate category. 6
semester hours in digital circuits (4/77); in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category. 3 semester .hours in corn;
puter programming and 3 semester hours in
computer equipment laboratory (4/77).
Version 2: In the vocational certificate
category-6 semester hours in digital cir-
cuits and 2 in digital.ciicuits laboratory (5/
75); in the lower-division haccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category. 1 semester hour in
digital circuits laboratory (5/75). Version 3:,
In the vocational certificate category. 3
semester hours in digital communications.
3 in terminal equipment and 2 in electrical
laboratory (6/74); in the lower-diviston
baccalaureate/associate degr category. 3
semester hours in digital communications.
2 in electrical laboratory, and 3 in terminal
equipment on the basis of institutional
evaluation (6/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours iii
digital communications. 2 in electrical
laboratory (6/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 09B; 34F;°
34D.

AR-1715-0254
COMMUNICATIONS - ELECTRONICS SYSTEMS

ENGINEER

Course Number: 4C-7750. -.

Location: Version 1: Signal School, Ft.
Gordon. GA. Version 2 : Signal School, Ft.
Monmouth, .

Length: ersion 1: 51 weeks ( 1767
hours). Ver ion 2: 50 weeks (1690 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version I: 3/73-Preg'ent.
Version 2: 6/70-2/73.

Objectives: To'train communications and
electronics officers in communications and

, electronic systems planning and engineer-
ing.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in communications and eleciionic
systems planning and engineering, including
mathematics review, hasic electronics
review; radio electronics; transmission
system fundamentals; and. principles and
operation of AM. FM. TV, data communi-
cations, and telephone communications
systems.

Credit Recommendation: -Version li In
the vocational certificate category. 3
semester hours in technical mathematics
(5/75); in the lower-divigion baccalaureate/
associate degree category. 6 semester hours
in electronic corninunication theory. 3 in
electronics, and 2 in electronics laboratory
(5/75); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category. 3 semester hours in electronic
communication theory (5/75). Version 2: In
the vocational Certificate category. I
semester hour in college algebra, 2 in
general electronics, 3 in electronics labora-
tory (4/74); in the lower-division baccalau-
reate/associate degree category, I semester
hour in college algebra. 2 in general elec-
tronics, 3 in radio electronics, 3 in elec:
ironies laboratory, 9 in telecommunicatio
system engineering, 3 in telecommu a-
tions laboratory (4/74); in the upper ivi-
sion baccalaureate category, I se ester
hour in college algebra. 2 in general iTlec-
ironies, 3 in radio electronics, 3 in elec-
tronics laboratory. 9 in telecommunicaGOnVF
system engineering, 3 in telecommunica-
tions laboratory (4/74).

I
AR-1715-0255
I. SURFACE-TO-AIR MISSILE SYSTEM

MAINTENANCE. ( NIKE ) WARRANT
OFFICER INTERMEDIATE

2. 'AIR DEFENSE MISSILE MAINTENANC-F.
TECHNICIAN (NIKE)

(NIKE. AIR DEFENSE MISSILE REPAIR)
(NIKE MAINTENANCE SUPERVISION)
(NIKE MAINTENANCE SUPERVISION

74 (AJAX/HERCULES))
(GUIDED MISSILE MAINTENANCE,

SUPERvtmol, NIKE)
Course Number: Version 1: 4-9-C30-G;

4F-251B-A. Version 2: 4F -25I B; I 22-F4; 9-
N-251B; 9-N-4811; 9- 0E -69-

Location: Version 1: Missile and Muni-
tions SchciSteRedstone Arsenal, AL. Ver-
sion 2: Missile and Munitions School, Red-
stone Arsenal. AL; Ordnance Guided Mis-
sile School, Redstone Arsenal, AL.

Length: Version 1: 20 weeks (.726
hours ). Version 2: 41155 weeks
(1516-2051 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: I I /7 I-Present.
Version 2: 1/36-10/71.

Objectives: To train warrant officers and
enlisted personnel to supervise Nike guided
missile systems .aed associated equipment
maintenance.'..

Instruction: Lectures and practical exc.c
cises in Nike guided missileystemt and as,
sociated test .equipment rnlaintenance. in-
cluding AC and DC distribution; basic elec-
tronics, incli.iding poky er supplies, multime-
ter. counters, and oscilloscopes; preventive
medicine; cheinical, biological and
radiological identification and Apiecon-
tamination; leadership training? and
management practices -and techniques.'

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the vocational certificate category. 6
semester hours in electrical laboratory (3/
74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category. 3 semester hours
in electrical laboratory (3/74). Version 2:
In the vocational certificate category, 8
semester hours in shop management (3/.
74); in the lower-division bactalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 3 semester hours
in shop management (12/68); i e upper-
division baccalaureate category ter
hours in shop management (3/

Related Occupation 'Codes: 25

AR-1715-0256
AIR DEFENSE ARTILLERY AUTOMATIC

WEAPONS REPAIR

. Course Number: 121-16F30; 642- 45F20-
A.

Location: Air Defense School, Ft. Bliss,
TX.

Length: 4-5 weeks (156-177 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/66-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel as

artillery mechanics.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in organizational maintenance of unit
small arms and air efense artillery auto-
matic weapons, inclu ing small arms and
general subjects; .50 aliber machine gun
and M55 mount; power drive unit and vari-
able response; troubleshooting; twin 40mm
gun, self-propelled M42; field stripping;
M38 computing sight; automatic weapons
firing; organizational maintenance
procedures; and maintenance, lubrication,
inspection, and troubleshooting of specific
guns and mounts.

Credit Recommendation: NO credii
because of the limited technical nature of
the course (6/74).

Related Occupation Codes: I 6F.

AR-1715-0257
TELEPHONE AND TELETYPEWRITER

EQUIPMENT REPAIR

Course N,umber: I I O.
Location: Signal

NJ.
Ft. Monmouth,

Length: 14-15 wee (560-600 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/53-12/68.
Objectives: To qualify enlisted personnel

as telephone and telet57pewriter equipment
mechanics.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the repair of telephone and tele-
typewriter equipment, including repair of
telephone subsets, monocord switchboards,
multicord switchboards, power equipment,
PBX switchboards, non-multiple C.B.
switchboards, . and multiple C.B.
switchboards; telephone, and teletypewriter
repair shop procedures; field training; and
repair, testing, and troubleshooting of as-
sociated equipment.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category. 6 semester hours
in telephone and teletype repair, and credit
in electrical laboratory on the basis of in-
stitutional evaluation (6/74); in the lower-
division baccalaureateia.ssociate degree
category, credit in electrical laboratory on
the basis of institutional evaluation (6/74);
in the npper-division baccalaureate catego-
ry, credit in electrical laboratory on the
basis of institutional evaluation (6/74).

AR-1715-0258
NUCLEAR WEAPONS MAINTENANCE (ENTRY)

(ATOMIC WEAPONS ELECTRONICS
(ENTRY))

Course Num r: 9-R-260.0; 9 -E -55-
Location:. S' nal School; Ft. Monmouth,

NJ.
Length: weeks (434-440 hours).
Exhibi stet: 9/56- I 2/68.
Objeci o train enlisted personnel as

atomie;weapons electrical assembly hel-
'

Instruatiom-Lectures and practic41 exer-
cisei in electronics and in the repair, of
atontic weapons systems and equipmen't, in-
eluding supply procedures and catalogs,.
electrical fundamentals, use of Ohm's law
formulas and measurements using TS73540
induction, 4C and: -DC motors and generac
tors, elecpfonics aS applied to basic
receivers, 'diode vacuum tubes? alignment
of a superheterodyne receiver, electronics
as applied to basic transmitters, non-
sinusoidal circuitry, and radio setOAN/
VRC-I9.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category. 6 semester hoes
in radio and electronics; 3 in electrical
laboratory (6/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate, degree category, 3
semester hours in radio and electrpnics
(12/68); in the upper-division baccalau-
reate category. 3 semester hours in radio
and electronics, and credit in electrical
laboratory on the basis of institutional
evaluation (6/74).

AR-1715-0259
RADAR AND COUNTERMEASURES EQUIPMENT,

REPAIR OFFICER

Course Number: 1 1 -0 - 19.



Location: Signal School, Ft. Monmouth,
NJ.

Length: 18 weeks (632-660 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/56-12/68.
Objectives: To train commissioned and

Warrant officers to dit'ect and supervise
maintenance and repair of radar and elec-
tronic countermeasures equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and RI-acne:it exer-
cises in the supervision of radar and elec-
tronic countermeasures equipment ,.repair.
Topics include AC/DC networks,
resonance. and transients, vacuum tube
electronics including amplifiers, cathode
followers, sweep circuits, pulse and
microwave circuits, and functional block-
diagram analysis of radar systems..Instru-
Ments used include multimeters,' oscil-
loscopes. audio oscillators. signal genera-
tors, frequency meters; and pulse genera-
tors. ,

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certifiCate category. 2 semester hours
in electricity of eleotironics, 2 in electrical
laboratory (6/74); in the lower-division
haccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours _in electricity or electronics
(12/68); in thi.: upper-division baccalau-
reate category, 3 semester hours in elec-
tricity or electronics for non-electrical en-
gineering majors, and credit in electrical
laboratOry on the hasis of institutional
evaluation (6/74j.

AR-1715-0260
. TELETY PEW RITFIR REPAIRMAN

2. TELETYPEWRITER EQUIPMENT REPAIR
3. TELETYPEWRITER EQUIPMENT REPAIR

(TEI ETYPE.WRITER EQUIPMENT
(MAINTENANCE.)

Course Number: Vernon I: 160-31J20.
Version 2: 160-31J20. Version 3: 11 -R-
341 ;1 11-R-340.0 I I-E-11,

Location: Version. Signal School, Ft.
Gordon, GA. All Versions: Southeastern
Signal School, Ft. Gordon, GA.

Length: Version I: 15-21 weeks
(543-766 hours). Version. 2: 21-25 weeks
(771-930 hours). Version 3: 18-20 weeks
(703-736 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version I: 5/77-Present.
Version 2: 9/66-4/77. Version 3: 12/53-'8/
66.

Objectives: To train maintenance person-
nel to Operate, maintain. and repair tele-
typewriters and associated equipment.

Instruction: Alt Versions: Lectures and
laboratory in communications introduction;
teletypewriter fundamentals: installation' of
teletypewriter systems; field and depot shop
maintenance. Version I: Note: Students
who have completed-Modules 202, 4 and 7
of Comm9n Basic Electronics Training
(C013ET) at Ft. Jackson, SC will complete
only Phase II (15 weeks) of this ,course.
See AR-1715.0389 for credit recommenda-,
tion for COBET-Students who have not at-
.tended COBEI- will complete both Phases
and II (21 weeks) of this course. Version 2:
Includes facsimile equipment. Versiiiff 3: In-
cludes introductory electricity.

Credit Recommendation: Version l: In
the i.vocational certificate cptego'ry,
semester hours in teletype repair, 1 in fac-
'simile repair, 2 in electrical laboratory for
students who complete 15 or 21 weeks of
the course (see NOTE .above).
In the vocational certificate category, 5
semester hours in teletype repair, l'in. fac-
simile repair, 2 in electrical laboratory (6/
74); in the lower-division haccalaureate/as-

sociate degree category; 2 semester hours
in electrical ial)oratory (6/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 2
semester hours in electrical laboratory, and.
additional credit in electrical laboratory on
the basis of institutional evaluation (6/74),

on 3: lh the vocational certificate
city. 1 semester hour in basic electrici-

ty, 5 in teletype repair, 2 in electrical
laboratory (6/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 1

semester hour in basic electricity, 2 in eke-
trical laboratory (6/74); in the upper-divi-
sion baccalaureate category, 1 semester
hour in basic electricity, 2 in electrical
laboratory, and additional credit in eleetri-
cal laboratory on the basis of institutional
evaluatkm (6/74).

Related Occupatinn Codes: 3IJ; 09B.

AR-1715-0261

.SIGNAL FIELD GRADE OFFICER REFRESHER

Course Number: I I-A-C8.
Location: Signal School, Ft. Monmouth,

NJ.
Length: 4 weeks (140 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/57-12/68.
Objectives: To qualify commissioned of-

ficers as signal field grade officers.
Instruction: Lectures and demonstrations

in methods and system design of telephone
and radio link communications. Topics in-
clude basic telephone circuits, automatic
switching, cable layout and loading, re-
peater and microwave links, and communi-
cations center operations.

Credit Recommendation: In . the voca-
tional certificate category. 3 semester hours
in telephone and radio systems (6/74); in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree' category, 3 semester hours in
telephone and radio sykems on the basis of
institutional evaluation (6/74).

AR-1715-0262

FIELD AND FIXED STATION RADIO OFFICER

Course Number: 11-A-0501; I I-A-0502;
11-0-26.

Location: Signal School, Ft. Monmouth,
NJ.

Length: 1 I weekS (394-398 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/55-12/68.
Objectives: To train, commAned of-

ficers to direct and supervise the installa-
tion, operation, and organizational main-
tenance of field and fixed station radio
equipment.

instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in basic fundamentals of electricity
and radio communications. Topics include
AC and DC fundamentals, vacuum tubes
and amplifiers, CW and AM transmitters,
AM and FM receivers, antennas,lield radio
sets, radio .-relay, tactical radio net opera-
tions, fixed station operations and servkini
procedures. -electronic countermeasures
and radiotelegraph operations.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category. 4 semester hours
in electrieity, 2 in electrical laboratory (6/
74); in the lower-division haccalani-eate/as-
sociate degree category, 4 semester hours
in electricity, 2 in electrical laboratory, all
on the basis of institutional examination (6/
74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, credit in electricity and electrical
lahoratory on the basis of institutional
evaluation ( 12/68).
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AR-171570263

EMERGENCY ACTION CONSOLE REPAIR .

Course Number 622-F13.
Location: Signal School, Ft. Monmouth,

NJ; Signal School, Ft. Gordon. GA.
Length: 8-9 weeks (288-324 hours).
Exhibit Dates:' 3 /70- Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted dial central

office repairmen to operate and maintain
the emergency action console.

Instruction: Lectures and practical .exer-
cises in emergency action console repair,
including description and function of emer-
gency action console; operator's console
and recorder; console register line identifi -.
cation and access; equipment interface with
EAC, systems analysis and strapping.
procedures; supervisory and power equip-
ment; distribution system and fault analysis;,

systems training; strapping of a specific re-
gister and mark --eftland system review and
common control troffbleshooting.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
the course (6/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 36H.

AR-1715-0264
.

AREA COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS
OPERATIONS

Course Number: All Versions: 580-
3 I Z40. Version 2: 11-R-727.7.

Location: Southeastern Signal School, Ft.
Gordon. GA. .

Length: Version I: 15 weeks (547
hours). Version 2: 18-19 weeks (666-727
hours)..

Exhibit Dates: Version I: 5/74-Present.
Version 2: 8/60-4/74.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel as
area communications chiefs.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the supervision, installation, opera-
tion, and maintenance of an integrated area
communications system, including concept
and application of area communications
systems; communications system for com-
bat and support elements; forward-area
communications; division command com-
munications; airborne and airmobile divi-
sion communications; division, corps, and
army radio nets; corps and army communi-
cations; and theater communications.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the vocational certificate category, 1

semester hour in bask telecommunications
electricity or electronics (5/75). Version
In the vocational certificate category, 4
semester hours in business organization and
management, 4 in wire and radio communi-
cations' (6/74); in the lower-division bac-
calaureate/associate degree category, 4
semester hours in bu Mess organization and
management. 4 in e and radio communi-,
c4tions (6/74); in he upper-division bac-
el:aureate catego , 4 semester hours in
business organizes on and management, and
credit in wire a diradio communication on
the basis of institutional evaluation (12/
68).

Related Occupation Codes: 312.

AR-1715-0265
RE.G.ULAR ARMY SIGNAL OFFICER BASIC

CourseNumber: 4 -I I -C2ORA.
Location: Southeastern Signal School, FC'

Gordon, GA.
Length; 6 weeks (222 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/67-Present.
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Objectives: To qualify commissioned of-

ficers as signal officers.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the basics of radio and telephone
communications systems. Topics, include
communications icenter operations, wire
communications, i radio communications,
applied communications, and general mili-
tary subjects.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 3 semester hours
in radio and telephone communications
systems (6/74); in the lower-division bac-
calaureate/as4ociate de ee category, 3
semester hours in and telephone
communications syste (6/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 3
semester hours in military science (12/68).

AR -1 -0266

TELEPHONE. AND TELETYPEWRITER OFFICER

Course Number: 4C-0400; 11-A-0400.
Location: Signal School, Ft. Monmouth,

NJ.
Length: 14 weeks (492-494 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/64-Present.

. Objectives: To train officers to perform
as telephone and teletypewriter officers.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in supervision, management, planning,
installation, operation, and maintenance of
telephone, teletypwriter, and carrier facili-
ties, eqUipment, and systems; including
signal center operations; mathematics for
communications-electronics; electrical fun-
damentals; telephone transmission princi-
ples; outside-plant principles and practices:
telephone systems and equipment; funda-
mentals of facsimile systems; carrier trans-
mission systems and .equipment; radio com-
munications; and ground mobile communi-
cations equipment.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 9 semester hours
in telecommunications"(6/74); in the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category. 3 semester hours in telecommuui-
cations, and additional credit in telecom-
munciations on the basis,,.m& institutional
evaluation (6/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in
telecommunications, and additional credit
in telecommunications on the basis of in-
stitutional evaluation (6/74).

AR-1715-0267

DEFENSE SPECIAL SECU
COMMUNICATIO

(DSSCS OPERATOR)

Course Number: 580 -
Location: Southeastern 1, Ft.

Gordon GA.
Length: 2-3 weeks (78-1185hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/73-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

operate the Defensegecial Security Com-
munications System SSCS).

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the operation of a defense special
security communications system (DSSCS)
terminal. Topics include mes.sagd prepara-
tion, log messages, Baudot five-level tele-
typewriter, code (with emphasis on
'scanning for format). and operation of the
message header generator. and operation of
the message header generator,

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the Limited specialized nature of
the course (6/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 7213; 72F.

STEM OPFRATOR
.

AR-1715-0268

TELEPHONE-DIGITAL COMMUNICATIONS
OFFICER

Course iqumber: 4C-25C; 4C-26C; 4C-
0405.

LocationAiersion /: Signal School, Ft.
Gordon, GA. Version 2 : Signal School, Ft.
Monmouth, NJ.

Length: Version 1: 11 -13 weeks
(345-440 hours). Version 2 : 11-13 weeks
(452 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 4/75-Present.
Version 2: 3/73-3/75.

Objectives: To train officers to supervise,
manage, plan,-install. operate, and maintain
telephone, -teletypewriter, and carrier
equipment, facilities, and systems.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the Operation and maintenance of
telephone and digital communications.
Course includes basic electronics and
mathematics as applied to the repair of
telephone equipment and systems; tele-
typewriter equipment and systems; carrier
and ground mobile communications equip-
ment and systems; dom unications securi-
ty; communications -elec ronics systems en-
gineering; and mainten ce management.

Credit Reconune n: Version I: In
the vocational cert mate category, 2
semester hotys in basic electronics and
telecommunications (5'/75); in the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in basic elec-
tronics and teleco munications and I in
electronics laborato (5/75). Version 2: In
the vocational ce ificate category, 3
semester hours in is electricity, 3 in
electronics, 3 in telep one systems (6/74);
in the lower-divisio baccalaureate/as-
sociate ddg e category, 3 semester hours
in basic el tricity, 3 in electronics, and, on
the basis f institutional evaluation, 3 in
telephone stems (6/74); in the upper-
division bac aureate category, 3 semester:
hours in basic ectricity, and 3 in elec-
tronics on the bass of institutional evalua-
tions (6/74).

AR-1715-0269

AIRCRAFT FIRE CONTROL REPAIR

Course Number: 112-35120;
&anion: Ordnance School, Aberdeen

Proving Ground, MD.
Length: Version 1: 15-21 weeks

(486-6117 hours). Version 2: 16-20 weeks
(496-697 hou

. ersion /: 8/76-Present.
9/70-7/76.

ectives: To train enlisted personnel as
aircraft fire control repairmen.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
:practical exercises in direct and general-
support maintenance of fire control
systems, Arcraft armament subsyskems
electronic eoMpOnenLS, and system-peculiar
test ,equipment, including helicopter arma-
ment subsystem repair; M5 helicopter ar-
mament subsystem; LOH and UH-1
helicopter armament subsystems*, AH-1G
helicopter armament subsystems; fire con-
trol systems review and maintenance; solid-

, state circuitry; applied electronics: rocket
control and display subsystem;;and optics.
Version 1: Note: Students who have
completed Modules 201,202:203 and 4 of
Common Basic Electronics Training
( COBET) at Ft. Jackson, SC will complete
Phases Wand III (15 weeks). See AR -1715-
0389 for .credit recommendation for

COBET. Students who have not attended
COBET will complete. Phases I, II, and III
for 21 weeks.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1:',
Pending evaluation. Version 2: In the voca;
tional Certificate category, 4. semester houri:-
in electricity and electronics (6/75); in the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 2 semester hours in ekc-
tricity and electronics' (6/75); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, .2 semester
hours in electronics laboratory (6175).

Related Occupation Codes: 35J..

AttR-1715-0270

SIGNAL OFFICER FAMILIARIZATION

Course Number: I 1-A-C21.
Location: Signal School, Ft. Monmouih,

NJ.
Length: 6 weeks (212-220 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/60-12/68.
Objectives: To train officers in the or-

ganization, operational functions, duties
and responsibilities of the Signal Corps.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the organization, operational' func-
tions, duties and responsibilities of the
Signal Corps, including logistics, automatic
data processing systems, organization and
tactics, radio communications, telephone
communications, communications center
operations, signal plans and operations,
electronic warfare, equipment use within
the army signal battalions, and CONUS lo-
gistical support to a the,ater of operations.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, Credit in
radio and wire communications on the
basis of institutional evaluation (12/68).

AR-1715-0.271

TECHNICAL EVALUATION PROGRAM (TEP)
TRAINING .

Course Number: I 0I-F13.
Location: Signal School, Ft. Gordon, GA.
Length: I 0-11 weeks (357-381 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/75- Present.
Objectives: To provide students with the

techniques required to perform technical
and operational trieasurementanalysig:
and evaluation of communications equip-
ment.
. Instruction:. Instruction covers testing

procedures and microwave system opera-
tion and testing procedures, including some
bask mathematics, noise and level mea-
surements distortion, noise power, frequen-
cy response, gain, and other commurg.-
tions-system-related evaluation Procedallt.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca- *
tional certificate category, 6 semester hours
in microwave communications systems
77).

Related Occupation Codes: 26V; 26Y:
32D; 32E.

AR-1715-0272

I. TACTICAL MICROWAVE SYSTEMS REPAIR .
2. ACTICAIVAVE SYSTEMS REPAIR
3. TACTICAL MICROWAVE SYSTEMS REPAIR
4. MICROWAVE RADIO EQUIPMENT REPAIR
5. MICpWAVE RADIO EQUIPMENT REPAIR

Ciburse Number: Version 1: 101-a6L20.
Veision 2: 101 -26L20. Version 3: 101-26L20.

Version 4: 11-R-281;1 11 -E -24.
Version 5: I 1 -E -26.



Location: Version 1: Signal School, Ft.
Gordon, GA. Version 2 : Signal School, Ft.
Monmouth, NJ. Ver. lion 3 : Signal School,
Ft. Monmouth, NJ. Version 4 : Signal
School, Ft. Monmouth, NI Version 5
Signal SchooL.Ft. Monmouth, NJ.

Length: Version 1: 23-29 weeks
(847-1070 hours). Version 2: 3b weeks
(1352 hours). Version 3: 28 weeks (1048
hours). Version 4: 28-30 weeks
(1040-1116 hqurs). Version 5: 26 weeks
(1040 hours).
. Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 9/74-Present.

Version 2: 11/71-8/74. Version 3: I 1/
68-10/7 1 . Version 4: 1 I/55- 10/68. Version
5:10/53-10/35..

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
operate, install, and repair tactical
microwave radio systems. .

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
laboratory, in tactical microwave radio
systems installation, operation, and repair,
including electrical fundamentals, audio
amplifier basics, electronic devices and cir-
cuits, elements of electronic communica-
tions, microwave techriiques, and electronic
principles applied to specific equipment.
Version I: NOte: Students who have
completed Modules I, 2, and 3 of Common
Basic Electronics Training (COBET) at B.
Jacksdn, SC, will complete only Phase .11
(23 weeks) of this course. See AR -1715-
0389 for credit for COBET. Students who
have not attended COBET will complete
both Phases I and II (29 weeks) of this
course. Version 2: Instruction includes
solid-state devices. Versibn 3: Instiuction
includes solid-state devices..

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the avocational certificate category, 2
semester hours in electronics laboratory for
those yaicients-Aompleting 23 weeks; or 3

serer hours' in basic electronics for stu-
dents completing 29 weeks (see note
above) (5/75); in the lower-division bac-
calaureate/associate degree category, 3'
semester hours in basic electronics and 1 in
electronics laboratory for those students
completing 23 weeks; or 5 semester hours
in basic electronics and I in electronics
laboratory for those students completing 29
weekso(see note above) (5/75). Version
In the vocational certificate category.. 15
semester hours in electronic' Communica-
tions, 5 in electronic commuhications
laboratory 16/74); in the loWer-division
baccalatsrea;.-ociate degree category, 6
semester in electronic communica-
tions, 3 as an elective in electronic commu-
nications, 3 in electronic communications
.laboratory '(6/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours
<as an elective in electronic communications
on the basis of institutional evaluation (6/
74). Version 3: In the vocational certificate
category, 15 semester hours in .electronic
communications, 5 in electronic communi-
cations laboratory (6/74); in the loWeredivi-
sion baccalaureate /associate degree catego-.
ry, 3 semester hours in electricity or elec-

' tronick (12/68); in the upper-division bac-
calaureate category, 3 semester hours as an
elective in electronic .communications on
thv basis of institutional evaluation (6'/74).

-.Version 4: In the vocational certificate
category, 12 semester hours in electronic
communications, 4 in electronic communi-
cations laboratoni(6/74); in the lower-divi-,
skirl baccalaureakkassociate degree catego:
ry, 4 semester 'hours in electricity or elec-
tronics (12/68); .in the upper-division bac.-
calaureale category, S semester hours as an
elective in electronic communicatiOns on

tht basis of institutional evaluation (6/74).
Version 5: In the vocational certificate

, category, 12 semester hours in electronic
communications, 4 in electronic communi-
cations laboratory (6/74); in the lower-divi-
sion baccalaureate/associate degree catego-
ry, 4 semester hours in electricity, 6 in
radio (12/68); in the upperrdivision bac-
calaureate category, 3. semester hours as
elective in electronic Communications on
the basis of institutional evaluation (6/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 26L.

AR-1715.4)2'33

ARTILLERY COMANICATIONS OFFICER

Course Number: 6-A-0200; 6-B-0200; 6-
0=6.

Location: Artillery and Missile School,
'Ft. Sill, OK.

Length: 12-15 weeks (457-640 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/56-12/68.
Objectives: To train officers in artillery

communications.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the supervision and coordination of
the installation, operation, and main-
tenance of artillery communication equip-
ment and systems, including adiotelephone
procedures and security, fu damentals of
electricity and radio, wire co munications,
FM and AM equipMent, sig I supply
operations and maintenance pr edures,
radiotelegraph, radio telet writer
procedures, message center proced res and
cryptography, field artillery communication
system, and maintenance of computers.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 3 semester hours
in electricity and radio operation andimain-
tenance, 1 in electrical latibratory (6/74).

AR-4715-0274

CORPORAL OFFICER

Course Number: 6JA-1190A; 6-A- I 190.
'Location: Artillery' and Guided Missile

School, Ft. Sill, OK.
Length: 10 weeks. (344 -412 hours).

, Exhibit Dates: 4/57-12/68.
, Objectives: To train commissioned of-

ficers in the capabilities, limitations, and
operation of a specific missile and -its
equipment.

InstrUction: Lectures and pradtical exer-
cises in the operation of the Corporal mis-
sile. Topics include artillery transport, cord-
munications and electronics, gunnery,
equipment and accessories, tactics and
combined arms, and target acquistion.
Course contains a limited coverage of elec-
trical circuit fundamentals.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, I semester hour
in electronics laboratory (6/74).

.

AR-1715-0275 .

CORPORAL MAINTENANCE OFFICER

Course Number: 6-A-1191 6-0-41 .
Location: Artillery and Guided Missile

School, FL Sill, OK.
Length: 32-33 weeks (1366-1436

hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/56-12/68.
Objectives: To train ,artillery officer's in

Corporal maintenance.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the function, 'technical operations,
characteristics.; maintenance, and inspec-
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,tion of Corporal fire control systems,
launching and handling equipment, and-on-
missile material, including communications
and eiectronici; mathematics; fundamentals
of electricity; radio electronics; radar elec-
tronics; target acquisition; AN/MPQ-25
radar; Doppler; AN/MSA-6 computer; ern -4
placement and loop checks; Corporal mis-
sile components, test equipment, and
check-out and firing procedureS; propulsion
system, uncrating assembly, and service
area check-out; and Corportatomic war-

ead.
Credit Rh non: In the voca-

tional certificate egory, 6 semester hours
in electricity or electronics, 2 in electric,}
laboratory (6/74); in the lower-divisidtr
baccalaureate/associate, degree category, 4
semester hour/ in electricity or electronics
( I 2/68 ).

AR-1715-0276

,AN/TPQ-21 HAWK G9DED MISSILE SYSTEM
SIMULATOR MAINTENANCE

Course Number: 121-2400; 4F-F6; 121-
F10; 44-R-F42.

Location: Air Defense School, Ft. Bliss,
TX.

Length: 8-9 weeks (305-348 hours)...
Exhibit Dates; 7/64-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

operate, adjust, and maintairN guided mis-
sile system simulator.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in guided missile system simulator
operation, adjustment and maintenance, in-
cluding AC' and DC control circuits, con-
trol console, countermeasures console,
system analysis, operating procedures, pro-
gramming, transistors, safety and test
equipment, power system, arill maintenance
and troubleshooting procedures:

Credit Recommendation:-In the voca-
tional certificate category, I semester hour
in electrical maintenance laboratory (6/
74).

Related OcCupation Codes: 24F.

AR-1715-0271 t.
AVIONIC EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE

SUPERVISOR

Course Number:4102-35P40. .

Location: Southeastern Signal School, Ft..'
Gordon. GA.

Length: Version 1: 19 weeks (702
tours). Version 2...22 weeks (826 hours). ^-

Exhibit Dates: Version 10/67 - 12/68.
Vers'on .2: 5/66-9/67.

bj v o train enlisted personnel as
avionic equip ent maintenance super-.
visors.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in advanced maintenance techniques
and maintenance supervision avionic
equipment, including advanced electrbnics:.
semiconductor principles: transistor types
transistor circuits, zenee and tunnel diode
operation; avionic communications and
navigation equipment; automatic flight con-
trol equipment; and supervisory and train-
ing techniques.

Credit-IteCommendatIontVersion- 1. In
the vocational certifipate ''category, 6
semester hours in electronics, 2 in electric
cal laboratory (6/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3.
semester hours: in electronics, sy in electri-
cal laboratory (6/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 3 semester heitas
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as an elective in electronic circuits (6/74).
Version 2: lb the vocational certificate
category, 6 semester hours in electronics, 2
in electrical laboratory (6/74); in the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 2 semester hours in elec-
tronics (12/68); in the upper-division bac-
calaureate category, 3 semester hours as an
elective in electronic circuits e6/74V

Related Occupation Codes: 3511; 35L;
35M; 35N; 35P..

AR-1715-0278

TELEVISION EQUIPMENT REPAIR '"..'
ts, Course Number: Version 1: 191-26T20:

Version 2: 1I-R-285.1. Version 3: I I-R-
285;1 I I-E-35.

Location: Signal School, Ft. Monmouth,
NJ.

Length: Version. 1: 33 weeks (1175
hours). VersioIl 2: 33 weeks (1238 hours).
Version 3: 25-27 weeks (926-1002 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version I: 5/73-Present.
Version 2: 8/68-4/73. Version 3: 2/56-7/68.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
install, operate, maintain, and repair televi-
sion receivers, camera chains, studio equip-
ment microwave links, video tape recorders
and closed-circuit systems.

Instruction: All Versions: 'Lectures and
practic I exercises in electrical fundamen-
tals, el ctronics as applied to basic am-
plifiers and receivers, generation of RF
energy; monochrome television receivers.
image orthicon cameras, vidicon television
equipment, and color television. Version 1:
Instruction includes video tape recorders
and semiconductor fundamentals. Version
2: Instruction includes video tape recorders
and gErnicondelktor fundamentals.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the vocational certificate category, 24
semester hours in television systems, 8 in
television systems laboratory (6/74); in the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree, category, 9 semester hours in televi-
sion systems, 2 in television,systems labora-
tory (6/74); in the upper-division baccalau-
reate category, 3 semester hours as an elec-
tive in television systems. 1 in television.
systems laboratory (6/74)..)/ersion 2: In the
vocational certificate category,°24 semester
hours in television systems; 8 in television
systems laboratory (6/74); in the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in electricity
and electronics (12/68); in the upper-divi-
sion baccalaureate' category, 3 semester
hours as an elective in television systems, 1
in television systems laboratory (6/74).
Version 3: In the vocational certificate
category, 18 semester hours' in television*
systems, 6 in television system's laboratory
(6/74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 4 semester hours
in electricity and -electronics (12/68); in
the uppeltlivision baccalaureate category.
3 seMester hours as an' elective in television
systems, I in television systems laboratory
(6/74).

Related OecuPation Codes: 26T.

AR-1,715-0279
. PROJECIAVEQUIPMENT-REPAIR

''(SOUND PROJECTOR REPAIR)"

Course Nuniber.: 198-41F20; 11-R-401.2;
I -E-28.
Location: Signal School, ft. Monmouth,

NJ.
Length: 10-11 weeks (386 -402 hors).

Exhibit Dates: 7/54-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel as

projector repairmen.
Instrtictionrtectures and practical exer-t

rises on the maintenance and repair of still
and sound motion picture- projectors and °
audio tape recorders, and related equip-
ment, including electrical fundamentals,
audio amplifiers, principles of photographic
equipment repair, tape recorders, repair of
specific, projector sets, basic optics and
shop practi9es, sound motion picture pro-
jectors, maintenance of screens, and supply
tnd maintenance procedures.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category., 3 semester hours
in electromechanics, 2 in electromechani-
cal laboratory (6/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/aisociate deg5te category, 3
semester hours as an elective in elec-
tromechanics, 1 in electromechanical
lakioratory (6/74).

Related OccUpation,Codes: 41 F; 41 H.

ARr 1715-0280

CORPORAL FIRE CONTROL SYSTEM
MAINTENANCE `

Course Number: 6-N-I 186; 6-N-228.2.
Location: Artillery and Missile School,

Ft. Sill, OK.
Length: 32 weeks (1291 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/582-1/62.
Objectives: To train warrant officers and

enlisted personnel to adjust, maintain, and
operate Corporal fire control systems.

InstrctIon: Lectures and practical exer-
cises
Co
clud
da
an

n the operation and maintenance of
ral fire control systems. Topics in-
communications, mathematics, fun-

entals of electricity' and electronics,
Specific radar, Doppler, and computer

systems:
Credit Recommendation: In the voca-

tional certificate category, 6 semester hours
in electricity or electronics," in electrical
laboratory (6174); in the loWer-division
baccalaureate /associate: degree category, 4
semester hours in electridity or electronics
(12/68).

Related OccupatIon,COdes: 2 I B; 22 I C;
222B; 251B; 223B; 223D; 251D, 4B.

ART1715-0281

FIELD ARTILLERY BATTERY OFFICER
(FIELD ARTILLERY AND SURFACE-TO-SUR,

FA E MISSILE. BATTERY OFFICER)

Course umber: 6-A-C2; 6 -0-I.
Locatio : Artillery and Guided Missile

School, t. Silf, OK.
Length 33-36 weeks ( 1133-1302

hours).
Exhibit' Dates: 3/56-12/68.
Objectives: To train officers to be field

artillery battery officers.
oinstruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in basic 'electricity, gunnery, material,
mrors, military 'tactics, associated ground
handling equiEttnent, communication equip-

s.- ment, field-artillery radar, ground guidance
systems, leadership, air-ground special
operations, and special weapons employ-
ment.

'Credit RecominendatIffo In the voca-
tional certificate category. 1 semester houi
in basic electrical laboratm (6/74).

1 ' '

)AR-1715-0282 r
: "

FIXED STATION TERMINALIVPAIR

Course Number: I I -E-43.
Location: Signal Schoolt Ft. MOnmouth,

NJ. ,

Length: 24 weeks (960 h'Ours).7_,;
Exhibit Dates: 9/54-12/68.. ;

Objectives: To train enlisted rsannel
perform as fixed-station term na ',equip-
ment repairmen.

Instruction: Lectures and praciicat exer-
cises in the installation, operation, and
repair of fixed-station terminal* radio com-
munications equipment, and Oft -rebuilding
and overhaul of fixed-station halo trans-
mitters, receivers, and terminal equipment,
including introduction to communications
and electricity; basic electronic circuits;
fixed-station fundamentals; antenna
systems; telephone and telegraph funda-
mentals; fixed-station carrier fundamentals;
four-channel, twelve-channel, and single-
sideband carrier equipment; and fixed-sta-
tion integrated communication systems.

Credit Recommendation: In the vOca-
tionat certificate category, 4 semester hours
in electronics, 2 in electrical laboratory (6/
74); in the lower4yision baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category. 3 semester hours
in electroriics (12/b8 ?; in the upper:division
baccalaureate categgry, 3 semester hours in
electricity and el Ionics, and credit in
electrical laboratory;op the basis of institu-
tional evaluation ( 0121)%

AR-1.715-0283
I. ARMOR COMMUNICATION OFFICER

- 2. ARMOR COMMUNICATION OFFICER
'(ARMOR COMMUNICATION) - ,

Course Numbir: Version 1: 17-A-0200.
Version 2: 17-B-0200; 17-0-7.

Location: Armor School. Ft. Knox, KY.
Length: Version 1: 8 weeks (300 hours).

Version 2: 10 weeks (355-375 hours). ;
Exhibit Dates: Version ,I: 5/63-12/68.

Version 2: 1 0/55-4/63.
Objectives:' To, train 'commissioned of-

ficers to supervise thg installation, -opera-
tion, and tnaintenance of field communica-
tions systems.

Instruction; All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in field Communication
systems installation; message center
procedures .and codes; care and use of test
equipment; . field radio m'aintenance,
troubleshooting, and repair', and some AM,
FM, and CW theory. Version 2: Instruction
includes AC and DC circuit theory, Ohm's
law, and vacuum tube theory.

Credit Recommendation: Version
the vocational certificate category, 2
semester hours in electricity or- radio
operation andEnaintenance on the basis of
institutional efamination (6/74); in the

,lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category,,1 semester hour in ,elec-
tricity or radio operation and maintenance
on the basis of institutional evaluation (6/
74);, in the uppervision baccalaureate
category, credit in eleekronics. or radio
operatiov and maintenance on the basis of
institutional evaluation (12/68). Version 2:
In:, the vocational, certificate category, 3.
semester hours. in electricity or radio
operation and maintenance on the basis of
institEtional evaluation (6/74); in the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 1 semester hour in elect%
-tricity .or radio operation and maintenance
on the basis of institutional evaluation (6/.

.0*



74); in the upper-division' baccalaureate
category, credit in. electricity or radio
operation maintenance on the basis of in-
stitutional evaluation (12/68).

AR-1715-0284
I . UNA ITPNDED GROUND SENSOR

MECLIANIC
2. UNATTENDED GROUND SENSOR

SPECIALIST/MAINTENANCE SPECIALIST

. Course Number: Version 1: 22 I - r 7 M30.
Version 2: 22 f - 17M 20.

Location: Version 1: Intelligence School.
Ft. Huachuca, AZ. Version 2: Combat Sur-
veillance and. Electronic Warfare School.
Ft. Huachuca, AZ.

Length: Version 1: 5 weeks (165 hours).
Version 2: 10 leeks (323 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 3/75-Present.
1.4 Version 2: 4/73-2/75.

Objectives: Ti) train enlisted personnel in
the operation and installation of unat-
tended ground sensor equipmerit.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in the operation and in-
stallation of unattended ground sensor
equipment. and the maintenance and repair_
of radio-link sensors, read-out equipment;
relays, antennas and test equipmbnt .as-
sociated with unattended ground sensor
systems, including physical security sensors.
radio-link sensors, sensor read-out, relay
and employment, non-type classified sen-
sors, sensor assembly test and maintenance,
portable monitoring equipment, antenna
group AN/USA-32, and relay and auto-
mated read-out equipment. Version 1: Top-
ics include testing and maintenance, by su-
bassembly replacement, of radio link sera-
sors, readout and associated test equip-
ment.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the vocational certificate category, I

semester h6ur in electronic equipment ser-
vicing laboratory (6/75). Version 2: In the
vocational certificate category, 1 semester
hour in electronics laboratory (6/74); in
the lower-division baccalaureate /associate
degree category, I semester hour 'melee-
ironies laboratory on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation (6/74).

Related Occupation Codes: I 7M.

AR-1715-0285

ANTIAIRCRAFT ARTILLERY REMOTE
CONTROL REPAIR ( BASIC)

Course Number: 9-R-301.1 .
Location: Ordnance School, Aberdeen

Proving Ground, MD.
Length: 8 weeks (280 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/57-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

perform as antiaircraft artillery remote con-
trol repairmen.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in antiaircraft artillery remote control
repair, including general subjects; hydrau-
lics and mechanics; purpose and -operation
of gear trains, differential assemblies, speed
reducers, and cams; electrical fundamen--
tals; meters and test equipment; electron
tubes; synchros; series, parallel, and series-
parallel DC circuits; cable repair; 90mrn
and 120mm AAFCS equipment; and light-
AAA control systems.

.Credit Recommendathm: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 2 sem ster hours
in. electricity and electrical labo tory (6/
74); in the lower-division baccal ureate/as-

sociate degree category. I semester hops in
electricity'and electrical laboratory (6774).

AR:1715-0286 a t
I. SYSTEMS ENCANEERING, ANALYSIS AND

MANAGEMENT (GUIDED MISSILE)/
2. GUIDED MISSILE SYSTEMS OFFI "7
3. Gulomidissit.rSYsrums 0 ICER
4. GUIDED MISSILE. SYSTEMS CER
5. GUIDED MISSILE STAFF OFFICER
6. GUIDED MISSILE STAFF OFFICIIR

Course Number: Version I: 4F-14F; 4E-
1181. Version 2: 4F-118I. Version 3: 44-A-
1181. Version 4: 44-A-I 181. 'lief-Von 5: 44-
A-1181. Version 6: 44-0;5. ..

Location; Version 1: Air Defense School,
Ft. Bliss,' TX. Version 2: Air Defense.
School, Ft. Bliss. TX. -Version 3:. Air
-Defense School. Ft. Bliss, TX. Version 4":
Air Defense School, Ft. Bliss, TX. Version
5: Air. Defense School, Ft. Bliss. TX. Ver-
sion 6: Antiaircraft Artillery and Guided
Missile School, Ft. Bliss, TX. -

Length: Version 1: 35 weeks (1346
hours). Version 2 30-33 weeks
(1090 -1 136 hours). Version 3:` 39 weeks
(1302-1389 flours). Version 4: 38 weeks
( f270-1306 hours). Version 5: 35 weeks
(1216 hours). Version 6: 26 weeks 4840
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version* 1: 9/75-Present.
Version 2: 3/68-8/75. Version 3: 7/61-2/68.
Version 4: 7/58-6/61. Version 5: 6/57-6/58.
Version- 6: 2/5725/57.

Objectives: To provide officers with
knowledge relative to research, develop-
ment and application cif...guided missile
systems. de

Instruction: riii Versions: Lectures,
discussion groups, and demonstrations in
vector and differential calculus, electricity
and electronics, basic physics, nuclear
physics, electronics, systems analysis, radia-
tion theory and radar, mechanics,
aerodynamics, guidance and 4ntrol, anti
propulsion. Version 3: Instruction includes.

Nair defense operations and tactics, nuclear
weapons employment, and SSM systems.
Version- 4: Instruction includes HaWk
system, Nike materiel, air defense tactics,
missile response equations, and combined
arms. Version 5: InstrUction includes Cor-
poral system, air atomic defense tactics,
Nike materiel, and guided missile tactics.
Version 6: instruction, include. s range facili-
ties and firing at WS , jengineering.
machanics and thermody amibs, and ad-
vanced guidance systems.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
6 semester hours in engineering mathe-
matics, 3 in electronics, 3 in mechanics, 3
in system dynamics (8/77). Version 2: In
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
6 semester hours in engineering mathe-
matics, 6 in electricity and electronics, 3 in
mechanics, and 3 in systems analysis (6/
74). Version 3: in the upper-division bac-
calaureate category, 15 semester hours in
engineering electronics, mechanics,
aeropropuision, or aerodynamics, 3 in
systems analysis, and credit in mathematics
and physics on the basis of institutional
evaluation ( I 2/68 ). Version 4: In the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 15
semester hours in engineering electronics,
mechanics, aeropropulsion, or aerodynam-
ics, and credit in mathematics and physics
on the basis of institutional evaluation (12/

, 68). Version 5: In the upper-division bac-
calaureate category, 12 semester hours in

1 , 6

credit ysics on the

gineering mechanics,

ArmY 1-171
engine tnecharieu.

reate

engineering I electronics.
aer°Propuisioh, or aerOdYriamics and

in mathematics and Pl'
institutional evaluation . ( 12/68).

Verlion 6: In the upper-division baccallku,

ysYkensarno:16sthaendbasis of

category,- JO semester hours in en_
electronics, .

rnathepmulasftoicns,"aondr aeprodh credit

institutional evaluation (12/68)

'AR-1715-0287

NIKE. AJAX MISSILE MECIIANICAl,
MAINTENANCE

Coup Number: 44-R-172.1,
Location: Air Deferise School. Ft. ar

TX.
iss,

launcher and lau-khing
check-out.

and, i

and 6, missile 'electrical

pre
Units, propulsio \ system and warheads,

mechanical materiel of Nike Ajax assembly
aunching a ea,s, Nike AlaX missile

Operations, a d mi trical

I.9ikeinAcljuadxinmgissilebamsiecchanciicea.2trzaitiny:

weeks (208 -?32 hoofs).

n .

the

ent

Exhibit Dates; 10/59 - 12/18.
Objectives: To. train' enlisted Personnel

and itrtrctical
Mike Ajax missile mechanics. ,

instruction: Lectures

t e nanicne

exer-
cises

diai.vinIsioi:

eie

tional certificate category,

ctro

t`prY (6/74); in he upper-division baccalau... tenance technology. I in electronics labora..

to
reate

rY on the basis of institutional evaluation
category, credit in electronic

enanec _technology,
2

t lab9ra..

category 4 semester hours

nici laboratory (6/74); in the lower_
missile

l'e baccalaureate /associate
in missile mains,

AR-1715-0288
.ASsoCL4E AIR DEFENSE MISSILE

BATTERY OFFICER
2 ASSOCIATE ANTIAIRCRAFT ARTILLERY

(AAA) MISSILE BATTERY OFFICER

3- ASSOCIATE SttrAcr.--th-Aat MISSILE
SAM) BATTERY OFFICER

Ft.

Ft.

Version

craft Artillery and,Guided Missile School,
School

houLength: Version 1: 1660w()%ek6s0
Bliss, TX.

3Verise_ion172

Bliss, TX. Versign 2: AirgiDense
Ft, Bliss. TX. Version 3: Antiair_

Version I : Air Defense School,

Course Number: Version 1: 44-A-C3Et.'
Version 2: 44-A-C3B. Version 3: .44-0_2a.

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 7/58-12/68,

defense battery officers assigned to SAN/
units.

Version 2: 9/574L6/58. Version 3: 3/55-8/57.
Objectives: , To train officers as air

w:e1;71:sw(eeks (620 hours).

! gciseness

computers, communications, characteristics

Insh'uction: Lectures and practical eXer-
,inbasinictemeleaci-ctroomnicbsustbioasnicaradar,

adridiesel
analog

ContrOland operation of Nike Ajax Battery
quIPMent and operations. nuclear
eePons, speeial warheads, air defense tac_

the

and carbine marksmanshiP

lower-division

les,

semester hours in electricity and electrical
laboratory (6/74); in the

Credit Recommendation: Version I; i
vocational certificate , category, -2.

baccalaureate/associate degree category, I.

semester hour in electricity and electriciji



1-174 COURSE EXHIBITS'
laboratory .(6/i4). Version 2: In the voca-
tional certificate catego 2 semester hours

electricity and electrical- laboratory (6/
74); in the loWer-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, credit in electrical
laboratory
evaluation

basis of 'institutional
Version 3: In the`voca-

tiprial certificate category, 4 semester hours
in ;electricity and electrical laboratory (6/
74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 2 semester hours
in electricity, and credit in electrical
laboratory on the basis of institutional
evaluation (12/68).

AR-1715-0289 .

I. AIR DEFENSE MISSILE STAFF '0E4CFR
(HAWK)

(SURFACE.-To-AIR MISSILE STAFF
.OFFICER (HAWK)).

2. SURFACE-TO-Ant MISSILE STAFF
. OFFICER (HAWK)

3. SAM.S3-Arr.OrncEtt (HAWK)
4. SAM STAFF OFFICER (HAWK)
5. SURFACE- TO-AIR MISSILE STAFF

OFFICER (HAWK)

Course Number: Version 1: 20-11
.Veqion 2: 44-A-1F2.1. Version 44-A- 21.
Version 4.: 44-A-F21. Version 5: 44-A-F f.

Location: -Air Defense. School. Ft. Bliss,
TX.

Length: Version .1: 17-18, weeks
(635-676 hours). Version 2 : 19 weeks
(722-734 hours). Version 3: 37 weeks
( 1271-1354 hours). Version 4. 35 weeks
(121( hours). Version 5: 35 weeks (1288
hours).

Eihibit Dates:. Versiont:' 1: I/68= Present_
Version 2 :. 9/64--12/67. Version 3: 7/61--8/

Veriion 4: 4/60-6/61. Version 5: 4/
59- 3/60.'

Ottleetiies: To train commissioned of-
ficers to operate, maintain, inspect, and
technically employ Hawk missile systems.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in basic electronics, including AC and
.DC circuits, linear elements, vacuum tubes,
and 'transistors; communication receivers;
radar fundamentals; use Of electronic test
equipment; pulse acquisition radar and
range only radar; and loader, launcher and
missile components.

Credit RecOmmeralation: Version 1: In
the' vocational certificate category, 12
semester hoursl in electronics (6/74); in the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 6 semester hours in elec-
tronics (.6/74); in the upper-division bac-
calaureate category, 2 semester hours in
electrical laboratory (6/74). Version 2: In
the vocational certificate category. 8
Semester hours in electronics (6/74); in the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 4 semester hours in elec-
tronics (6/74); in the upper-diyision bac-
calaureate category, 2 semester hours in
electrical laboratory (6/74). Version 3: In
the vocational certificate category. 8
semester hours in electronics (6/74); in the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in elec-
tricity or telectronics (12/68); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours in electrical laboratory (0/74). Ver-
sion 4: In the vocational sertificate catego-
ry, 6 semester hours in electronics (6/74):
in the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 3 semester hours
in electricity or electronics (12/68); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category. 2

semester hours in electrical laboratory (6/

74). Version 5: In the vocational Certificate
category, 6 hourssemester hou in electronics.
(6/74); insthe leave division baccalaureate/
associate degve ca egory. 2 semester hours
in electricity, or electronics (42/68); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category,. 2
semester hours in electric-al laboratory (6/
74).

AR-1715-0290 a

I. MECHANICAL AINTENANCE MM-
CMF ) WARRANT OFFItER, ADVANCED

2. SURFACE-TO-AIR MISSILE SYSTEM -
MAINTENANCE (HAWK) WARRANT
°Ff-I10EFI ADVANCED

4FC-75irsjal.siumber:
4-9-C32; 4-9-C32-A;

Lnentiho: Version 1: Ordnance School,.
Aberdeen Proving-Ground_ MD. Version 2:
Missile and Munitions School, Redstone
Arsenal, AL.

Length, Version 1: 14 weeks (432
hours). Version 2: 19 weeks (689 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version I: 11/76-Present.
Version 2: 2/72-10/76.

Objectives: To train warrant officeri in
logistical management and operation of

"Hawk surface-to-air missiles.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in tP4iritenance and operation of
Hawk surface-to-air missiles. Topics in-
clude personnel ', management, data
processing techniques; supply an& adminis-
tration,
troubleshooting,

maintenance procedures,

C

operation
missile systems. -

redit Recommendation: Version 1:
Pending evaluation. Version 2r In the voca-
tional certificate category, 8 semester hours
in electronics labOratory (6/74); 'n the

eate
in dee-

pper-divi-
3 Semester

hours as a technical eleeiive, business ad-
ministration, or 2 semater hours in Jfec-
tronics laboratory for non-electrical-en-
gineering majors (6/74).

kR-1715-0291 '

LACROSSE FIRE CONTROL OPERATION ,

Course Number: 6- R- 167.6; 6-R-F9.

Sill, OK.
Lnca_, don: Artillery Missile School, Ft.

Length: 3-.5 weeks (139-198 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/58-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel as

Lacrosse field artillery fire control
crewmen.

Instruction: Lectures and p ac al exer-
cises' on adjustment, maintenance, an
operation of Lacrosse missile guidance cen-'
tral and auxiliary equipment, including
communications and electronics, basic
electronics_ communications, gunnery. Ili:\
,ing- data, material, Lacrosse missile, and
guidance section, tactics and combined
arms, - launcher, target acquisition, map
reading, organizational maintenance. and
tactical deployment.

the course (6/74).

Credit RecomMendation: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of

rs

lower-division baccalaureate
degree category, 5 semester hou
tronics laboratory (6/74); in the,
sion baccalaureate' category.,

AR-1715-0292
NIKE MAINTENANCE F19 NILEEDF

OFFICERE; ('NCOi).
ADVANCED

Course Number: 104-23W50-EC.
Location: Missile and. Munitions School,

Redstone Ars'enal, AL.. 5.
Length: 19 weeks (684 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/71-3/73.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in

operation,- organizational check-out and
functional analysis of Nike missile -main-
tenance equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical ,exer-
dises in the dOties of Nike. i main-
tenance chiefs. Course includes-satraileining.on
electronic test equipment, conntlItmications
equiprpent, power supplies, and basic com-
puter. fundamentals.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category. 12 semester
hours in electronics.(6/74); in Mt lower-
division
category, 6 semester hours in electronics
(6/74); in the -u-pper-diviston hani----alaureate .

electronicscategory, -2 semester hours
laboratory (6/74).

oM; 23N; 23U; 23W.
Related, Occupation C es: 229; 22L;

AR-1715-0293
HAWK MAINTENANCE CHIEF

NONCOMMISSIONED OFFICER (NCO)
ADVANCED

Course Number: 121-23 V 50-EC.
Location: Missile and Munitions School,'

Redstone Arsenal, AL.
Length: 19 weeks (684 hoursY,
Exhibit Dates: 7/71-3f73.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to,,

operate and organize check-out procedures
and functional analysis oRt Hawk missile
maintenance" equipment.,, ,'

Instruction: Lectures iind practical exer-
cises in the duties of Hawk missile main-
tenance chiefs. Course includes training on
electronic test equipment -and communica-
tions equipment, power supplies; and basic
computer fundamentals.

Credit Recommendation: In, the voca-
tional certificate category. 12 semester
hours in electronics (6/74); in the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate 'degree
category, 6 semester hours in electronics
(6/74); .41 the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 2 semester hours in electronics
laboratory,( 6/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 22K; 230;
23S; 23T; 23V.

AR-1715-0294
,IMPROVED HAWK INFORMATION

COORDINATION CENTRAL
MAINTENANCE

Course Number: 104-24020.
Location: Air Defense School, Ft. Blips,

.TX.
bength: Version 1: 25 weeks (895

hours). Version 2: 21 weeks (692 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 5/76-Present.

Version 2: 1/73-4/76.
V Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

maintain the improved continuous-wave
acquisition radar and the information coor-
dination central.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-s
cises in the maintenance of the Hawk infor-
mation coordination central and the con-



tinuouS-wave acquisition radar. Topics' in -'
elude. missile .electronics theory, 1)C and
AC 'cir5.inits, magnetism, re- active., cOrn-
rionepts.- yaeuum .tube,s anit;transistors, test
equipment, radar fundamentals, power Sup-

-plies, and digital: ornputerfundamentaist-
Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In

the vocational ',certificate .category,' 2.
semester hours in transistor electronics, .4
in digital:systems. 8 in electronics laborato-
ry (8177); in tic lower-division baccalau,
reate/associate de ee category, 3 semester
hourshou in digital el ebonies on the basis of
institutional evalu: tion, 2 ' in electricity/
electronic circuits boratorj, (8/7.71. Ver-
sion 2: In the vocatio al certificate categci..
ry, 8 semester hou . in efectitmics, 4 in
electronics laboratory ( 6/74. ''b the lower-
division. ,baccalaureate/asOciate.' degree
category, 4'semester hours ih.,cleetronics. 2
in electronics labuiratou ,f-647.4)":' in tile
upper-divisibn. baccalailreate clytegory, I.
semester hour in electrhnics laboratory (6/'
74). e ,

Related Occupation Codes:N.:Z.4G. °.,

AR-1715-0295 '

IMPROVED HAWK ORGANIZATIONAL ,

. MAINTENANCE. SUPERYISAR

Course. Number. 4F-223D. .-
Location: Air Defense .School, Ft. Bliss,

TX.
Length: , Version 1: 46 weeks ( 1581

hours). Version 2: 42 weeks . ( 1432-1441
hours). ,

Exhibit Dates: Version, l: -7135-Present.
Version 2: 1/73 -6/75:

Objectives: To provide warrant officers
enlisted personnel with the knowledge

the' operation, organizational main-.
ce, and repair of the. improved Hawk
e system.

Instruction; Lectures and practical eller-
ciscs in the maintenance of theHawk mis-
sile 'system. COurse incliides basic elec-

:.

tronic circuits, radar electronics, funda-
Mental digital computer:electronics. 'and
digital computer . machine language, pro-
gramming.

Credit Recommendation: Version '.1; In
the . vocational certificate category, 3
semester hours in computer fundamentals,
I in transistor electronics, 6 in electronic
troubleshooting (8/77); in the lower-divi-
sion baccalaureate/associate degree catego-
ry, -I semester hour in electronics laborato-
ry (8/77). Version 2: In the vocational cer-,
tificate category; 6 semester houtV in. basic
electronics and introductory digital compu-
ters (6/74);: in the lower-division baccalau-
reate/associate degree category, 3 semester
hours in hasic electronits and introchictdry
digital computers (6/74); in the upper-divi-
sion baccalaureate category. 1 semester
hour in lltsic electronics and introductory
digital computers (6/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 24B: 24C;
24D; 24E; 24F; 24G; 24P; 240; 24U;
223D; 2238; 2218; 221C; 222B: 2518.

AR-1715-0296 s
SIGNAL OFFICER ADVANCED (NONRESIDENT/

RESIDENT)

Course Number: I 1-C23 ( NR/R ).'
Location: Signal School, Ft. Gordon, CIA.
Length: Resident 8 weeks (288 hours).
Exhibit Dates: R/ 2-Present.

'TObjectives: o epare officers, fOr
hranch command and staff duties at 'bat-
talion through hrigadc levels.

litstr/kfinnti. Phases 1A,, II, IV .anci
completed irr4sidenee, cover instruction '
in general 'corninunications electronid
jests, 'including DC and AC principles,
tubes, transmitters. 'receivers, infrared
equipment and radar; tactical uommunica-','
harm equipment and signal communica-
tions, Phattes I. Ill and' V,' comleted by
correspondence; cover instruction in milita-
ry-related Subjects, including 'leadership,
tactics, and;procedures anti policies. '

Credit Reconune ation: In the lower-
division baccalaur.ate/associate degree
category, 3 semest hours, in basic elec-
tronics and eommu i tions systems (4/
77).,

AR-11 5-0297
IVILSIL SYSTEMS APeRENTICE .

Cntitt rse' Number: 121-27A14);
..Location: Missile and unitiofts School,

Redstone Arsenal, AL..
Lerkgth: 13 weeks (435 hours).
Exhibit. Dates: 2/68-Present(
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

maintain and repair land combat missile
systems( and land combat support systems.

4 instruction: Lectures and practiealexer-
rises in the maintenance and repair of land.,
combat missile systems. Course includes
basic electricity, linear and nonlinear
deYices, inverters, eonvertera,,,useof elec-
ironic test equipment, and basic computer
logib and fundamentals.

Credit Recommendation: in the vocar
tiOnal certificate category, 12 semester
hours in electronics ( 6/74); in the lower-

'Iiivisian baccalaureate/associate degree
!category, semester hours in electronics
(,6/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, I. sernester -hour in electronics
laboratory (6/74).

Related Occupation :Codes: 27A; 2778;
27C- 27D.

AR-1715-0298
1. LANCE. MISSILE SYSTEM REPAIR
2. LANCE. MISSILE SYSTEM REPAIR
3. COMBAT SUPPORT ASSILE SYSTEM

REPAIR

Course Number: 121-27D20.
Location: Missile and Munitions' School,

Redstone Arsenal, AL.
Length: Version 1: 8-12'weeks ( 240-406

hours'). Version 2: 12-13 weeks (406-433
hours). Version 3: 15 weeks (497 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Verlsion 1: 4/75- Present.
Version 2: 6/74-3/75, Version 3: 5/73-5/74.

Objectives: To traiii enlisted personnel to
maintain the Lance MisSk System.

Instruction: Version 1: Lectures and
laboratory exercises including basic elec-
tricity concepts, AC and DC circuit
theoryseries, parallel, rseries-parallel in-
ductive,- capaeitive, and LCR_ circuits; se-
ries and parallel resonant circuits; elemen-
tary theory of semiconductor devices and'
circuits including FETs; soldering
-techniques and practices; troubleshooting
and maintenance of Lance test equipment
and missile system's. Note! Students who
have completed Modules I, 2, and 3 of
Coriunon Basic' Electronick ;Training
(COBET) at Ft. Jackson. SC will'take qnly
Pintsc II (8 weeks) of hill, colirse. See. AR-
1715-0389 for credit recommendation for

-C'OBF.T.,Students who have rot attended
COBET will complete both Phases.) and 11
(1 2 weeks). Version 2: lectures and
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elaborator), exercises including basic, eleC-
,tricity. cancel:WS of power,.. work, and g r-
g9; :pc and -AC Cireui't4theory ics,,
parallel, series - parallel, inductive, aei-
tivezarrtr LCR circuits; series and p' ollel ,.

supplies:, eleMentary"Ith.set of -setnicpnduc -.

,

resonant'circiut.s; n bum and pqwer

tor 'deViceS and :eircilits irOuditig F s;
soldering techniques and pract
troubleshooting and 'maintenance of
;lest equipment and missile' systems. Versi
3: Lectures and prkctical exercises in 'the
maintenance of the Lance missile system. ,
dourse.in,cludes basic',! circuits,
RLC Circuits,' ".:transients, resonance,
transistor circuits nonlinear wave shaping,'
and.sofdering techrfkahes:. ' ''

Credit 'Recommendation: 'Version. I s In
the . vocational certificate category. , 13. .
semester houcs in basic electronics for stu-
dents whocomplete course8 weeks of, the Coue
or 14 serAster'hourOn basic ,electronics .

for students who complete;12 weeks'of this .
course (see6 NOTE above') ;(8/17): in the
lower-division bacealaureate/a.ssocia6
<levee category, I semester hour, My basic
'electronics for all stirdents(8/77). ,V4ersion
2: In, the ,vocational certificate category, :4
semester hou in ebasic :electronics And
troublestootin (3/75); in tbe lower -divi-
sion baccalaur ate/asSociate degree categc-
ry, I semester hbur in basic clectronicS and
troubleshooting (3/75). Version 3: to the+

- vocational certtficate Category, 8 semester
hours in basic electronics (604); ''in . the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
de ree category. 4 semester lAmirs in basic
elel tronics (6/74 ). ..

elatetV9cCupation Codes:, 27p. .

es;
ce

AR-1715-0299 .

WIRE GUIDED MISSILE SYSTEM REPAIR

, Course Number: 121- 27E20.
LoCation: Missile and Munitions S'ehool,

Redstone Arsenal, AL.
Length: Version 1: Self-paced 10,15

weeks (400-480 hours). Version 2: 13
weeks (431 hours). Version 3: 17 weeks
(590 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 11/74--Present.:-/0
Version 11/72-10/74. Version, 3: 6/
70-10/72.

Objectives: To train personnel. as wire
guided missile system repairmen.

Instruction: AU Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in direct and general
support maintenance on TOW weapon
system trainers, and accnciatezl equipment,
including missile electronic subjects, TOW
weapon system familiarization, multimeter
care and use, test equipment, soldering,
modulators and demodulatOrs, introduCtion
to logic symbology; threaded inserts, opti-
cal sight, traversing unit and launch tube,
maintenance of the missile guidance set,
shop operations, battery charger. and
troubleshooting transistorized circuits. Ver-
sion 1: Electronics subjects include basic
electricityConeepts Jaf work, energy, and
power; DC and AC circuit theory series,
parallel, series-parallel, inductive, capaci-
tive, and LCR circuits; series and parallel
resonant circuits; transformers and power
supplies; RC and LC transients; soldering
techniques and practices; and elementary
semiconductor deticesand circuits includ-
ing FET.

Credit Recommendation: Version I: In
the vocational certificate category, 7
semester hours in basic elesiaronics and
troubleshooting ( 3/75 ); in lowe r-divi -

S

Ifs

a.
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Rion baCcalaureateiassociate degree catego-
ry, I semester hour in basic electronics (3/
75):,, Version 2-1n the vocational certificate
category, 8 'semester hours in electronics,
(6/74); in the lower7division baccalaureate/
:tope: Sate degree category, 4 semester hciurS
in electronicS (6/74): in the upper - division'
baccalaureate category; 2 semester hcifirs in
electronics labOratory (6/74). Version 3: In
the' "Vocational certificate category, 12
semester hears in electronics (6/74); in the

, lower-division , baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 6 semester hours in,elet-

..tiOnics (6/74). in the upper-division bac-
Caluureate category, 3 semester hours ,in
clectrcinics, laboratory (6474).

Related Occupation' Codes: 27E; 27Z,

,'AR-171-031)0
IMPROVED HAWK GUIDED IMIssitE

SIMULATOR .MAJNTENAIKE

CODfse Number: 121- 24E30.
Location: Air . Defense School, Ft.

Length: ft weeks (280 -295 ,hours).
,Exhibit Dates: 5/73-Present.

- Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
.Operate, adjust; an maintain the .Hawk
simulator syStem.

instruction? Lecture_ an actical exer-
'cises in the maintenance of the awk simu-
lator system.1ToPids include AC and . DC
iintrol'systems, etectronic test equipment,

basic computer logic, radar fu'ndamentals,
and circuit analysis. '

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 6 semester hours
in electronicS, 4 in electronics laboratory
(6/74); in ifie lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 3 semester hours
in electronics, 2 in 51ectronics laboratory-
(6/74 ); in the upper;iivision baccalaureate
.category, 1 semester hour in electronics
laboratory (6/74 ).

Related Occupation Codes: 24E.

AR- 1715 -0301
t

REDEYE WEAPON SYSTEM REPAIR

Course Number: I 21-27020.
Location: Missile and Munitions ScElool,

Redstorm\Arsenal, .

Length: Version 1: 9-12 weeks (276-382
holirs). Version 2: 12 weeks (419 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version I,, 11 /76-Present.
Versidn 2: 12/71.: I 0/76.

Objectives: To- provide enlisted and
civilian personnel with the capability to in-
spe9t, . test and perform support main-
tenance-on the'Redeye weapon system.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and'
practical exercises in electronic fabrication,
techniques ('including soldering),AC/DC '

circuits, solid state electronics, poyor sup-,
plies, and introduction . to.: digital
techniques. Version 1: Version I includes
resonant circuits,' Note: Students who rhave,
completed Modules 201 and 202 of Cont,,
mon Basic Electronics Training (COBET).
at Ft. Jackson. SC will complete-only Phase

(9 weeks) of the course. See AR-1715",
031(9 for credit recommendation for
COI3ET. Students who have not attended
COBET will complete both Phases I and 11
(12 weeks) of this course.

Credit Reconimendation: Version 1: In
the vocational certificate category, .8
semester hours in basic electronics for stu-
dents who complete.9 weeks of the course
or 12 semester, hours:in basic electronic's'

for students who complete 12 weeks or the
course (see NOTE above) (8/77); in the
tower- division baccalaureate/associate.
degree category, I semester hour 01 elec-
tronics for all students? (8/77). 'Version
the Vocational certificate category, l0
semester hours, in basic electronics (6/74):
in the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate, degree category. .5 semester' hours
in basic electronics (6/74),

Rtlated'Occupation Codes: 270.

-

AR-14.15-0302

SERGEANT MISSILE GUIDANCE REPAIR

Course Number: Version 1: 12 I -21S20.
Version 2: I 22,21S20.

Location: Missile and Munitions School,
Redstone Arsenal, AL-

Length: 'Version 1: 16 weeks. (546
hotirs ). . Version 2: 19 weeks '( 673-679
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 11/72- Present-
Version 2: 1/67-10/72.

Objectives: To train, enlisted personnel to
operate and maintain the Sergeant missile
system.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in Sergeant missile system operation
and maintenance, including AC and DC
circuits, multimeters.,sOldering techniques,
RLC circuits; transistors, nonlinear wave
shaping, differentiation and integration, se-
ries resonance, power supplies, control
panel self-test, missile handling equipment.

' missile trainer maintenance: and field main
tenance test station.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the vocational certificate category, 10
semester hours in electronics laboratory (6/
74); in the,lower- division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 5 semester hours
in electronics laboratory (6/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, I

semester hour in electronics laboratory (6/
74). Versioh 2: In the vocational certificate
category, 10 semester hours in electricity
or electronics (6/74); in the ower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category. 3
semester hours in electricity or electronics
(12/68); in the upper-division baccalau-
reate category, 3 semester hours as an elec
tive in electricity or electronics, and credit
in electrical laboratory on the basis of in-
stitutional evaluation (6/74)-

4'. Related Occupation Codes: 21 S.

AR- 1715 -0303

SHILLELAGH MISSILE SYSTEM REPAIR

Course Number:. I 2I-27H 20.
Location: Missile and Munitions School,

Redstone Arsenal, AL. .
Length: Version 1: 12-16 weeks

(403-495 hours). Version 2: 15-16 weeks
(501-528' hours): Version 3: 15-16 weeks
(557 hours). .

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 11/76-Present_
Version 2: 5/73-10/76. Version 3: 11 /71-/
73.

Objectives: To train- enlisted personnel to
inspect, test, and maintain Shillelagh iris-

, sile systems and associated support equip-
ment.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures .and
practical exercises in basic electricity,
linear and nonlinear devices, power sup-
plies, basic computer fundamentals, control
systems, instructor control unit main-
tenance, test and check -out panel main-
tenance, logic analysis, digital computers

ki

S

.

introdticition, missile Soldering procedureS,
launth vehicle maintenande, and human'
self-development. Version 1:i Note: Students
who have completed Modules -201 and 202
of, Common Basic Electsonics Training
(COBET) at Ft. Jackson. Sc will complete
only Phase If (12 weeks) :of this course:
Sie:AR-I 715-0389' for credit recommenda-
tion for COBET. Students who have not at -I
tendecCOBET will complete both-Phases-1
and II (16 weeks) of this course.
, Credit Recommendation:: Version 1: In
the yocational certificate category, 10 \

. semester hours in basic electronics for stu-
dents who complete 12 weeks of the coirrse
or 14 semester hours: in basic electronics
fqr students who complete 16 weeks of the
course (8/77). Version 2: In the vocational.
certificate '.category, .12 semester hoursin'
electronics '(6/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 61
semester hours in electronics (6/74), Ver-'
slop 3: In the vocational certificate catego-
Ty. 12 semester hours in electronics (6/74);
in the loWer-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 2 semester i-hours
in electricity and electronics (12/68.); In
the upper- division baccalaureate category,
24sernester hours in electricity and elec
tronics, and credit in electrical laboratory
on the, basis of institutional evaluation (6/
74).

Related Occupation Codes: 27H; 27Z. -

AR-1715-0304

NIKE HERCULES FIRE CONTRol. SYSTEM
MAINTENANCE TRANSITION ,

Course Number: 44-N=226.1; 44-N-
1/78T; 44-0E-30(T); 44-N-226.1T; 44-N-
F5.

Location: Air Defense School, ,Ft. Bliss, "r
TX.

'Length: 9-12 weeks (315-461 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/57 -12/q.
Objectives: To train Nike Ajax, fire con-

trol crewmen to operate, adjust, and main
tain_Nike Hercules fire control systems.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer
cises in Nike Hercules fire control systems,
including tracking radar circuits, analog
computer control systems, inertial guidance
'sensing equipment, and maintenance and
troubleshooting procedures. ,

Credit Recommenchltion:= In the voca-
tional certificate category. 6 semester hours
in electronics and electrical laboratory.(6/
74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 3 semester hours
in electronics and electrical laboratory (6/
74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, credit in electronics and electri-
carlaboratoty on the basis of institutional
evaluation (6/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 222B; 251B.

AR-1715-0305,

NIKE SYSTEM MAINTENANCE OFFICER
.k1 TRANSITION
(SAM STAFF OFFICER TRANSITION

(HERCULES))

Course Number: 44 -A -F9.
Location: Air Defense School. Ft. Bliss,

TX.
Length: 14-21 weeks'(505-786 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/57-12/6g.
Objectives: To train officers with techni-

cal backgrounds to operate and maintain
Hercules missile systems,



Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in Hercules missile systems operation
and maintenance, including radar and mis-
sile systeins special electronip circuits;
block-diagram and system analysis; and
missile systems test equipment, launcher
area warhead. computer, and guidance set.
-Credit Recoinmendation: In, the voca-

tional certificate category, 5 semester hours
in electrical,' laboratory (6/74); in the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in ap-
plied electronics (6/74); in the upper-divi-
sion baccalaureate category, I semester
hour in electrical laboratory (6/74)..,

AR-1715-0306

COMBAT MISSILE. MAINTENANCE (27-CMF)
NCO BASIC .

(FIELD ARTILLERY MISSILE (FM-CMF)
NCO SIC)

Course Number: I -272-C40; I -FM-
C40A.

Location: Missile and Munitions School,
Redstone Arsenal, AL.

Length: 8-12 weeks (26194 hours).
Exhibit Oates: 6/73-Present.
Objectives: To qualify enlisted personnel

as senior noncommissioned officers in field
artillery missile maintenance.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the duties of senior noncommis-
sioned officers and in the maintenance and
operation of field artillery missiles. Course
includes test equipment repair, computer
fundamentals, power supplies, and speCial-
ized missile components and subsystems.

Credit Recommendation: In 'the /voca-
tional certificate category, 4 semestur hours
in electrOnics, 4 in electronic,laboratory
(9/77); in the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degrec category, 2 semester hours
in eleCtronics, 2 irfi electronics laboratory
(9/77); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, I semester hour in electronics
laboratory (9/77).

Related Occupation Codes:. 21L; 21 R;
2IS: 2IT: 27B; 27D; 27E; 27F; 27G; 27H;
46L; 46N.

AR- 1715 -0307

IMPROVED HAWK FIRING SECTION
MAINTENANCE.

tr

Course Number: 121- 24C20.
Location: Air Defense School, Ft. Bliss,

TX.
Length: Version 1: 22 weeks (784-805

hOurs). Version 2 : 22 weeks (764-773
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 3/75-Present.
Version 2: 1/73-2/75.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
maintain improired Hawk missile systems.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in :maintenance of, im-
proved Hawk missile systems, with special
emphasis on the high-power illuminator
radar. Course includes instruction in basic
electricity (DC & AC circuits), linear and
nonlinear devices. test equipment, radar
principles, troubleshboting, and circuit
analysis. Version 1; Topics

supplies,troubleshooting regulated power supplies,
low frequency amplifiers, and fundamentals
of high powered illuminator radar.

Credit Recommendation: Version .1: In
the vocational certificate. 'category, 6
semester hours in electmnics- (6/75); in the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate

degree category, 2 semester hours,in elec-
tronics laboratory (6/75). Version 7: In the
vocational certificate category, 10 semester
hours in electronics (6/74); in the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate -degree
category, 5 semester hours in electronics

J6/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 2 semester hours in electrical
laboratory (6/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 24C; 09B.

AR-1715-0308
NIKE UNIVERSAL. OFFICER

(NIKE UNIVERSAL OFFICER QUALIFICA-
TION)

(OFFICER QUALIFICATION, NIKE AJAX)

Course Number: 44-A-F4;<44-0-42.
Location: Air Defense School, Ft. Bliss,

TX.
, Length: 8-10 weeks (368-440 hours).

Exhibit Dates: 3/57-8/63.
Objectives: To train artillery officers in

Nike Hercules Universal system materiel
and tactics.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in Nike Hercules Universal system
materiel and tactics, including basic elec-
tronics, missile track radars and radar com-
mand systems, guided missile system em-
ployment techniques, compu4er function-
ing, prelaunch, electronic countermeasures,
tactical control system, operational readi-
ness inspections, ,maintenance .safety con-
cepts, weapons handling air defense opera-
tions, warhead tests and corrective
procedures, and air-space utilization.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 1. semester tour
in electrical laboratoyy (6/74).

AR-1715-0300

REDSTONE OFFICER

Course Number: 6-A-I I 9013..
Location: Artillery and Missile School,

Ft. Sill, OK.
Length: 7-9 weeks (287-361 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/57 -I I /58.
Objectives: To train artillery officers as

surface-to-surface missile unit coMmanders,
Onstruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises on, the chdracteristics, operating prin-
ciples, capabilities, and limitations of the
Redstone missile and associated equipment,
including artillery transport, communica-
tions and electronics, basic electricity. mis-
sile' electrical fundamentals, gunnery,
materiel, Redstone introduction and war-
head installation, target acquisition, and
tactics and combined arms.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 4 semester hours
in electricity And electrical laboratory (6/
74); in the lower-division bhccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 2 semester hours
in electricity and electrical laboratpry (6/
74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, credit in electricity and electrical
laboratory on the basis of institutional
evaluation (6/74).

AR-1715-0310
NIKE AJAX OFFICER QUALIFICATION

(RESERVE COMPONENT)

Course Number: 44-A-F24.
Location: Air. Defense School; Ft. Bliss,

TX.
Length: 8 weeks (263-277 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/60-12/68.

perarai:lioorif.ii
Objectives: To trait{
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missile system operation.
Lectures and practical exer-

cises

in Nike Ajax

Missile system operation.
electricity, electronics,

cises in Nike Ajax

systems ki''.cock-diagram hnalysis,

area operations. integrated battery opera-
equipment and assemblyabraseak.

tions, air defense operations and tactics.

radar
launching

and battery control are equipment.
Credit Remminendanon: In the voca-

tional certificate category, 4 semester hours
in electrical- laboratory (6/74); in the

baccalaureate /associate

trical laboratory. (6/74); in the upper -divi-
sion

hours in eke-

sion baccalaureate category. I semester

degree category. 2

hour iri electrical or electronics laboratory

lower-division

for non-electrical-engineering majors (6/
74)., I

I.

AR-1715-0311

--.r.sts MANAGEMENT

Course Number: I i ..A-F14; I I -B-F14.

MISSILE MASTER SVB1-.. kA

Location: Air Defense School, Ft- Bliss,

OFFICERS

ing Activity, Ft. Bliss, TX.
Length: 12 weeks

Distribution Systems Train-

ePeperarsotepersonnel:

Objectives: To

TX; Signal Fire rk;

Exhibit Dales: 6/61-
(421-431 hours).

maintenance

train commissioned of-
andi:rtil6a8intain the AN/

Instruction; Leetures and practical exer-
cises

air defense sYstem and to supervise

operation and maintenance, including radar
etses in A N/FSG- I. .:
opera

equipment computer

oil- defense system

nmtentoanOc

to-digital converter, performance

tracing, data ink trans-

.
mission and reception,

display

test equi -
power equipment,

principles, circuit,

adjust-
ments and checks, SAGE integration equip-
ment,

equipment adjust-
analog-
testing,

Credit Remmtnetidation: In the-soca-
-anagement.

'tional certificate category, 6 semester hours
in electronics (6/74); in the lOwer-division

ment, and system ...,

baccalaureatE/associate degree category, 3
semester hours in electronics (6/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, I

semester hour in electrical laboratory (6/
74).

AR-1715-0312
BALLISTIC MISSILE INERTIAL/OUIDANCE AND

CONTROL RE.p. ,..
J,viR LERGRINT)

Course Number: 9-S-373.I; 9-S-F26.
Location: Ordnance Guided Missile

School, Redstone Arsenal, AL.
Length: 23-29 weeks (854-1049 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/6 I-1 2/68.
Objectives: To train \military

Lest, and
and civilian

personnel to inspect -

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises

the Sergeant missiletronic assemblies

linear and nonlinear devices, in-
cises in AC and DC 'circuits, motors;

power systems, digital techniques,
Principles, stabilization

systerhs,
and troubleshooting

electricity a

test

Nation:. In the voca-
tional category, 12 semester

procedures.

rttficahtoeurs

and dtectronics or elec-
trical laboratory (6/74),

/associate degree catego-
in the lower-divi-

(12/68); in the upper-division bac-

baccalaureate/associate

hours(3

semester

inc ,e

in electricity and elec-
tronics
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calaureate category. 2 senieiter, hours in
electronics laboratory (6/74).

AR:1715-0313
HAWK INTERNAL GUIDANCE AND LAUNCHER/ ELECTRONICS REPAIR

Course Number: 9-S-257.1.
Locations Ordnance Guided

School. Redstone Arsenal. AL.
Length:' Version 1: 25 weeks . (917

hours). Version 2: 15 weeks (538-548
hours).

"xhibit Dides: Version 1: 2/63-12/68.
Ve ion 2: 4/59-1/63.

Objectives: To train enlisted Personnel to
inspect, test, maintain, and repair Hawk in-
temal guidance and launcher electronics
systems and associated tsist equipment.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in the inspection, test-
ing,, maintenance, and repair of Hawk in-
ternal guidance and launcher electronics
systems and associated test equipment, in-
cluding principiesofilawk g,uidance, basic
electricity, test equipment. antenna, control
and. , autopilot systedis, launcher system,
hydraulics, various circuits, speedgate
system, and power system- and ,supplies.

' Version I: Includes special electronic cir-
cuits, transmitter and receiver / analysis,
mathematics, co unterinsurgenc y amplifiers
and oscillators. multivibrators, and motors
and generators. Version 2: Includes nuclear
warfare instruction and equipmein.

Credit RecomMendation: Version 1: In
the vocational certificate category, 12
semester hours in electronics, 6 in electri-
cal laboratory (6/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 4
semester hours in electricity and elec-
tronics (12/68); in the upper-division bac-
calaureate category, 4, semester hours -in
electricity and electronics, and credit in
electrical laboratory on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation (6/74). Version-2: In the
vocational certificate category, g semester
hours in electronics, 4 in electrical labora-
tory (6/74); in the lower-division baccalau-
reate/associate degree category, 4 semester
hours in electroni,cs. 2 in electrical labora-
tory (6/74); in the upper-division baccalau-
reate category. 1 semester-hour in electri:
cal laboratory (604).

Missile

AR-1715-0314
LACROSSE FIRE CONTROL Sys-rest

MAINTENANCE

Course Number 6-N-217.1.
Location: Artillery arid Missile SchoOl,

Ft. Sill. OK.
Length: Version 1 : 1 24 weeks (847

hours). Version 2: 7tweeks (274 hours).
Exhibit Dates: V rsion I: I I /60,-12/68.

Version 2: I 0/59710 601
Objectives: Tot in Warrant oWicers nd

enlisted personnel with previous technical
experience to perform as Lacrosse field ar-
tillery missile fire control mechanics.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
ipractical exercises in adjustment and main-

tenance f Lacrosse.- ground uidance
equipm nt, including target acquisition,
pOwe vsupplies, angular tnifFicer and test
set, calibration of missile tracking antenna,
range indicator, interrogator se t and preci-
sion' test transponder. guidance computer,
target ranging and measuring equipment,
and guidance system. Verston 2: Topics- in-
clude fundamentals .of electsici ty and elec-
tronics.

Credit .Recommendation: Version : In
the vocational certificate category, 9
semester hours in electricity and elec-
tronics t6/74); in the lower-division bac-
calaureate/associate degree category, 4
semester hours in electricity and elec-
tronics (12/68); in the upper-division bac-
calaureate category. 2 semester hodrs in
electricity orelectronics (6/74). Version 2:
In the vocational certificate category, 4
semester hours in electronics and electrical
laboratory (6/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category. 2
semester hours in electronics and electrical
laboratory (6/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, I semester hour in
electronics and electrical laboratoty (6/74).

AR-17,15-0315
I. AIR DEFENSE MISSILE STAFF OFFICER'S

(NIKE HERCULES)
(SURFACE,TO-AIR MISSILE STAFF `

OFFICER)
2. NIKE. SYSTEM MAINTENANCE OFFICER
3. °SURFACE-TO-AIR MISSILE STAFF

OFFICER (NIKE)
(SAM MAINTENANCE)

4. SAM MAINTENANCE

endive Number Version 1: 2G-I 177; 44-
A -1177. Version 2: 44 -A -1177. Ver4ion 3:
44 -A -1 177. Version 4: 44-0-40.

don: Version I: Air Defense School,
Ft: Bliss, TX. Version 2: Air Defense
School, Ft. Bliss, TX. Version 3: Air
Defense School, Ft. Bliss. TX. Version. 4:
Antiaircraft Artillery and Guided Missile
School, Ft. Bliss, TX.

Length: Version 1: 18-19 weeks
(637 -677 hours). Version 2: 42 weeks
(1555-1578 hours). Version 3: 42-45
weeki ( 1566-1741 hours). Version 4: 49
weeks (1900 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version I: 5/63-Present.
Version 2: 9/60-4/63. Version 3: 6/58-8/60.
Version 4: 1/57-5/58.

Objectives: Jo train officers to be main-
tenance/staff officers of Nike surface -to -pair
missile battalions. , ,

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in basic electrical and electronic cir-
cuits. theory;, and block-diagram analysis of
radar and missile systems. .

;Credit Recommendation: Version I: In
the ;vocational certificate category, 4
semester hoUrs in electrical laboratory (6/
74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate. degree category, 2 semester hours
in electrical laboratory' (6/74); in )the
upper-divisiOn bactalaureate category, 1

semester hour in electrical laboratory for
non-electrical engineering majors (6/74).
Version 2: In the vocational certificate

(category. 8 semester hours in electronics
(6/74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 4 semester hours
in electronics (12/68); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category,.') semester hour in
electronics laboratory for non-electrical en-
gineering majors, or 2 in electronics lalra-
tory for electrical engineering majors (6/
74). Version 3: In the vocational certificate
category, 8 semester hours in electronics
(6/74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree,category. 2 semester hours
in electropics (12/68); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 1 semester hour in
electronics lahoratbry for non-electrical en-
gineering majors, or 2 in electronics labora-
tory for electrical engineering majors (6/
74). Version 4: In the vocational certificate
category, 8 semester hours in electronics

(6/74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category. 3 semester-Wours
in electronics (12/68); in the upper-division
baccalau'reate category, 1 semester hour in
-electronics laboratory for non - electrical en;
gineering majors. or 2 in electronics labora-
tory for electrical engineering majors (6/
74).

I
Ait-175-0316
I. 'BIOMEDICAL EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE
2. MEDICAL EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE

(BASIC)

Course Number: All Versions: 4B-F2;
198-35G201 Version 2: 198-208.1.

Location: Version I: Medical Equipment
and Optical School, Denver, CO. Version 2:
Medical Optical and Maintenance Agency.
Denver, "-00; Fitztimmons General,
Hospital. Denvei,-00.

Length: Version weeks (625-655
hours). Version 2: 10-41.7----.70(359-455
hourt).

Exhibit Dates: Version I: 9/73 -Prey j-
Version 2: 7/60-8/73.

Qbjectives: To 'train warrant officers and
enlisted personnel to install, inspect. main-
tain; repair, calibrate and adjust mechani-
cal and electromechanical medical equip-'
ment.

S. Instruction: Lecturesand practical exer-
cises in installation, inspection, main-
tenance, repair, calibration and adjustment
of mechanical and electromechanical medi-
cal equipment (excepting electronic com-
ponents), including basic electricity, .main-, ,
tenance management and special
techniques, insurgency and counterinsur-
gency, character guidance, command,infor-
mation, medical terminology. anatomy and
physiology, and h,ifman relations.

Credit Reconnmeadatiosi: Version 1: In
the vocatioral certificate category, 4
semester hours in DC and AC circuit fun-

, damentals, 8 in medical. equipment -main-
tenance, I in anatomy and physiology (10/
75); in the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 1 semester hour in
human relations (10/75). Version 2: In the
vocational certificate category, 3 semester
hours in electrical laboratory (7/74); in the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in elec-
trical laboratory (7/74).

'Related Occupation Codes: ,35G; 35S;
35T; 202A.

AR-1715-0317
I. BIOMEDICAL ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT

MAINTENANCE
2. BIOMEDICAL EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE

(ADVANCED)
3. MEDICAL EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE

(ADVANCED) .
Course' Number: Version I: 4B -202A;

198-3,4620. Version 2: 4B-202A; 198-
35G40. Version 3: 8-N-202A1 8-N-208.2.

Location: Version I: 'Medical Equipment
and Optical School, Denver, CO. Version
Medical Optical and Maintenance Agency.
Denver, CO. Version 3: Fitzsimons General
Hospital, Deriver, CO.

Length: Version 1: 40 'Weeks ( 1249-1255
hours). Version 2° 35 weeks (1206 hours).
Version 3: 30 weeks (991 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version I: 9/73-Present.
Version 2: ,1/71-8/70. Version 3: 1/65-12/
70. \,J
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° Objectives: To train nt officers to
perform as medical equipment repair
technicians and enlisted personnel to per-
form as medical equipment repairmen.

Instruction: AU Versions:' Lectures and.
Practical exercises in installation. inspec,
tion, maintenance, repair. calibration, and
adjustment of selected electrical and elec-
tronically controlled or operated medical
equipment. including electricity and elec-
tronics and maintenance management. Ver-
sion 1: Topics include` fundamentals of DC
and AC circuits, vacuum tubes, and solid-
state electronics %devices; principles Hof.
operation' and maintenance of clinical
laboratory' and medical instrumentation, in-
cluding related topics in physics; general-
and biochemistry; and technical writing.
Version 2: Topics include electron, tubes
and circuits, solid-state devices. biophysical
measurements, biomedical electronic n-
strumentation and iistruments, pcpblern
solving, and communication and technical
report writing. Version 3: Topics include.
biomedical x-ray equipment.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
he lowerKlivisicfn baccalaureate/associate

gree category,. 3 semester hours in DC
and AC circuits, 2 ind,pplied physics, 6 in
electronic's. 1 in tecifinical writing, 1 in
medical instrumentation. 3 in general- and
biochemistry. 4 in medical instrumentation
maintenance, and 5. in clinical laboratjwy

... instrument maintenance (10/75). Version 2:
'In the vocational certificate category, 10
semester hours in electricity qr electronics
(7/74); in the lower-division baccalltureate/
associate -degree category. 6 semester hours
in 'electricity or electronics (7/74); in the
upper-division baCcalaureate category, 1

semester hour in electrical laboratory' (7/
74), Version 3: In the vocational certificate
category. 6 semdter hours in electricity. or
electronics (7/74); in _the lower-division
baccalaureate /associate degree category. 3
semester hours in electric) or electronics
(12/68); in the upper-di isOon baccalau-
reate category, 1 semeste hour in electri-

. cal laboratory (7/74).
. Related Occupation

. 202A.

AR-1715-0318

Codes: 35G; 355;

RAINOTELETYPENRITER REPAIR

Course Number: 11-E-17.
Location: Southeasterna,Signal School, Ft.

Gordon, GA.
Length: 22 weeks( 880 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/54-12/68. '
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel as

k radioteletypewriter repairmen.
Instruction: Lectures and ,practical exer-

cises in installation, repair, and depot main-
tenance of mobile or fixed single-channel
radioteletYpewriter transmitting and receiv-
ing equipment. including principles of elec-
tricity, tuned circuits, radio, electron tubes,
power supplies and amplifiers..oscillMors.
transmitters and antennas, detectors and
receivers. basic shop. amplitude modulo-

, tion, fixed-station fundamentals, receiving
equipment. field raciioteletypewriter equip-
ment. and integrated field training.

Credit 'Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate' category. 6 semester hours
in electricity andelectronics (7/74); in the
lower-division baccalaureate/assbciate
degree category, 3 semester hours in elec-
tricity and electronics (12/6g).

A R =1 15-0319

--r--- 'SIGNAL OFFICER ADVANCED
2. SIGNAL OFFICER ADVANCED
3. SIGNAL OFFICER ADVANCED
4. SIGNAL R CAREER
5. SIGNAL. R CAREER

(SIGAAL ER ADVANCED)

Colirse Number: Version I: 4-II -C22.
Version 2: 4- 1I -C22. Version 3: 4-II-C22.
Version 4: 4-11-C22; 11-A-022. Version 5:
1 I-A-C22; 11-A-01; 11-0-3.

Location: Version I: Signal School, Ft.
Gordon, GA. Version 2: 'Southeastern
Signal School. Pt. Gordon, GA. Version 3:
Signal School, Ft. Monmouth. .NJ. Version
4:Signal School, Ft. Monmouth. NJ. Ver-
sion 5: Signal. School, Ft. Monmouth, NJ.

ILAngth: Version 1: 12 . weeks ( 395
hours). Version 2: 39 weeks (1233 hours)..
Versio4 3: 39 weeks (t209 hours), Vern*
4: 30 weeks (950-966 hours). Version 5:
35-36 weeks (1104-1512 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 12/76-Present.
Version 2: 7/73-11/76. Version 3: 4/70 -6/
73. Version 4: 9/64-3/70. Version 5: 10/
53-8/64.

Objectives: To train Signal Corps officers
for command and sari dutieg at battalion
through brigade levels in divisional nondivi-
sional units.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in the technical aspects
of radio and telephone digital communica-
tions, communications arts, and general
management. Version 2: Instruction in-
cludes introduction lo computers. Version
3: Instruction includes introduction to com-
puters. Version 4:,Initruction includes in-
troduction to computers.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1;, In
the vocational certificate category: 3

4emester hours in basic introduction to
computers (4/77). Version 2: In the voca-
tional certificate categbry, 12 semester
hours in introduction to computers and
general business (7/74); in the kneer:divi-
sing baccalaureate/associate degree catego-

semes r hours as a nontechnical elec-
tive in c piiters,. 5 as an elective in
general b ness (7/74 ); in the upper-divi-
skin ba alaureate category, 3 semester
how', a nontechnical elective in in-

° trodUcti n to computer*. 2 as a technical
elective general business, and additidnal
credit in eneral business on the basis of
institutional evaluation. (7/74). Version 3:
lit the Vocational certificate .category, 12
semester hours in general business-and in-
troduction to `computers (7/74); in the
lowZr-division baccalaureate /associate
degree category, 2 semester hours as a
nontechnical elective in introduction to
coMputes. 5fas an elective in general busi-
ness (7/74); M the upper-division baccalau-
reate category, 6 semestet hours in busi-
ness organization and 'management and
credit in electronics and communications
engineering on the basis of institutional,
evaluktion (12/68). Version 4: In the voca7

'*tional certificate category, 7 semester hours,
in general business and introduction to
computers (7/74); in the lower:division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 1

semester hour as a nontechnical elective in
introduction to computers, 3 as a technical
elective in general business, (7/74); in the
upper-division baCcalaureate category. 6
semester hours in business organization and
management and credit in communications
engineering on the basis of institutional
evaluation (12/68). Version 5: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 2 semester hours

. Arany ,
in :general business and introduction to
computers and additional firedit in general
business and introduction to computers on
the. basis of institutional evaluation (7/74);
in `the lower-division baccalaurikte/as-
sociate kgree category. 1-semester hour in
general business and introduction to- com-

_pute5s and additional credit in general busi-
ness and introduction to computers on the
basis of institutional evaluation (7/74); in
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
6 semester hours in business organization'
and nlanagement and credit in .electronics
and communications engineering on- the
basis of institutional evaluation (12/68).

AR-1715-0320
..,

,
AIRCRAFT ARMAMENT REPAIR

Course Number: 646-45J20.
Location: Ordnance School,- Aberdeen

Proving Gitiuncl, MD.
Length: Version I: 11-17 weeks

(358-559 hours). Version 2: 13-17 weeks
(419-595 hours). Version 3: 17-weeks 4657
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 7/76- Present.
'Version 2: 7/70-6/76. Version 3: 4/67-6/70.

Objectives: To train enlisfecla personnel in
aircraft armament maintenance-and repair.

Instruction:. All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises- in armament systems,
electricitY and electronics, hydraulic
systems, and .solid-state devices. Version I:
Note: Students who have completed
Modules 201, 202.. 203 and 204 of Com-
mon Basic Electronics Training (COBET)
at Ft. Jackson, SC will complete only
Phases II and Ill (11 weeks). See AR -1715-
0389 t for credit recommendation for
COBET. Students who have not attended
COBET will complete Phases I, 11 and Ill
(17 weeks) of this course.

Credit Recommends/loll Version 2: In
the vocational certificate category, 3

semester hours in efectricity or electronics
laboratory (7/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours in electricity or electronics
laboratory (7/74). Version : In the voca-
tional Certificate category, mester hours
in electricity, electrons or electrical
laboratory (7/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2
semester hours in electricity. electronics, or
electrical laboratory (7/74).

Related Occupation Codes: .45J; 09B.

AR-1715-0321

ELECTRIC MOTOR AND GENERATOR
REPAIRMAN

(ELECTRIC 'MOTOR AND GENERATOR
REPAIR)

Course Number 5-E- I I .

Location: Engineer Schcol, Ft. Belvoir,
VA.

Length: 10 weeks (368-400 hours).
Eihibit Dates: 4/55-12/68.
Objectives: To train'enlisted personnel to

maintain and repair electric motors,
dynamotors, motor, generators. generators,
and allied control and starting equipment.

Instruction Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the maintenance and repair of elec-

tric motors and generators.; Topics include
basic electricity. DC and-AC generators,
single- and multi-phase motors, and AC
and DC motors.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 6 semester hours

4



1-$178. COURSE EXHIBITS
in electricity or electronics (7/74); in the
lower-diviSirin baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 6 Semester hourA in elec-

.. tricity pr lectronics (7/74). w

Ir

AR-1715-0322
FixcD CRYFrrOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT REPAIR

Course'Nuinber: 160-32d207
Location: Verliffn I: Signal School, Ft.

Crordori,\GA. Ver.tfiet'2 : Signal Schools Ft.
Monmouthr.NJ. Versio 3 : Signal School,
Ft. Monnyrth, NJ.
. Length: Version I: 29-35 weeks

o (108( -1303 hdurs). _Verrion Ikeeks
(1319 hours). Vezzison 24 weeks (896
hours). . -

Exhibit Dates: Version I: 11\0 P esent.
Version 2: 5/73-10/76-Version 3. /71-.4/ 7
73. ,

ObjeCtives: To train cryptographic equip-
ment repan-Mt Dto install, operate, and
repair fixed cryptraTI:olic equipnient.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and `,
practical exercises in' the installation,
Operation, and repair . of fixed crypto-
graphic equipment,including electrical and
electronic fundamentals, and teletypewriter
security equipment TSEC /KW -26. , Version
I:Rhase 1 (6 weeks) includes lectures, and
laboratory experience in electrical funda-
mentals and repair of semiconductor power
supplies, 'oscillators, and basic logic, cir-

s. Phase II (29 .weeks) covers installa-cu
do n operation and repair of fixed crypto-
grap is equipment, and teletypewriter
seCuti y equipment. Note: Students, who
have attended Modules 201, 202, 203, and
7, of Comnipn Basic Electronics Training
(COBET),at Ft. Jackson,-SC, will complete
only PePase it (29 weeks) of this course.
See AR-1715-0389 for credit for CO.RET.
Students who have not attended COBET !
will. complete both Phases I and II (35
weeks) of this course. Version 2: Topics in-

. clUde pulse generator circuitry, logic cir-
cuits, security suhjects, electronic tactical
teletypelvriter security equipment . TSEC/
KW-7, full-duplex electronic key generator
SEC/KG-13, and COMSEC support facili-
ty.

Credit Recommendationi, Version 1: In
the vocational !certificate" category, 3

semester hours in electronics laboratory for
students completing 29.weeks of the coarse
or 2 semester hOurs in electricity or Mee-
tronics and 5 in electricity or electronics
laboratory for students completing 35
weeks of the course (see note above-) (4/
77); in the lower-division baccalattreate/as-
sociate degree category, 3 semester hours
in electronics for , Siudents completing
'either. 29 or 35 weeks of the course (see
note above).(4/77). Version 2. In the voca-
tional certificate, category, 8 semester hours
in electroniCS (6/74); in the, lower-division
haccalaureate/associate degree "category, 4
semester hours inelectronics (6/74); in. the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 2

-.semester hours -'in electrical and electronic
laboratory for non-electrical-engineerinek
students, 2 as a technical elective for non-
electrical-engineering students or I in elec-
tronic instrumentation laboratory for ,elec-
trical engineering students (6/74). Version

. 3. in the vocational certificate category, 6
semester hours in electricity and elec-
tronics (6r74); in the lower-divisiph bac-
calaureate/associate degreg. category, 2
semester hours "'In el &may and elec-
tronics (12/68); in th pper-division bac-
calaureate category, semester hours in

.

electrical and slectronic laboratory for ,AR-1,715-0325
non-electrical-engineering students, 2 as a
technics elective for non-electriczil-en- SURFACE-TO-SURFACE MISSILE (SSM)'
gineerin students, or 1 in electronic instru- OFFICER BASIC
mentati n laboratory for electrical en- Course Number: 44-0-C.
'gineeri students (6/74). LoCation: Antiaircraft and Guided Missile
, Related Occupation Codes: 32G; 09B. V.---..."-SChool, Ft. ttliss, -.

Length: 14-16 weeks (504-583 h
Exhibit Dates: 9/55-12/68.
Objectives: To train newly comniissioned

officers to perform as missile officers.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in missile subjects, including motors
and generators, basic electroniEs, commu-
nications, mathematics. map reading,
guidance and firing-procedures, propulsion

, systems, missile assembly and aufmtenasice,
ground. handling equipment, gunnery, tac-
tics,' combined arms, and administrative

AR-1715-0323 .

NIKE INTERNALOUIDANCE,REPAIR
(HERCULES TRAN4TION)

Coui-se Number: 9-5-254-1(T).
-Ltication: Ordnance Guided ,Missile

School, Redstone Arsenal, AL.
Length: 4-5 .-veeks (140-180 hours).
Exhibit Dates:,10/58- 12/68.
Pbjectives:To provide Nike Ajax inter-

nals guidance repairmen with transition
training Oncthe Nike Hercules system. .

P exer-
cises in rit inspection. test, and field main-
tenance . the Nike Hercules internal
guidance- yStem, including introduction to
Nike Hercules system, internal guidance set
and control system, test set group, RF and
pulse corriponents, guidance set chassis
field nviitenance check-out laboratory.
.detonation control and transistors, auto-
matic pilot control servo and missile bar-
ness. RF test set, component anal9sis, and
guidance set and complete missile c,kreck,-
but..

Credit. ReconunendatiOn: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 2 semester hours
in electrical laboratory (6/74); in 'the
tower-division baccalaureate /associate
degree category, 1 semester FLour in electri-
cal laboratory (6/74).

_AR-1715-0324

PERSHING OFFICER

Course Num : Version 1: 2F-I3C; 2F-
1 I 90P. Version 2. AI 90P; 2F-1190E; 6-
A- 1190E. ,

Location: Version I: Field Artillery
School, fit. Sill, OK. 1,ersion 2: Field Artil-
lery School, Ft. Sill, OK; Vinery and Mis-
site School, Ft, Sill, OK. '

Length: Version I: ,7-8 weeks (263-295
hours). _ Version 2: 6-8 weeks (222 -299
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version I: 2/72-Present.
Version 2: 11/62-1/72.

Objectives: To train officers to supervise
the maintenance and operation of the
Pershing missile system. _,

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in the supervision of the
maintenance and operation of the Pershing
missile system, including communications
equipment. Version 1: Topic; include mis-
rile assembly Xnd disassembly, and firing
section operations. Versibri 2: Topics in-
clude i rtial guidance and control, nuclear
safety, nery and launcher familiariza-
tion. sic electrbnics, digital computer
fundamentals, firing battery and data com-
putet ground handling equipment, and
testing procedures.

Credit Recom ndation: Version NI: No
credit because of the limited technical na---
ture of the cou (6/75). Version 2: In the
vocational certifica e_ category, 4 semester
hours in electronics laboratory (6/74); in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
_degree category, 2 semester hours in elec-
tronics laboratory (6/f4).

C4 j;)

proce ures.
Credit Recommendation: In the voca-

tional certificate category, 2 semester hours
t in electrical laboratory (.6/74); in the

lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 2 semester hours in basic

electricity (12/68) .. in the upper-division
baccalaureate category. I semester h r in
electrical laboratory for non -electrical-en -
gineering majors (6/74)!

AR-1715-0326

ORDNANCE GUIDED MISSILE OFFICE;;' 'ADM
- (ORDNANCE GUIDED ytISSILE OFFICER,

AAG )

Course mbar. 41A-4802; 9-A-F8; 9-0-
68A.

Location: : Ordnance Guided Missile
School, Redstone Arsenal, AL.

Length: 19-20 weeks (698,-741 hours).
Exhibit Oates: 11/56-12168.

. Objectives: To train company grade of-
ficers to perform as ordnance guided mis
sile officers.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the operation, maintenance, test,
and check-out of air defense systems and
associated equipment, including- guided
missile fundamentals; alternating current
laws, circuitry. and test equipment; compu-
ters; principles of conventional missile war-
heads and nuclear weapons; Hercules
acquisition radar; air defense missile
systems; Hercules computer; ordnance
guided missile and nuclear weapons lo-
gistics; GM- and NW maintenance and
shops; and logistical control procedures
and logistical exercises.

Credit ReaimmendatIon:, In the voca-
tional certificate category, 6 semester hours
in electronics (6/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours in electronics (12/68); in
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
I semester hour in electrical or mechanical,
systems laboratory, or I as an elective in
management and administration (6/74).

ti

AR-1715-0327
Thsrp

auarACE-To-aliarACE MISSILE (SSM)
MAtt/TENANCE

Course Ntimber: 44-0-41.
Location: Antiaircraft Artillery and

Guided Missile School,- Ft, Bliss, TX:
Length: 31 weeks (1202 hours).
Exhibit Dides: 10/55-12/68.
Objectives: To train artillery' officers

the function, operation, characteristi
maintenance, and inspection of guided -
sile fire control systems, launching

a



/
handling equipment, and on-missi e
materiel.

Instruction:' Lectures and pract cal ex' r-
cises in the function, operatio cha c4
teristics, maintenance, and inspectio of
guided-missile. fire control sys Ins,
launching ailed handling equipment/ a on-
missile materiel, including electricity; radar
electronics; specific radar, com t and
Doppler sets; 'operational . mp y t / of
the Corporal tire control s ru=ral
missile components and ,te eq ipmeng
missile check-out and firing; I it ,proput-
don system, missile uncra and as-
sembly...amt.service area the t; missile

70 ''" handling equipment; SS gunnery;
i gu ,missile atomic. warhe materiel 1
I. orientation; and surface-to-sar missile

tactics. i
Credit. Recomineedation: I the voca-

tional certificate category t mettcthodip. ..

in electricity or electronics 6/744tahe
lower-division baccala ate/ to

-degree category. .4 semeste hours inelec-
tricky or electronics (I'2/6: ; in the, per-

. division baccalaureate este ryi, I mester
hour in electricity or tlect conies (6

, ,. V. ,

AR-1715,0328
' /
...,_,
SSNI,IVIECHANICAL MA RIEL MAINTENANCE

' Coerst",ltimnber: 4439. '
Location:. . Artillery and .

Guided Miisilt Sc , Ft Bliss, TX. k -
Length: 8 ;.veeks ( 9 huts). ""'

Exhibit Dates: 10/ 5-12768.
Objectives: To t in enlisted personnel to

assemble, install, and maintalh SSM.
meel)anical on-rn ile gdidance. systems '
'reassociated t epuipmerft.

Inanition: tykes and practical exer-
cises in SS mechanic t on-missile
guidance systc and assocf test equip-
ment aisembl installation: and main-
tenance, inclqding basic electricity, test
equipment,; gorporal missile, orientation,
missile servicing, and ground handling

-, equipment o ration.
- Credit 'R menclatione In the voca-
tional ccrti este category, 4 sernestef hours
in electri I laboratory (6/74); in the

,Ickvir-di on baccalaureate/associate
de.'et.c egory, 2 semester hours in elec-
trical ta ratory (6/74).

AR- 17A5 -0329-

. ORDNANCE GUIDED MISilLEICOTrANY
.'. ,!/GRADE. OFFICER Ii

rsa Ntimber: 9-0-68.
Lion: Ordnance Guided Missile

I, Redstone Arsenal, AC.' .
h: 10 weeks (440 hews).

.- exhibit Dates: 1/56- f2/68.
jectives: To train doriimissiOned, of-

fibers who have completed the ordnance
Ricer basic coptsc to perform as ordnance,

17uided missile ,mcrations officers.
s

Inatrortion: Lectures and praUical cwt.-
/ cises in general supervision and direction of

logistical - support required for ordnance
guided. missile systems, including. funda-
mental missile subjects, SAM systems, SSM
systems, electrical and radar fundametals,
Corporal guidance system and computer,
logistics, and new 'guided missile develop-
ment. ;',,

Credit Recommendation.: ri:the vote-
clonal certificate categdrY: Vkie ster hours
in electricity (6/74); in t - r-division
baccalaurcatc/assatiate 7 r category, 2

.., 1 t;

semester holds- in electricity (6/74 in .the
upper-division baccalaureate category. 1

semester hpur in electrical laboratory. (6/
74).

AR-1715-0330 t,

I. MISSILE MAINTE*NCE OFFICER
2. MISSILE MAINTENANCE OFFICER
3. ORDNANCE MISSILE SYSTEMS,

MAINTENANCE OfFICER
(ORDNA :GUIDED MISSILE OFFIC

(FAM)),,
-' (ORDNANCE edirolobssit.E OF410E

(FAGM)) - .1 t -

, Course- 4trater: :' Version . I: 4F-4S,
Version 2: E-45I6, Version 3, 9-A-4
9- A- 4802 : 9 :A -F9 9-0-6gB.- '.

Locition: Version I: Mirksile and Mun
tions School, ,Redstone Ar*nal, AU-We
sion Z: Missile and Munitions School, Red
stone' Arsenal, AL. 'Version 3: Orcfnan
Guided Missile School, Reditonc Arsenal.;
AL.
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equipment; message center operations; tape
relay procedures; comccnter operations; ,^
message flow through a communications
center and the duties of ,personnel: opera-
tion characteristics of semiautomatic equip-
ment and the duties of tape relay person-,
ne1; and radio,procedure headings.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 2 semester hours
in cryptograpfiy. _and 2 as an elective in
electronic communications (7/74); in the
lower-division baccalaureatc/associgie

-degree-category, 2:semester hours in cryp-
tolgraphy, and 2 as an elective in electronic
communications C7g4).

Nip

lAngth: Version 4 : 14-22 weeks
(.478-774 hours). Version 2: 20-21 Meeks
(689-729 hours).' Version. 3: .19-20 weeks
4700-746 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version I: 5/7I-Present.
'Version 2: 1/66-4/71. Version 3: 11/56-12/
115.

Objectives: To train &filters to be missile
officers.

Instruction:Lectures'and `practical exer-
' cises id electronic circuit analysis; mechani-

cal and hydraulic ,systems,t,644ock-diagrarn
analysis of =Missile subsyste s, and:. missile
SysteMs ibmiliarization:

Reeotrunettdation: Version I: In
tbe 'vocational certificgte category, 6
ft .m.ter hours in eleetrdpica c15/74);in tho
lower-division baceala4reatafttssociate
degree category, 3 semester -hqqrs in siec-
tronics (6/74): in the upper-division bac-
calaureate category, 1 semester hour in
electrical laboratorY (6/74). Vers n '2: In
the vocational certificate cate ry, 2
semester hours in b ess administratioil
or management (6/ ; in the lower-divi-
sion baecalaureate/ late degree catego-
ry, I semester hour in lectrical laboratory
(12/68); in the upper-division baccalati-
reate category, 3 semester hours in main'
tenance management (12/68). Version 3: In .
the uocational itrtificate category, 14

semester hours business administration
or management (6/74); in the lower -divi- printing.

instruct on: Lectures and practical eker-
ccses in the theories and techniques of
ficlio fingerprinting, including theory and
equipment operation; processing and analy-
sis, records and reports, transmitter dharac-

a teristics and classificatioA, and film
processing

:-194-17 5,-0332 -
,.

tELEPFI E INSTALLATION AND REPAIR .4
. .

'I", C ;Number: I I-F1-323.1; 1.1-E-5. -
Locittlea: Southeastern Signal Sctiool,-JFt.

Gord
Length: 8 weeks (280-320 hounki.
Etchibltillates: I I /53-12/68. .

-a.

(Needyes: To train enlisted personnel to
install, replace, and maintain local and- ,
comfnon 'battery telephcines. .

Instruction- Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the installation; 'replacement, and
maintenance 'Of local and common battery
telephoneC including communications in-
troduction, basktelephone principles, sub-
station installation, liejd.telephOne installa-
tion, electrical test equipment, Circuit anal-
ysis and .basic electricity, applicable to
telephone equipment, and troubleshooting
techniques,

Credit Recomme t In the voca-
tional Certifidate category. 3 mester hours
tart electricity, 2 in commun cations within
electronics programs (7/74); in the lower
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in electricity, 2

electronics pro-
;

-e

.
AR-1715-0333 -\
R.AD(0 FINGERPRINTING

Courso Number: 231 -F3.

.Dell°cavenstkm,MA:
Security A n yf School, Ft.

Length: 6 w eeks (200 howl). ,

Alletblit Dates; 1 /66- Present.;
ves: To train enlisted personnel in

the theories and techniques of radio finger-

sion baccalaureate/associate degree catcio-
ry, 3 semester hours in electronics A 12/68);
in the upper-division baccalaureate catego-
ry, I semester hour in clectricallaboratory
(6/74) ,

AR-1,715-0331
'COMMUNICATION CENTER OPERATIONS

, 'Course Number; 11 -E -27.
Loaition: Southeastern Signal School, Ft:-

GordonGA.-
Length: 8, weeks (280 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/55-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

, Credit Recommendation: In the . voca- .

tionaj Certificate category, 3 semester hours
in clactonits or radio thcory'(7/74); in the
lower-ilivisio n balaureate/associatc
degree caiego tt-2.s. e6ester hours in elec --

or radio theory (7/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 3
semester hours in electronics or radio
theory (7/74). -

receive and process incoming and outgoing
Messages" for transmission by signal com-
munications, AR-1/15-0334

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in communication center operations, BASIC MrIONICS MAINTENANCE OFFICER,

including introduction' to communications; Course Number: 461.
Messenger communication; elementary Location: Southeastern - Signal School, Ft.
military cryptography; operation with Gordon, GA .

.

:specific converters; operation of specific

-2;

Length: 4 FeeIss (152-155 hours)..),
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- , EithibiOatess Present, -

Objeetbes: traaaintrain Co t and
warrant offi rs in the amtenance
rocedures foK;aircraft electronic commu-

nication, riigation-___slabilization, and
identifiCation; systeirls, and associated

"'ground tactical equipment. .
nstruction: LectUris and practi4*-Axer-

in basic avionics Maintenance, includ-
tn jntrcliductionSO avionics', avioniCS'equip-

,7 ment inLfigiit opservotion and light trans-
, port: aircraftravionics equipment in corn-( . ,..d, trattsPOrt,, and 'surveillance ;aircraft:
,. - '.ground communication; . navigation, and

'. _radar equipment; actininistrative and supply
! = procedures; and bench repair and airfield

_facilities operation.,
'7Criedit R don: No credit

.. *because of the I' fed technical nature of
the course (7/74). .

, .

RSE,E4HIBITS
,

1
AR4715-0335

ELEc-rstoNic/EQUIPMENT,tEPAIR

Course Number: it)i."84.2; 11` -R- 284'.1
Location: Southeitsi Signal School, Ft.

Cyordon, GA:
Length: 28 weeks (101t0-1045 hours):,
Exhibit Date: 5/62-5/b6. -

Objectives; -To train enlisted personnel in
4 aviation electronic eqinpm t repair :.

.Instrpotion: Lectuxel. and Practical exec=
in`the perfMmance of teld and depot

Maintenance on'electroflic communication, -
,navigation, stabilizatidri, identification, mid
associated ground equipment, including ih-
eroduction to communications and avionics",

lelectionic fundamentals; VHF and 4 UHF
aircraft cti.prounications and Command
communications equipment, automatic
,flight communication equipment; field
maintenance of avionics equipment., and
specific. avionics.equipment.

Credit Recommendation: Ire thle voca:
. tional certificate category, 6 semester,hours

in electricity and electronics, 3.in electrical
Iboratory (7774); in, the lower-division

calaureate/associate degree category, 2
semester hours in electricity and elec-
tronics (12/68); in the upper-division bac-
calaureate category, 1 semester Amur in
electrical laborawryOr 2 as an'elentive for, non -engineering students (7/74).

,, '
= . Jackson, S!..

,,..
Will complete., on Phase II

(14 we ) of this course. P e rsee AR-
.1715-, 8 or credit for .0 T. Students

( 'Ph .1 and 1 (22 wees) of
-who have not atte.nded, BET

k
will

complete bdt,
:

. who, have comple .1 1' Odul
sthis \eburse...r.Yersio 2:-,Not (2): Students'

4.for Common BaSie--Elecir
(e,OBET) atsFt. Jack: rt:' Ivill complete
only Phase 11",1- we s)' o this course.
See A,R,-1715'-0389 'fot: credit for COBET. 7.
Students who do nbt apertd. COBET will

-complete'Siotti,Phastes I weeks)
of this clirse. .t

,Crtdit, Recommleptiation: Version 1: In
thy vocational', certificate .category, c.5_
semester, hours iri base electronics anti

/trpublieshooting for studedts' completing 22
eks of the course (see _note ('I) above)

(4/77) in the lower-division .baccalaureate/
asalkiate degree category, 3 semester hours

. in eRinsmudication systems for completion
of 14 or 22Weeks of the course (see 'notec.

'!t' "Cl) above) (4/7722Verslon 2:,in the voca-
. - tionpl certificate egory, 2 semester hours
., in cfectronics libOratory for. those students

completing 16 'p.reeks; oe 3 .semester hours
....in .*.-e. electricity or electronics. attar 2 in
,z electronics laboratory fomithose students

- Pt co

1, 2, 3, and
61.g-raining

131ting 22 weeks (see note (2)-above)
.lower- division baccalaureate/

associate &agree category. 2 semester hours
in basi electricity or elOtronics for those
st n completing,22 weeks; no credit for
rude is completing 16 weeks (see note

v ) (3/75. Version 3r ID the vocationalite 'cam Category, 4 semester hours in

(

electridal and circuit theoiyl, 3 in
electrical laborato 7/74); in 'the 16Wer-
-division baccalaure telossociate -degree
category, 2 semester hours in electrical and
'electronic circuit theory, 2 in electrical
labotptory (7/74); in the upper-division
bacgalaureatelcategory, semester hour in
electrical laboratory (7/74).

Refuted Occupation Codes: k,0913. 35L;
3511.

Ak-1715-,0337
. .AVIONIC FLIDEIT CONTROL EQ
if REPAIR

Course Numbe-02.:35N20.
. ... Location: Version 1: ,,,Signal . Scpool, Ft.

MENT

4R-1715-0336
AVIONIC COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT

REPAIR

Course Niunber: 102-35L20.
LocatiOn: Version 1: Signal School, Ft.

Gordon, GA. Version 2: Signal School, Ft.
Gordon. GA. Version 3: Southeastern"
Signal School, Ft. Gordon. GA.r

Length: Version 1: 14-22 weeks 4
(507-806 hours). Version 2: 167,22 weeks
(581-804 .hours). Version 3,::.19-22 weeks
(702-815 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Versioit 1: 1/77-Present.
Version 2: 1/75-12/76. Version : 5/67-i 2/
74.

Objectivest To train technicians to
operate and maintain airborne communicis-t
Lion equipment.

IrestruQlon All. Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in basic electrical, and
electronic circuit Atiebry, block - diagram
analysis of communication systems, and
troubleshooting techniques. Version 1: Note

. .( I ): Students who have completed Modules
201, 202, 203, 4.'5 and 6 of Common
Basic' Electronics Training (C4ET.) at Ft.

Gordon, GA. Version 2: Signal Schobl, Ft.
Gordon, GA. Version 3: astern
Signal School, Ft. Gordo

Length: 4Versicin I
A.
215 Weeks

' (431-549 hours)'. Vers. ,n- 2:' 12 -15 weeks
(429-53% hours)". V isiorr...1: 14- I 8 weeks
1512-663 hours),

Exhibit Dat e, ion 1:. 6/76-Present
Version 2: 9/74-4 6.'"Version.3: 4/67-8/74.

Objectives: TO train lechnicians to main
lain and repair aircraft contrill systems.

InstIction: -All Versions: Lectures an
practi 1 ,exercises.,.,in ircraft contra
systems maintenance and repair, includi

. electrical and electronic, circuit theory.
control system principles; block 'diagram
analysis, and troubleshooting techniques.
fersion I: Note ( I ): Studen who have au
tended Modules 201 and 20 of Common
Basic Electronics Training ( BET) at Ft.
Jackson, SC will attend only Phage II (1°2

-:weeks)' of this course. See AR-1715-0389
for cretiit for COBEX. Students who have
not attended CdflET will coMplete both
Phases 1,,vd II (15 weeks) of .this course.
Version 2: Note (2): Students who have
completed Modules 1. and' 2 of Common't
Basic Electronics Training (COBET) at Ft.

- .

Jackson, SC, will complete-onlf Phase II
(12 weeks) of this-course.. See AR;1715-
0389 for ciedit for COBS'[. Students who
have- not attended COBET will complete
both Phases I and. II (15' weeks), Of this
course.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: lu
the vocational- cenificato eassigory, 2
semester hours . in troubleshooting'
procedures for students completing 12

-weeks oGthe course or 2 semester tours in
basic electronics and 'troubleshooting and 2
semester, hours- in troubleshooting
prOcedures for Students completing 15
weeks of the course (see note ( I') above)
(4/77).(4177). Version 2: In the vocational cerk
silicate category, 3 semester hours in basic'',
electricity or electronics laboratory for
those students completing 15 weeks; or 2
semester houts in electronics laberratory for
those students completing 12 weeks (see
note (2) above) (5/75); in the lower-divi-
sion baccalaureate/associate degree catego-
ry, I semester hour in baSic.electricity or
electronics laboiatory for .those students
completing/I 5 weeks; no credit for those
students completing 12 weeki(tee note (2)

_above) (5/75). Version 3: In the 'vocational
certificate category,'"2 semester hours in
electricagand electronic -circuit'theT, and

'3 in. electronics la5oratory (7/74); in the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
1degree category, ,t semester hour in electri-
caland electronic circuit theory and .2 in
electronics laboratory (7/74); ip the upper-
division baccalaureate category. 1 semester
hour in electronics laboratory (7/74). m -'"

Related Occupation Codes: 09B; 35N;
35P.

AR-1715-0338
AVIONICS MECHANIC

Course Nuniber:'102-35K2
Location: Southeastern Sig aKSchool, Ft.

Gordon GA.
o Length: I/4-18 weeks (50 -664 hour

Exhibit Bides: 3 /67-/Present.'' .

Objectives: To train enlisted per;ohnel to
maintain aircraft electronic communica-
tion, navigation,.Stabilization, identification,
and associated ground tactical equipment.'

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-:
cises in the maintenance of aircraft elec-
tronic communication, navigation, stabiliza-
tion, identification, and associat&I ground
tactical equipment. Course includes block -
diagram analysis and troubleshooting
techniques for. varied aircraft electronic
equipment.

'Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 2 semester hours
in electricity or electronics labotalzy 47/
74); in the lower-division baccalaure-
sociate degree category, I semester hour in
electricity or electronics laboratory (7/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 35K; 35P. '

g

AR-1715-0339

LACROSSE ORDNANCE MAINTENANCE
SUPERVISION

Course Number: 9-N-4815.
Location: Ordnance Guided Missile

School, Redstone Arsenikl. AL.
Length: 29 weeks (l06 ours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/58-12/68.
Objectives: To,tratriearrint officers and

enlisted personnel to supervise the main-
tenance of the Lacrosse guided missile
system and associated test equipment.



I ruktien: Lectures and, practical exer-.
' Icises In the maintenance of the Lacrosse

guide missile system and associated )test
merit, -including ordnance service in

electromechanical system And
g nd handling equipment, .Lacrosse

"guidance system Operation,- migsile-borne
guidance syttem circuit analysis and Shop
set? test equipment maintenance and repair,
system analysis, and ordnance(guided)ris-
sile.maintenance th- tlit field.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category. 4 'semester hours
in electrical shop, I in shop supervision (7/

. 74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 2 ' iemester hours
in electrical labonittory, I in shop supervf-
sion (7/74); in the upper -division baccalau-
reate category, 2- semester, hours in stiop.
management ( 12/68).

AR-1715-11340

AVIONIC NAVIGATION EQUIPMENT REPAIR

Course Number: 102-35M20. 1 .

'Location: Version I: Signal SChool, Ft.
Gordon, GA. Version 2: Signal School, Ft.
Gordon, GA. VersiLn 3: Southeastern
Signal Sc 1, Ft. Gordon, GA. 14.

Length: Veision I:9-17 weeks (315-614
hours); 17 weeks (391-614 hours). Ver-
sio' I 17 weeks (617-626 hours);
I 1-17 weeks ( 617-626 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version I: 6/76-Present.
Version 2: 9/74-5/76., Version 3 5166-8174:

Objectives: To train technicians. to
operate and repair electronic navigation
equipment.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in electrical and elec-
tronic circuit principles; circuit and block
diagram" analysis, onransmitting and receiv-
ing navigation systems; and troubleshooting
and maintenance /procedures. Veision I:
Note ( I ).' Studeins who have attended ,,,
Modules 201, 202, 203, 4, 5/6 of Common
Basic Electronics Training (COBET) at. Ft.
Jackson, SC will complete only Phase II (9
weeks ) of this course. See AR- I 715-0389

for credit for COBET. Students who have
o not attended COBET will complete both

Ptiats I and II (17 weeks) of this course.
Versrnn Note (2): Students who have
eanpleted Modules 1, 2, 3. and 4 of Corri-
mon Basic Electronici Training (COBET)

,at ..Ft. Jackson, Se; will complete only
' Phase II ell weeks) of course: See

AR-10151038B for credit' for . COBET. Stu-
dents who .do not attend COBET will
complete' btu) Phases 1-andil (17 weeks)
di2this course.

Credit Reconinendition: Version 1: In
the vocational certificate cetegory. 5
semester hours in basic electronics and

'troubleshooting for students .completing 17
weeks of the% course (see note (I) above )
(4/77); in the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 2 semester hours
in communications laboratory for students
completing 9' or 17 weeks of . the. course
(see note (1) above) (4/77). Version 2: In
the vocational certifi category, 3

semester hours in is electricity or elec-
tronics and 2 i lectronics laboratory for .

those students ompleting 17 weeks;,,or 2
semester ho, in electronics laboratory for
those stud Ls completing I4. weeks (see
note (2) '..ve) (5/75); in the lower=divi-
sion baC laureate/associate degree catego-
ry, 2 se ester hours' in basic electricity or
elect s for those students completing
1,7 weeks; no credit for those students

.
4 i

completing I I weeks ( see, note (n2 ) above)"
(5/75): Version 3: In the vocational cer-
tificate category, 5 seme er hours in elec--!
trical circuit theory an i 3 in electronics
laboratorf (7/7,f ); in the lower-d;vision '
semester hours in. elect I *rcitit theory
baccalaureate/ay.sociaie e category, '3 ..

and 2 in electronics labOrato (7/74); in .
the upper-diVision b'accalaureate category,
I semester hotif in electronics laboratory
(.7/74). r
:Related Occupation Codes,: 09B; 35M;

35P. .4

AR-1715-0341

CONVENTIONAL /PRECISE 0Wilt
GENERATION

4 Course Number: 66262820; 662- 521330.
Location: Engineer School, Ft. Belvoir,

VA.
Length: 9 weeks (39 hours). ,

Exhibit Dates: 9/§7-4/71.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in.

the installation, ope tion, and organize-
tional maintenance of portable-generating

\equipment. and in precise-powir genera-
tion.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cists in conventional- and precise-power
generation, including fundamental main-
tenance, interOhl-combustion engine Chain=
tenance, diesel engine maintenance, electri-
cal fundamentals, conventional generator 4.
sets, and precise-power generation.

- Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category. 6 semester hours
in electrical labeltatery and machifie theory
(4(,74); in the-lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 2 semester hours
in. machines Caboratory. and additional
.credit in machines laboratory on tht basis
of institutional examination (4/74); in. the

. upper-division baccalaureate category, 2
se ter hours in machines laboiatory, and
additional credit in machines laboratory on
the basis of institutional examination .(4/
74).

. Related Occupation Codes: 52B; 52C;
52D..

AR-1715-0342

NAVY BROADCAST TERMINAL OPERATOR

"'Course Number: 102 -F32.
'London: Signal School. Ft. Gordon. GA.
Length: 2-weeks (78 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/ nt.
ObJ : To train Navy perseittel in

the skills a techniques rtquired to
operate, inspect; test, and identify malfunc-
tions to the operation level in specific satel-
litecommunicatious terminals.

Instruction: Instruction in satellite com-
munications terminal operation and func-
tion, including RF systems, tracking equip-
ment, and troubleshooting ptocedures.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, I semester hour
in satellite communications equipment
maintenance (4/77).

Army 1-181
Objectives: To provide the skillciecessa-

ry to perform direct and general Support
maintenance on a tactical telephone com'-
munications system.

Instruction: Instruction' in the main=
tenance and operation of a specify:
switchboarcrsei, a telephone set, and signal
converters.

Credit Recoinmenclation: In 'the voca-
tional certificata,category, 3 figmester hours
in telephone system maintenance (4/77).

Related Occupation Codes: 32E.

AR-1715-0344
SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS CONTROLLER

(SATGPM CONTROLLER)

- Course Numbei; IO2-F26:
Location: Siva! School, Ft. cordon, GA.
Length: eweeks (150 hours).
Eichibit Dates: 6/761-Present.
Objectives: To provide students with a

working-knowledge of the operation- of a
satellite communications control system
and the basic rnathentatical tomputations
relating to system operation.

Instruction: Phase I instruction ;foyers
satellite . system operations, contrOL.
subsystem operation and satellite control
station minagement. Phase 11 covers 'in-
stniction basic mathematics, including
exponential pumbers and logarithms:
aspects of satellite systems. including sigma
techniques, noise, spectrum analysis, trans-
mission problems and related materials.

Credit Recommendation:. 1$ the 'voca-
tional certificate category, I semester hold'
in satellite communications for Phase 1 And
2 semester hours in satellite communica-
tions 'system operation for Phase 11(4/77).

Related Occupa&lon Code's 26Y; 321).

v,
AR-1715-0345
SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS TERMINALS

AN/ESC-780i) AND AN/ESC-79
OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE

INGTRAI

Course N r.. 102 -F31, .

,Locatipn: signal School. R. Gordon, GA.
Length: weeks (2,72-27,8 hours).
Exhi eta: 5/76-Pre:Sent.

s: To' provide :selected person-
nel, with the knowledge, shills, and
techniques required . to operate". inspect,
test and perfotm maintenance calibrations
and repairs on 'specified satellite communi-
cations terminals. .

Instruction; Instruction in the operation
and repair of satellite communications ter-
Mina's. including "' RF circuitry,
troubleshOoting, bloci-diagram analysis,'

control systems.
don: hr the voca-

gory, 3semester hours
icatiOns system main -

Codes: 26Y.

AR-17I5-0343
OVERSEAS ASC UPS BYPASS RE

Course Number: 622-F17.
Location: Signal School. Ft, Gordon, GA.
Length: 6 weeks (210 hours)!
Exhibit Datep 9/76-Present.

rir

tracking equipmen
Credit Recom

tional certificate
in satellite com
tenance (4/77).'

/ Related Occu

AR- 1715 -0346

I. SURVEILLANCE PHOTOGRAPHIC
EQUIPMENT REPAIR

2. SURVEILLANCE PHOTOGRAPHIC
EQUIPMENT REPAIR

(COMBAT SURVEILLANCE PHOTOGRAPHIC .
EQUIPMENT REPAIR)

3. COMBAT. SuaXEILLANCE PHOTOGRAPHIC
EQUIPMENT REPAIR,

Course NuMber:' All Versions: 198-
41G20. Version"3: 198 -401 ;3 11 -R-F9.



\
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agtion7, Version 1: Intelligence School;
t Ft. Huachuca, AZ: Version 2: Signal'.

School. Ft.. Monmouth:' NI. Version 3:
Signal School, Ft. 104primouth: NJ.

I.Aerith: . Ve) -sion /: 24-28 weeks
(865-994 hours). Verne /421' 28-29 weeks
(995 -10)17 hours). VersaSn 3: 23-24 weeks
(850-896 hours)

Exhibit- Dates: Version 1: I 1474-Presnt.
Version 1: '10170-10/74. Otrsion '3: 10/
60-$4/70.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
install, operate; and perform support aind
depot maintenance of combat siirveillande
photographic equipment. ,

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in installation, opera-
tion, and support and dtpot maintenance
of combat sury,eillaiThee photographic equip-.
ment, 'including iheetrical fundamentals,

. photographic darkroom equipment, photo-
graphicisurveillance equipment repair, au-
tomatic camera control systems, electrical
test equipmerie and specific test sets, and
troubleshooting of specific camera system
oomponerhs. Version 1: Note: Students who
have completed Modules I', 2, and .3 of
Common' Basic Electronics Training
(COMET) at. Ft. Jackson, SC; (will complete
only Phase II (24 weeks) of this course.
See AR -1715 -0389 for credit for CODET.
StUdents who not attended COBET
will complete both Phases I and 11 (28
weeks) of,this course. Version 2: includes
flasher system troubleshooting and repair.
Version 3: includes electronic Eundamen-
tals, day 'aerial and day -night aerial

' cameras, - semiconducior . fundamentals,
magnetic amplifiers, ancliepairof recorder-
processor-viewers.

Credit Reciimmendation: Version 1: In
the lower4livisierii bacealaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in elec-
tronics' laboratory' for those ,,,students
completing 28 weeks; no credit for ,those
completing 24 wecks'(see note above5 (6/
75). Version 2: In the 'Vocational certificate
categ ry, 2 semester hours in.photographic
repai 3 in electrimies (6/14); in the
lower-divisibn baccalaureate/assodatitk
degree category, 2 semester hours in

. photographic repair, 3 in electronics (6/
.74); in the upper-division baccalatudate
category. 2,semester hours in ph gra5hic
repair. '3 in electrOnicsj,6/74). Mtrsion
In the vocational certificate category. 2,

-semester hours in photographic repair.. 3 in
electronics (6/14); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category,. 2
semester hoiirs' in electronics (12/68); in
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
2 semester hours in photographic repair, 3
(in electronics (6/74).

Related Occupation. Codes:.4 I G; 41H.

AR-1715-0347
I. AVIATION ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT

MAINTENANCE
2. ELECTRONIC NAVIGATION EQUIPMENT

REPAIR,.
ELECTRONIC:NAVIGATION EQUIPMENT'

REPAIR
3.

Course Number: 0 I 1-R-284.1
location: Southeastern Signal School, Ft.

Gordon, GA.
Length; Version 1: 19 weeks (698-703

hcinrof. Version 2: 3s2 weeks (1184 hours ).
Version 3: 23 "weeks (850 hours).

Exftib Dates: Version 1: 8/62-5/66. Ver-
sion 2: 3160-'7/62. Version 3 :-314 57-2/61).

Objectives: TO train technicians -to
operate, maintain, and repair airborne elec-,
tropic equipment',;

Instruction: , Lectures .and practicalexer-
cises in airbiome slectronic equiprrient
operation, maintenance, and repair, inClud-
ine electronic' circuit theory, block-diagram
analysis, introduction to Eommunications,
electroh tubes, amplifiers and oscillators.
poWer supplies and transmitters, UHF and
VHF aircraft' communications equipment. ,,
and troubleShooting techniques.

Credit 'Reconimendation: Version 1: In
the vocatiOn'al certificate Category,', 5
semester hours in electricity o4 electronic's,
4 in electrical! laboratory (7/74); in the
lower division baccalaureate /igsociate
degree category, .2 semester hours in'elec-
tricity or. electronics (42/68); in,the upper-
division baccalaureate category,' 1, semester
hour° in electricity or electronics as a
technical . elective for non-technical stu-
dents and I in,electrical laboratory (7J74).
Version, 2: In the vocational certificate
category, 7 semester hours in electricty, 4
in electrical laboratory (7)74); in the
lower-division baccalabreate/associate
degree category, 2 semester hours in -elec-
tricity or electronics.(12/68); in the upper-.
division baccalluieate category, I semester
hour in eleCtricity or electronics as a
technical eleCtive for nontechnical students
and I in electrical laboratory (7/74). Ver-
sion -3r" In the vocational certificate catego-
ry, 6 semester 'hours in electricity or elec-
tronics, 4 inielectrical laboratory (7/74); in
the ,lowv-dtvigion baccalaureate/associate
degree category., 3 semester hoUrsIin,elec-
tricky or elechronics (12/68); in, the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 1 semester.
hour in* electricity or electronics as a
technical elective for nontechnical students
and II in electrical laboratory (7/74).

AR-1715-9348
I. LISTIC MISSILE TF.STINSTILUMENT"-

EPAIR (REDSTONE)
2.

#
LIStIC MISSILE TEST INSTRUMENT

'REPAIR

. .

sesinester,hotirs in elect/epics laboratory ae/-
74; in the' lower- division baccalaiireate/as
sociate degree categoty,..1 semester houNt
electronic laboratory (8/104. Version 2 :.)n
the ".:!vocational certificate ...Category, 2
semester hours inelectroni6 laboratory (8/
74); in the lower-division, baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree .cattgory. 24sernester hours
in electricity and electronids ('12/68).

.

PERSHING MISSILE pATTERY ,

Course 'Number:. Version I.: I21- 15E20.
Version 2: . I 21-15E20; 121-163.1. Version
3: 6-R-163;6 6-R-F23.

Location: Versiop , 1 :' Field Artillery
School: Ft. Si1F, OK. Version 2: Artillery
arid Missile School, Ft. Sill, OK. Version 3:
Artillery and Missile School, Ft. Sill, OK. \

Length: Version 1::7 weeks (263 hours).
Version 2 ; -7 weeks (244 hours). Version
9 weeks (326-#27 hours).

Exhibit Oaten° Version 1: 2/69-Present.
Version 2: ,3/65-1/69. Version 3: 10/62-2/
65.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in .

the asserriblyZchedc-out; maintenance. and
operation of the Pershing missile., and hs-.
sociated gro.und support equipment.

Instruction: AU Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises on the Pershing missile
battery. including power - producing, equip-
ment, erector - launcher: layir4, and war-
head - section. 'Werner' 1: Topics include
genetal subjects, firing-battery 'Operations,
and fandamentalk 'of internal defense/
development,operations. Version 2: Topics
include specific artillery transport, electri-
cal safety and corriputers, programmer test

!station, azimuth, laying, ground handling
e,quipment, firing-platoon operations, and
target ,acquisition. Ver.; ion 3: Topics
elude specific artillery -transport, communi-,
catioos systems and equipment, basic elec-
tricity, theory, and functioning or ,rojssile.,,
missile fire data cOrnputer, auta-matic
guidance sequencing equipment, test and
cheek- o10,, ;round handling equipment,
missile hariping, ttery area, firing-posi-
tion procedures, zimuth targetCourse Number: 9-R-37 L2. acquisition, an tactics and combipedarms.Location: Ordnance Guided Missile Credit R mendatiat Version 1: InSchool. Redstone Arsenal, AL.
the vocational certificate category, credit inLength: Version 1: 13 weeks. (483° electrical labOratory On' e 13asis,of institu-
tional examination ( in the lower -
division b accalau teat associate degree
category, credit in elect'ocal laboratory on
the basis of institutional examination (7/
74). Version 2: In the vocational certificate
category, credit in electrical laboratory on
the basis of institutional examination (7/
74); in the lower-division, baccafaureate/as-
sociate degree category, credit' in electrical
laboratory on the basis of institutional ex-
amination (7/74). VersiOn 3: In the vOCa--.
tional certificate category. 2 semester hours
in electrical laboratory (7/74); in the ,
tower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, credit in'electrical laktOra-
tory on the, basis of institutional .examina-
tion (7/74).

Related OccupationCodes: 12E,

hours). Version 2: 14 weeks (528, hours).
Exhibit Dates:- Version I: 12/72-12/68.

Version 2: 5/58-11 /62.
Objectives: To train guidance and control

repairmen in the operation, trouble diagno-
sis, and maintenance of Redstone missile
guidance and control test instruments.'

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises iii the operation, trouble
diagnosis, and maintenance or ballistic mis-
sile guidance and control test instruments,
including introduction to components test
fixtures; components test instruments;
guidance computer test fixture; actuator;
control computer and inverter test fixture,'
and. relay box, program device, and specific
test fixture. Version I.: Topics include
digital controller and functional units; pulse
generators; special amplifiers;iperformance
tests; clippers, dampers, and limiters:- and
programming. Version 2: Topics include. AR-1715:0350
multivibrators; triodes and multielement
tubes; vacuum tubes, rectifiers, and voltage DIAL CENTRAL OFFICE REPAIR

.multipliers; blocking and ringing oscillators; (DIAL CENTRAL OFFICE MAINTENANCE?
it and RC oscillators; and RC coupled, Course Number: 622-36H20; I I-R-328.1;
audio power. RE, and DC -amplifiers. I I-R-332.1; I I -E-6.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In Location: Signal School, Ft. Monmouth,
the vocational certificate category, 2 NJ: Signal School. Ft. Gordon, GA.



.k

Littvith: .19-32 weeks (706:1,200 hours).
'1Kithibit Dates: I 0/14.Present.
Objectives: To provide the working

knoiitedge required to perform main-
tenance and repair' and to assist in die in-
stallation or dial central office telephone
exchange equipment:

Credit Recommendation: In the. voca-
tional Certificate category, 6 semester hours
in electriCity or electronics (7/74); in the -
lower-division . baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 6 semester hours in elec-
tricify or electronics (7/74); in_thel uppe*-
division baccalaureate Category, credit in
'electricity or electronics on The basis of-in-
stitutional examination' (7/74).

- Related Occupation COdes: 3611.

AR-1715-0151
MANUAL CENTRAL OFFICE REPAIR

(MANUAL CENTRAL OFFICE MAIN-
TF.NANCE )

Course Number: 622-36020; 622-327.1;
I1 -R- 327.1; 11-R-331.1; 110E-4.

Location: .Southeastern Signal School, Ft,
Gordon, GA.

Length: 13-15 weeks (473-560 hours).
Exhibit Dates: I 1/53- Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

install and repair telephones and manual
central office exchange equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the installation and maintenance
telephones and manual central office
exchange equipment, including tactical
switchboards, mobile multiple-position cell-
tral offices, 'outside-circuit testing and
equipment maintenance, introduction to
communications, principles of electricity,
basic telephony, fixed central offices, out-
side-plant testing, and supply and telephone
systems.

Credit Reconvnendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 3 semester hours
in basic electricity, 4 in electronic. commu-
nications (7/74); in the lower-division bac-
calaureate/associate degree category, 3

semester hours in basic electricity, 4 in
electronic communications (7/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 36G.

Credit Recommendation: Version I: I;
the vocational certificate .category, 9
semester hours in basic electronics, 3 in
elettromechanical systems (8/77); in the
lower-divisjon baccalaureate/associate
degree category, I semester hour in basic
electronics (8/77).' Version 2: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 4 semester hours

- in basic electronics and troubleshooting (3/
75); in the 4o r-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree- tcgory, 1 semester hour in
basic electronics nd troubleshooting (3/
75). Version 3: In t ational certificate
category, 4 semester rs in el tronics, 3
in mechanics, 2 in ricit, and 4 in

4); in the,,`physics for technicians
, lower-division baccalaureate/associate

degree category, 3 semester hours in elec-
tronics, 3 in mechanics, 3 in physics for

° technicians, and 3 as a technical elective
for nonmajors (8/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 46D.

AR-1715-0352
IMPROVED HAWK MECHANICAL SYSTEMS

REPAIR

Course Number: 121-46D20.
Location: Missile and Munitions School,

Redstone Arsenal, AL.
_ Length: Version I: 33 weeks (1023
hours). Version 2: 24 weeks (820 hours).
Version 3: 25 weeks (880 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version l: 3 /77- Present-
Version 2: 6/74-2/77. Version 3: 12/72-5/
74.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
inspect, test, and repair the electrical, elec-
trc-mechanical, mechanical, hydraulic, and
hydro-pneumatic ris of the Improved

, Hawk Missile Syste
Instruction: Lectu and practical exer,

cises geared to a, thorough.;. wOrking
knowledge of DC and AC series and paral-
lel resistive circuits, characteristics of in-
ductors and capacitors, principles of trans-
formers, the RL, RC and RLC circuits.
Emphasis is on electrical, mechanical, and
hydraulic system maintenance, inspection,
testing; and repair of the Improved Hawk
Missile System and associated test equip-
ment. Version I includes transistor funda-
mentals.

AR-1715.4353
I. SERGEANT FIRING SET REPAIR
2. SERGEANT FIRING SET REPAIR

(SERGEANT FIRING SET REPAIRMAN),

Course Number: 121-21R20.
Location: Missile and Munitions School,

Redstone Arsenal, AL.
Length: Version I: 18 weeks (614

hours). Version 2: 22 weeks (770-777
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version I: I I /72-Present.
Version 2: 1/67- 10/72.

Objectives: To provide the student with a
working knowledge necessary to inspect:
test, perform support, maintenance, and to
isolate and repair malfunctions of the as-
sembly level of a Sergeant missile system.

Instruction: Emphasis is on a general
knowledge of the function, operation, and
maintenance of a Sergeant missile system.
Additional topics include: DC and AC se-
ries and parallel resistive circuits; series
RL, RC, RLC, and series and parallel
resonance; use of the multimeter, im-
pedance calculator, vector diagram,
VTVM, and oscilloscope; the eharac-
teristics of vacuum tubes, power supplies,
class A and AB amplifiers, coupling cir-
cuits, voltage regulators, Magnetic am-
plifiers, oscillators, and syncros; and
semiconductor devices, power supplies, am-
plifiers, pulse, networks, and servo systems
unique to a missile system.
, Credit Recommendation: Version I: In
the vocational certificate category, 4

`semester hours in electricity or electronics
(8/74):. in the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 2 semester hours
in electricity or electronics, and credit in
electrical laboratory on the bails of institu-
tional examination (8/74). Version 2: In the
vocational certificater,category, 4 semester
hours in electricity or electronics (8/74); in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in elec-
tricity or electronics and credit in electrical
laboratory on the basis of institutional ex-
amination ( 12/68).

Related Occupation Codes: 21 R.

AR-1715-0354
CALIBRATION TECHNICIAN AND SPECIALIST

Course Number: 4B-252A; 198-35H20
Location: Ordnance School, Aberdeen

Proving Ground, "MD.

Army 1=183 .

Length: Version 1: 40-41 weeks
(1309-1519 hours). Version 2: 19 weeks
(750 hours).

Exhibit Dales: Version 1: 12/69- Present.
Version 2: 4/66-11/69.

Objectives' To train enlisted personnel
and warrant officers tb calibrate standards
and all test and measuring equipment,' and
to perform maintenance and repair on
secondary reference and secondary transfer
calibration standards.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
laboraiories in fundamentals of algebra,
trigonomefity, DC and 'AC circuits; use of
oscilloscopes and other test instruments; in-
troduction, to microwave and associated
test equipment; physical standards; calibre-.
don operations; and maintenance of tools
and equipment; and age of slide rules. *Ver-
sion I.: Includes vacuum tube and transistor
theory, rectifiers, regulators, amplifiers,
transmitters and receivers, wave-shaping
pulse and gating circuits, power and at-
tenuation measurements, secondary stan-
dards and 'meter calibrations, elactronic in-
strument calibration , an maintenance, ^
bridge calibration, freque r.measurement
techniques, and reflecto try equipment
and techniques.

Credit. Recommendation Version I: In
the vocational certificate category, 30
semester hours in electricity or electronics
(4/74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 6 semester hours
in electricity or electronics, and credit in
electrical laboratory on the basis of institu-
tional examination (4/74); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 4 semester
hours in electricity or electronics, and
credit in electrical laboratory on the basis
of institutional examination (4/74). Version
2: In the vocational certificate category, 12
semester hours in electricity or electronics
(4/74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degtee category, 4 semester hours
in electricity or electronics, and credit in
electrical laboratory on the basis of institu-
tional examination (4/74); in the upper -
division baccalaureate category, 4 semester
hours in electricity or electronics, and
credit in .electrical laboratory on the basis
of institutional examination (4/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 2IG; 2IT;
22G; 22K; 23N; 230; 23S; 23T;.231.3; .2413;
24F; 240; 24U; 25B; 25D; 25G; 25H; 25J;
2613; 261); 26H; 26L; 26M; 26N; 26P; 2,6T;
2713; 27D; 3IB; 31E; 3IJ; 311.; 3213; 32C;
321); 32E; 32F; 32G; 3513; 35b; 35E; 35F;
3511; 35L; 35M; 35N. ,

1

AR-1715-0355
NIKE. RADAR AND COMPUTER REPAIR

Course Number: All Versions: 104 -

23N20. Version 3: 104 -F2; 9-S-F47.
Location: Version I: Missile and Mimi-

tions School, Redstone Arsenal, AL. Ver-
sion 2: Missile and Munitions School, Red-
stone Arsenal, AL. Version 3: Ordnance
Guided Missile School, Redstone Arsenal,
AL.

Length: Version I: .35-39 weeks ,

(1187-1329 hours). Version. 2: 40 weeks
(1374 hours). Version 3: 44 weeks
(1586-1649 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version I: 5/74-Present.
Version 2: 10/72-4/74. Version 3: 8/64 -9/
72.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
inspect, test, and perform support main-
tenance on Nike Hercules Lopar, missile-
tracking radar, target-ranging radar, com-
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puters, SAMC AP. and associated test
equipment.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and.
laboratories in DC and AC circuits,
transient and pulse-forming circuits, diode
and vacuum tube electronics, amplifiers.
oscillators, mixer and detector circuits, and
.use of tools and maintenance procedures.
Version 1: Phase I topics include basic elec-
tricity, concepts of work, energy, and
power; DC and AC circuit theoryseries,
parallel, series-parallel, inductive, capaci-
tive and LCR circuits; series and parallel
resonant circuits; transformers and power
supplies; triodes, biasing circuits, single-
and multi-stage amplifiers, and voltage
regulator circuits. Phase II topics include a
simplified explanation of RC. and LC
transients and sine-wave oscillators; solder-,
ing techniques and practices; empirical
description of 11`the operation of vacuum
tube pulse circuits; basic microwave
'procedures. related to radar systems; and
Nike radar and acquisition computer
troubleshooting and rgeir. Note: Students
who' have completed Modules 1, 2, and 3
of Common Basic Electronics Training'

-(COBET) at Ft. Jackson. SC, will complete
Only Phase II (35 weeks) of this course.
See AR-1715.0389 for credit for COBET.
Students who have not attended COBET
will complete both Phases I and II (39
weeks) of this course. Version 2: Emphasis
on microwave circuits, transmission lines,
and antennas; more detail on specific radar
configurations; and Nike acquisition com-
puter troubleshooting and repair. Version 3:
Emphasis on heterodyne principles, servo
systems, and Nike computer troubleshoot-
ing and repair.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the vocational certificate category,_ 24
semester hours in basic electricity, elec-
tronics, aid troubleshooting for those stu-
dents completing 39 weeks; 21 semester
hours in basic electronics and troubleshoot-
ing for those students completing 35 weeks
(see note above) (3/75); in the lower -divi-
sion baccalaureate/associate degree catego-
ry,. I semester hour in basic electricity or
electronics for those students completing
39 weeks; no credit for those students
completing 35 weeks (see note above) (3/
75). Version 2: In the vocational certificate
category, 10 semester hours in circuits or
electronics (4/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 6
semester hours in circuits or e.legtronics (4/
74); in the upper division' baccalaureate
category, 4 semester hours in circuits or
electronics, and credit in electrical labora-
tory on the basis of institutional examina-
tion (4/74). Version 3: In the vocational
certifitlyate citegory, 10 semester hours in

\circuilk. or electronics (4/74); in the lower-
. division baccalaureate/associate degree

category, 4 semester hours in electricity or
electronics (12/68); 'in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 4 semester hours in
electricity or electronics, and credit in elec-
trical laboratory on the basis of institu-
tional examination (4/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 23N; 252A.

AR-171570356
NIKE. MAINTENANCE SUPERVISION

(IMPROVED HERCULES TRANSITION)
(NIKE MAINTENANCE SUPERVISION

(HERCULEk TRANSITION)) ,

Course NumbeNt, 9-M-25I B(TI); 9-N-
251Befl); 9-N-48I 1(TI); 9 -N -481 1(T).

Location: Ordnance Guided Missile
School, Redstone Arsenal. AL.

Length: 14- 16 weeks ( 5 I 6-601 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/59- I 2/68.
Objectives: To train qualified Nike Ajax

repairmen to supervise the maintenance csr
Nike Hercules guided missile systems and
associated equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in block-diagram description of
acquisition and tracking radar systems; in-
troduction to operation of control circuit§,
receivers, PPI monitors, MTI circuits, and
system analysis; evaluation of target presen-
tation system; and location and identifica-
tion of malfunctions, use of test equipment,
and system maintenance on improved Nike
Hercules missile systems.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 3 semester hours
in electrical techniques (4/74); in the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate'
degree category, I semester tour in electri-
cal techniques, and additional credit in-
electrical techniques on the basis of institu-
tional examination (4/74); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, credit in
electrical laboratory on the basid of institu-
tional examination (4/74).

AR-1715-0357
IMPROVED HAWK CONTINUOUS WAVE (CW)

RADAR REPAIR TRANSITION

Course Number: 104-24K,00-T; 104 -
24K20 -T...

Location: Missile and Munitions School,
Redstone Arsenal, AL.

Length: Version 1: 16-17 weeks
(510-584 hours). Version 2: 18 weeks (633
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version /k 4/74-Present.
Version 2: 2/72-3/74.

Objectives: To 'train Hawk continuous-
wave radar repairmen to inspect, test,
repair, and maintain the electronic systems
of Improved Hawk launchers, continuous-
acquisition radar, and continuous-wave,
high-power illuminator radars.

Instruction: Version /: Lectures and
laboratory exercises including elementary
semiconductor devices and circuits; solder-
ing techniques and practices; introduction
to computer subsystems, registers, coun-
ters, logic operations, memories, I /O, con-
trol, and arithmetic units; and troubleshoot-
ing and maintenance of electronic systems
of Hawk launchers, continuous acquisition
radar, continuous wave high power illu-
minator radar, and associated test equip-
ment. Version 2: Lectures and laboratories
in semiconductors, printed circuits,
transistor electronics, pulse and gating cir-
cuits,' power supplies, logic circuits and
functions, computer control, and arithmetic
circuits; binary and octal number systems;
isolation and repair of major co nents
of launcher and radar systems, i eluding
antennas, controls,' servos, and power
systems; inspection and . testing of trans-
mitter circuits, modulator oscillator m-
blies, receivers, and counters; and unc-
tional block analysis of signal proce rs,
sequencers, address counters, and logic
control units.

Credit Recommendation: Version : In'
the vocational certificate category, 6
semester hours in basic electronics (8/77);
in the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category. I semester hour in
electronics laboratory -(8/77). Version 2: In
the vocational certificate category, 8

2 r I

'semester hours in electronic circuits (4/
74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 3 semester hours
in electronic circuits (4/74); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, credit in
electronics laboratory on the basis of in-
stitutional examination (4/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 23T; 24K.

AR-1715-0358
IMPROVED HAWK PULSE RADAR REPAIR

TRANSITION

Course Number: 104-24J20-T; 104-
24J40-T.

Location: Missile and Munitions School,
Redstone. Arsenal, AL.

Length: 8-9 weeks (242-316 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/72-Present.
Objectives: To train pulse radar repair-

men to maintain and repair the electronic
systems in the Improved' Hawk pulse
acquisition radar and associated equipment
and test sets.

Instruction*Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the maintenance and repair of the
Improved Hawk pulse acquisition radar and
associated equipment and test sets, includ-
ing introduction to semiconductor diodes.,
transistors, amplifiers, power supplies,
oscillators, nonsinusoidal oscillators, gating
circuits, digital multimeter, dual-trace
scope, electronic counter, function genera-
tor, microwave calibrator, high-frequency
console 'operation, and various receiving
systems.'

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 3 semester hours
in basic electronics (8/77); in the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, I semester hour in electronics
laboratory (.8/77).

Related Occupation Codes: 23S; 24J.

AR-1715-0359
RADAR DISPLAY EQUIPMENT REPAIR

Course Number: 4C-F4; 150-363.1; II
N-363,1.

Location: Air Defense School, Ft. Bliss,
TX.

Length: 30 weeks ( i040 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/64-12/68.
Objectives: To train warrant officers and

enlisted personnel who have had previous
training in fire distribution system elec-
tronics fundathentals, radio electronics, or
electronic engineering to maintain missile
master equipment within the AN/FSG-I air
defense system. s

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the maintenance of missile master
(radar display) equipment within the AN/
FSG-I air defense system, including block

' diagrams of system elements and signal
flow, position indicators, sweep generators,
deflection and intensity circuits, gate cir-
cuits, and amplifiers; display, multiplex,
and blanking circuit analysis; tag presenta-
tion and auxiliary target tracking; and
height determination and tactical display
equipment.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, credit in electri-
cal laboratory on the basis of institutional
examination (4/74);. in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category,
credit in electrical laboratory on the basis
of institutional examination (4/74); in the

pper-division baccalaureate category,
edit in electrical laboratory on the basis

of stitutional examination (4/74).



Related Occupation Codes; 2238; 25 I 9.

AR-1715-0360

FIELD RADIO REPAIR

Course Number: Version I: 101-31E20.
Version 2: 101-31E20; I I-R-296.1. Version
3: 1 I -E- I 2..

Location: Signal School. Ft. Gordon. GA;
Southeastern Signal School, Ft. Gordon,
GA; Signal School, Ft. Mbnmouth, NJ.

Length: Version 19-25 weeks

(695-918 hours). Version 2: 15-23 weeks

(547-850 hours). Version 3: 25 weeks
(926-1000 hours).

Exhibit Dates:' Version I: 8/76-Present.
Version 2: 12159-7176. Version 3: 3/54=11/
99.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
maintain field radio and associated equip-
ment. -

Instruction: .41! Versions: Lectin'es and
practical exercises in the maintenance of
field radio and associated eqUipment, in-
cluding introductory communications, radio
repair, field radio teletypewriter equipment.
radio relay equipment, and general princi-
ples and components of AM and FM radio
equipment. Version 1: Note: Students who
Wive attended Modules I , 2, 3 Ind 4 of
Common Basic Electronics Training
(COBET) at Ft. Jackson, SC will attend
only Phase II (19 weeks) of this course.
(See AR-1715-0389 for credit for COBET.
Students who have not attended COBET
will complete both Phases I and II (25
weeks) of this course.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In

the vocational certificate category, "4
semester hours in basic electronics and
troubleshooting for students who complete
25 weeks of the course (see note above)
(4/77); in the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 3 semester hours
in communication systerns repair for stu-
dents completing 19 or 25 weeks of the
course (see note above) (4/77). Version 2:

In the vocational certificate category, 3
semester hours in electricity or electronics
and 2 in elCctriCal laboratory (6/74); in the
lower-division baccalaure ate/associate

degree category, 3 semester hours as an
elective in electricity or electronics (6/74).
Version 3: In the vocational certificate
category,.3 semester hours in electricity or
electronics and 2 in electrical laboratory
(6/74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 3 semester hours
in electricity or electronics (12/68).

Related Ce9cupation Codes: 099; 31 B;

3 I E.

AR-1715-0361

I. IMPROVED NIKE HERCULES FIRE
CONTROL SYSTEM MAINTENANCE

2. IMPROVED NIKE HERCULES FIRE
CONTROL SYSTEM MAINTENANCE

3. IMPROVED. NIKE HERCULES FIRE
CONTROL SYSTEM MAINTENANCE

4. IMPROVED NIKE HERCULES FIRE
CONTROL SYSTEM MAINTENANCE

5. IMPROVED NIKE HERCULES FIRE
CONTROL SYSTEM. MAINTENANCE

6. NIKE-HERCULES FIRE CONTROL SYSTEM
MAINTENANCE

(NIKE UNIVERSAL FIRE CONTROL'
SYSTEM MAINTENANCE)

7. NIKE UNIVERSAL FIRE CONTROL SYSTEM
MAINTENANCE

Course Number: Version 1: 121-24020.
.Version 2: 12 I -24020. Version 3: I 21-
24020. Version 4: 121-23G20; 4B-222B;
121-226.1. Version 5: 44-1-222-B; 44--
226.1.. Version 6: 44-N-222-B; 44-N-226;I
44-N-1178B. Version 7: 44-N-F10.

Location: Air Defense School, Ft. Bliss,
,TX.

Length: Version 1: 38 weeks 1344-1345
hours).. Version 2: 37-40 weeks
( 1352-1427 hours). Version 3: 40 'Weeks
( 1508 "hours). Version 4: 40 weeks
(1426-1431 hours). Version 5: 48 weeks
(1727 hours). Version 6: 41-44 weeks
(1571-1645 hours). Version 7: 46 weeks
(1781 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version /: 1/77- Present.
Version 2: 4/70-12/76. Version 3: 5/68-3/
70. Version 4: 1/66-4/68. Version 5: 9/
64-12/65. Version 6: 5/59-8/64. Version 7:
I 1/57-4/59..

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
maintain, troubleshoot, and align Improved
Nike Hercules fire control systems equip-.
merit.

ruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical experience in Nike. Hercules fire
control systems equipment operation, in-
cluding schematic reading, circuit symbols
identification, signal path tracing; com-
ponents location, performing checks and
adjustments, troubleshooting for faults, tar-
get ranging and tracking radars repair, mis-
sile tracking radar plotters repair, and mis-
sile prelaunch control and computer
guidance circuits repair. Version /: Course
covers limited theoretical study of circuits
with troubleshooting techniques being
emphasized. Version 2: Instruction includes
limited theoretical coverage of cir-
cuitsemphasis is on troubleshooting
techniques. Version 3: Instruction includes
basic circuits and electronics, including
Ohm's Law for series, parallel. AC and DC
circuits; vacuum tube principles; rectifier
circuits; amplifiers frequency response and
impedance matching; oscillators; modula-
tion systems introduction; and detectors,
mixers, superheterodyne receivers, mul-
tivibrators,-synchros, and servo systems
operation. Version 4: instruction includes
basic circuits and electronics, including
Ohm's Caw for series, parallel, Ac and DC
circuits; vacuum tube principles; rectifier
circuits; amplifiers frequency response and
impedance matching; oscillators; modula-
tion systems introduction; and detectors,
mixers, superheterodyne receivers, mul-
tivibrators, synchros, and- servo systems
operation. Version 5: Instruction includes
basic circuits and electronics, including
Ohm's Law for series, parallel, AC and DC
circuits; vacuum tube principles; rectifier
circuits; amplifiers frequency response and
impedance matching; oscillators; modula-

r
1. 1 ,f

tion
mixers, superheterodyne
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circuits;

servo systems
systems introduction; and detectors,

tivibrators. synchros, and
receivers,

basic circuits and electronics,

rectifier

tronics, including

response and

Ohm's

Instruction includes

circuits; amplifiers frequency
niacieursmiontu6be

Law for series, parallel, AC and Lie

imPedance matching; oscillators; modulo
tion systems introduction; and detectors,
mixers, superheterodyne receivers, rnul-
tivibrators, synchros, and servo systems

ironies, including

Circuits; principles; rectifier

oPeration. Version 7: Instruction includes

basic circuits and elec

serki systems

Ohm's C

operation.

vacuum tube
Law for series, parallel, AC and pc

circuits; amplifiers frequency response

receivers,
tion
mixers, superheterodyne

imPedance matching; oscillators; modiaa_

tivibrators, synchros. and

systems introduction; and detectors,
Mut-

systems '(8/77);

Credit Recommendationt Version l: in

cola

the

in electronic

vocational certificate category.,...-6

sernesrer hours in electronic circuig and

in the lower_
degree

calaureate /associate degree category
in the lower-division bac':

category,

semester hour in electronics laboratory (8/

category;
circuits and systems (2/75):

77). Version 2: In the vocational certificate

ry 6 semester hours

division baccalaureate /associate

systems (2/75)

in electricitycategory,

credit

laboratory and 3 in control
vocational certificate

I semester hour in electronics

Version 3: In the vocat
i

10 semester

or electronics (4/74); in the lower- division

electricity

10 semester hours

baccalaureate/associate degree category,

in electricity, electronics, or electri_
laboratory on the basis of institutional

(4/74); in the upper - division
baccalaureate category, 4 semester hours in

--cal
engineering majors on the basis of institu-
tional examination (4/74). Version 4: In the

or electronics for non - electrical

'vocational certificate categorY,

in the upper_

hours
the

or electronics

in electricity or electronics (4/74); in

tricky or electronics (12/68);
degree category, 4 semester hours in eiec_

lower-division baccalaureate/associate

division baccalaureate category' 4 semester
hours

baccalaureate/
6 semester hours

in electricity or electronics for non-
electrical engineering majors on the basis
of institutional examination (4/74) Version

semester hours in electricity

or electronics

5: In the vocational certificate category,

(4174); in the lower-division
assaciate degree category,
in electricity or electronics (12/68); in the

in electricity

semester hours in electricity
upper- division baccalaureate category,

on
the
for non-electrical engineering majors

reate

basis of institutional examination (4/

category, 10 semester hours
74). Version 6: In the vocational certificate

or electronics (4/74); in the lower-division

Version 7: In the

baccalaureate/associate degree category, 4
semester hours in electricity or electronics
(12/68); in the upper-division baccalau-

eiee_
tricity or electronics for non - electrical en-

firma' examination (4/74)

category, 4 semester hours in

gineering majors on the basis of institu-

vocational certificate category' 10, se

elect

; mester
hours
the late

in electricity or electronics (4/74); in
lower-division baccalaureate/assoc

degree category, 6 semester hours in elec-

majors on the basis

tricity or electronics (12/68): in the upper_
division baccalaureate categorY, 4 semester
hours in electricity-or electronics for non-
electrical engineering
of institutional examination (4/74).

Related Occupation Codes:
240.



1-186 COURSE EXiitl/tS
AR-1715-0362
WEAPONS SUPPORT. RADAR MAINTENANCE

AND REPAIR 4

Course Number: 104-261320; 104-26830.

OKL7lion: Field Artillery School, Ft. Sill,

Length: 22 weeks (770 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/73-Present.
°biectives: To provide enlisted personnel

with a working knowledge of electricity
and electronics fundamentals and the
knowledge to operate, adjust, inspeci, and
maintain weapons support radar equip-
ment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in fundamentals of AC/DC circuits;
electron theory; tithe and transistor am-plifiers and oscillators; antenna alignment;
communication circuits'. and oscillators.
multivibrators, and associated test equip-
ment including scopes and meters.

Credit Recommendation: In the' voca-
tional certificate category. 10 semester
hours in electronics and electronics labora-
tory (6/75); in the lower-division baccalau-
reate/a-ssociate degree category. 6 semester
hours in electronics and electronics labora-
tory (6/75); in the upper-division baccalau-
reate category, 3 semester hours in elec-
tronics and electronics laboratory on the
basis of institutional examination (6/75).

AR-1715-0363

AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING (ADP)
REPAIR, PHASE. VIII AUTOMATIC
CENTRAL OFFICE REPAIR

Course
VIII).

Location: Signal School. Ft. Gordon. GA.
Length: 19 weeks (698 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/74-8/76,
Objectives: To train personnel, to main-

tain the automatic telephone central office.
Instruction: Instruction in the operation

and maintenance of automatic telephone
central office equipment, including opera-
tional program loading, memory units cen-

blies,
pment

Number: I50-34D20 (Phase

tral processor, input and output rise
power supplies, and peripheral e
maintenance. /

Credit RecoMmendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category. 3 semester hours
in electronic maintenance and I in
telecommunications laboratory (5/75); in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category 1 semester hour in com-
puter operation laboratory (5/75).

Related. Occupation Codes: 34D.

AR-1715-0364

ANTITC-38(V) AUTOMATIC CENTRAL
OFFICE SUPERVISOR

Course Number: 580-F3.
Location: Sigipal School, Ft. Gordon. GA.
Length: 5 weeks (163 hours).
Exhibit Dates: I/75-Present.
ObJectives:, To train personnel to plan.

supervise, coordinate, andfassist in the in-
stallation, operation, and maintenance of a
central office communication system.

Instruction: Topics include equipment
power requirements preparation of opera-
tional plans, inspection of installations and
operational procedures, and general system
practices.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category. I semester hour
in electronics laboratory (5/75).

Related Occupation Codes:',3 I Z.

AR-1714-0365

AUTOMATIC CENTRAL OFFICE AN/TTC-25
REPAIR

Course Number: 150-F5.
Location: Signal School, Ft. Gordon, GA.
Length: 7 weeks (255 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/75-8/76.
Objectives: To provide personnel with

the knowledge to install and maintain a
specific automatic central office.

tioirillsOfructtheksnpe:
cLeiLtdureecisuoipnrntehnet basic opera-

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 1 semester hourin telecommunications laboratory (5/75).

Related Occupation Codes: 34D.

AR-1715-0366

NUCLEAR WEAPONS TECHNICIAN (PHASE I 4.

FOR WARRANT OFFICERS)

Course Number: 4E:260A.
"cation: Missile and Munitions School,

Redstone Arsenal, AL,
Length: 22=-29 weeks (766-1.005 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/74-Present.
Objectives; To provide the technical

skills necessary for a supervisory position in
nuclear weapons system maintenance:

exer-
cises

ruin inounc: Lectures and practical exts1

and
safety practices; basic electricity; inductive,
capacitive, and LCR circuits; transformers
and powe% supplies; triodes, biasing cir-
cuits; single- and -multi -stage amplifiers, andvoltage regulator circuits; simplified
coverage of RC and LC transients and sine-
wave oscillators; elementary theory of
semiconductor devices and circuits; three-
phase AC; schmitt triggers and 'control cir-

nfdgen
electronic

cuits;'and troubleshooting and maintenance
o

tlroannidc

systems
specialized test equipment

stems associated with
nuclear weapons.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 9 semester hours
in bagic electronics and troubleshooting (8/77 ); in the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, I semester hour in
basic electroniCs and troubleshooting (8/77).

AR-1715-0367

NUCLEAR WEAPONS TECHNICIAN (PHASE II
FOR ENLISTED PERSONNEL QUALIFIED
IN MOS 55G/261A)

CoOrse Number: 4E-260A.
Re"cdstOntiemArsMnissaiileArd Munitions School

Length: 16-19 weeks (555-672 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/74-Present:
Objectives: To provide the technical

skills necessary for a supervisory position in
nuclear weapons system maintenance.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-cises in nuclear weapons systems, induc-
tive, capacitive, and LCR circuits; transfor-
mers and power supplies; triodes, biasing
circuits, single- and. multi-stage amplifiers.
and voltage regulator circuits; simplified
coverage of RC and LC transients and sine-
wave oscillators; elementary theory of
semiconductor devices an& circuits; three-
phase, AC; Schmitt triggers and control cir-
cuits; and troubleshooting and maintenanceof general and specialized test equipment
and electronic systems associated with
nuclear weapons.

2 "

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional Certificate category, 9 semester hours
in basic electronics and troubleshooting (8/
77); in the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 1 semester hour in
basic electronics and troubleshooting (8/
77). .

Related Occupation Codes: 260A,..

AR-1715-0368
NUCLEAR WEAPONS TECHNICIAN (PHASE III

FOR ENLISTED PERSONNEL QUALIFIED
IN MOS 35F/262'A)

Course Number: 4E-260A.
Location: 'Misgile and Munitions School,

Redstone Arsenal, AL.
Length: 10-11 weeks (35O-958 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/74-Present.
Objectives: To provide the technical

skills necessary for a supervisory position in
nuclear weapons system maintenance.

Instruction: Instruction covers specialized
mechanical projectile subjects.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature, of the course
(8/77).

A

AR-1715-0369
NIKE MISSILE-LAUNCHER REPAIR

TRANSITION

Course Number: li 121-22N 20-T; 121-
22N40-T:
- Location: Missile and Munitions School.

Redstone Arsenal, AL..
Length: 13 weeks (357-423 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/74-Present.
Objectives: TO train qualified personnel

to inspect, test and repair the Nike-Her-
cules missile and associated, test equipment.

Instruction: InstruCtion includes sim-
/piffled, coverage of RC and LC transients
and sine-wave oscillators; empirical
description of vacuum -tube pulse circuits;
troubleshooting and maintenance of Nike-
Hercules missile electronic and hydraulic
circuits and associated test equipment.

Credit Recimunendation: in the voca-
tional, certificate category, 6 semester hours
in basic electronics and troubleshooting (3/
75),

Related Occupation Codes: 22G; 22N;
23W.

AR-1,715-0370

NIKE RADAR AND COMPUTER REPAIR

Course Number: I 04-F13.
Location: Missile' and Munitions School

Redstone Arsenal, AL.
Length: 4 weeks (115 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/73-Present.
Objectives:' To provide trainini in the

function, operation, and maintenance of
specific computer and radar eqnipment.

Instruction: Lectures and laboratories in
systems .maintenance for la specialized
modification of the Nike-Hercules system.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limitedriechnical nature of
the course (3/75).

Related Occupation Codes: 23N.

AR-1715-0371

PERSHING ELECTRONIC REPAIR TRANSITION

Course Number: 121-21L20-T; 121
21L40-T.

e'



Location: Missile. and Munitidns School,
ARedstone Arsenal, L.

Length: R) weeks (343 hours).
Exhibit Daiss:, I 2/73-Present.
Objectives: To train personnel to

troubleshoot and maintain guidance and
control assemblies of Pershing missile and
ground support equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and laboratory ex-
ercises in maintenance and:repair of com-
puter support equipment, ik.cluding I/0 in-
terfaces. guidance committer. and main
control computer for Bei-Stang .ground con-

: trol equipment.
Credit Recommendation: In the voca-

tional certificate category, 4 semester hour%
in electronic computer maintenance (3/
75).

. Relate(LOccupation Codes: 21 L; 2IM.

AR-1715-0372
IMPROVED HAWK INFORMATION

Igt3ORDINATION CENTRAL
MAINTENANCE (ThANSITION)

Course Number: 104-24G40-T.
Location: Aii:" Defense 'School, 'F,t.

rx,
Length: Version 1: , 19 weeks ( 698

hours). Version 2: 16 weeks (568-567
hours). /

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: I1/75-Present.
Version 2: 10/731.10/75.
-Objectives: To provide enlisted personnel

with .a knowledge of organizational main-
tenance on the continuous -wave acqdisition
radar and missile launch control informa-
tion processor system. /

Instruction: Instruction includes
transistor circuit fundamental's; digital
system hardware and software fundamen-
tals including general purpose computer
usage; operation and troubleshooting of
continuouswave radar and missile launch
control information processor system.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the vocational certificate category,. I

semester hour in transistor electronics, 3 in
introduction to digital systems, 3 in elec-
tronics laboratory (8/77); in the lower-divi-
sion baccalaureate/associate degree catego-
ry, 3 semester hours in basic electronics'on
the basis of institutional examination, I in

-digital electronics laboratory (8/77). Ver-
sion 2: In the vocational certificate catego-
ry, 3 semester hours in electronic systems
maintenance, 3 in electronics laboratory,
and 3 in introduction to digital systems (2/
75); in the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 3 semester hours
in electronics laboratory and 3 in introduc-
tion to digital systems (2/75); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in electronics laboratory and 3 in in-
troduction to digital systems, all on the
basis of institutional examination (2/75),

Related Occupation Codes: 24B; 24G.

AR-1715-0373
IMPROVED HAWK FIRE CONTROL

MAINTENANCE SUPERVISOR

Course Number; I21-24E40.
Location: Air Defense School, Ft. Bliss,

TX.
Length: 7 weeks (207-:210 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/74-Present.
Objectives: To provide enlisted personnel

with in-depth training in the performance
of organizational maintenance on a pulse
acquisition radar and a range-only radar.

Instruction: Instruction includes radar
block diagram theory; basic theory of ,
power distribution, transmitters; receivers,
display, systems, and synchro control
systems.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tion'abcertificate category, 5 semester hours
in radar or communications (2/75); in the
loweqdiVision baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in com-
munications technology (2/75); in the
upper-division baccalaureate -category, 2
semester hours in communications or as an
elective in electronic'Systems and addi-
tional credit on the basis of institutional ex-
amination (2/75).

Related Occupation Codes: 24E;

AR-1715-0374
FORWARD AREA ALERTING RADAR SYSTEM

MAINTENANCE,
(FORWARD AREA ALERTING RADAR

SYSTEM)

14mber:Course
24N30.

Location: Air Defense School, Ft. Bliss,
TX..

Length: 6 weeks-(228 hours). .

Exhibit Dates:1 /73-Present.
Objectives: To provide enlisted personnel

with a working knowledge of basic main-
tenance procedures on a radar,system.

Instruction: Instruction includes radar
emplacement and basic radar maintenance.

.Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, credit in elec-
tronics laboratory on the basis of institu- ,

tional examination (2/75).
Related Occupation Codes: 24M; 24N.

121-24M30; 121-

AR-1715-0375
IMPROVED HAWK FIRE. CONTROL

MAINTENANCE. (TRANSITION)

Course Number: 121-24E30-T; 121 -

24E40-T.
Location: Air Defense School, Ft. Bliss,

TX.
Length: 6 weeks (160-197 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/73-Present.
Objectives: To provide enlisted personnel

with a working knowledge of organizational
maintenance of an acquisitional radar
system.

Instruction: Instruction includes use of
basic test equipment, functional circuit
analysis, and radar system fundamentals.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 4 semester hours
in communications systems (2/75); in the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category. 2 semester hours in com-
munication.? systems (2/75); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours as an elective in communications
systems and additional credit on the basis
of institutional examination (2/75).

Related Occupation Codes: 24E; 24F.

AR-1715-0376
IMPROVED HAWK FIRING SECTION

MAINTENANCE (TRANSITION)

Course Number: 121-24C40-T.
Location: Air Defense School, Ft. Bliss,

TX.
Length: Version 1: 13 weeks '.(476

hoirrs). 'Version 2. 8 weeks (303 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version I: 3/77-Present.

Version 2: ,I 1/73-2/77.

Army 1-187

Objectives: Tarprovide enlisted personnel
with a knowledge of organizational mini-
tenance on a high-powered radar system
and a missile launcher.

Instruction: Instruction includes per-
formance checks, fault isolation, and cor-
rective maintenance on the high-powered
radar system and its subsystems. Version I

provides a knowledge of electronic ter-
minology and gives a working knowledge of
missile launcher and loader maintenance
and adjustment procedures.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the vocational certificate category, 3

semester hours in basic electronics, 3 in
electric circuit troubleshooting (8/77); in
the lower- division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 1 semester hour in elec-

sa. tric circuits laboratory' on the basis of in-
stitutional examination, 3 in industrial edu-
cation basic electrdnics (8/77). Version 2:
In the vocational certificate category, 6
semester hours in radar_ or communications
(2/75); in the lower'-division baccalaureateA
associate degree category, 3 semester hours
as an elective in electronics laboratory (2/
75); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, credit: in radar of communica-_
tions on thSbasis of institutional examina-
tion (2/75).

Related Occupation Codes: 24D; 24C.

AR-1715-0377
SAFEGUARD MISSILE MAINTENANCE.

TEcIANICIAN/SPECiALIST

Course Number: 4F-221C; I 21 -28M20.
Location: Air Defense School, Ft. Bliss,

TX.
Length: 26 weekp (804-857 hours).
Exhibit Dates: I/74-Present.
Objectives: To train warrant officers and

enlisted personnel in the assembly, installa-
tion, and maintenance of the Safeguard
missile system.

Instruction: Instruction includes a review
of electrical energy sources, Ohm's Law.
multimeters, and digital logic terms.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 3 semester hours
'n basic electronics laboratory (2/75); in
i e lower-division baccalaureate/associate
d gree category, 2 semester hours in basic'
el ctronics laboratory (2/75).

elated Occupation' Codes: 28M; 221C;
22I .

AR-1715-0378
IMPRovElii HAWK ORGANIZATION

MAINTENANCE SUPERVISOR
TRANSITION

Course Nkmber: 4F-223D-T.
Location: /sir Defense School, Ft., Bliss,

TX.
Veision 1: 20. weeks, (792

hours). Version \2:. 18
hoLeursni)igt.h:

weeks (659-668

Exhibitit137:176: V7 1: 7/75-Present.
Version

Objectives: To provide warrant officers
with a working knowledge of the Improved
Hawk guided missile system and associated
equipment and to prepare them to function
as supervisors.

Instruction: Lectures-and practical exer-
cises M transistor circuit fundamentals;
digital system hardware and software fun-
damentals, including general purpose com-
puter usage; operation and troubleshooting
of pulsed- and continuous-wave radars,
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missile fire control information processing(
system, and other support equipment for a

'battery of, surface-to-air missile launchers;
and manageMent and . supervisory
techniques relevant to missile $ontrol
systems.

Credit Recommendation: Version .1: In
the vocational certificate Category, 3
semester hours in computer fundamenVls,
6 in electronics laboratory (8/17); in the
lower-division haccalaiireate/associate
degree category, 1 semester hour in elec-
tronics laboratory applications, and, on the
basis. of institutional examination, 3
semester hours in computer fundamentals -
(8/77): Version 2: in the vocational cer-
tificate category, 6. semester hours in elec-tronic systems maintenance 3 in -elec-
tronics laboratory,, and 3:irrintroduction'to
digital systemS.(2/75); in the lower-division.
baccalaureate /associate degree category,. 3
semester. hours in electronics /labdratory
anti 3 in introduction to digital( systems ('2/
75); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 3 semester hours. irtelectronicg
laboratory'aniti. 3 in introduction to digital

-'systems, all on the basis of institutional ex-
amination (2/75).

RelatedOccupation Codes: 223DP; 223B;
25 I D.

AR:1715-0379

SAFEGUARD BALLISTIC MIS411.V. Dt4 NSE
UNIT COMMANDER 4i:

Course Number: 2F-11 1 I .

Location: Air Defense School, Ft. Bliss,
TX.

Length:. 13 weeks (399 hours).
Exhibit Dates: i 1/74,,Present.
Objectives: "To provide 'commissioned of-

ficers with a knowledge of the capabilities,
functions, operations, and characteristics of
a digitally controlled missile system.

Instruction: Instruction in digital data
processing systems, peripheral interface
elements, radar input devices, .and electro-
mechanical output devices.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category4 semester hours
in computer technology (2/75); in the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree categoiy, 3 semester hours in digital
systems or computer technology' (2/75); in
the upper-diVision bacalaureate category,
2 semester hot'k as an elective in com-
eiMer science (2/75):

hours as an elective in computer science
(2/75).

AR-1715.0381
GROUND MR TRAFFIC CONTROL/NAVAIDS

EQUIPMENT REPAIR

Course Number: 102-'F27.
Location: Signal School, Ft. Gordon, GA.
Length: 8 week's (286 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/75-Present. -
Objectives: To train students to perform

direct and general support maintenance on
ground air traffic control and navigation
aids equipment.

Instruction: instruction on the equipment
and facilities used fin a ground-based air
traffic control network, including transmit=
ters, meteorological equipment,,tape recor-
ders, communications systems, exciters,
and power amplifiers..

Credit Recoinmendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 6 semester hours
in air traffic control systems maintenance
and racion (4/77).

toted Otteropatton Codes: 261:); 35L.,
-

AR-1715-0380
SAFEGUARD STAFF OFFICER

Course Number: 2G-1115.
Location: Air Defense School, Ft. Bliss,

TX.
Length: 22-24 weeks (662-725 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/73-Present.
Objectives: To provide commissioned of-

licers' with a .general knowledge of the
operation,' maintenance, and perforrhance
capabilities of a digitally controlled missile
system.

Instruction: instruction in data
processing systems.. peripheral interface
elements, and radar operation. .

Credit Recommendation: 'in the voca-
tional certificate category, 6semcster hours
in computer technology (2/75); in the
lowrrdivision baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 4 semester hours in com-
puter technology (2/75); in the upper-divi-
sion baccalaureate category, 3 semester

AR-1715-0382
IMPROVED HAWK OFFICER

Course Number: 2F -1 180C.
LOcation: Air Defense' School, Ft. Bliss,,

TX.
Length: 6-8-weeks (221,i281 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/73-Prgsent.
Objectives: To provide commissioned of-4

facers with a 'knowledge of the charac-.
teristics, capabilities, functions, and main-
tenance of a radar-controlled missilc
systeiin.

Instruction: instruction includes, elec-
tronic warfare, missile system operation,
and .system componeots.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because -of the military nature of the course
(.2/75).

AR-171570383 .

IMPROVE.D HAWK INFORMATION
COORDINATION CENTRAL
MAINTENANCE SUPFRVISOR

Course Number: 104- 24G40.
Location: Air Defense School, Ft. Bliss,

TX.
Length: 7 weeks (204-214 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version 7 /75- Present.

Version 2: 8/74-6/75.
Objectives: To provide enlisted personnel

with in-depth training in the performance
of organi5.ational maintenance.

Instruction: instruction includes opera-
tional maintenance of microwave transmit-
ters and receivers, servo positioning
systems, and application of electronic cir-
cuit analysis to functional schematics.

Credit Recommendation: V Prsion I: In,
the vocational certificate Category, 3
semester hours in communications
technology (8/77); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category,
semester hour in electronics laboratory (R/
77). Version 2: in the vocational certificate
category, 5 semester hours in communica-
tions technology (2/75); in the lower-divi-
sion baccalaureate /associate degree catego-
ry, 3 semester hours in communications
technology (2/75); in the upper-division
ba,ccalauretde"categOry, credit in communi-
cations technology on the basis, of institu-
tional examination (2/75).
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Related Occupation Codes: 24G; 24V.

AR4715-0384
IMPROVED HAWK FIRING SECTION

MAINTENANCE. SUPERVISOR

Course Number: 121-24C40.
Location: Air Defense School, Ft. Bliss,

TX.
Length: 7 weeks ( 210-221 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/74-Present.
Objectives: To provide enlisted pers,nnel

with in-depth training in the perforinance
of prganizztional maintenance on a high
power illuminator radar system.

Instruction: Instruction includes power
system circuit theory, transmitter modula-
tion theory, radio frequency receiver
theory, and control circuit analysis.

Credit Recommendation: In the :voca-
tional certificate category, 5 semester hours
as an elective in communications technolo--
8y (2/75); in the lower-division baccalau-
reate/associate degree category, 3 semester
hours as an elective in communications
technology (2/75); in the upper-division
baccala'iireate 'category, 2 semester hours
as an elective in electronic systems, and ad-
ditional credit in electronic systems on the
basis of institutional ett,amination (2/75).

Related Occupation Codes: 24G; 24V.
, :

AR-171570385-

SURFACE-TO-AIR MISSILE UMIT COMMANDER
(GUIDED, MISSILE V,NIT COMMANDER

(SXM1)
Course Number: 44-0-.17: ,
Location: Antiaircraft' Artillery and

Guided Missile School, Ft, Bliss,-TX.
Length: 15 weelis(600 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/5-12/550
Objectives: X'o train commissioned of-

ficers in 'fft e 'duties and responsibilities of
battery-grade 'officers in surface-to-air
guided missiles units.

Initruction: Communications and staff
procedures; combined arms; SAM tactics;
motors and generators; Nike computer;
Nike radars; missile electronics and
launcher area equipment; mechanics; han-
dling and battery operation; map reading
and survey; basic electronics.

Credit, Recommendation: In the lower-
division 'baccalaureate /associate degree
category, 2 semester houis in electricity,
and credit in electrical laboratory on the
basis of institutional examination (12/68).

AR-1715-0386

SOUND RANGING CREWMAN
NONCOMMISSIONED OFFICER (NCO)
BASIC

Course Number: 4 2,17C40-EG:
Location: Field Artillery School, Ft.. Sill,

OK.
Length: 15'weeks (561 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/71-Present.
Objectives: to provide personnel with

'knowledge sufficient to. perform the duties
of a sound-ranging crewman.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
.cises in weapons, leadership, artillery trans-
port, communications, tactics and com-
bined arms, command and staff, nuclear
weapons employment, survey, sound rang-
ing, and deterfnination of sound ranging
weather data.



Credit Recommendation No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(7/74). ' .

Related Occupation Codes: I 7C; 17Z.
.

AR-1715-0387
AUIDIO SPECIALIST

C,ourse Number: Version '1 191-84D20;
I 1.a-842.1. Version 2: I 1 -E -10.

Location: Signal School, Ft. 'Monmouth,
NJ,

Length: Version L: 13 weeks (455-478
hours). Vgrston 2: 15 weeks (546 hoUrs).

E t Dates: Persian 1: 7/57-Present.
Version : 11/55 /57.

Ob es: To prrovide enlisted personnel
with a working knowledge of operation and
maintenance of audio-visual equipment.
, leitructioni All Versions: Lectures and
praCtical exercises in sound amplifiers And
mcording devices, ma.ngnetic:tape recording,
television audip equipment, and Motion,
picture sound recording. Version 2 In-
clucks more emphasis on television studio
practicei, cameras; and transmitters.,

Credit Recommendation: Version. , 1: In
the vocational certificate, categbry, 2
semester hours in audio - visual equipment -
(7/74); in, tfie lower.diVision baccalaureate./
associate ,degree category. 2 semester hours
in audiO-visual equipment (7/74y; in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 2
semester hours in audio-visual equipMent
(7/74). Version 2:. In the 'vocational cer-
tificate category, -3 semester I hours in
audio-Visual equipment (7/74); in the
lower-division baccalaureate /associate'
degree category, 3 semester hours in audio-
visual equipment (7/74); in the iipper-divi-
sion baccalaureate category, 3; semester
hours in autlio-visual5quipment (7/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 8413; 84F...

AR-1715-0388
MULTICHANNEL CIPHONY SYSTEM TSEC/

CY-I04 REPAIR
Course Numbed 160-F5.
Location: Signal School, Ft. Gordon,GA.
Length: 4 weeks (137 hours).

, Exhibit Dates: 3/74-Present.
Objectives: To provide enlisted personnel

with the technical knowledge to perform
direct or general support maintenance 'on
the specified multiChannel ciphony system.

Instruction: Troubleshooting. and theory
of operation and maintenance are primary
areas covered. : .

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 2 semesterhours
in electronic troubleshooting on the basis
of in.stitutiollal examination (4/77).

Related Occupation Codes: 3IT. '

Objectives: To provide personnel who
will cnter electronics - related- courses with
basic electronics skills and to familiarize
them with the basic test equipment which

'they will be using. ,

Instruction: All . Versions: Lectures and , '
'laboratory exercises in the fundamental
theory of operation of basic circuits such as
power supplies and amplifiers; use of basic'
test equip403,..:-jncluding multimece,Es,
oseilloscofxs, and flinch-on generator' and
concepts of circuit and ''stem
troubleshooting. The level of instruction is
primarily descriptive and empirical, utiliz:
ing baSic arithmetic skills. Students may at-

f tend one or more rnodulei, depea 'ng upon
training requirements for entry Mt follow-
ori training. Version p2: Alsb co rs the
basic concepts of electricity. luding
energy, power, voltage and curt

Credit Recommendation: ion : 'In
the vocational certificate categ ry, I

'semester hour in basic electronics- and
troubleshooting for each module for a .,--
pcissible total of 6 semester hour* (4177).
Version) 2, In the vocational certificate
category,- I semester Hour in basic elec-
tronics and) troublesh oting for each
module for a possible to I of 4 semester
hours (3/75). ..

`s,

AR-1715-0390
I. NIKE MISSILE-LAUNCHER REPAIR

(PHASES I AND II)
2. NIKE MISSILE-LAUNCHER REPAIR

(PHASE 11 ONLY)

Course Number: 121- 22N20. /

Location: Missile and Munitions School,
Redstone Arsenal, AL..

Length: 20-30 weeks (875-1017 hours').
Exhibit Dates: 6/94-Present.
Objectives: To train personnel to inspect,

test, and repair the Nike-HerCules missile
and launcher.

Instruction: Instniction includes sim-
plifieslIcoverage off RC and LC transients
and sing-wave ,oscillators; soldering
techni ties and prat ices; empirical descrip-
tion of the operatic of vacuum -tUbe pulse
Circuits; basic m ual skills and ,missile
hydraulic system , Nike missile. launcher,
and associated test equipment maintenance
and repair. Topics include basic electricity
concepts of work, energy, and power; DC
and AC circuit theory-series, parallel, se-
ries-parallel, inductive, capacitive, and
LCR circuits:* series and parallel resonant
circuits; transformers and power supplies;
triodes, biasing circuits,single and, multi-
stage amplifiers, and voltage regulator cir-
cuits. Note: Students who have completed
Modules I, 2, and 3' of Common Basic
Electronics Training (COBET) at Ft.
-Jackson, SC will complete only Phase 11
(26 wekks) of this course. See AR -1715-
0389 for credit re mmendation for
COBET. Students who have not attended
COBET will complete th Phases I and 11
(30 weeks) of this cou

Credit Recommendatidoc In O. voca-
, Dona)/ certificate category:' 12 semester

hours in basic electronics and iNetlesh t-
ing, 2 in hydraulic systems (3/7 for s u-f
dents who complete 26 weeks of t e
course, or 15 semester hours in basic elk
tricity, electronics and troubleshooting, 2 i
hydraulic systems (3/75) for students who
complete V weeks of the course (see Nbte
above); in (he lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category. I semester hour
in basic electricity and electronics for stu-

AR-1715-0389

1. COMMON BASIC ELECTRONICS TRAINING
(COBET)-Mboutes I, 201, 2, 202,
3, 303, 4, 5/6 AND 7

2. COMMON BASIC ELECTRONICS TRAINING
(COBET)-MoDutes I-1V

Course Number: None:
Location: Army Training School.' Ft.

Jackson, SC.
'Length; Version 1: 2-10 weeks (64-346

hours). Version 2: 2-6 weeks (60-120
hours).

Exhibit Dates:* Version 1 6/75-Present.
Version 2: 1/74-5/75.

2i
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dents lete Phase I and II (.30wenis who. comp
of the course (3/75).

.

AR-1715-0391
DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT

MAINTENANCE (DM -CMF) NCO
ADVANCED

---

NJ.Length:
I I weeks

Course Number: I -DM-C42,

(384 hours).

Location: Signal School, Ft. Monmouth,

Objectives:t vDes6:tesT: 7/ 7_- o train person el as super-
visors of data Processing equipment main:

exer-
cises in general

tenance fulonnctioLneso.

Military subjects; combined
tures and practiCal exer-

nt; combat service sup-non an management

the limited

processing;-. and data communications.

l.mited \technical nature ofbecause

eRcaeclated °CelliPatiOrindaCodtklesn: 34NB:341)cre.

credit

AR-1715-092'
FIRE CONTROL

MAINTENANCE

VersionZ

121- 24E20.

.

hours).

fence Bliss,

1: '26 weeks
TX.

Length: Version

with a working knowledge of organizational

Version 2: 7173-2175.

(8861T-890°46

' hours).
Exhibit bates: Version 1'.: '3/75-Present.

Objectives: To Provide enlisted personoci
.

tals. radar system

maintenance on a

practical exercises on

system.
instruction: All

missile radar
and

of basic
fundamentals rand repair.

electronic fundamen-
tals,

and
and the use

power supplies,
topics on .tronbleshooring regu-

lated

test equipment such as
Multimeters. Version 1:

Includes
lated low frequency a.m.-

fundamentals of pulse acquIn-
setPiolcrineeredrsrsat!trearh7Rodeconu

the vocational certificate category. 6
emendation: Version ,,1: In

rs in electronics (6/75); in the

degree category,

vocational certificate
laboratory (6/75). Version 2: In the

baccaladreate/associate

hours in electronic fundamentals, 3 in basic
electronics (2/75)

elec-
tive (2/75); in the upper-division baccalau-

baccalaureate/asso
electronic systems elec-

taitne dtehgereelowoaetre-dgiovryision3

semester hours in

orenattehecabtasegtos

Related Occupation
I

vtetocn'tIdeitsainmetnleactitoronn(ic2;

Codes: 24E.

75)t

AR_1715-0393"
.

Course Number.
GROUND SENSOR SPECIALIST

t5Dweeks (175 hours).

Intelligence School.
221-17M20.

devices.
'and

Huachuca. AZ.

Objectives:"To train enlisted personnel to
install

Dates; 3/75-Present.

operate unattended ground

Ft.



1-190 COURSE EXHIBITS,
Instruction:, Lectures and practical exer-

cises in ground sensing. devices, detection
deyices, and associated hardware.

Credit Recommendation:- No credit
because of the limited 'technical nature of
the course (6/75).

.4
7

AR-1715-0394
BIOMEDICAL AY EQUIPMENT

TENANCE

Course Number: 4B-202A; 148-35T20.
Location: Medical Equipnient and Opti-

cal School, i'lpfenver, CO.
Length: 'weeks ( I.291-1334 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/73-Present.
Objectives: Tp tram, beyond the basic

level, personnet to install, inspect,
calibrate, maintain, repair, and adjust medi-
cal X-ray and ancillary equipment

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in fundamentals of DC and AC cir-
Cuit-S. vacuum tube., and so
tronic devices; spec)
cially available X-ray e uipm n
writing; and applied physics.

Credit Recommendation: In

Id-state elec-
es 4f commer-

technical

e lower-
division baccalaureate /associate degree
category,,3 semester hours in DC and AC
circuits, 1 in applied physics, 6 'n elec-
tronics, I in technical wfiting, 8 i x-ray
equipment maintenance (10/75).

Related Occupation Codes: 202A!

AR-1715-0395

CommtINICATIONS-ELECTRONICS WARRANT
OFFICER ADvANCED

Course Number: 4-11-C32.
Location: Sign4Sclicx) Ft. Gordon, GA.
Length: 16-23 41:eek$(545-691 Hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/74-Present.
Objectives: To provide qualified warrant

officers with a working knowledge of su-
pervisory and staff management responsi:
bilities in commune ation-electronics main-
tenance.

Instruction: asic communication
systems are covered in regard to manage-
Men rational and . maintenance
procedures, luding FM radio equipment,
AM/SSB equipment, radio relays.
telephone-digital communication equip-
ment. War propagation. satellite communi-
cations, and various .Army.cortiMunication
systems and procedures are also covered.

Credit "Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 3 semester hours
in telecommunications. 1 in telecommuni-
cations'laboratory (4/771;in the lower-divi-
sion baccalaureate /associate degree catego-
ry, I semester hour in telecommunications
laboratory (4/77). ,

Related Occupation Codes: 286A; 28 I A;
282A.

tion, including maintenance procedures,
subSystem operation and function, block-
diagcam avalysis, test procedures, and
signal tracing. Note: Students Ifiay attend
both Phases I ncl II or Phase II only.

Credit R mniendation: In the vOea-
onal ceutificate category. P Semester hour

oubleshooting and maintenance
p dures for Phase I and 3 S .mester

k hours in radio communication
Maintenance for PhaSe 111 (sec
(4/77).

0=1
Related Occupation Codes: 26V; 26Y.

AR-17150396 '
DIGITAL IUROPEAN BACKBONE (DEB)

CoMgrUNICAllONS SYSTEMS REPAIR
Course Number: I 0 I -F t 6.` ,
Location: Signal School, Ft. Gordon, GA. ,
Length: 7-10 weeks (256-384 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/76- Present.
Objectives: To provide a working

knowledge of the techniques required to
Maintain specified communications
systems.

Instruction: Phase I (3 weeks) and Phase
11 (7 weeks) instruction in systems opera-

yStems
e above)

AR-1715-0397

IMPROV D HAWK RADAR SIGNAL SIMULATOR
ATION REIJAIR

Course Number: 164-F15.
Location: missileand Mun'ilions School,

Redstone Arsenal,
Length: 11 week% (355 hMirs).
Exhitil4Dates: I 1/76-Present. ( . ,

Objectives: To provide the student with
the knowledge required for performing sup-,7
port maintenance functions on the elec-
tronic systems of the Hawk simulator Sta-
tion and associated test quipment.

Instruction: Course c ntent is directed
exclusively toward re ir of the Hawk
radar signal simulator' station, including
voltage regulators, PAR systems analysis,
ROR, and ,CWIR systems analysis and
ICWAR console and target effects system
analysis.

Credit Recommendation: In the Voca-
tional certificate category, 3 semester hours
in electronids laboiatory (8/77).

Related -Occupation Codes: 24H.

AR-1715-0398
USMC MISSILE SYSTEMS MAINTENANCE.

FUNDAMENTALS

Course Number: 121-5900.
LoCation: Air Defense School, Ft. Bliss,

TX.
Length: 9 weeks (317 hours).
-Exhibit Dates: 11/75-Present. ,
Objectives: To provide U.S. Marine

Corps enlisted personnel with basic
knowledge of Missile electronics theory ap-
plicable to the Hawk missile system.

Instruction: Course includes Information
of general interest such as AC and DC cir-
cuit theory, resonance, vacuum tubes,
transistors, and microwav techniques.

Credit Recommendatio : In the voca-
tional certificate Category, semester hours
in basic electricity, 3 in b sic electronics
(8/77).

AR- 1715 -0399

IMPROVED HAWK FIRING SECTION
INTERMEDIATE MAINTENANCE

Course Number: 121,E23.
Location: Air Defense 'School. Ft. Bliss,

TX.
Length: 13 weeks (445 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/75-Present.
Objectives: To qualify enlisted personnel

to perform- organizational maintenance on
the Improved Hawk High Powered Illu-
minator, Missile, Loader, and Launcher at
the middle manager level. ,, .

Instruction: Topics include DC .circuits,
RL and RC circuits, vacuum tubes,
transistors, and microwave techniques. The
remainder of the course is directed specifi-
cally toward the Hawk firing section.

Credit -Reco6ultendation: In t voca-
tional certifieatgleategory. 3 semes r hours
itt basic electronics, 5 in ectronic
troubleshooting (8'477); in the ower-divi-.
skin' baccalaureate/asSociate ree catego-
iy, I semester hot4 in electro cs.laborato-
ry (8/77). 1

Related Occupation Codes: 24C.'

AR-1715-0400
IMPROVED HAWK FIRE. CONTROL

INTERMEDIATE MAINTENANCE.

Course Number: 1 2 I -F24.
Location: Air Defense School, Ft. Bli.

TX.
Length0 3 weeks (445 hours)...
Exhibit Dates:. 5/75-Present.
Objectives: The purpose Of the course i

to qualify enlisted personnel to perform o
ganizational maintenance on the Impr
Hawk, Battery Control Center, I ved
Acquisition Radar .and the mprov-ed
Range-Only., Radar at the rnAldle manager
level.

Instruction: Significant coverage of
general interest topics,such-as DC circuits,
RL ,and Ric circuits, resonance,. vacuum
tubes, an ,trahsistors' is included_ The.,
r -Mainingr material covered applies_ ,to

cific mi'l'itary systems.
Credit Recommendation: In the voca-

tional certifiCate category, 3 semester hours
in basic electricity, I in electronics laboni.
tory (8(77).

ed

AR- 1715 -0401

- AN/TSQ-73 SYSTEM OPERATOR /REPAIRMAN
SENIOR -LEVEL

Course Number:4 -3614s; 150-25L40.
Location: Air Def rise School, Ft. Bliss,

TX.
Length: 17 week. (587 Mars).
Exhibit Dates: 7/76-Present.
Objectives: This course provides warrant

officers and senior enlisted personnel with
knowledge of the Operation, maintenan
tactics, and doctrine for the AN/T
Missile Minder Command and ontrol
System. -

Instruction: The course' content is
oriented specifically to the AN/TSQ-73.
There is a limited amount of basic com-
puter concepts that is of general interest.

Credit Rectimmendition: In the voca-
tional certificato.category, 3 semesterhours
in computer troubleshboting (8/77).

- Related Occupation Codes: 361 A; 25K;
25J; 25D; 25G; 25H; 25L; 287A; 30IA:
361A.

:73

AR-1715-0402

AN/TSQ-73 SYSTEM OPERATOR /REPAIRMAN
SENIOR-LEVEL (TRANSITION)

Course Number: 4F-36IA-T; I50- 25L40-
T.

Location: Air Defense School, 'ft. Bliss,
TX.

Length: 17 weeks (647 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/77-Present.
Objectives: Course provides warrant of-

ficers and se ior enlisted personnel., with
knowledge of he operation, maintenance,
tactics and trine for the AN/TSQ-73
Missile Mind r Command and Control
System.

Instruction: Topics include air deftysof
tactics, system maintenance, weapons
systems, and electronic warfare.



. Credit Rocomml-lidation: No credit
because of the'liihited specialized nature or
the course (8/7,7).

Rebated oeetipatInn Codes:. 361A; 25K;
251;, 25D; 25O; 1-1; '25L; 287A; 301A;
361A.

AR-1715-040..

ANrirSO-c3 S,vs EM OPERATOR/REP IRMAN
ENTRY-LEVE.1. -

Coirinsi Number: 14()-25110: 15 -F6. .-
LocsitIN& Air Defense 'School, Ft. Bliss,

TX.
Length: 19 weekii,,(633-656,Wours).
Exhibit pates: 3/76-Present.
Objectives: To Orovidf enlisted personnel

with knowledge of the functions, opera-
tional procedures, and organizational main-
tenance procedures of Missile Commithd
and Control System,

with radar nomenclature, functions and
lnstinction: Instruction provides studeriil

operaiiOn principles including related, com-
munications systerh. Some background in
electrical circuit and digital system unda-
trientals is proVided..

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate' category, 3 semester hours
in electrical circuits, 3 in electrical circuits
laboratory (8/77).

Related Occupation Cod 25 L.

Objectives: To train technicians iii elec-
tronic maintenance of fixed-base counter-
measures eqqiprnent.

Instruction) Electronic maintenance on
elements.of radio systems and digital logic.

Credit Recommendation: In the Koca-
tional certificate category, 3 semester hurl
in electronic maintenance (9/77).

AR-1715-0407
SPECIAL PURPOSE RECEIVING SYSTEMS

MAINTENANCE'

Course Number: 102-F15.
Location: Intelligence Stircs01,-- Ft.

Devens, MA.
Length: 4 weeks (90 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/69-Present.
Objectives: To train technicians to main-

tain communications systems equipment.
Instruction: High - frequency (and above)
O receiving equipment, includi g elec-

t mechanical systems such as ser-
vOmechanisms and hydraulic drives.
' Credit ileconunendation: In the voca-
tional eeificate category, 2 semester hoins
in electronic maintenance (9/77).

AR- 1715 -0404.
AUTOMATED HIGII FREQUENCY DIRECTION

FINDING' (HFDF) NET CONTROL
STATION (EELPO'I) MAINTENANCE

Course Number: 102-F36.
Location: Intelligence School, Ft.I

Devens, MA.
Length: 17 weeks (41(0 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/77-Present.
Objectives: To train the student to main-

tain the various items of equipment which-'
make up the EELPOT net control station.

Instruction: Topics include minicomputer
systems mainienahtie, floppy-disk main-
tenance, and serial I/O maintenance.

Credit Itecornmendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 6 semester hours
in computer system maintenance (9/77).

AR-1715-0405
1-42,,EL-nr(r. 200()B MAIVENANCE

Course.Number: 102-F37.
Lotation: Intelligences School,

Dever's', MA.
Length: 3 weeks (99 hours).
Exhibit Mites: 4/77-Present.

' Oblectifes: To train students to maintain
the Hazeltihe20008 video-display terminal.

Instruction: Content is oriented specifi-
' cally to the Hazeltine 200013 video-display

tenhinal.
Credit Recommendation: In the voca-

tional certificate category, 2 semester hours
in electronic maintenance (9/7

AR-1715-0406,

FIXED COUNTERMEASURES RECEIVING
SYSTEM MAINTENANCE (AN/FLR-9)

Course Number: 102-F14.
Location:' Intelligence School, Ft.

Devens, MA.
Length: 4 'weeks (160 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/73-Present.

--AR-171$-0408

COMPLEX ELECTRONICS SYSTEMS ANALYSIS
AND MAINTENANCE -

Course Nurnber: 102-F35.
Location:) Intelligence School, Ft.

Devens, MA.
Length: 39 weeks (1323 hour0".
Exhibit Date: 7/75- Present. ,/
Objectives: To train student's to maintain

or supervise the_ maintenance 'tkf electronic
warfare intercept systems.

Instruction: Topics include trigonom try,
diffe tial and integral calculus, app) a-
tio of mathematics to electronic circuits,
fundantentals of circuit analysis, logic fun-.
damentals, computer architecture, com-
puter programming, feedback theory, pulse
circuits, and system testing and
troubleshooting, analog and digital commu-
nications and antennas, and operational
amplifiers and active filters.

Credit 'Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 6 semester hours
in electronic troubleshooting (9/77); in the
lower-division baccalaureate /associate
degree categdry, 3 semester hours in col-
lege algebra, 3 in calculus, 3 in electronics,
3 in logic fundamentals and computers, 6
in applied electronic circuits, and3 in elec-
trical communications (9/77). *

AR- 7 Ir5-0409
Au °MATED HIGH FREQUENCY DIRECTION

FINDING (HFDF) SYSTEM
MAINTENANCE ( EELPOT)

Course Number: 102 -F33.
Location: Intelligence School, Ft.

Devens, MA.
Length: 25 weeks (773 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/77-Present.
Objectives: To train students to maintain

the various items of equipment which make
up the EELPOT out-station processor unit.

Instruction: Course. contains specific
,maintenance information on

contains

computer, floppy disk, video clilplay,
tiplexer receiver, and microprocessor con-
troller.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 9 semester hours
in.computer system maintenance (9/77).

ki
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AR-4715-0410 '4

ENVIRONMENTAL COLLECTION SYSTEM
MAINTENANCE (AN /GSR -4)

Course Number: 102 -F25.
Location: intelligence School, Ft. '

Devens, MA.
Length: 8 weeks (234 hours/ -
Exhibit Dates; 10/74-Present.
Objectives: To train students to maintain

radio equipment used in electronic intel-
ligence collection systems.

Instruction: Troubleshooting and repair
of LF-UHF radio receivers_

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 3 semester hours
in electronic maintalance (9/77).

S

AR-T7 /5-0411 ,

ELECTIONIC WARFARE (EW) InocErr
SYSTEMS. MAINTENANCE ANALYST

`Course Number: 102-F30. -4

Location! Intellige ce School, Ft.
Devens, MA.

/ Length: 7 weeks 5 hours).
'Exhibit Dates: 6/75-Pre nt.
Objectives: To gpare personnel to su-

pervise electronic aintenance activities.
Instruction: Train' granci/Practical exer-

-cises in property accqunung, publications
and files, training management, and U.S.
Army organization.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division haccalaureateassociate degree
category, 3 semester h4urs in maintenance

\ management and-superGision (9/77).

AR-1715-0412
REMOTE CONTIWL SYSTEM MAINTENANCE

(e!N/URR-66)
Course NuMber: 102-F18.
LocatiOn: Intelligence School, Ft.

Devens, MA.
Length: 11-12 weeks (,334 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/73-Present, `. .

Objectives: To train students to "maintain
AN/URR-66 remote-codrolled receiver
equipment,

Instruction: Technician training for main-
tenance (operation, alignment, I

troubleshooting, and repair) of URR-66 ad-
vanced solid-state receiver system, includ-
ing,advanCed logic techniques and circuits,
frequency spectrum analysis, binary coding,
and solid-state amplifier theory.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 3 semesterMOurs
in digital electronics maintenance (9/771;
in the loWer-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 3 semester hours
in digital electronics (9/77).

AR-1715-0413

DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM MAINTENANCE
(AN/GSQ-76)

Course Number: 102-F19:
Location: Intelligence School, Ft.

.Devens, MA.
Length: 8 weeks (154 hours)

- Exhibit Dates: 7/72-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

maintain an AN/GSO-76 data-acquisition
system.

Instruction: Instruction and practical ex-
ercises in the repair and maintenance of
magnetic tape units, digital assemblies,
logic circuitry, Memory units, and read-
write controls.
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Credit Recommendation: No credit

because of the milityy-specific nature ref
the course (9/77).

AR-1715-0414

VOICE INTERCEPT POSITION MAIN ENANCE

Course Number: I 02.F24.
Location: Intelligence Sc col. Ft.

Devens, MA.
Length; 7-8 weeks (2(X)-225 houts).
Exhibit Dates: I/75-Present.
Objectives: To train technicians in main-

tenance of voi:4e-intercept signal analysis
equipment.

instruction: Topics such as receiver
alignment, tape recorder alignment and
maintenance, and spectrum analyzer align-ment are included.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 3 semester hours
in electronic maintenance (9/77).

AR- 1'715=0415

ADVANCEDIDENTIFICA ION TECHNIQUES'
POSITION MAIN NANCE (R0361,t

Course Number: 102 16.,
tocation: Intelligence School, Ft.

Devens, MA.
Length: 2-3 weeks (64 ho rs).
Exhibit Dates: 3/73-Present,'
ObjectiveS: To train studefi t_s to maintain

advanced- identification techniques equip-ment.
Instruction: Course content consists of

topics directly related to the maintenance
of specific military equipment.

.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited spetialized nature ofthe course (9/77). .

A
lation,.., multiplexing, wave propagation
communications devices, and military
science.

Credit Recommendatidn: In the 'voca-
tional certificate categ6ry, 6 semester hours
in electronic maintenance (9/77); in the
lower-division baccalaureate/assoc iate
degree category, 3 semester hours in elec-
tric circuit, fundamentals, 3 in basis elec-tronics (9/77).

Related Occupation Codes: 33S.

AR-1715-0418 .
ELECTRONIC COUNTERMEASURES RECEIVING

SYSTEM MAINTENANCE ( AN/TLO- I 7 )
Course Number: 102-F2I. -1 /
Location: Intelligenc School, Ft.

Devens. MA. .

, Length: 7 weeks (204 ho rs).

(---t dt:jlectives:. T provid technician train/
ibit Dates. 2/74-Pre nt.

ing in the servi mg of electronic counter-
measures communications equipment.

Instruction: Systems-level theory of
operation and troubleshooting of radio and
electronic components.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category. 3 semester holirs

,1,in electronic maintenance (9/77).

AR-1715-0416

TACTICAL. COUNTERMEASURES RECEIVING
SYSTEMS MAINTENANCE (AN/MLQ-
24)

Course Number: 102-F17.
-eLocation: Intelligence School, Ft.

Devens, MA.
Length: 7 weeks (208 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11 /72-Present.
Objectives: The course trains the student

to maintain the AN/MLQI24 6'73 nterrnea-
sures system.

Instruction: Topics include hig -frequen-
cy techniques, direction finding, lock-dia-
gram analysis, and practical e ercises in
alignment and troubleshooting p ocedures.

Credit Recomniendation: In he voca-
tional certificate category, 3 seine r hours
in electronic maintenance (9/77).

AR-1715-0417

ELECTRONIC WARFARE (EW) INTERCEPT
SYSTEMS REPAIRMAN

Course Number: I 02-33S10.
Location: Intelligence School,

Devens, MA.
Length: 34-35 weeks (1020 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/75-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

troubleshoot and repair electronic warfare/
signal intelligence intercept equipment.

Instruction: graining and practical exer-
cises in basic AC and DC fundamentals,
electronic tubes, solid-state devices, am-
plifiers, meters, digital logic devices, modu-

AR-1715-0419

IMPROVED HAWK LAUNCHER AND
Mr.climitcAt. SCSTEMS R.EPAIR
TRANSITION

Course Number: 12 I -24 L20-T; 121 -
24L40-T.

Location; Missile and Munitions School,
Redstone Arsenal, AL.

Length: 10-12 weeks (341-385 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/76-Present.
Objectives: To provide students with the

knowledge and technietbes for inspecting.
testing, and', repair of Inlproved Hawk
launcher and selected support equipment.
Course has MOS 46D (Improved Hawk
Mechanical Systems `Repairman) and MOS
22K (Hkiwk MiS.sile-Launcher Repairman)
tracks.

InstruCtion: Instruction is in the opera-
tion of the Improved Hawk rtsile system.
Instruction in*the 10-week 4 D track in-
cludes basic, electronic subjects such as
resonant circuits, amplifier circuits, solder-
ing techniques and transistor fundamentals.
Instruction in the I2-week 22K track in-
cludes launcher electronics. hydraulic
systems, electro-mechanical systems and
hy$1To-pneumatic systems used in the Hawk
system.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category. 9 semester hours
in `basic electrohicS for students completing
the 46D track, and, for students completing
the 22K track, 3 Semester hours 'in basic
electronics, 6 in mechanical systems (8/
77); in the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, I semester hour in
basic electronics for students completing
the 46D track and, for students Completing
the 22K track, I semester hour in mihani-
cal systems (8/77).

Related Occupation Codes: 46D; 22K;
24L; 24V.

AR-1715-0420

DF.FF.NSE AGAINST SOUND EQ PMF.Ia
4DASE). PHASE I

Course Number: Not available.
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Location: Intelligence School, Ft.
Devens, MA.

Length: 16 weeks (474 hours).
Exhibit Dates! 6/77-Present.
Objectives: TO provide selected person-

nel with a working knowledge of special-
ized electronic equipment and techniques
used in the detection and lbcation of clan-
destine devices.

Ipstruction: Instruction and practical ex-
ercises in basic electricity and electronics
including series and parallel circuits, me-
ters. AC and DC prOperties, Inductance,
.capacitance, resonance, solid-state devices,
oscillators, digital logic, wave, shaping,
transmitters, and receivers. Phase. II is at
Ft. Huachuca, AZ. -

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, ySemester lioWs
in electronics laboratory(-.(...9477); in the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, semester hours in basic
electricity and electronics (9/77).

AR-1716-0001
TEXTILE REPAIR

Course NuMber: 760-431204 760-461.1;
10-R-461.1; 10-E-I5.
.Location: Quartermaster School, ft Lee,

VA.
Length: 8 .weeks (320 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/56-Present,
Objectives: To train personnel to alter

.and repair individual clothing, textile items,
and raincoats.

Instruction: Lecture and practical exer-
cises in textile repair, including, Army
maintenance system; inspecting, marking,
classifying,'resizing, and fitting of clothing;
hand sewing; operator maintenance and ad-
justments of clothing and textile repair sew,
ing machines; machine sewing; clothing and
textile shop operation; mobile clothing
trainer operations; and moral leadership
and responsibility.

Credit Recommendation: in the voca-
tional certificate category, 4 semester hours
in Power sewing machines (6/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 43A; 43J.

AR-1716-0002

TEXTILE REPAIR, SKILL DEVELOPMENT BASF.

Courte NuMber: 760-43140-1.
Location: Quartermaster School, Ft. Lee,

VA.
Length: 13 weeks (461 hours).
Exhibit bates: 10/613-Prese.nt.
Objectives: To train-,textile repairmen to

supervise textile, canvas, and shoe repair
operations and maintenance.

Instruction: Lectures and pMCtical exer-
cises in nomenclature; identification and
repair methods used on canvas;"Aentage,
webbed equipage. and shoes; and practical'
experience in repair methods and equip-
ment maintenance and operation,

Credit Recommendation: In the 'voca-
tional certificate category, 2 semester hours
in power sewing machines, 3 in shoemak-
ing. I in textile fabrication (6/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 43J; 43M.

AR-1716-0003

CANVAS AND WEBBED EQUIPAGE. REPAIR
(CANVAS AND LF.ATLIF.R.RF.PAIR ) .

Colirse Number: 760-43K20; 10-R-462.1;
10-E-1 I.



Lrication: Quartermaster Schctol, Ft. Lee,
VA.

Length: 7-8 weeks (245-2,82 hours).
Exhibit Patel; 3/56-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in

the duties and skills required to inspect,
mark, repair and store tentage, body
armor, and canvas and webbed items.

Instruction: Lectures and praetical exer-
cises in canvas and webbed equipage
repair, Topics include the use of sewing
machines; the repair .of canvas items, in-
cluding body armor, seats of jeeps, and
tents; mobile textile trailer' operations; and
the operation of a canvas and webbed
*repair shop.

Credit Recommendation: In the
voca-tional certificate category:2 semester hours

in power sewing machineg, I in upholstery,
2 in'textile fabrication (6/74).

led Occupation Codes: 43K. r".

AR-1716-0004
I . LOJNDRY AND DRYCLEANING

OPERATIONS (NAV.V )
2.. LAUNDRY AND DRYCI.EANING

OPERATIONS (NAVY)

Course Number: None. :s
Location: Quartermaster School, ,Ft. Lee,

VA.
Length: Version I.- 4 weeks (200 hours).

Version 2: 6 weeks (264 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version 1 .: 10/70-Present.

V rsi;Mr2: .4/63-9/70.
Ives; To train enlisted personnel to:

drYi-clean and laundet and to operate dry-
clganing equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in laundry and dry cleaning, and in
dry-cleaning equipment operation, includ-
ing, marking, finishing, and assembly of
clothing, use of various chemicals and
equipment, preventive maintenance of dry-
cleaning equipment, and fiber and fabric
identification, construction, and chemical
treatment.

Credit Recommendation: Version : In
the vocational certificate category; 3,
semester hours in laundry and dry cleaning
(6/74). Version 2: In the vocational cer-
tificate category, 4 semester hours in
laundry and dry cleaning (6/74).

AR-016-0005
LAUNDRY. BATH AND. IMPREGNATION

(LAUNDRY AND IMPREGNATION)

Course Number: All Versions: 840 -
57E20. Version 2: 10-R-546,1 10-E-9.

Location: Quartermaster School, Ft. Lee,
VA.

Length: Version l: 5 weeks (167 hours).
Version,2: 7-8 weeks (240-280 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version I 5/74-Present.
Version 2 :.3/56 -4/74.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel as
laundry, bath, and impregnation speeialists.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in laundry, bath and im-
pregnation. including laundry and im-
pregnating procedures; maintenance
procedures; operation' and operator main-
tenance of field bath and delousing equip-
ment; and operation and maintenance of
mobile laundry equipment. Version 2: Top-
ics include operation and operator main-

', tenancc of dry-cleaning equipment and dry-
cleaning procedures.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the vocational certificate category, 3

a

semester hours in laundry operation (6/75).
Version 2: In the vocational certificate
category, 2 semester hours in laundry
operations, I in dry cleaning (5/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 57E.

AR-1716-0006

LAUNDRY AND FUMIGATION OFFICER

Chaise Niimber: 10 ;0 -19, -

Location: Quartermaster School. Lee,
VA.

Length: 6 weeks (210 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/56-12/68.
Objectives:. To train selected quarter-

master officers to supervise and direct the
operation of mobile,semimobile, or fixed
laundries; dry-cleanin§ plants; shower-bath
units; or fumigation and delousing facilities.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the supervision of mobile, semimo-
bile, or, fixed laundries; dry-cleaning plants;
shower-bath units; or fOmigation and
delousing facilities. Course preludes laundry
and dry-cleaning procedures; operation of a
fixed dry-cleaning plant; mobile laundry
equipment operation and- maintenance; and
f anon and bath operations.

C t Reeonunendation& In the *voca-
tional. ficate Category, 4 semester hours,
In laun nd dry-cleaning management
(g/74); i the lower-division ,baccalaureatet,
associate degree category, 1 semester hotirs
in laundry and dry- cleaning management_
(8/74).

'
AR-1717-0001

MATtRIEL MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT
INTERN PROGRAM

`Coursel.NuMber: None.
Location: -DARCOM Intern Training

Center, Red River Depot, Texarkana, TX.
Length: 48 weeks (1,920 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7168Present.
Objectives: To 'provide- students with

training which will enhance their ability to
perform effectively in VariOUS Army main-
tenance management positions.

Instruction: Lectures, conferences, cases'
practical exercises, guest speakers, field
trip& on-the-job training, demonstratiOns,
group discussions, and research 'covering
plans, programs, and budgets as the /'relate
to maintenance control systems, control
techniques, management of maintenance
operations, the relationship of maintenance
to other activities, and the importance of
the human element in management. Topics
include general management, production
planning and control, maintenance manage-

, ment, and introduction to blueprint read-
ing, automotive mechanics,and basic elec-
tricity.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 4 semester hours in introduction
to blueprint ,'reading, automotive
mechanics.. and basic electricity (12/76)1 in
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
6 semest r hours.in general management, 5
in produ tion planning and control, 6 in
maintenance ,management (12/76 ).7 ,.

-
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AR-1711-0002

AIR DEFENSE MISSiLE REPAIR (23-CMF)
NCO ADVANCED

(AIR DEFENSE (AD-CMF) NCO AD=
vANcEri) .

Course Number: 0 -23-C42B; I -AD-
C42I3. N

Location: Missile. and Munitions Scholl,
Redstone Pasenal, AL.

Length: 10-12 weeks (334-442 hours).
.EXhIblt Dates: 4/73-Present. K...,

Objectives: To prAde noncommissioned
officers with advanced training in manage-
ment techniques and air defense opera-
tions. 4

Instruction: Lectures practical exer-
cises in management, dat prose ing, Nike
Herdules and Hawk missile s .analysis
and air defense operations i Iligence. )

Credit Recommends No credit
because of the limited technical nature of
the course( 6/75). .

Related Occupation Codes: 23V; 23W;
24V; 007

AR-1717-0003
I . MECHANICAL MAINTENANCE (MM-

CMF) WARRAN OFFICER ADVANCED
2. NUCLEAR WEAPONS MAINTENANCE

WARRANT OFFICER ADVANCED

Ghurse Number: 4-9-C32; 4-9-C32E.
-Location: Version ; Ordnance School,

'Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD. Version 7:
Missile and -Munitions School, Redstone
Arsenal, AL,

Length: Version 17 eeks (516
hours).Ve sion 2: 9 weeks (32 hours).

Exhibit
Version 2:1/7

:10V/76i 1: 1.1/ Present.

Objectives: provide warrant officers
with a workin knowledge of nuclear
weapons manag ent.

Instruction: onferences on nuclear
weapons, management, special warfare
operations, inspections, and quality as-
surance.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1 :
Pending evaluation. Version 2: In the voca-
tional certificate category,' 2 semester hours
in management' (2/74), the -lower-divi-

. sion bactalaureate/associate degree .catego-
ry, -2 semester hours in management (2/
74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
'category, 2 semester hours in management

7. (2/74). .

- AR- 1717 -0004

.AIRPLANE TECHNICAL INSPECTOR
(FIXED WING TECHNICAL INSPECTOR)

Course Number; All Versions: 600-
67F20. Version 2: 600-679;4 55-R-679.4.

Location: Transportation School, Pt.
Eustis, VA.

Length: Version' 1: II weeks (372
hours). Version 2: 9 weeks (318-334
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1 8/74-Present.
Version 2: 6/65-7/74.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in
the techniques and procedures of technical
inspection of fixed-wing light aircraft.

InsSrbaction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises Ih maintenance management, main-
tenance shop operations, engine
troubleshooting, and aircraft inspections on
fixed-wing Bight aircraft.

Credit Recommendation: Version In
the lower-division baccalaUreate/associate
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degree category, 4 semester, ho s in avia-
tion maintenance management ( /75)? Ver-
sion 2: In the vocational cert cate catego-
ry, 4 semester hours in airera t inspections
and maintenance managemen (3/74) in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 2 semester hours in air-
.craft inspections and maintenaryce manage-

% mcnt (3/74); in the upper-division bac-
calaureate category, 2 semester hours in
aircraft insmctions and maintenance
mamigement (7/74). - P 0

Related Occupation Code4: 67B; 67C;
67G; 671-); 67F; j 77.

AR-1717-0005

AIRCR4FT MAINTE.NANCF (AV -CMF) NCO
ADVANCED

' Course NUMber: 6-AV-C42.
Location: Transportation .School,. Ft.

Eustis, VA.
Length: Version /: 9-10 weeks (325-345

hours).. Version 2: 12 weeks (363 hours).
Exhibit 'Dates: Version /: 12/73-Present.

Version 2: 8/72-11/73..
ectives: To provide noncommissioned

ce. with advanced training in aircraft
int ante management.

hist tion: Lectures and practical exer-
c ses in military operations; military
m nag mcnt, including personnel, records,
an frsticS; aviation maintenance
m agement and supervision; and aviation

0

aintenanee..
Credit RecoNnmendation: Version 1: In

the upper-diVision haccalauyeate category,
.

3 semester hours in aviation maintenance
managem-ChtJ6/75). Version 2: In the vo-,
cational certificate category, 6 semester
hours in aircraft maintenance management
(3/74); in the lower-division,baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 3 semester hours
i0e aircraft maintenance management (3/
74); in .the upper-division. baccalaureate

#category6 credit. in aircraft maintenance
management On the basis of institutional
examination (3/74)

Related Occupation' Codes: 6713:- 67C;
'67F; 67G;,671-1; 67M; 67N; 671); 67U; 67V;
67W; 67X; 67.Y; 67Z; 688; 68D; 68E; 68F;
68G; 681 .

AR-'17I7-0096

AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE (AV -CMF)
BASIC.

Course Number: 6-AV-C40.
Location: Transportation School, Ft.

Eustis, VA.
Length: 9-12 weeks (321-403 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/72-Present;.
Objectives: To provide enlisted personnel

with ,training.' 'in aviation maintenance
management.

Instruction: Lectures and. practical, train-
ing in aviation systems maintenance, milita-
ry Operations, leadership training, main-
tenance management, airframe repair, tur-
bine engines, and, aircraft repair per.
formance tests.
'Credit RecoMmendation: In the' lower

division baccalaureate/aSsociate degree.
category, 3 semester hours in principles of
supervision, 3 in ; aviation maintenance
management, and 3 in aircraft systems
maintenance (6/75).

.Related Occupation Codesi 6713; 67N;
.67C; 67G; 671-{; 67P; 67T; 67U; 67X; 67Y;
67V; 67M; 681); 68D; 68E; 68F; 68G; 6811

NCO

'Aii.:1717.4067
Ov: I AIRPLANE -REPAIR SPECIALIST

CAN DATE .

(0V-I IRPLANE. : REPAIR:
DEVE PMENT BASE)

Course Number: 60(07H20-1.
Location: Transportation School, Ft.

Eustii, VA.
Length: 12-13 weeks (480-534 hours).
Exhitilt Dates: I0/68-Present.

_Objectives: Tb train aircraft repairmen to
Maintain and repair OV-1 aircraft. .

410114 Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in leadership, maintenance manage-
men:, and ,familiarization with the OV-1.

. Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, I semester hour
in aviation rnaintenance.,. management (3/
74); in,the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 2 semester hours
in aviation maintenance management (3/
74); in the . upper-division baccalaureate
category, 2 semester hours. in ,aviation
maintenance management (3/74).

Related Occupation. Codes: 67H.

SKILL

AR-1-717-0008

OH-13/01423 HELICOPTER REPAIRMAN,
SKILL DEVELOPMENT BASE

Course Number: 600-67M20-1.
Location: Ai'iiation School, Ft. Rucker,

AL.
Length: 13 weeks (513 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1 /69-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in

01-1.1310H-23 helicopter repair and main-
tenance management.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in leadership; communication skills;
aviation maintenance Management; OH-13/

and repair; and aircraft life support' equip-
01-1-23 helicopter inspection. maintenance,

ment Inspection, maintenance. :awl repair
procedures. 9 .;

'Credit Recommendation: In the voce:''
tional certificate category, I semester hour '
in aviation maintenance management (3/
74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 2 semester hours

, n aviation maintenance management (3/
741; in the upper-diVision baccalaureate
category, :2 semester hours in aviation
maintenance management (3/74).

Related Occupation'Codes: 67M; 67W,

AR-1717-0009

I. AIRCRAFT MAINTENA E SUPERVISOR
2. AIRCRAFT MAINTE NCE S i.JFERvIsoR.
3. ARMY A ATIO e.INTENANCE

MANAGE NT

CSuri,e Number: Veilion 1-: 600-67Z40.
Version 3: 55-R-679;6 55 -R -671;7 55-R-
672;7 55 -R -673 ;7 55-R-674.7.

EujxAstisa,
Ativoms. Transportation School, Ft..

Length: Version 1: 8 weeks (273 hours).
Version 2 :. 5 weeks ( I 75-18 I hours ). Ver-
sion 3: 8 weeks (282 hours)'.

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 66- I 2/68:
Version 2: 7/e0-8/66. Version .1: 3/58-6/6(y.'

Objectives: To provide selected
personnel with advanced trdining in avia-
tion maintenance mantigemeni.firod
and quality control.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in management, general and technical
inspection, maintenance procedures, air-

craft,components maintenance :ond repair,
planning and. controls, and shop manage-
ment.

% Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In)'& vocational certificate category, 4
semester hours in shop_ managerhent (2/
74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/as-

s..pciat. degree category,. 3' semester hours
in shop management (2/74); in the upper-
division baccalaUreate category. 2mester
hours in shop management (2/74). Version
2:' In the vocational certificate category, 3
Semester hours in shop management (2/
-743; in e loWer-division baccalaureate/as-
sociat degree category, 2 semester hours
in sh p management (204); in the upper- .

division baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours in shop management (2/74). Version
3: In the vocational certificate category, 4
semester hours in shop management (2/
74); in the It:liver-division baccalaureate/as-
,sociate degree category, 2 semester lhOur
in shop management (2/74); in the uppe
division baccalawate category, 2 semester,
l*&urs in shop management (2/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 67F; 67W;
.\67Z.

AR-1717-0010

1. HELICOPTER TECHNICAL INSPECTOR
.(ROTARY WING TECHNICAL INSPE R).

2. ROTARY WING TECHNICAL INSP TOR

Course NumW: Version 1: 6 -67W20.
Version 2: 600-679.5

Location: Transportation School, Ft.
Eustis,. VA.

Length: Version 1: I I weeks (395-41i0
houS). Version 2: 9 weeks`( 322 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Vers.iOrr 1: 1'/67-Present,
Version 2: 6/65-11 /67.

Objectivps: To prc .1de helicopter repair-
men with training rotary-wing aircraft,
technical inspection procedures and
techniques.

JInstruction: I.__Aures-and practical eKt
cises in rotary-wing aircraft technical
spection procedures and techniques, in-
cluding aviation maintenance management
piocedures, aircraft hydraulic and electrical
systems inspection, precision measuring
tools and technical drawings usage, aircraft
structures, instrument ,systems inspection;
engine troubleshooti* procedures and
equipment" operation, engine diagnosis and ..:
testing, and functional testing of helicop-
ters.

Credit Recommendation: Version In
the lower-division baccalaureate /associate
degree category. 4 semester hours in air-
craft maintenance management ('tS1 5).
Version 2: In the vocational certificate
category, 6 semester hours in helicopter
and engine maintenance management, shop
management. or inspection procedures (27
74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 2 semester hours
in helicopter and engine maintenance
management, shop management, or inspec-
tion procedures (2/74).

Related Octupatien Codes: !67N; 67Q;
67S; 67T; 67U; 61V; 67W; 67X; 67Y; 67Z.

A



AR-1717-0011
I. ELECTRONICS MAINTENANCE OFFICER

2. SIGNAL EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE. AND
REPAIR OFE10ER

3. SIGNAL EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE. AND
' REPAIR OFFICER

' (SIGNAL. MATERIAL MAINTNANCE
OFFICER)

Course Number: Version 1: 4C-72A; 4C-
4825; 4e,-286A. Version 2: 4C-4415; 4C-
286A Version 3:. I I -B-4415; I I -11-28'6A
11-13- 15; 11-0-24.

Location: Version:. 1: Signal School. Ft.
Gordon. GA. All 'Versions: Signal School,
'Ft. Monmouth; NJ.

Length: Versi6n 1;9 -11 weeks (294-394
hours). L4'rsion 2: 10 weeks (334-364
hours). Version 3: 8 weeks (280-292
hours).

Exhibit Oates: Version 1: 401-Present,
Version 2: 4/65-3/71. Version 3: 7155-4/65.

Objectives: To train commissioned of-
'leers and warrant officers to supervise
direct or general support maintenance on
electronic equipment.

Instruction: All Versions:. Lectures and
practical exercises in Maintenance .manage-
ment, direct and 'general support main-
tenance, and sighal maintenance. Much. of

( the instruction is in nonteChnical material.
Version 1: Includes electiical and elec-
tronics fundamentals and communications
and electronic equipment, including
telephone, radio, teletype, radar,
microwave and avionics equipment. Version
2:. Includes electrical and electronics,funda-
mentals.

Credit ,Recommendation: Version 1: , In
the vocational certificate, category, 3

semester,hours in electricity, and additional
credit in electricity on the basis of insritu-
tional examination (3/74); in the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category', credit in electricity on the basis
of institutional examination (3/74); tn,,the
upper-division haecalaureate category,
credit in electricity on th, basis. of institu-..
tional examination (3/74). Version 2: In the
vocational certificate category, 3 semester
hours in electricity (3/74); in the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate- degree
Category. 3 semester hours in maintenance
management (12/68); in the upper-division

-..baccalaureate categorytcredit in electricity.
'anti electrical labotatory on the basis of in-
stitutitinal examination (3/74). Version 3:

,In tho lower-division. baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 4 seme.ster hoins
in maintenance management ( 12/68). '

Related Occupation Codes: 286A; 286A;
28tA; 282A.'

. :1

AR-1717-00I2
PETROLEUM (PT -CMF) NCO BASIC (t 6W

Course Number: 8- PT -C40,
nLocation: Qaartermaster SchOol, Ft. Lee,
VA.

Length: 12 weeks (422 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/72-Presept.
Objectives: To train. junior noncommis-

sioned officers to perform as senior non-
commissioned officers in .basic petroleum
products management.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in petroleum products' management,
including leadership, logistical comhat sup-

° port, cdmmunicative techniques, class III
supply Point operations,'-tenal opera-
tions_military pipeline operations, general
petroleum suhjecLs and ground vehicles,

)
laboratory management and maintenance
of laboratory equipment, evaluation of
laboratory lest reportS; -and operation,
maintenance, and troubleshooting of CFR
test engines.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca.
tional certificate category, t( semester hours
in industrial management (6/74); in the
lower-diviZron baccalaureate/associate
degree catego'ry, 6 semester hours in indus-
trial management (6/74); in the upper-divi-
sion baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in industrial management (6/74).
' Related Occupation Codes: 76W.

AR -1'717 -0013

PETROLEUM (PT-CMF) NCOJtic (92C)
Coarse Number: 8-PT-C40.

r tIon: Quartermaster School, Ft. Lee,
VA:

Length: 8 weeke`(294 hours).
Exhibit Data: I 1/72-Present.
Objectives: To train junior noncommis-

sioned officers to perform as senior non-
commissioned officers in basic petroleum
products management.

Instruction: Lecture's and practical exer -,
,cises in, petroleum products management,
including leadership, logistical combat sup-
port, cdmmunicative techniques, class III
supply point operations, terminal, opera-
dims, military pipeline operations, general
petroleum subjects and ground vehicles,
laboratory management and maintenance
of laboratory equipment, evaluation of
laboratOry test, reports, ant operation,
maintenance, and troubleshooting of CFR
test engines.

Credit Recommendation: In, the voca-
tional certificate category, 6 semester hours
as an elective in industrial management (6/
74); in thelower-division b#ccalaureate/as-
sociate 'degree category,'5 semester ,hours
as an electiVe in industrial management (6/
74); in the upper-division --baccalaureate

,category, 3 semester hours as an elective in
industrial management (6/74),
--Related Occupation Codes: 92C.

AR -1717 -0014

ARMAMENT'NtAINTENANCE AND REPAIR
OFFICER

Course Number: All Versions: 4E-4808.
Version 2: 9-13-4808.

Location: Ordnance School, Aberdeen
Proving Ground. MD.

Lettgth: Version 1.: 10-14 weeks
(352-441 hours). Version 2: 6-7 weeks
(214-256 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 7: 10/70-Present.
Version 2: 10/56-9/70 -

Objectives: To train commissioned and
warrant officers to supervige repair and
maintenance of small arms, artillery and ar-
tillery fire control materiel.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in the supervision of the
repair and maintenance of small arms, artil-
lery and artillery fire control. materiel, in-
cluding maintenance management, shop
operation, communication equipment, and
aircraft armament subsystems; and in in-
spection, malfunction diagnosis, disas-
sembly,. reassembly and testing of rifles,
machine guns, tank turrets; artillery, recoil-
less rifles, and air defense and fire direction
equipment. Version I: Includes main:
tenance operations. Version 2: Includes
bore evaluatio range firing. .

Army n. 1-195

Credit Recommendation: Version I: In
the lower7division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in indua-
trial Management (5/74), Version 2: In &le
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, I semester hour in indus-
trial management (5/74).

A11/41717-0015

FIXED PLANT COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT
MAINTENANCE (CM-CMF) NCO
ADVANCED

Courie Number: I-CM-C42.
- Locition: signal School, Ft. Monmouth,

Ni.
Dength: II weeks (383 hours).
Exhibit Dates:',"73-Present.
,Objectives: To train experienced person-,

nel to maintain and repair fixed-plaht com-
' munications equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in fixed-plant communications
ment maintenance, Including : general mili-
tary subjects, command and :staff opera-
tions, combined arms, special weapons and
CBR operations, applied communications,
leadership, administration and matage:
ment, combat service support operations,
logistics, satellite communications, commu-
nications security, fixed-station radio

data processing and data corn-
munications, and dial exchange, equipment.

Credit ..Recommendatiot5,- An the voca-
tional certificate category, 2 semester hours

,in administrative management (6174); in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 2 semester hours in ad-
ministrative management (6/74); in the
upper- division baccalaureate category, 2

ester hours in administrative manage-
ment (6/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 26V; 32D;
32E;,32F; 32G; 32H; 32Z.

AR-1717-0016

COMMUNICATIONS OPERATIONS (CO-CMF)
NCO BASIC

Course Number: 5-CO-C40A4,
Location: Signal School, Ft. Gordon, GA,:

Southeastern Signal Sclipol, Ft. Gordon,
GA.

Length: 8-12 weeks (286 -475 hours),
Exhibit Dates: 2/73-Present.
Objectives: To qualify enlisted personnel

as noncommissioned officers in "communi-
, Cations operations.

Insttuction: Lectures and practical exer-,
cises in communications operations, includ-
ing leadership; caceer managementilna,ad-
rninistrative technical training; radio relay.
and earner, communications 'center, data
terminal, radio teletypewriter; field radio,
field wire, antenna, lineman, cable splicer,
switchboard, 'and circuit controller opera-
tions; and functional,and field training.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate categotY, 1 semester hour
in leadership (6/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, I'
semester hour in leadership (6/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 0513; 05C;
05E: 05F.



1496 COURSE EXHIBITS
AR-1717-0017
COMBAT AREA SURVEILLANCE- RADA

REPAIR, SPECIALIST CANDIDATE
(COMBAT AREA SURVEILLANCE RADAR

REPAIR, SKILL DtVEIN:RMENT BASE)
Course . PJ Um belt': I, 04:260 GI I. .,

' Location: Signal School, Ft. Monmouth,
NJ.

Length: 12 weeks (584 -624 hours). .
Exhibit Dates: 1 0/68- Present.
Objectives: To qualify enlisted personnel

as supervisors or technicians in combat
area surveillance radar repair.

Instruction: Lectures on the duties and
responsibilities of iupervisofs and techni-
cians in, combat area surveillance radar
repair. Course includes leadership princi-
ples, maintenance andlsmpply management,
shop organization and adminiitration, in-
stallation requirements; direct and general
support maintenance, and techniques of
military instruction.

.Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tio al certificate category, 2 semester hours
in supervisory training or human relations
( /74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/
ssociate degree category, 2 semester hours

in supervisory training or human relations
(6/74).

Related Occupation Codes:. 26C; 26W.

AR-1717-0018

COMBAT SURVEILLANCE AND TARGET
'ACQUISITION ( SA-CMF ) NCO BASIC

Course Number; 2-SA-C40.13.
Location: Combat Surveillance and Elec-

tfonic Warfare School; ft. Huachuca, AZ.
Length: 10-12 weeks (362-424 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/72- Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel as'

non-integrated radar maintenance noncom-
missioned officers.

Instruction: Lectures and practical- exer-
cises on non-integrated radar maintenance,
including, individual career development,
individual anthrnass communications, COT;
pany 'administration, cornpany, operations,
army, organization. and operations, ad-
vanced map and navigation principles,
comthunications, STANO, ground; surveil-
lance radar operation procedures, new
equipment training, trends and develop-.
ments, airborne photographic surveillance,
specific surveillance systemS, and specific
aircraft and systems. ,

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(6/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 17K; 17L;
17M.

AR-1717-0019

NON-INTEGRATED RADAR MAINTENANCE
(RM-CMF) NCO BASICil,.; Course Number: 1-RM-C41 .

location: Combat Surveilla ce and 'Elec,
tronic Warfare School, Ft. Huachuca, Az::

Length: 12 weeks (426 hours):
Exhibit 'Dates: 12/73-Present.

. Objectives: To train enlisted personnel as
non-integrated-radar maintenancenoncom-
Missioned officers. i , . .

Instructieini Lectures and practical exer-
cises on non-integrated radar maintenance,
including individual career deVelopment,
individual and mass Communications, com-
pany administration. company operations,
army Organization and operations, ad-

-ft - , ,

.
vanced map .arid ',navigation principles, -
communications, STNNO, ground surveil-
lance -radar operations' procedures, new
emairnent 'training; trends and develop-
ments, airborne photographic surveillance,
specific surveillance stems, and soecific
aircraft and systems.

Credit liecbt.ndation: IR, the voca-
tional, certificate category, 2 semester hours
in maintenance management (6/74); in the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 2 semester hours in main-
tenance management (6/74). , .

Related Occupation. Codes: 26C; 26K;
26M; 26N.

.AR-171741020 ,

NON- INTEGRATED RADAR MAINTENANCE
0.M-C14).1.4C0 ADVANCED

' Course Number:, I-RM-C42.
Location: Signal School, Ft: Monmouth,

NJ.
Length: 10-IJ. weeks (369-383 hours).
,Exhibit Dates: 7/73-Present: -

:Objectives: To qualify enlisted pers'onnel
as advanced noncommissioned -officers in
non-integrated radar maintenance.

Instruction: Lectures and _practical exer-
cises in non-integrated radar maintenance,

V including general .military subjects, com-
mand and staff operations, combined arms,
special weapons and 'CBR operatiOns, ap-
plied communications, fixed-station com-
munications, radar equipment communica-
tions security, satellite communications, 10-

combat service support operation4,
'administration 'and management, and com-
municative arts. or human relations and
management.

Credit Recommendation: the loWer-
rdivision-' baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 1 semester hour in administrative
management (6/74).

.Related Occupation Codes:' 26H; -215K;,,,
26M; 26P; 26W.

A1L-1717-0021

AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE OFFICER (PHASES
- I, II AND III)

Course Nuntber: 4D-4823; 4D -671 B; 4D-
67IC.

Location: Transportation School, Ft.
Eustis, VA.

Length: 18 weeks (672 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/68-9/69.
Objectives: To train commissioned and

warrant officers as aircraft maintenance of-
ficers.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises on organizational, direct, and general
support aircraft maintenance and main-
tenance management. procedures, including
logistics,. management training, aviation
maintenance, support, maintenance.,
Management, fixed-wing and rotary-wing
aircraft, aircraft coMponent repair, aircraft
welding, specific technical subjects, basil
aerodynamics, fuels, :lubricants, diSpensing
equipment; safety procedures, and corro-
sion control.

Credit Recormendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 2 semester hours
in industrial management (6/74); in the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category,',2 semester hours in indus-
trial management (6/74); in the upper-divi-
sion baccalaureate category, 2, semester.
hours in industrial management (6/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 160A; 103A:

ARe174740122

AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE OFFICER

Course Number: All Versions: 55-0-16.
Version 1: 55-B-4823;. 5543-671B; 55-B-
671C. _.,-

LocatiolE Transportation .School; Ft.
Eustis, VA.

Length: Versi6n 1: 1.4-16: week's
(496-549 hours). Versidn 2: 12 Weeks (433
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1! 4/55-510: Ver-
sion 2: 3/54-3/55.

Objectives: To train commissioned and
warrant Officers in aircraft
and maintenance management prbcedures.,.

Instruction: All Versidns: Lectures and
practical exercises -in aircraft maintenance
and maintenance management prooedures, .3
including logistics, maintenance fundamen-
tals, maintenance operations, fixed- and ro-
tarY-wing. aircraft, and aircraft component.
repair. Version /: Instruction includes per-
sonnel management, financial managenent.
and inventory-- accounting, programming
and budget system, and manageMent struc-
ture.

.". Credit Recommendation: Version /:fin
the vocational certificate Category, 2
semester hours in industrial management
(6/74);' in the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 2 semester hours
in industrial management (6/74); in the
upper-division \baccalaureate category, 2
semester hours in industrial management
(6/74). Version 2: No credit because of the
limited technical nature of the course (6/
74).

Related Occupation Codes: 160A; 103N-,

AR -1j17 -0023

AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE OFFICER AND
REPAIR TkCDNICIA (PRASE I)

.'(AIRCRAFT MAINTE NCE OFFICER'
(PHASE I)) J-

.

Course Number:.4D-4823; 40-6710; 4D-
67IC; 4D-6710; 4D-671E.

Location: Transportation School, Ft.
Eustis, VA.

Length: 13 weeks (451-472 hburs).
Exhibit Dates: 8/70-9/74.
Objectives: ToN train commissioned and

warrant officers,as aircraft maintenance of-,
ficers and repair techniciane,"

Instruction: Lectures and practicaP exer-
cises-in aircraft maintenance management
procedures, including .logistics, manage-
ment training, aviation maintenance-sup-
port, maintenance fundamentals, apOlieid
management, maintenance and shop °peek
d fions,. xed-wing aircraft, , multiengme
-helicopters, single-engine helicopters, air-
craft armament and-recovery, and field and
mechanized stock-control,procedures.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 2 semester hours
in industrial management (6/74); in .the
lower-diviiion baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 2 semester hours in indus-
trial management (6/74); in the upper-divi-
sion baccalaureate category, 2 semester
ho'Ors in industrial management (6/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 160A: 103A;
1000; I OOR ; 100B;

AR-1717-0024
_ rln,RAFTA PAp.AINTENAI\ICF OFFICER (PHASE

IV) '

Course Number: 40-4823; 4D-67I B; 4D-
671C, 4D-671D; 4D-671E.

,



Location: Transportation School, Ft.'
Eustis, VA.

Length: 3 weeks (94 hours).
Exhibit Dales: 6/68-9/74.
Objectives: To qualify commissioned or

warrant officer aviators with experience in,
aircraft maintenance as maintenance test

inatpictioss: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in detection and diagnosis of, and
erescription of appropriate corrective ac-
tion for. problems encountered in preflight,
ground run. maintenance and functional
flight tests of OV-1 aircraft, including OV-
I design and 'standards, functional flight
test, AC and DC electrical systems, hydrau-
lic systems, propeller and rigging, flight
control system, utility and environmental

teals, Martin-Baker J-5 ejection seat, in-
Strliments, turbine engine analysis, and fuel
control.

Eredlt Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited technical nature of
tae course (6/74).

.fiebeed Occupation Codes: 160A; 103A.

AR-1717-0925
AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE OFFICER (PHASE

V)
Course Number: 4D-4823; 4D-671-B; 4D-

67IC.
lumeation: Transportation School, Ft.

Eustis, VA.
Length: 3 weeks (108 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/68-9/74.
Objectives: To train commissioned and

warrant officer aviators experienced in air-
craft maintenance to perform as main-
tenance test pilots.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in detteetion and diagnosis of, and
prescription of appropriate corrective ac-
tion for, problems encountered during a,
preflight, ground run, maintenance and !
functional, flight test of OH-6 and OH-58
helicopters, including functional test flight,
test flight troubleshooting, functional test
flight vibrations, anti - torque system, electri-
cal instrument and Warning system, main-
tenance readineis inspection, and airframe
and engine fuel system.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the milita ature of the course

{tasted Occupation ([odes: 160A; 103A.

AR.1717-0026
AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE OFFICER (PHASE

111)

averse Number: 40 -4823; 4D-671 B; AD -.
67}C; 4D-67 I E.

LociOCIO: Transportation School, Ft.
Eustis, VA.

Length: 3 weeks (106 hours).
Exhibit pates: 6/68-9/74. .4
Objectives: To train aircraft maintenance

officers to perform as maintenance test
pilots.

hxdructioo: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in detection and diagnosis of, and
prescription of appropriate corrective ac-
tion for, problems encountered in preflight
and functional flight tests of CH-47
helicopters' including general information
and preflight review, airframe and fuel
systems, flight control neutral rig checks
and hydraulic syste9is. AC-DC electrical
system, blade tracking, hover and forward
flight checks, SAS and speed trim introduc-

(6/74)

tion and troubleshooting, and T-55 turbine
engine Systems.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(6/74).

AR-1717-0027
AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE OFFICER (PHASE',

II)
Course Number: 40.4823; 40-671 B; 4D-

671C.
Location: Transportation School., Ft.

Eustis, VA.
Length: 3 weeks (116 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/6879/74.
Objectives: To train commissioned of-

titers or warrant officers to detecti.and.-
diagnose problems related to helicopter
flight clearance. , _

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the duties of aircraft maintenance
officers. Course includes technical topics
relating to the design and functions Of
helicopters.

Credit Recommendation: Np credit,
because of the military nature of the course
(6/74).

AR-1717-0028
MAINTENANCE SUPERVISOR

(INTERCEPT EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE
SUPERVISOR)

Course Number; 102-F8; 102-331340; 32-
R- 286.6.

Location: Security Agency, Ft. Devens.'
MA

Length: 17-21 Weeks (605 hours).
Exhibit Dates: I/64-Present.
Objectives: To train personnel to perform.

as maintenance supervisors.
Instruction: Lectures Old practical exer-

cises in the duties of USASA maintenance
supervisors, including functions of NSA
and organization, missions, and function of
USASA; state -of -the -art electronics
devices; intercept receiving systems; ECM/
DF systems; intercept recording systems;
intercept demultiplexing systems; automatic
data priacessing systems; communciations
equipment maintenance concepts; princi-
ples of management; resources manage-
ment; administration; and signal supply and
training management.

Credit Reconunendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 3 semester hours
in principles of management (6/74); in the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree ,category, 3 semester hours in prin-
ciples of management (6/74); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in principles of management (6/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 33C; 3313;
33F; 33G.

AR-1717-0029
PERS7No-OulDANCE AND CONTROL
REPAIRMAN 1(A) NONCOMMISSIONED
OFFICER (NCO) ADVANCED

Course Number: 121-21150-EC.
Location: Missile and Munitions School,

Redstone Arsenal, AL.
Length: 13 weeks (477 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/70-3/73.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel as

senior noncommissioned administrators of
Pershing missile guidance and control
repair units.

Army 1 -197

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in repair of Pershing missile guidance
and control systems. Course includes mili-
tary organization and functions, and Penh-
rig missile ancillary test equipment.

Credit. IRecommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 4 semester hours
in electronics laboratory, 6 in business
management ,(6/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2
semester hours in electronics laboratory, ?
in business management (6/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 21L; 21 M.

AR-1717-0030

LAND. COMBAT SUPPORT SYSTEM
(LCSS)MISSILE MAINTENANCE
NONCOMMISSIONED OFFICER (NCO)
ADVANCED

'Course Number: 121-27250-EC.
Location: Missile and Munitions School,

Redstone Arsenal, AL.
Length: 20 weeks (710 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/71-3/73.
Objectives: To train senior enlisted per-

sonnel to organize, manage, and 'maintain
specific missile systems.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the duties of a missile maintenance
chief. Course, includes Chaparral missile,
Vulcan air defense, Redeye weapon, Tow
missile, and Shillelagh missile systems, and
general combat support systems.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 6 semester hours
in business management, 4:in electronics

41aboratory (6/74); in the lower-division
'baccalaure-ate/assoaiate degree category, 3
semester hours in business management, 2
in electronics laboratory (6/74); in the-
uPPer-division baccalaureate category, 2
semester hours in business management, I
in electronics laboratory (6/74).

`Related Occupation Codes: 2713; 271);
27E; 27F; 27G; 271-1; 27Z; 16Z.

AR-1717-0031
SERGEANT MAINTENANCE CHIEF

NONCOMMISSIONED OFFICER (NCO)
ADVANCED

Course Number: 121-2IU 50-EC-
Location: Missile and Munitions Schc, .

Redstone Arsenal, AL.
Length: 19 weeks (689 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/70-3/73.
Objectives: To train noncommissioned

officers in the rnaintenance.and manage-
ment of Sergeant missile systems.

Instructions Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the duties of Sergeant maintenance

-chiefs. Course includes management func-
tions, data processing operations, human
factors budget cycles, and a complete over-
view of, the Sergeagt missile systems, in-
cluding block-diagram analysis,
troubleshooting techniqqes and iystem
operation.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 6 semester hours
in industrial management, or as an elective
in management (6/74); in the lower-divi-
sion baccalaureate/associate degree catego-
ry. 6 semester hours in industrial manage-
ment, or as an elective in management (6/
74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 2 semester hours in industrial
management, or as an elective in manage-
ment (6/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 21R; 21 S;
21T; 2IU;.46L.



1-198 COURSE EXHIBITS
AR-1717-0032
I. MECHANICAL MAINTENANCE (MM-

CMF) WARRANT OFFICER ADVANCED
2. SURFACE -TO -AIR MISSILE SYSTEM

MAINTENANCE (NIKE) WARRANT
OFFICER ADVANCER

Course Number: 4-9-C32; 4-9-C32-B;
4F -251 B-B.

. Location: Version 1: Ordnance School,
Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD. Version 24
Missile and Munitions School, Redstone
Arsenal, AL.

Length: Version 1: 15 weeks (452
hours). Version 2: 17 weeks (616 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 11/76-Present.
Version 2: 2/72-10/76.

Objectives: To train warrant officers in
'Nike and Hawk missile management and
logistics.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises at the advanced 'revel in the main-
tenance of surface-to-air missile systems,
.including the Hawk and Nike -missile
system. Course includes personnel manage-
ment, data processing, operations research,
systems and analysis, motivation
techniques, budget cycles, statistics, human
factors, missile systems, AC and DC dis-
tribution systems, communication systems,
radar, and digital systems.

Credit Reconuriendaait: Version 1:
Pending evaluation. Version 2: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 12 semester
hours in industrial management or manage-
ment elective (6/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 6
,semester hours in industrial management or
management elective (6/74); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours in industrial Management or manage-
ment elective (6/74).1,..

AR-1717-0033

ARMOR MAINTENANCE 0 CER
(ARMOR MAINTEN CE. AND MOTOR

TRANSPOR
(ARMOR MOTO OFFICER)

Course Number: 17-B-0606; 17-B-63 I A;
17-B-0600; 17-0-5.

Location: Armor School, Ft. Knox, KV.
Length: 14-15 weeks (549 -591 hours).

w Exhibit Dates: 11/55-12/68.
Objectives: To train officers to sUltrvise

armor maintenance units.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in armor unit maintenance, including
engine and fuel systems construction, disas-
sembly, and assembly; engine,_ electrical air,
fuel, cooling, and lubricating .systems diag-
nosis and repair; wheeled-vehicle power
trains maintenance and administrative
operations; recovery vehicle maintenance;
medium guntank maintenance; and ar-
mored infantry vehicle maintenance.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category. 3 semester hours
as an elective in business or industrial
management (7/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours as an elective in business or
industrial management (7/74) in the
upper-division baccalaureate caegory, 3
semester hours as an elective in business or
industrial management (7/74).

AR-1717-0034 "I. MECHANICAL MAINTENANCE (MM-
CMF) WARRANT OFFICER 'ADVANCED

2. SURFACE-TO-SURFACE MISSILE SYSTEM
MAINTENANCE (SERGEANT) WARRANT
OFFICER ADVANCED

Course Number: 4-9-C32; 4-9-C32-C:
4F-24 I E-B.

Location: Version 1: Ordnance School,
Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD (Phase I).
Version 2: Missile and Munitions School,
Redstone Arsenal, AL.

Length: Version 1: 9-15 weeks (470
hours). Version 2: 11 weeks (402 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version I: 1 1 /76-Present;
Version 2: 3/72-10/76.

Objectives: To train warrant officers in
Pershing and Sergeant missile system
management and logistics.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in Pershing and Sergeant
missile system management and logistics,
including missile system functions and
operations, ground handling equipment,
system component test station, programmer
test' station, emergency f and safety
procedures, and missile maintenance. Ver-
sion 1: NOTE: Phase II is onducted for 5
weeks at the Engineer School, Ft. Belvoir,
VA.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1:
Pending evaluation. Version 2: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 6 semester hours
in military management and business ad-
ministration (6/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours in military management and
business administration (6/74).

AR- 1.717 -0035

ASSOCIATE SAM OFFICER ADVANCED

Course Number: 44-0-4B.
Location: Antiaircraft Artillery and

Guided Missile School, Ft. Bliss, TX,
Length: 16 weeks (568 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/56-12/68.
Objective*: To train officers to be sur-

face-to-air missile° officers.
instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in nuclear weapons and safety, Nike
Ajax missile systems, command and staff
procedures, communications, tactics, and
leadership: principles.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 6 semester hours
in business administration (6/74); in the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 4 semester hours in busi-
ness administration (6/74); in the upper-

, division baccalaureate category, 3 semesteL
hours in business administration (12/68).

AR4717-0036
QUARTERMASTER MAINTENANCE.

SUPERVISION
-

Course Number: All Versions: 10-B-F7.
Version 1: 10-A-F7.

Location: Quartermaster School, Ft. Lee,
VA.

Length: Version 1: 3 weeks (105 hours).
Version 2: 6 weeks (210 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 8/61-12/68.
Version 2: 7/60-7/61.

Objectives: To train commissioned and
warrant officers in the principles, methods,
and techniques of supervising quarter -
master' maintenance operations.

2 2 u

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in the supervision of
quartermaster maintenance operations. Ver-
sion 1: Topics include administration and
maintenance procedures; organization and
operation of field maintenance shops,
depot shop operations, and technical in-
spection' of equipment. Version 2: Topics
include supervision and management of
personnel, Army command management
system, repair parts supply, packaging,
leadership, teaching principles and effective
speaking, administrative and maintenance
procedures, supervision"of shop operations,
and operation of TOE maintenance activi-
ties.

Credit Reconunendation: Version 1: In
the vocational certificate category, 2
semester hours in shop management "(7/
74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 2 semester hours in shop manage-
ment (12/68). Version 2: In the vocational
certificate category, 3 semester hours in
shop management (7/74); in the upper-
division'baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in shop management (12/68).

.AR-1717-0037
E.,LECTRONIC WARFARE (EW) CRYPTOLOGIC

INTERCEPTOR-MORSE BASIC
TECHNICAL

Course Number: 231-05H30.
Location: Intelligence School, iFt.

Devens, MA.
Length: 8-10 weeks (300-341 boars).
Exhibit Date*: 4/77-Present.
Objectives: To train electronic-warfare/

,cryptologic-interceptor (Morse) technicians
to become supqvisos of Morse Intercept
operations.

Instruction: Instruction and practical ex-
ercises in map reading, maintenance
management procedures, supervision of
maintenance personnel, electronics war-
fare, intelligence and security operations,
and military science.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in maintenance
management and' supervision (9/77).

Related Occupation Codes: 05H.

AR-1717-0038
ARTILLERY VEHICLE MAINTENANCE

SUPERVISOR
(ARTILLERY VEHICLE MAINTENANCE

PERVISION) .

Course 'Number: 6-R-63I.7; 6-R-63I.6;
6-R-632.7; 6-E-10; 6-R-632.6.

Location: Artillery and Missile School,
Ft. Sill, OK.

Length: 4-12 weeks (141-422 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/55-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

supervise turret maintenance, organiza-
tional maintenance, and recovery of artil-
lery vehicles.

Instruction: Lectures and practical ever.
cises in the supervision of turret main-
tenance, organizational maintenance, and
recovery of artillery vehicles, including
maintenance management, internal-com-
bustion engines, starting and, charging
systems,, hydraulic actuators and controls,,
transmissions anc-' final drives, braking
systems, fuel and other engine systems,
welding, troubleshooting of specific engine
equipment and systems, missile- and
rocket-handling equipment, and engine
eleCtrical systems.



Credit Recommendation: In t lower-
division baccalaureate/associat degree
category, 2 semester hours i motive
technology and middle ma ment (7/
74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 2 semester hours in automotive
technology and middle managememt (7/
74).

AR-1717-0039
1. ARMOR OFFICER BASIC

(ARMOR OFFICER ORIENTATION)
2. ARMOR OFFICER BASIC

Course Number. Version 1: 2-17-C20;
17:A-C20B; 17-A-C20. Version 2: 17-A-
CI; 17-0:A.

Location: Armor School, Ft. Knox, KY.
Length: Version I: 8-13 weeks (327-552

hours). Version 2: 10-16 weeks (391-628
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version I: 7/60-Present.
Version 2: 5155-6160.

Objectives: To train commissioned of-
ficers to perform as armor officers.

Instruction: Lectures and praictical exer-
cises in the duties of an armor officer.
Course includes automotive maintenance
system, employment of armored vehicles,
nuclear weapons, artillery and infantry
operations, engineer operations, communi-
cation equipment and procedures, tactical
'and field communications, and weapon
familiarization.

Credit Recommendation: Version I: In
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
credit in advanced military science at in-
stitutions which normally offer such credit
(12/68). Version 2: In the pocational cer-
tificate category,_ 3 semester hours as an
elective in management programs (7/74);
in the upper-division baccalaureate catego-
ry, credit in advanced military at institu-
tions which normally offer such credit (12/
68),

AR-1717-0040
MECHANICAL MAINTENANCE (63-CMF)

NCO ADVANCED
(MECHANICAL MAINTENANCE (MM-CMF)

NCO ADVANCED)
Course Number: 6-63-C42; 6-MM-C42.
Location: Ordnance School, Aberdeen

Proving Ground, MD.
Length: 10-12 weeks (340-388 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/73-Present.
Objectives: To train noncommissioned

officers to supervise and manage mechani-
cal maintenance activities.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the supervision and management of
mechanical maintenance activities. Course
includes management practices, logistics
management,. maintenance and supply
management, material maintenance opera-
tions, and general information on military
leadership, _relations, correspondence and
communications.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca.
tional certificate category, 2 semester hours
in organization and management,(7/74); in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 2 semester hours in or-
ganization and management (7/74); in the
upperdivision haccalaureate category, 2
semester hours_ in organization and
management (7/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 35G; 35J;
41C; 44E; 44Z; 45B; 45D; 45J; 45K; '45L:.
45M; 452; 57C: 62B; 62C; 63B; 63C; 63F;
OG; 63H; 63J; 63K; 63Z.

AR-1717-0041
MAINTENANCE OFFICER

Course Number: 4N-4803.
Location: Ordnance School, Aberdeen

Proving Ground, MD.
(301 hours).

Exhibit es: 10/65-12/68.
Obj ves: To train commissioned of-

ficers and Civilians to direct, supervise, and
coordinate operations of composite main-
tenance activities.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the supervision and coordination of
maintenance activities.. Course includes
principles of maintenance, management
and operations, and selected Military sub-
jects.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 3 semester hours
in maintenance management (7/74); in the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in main-
tenance management (7/74); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in maintenance management (12/
68).

AR-1717-0042

ORDNANCE OFFICER CANDIDATE

Course Number: 4-9-Fl.
Location: Ordnance School, Aberdeen

Proving Ground, MD.
Length: 23 weeks (962 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/67-Present.
Objectives: To train.selected personnel to

perform as ordnance officers.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the duties of an ordnance officer
and the duties of a platoon leader in a
functional maintenance unit. ,Course in-
cludes a study of military leadership, tacti-
cal operations, logistics, provisions and sup-
plies, and repair and maintenance of
weapons, ammunition, tracked vehicles,
and other automotive equipment.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 3 semester hours
in maintenance and supply management (7/
74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 3 semester hours
in maintenance and supply management (7/
74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 4 semester hours in maintenance
and supply management, and credit in ad-
vanced military at institutions which nor-
mally offer such credit (12/68).

AR-1717,0043
PETROLEUM (PT-CMF) NCO ADVANCED

Course Number: 8-PT-C42.
Location: Quartermaster School, Ft. Lee,

vd.
Length: I I weeks (371 hours).
'Exhibit Dates: 11/72-Present.
Objectives: To train noncommissioned

officers in advanced management and
petroleum storage and supply operations.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the duties of advanced noncommis-
sioned officers in petroleum operations, in-
cluding logistical combat support, leader-
ship, maintenance management, commu-
nicative techniques, general petroleum sub-
jects, quality surveillance, and laboratory
tests, petroleum supply operations, terminal
operations, and pipeline operations.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division_ baccalaureate/associate degree

Army 9
category, 6 semester hours in pe nnel,
management, industrial management, in-
dustrial psychology, and materials handling
(7/70, in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 6 semester hours in personnel
management, industrial management, in-
dustrial psychology, and materials handling
(7/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 76W; 92C.

AR-*17-0044
I. MECHANICAL MAINTENANCE OFFICER
2. MECHANICAL MAINTENANCE OFFICER

(FIELD MAINTENANCE OFFICER)

Course Number: 4N-4815.
Location: Ordnance School, Aberdeen

Proving Ground, MD.
Length: Version I: 10-11 weeks

(348-370 hours). Version 2: 8 weeks (294 °

hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 11/69-Present.

Version 2: 7/65- 10/69. .

Objectives: To train commissioned of-
ficers to supervise the repair of mechanical
devices.

Instruction: A!! Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in the supervision of
repair of mechanical devices, including
maintenance management; supply
procedures, principles of mechanical main-.
te n ance, specialized equipment main-
tenance; heavy-equipment recovery opera-
tions, electrical and communications equip-
ment, and armament materiel. Version 1:
Includes construction, materials-handling,
and support equipment. Version 2: Includes
electronic equipment.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
,the vocational certificate category, 10

semester hours in mechanical and vehicle
maintenance (7/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate /associate degree category, '7
semester hours in mechanical and vehicle
maintenance (7/74). Version 2: In the vo-
cational certificate category, 9 semester
hours in mechanical and vehicle main-

° tenance (7/74); in-the lower-division bac-
calaureate/associate degree category, 6
semester hours, in mechanical and yehicle
maintenance (7/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 3'semester hours in
maintenance management ( 12/68).

AR-1717-0045
CHEMICAL CORPS ORIENTATION

Course Number: 3-0-18.
Location: Chemical Corps School, Ft.

McClellan, AL.
Length: 6 weeks (198 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/57-12/68.
Objectives: To train officers and civilian

personnel in the organization, operation,
and management of the Chemical Corps.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the organization, operation, and
management of the Chemical Corps, in-
cluding organization, administration, intel-
ligehce, CBR operations, logistics, manage-
ment, chemical and biological warfare,
atomic and radiological warfare, and pro-
tection and materiel.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower -
division b accalaureate/associate degrees
category, 3 semester hours in business or-
ganization and management (7/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 2

semester hours in business organization and '
management.( 12/68).
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1-200 COURSE EXHIBITS
AR-1717-0046
FIXED PLANT COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT

MAINTENANCE (CM-CMF) NCO
BASIC

Course-Number: I -CM-C40.
Legation: Signal School, Ft. Monmouth,

NJ.
Length: 12 weeks (414 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/73-Present.
Objectives:. To train enlisted personnel to

perform as noncommissioned officers in
fixed-plant communications equipment
maintenance.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in fixed-plant communications equip-
ment maintenance. Course includes leader-
ship, general military subjects, such as mili-
tary justice and map and photi, reading;
maintenance and supply elements; in-
troduction to defense communications; and
management of various communications
systems.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate' category, 1 semester hour
in organization and management-(8/74); in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 1 semester hour in or-
ganizatend management (8/74); in the
upper vision baccalaureate category, 1

semester hour in organization and manage-
ment (8/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 26V; 26Y;
32A; 32D; 32E; 32F; 32G; 32H; 36H.

AR-1717-0047

ARMAMENT MAINTENANCE FOREMAN
(ARMAMENT MAINTENANCE SUPERVISION)

Course Number: 9-R.425.6.
Location: Ordnance School, Aberdeen

Proving Ground, MD.
Length:- 8 weeks (304 hours). -
Exhibit Dates: 2/56-12/68:
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

organize armament maintenance facilities
and supervise personnel.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in leadership fundamentals, instructor
training, small arms, field artillery, antiair-
craft and turret artillery materiel, Shop or-
ganization, supply procedures, and
ordnance service management.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category. 2 semester hours
in shop management (7/74); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours in shop management (12/68).

AR-1717-0048

AMMUNITION OFFICER AND. AMMUNITION
TECHNICIAN

(AMMUNITION OFFICER)
(ORDNANCE AMMUNITION OFFICER)

Course Number: 4E-4514; 4E-41 1A; 9-B-
4514. -

Location: Missile and Munitions School,
Redstone Arsenal, AL; Ordnance Schotil,
Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD.

Length; 7-8 weeks (246-297 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/57-7/75.
Objectives: To provide commissioned

and warrant officers with a knowledge of
the organization, management, and opera-
tion of ammunition supply activities:

Instruction: Instruction includes conven-
tional ammunition material and destruc-
tibia; storage and transpoitation of ammuni-
tion; ammunition service and destruction.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(6/75).
- Related Occupation Codes: 41 I A.

AR-1717-0049

ELECTRONIC WARFARE (EW) CRYPTOLOGIC
INTERCEPTOR- NON -MORSE BASIC
TECHNICAL

Course Number: 231-05K30.
Location: intelligence School, Ft.

Devens, MA.
Length: 10 weeks (289 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/77-Present.
Objectives: To train electronic warlare

interceptor non-Morse technicians to
become intercept operations supervisors.

Instruction: Instructions and practical ex-
ercises in map reading; maintenance
management procedures; supervision of
maintenance personnel; tube-based
telecommunications procedures, including
modulation and wave propagation; basic
communication systems; multiplexing and
test 'equipment; security operations; and
military science.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 3 semester hours
in communications systems (9/77); in the
loyver-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in main-
tenance management and supervision ..(9/
77),

Related Occupation Codes: 95K.

AR-1717-0050

BALLISTIC MISSILE REPAIR (2I-CMF) NCO
ADVANCED (USA MMCS )

Course Number: I -2I-C42B.
Location: Missile and Munitions School,

Redstone Arsenal, AL. -
Length: 10 weeks (334 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/75-Present.
Objectives: To provide enlisted persimnel

with knowledge of duties and supervisory
skills required of senior noncommissioned
officers in the Missile Career Management
Field.

I : Lectures and practical exer-
cises in ilitary subjects and missile main-
tenance management.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of, the course
(6/75).

Related Occupation Codes: 210; 21L;
21R; 21S; 21T; 21k1; 46L; 46N.

AR-1717-0051

AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE OFFICER AND
REPAIR TECHNICIAN

Course Number: '4D-4823; 4D-671B; 4D-
671C; 4D-67 I D; 4D-671E.

Location: Transportation School, Ft.
Eustis, VA.

Length: 13-15 weeks (445-479 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/74-Present.
Objectives: To train commissioned and

warrant officers to manage aircraft main-
tenance resources, to inspect aircraft
systems, and to perform operational checks
on light aircraft.

Instruction: Instruction in maintenance
concepts, management of aircraft main-
tenance resources, inspection and diag-
nostic procedures, subsystems and support
equipment, and operational checks to
determine airworthiness of light aircraft.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 2 semester.
hours in aviation maintenance mdnagement
(6/75).

"Related Occupation Codes: 160A; 103A.

AR-1717-0052 ,

ARMAMENT REPAIR TECHNICIAN

Course Number: 4E-421A.
Location: Ordnance School, Aberdeen

Proving Ground, MD.
Length: 17 weeks (587 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/72-Present.
Objectives: To train Personnel to perform

the duties of an armament repair techni-
cian or repair shop foreman,

Instruction: Conferences and practical
exercises in maintenance and supply
management; personnel management; basic
electricity; care and use of hand, power,
and machine tools; inspection and repair of
artillery, small arms., and fire control
materiel.

Credit Recommendition: In the voca-
tional certificate citegory, 1 semester hour
in personnel management, 4 in mechanical/
industrial technology (5/74); in the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 1 semester hour in personnel
management, 3 in mechanical/industrial
technology ( 5/74 ).

Related Occupation Codes: 421*A.

AR-1717-0053

INFORMATION AND AUDIO VISUAL (IV-
CMF) NO? BASIC (USASCS)

Course Number: 4-1V-C40.
Location: Signal School, Ft. Monmouth,

NJ.
Length: 12 weeks (414 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/72-Present. ,

Objectives: To train personnel to perform
in managerial or supervisory roles in televi-
sion and radio broadcasting, and photo-
graphic repair and operations.

Instruction: Conferences and practical
exercises to include leadership training;
management principles and practices; and
familiarity instruction in the areas of idio
and television broadcasting, photogratlhic
repair, and photographic equipment.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category,.2 semester hOurs
in audio-visual maintenance and manage-
ment (7/74 ); in the lower-division bac-
cala6reate/associate degree category. 2
semester hours in audiovisual maintenance
and management (7/74); in the upper-divi-
sion baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours in audio-visual maintenance and
management (7/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 26T; 41E;
41F; 41G; 84B; 84C; 84D; 84E; 84F; 84G.

AR-1717-0054

SIGNAL SECURITY SPECIALIST BASIC
TECHNICAL

Course Number: 231-05030.
Location: Intelligence School, Ft.

Devens, MA.
Length: 11 weeks (335 hours).
Exhibit Dates; 4/77-Present.
Objectives: To prepare personnel who

have been trained as signal security spe-
cialists to , become supervisors of. signal
security operations.



Instruction: Instructions and practicalex-
eel:ism in map reading, maintenance
management procedures, supervision of
maintenance personnel, communications/
telecommunications operations, communi-
cation security, and military science.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in maintenance
management and supervision (9/77).

Related Occupation Codes: 05G.

AR-1717-0055
ELECTRONIC WARFARE (EW) CRYPTOLOGIC

INTERCEPTOR-VOICE BASIC
TECHNICAL

Course Number: 232-98G30; 232-
98G3 L; 231-98G3L,

Location: Intelligence School, Ft.
Devens, MA.

Length: 6-10 weeks ( I 76-293 tours ).
Exhibit Dates: 4/77-Present.
Objectives: To prepare electronic warfare

cryptologic voice interceptors to supervise
voice intercept operations.

Instruction: Instruction and practical ex-
ercises in map reading, maintenance
management procedures, and supervision
of maintenance personnel. Language op-
tions include German, Russian, and others.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalanreate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in maintenance
management and supervision (9/77)

Related Occupation Codes: 98G.

AR-1717-0056

ELECTRONIC WARFARE (EW) CRYpTOLOGIC
TRAFFIC ANALYST BASIC TECHNICAL

Course Number: 232-98C30.
Location: Intelligence School, Ft.

Devens, MA.
Length: 11-12 weeks (335 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/77- Present.
Objectives: To prepare electronic war-

fare/cryptologic 'traffic analysts to supervise
analytic operations.

Instruction: Instruction and practical ex-
ercises in map reading, maintenance
management procedures, supervision of
maintenance personnel, and traffic analysis
techniques.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in maintenance
management and supervision (9/77).

AR-1717-0057

MECHANICAL MAINTENANCE (MM-CMF)
WARRANT OFFICER ADVANCED
(252A)

Course Number: 4-9-C32; 4-9-C32F.
Location: Ordnance School, Aberdeen

Proving Ground.
Length: 14 weeks (427 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/76-Present.
Objectives: To provide warrant officers

with the skills and knowledge required for
supervisor/technician performance at or-
ganizational and support maintenance level,
with emphasis on calibration technician
subjects.

Instruction: Core course includes military
subjects, leadership and !managerial studies,
supply management, and maintenance
management. Specialty, training is in con-
trol office operation, laboratory and team

operations, fundamental radiological safety
principles, -calibration, equipment storage,
radiac instruments, handling and storage of
radioactive materials, and radiological
decontamination.

Credit Recommendation: Pending evalua-
tion.

AR-1717-0058-

AIR DEFENSE (CMF-27) NCO ADVANCED
Course Number: 1-27-C428.
Location:, Air Defense School, Ft. Bliss,

TX.
Length: 10 weeks (366 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/77-Present.
Objectives: To prepare students to per-

form leadership duties in air defense areas.
Instruction: Subjects include tactics,

communicative arts, leadership, manage-
ment, air defense, artillery maintenance
and operations and tactics, and systems
orientation. .

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate dggree
category, 1 semester hour in communica-
tion skills (11/77).

AR -1719 -0002

LITHOGRAPHIC PLATEMAKING

Course Number: 740-83E20; 740-834.1;
5 -E -51.

Location: Engineer School, Ft. Belvoir,
VA.

Length: 7-8 weeks (254-290 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/56-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

prepare offset plates to be used in lithci-
graphic printing processes.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the preparation and processing of
materials for offset lithographic plate
production, including layout and stripping
procedures, various plate types, litho-
graphic, platemaking procedures, mathe-
matics review, and advanced map and aeri-
al photograph reading.

Credit Rectonmendation: In the voca:
tional certificate category, 3 semester hours
in graphics or printing (5/74); in the lower-

,' division baccalaureate/associate degree
categdry, 2 semester hours in graphics or
printing (5/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 83E; 83Z.

AR-1719-0003
OFFSET PRESS OPERATION

Course Number: 740-83F20; 740-835.1;
5-E-23.

Location: Engineer. School, Ft. Belvoir,
VA.

Length: 8 weeks (282-294 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/56-10/73.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

operate offset presses in the reproduction
of maps, charts, and other printed line
work.

instnsction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in offset press operations, including
printing-bindery and press fundamentals,
photolithography,-the use of a power paper
cutter, maintenance of an offset press, con-
trols, feeder and delivery assemblies,
cylinder assembly, dampening assembly, in-
king assembly, identifying printing
problems, printing a three-color and a five-
color mapand bindery equipment.

r. 1

Airpy 1-201

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 2 semester hours
in graphic arts (5/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2
semester hours in graphic arts (5/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 83F.

AR-1720 -0001

CHEMICAL OFFICER ADVANCED

Course Number: 5-3-C22.
Location: Chemical School, Ft.

Ian, AL.
Length: 36 weeks (1200 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1 /73- Present.
Objectives: To provide officers with ad-

vanced training in environmental Protec-
tion and radiation safety.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises involved in radiation safety and en-
vironmental protection. Topics include the
types of radiation, radiology decontamina-
tion, the operation and safe use of lasers,
manageMent and medical treatment of
radiation, and the shielding and control of
radiation.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in nuclear in-
strumentation, 3 in radiological safety (5/
74)7 in the Upper-division baccalatireate
category, 3 semester hours in nuclear in-
strumentation, 3 in radiological safety (5/
74).

McClel-

..

AR-1720-0002
NUCLEAR POWER PLANT OPERATORS

(HEALTH PHYSICS AND. PLANT
CHEMISTRY SPECIALTY)

-(NUCLEAR POWER PLANT OPERATORS
(PROCESS CONTROL SPECIALTY))

Course Number: None.
Location: Engineer Reactors Group, Ft.

Belvoir, VA.
Length: 40-50 weeks, ( 1,481-1,723

hoUrs).
Exhibit Dates: 1/59-Present.
Objectives: To provide enlisted personnel

with the skills and knowledge necessary to
(operate and maintain nuclear power plants
and to perforrh as specialists in all health/
biological/c he mical/rad iological monitoring
systems of nuclear power plants.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises to cover math, physics, chemistry,
radiology, health physics, and the electrical
and mechanical systems of a nuclear power
plant.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 12 semester
hours in general mathematics, 6 in nuclear
technology, and 12 in health physics or
chemistry (6/74); in the lower-division bac-
calaureate/associate degree category, 6
semester hours in general mathematics. 3
in nuclear technology, and 6 in health
physics or chemistry 0/74); in the upper -
divisiondivision b calaureate category, .3 semester
hours in emistry/radiology or electrical
laboratory or engineering majors, or 5
semester hours as a technical elective for
non-engineering majors (6/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 52H; 52M.

AR-1720-0003
NUCLEAR POWER PLANT OPERATORS

(ELECTRICAL SPECIALTY)

Course Number: None.



1-202 COURSE EXHIBITS
Location: Engineer Reactors group, Ft..

Belvoir, VA.
Length: 40-56 weeks (1,355-1,943

hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/59- Present.
Objectives: To provide enlisted personnel

with the skills and. knowledge necessary to
operate and maintain nuclear power plants
and to perform 'as specialists in the main-
tenance of all electrical systems of nuclear
power plains.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises to cover math; physiCs; nuclear
physics; analysii of nosier plant mechanical
and electrical systems; the operation of a
nuclear power plant:, motor generation
theory; transistor circuit,theory; and elec-
trical wiring.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 10 semester
hours in general science and mathematics,
10 in nuclear technology, and 6 in electri-
cal or instrumentation laboratory (6/74); in
-the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 5 semester -, hour13 in
general science and matheinatics, 5 in
nuclear technology, and 3 in electrical or
instrumentation laboratory (6/74); in the
pper-division baccalaureate category, 3

semester hours in nuclear, electrical, or
electronic instrumentation laboratory for
engineering majors, or 5 semester hours as
a technical elective for non-engineering
majors (6/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 52J; 52M. '

AR-1720-0004

NUCLEAR POWER PLANT OPERATORS
(MECHANICAL SPECIALTY)

Course Number: None. -

Location: Engineer Reactors Group, Ft.
Revolt-, VA.

Length: 40-50 weeks (1,465-1,741
hours). 4

Exhibit Dates: 1/59-Present.
Objectives: To provide enlisted personnel

with the skills and knowledge necessary to
operate and maintain nuclear power plants
and to perform as specialists in all
mechanical systems of nuclear power
plants.

Instruction:, Lectures and practical exer-
cises to cover math; physics; electrical
systems of a nuclear power plant; and the
operation and maintenance of nuclear
power plant mechanical systems.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 10 semester
hours in general mathematics and science.,
10 in nuclear technology, and 6 in
mechanical' aboratory (6/74); in the lower-
division baccalaumate/associate degree
category, 5 semAter hours in general
mathematics and science, 5 in nuclear
technology, and 3 in mechanical laboratory
(6/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 3 semester hours in mechanical
or instrumentation laboratory for engineer-
ing majors, or 5 semester hours as a techni-
cal elective for non-engineering majors (6/
74).

Related Occupation Codes: 52K; 52M.

AR-1720-0005

.NUCLEAR POWER PLANT OPERATORS
(INSTRUMENTATION SPECIALTY,)

Course Number: None.
Location: Engineer Reactors Group, Ft.

lielvoir. VA.

P

and repair techniques; care and use of
common hand tools and measuring instru-
ments; inspection and troubleshooting of
binoculars, periscopes, telescopes, aiming
circles; and tank fire control systems; and
diagnosis and repair of electromechanical
computers and gun aiming systems. only
Phase 11 of course. See AR -1715 -0389 for
credit recommendation for COBET. Stu-
dents who have not attended COI ET will
complete Phases 1 and II of this course.
Version n Training for Army includes
telescope rhount, periscope (passive) and
mount and panel assemblies. Note: Course

weeks long for Marine enlisted per-
,/ sonnel. Army and Marine personnel who

have completed Module 201 at Ft.
Jackson, SC ,will complete only, Phase 11 of

, course. See AR-1715-0389 for credit
recommendation for COBET. Students who
have not attended COBET will complete
Phases! and 11 of this course. Version 2: In-
struction includes principles and com-
ponents, of optical, electro-mechanical,
electronic, and aser ratite finders, aimers,
and computer systems. harein .3: Instruc-
tion includes basic measurement and repair
tasks fori electronic equipment. Version 5:
Instruction includes mechanical instrument
repair.

Credit Recommendation:. Version 2: In
the vocational certificate category, 5
semester hours in optical equipment plinci-
ples and maintenance, 4 in basic electricity,
4 in basic electronics, 4 in electro-mechani-
cal deviceS, 2 in basic laser principles, and
I in basic infrared principles (6/75); in the
latier division baccalaureate/assoCiate
degree category, 3 semester hours in opti-
cal instrumentation, 3 in introduction to
electricity and electronics, 2 in electro-
mechanical devices, any! 2 in laser and in-
frared principles (6/75). Version 3: In the
vocational certificate category, 4 semester
hours in electronics, 2 in electrical labora-
tory, 4 in optical instrument repair, 3 in
electromechanical technology (3/74); in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 2 semester hours in elec-
tromechanical technology (3/74). V;rsion
4: In the vocational certificate category, 4
semester hours in optical instrument repair,
3 in electromechanical technology (3/74);
in the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 2 semester hours
in electromechanical 'technology (3/74).
Version 5: In the vocational certificate
category. 3 semester hours in optical in-
strument ,repair, 2 in electromechanical
technology (3/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 1
semester hour in electroidechanical
technology '( 3/74 ).

Related Occupation Codes: 41C; 09B.

"Length: 40-64 weeks (1,480-2,207
hotirs).

Exhibit Dates: 1/59-Present.
Objectives: T6 provide enlisted personnel

with the skills and knowledge necessary to
operate and maintain nuclear power plants
,and f to perform as specialists in all electri-
cal and mechanical systems' of nuclear
power plants.

Instiuction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises to cover math, physics, operation' of
nuclear power plants, electronics, and elec-
trical and mechanical .instrumentation.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tidnal certificate category, 12 semester
houis in general mathematics and science,
18 in uclear technology, and 6 in elec-
tronics (6/74); in the lower-division bac-
calapreate/associate degree category, 6
semester hours in general mathematics and
science, 9 in nuclear technology, and 3 in
electrcinics (6/74); in the tipper-divisiOn
baccalaureate category, 6 semester hours in
electricity Or electronic circuits theory and
maintenance for non-engineering majors, or
3 semester hours in electronics and l in
electronics laboratory for. non - electrical en-
gineering majors,-or 1 semester hour in
electrical laboratory for electrical engineer-
ing majors-(6/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 52L; 52M.

AR-172141001

FIRE CONTROL INSTRUMENT'. REPAIR (BASIC)
,

Course Number: 9-R-403.'I .4
Location: Ordnance School, Aberdeen

Proving Ground, MD. -
Length: 8 weeks (280 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2157- 12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisteci petn-mnel to

assist in the repair Of optical and nonopti-
cal precision instruments and related equip-
ment.

Instruction: Lectures and-practical exer-
cises in hand tools use and maintenance;
optics cleaning; precision and non-prec
sion-measuring instruments . repair; basic
electricity; Ohm's law; quadrants, ounts,
al(cl, instrument accessories operat on and
repair; optics, refraction, and re ection;
and prisms, lenses, and optical instruments
inspection, adjustment, and repair.

Credit Recommendation: Insufficient data
for evaluation'(3 /74).

AR-1721-0002

FIRE CONTROVINSTRUMENT REPAIR
(OPTICAL )rINSTRUMENT REPAIRMAN

Course Number: Version 1: 670-4 I C10.
Verskin 2: 670-41C20. Version 3: 670-
41C20. Version 4: 670-403;I 670-403.2.
Version 5: 9-R-403.2.

Location: Ordnance. School,. Aberdeen
Proving Ground, MD.

Length: ,. Version 1: _ 14-20 weeks
(390-634 hours). Version 2: 29-31 weeks
(947-995 hours). Version 3: 19 weeks (645
hours). Version 4: 12 weeks (443 hours).
Version 5: 8 weeks (280 hours).

_ Exhibit Dates: Version' 1: 9/76-Present.
Version 2: 9/73-8/76. Version 3: 6/72-8/73
Version 4: 8/64-5/72. Version 5: 2/57-7/64.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
inspect, adjust, and repair optical, nonopti-
cal, and electrical precision instruments
and related equipment.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in optics fundamentals

04-'4'...

AR4721-0003

ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT REPAIR

Course Number: 198-295.1; I 1-R-295.1.
Location: Southeastern Signal School, Ft.

Gordon, GA.
Length: 12 weeks (432-440 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/57-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

inspect, test, and repair electrical indicating
instruments, combination meters, multipur-
pose meters, and electromechanical

"%meteorological instruments.
Instruction: Lecture's and practical exer-

cises in basic electrical principles; inspec-
tion, testing, adjustment, and repair Of DC
and AC voltmeters and ammeters, common



multimeters, anemometers. . baro
barographs,. thermographs, wind e ip-
ment, and theodolites.

Credit RecoMmendationt In the voca:
bonal certificate category. 6 semester hours
io instrument' repairs and additional credit
in instrument repair on the basis orinstitu-
tional examination (3/74); in the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category. 3. semester hOurs in instrument,
repair, and additional credit in instrument
repair on the basis of institutional examina-
tion (3/74); in the upper-division baccalau,
reate category, credit in instrument repair
on the basis of institutional examinatiop (3/
74).

AR-1721-0004 I

AIRCRAFT INSTRUMENT REPAIR

Course Number: All Versions: 602:
68F30. , Version 2: 602-688;1 55-R-688;I
55-E-56.

-Location: Transportation School, Ft.
Eustis, VA.

Length: Version I: 8 weeks (241 hours).
Version 2: 10-18 week's (343-640 hours).

,7Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 4/74-Present.
Version 2: 4/57-3/74.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
repair and maintain aircraft instruments
and allied equipment.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in the repair and main-
tenance of aircraft instruments and allied
equipment, including electrical fundamen-
tals, aircraft, instruments (gauges, indica-
tors, gyroscopic principles, compasses, and
test equipment), and mathematics and
physical principles related to aircraft
systems. Versio I: Tppics includert
troubleshooting ins meni systems. Version
2: Topics include ght theory and coun-
terinsurgency operations.

Credit Recommendation: Version J: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 4 semester hours in air-
craft electrical repair or electrical laborato-
ry (6/75). Version 2: In the vocational cer-
tificate category, 4 semester hours in elec-,
trical laboratory (4/74); in the lower-divi-
sion baccalaureate/associate degree catego-
ry, 2 semester hours in electrical laboratory
(4/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 68F.

AR-1721-0005
TOPOGRAPHIC INSTRUMENT REPAIR

Course Number: 670-41B20.
Location: Engineer School, Ft. Belvoir,

VA.
Length: 12 weeks (452 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/66-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

maintain and repair engineer surveying and
mapping instruments and allied equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and 'practical exer-
cises in surveying and mapping instruments
maintenance and repair, including survey-
ing rods, Abney hand levelq.Dumpy level,
transit, .telescopic alidade, Wild T -16 and
Wild 'T-2 theodolites, Brunson 900
theodolite, multiplex, and survey tapes, and
tools and equipment operation.

Credit Recommendation: In . the voca-
tional certificate category, 3 semester hours
in topographic instrument repair, 1 in sur-
veying instrument familiarization (5/74); in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 1 semester hour in survey-
ing instrument familiarization (5/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 41 B'.

AR-1721-0006
CAMERA EQUIPMENT REPAIR

Caul-ire -Number: 198-41E20; I 1 -R/401.1; -
1 I -E-2.

Location: Signal School, Ft. Monmouth,
NJ. s .

Length: 12-I5,,weeks (432-554 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/56-Present...
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

maintainand repair still and motion-picture
cameras and related equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and' practical exer-
cises in still and motion-picture camera
maintenance and repair, including electri-
cal fundamentals, electronic flash unit,
photographic equipment repair principles.
motion-picture cameras, press cameras,
between- the -lend cameras, focal-plane
cameras, and supply and maintenance
procedures.,

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 6 semester hours
in electromechanical or camera repair (5/
74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree, category, 4 semester hours
in electromechanical repair (6/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 41E; 41kI.

AR-1721-0007
.AIRCRAFT INSTRUMENT AND ELECTRICAL

SYSTEMS REPAIR

Course Number: Not available.
Location: Transpertation School, Ft.

Eustis, VA.
Length: 18 weeks (714 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/54-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel as

aircraft instrument and electrical systems
repairmen.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in repair, overhaul and rebuilding of
aircraft instruments, electrical systems and
their components, including common main-
tenance subjects, elementary physics and
electricity, aircraft DC electrical peever and
actuate* systems, aircraft AC fTectrica)
power and ignition systems, miscellaneous,
systems and troubleshooting, instrument
repair fundamentals, gyroscopic instrument
and magnetic compass, and mechanical
systems.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, '12 semester
hours in instrument maintenance (6/74); in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 6 semester hours in instru-
ment maintenance (6/74).

,AR-1721-0008
METF.OROLOGICAL EQUIPMENT MECHANIC

AND EPAIRMAN

Course mbert 198-35D20; 198-35D30.
Location

OK.
Length: 20 weeks (662 &ours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/74-Presen
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

perform maintenance and repair of electri-
cal and mechanical meteorological equip-
ment.

- Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in electrical and electronic fundamen-
tals, radio equipment, and common ground
meteorological equipment (wind measuring
equipment. Azimuth and Elevation equip-
ment, and related equiprperit)

Field Artillery School, Ft. Sill,

Army 1-203(
Credit Recommendation: In the voca-

tional certificate category, 3 semester hours
in basic electronics, I in communications
laboratory (6/75); in the lower-divigion
baccalapreate/assOciate degree category, 1

semester hour in communications laborato-
iy (6/75).

Related Occupation Codes: 35D; 35F.

AR-1722-0001
MARINE DECK OFFICER ADVANCED

Course Number: 8C-561C.
Location: Tr?portation School, Ft.

Eustis. VA.
Length: 21 weeks (780 hours).
Exhibit Dates: I /72-Present.
Objectives: To train deck officers to be

vessel commanders.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in nautical rules and regulations;
cargo stowage planning; advanced mar
spike seamanship; ,hazardotis-cargo an-
dling; ship's administration; ship's c nstruc-
tion and repair; vessel stability; fire preven;
tion and control; piloting and o. n water'
navigation, including charts, plo mg, aids
to navigation, dead reckoning, dar

loran, meteorology, celestial naviga-
tion, midlatitude sailing, Mercator sailing,
and great-circle sailing.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate categ ry, 3 semester hours
in trigonometry or nav ation, 12 in marine
vessel operation (5/74 ; in the lower-divi-
sion baccalaureate/ late degree catego-
ry, 3 semester hours in trigonometry or
navigation, 6 in marine vessel operation (5/
74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 3 semester hours in trigonometry
or navigation ( 12/68).

AR-1722-0002

CREWMAN

Course Number: Version 1: 062-61820.
Version 2: 813-61B20.

Location: Transportation ool, Ft.
Eustis, VA.

Length: Version 1: 6 wee 200-224
hours). Version 2: 4 weeks-(140 urs).
exhibit Dates: Version 1: 9 -Present.
Version 2: 1'1/66-8/71.

Objectives: To provide enlisted personnel
With a working knowledge of the duties and
responsibilities of a crewman on U.S. Arnty
watercraft.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in ships radio communication and
code flags; rigging; piloting, navigation, and
charts; and watercraft operations to include
tugs and towing equipment, single and mul-
tiple screw craft, retrieving and towing dis-
abled vessels,and cargo loading.

Credit Recommendation: Version I: In
the vocational certificate category, 4
semester hours in seamanship (7/74): Ver-
sion 2: In the vocational certificate catego-
ry, 3 semester hours in seamanship (7/74).

Related Occupation Codesi61A; 610.

AR-1722-0003
HARBOR CRAFT COMPANY OFFICER

Course Number: SC -F7.
t Location: Transportation SchOol, Ft.

Eustis, VA.
Length: 3 weeks ( I I 1-119 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/68- Present.



1-204 COURSE EXHIBITS
Objectives: To' provide chic ers with a

general knowledge of the planning, direct-
ing, maintenance, administration, and su-
pervision necessary in a U.S Army harbor
craft unit.

Instruction:. Lectures and practical exec-
cises in seamanship and boat handling
skiffs; piloting; and\cingineering, including
operation, maintena ce, 'and support of
Army floating equipment. s,

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
. tional certificate category. I semester hour

in ship piloting and engineering (7/74); in
the lower- division' baccalaureate/associate
degree' category, I semester hour-in ship
piloting and engineering (7/74).

r.

AR-1723-0001

MARINE HULL REPAIR

Course Number: Version 1: 704-44K20.
Version 2: 55-R-563;2 55-E-6.

Location: Transportation School, Ft.
Eustis, VA.

Length: Version 1: I 3- I 7 weeks
(450-607 hours). Version 2: 9 weeks (315
ijours)

Exhibit .Dates: Version 1: 5/66-Present.
Version 2: 10/55-4/66.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
repair metal, fiberglass, and wood hulls and
related structures:

bistros-00n: All Versions: LeCtures and
practical exercises in the repair of metal,
'fiberglass, and wood hulls and relatieci
structures, including marine welding arid
pipefitting, sheet metal repair, and basic
shipfitting. 'Version 1: Includis emergency
repairs, aluminum hull repair, and plastic
hull repair. Version 2: Includes
blicksmithing.

Credit Recominendation: Version 1: In
the 'vocational certificate category, . 8
semester hours in .welding or metalworking
(6/74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/
'associate degree category; 4 semester hours
in welding,or metalworking (6/74). Version
2: in the vocational certificate category. 8
semester hours in welding or metalworking,
and 8 in cabinetmaking (6/74); in the
lower-division . baccalaureate/associate
degree category. 4 semester hours in weld-
ing or metalworking, and 4 in cabinetmak-
ing (6/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 44K.
. ro

A R- I 723-0002 .,

MARINE HULL REPAIR SIA,ERVISION

Course Number: 5-5-R-563.6; 55-E-28..
'Location:' Transportation School, F's.

Eustis, VA.
Length: I I weeks (388-391 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/55-1/65. '''

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
supervise repair of wood and steel hulls, su-
perstructures, and internal structural acces-
sories of harbor craft and landing craft.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in marine, hull repair. Topics include
shipfitting, marine pipefitting, and ship car-
pentry.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 3 semester hours
in welding and metal work (6174); in the
lower-d'vision baccalaureate /associate
degree category, 2 semester. hours in weld-
ing and meta) work (6/74).

V s.

AR-1723-0003
METAL WORKING (ENTRY)

Course Number: 9-R1140.0;
Location: Ordnance' Schoo1,4 Aberdeen

Proving Ground, MD.
Length: 8 /weeks (280-304 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/56--12/68.
Objectives: To train personnel'to perfonn

as metal working helpers. ?

instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises on machining, welding, forging and
metal body repair, including basic mathe-
matics and drawing interpretation applied''
specifically to metal body 'fabrication and
repair, the identification and use of hand
cutting and measuring tools, the setup and
operation of welding equipment and
materials, basic operations on the metal
hand saw, engine lathe and the drill press,
and preventive maintenance, tool invento
and inspection.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 3 semeste hours
in metal working or body repair (5/7 ).

Att4723-0004
MACHINIST

Course Number: All Versions: 9-R-443.I.
Version ,1: 702-44E10: 5A BA-53 I 30

(USAF). Version 2: 702- 44E20 ;'
5 ABA53 I 30 ( USAF); 702-443.1. Version
3: 9-E-2.

Locadon: Ordnance School, Aberdeen
Proving Ground, MD.

Length: Version 1: 8-15 weeks (256-488
hours). Version 2: 14-16 weeks (434-556
hours). VerSione 3: 10 weeks (350-3811
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 76-Present.
Version 2: 41-58=5176. Version 11755-3/
58.

Objectives: To train - enlisted personnel to
be machinists.

Instruction: All. Versions: Lectu')es and
practical exercises in blueprint reading and
sketching, applied, shop mathematics, use
of technical manuals; theory, set up,. and
operation of lathe. milling machine, shaper,
contour machine, and precision grinding
machine; use of hand tools for layout and
assembly; use of. measuring instruments for
maintenance and fabrication of ordnance
parts and 'equipment.. Version 1: ,Marine
Coips and Air Force tracks include shaper,
grinding and heat treatment. Army and
Marine Corps training includes lathe at-
tachment.

Credit. ;Recommendation: Version 1:
Pending evaluation. Version 2: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 8 semester hours
in machine trades or machine technology
(5/74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/

. associate degree category, .4 semester hours.
in machine, trades or machine technology
(5/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 2 semester hours in machine
trades or machine 'technology 1'5/74). Ver-
sion 3... In the vocational certificate catego-
ry, 5 semester hours in machine trades or
machine technology (5/74); in the lower-
division baccalaureate /associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in machine
trades -or machine technology (5/74); in-
the, upper-division baccalaureate category,
I semester hour in machine trades or
machine technology (5/74)..

Related Occupation Codes: 44E.

AR-1723-0005
MACHINIST

Course Number: 702-44E20.
Location: Ordnance School, Aberdeen

Proving Ground, MD.
Length: 8 weeks (256 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/76-Present.
Objectives: To provide skills and

knowledge required to perform and super-
vise, at skill level two of MOS 44E, ad-
vanced machinist techniques which include
vertical metal cutting, handsaw, lathe, and
milling machine.

Instruction: -Pro ical exercises and ex-
aminations to incl e the fabrication of
metallic and nonme llic parts, tools, jigs,
and fixtures; the repair/modification of
machine parts, metal castings, and' forgings
for military equipment and tools; the use of
various sizes and types of metal working
machinery, measuring devices, and related
shop equipment.

Credit Repnimendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 5 semester hours
in machine trades or machine technology
(6/77).

Related Occupation Codes: 44E.

AR-1728-0001

ASSOCIATE MILITARY POLICE OFFICER
CAREER

Course Number: I9-A-C23.
Location: Provost Marshal General's

School, Ft. Gordon, GA; Military Police
School, Ft. Gordon, GA.

Length: 14 weeks (507-529 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/60.-12/68:
OhjectivearTo qualify officers to perform

as commanders, supervisors, or planners of
police agency activities.

Instruction: Wile of supervising police
administrator within combat and peacetime
,Army operations; tactical employment of
the cofnbined arms; staff organization and
procedures; mine warfare; supply economy;
fundamentals of the Army Cammarld
Management System, including p
gramming, budgeting, scheduling, nd
review and analysis; chemical, biological,
and radiological warfare; civil affairs or-
ganization, operation, and functions; milita-
ry leadership; motor vehicle maintenance
inspection; military justice; nuclear
weapons employment; duties and responsi-
bilities ,of military police in civil
disturbances; operation and supervision of
confinement facilities; criminal ,investiga-
tion facilities; methods, procedures, and
policies related to military police organiza-
tions and operations; prikoners of war;
communications; traffic control; civil
defense, indu.stfial defense, and natural
aster, relief; principles of physical security.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-,.
division baccalaureate category, 9 semest f
hours in criminal justice ( 12/68).

AR-1728-0002
MILITARY POLICE NONCOMMISSIONED

OFFICER (NCO) REFRESHER

Course Number: 19.E-13.
Location: Provost Marshal

School, Ft. Gordon, GA.
Length; 3 weeks (118 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/56-12/68.
Objectives: To provide noncommissioned

officers with refresher, training in the basic
.duties and functions of the Miliary Police
Corps.

General's
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Instruction: Familiarization with chemi-
cal; biological, and radiological agents; fun-
damentals of military law; weapons; civil
disturbances; familiarization with the mili-
tary police criminal investigation program;
organization and functions of military po-
lice units; traffic control; military confine-
ment facilities; and handling of prisonerl 'of
war.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category. 3 semester hours
in criminal justice (11/73); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours in criminal justice (12/68).

AR-1728-0003

MILITARY POLICE. SUPERVISION (ENLISTED)
(MILITARY POLICE SUPERVISION)

Course Number: 830-F2; I 9-R-95I.6; 19-
E -4.

Location: Military Police School. Ft.
Gordon. GA; Provost Marshal General's
School. Ft. Gordon. GA.,

Length: 6 weeks (264 hours)..
Exhibit Dates: 8/55-3/72.
Objectives: To qualify students to serve

as first-line supervisors for ce, minor in-
vestigation, traffic. se and cor-
rections operations.

Instruction: Police org ns; police
operations and administration; corrections
facilities; provost marshal activities; super-
vision; apprehension; criminal investigation
methods; fingerprinting; confessions; public
relations; tactical and organizational con-
cents of military police units; physical
security; military police operations at a
post, camp, or a station, and in support of
combat operations; communication
procedures; traffic control; civil emergen-
cies.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 6 semester hours
in criminal justice (11173); in., the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree.
category, 3 semester hours in criminal
justice (11/73).

Related Occupation Codes: 9513; 95D.

AR-1728-0004

CORRECTIONS,AND CONFINEMENT OFFICER

Course Number: 19-0-6.
Location: Provost Marshal General's.

School t. Gordon, GA.
Les : 4 weeks (156 hours/.
Exhibit Dates: 1 I/54-12/68:
Objectives:- To train officers in the ad-

ministration and operation of installation
corrections facilities.

Instruction: Military la; weapons; basic
investigative methods; corrections facilitiei;
military police techniques; police adminis-
tration. ,

Credit Recomiiiendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category. 3 semester
hours in criminal justice (11/73 ).

AR-1728-0005

ASSOCIATE. MILITARY. POLICE. COMPANY
OFFICER

Course Number: 19-B-C3; 19-0-2.
Location: Provost Marshal General's

'School. Ft. Gordon, GA.
Length:. 13 weeks (490-504 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/55-11/59.
Objectives: To provide branch training to

officers in the duties and responsibilities

appropriate to company-grade Military Po-
lice Corps officers.

Instruction: Tactical employment of
weapons:. fundamental. Command and staff
procedures; marksmanihip; introduction to
Chemical, biological, and radiOgical war-
fare; military transportatioriV military
justice; nuclear warfare; civil disturbances;
confinement facilities; criminal investigative
activities; organization and operations of
military police units;-prisoners of war; traf-
fic control.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category. 3 semester
hours in police methods (12/68).

a

AR -1728 -0006

CORRECTIONAL SUPERVISOR
(CONFINEMENT SUPERVISION (ENLISTED))
(CONFINEMENT SUPERVISION)

Coma* Number: 83I-F3; 19-R1952.6; 19-
E -10.

Location: Military Police School. Ft.
Gordon, GA; Provost Marshal General's
School, Ft. Gordon, GA.

Length: 4-6 weeks ( 151 -218 hours).
Exhibit Dates:`9/55-2/73.
Objectives& To qualify selected noncom-

missioned officers in the supervision, ad-
ministration, and operation of installation
correction facilities, and as custodial per-
sonnel in correctional installations.

Instruction: Fundamentals of military
law; tweapons; principles of personal en-
counters; mission. organization, manage-
ment, and operation of .military confine-
ment facilities; techniques of searching
people; methods of controlling, riots and
disorders; basic investigative methods; cor-
rectional treatment of confined personnel.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower -
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in criminal
justice (1 I /73 ).

Related Occupation Codes: 95C; 9513. Ile

AR-1728-0007

BASIC CORRECTIONAL SPECIALIST

Course Number: 831-95C10.
Location: Military Police School, Ft. Mc-.

Clellan, AL. k

Length: 13 weeks (408 hours)..
Exhibit Dates: 4/77-Present.
Objectives: To provide enlisted personnel

with basic training necessary to perform
duties as an entry-level correctional spe-
cialist.

Instruction: Seminars and self-paced in-
struction on correctional administration,
custody, and control; basic marksmanship;
and treatment' of prisoners.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester' hours in criminal
justice (5/77).

Related. Occupation Codes: 95C.

AR-1.128-0008

I. POLYGRAPH EXAMINER TRAINING
2. POLYGRAPH EXAMINER TRAINING
3. LIE DETECTION

(LIE DETECTOR OPEATION)

Course Number: Version 1: 7H -F11. Ver-
sion 2: 7H -9518. Version 3: 19-N-F3; 19-
OE-I I; 19-H-F3.

Location: Version I: Military Police
School, Ft. McClellan, AL. Version 2: Mill-
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wry Police School, Ft. Gordon. GA. Ver-
sion 3: Military Police School, Ft. Gordon,
GA; Provost Marshal General's School, Ft.
Gordon, GA.
...11.,ength: Version 14 week (506-539

hours). Version 2: 12 weeks (440 hours).
Version 3: 7.-:8 weeks (258-302,hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version I: 4/70-Present.
Version 2: 9/65-3/70. Version 3: 9/55-8/65.

Objectives: To qualify military an
federal civilian
personnel as polygraph examiners.

Instruction: Polygraph theory and main-
tenance management; mental and physical
evaluation of examinee; polygraph instru-
mentation and examination; post-test
procedures. practical' exercises in .zone
comparison; peak of tension, and general
question techniques.

Credit Recommendation: Version /: In
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
12 semester hburs in criminal justice (II/
73); in the graduate degree category, 6
semester hours in criminal justice or foren-
sic science elective (5/77). Version 2: In
the upper-diviiion baccalaureate category,
5 semester. hours in intelligence or police
methods (I 2/68). Version 3: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in intelligence or police methods
(12/68).

Related Occupation Codes: 95IA; 951 C;
95113;451E; 951F; 9510.

AR-1728.-0010

CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION

Course Number: All Versions: 7H-951 A;
.832-951320; 19-0E-12. Version 2: 19-N-
9322; 19-N-953.I.

Location: Version 1,: Military Police
School, Ft. McClellan, AL. Version 2: Mili-
tary Police School, Ft. Gordon, GA;
Provost Marshal General's School, Ft. Gor-
don, GA.

Length: Version : 12 weeks (458-480
hours). Version 2: 8 -9 weeks (352-396
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 7/73-Present.
Version 2: 6/54- -6173.

Objectives: To qualify enlisted personnel,
warrant officers and officers of the Military
Police Corps to conduct and supervise,in-
vestigations of crimes comm. ted by or
against individuals subject t military ju-
risdiction.

Instruction: Operation and a inistration
of criminal investigation units:no th.ods and
techniques of investigation; crime scene in-
vestigation; collection, evaluation and
preservation of evidence; death investiga-
tion; investigation of crimes - against people;
investigation of crimes against property;
capabilities and limitations. of scientific
analysis_ of,evidence;, investigative photog-
raphy ;'fingerprinting and report writing and
testifyingtin court. .

Credit Recommendation: Version I: In
the lower-division baccalaureate /associate
degree category. 12 semester hours in
criminal justice (1 I /73); in the upper-divi-
sion baccalaureate category, 9 semester
hours- in criminal justice (11/73). Version
2: In the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 9 semester hours
in criminal justice ( 11/73); in the upper
division baccalaureate category, 5 semester
hours in protective services occupations
( 12/68 ).

Related Occupation. Codes: 95D; 95I A;'
951 C; 95ID; 951E; 951F; 951G.
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AR-1728-0011
CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION WARRANT OFFICER

ADVANCED
(CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION WARRANT OF-

FICER INTERMEDIATE)

Course Number: 7-19-C32: 7-19-C30.
Location: Military Police SchOol, Ft.

Gordon, OA.
Length: 7-8 weeks (238-317 hours).
gallbft Dates: 9/70-Present.
Objectives: To train criminal investiga-

tors to conduct mid-level management of
general investigations and to starve as
opera tsin officers in CI field offices.

ImbWon: Investigative procedures;
evidence identification, handling and ex-
amination; courtroom procedures, legal

,questions; management and supervision
techniques, research and report writing;_
military justice; photography; personal 1
security; authority and jurisdiction;_crimes;
psychology and human behavior; and fraud
investigations.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-.
division baccalaureate categoly, 6 semester
hours.in criminal justice (5/77). .

Related Occupation Codes: 95 I A; 95 I C;
9511}, 951E; 951 F; 951 G.

AR-1728-0012 r -
CRIME LABORATORY PHOToGRAPY

Course Number; None.
Location: Criminal Inveitigation Labora-

tory, Ft.-Gordon, GA.
Length: 104 weeks (3390 hours).
Exhibit Dales: 8/66-12/68.
Objectives: To train personnel as crime

photographers to qualify them as expert
witnesses in crime photography before
courts-martial and/or other judicial
proceedings.

Instruction: Principles of photography;
history of photography; photography in law
enforcement; optics of photography; light
and its management; the camera and its .
management; theory of the photographic
process; photographic sensitometry; photo-
graphic chemistry; the negative process; the
positive process; color photography; in-
frared photography; ultraviolet photog-
raphy; photomicroscopy and macrophotog-
raphy; cinematography in laboratory work;
surveillance support photography;
questioned documents examination
procedures; firearms support procedures;
chemistry support procedures; legal
photography; courtroom procedures; the
expert witness; record forms and supply
procedures required in the operation of the
photographic section.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, ' 12 semester
hours in criminal justice ( I I /73); in The
lower-division baccalaure ate/associate
degree category, 6' semester hours in
criminal justice ( I I/73); in the upper-divi-
sion baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in police photography, and, on the
basis of institutional examination, 3 in in-
troducto riminalistics (12/68 ).

Related upsilon odes: 950; 95IA;
951C; 951D; IF; 951G.

AR-1728-0013
I. OVJES,TIONED DOCUMENTS EXAMINER

(DOCUMENT LABORATORY TF.CHNIcIAN)
2. DOCUMENT EXAMINATIONS

Course Number: None.

Location: Military Police Schbol, Ft. Mc-
Clellan, AL; Criminal Investigation Labora-
tory.;Ft. Gordon, GA.

Length: Version r: 104 weeks
(3390-3520 hours). Version 2 : 104 weeks
/3520 hours). ,

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: e2/72- Present.
'Version 2: 10/66-1/72.

Objectives: To train personnel as docu-
ment examination technicians to qualify
them as expert witnesses in questioned
document examination ,before courts-mar-
tial and/or other judicial proceedings.

Instruction: Handwriting identification;
operational familiarization with mechanical
aids; handwriting systems; general and spe-
cial factors; analytical reasoning; typewrit-
ing identification; parts nomenclature and
operational functions; collecting, indexing,
and filing typewriting standakis; classifica-
tion of standards; comparison microscope;
Nichols measuring plates; general and spe-
cial factors; counterfeiting; recognition fac-
tors; methods of counterfeiting; ArMed
Forces documents) commercial printing
methods; photographic, procedures -and
camera techniques; paper examinations; ink
examinations; firearms identification
familiarization; fingerprint identification
familiarization; courtroom procedures;
research and compendium; ethics of the
docuinent examiner; the expert witness;
records and forms used in the operation of
the docunrnt section.

Credit Reconunendadon: Version 1: In
the vocational certificate category, 12
semester hours in criminal justice (11/73);
in the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 6 semester hours
M crinlinal justice ( 11/73); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in criminal justice ( I I/73). Version
2: In the vocational certificate category;12
semester hours in criminal justice ( I I/73);
in the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 6 semester hours
in criminal justice ( 11/73); in the upper-
division baccalaureate catego , 3 semester
hours in questioned documen
'photography, and, on the
u6nal examinations, 3 sera
criminalistics ( I V68 ).

Related Occupation Codes: 95D; 951A:
951 C; 951 D; 951E; 95IF;,951G.

, 3 in police
sis of institu-
ster hours in

AR-1728-0014

FINGERPRINT EXAMIN TON

Courie NUmber:No
Location: Crimi tigation Labora-

tory, Ft. Gordon, GA.
Length:104 weeks (3340-3548hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/66-2/72.

. Objectives: To train personnel to perform
as fingerprint technicians and 'to qualify
them as expert witnesses in fingerprint ex-
aminatIgp before courts-martial and/or
other judicial proceedings.

Instruction: Introduction "to fingerprint
identification and Bertillon system; pattern
interpretation; classification oftflingerprints;
preserving, marking, and packaging finger-
print evidence; development. and com-
parison of latent fingerprints; casts and
molds; report writing and preparation of
courtroom charts; tiourtroom procedures;
expert witness observation; chemistry
familiarization; document and firearms
familiarization; photographic procedures
and camera techniques.

Credit Recommendation: In the .voca-
tional certificate category, 9' semester hours

in criminal, justice (11/73); in the lower -
division' baccalaueeate/associate degree
category, 9 semester hours in criminal
justice ( 11/73); in the upper-division bac-
calaureate category, 3 semester hours in
fingerprinting science, 3 in police photog-
raphy, and, on the basis of institutional ex-
amination, . 3' semester hours in ,
'criminalistics (12/68).

Related Occupation Codes: 95D:' 951A:'
95 IC; 95ID; 951E: 95IF; 951G.

AR-1728-0011 4.

,FIREARMS AND TOOL MARKS EXAMINER
(FIREARMS EXAMINATION) :;

umber: None.
Loca : Criminal Investigation Labora-

tory, t. Gordon, GA.
Length: 104 weeks (3188-3390 hours).

*Exhibit Dates: 10/66-12/68e
Objectives: To train 'personnel '41s- n

cfireamis examination technicians to qualify
them as expert witnesses in firearms et-
amination before courts-martial . and/or
other judicial proceedings.

Instruction: Principles of fireamss and
ammunition identification; history of early
firearms; cartridge development;. modem
firearms; weapons manufacture; ballistics;
history of identification; laboratory han-
dling of evidence; test firing; instruments;
bullet comparison; cartridge case com-
parison; tool mark comparison; numbers
restoration; criminal investigation laborato-
ry, including examinations made by the
chemistry, photography, fingerprint, and
document sections of the criminal in-
vestigation laboratory; to include adMinis-
trative e and reporting procedures;..._
familiarization with firearms and powder
facilities.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 12 semester
hours in criminal justice (11/73); in the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 6 semester hours in
criminal justice (11/73.); in the upper:divi-
sion baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in forensic ballistics,, 3 in) police

institu-
tional

and, on the basis, of nstitu-
tional examinations, 3 semester hours each
in introductory, intermediate; and ad-
vanced criminalistics (12/68).

Related Occupation Codes: 95D; 95IA;
951C; 951D; 951E; 951F; 9510.

Akt7284)016
CoR F.CTIONAL SPECIALIST

Course Number: 83 I -95C20.
Location: Military Police School, Ft.

Gordon, GA.
Length: 4 weeks (135-140 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/67-4/73.
Objectives: To Amin enlisted personnel in

the basic reqyieements for the administra-
tion, operation, and management of
stockades and the correctional treatment of
confined personnel.

Instruction: Organizational structure of a
post stockade; duties of custodial person-
nel; physical security; custody and control;
disciplinary measures; recreation and wel-
fare , activities; emergency procedures;
transfer and release procedures; cor-
rectional treatment at a disciplinary bar-
racks; legal consideratiOns of confinement.

Credit Recommendation: In the !owe
division baccalaureate/associate de f e
category, 2 semester hours in cri inal
justice ( I I /73 ).



Re lilted occupation Coe les: 9513; 95C.

AR-17?8-0017

LAW ENFORCEMENT ( MP-CMF) NCO BASIC
(LAW ENFORCEMENT (MP-CMF) NON-

COMMISSIONED OfficEa BASIC) -

Course Number: Version l: 8-95-C40.
Version 2: 8-MP-C40.

Location: Military Police School, Ft. Mc-
. Clellan, AL; Military Police School, Ft.'

Gordon, GA.
Length: V?rsion 1: 6-8 weeks (244-267

hours). Version 2: 9-11 weeks (299-369
hours). .', ,: ' : '' ' . '. ":-. ..

Exhibit Dates: Version -` 1:: 7/75-Present.
Version 2: .9/7 /75: . .

Objectives:: o train enlisted personnel to
perform non mmissioned Officer duties in

. the areas of general law enforcement areas
of police operations, traffic controlj, securi-
ty operations, corrections; .::mild unit .

maridgement.
Instruction: Common law enforcement

activities and NCO'officer development; B
Track covers provost marshal, operations
including identification of crimes and of--
fences, crime prevention programs and po-
lice-community relations; 'military police
tactical operations; traffic regulations and
accident investigation; and physical securi-
ty; C Track covers prisoner custody and
control operations; correctional treatment
procedures; and, correctional physical
security measures.

Credit Recommendation: Version I: In
the upper-divisioh. baccalaureate category,
6 semester hours.in criminal justice (5/77).
Version 2: In the lower- division baccalau-
reate/agociate degree 'category, 9 semester
hours in criminal justice (6/75).

Related Occupation Codes: 95 B.

AR.1728-0018

CORRECTIONAL ADMINISTRATION

Course Number: 7H-F4.
Location: Military Police School. Ft. Mc-

Clellan, AL; Military Police School, Ft.
Gordon, GA..
. Length: 2 weeks (70-736

hours).
Eihibit Dates: 5/72-Present.
Objectives: To provide commissioned of-

ficers with a working knowledge of the `or-
rectional principles, theories, and practices
which are required for administering,
operating. and supervising Army cor-
rections facilities at posts, camps, Or sta-
tions.

Instruction: Management, operatic4i and
administration of installation confinement
facilities; history of penal treatment;
stockade organization; legal considerations
of confinement; prisoner accountability;
stockade logistics; confessions; report writ -
ing; disciplinary measures; prisoner coun-

, soling; problem prisoners: sentence compu-
tation. . 4

Credit Recommentlation:' In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours in corrections administration ( I I/
73).

AR-1728-0019
MINE. AND TUNNEL DE'TEC'TION DLX;

HANDLER

Course Number: 010-F4.
Location: Infantry School. Ft.

GA.
Length: 7 weeks (353.hours).

a1

Henning,

Exhibit Dates:13/7 17-present.
Objectives: To train enlisted, personnel to

handle, maintain, and 'employ mine and
tunnel dogs in support Of U.S. combat
forces, to prevent or minimize friendly
casualties caused by mines' or booby 'traps'

'and to find ordnance cached in tunnels.
Instruction: Fundamentals 'of scoot dog

training; psychology of dogs; safety in and
around kennels; first aid; mint. and tunnel
detection; obedience training.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 3 semester hours
in criminal justice or animal science ( I 1/
73).

Related Occupation Codes: 1.1 B.
,

AR- 1728-0020.
. ,

CRIMINAL INVESTIGATOILLOGISTICS
MANAGEMENT ORIENTATION
'(CILMOC)

Course Number: 8A.F-20; 832.F3.
Location: Logistics Management Center,

Ft. Lee, VA.
Length: 4 weeks (153 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/77-Present. ,
Objectives:' To. provide criminal investiga-

tors with a basic knOwledge-of the various
logistical facilities, systems and activities of
the Department Of Defense.

Instruction: Lecture conferences; practi-
cal exercises; basic procurement
procedures; methods and regulations to in-
clude legal. controls; depot operation and
managerial responsibilities within logistical
facilities and activities; property disposal;
petroleum distribution; port operations,, in-
troduction to ADP; commissary operations.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 3 semester'
hours in criminal justice (11/73).

AR,1728-0021
MARIJUANA DETECTOR DOG/HANDLER

Course Number: 830-F6.
Location: Military Police School, Ft.

Gordon, GA.
Length: 13 'weeks (467-474 hours)..
Exhibit Dates: 5/71-11/73.
Objectives: To train marijuana detector

dog teams to consistently detect the
presence of hidgen,rnarijuanav,

Instruction: .Basic)dog handling, including
dog capabilities, principles of dog training
and safety, care and diet of dOgs; detection
training, including scents` discrimination,
Marijuana identification, and rules of
evidence.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 6 semester hours
in criminal justice ( 1 I / 7 3 ) .

Related Occupation Codes: 95B.

AR-1728-0022
TxxcxF.a. DOG /I-IxtnEa

Course Number: 830-F5.
Location: -Military Police School,. Ft.'

Gordon, GA.
Length: 12 weeks (421 hours).
Exhibit Dasles: II/71-3/72.
Objectives: To provide training for

tracker dogs and dog handlers in prepara-
tion for integration info a combat tracker
team.

Instruction: Basic dog handling, including
principles of clOg training, safty, care and
diet of 'dogs. and dog obech'elfee and dog/

4
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Wandler relationship; tradking, including
scent discriinination, tactics, and jungle
survival.

Credit. Recommendation: In the voca-
tional' certificate category,.6 semester, hours .

in criminal justice ( 11/73).
. Related Occupation Codes: I I B.

. -

AR-1728-0023

MILITARY. POLICEMAN

Course.Nutnber: 830-959310.
Location: Military Police Ichool, Ft. Mc-

Clellan, AL; Military Polide School, Ft.
Gordon, GA.

Length: 8 weeks (349 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/68-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

Perform entry-level duties in traffic, securi-
"` ty. investigation, and corrections opera-

,

tions.
Instruction: Internal defense and internal

' development; unarmed defense; driver
training; weapons; first aid; military law;
vice control; MP communications; civil
disturbances; ..police intelligence; traffic
control; prisoners of war; physical security;
apprehe ion and search; criminal in-
vestigatio public observation,
description a identification. -

Credit R mend:Anon: In the lower-
division baccal ureate/associate degree'
category, 3 semester hours in criminal'-
justice (11/73); in the upper-division bac-
calaureate category, 3 semester hburs in
criminal justice ( 11/73 ),

Related Occupation Codes: 95B.
lz.

AR-1728-0024'

PHYSICAL SECURITY SUPERVISION

Course Number: 19-I-F2.
Location: 'Provost Marshal General's

School, Ft. Gordon, GA; Military Police
School, Ft. Gordon, GA.

Length: 3 weeks (104 hours).
Exhibit Dates: I /54-1 2/68.
Objectives: To train commissioned artd

warrant officers in physilal security princi-
ples, methods, and techniques and to in-
doctrinate officers in physical security
planning, training, and personnel manage-
ment responsibilities.

Instruction: Principles of physical securi-
ty, including techniques used to reduce or
eliminate security hazards, recognition, and
methods; security planning; legal jurisdic-
tion; handling and protection of evidence;
civil defense and disaster relief responsibili-
ties; methods of handling personnel
problems.

Credit Recommendation: In 'the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 2 semester

. hours in intelligence.,. or police methods
(12/68).

AR-1728-0025 `.

MILITARY POLICE. OFFICER FAMILIARIZATION

Course Number: I 9-A-C2 I .
Location: Provost Marshal General's

School, Ft. Gordon, GA.
Length: 6 weeks (219 hours).
E ibit Dates: 6/60 - 12/68.
0 ectives: To provide` supervisory level

traini in the organization, operational
func s, duties, and responsibilities of the
Military Police Corps.

Instruction: Supervision of police opera-
tions; military' justice; responsibility in the

4
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management .and _O

, .
perations: nfine-

ment facilities; supervision Of.scrimi al in-
, vestigations; fundamentals of niilita poz
.;lice organizations, operations and p voSt

'::yriarshal functions; signal communica ions;
4 planning, coordination, and supervision of

traffic control for administrative, logistical,
and combat. operations; civil defense and
natural disaster relief; physical security.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 2 semester,
hours-irrpolice methods ( 12/68).

AR-1728-0026
MILITARY POLICE. OFFICER BASIC

.(1111ILVARY POLICE. OFFICER ORItNTATION)

Course N Umber: 7- I 9-C20; 19-A-C20;
19- A'-CI; 19-0-A.

Location: Military Police. School, Ft. Mc-
Ciellan, AL; Provost Marshal General's
School, Ft. Gordon, GA.

Length: 8-13 weeks (289-460 honrs).
_Exhibit Dates: 8/55-Present.
Objectives:. To prepare newly commis:.

sioned. Military Police Corps officers to .su-
peryiSe police operations,.traffic, invesiiga,
tions, and administrative units. '

Instruction: Leadership, management,
and unit administration; military police
operations; .investigations; traffic adminis-
tration; physical security; tactical opera-
tion4; police ,communications; weapons;
rules of evidence; confessions; interroga:.
tions; drug control; principles of investiga-'
tion.

Credit Recommendation: In the Upper-
division biccalaureate category, 6 semester
hours in criminal justice and additional
credit in advanced military science at .
schools Which normally offer such credit
( I 1/73).

,r`

AR-1728-0027
ADVANCED INVESTIGATIVE. MANAGEMENT

(CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION SUPERVI5101V)

Course Number: Version I: 7H-F2. Ver-
sion 2: 7H -F2. Version 3:.49-0-5.

Location: Version I: Military Police
School, Ft. McClellan, AL. Version 2: Mili-
tary Polic6 School, Ft. Gordon, GA: Ver-
sion 3: Provost Marshal General's School,
Ft. Gordon, GA.

Length: Version I: 4 weeks ( 152-176
hours). -Version 2: 4 weeks (176 hours).
Version 3: 7 weeks (308 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version I: 5/70-Present.
VersiiAi 2: 3/65-4/70. Version 3: 9/56-2/65.

Objectives: To train offiders of the' MM...
tary Police Corps to conduct, and supervise

. investigations of crimes committed by or
against individuals' subject to military ju.,
risdiction at varjoils organizational levels.

Instruction: Operations and management;
evidence; .CID .reports; administration;
recordS and files; liaisorr,^authority and ju-
risdiction; evidence; criminal intelligence;
crime prevention; surveillance operations;
raills; polygraph; protective service; release
of 'information; search and apprehension;
notes and sketches; quality control of
photoS; collection and 'preservation of
evidence; evidence accountability; evidence
depository; confessions and admissions;
criminal investigations procedures, reports.

Credit Recommendation: Version I:, in
the upper-division baccalaureate categi3ry,
3 semester hours in 'criminal justice
management (5/77). Vi7sion 2: In the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 3

semester hours in protective service' occu-
pations (12/68). Version 3: in the ,upPerT
division baccalaureate catekory; 4 semester
hours in protective service occupations
(12/68).

Related Occupation Codes: 95IA; 95 IC;
95ID; 951E; 951F; 95IG.

AR-172841028
..- ,

MILITARY POLICE iNVESTIGATION

Course Number: 830-ASi-Y5; 830-F8.
Location: Military Police School, Ft. Mc-

Clellan, AL; Military Police School, Ft.
Gordon, GA. . .

Length: 8 weeks (253-303 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/72-Present. .

Objectives: To qualify selected military
policemen for duty as military police

rs
in-in-

vestigators. . ,

Instruction: Handling c9nplaints; physi-
cal evidence; testimoniarvidence; evaluat-
ing evidence; investigating. drtigi4offenses;
reporting; testifying id court:

. Credit. Recommendatilli: in the lower-
ivision bacealaureatesociate degree
category; 6 semester hours in criminal in-
vestigation (6/75).

Related Occupation CodeS: 95B.

AR-1728-0029
LAW ENFORCEMENT

Course Number: 830-95 B20; 83 I -95t20.
Location: Military Police School, Ft. Mc-

Clellan, AL; Military Police School, Ft.
Gordon, GA.

Length: 7-14 weeks (222-494 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/73-Present.
Objectives: To provide enlisted personnel-

with entry-level training to perform those
duties involving law enfoicement, traffic
control and regulation, security, convoy
escort, patrolling, crime prevention,' rear
area protection, and POW operations.

Instruction: Common law enforcement
activities and skill development; military
police enforcement activities and tactical
operations, Army correctional administra-
tion and operations.
;,'Credit Recommendation: in the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in criminal
justice (5/77).

Related Occupation Codes: 95B.

AR-1728-0030
LAW ENFORCEMENT ( MP-CM F)- NCO

( ADVANCED

Course Number: 8-95-C42; 8.-.MP-C42.
Location: Military Police School, Ft. Mc-

Clellan, AL ;. Military Police School, Ft.
Gordon, GA.

Length: 8-12 weeks (292-432 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version 1: I0/72-Present.
Objectives: To provide senior nonconi-

missioned officers with advance training, to
perform senior supervispry level dutiesIn
the areas of law enfoRement and phySiCal
security or corrections'operations.

Instruction: Common law enforcement
and noncommissioned officer development

.followed by separate tracks covering 1) po-
lice operations; traffic operations, military
police combat support/combat serAce sup-
port operations; physical seenfity opera-
tions and 2) correctional custody, control,
and administration; correctional treatment
operations.

Credit mendation: in the lower-
,division alaureafe/associate degree
category, semester hours in criminal
justice for completion of the common core
and either track (5/77).

Related. Occupation Codes: 95B; 95C;
95D.

AR-1728-0031

ASSOCIATE MILITARY POLICE OFFICER
ADVANCED

Course Number: 19-A-05; 19-0-4.
Location: Provost Marshal General's

School, Ft. Gordon, GA.'.
Length: 14 weeks (509-535,fiburs).
Exhibit Dates: 8/55-12/60,- v :

Objectives: Toprovide branch training in
the duties and responsibilities of Military
Police.Cpcps officers.

Instruction:, Tactical employment of the
combined arms; staff organization and-
procedures; mine warfare; supply economy;
fundamentals of the Army Command
Management System, including pro-
gramming, budgeting, scheduling, and
review and analysis; chemical, biological,
and radiological warfare; civil affairs or-
ganization, operation, and, functions; milita-
ry leadership; motor vehicle mait\tenance
inspection; military justice; nuclear
weapons employment; duties and responsi-
bilities of military police in civil
disturbances; operation an supervision of
confinement facilities; criminal investiga-
tion facilities; methods, procedures, and
policies related to military police organiza-
tions and operations; prisoners, of war:.
communications; traffic control; civil
defense, industrial defense, and natural dis-
aster relief; principles of physical security.

Credit Recommendation: in ,-the upper-
division baccalaureate category, gT semesterF
'hours in police methods and administration'
(12/68).

AR-1728-0032
POLYGRAPH EXAMINER ADVANCED

Course Number: 7H-F10.
Location: Military Police School, Ft. Mc-

Clellan, AL.
Length: 3 weeks (110 hdurs).
Exhibit Dates: 10/76- Present.

...,;;%:Objectives: To provide polygraph eft-
araitiers_with advanced training for certifl-

r.rtition or requalification.
instruction: To provide an illidate on

tpihnique advancements; proper equipment
itertilization; question and test structure

ciMeS; question formulation, and Chart
terpretation; pre-test and 'post,iest..
procedures; and conduct of advanced prac-
tical exercises.

4,, Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the refresher nature of the
course and because the new material is in-
stifficient to justify additional credit beyond
that recommended for Polygraph Examiner
Training (5/7.7).

Related Occupation Codes: 951A; 95IC;
9510; 951E; 95IF;'9'51G.

AR-1728-0033

MILITARY POLICE FIELD GRADE OFFIGER
IIIt

'Course ',amber: '9-Ci8.
Location: Police School, Ft.

Gordon. GA.
length weeks MI. hours).



Exhibit Dates: 10/66-12/68.
Objectives: To provide refresher training

in the duties and responsibilities ap-
propriate to field-grade Military Police
Corps officers.

1pstruction: Fundamentals and principles
of staff organization and procedures; appli-
cation of military justice within units; em-
ployment of military pollee units in civil
disturbances; physical security system;
prisoner custddy andlcontrol methods; traf-
fic control; military police operations in a
theater of operations.
: Credit :.Recommendation: No credit

.because of the refresher nature of the
course CI 2/68 ).

AR- 1728 -0034

MILITARy POLICE. CER ORIENTATION

Course Number: 7-I9-C2 I .
Location:. Military Police School, Ft. Mc-

Clellan, AL; Military Police School,,,Ft.
Gordon, GA: ,

Length: 'Version '1: 6 weeks ( 2 I 0'-21.3,'
hours). Version 2: 4 weeks ( 152-154
hours). -

Eichibit Dates: Versiiin 1: 12/73-5/76.
Version 2: 5/67-11/73.

Objectives: To provide initial branch
training and orientation for commissioned
officers assigned to the Military Police
Corps.

Instruction: Orientation to law enforce-
'ment; civil disturbances; criminal, and ac-
cident investigation; traffic control: mun0
!ions; riot control; corrections; - 'physical
security; Geneva Conventions,' prisoners of
war; police communications; drug control.

Credit Recommendation: Version
the upper:division baccalaureate category,
.5, semester ;hours in criminal investigation
'(6/75). Veition 2: In the upper-division
bliccalaureate category, 2 semester hours in

/ criminal justice QI1/73).

AR-1728-0035
I. MILITARY POLICE OFFICER ADV,ANCEDy

. 2. MILITARY POLICE OFFICER ADyANCED
3: MILITARY POLICE OFFICER ADPANCED

(MILITARY POLICE OFFICER CAREER)

Course: Number:, Version /: 7-19-C22.
Version 2: 7-19-22. Version 3: 7-19-C22;
19--A7C22; 19-A-C4;

Location:. All Versions: Military Police
School, Ft. 'McClellan, AL. Version 2:
Provost Marshal General's-.School,Tt.:Pdr.
don. GA.

. .

'Length: Version .1: 26 weeks (857
hours). Version .2.: 33-35 weeks.,
(1065-1125 'hours). Version 3: 33-35
weeks (875=1540 hours). .'

Exhibit Dates: Version 8/75-Psresent.
VersOn 2: 3/72-7/75. VerSion 3: 10/55-2/
72.

Objectives: To. provide training in the du-
ties and responsibilities of Military Polic
Corps officers.
. leistrisetion: All Version.: Military leader
ship, logisticsi,.chemical 'kind biological
operations,. .adrninistration at : battalion
level;: oral and` -communication;
military organization, operations and
provost Marshal. functions; planning anfft
conducting military police operations.dur-
ing domestic emergencies; methods and
techniques used to reduce security hazards:
military law; criminal investigation;.activi-
ties, records, and procedures; managernent.
operation, and supervision of confinement

facilities; traffic planning and control;
Methods of handling prisoners of War; com
mind and _staff procedures; 'nuclear
wirapona -employment; Military police com-
munications; command post and field exer-
cises. Version I : .Includes direCtiOn of law
enforcement and - crime prevention pro-
grams; legal nspectii of police utilization in!'
an insurgency.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1' In
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
15 semester hours in criminal justice or
security administration (..5/77 ). Version 2:
In thh upper-division baccalaureate catego;
ry, 24 semester hours in criminal justice, 5
in business administrafon and management
(12/73-).,, Version '3: In hce upper-division
baccalaureate category, 6 mester hours in
'police _methods' and administration, 6' in
business organization and management (12/- ,68).

A R-1728-0036

INTERROGATION OFFICER
2. PRISONER OF WAR INTERROGATION

OFFICER

Course Number: Version 1: 3A-93 I 6.'
Version 2: 30-A-9316; 30-0-13,

Location: Intelligence School, Ft.
Holabird, MD. .

Length: Version 6 weeks (212 hours).
Version 2: 10 weeks (350 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 10/66-6/71.
Version 2: 11/57-9/66.

Objectives: To train commissioned of-
ficers to direct and participate in the col-
lection of tactical and strategic intelligence
through the interrogation of human sources
and the exploitation of documents.

Instruction: Familiarization with even-
terihtelligence activities, area intelligence,
aerial surveillance and reconnaissance, and
photo reading and interpretation; order of
'battle and organization and tactics of
selected foreign armies; methods of inter-
rogatiorf and document exploitation.

Credit Reconnendatlon:. Version 1: In
the vocational certificate category. ,9
semester hours in police interrogation, po-.
lice. intelligence operations, or police ad-
ministration (1/74); in the lower-division'
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 6
semester hours in police interrogation, po-
lice intelligence operations, or police ad-
ministration, (1/74); in the tipper-division
baccalaureate category, 2 semester hours in
intelligence methods (12/68). Version 2: In
the vocational certificate category. 12
semester hours in police interrogation, po-
lice intelligence, or police administration
(1/74); in the lower-division baccalatirate/
associate,degree category, 6 semester hours
in police interrogation, police intelligence,
or police administratiOn (1/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category.' 2
semester hours in intelligence methods (12/
68).

AR-1728-0037

1. INTERROGATOR
(INTERROGATION)

2. INTERROGATION (ENLISTED)
(PRISONER OF WAR INTERROGATION

ENLISTED)
PRISONER OF WAR INTERROGATION

ENLISTED

Course Number: Version 241-96C20.
Version 2: 24 I -96C2L,, 241-966; l 30-R:
966.1, Version 3. '

Army 1 -209

Location: Version I: Intelligence School,
Ft. Hilachiica, AZ. Version 2:, Intelligence
School, Ft. .Holabird, MD. VerSiOn 3: IntelF
ligence School, Ft. Holabird, MD.

Length: Version 1 r 7-9 weekt. (231-305
hours). Version 2: 7-10 weeks' ('255 -264
hours). Version 3..13 weeks (455,9oUrS).

Exhibit Dates: Version I: 9/72-Present.
Version 2: 1/61-8/72. Version 3: 4/57-12/ ,
60.

Objectives: To train qtalified.interpreters
, in the conduct of intelligence interroga-

tions, screening opetations and foreign
.document exploitation.

Instruction: Map and photo reading;
combat -intelligence; evaluation, interpreta-
tion, and dissemination of information; area
and counterintelligence; order of bathe;

fOrarrganization and tactics of selected
countries; interrogation methods;

document exploitation.
Credit ,Recomtnendation: Version I: In

the 'vocational certificate category, 9
semester hours in interrogation, intelligence
operations, or police administMtion (6/75);
in the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 6 semester hours
in interrogation, intelligence operations, or

-irlice administration (6/75); in the upper-
vision baccalaureate category, 3 semester

hours in interrogation, intelligence opera-
tions, or police administration (6/15). Ver-
sion 2: In the vocational certificate catego=
ry; 9 semester hours in interrogation, intel-
ligence operations, or police administration
(2/74); in the lowerklivision baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 6 semester hours
in interrogation, intelligence operations. or
police administration (2/74); in the upper
division baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours In intelligence methods (8/68). Ver-
sion 3: In the vocational certificate catego-
ry, 12 semester hours in interrogation, in-
telligence operations, or police administra-
tion (2/74); in the lower-division bacealau-
reate/associate degree category, 6 semester ''
hours in interrogation, intelligence opera-
tions, or. police administration (2/74); in
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
3 semester hours in intelligence methods

. (8/68).
Related Occupatkiit . Codes: 96C; 04B;

96B,.

AR-1728-0
CRYPTANALYTIC SP,ECIALIS-t

(CRYPTAN ALYSIg )

Course Number: 232-98B20.
Location: Security Agency School, Ft. . <'

Dgvens, MA.
.Length: 19 weeks (658 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/51-Present.
ObjeCtbies: To provide selected enlisted

personnel with a working knowledge of the
analytic techniques involved in cryptanaly-
sisi .

Instruction: Organiiation, mission, and
functions of the .U.S. 'Army Security Agen-
cy; terminology and cryptography of basic
systems; . analytic ' to niques and
procedures in elementary ems analysis;
processes and procedures' of operational
systems.

: Credit: Recommendation: In the' voca:-
tional certificate category, 6 semester hours
in telecommunications or business commul
nications (1/74 );. in the- 1pWer-division bac-
calaureate/associate degree category, 6
semester hours in telecommunications 2) r
business.. communications'' (1174); . in the
titspet:-4IVision baccalaineate- Otegory, 6

,
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semester *hours in telecommunications or .-
business communications (1/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 9813.

AR-1728-0089;
INTERROGATOR, Si41,1 DEVELOPMENT BASE

Course Number: 24 I -96C2L-I.
Location: -Intelligence School;' Ft.

tiolabird MD. -;
,Length: 14 weeks (507 hOurs),
Exhibit Dates: 7/69-Present.
Objectives: To prepare interrogators as

supervisors and technicians.
InstrUction: Strategic intelligenee com-

ponents relative to .Southeast'' Asia; fui3c::
tions of imagery interpretatiOn; Order 'of
battle; intelligence-gathering agencies;. ;in=
terrogation methodology; bask fundamen-
taLs-. of problem solving; interrogation
p3ychology.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in police ad-
ministration (1/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 3 Semester hours in
police administration (1/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 96C.

AR-1728-0040
INTERROGATION (ENLISTED NON,LINGUIST)

Course Number: 241 - 96(20:
Location: Intelligence School, , Ft.

tiolabird, MD.
. pength: 4 weeks (145 hours).

"Exhibit Dates: 1/67-12/68.
Objectives: To*ain enlisted, nonlinguist

personnel in the ;-techniques required,. for
the collection otactical intelligence' infor-
mation ehrough interrogations employing
interpreters. -

'Instruction: Handling of prisoners of war;
enemy' documents for intelligence;screen-
ing' operations; interrogation techniques'
and application of methods.

Credit Recommendation: In': the voca-
tional certificate category, 2 semester hours
in'crirninal investigation/police administra-
tion (1/74); in the lower-division bacealaU.,-
reate/associnte degree Category, 2 semester
hours in csirninal inyestiganon/Oolice ad-
ministration. (1/74); in the upper-divisio

, baccalaureate category, credit in cnnu al
investigation/police administration on t
basis of institutional examination (12/68):

AR-1728-0042

UNITED STATES ARMY SECURITY AGENCY
. (USASA) OFFICER CAREER (U)

Course Number: 3-12-C22; 32-A-C22.
Location: Security'. Agency School, Ft.

Devens; MA. .

'Length: 20 weeks (739 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/66-Present.
ObJectivei: To .15reoare officers for the

U.S. Army Command "and General Staff
College and for command, staff,,and opera,
tional positions with the United States
Army Security "Agency.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises on the dulies.ef Army "Security, Agen-
cy officers, including nuclear warfare, corn-

', toined arms. special warfare, command 'and
staff., unit readiness, USASA organization

7: and funetions, acoustical and electronic in-
telligence and cortritermearres, communi-
cations security, :communications, and in-
ternational studies Seminar.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
diiiision baccalaureate category 3 semester
hours in business and manage-
ment, 3 in intelligence me , and, on
the basis of institutional exst credit
in political science (5/71).

AR-1728-0043 ,

PHYSICAL SECURITY

Course Number!' Ay Versions: 830-F3.
Version 2: 7H-F3.

Location: Military police School, Ft. Mc,
Clellan, AL.

Length: Version I: 3 weeks ( I 14-132
Version 2:2 weeks (73 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 5/73-Present.
'Verson 2: 1/72-4/73.

011jectIves: To train first line supervisory
police'personnel in the principles and prac-
ticalities of physical security for installa-
tions.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in various aspects of physical security.
including the use of guards, dogs, _fencing,
lighting, alarms, locking devices, fund han-
dling procedures, and the legalities of
security principles..

Credit Recommendation: V,ersion In
the vocational 'certificate . 3,

semester hours in 'law enforcement, !poliee`
administration, security adMinistration,, or
criminal justice (7/74);' it. the 'IoWerclivi-
sior;i baccalaureate/associate degree catego-

3 semester hoots in law enforcement,'
police administration, security admingtra--.
tion, or criminal justice (7174); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 3

semester hours in laW 'enforcement, police
administration security administration, or
criminal justice (7/14)1 Version 2: In the
vocational certificate, category, 2 semester
hours in law enforceMent, pplice adminis;
tration, security administration, or criminal ,
justice (7/74); in the lower-division bac-.
calaureate/associate degree category, 2'
semester hours in law enforcement,' police
administratiOn, security administration, or
criminal justice (7/74); in the upper-divi-
sion baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours in law enforcement, police adminis-
tration, security administration, or criminal
justice (7/74)..

Related Occupation Codes: 95B.

AR-,1728-0044

SECURITY MANAGEMENT

Course NuMber: 71-I-F3.
Location: Military Police School, Ft. Mc-

Clellan, AL; ,iviilitary Police School,. Ft.
Gordon, GA. ---

Length: 3 weeks g 110-115 hours).
"Exhibit Datesa (2/73-Present. .

,ObJectives: Td.train security supervisors
to plan and impleifint physical security
measure

ins[ Ion: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in security management, 'security
hazard lighting systems physical security
inspe tion, and preparation of . hysical-.
security plans.

Credit' Recommendation: In the lower-
division 'baCcalaureate/asscieiate degree
category,' 3 semester hours in security

: management (6/75.).. .

.Related OccuPation Codes: 951A; 951t;
951D; 951'E; 951F; 95IG.

AR-1728-0045

,JUDGE ADVOCATE OFFICER BASIC, PHASE 1

enurse Number: 5-27-C20:.
Location: Military. Police Schol,..

Gordon, GA.
Length: 4 weeks (128 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/74-7/75.
Objectives: To prepare newly. commis-

sioned judge Advocate General Officers
for their first:duty assignments.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in military leadership, and manage-
ment. law enforcement, and tactical opera-
tions.

,Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(6/75)

AR.1728-0046
FIRE FIGHTER' /

.

Course Number: 780-51.M 29.
LocatIon: Aviation School: Ft. Rucker,

AL.
Length: 5 weeks (180 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/69-Present.
Objectives: To, provide personnel with

sufficient knowledge to become fire
fighters.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
.., cises in fire department organization and '

equipment; construction of lypicat military
buildings; area and unit fire mai-Shuns; C125-.,

, sification of fires; breathing apparatus;
driver -training; inap;re:aditig; forcible entry;
.band iignals;.water supplies; ropes, knots,
a.nd hitches, and radio and telephone cr-
munications.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the specialized nature of the
course (7/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 51M.

AR-1728-0047

; MILITARY POLICE OFF10ER'ADVANCED
RESIDENT/NONRESIDENT

Course Number: 7-19-C23.
Location: Military Police School, Ft.

Leith:' :Resident/nonresident program.
with resident phases. totalling 8 Weeks (520
hours);'

Exhibit Dates: I/77-Present. .

Objectives: To provide advanced training
and education in the duties and responsi-
bilities of commissioned officer reservists in
the. Military Police Corps.

Instruction: Major areas of instruction
Cover security management; administration
and operation of corrections facilitieS; civil
disturbance control operations; and military
police tactical operations.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the iirnitedspecialized nature of
the course (5/77). '

AR-1728-0048
LATENT FINGERPRINT EXAMINER'

(FINGERPRINT TECHNICIAN)

Course Number: None.
1.:Oclition: Criminal Investigation Labora-

tory. Gordon , GA; Military Police
School, Ft. Gordon, GA.

Length: 104 weeks (3528-3548 hours
!Exhibit Dates: 2/72- Present :'
Objectives: To train warrant offices' as

latent-fingerprint examiners for acceptance



as expert witnesses in forensic fingerprint,
footwear, and tire and fabric impression
identification before courts-martial or other
judicial proceedings.

titatraetion: Subjects-include latent-fin-
gerprint techniques, classification of finger-
prints, crime laboratory photography,
identification of footwear and tire and
fabric impressions, paimprints, footprints,
Hp. ear and other non-friction skin impres-
sions, and related topics.

Credit Recontmendation: Pending evalua-
tion.

AR-1729-0601
MESS STEWARDS
MESS MANAGEMENT

Course Number: Version I : 800-F 1; 10-
g -F22. Version 2: 10-R-941.6.

Location: Quartermaster School, Ft. Lee,
VA.

Length: Version I: 5 weeks (236 hours).
Version 2: 6 weeks (264_284 hours). -Exhibit DOM Version /: 7/64-12/68.
Version 2: II/58-6/64.

objectives: To provide enlisted personnel
with a working knowledge of mess manage-
ment.

Instruction: All Versions: An introduction
to food service management, emphasizing
food preparation, baking, and basic meat
cutting, with introductory material on
nutrition and menu .planning. Version 2:
Leadership and applied managements

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the vocational certificate category. 3
semester...hours in hotel, restaurant, and in-
stitutional m anagement (12/73); in the
lower division baccalaureate/associate
degree category; 3 semester hours in hotel,
restaurant, and institutional management
(12/73); in the upper-division baccalau-
reate category, 2 semester hours in institu-

management (12/68). Version 2: In
the vocational certificate category, 4
semester hours in hotel, restaurant, and in-
stitutional management (12/73); in the
lower -division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 4 semester hours in hotel,
restaurant, and institutional management

in the upper-division baccalau-
reate category, 2 semester hours in institu-
tional management ( 12/68)..

Related Occupation Codes: 94B.

AR-1729-0002
MEAT CUTTING

Course Number: 10-R-942.I.
Location: Quartermaster School, Ft. Lee,

VA.
Length: 8 weeks (352 hours).
Exhibit Dates: I 1/57-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

cut meat in a central meat processing
facility and to prepare processed meat,
poultry, and fish for delivery to mess
kitchens and other using agencies.

Instruction: Practical laboratory ex-
perience in meat cutting, including skill
training, meat grading, meat cooking, and
meat spoilage.

Credit Reconunendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category,- 3 semester hours
in hotel, restaurant, and institutional
management (12/73); in the lower-division
baccalaureate /associate degree category, 3
semester hours in hotel, restaurant, and in-
stitutional management ( 12/73); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 3

semester hours in hotel, restaurant, and in-
stitutional management (12/73).

AR-1729-0003
ENLISTED AIDES

Course Number: None.
Location: Qdartermaster School, Ft. Lee,

VA.
Length: 8 weeks (288 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/70-Present.
Objectives: To provide formal training in

the duties and responsibilities of enlisted
personnel assigned to public quarters occu-
pied by general officers.

Instruction: Basic food preparation and
catering, including all phases of cooking
and baking plus elements of purchasing and
sanitation; strong emphasis bn lecture,
demonstration, laboratory work, and practi-
cal experience.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 6 semester hours
in hotel, restaurant, and institutional
mitnagement (12/73); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 6
semester hours in hotel, restaurant, and in-
stitutional management (12/73); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 6
semester hours in hotel, restauranCiand in-
stitutional management I 2/73).

Related Occupation Codes: 94B; 00H.

AR -1729 -0004

HOSPITAL FOOD SERVICE SPECIALIST

Course Number: 800-94 FIO ; 800-94F20.
Location: Academy of Health Sciences,

Ft. Sam Houston, TX.
Lengths -40-12 weeks (400-452 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/75-Present.
Objectives: To train personnel to perform

food preparation and distribution activities
and .apply diet therapy principles to the
preparation of modified food required in
patient feeding.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in food service administration, nutri-
tion, dietetics, quantity food preparations,
and sanitation.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in nutrition, 2
in clinical dietetics, 6 in quantity food
preparation, 1 in food service administra-
tion and sanitation (6/77).

Related Occupation Codes: 94F.

AR-1729-0005

HOSPITAL MESS STEWARD

Course Number: 800-94F40.
Location: Walter Reed Artily Medical.

Center), Washington, DC.
Length: 7 weeks (308 hours).
Exhibit\ Dates: 9/7 I -Present.
0 Ives: To qualify enlisted personnel

to pe orm'administrative, direct nutritional
care, finanCial management, and supply
tasks in the bperation of a hospital food
service.

Instruction: Covers the areas of training,
nutrition and diet 4herapy, equipment and
supply management, food production, and
service management in hospital fdod ser- ,
vice management.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 3 semester hours
in hotel, restaurant, and institutional
management (12/73); in the lower-division
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baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours in hotel, restaurant, and in-
stitutional management (12/73); in the
upper- division baccalaureate category, 3
semester hours in food service management
(9/72).

Related Occupation Codes: 94F.

AR-1729-0006

HOSPITAL DIET COOK

Course Number: 800-94830.
Location: Fitzsimons General Hospital,

Denver, CO.
Length: I 2 weeks.
Exhibit Dates: 7/72-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

Prepare regular and modified-diet foods
and to direct less skilled cooks in the
preparation of modified-diet food.

Instruction: Diet and nutrition; cooking.
Credit Recommendation: Insufficient data

for evaluation (12/73).
Related Occupation Codes: 94B.

AR-1729-0007

F000 SERVICE (FS-CMF) KO BASIC
Course Number: 8-FS-C40.
Location: Quartermaster School, Ft. Lee,

VA.
Length: 8-12 weeks (320-480 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/72-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

Perform as food service supervisors.
Instruction: Academic subjects of leader-

ship, communications, and organization
and management as applied to all Phases of
fond services, including meat fabrication,
the kitchen, bakery, dining room' service,
field kitchens, and short-order facilities.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 3 semester hours
in organization and management (12/73);
in the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 3 semester hours
in organization and management (12/73);
in the supper-division baccalaureate catego-
rY. 3 semester hours in organization and
management (12/73 ).
" R hated Occupation Codes: 94B; 94D.

AR-1729-0008

-FOOD SERVICE (FS-CMF) NCO ADVANCED

Course Number: 8-FS-C42.
Location: Quartermaster School, Ft. Lee,

VA.
Length: 12 weeks (480 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/72-Present.
Objectives: To train noncommissioned

officers to perform in upper-level food ser-
vice management positions.

Instruction: Academic subjects of leader-
ship: communications, and maintenance as
applied to food service areas of nutrition
and menu planning, sanitation, meat fabri-
cation, food preparation, dining services,
and field kitchens.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 3 semester hours
in organization and management (12/73);
in the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 3 semester hours
in organization and management (12/73);
in the upper-division baccalaureate catego-
ry, 3 semester hours in organization and
management (12/73).

Related Occupation Codes: 94B; 94C;
94D.
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AR-1729-0009
FOOD SERVICE. SPECIALIST

(COOKING)

Course Number: 800-94010; 80 i.41320;
10-R-941.1; 10-E-18.

Location: Army Training Center, Ft. Lees
VA; Quartermaster School, Ft. Lee, VA;
Ft. Dix, NJ, Ft. L,ee, VA.

Length: 8 weeks (279-352 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/54-Present..
Objectives,: To train personnel in the ter-

minology and basic techniques of food
preparation, equipment operation and
maintenance, recipes, and sanitation.

Instruction: Small- and large-quantity
cooking, baking, and meat cutting; basic
food theory; care and operation of large-
sized equipment under field condition; du-
ties and responsibilities of food service per-
sonnel.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 6 semester
hours in food preparation (12/73).

Related Occupation Codes: 94B.

AR-1729-0010

1. BAKING
2. et3READ BAKING

Course Number: All Versions: 500 -
94D20. Version 2: 10-R-943.1.

Location: Quartermaster School, Ft. Lee,
VA.

Length: Version 1 9-10 weeks (3350
hours). Version 2: 5-9 weeks (175-282
hours).

Elhibit Dates: Version 1: 5/66-Present.
Versiop 2: 8/57-4/66.

Objectives: To provide enlisted personnel
with a working knowledge of small- and
large-quantity baking, and to train them to
produce bread, menu pastry items, and spe-
cialty pastry items; in mobile field baking
units and central pastry kitchens.

Instruction: Introduction to baking, in-
cluding terminology, basic baking
techniques, andarecipes; operatiqn of small=
and large-quantity baking equipment.

Credit Recommendation: Version In
the vocational certificate category, 6
semester hours in food preparation (12/
73); in the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 6 semester hours
in food preparation (12/73); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 6 semester
hours in food preparation (12/73). Version
2: No credit because of the limited 'techni-
cal nature of the course (12/73).

Related Occupation Codes: 94D.

AR-1729-0011

I. FOOD SERVICE SUPERVISOR
(FOOD SERVICE SUPERVISION,

ENLISTED)
2. FOOD SERVICE SUPERVISION, ENLISTED
3. FOOD SERVICE SUPERVISION, ENLISTED

Course Number; Version I: 800-F2; 10-
R-F23. Version 2: 10-R-941.7, Version 3:
10-E-21.

Location: Quartermaster School, Ft. Lee,
VA,

Length: Version 1: 8-9 weeks (293
hours). Version 2: I I weeks (352-359

'hours). Version 3...16 weeks (576 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 1/64-Present.

Version 2: 11/58-12/63. Version 3: 9/
54-10/58.

Objectives: To train mid-management
personnel to coordinate and operate food
service activities.

Instruction: All Versions: 'Mess manage-
ment; nutrition and menu planning; super-
vision of meat processing and baking facili-
ties; analysis of food preparation; field
messing operations; supervision of mess
facilities. Version 3: Applied cookery; ap-

. plied baking.
Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In

the vocational certificate category, 3
semester hours in hotel-restaurant institu-
tions (12/73); in the lower-division bac-
calaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours in hotel-restaurant institu-
tions (12/73); in the upper-division bac-
calaureate category, 3 semester hours in
food service management (12/68). Version.
2: In the vocational certificate category, 3
semester hours in hotel-restaurant institu-
tions (12/73); in the lower-division bac-
Calaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours in hotel-restaurant institu-
tions (12/73); in the upper-division bac-
calaurete category, 4 semester hours in
food service management (12/68). Version
3: In the vocational certificate category, 6
semester hours in hotel-restaurant institu-
tions (12/73); in the lower-division bac-
calaureate/associate degree category, 6
semester hours in hotel-restaurant'institu-
tions (12/73); in the upper-division bac-
calaureate category, 5 semester hours in
food service management (12/68).

Related Occupation Codes: 94B.

AR-1729-0012

I. CLUB MANAGEMENT
2. CLUB MANAGEMENT
3. CLUB MANAGEMENT

(OPEN MESS MANAGEMENT)
(CONSOLIDATED AND OPEN MESS)

Course Number:, All Versions: 83E-43;
8E-4112; 8E -02I A; 800-00J50. Version 3:
8E-F2; 801-F1; I0- D -F26; 10-E-4110; 10-
E-20.

Location: Institute of Administration, Ft.
Benjamin Harrison, IN; Quartermaster
School, Ft. Lee, VA.

Length: Version 1: 2-8 weeks (70-288
hours). Version 2: 1-7 weeks° (49-240
hours). Version 3: 7-8 weeks (308-332
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 1 I /77-Present.
Version 2: 12/74-10/77. Version 3: 8/
55-11/74.

Objectives: To train personnel to operate
and manage military clubs.

Instruction: Version 2: Note: This course
includes three phases which the student
may attend consecutively or individually in'
any order. Phase I - Management and Ad-
ministration includes topics on the Army
club system, management, personnel,
operations and entertainment. Phase II -
Financial Management includes topics on
accounting and internal control. Phase III -
eood and Beverage Operations includes
topics on food and beverage operations.
Version 3: A comprehensive course in club
management, covering food planning and
control, general management, equipment
and sanitation, accounting, and business
law.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1:
Pending evaluation. Version 2: In the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 1 semester hour in club
management for those students completing
Phase I, 1 semester hour in club financial
control for those students completing Phase
II, 1 semester hour in club food and
beverage control for those students

completihg Phase III (see note above) (6/
75). Version 3: In the vocational certificate
category, 3 semester hours in hotel., restau-
rant, and institutional management, 2 in
food and nutrition (12/73); in the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in hotel, restau-
rant, and institutional management, 2 in
food and nutrition (12/73); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in hotel, restaurant, and institutional
management, 2 in food and nutrition (12/
68).

Related Occupation Codes: 71L; 73D;
94B; 00J; 03B; 73D; 94B; OW; 03B.

AR-1729-0013
UNIT MESS OFFICER

(MESS ADMINISTRATION)

Course Number: 8E-F1; I0 -A -F2; 10-B-
F2; 10-0-9.

Location: Quartermaster School, Ft. Lee,
VA.

Length: 3-4 weeks (105-140 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/55-Present.
Objectives: To train officers to operate

and manage unit messes.
Instruction:; Basic food production, in-

cluding cooking, baking, and nutrition and
menu planning.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 3 semester hours
in hotel, restaurant, and institutional
management (12/73); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours in hotel, restaurant, and in-
stitutional management (12/73); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 3
semester hours in institutional/culinary
management (12/68).

AR -1729 -0014

I. FOOD ADVISER/TECHNICIAN
2. FOOD SERVICE SUPERVISION
3. FOOD SERVICE SUPERVISION

Course Number: Version 1: 8E-4114; 8E-
941A. Version 2: 10-B-4114., Version 3: 10-
B-941A; 10-0-5.

Location: Quartermaster School, Ft. Lee,
VA.

Length: Version I: 12 weeks (511
hours). Version 2: 12 weeks (420 hours).
Version 3: 1-6t,Nveeks (560 hours).

Exhibit Dates; Version l: 7/68-Present.
Version 2: 7/63 -6/68. Version 3: 6/55-6/63.

Objectives: T6 provide commissioned of-
ficers and warrant officers with a working
knowledge of, food preparation, cooking
and serving, and the duties and functions of
food advisers.

Instruction: Theory and principles of
cooking; operation of dining facilities and
equipment; food preparation; menu
planning; nutrition and food services; or-
ganization and management.

Credit Recommendation: Version l: In
the vocational certificate category, 3

semester hours in organization and
management (12/73); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours in organization and
management (12/73); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category,-3-semester hours in
organization and managemeht (12/73).
Version 2: In the vocational certificate
category, 4 semester hours in food prepara-
tion, 3 in organization and management
(12/73); in the lower-division baccalau-
reate/associate degree category, 4 semester



hours in food preparation, 3 in organization
and management (12/73); in the. upper-
division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in food preparation and nutrition, 3
in food service management (12/68). Ver-
sion 3: In the vocational certificate catego-
ry, 4 semester h6urs in food preparation, 3
in basic nutrition, 3. in organization and
management (12/73); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 4,
semester hours in food preparation, 3 in
basic nutrition, 3 in organization and
management (12/73); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in
fOod preparation, 3 in nutrition, 3 in food
service management (12/68),

Related Occupation Codes: 041 A; 941 A.

AR-1724-0015

SUBSISTENCE PROCUREMENT QUALITY
ASSURANCE AND STANDARDIZATION

Course Number. 6G-F2; 321-F3.
Location: Academy of Health Sciences,

Ft. Sam Houston, TX.
Length: 2 weeks (75 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/76-Present.
Objectives: To provide officer and en-

listed veterinary specialists with stan-
dardized training to supervise/train subor-
dinate personnel in the performance of
procurement quality assurance tasks.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in food technology, administration
and food preparation.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 1 semester hour in administra-
tion, 2 in food technology (6/77).

AR-1730-0001

REFRIGERATION EQUIPMENT REPAIR

Course Number: 720-51 L20; 5-E-13.
Location: Engineer School, Ft. Belvoir,

VA.
Length: 11-13 weeks (387-474 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/56-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

install, assemble, operate, maintain, and
repair refrigeration and air-conditioning
units.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in installation, assembly, operation,
maintenance and repair of refrigeration and
air-conditioning units, including refrigera-
tion systems theory, system components,
electrical theory, mechanical and electrical
systems analysis, gasoline engines, accesso-
ries and controls of refrigeration equip-
ment, specific equipment usage, and opera-
tion of ice plants, cold storage warehouses,

. and heaters.
Credit Recommendation: In the voca-

tional certificate category, 15 semester
hours in mechanical and electrical
refrigeration service (5/74); in the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in mechanical
and electrical refrigeration service on the
basis of institutional examination (5/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 5I L; 51P.

AR-1730-0002
ENGINEER MISSILE EQUIPMENT

MAINTENANCE

Course Number: 633-62C20.
Location: Engineer School, Ft. Belvoir,

VA.

Length: Version I: 9 weeks (292 hours).
Version 2: 11 weeks (369-386 hours). Ver-
sion 3: 9-10 weeks (343-361 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version I: 9/74-Present.
Version 2: 8/71-8/74. Version 3: 5/66-7/71.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
install, operate, and maintain engineer
equipment used in missile systems.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in the installation,
operation, and .maintenance of engineer
equipment used in missile systems, includ-
ing basic electricity and electrical -test
equipment; air-conditioning systems; inter-
nal-combustion engine systems apd repairs
heater operation; air, fuel, and electrical
systems; air compressors; and elevator as-
sembly. Version I: Topics on elevator as-
sembly eliminated.

Credit' Recommendation: Version 1: In
the vocational certificate category, 4
semester hours in 'refrigeration theory and
basic electricity (6/75); in the lower-divi-
sion baccalaureate/associate degree catego-
ry, 2 semester hours in refrigeration theory
and basic electricity (6/75). Version 2: In
the vocational certificate category, 5

semester hours in refrigeration theory and
basic electricity (5/74); in the lower-divi-
sion baccalaureate/associate degree catego-
ry, 3 semester hourt in refrigeration theory
and basic electricity (5/74). Version 3: In
the vocational certificate, category, 3
semester hours in refrigerationlheoryand
basic electricity (5/74); in the lower-divi-
sion baccalaureate/associate degree catego-
ry, I semester hour in refrigeration theory
and basic electricity (5/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 62C.

AR-1730-0003
UTILITY ELEMENT MAINTENANCE-MEDICAL

UNIT SELF-CONTAINED
TRANSPORTABLE (MUST)

Course Number: 662-F3.
Location: Engineer School, Ft. Belvoir,

VA.
Length: 4 weeks (148 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/69-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

repair the self-containing transportable air-
conditioning units.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the maintenance of self-contained
transportable air conditioning units. Course
includes the fundamentals of refrigeration
and gas turbine engines, and the diagnosis
and repair of utility elements and output
controls.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 4 semester hours
in refrigeration (5/74); in the lower-divi-
sion baccalaureate/associate degree catego-
ry, 2 semester hours in refrigeration (5/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 52C;. 51L;
52D; 621 A.

AR-1730-0004
ENGINEER MISSILE EQUIPMENT REPAIR

,Course Number: 633-62C30.
Location: Engineer School, Ft. Belvoir,

VA.
Length: 5-7 weeks (190-232 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/66-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

repair and maintain air conditioning units
and high-pressure air compressors used in
missile systeths.
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Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the repair and maintenance of air
conditioning units and high-pressure air
compressors used in missile systems, in-
cluding operation of specific equipment,
electrical system operation, hygrometer
operation and repair, power station air
systems, air conditioning fundamentals, and
equipment assembly, dismantling, and
troubleshooting techniques.

Credit Recommetidation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 2 semester hours'
in refrigeration equipment troubleshooting
(5/74).

Related. Occupation Codes: 62C.

AR-1732-0001
FIXED POWER PLANT REPAIR

Course Number: 622-Fl.
Location: Engineer School, Ft. Belvoir,

VA.
Length: 3 weeks (106 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/69-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in

on-site repairs and maintenance of diesel
engine-driven fixed power plants.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in power plant operation, engine con-
trols and circuitry, control panel and switch
gear, fuel oil centrifuge and oil purifier,
coolant systems, and maintenance of facili-
ties.

Credit Recommendation: Insufficient data
for evaluation (3/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 52D; 52H.

AR-1732-0002
WATER SUPPLY.

Course Number: 5-E-17.
Location: Engineer School, Ft. Belvoir,

VA.
Length: 8 weeks (283-312 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/55 - 12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in

the analysis, treatment, and distribution of
water, and the operation and operator
maintenance of portable water purification
or water supply equipment. ;

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in aspects of water supply, including
introduction to water and water analysis;
CBR and decontamination methods; princi-
ples, operation, and maintenance of pumps
and engines, distillation equipment, and
water purification equipment; and
camouflage. -

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 6 semester hours
in theory pf water purification (5/74); in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, -3 semester hours'in theory
of water purification (5/74); in the upper;
division baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours' in theory of water purification (12/
68).

AR-1732-0004
POWER PACK SPECIALIST SKILL

DEVELOPMENT BASE
(POWER PACK SPECIALIST NONCOMMIS-

SIONED OFFICER (NCO) CANDIDATE)

Course Number: 662-52C20-1.
Location: Engineer School, Ft. Belvoir,

VA.
Length: 17 weeks (645-653 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/68-Present.
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Objectives: To tram selected enlisted per-

sonnel to perform as power pack. super-
visors and technicians.

Instruction: Lecture:: and practical exer-
cises in the duties of a power pack super-
visor and technician. Course includes gas
turbine operation, air conditioning and
refrigeration, combat operations, supply
techniques, and methods of instruction.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional ertificate category, 2 semester hours
in i uction to power technology (7/
74); i the lower-division baccalaureate/as.-
sociate degree category, 3 semester hours
IR introduction to power technology (7/
74); in the upper- division baccalaureate
category, 3 semester hours in introduction
to power technology (7/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 52B; 52C.

A 121732-0005

PRF.CISF. POWER GENERATION

Course Number: 5-R-351.2.
Location: Engineej School, Ft. Belvoir,

VA.
Length: 4 weeks (148 hours):
Exhibit Dates: 4/65-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted perSonnel to

inSralt:t operate, and maintain precise
power-generating. equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the installation, operation, and
maintenance of piecise . power-generating
equipment, including electrical fundamen-
tals, motor generators, gas turbine genera-
tors, paralleling and emergency power
transfer, and testing and troubleshooting
procedures.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 2 semester hours
in electrical programs (7/74); in the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in electrical
programs (7/74).

AR-1732-0006

POWER PACK SMfI.IALIST

Course Nurrir: All Versions: 662-
° 52020. Version 2: 5-R-351.3.

Location: Engineer School, Ft. Belvoir,
VA.

Length: Version ": 7 weeks (233 hours).,
Version 2: 4-5 weeks ( 150-187 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version I: 6/72-Present.
Version 2: 11/64-5/72.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
operate and maintain gas turbine engines
and multi- output package equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in operation and maintenance of gas
turbine engines and multi-output package
equipment. Course includes gasoline tur-
bine repair, air conditioning and refrigera-
tion principles, and power station main-
tenance and repair.

Credit Recommendation: Version I. In
the" lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 2 semester hours as an
elective in power technology (7/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 2
semester hours as an elective in power
technology (7/74). Version 2: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/asociate degree
category, I semester hour as an elective in
power technology (7/74); in the upper-divi-
sion baccalaureate category, I semester
hour as an elective in power technology (7/
74).

Related Occupation, ('odes: 5211; 52(7;
62e.

AR-1733-0004

PARACHUTE RIGGER (PARACHUTE PACKING,
MAINTENANCE AND AIRDROP)

(PARACHUTE . PACKING, MAINTF.NANCF.
AND AIRDROP)

(PARACHUTE PACKING, MAINTENANCE
AND AIR DELIVERY)

(PARACHUTE PACKING, MAINTENANCE
AND AERIAL DELIVF:RY)

Course Number: 4N -461A; 860-43E10;
860-43E20; 860-43E2P; 860-46.4.11 10-H-
4820; 10-H-46 IA; 10-1-1-464. I; 10-0E-30.

Location: Quartermaster School, Ft. Lee,
VA.

Length: 11-14 weeks (385-L495 hours).
Exhibit Dates: I0 /55- Present-
Objectives: To train personnel to inspect,

maintain, repair, and pack personnel and
cargo parachutes and airdrop equipment;
rig, load, and secure cargo in aircraft;
prepare cargo for inflight ejection; and
recover parachute*and airdrop equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in parachute packing subjects,
parachute jumping, basic and advanced air-
drop subjects, and maintenance subjoin.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 2 semester hours
in parachute packing or packaging elective
(8/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 43E.

AR-1734-0001

SII0F. REPAIR

Course Number: 760-43L20; 10-R-462.2;
10-E-5,

Location: Quartermaster School, Ft. Lee,
VA.

Length: 6 weeks (264 hours).
Exhibit Dates: I /57-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

inspCct and repair leather footwear, to fit
orthopedic devices, and to maintain Sand
operate shoe repair equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
'cises in shoe repair, including shoe repair

machinery; shoe repair methods;
orthopedic work; shoe repair shop opera-
tions; shoe repair trailer operations; moral
leadership and responsibilities; sole-
stitching machine; maintenance and opera-
tion of the sole skiver; beveler; trimmer;
welt roller and band saw; shoe-patching
machine, shoe-finishing machine.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 4 semester hours
in leatherwork and shoemaking (6/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 43L.

AR-2201-0001
COMIIAT MISSILE MAINTF.NANCE (27-CMF)

NCO ADVANCED (USAMMCS)
(FIF:L13 ARTILLERY MISSILES (FM-CMF)

NCO ADVANCED (USAMMCS))
Course Number: 1-27-C42; 1.-FM-C42A.
Location: Missile and Munitions School,'

Redstone Arsenal, AL.
Length: 10-12 weeks (334-423 hOurs):
Exhibit Dates: 4/73-Present.
Ohjectives: To train selected personnel to

supervise the maintenance of various mis-
sile systems.

Instruction: Unit personnel management;
communication arts; technical aspects and-
functioning of missiles; maintenance and
care of equipment.

Credit Recommendation: In the Voca-
tional certificate category, 3 semester hours

in engineering (1/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, I

semester hour in communication skills-(6/
75).

Related Occupation Codes: 27B; 27D;
27E; 27F; 27G; 27H.

AR-220I-0002
COMSAT SURVEILLANCE AND TARGET

ACQUISITION (SA-CMF) NCO BASIC
Course Number: 2-11:C40; 2-SA-C40A.
Location: Field Artillery School, Ft. Sill,

OK.
Length: 10-11 weeks (362-342 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/73-6/76.
Objectives: To train selected personnel in

the basic principles and techniques of com-
bat surveillance and target acquisition.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-.
cises in field artillery weapons as. used in
target acquisition; specialty study for coun-
termortar/counterbattery; radar, sound, and
flash ranging; field illumination; and artil-
lery _surveyor and meteorology observer
crewmen.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(1/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 17A; I7B;
I7C; 17D; 17E; 82C; 93E; 93F; 35D.

AR-2201-0003
AMEDD OFFICER BASIC (RESERVE.

COMPONENT)
( ARMY MEDICAL DEPARTMENT OFFICER

BASIC (RESERVE COMPONENT))

Course Number: 6-8-C20( RC).
Location: Academy of Health Sciences,

Ft. Sam Houston, TX.
Length: 2 weeks (76 hours).
Exhibit Dines: 6/76-Present.
Objectives: To provide selected Medical

Department co misSioned officers of the
reserve com nent with a general
knowledge of asic skills which will enable
them to adapt to and function within. the
military environment.

Instruction: Conferences, demonstra-
tions, lectures, and practical exercises deal-
ing with familiarization with the various
aspects of the Army Medical Department,
including the Health and Environment
Division, Health Care Administration, and
the Military Science Division.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(10/76).
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AR-2201-0004
ARMOR NONCOMMISSIONFT) OFFICER (NCO)

CANDIDATE ( 11E)

Course Number: 020-11E40-1.
Location: Armor School,.Ft. Knox, KY.
Length: 12 weeks (593 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/68-Present,
Objectives: To prepare enlisted personnel

to he armor crewmen, tank drivers, tank
gunners, and tank commanders and to he
capable of performing supervisory duties.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in automotive maintenance; communi-
cations; weapons; armor, cavalry, artillery,
and engineering operations; military leader-
ship; first aid; and map reading.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 2 semester hours
in auttailotiye shop or communications (2/
74).



AR-2201-0006

ARMOR NONCOMMISSIONED OFFICER (NCO)
CANDIDATE (11 D)

Course Number: 250-111340-1
location: Armor School, Ft. Knox, KY.
Length: 12 weeks (590 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/68-Present.
Objectives: To prepare armor intelligence

specialists to be reconnaissance sergeants,
reconnaissance vehicle commanders, liaison
sergeants, scout squad leaders and section
leaders.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in automotive maintenance, communi-
eativs, weapons, artillery operations, ar-
mored cavalry operations, and engineer
operations.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate Category, 2 semester hours
in automotive shop-'or communications (2/
74).

Related Occupation Codes: 11 D.

r
AR-2201-0007

INFANTRY OPERATIONS AND INTELLIGENCE

SPECIALIST SKILL DEVELOPMENT BASE

Course Number: 250-1 I F40-1.
Location: Infantry School, Ft. Berming,

GA.
Length: 12 weeks (455 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/67-2/7 I.
Objectives: To prepare enlisted men Jo

perform as leaders/supervisors in infantry
operations and intelligence.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in combined arms tactics, staff sub-
jecti, communications, material readiness,
and weapons.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 6 semester
hours in advanced military ( 12/68).

Related Occupation Codes: I I F.

AR-2201-0008

SPECIAL. AMMUNITION MAINTENANCE/
NUCLEAR WEAPONS ELECTRONIC
TECHNICIAN WARRANT OEMCF.R
INTERMEDIATE

Course Number: 4-9-C30-J; 4E-261A:
4E-262A-A.

Loceition: Missile and Munitions School,
Redstone Arsenal, AL.

Length: 9 weeks (376 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/72-Present.
Objectives: To provide warrant officers

with,.the knowledge and skills necessary to
supervise technical operations performed
on nuclear weapons.

Instruction: Lectures in military resource
management, military organization, nuclear
weapons management, applied electronics,
weapon systems, and management of main-
tenance personnel.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 3 semester hours
in electronics engineering, 3 in manage-
ment (2/74); in the lower-division bac-
calaureate/associate degree category, 3

semester hours in electronics engineering, 3
in management (2/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 260A.

AR-2201-0009

AIR DEFENSE MISSILE REPAIR (23-CMF)
NCO BASIC

(AIR DEFENSE. (AD-CMF) NCO BASIC)
Course Number: 1-23-C40B; I -AD-

C4013.
Location: Missile and Munitiord School,

Redstone Arsenal, AL.
Length: 8-9 weeks (260-274 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/73-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

perform as noncommissioned officers in air
defense units.

Instruction: Lectures and practical ex-
perience in communication and human
relations; personnel management; and
maintenance and repair of Nike Hercules
and Hawk missiles, launchers, test equip-
ment, computers, and radars.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 3 semester hours
in personnel management (8/771.

Related Occupation Codes: 22L: 23N;
23U; 22K; 230; 23S; 23T; 24H; 241; 24K;
46D.

AR-2201-0010
SPECIAL FORCES QUALIFICATION

Course Number: None.
Location: Institute for Military

Assistance, Ft. Bragg, NC.
Length: 16 weeks (1375 hours).
Exhibit Dates: I 1/72-Present.
Objectives: To prepare officers and en-

listed personnel for volunteer duty in the
Special Forces.

Instruction: Lectures in leadership,
methods of instruction, land navigation,
and airborne operations, and intensive
training in one of five student selected spe-
cializations: radio operation, including
wave propagation, basic electronic theory,
magnetism, electronic countermeasures,
and cryptography; engineering, including
construction of barriers and obstacles,
rigging, form design, concrete contruction,
bridging, construction materials, and explo-
sives; weapons, including small arms, recoi-
less weapons, .mortars, and handguns;
armor unit supply, including principles of
unit supply, vehicles and weapons main-
tenance, property accountability, and
procedures for movement of rnilitary or-
ganizations; or medical, including surgery
preparation procedures, anesthesiology,
anatomy, microbiology, parasitology,

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: I I/75-Present.urinalysis, reaction and phlebotomy, and ,

Version 2: I I /72- I 0/75.
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Length: 6 weeks (262 hours).
Exhibit Dates; 10/73-5/74.
Objectives: To provide commissioned of-

ficers or enlisted personnel with a Working
knowledge of the operations, maintenance,
and employment of the Lance missile.

Instruction: Lectures on Lance guided
missile system, maintenance management,
Lance nuclear warhead section and tactical
employment, methods of instructglen, and
signal security.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 2 semester hours
in maintenance management or electrical
shop (2/74).

AR-2201-0012
AIR DEFENSE ARTILLERY (I6-CMF) NCO

E(AIR DEFENSE (AD-CMF) NCO BASIC)
Course Number: 0-16-C40; 11AD-C40A.
Location: Air Defense School, Ft. Bliss,

TX.
Length: 8-12 weeks (294-480 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/72-7/76.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

perform as noncommissioned officers in an
air defense missile unit.

Instruction: Lectures in leadership and
management, air defense tactics and
techniques; field exercises in air defense;
and a choice of missile electronics control
systems, Nike Hercules battery, Hawk mis-
sile system, or Chaparral/Vulcan air
defense system.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the specialized nature of the
course (8/77).

Related Occupation Codes: i 6B; I6C;
I 6D; 16E; I 6F; 16H; I 6J; it K; I 6P- I 6R;
24B; 24D; 24E; 24F; 24G; 24M; 24N, . 24P;
240; 24U; 25D; 25G; 25H; 25J; 25K; 3IR;
00G.

AR-2201-0013
2. INFANTRY ARMOR (IA-CMF) NCO

BASIC

Course Number: Version I: 0.111-C40.
Version 2: 0-1A-C40A.

Location: Infantry School, Ft. Bcnning,
GA.

Length: Version 1: 8 weeks (326-368
hours). Version 2: 10-12 weeks (404-609
hours).

hematology.
Credit Recommendation: In the voca-

tional certificate category, 9 semester hours
in premedical curriculum, communications,
civil engineering, or electrical engineering
'(2/74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 9 semester hours
in premedical curriculum, communications,
civil engineering, or electrical engineering
(2/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 3 semester hours in premedical
curriculum, 3 in communications, 3 in civil
engineering, and 2 in electrical engineering
(2/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 058; 1 113;
12A; 76Y; 9113.

AR-2201-001111

I .ANCE CADRE.

Course Number: 2F- 1 190L; 043-151140.
Location: Field Artillery ScRool. Ft. Sill,

OK.

2 ' I '

Objectives: To provide enlisted personnel
with the knowledge and skills necessary to
perform as noncommissioned officers in in-
fantry armor.

Instruction: Version 1: Maneuver Combat
Arms4-1nfantry ( I I-CMF) Noircommis
sioned Officer (NCO) Basic All Versions:
Lectures and practical exercises in the fun-
damentals of infantry management. includ-,
ing personnel administration, hurrah rela-
tionse If Live writing and speaking. com-
municatio , maintenance management,
physical c nditioning, combat intelligence,
,and air and land military operations.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1.- No
credit because of the military-specific na-
ture of the course (11/77). Version 2: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 1 semester hour in physi-
cal education, I in sociology (2/74): in the
upper- division baccalaureate category, I

semester hour in physical education, I in
sociology (2/74).
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Related Occupation Codes: 11 I IC;

IIF; IIH; IIC; 11F; IIH.

AR-2201-0014
MILITARY ASSISTANCE ADVISOR SECTOR/

UNIT

Comae Number: None.
Location: Special Warfare

Bragg, NC.
Length: Version 1: 5 weeks (172 hours).

Version 2: 6 weeks (241rhours).
Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 9/67-12/68.

Version 2: 2/66-8/67.
Objectives: To provide officers with the

knowledge and skills necessary to serve as
advisors in the Republic of Vietnam.

Instruction: Lectures in Vietnamese Ian-
guage;_ intelligence; psychological opera-
tions; advisory duties; tactics; and the
political, social, and economic conditions
in Vietnam.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
credit in Vietnamese language on the basis
of institutional examination (12/68). Ver-
sion 2: No credit because of the military
nature of the course (12/68).

School, Ft.

AR-2201-00I5
MILITARY ASSISTANCE TRAINING ADVISOR

CORPS/DIVISION

Course Number: None.
Location: SpeCial Warfare' School, Ft.

Bragg, NC.
Length: 6 weeks (214-230 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/66-12/68.
Objectives: To provide officers with the

knowledge and skills necessary to serve as
advisors in the Republic of Vietnam.

Instruction: Lectures in the Vietnamese
language; intelligence; psychological opera-
tions; advisory duties; tactics; and the
political, social, and economic conditions
in Vietnam.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, credit in
Vietnamese language on the basis of in-
stitutional examination (12/68).

AR-2201-0016

MILITARY ASSISTANCE. TRAINING ADVISOR

Course Number: None.
Location: Special Warfare School, Ft.

Bragg, NC.
Length: 6 weeks (188. hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/64-12/68,
Objectives: To train officers and enlisted

personnel to perform as military assistance
training advisors in counterinsurgency
operations.

Instruction: Lectures in the ftindamentals
of military assistance, including Vietnamese
language and area study; counterinsurgency
tactics and techniques; air ground opera-
tions; and technical weapons, demolitions,
and communications.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, credit in.
Vietnarneke language on the basis. of in-
stitutional examination (12/68).

AR-2201-0017.
NUCLEAR WEAPONS MATERIEL

MANAGEMENT OFFICER
(SPECIAL AMMUNITION OFFICER)

Co Urse Number: 4F.-75C; 4E-4517.

Location: Missile and Munitions School,
Redstone Arsenal, AL.

Length: 6-8 weeks (217-288 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/72-Present.
Objectives: To provide noncommissioned

. officers with the knowledge and skills
necessaryto perform as supervisors and ad-
ministrators in nuclear we pons assembly
and maintenance operati

Instruction: Lectures nd practical exer-
cises in the basic pri "pies of nuclear
weapons 'operations, i eluding nuclear
weapons fundamentals, weapon systems in-
spection and maintenance techniques, lo-
gistics, and nuclear weapons safety and re-
lated subjects.

Credit Recommendation: In ,the voca-
- tional certificate category, 3 semester hoUrs

in nuclear materials handling (2/74); in the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in
nuclear materials dandling (2/74).

AR-2201-0018
- 'COUNTERHATTERY/COUNTERMORTAR RADAR

CREWMEN SKILL DEVELOPMENT BASE

Course Number: 221-17B40-1.
Location: Artillery and , Missile School,

Ft? Sill, OK.
Length: 13 weeks (517 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/68- Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

perform as counterbattery/countevnortar
radar crewmen.

Instruction: Lectures and field exercises
in the basic principles of countermortar

,/ and counterbattery radar crew operations,
including electronic equipment installation
and operation, basic electronics, communi-
cations, map reading, physical conditioning,
and automotive equipment maintenance.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
. tional certificate category,' 3 semester hours,

in electronics ingineering (2/74); in the
lower-division baccalaureate / associate
degree category, 3 semester hdurs in elec-
tronics engineering (2/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 17B.

AR-2201-0019
AMMUNITION (55-CMF) NCO ADVANCED

(AMMUNITION (AM-CMF) NCO AD-
VANCED)

. Course Number: 6-55-C42; 6-AM-C42.
Location: Missile and Munitions School,

.Redstone Arsenal, AL.
Length: 10-11 weeks'(334-389 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/73-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

perform as noncommissioned officers in the
technical explosives ammunition field. .

Instruction: Lectures in military manage-
ment and administration, the responsibili-
ties of ammunition specialty noncommis-
sioned officers, and a program of university
courses or an individual research project in
the management field.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 3 semester hours
in explosives handling, 3 in personnel
management (2/7411; in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours in explosives handling, 3 in
personnel management (2/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 3
semester hours in personnel management
(2/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 5513; 55C;
SSD; 55G; 55X; 35F.

AR-2201-0020
TACTICS AND TECHNIQUES, PHASE 1

Course Number: 1000-1499.
Location: Joi; F. Kennedy Center for

Special Warfare, Ft. Bragg, NC.
Length: 4 weeks (156 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/66-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in

military subjects related to the duties of the
Special Forces.

Instruction: Lectures and practical, exer-
cises in teaching methods, map reading,
land navigation, and the organization of..
reconnaissance and combat patrols.'

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(12/68).

AR'2201 -0021

I. AMMUNITION MAINTENANCE
2. AMMUNITION RENOVATION

Course Number: All Vei-sion.s: 645 -
55C20. Version 2: 9-R-41'2.1.

Location: Version Missile and Muni-
tions School, Redstone Arsenal, AL. Ver-
sion 2: Ordnance School, Aberdeen Prov-
ing Ground, MD.

Length: Version 1: 9 weeks (290-293
hours). Version 2: 7-10 weeks (245-359
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 5/73-Present.
Version 2: 5/57-4/73-

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in
the maintenance, inspetion, and classifica-
tion of ammunition.

Instruction: Lectures and practical appli-
cation of classification and identification
techniques in small arms control; material
handling; inspection, testing, planning, and
operation of mortar, artillery, and rocket
arms.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited technical nature of
the course ( 12/68).

Related Okncupation Codes: 55B; 55C.

AR-2201-0022
I. AMMUNITION STORAGE
2. _AMMUNITION STORAGE ND OPERATION
3. 'IAr-.MMUNITION STORAGE
4. AMMUNITION STORAGE

Course Number: Version 1: 645-55820.
Version 2: 645-551320. Version 3: 9-R-
411.1. Version 4: 9-R-411;1 9-E-36.

Location: Version 1: Missile and Muni-
tions School, Redstone Arsenal, AL. Ver-
sion 2: Missile and Munitions School, Red-,
stone Arsenal, AL. Version 3: Ordnance
School, Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD.
Version 4: Ordnance School, Aberdeen
Proving Ground, MD,

Length: Version 1: 8 weeks (247-260
hours). Version 2: 10-11 weeks (361-392
hours). Version 3: 10 weeks (359 hours).
Version 4: 6 weeks (210-228 houv).

Exhibit, Dates: Version 2/74-Present.
Version 2: 3/66-1/74. Version 3: 4/58-2/66.
Version 414/56-3158.

Objectives: To provide enlisted personnel
with knowledge of the receipt, storage,
shiptnt, issue, safety, and securityAif am-
!nun' ion components, military. explosives,
and chemical ammunition.

Instruction: Conferences and practical
exercises, in ammunition material, service
procedures, storage, handling, movement,
inspection, maintenance, and destruction,



Credit Recomrendation: Version 1: In
the vocational certificate category, 3
semester hours in explosives handling (6/
75). Version 2: In the vocational certificate
category, 7 semester hours in explosives
handling (2/74). Version 3: In the voca-
tional certificate-category, 6 semester hours
in explosives handling (2/74). Version 4:: In
the vocational certificate category, 3
semester hours in explosives, handling (2/
74).

Related Occupation Codes: 55A; 55B.

AR-220I-0023
CAMOLNLAGE OFFICER

(OFFICERS CAMOUFLAGE)

Cdurse Number: 4 -N -951 1; 5-0-9. 61va,"
Location: Engineer School, Ft. Belvoir,

VA.
Length: 2 weeks (76-77 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/53-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in

the techniques and methods of concealing
, personnel, materiel, and military installa-
tions.

Instruction: Leciures and practical ex-
perience in principles of camouflage;
methods and materials; and concealment of
individuals, weapons,and installations.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited technical nature of
the course (2/74).

AR-220I-0024

HEAVY MORTAR AND DAVY CROCKETT NCO

Course Number: 010-Fl.
Location: Infantry School, Ft. Benning,

GA.
Length: 6 weeks (255 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/65-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in

the supervision and direction of heavy mor-
tar firing in Davy Crockett units and in-
fantry combat situations. ,

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in weaponry, tactics, operations;
equipment, and communications.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(12/68).

AR-2201-0025

INFANTRY COUNTERFIRE SUPERVISION

Course Number: 7-0E-13.
Location: Infantry School, Ft. Benning,

GA.
Length: 5 weeks (187 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/55-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel

and commissioned officers to control and
superVise the training and tactical employ-
ment of an infantry counterfire platoon.

Instruction: Practical exercises in
weapons, artilleiy, communications, map
and aerial photograph reading, and combat
intelligence.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(12/68). ,

AR-2201-0026

ORDNANCE. TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE

Course Number: 9 -H -F2.
Location: Ordnance, School, Aberdeen

Proving Ground, MD.
Length: 13 weeks (455 hours ).

Exhibit Dates: 2/57-12/68.
Objectives: To train commissioned of-

ficers, warrant officers, and enlisted per-
sonnel to collect, identify, and evaluate
foreign ordnance material or relevant docu-
ments and to disseminate pertinent infor.-
mation.

Instruction: Conferences and practital
exercises in weapons, tanks and armored
vehicles, technical intelligence training
methods, map reading, and field'problems.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(12/68).

AR-2201-0027

CAMOUFLAGE COURSE, ENLISTED

Course Number: 790-51E20; 5-R-514.1;
51E-26,

Location: Engineer School, Ft. Belvoir,
VA.

Length: 5 weeks (164-184 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/56-Present.
ObjeCtives: To train enlisted personnel in

the methods and techniques of concealing
Personnel, equipment, and military installa-
tions during combat situations.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in principles of camouflage, material
methods, and concealment of individuals,
weaponry,and

Credit geoemmendation: No credit
because of the limited technical nature of
the course (2/74).

AR-2201-0028
VISUAL TRACKER COURSE

Course Number: 2E-F32; 01 1 -F4.
Location: Military Police School, Ft.

Gordon, GA.
Length: 7 weeks (397 hours).
Exhibit Datek 10/70- Present.
Objectives: To train officers in tire

techniques of tracking personnel through
Varied terrain.

Instruction: Practical experience in
scouting, long-range reconnaissance, in-
dividual management, and signal communi-
cation.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
s because of the military nature of the course

)(2/74).
Related Occupation Codes: I I B; I I F;

I D.

AR-2201-0029
CHEMICAL (54-CMF) NONCOMMISSIONED

OFFICER (NCO) ADVANCED
(CHEMICAL (CL-CMF) NCO ADVANCED)
Course Number: 4-54-C42; 4-CL-.C42.
Location: Ordnance and, Chemical

School, Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD;
Chemical School, Ft, McClellan, AL.

Length: Version 1: 10 weeks (336-349
hours). Version 2 : 1 1 weeks (358 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version I: 8/75-Present.
Version 2: 3/73-7/75.

Objectives: To provide enlisted personnel
with a basic understanding of chemical and
biological defense, and to qualify them as

' master sergeants.
Instruction: Lectureson Army manage-

ment practices and concepts, including lo-
gistical and maintenance management;
chemical, biological, and nuclear warfare;
and radiological defense.

Army 1-217
Credit Recommendation: Version 1:

Pending evaluation. Version 2: No credit
because of' the military nature of the course
(r4).

Related Occupation Codes: 54B; 54C;
54D; 54E; 54F; 92D.

AR-2201-6030

SMOKE AND FLAME SPECIALIST NCO BASIC

Course Number: 030 - 54(40 -EC.
Location: Chemical School, Ft. McClel-

Ian, AL.
Length: 10 weeks (357 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/71-12/72.
Objectives: To train selected anlisted per-

sonnel as smoke and flame specialists.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in biological, chemical, nuclear, and
radiological defense operations; detection
and identification of agents; effects of
nuclear weapons; fallout prediction; and
flame and fuels firing of high explosive
anti-tonk weapons and grenades.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(2/74).

Related Occupation Codeti: 54B.

AR-2201-0031
CHEMICAL BASIC NCO

(DECONTAMINATION SPECIALIST. NCO
BASIC)

Course Number: 4-CL-C40; 030- 54840-
EC.

Location: Chemical School, Ft. McClel-
lan. AL.

Length: 10-12 weeks (357-438 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/7I-Present.
Objectives: To train selected enlisted per-

sonnel to supervise chemical operations.
Instruction: Lectures add practical exer-

cises in biological, chemical, nuclear and
radiological defense; fallout prediction;
contamination plotting; chemical muni-
tions; material maintenance, including
flame and flame-servicing equipment, and
use of detection kits.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(2/74).

AR-2201-0032
RECRUIT1NG,AVAC ENLISTED

Course Number: 12-R-075.7C.
Location: Adjutant General's School, Ft.

Benjamin Harrison, IN.
Length: 3 weeks (112-121 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/57-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel of

the Women's Army Corps in the principles
and techniques of recruiting for WAC
members.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in enlistment prerequisites, recruiting
techniques, public speaking, interviewing
techniques, and radio and television
techniques.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower -
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in public rela-
tions or communications (//74).

AR-2201-0033
DAVY CROCKETT TRAINING

Course Number: None.
Location: Armor School, Ft. Knox, KY.
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Length: 3 weeks (124 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/61-12/68.
Objectives: To train heavy-weapons in-

fantrymen as section leaders for the Davy
Crockett weapons system.

Instruction: Conferences and practical
exercises in driving vehicles of the Davy
Crockett system, operation and main-
tenance of radio equipment, limp reading,
'basic concepts of nuclear weapon employ-
ment, mechanical training, and firing
procedures of the system.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, I, semester hour
in automotive shop (2/74).

AR-2201-0034
INFANTRY. SENIOR SERGEANT NCO

ADVANCED

Course. Number: 010-11G50-EC.
Location: Infantry School, Ft. Benning,

°GA.
Length: I I weeks (383 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/72-Present.
Objives; To tirain noncommissioned

officers as infantry senior sergeants.
Instruction: Conferences and practical

exercises in combined-arms tactics, staff
subjects, communications and electronics,
unit and material readiness, weapons,
leadership, and management.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate /associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in management
(2/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 6 semester hours in advanced
military ( 12/68).

Related Occupation Codes: 1 I B; I IC;
11F;-11G; I IH.

AR-220I-0035'

INFANTRY 'ADVANCED NONCOMMISSIONED
OFFICER (NCO)

Course Number: 7-E-I9.
'Location: infantry School, Ft. Benning,

GA.
Length: 16 weeks (607 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/55-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to.

control and supervise the training and tacti-
cal employment of a platoon of an infantry
rifle or heavy-weapons company.

Instruction: Conferences and practical
exercises in tactical weapons employment
and firing, communications, general milita-
ry subjects, and school brigade.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
( 12/68).

AR-220I-0036,
HARBOR CRAFT OPERATOR

(HARBOR CRAFT BOATSWAIN)

Course Number: 062-61E130; 813-61B30;
813-562.2; 55-12-562.6; 55-E-26.

Location: Transportation School, Ft.
Eustis, VA.

Length: 5-11 weeks (189-414 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/56-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in

the operation of harbor craft.
Instruction: Lectures and practical ex-

perience in watercraft equipment and ship's
rigging; communications; and watercraft
operation, including navigation,

Credit Recommendation: In the voca--
tional certificate Category, 3 semester hours

in cargo handling and water transportation
(2/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 61 B.

AR-2201-.0037

ELECTRONIC WARFARE (EW) CRYPTOLOGIC
SUPERVISOR

(ADVANCED EW/CRYPTOLOGIC SUPER-
, VISOR)

(USASA SENIOR NONCOMMISSIONED OF-
FICER)

Course Number: 230-Fl.
Location: Security Agency School, Ft.

Devens, MA.
Length: Version 1: 7-13 weeks (231

hours). Version 2: 9 weeks (300 hours).
Exhibit Dates; Version 1: 5/77-Present.

Version 2: 10/60-3/77.
Objectives: To train senior noncommis-

sioned officers to manage electronic war-
fare/cryptologic operations of the U.S.
Army Security Agency.

Instruction: Version I : Training in
management and supervision techniques
pertaining to military systems, military
<science, and intelligence and security
techniques. Version 2: Lectures and practi-
cal exercises in general military subjects,
signal communications, electronics, securi-
ty, management control, effective speaking
and listening, slid combined arms.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the ,lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in main-

, tenance management and supervision (9/
77). Version 27 No credit because of the
military nature of the course ( 2/68).

AR-2201-0038

PATHFINDER

Course Number: 2E-F3; 01 I -F3.
Location: Infantry School, Ft. Benning,

GA.
Length: 3-5' weeks (129-247 hours).
Exhibit. Dates: 1/66-Present.
Objectives: To train officer and enlisted

parachutists to provide navigational
assistance to drop-zone aircraft and deploy-
ing troops.

Instruction: aectures and practical exer-
cises in the organization, mission, and
training of pathfinder platoons; electronics;
communications; and map reading. '

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(12/68).

AR- 2201 -0039

ARMOR NONCOMMISSIONED OFFICER (NCO)
(ARMOR ADVANCED NONCOMMISSIONED

OFFICER (NCO))
Course Number: 17-R-I31.6; 17-E-13f

17-R-133.6.
Location: Armor School, Ft) Knox, KY.
Length: 9-16 weeks (351-563 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/55-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

supervise sub-unit armored divisions.
Instruction: .Practical exercises in . auto

mechanics, communications, personnel and
equipment numagement, and weaponry.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the milite'ry nature of the course
( 12/68),

"-

AR-2201-0040
AIRBORNE

(AIRBORNE. QUALIFICATION)

Course Number: 2E-F1; 011-PI; 7-H-F7;
7-0E-6.

Location: Infantry School, Ft. Benning,
GA.

Length: 3 weeks (107-111 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/55-Present.
Objectives: To train army personnel in

the techniques of battlefield parachuting.
Instruction: Practical exercises in jump

tower training, parachute landing falls,
door exits, malfunctions, and physical train-
ing, including parachute jumps.

'Credit Recommendation; No credit
because of the miliprror ture of the course
(12/68),

AR-2201-004I
RANGER

Course mber: 7-0E-15; 71D-F4; 2E-
F2; 011-F2,

Location: Infantry School, Ft. Benning,
GA.

Length: 7-9 weeks (499-1052 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/54-Present.
Objectives: To develop leadership quali-

ties in selected officers and enlisted men by
providing training in self - discipline and
obedience. '

Instruction: Lectures and practical .exer-
cises in map reading and land navigation;
tactical training in guerrilla operations;
demolition; patrolling and leadership; intel-
ligence, endurance, and confidence tests;
and physical training.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 6 semester hours in physical edu-'
cation (2/74),

AR-2201-0042
MARINE ARTILLERY OPERATIONS CHIEF

Course-N umber: 250-F5.
Location: Field. Artillery School, Ft. Sill,

OK.
Length: 13 weeks (472-480 hours).

'Exhibit Dates: 8/73-Present.
Objectives: To train noncommissioned

officers to supervise field artillery opera-
tions.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in gunnery, target acquisition, tactics
and combined arms, artillery meteorology,
survey, fire support coordination, fire
planning,' and observed fire.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(2/74).

AR -2201 -0043

INFORMATION AND AUDIO VISUAL (IV-
CMF) NCO ADVANCED

Course Number: 4-IV-C42.
"Location: Signal School, Ft, MonMouth,

NJ.
Length: '10 weeks (343 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10 /72- Present.
Objectives: To provide enlisted personnel

with advanced training in the principles,
techniques, and meth. of audio-visual
communication.

Instruction: Lectures in general military
subjects; administrative and management
practices; combat service support opera-



tions; field training exercises; .and television
and pictorial policies, procedures, and
equipments.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military' nature of the course
(2/74).

Related Occupation 'Codes: 26-1, 41H;
8413; 84C; 84E; 84F; 84G.

AR-2201-0044
FIE.I.D ILLUMINATION CREWMAN, NCO

CANDIDATE
(FIELD ILLUMINATION CREWMAN, SKILL

. 'DEVELOPMENT BASE)

Course 'Number: 030-17E40-1.
Location: Field Artillery School, Ft. Sill,

OK.
Length: 9 -12 weeks (378-463 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/69-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

perform as illumination crew supervisors.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in weapons handling, tactics, target
acquisition, communications, electronics,
searchlight operations, gunnery 'techniques,
and leadership training.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(2/74).

Related OccUpation Codes: 13A; 17E.

AR-2201-0045

LIGHT AND HEAVY-WEAPONS INFANTRYMAN

Course Number: None.
Location: Special Warfare Center, Ft.

Bragg, NC.
Length: 8 weeks. ( 304. hours).

' Exhibit Dates: 6/64-12/68.
Objectives: To provide enlisted personnel

with the knowledge and skills necessary to
operate U.S. and foreign army light and
heavy weapons.

Instruction : 'Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the use cif hand guns, rifles, ,car-
Nines,' shotguns, submachine and machine
guns, anti-tank weapons, and mortars and
grenades.

Credit Recommendation; No credit
because of the military nature of the course
( 12/68 ).

AR-2201-0046

,INFANTRY NONCOMMISSIONED OFFICER
(NCO) BASIC

Course Number : 'None. .

'Location: _Infantry School, Ft. Henning,
GA.

Length: 10-12 weeks (407-612 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/72-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

perform as noncommissioned officers in in-
fantry operations and intelligence.

Instruction: Lectures; demonstrations,
and practical exercises in effective writing
and speaking, map reading, radio commu-
nication procedures, marksmanship, small
unit tactical operations, intelligence and lo:
gistical operations, and field fortifications
anti camouflage.,

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division haccalaureate category, 9 semester
hours in basic Military science (2/74).

Related Occupation Codes: III); IC;
IIF; 1111.

AR-2201-0047
iTrvrt)PERATiONS --

Coutse Number: 4N-2180; 500-F3.
LoTation: Institute for Military

Assistance, Ft. Bragg, NC.
Length: 2 weeks (72 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/75-Present.
Objectives: To prepare officers_ and

senior noncommissioned officers for civil-
military operation staff duties.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in resource management, civil affairs
resources, psychological operations
resources, and civil-military operations.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(1/76).

AR- 2201 -0048

FIELD ARTILLERY MECHANIC

Course Number: 041 131330.
Location: Field Arill ery School, Ft. Sill,

OK.
Length: 5 weeks (182 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/72-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

perform mechanical maintenance on artil-
lery Weapons.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in equipment maintenance, supply
procedures, maintenance management
systems, basic electronics, and cannon artil-
lery fundamentals.

Credit Recoinmendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(2/74).

Related Occupation Codes: I3A; 1313.

AR-2201-0049

INFANTRY OPERATIONS AND INTELLIGENCE
SPECIALIST NCO ADVANCED

Course Number: 250.11F5r-EC.
Location: Infantry School Ft. Henning,

GA.
Length: 13 weeks (426 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/72-Present.
Objectives: To train noncommissioned

officers as infantry operations and intel-
ligence specialists.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in basic infantry and intelligence
operations, including combat supply and lo-
gistics; radio communications procedures;
maintenance management; weapons train-
ing; chemical operations; fortifications;
map reading; effective speaking; leadership
training; and infantry, armor, mechanized
artillery, and airborne tactical operations.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 6 semester
hours in-military science (12/68).

Related Occupation Codes: I113; I IC;
IIF; 11H.

AR-2201-0050
INFANTRY NONCOMMISSIONED OFFICER

.( NCO) CANDIDATE
Course Number: 250-11E40-1.
Location: Infantry School, Ft. Henning,

GA.
Length: 12 weeks (477 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/71-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

assume supervisory duties and responsibili-
ties as noncommissioned officers in the in-

.fantry.
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Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in combined-arms tactics, general
military subjects, communications/elec-
tronics, weapons, unit/material readiness,
and staff management.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
-division baccalaureate category, 6 semester
hours in advanced military science (4/71).

Related Occupation Codes: 1 I B.

AR-2201-0051
USARADCOM CBR OFFICER COURSE

Course Number: 2E-F7.
Location: Chemical School, Ft. McClel-

lan, AL.
Length: 3 weeks ( 119 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/69-Present.
Objectives; To provide commissioned of-

ficers and warrant officers with a working
knowledge of the defensive aspects of
chemical, biological, and radiological war-
fare operations.

Instruction; Conferences and practical
exercises in chemical, biological, and
radiological plans. training, and operations;
technical aspects of chemical, biological,
and radiological operations; nuclear war-
fare;-and radiological defense.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(2/74).

AR-2201-0052
OFFICER CANDIDATE (RESERVE,

COMPONENTS)
(INFANTRY OFFICER CANDIDATE (RESERVE

COMPONENTS))
(INFANTRY OFFICER CANDIDATE (RESERVE

COMPONENT))
(INFANTRY ARMY RESERVE OFFICER CAN-

DIDATE)

Course Number: 2-7-F2; 7-N-F2; 7-N-
F13; 7-E-24.

Location: Infantry School, Ft. Henning,

Length: 9 weeks (326-443 hours).
Exhibit Dates: I/57-Present.

4Thjectives: To train National Guard and
Army Reserve junior officers as infantry
platoon leaders.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in arms tactics, including offensive
and defensive operations; patrolling; milita-
ry leadership; map and airphoto reading;
physical training; drill and command; tacti-
cal communications; maintenance manage-
ment; and individual, special purpose, and
crew served weapons.'

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in military science (12/68).

AR-2201-0053
SPECIAL FORCES JUMPMASTER

Course Number: 2E-F37; 01 1 -F7.
Location: -Institute for., Military

Assistance, Ft. Bragg, NC.
Length: 2 weeks (89 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/73-Present.
Objectives; To qualify experienced

parachutists.as jumpmasters.
Insietiction: Lectures and practical

demonstrations in the duties and responsi-
bilities of parachute jumpmasters, including
aircraft exit techniqUes and safety mea-
sures; jump commands and signals; .use of
various parachute and aerial delivery con-
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Miners; and personnel, parachute, and air-
craft inspection.

. Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of .the limited technical nature of
the course (2/74).

AR- 2201 -0054

SPECIAL ASSIGNMENT. (SP-CMF) NCO
ADVANCED

Course Number: 8-SP-C42.
Location: Quartermaster School, Ft. Lee,

VA.
Length: 7 weeks (252 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/72-Present.
Objectives: To provide senior noncdm-

missioned officers with a basic understand-
ing of general quartermaster subjects and
supervisory procedures and skills.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in logistical combat support; princi-
ples of leadership, maintenance manage-
ment, communication techniques, and air-
drop procedures.

Credit Reconnendition: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(2/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 43E.

AR-2201-0055

AMMUNITION (55-CMF) NCO BASIC
(AMMUNITION (AM-CMF) NCO. BASIC)
Course Number: 6-55-C40; 6-AM-C40.
Location: Missile and Munitions School,

Redstone Arsehal. AL.
Length: 7-10 weeks (260-328 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/72-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in

the handling, maintenance, and disposal of
ammunition and explosives.

Instruction: Conferences and practical
exercises in management, special weapons
operations, ammunit.r jnaintenance, ex-
plosives disposal.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 3 semester hours
in demolitions or explosives disposal (2/
74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, I semester hour in
communication skills (6/75).

Related Occupa Codes: 35F; 55B;
55C; 55D; 55G;.5

AR-2201-0056

AmmuNT.ON INSPECTCIF
(MILITARY AMMUNITION INspocToR)

Course Number: 645-15X30; 645-55X40.
Location: Missile and Munitions School,

Redstone Arsenal, AL.,
Length: 8-12 weeks (240-420 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/71-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

inspect ammunition.
Instruction: Conferences and practical

exercises in ammunition material; rocket
and guided missile inspection and main-
tenance; storage, handling, and transporta-
tion of ammunition; surveillance and main-
tenance of ammunition; and demilitariza-
tion and destruction of ammunition.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca:
tional certificate category, 3 semester hours
in esiolosives handling (6/75).

Railed Occupation Codes: 5513; 55C;
55D; 550; 55X;155Z.

AR-2201-0057

AIR DEFENSE ARTILLERY (16-CMF) NCO
ADVANCED

(AIR DEFENSE (AD-CMF) NCO AD-
VANCED)

Course Number: 0-16-C42; I -AD-C42A.
Location: Air 'Defense School, Ft. Bliss,

TX.
Length: 10-12 weeks (361-425 hours).

yxhibft
Dates: 2/73-Present.

bjectives: To provide enlisted personnel
with a working knowledge of the duties of
senior noncommissioned officers in air
defense management. I

Instruction: Lectures On leadership and
management; air defense tactics; weapons;
military operations; communication skills.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(2/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 16B; 16C,
I6D; 16E; 16F; 16H; 16J; I6K; I 6P; 16R;
24C; 240; 24E; 24F; 24G; 24M; 24N; 2413;
24Q; 241J; 251); 25G; 2514; 25J; 25K; 00G.

AR- 2201 -0058

ARMY MEDICAL SERVICE OFFICER
ORIENTATION

(ARMY MEDICAL SERVICE OFFICER BASIC)

Course Number:- 8-A-C20A; 8-A-C I A; 8-
0-31.

Locatifau Medical Field Service
Ft. Sam 'Houston, TX.

Length: 5-7 weeks (144-240 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/55-12/68.
Objectives: To provide newly commis-

sioned medical officers with training in the
fundamentals of Medical Service Corps or-
ganization and administration.

Instruction: Lectures in the fundamentals
of Medical Service Corps organization and
administration, including supply administra-
tion, personnel management, martial law,
dental service organization, field mediCal
service organization, field medicine ' and
surgery, nprsing service, veterinary service,
and neuropsychiatric casualties 'manage-
ment.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited, technical nature of
the course (2/74).

AR-2201-0059 (See page '1-248)

AR-2201-0060
SPECIAL FORCES MILITARY FREE FALL

PARACHUTIST/MILITARY FREE FALL
JUMPM ASTER

Course Number: 2E-F48; 0 I 1 -F I I.
Location: Institute for Military

Assistance, Ft. Bragg, NC.
Length:'6 -8 'weeks (2792-374 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/73-Present.
Objectives: To qualify personnel as mili-

tary free fall parachutists and military free
fall jumpmasters.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in military free fall parachutist train-
ing and military free fall jumpmaster train-
ingls

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
,( I /76).

Related Occupation Codes: 1113; I IC;
I2B; 76Y; 9113; 0513.

AR-2201-0061
FIELD ARTILLERY OPERATIONS AND

INTELLIGENCE NONCOMMISSIONED
OFFICER (NCO)

(FIELD ARTILLERY OPERATIONS AND IN- 4
TELLIGENCE ASSISTANT)

Course Number: 250-F1:- 6-R-F37; 6-R-
152.6.

Location: Field Artillery School, Ft. Sill,
OK; Artillery and Missile School, Ft. Sill,
OK. 44.

Length: 11-14 weeks (398-517 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/62-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

perform as field artillery intelligence and
operations assistants.

Insfruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in-the-functions of field artillery intel -.
ligence and operations assisting, including
Army, maintenance systems, radio commu-
nications, gunnery and fire direction. tag-
tics and combined arms, artillery survey,
meteorology, and artillery transport.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(5/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 13E; 13B;
13D; 13Z.

AR-2201-0062

REGULAR ARMY ARMOR OFFICER BASIC
(ARMOR OFFICER BASIC (RA))

Course' Number, 2-17-C20(RA); I7-A-
.

C20A.
Location: Armor School. Ft. Knox, KY.

\ Length: 6-9 weeks (245-349 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/63-Present.
Objectives: To train newly commissioned

armor officers in basic armor subjects and
procedures.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in basic armor subjects and
procedures, including automotive main-
tenance, maintenance management, and
recovery and vehicle operations; armor tac-
tics; chemical, biological, Ettd radiological
operations; communications equipment,
thepry, and procedures; map and air-photo
reading; special warfare; medical service;
arms and gunnery; night training; and ad-
ministrative and military leadership
procedures.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, credit in
advanced military science at institutions
which regularly offer such credit (12/68).

AR- 2201-0063

CHAPARRAL/VULCAN OFFICER
QUALIFICATION

(CHAPARRAL/VULCAN OFFICER AND NON-
COMMISSIONED OFFICER QUALIFICA-
-noN)

Course Number:. 2E-14B; 2E-1174; 2F-'
F8; 121 -F17.

Location: Air Defense School, Ft. ,Bliss,
TX.

Length; 5-7 weeks (171-294 hours).
Exhibit Dates:. 7/68-Present.
Objectives: To provide training in

Chaparral/Vulcan air defense system
characteristics, capabilities, limitations, and
air defense tactics, with emphasis on bat-
tery orbattalion operations.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the organization, maintenance,
systems control, and, test and firing
procedures of the Vulcan and Chaparral air
defense systems.



Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military, nature of the course
(3/75).

AR-2201-0064
WARRANT OFFICER ORIENTATION

Course Number: WO-Fl.
Location: Field Artillery School, Ft. Sill,

. OK; Artillery and Missile School, Ft. Sill,
OK.

Length: 2-3 weeks (69-114 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/67-6/75.
Objectives: To train warrant officers in

social and military customs and in officer
responsibilities.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in leadership; problem solving; finan-
cial and personnel management; military
law; social customs; writing; artillery trans-
port; maintenance management; communi-
cations; and tactics.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(5/74).

AR-2201-9065

WOMEN'S ARMY CORPS NCO LEADEasniP
COURSE ..-

Cotirse Number: 510-F3.
Location: Women's Army Corps Sch

Fit. McClellan, AL. ,,,

Length: 4 weeks (139-151 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/67-Present.
Objectives: To trgin enlisted personnel to

be unit noncommissioned officers.
Instruction: Lectures in unit administra-

tion, intelligence and security, land naviga-
tion, supply, methods of instruction, leader-
ship, and personnel management.

Credit Recommendation: No cred
because of the limited technical nature of
the course (5/74).

AR-220 1-0066

TACTUAL TRAINING

Course Number: Not available.
Location:, Security Agency School, Ft.

Devens, MA. .. . .

Length: 2 weeks (106 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/66-12/68.
Objectives: To provide personnel with

training in infantry weapons and small-unit
tactics.

Instiuction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises, in tactical training, including infantry
weapons and small-unit tactics.

Credit Recommendation: Insufficient
for evaluation (5/74).

AR-220 1-0067

USARADCOM CHEMICAL, BIOLOGICAL,
's AND RADIOLOGICAL

NONCOMMISSIONED OFFICER
(USARADCOM CBR NCO)
Course Number: 494 -F2. -
Location: Chemical School, Ft. McClel-,

Ian, AL.
Length: 4 weeks (126-128 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/65.-Present.
Objectives: To provide enlisted personnel

with training in chemical, biological, and
radiological operations.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the Cu plans, training and opera-
tions, supply and maintenance management

procedures, an echnical aspects of chemi:
cal, biological, an radiological operations.

Credit Recom ndation: No credit
because of the limite technical nature of
the course (12/68).

AR-22014068
CHEMICAL STAFF SPECIALIST

Course Number: 494-54E20; -534.1;
3-E-I.

Location: 'Chemical School, Ft. McClel-
lan, AL; Ordnance School, Aberdeen Prov-
ing Ground, MD.

Length: 7-12 weeks (275-420 hours).
Exhibit Dates:4/54-Present.
ObjectiveS; To train enlisted personnel as

specialisti.: in 'chemical, biological and
radiological operations.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in technical aspects of chemical,
biological, and radiological operations, in-
cluding defensive operations, materiel and
weapons, basic science and mathematics.
biological agents, biological der tion and
defense, meteorology., field havior of
chemical agents, radiac i trumentatiOn,
field impregnation, map r ading and in-
terpretation, communications, intelligence,
and supply and maintenance management

--proce4ares.
CrQ. it Recommendation: No credit

because of the military nature of the course
(5/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 54E.

AR-2201-0069
WAC OFFICER ORIENTATION/OFFICER

CANDIDATE

NUMber: 7-35-C21; 7-35-Fl.
WAC School, Ft. McClellan,

1 weeks (331-334 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/73-Present.
Objectives: To give newly commissioned

Women's Army Corps officers basic orien-
tation training.

Instruction: Lectures and practiCal exer-
cises on general military subjects,, including
drill and command, tactics, land naigation,
officer indoctrination, DoD organization,
intelligence and security, operations and
training, unit operations, leadership
development, supply management, Army
administration, resource and personnel
management, and command and staff func-
tions.

Credit Recommenclatio0 No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(5/74).

AR-2201-0070
FIELD ARTILLERY MISSILE NCOApVANcED

(FIELD ARTILLERY MISSILE (FM-CMF)
NCO ADVANCED)

Course Number: I -FM-C42B. ,

LocatiOn: Field Artillery School, Ft. Sill,
OK.

Length: 10-12 weeks (326-441 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/72-Present.
Objectives: To train missile and rocket

crewmen, fire direction assistants, and elec-
tronics materiel specialists to supervise
field artillery missile units.

Instruction:'Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the supervision of field artillery
missile units, including leadership training,
map reading, maintenance procedures,
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aerial navigation, combat operations,
weapons and warfare, artillery fundamen-
tals and organization,- gunner), rocket and
missile equipment and Operations, analysis
of various components and systems,
imagery interpretation, and fire, planning
and fire support coordination..

Credit No credit
because of the limited technical nature of
the course (5/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 15B; 15D;
15E; I5F; I 5.1;210.

AR-2201-0071 ,

FIELD ARTILLERY CANNON (FA-CylF) NCO
BASIC

Course Number: 0-1 -C40; 0-FA-C40.
Location: Field Artillery School, Ft. Sill,

OK.
Length: 12 weeks (404 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/73-6/76.
Objectives: To,, train noncommissioned _

officers to supervise field -artillery opera-
tions.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
Peises inthe field artillery cannon duties of
noncommissioned officers, including map'
reading and intelliggace subjects; field artil-
lery cannon operation and fire direction on
105 -mm, 155 -mm, 175 -mm, and 8-inch
weapons; ammunition; communications;
and maintenance procedurss.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
Orial certificate category,.3 semester hours

in automotive shop or maintenance
m nagement (2/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 13A; I3B;
13E.

AR-2201-0072
ENGINEER EQUIPMENT REPAIR SPECIALIST

CANDIDATE

Course Number: 612- 62B30 -1.
Location: Engineer School, Ft. Belv_oir,

VA,
Length: 12 weeks (486 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/69-Present.
Objectives: 'To train engineer equipment

repairmen to perform as senior technicians.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises-in engineer equipment repair, includ-
ing map reading and land navigation, com-
bat support, warfare, tactics, leadership, and
maintenance management and shop opera-

it Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(6/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 62B.

AR-2201-0073
SERVICE AND RENOVATION (SIII-CMF)'NCO

ADVANCED

Course Number: 7-SR-C42.
Location: Quartermaster School;lft. Lee;

VA.
Length: 8-9 weeks (92-144 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7 /73- Present.
Objectives: To qualify enlisted personnel

as noncommissioned officers in advanced
service and renovation.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises on advanced service and renovation,
including logistical combat 'support, leader-
ship, mainte nance management, communi-
cation techniques, operation and main-
tenance of fixed and mobile lituriqry
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ment, operation and maintenance of field
bath and delousing equipment. Army mor-
tuary affairs program, idenigication of the
dead. battlefield collection and evacuation,
cemetery'oggiaticrn, and company and bat-
talion admi trative procedures.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(6/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 57E; 57E.
57G.

AR-2201-0074
SERVICE AND RENOVATION (SR -CMF) NCO

BASIC

Cburse Number: -7-SR-C40.
Location: Quartermaster School,Ft. Lee,

VA;
Length: 9-12 weeks (311-421 hours).
Exhibit Diates: 4/73-Present.
Objectives: To qualify enlisted, personnel

, as noncommissioned officers in basic ser-
vice and renovation.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in basic service and renovation, in-
cluding leadership, logistical combat sup-
port, machine sewing, communication
techniques, shoe repair methods and super-
vision. supervigion of mobile laundry opera-
tions,' battlefield search and recovery
operations, current death and concurrent
return program, hand tools and material
handling equipment, minor repair of
buildings, roadways and grounds, and appli-
cation of learned skills and khowledges.

Credit' RecomMendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(6/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 43J; 43K;
43L; 57E; 57F.

AR-2201-4075

SIGNAL: OFFICER BASIC (RESERVE
COMPONENT)

Course Number: 4-1 I-C25.
Location: Signal School, Ft. Gordon. GA.
Length: 4 weeks (196 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/76-Present.
Objectives: To provide newly commis-

sioned officers with the knowledge and
skills necessary to perform the duties of a
platoon leader.

Instruction: Lectures and demonstrations
in tactical systems oriented to combat use-
fulness; utilizing knowledge gained in simu-
lated situations pertaining trl telecommuni-
cations.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, credit' in
radio, wire communications, and telegraph
systems on the basis of institutional ex-
amination (4/77).

AR-2201.0076
CABLE. Si" I: FR NONCOMMISSIONED OFFICER

(Ni( 0) BASIC
Course Number: 621-36E40-EC:
Location: Southeastern Signal School, Ft.

Gordon, GA.
1...ength:'14 weeks (539 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/71-Present.
Objectives: To train enlists personnel to

supervise cable-splicing operations.
Instruction: Lectures on cable splicing

and command leadership. Topics include
command tactics, personnel and 'records
management, troubleshooting, record keep-
ing, and general military subject matter.

Credit Recinitiel..)1antion: No credit
because of the military:nature of the course

(6/44 18).ted Occupation Codes: 36E; 36C.

AR-2201-0477
CHEMICAL OPERATIONS APPRENTICE

(CHEMICAL (ENTRY))

.1 Course Number: 030-54A10; 3-R-530.0.
Location: Chemical Corps School, Ft.

-McCellari, AL. '
Length: 7-9 weeks (225-324 hours). \,
Exhibit Dates: 6/57-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

be chemical operations apprentices.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in management and leadership, unit
and staff operations, chemical and biologi-
cal defense, nuclear warfare and radiologi-
cal defense, and maintenance and materiel
management. .

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(5/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 54A; 54B;
54C; 540

AR-2201-0078
TACTICAL COMMUNICATIONS CHIEF, SKILL

DEVELOPMENT BASE

Course Number: 101-31G40-1.
Location: Field Artillery School, Ft. Sill,

OK:
Length: 14 weeks (505 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/69-Present.
Objectives: To train field radio

mechanics as tactical communications
chiefs.

Instruction: Lectures ald practical exer-
cises on the duties of tactical communica-
tions chiefs, including wire communica-
tions; FM radio equipment and systems;
radio telephone procedures and security;
standard B-freque,ncy-modulated radia
equipment; amplitude-modulated radio
equipment and radioteletypewriter
procedures; message center procedures and
cryptography; applied communications; tac-
tical subjects and map reading; automatic
data processing equipment; and counter-
mortar and. ground su eillance radar
equipment.

Credit Recommendati : No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(6/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 31B; 31 G.

AR-2201-0079
WAC UNIT COMMANDER

Course Number: 7A-F35.
Location: WAC School, Ft. McClellan,

AL.
Length: 2 weeks (65 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11 /73-Present. '
Objectives: To train female officers to

handle the administrative responsibilities of
a unit.

Instruction: Lectures on the duties of
unit commanders and administrators.
Course includes military justice, military
resource management, personnel manage-
ment, leadership techniques, and guidance
and perforniance counseling.
4 Credit- Recommendation: No credit
because of the military -nature of the course
(5/74).

A

AR-2201,-0080

ASSOCIATE AIR DEFENSE ARTILLERY
BATTERY OFFICER

Course Number: 44-A-C3A; 44-0-2A.
Location: Air Defense School, Ft. Bliss,

TX; Antiaircraft Artillery and Guided Mis-
sile School, Ft. Bliss, TX.

Length: 14-17 weeks (520-6.16 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/55-12/68.
Objectives: To irain officers in air r

defense artillery battery operational
procedures.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in air defense artillery battery opera-
tional procedureS, including leadership,
basic electricity, communications
techniques, specialized antiaircraft systems,
nuclear weapons employment, air defense
tactics, motors and generators, automatic
weapons and gunnery; and staff
procedures.

Credit Recommendation: No .credit
because of the military nature of the course
(6/74).

AR-2201-0081
ARMY AIR DEFENSE COMMAND POST

CONTROLLER

Coursethiumber: 44-D-F34.
Location: Air Defense School, Ft. Bliss,

TX.
Length: 3 weeks (133 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/61-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel

and commissioned officers in the capabili-
ties, limitations and operation of a specific
command post. ;

!instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the operation of a specific com-
mand post. Course includes dath flow,
communications, message composition, bi-
nary-to-decimal conversion, use of grid
systems, computing facilities., radar data
processing equipment, weapons monitor
control,. countermeasures employment, and
specialized "component application.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
'.because of the military nature of the course
(6/74).

AR-2201-0082
I. AIR DEFENSE ARTILLERY 9FFICF.R BASIC

(AIR DEFENSE OFFICER BASIC)
(AIR DEFENSE OFFICER ORIENTATION)

2. AIR DEFENSE ARTILLERY OFFICER BASIC
(ANTIAIRCRAFT ARTILLERY (AAA) fl

OFFICER BASIC)

Course Number: Version 1: 2-44-C20;
44-A-C20. Version 2: 44-A-C I A; 44-0-A.

Location: All Versions: Air Defense
School, Ft. Bliss, TX. Version 2: _Artillery
and Guided Missile School, Ft. Bliss, TX.

Length: Version 1: 8-12 weeks (289-470
hours). Version 2: 16 weeks (572-579
hours):

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 2/60-Present.
Version 2: 9/56-1/60.

Objectives: To train commissioned of-
ficer's to perform as air defense artillery of-
ficers.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in the basics of air
defense artillery. Version 1: Topics include
air defense iNstems, command and staff
functioning, weapons familiarization, and
supervisory and leadership preparation.
Version 2: Topics include motors ,and
generators. electronics, map reading, com-



niunications, gunnery, skysweeper, air
defense tactics; and ride, marksmanship.
Technical subject matter is handled in a
cursory manner.

Credit RecommendatiOlt Version 1: In
teethe upper-division baccalaureate category.

credit in advanced military science at in-
stitutions which normally offer such credit

..( I 2/68 ).. Version 2: In the vocational cer-
:yid-it:ate category, I semester hour..in basic,

electrical laboratory (6/74); in the 'upper-
division baccalaureate category,. credit in
advanced military at institutions which
regularly offer such credit ( F2/68).

.AR-2201-0083 colt

RA1)10 OVIERATOR NONCOMMIS.51011E.D
OT'EleFIR (NCO) riAsic

Course,,.*mber: 201-05840-EC.
Location: SoutheasWrn Signal School, Ft.

Gordon. GA.
Length: 9 weeks (349 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/7I-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

serve as noncommissioned officer radio
operators.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in radio operator duties. Topics in-
elude

.
command leadership, command tac-

tics; radio/wire integration systems, and su-
Opervisory communications and duties.

Credit Reseommendation: In the upper:
division baccalaureate category, credit in
advarfced military at institutions which
regularly offer such credit ( 12/64).

Related (kcupation Codes:. 1)513; 3 I Z;
()5C.

AR 2.20 170084

FIELD ARTILLERY MIsSii.DOFFIcER BASIC

Course Number: 6-0-1-3,
Location: Artillery and GUided Missile

Schixil, Ft. Sill, OK.
Length: 15 weeks (560 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/56-12/60.
Objectives: To train newsy commissioned

officers to supervise Veld artillery opera-'
tions, and to handle the dutieic of guidance-
platoon leaders, firing-platoon leaders, and
ammunition train commanders of specific
-missile units. <,

Instruction:I Lectures and field exercises
in the duties of .field .artillery missile of-
ficers. Topii:s include tactical arms, com-
munication and electronics, gunnery,. and
minors. Course does not include informa-
tion in electronic solid-state devices 'and
materials,

Credit Recommendatidn( In the voca-
tional certificate category, 3 semester hours
in electricity,- I in electrical laboratory, (6/
74); in the lower-division baccalaureate /as=
sociate degree' category, I .semester hour in
electrical laboratory (6/74); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, credit in
advanced military at institutions. which
regialarly. offer such eredit ( 12/68).,.

AR-2201-0085
INFANTRY MoRIAR PLATix)N

Course Number: 2E-1543; 010-F1.
Location: Infaritry School, Ft. Henning.

GA.
Length: 5 weeks (258 rs).
Exhibit Dates: 6170-Pr t.
Objectives: To train ers and non-

coinmissioned Officers to command infantry
heavy tuort.:.,unirs.

..,
Instruction: Lectures and practiCal exer-

cises in the supervision of a heavy mortar
platoon in :airport of infantry combat
operations; including tactical employment,
methods of employment, tactical conside a-
tiiins, tactical training. communicati ns,
weapons, meohanical training and crew
drill, forward observation procedures, Fire
direction center procedures.- and heavy
mortar platoon cOminimications. .

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(12/68.)4

Related Occupation Codes: I IC.

AR-2201;0'086

ARMY AVIATION MEDICAL OFTICF.R
ORIENTATION

Course Number: 6A-Fl; 1-A-F8. .

Location: Aviation School, Ft. Rucker,
,AL.

Length: 3 weeks (90-105 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/64-Present.
Objectives: To familiarize aviation medi-

cal officers with Army aviation, the Army
aviation medical program, and aeromedical
evacuatiOn.

Instruction:. Lectures and practical exer-
cises on Army aviation and the Army avia-

) tion medial prograni, including aviation
medicine; tactics; fixed -wing and icgary-
wing training; -Army board for aviation ac-
cident research; airfield operations; control
tower operations; basic fundamentals of
flight; short-field techniques; instrument
training; types of helicopters, and .funda-
mentals of-helicopter lieradyriliCriics.

Credit . Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited technical nature of
the course (6/74),

AR-2201-0087

EIGIIT TARGET MISSILE CONTRItLLET/
(RADIO-CONTRoLLED AIRPLAE. ARGETs

OPERATION)
(RCAT OPERATIONS)'
Course' Number: 4N-F2; 600-F4; 44-D-

105.6; 44-D-0590; 44-D-209.7.
Location: Air Defense School, Ft. Bliss,

TX.
Length: 8-12 weeks (L96 -443 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/57-Present.
Objectives: To train personnel in

launching, flying, and recovering radio-con-
trolled airplane targets. and combined
operational support functions. ;' 1

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in radio-contrideled target operations,
including orientation and system
familiarizlation, MOM-33A & B field opera-
tions. combined operational subjects,
description of the RCAT airframe and en-,
gine characteristics, RCAT control and
aerodynamics, RPS-1 and C-2 remote con-
trol system characteristics, and RCAT
1?.'iunch and recovery methods.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course

6/7:1a1)t12 ed Occupation Codes: 0o,c,

AR-2201-0088
HAWK OFFICER

(HAWK OFFICER QUALIEICA1 ON)

Course Number: 2F-F5; 44-A F18.
Location:" Air Defense School, Ft. Bliss,

TX. .

Length: 5-7 weeks (182-250 hours).

A Li
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Exhibit Dates: 8/58-PrEsent.
Objectives: To train "officers in Hawk

missile system operations.
Instruction: Lectures in Hawk missile

system operations, including battery or-
gaidiation. basic electronics, Doppler and
ranging principles, 'launcher, missile han-

' Wing and preparation, radar, integrated
system check, cabling and cOmmunica-
tions.. maintenance 'publiAtions, main
tenance, system, equipment records
procedures, generator operations, "'elec-
tronic intelligence and security, inspection
techniques, Vulcan and Chaparral
farniliarization, and emergency operations.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course

`....46/74).

AR-2201-0089
LACROSSE. FIRING BATTERY

Course Number: 6-R-I66.6; 6-R-F10. .

Location: Artillery, and Missile School,
Ft. Sill, OK.

Length: 4 weeks (163-203 hours).
Exhibit Dates: I /58-1 2/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

supervise and instruct subordinates in as-
sembling. testing, adjusting, operating, and
maintaining Lacrosse missile launchers and
associated equipment.

Instructiort: Lectures and practicaVeXer-
CiSes in supervision and instruction of as-
sembling. testing, adjusting, operating, and
maintaining Lacrosse missile launchers and
associated equipment. Topics include artil-
lery transport. gunnery; tactical and corn;

bined arms, target acquisition, and equip-
ment associated with Lacrosse missile
launchers,

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited technical nature of
the course ( 6/74).

AR-2201-0090
Ant DEFENSE. ARTILLERY FIELD GRADE

(OFFICER REFRESHER
(AIR DEFENSE. ARTILLERY FIELD GRADE

OFFICER REFRESHER)
(SENIOR AIR DEFENSE. ARTILLERY( OF-

EIGER )

Coure Numbei: 2,44-C8; 44-A-P2.
Location: Air Defense School, Ft. Bliss,.

TX. -

Length: 3 weeks (97-123 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/6 I -Present.
Objectives: To train field and general of-

ficers in the characteristics, capabilities,
limitations. operations, and tactics of one .

or both of,the major Anny air defense mis-
sile systems, Nike Hercules, and Hawk.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-,,
ekes in the duties of air defense artillery
officers, including Nike Hercules and Hawk
defense systems familiarization, air defense
operations and tactics. electronic warfare,
Nike system .computer, MCDR and record
analysis, Fire (ustribution systems, ARAD-
COM tactical operations, acquisition and
tracking radars, battery control,. and ;com-
mand maintenance management inspection.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited technical nature of
tilt. course .( 6/74). -

AR-2201-0091
PERSHING LAYING SPECIALIST

Course Number: 043-I5E30.
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A:scallorq, Field Artillery School, Ft. Sill.

Length: 2Aeks (71-74, hours).
Exhibit_ Dates: 7/70-6/76.
Objectives; To train enlisted 'personnel as

specialists sire :azimuth laying techniques
requited in' Pershing missile firing batteries.

Instruction: Lectures and practiCal exer-
cises in the duties of a specialist in azimuth
laying techniques in Pershing missile firing
batteries.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course .

(6/74).
r Related Occupation Codes: 15E-.

AW2201-11092

R DEFENSE MISSILE MAINTENANCE
TECHNICIAN AND MAINTENANCE
CHIEF SYSTEM TRANSITION (HAWK)

(AIR DEFENSE MISSILE MAINTENANCE
TECHNICIAN (HAWK) SYSTEM
TRANSITION')

Course Number: 121 -F22; 4F-F8.
Location: Missile and Munitions School,.

Redstone Arsenal, AL.
Length: ,19, weeks (677-.688 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/70-Present.
Objectives: To train warrant officers and

enlisted personnel to maintain and provide
logistical support of Hawk guided missile
systeMs-and associated equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the maintenance of Hawk missile
Systems and associated equipment.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the come,
(6/74 ).

Related Occupation Codes: 2238; 223D;
251 D. ,,

AR-2201-0093

,SERGEANT MIsSILE CREWMAN
NoNcLommitIONED OFFICER (NCO)BASIC`

Course Number: 043-15840-EC. '
Location: Field Artillery School, Ft.OK.
Length: 13 weeks..(466 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10111-12/71.
Objectives: To' train enlisted personnel to

perform as sergeant missile crewmen.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the dutieS of sergeant missile
crewmen. Course includes command and
leadership techniques, missile aiimuth
orientation, launcher functions, warhead
characteristics, and tactical subjects. ,

Credit Recommendation: NyS credit.
because of the military datum of e course
(6/74).

(dated Occupation Codes: 15/13; 15°z.

41 Instruction: Laboratory and lecture exei-
cises and practical' .experience in the field
cm.the theory and use of spediffic communi-
cations 'electronics equipment under simu-
lated combat situations.

,Credit Recommendation: 1n the voca-
tional certificate category, 3 semester hours
in communications ,principles on the basis
of institutional examination (4/77-

AR-220141095

NIKE HERCULES OFFICER .

Course Number: 2E-I4C; 2F-1180A; 2F-
F4; 44-A-F4.

LOcation: Air Defense School, Ft. Bliss.
TX.

Length: 6-8 weeks (215-288 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/63-Present.
Objectives: To train commissioned of-

ficers in the essential materiel and tactics
pertainipg to the Nike Heretiles system.

Instrpction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in: tire essential materiel and tactics
pertaining ,to the Nike Hercules system.
Course includes training in the Nike Her-
cules system and in air defense tactics.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
iiecause of the limited technical nature of
the course (2/75).

AR-2201-0096
.,

SMALL ARMS REPAIR

Course Number: 641-45E170 (Army);
1-211 I (USMC); 9-E- I I .

Hod: Ordnance School, Aberdeen
ng Ground, MD.

h: 6-8 weeks (210-296 hours).
Ex Wit Dates: 5/56-Present.
,Ob Ives: TO train enlisted personnel to

maintain small arms and materiel. °.

. Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in small arms and materi I main-
tenance, including rifles, machipe guns,
submachine guns, .mortars, I rocket
launchers. recoilless weapAs, pishals, and
g evade launchers.
, Credit . 112pcommendation: No credit
because of dffi.imilitary nature of the course
(7/74). . . .

Related Occupation Codes: 4513; 45Z.

S 11,

,

AR-2201-0094

(eAR-2201-0097

SIGNAL. OFFICER ADVANCED tHF.SERvE
COMPONENT)

Course Number: 4- 11 -C26 (RC).
Location: Signal School. Ft. Gordon, CA.
Length: 12 weeks (407 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/77-iPresent.
Objectives: To prepare signal officers to

command, administer, and train signal uriits"
in direct support of combat operations. AO
be .responSible for installing. maintaining,
and managing tactical commUniOions, and '..

to klperi the commander advise0on the i 1-
stallation,and operation of s
electronics systems,

AMPRIBI AN. OPERATOR

Course Number: 062-61D20; 813-61D20.
Location: Transportation School, Ft.

Eustis, VA.
Length: 6 .weeks (219-232 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/66-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

perform as amphibian. Operators,-a,
Instruction; Lectures and .practical exer-

cises in the operation of amphibious craft,
including familiari/ation with amphibians,
map reading, land driving, water opera-
tions, cargo handling, loads and loading.
piloting and Flautical subjects, water safety,
ship-to-shore operation, and counterinsur-;,

841eA
ovel1V Recommendation: In the voc

tional certificate category, 3 semester hou
as an-elective in marine programs (7/74
in the lower-division liccalaureMe/as
sociate degree category, 3 semester hou
'as an elective in marine programs (7/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 61 D.

.AR-2201' -0098

.ASSOCIATE ARMOR COMPANY. OFFICER

Course Number: 17-A-e3; 17-0-2.
Location: Armor School, Ft. Knox, KY.
Length: 15-16 weeks (580-612 hours).
Exhibit' Dates: 8/54- 2/68.
Objectives: To train commissioned of-

ficers iri advanced armor operations.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in advanced armor training and in the
duties of a field-grade armor officer.
Course includes automotive maintenance
management; employment and organizatio'ir
of tank an armored rifle and infantry bat-
talions; nuc weapons; intelligence; ,

armor administration and logistics; artillery
and infantry oper ions. and military
leadership and manag ment.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 3 semester hours
as an elective in managenient for business
or industriaLareas 0/74); in the lower-divi,
sion bat calaureate/associatedegree catego-'

,ry, 3,-semester hours as an elective in
manakeinent foi- business or industrial areas
(7/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category. 3 semester hours in management
for business or industrial areas (7/74).

AR-2201;0099 (
ORDNANCE STAFF OFFICER GUIDED MISSILE

AND SPECIAL WEAPONS LOGISTICS

Course N umbel.: 9-A-F10.
Location: Ordnance School, Aberdeen

PrOving Ground, MD:.
Length: 3 weeks (IDS hburs).
Exhibit Dates: 7/57-12/68.
Objectives: To train officers in weapons

systems.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in weaponS systems; including guided
niiisiles, atomic , warfare. and special
weapons systems.

Credit .Recommendation: No credit
.because of the.limited technical nature of
the course ( 6/74).

AR-2201-0100

NIKE. HERCULES OFFICER TRANSITION

Course Number: 44-A-F7.
Location: Air Defense School. Ft. Bliss,

TX.
Length: 3 weeks (99-189'hours).
Exhitioit Da : 8/57-12/68.
-Objectives- o provide artillery officers

with transiti training on the 'Nike Her-
soles system.

Instruction: Lectures and practical e er-
cises in Nike Hercules transition tr ng,
including hattery operations, tests,'and in-
spections required to determine effective-
ness of personnel and equipment; the Nike
.Hercules system; electronic warfare('' air
defense atomic tactics; air defense tactics;
round and guidance functional system; re-
ject procedures, and depreparation; "Nike
Hercules CONUS; battery operation;
residua) radiation Ind target analysis ADT;
AAA missile Units? in the field army; elec-
tronic, countermeasures; and electronic
counter-countermeasures.
. -Credit .- Recommendation: No credit

ause of the military nature of the course
141.
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AR-2201-0101
SERGEANT OFFICER

Course Number: 2F -1 190S; 2*F-119013; 6-
A-1190D.

Location: Artillery School, Ft. Sill, OK;
Artillery and Missile School, Ft. Sill, OK.
- Length: 4-6 weeks (145-218 hours)4

Exhibit Dates: 5/62-6/75.
Objectives: To 'train commissioned of-

ficers to perform as ballistic missile unit
commanders.

Instruction: Lectdres and practical exer-
cises in the operation,- maintenance, and
employment of the Sergeant Missile
System, including communication equip-
ment and systems, electronic terminology
and electrical safety, introduction to field
artillery guided missiles, Lance and Serge-
ant introduction, Sergeant launcher, and
missile, organizational maintenance test sta-
tion, nuclear warhead sections, gunnery
subjects, tactical subjects, azimuth orienta-
tion systerrr; firing set; operation of the Ser-
geant system, nuclear munitions, and Ser-
geant missile survey.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited technical nature of
the course (6/74).

AR-2201-0102

AMMUNITION AND MISSILE MAINTENANCE
OFFICER (TRANSITION)

Course Number: 4F-45I5T.
Location: Missile and Munitions School,

Redstone Arsenal, AL.
Length: 3 weeks (105 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/66-12/68.
Objectives: To train officers to be ammu-

nition and missile maintenance officers.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in munitions, data control, logistics,
service support, missile systems main-
tenance and storage, inspection test and
maintenance of rockets, mines and demoli-
tion devices, chemical and biological muni-
tions, and maintenance management.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(6/74).

AR-2201-0103

ORDNANCE FIELD GRADE OFFICER
REFRESHER -

Course Number: 9-0-14.
Location: Ordnance School, Xberdeen

Proving Ground, MD.
Length: 4 weeks (146 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/57-12/68.
Objectives: To provide refresher training

in the duties and responsibilities of field
grade ordnance officers.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the duties of field grade ordnance
officers, including military tactics,
ordnance service fundamentals, leadership
and management, management of organiza-
tional supply and maintenance logistics,
management of field and depot supply and
maintenance togtsti-c-ST oidnance general
supply, ordnance ammunition service,
guided missile and special weapons Id-
gistics, and ordnance materiel.

Credit Recommendation:. No credit
because of the limited technical nature of
the course (12/68).,

AR-2201-0104
ELECTRONIC WARFARE (EW) CRYPTOLOGIC

SPECIAL IDENTIFICATION TECHNIQUES
BASIC TECHNICAL

(SPECIAL IDENTIFICATION TECHNIQUES SU-
PERVISOR)

Course Number: Version 1: 231-05030.
Version 2: 231-051340.

Location: Security Agency School, Ft.
Devens, MA.

Length: Version 1: 14 weeks ( 458
hours). Version 2: 10 weeks ( 319 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 4/77Present.
Version 2:-`,1 /63-3/77 .

Objectives; To provide personnel with
training in radio direction finding (RDF)
techniques.

Instruction: Version 1: Instruction and
practical exercises in map reading, main-
tenance management procedures, supervi-
sion of maintenance personnel, intelligence
and security, operations pertaining to signal
sources and military science principles.
Version 2: Lectures and practical exercises
in RDF techniques, including administra-
tive and personnel management
procedures, supervisory tasks, utilization of
personnel and equipment, evaluation of
productivity, supervision and control of
mission, training of peisonnel, installation
and maintenance of equipment, and instal-
lation and alignment of antennas.

Credit Recommendation: Version I: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in main-
tenance management and supervision (9/
77). Version 2: No credit because of the
military nature of the course (7/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 051); 98Z.

AR-2201-0105

DENTAL COMMAND AND STAFF

Course Number: 7M-F6.
Location: Medical Field Service School,

Ft. Sam Houston, TX.
Length: 2 weeks (77 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/77Present.
Objectives: To prepare Dental Corps of-

ficers to perform as commanders, staff of-
ficers, and administrators of dental activi-
ties units.

Instruction: Lectures, discussions, and
practical exercises covering basic staff or-
ganization and doctrine of the Army, poli-
cies and procedures of Army dental ser-
vice, implementation and supervision of
Army dental facilities in the United States
and abroad.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course

t. (6/77).

AR-2201-0106

LIGHT AND MEDIUM TOWED FIELD
ARTILLERY MECHANIC

Course Number: 642-45F20-13.
Location: Artillery and Missile School,

Ft. Sill, OK.
Length: 4 weeks (156 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/67-12/68.
Objectives: To train qualified enlisted

personnel as light and medium 'towed-field
artillery mechanics.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises on the Army maintenance system, as-
sociated supply procedures, maintenance
publications, and organizational main-
tenance of light and medium towed field
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artillery weapons, including artillery trans-
port subjects; Army equipment reconj
procedures; supply procedures; care and
use of tools; care and maintenance of
pneumatic tires; gunnery subjects; funda-
mentals of cannon artillery; sight test and
adjustments; barrel and breech; and lubri-
cation and inspection of specific weapons.

Credit Reconunendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(7/74).

Related Occupation Codes: I 3A; 45F.

AR-2201-0107
FINANCE OFFICER ORIENTATION-MBA

(FINANCE OFFICER ORIENTATION)

Course Number: 14 -A -F6; 14-0-20.
Location: Finance School, Ft. Benjamin

Harrison, IN.
Length: 5-6 weeks (181-250 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/55-12/68.
Objectives: To provide USAR officers

with orientation training in basic military
subject.

dlnstruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in basic military subjects, including
concealment and camouflage; hand-to-hand
combat; military justice; map and photo
reading; equipment, clothing and tent
pitching; tactics; chemical, biological, and
radiological warfare; anti-infiltration and
anti-guerrilla training; carbine qualification;
squad and platoon patrolling; marches' and
bivouac; hasty fortifications; guard duty;
dismounted drill; and pistol qualification.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(12/68).

AR-2201-0108

WARRANT OFFICER ADVANCED
(USAMMCS)

Course Number:)4-9-C32K.
% Location: Missile and Munitions School,

Redstone Arsenal, 'AL.
Length:-8-17 weeks (266-575 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11 /75Present.
Objectives: To enable selected warrant

officers to update their military educations
in essential and selected military subjects,
staff functions, procedures, organization,
mission of the Army, and, in some cases,
training in new equipment and new
techniques to increase their level of techni-
cal proficiency.

Instruction: Subject matter covers muni-
tions management (26A, 411A), missile
management (251 B, 2511), 241F, 271 A),
conventional ammunition (411 A),' nuclear
weapons (260A), missile electronics (25113,
25113, 241F, 271A), and selected missile
systems. Course content and concentration
varies depending on student's military oc-
cupational specialty (MOS) designation.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 3 semester hours
in basic electronics for students holding
'24I,F, 25113, 25113, or 271A military occu-
pational specialties (MOS) (9/77).

Related Occupation Codes: 214E; 2I4F;
241E; 241F; 251B; 25113; 260A; 271 A;
411A; 251C; 214E; 241F; 241E; 2I4F;
25113; 22213; 251C; 25113; 22313; 260A;
271A;

AR-2201-0109
ASSOCIATE A ItMOROry10ER. CAREER

Course N umber:1171A-C23.
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Location: Armor School, Ft.-Knox. KY.
Length: 19 weeks (702-722 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/60-12/68.
Objectives: To train commissioned of

as armor officers.
Instruction: Lectures anatpractical exer-

cises in the duties of armor officer's, includ-
ing maintenance management, driving and
driving principles, general automotive sub-
jects, armor employment, air and amphibi-
ous operations, nuclear weapons, intel-
ligence, armor logistics, artillery and in-
fantry operations, engineer subjects, chemi-
cal- biological warfare, communications
equipment and procedures, map and
airphoto reading, emergency planning,
weapons, and military subjects.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate- category, 3 semester
hours in business organization and manage-
ment (11/68 ).

AR-220141110'

FIELD ARTILLERY OFFICER MOBILIZATION
ADVANCED (PHASES II AND III)

Course Number: 2-6-C23.
Location: Artillery and Missile School,

Ft. Sill, OK..
Length: 8 weeks (301 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/67-12/68.
Objectives: To provide artillery officers

with advanced training in field artillery mo-
bilization.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in field artillerf mobilization, includ-
ing communications and electronics, gun-
nery, tactics and combined antis, target
acquisition, artilfbry transport, and guided
missile systems.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(12/68).

AR-2201-011I
ASSOCIATE AIR DEFENSE OFFICER CAREER

Course Number: 2-44-C23; 44-A-C23.
Location: Air Defense School, Ft. Bliss,

TX.
Length: 14-20 weeks (502-764 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/60-5/67. -
Objectives: To train officers to be air

defense artillery staff officers.
Instruction: Lectures and.practical exer-

cises in communications, nuclear weapons
employment, air defense artillery main-
tenance management, Nike and Hawk mis-
sile systems, air defense operations andlac-
tics, air defense organization, and corn'
bined arms team techniques and tactics.

Credit Recommendation: In. the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in business organization and manage-
ment (12168).

AR-2201-0112
AIR DEFENSE ARTILLERY OFFICER

MOBILIZATION ADVANCED (PHASES
IA, II, IV AND VI)

(AIR DEFENSE ARTILLERY OFFICER MO-
BILIZATION ADVANCED (PHASES II
AND II))

Course Number: 2-44-C23.
Location: Air Defense School, Ft. Bliss,

TX.
Length: 8 weeks (307 hours).
Exhibit, Dates: 6/67-Present.
Objectives: To train officers to be com-

mand staff officers.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in general staff procedures, Nike Her-
cules system, Hawk missile system, com-
bined arms, air defense operations and tac-
tics, nuclear weapons employment, and
maintenance management.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(7/74).

AR-2201-0113,

SPECIAL ASSIGNMENTS (SP-CMF) NCO
BASIC

Course Number: 8-SP-C40.
Location: Quartermaster School, Ft. Lee,

VA.
Length: 8 weeks (284 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/73-Present.
Objectives: To train selected enlisted per-

sonnel in the responsibilities of noncommis-
sioned officers in certain special logistical
assignments.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the duties of a noncommissioned
officer in special logistical assignments.
Course includes leadership and effective
communication, logistic support of combat
operations, maintenance of assigned equip-
ment, parachute packaging, and airdrop
procedures and techniques.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, I semester hour in leadership (6/
75).

Related Occupation Codes: 43E.

AR-2201-0114
OV -1 SUPPRESSIVE FIRE

Course Number: 2B-F7.
Location: Aviation School, Ft. Rucker,

AL.
Length: 3-4 weeks (95-140 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/65-12/68.
Objectives: To train OV-1 aviators in the

techniques of air-to-ground machine gun
' and rocket firing.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the techniques of air-to-ground .

machine gun and rocket firing, including
OV-1 suppressive fire training, gunnery
safety, sight and armament equipment,
theory of strafing and rockets, formation -..

and flight team tactics, specific glide
rocketry and strafing, specific glide live '

ordnance exercise, specific glide demon-
stration flight low-level delivery, formation
flying, loading and fuzing, bore sighting,
angle of attack, and patterns and
techniques.

Credit Recontmendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(12/68).

AR-2201-0115
M-22 GUNNERY

(M-22 GUNNERY QUALIFICATION)

Course Number: 2C-F9.
Location: Aviation School, Ft. Rucker,

AL.
Length: 2-3 weeks (62-114 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/65-Present.

veTo train commissioned of-
ficers in UH-I helicopter aerial gunnery.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in UH -i helicopter aerial gunnery.
Course includes specific armament and tac-
tical subjects.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited technical nature of
the course (7/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 100B; 1000.
1000; 100E.

AR-2201-0 116

AIRBORNE SENSOR. SPECIALIST

Course Number: 221- 17L20; 221- 26E20:
Location: Intelligence Center and School,

Ft. Huachuca, AZ; Combat Surveillance
and Electronic Warfare School, Ft.
Huachuca, AZ; Combat Surveillance
School, Ft. Huachuca, AZ..

Length: 7-13 weeks (272-476 hours).
Exhibit Dates: I/67-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

operate and maintain an airborne sensor
system.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the operation and Maintenance of
an airborne sensor system. Course includes
visual reconnaissance techniques, inframpd
surveillance, radar surveillance, and phalli:1-
graphic surveillance.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited technical nature of
the course (7/74).

Related Occupation Codes: I7L.

AR-2201-0117

ADVANCED CHEMICAL NONCOMMISSIONED
OFFICER ( NCO )

(ADVANCED CHEMICAL NCO (STAFF SPE-
CIALIST))

(CHEMICAL STAFF SUPERVISION)

Course. Number: 494-54E40; 3-R-534.6;
3-E-1.

Location: Chemical School, Ft. McClel-
lan, AL; Chemical Corps School, Ft. Mc-
Clellan, AL.

Length: 8 weeks (291-314 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/57-12/68.
Objectives: To train senior Chemical

Corps noncommissioned officers in the ad-
ministration of chemical, biological, and
radiological (CBR) operations.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in CBR operations, systems, and ac-
tivities, including logistics; management;
CBR plans, training, and operations; Ci3i1
weapons employment; combat arms;
technical aspects of biological and chemi-
cal operations; nuclear ' warfare and
radiological defense; CBR defense and
materiel; and medical training and support.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited technical nature of
the course ( 12168).

AR-2201-0 118

CHEMICAL FIELD GRADE OFFICER
REFRESHER

Course Number: 3-A-C8; 3-0-14.
Location: Chemical Corps School, Ft.

McClellan, AL.
Length: 4' weeks (140-153 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/56-12/68.
Objectives: To provide refresher training

in the duties appropriate to field grade
Chemical Corps officers.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the duties of field grade Chemical
Corps officers, including administration and
management;- intelligence; operations,
plans, and training; supply and main-
tenance; biological, chemical, and radiolog-



ical warfare; protection and, materiel; and
combat arms.

Credit Recommendation: No credit .

because of the limited technical nature of
the course (12/68).

Related, Occupation Codes: 54B; 54C;
54D; 54E; 55E; 92D.

AR-2201-0110

GUIDED MISSILE PROPELLANTS AND
EXPLOSIVF.S

(GUIDED MISSILE PROPELLANTS-EXPL
OSIVES SPECIALIST)

Course Number: 821-55F20; 9- R- 414.l;
9-E-46.

Location: Version 1: Missile and Muni-
tions School, Redstone Arsenal, AL. Ver-
sion 2: Ordnance School, Aberdeen Prov-
ing Ground, MD. Version 3: Ordnance
Guided Missile School, Redstone Arsenal,
AL.

Length: 6-41 weeks (215-280 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/55-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

supervise and perform receipt, main-
tenance, surveillance, storage and issue of
guided missile propellants and explosives,
and inspection and maintenance of rocket
missile Class V items, tools, test equipment,
and safety.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises on guided missile propellants and ex-
plosives, including' introduction to rockets
and missiles materiel; guided missile
propellants; storage, handling, disposal,
transportation, and surveillance of liquid
propellants; inspection and maintenance;
surface-to-air and surface-to-surface missile
propellants; propellant storage site opera-
tions; and destruction.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited technical nature of
the course (12/68).

Related Occupation Codes: 55F.

AR-2201-0120

(MR DEFENSE MISSILTE OFFICER BASIC
(SAM OFFICER BASIC)

Course Number: 44-A-C113;1'44-0-B.
Location: Air Defense School, Ft, Bliss,

TX; Antiaircraft Artillery and Guided Mis-
sile School, Ft. Bliss, TX.

Length: 12-16 weeks (452-573 hours).
" Exhibit Dates: 9/55-6/60.

Objectives: To train officers in guided
missile systems.

InstructIonybectures and practical exer-
cises in guided missile systems, including
introduction to electronics, radar, missile

(-I-systems operation, safety procedures, and
map reading.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, credit in
advanced military at institutuions which
regularly offer such credit (12/68).

AR-2201-0121

AERIAL SURVEILLANCE OFFICER

Course Number: 3A-9309.
Location: Version 1: Intelligence School,

Ft. Hpachuca, AZ. Version 2 : Intelligence
School, Ft. Holabird, MD. Version 3 : Intel-
ligence School, Ft. Holabird, MD.

Length: Version 1: 18 weeks (550
hours), Version 2: 20 weeks (698 hours).
Version 3: 18 weeks (620-630 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 8/72-Present.
Version 2: 11/68-7/72. Version 3: 1/67-10/
68.

Objectives: To train commissioned of-
ficers as aeriel surveillance officers.

Initruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the duties of .an aerial surveillance
officer. Course includes map reading; aerial
surveillance organization, operation, and
planning; imagery interpretation of various
structures and equipment; military and in-
dustrial studies of thermal and radar
imagery; scale properties and metrics; and
terrain analysis and mosaic preparations.

Credit Reeot a : Version It. In
the lower ton baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 5, semester hours in
geological, architectural, or cinephoto-
graphic sciences or engineering (6/74); in
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
5 semester hours in geological, architec-
tural, or cinephotographic sciences or en-
gineering (6/74). Version 2: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 7 semester hours in intelligence
methods of imagery interpretation (6/74);
in the upper-division baccalaureate catego-
ry, 6 semester hours in intelligence
methods of imagery interpretation (12/68).
Version 3: In the'. krwer-division baccalau-
reate/associate degree category, 6 semester
hours in intelligence methods of imagery
interpretation (6/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 6 semester hours in
intelligence methods of imagery interpreta-
tion (12/68).

AR-2201-0122 .
Army 'AvtATION COMMAND AND STAFF

OFFICER
( AVIATION STAFF OFFICER)

Course Number: 1-A-F30-, I -A-25 18.
Location:' Aviation School, Ft. Rucker,

AL.
Length: 3-8 weeks ( 4051292 hours).
Exhibit Dates: I I /59-12/68.
Objectives: To qualify commissioned of-

ficer aviators for aviation command and
staff positions.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in duties of aviation command and
staff officers, including aviation programs;
organization and functions of various units;
control of tactical operations; aviation
materiel (including maintenance, avionics
and automatic, data processing systems);
special- weapons; types of warfare; employ-
ment of aviation tactics in various skull=
tions; and training and movement of avia-
tion companies.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureAte category, 2 semester
hours in military science (7/74).

AR-2201-0123
I. ARMOR OFFICER ADVANCED
2. ARMOR OFFICER ADVANCED
3. ARMOR OFFICER CAREER

(ARMOR OFFICER ADVANCED)

Course Number: Version 1: 2-17-C22.
Version 2: 2-17-C22. Version ,3: 17- A -C22;
17 -A-C4; 17-0-3.

Location: Armor School, Ft. Knox, KY.
Length: Version 1: 26 weeks (846

hou rs ) -I.
( 1158-1379 hours). Version 3: 35-37
weeks ( 1133-1325 hours)..

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 8/77-Present.
Version 2: 1 1/66-7/77. Version 3: 9/54-10/
66.
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Objectives: To train officers to be armor

officers at the command and staff levels.
Instrucilon: All Versions: Lectures and

practical exercises in military forces,
weapons, principle staff and support func-
tions, leadership, effective communication,
tactical and field communications, automo-
tive preventive maintenance, maintenance
management, armor logistics, artillery
operations, amphibious operations, map
and air photograph reading, psychological
warfare, and congressional relations: Ver-
sion 2: Instruction includes electives in his-
tory and geography, international relations,
social sciences, and engineering.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1:
Pending evaluation. Version 2: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 3 semester hours
in business organization and management
(7/74); in the 10%4er-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 3 semester hours
in business organization and management
(7/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 6 semester hours in business or-
ganization and management and additional
credit in business organization and manage-
ment on the basis of institutional examina-
tion (12/68). Version 3: In the upper-divi-
sion baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in business organization and manage-
ment (12/68).

AR-2201-0124
II. INFANTRY OFFICER 'ADVANCED
2. INFANTRY OFFICER ADVANCED
3. INFANTRY/ARMOR OFFICER CAREER

r(INFANTRY OFFICER CAREER)
(INFANTRY OFFICER ADVANCED)

Course Number: All Versions: 2-7-C22.
Versiqn 3: 7-A-C22; 7-0-3.

Location: Infantry School, Ft.. Bening,
GA.

Length: Version 1: 26-36 weeks
(858-1072 hours). Version 2: 36 weeks
(1074-1243 hours). Version 3: 34-35
weeks (1122-1181 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 8/72-Present.
Version 2: 7/60-7/72. Version 3: 6/54-6/60.

Objectives: To train commissioned of-
ficers for command and staff duties at bat-
talion through brigade levels in both divi-
sional and nondivisional units.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in command and staff
duties of infantry officers, includkrg tactics;
offensive and defensive operations;
retrograde operations; internal defense and
internal development operations; Armored/
air cavalry operations; airborne/airmobile
operations; artillery operntions; engineer
operations; Air Force operatiops; nuclear,
biological, and chemical weapons employ-
ment; intelligence and logistics; training
management; automatic data processing;
staff exercises and CPX; personnel. Version
1: Topics include electives program until
September 1975. Version 2: Topics include
communications/electronics, unit/materiel
readiness, and weapons.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the upper-division baccalaureate. category,
4 semester hours in business organization
and management (7/74). Versilin 2: In the
vocational certificate category, 4 semester
hours in business organization and manage-

i vi hac-w
calaureate/associate degree category, 4
semester hours in business organization and
management (7/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate cateRry, 6 semester hors in
business organization and management. and
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additional credit for the electives program
on the basis of institutional examination
(12/68). Version 3: In the upper- division
baccalaureate category, 6 semester hours in
business organization and management (12/
68).

AR-2201-0125

AIR DEFENSE COMMAND AND CONTROL
SYSTEMS OPERATOR

Coons Number: 221-161(20.
Location: Air Defense School; Ft. Bliss,

TX.
Length: 3 weeks (96 hours).
Exhibit Dates: I2/72-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

operate and maintain the AN/MSG-4 mis-.
sile =monitor and the AN/TSO-5 I missile
mentor command and control system.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the operation and the maintenance
of the AN/MSG-4 missile monitor and the
ANMS0-5I missile mentor command and
control system. Course includes air defense
command and control systems, detector-
tracker, range-height and weapons-monitor-
ing consoles and operations, electronic
warfare and countermeasures, tactical
procedures, and systems analysis.

Credit Reconunendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(8/741.

Related Occupation Codes: 16K; I6H.

AR-220170126

1, MECHANICAL MAINTENANCE (MM-
' CMF) WARRANT OFFICER ADVANCED

2. SURFACE-TO-SURFACE MISSILE. SYSTEM
MAINTENANCE_ ( PERSHING) WARRANT
OFFICER ADVANCED

Course Number: 4-9-C32; 4-9-C32-D;
4F-241F-B.

Location: Version 1: Ordnance School,
Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD. Version 2:
Missile and Munitions School, Redstone
Arsenal, AL.

Length: Version 1: 15 weeks (462
hours). Version 2: 9 weeks (317 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 1 I /76-Present.
Version 2: 2/72-10/76.

Objectives: To train warrant officers to
manage missile operations and thistics.

Instruction: Lectuies and practical exer-
cises in the management of missile opera-
tions and logistics. Course includes leader-
ship, civil affairs, speaking, writing, person-
nel management, military justice, security,
data processing, financial management,
budgeting, and various military operations.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1:
Pending evaluation. Version 2: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(8/74).

AR-2201-0127
REGULAR ARMY AIR DEFENSE ARTILLERY

OFFICER, BA SIC

Course Number:,2-44-C20(RA).
Location: Air Defense School, Ft. Bliss,

TX.
Length: 6 weeks (239 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/67-12/68.
Objectives: To .train newly commissioned

officers to perform the duties of an air=
defense artillery officer.

Instruction: Lectures, and practical exer-
cises in the duties of an air defense artillery

officer. Course includes general subjects
and staff , procedures; combined arms;
nuclear weapons; communications; main-
tenance and supply procedures; air defense
tactics; and the Nike Hercules system.

Credit Recommendation: In the .uppgr-
division' baccalaureate category, credit in
advanced military at institutions .which
regularly offer such credit (12/88).

AR-2201-0128
CHEMICAL COMPANY OFFICER

Course Number: 3-A-C2; 3-0-1.
Location: Chemical Corps School, Ft.

McClellan, AL.
Length: 13-25 weeks (483-905 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/55-12/68.

/ Objectives: To train -commissioned of-
ficers in the duties of company grade
Chemical Corps officers.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the duties of company grade
Chemical Corps officers. Course includes
personnel and administration procedures,
logistics, management, military arts, milita-
ry combat arms, biological warfare, chemi-
cal warfare, and radiological warfare.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, credit in
advanced military on the basis of institu-
tional examination at institutions which
regularly offer such credit (12/68).

AR-2201-0128

ARTILLERY OFFICER ADVANCED

Course Number: 6-A-C4; 6-0-3.
Location: Version 1: Artillery and Guided

Missile School, Ft. Sill, OK. Version 2: Air
Defense School, Ft. Bliss, TX.

Length: 37-38 weeks (1271-1383
hours).

Exhibit Dates: 7/55-6/60.
Objectives: Td train commissioned of-

ficers in the duties of field grade artillery
officers.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the duties of field grade artillery of-
ficers. Course includes a study of ta%ics
and combined arms, communications and
electronics, gunnery, artillery observation,
artillery equipment, and missile systems.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 6 semester
hours in business organization and manage-
ment (12/68).

AR-2201-0130
ASSOCIATE ARMOR OFFICER ADVANCED

Course Number: 17-A-05; 17-0-4.
Location: Armor School, Ft., Knon, KY.
Length: 15-19 weeks (578-714 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/54-6/60.
Objectives: To train experienced officers

in the duties of field grade armor officers
and nuclear weapons employment officers.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the duties of field grade armor of-
ficers and nuclear weapons employment of-
ficers, including automotive general, main-
tenance management, armor employment,
air operations, amphibious operations,
nuclear weapons, intelliXence, armor ad-
ministration and logistics, artillery, infantry
and engineer operations, nuclear weapons
employment,, communications' equipment
and procedure, tactical communication,
field communication, map and air photo

reading, methods of instruction, nonre-
sident instruction and training assistance,
preventive maintenance, small arms,
materiel, tank gunnery, civil emergencies
and affairs:psychological warfare, congres-
sional relations, mutual security, medical
training and support, training management,
Aritik management, character guidance,
and the Army information program.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate_category, 3-semester
hours in business organization and manage-
ment (12/68 ).

AR-2201-0131
ASSOCIATE INFANTRY OFFICER CAREER

Course Number: 7-A-C23.
Location: Infantry School, Ft. Benning,

GA.
Length: 19 weeks (721 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/60-12/68.
Objectives: To train infantry officers to

perform as company and battalion com-
manders.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the duties of a coinpany and bat-
talion commander. Course includes com-
mand and leadership training, communica-
tions, logistics, and a variety of military
subjects.

'Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, I semester hour
in business organization and management
(8/74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, I semester hour
in business organization and management
(8/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 3 semester hours in business or-

-ganization and management (12/68).

AR-2201-0132 .

AMMUNITION OPERATIONS
(AMMUNITION' STORAGE AND 'OPERA-

,TIONS)
(AMMUNITION RECORDS)

Course Number: 645- 55B30; 551-
76M20.

Locatiod: Missile and Munitions School,
Redstone Arsenal, AL.

Length: 4-15 weekt (129-526 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/66-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

receive, store, ship, issue, and secure am-
munition, rockets, guided missiles, ammuni-
tion components, military explosives and
chemical ammunition.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the receipt, storage; shipment, and
security of ammunition, -rockets, guided
missiles, ammunition components, military
explosives, and chemical ammunition; and
in dump layout, and types and missions of
ammunition installations. 'Course includes
numerous ammunition services and opera-
tions.

rao`edit Recommendation: No credit
becau of the military nature of the course
(6/75).

Related. Occupation Codes: 55B.

AR-2201-0133

AIR DEFENSE MISSILE (23-CMF) NCO
ADVANCED

Course Number: 1-23-C42.
Location: Air Defense School, Ft. Bliss,

TX.
Length: 10 weeks (361-374 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/75-Present.



Objectives: Course provides selected en-
listed personnel with knowledge of the du-
ties required to perform in grade E7 in
career management field 23.

Instruction: Conferences and practical
exercises in tactics and general subjects in'
the Nike Hercules weapons system, the Im-
proved Hawk weapons system; or on the
Operations and Acquisition Radar special-
ty.

Credit Recominendition: No credit
because of the military-specific nature of
the course (8/77).

Related Occupation Codes: 2413; 24C;
2413; 24E; 24F; 24G; 240; 24U; 2513; 25G;
25H; 25J; 25; 28M.

AR-2201-0134
INFANTRY ARMOR.(1A-CMF) NCO BASIC

Course Number: 0-IA-C4013.
Location: Armor School, Ft. Knox, KY.
Length: 12 weeks. (431-433 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/73-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in

rthe duties of infant armor NCOs
(noncommissioned officerrs')

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the duties of infantry armor NCOs.
Course includes automotive subjects, com-
mand and staff procedures, communica-
tions and electronics, leadership and educa-
tional concerns, and weaponry.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(8/74).

AR- 2201 -0135

ASSOCIATE FIELD ARTILLERY BATTERY
OFFICER

(ASSOCIATE FIELD ARTILLERY MISSILE
BATTERY OFFICER)

Course Number: 6-A-C3; 6-0-28.
Location: Artillery and. Missile School,

Ft. Sill, OK.
Length: 17-18 weeks (610-642 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/56-6/60.
Objectives: To train officers in the duties

and responsibilities of mortar, gun, and
Howitzer battery commanders.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in artillery transport maintenance;
communication and electronic systems of
field artillery battalions (wire and radio);
gunnery and fire direction; ammunition and
fuzes: tactical employment; and target or-
ganization.

Credit Recominendsition: No credit
because of the military nature of the course

AR-2201-0136
PARACHUTE MAINTENANCE AND AIRDROP

OFFICER
(PARACHUTE. MAINTENANCE AND AERIAL

SUPPLY OFFICER)

Course Number: 8B-4820; 10-A-4820.
Location: Quartermaster School, Ft. Lee,.

VA.
Length: 6-7 weeks (210-262 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/65-6/74.
Objectives: To train officers to supervise

jumps, packing and rigging dangerous
materials for airdrop, methods of airdrop,
cargo parachute packing and release as-
semblies, recovery and evacuation of air-
drop equipment, maintenance of airdrop
materials, maintenance administration, or-
ganizational supply, problems, ani planning
airdrop support of airborne assault opera-
tions.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(8/74).

AR-2201-0137

NATIONAL GUARD INFANTRY OFFICER
CANDIDATE

Course Number: 7-N-F2.
Location: Infantry School, Ft. 'Benning,

GA.
Lingth: 8 weeks (353 pours).
ahibit Dates: 2/54-12/57.
Objectives: To train National Guard per-

sonnel in the duties and responsibilities ap-
propriate to platoon leaders of infantry rifle
and weapoh platoons.

Instruction: Weapons; leadership; map
and aerial photograph reading; signal com-
munication; mobility department; command
and staff department.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in military
Science (12/68).

duties in airdrop units.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in airdrop packing, associated main- .

tenance, rigging, and related duties, includ-
ing parachute packing, student parachute

AR-2201-0138

FIELD /41011LLEnY NATIONAL. UARD
OFFICER CANDIDATE

Course Number: 6-E-34; 6-N-F2.
Location: Artillery and Guided Missile

School, Ft. Sill, OK.
Length: 11 weeks (498 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/55-12/57.
Objectives: To train personnel to be

second lieutenant na1,,., of performing
duties appropriat: fir grade in field ar-
tillery units of the N clonal Guard.

Instruction: Tactics and combined arms;
communications; gunnery; materiel; mo-
tors; observation; OCS commander.

Credit Ftecommeciation: In the upper-
division baccaiaurealb category, 3 semester
hours in military science (12/68).

AR-2201-0139

ASSOCIATE FIELD ARTILLERY BATTERY
OFFICER

Course Number: 6-A-C3A; 6-0-2.
Location: Artillery and Missile School,

Ft. Sill. OK.
Length: 16-17 weeks (581-618 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/56-12/68.
Objectives: To train junior grade officers

to function as small unit commanders and
officers.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in mortar, gun, and Howitzer battery
operations; gunnery; communications and
electronics; target acquisition; equipment;
command and staff procedures; tactics; and
leadership principles.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(7/74).
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AR-2291-0140
SENIOR FIELD ARTILLERY OFFICER

Course Number: Version I: 6-4-F6. Ver.-
sion 2: 6-0-8.

Location: Artillery and Mi School,
Ft. Sill, OK.

Length: Version I: 3 weeks I hours).
Version 2: 5 weeks (163 hou

Exhibit Dates: Version I: /58-I2/6i.
Version 2: 3/57-11/58. -

Objectives: To provide senior artillery of-
ficers with knowledge and understanding of
field artillery organization, tactics,
techniques, and equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in artillery transport; communication
and electronics; artillery cannon, rocket
missile, and ammunition materials; gun-
nery; and target acquisition.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
-because of the military nature of the course
(7/7).

AR-2201-0141
MILITARY GOVERNMENT ADVANCED

Course Number: 19-0-17.
Location: Provost Marshal General

School, Ft. Gordon, GA.
Length: 4 weeks (154 hours).
Exhibit Dates: I 1/54-12/68.
Objectives: To provide a general

`knowledge and understanding of civil af-
fairs and military government policy
development and operations.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the sociological-political aspects of
civil affairs/military government and the
economics of military occupation and its
relationship to U.S. foreign policy.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours in military government (7/74).

AR-2201-0142
FIELD ARTILLERY FIELD GRADE OFFICER

REFRESHER

N umber: 6-0-1 4.
Lorca : Artillery and Guided Missile

. Sill, OK.
: 4 weeks (150 hours).

bit Pates: 7/55-12/68.
01^ s: To provide refresher trains g

for semi, teld artillery officers in field
tillery g al subjects.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in tactics; command and staff func-
tions; communications; atomic warfare;
gunnery; target acquisition; and equipment.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(7/74).

AR-2201-0143
FIELD ARTILLERY :TRANSITION OFFICER

Course Number: 6-0-22.
Location: Artillery and Guided Missile

School, Ft. Sill, OK.
Lellgth: 11 weeks (402 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/55-12/68.
Objectives: Tc porvide a general

familiarization with field artillery gunnery,
communications, and equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in tactics, map reading, command and
staff functions, communication, gunnery,
target acquisition, and equipment.
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Credit Recommendation: Ng credit,
betause of the dtTtary nature of the course'
(7/74).

AR-2201-0144

PERSHING NONCOMMISSIONED OFFICER
(NCO)

Course Number: 043-15E40.
LOcation: Field Artillery School, Ft. Sill,

OK.
Length: 6 weeks (221-232 hours).
Exhibit Dines: I I/70-eresent.
Objectives: To provide enlisted personnel

with a knowledge of the Pershing missile
system and the duties of Pershing crew su-
pervisors.

instruction: Lectures and practical exer- sr.
; cises on the Pershing'1nissile system; Persh-'
ing missile organization and employment,
tactics, and operations.

Credit ReConunendation: credit
because of the military nature rof the
course. (6/75).

Related Occupation Codes: ISE;- I 5Z.

AR- 2201 -0145

MARINE ARTILLERY SCOUT OBSERVER

Course Numbei.: 250-0846.
Location: Field Artillery School, Ft. Sill,

OK.
Length: 4 weeks (155 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/75-Present.
Objectives: To qualify enlisted perionnel

in the technical aspects of planning, acquir-
ing, and controling artillery fire.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in communications and electronics;
gunnery; map and aerial photograph read-
ing; and the development of artillery fire
support plans.

Credit Recommendation: No credit,
because of the limited technical nature of
the course (6/75').

AR-2201-0146

DRILL SERGEANT SCHOOL

Course Number: None.
Location:, Intantry School, Ft. Benning,

GA; Army Training Centers, Continental
U.S..

Length: 6 weeks (206 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/74-Present.
Objectives: To train selected noncommis-

sioned officers and specialists in the funda-
mentals of recruit handling and individual
training.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in methods of training, leadership,
physical fitness, drill, rifle marksmanship,
and weapons and tactical techniques.

Credit Recommeddation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in methods of
instructions, 2 in interpersonal relations (6/
(75).

Related Occupation Codes: 00F.

AR-2201-0147
Tow TRAINER

Course Number: 2E -F51; 0I2-F3.
Location: Infantry School, Ft. Benning,

GA.
Length: 3 weeks (102 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/75-Prekent.

Objectives: To provide _officers and non-
commissioned officers with the expertise to
conduct training on Ind effectively employ
Tow antitumor weapon system.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in operational training with Tow and
the tactical application of Tbw, including
instructor training and development of
training program.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
beciuse of the-military nature of the course
(6/75).

AR- 2201 -0148

CIVIL AFTAIRS AND MILITARY GOVERNMENT
OFFICER

Course Number: 41-I-Fl; 41-0-7.
Location: Civil Affairs and Military

Government School, Ft. Gordon, GA.
Length: 4 weeks (160-166 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/56-12/68.
Objectives: To provide selected officers

with knowledge of the fundamentals of
military government organization, policies,
and operations.

instruction: Conferences and practical
exercises in history of military government,
command and staff functions, field opera-
tions, and specialized military operations.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours in military government (7/74).

AR-2201-0149

CHEMICAL OFFICER FAMILIARIZATION

Course Number: 3-A-C2I.
Location: Chemical Corps School, Ft.

McClellan, AL.
,k,angth: 6 weeks (234 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/60-12/68.
ObjectiVes: To provide orientation to the

organization, functions, duties, and respon-
sibilities of officers transferring to chemical
'Officer assignments.

Instruction:- Conferences and practical
exercises in nuclear warfare; radiation
physics; weapons effects; RADIAC instru-
ments; radiological safety; chemical/biologi-
eil protection and materiels; and medical
training and support.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited technical nature of
the course (7/74).

AR-2201-0i% '
NUCLEAR AND CHEMICAL TARGET ANALYSIS

Course Number: 2-E-F 15.
Location: Infantry School, Ft. Benning,

GA.
Length: 4 weeks (159 hours)., -
Exhibit Dates: 4/70-Present:
Objectives: To qualify commissioned of-

ficers in nuclear and chemical target analy-
sis.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in effects of nuclear weapons to in-
clude thermal radiation and air blast;
weapon employment' to include damage
probability and damage estimation; tactical
applications; target analysis; chemical tar-
get analysis; and defense against biological
attack.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(7/74).
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AR-2201-0151

NUCLEAR AND CHEMICAL TARGET ANALYSIS
(NBC)

Course Number: 2E'F39.
Location: Engineer School, Ft. Belvoir,

VA..
Length: 4 weeks (122 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/70-Present.
Objectives: To qualify commissioned of-

ficers in nuclear and chemical target analy-
sis and procedures Tor employment of
nuclear/chemical weapons.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in effects of nuclear weapons includ-
ing airblast, radiation effects, fallout pre-
diction, employment, damage estimation,
and target analysis; and 'chemical weapons
topics, including weapons employment and
target ground and air analysis.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(7/74).

AR-2201-0152
FIELD ARIILLE

C 'u'mber: -A-C2I.
Location:'; Artille and Missile School,

Ft. Sill, OK,
Length: 7-8 we s (p5-285 hours). '
Exhibit Dates: /60-12/68.
Objectives: T. provide field artillery of-

ficers familiari tion in the organization,
operational fun tions, duties and responsi-
bilities of thy field artillery.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in artillery transport and maintenance;
communication and electronics; gunnery of
cannon and rocket; target acquisition and
survey; and field artillery tactics.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(7/74).

CER FAMILIARIZATION

AR-2201-0153

NUCLEAR WEAPONS' EMPLOYMENT

Course Number: 2E-F17.
Location: Chemical School, Ft. McClel-

lan, AL.
Length: 3 weeks ( 115 hours)!'
Exhibit Dates: 9/65-12/68.
Objectives: To qualify commissioned of-

ficers for duty as nuclear'weapons employ-
ment officers.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the nuclear weapons family, blast
effects, target response to blast, thermal
radiation, initial nuclear radiation, com-
parison of effects, and nuclear weapons in
air defense.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited technical nature of
the course (7/74).

AR-2201-0154

NUCLEAR, BIOLOGICAL AND CHEMICAL
(NBC) WEAPONS TARGET ANALYSIS .

Course Number: 2E-F34.
Location: Air Defense School, Ft. Bliss,

TX.
Length: 4 weeks (155 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1 2/69- Present.
Objectives: To qualify commissioned of-

ficers in chemical and biological weapons
employment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in weapons target analysis to include



radiation, airblast, fallout prediction, a
effects; chemical and biological agen ;

troop safety; probability of damage; and
concepts for employment of nuclear
weapons.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
becauie of the military nature of the course
(7/74).

ARL2201-0155

MILITARY INTELLIGENCE (MI-CMF) NCO
ADVANCED ((ISAISC)

Course 'Number: 2-MI-C42.
Location: Intelligence School, Ft.

Huachuca, AZ.
Length: 6-12 weeks (195-369 hours).
Exhibit Mites: 3/73-Present.
Objectives: To provide noncommissioned

officers with a knowledge of military' intel-
ligence. iy

Instruction: Lectures end practical exer-
cises in intelligence operations, administra-
tion, and army procedures and communica-
tions . directed to military intelligence
operations.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(6/75).

Related Occupation Codes: 96B; 96C;
9613; 97B; 97C; 97D.

AR-2201-0156

FIELD ARTILLERY MISSILES (FM-CMF)
NCO BASIC (USAFAS)

Course Number: 0-15-C40; I -FM-C40B.
Location: Field Artillery School, Ft. Sill,

OK.
Length: 10-12 weeks (372-399 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/74-6/76.
Objectives: To provide enlisted personnel

with a knowledge of the duties required to
perform as noncommissioned officers in the
field artillery missile Career Management
Field.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in common Army subjects and fiefd
artillery missiles.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(6/75).

Related Occupation Codes: 15B; 15D;
15E; I5F; 15J; 21G.

AR-2201-0 1 kip

HEAVY MORTAR AND DAVY CROCKETT
OFFICER

Course Number: 2E-1543.
Location: Infaiitry School, Ft. Benning,

GA.
Length: 6 weeks (253 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/65-6/70,
Objectives: To train commissioned of-

ficers to serve. as heavy mortar platoon
leaders and Davy Crockett nuclear weapon
section leaders.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in nuclear weapon employment, of-
fensive and defensive tactical operations;
ra*o, telephone, and wire communications;
crew served weapons gunnery, mechanical
training and employment, and fire direction
prOcedures.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(7/74).

AR-22014:1158

NUCLEAR WEAPONS EMPLOYMENT

Course Number: 2E-F15.
Location: Infantry School, Ft. Benning,

GA.
Length: 3 weeks (121 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/66-3/70.
Objectives: To qualify commissioned of-

ficers-for duty as nuclear weapons employ-
ment officers.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in nuclear 'weapons systems, effects of
nuclear weapons, fundainentals'of employ-
ment, tactical application of nuclear-
weapons, and biological and chemical
weapons.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited technical nature of
the course (7/74).

A 01-0159

IF.LD ARTILLERY OFFICER VIETNAM
ORIENTATION

Course Number: 2E-F30.
Location: Artillery and Missile School,

Ft. Sill, OK.
Length: 5 weeks (204-208 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/68- Present.
Objectives: To prO;ide training for field

artillery officers 'assigned to duty in Viet-
nam.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in maintenance management of artil- i
lery transport; gunnery; tactical operations;
target acquisittn and location; and radio
communications..1

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(7/74).

AR- 2201 -0160

SIGNAL OFFICER CANDIDATE

Course Number: 4 -I 1 -F 1.
Location: Southeastern Signal School, Ft.

Gordon, GA.
Length: 23 weeks (869 hours).
Exhibit. Dates: 8/66-10/72.
Objectives: To train, develop, and com-

mission highly selected enlisted personnel
as second lieutenants in the Army Signal
Corps.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in radio communication systems to in-
clude FM/AM radio, V/p/UHF radio,
radio relay equipment; wire communica-
tions to include wire and cable, . tele-
typewriter and telegraph-telephone
switching operations, telephone carrier
systems circuit control, communication
center operations, and communication
security; and planning of larger unit com-
munications system.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, credit in
advanced military science at institutions
which normally offer such credit (7/74).

AR-2201-0161

SPECIAL FORCES MILITARY FREE FALL
PARACHUTIST

Cou .Number: 2E-F48; 011-FI I.
n: Institute for Military

AssisyeiTt. Bragg, NC.
Len h: kweeks ( 172 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/75-Present.

k.)
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Objectives: To qualify male commis-
sioned officers, and enlisted men as military
free-fall parachutists.
. Instruction: Practical exercises in execut-

ing free-fall parachute jumps commencing
at. 12,500 feet actual; progressing to 35,000
feet actual, to demonstrate competency. In-
cludespractice in techniques of body sta-
bilization and use of canopy control
techrliques after parachute deployment to
assemble in the air and land with fellow
parachutidts in a tactical grouping.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military-specific nature of
the course (8/77). --

Related Occupation Codes: 11B; I IC;
12B;' 91 B; 05B.

AV 2201 -0162

SPECIAL FORCES OFFICER

1

Course Number: 2E-F8; 33-G-F3.
Location: Special Warfare .School, Ft.

Bragg, NC.
Length: 12 -13 weeks (702-835 hours).
Exhibit Dates: /64--Present.
Objectives: To provide students with a

general knowledge of the latest doctrine
and techniques of Special Forces opera-
tions.

Instruction: Lectures and practicarexer-
cises in development, and employment of
resistance forces; infiltration and exfiltra-
tion; U.S. unconventional warfare organiza-
tion and capabilities; stability and
psychological operations.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(7/74)i

AR-2201-0163

NUCLEAR WEAPONS EMPLOYMENT

Course Number: 2E -F 12; 6-A-F19.
Location: Artillery and Missile School,

Ft. Sill, OK.
Length: 3 weeks (105-120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/64-12/68:
Objectives: To qualify commissioned of-

ficers for duty as nuclear weapons employ-,
ment officers.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the effects of nuclear weapons, the
fundamentals of employment, and tactical
application of nuclear weapons emploY-..
ment.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
beCause of the limited technical nature of
the course (7/74).

AR-2201-0164

NUCLEAR WEAPONS EMPLOYMENT

Course Number: 2E-F16; 17-A-F19'.
Location: Ahnor School, Ft. Knox, KY.
Length: 3 weeks (120-123 hours)..
Exhibit Dates: 6/63-12/68.
Objectives: To qualify commissioned of-

ficers for duty as nuclear weapons employ-
ment officers.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the effects of nuclear weapons; the
fundamentals of nuclear weapons employ-
ment and tactical applications; and the em-
ployment of chemical and biological
weapons.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited technical nature of
the course ( 7/74).
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AR-220I-0165
SPECIAL FORCES OFFICER (MODIFIED)

Course Number: 2E-F8.
Location:' Special , Warfare Schpol, Ft.

Bragg, NC.
Length: 8 weeks (441 ho, es).
Exhibit Dates: 9/66-Pr
Objectives: To provide Icers with a

general knowledge of test doctrine
And techniques df unto tional warfare
and Special Forces operations.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in i0eapons familiarization:, field en-
gineering and demolitions; medical and
psychological Operations; air and amphibi-
ous/ operations; resistance movements;
physical training; and counterinsurgency
doctrine and techniques.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course(7/74).

AR-2201-0166

FIELD ARTILLERY OFFICER CANDIDATE

Course Number: 2-6-Fl; 6-N-F I ; 6 -E -19.
Location: Field Artillery School, Ft. Sill,

OK; Artillery and Missile School, Ft. Sill,
OK; Artillery and Guided Missile School,
Ft. Sill, OK.

Length: 23 weeks (780-1085 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/56-Present.
Objectives: To train selected personnel to

perform duties in field artillery units and
staffs.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises to include maintenance management,
communications electronics, gunnery and
tactics, command and staff, air-ground
Operations, target acquisition, drill Wand
ceremonies, physical training, and leader-
ship principles.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, credit in
advanced military science at institutions
which normally offer such credit (7/74).

AR -2201 -0167

INFANTRY OFFICER CANDIDATE

Course Number: 2-7-F 1; 7-N-Fl; 7-E-I4.
Location: Infantry School, Ft. Benning,

GA.
Length: 22-23 weeks (830-1035 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/54-Present.
Objectives: To prepare selected person-

nel to become officers in the reserve com-
ponents of the U.S. Army.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in 'combined arms tactics, offensive
and defensive; airborne /airmobile opera-
tions; amphibious operations; artillery
operations; engineer operations; chemical,
biological, and radiological operations;
patrolling; personnel management; intel-
ligence; logistics and operations; military
leadership; effective oral and written com-
munication; maelind air photo reading;
military justice; Medical. subjects; physical
training; drill and command; army informa-
tion, program; communications/electronics;
maintenance management; and army
weaponry.

Credit Recommendation: in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, credit in
advanced military science at institutions
which normally offer such credit (7/74).

AR-220140168

FIELD ARTILLERY OFFICER CANDIDATE
(RESERVE COMPONENT)

Course Aumber: 2.6-F2; 2-N-F2.
Location: Artillery and Missile School,

Ft. Sill, OK:
Length: I I weeks (459-493 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/59- Present.
Objectives:. To , prepare personnel to

qualify as second lieutenants in National
Guard or Reserve field artilley units.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in maintenance management, commu-
nication electronics, gunnery, tactics, map
reading, military law, target acquisition,
drill and ceremonies. physical training; and
leadership.

Credit RecOmmendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in military science (7/74).

Alt- 2201- 0169.,

CHAPPARAL/VULCAN NONCOMMISSIONED
OFFICER (NCO) QUALIFICATION

Course Number: 12I-F17.
Location: Air Defense School, Ft, Bliss,

TX.
Length: 8 weeks (294 hours). ,
Exhibit Dates: 7/68-Prespnt.
Objectives: To provide enlisted personnel

with a general knowledge of the Chapparal/
Vulcan Air D_ efense System characteristics,
capabilities, and limitations.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the Vulcan Air Defense System,
the Chapparal Air Defense System, forward
area weapons equipment, maintenance
management, and small unit tactical opera-
tions.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(7/74).

AR-2201-0170

INFANTRY NONCOMMISSIONED OFFICE,.
(NCO) CANDIDATE

Course Number: 010:11B40-1.
Location: Infantry School, Ft. Benning,

GA.
,Length: 12 weeks (580-656 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/67-Present.
Objectives: To train and qualify enlisted

personnel to serve as noncommissioned of-
ficer squad leaders in the Infantry.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in small unit technical offensive and
defensive operations; airborne, artillery, en-
gineer, chemical, and Air Force operations;
leadership; map reading; communications;
maintenance of vehicles; individual and
crew-served weapons firing and employ-
ment.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 6 semester
hours in advanced military science (7/74).

Related Occupation Codes: I I B; I I C;
1 I H.

AR-2201-0171
ARMOR OFFICER CANDIDATE

Course Number: 211 7-Fl.
Location: Armor School, Ft. Knox, KY.
Length: 23 weeks (785 -836 hours).
Exhibit pates: 7/66-12/68.
Objectives: To train, qualify, and com-

mission highly selected enlisted personnel
or second lieutenants in the armor branch.

1,

Instruction: Lectures, demonstrations,
and practical exercises in armored cavalry
tactical operations, artillery and engineer
operations, tank and 'automotive main-
tenance, radio communication, map, read-
ing, methods of instruction. military justice,
small arms, mortars, and anti-tank

.weapons.
Credit Recommendations hi the upper-

division baccalaureate category, credit in
advanced military science at institutions
which normally offer such credit (7/74).

AR-2201-0172
AIR- DEFENSE ARTILLERY AUTOMATIC

WEAPONS OFFICER

Course Number. 2E-F18.
Location: Air Defense School, Ft. Bliss,

TX.
Length: 4-6 weeks (150-227 hours).
Exhibit Dates: t/66-Present.
Objectives: To provide officers with a

working knowledge of air defense auto-
matic weapons, tactics, techniques, and
materiels.

Instruction: Lectures and practical' exer-
cises in characteristics and operation of the
twin 40-mm gun and the OEM-propelled .50
machinegun; small arms maintenance and
repair procedures, tactics, and operations.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(7/74).-

AR-220I-0173
35R COLLEGE JUNIOR

Course Numberk,,None.
Location: Women's Army Corps School,

Ft. McCellan, AL. ,

Length: 4 weeks (117-133 hours).
Exhibit Dates: I/69-Present.
Objectives: To orient women college ju-

niors participating in the Army student of-
ficer program to obtain a commission.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in Army public relations, chemical
and ,biological _operations, first aid, field
training, intelligence and security, land
navigation, leadership, personnel manage-
ment, and organization of the Department
of Defense and the Department of the
Army.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited technical nature of
the course (7/74).

AR-22017.0174
FIELD ARTILLERY NONCOMMISSIONED

OFFICER ( NCO ) CANDIDATE

Course Number: 041-13 B40-1.
Location: Artillery and Missile School,

Ft. Sill, OK.
Length: 15 weeks (602 hours.).
Exhibit Dates: 8/68-2/73.
Objectives: To train and qualify enlisted

personnel to serve as noncommissioned of-
ficers in Field Artillery units.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in artillery' transport operation and
maintenance, communication and elec-
tronics, gunnery, tactical operations, and
map reading.

Credit Recommendation; In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 6 semester
hours in advanced military science (7/74).

Related Occupation Codes: I 3A; I 3B;
13Z.



AR-2201-0175

FIELD ARTILLERY TRATIoNs AND
INTF.LLIGEN ASSISTANT SKILL
DF.VELOPMF.NT BASF.

Course Number: 250-13E40-1.
Location:. Artillery and Missile School,

Ft. Sill, OK.
Length: 13 weeks (517 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/08-Present.
Objectives: To qualify enlisted personnel

to serve in supervisory positions as artillery
operations and intelligence assistants.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in artillery transportation, radio com-
munication .and electronics, basic gunnery,

--basic tactical operations, target acquisition
and location, automotive maintenance, gun
direction computers, and combat intel-
ligence and operations..

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(7/74).

Related Occupation bodes: 13V; I 3Z.

AR-2201-0176

INFANTRY INDIRECT FIRE CREWMAN
NONCOMMISSIONED OFFICER (NCO)
CANDIDATE

Course Number: 010- 11C40 -1.
Location: Infantry School, Ft. Benning,

GA.
Length: 12 weeks (416 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/67-Present.
Objectives: To qualify enlisted personnel

to become mortar squad and section
leaders in the Infantry.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in offensive and defensive combat
operations; internal defense and develop-
ment operations; airbome/airinobile opera-
tions; artillery operations; 'engineer opera-
tions; and chemical, biological, and air
forces operations.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of' the military nature of the course
(7/74).

Related Occupation Codes: I IC.

AR-2201-0177

CHEMICAL OFFICER BASIC
(CHEMICAL OFFICER ORIENTATION)

Course Number: 5-3-C20; 3-A-C20; 3-A-
C1; 3-0-A.

Location: Chemical School, Ft. McClel-
lan, AL..

Length: 8-12 weeks (328-456 hoUrs).
Exhibit Dates: 7/55-Present.
Objectivei: To prepare newly commis-

sioned chemical corps officers for first duty
assignment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in personnel and administrative
procedures, special warfare training, intel-
ligence, physical training, smoke opera-
tions, weapons, and leadership; CBR plans,
training, and operations; logistics and

-supply management; biologigal operations;
chemical operations; nucleaf warfare and
radiological defense; CBR defense and
materiel; and medical training and support.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(7/74).

AR-2201-0178
HONEST JOHN ROCKET CREWMAN

NONCOMMISSIONED OFFICER (NCO)
BASIC

Course Number: 042-15F40-EC.
Location: Field Artillery School, Ft. Sill,

OK.
Length: 12 weeks (487 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/71-3/72.
Objectives: To provide selected person-

nel with general knowledge of the duties of
an Honest John Rocket team crewman.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in artillery transport °petition, com-
munications/electronics, Honest John war-

. head and rocket, tactics and combined
arms, command and staff, nuclear employ-
ment, and leadership principles.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(7/74).

Related Occupation Codes: I5F; I 5Z.

AR-2201-0179
CHEMICAL E(UIPMENT- REPAIR SUPERV1SON

Course Number: 3-R-533.7; .3-E-14.
Location: Chemical Corps School, Ft.

McClellan, AL.
4..ength: 3 weeks (107-120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/56-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

supervise the inspection, maintenance, and
repair of chemical equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in maintenance and repair of smoke
generatdrs, gas masks, and flame throwers;
personnel management; maintenance of
decontamination equipment; basic shop
management; and supply procedures. ,

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited technical nature of
the course (5/74):

AR-2201-0180

POWERED BRIDGE OPERATOR

Course Number: 250-12D20.
Location: Engineer School, Ft. Belvoir,

VA.
Length: 4 weeks (153 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/70-Present.
Objectives: To train personnel in the

operation of the mobile assault bridge.
Instruction: Practical exercises and con-,

ferences to include units on powered
bridge operations limited to specialized
areas of maintenance and operation.

Credit iteconunendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 1 semester hour
as a technical elective (7/74); in the lower-
division . baccalaureate/associate degree
category, . I semester hour as a technical
elective (7/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 12A; 12D.

AR-2201-0181
MANEUVER COMBAT ARMS- INFANTRY ( I I

CMF) NCO ADVANCED
(INFANTRY ARMOR (IA -CMF) NCO AD-

VANCED)

Course Number: 0-1 I -C42; 0- IA -C42A.
Location: Infantry School, Ft. Benning,

GA.
Length: 10-12 weeks (379-433 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/72-Present.
Objectives: To provide middle-grade en-

listed personnel with sufficient knowledge
to perform infantry armor military duties.
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Instruction: Leos and practical exer-

cises to include tactical doctrine; funda-
mentals of `combat in built-up areas; stabili-
ty operations in insurgent areas; engineer
operations; intelligence and logistics;
general management; map and airphoto
reading; militaryileadership; physical train-
ing and tombatives; communications/elec-
tronics; crew served weapons; and person-
nel.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(7/74).

AR-2201-0182

BRANCH IMMATERIAL OFFICER CANDIDATE

Course Number. 2-7-F 1.
Location: Infantry School, Ft. Benning,

GA.
Length:_14 weeks (518 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/73-Present.
Objectives: To prepare selected person- ;

net for branch officer basic course training.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in combined arms tactics; general sub-
jects, including personnel, intelligence, lo-
gistics, map and airphoto reading, physical
training, and military leadership; communi-
cations/electronics; unit/materiel readiness;
and weapons.

Credit Recommendation:- No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(7/74).

AR-2201-0183

COMBAT SURVEILLANCE AND TARGET
ACQUIsMON'NCO ADVANCED

(COMBAT SURVEILLANCE AND TARGET
ACQUIsMON (SA-CMF) NCO AD-
VANCED)

(COMBAT SURVEILLANCE AND TARGET
ACQUIsMON NCO ADVANCED)

Course Number: 2-17-C42; 2-SA-C42;
221-17Z50-EC.

Location: Field Artillery School, Ft. Sill,
OK.

Length: 8-12 weeks (213-431 hours).
ExhibitPates: 8/72-Present.
Objectives: To provide enlisted personnel

with knowledge to perform in combat sur-
veillance and target aquisition units.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in field artillery subjects and general
Army subjects, including military cor-
respondence; map reading; military opera-
tions; nuclear weapons effects; unit tactics;
leadership principles; military law; military
security; and personnel management.

Credit Recommenaktion: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(7/74).

Related Occupation C I7B; 17C;
17D; 17E; 17K; 17L; 17Z: 93F.

AR-2201-0184

INFANTRY ARMOR (IA -CMF) NCI)
ADVANCED

Course Number: 0- IA -C42B.
Location: Armor School, Ft. Knox, KY.
Length: 12 weeks (392 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/73-Present.
-Objectives: To provide senior noncom:

missioned officers with a general working
knowledge of' infantry armor operations.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in automotive management; command
and staff functions; tactical operations; in-
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ternal defense and development; communi-
cations and electronics; and leadership and
administration.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(7/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 11D; 1 IE.

AR-2201-0185

FIELD ARTILLERY MISSILES /ROCKETS
NONCOMMISSIONED OFFICER (-NCO)
BASIC

Course Number: 043-15B40-EC; 043-
5E40-EC; 043- I 5F40-EC.
Location: Field Artillery School, Ft. Sill,

OK
Length: 9-12 weeks (375-400 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/72-Present.
Objectives: To train middle-level enlisted

personnel to assume the duties of noncom-
missioned officer missilemen.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the weapons system, firing opera-
tions, controls, maintenance, loading,
safety, and employment of the Honest John
rocket, the Pershing missile, or the Serge-
ant missile.

Credit Recoinmendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(7/74).

Related Occupation Codes: 1 SB; 1 SE;
'I5F; 15Z.

AR-2201-0186

COMBAT SURVEILLANCE. AND TARGET
ACQUISITION NONCOMMISSIONED
OFFICER,(Nc0) BASIC

Course Number: 412-17C40-EC; 412 -
82C40-EC,

Location: Field Artillery School, Ft. Sill,
OK.'

Length: 10-12 weeks (322-378 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/72-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

serve as noncommissioned supervisors in
combat surveillance and target acquisition
positions.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in surveillance and location of targets
leading to specialization RIS one of the fol-
lowing: counterbattery/countermortar radar
crewman; sound ranging crewman; flash
ranging crewman; 'field illumination
crewman; artillery surveyor; meteorological
observer; or ballistic meteorologist.

. Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(7/74).

Related' Occupation Codes: 17A; 17B;
17C; I7D; 17E; 17Z; 82C; 93E; 93F; 35D.

A.R-2201-0187

NUCLEAR AND CHEMICAL TARGET ANALYSIS
(NUCLEAR, BIOLOGICAL, AND CHEMICAL

(NBC) WEAPONS TARGET ANALYSIS)
(NUCLEAR, BIOLOGICAL, AND CHEMICAL

(NBC) WEAPONS EMPLOYMENT)
(NUCLEAR WEAPONS EMPLOYMENT)

Course Number: 2E-F13; 6-A-F26; 250-
A-F ; 250-0-8.

Location: Field Artillery School, Ft. Sill,
OK; Command and General Staff College,
Ft. Leavenworth, KS.

Length: 3-5 weeks ( 115-175 hours):
Exhibit Dates: 9 /S7- Present.
Objectives: To provide officers with a

knowledge of the considerations,

techniques, and ,procedures required for
the tactical employment of nuclear and
chemical weapons.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the fundamental effects of nuclear
weapons; damage estimation and target
analysis; chemical weapons employment
and the tactical application of nuclear and
chemical weapons; nuclekir and chemical
trends and . developments; and foreign
nuclear, biological, and chemical capabili-
ties.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(6/75).

AR-2201-0188 .

ASSOCIATE ARMY MEDICAL SERVICE
COMPANY OFFICER

Course Number: 8-B-C3; 8-0-2.
Location; Medical Field Service School,

Ft. Sam Houston, TX.
Length: I5 weeks (526-527 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/54:y12/68.
Objectives: To provide command and

staff training to company' grade medical
service officerS.

Instruction: Instruction in company-level
organization and administrative procedures
including financial management; medical
supply; Hospital plant planning and main
tenance; military law; records and legal
aspects of .civil emergencies; dental ser-
vices; field medicine; preventive medicine;
and veterinary science. . -

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 6 semester .

hours in advanced military science and 3 in
business administration (6/75).

AR-2201-0189

LANCE OFFICER

Course Number: 2F-13B; 2F -1 190L.
Location: Field Artillery School, Ft. Sill,

OK.
Length: 5 weeks (148-165 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/74-Present.
Objettives: To provide selected officers

with a working knowledge of the operation,
mailittenance, and employment of the
Lance missile system.

Instruction: Lectures and practical ex-
perience in the capabilities and limitations
of the missile system; basic physics of
flight; basic components; fire ,direction
procedures; nuclear warhead selection and
tactical employment; missile assembly, han-
dling, loading, and maintenance; 'and gun-
nery.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 3 semester hours
in shop management (6/75); in the lower- -
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 1 semester hour in shop manage-
ment (6/75).

AR-2201-0190

TACTICAL ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT
MAINTENANCE (EE-CMF) NCO
ADVANCED

Course Number: 1-EE-C42A.
Location: Southeastern Signal School, Ft.

Gordon, GA; Signal School, Ft. Gordon,
GA.

Length: 10-12 weeks (369-449 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1q4-Present.

Objectives: To provide selected enlisted
personnel.With a working knowledge of the
duties required to perform as senior non-
commissioned officers.

Instruction: Topics include . advanced
educational, development,; personnel
management, military correspondence, unit
administration, unit logistics, problem solv-
ing, and management of a maintenance
facility.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(6/75).

"--\AR-2201-0191
ARTILLERY OFFICER BASIC

Course Number: 44-A-C 1C; 6-A-C IC.
Location: Artillery and Missile School,

.Ft. Sill, OK; Air Defense School, Ft. Bliss,
TX.

Length: 20 weeks (675-706 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/58-12/61.
Objectives: To provide newly commis-

sioned regular Army officers with basic
branch training in field artillery.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in artillery transport. communications
and electronics; missiles and missile materi-
als; gunnery, cannons and rockets; tactics;
and target acquisition.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, credit in
advanced military science at institutions
which normally offer such credit (7/74).

AR-2201-0192
INFANTRY OFFICER BASIC

( BASIC INFANTRY OFFICER)

..Course Number: 2-7-C20; 7 -A -Cl.
Location: Infantry School. Ft. Denning,

GA.
Length: 9-15 weeks (383-595 hours).
Exhibit' Dates: 6/57-Present.
Objectives: To train newly commissioned

officers in the duties and responsibilities of
infantry platoon leaders in rifle and
weapons platoons..

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in mechanical training and employ-
ment of infantry weapons to include rifles,
machine guns, grenades, pistols, mortars,
and tank weapons; infantry small unit tac-
tics; signal communication; map and aerial
photograph reading; combat intelligence;
and leadership:

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, credit in
advanced military science at institutions
which normally offer such credit (7/74).

AR-2201-0193
FIELD ARTILLERY OFFICER BASIS

(REGULAR ARMY FIELD ARTILLERY' OF-
FICER BASIC)

(FIELD ARTILLERY OFFICER ORIENTATION )

Course Number: 2-6-C20; 2-6-C20(RA);
6-A-C20; 6-A-C I; 6-0-A.

Location: Field Artillery School, Ft. Sill,
OK; Artillery and Missile School, Ft. Sill,
OK.

Length: 6-17 weeks (225-666 hours)
8/55-Present.

Ob es: To prepare Field Artillery of-
ficers to function in their first duty assign-
ments.

Instruction: Instruction includes main-
tenance- management, technical communi-
cations, and general military subjects.



Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division haccalaureate category; credit in
advanced military science at institutions
which normally offer such credit (6/75).

AR-2201-0194.

NON-INIEGRATEDAFIAR MAINTENANCE
(26-CMF) NCO BASIC

Course Number: 1-26-C40A.
Location: Air Defense School. Ft. Bliss,

TX.
Length: 8 weeks (297 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/75-7/76.
Objectives: This course. provides selected

enlisted personnel with a knowledge of
those duties required to perform as a non-
commissioned officer in grade E-6.

Instruction:, Instruction in air defense
management, .artillery operations and tac-
tics, and field liaining exercises.

Credit ,qecommendation: No credit
because of tlie, limited specialized nature of
the course (8/77).

Related Occupation Codes: 24P.

AR-2201-0195

AIR DEFENSE MISSILE. MAINTENANCE (23-
CMF) NCO BASIC

Course Number: 1-23-C40A.
Location: Air Defense School, Ft. Bliss.

TX.
Length: 8 weeks (296-306 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/75-Present.
Objectives: To provide selected person-

nel with leadership training and general
support information on advanced missile
systems.

Instruction: Course includes principles of
communication, oral and written; leader-
ship training; personnel management; and
operations overview of Nike, Hercules, and
Hawk missile systems.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
the course (8/77).

Related Occupation Codes:. 28M-; 25D;
25G; 25H; 25J; 25K; 24B; 26H; 24C; 2415;--
24E; 24F; 24G; 24Q; 24U.

AR-2201-0196

COMBAT MISSILE MAINTENANCE (27-CMF)
NCO ADVANCED (USAADS)

(AIR DEFENSE ARTILLERY (27-CMF)
NCO ADVANCED (USAADS))

Course Number: None.
Location: Air Defense School, Ft. Bliss,

TX.
Length: 10 weeks (366 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/76-Present.
Objectives: Course provides selected per-

sonnel with knowledge of duties required
to perform in grade E-7 within this career
management field.

Instruction: Course includes military
management, communicative skills, military
leadership and physical readiness, 'and
general air defense topics. Content is mili-
tary in nature.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military-specific nature of

, the course (8/77).
Related Occupation Codes: 24M; 24N.

AR-1261-0198
VOICE. OPERATOR MISSION TRAINING

(GERMAN)
Course Number: 231 -F14.
Location: Intelligence School; Ft.

Devens. MA.
Length: 4 weeks ( II8 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/76-Present.
Objectives: To train voice operators to

exploit and immediately report combat in-
formation.
...Instruction: Topics include extracts of
traffic analysis, artillery, rocket launchers,
.and voice signal identification.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military-specific nature of
/he, course (9/77):

Related Occupation Codes: 98G.

AR-2201-0199

ARMY SECURITY AGENCY TACTICAL
SUPPORT ELEMENT

(ASTE OPERATIONS)

Course Number: 2G-F 17.
Location: Intelligence School, Ft._

Devens, MA.
I Length: 4 weeks (152 hours).

. Exhibit Dates: 4/75-Present.
Objectives: To prepare officers to work

in the Army Security Agency (ASA),Tacti-
cal Support Element.

Instruction: Topics include concepts of.
electronic warfare, intelligence processing,
and electronic countermeasures.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military-specific nature- of
the course (9/77).

AR-2201-0200'
MISSION TRAINING ANALYSIS (AREA I )

Course Number: 232-F2.
Location: Intelligence School, Ft.

Devens! MA.
Length: 4:weeks ( 118 hours).
Exhiplidites: I /76-Present.
Objeettfts:i To provide soldiers with

training' int.",the traffic analysis techniques
and procedures required to process and re-
port On Southeast Asian communications.

Instruction: Topics include signal intel-
ligence reporting,' Southeast Asian commu-
nications systems and operations, and an
introduction to Southeast Asia. t.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
-because of the military-specific nature of
the course (9/77).

Related Occupation Codes: 98C.

AR- 2201 -0201

MISSION TRAINING ANALYSIS (AREA 2)

Course Number: 232 -F3.
Location: Intelligence School, Ft.

Devens, MA.
Length: 4 weeks (121 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/76-Present.
Objectiv : To tram personnel in the traf-

fic 'analy is techniqueS and procedures
required o process and report on Europe-
an Com unist communications.

Inst don: Instruction to Soviet military
communications, Soviet rocket 'operations,
and Soviet defense plans.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military- specific nature of
the course (9/77).

Related Occupation. Codes: 98C.
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AR-2201-0202
MISSION TRAINING ANALYSIS (AREA 3)

Course Number: 232-F4.
Location: Intelligence School, Ft.

Devens, MA.
Length: 4 weeks (124 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/76-Present.
Objectives: To train soldiers in the traffic;

analysis techniques and procedures
required to process and report on Pacific
communications.

Instruction: Topics include signal intel-
ligence reporting, Peoples Reptiblic of
China communications systems, and an in-
troduction to the Peoples Republic of
China.

Credit Recommendition: No -credit
because of the military-specific nature of
the course (9/77).

Related Occupation Codes: 98C.

AR-2201-0203
TELEMETRY COLLECTION OPERATIONS

(SPACE COLLECTION (SPACOL) OPERA-
TIONS )

Course Number: 233-F7.
Location: intelligence School, Ft.

Devens, MA.
Length: 6 weeks (168 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/75-Present.
Objeetives: Course teaches annex opera-

tor training for military occupational spe-
cialty (MOS) 98J personnel being assigned
to space collection operations.

Instruction: topics include intercept
equipment, satellite plotting, and report
format.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military-specific nature of
the course ( 9/77 )i

AR-2201-0204

GENERAL ELECTRONIC WARFARE (EW)
CRYPTOLOGIC OFFICER (RESERVE
COMPONENT) NONRESIDENT/
RESIDENT

Course Number: 3B-9600 (RC).
Location: Intelligence School. Ft.

Devens, MA."
Length: In residence 2 weeks (66 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1 1/75-Present.
Objectives: To train reserve officers to

perform electronic warfare cryptoloic du-
ties.

Instruction: instrOF.A0 401-eign com-
munication systems, OF munications
systems, and associated 'communica-
tions systems. ,

.
._

Credit Recommendation: No Icredit
because of the military-specific nature of
the course (9/77).

XR-2201-0205
GUARDRAIL IV SYSTEM MAINTENANCE

Course Number: 102 -F34.
'Location: Intelligence School, 'Ft.

Devens, MA.
Length: 7 weeks (164 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/75-Present.
Objectives: To train students to maintain:

selected assemblies of the Guardrail IV
system.

?It's

Instruction: Course contains information
\ on maintenance of a specific military

system.
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,

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
the course (9/77)/

AR-2201-0206

ADVANCED IDENTIFICATION TECHNIQUES
OPERATIONS

Course Number: 231 -F7.
Location: Intelligence School, Ft.

Devens, MA.
-Length: 5 weeks (146 hoUrs).
Exhibit Dates: 5/74-Present.

. Objectives: To train personnel in ad-
vanced identification techniques.

Instruction: Course trains the operator in
advanced identification techniques, equip-,
ment calibration and operation, transmitter
characteristics, and records' and reports.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
-because of the 'military-specific nature 'of
-; he course (9/77).

AR-220170207

.0 VOICE. OPERATOR MISSION TRAINING NO. I.
(RUSSIAN)

Course Number 231-F12.
Location: Intelligence School, Ft.

Devens, MA.
Length: 4 weeks (118 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/76-Present.
Objectives: To train -the voice operator to

exploit and immediately rep6rt combat in-
formation.

Instruction: TopicS include military or-
ganization, artillery, rocket launchers, and
identification of voice signals.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military-specific nature of
the course (9/77).

Related Oc upation Codes: 98G.

AR- 2201 -0208

ELECTRONIC RFARE (EW)
COUNTF MEASURES RECE WING
SYSTF. S OPERATIONS

(ELECTRO IC WARFARE (EW) COUNTER-
MEA ORES RECEIVING SYSTEM OPERA-
TOR)

Course Number: 233-F5.
Location: Intelligence School, Ft.

Devens, MA.
Length: 5 weeks (141 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/73-Present.
Objectives: To train students to intercept,

log,-Fe-COrd, and report communications
signals.

Instruction: Topics include tactical re-
porting, equipment, and practical exercises.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military-specific nature or
the course (9/77).

AR-2201-0209

EiscrPoNiCWP.RFAitt: (EW)
NONCOMMUNICATIONIIINTERcEPTOR-
ANALYST BASIC TEctoncAt.

Course Number: 232-98.130.
Location: Intelligence School. Ft.

Devens, MA.
Length: 12' weeks (370-380 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/77-Present.
Objectives: Course prepares electronic

Warfare signal intelligence noncommunica-
tions interceptor-analysts to supervise non-,
communications collection and analysis
operations.

BP

Instruction: Topics include threat assess-
ment, map reading, field Operations, and
components of electronic warfare.

Credit Recommendation: In' the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degiee
Category, 3 semester hours in maintenance
management and supervision (9/77). c"--

Related Occupation. Codes: 98J.

AR-2201-0210
.

NUCLEAR WEAPONS MATERIEL
MANAGEMENT OFFICER

(SPECIAL AMMUNITION OFFICER)

Course Number: 4E-75C..
Location: Missile and Munitions School,

Redstone Arsenal, A.L.
Length: 611keeks (220 hours).
Exhibit Mee: 7/75-Present.
Objectives: To provide commissioned of-

ficers with a knowledge of the organization,
management and operation of Army
nuclear weapons assembly, maintenance
and logistics.

Instruction: Instruction covers nuclear
weapons safety, operation and assembly.
nuclear weapons systems, and the logistics
concerning nuclear weapon use 'and
storage,

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military-specific nature of
the course (8/77).

AR-2201-0211

COMBAT MISSILE MECHANIC ( 271-CMF)
NCO BASIC

Course Number: C-271-C40.
Location: Air Defense School, Ft. Bliss,

TX.
Length: 8 weeks (294-298 hours).
Exhititl4ktes: 12/75-7/76.
Objectives: This course, provides selected

enlisted personnel with a knowledge of
those duties required to perform as non-
commissioned officers in grade E-6.

Instruction: Course includes military
leadership, general military subjects, and
air defense artillery topics.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the, military-specific nature of
the course (8/77).

Related Occupation Codes: 24M; 24N.

AR-2201-0212

WARRANT OFFICER CAW/ WE MILITARY
DEVELOPMENT

Course Number: 2C-F32.
Location: Aviation Center, Ft. Rucker,

AL.
Length: 6 weeks (220 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/77-Present.
Objectives: To develop stamina, will,

leadership. physical conditioning and future
potential in military setting.

Instruction: Military subjects covered in-
clude communicative arts, military person-
nel management, maintenance _Manage-
ment, strategy, and warrant officer
development subjects.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the pecific nature of
the course ( I 2/

Related Occu Codes: 100B.

i"" '

. AR-2201-0213

FIELD ARTILLERY CANNON (FA-CMF)
NONCOMMISSIONED OFFICER (NCO)
ADVANCED

Course Number: 0-13-C42.
Location: Field Artillery School, Ft. Sill,

OK.
Length: 10-12 weeks (359-363 hoUrs).
Exhibit Dates: 7/73-6/77.
Objectives: To train the noncommis-

sioned officer to be an exporter of modern
battlefield tactics,' techniques and
procedures to the gaining unit.

Instruction: Subjects include target
acquisition, communications electronics,
tactics and combined arms, weapons, gun-
nery and field artillery.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military-specific nature of
the course ( 11/77).

Related Occupation Codes: 1313; 13E;
13Z.

AR-2201-0214
MASTER GUNNER ( M551)

Course Number: 020-FA..
Location: Armor SchO411r, Ft. Knox, KY.
Length: 12 weeks (448 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/76-Present.
Objectives: To prepare students to assist

squadron and troop commanders in the
planning and implementation of tank gun-
nery, training programs. 0 Subjects covered
include weapons maintenance and gunnery,
automotive subjects and leadership areas.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military-specific nature of
the course (11/77).

AR-2201-0215
MASTER GUNNER (M60A2),

Course Number: 020-F3.
Location: Armor School, Ft. Knox, KY.
Length: 14 weeks (522 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/77-Present.
Objectives: To prepare highly selected
ncommissioned officers to assist tank

ompany/battalion commanders in the
anning and implementation of tank gun-

training programs.
InstructioU: Subjects include gunnery,

Maintenance, target acquisition, conduct of
fire, tank tables, range management and or-
ganizational maintenance required on the
M60A2 turret and weapon systems.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because 'of the military- specific nature 'of
the course (11/77).

AR-2201-0216
MASTER GUNNER (M60A1/A3)

Course Number: 020-Fl.
Location: Armor School, Ft. Knox, KY.
Length: I 2 weeks (448 hours),
Exhibit Dates:`2/76-Present.
Objectives: To prepare highly selected'

noncommissioned officers to assist tank
company/battalion commanders in the.
planning and implementation of tank gun-
nery training programs.

Instruction: Subjects include gun elevat-
ing and turret traversing systems, use of fir-
ing tables, tank tables, conduct of fire
(advanced) and stabilization systems.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military-specific nature of
the course ( 11/77).



DD-0326-0001
ARMED FORCES STAFF COLLEGE

Course Number: None.
'Location: Armed Forces. Staff College,

Norfolk, VA.
Length: Version. 1: 21 weeks (634

hours). Version 2 : 21 weeks (548-642
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 6/73-Present.
Version 2: 7/54-5/73.

Objectives: To train officers in joint and
combined military organization, planning,
and operations, and in related aspects of
national and international security.

Instruction: Lectures, readings, and stu-
dent research and discussions in joint and
combined military organization, planning,
and operations, and in related aspects of
national and international security,

Credit Recobunendation: Version 1: In
the tipper-division baccalaureate category,
6 semester hours in principles and
problems of management0-in international

lerelations (Current Pro in World
Politics), 3 in 'contemporary U.S. military
history and national securif# policy, 3 in
communicative arts (8/74); in the graduate
degree category, 3 semester hours in
management and systems analysis (8/74).
ROTE: Credit recommendation is based on
an on-site evaluation. Recommendations of
credit are maximum figures. The amount
actually accepted for transfer depends
upon the applicant's future academic goals
and regulations of the admitting institution
on transfer credit. Version 2: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 6 semester
hours in business administration, 6 in politi-
cal scienceincluding international rela-
tions-3 in recent military history (8/74).

DD-0504-0001
INFORMATION SPECIALIST (JOURNALIST)

(BASIC MILITARY JOURNALIST) ,

Course Number: ABA79130-I(USAF);
570-71Q20; A-570-00I I (USN); 28-R-
701.1.

Location: Defense Information School,
Ft. Benjamin Harrison, IN; Defense infor-
mation School, Ft. Slocum, NY.

Length: Version 1: 10 weeks (344
hours). Version 2: 9-10 weeks (396-440
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 4/72-Present.
Version 2: 12/64-3/72.

Objectives: To teach selected enlisted
personnel the principles, techniques and
skills required in public information, ser-
vice information, and community relations.

Instrucdon: Lectures and practical ex-
periences in print journalism, including in-
terviewing techniques, news and feature
writing, editing, newspaper layout and
makeup; photojournalism, including the
taking, processing, and printing of photo-
graphs; radio and television writing; speech ;'
international relations and government;
public affairs. Print media, broadcast
media, and photography are emphasized.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1:
ending evaluation Version 2: In the voca-

tional certificate category. 3 semester hours
in mass media (12/73); in the lower-divi-
sion baccalaureate/associate degree catego-
ry, 3 semester hours in mass media (12/
73); in the upper-division baccalaureate

category, 3 semester hours in journalism,
and credit in social sciences and oral com-
munication on the basis of institutional
evaluation (12/68).

DD-0504-0002
ADVANCED INFORMATION SPECIALIST

Course Number: Version 1: 570-Fl. Ver-
sion'2: 28-R-Fl.

Location: Version 1: Defense Information
School, Ft. Benjamin Harrison: 1N. Version
2 Defense Information School, Ft,
Benjamin Harrison, IN; Defense ,Informa-:
tion School, Ft.,Slocum, NY.

Length: Version 1: 3 weeks (116 hours).
Version 2: 8 weeks (352 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 9/72-Present.
Version 2: 3/55-8/72.

Objectives: To provide advanced training
in the planning, supervision, and coordina-
tion of information activities for selected
noncommissioned and petty officers who
will perform duties as assistants to the of-
ficer-in-charge of an information office/sec-
tion or a radio and television facility.

Instruction: Applied journalism, includ-
ing news, headline, editorial, and feature
writing; page layout and makeup; radio and
television, including news and feature writ-
ing, announcing, studio operations, televi-
sion camera techniques, control room
operation, newscast preparation and
production, blocking scrips, and television
feature production.

Credit Reconunendation: Version 1: In
the vocational certificate category, I
semester bon:4n mass media (12/73); in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, I semester hour in mass
media (12/73); in the upper-division bac-
calaureate category, 1 semester hour in
mast media (12/73). Version 2.. In the vo-
cational certificate category, 3 semester
hours in mass media (12/73); in the lower-
divisibn -*baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in mass media
(12/73); in the upper-division baccalau-
reate cattails., 3 semester hours in journal-
ism, and amdit in social sciences on the
basis of institutional evaluation (12/68).

DD-0504-0003

NEWSPAPER EDITOR

Course Number. 570-F2; 'A-570-0013;
5AZA79150.

Location: Defense information School,
Ft. Benjamin Harrison, IN.

Length: 3 weeks ( 118-132 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version 6/76-Present.

Version 2: 7/68-5/76. °

Objectives: To provide a workshop for
enlisted public affairs/information spe-
cialists already serving on staffs of service
newspapers; to review skills of newsgather-
ing, writing, and editing; to teach layout,
page makeup, proofreading, and news
judgment and balance.

Instruction; Version 1: Course is highly
individualized, self-paced program consist-
ing of pretest, group-paced, self-paced,
final performance test And newspaper im-
provement project. Subject areas include
photojournalism, print journalism and
public affairs. Version 2: Lectures and
practical experience in, all phases of
newspaper production, culminating with, a
4-page service newspaper. Workshop in-
cludes communications. law, Department of
Defense pOlicy on release of information,
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newsgashving, writing,, editing, style,
'deadlines, photo selection and editing, and
layout and page makeup.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1:
Pending evaluation, Version 2: In the voca-
tional certificate category, .2 semester hours
in journalism (12/73); in the lowerdisision
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2
semester hours in journalism (12/73); in
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
2 semester hours in journalism (12/68).

DD-0504-0004
INFORMATION ENLISTED

(INFORMATION SPECIALIST)

Course Number: 28-E-1; 28-R-701.1; 28-
R-703.1; 28-R-703.2.

Location: Defense Information School,
Ft. Benjamin Harrison, IN; Defense Infor-
mation School, Ft. Slocum, NY.

Length: 8-10 weeks (278-345 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/56-12/68. et
Objectives: To provide enlisted personnel

with a working knowledge in the selection,
evaluation, preparation, and dissemination
of Army information through available
media of communications,

Instruction: Policy and plans, including
public relations philosophy and practice;
and information aspects of unusnal in-
cidents, stressing the case-study approach;
applied journalism, with perform:nice skills
in all tasks required to publish a service
newspaper, research communications,
stressing preparation of the information
.specialist for public speaking, speech writ-
ing, briefings, and group discussions; radio
and television, including training in writing,
announcing, and production staff functions;
internal relations and government, stressing
the U.S. international position in terms of
world patterns.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in mass media
(12/73); in the upper-division baccalau-,
reate category, 2 semester hours in social
studies, I in oral communications, and
credit in journalism on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation (12/68).

DD-0504-0005
TROOP INFORMATION AND EDUCA7ION

ENLISTED

Course Number: 28-E-1.
Location: Defense Information School,

Ft. Slocum, NY.
Length: 8 weeks (352 hours).
Exhibit Dates; 4/54-1.2/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

assist in the organization, operation, and
supervision of troop information and edu-
cation programs.

Instruction: Policies and operational
procedures; speech preparation and presen-
tation; discussion-leading techniques; or-
ganization of group study activities; testing
procedures; advisement principles; practical
exercises in newsgathering and newswriting;
troop information radio broadcasting; com-
prehensive study of citizenship, history,
government, and international affairs; fun-
damentals of typewriting.

Credit Recommendation: in the voca-
tional certificate category, 2 semester hours

, in social studies, 1 in mass communications
(12/73); in the lower-division baccalau-
reate/associate degree category, 2 semester
hours in social studies, I in mass communi.
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cations /73); in the upper-division bac-
calaureate- category, 2 semester hours in
social studies, I in4 oral communications
(12/68).

DD-0504-0006

27 P INFORMATION. Wit EDUCATION
OFFICER

Course Number: 28-0-6.
LocatiOn: Defense Information School,

Ft. Scum, NY. .

Length: 8 weeks (352-36(rhours).
Exhikoll Dates: 5/54-12/68:
Objectives: To train officeri to supervise

instruction periods and other activities of
the Army's troop informatio,n and educa-
tion programs.
. Instruction: Policies and procedures:
speech preparation and presentation;
discuSsion-leatling techniques; organization
of group study activities; instructor selec-
tion; testing procedures; advisement princi.
pies; practical exercises in newagathering
and newswriting; troop info tion radior
broadcasting; comprehensive study of
citizenship. history, government,, and inter-
national affairs. - :.

,
Credit Recommendation: In he "voca-

tional certificate category, 2 semester hours
in social studies, 1 in journalism (12/73); in
the lower-division baccalaureate/as,ociate
degree category. 2 semester hours in social
studies, I in journalism (12/73); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 2
semester hours in social studies, 1 in jour-
nalism (12/68). .

OD-0504 -0007

PUBLIC INFORMATION OFFICER

Course Number: 28-0-5.
Location: Information School. Et.

Slocum. NY.
Length: 8 weeks (360 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/54-12/68.
Objectives: To train officers to perform

and/or supervise the preparation of news
stories, special articles, posters, photo-
graphs, radio and television programs, and
other informational material for release to
information media; to establish speakers
bureaus; and to promote friendly relations
with infOrmation media representatives and
civilian communities.

Instruction: Policies and procedures;
speech preparation and presentation; public
speaking exercises; use of visual-mechani
cal aids; basic photographic techniques. in-
cluding camera operation; film processing.
photo printing, picture selection, film types
and exposures, and picture story assign-
ments:- civilian press operation, organiza-
tion, apfd philosophy; newswriting; prepara-
tion of material for radio and television
broadcasts; citizenship, history, govern-
ment, and international affairs.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 2 semester hours
in social studies, I in mass media (12/73):
in the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category. 2 semester hours
in social studies, 1 in mass media (12/73);
in the upper-division baccalaureate catego-
ry. 2 semester hours in social studies, I in
oral communications (12/68).

DD- 0504 -0008

PUBLIC &FORMATION ENLISTED

Course Number: 28-E-2.

.-. ..

A 1

Location: Infocmation School, Ft.
Slocum, NY. '

Length: 8 weeks (360 hours). '.
:../Exhibit Dates: 4/54-I2/68. 1

ObjKtives: To train: enlisted personnel to
collect.

to news pe
prepare, 'nd disseminate informal-

tion_
telNiiion, and- they informational media:

rs. magazines.. radio,

and to assist in promotion of other public
relations activities.

.

Instruction: Policies and procedures;
speech preparation and presentation; public
speaking exercises; use of visual-mechani-
cal aids; basic photographic techniques, in-
cluding camera operation, film processing.
photo printing, picture selection, film types
and exposures, and picture story assign-
ments; civilian press operation, organiza-
tion, and philosophy; newswriting and re-
lated activities; preparation of material for. -
radio and television broadcasts; citizenship,
government, history, and international af-
fairs; typing.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate' category, 2 semester hours
in social studies, I in mass media (12/73);
in the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 2 semester hours
in social studies, 1 in mass media (12/73);
in the upper-division baccalaureate catego-
ry. 2 semester hours in social studies, 1 in
oral communications (12/68).

DD-0504-0019 ,

I. INFORMATION OFFICER
2. INFORMATION OFFICER
3. INFORMATION OFFICER BASIC

COurse Number: All Versions: 7G-5505.
Version 3: 28-G-5505.

Location: Defense Information School,
Ft. Benjamin Harrison, IN.

Length: Version 1: eweeks (278 hours).
Version 2 : 8 weeks (270 hours). Version 3
: 8 weeks (284-285 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 4/76-Present
Version 2: 02-3/76. Version 3: 1/65-12/
71.

ObjectiVes: To train commissioned of-
ficers, as information specialists with com-
petency , in journalistic writing, editing,
basic photography, radio and television
writing and announcing, and public speak-
ing. .

Instruition: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the duties of an information spe-
cialiSt. Course includes journalistic writing
and editing, basic photography, radio and
television writing and announcing, public
Speaking, public information techniques
and community relations, and study of in-
ternational press and government attitudes.

Credit :;Recommendation: Version 1:
Pending e4aluation. Version 2: In the voca-
tional certificate category. 6 semester hours
in journalism (7174); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semesters ours irk journalism (7/74); in the
upper-diliSion baccalaureate category? 3
semester hours in journalism on the basis
of institultional examination (7/74). Version
3: In the vocational certificate category. 6
semester touk in journalism (7/74); in the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in jour-
nalism (7/74); .in the upper-division bac-
calaureate category, 2 semester hours in
social studies. 1 ,semester hour in oral com-
munication, and additional credit in jour-
nalism on-the basis of institutIonal evalua:
tion (12/68).

I A

DD-0504-0010

SHIPBOARD INFORMATION, TRAINING AND
'ENTERTAINMENT (SITE) SYSTEM
OPERATOR'S (TELEVISION AFLOAT)

Course NUmber: A:570-0010.
Location: Defense Information School,

Ft. Benjamin Harrison, IN'
Length: 2 weeks (81 hodis).
Exhibit Dates: 10/76-Piesent.
Objectives: To train officers to perform

the dutieS and functions pl shipboard infor-
Teton, training, and entertainment 'system
operators/administrators.

Instruction: Topics, include administra-
tion, logistics.. scheduling. supply, and
equipment familiarization.
,Credit Recommendation: Pending evalua-

tion. -

Dp-0504-001

INFORMATION OFFICER (RESERVE
COMPONENT)

Course Number: 7G-F3 (RC).
Location: Defense Information School,

Ft. Benjamin Harrison, IN.
Length: 2 weeks (69 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/72-Present.
Objectives: To train reserve officers in

the duties and functions of military infor-
mation/public affairs'oflicers in a mobiliza-
tion or reserve component assignment. 0

Instruction: Topics include applied jour-
nalism (print journalism and photojournal-
ism), public affairs (policy and plans,
speech and research). radio and television,
and international relations, and government.

Credit Recommendation: Pending evalua-
tion.

DD-0505-0001
I. INFORMATION SPECIALIST

(BROADCASTER)
2. INFORMATION SPECIALIST

(BROADCASTER)
3. BROADCAST SPECIALIST
4. BROADCAST SPECIALIST

(RADIO ANp TELEVISION PRODUCTION
SPEC IA LIST )

Course Number: Version 1: 570-71R20.
Version 2: 570-71R20. Version I: A -570-
0010. Version 2: A-570-0010. Version 1:
5ALA79131. Version 2: 5ALA79131. Ver-
sion 3: 570-71R20. Version 4: AZA7215 I -
I; 28-R-703:1 28-R-703.2.

Location: Defense Information School,
Ft. Benjamin Harrison, IN; Defense Infor-
mation School, Ft. Slocum, NY.

Length: Version 1: 10 weeks (364
hours). Version 2: 10 weeks (348 hours).
Version 3: 8 weeks (287-298 hours):. Ver-
sion 4: 3 weeks (110 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 4/72-Present.
Version" 2: II/69-3/72. Version 3: 5/66-10/
69. Version 4: 7/64-4/66.

Objectives: To train selected enlisted per-
sonnel to perform as broadcasters for 'mill-
tary'radio or television outlets.

Instruction: Lecture% and practical ex-
perience in applied journalism, including' -

newsgathering. tinnion picture operation
and editing; speech and research training;
intensive indoctrination in radio and televi-
sion, including programming, writing,
operation, logs. control room. TV produc-
tion, broadcast regulations, and appropriate .

examinations; and study of international
relations.



Credit: Recommendation: Version. l:
Pending evaluation. Version 2: In the voca-

tional certificate category, 6 semester hours

in broadcast journalism (12/73); in the

lower-division baccalaureate /associate

degree category, 3 semester hours in

broadcast journalism (12/73); in the upter-

division'bacjalaureate category, 3 semester

hours in broadcast, journalism (12/73).,..Per-

the vocational certificate catego-

ry, 6 semester hours in broadcast journal -

ism ( 12/73); in the lower-division baccalau-

reate/associate 'degree category, 3. semester

hours in broadcast journalism (12/73); in

the upper-division baccalaureate category,

.3 semester hours in radio and television

programming ( 12/68). Version 4: In the vo-

cational certificate category, 2 semester

hours in broadcast journalism (12/73); in

the lower-division baccalaureate/associate

degree category. I. semester hour in broad-

cast journalism (I 2/73); in the upper-diyi-

-. 'xicciAlaure4te,...category_1,...serileste

hour in radio and television programming
(12/68).

DD-0505-9002

liRoAIXAST OFFICER

Cotiise Number: 7G-5522 (USA); 70-

(8)11 (USN)

Loctition: Defense Information Schtiol,

Ft. Benjamin Harrison. IN.
Length: 7 weeks (257 hours).

Exhibit Dates: 7/74-Priient.

Objectives: To train' commissioned ,of-

ficers. warrant officers, and civilians in the

principles, techniques, and skills of broad-

cast officers, including management of an

American Forces Radio and Television Ser-

vice outlet, management of

broadcast operations in a public affairs of-

fice, and management of stateside cloSed-
circuit broadcast facilities.

Instruction: Students learn " military

broadcast management, superiiision,
S

meiho.ls, techniques, and operations of

military' broadcast facilities; topics include

,radio :Ma television, international relations

and government, speech and research, and
public affairs.

Credit Recommendistionending

t ion.

ro

DD-0602-0001
DEFENSE LANGUAGE INSTITUTE. BASIC

COURSES (1954-1956)
(ALBANIAN)
(ARABIC)
(BULGARIAN)
(CHINESECANTONESE)
(CHINESEMANDARIN)
(CZECH)
(DANISH)
(FRENCH)
(GF.RMAN)
(GREEK)
(HUNGARIAN)
(ITALIAN)
(JAPANESE)
(KOREAN)
(NORWEGIAN)
(PERSIAN)
(PotAsn)
(PORTUGUESE)
(ROMANIAN)
(RUSSIAN)
(SERBO-CROATIAN)
(SPANISH)
(SWEDISH)
(TURKISH)

Course Numbext`None.
Location: Army Language School,

Presidio of Monterey, CA.
Length: 23-46 weeks.
Exhibit Dates: 1/54-12/56.
Objectives: To train officers and enlisted

personnel in the interpretation or transla-
tion of a foreign language, and to provide
basic _nailitary,,,_ geographic,_.,,_ economic,
historical, and political informationA.3a-
the country or area in which the language
is spoken, (These area studies are taught in
the foreign language.)

Instruction: Lectures, discbssions, and
oral drills on the language of a foreign
country and basic military, geographic,
economic, historical, and political informa-
tion about the country in which the lan-
guage is spoken. While these courses are
listed as Basic, it should ben understood that

...._this is the terminology used by the armed
forces to indicate that the courses are their
'regular' programs in the various languages.
They are not limited to what most civilian
institutions would term beginning or basic
courses in a language.

Credit Recommendition: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category; extending into the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 18 semester hours
in ALBANIAN for the 46-week course; 18
in ARABIC for the 46:.week course; 18 in
BULGARIAN for the 46-week course; 26
in CHINESECANTONESE for the 46-
week course; 26 in CHIN-
ESEMANDARIN for the 46-week
course; 18 in CZECH for the 46-week

(,'course; 15 in DANISH for: the 23-week
course; 15 in FRENCH for the 23-week
course 15 in GERMAN for the 23-week
course; 18 in GREEK for ise 46-week
course; 18 in HUNGARIAN for the 46-
week course; 15 in ITALIAN for the 23-
week course; 26 in JAPANESE for the 46-
weA course; 18 in KOREAN for the 46-
week course; 15 in NORWEGIAN for the
23-week course; DI in PERSIAN for the
46-week course; 18 in POLISH for the 46-
week course; 15 in PORTUGUESE for the
23-week course; 18 in ROMANIAN for the
36-week course; 18 in RUSSIAN for the
46-week course; 18 in SERBO-CROATIAN
for the 46-week course; 15 in SPANISH for
the 23week course; 15 in SWEDISH for
the 23-week course; 18 in TURKISH for
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the 46-week course (8/74). NOTE: The
credit recommended for these program( is
based not only upon the type of course
given, bur also upon the relative difficulty
of the language studied. The various lan-
guages given by the Defense Language In-
stitute are listed in accordance with their
level of difficulty as follows: (1) The least
difficult languages for the English speaking
learner (Danish, French, German, Italian,
Norwegian, Portuguese, Romanian,
Spanish, Swedish, and Swahili); (2) lan-
guages of greater difficulty, but with

-alphabetical writing systems which may be
learned concurrently without appreciably
affecting the progress in learning the.
spoken language (Albanian, Bulgarian, Bur-
mese, Czech, FinniSh, Greek, Hungarian,
Indonesian, Lithuanian, Persian, Polish,
Russian, Serbo-Croatian, Slovenian, Thai,
Turkish, Ukrainian, and Vietnamese); and
(3) the more difficult languages where the
reading problem is complicated (Arabic,
Chinese, Japanese, and Korean).

DD-0602-0002
DEFENSE LANGUAGE INSTITUTE BASIC

COURSES (AFTER 1956)
(ALBANIAN)
(ARABIC)
(BULGARIAN)
(BURMESE)
(CHINESECANTONESE)
(CHINESE FUKIENESF)
(CHINESE tIOISHAN)

.=.-M-At4riAittF1)-
(CZECH)
(DANISH)
(FINNISH)
(FRENCH)
(GERMAN)
(GREEK)
(HUNGARIAN)
(INDONESIAN)
(INDONESIANMALAY)
(ITALIAN)
(ITALIANSICILIAN)
(JAPANESE)
(KOREAN)
(LITHUANIAN)
(MALAY)
(NORWEGIAN)
(PERSIAN)
(POLISH )
(PORTUGUESE)
(ROMANIAN)
(RUSSIAN )
(SERBO - CROATIAN)
(SLOVENIAN)
(SPANISH)
(SWAHILI)
(SWEDISH)
(THAI)
(TURKISH)
(UKRAINIAN)''
(VIETNAMESE - SAIGON DIALECT)
(VIETNAMESEHANOI DIALECT')
Course Number: None.
Location: West Coast Branch, Presidio.of

Monterey, CA?
Length: 24-47 weeks.
Exhibit Dates: 1/57-Present.
Objectives: To train military personnel in

the interpretation and translatiOn of the
designated language and to provide basic
military, geographic, economic, historical,
and political information about the
country, and/or area, in which the language
is Spoken. (These area studies are taught in
the foreign language.)
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instruction: Lectures, discussions, and

oral drills in the interpretation and transla-
eon of the designated language, and addi-
,tional training in the basic military, geo-
graphic, economic, historical, and political
information about the country in which the
language is spoken. NOTE: While these'.
courses are listed as Basic, it should be un-
derstood that ,this is the terminology used
by the Armed Forces to indicate that the
courses are their 'regular' programs in the
various languages. They are not limited to
what most civilian institutions would term
beginnineor basic courses in a language.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, extending into the upper-division
baccalaureate categor)/, 21 semester hours
in ALBANIAN for the 47-week course; 27
in ARABIC for the 47-week course (21
semester hours if the course was taken
prior to 1970); 21 in BULGARIAN for the
47-week course; 21 in BURMESE for the
47-week course; 27 in CHiN-
ESE-,CANTONESE for the 47-week
course; 27 in CHINESE - FUKIENESE for
the' 47-week course; 27 in CHIN-
ESE-TOISHAN for the 47-week course;
27 in CHINESE-MANDARIN for the 47-
week course; 21 in CZECH for the 47-
week course; 15 in DANISH for the 24-

-Week' iii-TINNISN"f61-1116-47:
week course; 15 in FRENCH for the 24-
week course; 15 in GERMAN for the 24-
week course, 17 for the 327week course
(15 semester hours if the course was taken '
prior to 1970); 21 in GREEK for the 47-
week course; 21 in HUNGARIAN for the'
47-week course; 18 in INDONESIAN for
the 36-week course, 21 for the 473weer
course; 21 in INDONESIAN -MALAY for
the 47-week course; 15 in ITALIAN for
the 24-week course; 18 in
ITALIAN-SICILIAN for the 37-week
course; 27 in JAPANESE for the 47-week
course; 27 in KOREAN for the 47-week
course; 21 in LITHUANIAN for the 47-
week course; 18 in MALAY for the; 36-
week course; 15 in NORWEGIAN for the
24-week course; 21 in PERSIAN for the
4-7-week course; 21 in POLISH for the 47-
week course; 15 in PORTUGUESE for the
24-week course; 18 in ROMANIAN for the
37-week course; 21 in RUSSIAN for the
47-week course; 21 in SERBO-CROATIAN
for the 47-week course; 21 in SLOVENI-
AN for the 47-week course; 15 in
SPANISH for the 24-iseek course; 18 in
SWAHILI for the 37-week course; IS in
SWEDISH for the 24-week course; 21 in
THAI for, the 47 -week, course; 18 in
TURKISH for 'the 41 -week course, 21 for
the 47-week course; 21 in UKRAINIAN for
the 47-week course; 21 in VIET-
NAMESE-HANOI DIALECT for the 47-
week course; 21 in VIET-
NAMESE-SAIGON DIALECT for the 47-
week course (8/74).

DD-0602-0003

DEFENSE LANGUAGE INSTITUTE AURAL
COMPREHENSION COURSES

(ALBANIAN)
(ARABIC)
(BULOARIAN)
(BURMESE)
(CHINESE-MANDARIN)
(CZECH)
(FRENCH)
(GERMAN)
(HUNGARIAN)
(INDONESIAN)
(JAPANESE)
(KOREAN)
(PERSIANk
(POLtSH)
(PORTUGUESE)
(ROMANIAN)
(RUSSIAN)
(R)JSSIAN STENOTYPE)
(SERBO-CROATIAN)
(SPANISH)
(THAt)
(TURKISH)
(VIETNAMESE -HANOI DIALECT)

Course Number: None.
Location: West Coast Branch, Presidio of

Monterey, CA.
Length: 23-50 weeks.
Exhibit Dates: 1/54-Present.
Objectives: To train students to compre-

hend the designated language as spoken by
a foreign national.

Instruction: The Aural Comprehension
Courses were established at the West Coast
Branch .911 titYA.,_!!)64

in Russian, which were offered
previously). Although some reading and
writing is included in these courses, they
are designed primarily to teach students to
comprehend the language as spoken by a
foreign national. The spoken, language is
emphasized as a' necessary corollary for
developing comprehension skill.' .

Credit Recomnrndation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, extending into the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 15 semester hours
in ALBANIAN for the 37-week course; 15
in ARABIC for the 47-week course; 15 in
BULGARIAN for' the 37-week course; 12
in BURMESE for the 37-week course; 12
in CHINESE-MANDARIN for the 33-
week course, 15 for the 37-week course,

for the 47-week course, and 12 for the
32-week SPECIAL course; 15 in CZECH
for the 37-week course; 12 in FRENCH for
the 24-week course; 12 in GERMAN for
the 24-week course; 15 in HUNGARIAN
for the 37-week course; 15 in INDONE-
SIAN for the 37-week course; 15 in
JAPANESE for the 37-week course; 12 in
KOREAN for the 37-week course; 15 in
PERSIAN for the 37-week course; 15 in
POLISH for the 37-week course; 12 in
PORTUGUESE for the 24-week course; 1.5
in ROMANIAN for the 37-week course; 15
in RUSSIAN for the 23- or the 24-week
course, 18 for the 37-week AIR FORCE
RUSSIAN course or the 50-week RUS-
SIAN STENOTYPE course; 15 in SERBO-
CROATIAN' for the 37-week course; 12 in
SPANISH for the 24-week course; 12 in
THAI for the 37-week course; I5 /in
TURKISH for the 37-week course; in
VIETNAMESE-HANOI DIALECT,. for
the 37-week course, 18 Tor the 47-week
course (8/74). NOTE: Since the Aural
Comprehension Courses do not place equal
stress on the four language skills, they are
recommended for less credit than the Basic

Courses. It will be noted that the maximum
credit recommended for a 37-week Aural
Comprehension Course varies froM 12 to
18 semester hours. This credit variation is
based primarily upon the higher reading
and writing content in those courses
recommended for 15 and '18 semester
hours. The 50-week Russian Stenotype
Course includes the regular 37-week Rus-
sian Aural Comprehension Course and 13
weeks of stenotype training. Also: The
redit recommended for the program is
ased not only upon the' type of course

given, but also upon the relative difficulty
f the language studied. The various lan-

guages given by the Defense Language In-
stitute are listed in accordance with their
level of difficulty as follows: (I) the least
difficult languages for the English-speaking
learner (Danish, French, German, Italian,
Norwegian, Portuguese, Romanian,
Spanish, Swedish, and Swahili); (2) lan-
guages of greater difficulty, but with
alphabetical writing systems which may be
learned concurrently without appreciably
affecting the progress in learning the
spoken language (Albanian,. Bulgarian, Bur-
m zech, Finnish, Greek, Hungarian,
I nesia Lithuanian, Persian, Polish,

ussian, Serbo-Croatian, Slovenian, Thai,
Turkish, Ukrainian and Vietnamese); and
(3) the more difficult languages where tlae
reading problem is complicated (Arabic,
Chinese, Japanese, and Korean).

DD-0602-0004

-°DtPENSE-1:ANdtabrIffsTrrarrSiTOtir
COURSES

(ARABIC)
(FRENCH)
(GERMAN)
(GREEK)
(INDONESIAN)
(ITALIAN)
(JAPANESE)
(KOREAN)
(PERSIAN)
(PORTUGUESE)
(ROMANIAN)
(SPANISH)
(THAI)
(TURKISH)
(VIETNAMESE-SAIGON DIALECT)
Course Number: None.
Location: West Coast Branch, Presidio of

Monterey, CA.
Length: 6-24

Dates: 1/5 Present.
week

Objectives: To train officer and enlisted
personnel from each branch of $he armed
services, and certain civilian personnel, in
the comprehension, speaking, reading, and
writing of the target language at a limited
fluency level, with primary emphasis on
comprehension and speaking; and to pro-
vide basic military, geographic, cultural,
and political information about the country
or area in which the language is spoken,

Instruction: Lecjures, discussions, and
oral drills in the comprehension, speaking,
reading, and writing of the target language,
and additional training in the basic military,
geographic, cultural, and political informa-
tion about the country or area in which the
language is spoken. NOTE: The. Short
Basic Courses at the West Coast Branch
are abbreviated versions of the Basic Cour-
ses, using the some instructional materials.
Less credit is recommended for these pro-
grams than for the Basic Courses. How-
ever, it will be noted that certain Short



Bask Courses, although not as long as the
Aural Comprehension Courses in the same
languages, carry the same or larger credit
Pecommendations. The difference in these
recommendations can be attributed to the
fact that the Short Basic Courses are 'more
academically suitable' than the Aural Com-
prehension Courses (i.e., they have a
higher reading and writing content).

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, extending into the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 8 semester hours in
ARABIC for the 12-week course, IS for
the 24-week course; 8 in FRENCH for the
I2-week course; 8 in GERJAN for the 12-
week course, 10 for the 16-week course; 8
in GREEK for the 12-week course; R in IN-
DONESIAN for the 12-week course; ft in
ITALIAN for the 12 -week course; 8 in
JAPANESE for the 12 -week course; 8 in
KOREAN for the I6-week course, IS for
the 24-week course; 8 in PERSIAN for the
12 -week course, 15 for the 24-week
course; 8 in PORTUGUESE for the 11- or
12-week course; 8 in ROMANIAN for the
12-week course; iiin SPANISH forthe 1I-
or I 2-week course; 8 in THAI for the 12-
week course, I() for the 16 -week course,
and 15 for the 24-week course; R in
TURKISH for the 12 -week course; 3 in
VIETNAMESESAIGON DIALECT for
the 6-week course, 8 for the 8- or 12-week-
course, 10 for the 16 -week course, 15,for
the 32-week course (8/74). NOTE: The
credit recommended for these programs is
based not only upon the type of course
given,-but also upon the relative difficulty
of the language studied. The- Viiiiiiiii-Terri
guages given by the Defense Language In-
stitute are listed in accordance with the
level of difficulty as follows: (I) the least
difficult languages for the English-speaking
learner (Danish, French, German, Italian,
Norwegian, Portuguese, Romanian,
Spanish, Swedish, and Swahili); (2) lan-
guages of greater difficulty, but with
alphabetical writing systems which may be
learned concurrently without appreciably
affecting the progress in learning the
spoken language (Albanian, Bulgarian, Bur-
mese, Czech, Finnish, Greek, Hungarian,
Indonesian, Lithuanian, Persian, Polish,
Russian, Serbo-Croatian, .Slovenian, Thai,
Turkish, Ukrainian. and Vietnamese); and
(3) the more difficult languages where thd
readink problem is complicated (Arabic,
Chinese, Japanese, and Korean).

cal information of the country and/or area
in which the language is spoken.

Instruction: BASIC-INTERMEDIATE
COURSES: . The designation
"basic-intermediate" given by the military
to the courses should not be confused with
this term as useed by civilian educational in-
stitutions. The Commission's consultants
recommend as much as 40 semester hours
for each courie because of the material
that the students are required to r and,
in some cases, because of the characte to
be learned and the level of the syn x
However, it is recognized that most civil n
educational institutions would be reluct. nt
to grant the full amount of credit reco
mended for the 74- to 75-week courses i
asmuch as this would constitute a major i
the language. It is further recognized tha
Most colleges and universities would
require some resident work in a major.
Nevertheless, it was the consensus of the
consultants that these programs correspond
to college courses 'directed to mastery of
the language." In other wordsthe courses
are the equivalent of beginning, inter.
mediate, and advanced courses in the lan-
guage, plus composition,. advanced com-
position (i.e., learning to write correctly),
conversation, and a semester's course in
the civilization of the appropriate country
or area. It should be noted that no creative

.- writing or literature is given in these pro-
grams. 'EXTENDED COURSES: These
-courses, which range from 24-37 weeks in
length, are attended by students who have
already completed a Basic or Aiiral Com-
prehension course. The priniry objective
'tirthis add-on .training is to improve--ian---
guage competency. Whereas in the Basic
course the audio-lingual skills were
stressed, equal emphasis is put on all four
language skills in the Extended Course.
Pronunciation is expected to undergo con-
siderable refinement, as is the size of the
student's vocabulary. Fluency in reading is
developed to the point of direct com-
prehension of the printed page. Proficiency
in writing includes mastery of forms, such
:IS official, business, and social correspon-
dence. Equal in importance to language
competency is the matter of area
knowledge. The Ektended Course treats in
considerable depth all facets of the
country's contemporary civilization,
together, with a study of the historical
development of the area.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, extending into the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 40 semester hours
in CHINESEMANDARIN for the 74- to
75-week course; 15 in GERMAN for the
24-week course; 40 in JAPANESE for the
74- to 75-week course; 18 in KOREAN for
the 37 -week course; 18 in RUSSIAN for
the 37-week course, 40 for the 74- to 75-
week course; 40 in VIETNAMESE for the
74-week course (8/74) In the graduate
category, 6 semester hours in CHIN-
ESEMANDARIN for the 74- to 75-week
course; 6 in JAPANESE for the 74- to 75-
weelts course; 6 in KOREAN for the 74- to
75-week course; 6 in RUSSIAN for the 74-
to 75-week course; 6 in VIETNAMESE for
the 74- to 75-week course (8/74). NOTE:
The credit recommended for the programs
is based not only upon the type of course'
given, but also upon the relative difficulty
of the language studied. The various lan-
guages given by the Ilefense Language In-
stitute are listed in accordance with their
level of difficulty as follows: (1) the least

DI) -0602 -0005

DEFENSE LANGUAGE. INSTITUTE EXTENDED
OR BASIC-INTERMEDIATE COURSES

(CHINESE MANDARIN )
(GERMAN)
( JAPANESE )

. ( KOREAN )
( RUSSIAN )
( VIETNAMESE )

Course Number: None.
Location: West Coast Branch, Presidio of

Monterey, CA.
Length: 24-75 weeks.
Fxhihit Oates: 1/54-PreSent
Objectives: To train military personnel to

a higher level of proficierky in the in-
terpretation and translation of the
designated language than is provided for in
the soap( of instruction of the Basic Cour-
ses and to provide, in the language, a,
somewhat wider knowledge of military,
geographic, economic. historic, and politi-
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difficult languages for the English-speaking
learner (Daft , French, German, Italian,
Norwegian, uese, Romanian,
SpaniSh, Swedish, an SWahili); (2) law
guages of greater difficulty, but with
alphabetical writing systems which may he
learned concurrently without appreciably
affecting the progress in learning the
spoken language (Albanian, Bulgarian, Bur-
mese, Czech, Finnish, Greek, Hungarian,
Indonesian, Lithuanian, Persian,. Polish,
Russian, Serbo-Croatian, Slovenian, Thai,
Turkish, Ukrainian, and Vietnamese); and
(3) the more difficult languages "where the
reading problem is complicated (Arabic,
Chinese, Japanese, and Korean).

DO-0602-0006
DEFENSE LANGUAGE. INSTITUTE

INTERMEDIATE COURSES
( ARABIC)
( BULGARIAN)
(CHINESE MANDARIN)
(CZECH)
( FRENCH )
(GERMAN)
( KOREAN )
( POLISH)

. (ROMANIAN)
(RUSSIAN )
( SERBO-CROATIAN )
(SPANISH)
( VIETNAMESE)

Course Number: None.
Location: West Coast Branch, Presidio of

Monterey, CA. .

Length:- I ---
Exhibit Dates: 1/54-Present:
Objectives: The Intermediate Courses at

the West Coast Branch are a continuation
of the Basic Courses with the objective of
reaching a higher level of general language
ability in all four language skills.

Instruction: Whereas in the Basic Course
the audio-lingual skills were stressed, equal
emphasis is pUt on all four language skills
in the Intermediate Course. Pronounciation
will undergo refinement through constant
practice.. All important structures are
presumed to have been learned in the Basic
Course; however, an extensive review is
programmed, and new structures are taught
functional as needed in dealing with the
course co tent. Vocabulary count, custo-
mary indicator of the scope of a course,
will increase rapidly and extensively. Active
vocabulary is expected to double, and pas-
sive 'vocabulary to expand considerably.
Fluency in reading is developed to the
point of direct comprehension of the
printed page. Proficiency in writing in-
cludes mastery of forms, such as official
business, and social correspondence. Equal
in importance to language competency is
the matter of area knOwledge. The Inter-
mediate Course purports to treat in con-
siderable depth all facets of the country's
contemporary civilization, together with 'a
study of the historical development of the
area.'

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate /associate degree
category, extending into the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 18 semester hours
in ARABIC for the 37-week course; 18 in
BULGARIAN for the 37 -week course; 18
in CHINESEMANDARIN for the 37-
week course; 18 in CZECH for the 36-
week course; 10 in FRENCH for the 16-
week course; 9 in GERMAN for the 24-
week course; 18 hi KOREAN for the 24-
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week. course; 15 in ROMANIAN for the
24-week course; 18 in RUSSIAN for the
37-week course; 18 in SERBO-CROAT N
for the 37-week course; 15 in SPANISH or
the 24-week course; .18 in VIETNAME E
for the 17-,week course (8/74). In the gra
uate degree category. 6 semester hours i
CHINESE-MANDARIN for the 37-week
course; 6 in KOREAN for the -37-week
course (8/74). NOTE: The credit recom-
mended for the programs is based not only
upon the type of course given, but also
upon the relative difficulty of the language
studied. The various languages given by the
Defense Language Institute are listed in ac-
cordance. with their level of difficulty as
follows: ( 1 ) the least difficult languages for
the English-speaking learner (Danish,
French, German, Italian, Norwegian, Portu-
guese, Romanian, Spanish, Swedish, and
Swahili); (2) languages of greater difficulty,
but with alphabetical writing systems which
may be learned -concurrently without ap-
preciably affecting the progress in learning
the spoken language (Albanian,-Biilgarian,
Burrnese Czech, Finnish, Greek, Hungari-
an, Indonesian, Lithuanian. Persian, Polish,
Russian, Serbo-Croatian, Slovenian,. Thai,
Turkish, Ukrainian, and Vietnamese); and
(3) the more difficult languages where the
reading problem is complicated (Arabic,
Chinese, Japanese, and Korean).

DD-0602-0007

DEFENSE LANGUAGE INSTITUTE- ADVANCED
COURSES

ICITB4477-LVAICA12111.
(RUSSIAN)

Course Number: None.
Location: West Coast Branch. Presidio of

Monterey, CA,
Length: 37 weeks.
Exhibit Dates: I /69-Present.
Objectives: To train selected Department

of DefenSe personnel in foreign languages
at a more advanced level of proficiency
than is provided in Defense Language In-
stitute Extended or intermediate Courses;
and to provide a wide knoWledge of cul-
tural, geographical, economic, historical,
and political information on the area in
which the language is spoken.

Instruction: The advanced course places
equal emphasis upon, the development of
all four language skills. There is no special-
ized or technical terminology in the course.
It includes a total voeahulary of approxi-
mately 4,000 terms, over and above that
covered in previous courses, that cover all
general, nontechnical communication situa-
tions that one would normally encounter in
the country of the target language. The cul-
tural complex within which the language is
spoken is covered extensively: history,
economics, geo-graphy, politics, military,
ethnic groups, languages, attitudes, customs
and mores of the people, etc.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower=
division baccalaureate/associate degree
categ9ry, extending into the upper-division
haccalaureate category, 18 semester hours
in CIIINESE-- MANDARIN for the 37-
week :course; 18. in RUSSIAN for the 37-
week course (8/74). NOTE: The credit
recommended for the programs is haled
not only upon the type of course given, but
also upon the relative difficulty of the lan-
guage studied. The various languages given
by the Defense Language Institute are
listed in accordance with their level of dif-

ficulty as follows: ( I ) the least difficult lan-
guages for the English-speaking tearer
(Danish, French. German, Italian, Norwegi-
an, Portuguese, Romanian, Spanish,
Swedish, and Swahili); (2) languages of
greater difficulty, but with alphabetical
writing systems which may he learned con-
currently without appreciably affecting the
progress in learning the spoken language
(Albanian, Bulgarian, Burmese, Cich, Fin-
nish, Greek, H ngarian, Indonesian,
Lithuanian, Persian, olish, Russian, Serbo-
Croatian, Slovenia Thai, Turkish,

rainian, and Vietna ese); and (3) the
m e difficult language. where the reading
pro em is complicate (Arabic, Chinese,
Japa ese, and Korea

DD-0602-0008

DEFENSE LANGUAGE INSTITUTE SPECIAL
COURSES

(SCIENTIFIC RUSSIAN)
(RUSSIAN REFRESHER)

Course Number: None.
Location: West Coast Branch. Presidio of

Monterey, CA.
Length: 6-12 weeks.
Exhibit Dales: 1/54-Present.
Objectives: The objective of the Scien-

tific Course is to train military personnel to
read and translate Russian technical and
scientific publications and to speak and un-

Arstand conversational Russian to a
nited extent; the Refresher Course is

designed to enable personnel to regain a
basic competence in comprehension of the
standard literary Janguage..,_,

Instruction: The Scientific Course in-
cludes instruction in Russian phonology
and writing systems; oral exercises in ele-
mentary speech patterns; Russian structural
patterns; reading ctice; problems in lex-
icology; identific tion f Russian words and
cognates; and s iehtific terminology. The
Refresher Course rovides an accelerated,
systematic review o grammar and vocabu-
lary.

Credit Recommendation: In the aweLy
division baccalaureate/associate degree

- category, or in the upper-division baccalau-
reate category, credit in scientific Russian
or Russian (refresher) on the basis of in-
stitutional evaluation (8/74).

DD-0602-0009

DEFENSE LANGUAGE INS-TITUTE
COURSES-EAST. COAST BRANCH

(ARABIC)
(CIIINESE.-MANDARIN )
(FRENCH)
(GERMAN)
(ITALIAN)
(PORTUGUESE)
(RUSSIAN)
(SPANISH)
(TURKISH)

-,:(VIETNAMESE -HANOI DIALECT)
:( VIETNAMESE-SAIGON DIALECT)

Course Number: None.
Lociition: East Coast Branch, Washing-

ton, DC.
Length: 8-M) weeks.
Exhibit Dates: 1/54- Present.
Objectives: The Intensive .Courses are

designed to make personnel
thoroughly at ease in the speaking, un-
derstanding, reading, and writing of a
foreign language; the shorter courses are
designed to give students a limited com-
mand of the language.

a

Instruction: Lectures, discussions, and
oral drills in, the speaking, understanding,
reading, and writing of a foreign language,
with additional training in area studies, in-
cluding the geography; -history. politics,
economics, government, social structure,
and military situations pertaining to the
area.

Credit In the lower-
division bacc- reate/associate degree
category, extending into the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 18 semester hours
in ARABIC for the 40-week course, 27 for
the 47-week course (21 semester hours if
the courselwas taken prior to 1970); 27 in
CHINESE - MANDARIN for the 47-week
course, 30 for the 60-week course, 18 for
the special 9-month course; 4 in FRENCH
for the 8-week course, 8 for the I2-week
course, 1? for the I9-week course, 15 for
the 24-week course; 4'in GERMAN for the
8-week course, 8 for the 12-week course,
17 for the 32-week course (15 semester
hours if the course was taken prior to
1970), 18 for the 36-week course; 4 in
ITALIAN for the 8-week course, 8 for the
12-week course, 15 for the 24-week
course; 4 in PORTUGUESE for the 8-week
course, 8 for the I2-week course, 12 for
the 21 -week course, 15 for the 24-week
course; 18 in RUSSIAN for the 36-week
course, 21 for 47-week course, 15 for the
special 6-month course; 4 in SPANISH for
the 8-week course, 8 for the 12-week
course, 12 for the 19-week course, 15 for
the 24-week course; 18 in TURKISH for
the 36-week course, 21 for the 47-week
course; 1,8.. in- VIETNAMESE-KA-NOV-DI,-
ALECT for the 36-week course., 18 in
VIETNAMESE - SAIGON DIALECT for
the 36-week course, 21 for the 47-week
course (8/74). In the graduate degree
category, 3 semester hours in CHIN-
ESE-MANDARIN for the 60-week course
(8/74). NOTE: The credit recommended
for the programs is based not only upon
the type of course given, but also upon the
relative difficulty of the language studied.
The various languages given by the Defense
Language Institute are listed in accordance
with the level of difficulty as follows: ( I )
the least difficult languages for the English-
speaking learner (Danish, French, German,
Italian, Norwegian, Portuguese, Romanian,
Spanish, Swedish, and Swahili); (2) lan-
guages of greater difficulty, but with
alphabetical writing systems which may he
learned concurrently without appreciably
affecting the progress in learning the
spoken language (Albanian, Bulgarian, Bur-
mese, Czech, Finnish, Greek, Hungarian,
Indonesian, Lithuanian, Persian, Polish,
Russian, Serbo-Croatian, Slovenian, Thai,
Turkish, Ukrainian, and Vietnamese); and
(3) the more difficult languages where the
reading problem is complicated (Arabic,
Chinese, Japanese, and Korean:).

DD-0602-0010

DEFENSE LANGUAGE INSTITUTE SUPPORT
COMMAND COURSES

(BASIC VIETNAMESE-SAIGON DIALECT)
(AURAL COMPRE.IIENSION VIET

NAMESF -HANOI DIALECT)
(SHORT BASIC VIETNAMESE-SAIGON DI,

ALECT)

Course Number: None.
Location: Biggs Field, El Paso, TX.
Length: I 2-47 weeks.
Exhibit Dates: 1/54-Present.



Objectives: The Basic Course provides
personnel with training in the interpretation
and translation of the designated language,
as well as hash military, geographic,
economic, historical, and political informa-
tion about the area in which the language
is spoken; the Aural Comprehension
Course is designed primarily to teach stu-
dents to comprehend the language as
spoken by a foreign national; the Short
Basic Course is an accelerated version of
the Basic Course.

Instruction: Lectures, discussions, and
oral drills in the designatedliireguage. Basic
Course: The term, 'Basic' as used by the
military, indicates a 'regular' course in the
language; i.e., the Basic Course is not'
limited to what most civilian institutions
would term beginning or basic -courses in
the lOnguage. Aural Comprehension
Course: Although some reading and writing
is included, the spoken language is
emphasized. Since the Aural Comprehen-
sion Courses do not place equal stress on
the four language skills, they. are recom-
mended for less credit than the Basic Cour-
ses. Short Basic Course: Intensive training
in the same material covered in the Basic
Course.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division haccalaureate/associate degree
category, extending. into the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 21 semester hours
in VIFTNAMESESAIGON DIALECT
for the 47-week BASIC course, 8 for the
12-'week SHORT BASIC course, 15 for the
32-week SHORT BASIC course; 18 in
VLETN,f,mysy. DIAI.F.cr for
the 47-week AURAL
course (8/74).

DO-0602-0011

NATIONAI CRYPEOLOGIE SE11001. RESIDENT
I .ANOU AGE COURSES

(BASIC" CI IINESE --REFRESHER )
(BASIC RUSSIAN --REFRESHER)
(BASIC VIETNAMESE)

Course Number: None.
',creation: National ('ryptologic School,

Ft. Meade, MD.
Length: 21-30 weeks.
Exhibit Dates: I/54-Present.
Objectives: -the I2-week Refresher cour-

ses are .designed to enable personnel to
regain a basic competence in comprehen-
sion of the standard literary language by an
accelerated, systematic review of grammar
and vocabulary. ( A basic course m the lan-
guage is assumed as a prerequisite); the 30-
week Basic Vietnamese course is designed
to teach personnel the grammar and
vocabulary necessary for a basic com-
prehension of the standard literary lan-
guage with emphasis on a thorough un-
derstanding of structure.

Instruction: Refresher Courses: Phonolo-
gy; writing system; basic vocabulary of
economic, political, and military terms.
Basic Vietnamese: In addition to the
preceding instruction, this course includes
grammar (morphology, derivation, and syn-
tax).

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division haccalaureate/associate degree
category, extending into the upper- division
baccalaureate category. 6 semester hours in
CHINESE for the 12-week basic
rcticsher) course; 3 in RUSSIAN for the

I 2:week basic ( re freshe r ) course : I5 in
Vietnamese for the 30-week basic course
K/7.1)

DD-1402-0001
COMMAND AND CONTROL

Course Number: None.
Location: Department of Defense Com-

puter Institute, Washington, DC.
Length: 3 weeks ( 105 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/69-Present.
Objectives: To provide personnel with an

introduction to automatic data processing
and computer technology.

Instruction: Lectures and practical ,exer-
cises in automatic data processing and
computer technology, including survey of
computers and peripheral equipment, com-
puter fundamentals, source data collection,
data communications,. systems analysis,
main memory and data representation,
codes, fixed-word-length machine concepts,
higher-level languages, and ADP system
management.

Credit Recommendation: In the
tional certificate categOry, 3 semester hours
in principles of data processing (7/74); in
the lower-division baccalaureate/assent:late
degree category, 3 semester hours in prin-
ciples of data processing (7/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 2
semester hours in introduction to computer
principles (12/619.

DO-1402-0002
INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY

Course Number: Nonc.....'
Location: Department*:b.efense Com-

puter Institute, WUshintltrin,
-reirgIF-2Weele-ST-65U.ai-S17.-"4" '7--

Exhibit Dates: 8 /77- Present: s
Objectives: Course isdesignedto provide

an edUcational background for middle-
management personnel who: are general-
purpose digital computer systems users and
have had little or no previous introduction
to data processing principles.

Instruction: Course covers computer
capabilities, limitations and applications;
the basics of computer hardware and soft-
ware; systems development management
considerations, planning and design; and an
introduction to operations research and
analysis and quantitative techniques. The
student is provided hands-on programming
experience with a remote, time-sharing
computer terminal using 'the BASIC pro-

. gramming language.
Credit Recommendation: In the lower-

division haccalaureate/-associate- degree
category, 2 semester hours in data
processing principles (5/77).

DO-1402-0003
COMPUTER ORIENTATION FOR INTERMEDIATE

EXECUTIVES

Course Number: None.
Location: Department of Defense Com-

puter Institute, Washington, DC.
Length: 2 weeks (65 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/77-Present.
Ohjectives: Course is designed to provide

an educational hack ground for high-level
management personnel who are general-
purpose digital computer systems users and
have had little or no previous introduction
to data processing principles.

Instruction: Course cove rs computer
capabilities, limitations, and applications;
the basics of computer hardware and soft-
ware; systems development management
considerations; planning and design; and an
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introduction to operations research and
analysis and quantitOtive techniques. The
student is provided hands-on programming
experience with a remote, time sharing
computer terminal using the BASIC pro-
gramming language..

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division haccalaMeate/associate degree.
category, 2 semester hours in data
processing principles (5/77). '

DO-1511-00,01
'NATIONAL SECURITY MANAGEMENT

(CORRESPONDENCE COURSE. OF THE.
INDUSTRIAL COLLEtE. OF THE ARMED
FORC ES)

Course Number: None.
Location: Industrial College of the .

Armed Forces, Ft. Leslie J. McNair,
'Washington, DC.

Length: 52-104 'seeks.
Exhibit Dates: 5/71-PretZent.
Objectives: To train officers in economic

and industrial aspects of national security
and the managementof resources under all
conditions and in the context of national
and world affairs.

Instruction: Individualized readings and
student research in economic and industrial
aspects of national security a the
managemenst of resources under alWdi-
tions and in the context of national and
world affairs, divided into four course
blocks as follows: (1) Includes the national
security structure, the environment of na-
tional security, the world in ferment, na-
tional urban problems, and concepts and
practice of management. (2) Includes ele-
ments of defense economics, human
resources for national strength, natural and
energy resources, the industrial sector,
transportation as the nation's lifeline, and
the public utilities (gas, electricity, and
telecommunications). (3). Includes
economic- policies for national strength,
emergency economic stabilization, U.S.
foreign economic policies, defense or-
ganization and management, requirements
for national defense, and military systems
analysis. (4) Includes defense military man-
p9wer, the national assets of science and
kchnology, production for defense,
procurement, supply management, and;na-
tional aerospace programs.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, for stu-
dents who complete the program WITH
DISTINCTIONor based upon the ad-
mitting institution's evaluation of the appli-
cant's work-3 semester hours in political
science (The U.S. in Contemporary World
Affairs), 3 in social. science (The Social
and Economic Bases of the U.S. National
Security). 3 in management (Defense Pol-
icy and Management) (8/74); in the gradu-
ate degree category, 3 semester hours for
completion- of the entire program WITH
DISTINCTIONor based 'pon the ad-
mitting institution's evaluatu n of the appli-
cant's work (8/74). NOTE: Credit recom-
mendation is based on an on-site evalua-
tion. Recommendations of credit are max-
imum figures. The amo nt actually ac-
cepted for transfer depend. upon the appli-
cant's future goals and the regulations of
the admitting institution on transfer credit.

DO-1511-0002
NATIONAL WAR COLLEGE

Course Number: None.
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Location: National. War College, Ft.

Leslie J. McNair, Washington, DC.
Length: 43 weeks.
Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 8/73-Present.

Version 2: 8/70-7/73. Version 3: 8/56-7/70.
Version 4: 8/54-7/56.

Objectives: The National War College
provides professional education intended to
improve the knowledge and expertise of a
practitioner in the field of U.S. Foreign Af-
fairs and National Security Affairs.

Instruction: Lectures, seminars, readings.
and student research in military and na-
tional security affairs and international
relations. The Core Curriculum is divided
into five blocks as follows: ( I ) The Foun-
dations of National Security; (2) Domestic
Environment and National Security; (3)
National Security Problems and the Deci-
sion-Making Process; (4) Military Strategy
and Strategic Posture; and (5) Reassess-
ment of National Secu Problems. Area
studies include: ( I ) ' nada, Europe, and
the U.S.S.R.; (2) ast Asia and the
Western Pacific; (3) South Asia, the Mid-
dle East, and Africa; and (4) Latin Amer-
ica. Area electives include courses on Eu-
rope, the Far East. Africa, Latin America,
or the Mid-East. The course titled National
Security Analyses includes an
study of politico-military cconomic, social,
psychological, and geographic factors for
an analysis of critical issues affecting U.S.
national security policies and objectives in
Europe, the Middle East and South Asia.
Africa, the Far East, and Latin America; an
overseas trip to one of these areas for ob-
servation is part of the course.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the upper-division baccalaureate category.
30 semester hoursto be apportioned by
the receiving institutionin the areas ill
history, political science. international rela-
tions, and management (8/74); in the grad-
uate degree category. for the core curricu-
lum, 6 semester hours in foreign policy and
security affairs, 3 in political science; for
one of the .area courses plus one related
elective, the overseas trip, and the synthesis
course, 6 semester hours for students spe-
cializing in foreign policy and security af-
fairs OR 3-6 hours for students in a more
general program of comparative govern-
ment or area studies based, on the receiving
institution's review of the student's records;
for research and thesis, 0-6 semester hours;
for any two of the following electives, 3
semester hours if relevant to the student's
program specialization: Nation al Security
and Problems of International Law, Strate-
gy of Arms Control, ProblCms of Develop-
ing Countries and U.S. Security, Current Is-
sues in Defense Policy, U.S Society and
National Security, Curve t Economic
Problems, Vietnam: A Beginning Reassess-
ment, the Energy lisue: irroblems and
Prospects, or Futuristics (W/74). NOTE:
Credit recommendation is based on an on-
site evaluation. Credit grunted for theses
should be contingent upon the graduate
school's evaluation of the research paper.
Recommendations of credit are maximum
figures. The amount actually accepted for
transfer depends upon the applicant's fu-
ture academic goals and the regulations of
the admitting institution on transfer credit.
Version 2: In the upper-division baccalau-
reate category. 30 semester hoursto be
apportioned by the receiving'institutionin
the areas of history, political science, inter-
national relations. and management (8/74);
in the graduate degree category, 3 semester
hours in theory and practice of interna-

tional relations, 3 in U.S. national security-
policy, 3 in international relations/area stu-
dies (specific area to be determined by the
geographical region of the student's trip),
.0-6 in-research and thesis, 3 upon comple-
tion of any two of the following elective
courses: Current Reinterpretations of
Marxist Thought, History of Strategic
Thought, or International Law (8/74).
NOTE: Credit recommendation is based on
an on-site evaluation. Credit granted for
theses should be contingent upon the grad-
uate school's 'evaluation% of @e research
paper. Recommendations of credit are
maximum figures. The amount. actually' ac-
cepted for transfer depends upon the appli-
cant's future academic goals and the regu-
lations of the admitting institution on
transfer credit. Version 3: In the upper-divi.
sion baccalaureate category, 15 semester
hours in political science (including inter-
national relations), 9 in recent and contem-
porary history, 3 in business administration
(8/74). Version 4: In the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 15 semester hours
in political science (including international
relation'. ), 9 in recent and contemporary
history, 3 in business organization and
management, 3 in speech (12/68).

DD-1511-0003

INDUSTRIAL COLLEGE OF THE ARMED
FORCES (RESIDENT PROGRAM)

Course Number: None.
IA/cation: Industrial College of the

Armed Forces, Ft. Leslie J. McNair,
Washington, DC.

Length: 43 weeks.
Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 8/69-Present.

Version 2: 8/66-7/69. Version 3: 8/65-7/66.
Version 4: 8/64-7/65. Version 5: 8/63-7/64.
Version 6: 8154-7/63.

Objectives: To train officers in the politi-
cal. military, social, economic, and industri-
al aspects of national security, in resource
management, and in the command, staff,
and policy-making functions of the national
and international security structure.

Instruction: Lectures, practical exercises,
seminars, readings, field studies, and stu-
dent research in the political, military, so-
cial, economic, and industrial aspects of
national security, in resources management,
and in national and world affairs.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
3 semester hours in political science. 3 in
international relations, 3 in social science,
3 in national economic problems and poli-
cies, 3 in principles of economic analysis, 3
in quantitative analysis. 6 in management,
3 in public administration, 0-3 in research
and thesis (exact amount to be determined
by institutional review) (8/74); in the grad-
uate degree category, 2 semester hours in
national security. 2 in aspects of national
strength. 2 in international relations.' 2 in
management of industrial resources, 2 in
governmental management, 2 in national
economic problems and policies. 0-6 in
research and thesis (8/74). NOTE: Credit
recommendation is based .on an on-site
evaluation. Credit granted for theses should
be contingent upon the graduate school's
evaluation of the research paper. Recom-
mendations of credit are maximum figures.
The amount actually accepted for transfer
depends upon the applicant's future
academic goals and the regulations of the
admitting institution on transfer credit. Ver-
sion 2: In the upper-division baccalaureate

-
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category, 12 semester hours in political
science (including international relations),,
12 in business administration, 3 in recent
history; 6 in economics, 3 in geography, 3,
in general physics, 3 in mathematics (8/
74). Virsion 3: In the upper-division bac-
calaureate category, 12 semester hours in
political science, 9 in business administra-
tion, 3 in recent history, 3 in economics, 3
in geography, 3 in general physics, 3 in
mathematics (12/68). Version 4: In the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 12
semester hours in political science
(including international relations), 6 in
busineSs administration, 3 in recent history,
3 in economics, 3 in geography (12/68).
Version 5: In the upper-division baccalau-
reate category, 12 semester hours in politi-
cal science (including international rela-
tions), 6 semester hours in business ad-
ministration, 3 in speech. 6 in recent histo-
ry, 3 in economics (12/68). Version 6: In
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
IS seme ter hours in political science
(including international relations), 3 in
business org tion and management, 3
in speech, 9 in recent and contemporary
history (12/68 ).

DD-1511-0004
I. POSTGRADUATE INTELLIGENCE COURSE.

(DEFENSE INTELLIGENCE COURSE)
2. DEFENSE INTELLIGENCE COURSE

Course Numbert None.
Location: Defense Intelligence School.

Naval Station ( Anacostia Annex),
Washington. DC.

Length: Version 1: 33 weeks ( 1325
hours). Version 2: 38 weeks (1425-1504
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 3/72-Present.
Version 2: 1/63-2/72. -

Objectives: To train officers in intel-
ligence operations and techniques, and
management concepts and techniques as
they apply to intelligence resources,
processes, and information systems, OR in
intelligence procedures, operations, and
structures as they relate to international ac-
tion. .

Instruction: Lectures, practical exercises,
readings. and individualized study in intel-
ligence operations and techniques and in
management concepts and techniques as
they apply to intelligence resources,
processes -and information systems at vari-
ous levels.

Credit Recommendation: Version I: In
the upper-division baccalaureate category.
6 semester hours in modern history, .6 in
political science, credit in geography on the
basis of institutional examination (upon
completion of phases one and two), 3 in
principles of management (upon comple-
tion of phase three) ''8/74); in the graduate
degree category. 6 semester hours in inter-
national relations or political science, OR,
if the applicant's field of study in graduate

'eschool is in e area ofeconomics or politi-
cal geograph 4 semester hours in interna-
tional relations or political 'science (8/74).
NOTE: Credit recommendation is based on
an on-site evaluation. Version 2: In the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 6
semester hours in modern history, 6 in
political science, 3 in geography (12/68);
in the graduate degree category. 6 semester
hours in international 'relations or political
science, OR, if the applicant's field of study
in graduate school is in tVre area of
economics or political gebgraphy. 4



semester hours in international relatiOns or
political science (8/74). NOTE Credit
recommendation is based on an on-site
evaluation.

DD-1511-0005
INTER-AMERICAN DEFENSE COLLEGE

Course Numbe7: None.
Location: Inter-American Defense Col-

lege. Ft. Leslie J. McNair, Washington.
D.C..

Length: 52 weeks.
Exhibit Dates: 7/65-Present.
Objectives: To function as a military in-

stitution for adv ced studies, with the pur-
pose of preparing military personnel and
civilian officials of the American States
through the study of the Inter-American
System and the political, social, economic
and military factors that constitute essential
elements for the defense of the hemisphere.

Instruction: The curriculum includes a
review of .basic theoretical topics in the
classical areas of power and general studies
of the current world situation, thus provid-
ing an adequate framework for an exten-
sive analysis of the hemisphere's situation
in the light of political, social, economic
and military factors. The students learn and
practice. in .group discussions. the
methodology of international cooperation
in basic aspects of continental security
planning at higher levels of general and
military strategy_ The modes of instruction
include 'numerous lectures by outside ex-
perts, seminars and symposia for discussion
of the materials preSentedl study commit..
tees and the preparation of individual
research papers.

Credit Recommendation: In the graduate
degree category, 6 semester hourS in inter-
national relations for students rated "very
good" or "outstanding" (11/76).

DD-1512-0001

DEFENSE RACE RELATIONS INSTITUTE.

Course Number: None.
Location: Defense Race Relations In-

stitute, Patrick AFB, FL.
Length: Version I: 7-11 weeks (184-425

hours). Version 2: 7 weeks (205. hours).
Exhibit Dates: Versioti I: 8/74-Present.

Version 2: 10/72-7/74.
Objectives: To provide students with a

foundation of knowledge on intergroup
relations.'cultural specificity, and an aware-
ness of those processes that form social
opinion. The program is also*designed to
prepare the participants as instructors in
race relations, and to provide them with
management, planning and applications
skills needed in maintaining effective in-
stitutional human relations programs.

Instruction: Version 1: 'Lectures.
seminars, simulation/interactional
techniques, case study and held laboratory
(inner city visitation) in the theory and
practice of human relations and the appli-
cation and management of human relations
programs. The program takes a multi-
disciplinary approach to minority and
behavioral studies and instructional
methodology. Version 2: Lectures,
seminars, readings, and discussions in inter-
group relations, social processes, behavioral
sciences. minority studies. and instructional
techniques, divided into Five course blocks
its follows: (I) The Individual in Social In-
teraction, including chological dries'

of the self, and defense mechanisms; social
significance of attitudes and behavior;
stereotypes, the psychology of rumor; and
race and individual differences. (2) Racism
and Ways to Combat It; including military
racial disorders, the Kerner Commission re-
port, racism.in U.S. history and contempo-
rary life; the nature of prejudice; sign's and
symbols in communication and their role in
racial conflict; institutional racism; racial
issues (law enforcement, housing, employ-
ment, and education); racial polarization
and separation; new white consciousness,
contemporary white American culture; and
strategies for combatting racism. (3) Group
Dynamics, including introduction to group
processes, group formation, techniques of
facilitating group performance, the in
dividual and the group, group goals and
norms; group prOblems (members and
feelings, recognition of hidden agendas
within a group, methods of approach);
le.adership" functions in groups; recognition
of goal types; conditions affecting cohesive-
ness and conformity; and intergroup rela-
tions, examined through discussion on
problems of communication, minority par-
ticipatidh in policy and programs, changing.
the practice of desegregation, and
establishing the values of integration. (4)
Educational Techniques, including guided
discussion as a teaching method; informa-
tion processing limitations; use of selective
exposure, interpretation (attention). and
retention in reinforcing attitudes and
opinions; use of sociodrama as a teaching
technique; lesson planning and educational
presentations;- student teaching exerciseS;

,instructional aids; and creative teaching.
(,,9) Minority Studies. including Afro-AmeY-,
ican history, migrant group, Appalachian
cultures. Indian culture and contemporary
thought. and Asian-American history and
contemporary situation;history of blacks in
the military. contemporary black thought.
and inner-city problems.

Credit-. Recommendation: Version 1: In
the upper-division baccalaureate category.
18 semester hours in social and behavioral
science. to be assigned among the following
subject areas: applied psychology, group
dynamics. intergroup relations, communica-
bobs theory. history of minorities and
ethnic groups. and instructional methodolo-
gy (5/76); in the graduate degree category.
9 semester hours in social and behavioral
science. to be assigned among the following
subject areas: applied psychology, group
dynamics. intergroup relations, communica-
tions theory. history of minorities and
ethnic groups. and instructional methodolo-
gy (5/76). Version 2: In the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 4 semester hours in
behavioral science laboratory, and 6 in so-
cial and behavioral science, to be assigned
in any of the folio ing disciplines: applied
psychology, group dynamics, intergroup
relations, or hist of minorities and
ethnic groups (8/74); in the graduate
degree category, 4 semester hours in
behavioral science laboratory (8/74).
NOTE: Credit recommendations are based
on an on-site evaluation. Recommendations
of credit are maximum figures. The amount
of credit actually accepted for transfer de-
pends upon the applicant's future acadeniic
goals and the regulations of the admitting
institution on transfer credit.
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DD -1601 -0001

BASIC PHOTOGRAMMETRIC CARTOGRAPHIC
TECHNIQUES

Course Number: 411-204.
Location: Defense Mapping School, Ft.

Belvoir, VA.
Length: 9 weeks (293 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/72-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

compile and revise planimetric, topo-
graphic maps and photomaps, using draft-
ing instruments and plotting devices.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the compilation and revision of
planimetric, topographic maps and
photomaps, including' compilation base and
radial triangulation, map compilation and
map revision, aerial photo mosaic, color
separation. maihtenance of cartographic
equipment and facilities, DMA topographic
center tour security, construction of con-
trolled photomosaic, transfer of revision
data to compilaticin base, and delineation
of aerial photography.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 6 semester hours
in map and mosaic making (5/74); in the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 5 semester hours in map
and mosaic making (5/74); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category. 3 semester
hours in map and mosaic making (5/74).

DD-1601-0002

GEODETIC SURVEYING

Course Number: 412-101 .
..._Location: ,_Defense_ _Mapping. School, Ft.
Belvoir, VA.

Length: 10 weeks (376 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12 /73- Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in

geodetic surveying.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in geodetic surveyink, including the
establishment of ground survey control.
through differential leveling, gravity sur-
veys, traverse, triangulation, and as-
tronomic observation., mapping and chart-
ing in the support of weapons systems and
other operations; military construction sur-
veys; establishment of control; expedient-

. road and landing-site planning; and con-
struction-site layout surveys for theater -of-
operations construction support.

Credit RecomMendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category. 10 semester
hours in plane and geodetic surveying (5/
74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 8 semester !hours
in plane and geodetic surveying (5/74); in
the upper-division baccalaureate category.
6 semester hours in plane and geodetic sur-
veying (5/74).

DD-1601-0003
ADVANCED GEMETIC SURVEYING

Course Number: 4M-710.
Location: Defense Mapping School, Ft.

Belvoir, VA.
Length: 20 weeks (707 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1 2/73- Present..
Objectives: To provide, geodetic sur-

veyors with training in advanced geodetic
survey techniques.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises . in advanced geodetic survey
techniques. including astronomic observa-
tions for longitude, latitude, and azimuth;
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computing and adjusting geodetic figures,
directions, lengths, positions, and dif-
ferences in elevation; precise 'instrumenta-
tion related to high-order surveys; orienta-
tion on .analytical point positioning using
photogrammetry; vertical control surveys;
geodesy and 'gravity surveys; and map corn-
pilation and digital computers.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate /associate degree
category, 15 semester hours in advanced
geodetic. surveying (5/74); in the upper-
division baccalaureate . category, 10
semester hours in advanced geodetic sur-
veying (5/74).

DD-1601-0004

TERRAIN ANALYSIS

OH IFSe Ntinnber:' 491-.101 .

Location: Defense Mapping School, Ft.
Belvoir, VA..

Length: 10 weeks (314 hours).
Exhihit ales: 10/73--4'resent.
Objectives: To provide soils analysts,

map compilers, and image interpreters with
training in geographic analysis.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in terrain analysis, including principles
and techniques of terrain analysis, map
reading and land navigation, basic photo-
graphic interpretation and cartographic
principles, techniques for describing ter-
rain, geologic and hydrologic concepts, am--
p ibious operations planning considera-
tic ns, evaluation of terrain elements, base
development and 1.6C planning considera-
tions, engineer-reconnaissance, engine,
applications of photography, and applied
terrain analysis.

Credit . Recommendation: In the lower-
division haccalaureatehtssociate degree
category, 6 semester hours in terrain analy-
sis (5/74); in the upper-division baccalau-
reate category, 4 semester hours in terrain
analysis (5/74).

DD- 1601 -0005

Ahv ANCIiD PII0 [OGRAMMETRIC
CARD/GRAPHIC TECHNIQUES

Course Number: 411-205. ,

Location: Defense Mapping School, Ft.
Belvoir, VA.

Length: 8 weeks (281 hours).
Exhihit Dates: 5/73-Present.
Objectives: To train noncommissioned

officers to perform as photogranimetrie-
cartographic technicians.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in earth and physical sciences as re-
lated to the photogrammetric-cartographic
career area, including regional physiog-
raphy, goetictic datimis, horizontal and ver-
tical control, positional evaluation, photo-
graphic metric. projections, grids, photo
tilt, photo restitution, structural heights, in-
dustrial analysis. photogrammetric equip-
ment, aerial reconnaissance systems. and
support functions of photographic and
lithographic areas.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category. 8 semester hours in photogram-
metric:interpretations (5/74); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 6 semester
hours in photogrammetric interpretations

5/74 I.

DD-1601-0006

GEODETIC COMPUTING

Course Number: 4 12 -11)2.
Location: Defense Mapping School,

Belvoir, VA.
Length: II weeks (378 hours).
Exhibit Dates: I2/72-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in

geddetic computing.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in geodetic computing, including com-
prehensive mathematics review; use of
electronic calculators; map reading; com-
putations in grid and declination grid con-
versions and transformations; grid traverses
and electronic distance measurements; grid
triangulation, leveling, traverse, and tri-
lateration; astronomic azimuth and posi-
tion; and adjustment of geometric figures,
directions, linelength, and elevation dif-
ference from surveyor notes.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 12 semester hours in geodetic
computations (5/74); in the upper-divisibn
baccalaureate category, 8 semester hours in
geodetic computations (5/74).

DD-1601-0007

MAPPING, CHARTING, AND GEODESY
OFFICER

Course Number: 4M-701.
Location: Defense Mapping School, Ft.

Belvoir,
Length: 12 weeks (372 hours).
Exhibit Dates: I /74-Present.
Objectives: To train officers in mapping,

charting, and geodesy.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in mapping, charting, and geodesy
processes, including theory of errors; and
MC and G survey, photogrammetric, carto-
graphic, and reproduction operations.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 9 semester hours in mapping,
charting, and geodesy (5/74); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category. 6 semester
hours in mapping, charting, and geodesy
(5/74).

DO-1601-0008

CONSTRUCTION SURvF.YINC,

'Course Number: 412- 82B20.
Location: Defense Mapping School, Ft.

Belvoir, VA.
Length: 11 weeks (362 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/72-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in

plane surveying fundamentals.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in plane surveying fundamentals, in-
cluding equipment maintenance, recording
procedures, map reading, route selection,
one-minute theodolite, engineer transit,
horizontal' taping, traverse layout, plane
traverse computation, engineer dumpy
level, differential leveling, trigonometric
elevations, planetable !itirveying, transit-
stadia, contour strip map, horizontal
curves, road layout, profile and cr1/4ss-sec-
tion. leveling, profile and grad line
plotting, vertical curves, end area, volumes,
boundary alignment,. slope and grade
stakes, site plans and construction
drawings, and building utilities and airfield
layout.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category', 10 semester
hours in construction surveying (5/74); in
the lower-division haccalaureate/associate
degree category, 8 semester hours in con-
struction surveying (5/74); in tile upper-
division baccalaureate category, 6 semester
hoUrs in construction surveying (5/74). 041

DD-1601-0009

PHOTOGRAMMETRIC COMPILATION

Course Number: 411-203; 41 I- 8ID30.
Location: Defense iitlapping School, Ft.

Belvoir, VA.
Length: 8 weeks (270 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/71-Present.
Objectives: To train map compilers in the

principles and techniques of photogram-
metric map compilation.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the principles and techniques of
photogrammetric map compilation, incliutl,
ing multiplex stereoplotting equipmeili
multiplex stereoplotter" orientation, reduc-
tion printing, stereocompilation, high-preci-
sion stereoplotter, stereotriangulation, and
special operational subjects.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 6 semester hours in photogram-
metric compilation (7/74); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in photogrammetric compilation (7/
74).

DD-1606-0001
NATIONAL SENIOR INTELLIGENCE

Course Number: None.
Locution: Defense Intelligence School,

Washington, DC.
Length: 14 weeks (560 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/72-Present.
Objectives: To provide officers" and

civilian personnel with the knowledge
necessary to hold management positions in
the field of national and international intel-
ligence.

instruction: in the processing
and manag ent of intelligence informa-
tion, development and implementation of
U.S. foreign policy, the national intel-
ligence structure, and government agencies
involved in foreign policy.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 6 semester'
hours in international relations, public ad-
ministration, or political science (1/74).

DD-1706-0001

MULTILMI 1 250 REPAIR

Course Number: 690-621.
Location: Defense Mapping School, Ft.

Belvoir, VA.
Length: 2' weeks (80 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11 /73-Present.
Objectives: To train multilith operators

to troubleshoot, and perform preventive
maintenance on, 1250 multiliths.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises on the preventive maintenance and
repair of the 1250 multilith, including
mechanical adjustments necessary to main-
tain the operational capability of the 1250
multilith, normal operlitor adjustments,
system alignments and adkustments, main-
tenance, case problems, and preventive
maintenance.



, -Credit Reconimendation: In the voca-
tional ce%ificate category, 3 semester hours
in multilith 1250 repair (6/74).

:DD.-1706-0002
REPRODUCTION EQUIPMENT REPAIR

Course Number: 690-620.
Location: Defense Mapping School, Ftt

Belvoir, VA.
Length: 15 weeks ( 512 hours ).
Exhibit Dates: 6/72-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

operate- and repair reproduction equip-
ment, including copy cameras, power-paper
cutters, paper folder-stitchers, and offset
duplicating machines.

Instruction: Lectures, and practical exer
cises in the operation and maintenance of
reproduction equipment. Course -includes
the 24 X 30 copy camera, intrOduction to
photolithography, repair parts supply,
operational adjustments,- aligning adjust-
ments, repair procedursmaintenance of
layout and platemaking equipment, repair
of electrical components, repair and main-
tenance of power paper cutter, repair,
maintenance, and timing of the offset
duplicating machine, and the maintenance
and repair of the bindery equipment and
the paper folder and stitcher.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, S semester hours
in business machine repair (5/74); in the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in busi-
ness machine repair (5/74),

DD -1713 -0001-

MAP COMPli.ATION

Course Number: 41 I -202.
Location: Defense' Mapping School, Ft.

Belvoir, VA.
Length: 9 weeks (325 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/70-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in

the compilation and revision of planimetric
maps, topographic maps; and photomaps,
psing drafting instruments and plotting
devices.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the compilation and revision of
planimetric, topographic, and photomaps,
including compilation base and radial trian-
gulation, map compilation and revision,
aerial photography planning and mosaics,
extraction of cartographic detail from aeri-
al photographs, color separation, situation
overlays and special studies, maintenance
of cartographic equipment and facilities,
and editing of color separation scribe
sheets.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 7 semester hours in map compila-'
tion (5/74); in the upper-division hac.calau-
reaje catr(nry. 4 semester hours in map
compilation (5/74).

DD-1713-0002,

CARroGRArno- DRAFTING

Course Number: 411-201.
lAcationt .Defense Mapping School, Ft.

Belvoir, VA.
Length: 9 weeks (293 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/72-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted _personnel to

perform as cartographic draftsmen.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in cartographic drafting. Topics in-
clude compilation base. and radial triangu-
lation, basic conipilation and map revision,
aerial photomosaics, color separation, and
situation overlays and special studies.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 6 semester hours
in cartographic 'drafting (5/74); in the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate-
degree category, 4 semester hours in carto-
graphic drafting (5/74); in the upper-divi-
sion baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours in cartographic drafting (5/74).

DD-1713-0003

CONSTRUCTION DRAFTING

Course Number: 4I 3 -8I B20; 5-R-811.1;
5-E-50.

Lochtion: Engineer School, Ft. Belvoir,
VA.

Length: 10-11 weeks (374-440 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/54-2/71.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

prepare working drawings for bridges, air-
fields, roads, railroads, and piers.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in-basic drafting; mathematics review;
materials and methods of construction;
construction drawings; estimates and bills
of material; plumbing, heating, and wiring
layouts; perspective drawings; and- roads,
railroads, and airfields drawing and calcula-
tions for survey notes.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 10 semester
hours in architectural drafting (7/74); in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 8 semester hours in
architectural drafting (7/74); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, '?,1 semester
hours in engineering drafting (12/68).

DD-1713-0004
CONSTRUCTION DRAFTING

Course Number: 413-210.
Location: Defense Mapping School, Ft.

Belvoir, VA.
Length: I I weeks (362-405 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/7I-Present.
Objectives; To train enlisted personnel to

perform as construction draftsmen.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises 'in the preparation of working
drawings, charts, and graphs for the con:-
struction of roads, airfields, bridges;
buildings, ports, harbors, and other military
construction, including construction draft-
ing; preparation of mechanical, construc-
tion, utilities, structural, and technical
drawings; engineer drawings; mechanical
lettering; and churls-and graphs.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 10 semester
hours in -- architectural drafting (7/74); in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 8 semester hours in
architectural drafting (7/74); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category,- 6 semester
hours in architectural drafting (7/74).

DD-1719-0001
LITHOGRAPHIC StRiPPANG AND PLATEMAKING

Course Number: 740-302.
Location: Defense Mapping School, Ft.

Belvoir, VA.
Length: 7 weeks (227 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4 /72- Present.
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Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

prepare and produce offset plates to be
used in the lithographic printing process.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the preparation and, production of
offset plates to be used in the lithographic
printing process, including layout, stripping,
and platemaking procedures.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 3 semester hours
in graphics or printing (5/74); in the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in graphics or
printing (5/74).

DD-1719-0002

OFFSET PRINTING

Course Number: 740-303.
Location: Defense Mapping School, Ft.

I3elvoir, VA.
Length: 8 weeks (276 hours).
Exhibit Dates: I I/73-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

operate offset presses in the reproduction
of maps, charts, and other printed line
work.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in offset printing. Topics include
photolithography materials, methods of
producing military Maps, operation of
power paper cutter; maintenance of offset
press, controls, feeder and delivery assem-
blies, cylinder assembly, dampening as-
sembly, linking assembly, printing practice,
identification of printing problems, printing
a three-color and five-color map, and
modern methods of lithographic offset
press operations.
) Credit Recommendation: In the voca-

tional certificate category, 4 semester hours
in graphic arts (5/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2
semester hours in graphic arts (5/74).

-DD-1719-0003

LITHOGRAPHIC PHOTOGRAPHY

Course N umber: 740-301.
Location: Defense Mapping School, Ft.

Belvoir, VA.
Length: 8 weeks (276 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/73-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

operate copy cameras and related equip-
ment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
-cises in fundamentals of copy photography,
camera operation, film processing, expo -
sure,-filters; line and continuous-tone copy-
ing, halftone magenta screens, contact
printing, diapositive glags plates, pictomaps,
electrotlie contact printer, and preventive
maintenance.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 2 semester hours
in basic lithography on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation (7/74); in the lower-divi-
sion baccalaureate/associate degree catego-
ry, 2 semester hours in basic lithography on
the basis of institutional evaluation (7/74);
in the upper-division baccalaureate catego-
ry, 2 semester hours in basic lithography on
the basis of institutional evaluation (7/74).

D D-1719-0004
OFFSET DUPLICATING EQUIPMENT OPERATOR

Course Number: 740-304. .

Location: Defense Mapping School, Ft.
Belvoir, VA.
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Length: 5 weeks (145 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/72-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in

the operation and basic maintenance of the
offset duplicator, camera processor, and
platernaker equipment.

. . .

hedruction: Course includes: introdue-
traininglir 1.to photolithography; aining in the

o ration of the 3M MR-4I2 Camera
Pr :essor and the-A,:11. Dick 675/...Copier

t with Platernaker Converter:,and training in
the operation and maintenance of other
duplicating equipment, including the A&M
1250 Multilith puplicatrir, the A.B. Dick
350 Duplicator, the ATF Davidsim 500
Duplicator, and the ATF Davidson Perfec-
tor Duplicator.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 5 semester hours
in offset (triplicating equipment operation
(6/74).

DD-1721-0001

Ovnem. SURVEY INSTRUMENT REPAIR
Course Number: 670-601.
Location: Defense Mapping School. Ft.

Belvoir, VA.
Length: 12 weeks (382 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/74-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

maintain and repair optical surveying and
mapping instruments.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in surveying and mapping instrument
maintenance, adjustment, and repair, in=
eluding :limey hand level, dumpj, level,
telescopic alidade, transit, military level.
(me-minute and one-second theodolites,
and survey tapes.

'Credit Recommendation: In the VOCa-
tional certificate category, X semester hours
in optical survey instrument repair (5/74).

DU-1728-0001

INDUSTRIAL SECURITY SPECIALIST

Course Number: 5220-2.
location: Defense Industrial Security In-

stitute, Richmond, VA.

Length: Version I: 5 weeks (182-183
hours). Version 2: 3 weeks (113 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version I: 7/76-Present.
Version 2: 9/72-6/76.

Objectives: To provide industrial security
specialists with training in defense industri-
al security.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures tind
practical exercises in the history, manage-
ment, application, and functions of the
defense industrial security program, or-
ganization for security cognizance, laws
and regulations, security hazards, applica-
ble security resources, responsibilities of
contracting 'officers, personnel clearance
programs, inspections, security education
program, security arrangements, interna-
tional aspects, and espionage. Version I:
This vergion emphasizes the security threat
against the U.S. government and industry;
facility protection programs; classified
document control; electronic and physical
security measures; communications securi-
ty; vulnerabilities of and protective mea-
sures for automatic data-processing
systems, emergency/disaster planning and
procedures. Audio-visual presentations.

Credit Recommendation: Version I: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 5 semester hours in
criminal justice or security administration
and management (1/77). Version 2: In the
vocational certificate category, 2 semester
hours in criminology (5/74): in the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2. semester hours in criminology
(5/74); in Ate upper-division baccalaureate
category, 2 semester hours in criminology
(5/74).

DIY-1728-0002

INFORMATION SECURITY MANAGEMENT
Course Number: 5220.7.
Location: Defense Industrial Security In-

stitute, Richmond, VA.
Length: 2 weeks (73 hours").
Exhibit Dates. 6/74-Present.
Objectives: To provide instruction on ele-

ments of the Defense Department Informa-
tion Security Program, with particular
emphasis on proper security classification

I

and the safeguarding of classified 'informa-
tion. Note: This course consists of two (-
week components, referred to separately as.
(1) ,Classification Management and (2)
Safeguarding Classified .. Information.
Recommended credit is for combined court
ses only. *3

Instruction: The security manager; or-
ganization for security; policies, objectives
and management implementation; classifi-
cation principIeS and problems; declassifi-
cation and downgrading; markings and con-
trol of classified documents; communica-
tions security; automatic data-processing
security; emergency planning; and

"processing security violations and com-
promises. .

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours in criminal justice or security ad-.
ministration and management (1/77).

AR-2201-0059
AIR DEFENSE COMMAND AND CONTROL

SYSTEMS OPERATOR
(AIR DEFENSE COMMAND, CONTROL, AND

COORDINATION SYSTEMS OPERATOR)
(AIR DEFENSE FIRE. DISTRIBUTION

SYSTEMS CONTROLLER)

Course Number: 221-16K20; 221-171120;
221 - 186.1;44 -R- 186.1.

Location: Air Defense School, Ft. Bliss,
TX.

Length: 3-8 weeks (96-293 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/62-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

operate and maintain Specialized missile
control consoles, monitors, and coordina-
tion systems.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in missile electronics and control, air
defense operations, field command control
and coordination system operation and
maintenance, and CONUS command con-
trol and coordination systems operation
andsGaintenance.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
( 12/68).

Related Occupation Codes: 16H; 16K.



Army Enlisted MOS Exhibits

MOS-00B-001
btvEit

, 00B10
\00B20

00B30
ootko

Exhibit Dates: 10/73- Present.
Career Management Field: 51 (General En-
gineering), subfield511 (Construction Engi-
neering).
Description

Summary: Supervises Or performs under-
water reconnaissance, .demolition, repair,
and salvage. Skill Level 10: Performs as as-
sistant to diver, operates power-driven air
compressor and electric and engine-driven
winches; makes simple repairs to diving
gear and equipment; applies principles of
water rescue and first aid. Skill Level 20:
Able to perform the duties, required for
Skill Level 10; using self-contained under-
water breathing apparatus, performs recon-
naissance, salvage, repair, and demolition
operations; collects and reports on hydro-
graphic conditions; makes charts and maps
of underwater conditions, takes underwater
photographs, and prepares beach or river
Intelligence reports and keeps the diving
log; uses demolition techniques to clear un-
derwater obstacles; employs sophisticated
first aid treatment, particularly as related to
diving operations. Skill Level 30: Able to
perform the duties required for Skill Level
20; using surface-supplied air and diving
equipment; performs underWater repair by
caulking seams, patching holes, and clearing
fouled,equipment; directs or assists in un-
derwater construction projects; rigs sub-
merged objects for surfacing; enYploys un-
derwater welding techniques and other spe-
cial construction tools; operates decompres-
sion Chamber; performs underwater inspec-
tion,' estimates weight of underwater ob-
jects. and calculates method of lifting un-
derwater material and objects. Skill Level
40: Able to perform the duties required for
Skill Level 30; supervises underwater re-
connaissance, demolition, repair, and sal-
vage in addition to scuba and standard
diving activities; supervises diver's bell (or
appropriate mechanical diving unit) and dir-
ects maintenance of diving equipment; in-
terprets hydrographic charts, maps) and
sketches; instructs in diving procedures and
safety practices; prepares reports on diving
operations.
Recommendation, Skill Level 10

In the vocational certificate category, ,3
semester hours in the use, operation, and
maintenanc of mechanical equipment and 2
in first ai In the lower-division baccalau-
reate/ late degree category, 2 semester
hours infirst aid (5/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the vocational certificate category, 9,
semester hours in' the use, operation, and
maintenance of mechanical equipment and 4
in first aid. In the lower-division baccalau-
reate /associate degree category, 3 semester
hours in mapping, 3 technical report
writing. 3 in marine and oceanographic

technologies, and 4 in first aid, and addi-
tional credit for detonation/demolition, and
photography, on the basis of institutional
evaluation, for a minimum total of 13 se-
mester hours (5/76). -
Recommendation, Skill Level 30

Itilhe vocational certificate category, 12
semester hours in the use, operation, and
maintenance of mechanical equipment, 12 in
marine underwater repair and construction,
and 6 in first. aid, for a total of 30 semester
hours. In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 3 semester hours
in physics, 3 in mapping, 3 in technical
report writing, 6" in marine and oceanogra-
phic technologies, 6 in first aid, and 3 in
human relations, and additional credit for
detonation/demolition and photo*raphy on
the basis of institutional evaluation, for a
minimum total of 24 semester hours (5/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the vocational certificate categortj, 18
semester hours in the use, operation, and
maintenance of mechanical equipment, 18 in
marine underwater repair and construction,
and 6 in first aid, for a total of 42 semester
hours. In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 3 semester hours
in mapping, 3 in marine geography, 6 in
physics, 6 .in technical report wnting, 9 in
marine and oceanographic technologies, 6
in first aid and safety, 3 in human relations,
3 in personnel supervision, and 6 for field
expenence in mana*ement, and additional
credit for detonation/demolition/salvage,
and photography, on the basis of institution-
al evaluation, for a minimum total of 45
semester hours (5/76).

MOS-00C-001

DOG TRAINER

00C20
00C40

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-2/78.' (Effective 3/78,
MOS 00C was discontinued and its func-
tions were incorporated into MOS 95B.
Military Police.)
Career Management Field: 00 (Exceptional
Management Specialties), subfield 000 (Spe-
cial Assignment).
,Description

Summary: Trains dogs to obedience. Skill
Level 20: Leads dogs through prescribed
series of exercises; teaches dogs to obey
commands; knows physical, capabilities and
limitations of dogs under varying conditions
of terrain and climate; determines rejection
or assignment to more advanced and spe-
cialized training by observing physical and
psychological traits; feeds, waters, and
grooms dogs; complies with established pre-
ventive medicine techniques; applies first,,
aid and administers medicine dogs. Skill
Level 40: Able to perform t duties re-
quired for Skill Level 20; supervises the
training of dogs; analyzes training for more
efficient methods and techniques; assigns

. personnel to positions and evaluates their
performance.

,A: 'Pe*
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the vocational certificate category', or
in the lower-division baCcalaureate/aiso-
elate degree category, 6 semester hours- in

ceveterinary. ien or animal science, 3 in
dog train , and 3 in animal first aid, for a
total Opp. mester hours (12/75).
Reconimendation, Skill Level 40

In the vocational certificate category or
in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 15,k*nester hours in

aiveterinary science or 'timid science, 3 in
dog training, 3 in animal first aid, 3 in per-
sonnel supervision, and 3 in instructional
techniques, for a total of 18 semester hours.
In the upper-division baccalaureate catego-
ry,. 3 semester hours for field experience in
management, and additional credit in man-
agement, in education) and in animal sci-
ence or veterinary science on the basis of
institutional evaluation (12/75).

MOS-00D-001
SPECIAL DUTY ASSIGNMENT

00D20
00D40

Exhibit Dates: 10/73- Present.
Career Management Field: 00 (Exceptional
Management Specialties), subfield 000 (Spe-
cial Assignment).
Description

Summary: This MOS code is used to
identify duty positions for special assign-
ments; its use is approved on an individual
case basis by the Headquarters of the De-
partment of the Army. Before this code is
assigned, a position must encompass duties
that are highly specialized, that cannot be
classified elsewhere, that do'not correspond
with formal military courses, and that occur
so rarely and in such small numbers that
establishment of a separate MOS is not
practical. Skill Level 20: Used, to identify all
journeymen and technician levels of skill.
Skill Level 40: Used 'to identify all leader
levels of skill.
Recommendation, Skill Levels 20 and 40

Credit on the basis of institutional' evalua-
tion of the individual student seeking com-
petency recognition (5/76).

MOS-00E-001
RECRUITER AND CAREER COUNSELOR

00E40
00E50

Exhibit Dates: 10/73- Present.
Career Management Field: 00 (Exceptional
Management Specialties), subfield 000 (Spe-
cial Assignment).
Description

Summary: Recruits or counsels civilian
and military personnel concerning Army
careers. NOTE: Required to have held at
least one other MOS. Skill Level 40: Con-
tracts, interviews, and advises civilian acid
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military personnel; presents formal and in-
formal talks to individuals and groups;
writes, edits, and distributes recruiting ma-
terial; establishes liaison with public media;
evaluates the occupational, educational, and
psychological background of prospective
recruits and reenlistees; administers and
scores screening tests; conducts occupation-
al or career counseling. Skill Level 50: Able
to perform the duties required for Skill
Level 40-, plans, organizes, and coordinates
recruitment and reenlistment programs and
activities; supervises up to five Skill Level
40 personnel; trains Skill Level 40 person-
nel; supervises the preparation of corre-
spondence and the keeping of files and re-
cords.
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 3 semester hours in
principles of advertising, 3 in applied psy-
chology, 3 in salesmanship, 3 in tectinical
report writing or business correspondence,
3 in public speaking, 3 in records manage-
ment, 3 in conference coordination, and 2 in
preparation of audiovisual materials, for a
total of 23 semester hours. In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in advertising media, 3 for field expe-
rience in recruiting, 2 in human, relations,
and 2 in vocational counseling, for a total
of 10 semester hours or, as an alternative 10
semester hours for field experience in coun-
seling and recruiting. In the graduate
degree.category. 1 semester hour in human
relations aid 3 in vocational counseling (2/
75).

Recommendation, Skill Level 50
In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-

ciate degree category, the recommendation
is same as that for Skill Level 40. In the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 se-
mester hours in advertising media, 4 for
field experience in recruiting, 2 in human
relations, 2 in vocational counseling, 3 in
publicity release writing, 3 in office man-
agement, and 3 in personnel management,
for a total of 20 semester hours, or as an
alternative, 14 semester hours for field ex-
perience in counseling and recruiting, 3 in
office management, and 3 in personnel man-
agement, for a total of 20 semester hours. In
the graduate degree category, 3 semester
hours in office administration, 2 in voca-
tional counseling, and 1 in human relations,
for a total of 6 semester hours (2/75).

14OS-00E-001

DRILL SERGEANT

00F40
00F50

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-2/75. (Effective 3/75,
MOS OOF was discontinued and its func-
tions were incorporated into Special Quali-
fications Identifier X, Drill Sergeant.).
Career Management Field: 00 (Exceptional
Management Specialties), subfield 000 (Spe-
cial Assignment).
Description

Summary: Is a group organizer and
leader in various public and special interest
activities; conducts classes to develop basic
skills in group living and to generate group
cohesiveness; plans_ and coordinates short-
term and long-range educational and recre-
ational activities of groups; supervises sub-
ordinate personnel; prepares oral and writ-
ten reports; maintains records. Skill Level
40: Prepares lesson plans and training
schedules; assists in determining operational

policies and procedures; teaches, guides, ob-
serves, and evaluates personnel in training;
plansand coordinates billeting, food, and
transportation arrangements for trainees.
Skill Level 50: Able to perform the duties
required for Skill Level 40; plans and co-
ordinates all instructional and operational
activities of the Drill Sergeant School; ap-
plies-prescribed training management poli-
cies and procedures to insure the most eco-
nomical and efficient use of manpower, fa-
cilities, equipment, time,,,,and money.
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the vocational certificate category, 3
semester hours in personnel supervision, 3
in records administration, and 3 for field
experience in education, for a total of 9
semester hours. In the lower-division bacca-
laureate/associate degree category or in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 se-
mester hours in institutional management, 3
in communication skills, and 3 for field ex-
perience in education, for a total of 9 se-
mester hours (2/75).
Recommendation, Skill Level 50

In the vocational certificate category, 3
semester hours in personnel supervision, 3
in records administration, and 6 for field
experience in education, for a total Of 12
semester hours. In the lower-division bacca-
laureate/associate deglee category or in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 se-
mester hours in institutional management, 3
in communication skills,,and 6 for field ex-
perience in education, for a total of 12 se-
mester hours (2/75).

MOS-00H-001
ENLISTED AIDE

00H20
00H50

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-8/76. (Effective 9/76,
MOS 00H was discontinued and its func-
tions were incorporated into MOS 94B,
Food Service Specialist.)
Career Management Field: 94 (Food Ser-
vice). .

Description
Summary: Serves on the personal staff of

a general officer; able to perform the duties
required for 94B20 (Food Service Special-
ist). Skill Level 20: Performs duties that aid
a general officer in the performance of offi-
cial and 'military responsibilities, including
social responsibilities; assists in planning, ar-
ranging,, and preparing for official social
functions and activities; plans seating ar-
rangements; arranges flowers; recommends
menus and orders foodstuff; sets table;
cooks and prepares foods, desserts, and bev-
erages; serves meals; receives and keeps re-
cords of telephone calls, makes appoint-
ments, provides administrative assistance,
and receives guests and visitors; assists in
maintaining quarters; cares for military uni-
forms arid equipment. Skill Level 50: Able
to perform the duties required for Skill
Level 20; as the supervisor of a large house-
hold staff, supervises and coordinates the
activities of the enlisted aides.
Redommendation, Skill Level 20

In the vocation& certificate category or
in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category,- 6 semester hours in
quantity food preparation, 3-in kitchen op-
erations, 3 'in food service operations3 in
catering, 3 in menu planning, 3 in estimat-
ing and purchasing foods, 2in record keep-
ing, 2 in food decorating, and 1 in first aid
for a total of 26 semester hours (5/76).

Recommendation, Skill Level 50
In the vocational certificate, category or

in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, the recommendation
is the,same as that for Skill Level 20. In the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 se-
mester hours in human relations, 3 in intro-
duction to management, 6 for field experi-
ence in management, and 6 in industrial arts
education (food service), for a total of 18
semester hours (5/76).

MOS-00J-001
CLUB MANAGER

00J50
Exhibit Dates: 10/73-Present. /
Career Management Field: 00 {Exceptional
Management Specialties), subfield 000 (Spe-
cial Assignment).
Description

Oversees the business management of a
club, including all financial. operations, food
and beverage servim, social and iecre-
ational activities, alcOholic beverage stores,
swimming pools, hotel or motel operations,
golf courses, and related services and activi-
ties; implements,policies concerning the use
of facilities, membership, dues, credit,
guests, and employee compensation; hires,
trains, supervises, and discharges employ-
ees. NOTE: May have progressed to 00J50
from 71L40 (Administrative Specialist),
73C40 (Finance Specialist), 73D40 (Ac-
counting Specialist), 941340 (Food Service
Specialist), 03B40 (Performing Arts Special-
ist), or 94Z50 (Food Service Supervisor).
Recommendation

In the vocational certificate category or
in the lower-division baccalaureate/assO-
ciate degree category, 3 semester hours in
business mathematics, 3 in business commu-
nications, 3 in office management, 3 in
office accounting, 3 in hotel/motel manage-
ment, 3 in food and beverage purchasing
and inventory, control, 3 in food prepara-
tion, and 3 in personnel supervision, for a
total of 24 semester hours. In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, credit on
the basis of institutional evaluation (3/75).

MOS-00U-001

RACE RELATIONS/EQUAL OPPORTUNITY
, SPECIALIST

00U20
00U40
00U50

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-Present.
Career Management Field: 00 (Exceptional
Management Specialties), subfield 000 (Spe-
cial Assignment).
Description

Surrirrwry: Plans, organizes, and coordi-
nates activities of community organizations
and groups concerned with social problems.
NOTE: Required to have held at least one
other MOS. Skill Level 20: Administers pro-
grams designed to study, analyze, and make
recommendations for improvernistit of social
conditions for individuals or small' commu-
nities. Skill Level 40: Able to perform the
duties required for Skilhteiel 20; is a first-
line supervisor and trainer of Skill Level 20
personnel; coordinates activities of several
agencies or groups; writes reports; directs
programs in medium-sized communities.



Skill Level 50: Able to perform the duties
required for Skill Level 40; is a mid-level
manager; coordinates the activities of pro-
gram directors (Skill Level 40 personnel);
conducts programs in large communities;
trains subordinates; conducts conferences,
leads discussions, and gives lectures on race
relations/equal opportunity programs; as-
sists in establishing policies and procedures.

ecommendation, Skill Level 20
In the vocational certificate category, 2

ester hours in communication skills and
6 mester hours in social sciences. In the

wer-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 2 semester hours in com-
munication skills, 2 in social psychology, 2
in human relations, and 2 in minority
groups, for a total of B semester hours. In
the upper-division baccalaureate category, 2
semester hours in social psychology, 2 in
human relations, and 2 in minority groups,
for a total of 6 semester hours (2/75).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the vocational certificate category, 2
semester hours in communication skills, 6 in
social science, 2 in personnel supervision,
and 2 for field experience in race relations/
equal opportunity, for a total of 12 semester
hours. In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 2 semester hours
in communication skills, 2 in social psychol-
ogy, 2 in human relations, 2 in minority
groups, 2 in group dynamics or group orga-
nizing, and 2 for field experience in race
relations/equal opportunity, for a total of
12 semester hours. In the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 2 semester hours in
social psychology, 2 in human relations, 2
in minority groups, 2 for field experience in
race relations/equal opportunity, and 1 in
social change, for a total of 9 semester
hours (2/75).
Recommendation, Skill Level 50

In the vocational certificate category, 2
semestertbours in communication skills, 6 in
social science, 2 in personnel supervision, 3
in program administration, 3 for field expe-
rience in race relations/equal opportunity,
and 2 for field experience in education, for
a total of 18 semester hours. In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree cat-
egory, 2 semester hours in communication
skills, 2 in social psychology, 2 in human
relations, .T. ,, minority groups, 2 in group
dynamics o, group organizing, 2 in pro-
gram administration, 1 in personnel manage-
ment, 3 for, field experience in race rela-
tions/equal opportunity, and 2 for field ex-
perience in education, for a total of 18 se-
mester hours. In the upper-division bacca-
laureate category, 2 semester hour's in social
psychology, 2 in human relations, 2.in mi-
nority groups, 1 in social change, 1 in per-
sonnel management, 1 in program adminis-
tration, 2 for field experience in race rela-
tions/equal opportunity, and 1 for field ex-
perience in education, for a total of 12 se-
mester hours (2/75).

MOS-00Z-001
COMMAND SERGEANT MAJOR

00Z50
Exhibit Dates: 10/73-Present.
Career Management Field: 00 (Exceptional.
Management Specialties), subfield 000 (Spe-
cial Assignment).
Description

Is a very experienced mid-level manager
responsible for advising high-level adminis-
trators on matters of personnel assignment,
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utilization, 41,romotion, and training, and
about operations and logistics; supervises'
subordinate staff member and evaluates
their performance; evaluat6 the operational
effectiveness of the organization. NOTE:
Required to have attained Skill Level 50 in
at least one other MOS.
Recommendation %

In the upper-division baccalaureate cate-
gory, 18 semester hours in personnel man-
agement, 3 in staff principles, procedures,
and organization, and 3 in office administra-
tion, for a total of 24 semester hours (2/75).

MOS-01B-001
ELECTRICAL-ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING

ASSISTANT

01B20
Exhibit Dates: 10/73-2/78. (Effective 3/78,
MOS OIB was discontinued' and its func-
tions were incorporated into MOS 32Z,
Communications-Electronics Maintenance
Chief; MOS 35E, Special Electrical Devices
Repairer; MOS35G, Biomedical Equipment
Repairer; MOS 35S, Electronic Biomedical
Equipment Repairer; MOS 35U,'Biomedical
Equipment Maintenance Chief; and MOS
74F, Programmer/Analyst.)
Career Management Field: 00 (Exceptional
Management Specialties), subfield 001 (Pro-
fessional Requirements).
Description

Performs professional-level laboratory
and field research in any functional branch
of electrical or electronic engineering, in-
cluding power generation and distribution,
illumination,- wire communication, radar,
radio, microwave, and infrared radiation;
receives assignments which outline scope of
problem, time allotment, and related pro-
jects; develops plans for research and lo-
cates source material; designs new equip-
ment or the modification of existing equip-
ment; uses advanced .mathematics including
calculus and differential equations; uses
computer terminal and other electronic test
and measurement equipment; writes detailed
reports, bids, and specifications; supervises
engineering shop personnel. NOTE: The

c prerequisite for the assignment of this MOS
bachelor's degree and a minimum of six

mon hs of related experience, or a master's
degree, in electrical or electronic engineer-
ing.
Recommendation

In the graduate degree category, 6 semes-
ter hours in electrical/electronic engineer-
ing research and laboratory procedures and
additional credit on the basis of institutional
evaluation (6/76).

m os-oic-ooi
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING ASSISTANT

01C20
Exhibit Dates: 10/73-2/78. (Effective 3/78,
MOS OIB Wag discontinued and) its func
tions were incorporated into MOS 51T,
Technical Engineering Supervisor, and
MOS BIB, Technical Drafting Specialist.)
Career Management Field: 00 (Exceptional
Management Specialties), subfield 001 (Pro-.
fessional Requirements).
Description

Performs professional-level laboratory
and field research in mechanical and metal-
lurgical engineering, including research in

automotive -and aeronautical fields; receives
broad scope assignments for the design and
development of mechanical equipment and
systems; interprets, adapts, and applies engi-
neering prim *plea aria practices and com-
plex guidelines in devising research and de-
velopment working plans; reviews manufac-
turers' drawings of commercial equipment
for possible adaptation for military use;
writes formal justifications for proposed de-
signs; prepares specifications and operating
and maintenance instructions; sets up test
objectives and criteria for designed equip-
ment; evaluates Performance test data and
field reports; prepares summary reports and
staff studies on research projects. NOTE:
The prerequisite for the assignment of this
MOS is a bachelor's degree and a minimum
of six months of related experience, or a
master's degree, in mechanical, automotive,
aeronautical, or metallurgical engineering.
Recommendation ."

In the graduate degree category, 6 semes-
ter hours in mechanical engineering re-
search and additional credit on the basis of
institutional evaluation (6/76).

MOS-01D-001

CIVIL ENGINEERING ASSISTANT

61D20
Exhibit Dates: 10/73-2/78, (Effective 3/78,
MOS OlD was discontinued and its func-
tions were incorporated into MOS SIT,
Technical Engineering Supervisor; MOS
BIB, Technical Drafting Specialist; and
MOS 91S, Environmental Health Special-
ist.)
Career Management Field: 00 (Exceptional
Management Specialties), subfield 001 (Pro-
fessional Requirements).
Description

Performs professional-level office and
field duties in the field of civil engineering;
originiites, evaluates, and inspects projects.
in construction, highway, structural, hy-
draulics, and sanitary engineering; .prepares
and interprets blueprints and engineering
diagrams and makes inspections before and
during construction; reviews plans and
specifications submitted on engineering pro-
jects, and prepares estimates of personnel,
materials, and equipment required; performs
preconstruction layout and schedules flow
of materials and equipment to project; pre-
pares detailed progress reports on projects.
NOTE: The prerequisite for the assignment
of this MOS is a _bachelor's degree and a
minimum of six months of related experi-
ence, or a master's, degree, in civil engineer-
ing,
Recommendation

In the graduate degree category, 6 semes-
ter hours in engineering management and
additional credit on the basis of institutional
evaluation (6/76).

MOS-01E-001

MATHEMATICS-STATISTICS ASSISTANT

01E20
Exhibit Dates: 10/73-2/78. (Effective 3/78,
MOS OlE was discontinued and its func-
tions were incorporated into MOS 73D,
Accounting Specialist, and MOS 74F, Pro-
grammer/Analyst.)
Career Management Field: 00 (Exceptional
Management Specialties), subfield 001 (Pro-
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b tensional Requirements). MO4--01G7001

riDescription' 41

Develops and adapts mathematical or sta-
tistical theory and methodology for all
kinds of mathematical or statistical investi-
gations; investigates and evaluates applica-
bility, efficiency, and accuracy of theory
and methods used in mathematical or statis-
tical programs and studies; applies general
mathemati such as differential and inte-
gral cal lus, theory of differential equa-
tions d complex numbers; selects and re-
fines systems of experimental and "ample
designs and specifications;,develogkheory
and appropriate methodology for alysit
of problems; carries out research in experi-
mental and sample: design; tests validity and
efficiency of design; applies principles of
statistical inference and ptobabiliti. NOTE:
The prerequisite for the assignment of this
MOS is a bachelor's degree and a minimum
of six 'months of related experience, or a
master's de ee, in mathematics; or a bache-
lor's degre and a minimu f one year of
related ex rience, or a master's degree,, in
statistics.

Recominendadoti ,
In the,graduate. degree category, 6 semes-

ter hours in.mathematicarand statistical re-
search and additional credit On the basis of
institutional evaluation (6/76).

':

MOS-01F4001

PHYSICAL SCIENCES ASSISTANT

01F20

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-2/78. (Effective 3/78,
MOS OIF was discontinued and its func-'
tions were incorporated into MOS 73b,
Accounting Specialist; MOS 92C Petroleum
\Laboratory Specialist; MOS 95E? Meteoro-
logical Observer; and MOS 93F, Field Ar-
tillery Meteorological Crewman.)

Career Management Field: 00 (Exceptional
Management Specialties), subfield 001 (Pro-
fessional Requirements).

Description
Performs professional-level laboratory

and research functions in the field of phys-
ics, meteorology, geology, or chemistry;
performs research involving theoretical
analysis, exploration, or experimentation of
physical phenomena or composition,'Molec-
ular structure, and properties of substances;
investigates applications of theoretical con-
cepts to specific processes,, devices, tech-
niques, or products; develops research
design and investigative techniques; per-
forms chemical analyses cif samples; collects
and interprets test data and.draws conclu-
sions based on evidence; prepares technical
reports and makes recommendations on
suitability of samples for intended use.
NOTE: The prerequisite for the assignment
of this MOS is a .bachelor's degree and a
minimum or six months of related experi-
ence, or a master's degree, in physics, me-
teorology, geology, or chemistry.

Recommendation
In the graduate degre category, 6 semes-

ter hours in physical sciences research and
.additiomdaredit on the basis of institutional
evaluaticie(6/76).-

I..

)

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING ASSISTANT

DIG20
Exhibit Datisli 10/73-2/78. (Effective 3/78,
MOS 010 -Was discontinued and its func-
tions' /were incorporated into MOS 92B,

Laboratory Specialist, and MOS
92C,'Petroleum Laboratory Specialist.)
Greer Management Fide 00 (Exceptional

fessi Requirements).
Description

Performs. ' professional-level laboratory
and field research in chemical engineering;
conducts research in chemical; ceramic, or
petroleum pngineering; operates small pilot
plants or idatalls and operates,a limited vari-
ety of equipment for study of one phase of
complex development project; plots govern-
ing equations of problems to ascertain rela-
tionships between experimental data; con-
soli tea data collected during operations

es necessary conversions for appli-
tp equipment design; per-
,'" variety of chemical and simulated
eats on commercial products or on
newly developed in the 'laboratory
inn suitability for particular apph-

prepares reports describing test'
procedures .and results and recommending
actual materials and machinery to be used.
NOTE: The prerequisite for the assignment
of this MOS is a bachelor's degree and
minimum of six months of/elated experi-,
ence, or a master's degree, in chemical, ce-
rainic, or petroleum production engineer-
ing.
Recommendation'

In the graduate degree category, 6 acmes-
ler.hours in chemical research and laborato-
ry procedures and additional credit on the
basis of institutional evaluation (6/76).

anstrent Specialties), subfie d 00 (Pro-

se
prod
lo de
cation

MOS-01H-001
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES ASSISTANT

01H20
EXhibit Dates: 10/73- Present.
Career Management Field: 00 (Exceptional
M agement Specialties),' subfield 001 (Pro-
f lona! Requirements).

pdon
Performs paifessional-level laboratory

and research duties in the field of biological
science; conducts studies in biology, bacte-
riology, biochemistry, entomology, or phar-
macology; performs culture work on animal
diseases; keeps records of culturing and of
purity, _density, and viability tests of cul-
tures prepared for use as vaccines; inocu-
lateslates and perfoiThs autopsies on laboratory
anal:laid used in the preparation of cultures;
identifies, prepares, and ships cpItures;
makes bio-assays to detertpine toxicity of
drugs and other substances;.. plans Nand ex-
ecutes experiments; calculates and adminis-
ters doses and observes toxib effects pro-
duced; prepare( detailed reports on experi-
ments and teats. 'NOTE: The. prerequisite
for the assignment of this MOS, is a bache-
lor's degree and a minimum of six months
,of related experience, or a master's degree,
in biology, bacteriology, zoology, parisito-
logy, botany, pharmacology, or entomol-
ogy.
Recommendation

In the graduate degree category, '6 semes-
ter hours 9f biological research and labora-
tory procedures and additional Credal:1n the
basis of institutional evaluation (6/76),

MOS-02B-001
MOS-02C-001
MOS-02D-001
MOS-02E-001
MOS-02F-001
MOS-02G-001
M00-0214401
MOS-02J-001
MOS-02K-001
MOS-02L-001
MOS-02M-001
MOS-02N-001
MOS-02T-001
CORNET-TRUMPET PLAYER

02B20, 02B40

BARITONE-EUPHONIUM PLAYER

02C20, 02C40
FRENCH HORN PLAYER

02D20, 02D40
TROMBONE PLAYER

02E20, 02E40
TUBA PLAYER

02F20, 02F40

FLUTE-PICCOLO PLAYER

02G20, 02G40
OBOE PLAYER

02H20, 02H40
CLARINET PLAYER

02J20, 02J40

BASSOON PLAYER

02K20; 02K40
SAXOPHONE PLAYER

02L20, 021,40

PERCUSSION PLAYER

02M20, 02M40
PIANO PLAYER

02N20, 02N40

GUITAR PLAYER

02T20, 02T40
Exhibit Dates: '10/73-2/77.
Career Management Field: 97 (Band).
Description

Summary: Plays specified musical
instrument(s) in appropriate musical org,ani-
zations;.perfonns in military marching and
concert musical organizations and, al quali-
fied, in associated choral, jazz, and ether'
small ensembles. Skill Level 2a Executer'
instrumental studies and ensemble and solo
literature of moderate difficulty within the
facility-range typical of university lower-di-
vision music majors; sings simple melodic
patterns at sight; possesses a basic under-
standing of musical structure equivalent to
that of a college or university freshman
music major; performs preventive mainte-
nance on the specified musical instrument;
performs duties at may be assigned in ad-
ministration, supply, and music library. Skill
Level 4a. Possesses the musicianship and
skills required ,for Skill Level 20; supervises
and adsigns duties to Skill Level 20 person-



nel; is assigned to lead instrumental sec-
along, marching formations, and, large or
small performing groups; may be assigned
appropriate tasks in music arranging, music
library, supply, equipment management, and
other administAtive duties.

Recommendation, Skill Level 20
In tire lower-division baccalaureate/asso-

ciate degree category, 2 semester hours in
marching band, 2 in concert band, and 4 in
music thilbry (basic harmony 'and ear train-
ing), for a minimum total, of 8 semester
hours; because of the Mile range of individ-
ual abilities, additional credit may be
awarded on the basis of institutional evalua-
tion in music theory, applied music (individ-
ual instruction in performance), and small,
performing ensembles (jazz, brass, wood,
wind, percussion, string, and vocal) (6/76).

RecommendatiOn, Skill ,Le;e1 40
In the'lower- division bacdalaureate/asso-

ciate degree category, 3 semester hours in
Marching band, 3 in concert band, 2 in en-
semble .electives, and 4 in music theory
(basic harmony and ear training), for a
minimum total of 12 semester hours; be-,
cause of the wide range of individual abili-
ties, additional. Credit may be, awarded on
the basis of institutional evaluation in dlusic.
theory, applied music (individual instruction
in-performance): and small perfOrming en-

/-lembles (jazz, brass, woodwind, percussion,
string, and vocal). In the upper-division
baccalaureate category, credit in conduct-
ing, arranging, and music administration

d supervision on the basis of institutional
tuition (6/76).

.MOS-02B-002

MOSA:1)2F-002-

MOS-02D-002

MOS002E-002..

MOS-.02F-002

mos:i2C-002
MOS-ozyl-002

MOS-024-002.

MOS-02K -A02

M01-021.1-0,, 0 2

MOS-02M-7002

f'MOSfO2°N-002

. MOS-02'1402

CORNtT-TRUMPET PLAYER

02B10, 02820, 02B30

BARITONE - EUPHONIUM PLAYER

02C10, 02C20, 02C304

FRENCH HORN LAYER

02.1310 02D20, 02Djb

TROMBONE PLA R

02EJ E20, 02E30:

TUBA PLAYERt

02F10, 02F20, 02F30

FLUTE-PICCOLO 'PLAYER

02010, 02020, 02030

OBOE PLAYER

02H10, 02H20, 02H30

CLARINET PLAYER ki

02,110: 071120, 02,130

BASSOON PLAYER

02K10, 02K20, 02K30

SAXOPHONE PLAYER

02L10, 02L20, 02L30

PERCUSSION PLAYER

02110, 02M20, 02M39

PIANO PLAYER

7 02N10, 02N20, 02N30

GUITAR PLAYER

02110, 62T20, 02T30

'Exhibit Datesi 3/77-Present. Pending evalu-
ation.
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upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 se-
mester hours in conducting and 3 in music
adMinistration and supervision, and addi-
tional credit in arranging and for field expe-
rience1/4Weducdtion on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation, for a minimum total of 6
semester hours (6/76).

MOS-02P-001

MOS-02Q-001
MOS-02R-001

BRASS GROUP 1...EAD4R

''02P40

WOODWIND. GROUP LEADER

02Q40 or
e,

PERCUSSION GROUP. LEADER

o2Rortor.
Exhitiit Datesd,lb/73-Present.

Description
Su rvises a brass, woodwind, or percus-

4 .section and performs in military
giarc .ng 'and cooncett musical organizations
an0, as nualifiecVin associated choral, jazz,
and other small ensembles; able to perform
the duties of a related instrumentalist MOS
at Skill Level 40; is delegated primary re-
sponsibility, for specific administtative duties
of the musical unit, such as equipment or
library management, coordination of as-
signed musical performance* administration
of the equal opportunity program, etc;- is
capable of conducting and rehearsing the
band in the absence of the bandmaster:4d
the enlisted bandleader.

I 9

Recommendation . .

In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso2
ciate degree category, 3 semester hours in-
marching band, 3 in concert band, 2 in en-
semble electives, 4 in music theory (basic
ntirmony arid ear training), and 3 in person-
nel supervision

d
and additional credit in

.
music theory, applied music (indiviOual in-
struction in .performance), small performing
ensembles (jazz, brass, woodwind, percus-
sion, string, and vocal), and hummi relations
on the basis of institutional evaluation, for a

,minimum total of 15 semester hours. In the
9'

MOS-02S--001

SPECIAL BANDSMAN

02S20
.02S50

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-2/V.
Career Management Field: 97 (Band).

Description .

Summary: Performs as a musician or as a
member of a special band, such as the U.S!
Army Band, the U.S Army Field Band, or
the U.S.'Militiry Academy Band .at West
Point. Skill Level 20: Plays brass, wood-
wind, perculision, or stringed instruments or
performs ilk...musical arranger, copyist, li-

'brarian,music electronic integration special-
ist, musical instrument repairman, music
cdnimentator/annotator, procurement spe-

sok instrumentalist or vocalist; ex-
ec niarEhing movements in military for-
mations; doubles on related instruments;

g'ys
solo passages. Skill Level SO: Able to

rform the duties requited for Skill Level
20; serves as the principal noncommissioned
officer in'an instrumental, choral, or music
section, insttumentsftroup, or special band;
instructs, trains, rehearses, and conducts in-
strumental groups to achieve ,recognized
standards; organizes separate groups simul-
taneously to provide required instruments-,
tion; recognizes, explains, demonstrates, and
corrects section Performance techniques; re-
hearses and trains section members to
achieve .Correct music* rendition and co-
ordination; ascertains section changes to im-
prove overall sound rendition, to.Aquality,
playability, and balance; instructs tion in-
strumentalist in all aspects of related Alec;
plans, directs, and controls group and other
band segment rehearsals; determines, and
produces proper rendition of all sections
and composite coordination; plans, ar-
ranges, instructs, and conducts sound im-
provement, intonation, tonality, and musi-
cality. of conceit band; conducts bend as

°resistant enlisted' bandleader in formations
and ceremoniee plans administrative and lo-
gistical supOrni for special band operations;
designs, constructs, and assembles necessary
facilities for band presentati applies
public relations -techniques to' s ial band
employment.

Recommendation, Skill Levels 20 and 50
v

'
In the lower-division bacCalaureate/asso- .

ciate degree category, 3 semester hours in..
marching band, 3 in, concert band, 2 in en-
semble electives, and 4 in music theory
(basic harmony and ear training), and addi-
tional credit in band, music theory, elec-
tronics, and small performing ensembles
(jazz, brass, WOodwind, percussion, string,
and vocal) on the- basis of, institutional val-
uation, for a minimum total of 12 semester
hours. In the upper-division baccalaureate
category Orin the graduate category,.aredit
on the basis Of institutional evaluation of
the individual's experience and area of spe-
Cialization following subject areas:
applied music, advanced music' theory, con-
ducting, composition, arranging, music Itns-
tory, instrument repair, music adminiMa-
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tion and supervision, education, human rela-
tions, and management (6/76),

MOS-02S-002
SPECIAL BANDSPERSON

02S10
()S20
02S30
02S40
02S50

Exhibit Dates: 3/17-PresentoPending evalu-
ation.

MOS -02Z -001

,ENLISTED BANDLEADER

02Z50
Exhibit Dates: 10/73- Present.
Career Management Field: 97 (Band).
Description

Serves as the principal noncommissioned
officer of an Army band; able to perform

/ the duties required for 02P40 (Brass Group
Leader), 02Q40 (Woodwind Group
Leader), or 02R40 (Percussion Group
Leader); selects, prepares, and presents, kon-
cert, marching, dance, stage, and ilibw
band music and assumes any .other musical
or military functions of the bandmaster as
delegated; Assists in planning, coordinating,
and supervising all activities in support of
the band mission; applies public relations
techniques to band employment; supervises
on-the-job training; advises bandmaster on
all personnel matters.
Recommendation

In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 3 semester hours in
marching band, 3 in concert band, 2 in en-
semble electives, and 4' in music theory
(basic harmony and ear training), and addi-
tional credit in music theory, applied music
(individual instruction in performance), and
small performing ensembles (jazz, brass,
woodwind, percussion, string, and vocal)
on the basis of institutional evaluation for a,
minimum .total of lr semester hours. In the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 se-
mester hours in cdhducting, 5 in- music ad-
ministration and supervision, -3 in introduc-
tion to management, .3 in personnel manage-

" ment, 3 in, human relations or public rela-
tions, anti 6rfor field 'experience in manage-
ment, and additional credit in arranging and
for field eiperiance in education on the
basis of institutional evaluation, for a mini-
mum total of 21 semester hours (6/76).

MOS-03B-001
PERFORMING ARTS SPECIALIST

03B20
03B40

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-8/77. (Effective 9/77,
,MOS 03B was discontinued.)
Career Management Field:. 71 (Administra-
tion), subfield 715 (Recreational Services).
Description

Summary: Supervises and conducts theat-
rical and musical programs. Skill Level 10:
Selects ,material; locates directOrs, writers,

and technicians; auditions performers; calls
rehearsals; .plans costumes and staging;

schedules use of facilities; conducts clinics
and workshops in all areas of theatrical pro-
duction. Skill Level Q. Able to 'perform the
duties required far Skill Level 20; coordi-
nates and supervises the planning of all ele-
ments and pses of several performing arts
programs; directs productio .

RecommendationiSkill Lev 20
In the lower-division alaureate/asso-

ciate degree category, 3 semester hours in
costume and scene design, 3 in musical the-
ater, 3 in technical theater, 3 in stagecraft, 6
in play production, and 6 for a theater in-
ternship, for a total of 24 semester hours (5/
76).

ffecommendadon, Skill Level 40
In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-

ciate degree category, 3 semester hours in
costume and scene design, 3 in musical the-
ater, 3 in stagecraft, 6 in play production, 6
fora theater internship, 3- in human rela-
tions and 3 in personnel supervision, for a
total of 30 semester' hours. In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 6 semester
hours in play directing, 3 for field experi-
ence in management, and 3 in records ad-
ministration, for a total of 12 semester hours
(5/76). ' .1

MOS-03C-001

PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES SPECIALIST

03C20
03C40

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-8/77.
Career Management Field: 71 (Administra-
tion), subfield 715 (Recreational Services).
Description

Summary; Supervises, conducts, and ad-
ministers sports, recreation, and first aid,
-programs; manages sports and recreation fa-
dillies and equipment. Skill Level 10: Plans,
organizes, and conducts sports and recrea-
tion programs; manages, or assists in the
management of, indoor and outdoor sports .

and recreation facilities; organizes, and con-
ducts team and individual sports competi-
tions; provides instruction in physical fitness
exercises; first aid, water sidety, and various
sports; conducts sports clinics to explain
rules, techniques, safety, and sportsmanship;
issues athletic supplies and equipment; in-
spects and performs preventive maintenance
on athletic facilities and equipment; acts as

° lifeguard. Skill Level 40: Able to perform
the duties required for Skill Level 20; su-
pervises the operation of sports and outdoor
recreation programs, the organization of
team and individual sports competitions, the
management of sports facilities; controls the
Issuance of athletic supplies and equipment
and the scheduling of facilities; supervises
and accounts for fees collected lor the
rental or sales of supplies or equipment and
the use of sports or recreation facilities;
manages and evaluates the work activities
of subordinat; personnel; prepares corre-
spondence, reports, and publicity materials
concerning physical activity programs.
Recommendatfon, Skill Leval 20 Vi

In the vocational cerificate category; 2
semester hours in beginning lifesaving and 2
in senior lifesaving, based on American Red
Crosi Certificate. In the lower-division bac-
calaureate/associate degree category, 3 se-
mester hours in anatomy and physiology, 3
in public speaking, 2 in first aid (care and
prevention of athletic injuries), 2 in individ-
ual and dual sports, 2 in team sports, 2 in
physiology of exercise, 2 in theory of teach-

ing and coaching sports, 2 in beginning life-
saving, and 1 in senior lifesaving, for a total
of 19 semester hours (2/75).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the vocational 'certificate category, 2
semester hours in beginning lifesaving and 2
in senior lifesaving, based on American Red
Cross certificate. In the lower-division bac-
calaureate/associate degree category, 3 se-
mester hours in anatomy and physiology, 3
in public speaking, 3 in English composi-
tion, 3 in office management, 3 in personnel,
management, 3 .'in organization and adminis-
tration of physical education programs, 2
for field experience in education, 2 in con-

- trol of athletic facilities, 2 in first aid (care
and prevention of athletic injuries), 2 in in-
dividual and dual sports, 2 in team sports,' 2
in physiology of 'exercise, 2 in theory of
teaching and coaching sports, 2 in begin-
ning lifesaving, and I- in senior lifesaving,
for a total of 35 semester hours (2/75).

MO-03C--002.
. PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES SPECIALIST

03C10
03C20
03C30
03C40, -

Exhibit'Dates: 9/77-Present. Pending evalu-
ation.

MOS-03D-001
(

ARTS AND CRAFTS SPECIALIST

03D20 a.
03D40

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-8/77. (Effective. 9/77,
MOS 03D was discontinued.)
Career Management Field: 71 (Administra-
tion), subfield 715 (Recreational Services).
Description

,Summary: Supervises,. or and con -
ducts arts and crafts activin kill Level
20: Instructs and supervises &victuals and
groups of varying -levels of ability in a wide
variety of basic arts and crafts activities;
manages and maintains crafts facilities and
equipment; organizes and promotes dis-
plays, exhibits, contests, and demonstra-
tions. Skill Level 40: Able to perform the
duties required for,, Skill Level 20; super-
vises arts and crafts programs and manage-
meat of facilities; requisitions and controls
the use of supplies; accounts for use of
funds; instructs subordinate personnel.
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 3 semester hours in
painting fundamentals, X in drawing funda-
mentals, 3 -in introductory sculpture, 3 in
ceramics, 9 in crafts, an& 3 in human rela-
tions, and additional credit on the basis of
institutional evaluation, for a minim, ma total
of 24 semester hours (5/76).
Recommendation, Skill Leyel 40

In the lower-division baccalaureate/assb-
ciate degree categgry, 3 semester hours in
painting fundamentals, 3 in drawing funda-
mentals, 3 in introductory sculpture, 3 in
ceramics, 9 in crafts, 6 in human relations;
and 3 in personnel supervision, and addi-
tional credit on the basis old institutional
evaluation, for a tninimum tole! of 0 se;
mester hours. In the upper-division bacca-
laureate category, 3 semester, hours for field



experience in management, 3 in records ad-
ministration, and 3 for an internship in edu-
cation for a total of 9 semester hours (5/76).

MOS-03Z-001

SPECLatir.SERVICES SENIOR SERGEANT

03Z50
Exhibit Dates: 10/73-8/77.(Effective 9/77,
MOS 03Z was discontinued and its func-
tions were incorporated into MOS 03C,
Physical. -Activities Specialist, and MOS
71L, Administrative Specialist.)
Career Management Field: 71 (Administra-
tion), subfield .715 (Recreational Services).
Description.
`Supervises development and management

of Special Services programs, including en-
tertainment, sports, arts and crafts, outdoor.
recreation, youth activities, and library pro-
grams.

Recommendation
In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-

ciate degree category or in the upper-divi-
sion baccalaureate category, 6 semester
hours in recreation resource relationships, 6
in recreation resources inventory and plan-
ning, 3 in recreation facility and site plan-
ning, 3 in organization and management of
recreational sports activities, 6 in special
problems in recreation, 6 for a recreation
internship, 6 in human relations, 6 for field
experience in management, 3 in introduc-
tion to management, 3 in records adminis-
tration, and 3 in personnel supervision, for a
total of 51 semester hours (5/76).

MOS204B-001

TRANSLATOR - INTERPRETER

04B20 (04B2L)
04B30 (04B3L)

Exhibit Dates:10/73,78/76. (Effective 9/76,
MOS. 04B ,was' discontinued and its func-
tions,were incorporated into MOS 96C, In-
terrogator.)
Career Management Field: 96 (Military In- ,
telligence).
Description

Summary: Performs translating and inter-
preting duties, using knowledge of English
and a foreign language. Skill Level 20: Pre-
pares translations of written foreign lan-
guage material into English. and written
English into a foreign language; prepares
summaries of-translated, foreign documents,
translates foreign technical publicationg;
translates announcements, speeches, radio
scripts, publications, and other matelials
into a foreign language; establishes and
m tains a file of translation and language
re nce materials; edits translations for
correctness of grammatical construction,
phraseology, punctuation, idiom, and clarity
of expression; coordinates translating activi-
ties; instructs and adviSes translators. Skill
Level 30: Able to perform the 'duties re-
quired for Skill Level 20; interprets oral
statements into either English or a foreign
lauage using phraseology selected to pre-
seifie the original intent, meaning, and em-
phasis; translates and orally, expresses state-
ments in English or in a foreign language.
ReCommendation, Skill Level 20

In the vocational certificate category, 3
semester hours in typing, 2 in 'record keep-
ing, and 1 in filing, for a total of 6 semester
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hours. In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 3 semester hours
for field experience in translating, 3 in writ-
ten communication skills, 2 in English
grammar, 2 in typing, I' in record keeping,
and I in filing, for a total' of 12 semester
hours. NOTE: Add credit for the specific
foreign huiguage in accordance with the
recommendation in the formal course sec-
tion of the Guide to. the Evaluation of Edu-
cational Experiences in the Armed Services
(5/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 30

In the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation is the same as that for
Skill Level 20. Ih the lower-divisioh bacca-
laureate/associate degree category, 3 semes-
ter hours for field experience in translating
(written), 3 in written communication skills,
3in public speaking,-3 in human relations, 2

,English grammmar, 2 in typing, 1 in
record keeping, and I in filing, for a total of
18 semester hours. In the upper-division
baccalaureate category, .3 semester hours in
interpreting (oral). NOTE: Add credit for

. the specific foreign language in accordance
with the recommendation in the formal
course section of the Guide to the Evalua-
tion of Educational Experiences in the Armed
Services (5/76).

MOS-04C-001
EXPERT LINGUIST.

04C20 (04C2L)
Exhibit Dates: 10/73-8/76. (Effective 9/76,
MOS 04C was discontinued and its func-
tions were incorporated into MOS 96C, In-
terrogator.)
Career Management Field: 96 (Military In-
telligence).

ble to perform the duties required for
04 0 (Translator-interpreter); understands
the. customs and habits of the people of at
least one foreign country; analyzes the con-
tent of foreign documents and publications;
translates or writes in English pr foreign
language on a variety of technickl, tacti
and strategic subjects; reviews translati
for accuracy and completeness; employs
free translation tecniques and uses idiom-
atic language; interprets, into either English
or foreign language, statements made by
participants in legal proceedings, confer-
ences, public relatioiis interviews, and radio
and loudspeaker broadcasts; acts as a chief
translator of a team comprised of 18 or
more enlisted linquists-or as a special inter-
preter for a general officer or as -a chief
interpreter in an interpreter platoon of a
military intelligence linguistiodmpany.
Recommendation

In the vocational certificate category, 3
semester hours in typing, 2 in record keep-
ing, and 1 in filing, for a total of 6 semester
hours. In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 3 semester hours
for field experience in translating (written),
3 in public speaking, 3 in understanding a
foreign culture, 3 in written communica-
tion, 3 in human relations, '2 in English.
grammar,-2 in typing, I in record keeping,

rand 1 'in filing, for a. total of 21 semester
hours. In the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 3 semester hours for field expert-
ence in interpreting (oral)... NOTE: Add /
credit for the sp*ifi foreign language in

. accordance with t recommendation in the'
formal -coupe section of the Guide to the
Evaluation of Educational Experiences in the
Armed Services (5/76).

,

a

'".1

MOSOSB-001

RADIO OPERATOR

05B20
05B40

Exhibit Dates: 10/13-Presel;t.
Career Management Field: 72 (Telecom-
munications).
Description

Summary: Supervises or operates and
maintains radio communications equipment
and transmits and receives messages by
voice or by Morse Code. Skill Level 20L.
Connects eqiiipment components; erects an-
tennas; installs power generators; test-oper-
ates equipment; applies prescribed radio
procedures; transcribes International Morse
Code into clear text and records on message
forms; performs preventive maintenance on
radio and associated power equipment. Skill
Level 40: Able to perform the duties re-
quired for Skill Level 20; is ej first-line su-
pervisor of a radio-operating activity com-
prised .of at least 4 to 30 or more radio
operators; selects installation sites; prepares
and disseminates work schedules, operating
procedures, and instructions; corrects faulty
,work practices and operating techniques by
instruction and demonstration; checks oper-
ational logs, maintenance schedules, and sta-
tion files for completeness and accuracy;
requisitions supplies; prepares technical and-
administrative reports. NOTE: May have
progressed to 05B40 from 05E40 (Voice
Radio Operator).
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In III vocational certificate category, 6
semester hours in broadcasting, 3 in radio
communications (code), 3 in small instru-
ment maintenance, and 2 in basic Morse
Code, for a total of 14 semester hours. In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in ele-
mentary radio communications, 3 in ele-
mentary broadcasting, and 2 in basic Morse
Code, for a total of 8 semester hours (3/76).

`Recommendation, Skill Level 40
'In the vocational certificate category, the

recommendation is the same as that for
Skill Level 20. In the lower-division bacca-
latireate/associate degree category, 3 semes-
ter hours. in elementary radio communica-
tions, 3 in elementary broadcasting, 3 in
'human relations, 3 in personnel supervision,
3 for field experience in management, and 2
in basic Morse Coda, for a .total of 17 se-
mester hours. In the uppeadivision 'bacca-
laureate category, 3 semester hours for field
experience in management (3/76).

MOS-05C-001

RADIO TELE PPERATOR

05C20
05C40
05C50 16

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-Presnt.
Career Management Field: 72 (Telecom-
munications).

Description
Summary: Supervises or sets up and oper-

ates,'raclio teletype or tape relay equipment
and, transmits and receives messages by tele-
type or tape relay or Morse Code. Skill
Level 20: Connects and .operates radio tele-
type keyboard and tape relay equipment;
erects antennas; installs power generators;
prepares messages in proper format for de-
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livery; establishes and maintains .station
logs; performs preventive maintenance on
radio teletype and tape relay systems: opera
aces radio equipment in voice mode. Skill
Level 40: Able to perform the duties re-
quired for Skill Level 20; is a first-line sus,'
pervisor of a radio teletype operating team
comprised of 4 to 24 operators; selects sites
and supervises installation of equipment;
prepares work schedules, operating proce-
dures, and instructions; instructs and dem-
onstrates proper procedures to radio tele-
type operators; checks logs, and files for
accuracy; prepares administrative and tech-
nical reports. NOTE:. May have progressed
to 05C40 from 05F40 (Radio Teletypewriter
Operator, Non-Morse). Skill Level 50: Able
to - .perform 'the duties required for Skill
Level 40; is a mid-level manager; interprets
and supervises the execution of policies and
procedures; advises superiors' on personnel
matters; .directs and coordinates administra-
tive activities; coordinates food service and
supply activities; assists superiors in plan-
niag--and implementing on-the-job training.
NOTE:. May have progressed to 05.050
from 051340 (Radio Operator).
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the voctitional certificate category, 6
semester'hoursin teletypewriter operation,
3 in typeSoriting, 3,in' broadcasting, 3 in
small instrument maintenance, and 2 in
basic Morse Code,'for a total of 17 semester
hours. In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 3 semester hours
in typewriting, 3 in teletypewriter oper-
ation, and 3 in elementary radio communi-
cations, for a total of 9 semester hours (3/
76).

Recommendation, Skill Level 40
In the vocational certificate category, the

recommendation is the same as that for
Skill Level 20. In the lower-division bacca-
laureate/associate degree category, 3 semes-
ter hours in typewriting, 3 in teletypewriter
operations, 3 in elementary radio communi-
cations, 3 in human relations, 3 in personnel
supervision, 3 for field experience in man-
agement, and 2 in technicapwriting for a
total of 20 semester hours. In the upper-
division baccalaureate categ ry, 3 semester
hours for field experience management
(3/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 50

In tht vocational certificate category, the
recommendation is the same as that for
Skill Level 20. In the lower-division bacca-
laureate/associate degree category, the rec-
ommendation is the same as that for Skill
Level 40. In the upper-division baccalaure-
ate category, 6 semester hours for field ex-
perience in management, 3 in introduction
to management, 3 in maintenance manage-
ment, 3 in records administration. and 3 in
office management, for a total of 18 semes-
ter hours (3/76).

MOS-05D-001
EW/SIGNAL INTELLIGENCE EMITTER

IDENTIFIER/LOCATOR

05D10
05D20
051E:030

Exhibit Dates: 3/77-Present.
Career Management Field: 98 (Electronic
Warfare/Cryptologic).
Description k,

Summary: Operates or supervises the op-
eration of radio direction-finding ,systems

0

and other systems using advanced identifi-
cation techniques; intercepts and acquires
bearings on target transmitters and performs
analysis on maps or charts to establish prob-
able location of target transmitters; inter-
cepts, acquires, and performs analysis on
signals from target transmitters. NOTE:
Many of the duties required for this MOS
involve highly classified materials, equip-
ment, and activities; therefore, not all the
competences and, knowledges associated
with the MOS were evaluated. Skill Level
10: Employs special identification tech-
niques to recognize, identify, and locate for-
eign radio transmitters; forwards bearings
and identification information to a control
center;' selects, erects, and orients tactical
antennas; obtains desired visual display on
specialized monitor oscilloscopes; records
electrical characteristics of signals dis-
played, using'light sensitiVe recorders; oper-
ates dion-finding and related cryptolo-
gical, munications, and automatic data
processing equipment; prepares and main-
tains Operation logs and card files; types at
a minimum rate of 25 words per minute;
copies, International Morse Code at a mini-
mum 'rate of 15 groups per minute. Skill
Level 20: Able to perform the duties re-
quired for Skill Level 10; maintains section
management files; classifies, analyzes, and

, evaluates observed bearings and waveform
oscillograms; establishes, plots, and evalu-
ates bearings to determine probable geo-
graphical location of foreign transmitters;
performs measurements of bands on oscillo-
grams to determine ripple frequency, modu-
lation percentages, and duration of other
effects; maintains calibration and accuracy
studies, and computes statistical data, in-
cluding standard deviations* and systemic
errors; monitors,- quality control of input
and data for automatic data processing sup-
port; may serve as a first-line supervisor,
assigning workloidi and completing person-
nel evaluations; presents oral and written
reports. Skill Level 30: Able to perform the
duties required for Skill Level 20; inspects
equipment to ensure proper alignment and
orientation; provides guidance and assis-
tance in site selection and equipment instal-
lation; prepares written and Oral reports;
performs ` quality control measures and
writes quality control reports; establishes
and maintains facilities and support for site
personnel; implements emergency action
plans; may have experience as the enlisted
commander of a detachment.
RecommendatiOn, Skill Level 10

In the 'vocational certificate categoryor
in the lower-divisibn baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 2 semester hours in
electronic systems, operations and 2 in
typing (6/77).
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the vocational certificate category or
in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
elate degree category, 3 semester hours in
written communication skills, 2 in electron-
ic systems operations, 2 in typing, 2 in in-
troductory mathematics, and I in office
practices, for a total of 10 semester hours
(6/77).
Recommendation, Skill Level 30

In the vocational certificate category, 4
semester hours in written communication
skills, 2 in electronic systems operations, 2
in typing, 2 in introductory mathematics,
and 2 in office practices, for a total of 12
semester hours. In the lower-division bacca-
laureate /associate degree category, 4 semes-
ter hours in written' communication skills, 3
in humah relations, 3 for field experience in
personnel supervision; 2 in electronic sys-

Career Management Field: 72 (Telecom-
municition
Destrip n

Summary: Sets up and operates teletype-
writer and tapereltly equipment. Skill Level
20 Erects antennas; installs power gener-
ators; "proceSses incomigtg and outgoing

tems operations, 2 in typing, 2 in introduc-
tory mathematics, and 2 in office practices,
for a total of 18 semester hours (6/77).

MOS-05E-001
VOICE RADIO OPERATOR

05E20
05E40

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-2/78.'(Effective 3778,
MOS 05E was discontinued and its func-
tions were incorporated into MOS 05B,
Radio Operator.)
Career Management Field: 72 (Telecom-
munications).
Description .-

Summary: Supervises or operates and
maintains radio communications equipment
and transmits and receives messages by
voice. Skill Level 20: Connects components;
erects antennas; installs power generators;
test-operates equipment; installs and oper-
ates radio wire integration facilities and de-
vices associated with FM/SSB radio nets;
performs preventive maintenance on radio
and associated power equipment. Skill Level
40: Able to perform the duties required for
Skill Level 20; is a first-line supervisor of a
radio operating facility comprised of at least
4 to 30 or more radio operators; selects
installation sites; prepares and disseminates
work schedules, operating-procedures, and
instructions; instructs and demonstrates
proper procedures to radio operators;
checks operational logs, station files, and
maintenance schedules for completeness and
accuracy; prepares technical and adminis-
trative reports.
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the vocational certificate category, 9
semester hcitirs in broadcasting -and 3 in
small instrument maintenance. In the lower -

vision baccalaureate/associate degree cat -
o1-y, 6 semester *hours' in elementary

broadcasting and 3 in 'elementary radio
communications (3/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation is the same as that for
Skill Level 20. In the lower-division bacca-
laureate/associate degree category, 6 semes-
ter hours 'in elementary broadcasting, 3 in
elementary radio communications, 3 in
human relations, 3 in personnel supervision,
and 3 for field experience in management,
for a total of 18 semester hours. In the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 se-
mester hours for field experience in man-
agement (3/76). 1
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MOS-05F-001
RADIO TELETYPEWRITER OPERATOR(NON-

MORSE)

05F20
05F40

Exhibit Dates: L0/73-2/78. (Effective
MOS 05F was discontinued and its
tions were incorporated into MOS
Radio Teletype Operator.)

3/78,
func-
05C,

.

,"+.1";,.



messages; converts perforated tape into lit-
eral copy; encodes and decodes messages
with cryptographic devices; establishes and
posts logs; performs preventive maintenance
on equipment. Skill Level 40: Able to, per-
form the duties required for Skill Level 20;
supervises Skill Level 20 personnel; teaches
suborilinates correct operating procedures;
plans work and maintenance schedules;
maintains records; writes technical and ad-
ministrative reports; supervises installation
of equipment.
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the vocational certificate category, 5
'semester hours in basic typewriting, 3 in
radio operation, 6 in radio service and
repair, and 1 in small-engine operation and
maintenance, for a total of 15 'semester
hours. In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 3 semester hours
in basic typewriting, 3 in radio operation,
and 3 in radio service and repair, for a total
of 9 semester hours (2/75).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the vocational certificate category. "5
semester hours in basic typewriting, 3 in
radio operation, 6 in radio' service and
repair, I in small-engine operation and,
maintenance, 3 in technical writing, and 6
for a practicum in personnel and records
management, for a total of 24 semester
hours. In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 3 semester hours
in basic typewriting, 3,in radio operation, 3
in radio service and repair, 3 in technical
writing, 2 in personnel supervision, and.2 in
records management, for a total of 16 se-
mester hours. In the upper-division bacca-
laureate category, 3 semester hours in busi-
ness administration (2/75).

MOS-05G-001
SIGNAL SECURITY SPECIALIST

05G10
05G20
051030
05G40
05G50

Exhibit Dates: 3/77-Present.
C ee Management Field: 98 (Electronic

arfar Cryptologic).
Descri tion

Summary: Supervises and conducts si nal
security operations throughout the Y;
monitors and analyzes communications sig-
nals; performs electronic security inspec-
tions; reviews documents for adequacy of
security; prepares comprehensive written
reports and makes oral presentations.
NOTE: Many of The duties required for this
MOS involve hjghly classified materials,
equipment, and activities; therqfore, not all
the competencies and knowledges associat,
ed with the MOS were evaluated. Skill'.
Level ^10.- Performs transcription, monitor-
ing, Ind basic analysis of radiotelephone
and conventional telephone messages to
detect communications security discrepan-
cies , and 'violations;, reviews .comrilunica-
tions, electronic signal instructions, commu-
nications electronic operating, instructions,
and operas nst plans and orders to deter-
mine adequky of communications security;
reads and interprets maps and map over-
lays; prepares basic reports on signal securi-
ty activities;, operates and performs user
maintenance on communications security
and monitoring equipment:. selects sites for,
erects, and orients tactical antennas; selects
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and uses commercial battery and generator
power; performs general office duties such
as filing, typing (35 words per minute mini-
mum), preparation of reports, and record
keeping; presents oral reports 'concerning
communications - security activities. Skill
Level 20: Able to perform the duties re-
quired for Skill Level 10; serves as team
chief, supervising 2-5 persons; provides
basic signal security advice and assistance
to commanders and performs security anal-
ysis of security codes; establishes and super-
vises operating sites', writes reports, includ-
ing statistical analyses, and presents oral re-
ports on data collected; makes recoornmen-
dations to eliminate disclosures of intelli-
gence information; provides advice and as-
sistance concerning cryptographic systems
and the interpretation of basic documents
and regulations; determines need for written
communication security instructions; pre-

ares special, leeriodic, and project reports
on signal security activities. Skill Level 30:
Able -to perform the duties required for
Skill Level 20; is a first-line superVisor of
10-12 persons; 'provides advice and assis-
tance on electronic security procedures and
signal security training; prepares signal se-
curity -monitoring cover plan; analyzes the
signal output of communications and non-
communications equipment to establish
methods of operations, cryptonetting, and
other types of intelligenbe; reviews docu-
ments for signal security; plans and super=
vises electronic security support; schedules
signal security operational activities. Skill
Level 40: Able to perform the duties re-
quired for Skill Level 30; supervises 15 or
more persons; deterrnines needed signal in-
telligence support; presents oral reports to
commanders on operational security princi-
ples; plans signal security actions to support
the operational security plan; serves as advi-
sor to commanders on signal security mat-
ters; plans and conducts. classes,_ on ,signal
security activities. Skill Level 50: Able to

rform the duties required for Skill Level
40; serves as signal security operations
chief, first sergeant of a company, or signal
security chief; supervises 50-300 persons;
has experience as the enlisted commander

* of a detachment; develops and writes signal
security doctrine; advises commander and
manages signal security personnel; plans
career progreseiah training; allocates per-
sonnel; advises commander and manages
signal security equipment resources; plans
and carries out signal security missions; ad-
vises generals and high-level government
officials on signal security activities.
Recommendation, Skill Level 10

In the vocational certificate category or
in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree. category, 3 semester hours in
typing, 2 in written communication skills, 2
in oral communication skills, 2 in electronic
systems operations, and I in office prac-
tices, for a total of 10 semester hours (6/
77).

Recommendation, Skill Level 20
In the vocational certificate category, 3

semester hours in typing, 3 in written com-
munication skills, 3 in oral communication
skills, 2 in electronic systems operations, 2
in office practices; and 2 in introductory
mathemItics, for a total of 15 semester
hours. 'In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 3 semester hours
in typing, 3 in written communication skills,
3 in oral communication skill[; 3 for field
experience iii personnel supervision, 2 in
electronic pstems operations, 2 in office
practices, and 2 in introductory mathemat-
ics, for a total of 18 semester hours (6/77).
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Recommendation, Skill Level 30 '

In the vocational certificate category, 4
semester hours in written communication
skills, 3 in typing, 3 in oral communication
skills, 2 in electronic systems operations, 2
in office practices, and 2 in introductory
mathematics, for a total of 16 semester
hours. In the lower-division baccalautteate/
associate degree category, 4 semester hours
in written communication skills, 3 in typing,
3 in oral communication skills, 3 for field
experience in personnel supervision, 3 in
human relations, 2 in electronic systems op-
erations, 2 in office practices, and 2 in intro-
ductory mathema , for a total of 22 se-
mester hthirs. In e. upper-division bacca-.

laureate category, 2 semester hours for field
experience in management (6/77).

Recommendation, Skill Level 40
In the vocational certificate category, 6

semester hours in written communication
skills, 3 in typing, 3 in oral communication
skills, 2 in electronic systems operations, 2
in office practices, and 2 in introductory
mathematics, for a total of 18 semester
hours. In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 6 semester hours .

in written communication skills, 3 in, typing,
3 in oral communication skills, 3 for field
experience in personnel supervision, 3 in
human relations, 2 in electronic systems op-
erations, 2 in office practices, and 2 in intro-
ductory mathematics, for a total of 24 se-
mester hours. In the upper-division bacca-
laureate category, 3 semester hours for field
experience in management and 3 for an in-
ternship in education (6/77).

Recommendation, Skill Level 50
In the vocational certificate category or

in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, the recommendation
is the same as that for Skill Level 40. In the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 6 se-'
mester hours for field 'experience in man-
agement, 3 in introduction to management,
3 in personnel management, and 3 for an
internship in education, for a total of 15
semester hours (6/77).

MOS-05H-001
EV/SIGNAL II4TELI:IGENCE MORSE

INTERCEPTOR

05H10
05H20
05H30
05H40 4

Exhibit Dates: 3/77-Present.

Career Management Field: 98 (Electronic
Warfare /Cryptolog.
Description

Summary: Operates International Morse
Cade message intercejilion and simple print-
er equipment and supervises the. operation
of such equipment in mobile or fixed instal-
lations for the purpose of detecting, identi-
fying, and exploiting foreign communica-
tions. NOTE: Many of the duties required
for this MOS involve highly classified ma-
terials, equipment, and activities; therefore,
not all the competencies and knowledges
associated with the MOS were evaluated.
Skill Level 10: Operates Morse Code inter-
ception equipment, including radio receiv-
ers, special typewriters, teletypewriters, an-
tenna selection devices, internal communi-
cations equipment, and magnetic tape re-
corders; searches for, identifies, and man-

-4 .
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witty. records foreign International Morse
Cade communications at a minimum rate of
20 groups per minute; performs first-level
analysis of messages to detect anomalies
and suspect items which may, be of intelli-
gence interest; maintains operator's log of
messages and related data and delivers mes-
sages to analysts for interpretation; per-
forms operator maintenance on equipment;
typtilleat a minimum speed of 25 words per
minute. Skill Level 24 Able to perform the
duties required for Skill Level 10; performs
more detailed message analysis and evalau-
tion prior to forwarding messages to other
analysts; writes detailed reports regarding
intercepto0 messages; conducts on-the-job
training; presents oral reports to high-level
command staff. Skill Level 30: Able to per-
form the duties required for Skill Level 20;
supervises Morse interc4pt activities; estab-
lishes and maintains extensive intercept 'files
for messages and related data; assists in for-
mulating pnit deployment plans. Skill Level
40: Able to perform the duties required for
Skill Level 30; allocates personnel and
equipment resources; assists in designing
collection strategies; may have experience
as the enlisted commander of a detachment;
analyzes automatic data processing results
and confers with computer pfogrammers
and analysts. NOTE: May have progressed
to 05H40' 'from 05H30 or 05D30 (EW/
Signal Intelligence Emitter Identifier/Loca-
tor).

Recommendation, Skill Level 10 if
in

the vocational certificate category or
in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 2 semester hours in
electronic systems operations and 2 in
typing (6/77).

Recommendation, Skill Level 20
In the vocational certificate category or

in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 3 semester hours in
written communication skills, 2 in electron-
ic systems operations, 2 in typing, and 1 in
office practices, for a total of 8 semester
hours (6/77).

Recommendation, Skill Level 30
In the vocational certificate category, 4

semester hours in written communication
skills, 2 in electronic systems operations, 2
in typing, and 2 in office practices, for a
total of 10 semester hours. In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree cat-
egory, 4 semester hours in written commu-
nication skills, 3 for field experience in per-
sonnel supervision, 3 in human relations; 2
in electronic systems operations, 2 in
typing, and 2 in office practices, for a total
of 16 semester hours (6/77).

'Recommendation, Skill Level 40
In the vocational certificate category, 6

semester hours in written communication
skills, .2 in electronic systems operations, 2
in typing, and 2 in office practices, for ,a
total of 12 semester hours. In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree cat-
egory, 6 semester hours in written.c,ommu-
nication skills, -3 for field experience in per-
sonnel supervision, 3' in human relations, 2
in electronic systems operations, 2 in
typing, and 2 in office practices, for a total
of 18 semester hours. In the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours
for field experience in management (6/77).

MOS-05K-001
EW/SIGNAL INTELLIGENCE Notl-MORSE

INTERCEPTOR

05K10
05K20
05K30
.05K40

Exhibit Dates: 3/77-Present.
Cireer Management Field: 98 (Electronic
Warfare/Cryptologic).
Description

Summary: Operates non-Morse communi-
cations intercept and recording equipment
and supervises the operation of such equip-
ment in mobile or fixed environments for
the purpose of identifying and recording
foreign radioteletype, facsimile, and data
communications transmissions. NOTE:
Many of the duties required for this MOS
involve highly classified materials, equip-
ment, and activities; therefore, not all the
competencies and knowledges associated
with the MOS were evaluated. Skill Level
10: Operates radioteletype, facsimile, and
data intercept and recording equipment;
knows basic AC and DC theory, circuit
electronics theory, basic frequency analysis,
spectruM analysis, and functional algebra;
searches foe identifies, andrecords foreign
transmissions; maintains a log of intercep-
tions; prepares technical reports; types at a
minimum rate of 4 words per minute;
copies International Morse Code at a mini-
mum rate of 15 groups per minute; per-
forms operator maintenance on non-Morse
intercept equipment; selects, erects, and ori-
ents tactical antennas. Skill Level 20: Able
to perform the duties required for .Skill
Level 10; assists in the establishment of
operational sites; maintains the technical
data base to support collection operations;
employs special 'electronic equipment for
complex signal analysis; analyzes intercept-
ed communications for items of intelligence
interest; understands °computer usage in the
interpretation of intercepted messages; pre-
pares detailed reports; provides technical
guidance to Skill. Level 10 personnel. Skill
Level 30: Able to perforch the duties* re-
quire& for Skill Level 20; supervises non-
Morse intercept activities; allocates equip-
Tent and personnel resources; writes exten-
sive reports to accurately provide intelli-
gence information; analyzes long-term
trends, using statistical analysis techniques;
coordinates interaction with other collec-
tion and processing activities; conducts on-
the -job training. Skill. Level 40: Able, to per -
form the duties required for Skill LeVeT 30;
Supervises non-Morse intercept activities;
interprets signal intelligence collection pri-
orities; ensures proper handling of intelli-
gence information: assesses procedures and
operations for, adequacy in meeting intelli-
gence requirements and recommends
changes; may have experience as the enlist-
ed commander of a detachment.
Recommendation, Skill Level 10

In the vocational certificate category or
in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 2 semester hours in
electronic systems operations, 2 in typing, 2
in introductory mathematics, and 2 in intro-
duction, to automatic data processing equip-
ment, for a total of 8 semester hours (6/77).
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the vocational certificate category_or
in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 3 semester hours in
written communication skills, 2 in electron-
ic systems operations, 2 in, typing, 2 in in-

troductory mathematics, 2 in introduction
to automatic data processing equipment,
and I in office practices, for a total of 12
semester hours (6/77).

Recommendation, Skill Level 30
In the vocational certificate category, 4

semester hours in written communication
skills, 2 in electronic systems operations, 2
in typine2 in introductory mathematics, 2
in introduction to automatic data processing
equipment, and 2 in office practices, for a
total of 14 semester hours. In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree, cat-
egory, 4 semester hours in written commu-
nication skills, 3 for field experience in per-
sonnel supervision, 3 in human relations, 2
in electronic systems operations, 2 in
typing, 2 in introductory mathematics, 2 in
introduction to automatic data processing
equipment, and 2 in office practices, for a
total of 20 semester hours (6/77).

Recommendstion, Skill Level 40
In the vocational certificate category, 6

semester hours in written communication
skills, 2 in electronic systems operations, 2
in typing, 2 in introductory mathematics, 2
in introduction to automatic data processing
equipment; and 2 in office practices, for a
total of 16 semester hours. In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree cat-
egory, 6 semester hours in written commti-
nicatimigkills, 3 for field experience in per-
sonnel iltitilrvision, 3 in huMan relations, 2
in 'electronic systems operations, 2 in
typing, 2 in introductory mathematics, 2 in
introduction to automatic data processing
equipment, and 2 in, office practices, for a
total or 22 semester hours. In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 3 semester-
hours for field experience in management
(6/77).

MOS-14B-001

INFANTRYMAN (LIGHT WEAPONS
INFANTRYMAN)

11B10
11B20
11B40

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-8/75.

Career Management Field: 11 (MYneuver
Combat Arms), s u b f i e l d I l l (Infantry).

Description
Summary: Is a member of a unit which

consists of 10-70 persons and which utilizes
individual weapons and machine guns in of-
fensiVe and defensive ground combat. Skill
Level"10: Fires rifles and machine guns; uti-
lizes' camouflage to conceal weapons and
personnel; assists in the construction of
minor fortificationsroadblocks, wire entan-
glements, and minefields; prepares rough
maps, sketches, and simple overlays; reads
maps and, aerial photographs; performs pre-
ventive maintenance on weapons and equip-
ment; administers first aid. Skill Level 20:
Able to perform the 'duties required for
Skill Level 10; operates machine guns' and
hand-held *antiaircraft weapons; uses'gre-
nade launchers. Skill Level 40: Able to per-
form the duties required for Skill LeAll 20;
is a first-line supervisor, directing the Vt,ili-
zation of personnel and equipment; super-
vises construction and maintenance4 activi-
ties; .gives commands and makes oral re-
ports; supervises the receipt,'storage, and
distribution of equipment, supplies, and
food.



Recommendation, Skill Levels 10 and 20
No recommendation because the skills,

competencies,and knowledge are uniquely
military in nature (2/75).
Recommendation; Skill Level 40

In the .vocational certificate category or
'in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category: If the duty assignment
was team leader. section leader: squad leader.
or team chief, 3 semester hours for field
experience in management; if the duty as-
signment was duty sergeant, ammunition
chief or section chief 3 semester hours in
public speaking and 6 for field experience in
management; if the duty assignment was in-
structor, 3 semester hours in principles of
instruction, 3 in public speaking, and 6 for
field experience in management, for a total
of 12 semester hours; if the duty assignment
was section sergeant. 3 semester hours in
office accounting, 3 in public speaking, 1 in
inventory management, and 6 for field ex-
perience in management, for a total of 13
semester hours (2/75):

MOS-11B-002,
INFANTRYMAN

IIBIO
11 B20

11B30
11B4O
11B50

Exhibit Dates: 9/75-Present.
Career Management Field: 11 (Maneuver
Combat Arms), subfield I 1 1 (Infantry).
Description

Summary: Leads, supervises, and serves
as a member of an ,infantry unit of 10-20
persons, employing individual weapbns, ma-
chine guns, and anti-armor weapons in of-
fensive and defensive ground combat. Skill
Level 10: Uses individual infantry weapons;
lays field wire: performs basic communica-
tions functions and operates communica-
tions equipment; utilizes camouflage to con-
ceal weapons and personnel; constructs
minor fortifications; performs land naviga7
tion; performs. preventive maintenance on
weapons. equipment, and some vehicles;
makes -verbal reports; administers first aid;
operates wheeled vehicles to transport per-
sonnel, supplies, and equipment. Skill Level
10: Able to pdform the duties required fok
Skill Level 10; serves as a team leader, kg-
reefing deployment and. employment of per-
sonnel; supervises maintenance and con-
strucfion activities; reads, interprets, and
collects intelligence .information; distributes
administrative and training documents;
trains subordinate personne Skill Level 30.-
Able to perform the duties required for
Skill Level 20;as a first-line supervisor, dir-
ects the utilization of personnel and equip-
ment; coordinates unit actions with adjacent
and supporting elements; insures proper col-
lection and reporting of intelligence data.
Skill Level 40: Able to perform the duties
required for Skill Level 30; assists in plan-
ning, organizing, directing, supervising,
training, coordinating, and reporting activi-
ties of sutiordinate units; supervises receipt,
storage, and distribution of supplies, equip-
ment, and food to subordinate units; pro
vides oral and written reports; assists in
production and administration of staff' jour-
nals, files, records, and reports. Skill Level
5a Able to perform the duties required for
Skill Level 40; serves as the principal non-
copisSioned .officer in an infan4,y compa-
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leads mortar squad; supervises crew readi-
ness; trains crew; supervises work details.
Skill Level 30: Able to perform the duties
required for Skill Level, 20; 'leads mortar
sections; supervises employment and de-
ployment of personnel and equipment; con-
ducts surveys to determine weapon loca-
tion. ill Level 40: Able to perform the
duties re uired for Skill Level 30; super-
vises mort platoon; assists in planning, or-
ganizing, tr ining, reporting, and coordinat-
ing activities of subordinate sections; super-
vises receipts, storage, and, distribution of
ammunition, supplies, equipment, and food..
Rgcommendation, Skill Level 10

In the vocational certificate category, 3
semester hours in mechanical maintenance.

n the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 3 semester hours in
surveying and 1 in first aid (11/75).
Recommendation, Skill Level 20
, In the vocational certificate category, 3
semester hours in mechanical maintenance.
In the lower-division baccalaureateiasso-
date degree category, 3 semester hours in

. surveying, 3 for field experience in manage-
ment, and 1 in first aid, for a total of 7
semester hours (11/75).
Recommendation, Skill Level 30 .

Id' the vocational certificate category, 3
semester hours in mechanical maintenance.
In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso--
ciate degree category, 3 semester hours in
surveying,. 3 in human relations, 3 in re-
cordkeeping, 3 for field experience in man=
agement, and 1 in first aid, for a total of 13
semester hours (11/75).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In. the vocational certificate category, 3
semester hours in mechanical maintenance.
In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 3 in record keeping,
3 semester hours in human 'relations, 6 in
office administration, 3 in surveying, 3 for
field experience in,management, anti I inj first aid, for a total of 19 semester hours

(I 1/75).

ny; assists -in planning, coordinating, and sti-
pervising all company activities; advises su-
periors...on all Matters concerning subordi-
nate personnel. NOTE: May have pro-
gressed to 11B50 from 11B40 or 11C40 (In-
direct.Fire Infantryman).
RecomMendation, Skill Level 10

In the vocational certificate category, 3
semester hours in mechanical maintenance.
In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 3 semester hours in.
surveying and 1 in first aid QI(75).
Recommendation, $kill. Level 20

In the vocational-,tertificate category, 3
semester' hours in mechanical maintenance.
In the ;mower- division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate d category, 3 semester hours in
surveying; 3 for field experience in manage-
ment, and 'I in first aid; for a total of 7
semester hours
Recommendation, Skill Level 30

In t vocational certificate category, 3
semester hours in mechanical maintenance.
In the lowei-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 3 semester hours in
surveying, 3 in record keeping, 3 in human
relations, 3 foi field experience in manage-
ment, and 1 in nisi aid, for a total of 13
semester hours (11/75).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the vocational certificate category, 3,
semester hours in mechanical maintenance.
In the lower-division -baccalaureate/assoz.
ciate degree category, 6 semester hours in,
human relations, 3.in record keeping, 3 in
office administration, 3 in surveying, 3 for
field experience in management, and 1 in
first aid for a total of 19 .semester hours
(11/75).
Recommendation, Skill Level 50

In the vocational certificate category, 3
semester hours in mechanical maintenance.
In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 4 semetter hours in
Office administration, 4 in record keeping, 6
in, human relations, 3 in surveying, 3 in in-
troduction to management, 3 for field expel
rience in management, and 1 in first aid, for
a total of 24 sem6ter. hours. In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 3 semester.
'hours in introduction to management and 3
for field experience in management (11/75).

,MOS-11C-001
INDIRECT FIRE INFANTRYMAN

IICIO
11C20
11C30

MOS-11D-001

ARMOR REcoNNAIssANcEr
11D10
11D20
11D40
11D50

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-8/75.
Career Management Field: 11 (Maneuver
Combat Arms), Subfield 112 (Armor).

11C40 Description
Exhibit Dates: 9/75-Present.
Career Management Field: 11 (Maneuver
Combat Arms), Subfield 1 1 1 (Infantry).
Description

Summary: Leads or serves as a member
of a mortar squad, section, or platoon em-
ploying crew-served and indii/idual weap-
ons in offensive and defensive operations.
Skill Level 10: Employs individual weapons;
assists in constriction of minor fortifica-
tions; performs minor maintenance on
weapons, equipment, and wheeled and
tracked vehicles; performs land navigation;
measures horizontal and vertical angles; es-
timates ranges; computes firing data; adinin-
isters first aid; collects and verbally reports
tactical information using basic communisa-

; tions equipment. Skill Level 10: Able to per -
..form the duties required for Skill Level 10;

Summary. Leads or serves as a member
of a scout squad or section intelligence staff
section, scout or reconnaissance platoon, air
cavalry team, or armored . cavalry team.
Skill Level 10: Under supervision, surveys
large geographical areas for the purpose of
analyzing concentrations of people, mater-
iel, industries, and roads; provides informa-
tion about transportation networks, commu-
nications capability, and mobility of area
inhabitants; performs basic vehicle mainte-
nance; drives variousvehicles; knows basic
Voice radio communication procedures;
does so technical report writing. Skill
Level 10: Able to perform the duties re-
quired for Skill Level 10; prepares situation
maps and overlays; analyzes topographic
maps; maintains records and files; operates
more complex communications equipment;
processes prisoners of war, captured docu-
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ments, and materiel. Skill Level 40: Able to
perform the duties required for. Skill Level-
20; is a first-line supervisor; supervises de-
ployment of small armored units in recon-
naissance and security operation:4; super-
vises maintenance of unit vehicles, weap-
ons,and equipment; supervises unit commu-
nication operations; supervises the technical
and tactical training of small armored units;
writes reports and gives oral reports. Skill
Level 50: Able to perform the duties re-
quired for Skill Level 40; supervises armor
intelligence operations at battalion, regi-
ment, brigade, or comparable headquarters;
interprets, analyzes, evaluates, and dissemi-
nates data about enemy personnel and ma-
teriel; supervises operations staff; serves as
the principal enlisted assistant to the compa-
ny commander; manages the activities of
200-250 persons. NOTE: May have pro-
gressed to 111350. from -11D40 or 11E40
(Armor Crewman).
Recommendation, Skill Levels 10 and 20

No recommendation because the skills,
competencies, and knowledge are uniquely
military in nature (1/75).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 3 semester hours in
technical writing, 3 in public speaking, 3 for
field expefience in management, and I in
management techniques, for a total of 10
semester hours (1/75).
Recommendation, Skill, Level 50

In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category. 9 semester hours for
field experience in management, 3 in public
speaking, 3 in technical writing, 3 in, offiCe
procedures, 3 in personnel management, 3
in management techniques, and 2 in intro-
ductory typing, for a total of, 26 semester
hours (1/75).

MOS-11D-002
ARMOR RECONNAISSANCE SPECIALIST

11D10
11D20
11D30
11D40 .

Exhibit Dates: 9/75-2/78. (Effective 3/78,
MOS I ID was discontinued and its func-
tions were incorporated into MOS's I9D
(Cavalry Scout), I9G (Arm& Reconnais-
sance Vehicle Crewman), and '19H (Armor
keconnaissance Vehicle Driver).)
Career Management Field: II (Maneuver
Combat Arms), subfield 112 (Armor).
Description

Summary: Leads or serves as a member
of a scout squad, or section, reconnaissance
platoon, air cavalry team, or armored cav-
alry team, in support of security, reconnais-
sance; and combat "argtor operations. Skill
.Level 10: Surveys large geographical areas
to determine population concentration, in-
dustries, terrain features, bridges, and trans-
portation networks; performs operator
maintenance on vehicles and preventive
maintenance on weapons nnd communica-
tions equipment; administers first aid; drives
tracked and wheeled vehicles. Skill Level
20: Able to perform the duties required for
Skill Level IQ processes intelligence and
operations data; prepares d over-
lays; analyzes topografibical maps; dorms
liaison duties; maintains records; processes
prisoners of. war and captured documents
and material. Skill Level ,30: Able to per-

4corm the duties required for Skill Level 20;

4

is a fins-line supervisor, overseeing tactical
development, training, and maintenance ac-
tivities; Insists in the Collection, evaluation,
and interpretation of intelligence data; as-
sists in administrative matters. Skill Level
40: Able to perform the duties required for
Skill Level 30; supervises armored cavalry
or reconnaissance. platoon; assists in plan-
ning, organizing, direction, training, coordi-
nating, and reporting activities of subordi-
nate sections; supervises receipt, storage,
and distribution of ammunition, supplies,
equipment, and food.

Recommendation, Skill Level 10
In the vocational certificate category, 3

semester hours in mectinnical maintenance.
In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, -3 semester hours in
surveying and I in first aid (11/7$).

Recommendation, Skill Level 20
In the vocational certificate category, 6

semester hours in mechanical maintenance.
In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 3 semester hours in
surveying, 3 for field experience in manage-
ment, and I in first aid, for a total of 7
semester 'hours (11/75).

Recommendation, Skill Level 30
In the vocational certificate category, 6

semester hours in mechanical maintenance.
In the lower-division 'baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 3 semester hours in
surveying, 3 for field experience in manage-
ment, 3 in human relations, 3 in record
keeping, and 1 in first aid, for a total of 13
semester hours (11/75).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the vocational certificate -category, 6
semester hours in mechaniCal maintenance.
In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 3 semester hours in
office administration, 3 in record keeping, 6
in human. relations, 3 in surveying, 3 for
field experience in management, and 1 in
first aid, for a total of 19 semester hours
(11/75).

MOS-11E-001
ARMOR CREWMAN

HEY!'
I 1E20
I 1E30
I 1E40
I 1E50

Exhibit Dates: 9/75-8/76.
Career Management Field: i I (Mauebyer
Combat Arms), subfield 112 (Armor).
Description

Summary: Leads, supervises, or serves as
a member of an armored activity, employ-
ing individual weapons, tanks, and/or ar-
mored combat vehicles in offensive and de-
fensive operations. Skill Level IP: Uses indi-
vidual weapons; performs operator mainte-
nance on tanks, armored combat vehicles,
and communications equipment; administers
first aid; assists in- minor ,fortification con-
struction; operates wheeled and tracked ve-
hicles; makes verbal reports: Skill Level 20:
Able to perform the duties required for
Skill Level 10; serves as team leader; per-
forms land navigation; determines ranges
and prepares range cards; reads and inter-
prets maps and aerial photos;- reproduces,
distriputes, and 'es operations, intelligence,
and administrative documents; trains subor-
dinate personnel; leads ammunition supply

section and supervises resupply operation&
Skill Level 30: Able to perform the duties
required for Still Level 20; is a first-line '
supervisor, leading a tank crew or section
or a security section; directs the deploy-
ment of subordinate personnel; -evaluates
terrain and selects targets; trains personnel;
collects and reports intelligence data; super-
vises construction of fortifications, and -
equipment and vehicle maintenance; and
controls execution of tactical missions. Skill
Level 40: Able to perform the duties re-
quired for Skill Level 30; supervises armor
platoon; processes operations and intelli-
gence information; supervises receipt, stor-
age, and distribution of ammunition, sup-
plies, equipment, and food; assists in plan-
ning, organizing, training, and coordinating
of subordinate sections. Skill Level 50: Able
to perform the duties required for Skill
Level 40; is the principal noncommissioned
officer in an armor company; supervises in-
telligence operations; advises company
commander on all matters concerning en-
listed personnel, and the company mission;
directs and coordinates company adminis-
tration. NOTE: May -have progressed to
11E50 from 11E40 or 11D40 (Armor Re-
connaissance Specialist).-

Recommendation, Skill Level 10
In the vocational certificate category, 3

semester hours in mechanical maintenance.
hr the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, I semester hour in
first aid (11/75)-

Recommendation, Skill Level 20
In the vocational certificate category, 6

semester hours in mechanical maintenance.
In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-.
ciate degree category, 3 semester hours in
surveying, 3 for field experience in manage-

' ment, and I in first aid, for a total of 7
semester hours (11/75).

Recommendation, Skill level 30
In the vocational certificate category, 6

semester hours in mechanical maintenance.
In the lower-division baccalaureate/as,so-
ciate degree category, 3 semester hours in
human relations, 3 in record keeping, 3 in
surveying, 3 for fieltl experience in manage-.
ment, and 1 in first aid, for a total of 13
semester hours (11475).

Recommendation, Skill Level 40'
In the vocational certificate category, 6

semester hours in mechanical maintenance.
In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate 'degree category; 3 semester hours in
office adminiitration, 3 in record keeping, 6
in human relations, 3 in surveying, 3 for
field experience in management, and 1 in
first aid, for a total of 19 semester hours
(11/75).

Recommendation, Skill Level 50
In the ;vocational certificate category, 6,

semester hours in mechanical maintenance.
In the lower-division baccalaureate /also-
elate degree category, 3 semester hours in
Office administration, 3 io record keeping, '6
in human relations, 6 foil field experience in
management, 3 in surveying, and 1 in first
aid, for a total of 22 semester hours, In the
upper-division baccalaureate 'category, 3 se-
mester hours in introduction to management
and 3 for field experience in management
(11/75).



MOB:-11E-002
ARMOR CREWMAN

11E10
11E20
11E30
11E40
11E50

Exhibit Dates: 9/76-2/78. (Effective 3/78,
MOS 11E was discontinued and its func-
tions were incorporated into MOS 19E.,
M48-8160A1/A3 Armor Crewman; 19F,
Tank Driver; 190, Armor Reconnaissance
Vehicle Crewman; 19H, Armor Reconnais-
sance Vehicle,Driver; 19J, M60A2 Armor
Crewman; and 12Z (Armor Senior Ser-
geant))
Career Management Fields 11 (Maneuver
Combat Arms), subfleld 112 (Armor).
Description

Summary: Leads, supervises or serves as
a member of an armor activity employing

___ individual weapons, tanks, light armored
tracked vehicles, and armored combat vehi-
cles. Skill Level 10: Uses individual weap-
ons; performs operator maintenance on
tanks, armored combat vehicles, and com-
munications equipment; administers first aid;
assists in construction of minor' fottifick-
tions; operates wheided and tracked vehia
cies; reads maps, marine charts, and photo-
graphs for reconnaissance and terrain analy-
sis;_operates special-purpose launching, lift -'
ing, and power Winches. Skill Level 20
Able to perform the duties required for
Skill Level 10; determines ranges and pre-
pares range cards; operates firing controls
and 'fire control systems; performs operator
maintenance on fire control equipment; re-
produces, distributes, and files operations,
intelligence, and administrative documents;
supervises ammunition resupply...operations;
interprets maps, aerial photographs, and op-
erating diagrams; reads information on
-maps; identifies and selects targets; super-
vises demolition activities; lays and removes
obstacles and barriers, including mines; su-
pervises recovery of disabled vehicles and
crew engaged in engineering and security
duties; supervises and trains replacements.
Skill Level 30: ble to, perform the duties
required for S vel 20; ,leads a tank
crew or sectio a security section; oper-
ates ranging uipment; coordinates actions
of unit with jacent or supporting units;
supervises construction of hasty fortifica-
tions; insures that proper procedures are
followed; insures collection and proper re-
porting of intelligence data; judges ,tide
flow and estimates high water marks and
types of offshore bottoms. Skill Level 40:
Able to perform th required for
Skill Level 30; su ses replacement team
or armor platoon; pr rations
intelligence information; supe ises receipt,
storage, and distribution of unition,
supplies, equipment, and food; supervises
and trains personnel in operations and intel-
ligence activities; assists in training,, admin-
istration, am) communications; assists in
production ,and administration of journals,
files, records, and reports. Skill Level 50:
Able to perform the duties required for
Skill Level 40; supervises subordinate per-
sonnel holding MOS I lE or MOS I ID
(Armor Reconnaissance Specialist); is prin-
cipal noncommissioned officer in armor
,company or troop; supervises intelligence
operations; plans, coordinates, -and-super-
vises activities pertaining to organization,
training, combat operations, and combat in-
telligence activities. NOTE: May have pro-
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greased to 11E50 from 11Elk or 11D40
(Armor Reconnaissance Specialist).
Recommendation, Skill Level 10 .

In the vocational certificate category or
in the lower-division baccalaureateasso-
date degree category, 3 semester hours in
mechanical maintenance and I in first aid
(11/77).
!Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the vocational certificate category, 3
semester hours in mechanical maintenance,
3 in map reading, and 1 in first aid, for a
total of 7 semester hours. In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree cat-
egory, 3 semester hours in mechanical
maintenance, 3 in map reading, 3 for field
experience in personnel supervision, and 1
in first aid, for a total of 10 semester hours
(11/77).
Reconniendation, Skill Level 30

In the vocational certify to category, the
recommendation is the same as that for
Skill Level 20. In the lowerklivision bacca-
laureate/associate degree category, 3 seines-
ter' hours in mechaniell maintenance, 3 in
map reading, 3 for field experience in per-
sonnel supervision, 3 in personnel supervi-
sion, 3 in human relations, and I in first aid,
for a total of 16 semester hours (11/77).
Recommendation, Level 40

In the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation is the same as that for
Skill Level 20. In the lower-division.bacca-
laureate/associate degree category, 3 semes-
ter hours in mechanical maintenance, 3 in

reading, 3 for field experience in per-
supervision; 3 in personnel supervi-
a human relations, 3 in record keep-.

iskaild I in first aid, for a total of 19
ate hours ( 11/77).

Recommendation, Sklll,Level 50
hi the vocational certificate category, the

recommendation is the same as that for
Skill Level 20. In the lower-division bacca
laureate/associate degree category, 3 semes-
ter hours in mechanical maintenance, 3 in
map reading, 3 for field experience in per-
sonnel supervision, 3 in personnel supervi-
sion, -3 in human relations, 3 in record keep-
ing, 3 in office administration, and 1 in first
aid, for a total of 22 semester hours. In the
upper-division bacCalaureate category, 3 se-
mester hours in management problems and
3 for field experience in management (11/
77).

MOS-11H-001
HEAVY ANTIARMOR WEAPONS CREWMAN

11H10
11H20
11H30
11H40 1

Exhibit Dates: 3/78-Present. Pending evalu-
ation,

Nk

MOS-11Z-001
MANEUVER COMBAT ARMS SERGEANT

11Z50
Exhibit Dates: 9/75-2/78. (Effective 3/78,
MOS 11Z was discontinued and its func-
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Description
Serves as the principal noncommissioned

officer in operations and intelligence sec-
tions or as the first sergeant at a combined
arms headquarters at brigade or higher
level; supervises senior noncommissioned
officers performing the duties of 11B50 (In-
fantryman) or 11E50 (Armor Crewman); as
an experienced mid-level manager, plans,
coordinates, and supervises all activities
pertaining to daily operations, training, and
administrative activities of subordinate per-
sonnel. NOTE: May have progressed to
11Z50 from 11B50 or 11E50.
Recommendation

In the upper-division baccalaureate cate-
gory, 15 semester hours in business adminis-
tration and personnel management, 6 in
human relaticins, and 3 for field experience
in management, for a total of 24 semester'
hours (11/75).

MOS-12B-001
COMBAT ENGINEER

121320

12B30
12E140

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-9/74.
Career Management Field: 12 (Combat En-

Description
Summary: Engages in construction and

demolition activitiek Skill Level 20: Uses
hand tools and engineering tools; operates a
dump truck; assists with excavation, earth-
moving, rigging, and concrete work. Skill
Level 30: Able to perform the duties re-
quired for Skill Level 20; uses basic alge-
braic skills and physical principles; inter-
prets maps; reads and interprets blueprints;
writes techmtal reports; applies oral com-
munication skills; has a broad knowledge of
construction practices. Skill Level 40: Able
to perform the duties required for Skill
Level 20 or 30; supervises teams of con-
struction personnel. NOTE: May have pro-
gressed to 121340 from 12B20, 12B30, or
12F40 (Combat Engineer Tracked Vehicle
Crewman).
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the vocational certificate category, 12
semester hours in construction equipment
operation (2/75).
Recommendation, Skill Level( 30

In the vocational certificate category, 12
semester hours in construction equipment
operation,, 6 in construction methods, 3 in
algebra, 1 in applied physics, 1 in blueprint
reading, and 2 in communication skills, for
'a total of 25 semester hours.- In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree cat-
egory, 3 .semester hours in algebra, 1 in
applied physics, 2 in geography (map inter-
pretation), 6 in construction methods, 1 in
blueprint reading, and 2 in communication

.. skills, for a total of 15 semester hours (2/
75).

Recommendation, Skill Level
In the vocational certificate gory, 15certificate

hours in. constructi equipment
operation, 3 in algebra, 1 in ap ied physics,
2 in geography (map interpretation), 6 in
construction methods, 1 in blueprint read-
ing, 2 in communication skills, and 3 intions were incorporated into 11B50 (Infan- construction supervision, for a total of 33tryman) anci__1925o_(Armor__senio,s,sertiester-hoursArrAhelosver-divisionbacca-geant).
laureate/associate degree category, 3 semes-Career Management Field: 11 (Maneuver ter hours in algebra, I in applied physics, 2,

Combat Arms), subfield 110 (General). in geography (map interpretation), 6 in con-
*

5
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struction' methods, 1 in blueprint reading, 2
in communication skills, and 3 in construc-
tion supervision, for a total of 18 semester
hours (2/75).

MOS-128 -7002

...COMBAT ENGINEER

12810
421320
12830
12840

Exhibit Dates: 10/74-8/76.
Career Management Field: 12 (Combat En-
gineering).
Description

Summary: Engages in construction and
demolition activities. Skill Level 10: Assists
combat engineers, bridge and powered
bridge specialists, atomic demolition muni-
tions specialists, and combat engineer
tracked vehicle crewmen in performance of
dutiesi, uses hand tools and engineering
tools. Skill Level 20: Able to perform the
duties required for Skill Level 10; operates
a dump truck; assists with excavation,
earthmoving, rigging, and concrete' work.
Skill Level 30: Able to perform the duties
required for Skill Level 20; acts as demoli-
tion expert. Skill Level 40: Able to perform
the duties required for Skill Level 20 or 30;,
supervises teams of construction and demo-
lition personnel. NOTE: May have pro-
gressed to 12840 from 12B20, 12830, or
12F40 (Combat Engineer Tracked Vehicle
Crewman).
Recommendation, Skill Level 10

In the vocational certificate category, 3
semester hours in hand tool operation (12/

, 75).

Recommendation, Skill Level 20
In the vocational certificate category, 6

semester hours in construction equipment
operation and 3 in hand tool operation (12/
75).

Recommendation, Skill Level 30
In the vocational certificate category, 9

semester hours in demolition operations, 6
in construction equipment operation, and 3
in hand tool operation, for a total of 18
semester hours (12/75).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In- the vocational certificate category, 15
semester hours in construction equipment
operation, 9 in demolition operations, 2 in
geography (map interpretation), 6 in con-
struction methods, 1 in blueprint reading,' 2
in communication skills, and 3 in construc-
tion supervision, for a total of 38 semester
hours. In the lower-division baccalaureate/.
associate degree category, 3 semester hours
for field experience in management, and ad.
ditional credit in administration and in con-
struction on the basis of institutional evalua-
tion (12/75).

MOS-12B-09
COMBAT ENGINEER

12B10
12B20
12B30
12B40

Exhibit Dates: 9/76-Present.
Career Management Field: 12 (Combat En-

gineering);
Description

Summary: Engages in vertical, road, and
airfield construction, and rigging, bridging,
and demolition activities. Skill Level 10: As-
sists combat engineers and bridge and
powered-bridge specialists, in performance
of duties; uses hand tools. and engineering
tools. Skill Level 20: Able to perform the.
duties required for Skill Level 10; assists
With excavation, earthmoving, rigging, and
concrete work. Skill Level 30: Able to per-
form the duties reqiiired for Skill Level 20;
acts as demolition expert. Skill Level 40:
'Able to perform the duties required for
Skill Level 30; supervises teams of con-
struction and demolition personnel.
Recommendation, Skill Level 10

In the vocational certificate category, 3
semester hours in hand-tool operation (11/
77).
Recommendation, Skill Level 20_

In the vocational certificate category,. 6
,semester hours in construction equipment
Inperation and 3 in hand-tool operation (11/
77).

Recommendation, Skill Level 30
In the vocational certificate category, 9

semester hours in demolition operations, 6
in construction equipment operation, and 3
in hand-tool operation, frr a total of 18
semester hours (11/77). .-

Recommendation, Skill Level 40
In the vocational certificate category, 15

semester hours in construction equipment
operation, 9 in demolition operations, 3 in
hand-tool operation, 2 in geography (map
interpretation, 3 in construction methods, 1
in blueprint reading, 2' in communication
skills, and 3 in construction supervision, for
a total of 38' semester hours. In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree cat-
egory, 3 semester hours for field experience
in management, and additional credit in ad-
ministration and in construction on the basis
of institutional evaluation (11/77). .

MOS-120)01
BRIDGE SPECK

12C20
12C30
12C40

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-8/76.
Career Management Field: 12 (Combat En-
gineering).
Description

Summary: Providps engineer bridging fshr
streams and dry gaps. Skill Level 20: Assent-
bles, erects, and disassembles floating and
fixed prefabricated' bridges; uses rigging
techniques; operates rafts' and ferries; uses
and maintains hand tools. *ill Level 30:
Able to perform the duties required for
Skill Level 20; operates power boats; inter-
prets maps; uses and maintains construction
hand tools. Skill Level 40: Able to perform
the duties required for Skill Levels 20 or
30; supervises bridge construction and
repair; ihterprets maps; determines bridge
construction sites; provides work and mate-
rial estimates; supervises the use of heavy
construction equipment; prepares technical
reports; supervises a minimum of 10 per-
sons.
Recommendation; Skill Level 20

In the vocational certificate category, 9
semester hours in bridge construction and 3
in use and maintenance of hand tools (2/
75).

f.k.1

Recommendation, Skill Level 30
In the vocational certifi category, 12

semester hours in bridge cons ction, 4 in
use and maintenance.of constry 'on hand

- tools, and 4 in power boat operati , for a
total of 20 semester hours. Irp the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree cat-
egory, 6 semester hours in construction
meth and 1 in blueprint reading (2/75).
Recoaindation, Skill Level 40

In the vocational certificate category, 12
semester hours in bridge construction, 4 in
Use and maintenance of construction hand
tools, 4 in power boat operation, 4 in con--
struction methods, 3 in bridge maintenance,
and 3 in construction supervision, for a
total of 30 semester hours. In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree cat-
egory, 6 semester hours in construction
methods, 3 in construction supervision, 1 in
blueprint reading, 2 in geography (map in-
terpretation), 2 in technical writing, 2 in
communication skills, and 1 in applied phys-
ics, for a total of 17 semester hours (2/75).

MOS-12C-002
BRIDGE CREWMAN

12C10
1X20
12C30
12C40

Exhibit Dates: 9/76-Present.
Career Management Field: 12 (Combat En-
gineering).
Description

Summary: Provides engineer bridging for
streams and dry gaps. Skill Level 10: Assists
in the. assembly, erection, and disassembly
of floating and fixed prefabricated bridges;
uses and maintains hand tools; assists in rig-
ging; prepares for operation and operates
assault boats. Skill -Level 20: Able to per-
form the duties required for Skill LeVel 10;
supervises rigging; performs as demolition
expert. Skill Level 30 Able to perform the
duties required for Skill Level 20; operates
power boats; interpreti maps; uses and
maintains construction hand tools. Skill
Level 40 Able to's perfoniiNrhe duties re-
quired for Skill LnLel 30; supervises bridge
construction and repair; (feet/lines bridge
construction sites; pidvides via and mate-
rial estimates; supervises the use of heavy
construction equipment;-prepares technical
reports; supervises a ,rniintnum of 10 per-
s&s.
Recommendation, Skill Level 10

In the vocational certificate category, 3
semester hours in construction hand-tool
operation and maintenance (11/77).
Recommendation, Sluif Level 20

In the vocational certificate category, 9
semester hours in bridgouonstruction and 3
in construction hand-tool operation and
maintenance (11/77).
Recommendation, Skill Level 30

In the vocational certificate category, 12
semester hours in bridge construction, 4 in
construction hand-tool operation and main-
tenance, and 4 in power boat operation, for
a total of 20 semester hours. In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree cat-
egory, 6 semester hours in construction
methOds and 1 in blueprint reading (11/77).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40 4

In the vocational certificate category; 12
semester hours in bridge construction, 4 in
construction hand-tool operation and n4in-



tenance, 4 in power boat operation, 4 in
construction methods, 3 in bridge mainte-
nance, and 3 in construction supervision,
for a total of 30 semester hours. In the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category,. 6 semester hours in con-
struction. methods, 3 in Co nsti n super-
vision, 1 in blueprint .reading. geogra
phy (map interpretation), 2 technicaltechnical
writing, 2 in communication skills, and I in
applied physics, for a total of 17 semester
hours (11/77). .

MOS-12D-001

POWERED BRIDGE SPECIALIST

.12020
12040

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-9/76. (Effective 9/76,
MOS I20 was discontinued and its func-

' tions were incorporated into MOS 12C,
Bridge Crewman.)
Career Management Field: 12 (Combat En-
gineering).
Description

Summary: Performs or supervises
powered bridging and rafting support duties
for stream and other wet gap crossing oper-
ations; duties are similar to those performed
in operating and maintaining ferry boats,
tug boats, buses, and, heavy duty trucks.
Skill Level 20: Operates boats, trucks, and
heavy duty equipment; connects with other
vehicles to form rafts and bridges; holds
position with or without anchor; utilizes
compasses, ranges, charts, tide and current
tables to take bearings and soundings; cou-
ples and uncouples bridge units; employs
rigging techniques; maintains tools. Skill
Level 40. Able to perform the duties re-
quired for Skill Level 20; interprets blue-
prints, aerial photographs, maps, and oper-
ating diagrams; plans and draws working

- sketches of crossing points, launching areas,
and approach road nets; determines stream
flow, effect of stream velocities, high water
marks, type of stream bottom, and safe load
capacities of rafts and bridges; coordinates
use of multiple units; inspects powered
bridge components and equipment and su-
pervises periodic and emergency mainte-
nance; prepares technical reports on bridg-
ing and rafting activities; supervises
powered bridge personnel.
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the vocational certificate category, 12
semester.'hours in boat operation, 3 in heavy
equipment operation, and 3 in heavy equip-
ment maintenance, for a total of 18 semester
hours. In the lower-division bacCalaureate/
associate degree category, 2 semester hours
in heavy equipment operation and I in use
and care of tools (12/75).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the vocational certificate category, 15
semester hours in heavy equipment (ferry
boat, tug boat, truck, bus) operation, 4 in
powered bridge construction, 4 in multiple
unit management, 3 in heavy equipment
maintenance, 2 in blueprint reading, and 2
in navigation, for a total of 30 semester
hours. In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 3 semester hours
in personnel supervision, 2 in heavy equip-
ment operation, 2 in navigation, 2 in
powered bridge construction management,
and I in use and care of tools, for a total of
10 semester hours. In the upper-division
baccalaureate category, if the duty assign-
ment was either bridge section sergeant or
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bridge platoon sergeant, 3 semester' hours for
field experience in management (12/75).

MOS-12E-001 .

ATOMIC DEMOLITION MUNITIONS
SPECIALIST

12E20
12E40

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-8/76.
Career Management Field: 12 .(Combat En-
gineering).
Description

Summary: Assembles, arms, disarms, dis-
assembles, tests, monitors, and transports
atomic demolition munitions. NOTE: Able

perform the duties required for 12B10
bat Engineer). Skill Level 20: Inter-

p aerial photographs and reads maps;
prepares atomic demolition munitions for
destruction, using conventional demdlition
materials; employs radiological accident and
incident control procedures; handles classi-
fied material and employs security proce-
dures; uses engineer handtools; performs
combat engineering tasks and simple con-
struction necessary in the employment of
atomic demolition munitions. Skill Level 40:
Able to perform the duties required for
Skill Level 20; is a first-line supervisor,
serving as a squad or team leader or as a
platoon sergeant; supervises atomic demoli-
tion munitions activities; interprets technical
literature and instructs subordinatca in the
use of atomic demolition munitions equip-
ment; enforces safety regulations; advises
commander on the employment of 'the
weapon and makes recommendations con-
cerning technical improvements, safety pro-
cedures, and security; requisitions supplies
and .equipment; keeps files of related man-
uals and regulations; coordinates with other
units on storage, security, and transporta-
tion of aldinie-"demolition munitions and on
communications procedures. NOTE: Many
of the duties required for this MOS involve
highly classified materials, equipment, and
activities and these duties were not evaluat-
ed.

Recommendation, Skill Level 20
In the vocational certificate category, 2

semester hours in- the use of hand tools and
1 in map readi (6/76).
Recommendaticl, Skill Level 40

In the vocational certificate category, 2
semester hours in the use of hand tools and
I in map reading. In the lower-division bac-
calaureate/associate degree category, 3 se-
mester hours in personnel supervision, 3 in
human relations, 3 for field experience in
management, and 3 for field experience in
education, for _.a total of 12 semester hours
(6/76). /

MOS-12E-002

ATOMIC DEMOLITION MUNITIONS (ADM)
SPECIALIST

12E10
12E20
12E30
12E40

Exhibit Dates: 9/76-Present.
Career- Management Field: 12 (Combat En-
gineering).

Description
Summary: Assembles, arms, disarms, dis-

assembles, tests, monitors, and transports
atomic demolition' munitions (ADM).
NOTE: Many of the duties required for this
MOS involve highly classified materials,
equipment and activities; therefore, not all

: the competencies and knowledges associat-
ed with the MOS were evaluated. Skill
Level 10: Assists in assembling, arming, dis-
arming disassembling; testing, and monitor-
ing of 'ADM; prepares ADM for transport;
operates and maintains vehicles; inspects
and repairs ADM, test equipment, training
sets, tools," and related equipment. Skill
Level 20: Able to perform the duties re:
quired for Skill Level 1Q; interprets aerial
photographs and read maps; 'prepares ADM
for destruction, using conventional demoli-
tion materials; employs radiological acci-
dent and incident control procedures; han-
dles classified material and employs security
procedures; uses engineering hand tools;
performs combat engineering tasks and
simple construction necessary in the em-
ployment of ADM. Skill Level 30: Able to
perform the duties required for Skill Leyel
20; supervises prefire, arming, disarming,
firing, cancellation and emergency destruc-
tion procedures; supervises nuclear weapons
transportation preparation, routing, and se-
curity; conducts briefings. Skill Level 40
Able to perform the duties required for
Skill Level 30; is a first-line supervisor of
ADM activities; interprets technic.ai`litera-
ture and instructs subordinates in the use of
ADM equipment; enforces safety regula-
tions; advises commander on the employ-
ment of the weapon and makes recommen-
ditions concerning operational improve-
ments, safety proced and security; req-
uisitions filesuisitions supplies and eq ent; keeps
of related manuals and re ons; coordi-
nates with other units on storage, security,
and transportation of ADM and on commu-
nications procedures.
Recommendation, Skill Level 10

In the vocational certificate category or
in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 3 semester hours in
hand-tool operation and mainteyance (11/
77).

Recommendation, Skill Level 20
In the vocational certificate category or

in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 3 semester hours in
hand-tool operation and maintenance, and 1
in map reading (11/77).
Recommendation, Skill Level 30

In the vocational certificate category, 3
semester hours in hand-tool operation and
maintenance, 1 in map reading, and 3' in
demolition operations, for a total of 7 se-
mester hours. In the lower-division bacca-
laureate/associate degree category, 3 semes-
t hours in hand-tool operation and main-

nance, 3 for field experience in personnel
upervision, and 1. in map reading, for a
tai of 7 semester hours (11/77).

Recommendation, Skill Level 40/ In the vocational certificate category, 3
semester hours in hand-tool operation, 2 in
map reading, 3 in demolition operations,
and 2 in communication skills, for a total Of
10 semester hours. In the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degre category, 3
semester hours in hand-tool operation and
maintenance, 3 for field experience in per-
sonnel supervision, 3 in personnel supervi-

_sion,_3_in_human_relations,_3_in safety, 3 in
nuclear surveillance monitoring, and 2 in
map reading, for a total of 20 semester
hours (11/77).
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MOS-12F-001
COMBAT ENGINEER TRACKED VEHICLE

CREWMAN

12F20
12F40

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-9/76. (Effective 9/76,
MOS 12F was discontinued and its func-
tions were incorporated into MOS 11E,
Armor Crewman.)
Career Management Field: 12 (Combat En-
gineering).

Deft"mary: Commands or serves as a
member of a combat engineer vehiclp crew,
an armored vehicle launched bridge crew,
or a landing veh.We track crew. Skill Level
20. Operates ctombat engineer tracked vehi-
cles over rough or smooth terrain, in sandy,
swampy, and marshy areas, or in. water;
performs operator maintenance on vehicle
acid communication equipment; observes
and reports targefi and other combat infor-
mation; reads compasses, maps, marine
charts, and photographs for reconnaissance
and terrain analysis and to establish loca-
tions; constructs field fortifications and uti-
lizes camouflage; operates special purpose
equipment, such as demolition guns, bridge
launching mechanisms, mine clearing de-
vices, lifting devices, and power winches;
keeps required records and reports. NOTE:.
May have progressed to Skill Level 20
from 12B10 (Combat Engineer). Skill Level
40: Able to perform the duties required
Skill Level 20; supervises activities
combat engineer platclons, squads, an
crews equipped with tracked vehicles oper-
ating independently or with engineer am-
phibious assault units; judges tide how, and
estimates high water marks and t of
offshore bottoms; interprets military
aerial photographs, and operating die
assists in the preparation of operations
ectives, reports, and records.

and coordinating all company activities; ad-
vises company commander on all personnel
matters; provides subordinate supervisors
with instructions; inspects work; provides
on-the-job training; prepares reports; has a
prerequisite knowledge of engineering
equivalent to an associate degree in engi-
neering technology. NOTE: May havepro-
gressed to 12Z50 from Skill Level 40 of
any MOS in the combat engineering career
management field (12).
Recommendation

In the upper-divittion baccalaureate cate-
gory, 12 semester hours in business adminis-
tration, 6 in personnel supervision, and 6 for
field experience in management, for a total
of 24 semester hours (12/75)7'

MOS-12Z-002
COMBAT ENGINEERING SENIOR SERGEANT

12Z50
Exhibit Dates: 9/76-Present.
Career Management T112 (Combat
Engineer).
Description

Serves as principal noncommissioned offi-
cer of a combat engineer company, bridge
company, or engineer staff section; serves .

as a bridge inspector, operations or intellir
gence noncommissioned officer; may advise
higher headquarters, supported units, allied
forces, Army Reserve units, and Army Na-
'onal Guard units; may serve as an auntie-
or in a formal military. school; capable of

ging personnel and activities in a civil-
engmeering/constuction firm; assists in.

g, supervising, and coordinating all
activities; advises commander on per-

sonnel, equipment, and 'technical matters;
provides subordinate sliperVisors with
instructions; plans and implements training
programs; inspects work progress and 'en-
forces job specifications and safety stan-
dards; supervises maintenance of functional
and _project files; prepares correspondence,
lani, orders, construction schedules, and

reports; maintains equipment records; main-
tains technical publications. NOTE: May
have progressed to 12Z50 from Skill Level t
40 of .any MOS in the combat engineering
career' management ,field (12).
Recommendation

, NOTE: Has a prerequisite knowledge of
, engineering equivalent to an associate

degree (30-40 semester hours, depending on
general education requirements) in engi-
neering technology. In the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in
elements of construction management, 3 in
management problems, 3 in records man-
agement, 3 in quality control, 3 in personnel
supervision, 3 in supervision and leadership,
and 6 for field experience in management,
for a total of 24 semester hours (11/77).

Recommendation, Skill Level 20
In the vocational certificate category,.I0

semester hours in operation of tracked eon-
structi equipment. In the lower-division
bacc aureate /associate degree category, 2
semester hours in map reading or photo-
graphic interpretation (12/75),
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the vocational certificate.sategory, 10
semester hours in operation of tracked con-
struction equipment, 2 in equipment mainte-

in records administration, and I
cal mathematics or physics, for a to

ofoysemester. hours. In the lower-divis
b aureate/associate degree catego 2

er hours map reading or ph to-
rpre Lion, I in records ad 's-

and 2 i personnel supervision, r a
ter hours (12/75).

se
graphic
trati
total

.160S-12Z-001
COMBAT ENGINEER SENIOR SERGEANT

12Z50
Exhibit Dates; 10/73-8/76.
Career Management Field: 12 (Combat En-
gineering).
Description

Serves as the principal noncommissioned
officer of a combat engineer company,

*dge-companyTor-engineering-sectionrca------1
pable of the management of personnel and
activities in a civilian engineering/construc-
tion firm; assists in, planning, supervising,

MOS-13A-001
FIELD ARTILLERY BASIC (CANNONEER)

13A10 .

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-9/74. (Effective 10/
74, MOS 13A was discontinued Lind its
functions were incorporated into '13B10,
Field Artillery Crewman.)
Career Management Field: 13 (Field Artil-
ery Cannon).

Description
Serves as a member of a gun crew, am-

munition section, or security. section; may

a

be a data recorder, truck driver, or. ammu-
nition specialist: operates radios, field tele-
phones,- and Power generating equipment;
conddcts clrcwtry tests;,,uses vernier scales;
measures tolerances; performs preventive
maintenance on vehicles, generators, and
crew-served weapons.
Recommendation

Credit on the ti'asis of institutional evalua-
tion (2/75).

FIELD ARTILLERYLLERY CREWmAN

13010

1306
13030

1304°
Exhibit Dates: 10/73-8/76.
Career Management Field: 13 (Field Artil-
lery

Serves

lery Cannon). .

SummarY: a

hydraulic
radio communications
reads schematic dia

systems. Skill

field artillery unit;
uses wire and

liona
data recorder, truck drivPemr,enort; anungenlumces-

specialist; operates radios, field tele-
phones,

Ia. Servas

and power generating equipment;
conducts circuity tests; measures tolerances
and uses vernier scales; performs preventive
maintenance on vehicles, generators, and
crew-served weaPolts. NOTE: Skill Level
10 '(formerly 13A( Field Artillery Bssic)

Skill Level 20: Under supervision, uses opti-

to pre -
ventive maintenance on vehicles; knows an-
gular

Skill
Level
both horizontal
Level 30 Able to perform the duties re-
quired for Skill Level 20; uses specialized

has theoretical
electrical systems, and optical

measurement instruments; performs organi-
zational Maintenance on wheeled and
tracked vehicles,. optical instruments, and
hydraulic sYstems; diagnoses and repairs
malfunctiolob,SkIll 1-40e1 40: Able to per-
foim the dunes required for Sldifor

8 -15 per-
sons;

rePorts; coordinates record iteeP-
equipment; prepares

20
-`43r 30; is a first-line supervisor

sons; supervises the maintenance of vehi-

Mg; conducts on-the-job training; inspects
the work of subordinates.

Recommendidan, SAll Level 14.
vocational certificate,

category or in the lower ivision baccalau-reate/associate de egory, credit in

10/744/76 In rtificate,

measurement and entation,
t

electron-
ic communications, and applied mathemat-
ics on the basis of institutional evaluation
(3/76).
Recommenda_don, Skill Level 20

10/73-8//d. In the vocational certifi
category or in the lower-division baccal
reate/associate degree category, I sem
hour

and
electric circuits, 1 in mess

instrumentation, at in electro
communications,- and 1 in

in
mathema

iota' of 4 semester hours (3/76).ics, for a

10/7 -1/ 6 In the vocational'certificate
on, Skin Level 30

catego r in the lower-division baccalau- ,.

reate/assoe
hour in bas

i , inl msemepsesniteer.



ment and instrumentation, 2 in electronic
communications equipment operation and
troubleihb;oting, 2 in basic matheniatics, and
2 in hydraulic's and mechanics, for a total of
8 semester hours (3/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

10/73-8/76. In the vocational certificate
category or in the lower-division baccalau-
reate/assocjate degree category, 2 semester
hours in basic electric circuits, 2 in mea-
surement and instrumentation, 2 in electron-
ic communications equipment operation-and
troubleshooting, 2 in basic mathematics, 2
in hydraulics and mechanics, 1 in equipment
management, .1 in personnel management,
and 3 for an internship (management), for a A%

total of 15 semester hours (3/76).

MOS-1311.-002

CANNON CREWMAN

13B10
13B20
13B30
13E140

Exhibit Dates: 9/76-Present.
Career Management , Field: 13 (Field Artil-
lery), subfield 131 (Field Artillery Cannon/
Missile Operations).
Description

Summary: Supervises or serves in a field
artillery unit; reads equipment placement
and iystems diagrams; uses wire and radio
coitMturications equipment; services hy-
draulic systems. Skill Level 10: Serves as
security guard, cannoneer, vehicle driver,
or ammunition specialist; operates radios,
field telephones, and power generating
equipment; conducts continuity tests; mea-
sures tolerances and uses vernier scales;
uses metric notation; performS . preventive
maintenance on vehicles, generators; and
crew-served weapons. Skill Level 20: Assists
the section chief; uses optical measuring de-
vices, adjusts instruments to required 'toler-
ances; supervises preventive maintenance on
vehicles; knows angular relationships of op-
tical devices in both horizontal and vertical
planes; supervises transportation and use of
ammunition. Skill Level 3.0.'Serves as a sec-
tion chief, supervising 10-14 persons; in-
structs in gunnery procedures; uses techni-
cal publications; has theoretical background
in mechanics, hydraulics, electrical systems,
and optical measurement instruments; super-
vises preventive maintenance on wheeled
and tracked vehicles; assures adherence to
safety procedures. Skill Level 40: Able to
perform the duties required for Skill Level
30; is a first-line supervisor for 12-45 per-

' sons; supervises the maintenance of vehi-
cles, instruments, and equipment; prepares
'technical and personnel reports; coordinates
record keeping; supervises on-the-job train-
ing; inspects the work of subordinates; as-
sures compliance with safety procedures. .

Recommendation, Skill Level 10
IR the vocational certificate category or

in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 1 semester hour in
communications systems operation and 1

for field experience in electromechanical
and hydraulic' maintenance, and" additional
credit in applied mathematics and in mea-
snrements and instrumentation on the basis
of institutional evaluation (4/77)._
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the vocational certificate category or
in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 2 semester hours lit
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measurement and instrumentation, I in elec-
tronic communications, and 11n basic math-
ematics, for a total of 4 semester hours. In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 1 semester hour in basic
electric- circuits, 1 in measurement and in-

' strumentation, 1 in electronic communica-
tions, 1 in basic mathematics, and 1 in intro-
duction to computer science,iror a total of 5
semester hours (3/76).

*Recommendations Skill Level 40
In the vocational certificate gOry, 2

semester hours in basic electric circuits, 2 in
measurement and instrumentation, 2 in elec-
tronic communications equipment operation
and troubleshooting, 2 in basic mathematics
2 in hydraulics and mechanics, 1 in equip-
ment management, and 1 in personnel su-
pervision, for a total of 12 semester hours.
In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 2 semester hours in
basic electric circuits, 2 inmeasurement and
instrumentation, 2 in electronic communica-
tions equipment operation and troubleshoot-
ing, 2 in basic mathematics; 2 in hydraulics
and mechanics, 1 in equipment manage-.
ment, 1 in personnel supervision, 3 for field
experience in management, and 1 in intro-
duction to computer science, for a total of
16 semester hours (3/76).

basic mathematics, I in communications
systems operation, 1 for field experience in
electromechanical and hydraulic mainte-
nance, and 1 in measurements and instru-
mentation, for a total of 5 semester hours
(4/77).
Recommendation, Skill Level 30

In the vocational certificate category, 2
semester hours in basic mathematics, 2 for
field experience in electromechanical and
hydraulic maintenance, 1 in communica-
tions systems operation, and 1 in measure-
ments' and instrumentation, for a total of 6
semester hours. In the lower-division bacca-
laureate/associate degree category, 3 semes-
ter hours for field experience in manage -
merit, 2 in commiritication skills, 2 in human
relations, 2 in personnel supervision, 2 in
basic mathematics, 2 for field experience in
electromechanical and hydraulic mainte-
nance, I in communications systems oper-
ation, and 1 in measurements and instru-
mentation, for a total of 15,semester hours
(4/77).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation is the same as that 'for
Skill Level 30. In the lower-division bacca-
laureate/associate degree category, 3 semes-
ter. hours for field experience in manage-.
ment, 3 in communication skills, 3 in human
relations, 3 in personnel supervision, 2 in
basic mathematics, 2 for field experience in
electromechanical and hydraulic mainte-

.nance, 1 in communications systems oper-
ation, 1 in measurements and iristrumenta-
tion,--and 1 in-safety procedures, for a total
of 19 semester hours (4/77).

mos-13E-001
FIELD ARTILLERY CANNON OPER1IONS/

FIRE DIRECTION ASSISTANT

r 13E20
13E40.

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-8/76.
Career Management Field: 13 (Field Artil-
lery Cannon).
Description

Summary: Supervises or serves as a
member of an operations and intelligence
section, liaison section, forward observer
party, fire support coordination element,, or
field artillery cannon fire direction center.
Skill Level 20: Serves in a field artillery
section as a member of a gun crew; plots
target locations and cOnstnic,ts firing charts;
uses specialize& graphs and tables for Com-
puting firing locations, angles, corrections,
and displacements; operates gun control and
gun direction computer; reads maps and
aerial photographs; assists. in liaison activi-
ties with infantry and armor; operates
chronograph and compufes muzzle veloc-
ity; performs preventive maintenance on
generators, communications equipment
(wire "and radio), vehicles, and gun direc-
tion computer. Skill Level 40: Able to per-
forth the duties required for Skill Level 20;
prepares situation maps; collects and con-
solidates data for fire control; prepares op-
erations jounial; assists in liaison activities
with other units, armor, and infantry;, deter-
mines target distance and azimuth, utilizingP
optical instrumehts, compass, maps, mil re-
lation formula, and timing of sound; super-
vises operation and; preventive maintenance
of section equipment.
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the vocational certificate 'category, 'I.
Semester hour in basic electric circuits, 1 in

'
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MOS-13E-002

CANNON FIRE DIRECTION/FIRE SUPPORT
SPECIALIST'

13E10;
13E20
13E30
13E40

Eibibit bates: 9/76-Present.
Career Management Field: 13 (Field Artil-
lery), subfield 131 (Field Artillery Cannon/-
Missile Operations).

Description
Summary: Supervises or serves as a

member of a field artillery fire direction
center, liaison section, operations section, or
forward observer section. Skill Level JO:
Uses graphs: tables; and maps for comput-
ing firing locations, angles, altitudes, cor-
rections, and displacements; constructs
firing charts; computes meteorolOgical, reg-
istration, and muzzle ,Velocity corrections;
operates gun direction - computer (FADAC)
or ,chronograph; installs' and operates field
wire telephones and switchboards; operates
radio transmitter/receiver and speech secu-
rity equipment; operates and maintains vehi-
cles, section equipment, and generators;
maintains situation map, fire suPport re-
cords, reports, and overlays; uses optical
instruments, mil relation formula, and data

. for firing weapons from standardized tables.
Skill Level 20: Supervises operations within
the section; computes firing data and trans-
mits, to firing units; computes data correc-
tions; prepares status charts, target lists, ;d
situation maps; participates in reconn
sance. Skill Level 30: Supervises compute.
tions, operations, and plarthing; maintains
records and reports; processes fire support
requests; recommends fire support means;
supervises maintenance of equipment, vehi-
clesLancl generators. Skill Level 40: Super-
vises fire direction coptrol operations; as-
sists in preparing training schedules, fire ,

support plans, and tactical operations plans; '.

trains, supervises, and evaluates 8 12 per-
sons.



,
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Recommentiadon, Skill Level 10
In the vocational certificate category or

in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, credit on the basis of
institutional evaluation in any of the follow-
ing areas: applied mathematics, communica-
tions systems operation, measurements and
instrumentation, map reading, and introduc-
tion to computer concepts (4/77).
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the vocational certificate category, 2
semester hours in basic mathematics, 1 in
communications system operation,. 1 in map
reading, and 1 in introduction to computer
'conceptt, and additional credit in measure-
ments and instrumentation on the .basis of
institutional evaluation, for a minimum total
of S semester hours. In the lower-division
bacCalaureate/associate degree category, 2
semester hours in basic mathematics, 1 in
communications systems operation, 1 in
map reading, 1 in introduction to computer
concepts, and 1 in personnel supervision,
and additional- credit in measurements and
instrunontation on the basis of institutional
evaluation, for a minimum 41,1 of 6 semes-
ter hours (4/77).
Recommendation, Skill Level 30

In the vocational certificate category, 2
semester hours in basic mathematics; 21n
map reading, 1 in communications systems
operatior, and 1 in introduction to comput-
er concepts, and additional credit in mea-
surements and instrumentation on the basis
of institutional evaluation, for a minimum
total of 6 semester hours. In' the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree cat-
egory, 3 semester hours for field experienbe
in management, 2 in personnel supervision,
2 in communication skills, 2 in human rela-
tions, 2 in basic mathematics, 2 in map read-
ing, 1 in communications systems operation,
and 1 in introduction to computer concepts,
and additional .credit in Measurements and
instrumentation on the basis of institutional
evaluation, for a minimum total of 15 se-
mester .hours (4/77).
Recommendatibii,SkillTeiii 40

In the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation is the same as that for
Skill Level 30. In the lower-division bacca-,
laureate/associate degree category, 3 semes-
ter hours for field experience in manage-
ment, 3 in personnel supervision, 3 in com-
munication skills, 3 in human relations, 2 in
basic mathematics, 2 in map reading, 1 in
communications systems Operation, 1 in in-
troduction to computer condepts:.-aird 1 in
safety procedures, and additional credit in
measurements and instrumentation on the
basis of institutional evaluation, for a mini-
mum total of 19 semester hours (4/77).

MOS-13F-001
FIRE SUPPORT SPE IALIST

13F10
f 13F2

13F 0
J3F40

Exhibit Dates: 3 /78- Present. Pending evalu-
ation.

MOS-13W -O'01
ti

FIELD ARTILLERY TARGET ACQUISITION
SENIOR SERGEANT--:

., 1-3W50 ; , \.
Exhibit Dates: 9/96-Present.

EXHIBITS

Career Management Field: 13 (Field Artil-
lery); subfield .132 (Field Artillery Target
Acquisition Operations).
Description

Supervises intelligence'. activities in a
field-artillery-cannon, rocket, missile, and
target-acquisition activity; serves as the
principal noncommissioned officer -in a
target-acquisition battery; coprdinates
target-acquisition collection activities; col-
lects, interprets, analyzes, and evaluates in-
telligence and target-acquisition data; plots,
records, and reports target.1; reads and im-
terprets maps and aerial photos; keeps situa-
tion maps, charts, and overlays; processes
security clearances; maintains files and re-
cords; prepares reports. NOTE: May have
progressed to 13W50 from 17B40 (Field
Artillery Radar Crewman), 17C40 (Field
Artillery Target Acquisition Specialist),
82C40 (Field Artillery Surveyor), or 93F40
(Field Artillery Meteorological Crewman).
Recommendation

In the upper-division baccalaureate cam-
, gory, 3 semester hours in introduction to

management, 3 in supervision and leader-
ship, and 6 for field experience in manage-
ment, and additional credit in map reading
and aerial photo interpretation on the basis
of 'institutional evaluation, for a minimum
total of 12 semester hours (5/77).

MOS-13Y-001
CANNON/MISSILE SENIOR SERGEANT

13Y50
Exhibit Dates: 9/76- Present'.
Career Management Field: 13 (Field Artil-
lery), subfield 131 (Field Artillery Cannon/
Missile Operations).
rieseription

Superyises operations and fire support ac-
tivities in a field artillery battalion or, serves
as the principal noncommissioned officer in
a -field:artillery:cannon; 'missile, or rocket
battery; prepares and distributes maps, oper-
ational information, operation reports, and
traiping material; participates in coordina-
tion and implementation of cannon, missile,
or rocket operations, training programs, ad-
ministratie matters, and communication ac-
tivities; maintains staff journals, files, and
records; p ares reports. NOTE: May
have progr sed to 13Y50c-from 13B40
(Cannon Cr man), 13E40 (Cannon Fire
Direction/Fire Support Specialist), I5D40
(Lance Missile Crewman), 15E40 (Pershing'
Missile Crewman), or 15J40 (Lance/Honest
John/Operations/Fire Direction Specialist).
Recommendation ,

In the upper-division baccalaureate cate-
gory, 3 semester hours in introduction to
management, 3 in supervision and leader-
ship, and 6 for field experience in manage-
ment, for a total of 12 semester hours (54
77).

MOS-13Z-001
FIELD ARTILLERY.SENIOR SERGEANT

(FIELD ARTILLERY CANNON SENIOR
SERGEANT)

13Z50
Exhibit Dates: 10/73-Present.
Career Management Field: 13 (Field Artil-
lery)...
Description

Serves as the principal noncommissioned
officer- n a major field artillery organiza-

,7;

-

,

rvises operations, intelligence ac-
otivitilifandnini'lisalson activities; assists superi-
ors coordinating, and supervis-
ing all- operations' and persounetionatters;
holds Meetings with subordinate lhoncoril-
mis.siotied officer to provide guidance
directicin; directs onrthe-job training; is a
mid - level rattnaker overseeing 45-150 per-
sons. N.O. r May haye progrbssed from
13B40 (Fie Artillerji. Crewman), 13E40 No

* (Field Arti ,.Cannon Opetations/Fire
Direction A'sSis t), 13W50 (Field Artillery
Target 'Acquisition Senior Sergeant), or

, 13Y50 (Cannon/Missile Senior Sergeant).
Recomminton

In the u 'r-division baccalaureate cate-
gory, 3 semester flours in introduction to
management, 3 in perspnnel management, 3
in human relations, add 6 for field experi-
ence in management, .and additional credit
in public speaking4and for an internship in
education on the basis of institutional evalu-
ation, for a minimum total of 15 semester
hours (3/76, 4/77).

MOS-MI-001
'SERGEANT MISSILE CREWMAN

15810
15B20

iric 151330
. 15B40

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-8/76.
. Career Management Field: 15 (Field Artil-
lery Missiles).
Description

Summary: Is faritiliarrwith the mechanical
energy conversion, Hydraulics, and pneu-
matic systems; understands both rocket and
missile technology and the operation of mis-
sile guidance components, electrical subsys-
tems, .and communications systems as uti-
lized irr coordinated launch' prcicessek; Oper-
ates mechanical equipment, optical devices,
and gas turbine generators. Skill Level 10:
Under supdrvision, assists in basic missile
system operations, including receiving, han-
dling, and assembling missile parts and corn-
ponents; uses radio and telephone communi-
cations equipment; tests and .,maintains
equipment; operates gas turbine generator
'set. Skill Level 20: Able to perform the
duties required for Skill Level 10; 'operates

. heavy equigtneht boom inAhandling and as-
sembling major missile components; assists
in operating the computer-firing Set used ih
missile countdown and self-test procedures;
checks out the guidance system, propulsion
system, and electrical system; uses azimuth-
orienting devices; understands and applies
precision standards in optical measurement,
mechanical tolerances, and .computer-based
self-test data prior to launch. Skill Level 30:
Able to perform the duties required for
Skill Level 20; can serve as' the principle
operator of an azimuth orientation unit, the
test station equipment, or the firing set; con-
du,cts countdown procedures; coordinates.
Communications between stations at .the
launch,site; computes firing data. Skill Level
40: Able to perform the duties required for
Skill Levels 20 or 30; is a first-line °supervi-
sor for a minimutn of 15. persons; supervises
theoperations of the missile system at the
launch site; qiretts the emplacement and re-_
location of launch. stations; coordinates as-
sembling, inspecting, testing, and firing of
the missiles; maintainsnequipment records;
verifies computations a'nd conversipns of
firirig data and guidance system data.



Recommendation, Skill Level 10
Credit on the biAsis,of institutional evalua-

tion (3/75).
Recomniendation, Skill Level 20 -

In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category; 1 semester hour in
basic electronic circuits, 1 in measurements
and instrumentation, 1 in rocket engines and
guidance systems, and l'in mechanical tech-
nology (hydpuilics, pneumatics, and energy
conversion), for a total of 4 semester hours
(3/75). .;

Recomdiemlation; Skill Level 30
In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-

ciate degree category, 2 semester hours in
basic electronic circuits, 2 in measurement
and instrumentation, 1 in management of
equipment and personnel, 2 in rocket en-
gines and guidance systems, and 2 in.-me-

, chanical technology (hydraulics, pneumat-
ics, and energy; conversion), for a total of 9
semester hours (3/75).
Recommendation, Skill Level 41

In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 2 semester hours in
basic electronic circuits, 2 in measurement
and instrumentation, 2 in management of
equipment and personnel, 2 In mechanical
technology (hydraulics, pneumatics, and-
energy conversion), 2 in rocket engines and
guidance systems, 2 in public speaking, and
3 for a practicum in management, for a
total of 15 semester hours (3/75).

MOS-1511-002 ,

SERGEANT MISSILE CREWMAN

'15B10
15B20
15B30

Exhibit Dates: 9/76-Preseri.
Career Management Field: 13 (Field Artil-
lery), subfield 31 (Field Artillery Cannon/
Missile Operations).
Description

Summary: Is familiar with the mechani-
cal-energy-conversion, hydraulic, andpneu-
matic systems; understands. rocket and mis-,
site technology and the operation of missile
guidance components, electrical subsystems,
and-communications systems as utilized in
coordinated launch processes; operates me-
chanical equipment, optical 'devices, and
gas-turbine generators. Skill Level 10: Under
Aipervision, assists in basic missile system
operations, including receiving, handling:
and assembling missile parts and compo-
nents; uses radio and telephone communica-
tions equipment; participates in emplace-
ment of azimuth-orienting equipment; tests
and maintains equipment; operates gas tur-
bine generator set. Skill Level 20: Able to
perform the duties required for Skill Level
10; assists in operating the computer-firing
set used in missile countdown and self-test
procedures; checks out the guidance
system, propulsion system, and electrical
system; uses azimuth-orienting devices; un-
derstands and applies precision standards in
optical measurement, mechanical tolerances,
and computer-based self-test data prior to
launch; supervises receipt, storage, and
*preparation of ammunition for delivery to
firing and missile test section; assists-In su-
pervising assembly and disassembly of the
missile and emplacement of launcher. Skill
Level 30 Able to perform the duties re-
quired for Skill Level 20; serves as section
chief and first-lin,e supervisor for 9-11 sub-
ordinates; 'serves as the principal, noncom-

ARMY ENLISTED MOS EXHIBITS
spection, testing, and firing' of missiles; es-
tablishes and maintains equipment records;
verifies computations and conversion of
firing data and guidance system data; dir-
ects the emplacement and relocation of
launch stations. . -

Recommended* Skill Level 10
In the vocational certificate category,

credit in heavy equipment operation and
maintenance and in surveying on the basis
of institutional evaluation (3/76).

missioned,officer in a unit of approximately
70 Persons; supervises preparation for mis-
sile section tests, missile 'check-out, and
preparation for travel; supervises work
techniques, work distribution, and mainte-
nance.
Recommendation, Skill Level 10

In the vocation'sl certificate category or
in the loVver-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 2 semester hours for
field experience in electromechanical . and
hydraulic maintenance, and credit in elec-
tric circuitry, measurement and instrumen-
tation,- and rocket engines and component.p,
on the basis of institution's! evaluation (4/
77).

Recommendation, Skill Level 20
In the vocational certificate category or

in the lower-division- baccalauieateasso-
ciate degree category, 1 semester hour in
bitsic electronic, circuits, 1 in _rocket engines
and components, 1 in measurement and in-
strumentation, 1 in communications- systems
operation, and 2 for Feld- experience in elec-
tromechanical and hydraulic maintenance,
for a total of 6 semestet hours (4/77).
Recommendation, Skill Level 30
. In the vocational certificate category, the

recominendation is the same as that for
Skill Level 20. In the lower-division bacca-
laureate/associate degree category, I semes-
ter hour in basic electronic circuits, 1 in
rocket engines and components, 1 in com-
munications systems operations, 1 in mea-
surement and instrumentation, 2 for field

- experience in electromechanical and hy-
draulic maintenafice,_ 2 in communication
'skills (oral and written), 2 in human rela-
tions, 2 in perAnnel supervision, and 3 for
field experience in management, for a total
of 15 semester hours (4/77).

MOS -15D -001

LANCE MISSILE CREWMAN

15D10
15D20
151340

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-8/76.
Career Management Field: 15 (Field Artil-
lery Missile).
Description

Suinmary: Supervises or serves as a
member of a Lance missile crew. Skill Level
la Under supervision, assists in basic mis-
sile operations, including receiving, han-
dlingr and assembling missile components;
uses radio and telephone communications
equipment; performs operator maintenance
and assists in routine maintenance of equip-
ment, pissiles, weapons, and vehicles; oper-
ates gas turbine generator seta Skill Level
20: Able to perform the duties required for
Skill Level 10; operates heavy equipment
boom in handling and assembling major
missile components; assists in operating the
computer firing set used in missile count-
down and self-test procedures; is familiar
with the _mechanical technology of guided
missiles,firicluding thrust propulsion, energy
conversion, hydraulics, and pneumatic sys-
tems; checks out the guidance, propulsion,
and electrical missile systems; uses azimuth
orienting 'devices; applies precision stan-
dards in optical measurement and mechani-
cal tolerances. Skill Level 40. Able to per-
form the duties required for Skill Level 20;
is a first-line supervisor for 10 or more per-
sons; supervises missile operations at the
launch site, coordinating the assembly, in-

2-19

'Recommendation, Skill Level 20
Inthe vocational certificate category, the

recommendation is the same as that 'for
Skill Level 10. In the lower-division bacca-
laureate/associate degree category, sksemes-

. ter hour in measurements and instruments-
tion, 1 in missile guidance and propulsion
systems, and 1 in mechanical technology
(hydraulicsi pneumatics, aai energy conver-
sion), for a total of 3 semester hours (3/26).
Recommodition, Skill Level 40

In the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation is the same as that for
Skill Level 10. In the lower- division bacca-
1 aureate /associate degree category, 2 aemes-
ter hours in meal rements and instrumen
tion, 2 in wild and propulsion systems,
2 in mechani technology (hydraulics,
penumatics, and e rgy conversion), 3 In
human relations, 1 in public speaking, and 3
for field experience in management, for a
total of 13 semester hours (3/76).

MOS-15D-002
LANCE MISSILE CREWMAN ,

151)10 r

151)20
151)30-15D40

Exhibit Dates: 9/76-Present.
Career Management Field: 13 (Field Artil-
lery), subfield 131 (Field Artillery Cannon/
Missile Operations).
Description

Summary: Supervises' or serves as a
member of Lance missile crew, or super-
vises Honest John rocket firing battery or
Sergeant missile crew. Skill Level 10: Par-
ticipates in -positioning, emplacement; as-
sembly, and preparation of Lance missile
for firing; operates missile-handling equip-
ment; performs maintenance on Auipmente
missiles, weapons, carrier, unit vehicles, and
communications equipment; operates gas,-
turbine generator set; uses radio and tele-
phone communication equipment. Skill
Level 20: Able to perform the duties re--
quired for Skill Level 10; assists section
chief in tiring. or assembly and transport
section and serVes as section chief in ammu-
nition or security section; operates heavy-
equipment boom in handling and assembling
major missile components,-assists in supervi-
sion of receipt, storage, handling, assembly,
and transporting missile to firing section;
uses azimuth-orienting devices. Skill Level
30: Able to perform tiee duties required for

11. Level 20; upervises preparation of .
ncher and e for firing; supervises
eipt, stora ling, assembly, mating,

movement, and ring of missile; serves as
section chief and 11-St-line supervisor for 9-
11 subordinates; supervises work tech-
niques,. work distribution, and maintenance;
supervises maintenance of missiles and sec-
tion equipment. Skill Level 40: Able to per-
form rine duties required for Skill Level 30
serves as first-line supervisor for 11 or more
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perso' ns; 'directs positioning, emplacement,
and employment of firing sections; estab-
lishes and maintains- equipment records;
verifies computations and conversion of
firing data and guidance systenfT,data; *re-
yiews and prepares technical, personnel, ad-
ministrative, and readiness reports ,,on unit..

, activities. NOTE: May have progressed to
15D40' from 1.5D30, 15B30 (SeigeaPt Mis-
sile Crewman), or 15F30 (Honest John
Rocket: Crewman).

Recommendation, Skill Level 10
In the -vocational certificate category, or

in the lower - division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 2 semester hou'rs for'
field experience in electroniechanical and
hydraulic maintenance, and credit in ,elecr
tric circuitry, measurement and instrument
tittion. And rocket engines and component*,
on the basis of institutional evaluation (4/\:1:

.77). "k

Recommendation, Skill Level 20
In the vocational 'certificate category or

ih the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 1 semester hour. in
basic electronic circuits, 1 in rocket engines
and coMpOnents, 1 in measurement and in-
strdmentation; 1 hi communications systems

, operation, and 2 for field experience in elec-
tromechanicat and hydraulic maintenance,
for a total of 6 semester hours (4/77).
Recommendation, Skill Level 30

In the vocational certificate Category, the
recommendation is the same as that for
Skill Level 20. In the lower-division bacca-
laureate/associate degree category, 1 semes-
ter hour in basic electronicfcircuits, 1 in

6ocket. engines and components, 1 in. com-
munications systems operation. 1 -in mea-

'surement and instrumentation, 2 tor field
experience 'in electroniechanical and hy-
draulic , maintenance, '2 in communication
skills (oral and written), 2 in human rela-
tions, 2 in personnel supervision, and 3 for
field experience in management, for a total
of 15 semester hours (4/77). .

Recominendation, Skill Level 40
In the vocational certificate category, the

recommendation is, the same as that for.
Skill Level 20. In the lower-division bacca-
laureate/associate degree category, 1 semes-
ter hour in basic electronic circuits, 1 in
rocket engines and components, 1 in corn-.
munications systems operation, 1 in mea-
surement and instrumentation, 2 for field
elperience in electromechanical and hy-
draulic, maintenance. 3 in communication
skills rat' and will-ten), 3, in human rela-
tions, 3 in personnel supervision, 3 for field
experienCe in 'management, and 1 in safety
procedures, for a total of 19 semester hours
(4/77).

MOS-15E-001
PERSHING MISSILE CREWMAN

15E10,
15E20.
15E.30
15E40

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-8/76.
Career Management Field
lery Missile).'
Description

Summary: Supervise r ..,Ser," es as a
member of a Pershing missile crew. Skill
lievel 10: Under Supervisi n,:/assists in basic
/

,
15 (Field Anil.;

Imissile system operations,- including. reeeiv:
ing; handling, and assembling missile, coni
ponents; uses radio and telephone ccitnnPini-
cations equipment; operates gas_tuibine gen-
erator set; operates wrecker boom 'and
tracked vehicles; performs operator mainte-
nance on wheeled vehicles. Skill Level 20:.
Able to perform the duties required for
Skill LeVel 10; operate equipment neces-
sary to position launch vehicles and to as-
semble missiles; installs and monitors special
equipment;. operates erector-launcher con-
trol panel; operates power station to pro-
vide electrical .power and presurized ail
for the missileaystem; performs operator
maintenance-on system equipment; is faMil-
iar with the rchanical technology, of
guided 'Missiles, including thrust propulsion,
energy conversion; hydraulics, and pneu-
matic system operates optical devices.
Skill Level 30: Able to perform the duties
reqUired for Skill Level 20; applies preci;/
sion 'standards in optical `measurement and-\mechanical tolerances; connects' and oper-

es -computerized missile -launch -control
stem; aligns Missile guidance Platforin on.;,

the firing azimuth; positions, asseinbles, an
lev'els theodolite. Skill Level 40: Able
perfhain the duties required; for Skill Level:
20 or\30; is a first-line superViso for l'1 or
more persons; supervises missile opepitions
at the larch Site, coordinating theaSsem-
bly, inspection, testing, and firing' of mis''.
siles; chrecia, the emplacethent d reloca-
tion of launchtations;./establish as main-
tains equipment /records; *veri les computa-
tions and conversi6ns of 'rig 'dati and
guidance system data; 'coordinates 'liaison
activities.

MOS-15E-002
.

PERSHING MISSILE CREWMAN

15E10
15E20 j
15E30
15E44)

Exhibit Dates:,9776-Present.,
Career Management eld: .13 (Field Artil-
lery), subfield 131' ield Artillery non/
Missile Operation
Description

rvises or 'serves - as' a
member of. Pershing missile crew.. Skill .

Level ,10 nder supervision, assists in
launcher placement ,and receipt, assem-
bly, di bly, tranShorting, and storing
of mi silo 'arid missile' components; uses'
radio d telephone ,communications equip-
me ; Operates gas - turbine generator 'set;

raters wrecker boom -and !Tacked vehi-
c ; performs maintenance .on /vehicles and
O .Old. communications equipMent;' partici.'

pptes in emplacement and operation of
muth reference unit. Skill/Level 20: Able to

',perform the duties required for Skill Level
101,. operates equipment necessary to posi-
tido launch vehicles/and to assemble
sliest" installs and ,monitors special equip-
ment; operates erector launcher control
panel during mating, recovery, and firing'
operations; is familiar with the mechanical
technology of guided missiles, including
thrust propulsion, energy conversion, hy;
draulics, and pneumatic systems; supervises
operation's performed by missile handlers
while drawing, transporting, and storing

. miss7s and:components; assists in simervis-
ing rew during missile prefire, fixing, post-
firing, assembly, and disassembly oper-
ations. Skill Level 30: Able to perform the
duties required for Skill Level 20., serves as

,'section chief and first-line supervisor for 9-
I1 subordinates; super-Vises emplacement
and preparation of missileibi ruing; super--
vises work techniques, work distribution,
and maintenance; supervises positioning and
operation of azimuth-laying equipment or
azimuth reference unit; supervises missile
storage, maintenance, assembly, disassem-
bly, and firing procedurei. Skill Level 40:
Able to perform the, duties required for
Skill Level 30; is a first-line supervisor for
II or more persons; supervises operation of
firing, ammunition, or .security platoon or
battery control central section; Supervises
procurement, distribution, and testing of
missile and missile components; serves as
principal noncommissioned officer; prepares
operation reports; participates in! coordina-
tion and implementation of Pershing missile
operations, training programs, administram
tive matters, and communications activities.

Recommendation, Skill )L/evel 10 r '
In the vocational certificate category,

credit in heavy eq ipment, operation and /
maintenance and in surveying on the basis
of institutional eviluation (3/76).

Recommendation; Skill Level 20 ,"-/
In the vocationalcertifiCate categorl, the

recommendation' is,, the same as t t ter
Skill Level/10. In the lower-diviaio bacca-
laureate/ ociare degree category,. I semes-
ter hodr in, measurements and in'strumenta-
tioa, 1 in missile guidance and propulsion
sygte s, and 1 in' mechanical technology,
(hyd aulics, pneumatics, and/energy conVer
sio ),for a total of 3.semester hours (3/76).

ecominendation, Skill I,cvel
/ In the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation is the same . as that for

'Skill Level 16. In the lower-division baCca-
laureate/associate degree category, 2 semes-
'ter hours in measurements and instrumenta-
,tiOn 2 in guidance add propulsion systems,
and 2 in mechanical technology (hydraulics,
,pneurriatics, and' energy conversion), for a
total of 6 semester hours (3/76).

Recommendation, Skill Level 10 1 .

In the vocational certificate category or
in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, -2 semesters hours for
field experience in electromehanical and
hydraulic maintenance, and credit in elec-

/ tric circuitry, measurement and iiistrumen-
'cation, and rocket engines and componentsReconimendation, Skill Level 40 yon the basis of institutional evaluation (4/-In the vocational certificate category, the :'\ 77).

recommendation is the 'same as that for Recommendation, Skill Level 20 'Skill Level 10. In the lower-division.bacca- cN, In the vocational 'certificate category orlaureate/associate degree category, 2 semes- hi the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-terhours in measurements and instruments- ciate degree category, I semester hour intOn,2 in guidance and propulsion systems, basic electronic circuits, ,l in rocket engines
in mechanical technology (hydraulics, and components, 1 in measurement and in-

pneumatics, ',and energy conversion), 3 in strumentation, I in communications systems '
human relanons, 1 in public speaking, and 3 operation, and 2 for field experience in elec-
for field experience in management, for a , tromechanical and hydraulic maintenance,
total of 13 'semester hours (3/76). for a total of_6 semester 'hours (4/77).



/,/

'Re:Mines& an,',Skill Lad 30
- In the V certificate category, the.,
recimrinenda is the . same 'as- that for
Skill, Level 2 a In the lOwer..divition.baccar'.
laineate/ te'degxee category:1 acmes-,'

--ter '-hoUr.' in d'electrOnic circuits, -.1 ..rn.."-
rocket *engin and componentS, 1 in -corn..
11211ERCIt/ORS 's operation; 1' in mak', '
surement Ind entation, 2, for field';

. experience, in eleetroinechaniCal and hy-
draulic main 2' in communication-

skills
.

skills (oral and en), 2 in --human rela-.',
tions, .2, in. supervisioiL'and 3 for

.' field eiperience in 'anagement. Mr a total S,

-,- of 15 semester hours 4(77)-
ReniniMendation, Skill Levet 40 ,

In the, vocational certificate'citegnry, the.
recommendation is the sung:I Ss; that for
Skill Level '20. In the loWer-diVhion.bacca-,:
laureate/assodiate iegree c 'telicirye,lzsernesi-
ter hour in .basic electro .eircuits, 1 in
rocket engines and conipo tri,.'r in com-
munications

;..

systems opera on,',1. in mea,
suremerit and instrumentati 2 foe., field
experience in electronietch and hy-
draulic inaintenance,!-.3 in ',' unication
skills (oral and written), 3 , human rela-
tions, 3 in personnel supervis oil, 3 for field

, experience in management, d I in' safety
procedures, for a total of 19 wester hoots,.
(4/77). ,

MOS-15F,1001

s:.HONEST JOHN ROCKET CREW AN'

15E10'
15E20"

) 15P40
Exiabit Dates: 10/73-8/76.
Career Management Field: 1 (Field Artl-
lery Missiles).
Description

Summary: Is familiar with recision stan-
dards of mechanical and el trical systems
of rocketry and with pr and pioce-

, dures for launch and comm nications 'sys-
tems/equipment necessary f. r coordination
of activities; operates opti and electrical
test devices Such as ane meter, multi-
meter, micrometer aiming c Epic, and pan-
oramic telescopes; knows pr. ...ures for re-
ceiving, transporting, assem ling, ..and load-
ing rocket or launcher; knows 'procedure
for imps of circuitry; perfortw maintenance
on generators, vehicle, laun !her, rind alliedt
equipment associated with preparation of '
rockets far launching. Skill LLeevel 10: Under
supervision, 'assists in receeiving, storing,
handling, assembling, and inspecting rocket

f, components; assists in emplacing launcher
with associated -,launch eqUipment and ac-

, cesSories; understands and uses communica-
tions equipment (telephone and radio), test
instruments, electronic instruments; per-
forms electrical t ts. maintains ye-
hicks and launch equipm it understands
mechanics of rocket power and thrust. Skill
Level 20 Able' to perfo the, duties re-
quired for Skill Level 10; oes some troub-
leshooting; is familiar with optical as well
as electronic measuring instruments and to- .
larances (or precision). Skill Level 40: Able
to perf rm the duties required for: Skill%
Level , is a first-line sujlervisor for 5-11
subordinates; Coordinated ; receiving, han-

. dling, and assembly rolt
rvets;

coordinates
loading and inspedlio ape ations; serves as
gunner at each launc 1 g; serves as a prin-
cipal noncommissioned offiCer in a unit of
approximately 70 persons.

tt Skill Level 10
redit: On th baiiSsof institutional evalua-

tion X1/75). , ,

Roconanendidan, WI LeVel 20
In the loWet-division baecalaureate/asso-

atty. degree 'category, 1 sensate! hour in
basic electrbnic circuits, I in rocket engines
and Compcinents; 1 in electronic cobmiun-
cations, operations, and 1 in Measurements
and irisiruinentation, for a total of 4 seines-
ter houni (1/75).

4

Ikeconnosidttion, Level 40
In the' lower-clivisi baccalaureatela.sso-

Mate degree category, ester hours in
managdm t internship, e perience, 2 in
basic el ironic circuits, 2 in rocket engines

i and components, ; in measurements and in-
strUmen bon, 2 in equipment management
or tie !mei manggement and 2 in public,
speakm , for a total of /13 semester hours
0/751.

( '

1
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MOS-140-002
HONE7 JOHN ROCKET CREW/NAN

15F10
I 15F20

I5F30
Exhibit Dates: 9/76-Present.
Career 'Management Field: -13 (Field Artil-

(

teda degree category, 2 rimester hours for
field ;degree m electromechanical and
hydraulic 'maintenance" and credit in elec-
tric cis!cuitry, measurement and instrwnen-
tatibn,,arfdrocket and components,
'on', the basis of -insti evaluation (4/ 1

77): I

Reeminisaidadon, Skill Level m
In the vocational Certificate category or .

in the lower/division baccalaureate /also-
ciate degree categor4. 1 semester hour_in
basic electronic circuits, I.. in rocket engines
and compOnents, 1 indroessurement and in-,
strumentarioh, 1 in communications systems
operation, and 3 for field' experience in. elec- .

tromechanical, and hydraulic -rtiairitcruilice,
for-a total Or 7 serneithours (4/77).
Rearnmendation, Skill; Level 30

In the vocational certificate, category,'the
recommendiaioh is the Mine ail teat for
Skill Level 10. hi- the lower-division bacca-
laureate/associate Ogee category, 1 semes-
ter hmir in basic electronie circuits, 1 'in
rocket enginei and conipMents, 1 in com-
munications systems operatiou, 1 in mea-
surds:lent and instruments ''on,. 3 for field
experience; in electromeehanical and hy-
draulie Maintenance, 2 in cpnuminicatign

tions, in rpe el supervision, and 3 foe
skills' (ore() anrcsi4nrrifteli), in ht ran rela-

field experience cal managenient, for a total
of 16 semester hours (4/73)1' '

lery), subfiekt 13; (Field Artillery Cannon/1
MisSile Operations). MO 15J-001
Description , .

.Summary :: Is 'Milli& with precision stan- . LAN E/Horas-rJimiN QPErriirrioNs/FinE,
dards of rnechmrit al and electrical systerni DirtecTioN ASSISTANT
Of rocketry and with prOdesses and nroce- . 15n0
dures for launch and communicatioLs sys- ,!--1 a .
tems/equipment necessary for doordination ' 15J40
of activities; operptes optical and' electrical Exhibit Dates: 10/73-8/76. °
[cast devices such as anemometer, multi-
Meter, micrometer sinking circle, and pan c' Career Management Field: 15 (Field Ara

Missile).lery
commie telescope; kriciws procedures for re-
ceiving, transporting, assembling, and inad-, Description
ing rocket or launcher; knjews !procedure Summary: Supervises or ' serves as a
for tests of circuitry; perfs maintenance insmber of a Lanee/Flonestiohn missab
on, generators, vehicle, launcher, and allied crew. Skill Level, 20 Collects and evaluates
equipment associated with preparation of observer data for fire control; uses special-

rockets for launching. Skill Level 10 Under ized charts and tables to compute firing jip
supervision, assists- in receiving, storing, data;Nplots targets,aiid cdmputes range,
handling, assembling, and inspecting rocker tude, and azimuth; rends and prepares maps;
components; assists 'in emplacing launcher performs operator maintenance orpgun di-

rectorwith associated launch -bquipment and ac-
ri

computer, es c tors, gener-
ators, comniunications equipMent (wire and

M
cessoes; understands and uses communica-

radio), and vehicles. Skill Level 40: Able totions equipent (tole lone and radio), test
instruments, and electronic instruments; per-, perform the ,duties required for Skill Level

20; supervises all operations of fire directionforms' electrical circuitry tests; maintains ve-'
hides, and launch.-equipment; understands activity to insure pro co_mptitations and
"mechanics of rocket power and thrust. Skill data evaluatiens; pertoorrals liaison activities
Level 20L Able to pesfOnm the duties re- for collection 'an dissemination of missile
quired. for Skill Level 10-dyes some trout- firing data.
leshooting; is familiar with optical as 'well Recommendation, Skill Level 20-
as electronic measuring instruments and to- In the vocational certificate category, 1

lerances (or precision); serves as gunner for semester hour in basic electric circuits, 1 in
each launching; performs supervisory func. measurement and instrumentation, 1 in elec-
tion in maintaining launcher, windset, /tan- tronic communications, and 1 in basic math-
dling equipment, and warhead test equip- 'emetics, for a total of 4 semester hours. In
ment. Skill Level 30: Able to perform the o the lower-division bacc.alaureate7associate
duties required for. Skill Level 20; serves as degree category, 1 semester hour ins, basic
section chief and first-line supervisor of '9- electric circuits, 1 in measurement rind in-
11 persons; supervises emplacement and strumeritation, 1 in electronic communica-
firing of rocket; supervises work techniques, tions, 1 in basic mathematics, and 1 in nitro-

- work distribution, and maintenance; ,coordi- duction to computer science, for a total of 5
nines feceiving, handling, and assembly of semester hours (3/76). °'
rockets; coordinates loading and prefire in-
spection operations; serves as principal non-
commissioned officer in a unit of approXi:
mately `70 persons.
Recominenaritiqn, Skill Level 10 -0 ,

In the vocational certificate category or
in the lower-division baccataureate/asso-

2

Rbcommendation, Skill Level 40
In the vocational certificate category, 2

semester hours in basic electric circuits, 2 in
measurement and instrumentation, 2 in eke
Ironic communications equipment operation
and troubleshooting, 2 in basic mathematics, ,

2 in hydraulics and mechanics, 1 in equip-
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merit management, and 1 in personnel su-

frion, for a total of 12 semester, hours.
tIlie lower-division bar.calaureate/asso-

ciate degree category, 2 semester hours in
basic electric circuits, 2 in measurement and
instrumentation, 2 in electronic communica-
tions equipment operation and troubleshoot-
ing, 2 in basic mathematics, 2 in hydraulics
and mechanics, I in equipment manage-
ment, 1 in personnel supervision, 3 for field
experience in management, and 1 in intro-
duction to computer science,. for a total of
1'6 semester hours (3/76).

MOS-15J-002
LANCE/HONEST JOHN OPERATIONS/FIRE

DIRECTION SPECIALIST'

15J10
15J20
15J30
15J40

Exhibit Dates: 9/76-Present.
Career Management Field: 13 (Field ArtW
lery), subfield 13f (Field Artillery Cannon/
Missile Operations).
Description

Summary: Stlpervises or serves as
'member of a Lance or Honest John missile
crew. Skill Level 10: Assists in cpmputatiOn
of, firing data; reads and prepares maps; ,op-
crates and maintains fire direction center
communications equipment 'and vehicles;
,participates in fhe gathering of operations
and intelligence data; participates in oper-
ations and liaison activities. Skill Level .20:
Able to ,perform the duties required for
Skill Level 10; computes firing data; plots
targets and .computes range, altitudes, and
azimuth, to target; operates and performs
maintenance on .,gua direction computer.
Skill Level 130: Able to perform the duties
required for Skill Level 20; assists in super-

'vision of all Operations of the fire direction
center; performs liaitiOn activities, including
collection and traiiimission of data. Skill
Level 40: Able to perform the duties re-
quired for Skill Level 30; supervises oper-
ations of fire direction center to insure
propel. computations, 'plotting of targets,
and issuance of fire commands; plans and
organizes work schedules; instructs subordi-
nate personnel in techniques and procedures..
in computation of firing data; reviews and
prepares technical, personnel, and adminis-
trative reports.
Recommendation, Skill Level 10

In' the vocational certificate category or
in the lower -division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, I semester .hour in
map reading and interpretation, and 1 for
field experience in electromechanical and
hydraulic maintenance, and credit in elec-
tric circuitry, measurement and instrumen-
tation, and rocket engines and components
on the basis of institutional evaluation, for a
minimum total of 2 semeste'r hours (4/77).
Recommendation, Skill Level 20.

In the vocational certificate category or
in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
mate degree category, I semester hour in

ex ence in electromechanical and hy-.rireading
and interpretation, I for 'field

draulic maintenance, 1 in measurement and
instrumentation; 1. in communications sys-
tems operation, I in basic mathematics, and
I in introduction to computer concept:[, and
credit in electronic circuits on the basis, of
institutional evaluation, for a minimum total
of 6 semester hours (4/77).

Recommendation, Skill Level 30
In the vocational certificate eategory; the

recommendation is the same asthat foyskill
lesiel 20. In the lower-division baccslaure-
ate/associate !degree category, . 1 semester:.
hour in map reading. and interpretatien, 1

for field experience in electromechancial
and hydraulic -maintenance, l in. ineasurq,"
meet and instrumentation, 1 in communiCa-
lions systems operation, -1 in basic...math-
ematics, 1 in introduction-to computer con-
cepts, 2 in communication skills (Oral and
written), 2 in human relationi, 2 in 'person-
nel supervision, Old 3 for experience
in management, and credit in- electronic cir-
cuits on the basis of institutional evaluation,
for a minimum total of 15 'semester hours
(4/7"t)..

Recommendation, Skill Level 40
In the vocational certificate category, the

recommendation is the Same as' that. for
Skill. Level 20. In the lower-divilion bacca-
laureate/associate degree category, 1 semes-
ter hour in map reading and interpretation,
1 for field experience' in electromechanical
and hydraulic maintenance, I in measure-
ment and instrumentation, I in, communica-
tions systems teperation, .1 in basic math-
ematics, 1 in introduction to computer con-
cepts, 3 in communication skills (oral and
written), 3 in human relations, 3 in person-
nel supervision, 3 for field experience in
management, and 1 in safety procedures,
and credit in electronic circuits on the basis
of institutional eyaluation,., for a minimum
total of 19 semester hours (4/77).

MOS -1S2-001

FIELD ARTII.LERY,MISSILE/ROCKET
SENIOR SERGEANT

15Z50 '
X

:Exhibit Dates: 10/73,8/76. (Effective 9/76,
MOS115Z. was discontinued and its func-
tions were incorporated into Skill Level 50

- of MOS 13W, Field Artillery Target Ac-
quisition Senior Sergeant; MOS 13Y,
Cannon/Missile Senior Sergeant, or MOS
134 Field Artillery Senior Sergeant).

Career Management Field: 15 (Field Artil-
lery Missile).

Description
NOTE: Able to perform the duties of

Skill Level 40 in any MOS in career man-
agement field 15. Serves as the principal
noncommissioned officer in a field artillery
missile unit; supervises operations, intelli-
gence activities, and liaison activities; assists
superiors in planning, coordinating, and su-
pervising all unit activities and personnel
matters; is a mid-level manager who super-

' vises 45-150 persons; directs on -the job
training; .holds meetings with subordinate
noncommissioned officers to provide guid-
ance and direction.

Recommendation
In the upper-division baccalaiireate cate-

gory, 3 semester hours in introductiOn to
management, 3 in personnel management, 3
in human relations, and 6 for .field experi-
ence in management, and additional credit
in public speaking and for internship in edu-
cation on the basis, of institutional evalua-
tion, for a minimum total of 15 semester
hours (3/76).

2 {1 l

MOS -16B -001

HERCULESMLSSILE CREWMAN

1,6B10

6B20

161340

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-8/75.

Career 'Management Field: 16 (Air Defense
Artillery),, subfield 161 (Air Defense Artil-
lery Missile Operations).

Deicription
Summary: Engages in launching, activities.

, 'of' surface-to-air missiles. Skill / Level 10'
Under 'supervision, participates/in the em-
placement

,.

and displacement; of missile
launchers and associated equipment; checks
missile' components and related equipment;
assists in assembling the rocket and attach
ing it to the launcher; performs the duties
of switchboard operator; knows safety pre-
cautions necessary for 'working with high
voltage, potentials and propellants. Skill
Level 20: Able to perform the duties re-
quired for Skill Level 10; under supervision,
participates in pre -fire checks and adjust-
ments to missiles; assists in testing, adjust-
ing, and replacing defettive components;
performs preventive maintenance on mis-
sile, launching equipment, handling equip-
ment, transport trailers, light vehicles, and
power equipment; assists in receiving, un-
packing, inspecting, assembling, and storing
explosive heads aid related equipment. .
(Possible duty assignments include assembly
crewman, fire panel operator; launcher
crewman, senior launcher crewman, and

' senior assembly crewman.) Skill Level 40.
Able to perform the duties, required for
Skill Level 20; is a first-line supervisor of a
laUnching section or platoon; directs the
emplacement and displacement of missile
launcher and related equipment; supervises
the preparation and onentation of the mis-
file for launching;..enf rces safety precau--
,tions; supervises lOivAe el maintenance of.
launchers and related 'pment; interprets
tecimical material for subordinate, person- .
nel. . r

Recommendation, Skill Level 10'
No nkcommendation. becanse the skills,

competencies, and knowledge are uniquely
military in nature (2/75).

Recommendation, Skill Level 20
In the vocational 'certificate category. or

in the lOwer-division baccalaureate-associate
degree category, I semester hour in elec7
ironic test equipment, 2 in introduction to
electric circuits, and 3 for field experience
in management, for a total of 6 semester
hours only if the duty assignment was, either
senior launcher or senior assembly crewman
(2/75).

Recommendation, Skill Level'40
In' thyPVocational certificate category or

in the lower -division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 2 semester hours in
electronic test equipment, 3 in introduction
to electric circuits, 3 in basic electronic tit,.
cuits, and 6 for field experience in manage-
ment, for a total of 14 semester hours (2/
75).



OS-1611-002

ERCULES MISSILE CREWMAN

16B10.
1 6B20
16B30
16B40

Exhibit Dates: 9/75-Present.
Career Management Field: 16 (Air Defense
Artillery), subfield 161 (Air Defense Artil-
lery Missile and Gytn Operations).
Description

Summary: Engages in launching activities
of surface-to-air missiles. Skill Level 10:
Under supervision, assembles, prepares, and
maintain Nike-Hercules missile for launch-
ing; participates in the emplacement and
displacement of 'missile launchers and asso-
ciated equipment; checks missile cbmpo-
nents and related equipment; assists in as-
sembling therocket and attaching it to the
launcher; performs the duties of switch
board operator; knows safety precautions
necessary for working with high voltage
potentials and propellants. Skill Lepel 20:
Performs ttre duties required for skill Level
10 and provides technical guidance 'to Skill
Level 10 personnel; assists in testing, adjust-
ing, and replacing defective components;
performs preventive maintenance on mis-
sile, launching equipment, handling equips
ment, transport trailers, light vehicles, and
power equipment; assists in receiving, in-
specting, assembling, transporting, and stor-
ing explosive warheads and related equip-
ment. Skill Level 30. Able to perform the
duties required for Skill Level. 20; super-
vises launching section operations in a
Nike-Hercules missile battery; reads and in-
terprets technical material pertaining to mis-
sile components and related equipment; su-
pervises crew training and pre,ventive main-
tenance. Skill Level 40.' Able to perform the
duties required for Skill Level 30; super-
vises launch fire control platoon operations
in a Nike-Hercules missile battery; is,a first-
line supervisor oka launching-platooM dir
ects the emplacement and displacement of
missile launcher and related equipment; tu-
pervises the preparation and orientation of
the missile for launching; enforces safety
precautions.- NOTE: May have progressed
to 16840 from 16830 or I6C30 (Hercules
Fire Control Crewman).
Recommendation, Skill Level 10

No recommendation because the skills,
competencies, and knowledge are uniquely
military in nature (2/76).
Reconunendation, Skill Level 20

Eh the vocational certificate category or
in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 1 semester hour in
introductory eltronics and additional
credit. in mechanical maintenance on the
basis of institutional evaluation': In an elec-
tronic technician apprentice training pro-
gram, 100 clock hours of experience and 20
contact hours of related instruction (2/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 30

In the vocational certificate category, 1

semester' hour in introductory electronics
and additional credit in mechanical mainte-
nance on the basis of institutional evalua-
tion. In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 3 semester hours
in human relations, 1 in introductory elec-
tronics, and additional credit in mechanical
maintenance on the basis of institutional
evaluation, for a minimum total of 4 semes-
ter hours. The recommendation for ad-
vanced standing in an apprentice training
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program is the same as that for Skill Level
'20 because additional skills are administra-
tive and supervisory in nature (2/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the vocational certificate category, 1

semester hour in introductory electronics
and additional credit in mechanical mainte-
nance on the basis of institutional tvalua-
tion. In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 3 semester hours
in personnel supervision, 3 in human rela-
tions, 3 for field experience in management,
1 in introductory electronics, and additional
credit in mechanical maintenance on the
basis of institutional evaluation, for a mini-
mum total of 10 semester hours. The rec-
ommendation for. advanced standing in an
apprentice training 'program is the same as
that for Skill Level 20 because additional
skills are administrative mid supervisory in
nature (2/76).

MOS-16C-'001

11 ES FIRE CONTROL CREWMAN

16C10'
16E20
16C30

Exhibit Dates:,9/75-Present.
Career Management Field: 16 (Air Defense
Artillery), subfield 161 (Air Defense. Artil-
lery Missile and Gun Operations).
Description

Summary: Engages in fire control activi-
ties of,shrface-to-air missiles. Skill Level 10:
Operates fire control equipment and associ-
ated test, equipment for Nike-Hercules mis:
siles; performs preventive maintenance on
radars, automatic data transmission systems,
and associated power supply, equipment;
makes basic adjustments and corrects simple
Malfunctions of fire control equipment; rec-
ognizes various types of jamming and em-
ploys electronic counter-countermeasure
procedures; exercises safety precautions
when working around high voltage poten-
tials. Skill Level 20: Performs the duties re-
quired for Skill Level 10 and provides tech-
nical guidance to Skill Level 10 personnel.
Skill Level 30: Able to perform the duties
required for Skill Leyel 20; supervises over
20 persons in a fire control section; inter-
prets intelligence information; reviews logs
containing operating data; enforces safety
precautions and security requirements; su-
pervises maintenance; directs on-the-job
training.
Recommendation, Skill Levels 10 azd 20

No recommendation because t e skills,
competencies, and knowledge are uniquely
military in nature (2/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 30

In the lower-division batcalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 3 semester hours in
human relations (2/76).

MOS-;16D-001
HAWK MISSILE CREWMAN

16D10
16D20
16D30
16D40

Exhibit Dates: 9/75- Present -
Career Management Field: 16 (Air Defense
Artillery), subfield 161 (Air Defense Artil-

lery Missile and Gun OperatiOhs).
Description

Summary: Serves as a member of or su-
pervise the operation of a .firing platoon,
an assemblj, section, or a service and main-
tenance section of a Hawk missile battery.
Skill Level 10: Maintains 'and prepares
Hawk missile and associated equipment for
launching; participates in the unloading and
emplacement Of equipment; assists in assem-
bling, arming, and disarming the missile;
perfoirms routine preventive maintenance on
launch apd handling equipment; assists in
performiNg checks and adjustments; ob-
serves safety precautions. Skill Level 20:
Performs the duties required for Skill Level
10 'and provides technical guidance to Skill
Level 10 personnel. Skill Level JO: Able to
perform the duties required for Skill Level
20; supervises the assembly, testing, arming,
disarming, loading, and. unloading of Hawk
missiles; supervises the transportation and
emplacement of equipment; supervises pre-
ventive 'maintenance and coordinates orga-
nizational maintenance of launch and load -.
ing equipment. Skill Level 40: Able to per-
form the duties required for 16D30 or
16E30 (Hawk Fire Control Crewman);
serves as platoon sergeant, supervising over
20 persons; plans and organizes security ar-
rangements; interprets intelligence inforina-
tion;supervises maintenance of equipment.
Recommendation, Skill Level 10

NO recommendation because of the limit-
ed technical nature of the skills, competen-
cies, and knowledge (2/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the vocational certificate category, 3
semester hours in hydraulic and electrohy-
draulic systems (2/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level' 30 .

In the vocational certificate category, 3
semester hours in hydraulic and electrohy-
draulic systems. In the lower-division bac-
calaureate/associate degree category, 3 se-1,,
mester hours in human relations (2/76). '""
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the vocational certificate category, 3
semester hours in hydraulic and electrohr-
draulic systems. In the lower-division WC-
calaureate/associate degree category, 3,se-
mester hours in human relations, 3 in, per-
sonnel supervision, and 3 for' field exiled-
ence in management, for a total of 9 semes-°
ter hours (2/76),

MOS-16E-001
HAWK FIRE CONTROL CREWMAN

16E10
16E20

'1 6E30 ,

Exhibit Dates: 9/75-Present
Career Management Field: 16 (Air Defense
Artillery), subfield .1151 (Air Defense Artil-
lery Missile and,Gun Operations).
Description

SuMmary: Serves as a member of or su-
pervises a command and acquisition or a
firing section of a Hawk firing platoon.
Skill Level 10: Operates fire control equip-
ment or engagement simulator; operates and
performs operator maintenance checks and
adjustments on Hawk missile fire control
equipment; observes safety precautions.
Skill Level 20: Performs the duties required
for Skill Level 10 (with the exception of
operating engagement simulator) and pro-
vides technical guidance to Skill Level 10
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nnel. Skill tin./ 30 Able to perfollin

he 'duties required for Skill Level 20; su-
pertises approximately 101)ersoni operating
Hawk fire control equipment; prepares
radar coverage and clutter diagrams; deter-
mines known reference point; supervises
Moving and placement of equipment.'
Recommeatiatioa, Skill Levels .10 aod.20

No recommendation becaulle of the limit-
technical nature of the skills, competen-

cies, and knowledge (2/76).
Reconuiendatidn, Skill Level 30

In the lower-division bacealaureate/asso-
crate degree category, 3 semester hours in
human relations (2/76).

MOS-16F-001
LIGHT Ant DEFENSE ARTILLERY

CREWMAN (RESERVE FORCES)'

16F10
16F20
16F30
16F40

ixhibit Dates: 10/73-Present.
,Career Management Field: 16 (Air Defense
, Artillery), subfield 161 (Air Defense; Artil-
lery. Missile and Gun Operations). '

Description
Summary: Supervises or serve's as a

member of a light air defense artillery auto-
matic weapons, machinegun, or ammunition
platoon, section, or squad. Skill 'Level 10
Loads ammunition and fires automatic
weapons; operates computing sight; oper-
ates communications equipment; performs
operator maintenance on automatic weap-
ons; requisitions, receives,. stores, and dis-
tributes ammunition. Skill Level 20: Able" to
perform the duties required for Skill level

:10; leads air defense artillery automatic
weapons squad of approximately 10 per-
sons; serves as assistant, ammunition ser-

f geant. Skill Level 30: Able to perform the
duties required for Skill Level 20; super-

. vises and coordinates the activities of subor-
dinate squads; assures that operator mainte-
nance standards are attained. Skill Level 40:
Able to perform the duties required for
Skill Lei/el 30; supervises the operations of
an automatic weapons platoon of approxi-
mately 30 persons.
Recommendation, Skill Levelzi 10 and 20

NP recommendation bec use the-skills,
competencies, and knowled e are uniquely
military in nature (2/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 30

In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 3 semester hours in
human relations (2/76). ri

Recoinniendation, Skill Level,it0
In. the lower-division baccalaureate/a.sso-

elate degree category, 3 semester 'hours in
personnel supervision, 3 in; huritan relations;
and 3 for field experience, in management,
for a total of 9 semester hours (2/76).

MOS-16H-001
AIR DEFENSE ARTILLE(igwist)

OPERATIONS AND INTELLIGENCE
ASSISTANT

1 614i 0

16H20
t6H30
1661-140

Exhibit Date4 9/75-Present.

Career Management Field 16 (Air Defense
Artillery), -subJjeld i62 (Air Defense Artil-
lery Operations Intelligene).
Description ".

. Summary: Supervises or serves as a
Member 'of an air defense artillery activity-
engaged in operations 'or intelligence func-
tions to prepare and revise operationt data
and' situation -maps. Skill Level 10: Performs
plotting and operations or . intelligenc
duties in an air defense artillery unit; plo
reports, and records operations or intell
gence information, by preparing ch
overlays, strip maps, training aids, logs,

.ports, and Correspondence; installs and p-
crates field telephone equipment. Skill vel
20: Performs the duties required. fdr "11

Level' 10 and prdvides technical guid ce
to Skill Level '10 personnel; collects and
consolidates information from related ,
prepares. training materials and coordinates
training activities; transmits intelligence and
gridgrid locations to other units. Skill. Le el 30:
Able to perform' the duties requir for
Skill Level 20i supervises Operation dem-
onstrates correct procedures an tech-
niques; supervises the preparation f situa-
tion maps and overlays; coordina oper-
ations and intelligence data; super iXes op-
eration of communications equip ent Skill
Level 40: Able to perform the uties re-
quired fpr 16H30 or 16530 (Defe se Acqui-
sition Radar Operator); 'as, a fi t sergeant,
supervises 20 or more persons, in an' aif-
space control element; supervises and evalu-
ates training; prepares operations, plans; as-
lists in reconnaissance. .

Recommendation, Skill Levels 10 and 20
In the vocational certificate category, 2

semester hours in map reading (2/76).
,

Recommendation, Skill Level 30'
In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-

ciate degree category, 3 semester hours in
map reacting and 3 in human relations (2/-
76). . 0
Recommendation, -Skill Level '40

In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 3 Semester hours in
map reading, 3 in human relations, 3 in per-
Sonnel supervision, and 3 for field experi-
ence in management, for a total of 12 se-
mester hours (2/76).

MOS- 16J -00I

DEFENSE ACQUISITION RADAR CREWMAN

16110
16.120
16J30

Exhibit Dates: 9/75-Present.
Career Management Field: 16 (Air- Defense
Artillery), subfield ,l 62 (Air Defense, Artil
lery Operations and Intelligence). _

DeScriPtign
Summary... Supervises or serves as a

member of a defense acquisition radar sec-
tion or a forward area alerting radar unit.
Skill Level 70.: Operates radars and 1FF
(identification-friend-or-foe) equipment to
obtain early. warning and target identifica-'
tion data; manipulates radar adjustments to
achieve optimum operating performance;
observes, tracks, and interacts targets;
rends topographic maps to locate points by
means of coordinates and prepares grid
overlays to plot positions; employs elec-
tronic countermeasures to avoid signal jam-
ming; prepares records; performs operator
maintenance; follows safety procedures;
uses spe9ial test equipment to insure proper

o

radar, operation and maintenance; installs
and operates communications equipment;
()berates power, generating equipment. Skill
Level 20: Performs the duties required for
Skill Level 10 and provides technical guid-
ance to Skill Level 10 personnel. Skill Level
30: Able to perform the duties required for
Skill Level 20; supervises over 20 petsons;
supervises operation and maintenance - of
radar and related equipment; directs on-the t
job training; maintains equipment records;
interprets intelligence information.
Recommendation, Skill Levels'10 and 20

In the vocational certificate category,
credit in surveying on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation. In the lower-disision bac-
calaureate/associate degree category, 2 se-
mester hours in map reading (2/76) -
Recommendation, Skill Level 30

In the vocational certificate category,
credit in surveying on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation. In the lower-division, hac-
calaureate/associate degree category, 2 se-
mester houri in map reading and 3 in,
human relations (2/76).

MOS -16P -001

ADA (AIR DEFENSE ARTILLERY) SHORT
RANGE MISSILE CREWMAN.
(CHAPARRAL CREWMAN)'

16P10
16P20
16P30

Exhibit Dates: 9/75-Present.
Career Management Field: 16 (Air Defense
Artillery), subfield 161 (Air Defense Artil-
lery Missile and Gun Operations).
Description

Summary: Supervises or serves as a crew-
man in a Chaparral system unit or as a
gunner in a Redeye section. Skill Level 10:
Prepares Chaparral fire unit for firing; pre-
pares and fires Redeye missiles; stores am-
munition; operates Chaparral unit equip-
ment, including tracked vehicles, power
generating equipment, target aleh area dis-
play Set, and fire control devices; assists in
equipment maintenance. Skill Level 20. Per'
forms the duties required for Skill Level 10
and provides technical guidance to Skill
Level 10 personnel; prepares and fires
Chaparral missile; leads Redeye team. Skill
Level 30 Able to perform the duties re-
quired for Skill Level 20; leads Chaparral
squad; is chief of Redeye section; supervises
12-20 persons engaged in storing, loading,
and.transpbrting ammunition; supervises op-
era6on and operator maintenance of the
eqUipment:
Recommendation, Skill Levels 10 and 21Y

tio recommendation because the 'skills,
competencies, and knbwledge are uniquely
military in nature (2/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 30

In the Jwer- division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate daitree category, 3 semester hours in
human relations (2/76).

MOS-16R-001
VULCAN CREWNIAN'

16R10
16R26
16R40 '

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-8/75.



.. - ,. .

Career Management Held: 16 (Air,Defense
Artillery), subfield .162 (Air Defense Artil-
lery G,un Operations)..

:Description .

Summary: Supervises or serves its a crew-
maa ip a Vulcan system section or serves as
a platoon sergeant in a Chaparral or Vulcan
platoon. skill Level, 10.' Under supervision,
operates selected basic communications
equipment and tracked vehic . Skill Level
20: Able to perform the duties equired for
SkillLevel 1-0/ under supervisi , manipu-
lates the weapons system: operates generat-
ing equiPmdntrind firing devices; performs
preventive Maintenance on equipment; as-
sists, in the emplacement and displacement
of the weapons system. Skill Levet 40: Able
to perfdrm the duties required for Skill
Level :20; as a first-line supervisor, coordi-
natesthe activities of the equipment opera-
tors-,4 supetyises the personneh engaged in
storing, issuing, avid transporting ammuni-
tion and missiles; supervises the emplace-
ment and' displacement of the weapons
system; supervises kthe ;maintenance ,of

-:-crkaipment: ,
Recommendallon, Skill Levels 10 and 20

No recommendation because the skills,
competencies, and knovedge are uniquely
military in nature (2/75).

,. Recommendation, Skill Level 40 =
In tie vocational certificate category or

in the lower-division baccalaureateasso-
ciatedegree category, 3 semester hors in

-personnel super ion or personnel manage-
ment, 3 in public speaking, and 6 for, field
experience in management, for a total of 12
semester hours (2/75).

MOS-16R-002, 1

ADA (AIR DEFENSE ARTILLERY) SHORT
--. RANGE GUNNERY CREWMAN

(SHORT RANGE AIR D TENSE
. ARTILLERY CREWMAN (4.REA ,

DEFENSE ARTILLERY REWMAN),

16R10
16R20-
16R30.
16RiO

Exhibit dates: 9/75-Present.
Career Management Field: 16 (Air Defense'
Artillery), subfield 161 (Air Defense Artil-
lery Missile and Gun Operations).
Description '

Summary: Superyiselsor serves as a
man in a Vulcan system Sectionor serves as
a platoon sergeanrein a Chaparral or Vulcan
platoon. Skill Level 10: Prepares and assists
in firing Vulcan antiaircraft gun; operates

d performs operator maintenance on -
r wheeled and tracked vehicles, power gener-

ating equipment, communications equip-
ment, and fire control devices: handles am-
munition; assists in the emplacement and
displacement,of the weapons system; assists
in performance of routine maintenance.
Skill Level 20: Performs the dutiei required,
for Skill Level 10 and proVides technical
guidance to Skill Level 1,0 personnel. Skill k

Level 30: Able to -perform the duties ter
quired for Skill Level 20; sdpervises equip-
ment operatlrin and operator maintenance;

-supervises the emplacement and displace-
nent of the weapons syitem; supervises
squad trajningand coordinates squad activi-
ties. Skill Level 40: Able to perform 'the
duties required, for 16R30 or 16P30 (ADA
Short Range Missile Crewman or Chappatal
Crewman); serves' as platoon sergeant in a "

,

ARMYENLISTED MOS EXHIBITS 2-25
Chaparral or- Vulcan platoon of mote than
20 persons; assists superiors in planning, di-
recting, training, coordinating, and report-
ing the activities the platoon.'
Recommendati Levels 10 and 20

No recomm on because the skills,
competencies, an knowledge are uniquelx
military,in nature (2/76). -
Recommendation, Skill Level 30-

In the lower-division baccalaureate/assd:
ciate degree category' 3 semester hodis in
human relations (2/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the lower-division baceilaureate/asso-
ciate. degree category, semester hours in
personnel supervision,' 3 human relations,
and 3 for field experienc in management,
for a total of 9 Semester ho (2/76),

4.

MOS-16Z-001 \
AIR DEFENSE ARTILLERY (ADA) SENIOR

SERVANT

16ft -

Exhibit Pates: 10/73-Present.
Career Management -Field: 16 (Air Defense
Attillery), subfield 160 (Air Defense Artil-
lery General).

; Description
Serves as the principal noncommissioned

officer in an air defense artillery unit or
headquarters and supervises 44 or more per-
sons; assists superiors in the appraisal of air
defense artillery operations, training, and in-
telligence information; prepares status board
and situation map; collects, interprets, eval-
uates, and disseminates intelligence data;
prepares and edits training and intelligence
material and,the operatidns manualystIper:
vises security; advises superiors on all rler-
sonnel matters; coordinates operation of
battery food service and supply aptivities:
\assists superiors in planning, coordinating,
Wnd directing 1 air defense artillery activi-
ties. NOTE: ay have progressed to 16Z50
fpm Skill L el 40 of any MOS in the 'air
defense arti ery career management field
(16).

Recoanen tion .

In the lo er-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 3 semester hotirs in
personnel Supervision. 3 in technical writ-
ing,.3 in public speaking,,3 in map reading,
and additional credit in electronics and me-
chanical maintenance on the basis of institu-
tional evaluations, for a minincilm total of 12
semester hdurs. In the upper-division bacca-
laureate category, 3 semester hours M intro-
ductions to management, 3 in personnel
management. 3 lin human relations. 6 for
field experience in management, and addi-
tional credit in industrial arts education on
the basis of institutional evaluation, for a
minimum total of 15 semester hours (2/76).

MOS-17,4;001

COMBAT SURVEILLANCE AND TARGET
ACQUISITION CREWMAN

Exhibit Elates: "10/7.3 -8/76. (Effective 9/46,
MOS 17A was discontinued and its func-
tions were incorporated into Skill Level 10
of. the following MOS's: 17B, Field Artil-
lery Radar Crewman: 17C, Field Artillery
Target Acquisition Specialist; 17K, Ground
Surveillance Radar Crewman; 17L, Aerial
Sensbr Specialist (0V-1B/C); and' 17M,
Unattended Ground Sensor Specialist.)

, ti.
.

Career Minagement Field: 17 (Combat Sur-
veillance and Target Acquisition), subfield

, 170 (General). . s,

. .
,

DesCription I

Assists, in operation of combat surveil-
lance and target algiition systemseassists
in determining dir tion and range of artil-
lery rounds; assists in gathering intelligence;
operates sound and light equipment; splots
drIta on a map. .

. .

Recommendation ..
No recommendation because of the limit-

ed tec real nature of the skills, competen-
cies, an owledge (3/76).

OS-1713401

FIELD ARTILLERY RADAR CREWMAN
(COUNTERBATTERY/
COUNTERMORTAR RADAR
CREWMAN) '

17B20

1.71340

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-8/75.

Career Management Field: 17 (Combat Sur-
. veillance and Target Acquisition), .subfield

172 (Target Acquisition).

Description
Summary: Supervises or participates in

operation of counterbattery, ocs tut i e rm o rtar ,
and moving target 'radar and associated
equipment to locate firing weapons, locate
moving- targets, and adjust ,&rtillery. Skill.
Level 20: .Able to perform Me duties re-
quired for 17A10 (Co at Surveillance and
'Target Acquisition Cr man); assists in
eqUipment emplacement a9d concealment;
prepares.fadar and associated equipment for s-

operation; operates Sower unit; locates
firing weapons. and movingigsgets; per- "
forms calculation vectors an ition pre-
diction; operates and performs Organization-
al maintenance on radir, basic communica-
tion equipment, vehicles, and re ated equip-
ment; performs - traverse to local radar and
NAblishes directional control; dir cts radar
o*ations during period of interfe ence or
enemy jamming. Level 40: Abl to per-
form the duties required for Skill Level 21:1;.
selects site for emplaceineritxof radar; em-
ptlys knowledge of operational capabilities
and Iiinitations of all field artillery target
acquisition systems: supervises subordinate
personnel (20-22 in a section); organizes
and conducts on-the-job training; supervises
organizational maintenance; maintains
equipment and personnel records.

Recommendation, Skill Lerel'20
No recommendation because of the limit- .

.ed technical nature of the skills, competen- '
cies, d knowledge (3/76).

Recoin endation, Skill Level 40
- In th loWeb.division baccalaureate/asso-

ciate degree category, 3semester hours in
human relations ancl'3 for field experience
in management, for a minimum total of 6
semelter hours; if the duty assignment was
platoon sergeant. 3 additional semester hours
in personnel supervisiOn, for, a, total of
semester hours (3/76). ,
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MOS- 17B -O&2 MOS-17

FIELD AR LERy RADAR CREWMAN
4 1 10

17B20
17B30
171340

Exhibit Dates: 9/76- reient.

SOUND RA

17 29
17t 39
17040

Exhibit Dates: i6/73-8/76.
Career Management Field: 17 (Combat Sur:
veillance and Target Acqui 'don), subfield

Career Management Field: 13 (Field Artil--
lery), subfield 132 (Field Artillery Target 1

Acquisition, Operations).

Description
Summary: Engages in operation of coun-

terfire and moving targ t locating radars
and associated equipment. Skill Level 10:
Emplaces ,and conceals e pment; operates
power unit; operates performs minor
maintenanceon radars and, associated equip:
ment. Skill Level 20: Performs the duties
required for Skill,eevel 10 an provides,
technical guidance to Skill Level person-
nel; prepares site evaltiation chart d sur-
veillance cards; perforrni traverse t 'locate
radar and establish 'directional conic I; as-
sists in tcheduling -maintenance on radar
and associated equipment; directs radar op-
erations during .penods of interference and
jamming; employs electronic counter -coun-
termeasures. Skill Level 30: Able to perform
the cl ties required for Skill Level 20; su-
pervi a radar section of approximately 7

"person selects and evaluates emplacement
site; ins cts radar operators in radar tech-
niques and procedures; plans and organizes
work. schedules, assures adherence to safety
procedures involving radar- opeMtion and
maintenance: Skill Level 40: Able to per-
forth the duties required for Skill Level 30;
supervises operation, of radar platoon of ap-
prokimately 20 peRons; supervises and dir-
ects operation of radar sections; assists pla-
toon commander in supervision of platoon
operations, training, resupply, and mainte-
nance of plitoon, equipment; conducts re=
connaissance and selection of tactical area
for radars; prepares technical, personnel,
and administrative reports.

Recommendation, Skill Levels-10 and 20
In the vocational I certificate -category or

in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-.
ciate degree category, I semester hour for
field experience in electromechanical main-
tenance, 1 in basics mathematics, and I in
map reading, for a total of 3 semester hours
(4/77).

.

Recommendation, Skill Level 30
In the vocational certificate category, the

recommendation is the same as that for
Skill Levels 104 and 20. In the lower-divi-
sion baccalaureate/associate degree catego-
ry, 3 semester .hours for field experience tn
management, 2,in communication skills, 2 in
human relati94, 2 in persohnel supervision,
I for field experience in electromechanical
maintenance, 1 in basic mathematics', and I
in map reading; for a total of 12 semester
hours (4/77).

Recommendation, Skill Level 40
In the vocational certificate category, the

recommendation is the same as that br
Skill Levels 10 and 20. In the lower-divi-
sion baccalaureate/associate degree catego-
ry, 3 semester hours for field experience in
management, 3 in communication ski10, 3 in
human relations, 3 n personnel supervision,
1 for field experiende in tromechanical
maintenance, I in basil athematics, and 1
in map reading, for a to l of ,15 semester
hours (4/77).

1

GM°. CREWMAN

172 (Target Acquisition). .

pest:ripein
,'Sumlnary: Supervises or participates iri

operation of sound ranging equipment in an
artillery sound .rangMg. section or platoon.
Skill" Lever 20: Able to perform the duties

erequireil- for 17A10 (Combat Suryeillahce
and t,rget 'Acquisition Crewman); operates
soundvrec,oiding equipment; uses formulas,
and -tables to compute, data; operates and
maintains' tOmmurucation equipment and
vehicles. Skiff Level 30: Able to perform the
duties required for Skill Level 20; performs
minor openitional maintenance. Skill Level
40: Able to -perform the duties required for
Skill Levels 20'or 30; supervises operation
and maintenance of sound ranging section
(sap no Irperlonnel) or platoon (up to 30
personnel):- .

Recommendation, Skill Leyels.20 and 30
No recommendation becauie of the limit-

ed.technical nature of the skills, competen-
cies, and knciwledge

Level 30: `Able to pefform the duties ..1e;
quilted for" Skill 'Level 20; supervises oper-
ation of a sound/flash ranging section; con-
trols operation of sound/flash observition

,.....ets; supervises computation of sound/
h . data and .maintenance of equip

.accepts, evaluates, proCesses, correlat
reports target information. 41011 Level
Able to- perform the 'duties required for
Skill Level 30; supervises the activities of a
sound/flash and field illumination platoon;

. conducts reconnaissance and selects tactical
location for sound, flash, and seprchligbt
equipment; coordinates and insures
cal, personnel, administrative, and training

,support for all, platoon elementadsound,
flash, searchlight, and processing sections).

Recommendation, Skill Level40
In the lower-division .baccalaureate/as.sO-

ciate degree category, 3 Ardpester hours in
human relations and 3 for field experience
in management, for a total' of4 semester
hours; if the duty assignment was platoon ser-
geant. 3 additional semester hours in person-
nel supervision, for a minimum total off*
semester hours (3/76).

.

FIELD ARTILLERY TARGET ACQUISITION
SPECI(ALIST ,

17C10
17C20
17C30
17C40

ExhIbit.Dates: 9/76-Present.
Career rvtanagement Field: 13 (Field Artil-
lery), subfield 132 (Field Artillery Target
Acquisition Operations). . \ .

Description
,

Summary: Supervises or participates in
operation of sound-ranging and flash-rang-
ing equipment in the location of targets.
Skill Level 10: Emplaces and operates
sound-ranging and flash-ranging equipment;

t&ablishes and orates sound/flash obser-
v tion post; initiates sound-ranging record-
ings; m es range and horizontal' and
vertical pro-

' ; uses mathematics and pre-
pared

o-
ts

ales to weapon flashes and pr

pared taliles to compute and plot sound/
flash data for evaluation;. performs preven-
tive maintenance on 'sound-ranging and
flash-ranging equip nt; operates and per
forms operator main enance on communica-
tions equipment and ehicles. Skill Level 20:
Performs the duties r ired for Skill Level
10 and provides technical guidance to Skill
Level 10 personnel; orients, operates, and
calibrates sound and flash equipment; super-
vises employment, operation, and preven-
tive maintenance of fieldl illumination equip-
ment by ,Skill Level 10 personnel. ,Skill

MOS-170 -002

0

Recomniendation, Skill Levels JO and 20
In the vocational certificate category or

in .tlie lower-divisiqn baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 1 semester hoer in
basic mathemhtics, I in electromechanical k
systems, and I in map reading, for a total of 4
3 semester hOurs (4/77).

ommendaticm,,Skill Level 30 . ,
In the vocational certificate category, the..

recommendation is the same as that CM.
Skill Levels 10 and 20. In the lower-divi-
sion baccalaureate/associate degred catego- .

ry, 3 semester hours for field experience in
management, 2.in personnel supervision; 2
in human relations, 2 in communication
skink 1 in basic mathematics, 1 in electro-
mechanical' systems, and, 1 in map reading,
for a total of 12 semester hours (4/77).
Reciimmendatigg Skill Level 40

In the vodational certificate category, the
recommendation is the same as that for
Skill Levels 10 and 20. In the lower-divi-
sion baccallureate/associate degree catego-
ry, 3 semester hours for field experience in
management, 3 in 'personnel supervision,
in human relations, 3 in communication
Skills, I in basic mathematics, 1 in electro-
mechanical systems, and 1 in map reading,
for a total of 15 semester hours (4/77).

MOS-17D-0014
FLASH RANGING. CREWMAN

17D20
17D4.0

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-8/76. (Effective 9/76,
MOS 171) was discontinued and its func-
tions were incorpor into MOS 17C,
Field Artillery Target., cquisition Special-*
ist.)
Career Management Field: 17 (Combat Sur-
veillance and Target Acquisition), subfield.
172 (Target Acquisition).
DescriptIon

Summary: Supervises or participates in
flash ranging operations. Skill Level 20:
Able to ' perform the duties required for
17A10 (Combat Surveillance and Tat:get

- -Acquisition Crewman); computes firing
data; locates observation post and estab-

-"lishes directional controls; orients and cali-
brates flash ranging instruments; operates
observation post; measures range and hori-
zontal and vertical angles; computes and
evaluates flash ranging data; operates and
performs preventive maintenance on equip-
ment. Skill Level 40: Able to perform the ,
duties required for Skill Level 20; serves as
the principal -noncommissioned officer in
flash ranging platoon or section; sup,trvises
operation and emplacement of flash riingin
equipment; supervises 8-12 technical per

'sergeant,

when the duty assignment is platoon
'if/sergeant, supervisei up to 30 personnel.



Recommendation, Skill Level 20
N6 recommendation because t e

competencies, and knowledge- are uniquely.
military in nature (3/76).

Reconpneidadon, km Level 40
In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-

ciate degree category, 3 semester hours for
field experience in management and 3 in
hymen relations, .for a minimum total of 6
semester boas; if tlit duty assignment was
platoon sgrgearit, 3 additional semester hours
in personnel supervision, for a total .,of 9
semester holftt.,(3/76). -

. ) ,

1.

MOS-17E-001- -

FIELD ILLUMINATR1N CnEwsd4ri

.17E20
17E30

1
k

17E40 .. .. L.

4 +4,
t. 4

Exhibit Dates:10/73-8/36. (Effective 4/76,
, MOS 17E was cliscdnanued and its func-

lions were incorporated into MOS. 17C,
. Field Artillery Target Acquisition Special-

ist.) ,- ., , .

'1.1 411

Career -Management .F4.1d: 17 (Combat Sur-,' veillince and,-Target Acquisition), subfield
172Target AcqUisition). .

Description
P

-A%

. Summary: Supervises or participates in
field illumination and searchlight opev '.

gloat Skill Level 24 Able tb 'perform then
duties required for 17A10 (Combat Surveil-
lance and Target Acquisiti Crewman);
sets up equipment to operate chlight for
field lighting and area findings; operates
light direction center; assists in mainte-
nance. Skill Level 30: Able to perform the
duties required for Skill Level 20; performs(..,routine and preventive maintenance of field
artillery searchlights ,and 'associated electri-
al equipment. Skill -Level 40: Able to per-

, loryn the duties required for Skill Level 20
or supervises operation of field.dlumina-
tiopissectionn platoon,: or comparable unit;'
sukrvist operation of light direction
center; supervises maintenance) of equip-
ment and vehicles;. hen the duty assign -

t ment 'is platoon 'sergeant, supervises up to-
30 persons.

Recitnimendation, Skill Level 29
No recommendation because the skills,

competencies, and knowledge are uniquely
military in nature (3/76). .

Recommendation, Skill Lietel 30
n the vocational certificate category, "r

srmester hour in basic electronics (repair)
/76). . ,

Recommendation, Skill Level 40 r

In the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation is the same' as that for
Skill Level 30, only if Skilli;Level 30 was
held prior to Skill Level 10. In the loser-
division baccalaureate/assbciate degree cat-
egory, 3 semester hours inr-human relations .
and 3 for field 'experience in management, -
for a minimum total of 6 .sern hours;jj
the duty. assignment was,platv ergeant, 3
additiOnal semester hours nnel su-
pervision, for a total. of 9 r hours (3/
76).

r 1

V

.

MOS-VIC-001

ARMY ENLISTEDIMOS EXHIB

. training; selects potential

GROUND-SURVEILLANCE RADAR
. CREWMAN .

171(20
17k0

Exhibit Dines: 10/73-8776. . ,

Cgrwr Management Field: 17 (Combat Sur- .
vedlance and Target Acquisition), subfield
171 (Combat Surveillance). .

Rescripdort,, :,-, -
Suirsmarr, (We ' associated

equipment; prepares maria;.'royerlaric. and ..,i;
surveillance records; maintains ground .siirr
yell/ante ni411; end 'associated .equipment,'
.communicatiOn . equipmedt,_ and _vehicles.
NOTE: Able 'to rforrn the diitie:a reqnired
for 17A10 (COM St Surveillhice and Target -..

'2-27. .

ar emplace- .
ment sites, using maps, ae photographs,

reports; pre-
ps and main.'

uests replace -,
JAZ to perform

Level 30;
t, supervising'

ground 'surveillance r and unattended
ground sensor activities; plans and ore-
nixes work schedules, gits ies,
straets section chiefs in ro work tech-
niqles and procedures, an ..recommends
operationid changes; 'cipites in
gene; surveilfance. N May have 0
'pressed to 171(40 fro . 17k30 or 1"(M30.
(Unattended Ground Sensor Specialist):-
Skill Level .50:' Able t perform the duties
required fcir Skill Le el 40; serves as first'
'sergeant of:a comp y or as the principal

icer 'for. 'ground snr-
eadqUarters; assists in r
ating employment of

systems; &Mists in prep..'
entation of reconnais-

ce Operations plans; me- '
es / foi emplacement of ,--

Ce and surveillance -`'`

Recommendation, Skill 10 and 20
In the vficati /certificate category or

in the lod/er-d ,on biccalaure,ate/asso-'
date degree ca eg ry,. I .seiliester hour in
basic mathemat cs, 1 in' map reading, and 1
for field expe 'ence in electromechanical

-maintenance, f r a total of semester hours
.(4/77).
Recommends on,,

In the*. tion certifies category; the
recommenda is the sam as. that_ ,for

'Skill- Levels 10 and 20. In the lower-divi-
sion baccal ureate/associate degree catego-
ry, 3 semes er hours for field experience in .
manageni t,. 2 M personnel supervision,/ 2

- in hurniui- raktions, 2 In communication
skills,' I ttasig nathematf.cs, in map
reading, 4 1 for field ex in 'elec-
timpechaincal maintehance, total of 12
temeltet hodrs (4/771,

Levele
In th 'eoicational certifica iategory, the ,

reco endation is the same as that for
Skill 'vets 10 and 20. In the- lower-divi-
sion b aureate/associate degree catego-
ry, 3 mister hours for field experience in
mana- ement, 3 in personnel supervision, 3,
in h mail relations, 3 in communication
skills 1: in basic mathematics, 1 map
read ng, and 1 for field experience in elec-
tr echanical maintenance, for a total of, 15
se

terrain studies,, and intellige
pares overlays and situation
tains operational records;
meat parts. Skill Level 40:

1,the duties required for
serves as platoon serg

Acquisition Crewman). Skill Level 20: 'As-
sists in the emplacement and relocation of
equipment; operates power units; locates
radar and orienting points. Skill Level 40:
Able to perform the duties required for
Skill Level 20; supervises all activities of
ground surveillance \radar team, section, or
comparable group. l .
Recommendation,nunendadon, Level 20

the vocational rtificate category or
in the lower-divisio . baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree categeiry,i3 semester beurs in
basic electronics,.,3 in It reading, and
equipment maintenance, 'for l total se-
mester hours (2/75).
RecoMmendation, Skill vel 40r , .

In the vocationitecertilicate category or
in the lOwer-divisionr.,bliCoalaureate/asso.-
mate degree category, 3 semester hours ,an
basic electronics, 3 in; reading, 2 in

pment maintenance,, an 3 in personnel
s rvision, of
(2/75).

eater hours
F

MOS-17K-002
GROUND SURVEILLANC

CREWMAN

171(10
171(20
17K30
171(40'
17K50

Exhibit Dates: 9/76-Present.

-noncoriumssioned o
- .yeillance at tr large

planning and coord
ground surveillance
aration and gimp!
sane and surveil!
ommends proved
ground reconn

Career Management -Field: 96 y
telligente), subfield 963 (Tactical ntilli7 ,

gence Surveillance).
Description

Summary: Supervises or .participat in
operifion of ground surveillance radar un
attended ground sensor elements engag in
intelligence and, information collection
tivities. Skill Level 10: Assists in ernpla

rhent and displacement of iii*s and
ated equipment; detects, locates; aol repo
target data for evaluation; operates and per
forms pre'ventive maintenance on communi-
cations equipment, power generators, light
wheeled vehicles, ground surveillance
radars, and associated' equiptnent. Skill
Level 20: Performs the duties required for
Skill Level 10 and provides technicai,guid-
ance to Skill Level 1011personnel; selects
radar locations; supervises operation mid
preventive Maintenance of communication
equipment, pOwer generators, vehicl
ground surveillance radars, and associat
equipment. Skill.Level 30: Able to pedb
the duties rewired for Skill Level 0;
serves as section chief; conducts On-the- ob

e-

.

terhours (4/77)..,
R mmendatIonfSkill Level 50

the vocational certificatecategory, the
mmendation is the same as that for

II Levels 10 and 20. In the lower:divi-
on baccalaureate/associate degree catego-
, the recomniendation is.the same as that

or Skill) LiVel 40. In the upper/division
accalaureate category, 3-semester hours in

introduction to management, 3 in personnel
management, 3 In human relations, antrl
for field experience in management, 'for a,
total of 12 semester hours (4/77).

-

MOS47I..401'
AIRBbRNE SENSOR SPVIALIST

F/L20
171,40 .

Eiihibit Dates:40/73-8/76.
Career Management Field: 17 (Combat ur: ,

,



A ENLISTER MOS Eh:HIND'S
,.., . ,-.., .

vedlance. and Tar tAcquisitionubfUllt
1 1' (Combat $u '(lance)!
Deaeripti On '7-' ,,-- ,
"Summary: SUPervises or participates in.

*borne sensor'operaelons in an aerial sur-
veillance section or-platoon, Skill, Level 20i

2;Able to perform the '-dkiSies regal
e (Din

.

, g
Acquilition -treatman); performs preflight

- . checkout o(airlsorne sense* eqUipment;:,per- `-

forms` inflighl operation of -airtiorne., sensor
equipment; sasists..aviator in using naviga
tional aids in aircraft; performs-limited in
agery interpretation dining 'mission; inspects
operation of sensor equi ment and readings ,

of indkators; 'replaces alfunctioning" unit
or component with se iceable items; over-
ates aircraft commune ations equipment as
directed. Skill Level 40: Able to perform the

,21. thanes rqquited for Skill Level 20; super:
vises preflight cheCkout of sensor equip-
ment; supervises mounting and removal of,
sensor equipinent in aircraft; superviies rou- ,,,
tine maintenance of sensor,equipment; main- :

temince or records, and 4mpervision of per-
sonnel; provides on-the-job training. ,

Recommendation, 41E111 Level 30 4 - : '4*,
No recommendatiok because the skills;

competencies, and knowledge' are uniquely
military in nature (3/76):,
Recommendation, Skill Level

'./.. Ingthe lower-diviaion'isacCal reate/asso- -
ciate degree categosy,'3, semester hours in
human relations and 3 for field experience ,
in managefnent, for a minimum total of 6 1

- semester hours; if the duty assignment was -

pl Don sergeant, 3 additional semester hours
setin personnel supervision, for a total of 9

ester hounr(377-6r-- . ', \_!.

MOS-17L-002 -.

AERIAL SENSOR SPECIALIST (0V-IFW

111 to
17L2o rr

17[30
17L40

li

..the dutie.1' uired, for Skill Le el1/21).,Su7
.

pe vises per ons and activi of a sec
ti n; supervi inspections perator'

',.in intenance i;:i lens° associated
equipment; directs an conduc on- the -job
traininw assists inlil 'rig use o aerial sur-
veillafide systems; .assista-.image lerpreter
in analySis and iriterpre tion
conducts -or pardtipates i ne rig head-
quartert staff on capabilities and limitations
bf aerial surVeillarice misiions,ennd on the
*results obtairica.'Skill Lkvel 40: ble.to per-
form the dessequirest fpr Ski Le_ 30;
supepVisei, aerial, surviliVince plat it oper-
litips.pfarii tirganizes woralchedules,

giSs duties, 11 instructtoection leaders
Om ropec-work techniques and procediires;
C dues riiissici results; ': paiticipates in
p itig the use Of"aerial surveillance, sys-

qems lind'adv,cses commander on cqiirdina;
ion. or aerial -and ground surveillance; co-

'ordinates personnel, equipment; operational-
sibpply; and-- maintenance support require-
ments: , .._::/:

4

firlfinry;

gectikmendadon, Skid Levels 10 and 20,
In the vocational= certificate, category, 3

serpeste41611rs in general mathematics, 1" in
still-camera techniques, and.) ,igselectric
cisits,\fOr a total of 5 semester ours. In the
love kliYisittn .baccalaureate/associate
degree eategOy 3 semester hours in gener-
al mitheinatids, '3 insoutdoor urvival skills,:.
1, in ill amera techniqu , 1 .in electric
cir d I in maps and ir photos, for.a
to 9 semester hours. In the upper-
d baccalaureate category, semester
h r. in, rejnote sensing (4/77).
Recommeptation, Ski, ( Level. M .

In'the vocational ce34rficate Category, the
ecommendation is the same as that for
kill" Levels 10, and 20, In tlie lower-divi-

sion baccalaureate/associate degree catego-
ry, 3 semester hours in general mathemat-
ics, 31t11 outdoor survi'al skills, 3 for field

- experience in management, -2 in Maps and
air phatos, 2 inhuman relations, 1 in com-
munication skjllsi 2 in prsonnel'supervi-,
sion, "in still-camera, tec niques, and 1 in
electric circuits, for a total of 19 semester
hours. In the,,4upper-division,ba aureate
category, 1 semester hour in remote sensing

txliibit Dates: 9 /7&- resent. 4f/77).
-Career. Manigenten Field: 96 (Milita?'y In- cornitendation, S vel ,

- telligence), 'Subfield 963 (Tactical Intellf. . i In the vocational ce ificate category, the
gene Surveillance)" recommendation is the Same is.. drat for
Descrii)don - - 'Skill Levels 15 and 20. In the lower-divi-

Summary: Supervises or participates in sion baccalaureate/associate de ee. -

aerial 3 sernester4hours.,in geuer mathemst-aerial surveillance operations using iround
jcs, 3 in outdoor survival kills, 3' for. fielddata terminal systems to provide informa-

. experience,in managerneint0 in 'human rela-
tions,.

tion and imagery, of intelligence vaLio.. Skill
nor's,. 3 in Communicat on Skills, 3 iii per-Level 10: 'Performs aerial surveillance, in-
sonnet. supervisio ' ;2 'n maps' and aircluding visual reconnaissance, search and
Photos; I in still- techniques, slid I-Q.% ., rescue; radiological' survey, and similar in- . in-electric circuits,, -a total of 22 semestertelligenceactivities; operates aerial infrared, .

: hours. In- the upper- division blccalaureateradar. photographic, or similar sensor sys-
category, semester Nmr..in remote sensing[ems including associated data transmission

links and ground data terminal stations; per -" i. forms radio communications and aids avi- - .
alor in aerial navigation; Performs applica-

,ble.electronic counter-countermeasures;" as- MOS-47M-001 'sists in image interpretation; performs oper-
's:..t_ ator maintenance ,on sensors and associated UNiATANDED GROUND SENSOR SPECIALIST

17M20
. equipment. Skill Level 20: Perforifs the.-

vines tec nical guidance to Skill Level 10 17M30 f
el i t i th

duties for Skill Level 10 and pro!'

personn is aviatoror n weather aria y-
sis; navigation _computations, and aircraft
preflight inspection procedures; operates or
supervises thg operation of aerial surveil-
lance and associated equipment:, trouble-
shoots sensor systems; records operation
and maintenance data in equipment fogs;
utilizes interpretation keys in suit ng Image
interOeter. Skill Level 30' Able o perform'

Ca,

.,..., .; 1:7-M40 .

-Eihibit Dates: 16/7i---8,476.
Careei Management Field: 17 (Combat Sur-

veillance alid Target- Acquisition), s'Gbfield
171 (Combat Surveillance).
Desciiption ,. .i.

,Sumrnary: Commands' or serves as a
,, member of an unattended ground sensor

1 .

team, section, or platbon engaged in em-
placing and operating sensors and sensor

".monitoring equipment. Skill Level 20:, Ablt
to perform the duties required To 17410
(Combat Surveillanceand Target Acquisi-
hod Crewman); reeds air photographs aid
contour maps to pran sensor and relay-loca-

--, tion; assists in sensor emplacement; 'em-
places and activates relay stations; emplaces.
monitors, and -recovers sensor devices;
reads and interprets. morfitoring,.'recording,
and display devices and reports inforniation
gathered; computes density, direction, rate
of movement, -and nature of targets detect-
ed. Skill LeVel 30: Able to perform the (
duties required for Skill level 20; assembles,
tests, and maintains ground sensor devices;
inspects, assembles, tests, and maintains por-
table monitoring equipment; sensor relay -
and, automated readout equipment; performs
operational maintenance on equipmenst. Skill
Level 40: Able tasperform the duties re-
quired .for Skill 'Level 20 or 30; scouts po-
tential areas, selecis sensor emplacement
sites, and supe,rvises emplacetnent; deter-
mines_ employfnent and operational tech-
niques; supervises mainienance; supervises
and personnel; maintains records; conducts
on-theijob training.
Reconimendadon4 Skill Level.i20

In the lower-division bacealaureate/asso-
Mite degree category, I semester hour in
aerial map interpretation (3/7.9-'
RecomMendation, SkililLevol 30

'rinse vocational certificate categorY, 3
semester hours in basic electronics trOuble-
shooting. In the lower-division baccalaure-
ate/associate degree category, 1 semester* -
hour in aerial photographic map reading (3/
76).

Recommendation, Skill Level 40
In the sktcational certificate ategory, 3

semester hours in basic electro es trouble-
shooting, only if Skill Level 30 heM prior

`to Level 40. In the lower vision bac-
oalaureate/associate degree ca gory, I se-
mester hour in aerial photographic map
reading, 3 in human relations, Ad .3 foi"."
field experience in management, for a mini-
mum total of 7 semester hoins;'ij the duty
assignment was platoon sergeant,' 3 additional"
semester hours in personnel supervision, for
a total of 10 semester hourk(3/76).

o .
e

Ite

MOS-17M-002 cT

UNATTENDED GROUND SENSOR SPECIALIST

17M10
I7M20
17M30

Exhibit Dates: 9/26-Present. PendiniTeZdh;L'.
ation.

MOS-17Z-4)01

COMBAT SURVEILLANCE AND TARGET
ACQUISITION NCO

17Z50
Exhibit Dates: 10/73-8/76. (Effective 9/76,
MOS 17Z was discontinued. and its func-
tions were incorporated 'into the following
MOSS: 13W Field ArtillerMarget Acqui-
sition Senior Sergeant; I3Z, Field Artillery
Sgnior Sergeant; 17C, Ai-tillery
Iiirget Acquisition Specialist; 17K, Ground
Surveillance,iitadar Crewman; and 96Z, In-
relligerice Senior Sergeant.)
Career Management Field: 17 (CombarSur-



and Target Acquiition), subfield
crap/ ) '

'operations or intelligence ac-
i. "tivities in targetsacquisition platoon, battery,

L battalion, or staff section at corps level ar-
% finery or serves u the principal noncom -
,y,_

pe

= officer in a combat s eillansunned office
able to perform the ,duties required or Skill
target; acquisition or searchligh batters;

Level 40 of any MOS in career manage-
.., ment field 17; proviiies liaison between

.combat surveillance or target acquisition
elemerts and firing elements; supervises Op;

* eration of command- post; establishes unit
-.defense; prepares operations and intelli-

' gence plans and reports; coordinatei intelli-
gence collection activities; ° as first sergeant
of a battbry, directs and coordinates battery
administration, assists battery commander in,
unttraining, and supervises up to 20d per-
sonel; penodically serves as chief instruc-
tor in a training facility; prepares personnel

_reports and .records; conducts on-the-job
training.

Recommendation
In the vocational Certificate category or

in the low -division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, credit in electronics
on . the .basis of institutional evaluation. "In
the upper -divi . n baccalaureate category, 3..

.-- semester hour in introduction to manage-
ment,. 3 in human relations, 3 in personnel
management, and 6 for, field experience in
management, and additional credit in indits-
trial. arts education-on the -basis of institu-
tional evaluation, for a minimum total of 15

, semester hours; if the duty assignment, was
chief instructor in a formal training facility. 3
additional semester hours for an internship--
in education,-sfor a minimum total of 18
semester hours,(3/76).

4

MOS-19D-001

CAVALRY SCOUT

19D 10
t19D20
9D30
19D40

Exhibit Dates: 3/78-Prisent. Pending eRtalu-
anon.

. )
MOS-19E-001

M48-M60 Al/A3 ARMOR CREWMAN

7 19E10
19E20
19E30.
19E40

Exhibit Dates: 3/78- Present. Pending evalu-
ation..

MOS-19F-00

TANK DRIVE

19F
19020

Exhibit Dates: 3/78-Present. Pending evalu-
ation,

MOS-19G-001 -

ARMY EMITTED MOS EXHIBITS 1429
lower-division bacciltureate/assoCille
degree categOry; 3 semester hours in AC-

1; DC theory and 1 in introduction to digital
'electronics. In an electronics techniciart.ap-
preatice tiaining prOgram. 2000 clock.r
hours of experience and 144 contact hours;
of related instruction 'on the basis of em-
ployer or trade association performance ex- ,
am-nation (3/76). -

ARMOR RECONNAISSANCE VEHICLE
CREWMAN

19G10
'19G20
19G30

Exhibit Dated 3/78LPresent. Pending evalu-
ation.

"MOS-19H-001
,ARMOR RECONNAISSANCE VEHIVL

DRIVER

19H10
19H20

Exhibit Dates: 3/78-Present. Pending evalu-
ation.

t

MOSr19J-001
M60a2 ARMOR CREWMAN

19J10
19J20
19J30
19J40

Exhibit Dates: 3/78:-Present. Pending evalu-
ation.

MOS-19474-001

ARM6R SENIOR SERGEANT

19Z50
Exhibit Dates: 3/782-Present. Pending ealu-
ation.

.MOS-21G-001
PERSHING ELECTRONICS 114ATERIEL

SPECIALIST. '

21G20
21040

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-8/77.
Career Management Fielt,21 (Ballisti6 Mis
sile Repair), subfield 211, Pershing -Mitsile
Re hi

pdon
Summary: Supervis r performs inspec-

tion, cheoke and oubleshooting of elec-
tronic equipme ociated with the ,Per-
shing missile system. Skill Level 20: In-
spects, tests, adjusts, and troubleshoots the
Pershing programmer test' station, missile,
missile trainer, erector launcher, power, sta-
don, -and associated equipment; pulls
module unit or circuit board 'for others to
repair; uses multimeter, frequency-meter,
and to a limited extent, other electronic
meters; employs a working knowledge of
electronics. Skill Level 40: Able to perform
the duties required for Skill Level 20; su-
ciervises,five or more Skill Level 20 person-
net; supervises the preparation of technical
forms and reports; coordinates budder
with other rit@ntenance units; det
faulty work practices and de.. :trates
proper maintenance and troub "Ong
techniques; supervises the requisi rung and
storing of supplies and repair parts.4,

p

Beammendation, Skill Level 40 D

In the vocational .certificate category, 3
semester hours in basic electronics. In the
lower-division baccalaureite/aseociato
degree category, 3, semester hours. in AC-
DC theory, 1 in introduction to digital elec-
tronics, 3 in human relations, and 3 for field
experience in management, for a tote} of 10
semester hours. The recommendation for

,..,advanced standing in an apprentice training
program is the same as that for Skill Level
20 because additional "skills are administra-
tive and supervisory irtiature (3/76).

v

MOS-21G-002

PERSHING ELECTRONICS MATERIEL
SPECIALIST

21G10.
21620 /
21G315

Exhibit Dates: 9/77-Present. Pending evalu-
ation.

MOS-21L-001

PERSHING ELECTRONICS REPAIRMAN

21L2G
21L40
21L50

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-8/77.
Career eat Field: 21 (Ballistic Mis-
sile Repair), eld 211 (Pershing Missile
Repair).
Description

Summary: upervises-Or performs mainte-
of all- electronic systems

an .compon of the Pershing .,
using a theoretical and orking

knowledge of electronic, digital, and logic
circuits. Skill Level 20 Performs mainte-
nance:on the programmer test station, train-
ing Set; and associated equipment, and on
system test equipment; reads electronic
schematics; uses a wide range of electionic
meters, including scope, to inspect, test, and
adjust components; d ',es the causes of
Malfunctions in el electrical, dee-

. tromechanical, and umaiic assemblies,
sithassemblies, mod and circuit' ele-
ments, and makes repairs or re-
places defective ..nents; has a back-
ground in electro eory and is. familiar
with digital and c circuits; performs
quality control measures; installs modifica-
tions on electronic equipment.. Skill Level
40: Able to perform the duties required for
Skill Lmiel 20; establishes repair priorities;
supervises 6 or more. persons in an electron-
ic repair section; condUcts on-the-job train-,

qiiality control measures;
es lishes and keeps maintenance records;
d ermines faulty work practices and dem-
onstrates proper maintenance techniques.
Skill Level .50 Able to perform the duties
requited for. Skill Level 40;iiis the principal
nonconunissionedfofficer In:a missile main-
tenance unit, supervises 30 or more persons;

Recommendaticin, Nkill Level 20
In the vocatiooral certificate category, 3

semester hours in basic electronics. In the
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assists 'superiors in stablishing policies and
procedures; directs and coordinates the ad-

' relinistrAtion of a unit br facility; directs on-
the job training; may serve as a chief in-
structor in a formai training facility; 'holds'

. meetings with subordinate nonconuriis-
sioned officers to provide guidance and,di-
rection. NOTE:--May have pvogressed to
21L50 21L40, 21G40 (Pershing Efec-,
tronics Materiel Specialist), or 46N4O (Per-
ihing Electrital:Mechanical kepagman).

Recommendadlon, Skill Level 20.
In the vocational certificate category or

jn the lower-division .baccahiureate/asso-, elate degree category, 3 semester hours in
basic electronics, 2 in; digital eleCtronics,
and 2 in technicalwaihema,lics, and addi-
tional'credit in elEctronic instrunients on
the basis of institutional evaluation, for a
minimum total of_-7 semester hours. In an
electronic technician apprentice training
program, 4,000 clock hours of experience
and 288 contact hours 61 related instruction.
In a construction electrician apprentice
training program, 1,000 clock hours of ex:
penence ,and 72 contact hours Of related
instruction (3/76).

Retommeridation, Skill Level 40
In the vocational certificate category,-the

recommendation is the same as that for
Skill Level 20. In the lower-division bacca-
laureate/associate degree category, 3,,semes-
ter hours in AC-DC, theory,. 2 in digital
electronics, 2 in technical mathematics, 3 in
human 'relations, 3 for field experience in

I management, and additional credit in elec-
. tronid instruments on the basis of institu-

tional evaluation, for a minimum total of 13
semester -hours, The recommendation for
advanced standing, in an apprehtice training
program,is dire same as that for Skill Level
20 because additional skills are administra-

' five and supervisory in nature (3/76). '

Recomigendation,Skill Level 50
In the vocational certificate category, the

recommendation is the same', as that for
Skill Level 20. 61 the lower-diviSion bsc
laureate/as.sociate degree category, the r -
drnmendation is the same as that for Skill
Level 40.' In the upper-division baccalaure-.
ate categosy, 3 semester hours in introduc-
tion to management, 3 in human relations,

, in personnel management, 6 for field expert=
ence in management, and 3 in industrial arts
education (electronics), for a minimum total
of 18 semester hours; if the duty assignment
was chief instructor in a formal training fa-
cility, 3 additional semester hours for an in-
ternship in education, for a total of 21 se-

, mester hours. The recommendation forad-
vanced standing in an apprentice training
program is the same as that for Skill Level
20 because additional skills are administra-
tive and supervisory in nature (3/76).

MOS-21L-002

PERSHING ELECTRONICS REPAIRER

21L10
21L20

.21L30
21L40

>,?)1 L50

Exhibit Dates: 9/77-Present. Pending evalu-
ation.

MOS-21R-b01
SER GEANT PITUNGISET.REPAIRMAN

. 21R20 .0

. 21k40
Exhibit Data: 10/73-43/77."(EfTective 9/77,4
MOS 2IR was discontinued.)

-` Career 'Management Field: 21 (Ballistic Mis-
' site Repair), sub veld. 212 (SergFant,Miksile ,\

Repair). , . r .

Description ;,

Summary: Supervises or performs suppOrt
Maintenance OD the Sergeant missile system
firing set. Skill Level 20:

o
Performs fnction-

al tests n'the firing settin conjunction with
the missile or training missile to assure
proper countdown operation; pert-tarns sys-
tems analysis with portable test equipment
and built-in self-test circuits to locate and
isolate malfunctioning electrical circuits and
electspic assemblies; removes and replaces
defective assemblies and adjusts equipment -
to insure performance within specified to-
lerancesL perms initial and final checkout
and serTricability 'inspections; - determines,
disposition of defective assemblies; .performs
quality control, measures; performs minor
calibration;. provides technical assistance;
serves on inspection teams; prepares mainte-
nance and supply forms. Skill Level 40
Able to perform the duties required for
Skill Level 20; establishes work loadand
repair .priorities; recommends procedures
for recant, "storage, inspection, testing, and

'repair °Uterus; implements quality control
measures; supervises inspection and mainte-
nance- teams; organizes and conducts on-
the-job training programs; determines faulty
work practices and demonstrates proper
maintenance and troubleshooting tech-
niques; establishes and keeps maintenance
records.
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the vocational certificate. category, 2
semester pours in basic electricity laborato-
ry 411P2 m, systems maintenance (6/76). .

\ M 0S-21S-00 1

`Recommendation, Skill Level 40
In the vocational certificate, category, -2

semester hours in basic electricity laborato-
ry and 2 in systems maintenance, In the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree categorjr, 3 semester ;hours in per-
sonnel supervision and 3 for field experi-
ence in management (6/76).

j

SERGEANT MISSILE GUIDANCE REPAIRMAN

21S20 0 ,.
21S40

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-8/77. (Effective 9/77,
MOS 2IS was discontinued.)

_Career Management Field: 21 (Ballistic Mis-
.sile Repair), subfield 212 (Sergeant Missile

_Description .
,Summary: Supervises or performs support _

maintenance on the Sergeant missile guid-
ance 'system. Skill Level 20.-)Operates 'test.
stations and appropriate supplemental 'sh'op
sets to isolate malfunctions to the assembly,
level in missile guidance and control sys-
tems and training missiles; may isolate mal-
functions' to the subassembly level when re-

' quired; removes and replaces defective as-
, semblies; performs initial and final checkout

and inspection; makes authorized adjust-
ments on equipment; determines disposition
Of defective assemblies;. performs quality

control Measures; performs supple calibia-
dons; provides technical assistance; =sera
on inspection teen's; prepares applicable
mainteriande and sUpply,forms.. Skill Level -
40!! Able to perform the duties required for
Skill Level 20; establishes work loads and;
retiair.- prioritise; recommends procedures
, for receipt, storage, inspection, testing, and
kpair of items; implements Audit,. control
Measures; supervises inspection and mainte-
nance teams; organites and conduct's on-
the job training programs; determints,fsulty
-work practices and demonstrated mauite-
mince and troubleihooting techniques; es-
iablishes and keeps maintenance reco
Recommendation, Skill Level 20 .

In the vocational. certificate category, 2
sernestery.hoiirs in basic electricity laborato-
ry and 2 in systems maintenance (6/76). \Recoinmendation, Skill Level 40

In the vocational certificate category, 2
semester hours 'in basic electricity laborato-
ry and 2 in sytitems maintenance. In the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate-
degree category, 3 semester hours in per-
sonnet supervision.lind for field expen-
ence in mans 'einent (6/76).

MOS-21T-001
SERGE6HT TEST EQUIPMENT R. EPAIRMAN

21T20
21T40

Exhibi( Dates: 10/73407. (Effective 9/77, _

MOS 21T was discontinued.)
Career Management field: 21 (Ballistic Mist`
sae' Repair), subfield 212 (Sergeant Missile
Repair).f
besertition .

Summary: Superv,tses or performs support
ma uenrince on Sergeant system test
equipment. Skill Level 20: Operates and per-
forms support maintenance on ,sp..1 test
sets used on the Sergeant missile .system;
isolates ,subassem ly malfunctions; repairs
or removes and r places defective compo-
nents and parts; rforms initial and final
checkout and ins tion of equipment; de,
tennines serviceability and disposition of
defective 'assemblies, subassemblies, and
componenti; 'performs quality control mea-
sdr,es; performs maintenance and calibration
on maintenance test Nuipment; serves on
inspection teams; prepares maintenance and

.supply -forms and repofts. _Skill Level 40
Able to perform the duties -required for'
Skill Level 20; supervises support mainte-
nance on Sergeant missile system test equip-
ment establishes work loads and repair pri-
orities; recommends procedures for ipt,
storage, inspection, testing, and reirair of
items; implements quality control measures;
supervises inspection and maintenance-.
teams; organizes and conducts on-the-job

.,training ,programs; determines faulty work
practices and demonstrates proper mainte-
nance and troubleshooting techniques'i des-
tablisties and keeps 5laintenance records.
Recommendation, Skill 'Level 20 .

In1the vocational certificate category, 2
'semester hours in basia,eitctricity laborato-
ry and 2in system) maintenance (6/76):
Recommendation, Skill Level '44 -

In the vocational certificate category, 2
semester hours in basic electricity laborato-
ry and 2 in systems maintenance. In the
-lower-division . baccalaureate/associate.
' degree category, 3 semester hours in per-
sonnel supervision and 3 for field experi-
ence in management (6/76).



MS-21U-091 ..s
6)

SERGEANT 1'4AINT&4ANCE CHIEF

. .21U50 .
Exhibit Dates: 10/734777. (Effective 9/77,

- MOS 2IU was discontinued.)
Career Managern4t Field: 21 (Ballistic Mis-

Repair), 'subfield, 212 (SergekntMissile -
Repair). 7-
1Xscription

:

Supervises support maintenances of le
Sergeant missile system; able to perform t the
duties required for 21R40'(Sergeant Firing
Set Repairman); -21S40 (Sergeant MisSile
Guidance Repairrmin),, 21T40 (Sergeant
Tvt Equipment Repairman), or 46L40 (Ser-
ge* Electrical-Mechanical Repairman);
supervises and coordinates support mainte-
nance of the-Sergeant missile, launching sta-
tionand firing set, azimuth orientation flint,
training missile, special test stations, supple-
mental shop sees, and other system-associat-
ed equipment; may supervise up to 120 per-

, sons; superviSes and assists in the develop-
ment Of quality assurance/quality control
programs; may serve as an administrator;
advises superiors on all enlisted personnel
matters; may serve as a chief instructor in a
formal training facility.
Recommendation

In the vocational certificate category, 2
semester hours in hydraulic laboratory, 2 in
basic electricity laboratory, and 2 in sys-
tems Maintenance, for a total of'6 semester
hours. In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degrte category, 3 semester hours
in office management, 1 in public speaking,
3 in personnel supervision, and 6 for field
experience in management, for a total of 13
semester hours. In the upper-division bacca-
laureate category, 3 semester hours in intro-
duction to management; and if the duty as-
signment was chief instructor. 3 semester
hours for an internship in education (6/76).

.
-------RMY ENL

basic electricity and electronics and 3 in
basic mathematics (including trigonometry).
Wan electronic technician. apprentice train-

- ineprogram, 1,000 clock hours..of experi-
ence and .,200 contact' hours of related in-
struction (3/75).
Recommendation, Skill. Level 40

In the lower-division bacCalaureate/asso-
elate ' degree category, 3 ester hours in
basic electricity and elec onics and. 3 in
basic mathematics .(includin rigonometry),
and 'additional credit in personnel supervi-
sion and for field experience in education
on, the bais of institutional evaluation for a
minimum total of 6 semester hours. In tan

,` electronic technician apprentice training
'program, 1,200 clock hours of experience
and 250 contact hours of related instruction
(3/75).

°,,

MOS-22K-001
HAWK MISSILE-LAUNCHER REPAIRMAN

22K20
22K40

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-1/76
Career Management Field: 23 (Ail Defense
Missile Maintenance), subfield 213 (Hawk
Missile System Repair).
Description

Summary: Performs inspection, mainte-
nance, and repair on specialized missile and
support equipment. Skill Level 20: Performs
routine maintenance on missile and launch-
ing devices; inspects, tests, and adjusts
equipment components to specified toler-
ances; identifies and repairs malfunctions in
fluidic, electrical, electronic, and mechani-
cal systems, using a wide variety of test
equipment, including multimeters, bridges,
oscilloscopes, signal erators, and pulse
counters; performs ration and repair
for all test equipm keeps applicable
maintenance and supply forms and records.
,Skill Level 40: Able to perform the duties
required for Skill Level 20; serves as a first-
line supervisor with responsibility for on-
the-job training; establishes workloads and
repair priorities; implements quality control
measures; conducts technical inspections;
keeps maintenance records.
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the lower-divi baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree categeffy,3 semester hours in

L
MOS-22K-002
HAWK. MISSILE- LAUNCHER REPAIRMAN

22K20.
22K40

Exhibit Dates: 2/76'-Present.
Career Management Field: 23 (Air Defense
Missile Maintenance), subfield 233 (Hawk
Missile System Repair).
Description ,

Summary: Supervises or performs mainte-
nance on the Hawk missile system, launch-
er, and associated-equipment. Skill Level 20:
Uses common -and system special-design test
equipment. to inspect, test, and adjust missile
and launcher-control components to specif-
ic tolerances and to troubleshoot malfunc-
tions (to component level) in electronic,
electrical, mechanical, hydraulic, and elec-
tromechanical assemblies, subassemblies,
modules, and circuit elements; installs
equipment modifications; performs quality
control measures, minor calibrations, and
initial and' final checkouts and inspections;
determines the serviceability and disposition
of defective assemblies, subassemblies, and
parts. Skill Level 40: Able to perform the
duties required for. Skill Level 20: provides
first-line technical supervision for Hawk
missile-launcher repairmen; coordinates
repair activities; organizes and supervises
maintenance and teams; prepares.
technical reports and forms; plans and con-
ducts on-the-job training; keeps mainte-
nance records; implements quality control
measures; recommends procedures for re-
ceiving, , ,storing, testing, and repairing
equipment. '

Recommendation, Skill Level 20
In the vocational certificate category, 3

semester hours in basic electronics, 3 in
technical mathematics, 2 in shop practices,
and 1 in control systems, . and additional
credit in electronics, hydraulics, and me-
chanics.on the basis of institutional evalua-
hoar` for a minimum total of 9 semester
hours, In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 3 semester hours
in introduclory electronics, 2 in DC circuit
analysis, 2 in AC circuit analysis, 2 in tech-
nical mathematics, I in transistor/tube,
theory, I in electronic instruments, and ad-
ditional credit in electronics; mechanics,
and hydraulics on the basis of institutional
evaluation, for a minimum total of 11 se-
mester hours. In the upper-division bacca-
laureate category, 3 semester hours in in-
dustrial arts education. In an electronic
technician appfentice training program,
2,000 clock hours of experience and 144
contact hours of related instruction. In a

3,-,
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construction electrician apprentice training
program, 1,000 clock hours of experience
and 72 contact hours ofrelated instruction

. (2/76),
Recommendittion, §kill Level 40

In the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation is the same as that for
Skill Level 20. In the lower-diviston bacca-
laureate /associate degree category, 3 semes.:
ter hdurs in introductory electronics, 3 in
human relations, 3 in personnel supervision,
2 in DC circuit, analysis, 2 in AC circuit
analysis, 3fr-in technical mathematics; 1 in
transistor/tube theory, and 1 in electronic
instruments; and additional credit in elec-
tronics, mechanics, and hydraulics on the .
basis of institutional evaluation, for a mini-
mum total of 17 seinester hours. In' the

.upper-division baccaliureate category, 3 se-
mester how's in industrial arts education.
The recomntendatign for advanced standing
in an apprentice' tiaip_ing program is the
same as that for Skill tevel 20 because ad-
ditional skills are administrative .and super-
visory in nature (2/76). 7

MOS -22L -001

NIKE TEST QUIPMENT REPAIRMAN

22L0
22L40

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-Present:
Career Management Field: 23 (Air Defense
Missile Maintenance), subfield 231 (Nike
Missile System Repair).
Description

Summary: Supervises or performs mainte-
nance on Nike special purpose test equip.
ment. Skill Level 20: Inspects, tests, and ad-
justs system-item chassis and test equipment
to specific tolerances; troubleshoots and re-
pairs deficiencies in ,electronic assemblies
and,subassemblies..(to component level); de-
termines serviceability and disposition of
defective .assemblies, subassemblies, and
parts; performs initial and final checkoirts--
and inspections; performs quality control
measures; performs minor calibrations; in-
stalls modifications. Skill Level 40.. Able to
perform the duties required for Skill Level

.20; provides first-line technical supervision
of Nike test equipment repairiiien; estab-
lishes workloads and repair priorities; pre-
pares technical forms and reports; organizes
and supervises inspection and maintenance
teams; plans and conducts on-the-job train-
ing programs; supervises requisitioning and
storing of repair parts and supplies.
Reconunendation, Skill Level 20

In the vocational certificate category, 3
semester hours in technical mathematics, 2
in control, systems, 1 in systems mainte-
nance, I in communication systems (elec-
tronics), I in shop practices, and I in align-
ment techniques (video), for a total of 9
semester hours. In the lower-division bacca-
laureate/associate degree category, 3 semes-
ter hours in introductory electronics, 3 in
radar/microwave theory, 2 in DC circuit
analysis, 2 in AC circuit analysis, 1 in elec-
tronic instruments, I in digital computer
fundamentals, and I in transistor/tube .
theory, for a total of 13 semester hours. In
the upper-division baccalaureate category, 3
semester hours in industrial arts education
(electronics) 'and additional credit in elec-
tron device theory, radar/microwave, digi-
tal computers, and circuit analysis on the
basis of institutional evaluation. In an elec.:,
tronic technician apprentice training pro-
gram, 2,000 clock hours of experience and
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-.144 contact hours of related instruction. In
a construction electrician apprentice train-
ing program, 1,000 clock hours of experi-
ence and 72 contact hours of related in-
struction (2/76).
Recommendadon, Skill Level 40

In the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation is the same as that for
Skill Level 20. In the lower-dit/ision bacca-
laureate/associate degree category, 3 semes-
ter hours in introductory electronics, 3 in
radar/microwave theory, 3 in human rela-
tions, 3 in personnel supervision, -2 in DC
circuit analysis, 2 in AC circuit analysis, 1
in electronic' instruments, 1 in digital com-
puter fundamentals, and 1 in 'transistor/tube
theory, for a total of 19 semester hours. In
The upper-division baccalaureate category, 3
semester hoofs in industrial arts editcation
(electronics), 3 for field experience in man-
agement, and additional credit in electron
device theory, radar/microwave, digital

'computers, and circuit analysis on the basis
of institutional evaluation, for minimum
total of 6 semester hour . The econlmenda-
tion for advanced stan ng in .apprentice
'training program/is t e e as that for
Skill Level 20 bfcau ional skills are
administrative and sup i ry in. nature (2/ ,.
76).

MOS-22N-001

NIKE-HERLULES MISSILE-LAUNCHER
REPAIRMAN

22N20 .
22N40

Exhibit Dates: 10/74-Present.
Career, Management Field: 23 (Air Defense
Missile Maintenance), subfield'231 (Nike
Missile System Repair).
Description

Summary: Supervises or performs. mainte-
nance on the Nike-Hercules missile system"'
launcher, and associated equipment. Skill
Level 20: Uses common and system special-
design test equipment to inspect, test, and
adjust missile and launcher-control compo-
nents to specific tolerances and to trouble-
shoot malfunctions (to component level) in
electronic,, electrical,. mechanical, electro-
mechanical, hydro-pneumatic assemblies,
subassemblies, modules, and circuits; installs
equipment modifications; performs quality
control measures, minor calibrations, and
initial and final checkouts and inspections;
determines the serviceability and disposition
of defective assemblies, subassemblies, and
parts. Skill level 40: Able to perform the
duties required for Skill Level 20: provides
first-line technical supervision for Nike-Her-
cules missile-launcher repairmen; coordi-
nates repair activities; organizes and super-
vises inspection and maintenance teanis;

'prepares technical reports and forms; plans
and conducts on-the-job training; keeps
maintenance records; implements quality
control measures recommends procedures
for receiving, storing, testing, and repairing
equipment.
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the vocational certificate category, 3
semester hours in technical mathematics, 2
in control- systems, I in systems mainte-
nance, 1 in communications systems (elec-
tronics). I in shop practices, and 1 in align-
ment techniques (video) for a total of 9
semester hours. In the lower-division bacca-
laureate/associate degree category, 3 semes-
ter hours in introductory electronics, 3 in
radar/microwave theory, 2 in DC circuit

analysis, 2 in AC circuit analysis, 1 in elec-
tronic instruments, 1 in digital computer
fundamentals, and 1 in transistor/tube
theory, for a total of 13 semester hours. In
the upper-division baccalauate category, 3
semester hours in industrial arts education
(electrobics) and additional credit in elec-
tron device theory, radar /microwave, digi-
tal computers, and circuit analysis, on, the
basis of institutional evaluation. In an elec-
tronic technician tipprentice training pro-
gram..2,000 clock hours of experience and
144 contact hours of related instruction. In
a construction electrician apprentice train-
ing program, 1,000 clock hours -Of experi-
ence and 72 contact hours of related in-
struction (2/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation is the same -as that for
Skill Level 20. In the lower-division bacca-
laureate/associate degree category, 3 semes-
ter hours in intyxlictory electronics, 3 in
radar/microwave theory, 3 in human rela-
tions, 3 in personnel supervision, 2 in DC
circuit analysis, 2 in AC circuit analysis, r
in electronic instruments, I in digital corn-
puter.fundamentals, and 1 in transistor/tube
theory, for a total of 19 semester hours. In
the upper-division baccalaureate category, 3
semester hours in industrial arts education
(electronics), 3 for field experience 'in man:
agement, and additional credit in electron
device theory, radar/microwave, digital
computers, and circuit analysis on the basis
of institutional evaluation, for a minimum
total of 6 semester hours. The reconunenda-'
tion for advanced standing in an apprentice
training program is the same as that for
Skill Level 20 because additional skills are
administrative and supervisory in nature (2/
76).

MOS-23N-001
NINE TRACK RADAR REPAIRMAN

23N20
23N40

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-Present.
Career Management Field: 23 (Air Defense
Missile Maintenance),_ subfield 231 (Nike
Missile System Repair).
Description

Summary: Maintains low-power acquisi-
tion radar, target and missile tracking radar,
target ranging radar, as well as on-site sys-
tems, including analog computer, test sets,
antenna mast group, operator console, and
associated test equipment. Skill Level 20: In--
spects, tests, and adjusts components to spe-
cific tolerances; determines malfunctions in
electronic, mechanical, electrical, and elec-
tromechanical systems with common and
special-designed system test equipment; re-
pairs assemblies and modules; performs ini-
tial and final inspection on systems and as-
semblies; performs calibration and repair on,
job-related equipntent; installs modifications'
on system items; serves on inspection teams.
Skill Level 40: Able to perform thg duties
required for Skill Level 20; provides first-
line technical supervision; trains personnel;
supervises the preparation of technical
forms and reports; coordinates unit activi-
ties; demonstrates proper maintenance and
troubleshooting techniques; establishes
workloads and repair priorities; conducts
technical inspections.
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the vocational certificate category, 3
semester hours in technical mathematics, 2

in control systems, 1 in systems mainte-
nance, 1 in cismmunications systems (elec-
tronics), 1 irkshop practices, and 1 in align-
ment techniques (video), for- a total oC. 9
semester hours. In the lower-diyision bacca-
lauieate/associate degree category, 3 semes- -

ter hours in introductory electronics, 3 in
radar/microwave theory, 2 in DC circuit
analysis, 2 in AC circuit analysis, 1 in elec-
tronic instruments, 1 in digital computer
fundathentals, and 1 in transistor/tube
theory, for a total of 13 semester hours. In

.the upper-division baccalaureate category, 3
semester hours in industnial arts education
(electronics) and additional credit in elec-
tron device theory, radar/microwave, digi-
tal computers, ansi circuit analysis on the
basis of institutional evaluation: In an elec-
tronic technician apprentice training pro-
gram, 2,000 clock hours of experience and
144 contac:hours of related instruction. In
a construction 'electrician* apiSrentice train-
ing program, 1,000 clock hours of experi-
ence and 72 contact hours of related in-
struction (2/7*
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation is the same as that for
Skill Level 20. In the lower-division bacca-
laureate/associate degree category, 3 semes-
ter hours in introductory electronics, -3--ht-
radar/microwave theory, 3 in human rela-
tions, 3 in personnel supervision, 2 in DC
circuit analysis, 2 in AC circuit analysis, 1

in electronic instruments, bolt digital com-
puter fundamentals, and 1 in transistor/tube
theory, for a total of 19 semester hours. In
the upper-division bacciinureate category, 3
semester hours in industrial arts education
(electronics), 3 for field experience in man-
agement, and additional credit in electron
device theory, radir/microwave, digital
com uters, and circuit analysis on the basis
o stitu 'ontil evaluation, for a minimum

semester hours. The recommenda-
advanced standing in an apprentice

ming program is the same as that for
Skill Level 20 because additional skills are
administrative and supervisory in nature (2/ .
76).

MOS-23Q-001

HAWK FIRE CONTROL REPAIRMAN

23Q20
23Q40

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-Present.
Career Management Field: 23 (Air Defense
Missile Maintenance), subfield 233 (Hawk
Missile System Repair).
Description

. Summary: Supervises or performs mainte-
nance on the Hawk missile fire control
system equipment. Skill Le gel 20: Tests,
evaluates, and repairs electronics modules,
circuit elements, and complete assemblies
for radar and communications; uses test
equipment such as oscilloscopes, voltmeters,
ohmmeters, and spectrum analyzers; installs
equipment modifications; analyzes malfunc-
tions; assists radar equipment operators in
maintaining equipment. Skill Level 40: Able
to perform the duties, required for Skill
Level 20; supervises support level mainte-
nance on the Hawk fire control system
equipment; establishes workloads and-repair
priorities; implements quality control mea-
sures; organizes and supervises inspection
and maintenance teams; conducts on-the-job
training; keeps maintenance records.



Recommendation, Skill Level 20
In the vocational certificate category, 6

semester hours in basic electronics and 3
semester hours in advanced electronics, and
additional credit in electronics on the basis
of institutional evaluation, for a minimum
total of 9 semester hours. In the lower-
division baccalaureate /associate degree cat-
egory, 6 semester hours iii technical math-
ematics (including right angle trigonom- .
etry), 3 in DC dm-Slits, 3 in AC circuits, 3
in transistors/tubes/amplifiers/oscillators,
and additional credit in electronics on the
basis of institutional evaluation, for a mini-
mum total of 15 semester hours. In the
upper4ivision baccalaureate category, 3 se-
mester hours in AC /DC concepts and 3 in
industrial arts education (electronics). In an
electronic technician apprentice training
program 2,000 clock hours of experience
and 144 contact hours of related instruction.'
In a construction electrician apprentice
training program, 1,000 clock hours of ex-
perience and 72 contact hours of related
instruction (2/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation is the same as that for.
Skill Level-20. In the lower-division bacca-
laureate /associate degree category, 6 semes-
ter hours in technical, mathematics (includ-
ing right angle trigonometry) 3 .in DC cir-
cuits, 3 in AC circuits, 3 in transistors/
tubes/amplifiers/oscillators, 3 in human re-
lations, and 3 in personnel supervision, and
additional credit in electronics and technical
mathematics on the basis of institutional
evaluation, for a minimum total of 21 se-
mester hours. In the upper-division bacca-
laureate category, 3 semester hours in AC/
DC concepts and 3 in industrial arts educa-
tion (electronics). In an electronic techni-
cian apprentice training program, 4,000
clock hours- of experience and 288 contact
hours of related instruction. In a construc-
tion electrician apprentice training program,
1,000 clock hours of experience and 72 con-
tact hours of related instruction (2/76).

MOS-23S-001
HAWK PUISE RADAR REPAIRMAN

23S20
23S40

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-Present.
Career Management Field: 23 (Air Defense
Missile Maintenarce) subfield 233 (Hawk
Missile System Repair). -
Description

Summary: Supervises or performs mainte-
nance on the HaWk pulse acquisition radar
and associated equipment. Skill Level 20: In-
spects, tests, and adjusts components to spe-
cific tolerances; determines deficiencies in
electronic, electrical, mechanical, electro-
mechanical. and heat transfer assemblies, su-
bassemblies, modules, and circuit elements,
using common and system special-design
test equipment; troubleshoots to the compo-
nent level; installs equipment modifications;
performs initial and final checkouts and in-
spections. Skill Level 40: Able to perform
the duties required for Skill Level 20; su-
pervises support-level maintenance on the
Hawk' pulse radar and related equipment;
establishes workloads and repair priorities;
implements quality control measures; orga-

s nizes and supervises maintenance and in-
spection teams; conducts on-the-job train-
ing; demonstrates proper repair techniques;
keeps maintenance records.
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Recommendation, Skill Level 20
In the vocational certificate category, 3

semester hours in DC circuits, 3 in AC cir-
, cuits, and 3 in transistors/tubes, for a total
of ,9 semester holirs, In the lower-division
baccalaureate /associate degree category, 6
semester hours in technical mathematics (in-
cluding trigonometric functions), 3 in DC
circuits, 3 in AC circuits, and 3 in transis-
tors/tubes, for a total of 15 semester hours.
In the upper-division baccalaureate catego-.
ry, 3 semester hours in AC/DC concepts
and 3 in industrial arts education (electron-
ics). In an electronic technician apprentice
training program, 2,000 clock hours of ex-
perience and 144 hours of related instruc-
tion. In-a construction electrician apprentice
training program, 1,000 clock hours of ex-
perience and 72 contact hours of related
instruction (2/76).
Recominendation, Skill Level 40

In the vocational certificate, category,- the
reeommendation is the same as that for
Skill Level 20. In the lower-division bacca-
laureate/associate degree category, 6 semes-
ter hours in technical mathematics (includ-
ing trigonometric functions); 3 in DC cir-
cuits, 3 in AC circuits, 3 in transistors/
tubes, 3 in human relations, 3 in personnel
supervision and additional credit in elec-
tronics and technical mathematics on the
basis of institutional evaluation, for a mini-
mum total of 21 semester hours. In the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 se-
mester hours in AC/DC concepts and 3 in
industrial arts education (electronics). In an
electronic technician apprentice training
program, 3,000 clock hours of experience
and 216 contact hours of relate0 instruction.
In a .construction electrician. apprentice
training program, .1,000 clock hours of ex-
perience and 72 contact hours of related
instruction (2/76).'

MOS-23T-001
HAWK CONTINUOUS WAVE RADAR

REPAIRMAN

23T20
23T40 .

Exhibit Dates: 10/773:17y6.
Career Management Field: 23 (Air Defense
Missile Maintenance), subfield 233 (Hawk
Missile System Repair).
Description

Summary: Performs inspection, mainte-
nance, and repair on a specialized continu-
ous wave acquisition radar and associated
equipment. S ill Level 20: Inspects, tests,
adjusts, troub shoots, and repairs items as-
sociated with this specific continuous wave
radar system; provides technical assistance
to operators; uses a wide rage of test
equipment including multimeters, bridges,
oscilloscopes, signal generators, and pulse
counters. Skill Level 40: Able to perform
the duties required for Skill Level 20;
serves as a first-line supervisor responsible
for on-the-job training; establishes work-
loads and maintenance priorities; imple-

' ments quality control measures; keeps main-
tenance records.
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the lower-division baCcalaureate/asso-
elate degree category, 3 semester hours in
basic electricity and electronics and 3 in
basic mathematics (including trigonometry).
In an electronic technician apprentice train-
ing progratn, 1,000 clock hours of expert-
ence atd 200. contact hours of related in-
structili (3/75).

Recommendation, Skill Level 41),4
In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-.

ciate degree category, 3 semester hours in
basic electricity and electronics and 3 in
basic mathematics (including trigonometry),
and additional credit in personnel supervi-
sion and for fielcl experience in education
on the basis of institutional evaluation, for a

, minimum total of 6 semester hours. In an
electronic technician apprentice training
program, 1,200 clock hours of experience
and 250 contact hours of related instruction
(3/75).

MOS-23T-002
HAWK CONTINUOUS WAVE RADAR

REPAIRMAN

23T20
'23T40

rxhibit Dates: 2/76-Present.
Career Management Field: 23 (Air Defense
Missile Maintenance), subfield 233 (Hawk
Missile System Repair).
Description

Summary. Performs maintenance on
Hawk continuous wave radars and associat-
ed. equipment. Skill Level 20: Performs

'maintenance on the Hawk continuous wave
radar, continuous wade illuminator radar
(high powered illuminator-MPI), including
HPI built-in test equipment and other
system-designed test equipment; inspects,
tests, and adjusts components to specific to-
lerances; determines shortcomings and mal-
functions in electronic, electrical, electro-.
mechanicalriand heat transfer assemblies, su-
bassemblies, modules, and circuit elements,
using common and system special-design
test equipment; determines serviceability
and -disposition of defective assemblies, su-
bassemblies, and parts; performs "C" level
calibration and repair on test equipment; in-
stalls equipment modifications; performs ini-
tial and final checkouts and inspections;
provides technical assistance to other units,
Skill Level 40: Able to perform the duties
required for Skill Level 20; supervises main-
tenance, on Hawk continuous wave radar
and associated equipment; establishes repair
priorities and workloads; implements qual-
ity control measures; supervises inspection
and maintenance teams; condutts on-thejob
training programs; demonstrates paper
repair techniques and procedures; keeps
maintenance records.
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the vocational certificate category or
in the lolver-division baccalaureate/a.sso-

'date degree category, 6 semester hours in
technical mathematics, 6 in AC and DC
circuits and use of test equipment, and 3 in
radar, and additional credit in mechanics
and electronics on the basis of institutional
evaluation, for a -minimum total of 15 se-
mester hours. fn an electronic technician
apprentice training program, 2,000 clock
hours of experience and 144 contact hours
of related instruction. In a construction
electrician apprentice training program,
1,000 clock hours of experience and 72 con-
tact hours of related instruction (2/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the vocational certificate category, the
reco dation is the same as that for
Skille el 20. In the lower-division bacca-
laureate/ /associate degree category, 6 semes-
ter hours in technical mathematics, 6 in AC
and DC circuits and use of test equipment,
3 in radar, 3 in human relations, 3 in per-
sonnel supervision, and 3 for field experi-
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ence in 'management, and additional credit
in mechanics and electronics on the basis of
institutional evaluation, for a minimum total
of 24 semester hours. The recommendation

advanced atanding in an apprentice
training, program is the same as that for
Skill Level 20/because additional skills are
administrative "f nd supervisory in nature (2/
76).

MOS-23U-001
NIKE HIGH POWER RADAR-SIMULATOR

REPAIRMAN

23U2O
2,3U40"

Exhibit Dates: 10/73- Present.
Career Management Field: 23 (Air Defense
Missile ' Maintenance), subfield DI {Nike
Missiie;System Repair).
DesciriPtian

Summary: Supervises or performs mainte-
nance on Nike high-power acquisition
radar, radar target simulator, and associated
equipment. Skill Level 2a Uses common
and special-design test equipment to inspect,
test, and adjust components to specific to-
lerances and to determine malfunctions in

eettonic,tonic, electrical, mechanical, hydraulic,
pneumatic, and heat transfer assemblies,
modules, and circuit elements; determines
serviceability and disposition, of defective
assemblies, subassemblies, and parts; per-
forms initial and final checkouts and inspec-
tions; performs quality control measures; in-
stalls equipment modifications. Skill Level
40: Able to perform the duties required for
Skill Level 20; establishes workloads and
repair priorities; recommends procedures
for receiving, storing, testing, and repairing
eqUipment; implements quality control mea-
sures; organizes and supervises inspection
and maintenance teams; conducts on-the-job
training; demonstrates proper repair tech-
niques; keeps maintenance records; is a first=
line teginical supervisor.
Recommendation\Skill Level 20

In the vocational certificate category or
in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-

_ Mate degree category, 6 semester hours in
AC and DC theory and 3 .itf vacuum tube
and transistor theory. In the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in
industrial arts education (electronics) and
additional credit in electron device theory
and/or AC and DC circuit theory on the
basis of institutional evaluation. In an elec-

' tronic technician apprentice training pro-
gram:' 2,000 clock hours of experience and
144 contact hours of related instruction. In
a construction electrician apprentice train-
ing program, 1,000 clock, hours of experi-
ence and 72 contact hours of related in=
struction (2/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the vocational certificate category, 6
semester hours in AC and DC theory, 3 in
vacuum tube and transistor theory, and 3 in
technical mathematics, for a total of 12 se-
mester hours. hi the lower-division bacca-
laureate/associate degree category, 6 semes-
ter hours in AC and DC theory, 3 in
vacuum tube and transistor theory, 3 in
human relations, and 3 in- personnel supervi-
sion, for a total of 15 semester hours. In the
upper-division, baccalaureate category, 3 se-
mester hours in industrial arts education
(electronics), 3 for field experience in man-
agement, and additional credit in electron
device theory and/or AC and DC circuit.
theory on the basis of institutional eValua-,

_

tibn, for a minimum total of 6 semester
hours. In an electronic technician appren-
tice training program,,,3,000 clock hours of
experience and 216 contact hours of related
instruction. In a construction electrician ap-
prentice training program, 1,000 clock
hours of experience and 72 contact hours of
related instruction (2/76).

MOS-23V-001

HAWK MAINTENANCE CHIEF

23V50
Exhibit Dates: 10/73-Present.
Career Management Field: 23 (Air Defense
Missile Maintenance), subfield 233 (Hawk
Missile System Repair).
Description.

Supervises the maintenance of the Hawk
missile system; assists in the development of
the quality assurance/quality control pro-
gram and supervises its implementation; in-
terprets policy; recommends changes in
poli6y and procedures; advises superiors;
plans all work activities and operations; dir-
ects on-the-job training. NOTE: May have
progressed to 23V50 from 22K40 (Hawk
Missile-Launcher Repairman), 23Q40
(Hawk Fire Control Repairman), 23S40
(Hawk Pulse 'Radar Repairman), 23Q40
(Hawk Continuous Wave Radar Repair-
man), 24B40 (Hawk Continuous Wave
Radar Meghanic), 24D40 (Hawk Missile-
Launcher Mechanic), or 24F40 (Hawk Fire
Control Mechanic).
Recommendation

In_the upper,division baccalaureate cate-
gory, 3 semester hodrs in introduction to
management, 3 in human relation', 3 in
maintenance management, ft for field'experi-
ence in management, and 3 in industrial arts
education (electronics), for a minimum total
of 18 semester hours; if the duty assignment
wasomaintenance chief 3 additional semester
hours in personnel management, for a total
of 21'Semester"hours; if the duty assignment
was chief instructor in a training facility, 3
additional semester houi-s for an internship
in education, for a total, of 21 semester
hours. In an electronic technician appren-
tice training program, 4,000 clock hours of
experience and 288 contact hours of related
instruction. In a construction electrician ap-

,prentice training program, 1,000 clock
hCiut of experience and 72 contact hours of
related instruction (2/76).

MOS-23W-001
NIKE MAINTENANCE CHIEF

23W50
Exhibit Dates: 10/73,Present.
Career Management Field: 23 (Air Defense
Missile Maintenance), subfield 231 (Nike
Missile System Repair).
Description

Supervises the maintenance of the Nike-
Hercules missile systeln; assists in the devel-
opment of the quality assurance /quality
control program and supervises its imple-
mentation; Interprets policy; recommtrids
changes in policy and procedures; advises
superiors; plans all work activities and oper-

ations; directs on-the-job training. NOTE:
May have progressed to 23W50. from
28M50 (Anti-Ballistic Missile Maintenance
Specialist), 22L40 (Nike Test Equipment
Repairman), 22N40 (Nike-Hercules Missile-

Launcher :Repairman), 23N40 (Nike Trick
Radar Repairman), 23U40 (Nike High
Power Radar-Simulator Repairman) 24Q40
(Nike-Hercules Fire Control Mechanic),
24U40 (Hercules Electronics Mechanic), or
'26H30 (Air Defense Radar Repairman).
Recommendation

, In the upper-division baccalaureate cate-
gory, 3 semester hours in Infrodt.fction to.
management, 3 in human relations, 3 in
maintenaIice management, 6 for field experi-
ence in management, and 3 in industrial arts
education (electronics), fbr a minimum total
of 18 semester hours; if the.duty assignment
was maintenance chief 3 additional semester
hours in personnel management, for a total
of 21 semester hours; if the duty assignment
was chief instructor. in a training facility, 3
additional semester hours for an internship
in education, for a total of 21 semester
hours. In an electronic technician appren-
tice training program, 4,000 clock hours of
experience and 288 contact holds of related
instruction. In a construction electrician ap-
prentice training program, 1,000 clock
hours of experience and .72 contact hours of

'related instruction (2/76).

MOS-24B-001
HAWK CONTINUOUS WAVE RADAR

. MECHANIC

24B20
24B46

,Exhibit Dates: 10/73-Present. .

Career Management Field: 23 (Air Defense
Missile Maintenance), subfield 234 (Hawk
Missile System Mechanics).
Description

Summary: Maintains and repairs Hawk
continuous wave acquisition raddr,czontinu-
ous wave illuminator radar, high power il-
luminator radar, along with associated con-
soles, power, and test equipment. Skill Level
20: Performs electrical checks and adjust-
ments on equipment; locates and corrects
malfunctions; provides, technical assistance
in orientation, alignment, or synchroniza-
tion of subassemblies and systems; performs
authorized equipment modifications; com-
pletes required forms for 'equipment and
repair parts; provides technical assistance in
the conduct of operatidnal and maintenance
inspections; .prepares technical reports on
system equipment; provides technical assis-
tance for setting up, taking down, and
moving equipment. Skill Level 40: Able to
perform the duties required for Skill Level
20; serves as a first-line supervisor; provides
technical supervision in training programs;
coordinates work activities of radar section;
determines faulty work practices and dem-
onstrates proper maintenance and trouble-
shooting techniques; organizes and super-.
vises maintenance and inspection teams;,su-
pervises the ,requisitioning and storing of
supplies and repair parts.
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the vocational certificate category, 3
semester hours in basic electricity, 2 in elec-
tron devices, 3 in basic electronics, 3 in
electronic instrument and 3 in technical
mathematics, for a total of 14 semester
hours. In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 3 semester hours
in AC/DC circuits, 3 in technical math-
ematics, 2 in pulse circuits, 2 in radar/mi-
crowave, and I in antennas, for a total of II
semester hours. In the upper-division baCca-
laureate category, 3 semester hours in in-
dustrial arts education (electronics), and ad-
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ditional credit in AC/DC circuits and elec. microwave, and additional credit in elec-
tron devices on the basis of institutional tonics, algebra, mechanics, and hydraulics
evaluation. In an electronic technician ap-
prentice training program, 2,000 clock
hours of experience and 144 contact hours -
of related instruction. In a .construction
electriCian .apprentice- training program,
1,000 cldcic hours df,,experience and 72 con-
tact hours of related instruction (2/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation is the ,Same' as that for
Skill Level 20. In the lower-division bacca-
laureate/associate degree category, 3 semes-
ter hours in AC/DC circuits, 3 in techni6a1
mathematics, 3 in human relations, 3 in pgr- °
sonnel supervision, 2 in pulse circuits, 2i in
radar/microwave, and 1 in antennas, for a
total of 17 semester hours. In the upper-
division baccalaureate categoty, 3 sem ter
hours-in industrial arts., education (elect on-
ics), and additional credit in AC/DC cir-
cuits and electron devices on the basi of
institutional evaluation. 'In an electronic
technician apprentice training program
3,000 clock hours of experience and 216
contact hours of related instruction. In a
construction electrician apprentice training
program, 1,000 clock hours of experience
and 72 ContacChoursof related.instruction
(2/76).

'MOS-24C-001
IMPROVED iiiAWIFIRING SECTION

MECHANIC

24C20
24C40

Exhibit Dates: 19/73-Present.
Career Management Field: 23 (Air Defense
Missile, Maintenance), subfield 235 (Im-
proved Hawk Missile System Mechanics).
Description

Summary: Supervises or performs mainte-
nance on Improved Hawk firing section
equipment: Skill Level 20: Performs mainte-
nance on Improved Hawk high-powered il-
luminator radar, missile launching section
control box, and electrical, mechanical, and
hydraulic systems of the launcher and
loader-transporter; inspects; test, and adjusts
to specific operational levels; determines
malfunctions and repairs by replacing subas-
sembly units; assists in orientation, align-
ment, and synchronization of subassemblies
and systems; assembles external hardware of
the missile and makes prescribed tests to
determine operational condition; supervises
missile crewmen in transferring, handling,.
arming, and disarming missiles; initiates re-
quests for repair parts, test equipment,
tools, and supplies. Skill Level 40: Able to
perform the duties required for Skill Level
20; serves as a first-line technical supervi-
sor; establishes workloads and repair prior-
ities; coordinates w6rk activities with other
units; demonstrates proper maintenance and
troubleshOclting techniques; supervises the
preparation of technical reports and forms;
organizes and supervises 'maintenance and
inspection teams.
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the vocational certificate category, 3
semester hours in basic electronics and 3 in
basic electricity, and additional credit in
electronics, techniCal mathematics, mechan-
ics, and hydraulics on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation, for a minimum.total of 6
semester hours. In the lower'-division bacca-
laureate/associate degree category, 3 semes-
ter hours in basic electronics, I in radar/

n the basis of institutional evaluation, for a
minimum total of 4 semester hours.'In the
upper-divisibn baccalaureate category, 3 se-
mester ,,hours in industrial arts education
(electronics). In an electronic technician ap-
prentice training., program, 1,000 clock
hours of experience and 144 contact hours
of related in§truction.- In a construction
electrician apprentice training program, ad-
vanced standing on the basis of employer or
trade association performance examination
(2/76).

Recommendatign, Skill Level 40
In the vocational certificate category, the

recommendation is the same as that for
Skill Level 20. In the lower-division bacca-
laureate/associate degree category, 3 semes-
ter hours in basic electronics, 3 in human
relations, 3 in personnel Supervision, and 1
in radar/microwave/ and additional credit
id electronics, algebra, mechanics, and hy-
,draulics.on theklasis of institutional evalua-
tion, for a minimum total of 10 semester
hours. In the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 3 semester hours in industrial arts
education (electronios). The recommenda-
tion for advanced standing in an apprentice
training program is the same as that for
Skill Level 20 because additional skills are
admiristrative and supervisory in nature (2/
76). '

MOS-24D-001

HAWK MISSILE-LAUNCHER

24D20
24D40

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-1/76.

Career Management Field: 23 (Air- Defense
Missile Maintenance), subfield 234 (Hawk
Missile System Mechanics).

Description
Summary: Performs inspections and main-

tenance on specialized missile equipment.
Skill Level 20.. Inspects, tests, and adjusts
equipment and components to specified to-
lerances; identifies malfunctions in fluidic,
electrical, and mechanical systems, using
multimeter and test ,equipment designed
specifically for the missile syStem; repairs
fluidic and mechanical components using
basic block diagrams and substitutes electri-
cal and electronic componentS; performs a
limited amount of calibration for special test
sets. Skill Level 40: Able to perform the
duties required for Skill Level 20; serves as
a foreman and technical inspector, supervis-
ing four to six persons; establishes work-
loads and repair priorities; implements qual-
ity control measures; conducts on-the-job
training; supervises the preparation of tech-
nical forms and reports and the requisition-
ing and stockage of supplies and repair
parts.

Recommendation, Skill Levels 20 and 40
No recommendation because of the limit-

ed and military nature of the skills, compe-
tencies, and knowledge. In an apprentice
training program in' equipment repair, ad-
vanced standing only on the basis of em-
.ployer or trade association performance ex-
amination because of the limited nature of
the skills, competencies, and knowledge (3/,
75).

MECHANIC

, , I

MOS-24D-002
HAWK MISSILE- LAUNCHER MECHANIC

.

24D20
24D40

Exhibit Dates: 2/76-Present. ".

Career Management Field: 23-(Air Defense
Missile Maintenance), subfield 234 (Hawk
Missile System Mechanics): r
Description .

Summary: Supervises or performs mainte-
nance on HaWk missile and launcher. Skill.
Level 20. Performs maintenance on Hawk
missile, on-missile electronic guidance con-
trol components, and mechanical, hydrau-
lic, and electrical systems of launcher and
loader-transporter; inspects, tests, and ad-
justs equipment and components to speci-
fied folerances; assembles, interconnects,
and tests components to determine oper-
ational condition; identifies malfunctions iri.
electrical, mechanical, and fluidic systems; .:

using multimeter and ,'special design test
equipment; repairs fluidic and, mechanical '

components, using basic, block ,diagrams; '
substitutes electrical and electronic compb-
nents; supervises the missile crew in install-
ing initiators, 'electric power unit fuel stick,
ignitors, arming devices, and safety deyices;
performs a limited amount of calibration for
special tests sets. Skill Level 40: Able to .

perform the duties required for Skill Level.
20; serves as a first-line technical supervi-
sor; establishes workloads and repair prior-

-1 ities; implements quality control measures;
conducts on-the-job training; demonstrates
proper maintenance and troubleshooting
techniques;.coordinates work activities with
other units; supervises the preparation of
technical reports and forms; supervises the `')
requisitioning and storing of supplies and
repair parts.
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

' In the vocational certificate category, 3 .

semester hours in basic electricity,and 3. in
basic electronics, and additional credit in
electronics, mechanics, and hydraulics on
the basis of institutional evaluation, for a
minimum total of 6 semestegtliours, In the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in. basic
electionics and additional credit in electron-
ics,

'
mechanics, and hydraulics on the basis

of institutional. evaluation. In the upper-di-
vision baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in industrial arts education (electron-
ics). In an electronic technician apprentice -

training program, 144 contact hours of re-
lated instruction; clock hours of experience
on the basis of employer or trade associ-
ation performance examination. In a con-
struction electriCian apprentice training pro-
gram, 72 contact hours of related instruc-

.tion; clock hours of experience on the basis
of employer or trade association perfor-
mance exaininaticiii (2/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

Ih the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation is the same as that for
Skill Level 20. In the lower-division bacca
laureate/associate degree category, 3 semes-
ter hours in basic electronics, 3 in human
relations, 3 in personnel supervision, and
additional credit in electronics, mechanics,
and hydraulics on the basis of institutional
evaluation, for a minimum total of 9 semes;
-ter hours. In the upper-division baccalaure-
ate category, 3 Semester hours in industrial
arts education (electronics). The recommen-
dation for advanced standing in an appren-
tice training program is the same as-t4at for
Skill Level 20 because additional skills are
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administrative and supervisory in nature (2/
76)

MOS-24E-001
IMPROvED HAWK FIRE CONTROL

MECHANIC

,.. 24E20
24E30
24E40

Exhibit Dates: 10/73--Prestnt.
Career Management Field: 23 (Air Defense
Missile Maintenance), subfield 235 (Im-
proved hawk Missile System Mechanics).
Description

Summary: Supervises or performs mainte-
nance on Improved Hawk,: fire ,control
equipment "and engagement simulator. Skill
Level 20. Checks and adjusts radar and.asso-
elated power and test equipment; performs
eatrical tests and adjustments; determines
malfunctions and makes repairs; provides,
technical assistance. in orientation, align-
ment, or synchronization of subassemblies
and systems; installs equipment modifies-.
tions; premes maintenance and supply re,
ports and jprms. Skill Level 30: Able to
perform the duties required for 1 Level
20; checks, adjusts, and repairs mproved
Hawk engagement simulator; assists' in the
preparation of training programs for battery
crews. Skill Level 40 Able to perform the
duties required for Skill Level 20 or 30;
serves as the first-line technical supervisor`.
for Improved Hawk operators and mechan-
icsj coordinates work activities with sup-
portiug; maintenance units; demonstrates
proper troubleshooting .and maintenance
techniques; organizes and supervises mainte-
nance and. inspection teams; supervises req-
uisitioning and storing of .supplies and
repair parts.
ReeommendationSkill Levels 20 and 30 ;

Ip the vocational certificate category, 3
semester hours An basic electricity, 3 in
basic elecironics, and 3 in electronic instim--:,
ments, and additional credit in electronics
and technical mathematics on the basis of
institutional evaluation, for a minimum total
of 9 semester hours. In the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours in ,basic electronics, and An
electronic instruments, and addition'al credit
in electronics and algebra on the ba.sof
institutional evaluation, for a minimum total
of 6 semester hours. In the upper-division
baccalaureate category; 3 semester hours, in
industrial arts education "(electronics): In;an
electronic technician (sound and manufac-
turing) apprentice training program, 144
contact hours of related instruction; clock
hours of experience on the basis of employ-.
er or trade association performance exami-
nation. In a construction electrician appren-
tice training program, 72 contact hours of
related instruction; clack hours of. experi-
ence on the basis of employer or trade asso-
ciation performance examination (2/76).
Recommendation, SidltiLeivel 40

In the vocational certificate categoly; the
recommendation is the same as that for
Skill Level 2Q. In the lower-division bacca-
laureate/associate degree category, 3 semes-
ter hours in basic electronics, 3 in electronic
instruments, 3 in human relations, and 3 in
personnel supervision, and additional credit
in electronics on the basis of institutional

- evaluation, for a minimum total of ,12 se-
mester hours. In the upper-division bacca-
laureate category, 3 semester hours in in-

.>

dustrial arts education (electronics). The
recommendation for advanced standing in
an apprentice training program is the same
as /that for Skill Levels 20 and 30 because
additional skills are administrative and su-
pervisory in nature (2/76).

MOS-24F401.
HAWK FIRE CONTROL MECHANIC

24F20
2400
24F40

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-Present: '
tareer`Management Field: 23 (Air Defense
Missile Maintenance), subfield 234 (Hawk
Missile System Mechanics). . 4

Deticription
Summary: Supervises or performs mainte-

nance on Hawk fire control equipment and
engagement simulator. Skill Level 20:
Checks and adjusts radar and associated
power and test equipment; 'performs electri-
cal tests and adjustments; provided technical
,assistance in orientation, alignment, or-,dynL
-Chronization of subassemblies and Systems;
localizes malfunctions and makes repaird; in-
stalls equipment modifications,. .prepares
maintenance and supply forms and reports.
Skill Level 30: Able td perform the dutiei
required foi Skill Level 20; checks, adjusts,
and repairs Hawk-engtigernent simulator; as-

. sists in the preparation of training programs
°for battery trews. Skill Level 40: Able to
perform the duties required, for Skill Lev
20 or 30; serves as the first-line technic
supervisor -for operiitor and maintenance
personnel; coordinates work activitiestwith
supporting maintenance units; demonstrates
proper maintenance and troubleshooting
techniques; supervises, requisitioning and
storing' of supplies and repair parts; orga:
nizes and supervises maintenance and in-
spection teams.
Recommendation, Skill Levels 20 and 30

In the' vocational certificate category, 3
semester hours in basic electricity, 3 in
basic electronics, and'3 in electronic instru-

,ments, and additional credit in electronics
and technical mathematics on the basis of
institutional evaluation, for a minimum total
of 9 semester hours. In the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate' degree category, 3
semester hours in basic electronics and 3 in
electronic-instruments, and additional credit
in electronics in the basis of institutional
evaluation. In the upper-division baccalau-
reate category, 3 semester hours in industri-
al arts educatibn (electronics). In an elec-
tronic technician (sound and manufacturing)
apprentice training,program, 144 contact
hours of, related instruction; clock hours_of
experience on the basis of employer or
trade association performance examination.
In a construction electrician apprentice
training program, 72 contact hours of relat-
ed instruction; clock hours of experience on
the basis of employer or trade association
performance examination (2/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the vocational certificate category, 3
semester hours in basic electricity, 3 in
basic electronics, and 3 in electronic instru-
ments, and additional eredii in technical
mathematics and electronics on the basis of
institutional evaluation, for a minimum total
of 9 semester hours. In die lower-division
1:;accalaureate/associate -degree category, 3
semester hOurs in basic eiectrohics, 3 in
electronic instruments, 3 in human relations,

and 3 in personnel supervision, and addi-
tional credit in electronics on the basis bi-
institutionaLevaluation, for a minimum total
of 12 semester hours. In the upper-division ,
baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in
industrial arts education (electronics). The
recommendation for advanced standing in
an apprentice training program is the same
as that for Skill Levels 20 and 30 because
additional skills are administrative and su-
pervisory in nature (2/76).

MOS-24G-001
IMPROVED HAWK INFORMATION

COORDINATION CENTRAL. MECHANIC

24G20
24640

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-Present.
Career Management Field: 23 (Air Defense..
Missile Maintenance), subfield 235 (Im,
proved Hawk Missile System Mechanics):
Description .

SuMmary: Supervises or performs mainte-
nance on Improved Hawk "mformation and
coordination equipment. Skill Levet 20: Per-
forms maintenance on Improved Hawk
continuous wave acquisition radar, coordi-
nation central; automatic data equipment,
batter/ terminal equipment, qiod associated
test equipment,. performs electrical checks
and adjustments on equipment; assists in ori-
entation, alignment, and synchronization of
subassemblies and systems; performs equip-
ment mddifiCatiOns; initiates, requests for
repair prun:Jest equipment, tools, and sup-
plies; prepares maintenance and supply re-
cords and forms. Skill Level 4O Able to
Perform the duties required foi Skill Level
20; serves-as a first,line supervisor; provides
technical supervision in,Iraining programs;
coordinates work activities; determines
faulty Work practices and demonstrates
proper troubleshooting and maintenance
techniques; organizes and supervises mainte-
nance and inspection teams; supeivises: the
requisitioning. and storing of supplies and
repair parts.
Recomniendation, Skill Level 20

In' the vocational certificate category, 3
semester hours .in basic' electricity, /3, in
basic electronics,' -3 in electronic instru-
ments, and additional credit in technical
mathematics on the . basis of institutional
evaluation, for a minimum total of 9:semes-
ter hourt. In the loWer-division baccalaure-
ate/associate degree category, 3. semester
hours in AC/DC circuits; 2 in pulse cir-
cuits, 1 in, radar/inicrowave, and additional
credit in electronics, digital computer oper-.
ation, and mathematics on the basis of insti-
tutional evaluation, for a minimum total of
6 semester hours. In the Upper-division bac-
calaureate category, 3 semester -hours in in-
dustrial arts education (electronics), and ad-
ditional credit in AC/DC circuits and elec-
tron devices on the basis of institutional'
evaluation: In an electronic technician, ap-
prentice training program, 1,000 clock
hours Of experience and 72 contact hours of
related instruction. In a construction electri-
cian apprentice training program,i advanced.
standing on the basis of employer or trade
association performance examination (2/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the vocational certificate,category, the
recommendation is the same as that for
Skill Level 2O. In the lower-division bacca-,
laureate/associate degree category, 3 semes-'
ter hours in AC/DC circuits, 3 in human
relations, 3 in personnel 'supervision, 2 in)



pulse circuits, I in radar/rnkrowave, and
additional credit in electronics, digital com-
puter operation, and -mathematics on the
basis of institutional evaluation, for a mini-
mum total of 12 semester hours. In the
upper,-division baccalaureate category, 3 se-
mester hours in industrial arts education
(electronics), and additional credit in AC/
DC,' circuits and electron devices-ran the
basisif institutional evaluation. The recom-
meddation for advanced standing in an ap-
prentice training program is the same as
that for 9! Level 20 because additional
skills. are adininistrative and supervisory in
nature (2(76).

MOS-44 -001
IMPROVED HAWK FIRE CONTROL
"*. REPAIRMAN

--' 24H20
24H40 ,

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-8/76.
. , . .

Career Management Field: 23 (Air Defense
Missile Maintenance), subfield 236 (Im-
proved Hawk Missile System Repair).,
Description;'

Summary: Supervises or performs support
maintenance on electronic systems of Im-
proved Hawk fire control equipment. Skill
Level 20: Inspects, tests, and adjusts compo-
nents to specific tolerances and determines

_malfunctions in electronic assembliO, subas-
li semblies, modules, and circuit" elements,

using common and system special-design
test equipment; performi initial, and final
checkouts and inspections of the system, as-
semblies, and subassemblies; installs equip-
ment modifications. Skill Level 40: Able to
perform the duties required for Skill Level
20; establishes workloads and repair prior-
ities; implements quality control measures;
supervises inspection and maintenance
teams; organizes and' conducts on-the-job
training; demonstrates proper maintenance
and troubleshooting techniques; establishes
and keeps maintenance records.
'Recommendation, Skill Livil 20 be

In the vocational certificate cateAry or
in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 6 semester hours in
basic electronics and 3- in in uction to,
computer science or data pr ing, and
additional credit in electron' on the basis
of institutional evaluation, for a minimum
totaDsf 9 semester houri. In an: electronic
technician apprentice training program, 144
contact hours of related instruction; clock
hours of experience on the basis of employ-
er or trade association performance exami-
nation. In a construction electrician appren-
tice training program, 72 contact hours of
related instruction; clock flours of experi-
ence on the basis of employer or trade .so-
elation performance examination (2/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation is the same as that for
Skill Level 20. In the lower-division bacca-
laureate/associate degree category, 6 semes-
ter hours in basic electronics, 3 in introduc-
tion to computer science or data processing,
3 in human relationi, 3 in personnel super-
vision, 3, for field experience in manage-
ment, and additional credit in electronics on
the basis of institutional evaluation, for a
minimum total of 18 semester hours. The
recommendation for advanced standing/In
an apprentice training program is the same
as that for Skill Level 20 because additional

,
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skills are administrative and supervisory in
nature (2/76).

MOS-24H-002
IMPRO D HAWK FIRE CONTROL,

PAIRMAt

2024
24

Exhibit Dates: 9/76-Present.
Career Management Field: 23 (Air Defense
Missile Maintenance), subfield 236 (Im-
proved Hawk Missile Systein Repkir .
Description

Summary: Performs support maint nance
and inspections of Improved Haw tery
control, centers, including radar n les,
electronic systems, communi Ions sys-
tems, computers, and various types of ad-
vanced electronic test instruments. Skill
Level 20: Applies basic electronic theory
and advanced circuit concepts in trouble-
shooting both vacuum tube and solid-state
electronic systems and circuits; uses sche-
matics,and logic diagr o trace /specific
problems in analog, digits or mechanical
systems; uses both electrica d mechanical
hand tools when performing adjustments
and making repairs; operates sophisticated
test instruments such as digitalitItimeters,
frequency counters, time-inte meter;,
pulse generators, sweep generators, test
simulators,, dual-trace dual-sweep oscillos-
copes,' ancrradar computers; frequently per-
forms repairs and minor calibration of sup-
nor? test instruments; uses simple algebraic
and trigonometric formulas for calculating
tolerances on various electromechanical
systems; logs equipment failures, repairs,
and inspections; completes maintenance and
supply forms. Skill Level 40: Able to- per-
form the duties required for Skill Level 20;
establishes workloads and repair primities;
implements quality control measures; super-
vises inspection and maintenance-teams; or-
ganizes and conducts on -the job training; A
demonstrates ,proper maintenance .and
troubleshooting techniques; establishes and
keeps maintenance records; prepares main-
tenance reports.
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the, vocational certificate category, 6
semeste'r, hours in basic electronics, 3 in
electronics laboratory, 3 in basic algebra
and trigonometry, 3 in radar circuit theory,'
2 in computer circuit th'egry, 2 in electro-
mechanics, 2 in instrumentation, and 1 in
introduction to television', for a total of 22
semester hdurs. In the lower-division bacca-
laureate/associate degree category, 3 semes-z
ter hours in basic blectronics, 3 in advanced
electronics, 3 in electronics laboratory, and
3 in technical mathematics, for a -total of 12
semester hours. In the upper-division bacca-
laureate category, credit industrial arts
on the basis'of institution evaluation. In an
electronics instrument m hanic/repairman
apprentice training prog 2,600 clock
hours of experience and 1 contact hours
of related instruction. In a ,,,coruitriktion
electrician apprentice training program,
1,000 clock hours of experience anq2 con
tact hours of related instruction (5? ).

Recommendation, Skill Level 40 ;

In the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation is the same as that' for
Skill Level 210. In the lower-division Nicest.'
laureate/assbciate degree category, 34emes-
ter hours in basic electronics, 3 in advanced
electronics, 3 in electronics laboratory, .3 in
technical mathematics, 3, in human relations,

,'.1

3 in personnel supeivision, and 3 for field
experience in management, for a total of 21
semester hours. In the upper-division bacca-
laureate category, credit in industrial arts
on the basis of institutional evaluation. The
recommendation for advanced standing in
an apprentice training program is the same
as that for Skill Levet 20 because additional
,skills are adminis,trative and supervisory in
nature (5/77).

MOS-244-001

IMPROVE HAWK VULSE RADAR
. REPAIRMAN

24J20
24J40

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-8/76.

Career Management Field: 23 (Air Defense
Missile Maintenance), subfi d 236 (Im-
proved Hawk Missile System Repair).

Description .
Summary: Supervises or performs support

maintenance on Improved Hawk pulse
radars-and associated equipment. SkilkLevel
20: Inspects, tests, and adjusts components
to specificerances and determines Mal-
functions in electronic assemblies, subas-
semblies, modules, and circuit elements, Zs.
using common and system .special-design
test equipment; performs initial and final
checkouts and inspections of the system, as-
semblies, and subassemblies; installs equip-
ment modificatioM. Skill Level 40: Able totiperform the duties required fo Level

' 20; establishes workloads and " prior -
ities implements quality control measures;
supervises inspection and maintenance

s; organizes and conducts on-the-job
wiling; demonstrates proper maintenance

and troubleihooting techniiiues; establishes
and keeps maintenance records.

Recommendation, Level 20
In the vocati6nal certificate category or

in the lower-di "sion baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree cate ry, 6 semester hours in
technical mathema 6 in D,C and AC
circuits and t equipment, 3 in tube
and transistor circuits, and 3 in radar, for a
total of 18 semester hours. In an electronic
technician apprentice training program,
2,000 clock hours of experience and 144
contact hours of related instruction. In a
construction electrician apprentice training
program, 1,000 clock hours of experience
JAW 72 contact hours of related instruction
(2/76).,` .

Recommendation, Shindies 40
In the vocational art& ate category, the

recommendation is the e as that for
Skill Level 20. In the lo er-division bacca-
laureate/associate der category, 6 semes-
ter hburs in techni thematics, 6 in DC
and AC circuits and use of test equipment,
3 in tube and transistor cir, nits. 3 in radar,
3 in human relations, 3 in personnel super-
vision, and 3 for field experience in man-
agement, for a total of 27 semester hours.
The recommendation for advanced standing
in an apprentice training program is the
same as that for Skill Level 20 because ad-
ditional skills are administrative and super-
visory in nature (2/76).
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MO$ -24J -002

)IMPROVED HAWK PULSE RADAR
REPAIRMAN

24120
24J40

Exhibit Dates:'2/76-Present .e°
Career Manageme Field: 23 (Air Defense
Missile Ma' t nce), subfield 236 (Im-
proved Hair Missile System Repair).
Descriptiote

Summary: Performs or supervises support
maintenance 6n.. Improved Hawk -- pulse
radars and associated equipment.- Skill Level
20: Maintains improved pulse acquisition
radar, range-only radar, test equipment, and
systems associated with test equipment; In-
spects, tests, and adjusts components pospe-
cific tolerances; detertnines malfunctions in
electronic assemblies, subassemblies, mod-
ules, and circuit elements by using common
and system special-des gn siteetst,equipment;
determines disposition ective assem-
blies, subassemblies, modules, "fflid circuit
elements; locates, removes, and replaces de -'
fective components and parts- performs ini-
tial and final check-outs; installs equipment

-.modification;; completes maintenance and
supply' forms. Skill Level 40. Able to per-
form the duties required for Skill Level 20;
supervises maintenance on Improved Hawk

' pulse radars and associated equipment; es-.
tablishes 'workloads and repair priorities;
recommends procedures for receiving, stor-

' ing, inspecting, testing, and repairing equip-
ment, parts,, and supplies; supervises inspec-
tion and maintenance teams; organizes and
conducts on-the-job 'training; demonstrates
proper maintenance and troubleshoot4ng
techniques; establishes and keeps mairlte-
n'ance records; prepares maintenance 're-
ports.

Recommendation, Skill Level 201
In the vocational certificate tegory, 6

/semester hours,in basic electrici /electron-
ics, 3 in electricity /electronics laboratory, 3
in radar circuit thribn, 3 in tube and tan-
sister circuits, and 3 It\ technical mathemat-

. ics, fdr a total of 18 semester hours. In the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree cate0y.c....3,..semester hours in basic
electronics, 3 in advanced electronics, 3 in
electronics laboratory, and 3 in technical
mathematics, for a total of 12 semester
hours, In the upper-division rbaccalaureate
category, credit' in industrial arts on the
basis of institutional evaluation. In an elec-
tronics instrument mechanic/repairman ap-,

`prentice training program, 2,000 clock
hours of experience and 144 contact hours
of related instruction. In a construction
electrician apprentice training program,
1,000 clock hours of experience and 72 con-
tact hours of related inlitruction (5/77).
.Recommendation, SkilfLevel 40

In the vocational certificate category the
recommendation ist the same as that for
Skill Level 20. In the lower-diyision bacca-
laureate/associate degree category; 3 semes-
ter hours in basic electronics, 3 in advanced
electronics, 3 it electronics laboratory, 3 in
technical mathematics, 3 in human'relations,
3 in personnel supervision, and 3 for field
experience in management, for a total of 21

v* semester-hours. In the upper-division bacca-
laureate category, credit in industrial arts
on the basis of institutional evaluation. The
recommendation for advanced standing in
an apprentice training program is the same
as that for Skill Level 20 because additional
skills are adrniniitrative and supervisory in
nature (5/77).

'MOS-PIK-001.
IMPROVED HA CONTINUOUS WAVE

RADAR REPAIRMAN

24K20
N-24140

EYhi tes: I 3-8/76.
P", Greer Management Field: 23 (Air D nse

Missile Maintenance), subfield 23
proved Hawk Missile Syslem)Rep 1.
Description"

Summary: Supervises or terforms support
maintenance on electronic systems of Im-

.. proved Hawk continuous wave radars and
assogiaad uipmen . 'Skill Level 20 In-
spects, tes and adjusts components to spe-
cific tolera ces and determines malfunctions
in electro c assembli , subassemblies;

I modules,/ and circuit ements, using
'common and systerni- s ial-design test
equipment; performs i9iflal and. final check-

;' outs and inspections, of the systems, assem-
bile% and hbassemblies; installs' equipment
modifications. Skill Level 40: Able to per-
foirn,the duties-required fOr Skill Level 20;
establishes workloads and repair priorities,.
implements quality control easures; super-
vises inspection 'and inainte ance teams; or-
ganizes and conducts onit e-job training;
demonstrates proper m ntenance and
troubleshoOting techniques; establishes and
keeps maintenance records.
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the vocational certificate category or
in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 6 semester hours in
technical -mathematics, 6 in DC and AC
circuits and use of test equipment, 3 in tube
and transistor circuits, and 3 in radar, for a
total of 18 semester, hours. In an electronic
technician apprentice training program,
2,000 clock hours of experience and 144
contact hours of related Instruction. In a
construction electrician apprentice training
program, 1,000 clock hburs of experience
and 72 contact hours of relatedc.instruction
(2/76).
Recommendation; Skill Level 40

In the,mocational certificate category, 6
semester hours in technical mathematics, 6
in DC and AC circuits and--4uge of test
equipment, 3 in tube and transistor circuits,
and 3 in radar, for a total of 18 semester
hours. In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 6 semester hours

in technical mathematics, 6 in DC and AC-
circuits and use of test equip ent, 3 in tube

. and transistor circuits, 3 i radar, 3 in
human relations, 3 in persenn 1 supervision,
and 3 for field experience in anagement,
for a total of227 semester hours The recom-
mendation for advanced stand g in an ap-
prentice training program is the same as '
that for Skill -Level 20 because additional
skills are administrative and supervisory in
nature (2/76).

Hawk continuous rjve radars, high- w.er
illuminator radars, qand associated e uip- ,
merit. Skill Level 20. performs maint arice
on Improved Hawk r continuou wave
radars, high-power illuminator sa ars, test
equipment, mobile tear!) shops, an asSociat-
edsystem-peculiar portable test uipment;
i spects, tests, and adjusts components to
s ecific tolerances; determines malfunction

electronic' assemblies, subassemblies,
odutes, and circuit eleinents by using
ommon and system-design test' equipment;

removes and replaces defective cqmponents
nd Rarts;. determines disposition -6f defec-

tive a,ssembliei, subassemblies, modules, and
circuit-elements; performs initial and final
check-outs; installs equipment mo&fica-

--bons; completes maintenance and supply
forms. Skill Level 40 Able to perform the
duties required for Skill' Level 20; super-
v'ses Maintenance on Improved Hawk con-
tinuous wave radars and associated equi
.ment; establishes workloads and repai
orities;,reeommends procedures for receiv-
ing, storing,. inspecting, testing, and rapair.
ing equipment and parts; organizes and con-
ducts on-the-job training programs; super-
vises maintenance and inspeetion teams;
demonstrates proper work .procedures and' ..

troubleshooting techniques ;' keeps mainte-
nance records; prepares maintenance re-
ports.

Recommendation, Skill Level 20
In the vocational certificate category, 6

semester hours in basic electricity/electron'.
ics, 3 in electricity/electronics laboratory, 3
in radar circuit theory, 3 in tube and tran-
sistor circuits, and 3 in technical mathemat-
ics, for a' total of 18 semester hours:. In the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in basic
electronics, 3 in advanced electronics, 3 in
electronics laboratory, nd 3 in technical
mathematics, for a to al of 12 semester
hours. In-the upper-d ision baccalaureate
category, credit in i dustrial arts on the
basis of institutional 'evaluation. In an elec-
tronics instrument mechanic/repairinttn ap-
prentice training progi-am, 2,000 clock

°hours of experience and '144 contact hou
of related instruction. In a constru n

-electrician apprentice training program,
1,000 clock hours of experience-arid 72 con-
tact hours of related rnstrqption (5/77).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation ,is the same ,as that for
Skill 'Level 20. In'the lower-division bacca-
laureate/assoCiate degree category, 3 semes-
ter hours in basic electronics, 3 in advanced
electronics, 3 in electronics laboratory, 3 in
technical mathematics, 3 in human relations,
3 in personnel 'supervision, and 3 for field
expenence in, management, for a total of 21
semester hours. In thg upper- division bacca-
laureate category, credit in industrial arts
on the basis-of institutional evaluation. The
recommendation for adVanced standing in
an apprentice training program is the same
as that for Skill Level 20 because additiotkalr,
skills are administrative and supervisory In
nature (5/77).

I

MOS-24K-002
IMPROVED HAWK CONTINUOUS WAVE

RADAR REPAIR1 4AN

24K20
24K40

Exhibit Dates: 9/76-Present.
Career Management Field: 23 (Air Defense
Missile Maintenance), subfield 236 (Im-
proved Hawk Missile System Repair).
Deicription .

Summary: Performer supervises 'mainte-
nonce on electronic systems of Improyed

I:3,

v.

MOS-24L-001
IMPROVED HAW LAUNCHER AND

MECHANI AL SYSTEMS REPAIRMAN

24L20
24L40

Exhibit Dates: 9/76-Present.
Career Management Field: 23 (Air Defense

o
I



Q.

".% ,
Missile Mairftenatice); subfield 236 (In=
proved Hawk Missile System Repair).

Description
Summary: Supe or performs mainte

nance on electrical, draulic hydropneu-
matic, mechanic , and electro hanical

,portions of the( Improved Haw )miisile
system and net electronic system of the
improved Hawk .launcher and iated
test equipment. Skill Level 20: spects,
tests, and adjusts _ components to s ific to-
lerantes; determinestrleficiencies elec-
tronic, eldutrical, hydraulic, hydropneuma-
tic, mechanical,' and electromehaniCal as-
sembliei, subasserril:flies,nuid /Circuits by
using common and system special-design
tgst gquipment; removes.and replices defec-
tive components and determines their dispo-
sition; performs load testing and mainte-
nance calibration; repairs job-related tools
and equipment; installs electrical, hydraulic,
hydropneumatic, mechanical, and electro-
mechanical modifications on Improved
Hawk system items; completes maintenance
And supply forms. ,Skill Level 40. Able to
perforp the duties required for Skill \eve!
20; supervises maintenance of electric: me-

- chanical, electromechanical, hydraulic, and
rhydrcipneumatic 'systems of the IrartOveck
Hawk missile system and of the electronics
system of the Improved Hawk launcher; es-
tablishes workloads and repair priorities;
recommends procedures for receiving, stor-
ing, inspecting, testing, and repairing items;
orgapitR and conducts ,on- the -job training
programs; demonstrates proper maintenance
and troubleshooting techniques; establishes
and keeps maintenance, records;. prepares'
maintenance reports.r,
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the vocational certificate category, 3
semester hours in basic qlec,tricity, 3 in elec-
tromechanical systems, 3 in mechanics, 3 in
hydraulics, 3 in technical mathematics, and
I in care and use of tools,' and additional
credit in electronics, mechanics, and hy-
draulics )5n the basis of institutional evalua-
tion, for a mimimum total of 16 semester
hours. In the lowet-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 3 semester hours
in basic electricity, 3 in mechanics, 3 in
hydraulics, and 3 in technical mathematics,
and-additional credit in electronics, electric-
ity,. mechanics, and hydraulics on the basis

. of institutional evaluation, for a mimimum
total of 12 semester hours. In the upper-
division 3accalaureate category, credit in
industrial .arts on the basis of institutional
evaluation. In a wireman-electrician appren-
tice, training program, 2,000 clock hours, of
experience and 144 contact hours of related
instruction (5/77).

Itecommentlation, Skill Level 40
In the sAocational certificate category, the

recommendatien is the same as that for
Skill LeveRRO. In the Power- division bacca-

laureate/associate degree category.-3 semes-
ter hours in basic electricity, 3 in mechan-
ics, 3 in hydraulics, 3 in technical math-

' ematics, 3 in human relationi, 3 in person-
nel supervision, and 3 for fleld\experience
in management, and additionaFicredit in
electronics, electricity, mechanics, and hy-
draulics on the basis of institutional evalua-
tion, for a mimimum total of 21 semester
hours. In the upper-divison baccalaureate
category, credit in industrial arts on the
basis of institutional evalUation. The recom-
mendation for advanced 'standing in an ap-
prentice training program is the same as
that for Skill Level 20 because additional
skills are admjnistrative and supervisory in
nature (5/77).

ARMY EN

MOS-24M-001
VULCAN Sy

24M20. -
24M30
24M40'

M MECHANIC

Exh1ii1t Dates: 10/73-8(77.
Career Management Field) 27 (Combat Mis-
sile Maintenance), subfield 271 "(Combat
Missile Mechanics).
Description

Summary: Supervises or performs mainte-
nance on Vulcan weapon system and asso-
ciated equipment. Skill Level 20: Performs
routine maintenance on the range-only
radar, the rapid alerting identification dis-
play, and test, diagnostic, and measuring
equipment; uses test equipment to deterMine
malfunctioning components', parts, nd ac-
cessories; initiates requests for repay parts,
tools, test equipment, and other s pplies.
Skill Level 30 Able to perform the duties
required for,Skill Level 20; performs main-
tenance on the fo...ard area alert radar.
ikill Level 40: Able to perforiP the dunes

quired for Skill Level 20 or 30; provides
chnical supervision in training programs

for operator and maintenance personnel; co-
ordinates work activities with supporting
units; demonstrates proper maintenance and
troubleshooting techniques; Ts responsible
for-requisitioning and stosing supplies and
repair parts.1
Reco endation, Skill Levels 20 and-30---

N recommendation because of the limit-
ed technical nature of the skill competen-:
cies, and knowledge (2/76).
Recommendation, Skill Lehi 40\

In the loiter-division baccalaureate/
ciate4gree category, 3 semester hours in
human relations, .3 in personnel supervision,
and 3 for field experience in -management,
for a total of 9 semester hours' (;2176)..

4

LISTED MOS EXHIBITS 2-39

Able to perfon the duties required for
Skill Level 20; performs maintenance on
Forward Area Alert Radar (FAAR). Skill
Level 40: Able to perform the duties re-

- quired for Skill Leyel 20 or' 30; proVides
. technical supervision in training program%

for operational and maintenance personnel;
coordinates work activities.,,yth supporting
units; demonstrates proper maintenance and
troUbleshooting techniques; orgahizes and
supervises maintenance and inspection
teams; is responsible for requisitioning and
storing(supplies and repair parts.
Recommendation, Skill Levels 201nd 30

No recommendation because 'of the limit-
ed technical nature df the skills, competen-
cies, and linowledge (2/76).
RecoampAdation, Skill Level 40

,In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate. degree category, 3 sernestgr hours in
human relations, 3 in personnel supervision,
and 3 for field experience in management,
for a total of 9 semester hours (2/76).

M0)7101-002
VuLcikN/FAAR SvrEm MECHANIC

24M10
.24M2Q
24M30
24M40

Exhibit Dates: 9/77-Present. Pending, evalu-
ation.

MOS-24N-001

CHAPARRAL SYSTEM MECHANIC

24N20
24N30
24N4()

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-8/77.
Career Management Field: 27 (Combat Mia-
sile Maintenance), subfield 271 (ComAt
Missile Mechanics).
Description

Summary: Supervises or perfo s mainte-
nance on Chaparral weapon syst s and on
forward area alert radar. qkill Le el 20: Per-
forms routine maintenance on Chaparral
weapons systems, using test equipment to
locate malfunctions in the assemblies and
subassemblies of the systems; initiates re-
quests for repair parts, tools, test equip-
ment, and other supplies. Skill Level 30:

MSS -24N -002

CHAPARRAL SYSTE MECHANIC

24N10 f

24N20
24N30
,241440

Exhibit Dates: 9/77-Present. Pending evalu-
ation.

. .

MOS-24P-001
DEFENSE ACQLISITION RADAR MECHA IC

24P20
24P40

Exhibit Dates: 10/73- Present.
Career Management Field: 26 (Non-Integ t-
ed Radar Maintenance), subfield 261 (Ra
Mechanics).
Description

Summary: Supervises or performs mainte-
nance of air defense acquisition radars. Skill
Levelq0: Performs maintenance on high-
power acquisition radars, low-power accitii-
sition radars, auxiliary battery acquisition
adars, communications systems security de-
ces, battery control circuits, and fire unit

integration facility; performs maintenance
checks with specialized test and measuring
devices; locates and isolates malfunctions;
inspects, tests, and replaces defective com-
ponents; makes adjustments to return equip-
ment to operating order; keeps maintenance
records and prepares equipment mainte-
nance re. Skill Level 40:Ab)6 to per-
forrethe uties required for Skit! Level 0;
superviseS maintenance activities; supervises
preparation and administration of mainte-
nance records and reports.
Recommendation, Skill Level 26

In the vocational certificate category or
in the' lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 6 semester hours in
technical mathematics, 6 in DC and AC
circuits and test equipment operation, and 3
in tubes and transistor circuits, for a total of
15 semester hours. In an electronic techni-
cian apprentic* training program, 2,000
clock -hours qf experience and 144 contact
hours of related instruction. In a construc-
tion electrician apprentice training program,
1,000 clock hours of experience and 72 con-
tact hours of related instruction (2/76).

Yy
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Recommendation Skill Level 40 -

In the ,vocational certificate category, 6
semester hours in technic,al,methematics, 6
in DC and AC circuits and test equipment

.operation, and 3 in tubes and tr sistor cir-
cuits, for a total of 15 semeste -hours. In
the lower-division baccalaureat associate
degree category-6 semester hou in techni-
cal mathematics, 6 in DC and C circuits
and test equipment operation, 3 i tubes and
transistor circuits, 3 in personnel,. Auperyit
sion, and 3 in human relations, for a totarof
21 semester hours. The recommendation for
advanced standing in an apprentice training
program is the same as that for Skill Level:
20 because additional skills arc administra-
tive and supervisory in nature (2/76).

MOS-24Q-001

NIKE-HERCULES FIRE CONTROL MECHANIC

i2/4-Q20
24Q30
24Q40

Exhibit Dates: 10/73- esent.
Career Management F el 23 (Air Defense
Missile Maintenance), sub eld 232 (Nike

. Missile System Mechanics). '
Description

Summary: Supervises, or perfornis mainte-
nance or{ nissile fire control equipment and
radar target simulator. Skill Level -20:
Checks and adjusts target and missile track-
ing an radar systems, commiters,'
multichann I data recorders, and associated
battery control circuits; locates and repairs
malfunctions, -using common and special-
design tools and test equipment; installs
equipment modificaticins. Skill Level 30
Able to perform the duties rep for
Skill Level 20; maintains rad get simu-
lator. Skill Level 40: Able id perform the
duties required for Skill Level 20 or 30; is a
first:lin'e technical supervisor; trains mainte-
nance personnel; coordinates work activities
with °their maintenance units; demonstrates
proper maintenance and troubleshooting
techniques; organizes and supervises mainte-
nance and inspection teams; establishes
workloads and repair priorities; supervises
the requisitioning and storing of repair parts
and supplies.

Recommendailon, Skill Levels 20 and 30
In the vocational certificate category, 3

semester hours in technical mathematics, 2
in control systems, I in Systems mainte-
nance, I in communication systems (elec-
tronics), I in shop practices, and 1 in align-
ment techniques (video), for a total of 9
semester hours. In the lower-division bacca-
laureate/associate degree category,'3 semes-
ter hours in introductory electronics, 3 in
radar/microwave theory, 2 in DC circuit
analysis, 2 in AC circuit analysis, 2 in digi-
tal circuit analysis, I in digital computer
fundamentals, I in electronic instruments,
and 1 in transistor/tube theory, for a total
of 15 semester hours. In the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in
'industrial arts education (electronics) and
additional credit in electron device theory,
radar/microwave, digital computers, and
circuit analysis on the basis of institutional
evaluation. In an electronic technician ap-
prentice training program, 2,000 clock
hours of experience and 144 contact hours
of related instruction. In a construction
electrician apprentice training program,
1,000 clock hours of experience and 72 con-
tact hours-of.related instruction (2/76).

.

Recommendation, Skill Level 40
In the vocational certificate category, the

recommendation is the same as that for
Skill Level 20. In thle lower-division bacca-
laureatelassocilite degree category, '3 seines-
ter hours in introductory electronics, 3 in
radar/microwave theory, 3 in human rela-
tions, 3 in personnel supervision, 2 in DC
circuit analysts, 2 in AC circuit analysis, 2
in digital circuit analysis, 1 in digital com-
puter fundamentals, 1 in electronic instru-
ments, and I in transistor/tube theory, for a
total of 21 semester hours. In the upper-
diyision baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in industrial arts education (electron-
ics) and additional credit in electron device
theory, radar/microwave, digits' domput-
ers, an circuit analysis on the basis of insti-
tutional evaluation; if the duty assignment
was chief fire control meths ic. 3 additional
semester hours r field ex rience in man-
agement, for a m mum t of 6 semester
hours. The reco endation for advanced
standing in an apprentice training program
isohe same as that for skill Levels 20 and
30 because additional skills are administra-
tive and supervisory in.nature (2/76).

MOS-24V-001
, HERCULES ELECTRONICS MECHANIC

'24U20
24U40

Exhibit Dates: I0/73-Present. '
Career Management Field: 23 (Air Defense
Missile Maintenance), subfield 232 (Nike
Missile System Mechanics).
Description. '1

Summary: Supervises or performs mainte-
nance on Hercules missiles, airframes, and
launching devices. Skit Level 20: Assem-
bles, installs, maintains, and adjusts me-
chanical on-missile guidance control sys-
tems and associated equipment; assembles
and interconnects electronic missile compo-
nents; Lo'cates and repAirs 'malfunctions,
using common and special- design tools and
test equipment; initiates requisitions for
repair parts, tools, test equipment, and sup-
plies. Skill Level 40.' Able to perform the
duties required for Skill Level 20; serves as
the first-line technical supervisor of Hercu-
les electronics mechanics; establishes work-
loads and maintenance priorities; coordi-
nates maintenance activities with other
units; determines faulty ,work practices and
demonstrates proper maintenance and
troubleshooting techniques; organizes and
supervises inspection and maintenance
teams; supervises the preparation -of techni-
cal reports and forms.

Recommendation, Skill Level 20
In the vocational certificate scategory, 3

semester hours in basic electricity, 3 in
basic electronics, and 3 in electronic instru-
ments, and additional credit in advanced
electronics on the basis of institutional eval-
uation, for a minimum total' of 9 semester
hours. In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 3 semester hours
in basic electronics, 3 in basic electricity,
and 3 in technical mathematics (including
trigonometry), for a total of 9 semeater
hours. -In an electronic technician a)spreh-
tice training program. 1,000 clock hours of
experience and 72 contact hours of related
instruction. In a construction electrician ap-
prentice training program, advanced Stand-
ing on the basis of employer or trade asso-
ciation performance examination (2/76).

Recommendation, Skill Level 40
In the vocational certificate category, 3

semester hours basic electricity, 3 in
basic electronics,, 3 in electronic instru-
ments, and 3 in advanced ,electronics, for a
total of 12 'semester .hours. In the lower-
division bacCalaureate/associate degree cat-
egory, 3 semester hours in basic electronics,
3 in basic electricity; 3 in technical math-
ethalics (including trigonometry), and 3 in
human relations, for a total of 12 semester
hours. In an electronic technician appren-
tice training program, 2,000 clock hours of
experience and 144 contact hours pf related
instruction. In a construction electrician ap-
prentice training program, 1,000 clock
hours ot'experience and .72 contact hours of --
related instruction (2/76).

MOS -24V 1 °

IMPROVED HAWK MAINTENANCE CHIEW

AV50
Exhibit Dates: 10/73-8/76.
Career Management Field: 23 (Air Defense
Missile Maintenance), subfield 236 (IM-
proved Hawk Missile System Repair).

Description
Supervises the maintenance of the Im-

Tproved Hawk missile system; assists in the
'development of Jhe /quality assurance /qual-
ity control program and supervises_ its im-
plementation; interprets policy; recom-.
mends changes, in policy and procedures;
advises superiors on all personnel matters;
plans all work activities and operations; dir-
ects on-the-job training. NOTE: May have
progressed to 24V50 from Skill Level 40 of
any Impfroved H'awk mechanic or repair-
man MOB. ,

Recommendation
In the upper- division baccalaureate Cate-

gory, 3 semester hours in introduction to
management, 3 in human. relations, 3 in
maintenance management, 3 in industrial
arts education (electronics) and 6 for field
experience in management, for a minimum
total of 18 semester hours; if the duty assign-
ment was maintenance ghief, 3 additional se-
mester hours iacreftniaeL management, for
a total of 21 semester Rurs; if the duty
asSignment was chief instructor in a training
facility. 3 ;additional semester hours for. an
internship in education, for a total of 21
semester hours (2/76).

MOS-24V-002
IMPROVED HAWK MAINTENANCE CHIEF

24V50
Exhibit Dates: 9/76-Fresent.
Career Management Field: /3 (Air,Defense
Missile Maintenance), subfield 236 (Im-
proved Hawk Missile System. Repair).
Deicription

Supervises and coordinates maintenance
of Improved Hawk missile system, imrlud-
ing launcher; assists in the-development of
the quality control program and supervises
its implementation; interprets policies and
procedures; advises superiors on technical
and personnel matters; plans work activities
and operations; assists m' planning 'anti ac-
complishing on-the-job training; directs and
coordinates the administration of the unit to
which assigned; assists company command-
er with ins tions, observes discrepancies
and initiate -.4 appropriate corrective action.



Nom: May have progressed to 24V50 frorir
Skill Level 40 of any Improved Hawk me-
chanic or repairman MOS.
Recommendation'

In the upper-division baccalaureate cate-
gory, 3 semester hours in introduction to
management, 3 in supervision and leader-
ship, 3 in maintenance management, 3 in
industrial arts education, and 6 for field ex-
perience in management, for a minimum
total of 18 semester hours; if tke duo assign-
ment was chief instructor in a training focal-

.. 0, 3 additional semester hours for an intern-
. ship in education, for a-total of 21 semester

hours (5/77),

MOS-25D-001

BIRDIE Repanistatv
25D20
25D4111

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-2/78.. (Effective 3/78,
MOS 25D was discontinued).
Career Management Field: 23 (Air Defense
Missile Maintenance), , subjield 238 (Fire
Distribution Systems Repair).
Description - .

Summary: Supervises or .performs support
aintenance on battery- integration radar

isplay equipment (BIRDIE) and associated
adar data processing equipment (RDPE).

l 20: Troubleshoots circuitry; coril
uc 'lamp, tests on test panel, replaces indi-

Cato , substitutes circuit packages; repairs
or itplaces defective test panel internal cir-
cuitry; troubleshoots and aligns data 'link
system; test operates monitor console; ad-
justs deflection presentations, offset func-
tions, and range marker accuracy; adjusts
sweep and tag amplifiers for zero and test
yoltages, using portable oscilloscope and
test panel; aligns analog subsystem by mea,
suring and adjusting amplitude and phase;
adjusts sweep resolver to"align servome-
chanism; maintains air, conditioners, test
equipment, and tools. Skill. Level 40: Able to
perform the duties required for Skill Level
20; coordinates work activities with'equip-
ment operators and fire distcbution fermi -

' nal equipment repairmen; is responsible for
theyreparation of technical and administra-
tion records and reports; prepares,. plans,
and schedules work shifts and.assignments;
observes; corrects, instructs, and supervises
subordinate personnel in . proper mainte-
nance techniques and procedures; diagnoses
complex equiphient malfunctions.
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the vocational certificate catgory or
in the lower-division bacc,alaureate/aMo-
ciate degree category, 6 semester hours in
basic electronics (including AC and DC cir-
cuits and use of test equipment), '3 in techni-
cal' mathematics, 1 in digital circuits, and
additional credit in electronics, mathemat-
ics, and computer science on the basis of
institutional evaluation, for a minimum total
440 semester hours. In an electronic tech-
nician apprentice training program, 2,000
clock hours of experience and 144 contact
hours of related instruction. In a construc-
tion electrician apprentice training program,
1,000 clock hours of experience and 72 con-
tact hours of related instruction (2/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation is the same as that jor
Skill Level 20. In the lower-division bac a-
laureate/associate degree Category, 6 semes-
ter hours in basic electronics (including AC
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and DC circuits and use of t t equipment),
3 in technical Mathematics, in digital cir-
cuits, '3 in human relation , 3 in mainte-
nance supervision, 3 for.fie d experience in
management, and additional credit in elec-
tronics, mathematics, and ,copipujer science
on the basis of institutional evaluation, for a
minimum ttal of 19 semester hours., The
recommendation for adkanced standing in
ad apprenti e trainingAirogram is the same
as that for S vel lr) because additional
skills are admini tratiVe and supervisdry in
nature (2/76).

MOS-25G-001 .

E ADCP MONITOR REPAIRMAN

r7 25G20
25CM

Exhibit Dates: 10/73 -2/78. (Effective 3/78,
MOS 250 was distontinued.),
Career Management Field: 23 (Air Defense
Missile Maintenance), sub.& 238 (Fire
Distribution Systems Repair), j
Description'

Summary: Maintains weapons monitoring
center and associated mobile monitor equip-
ment. Skill Level. 20:,groubltshoot.h and re-
pairs or replaces.analog; digital, and analog-

, di-Pal int 'face circuits; repairs or replaces
monitor eq i mein components, such as
buffers, magnetic drum and memory read-

... write amplifiers, display gen rators, con-,
soles, cathode ray displays, radar data con-,
verters, data links, sequencers, computers,
communications, and power supplieS; uses
oscillostopes, digital testers,' signal gener-
ators, transistor testers, Aube testers, fre-
quency meters, electronic voltmeters, and
muitimeters; performs field maintenance on
test equipment, air conditioners, and equip-.
ment vans; modifies equipment to work
order ,specifications. Skill Level 4o: Pre-
pares, plans, and schedules work shifts and
assignments; . observei,. corrects, and in-
structs personnel in prOper maintenanci

, techniques and procedures; adviSes and as-
sists repair, personnel in ,solving complex
maintenance problems; p'repares technical
and administrative records and reports.
NOTE: May hake progressed to 25040
from either 25G20 or 251120' (Radar Data
Processing Equipment Repairman).
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the vocational certificate category or
in the lower-division baccalaureate/assO-
elate degree category, 6 semester hours in
techniCalmathematics, 6 in basic electronics
(including DC and AC circuits and use of
test equipment), 3 In tube and transistor cir=
cuits, and 3 in digital circuits, for a total of
18 semester hours. In an electronic techni-
cian apprentice training program, 2,000
clock hours of experience and 144 contact
hours' of related' instrpction. In a construc-
tion electrician apprentice training program,
1,000 clock hours of experience and 72 con-
tact hours of related instruction (2/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

vocational certificate category, 6
semestet hours in technical mathematics, 6
in ba* electronics (including DC and AC
circuits and use of test equipment), 3 in tube
and transistor 'circuits, and 3 in digital cir-
cuits for a total of 18 semester hours. In thr
lower-divisiOn baccalaureate/associate
degree cate ory, 6 semester hours in'techni-
cal mathe tics, 6 in basic electronics (DC
and AC ci uits and use of test equipment),
3 in tube a d transistor circuits, 3 in 'digital
circuits, 3 human relations, 3 in mune-

, . f

dance supervision, and 3 for field experi-
ence in management,- for a total. of 27 se-
mester hours. The recomendation for ad-m

standing in an 1 apprentice training
rogram is the same as that for Skill Level

20 because additional lls are. administra-
tive and supervisory in na ure (2'/76).
*.

MOS-L25H-001

RADAR DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT
REPAIRMAN

25H20
Exhibit, Dates: 10/73-2/78. (Effective 3/78,
MOS 2511 was discontinued.).
Career Management Field: 2IiiiriDefense
Missile Maintenance), subtle 238 (Fire
Distribution Systems Repair).
Description

Troubleshoots, diagnoses malfunctions, .

and repairs radar data processing and asso-.

Mated mobile monitoring equipment, such
as buffers, magnetic drum and memory
read-write amplifiers, display generators, di-
gildgs, cathode ray displays and associated
circuitry, consoles, data links, sequencers,
remote data controls, radar data informa- '
tion circuits, communications, and power
suppli ; uses, block diagrams, schematics,
wire chin charts and electronic test equip-

' ment; modifies equipment to work order
sPecifications; maintains tools test equip-

'! ment, air conditioners, and equipment vans;
keeps maintenance records; requisitions'.
Parts and subassemblies.

``Recommendation
In the vocational certificate category, 6

semester hours in basic electronics, 6 in
4 mathematics and trigon6metry, 3 in digital.,

circuits, 3 in tube and transistor circuips,
and additional credit in basic electronics on
the basis of institutional evaluation, for a
minimum total of 18 semester hours. In the
lower-division baccalanreate/associate
degree category, 6 semester hours in basic .

electronics, 6 in technical mathematics, 3 in.
digital circuits, 3 in tube, and transistor cir-
cuits, and additional credit in computer
technology on the basis, of institutional exal%
.nation, for' a minimum total of 'semester
hours. In an electronic technician appren-
tice training program, 2,000 clock hours of

--expnrience and 144 contact hours of related'
Instruction. In a construction electrician ad:
prentice training program, '1,000,: clock
hours of experience and 72 contact hours of,.

-related instruction (2/76).
e

MOS-25J-001
OPERATIONS CENTRAL REPAIRMAN (OC

CDG REPAIRMAN)

25J20
°

25J40
EXhibit Dates: 10/73-Present.
Career Management Field: 23 (Air Defense
Missile Maintenance), subfield 238 (Fire
Distribution Systems Repair).
Description

Summary: Supervises or petforms support
maintenance on operalions central, Skill
Level 20: Diagnoses malfunctions; locates
defects; repair,' and replaces 'components,
including binary counters, relays, digital
card assemblies, vacuum tubes, cathode ray
tubes, summing network circuits, power
supplies, and associated regulation circuits; /-
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performs inspections and condits system
tests; studies and interprets hnidal man-
uals, schematics and wiring d grams; orga-
nizes troubleshooting and mar enance pro-
cedures. Skill Level 40 Able to perform the
duties required for Skill Level, 20; super-
vises repair activities; observes, corrects,
and instructs subordinates in proper mainte-
nance techniques and procedures; coordi-
nates maintenance functions with supported .

, units; prepare records and reports. r# 0

Recommendation, Skill Level 20
In the vocational certificate category orM the lower-division baccalattreate/asso-

diate degree category, 3 semester hours in
basic electronics, 3 in. direct current, 3 in
alternating current, 6, in technical math-
ematics, 3 in tube and -transistor circuits,
and 3 in digital circuits, for a Iota] of 21
semester. hours. In an electronic technician
apprentice training program, 2,000 clock
hours of expejence and 144 cObact hours
of related instruction. In a construction
electrician . apprentice trarning program,
1,000 clock hours of experience and 72 con-
tact ourS of related instruction (2/76).

mendation, Skill Leiel 40
e vocational certificate category, the
endation is the. same' as. that for
vel'20. In the lower-division bacca-

.

Iallsreate /associate degree category, 3 semes-
in basic electronics, 3 in direct

cut -rent, 3 in alternating current, 6 in techni-
.

Cal mathematies, 3 in tube and transistor
Icircuits,e3 in digital circuits, 3 in human
. relations, 3 in maintenance supervision, and,
3 for field experience in. management,- for a'
total of 70,semester hobrs. The reconimen- -
dation for tOanced standing in an appred-
tice training Program is the same as that for
Skill Level 20. because. additional skills are
administrative and supervisdry in nature (2/

.76).
/

MOS-25K-001,

. .

AN/TSQ-5I SYSTEM REPAIRMAN/
MAINTENANCE CHIEF

25K20
25'K40

25K50, .

Exhibit Datesi 9/75-Present.

Career Management Field: 23 (Air Defense
Missile Maintenance), subfield 238 (Fire,
Distribution Systems Repair.),

Description
Summary: Supervises or performs support

maintenance on the Air Defense Command
and Control System (ANaSQ-51). Skill
Level M..' Performs full range of mainte-
nance on display consoles, display and
signal generation equipment, radar integra-
tion and video .processing equipment, and
general-purpose computersi troubleshoots
equipment circuitry; diagnoses mAlfunctions
and locates deTects; repairs or repla2es com-
ponents in system; test-operates system;
studies and interprets technical material,
diagrams, computer programs, and inter-
connection lists; modifies system and com-
ponents. Skill Level 40: Able to'perform the
duties required for Skill Level 20 and pro-

. vides technical guidance to 'Skill Level 20
personnel; supervises maintenance activities;
schedules work shifts and assignments; fetre-
pares technical and administrative records

and reports. Skill Level 50: Able to pe orm
the duties required for 25K40, 5D40
(BIRDIE 25G40 ( obile
ADCP M tor Repairman), or 25.140 (Op-
erations Ce ral Repairmitnt supervises fire
distribution system mtkintenance unit at bri-
gade or cbmparabre level; superviies tacti-
cal movements of mobile fire disrbution
system coordinates installation of equip-
ment; Bandies classified material; diaposes
and determines' causes of unusual or recur.
rent ' malfunctions; prepares reports and
makes recommendiltions for modification of
components; serves as chief,instructor in a
training facility.

Recommendation, Skill Level 20
In the vocational certificate category or

in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree Category, 3 semester hours in
direct current, 3 in alternating current, 3 in
basic electronics, 3 in introduction to com-
puter science, 3 in technical matheinatics
(including algebra and trigonometry), and
additional credit in electronics on the basis
of institutional evaluation, for h minimum
'total of 15 semester hours. In an electronic
technician apprentice training program,
2,000 clock hours of experience and 144
contact hours of 'related instruction. In a
construction electrician apprentice training
program,_ 1,000 clock hours of experience
and 72 contact hours of related instruction
(2/76). .

Recommendation, Skill Level'40
In the vocational certificate category, the

recommendation is the same as that for
Skill level 20. In the lower-division bacca-
laureate/associate degree category, 3 semes-
ter hours in direct current, 3 in alternating
current, 3 in basic electronics, 3in introduc-
tion to computer 'science, -3"in technical
mathematics (including algebra and trigo-
nometry), 3 in human relations,1 in person-
nel supervision, ,3 ,for field experience. ivy
management, 3 in industrial arts education:
(electronics), and additional credit in elec-
tronics on,the basis of institutional evalua-
tion, for a minimum total of 27 semester
hours. The recommendation for advanced
standing in an apprentice training program
is the same, as that for Skill Level 20 be-
caue additional skills are administrative
and Supervisory in nature (2/7b)..

Recommendation, Skill Level 50
In the vocational certificate category, the

recommendation is the same as that for
Skill Level 20. In the lower-division bacca-
laureate/associate degree category, the rec-
ommendation is the same as that for Skill
I,e,vel 40.' In the upper-division baccalaure-
ate category, 3 semester hours in industrial
arts education (electronics), 3 in introduc-
tion to management, 3 in maintenance man-.
agement, 3 in human relations and 6 for
field experience in management, for a mint-
mum total of 18 semester hours; if the duty
assignment was maintenance chief 3 addi-
tibnal semester hours in personnel manage-
ment, for a total of 21 semester hours; if the
duty assignment was chief instructor in a
training facility, 3 additional semester hours
for an internship in edncatiOn, for a total of
21 semester hours. Therecommendation for
advanced,standing in an apprentice training
program is 'the same as that for Skill Level
20 because additional skills are administra-
tive and supervisory in nature (2/76).

MOS-25L-:001

AN/TSQ-73 AIR DEFENSE ARTILLERY
COMMAND irsID,CONTROL SYSTEM
OPERATOR/REPAIRER

25L1O
25L20
251-30
25L40

Exhibit Dates: 9/77-Present. Pending evalu-
ation.

MOS -26$ -001

WLONS SUPPORT RADAR REPAIRMAN

26B20
26B30'

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-Present.
Career Management Field: 26 (Non-Integrat-
ed Radar Maintenance), subfield
(GrouV Radar Repair):
peseription mr:

Summary: Performs maintenance on
wegrons support radar and associated *-
equipment. Skill Level 20 Uses hand tools
knd test and measuring equipment to detect
sources of malfunctions in weapons support
radars; interprets schematic diagrams and
technical material; replaces faulty compo -'
nents; adjusts operating radars and iat-'
ed equipment for maximum perfo ance.
Skill Level 30: Able to perform, t duties
requised for Skilli,evel 20; adj record-
ers, relays, contiols, 'and power finits; deter-
mines the extent of required maintenance;
makes comparison checks of repaired equip-
ment with test 'standards; keeps work 16gs;
prepares supplwequisitions.
RecommendithM,'Skill Levels 20 and 30

In the vocational certificate 'category or
in the loWer-division baccalatireate/asso-
elate degree category, 6 semester houri in '

. technical ,mathemati:s, 6 in,, DC . and AC
circuits afid test equipment operation, 3 in,

. tube and transistor .:ircuits, and 3 in radar.
for a total of 18 semester hours. In an elec-
tronic technicir.:. apprentice training pro-

.)gram, 2,000 clos.k hours of experience-and
- 144 contact,hours of 'related instruction.

a construction electrician apprentice train-
ing,program, 1,000 clock hours of experi-
ence and 72 contact hours of related in-
struction (2;676).

MOS-26C-001

COMBAT AREA 'SURVEILLANCE RADAR
REPAIRMAN

26C20',
Exhibit Dates: 10/74-8/77.
Career Management Field: 26 (Non-Integrat-
ed Radar Maintenance), subfield 262
(Ground Radar Repair).
Description

Maintains ground surveillance and light.
air defense Doppler radars and associated
equipment; uses voltmeters, ohmeters, signal
generators, oscilloscopes, and other testing
devices to localize and isolate source of
malfunction; determine's extent of required
maintenance; replaces faulty components,
including vacuum tubes, resistors, capaci-
tors, and multivibrators; .adjusts relays,
dials, and controls; ,applies electrical theory
to series and parallel circuitry motors and
generators; interprets circuit diagrams,



r

.
*

block diagrams, schematics, and technical,
manuals.
Recomciendation

In the vocational certificate category,or
in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 6 semester hours in
technical mathematics, 6 in pc and AC
circuits and use of test equipment 1,3 in tube
and transistor circuits, and. 3 in radar, for a
total 'of 18 semester hours. If an electronic
techn lark; apprentice training program,
2,000 lock hours of experience and 144
contact hours of ,related: instruction. In a
construction electrician apprentice training
program, 1,000 Clock hours of experience
and 72 contact hours of related instruction
(2/76).

MOS-26C-002
COMBAT AREA SURVEILLANCE RADAR

REPAIRER

26(.30
26040

Exhibit Dates: 9/772Present. Pending evalu-
ation. :,

MOS-26D-001
GROUND CONTROL APPROACH RADAR

REPAIRMAN

26D20
Exhibit Dates: 10/73-8/77,
Career.Matiagemcnt Field: 26 (Non-Integrat-
ed . Radar Maintenance), subfield", 262
(Ground Radar Repair).
Description

Inspects, tests, and repairs ground control
radar equipment at field and depot level;
utilizes test equipment such as multimetets,.
electronic voltmeters, oscilloscopes, -signal
generators, echo boxes, an other test
equipment to troubleshoot radar *systems to

° the component level; replaces faulty Com-
ponents, including 'vacuum tubes, transis-
tors, resistors, and capacitors; adjusts relays,
dials, and controls; adjusts and aligns equip-
ment to specified performance levels; inter-
prets circuit diagrams, block diagrams,
schematics, and technical Manuals,
Recommendation

In the vocational certificate category or
in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 6 semester hours in
technical mathematics, 6 in DC and AC
circuits and use:of test equipment, 3 in tube'
and transistor .circuits,--and 3 in radar, for a
total of 18 semester hours. In an electronic
techniCian apprentice . training program,
2,000 clock hours of experience and 144
contact hours or related instruction. In a
cohstruction electrician apprentice training -,

pr6grem, 1.000-clock hours of experience
and 72 contact hours of rel ted instruction
(2/76)

'MOS-26D-002
GROUND CONTROL APPROACH RADAR

REPAIRER

26D10
24D20
26P30.

Exhibit Dates: 9/77-Present: Pending evalu-
ation.

MOS-26E-001
AERIAL SURVEILLANCE SENSOR REPAIRER

26E10
26E20
26E30

Exhibit Dates:-077-Present. Pending evalu-
ation. .

MOS-26H-001
AIR DEFENSE RADAR REPAIRMAN'.

26H20
26H30

81114Y ENLISTED MOS EXHIBITS 2-43

Exhi t Dates: 10/73-Present.
Clime anagement Field: 23 (Air Defense
Missile Maintenance), ` subfield 231 (Nike
Missile, System Repair). t ,

Description '
Summary: Performs maintenance oh air

defense radars and associated eiluipment, in-
cluding height, azimuth, and distance find-
ing.radars, servo, data transmission systems,
and computers. Skill Level 20: Keeps, tools
and test equipment in operating condition;
makes detailed tests of operating stages of
the equiPment, using the voltmeter, ohmme-
ter, echo: box, signal generator, and osoitior
scope; determines causes of malfunctions
and replaces faulty complinentS; test-oper-
ates, aligns, and comparison-checks repaired
equipment with test standards; performs
modification work orders; interprais circuit
diagrams, schematics, and technical man-
uals; troubleshoots- by sationaldatioh, lo- *

calization, and -;isolation, performs, servo,
timing, and gating circuitry analysis. Skill
Level 30: Able to perform the duties re-
quired for Skill Level 20; maintains special-
ized air defense radars. ,
Recommendation, Skill Levels 20 and 30 -

In -the vocational certificate category, 3
Semester hours in technical mathematics, 3
in basic electronics, 1 in shop practices, arid
1 in useAnd -care: of ,tools and test equip-
ment, and additional credit' in advanced ,
electronics on the basis of institutional eval-
uation, for a minimum total of 8 semester
hours. In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 3 semester hours
in basic electronics, 3 in radar/microwave
theory, 2 in DC circuit analysis, 2 in AC
circuit analysis, 1 in electronic instruments,
and I in transistor/tube theory, and addi-

borne SiliveillancefEcluiprnent Repair).
Description

Summary: Performs field and depot main.-
tenance' on electronic systems used for
countermeasures and warfare support. Skill
-Level 20: Uses test equipment such as multi-
meters, electronic voltmeters, oscilloscopes,'
signal generators, and other electronic Jest
equipment to tronbleshoot:electronic equip
rnent tcthe component level; determines if
equipment meets original specifications after
repair; dismantles.and repairs circ,nit wiring;
replaces partli, including vacuum tubes,.
transistdrs, resistors, capacitors,'and printed
circuit cards; adjusts relays, dials, and con-
trols; performs ,maintenance on electrical
generators, pmplydines, and selsyn motors;
interpret-4 Complex circuit diagrams. Skill
Level 40: Able to perform the pities re-
quired for Skill Level 20; supervises person-
nel by schedtiling 'work assignment's and
loads, evaluating 'personnel 'performance,
preparing technical and administrative re-
ports. .

Recommendation, Skill Level 20 ,

. In the' vocational certificate Category or
in the lower-division 12accalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 6 Semester hours in
technical mathematics, 6 in DC and AC
circuits and use of test equipment, and 3 ih
tube and transistor circuits, for a total of 15'
semester .hours. In an electronic technician
apprentice ,training program, .2,000 clock -
hours of experience and 144 contact hours,. .
of related instruction .on the .basis of em-
ployer or trade association performance ex-
amination. In, a Construction electrician ap-
prentice' training program, -4,000' clock
hours of experience and 72 contact hours of
related instruction (2/76).
Reconimendation, Skill Level 40

In the vocational certificate category, 6
semester hours in technical' mathematics, 6
in DC and AC circuits and use ,of test
equipment,,and 3 in tube and transistor cir-,,.
'emits, for a total of 15 semester hours. In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 6 semester hous in techni-
cal math'ematics, 6 in' DC and .AC circuits
and use of test equipment, 3 in-tube. and
transistor circuits 3 in maintenance supervi=
sion, 3 in hum relations, and 3 for field
experience in management, for a total of 24
semester` hours. The recommendation for
advanced standing in an apprentice training
program is the same as that for Skill bevel
20 because additional skills are administra-
tive and supervisory in nature,(2/76).

tional credit in computer se nce ci,n the
basis of institutional evaluati , for a mini-
mum total of 12 semester/ hours. In the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 se-
mester hours in industrial arts education
(electronics). In an electronic technician ap-
prentice training program, 2,000 clock
hours of experience and 144 contact hours
of related instruction. In. a pdnstruction
electrician apprentice 'training program,

:.. 1,000 clock hours of experience and 72 con-
tact hours of related instruction (2/70-

MOS-26K-001
ELECTRONIC WARFARE EQUIPMENT

REPAIRMAN

26K20
26K40 .

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-8/77.
Career Managemegkideld: 26 (Non -Into rats-
ed Radar Maintenance), subfield 263 (Air-

MOS-726K402
AERIAL ELECTRONIC WARNING DEFENSE

EQUIPMENT REPAIRER,

26K10
26K20
26K30

Exhibit Dates: 9/77-Present. Pending evalu-
ation.

MOS-26L-001
TACTICAL MICROWAVE SYSTEMS

REPAIRMAN

26L10
26L20
26L40

Exhibit Dates: 10/73- Present.
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Career Management Field: 31 ( Field and

.Area Communicatiohs Maintenan ), sub-
field, 312 (Tactical :Electronics Mainte-
nance)..

iDesaiption .

Summary: Perforins _ installations; opet-' ational adjustments, and maintenance of
line-of-sight microwave and troposcatter

*radio and multiplexing equipmbnt, and re-'
lated power equipment; applies common
basic electronics theory and,achematic-read-
ing skills in interpreting circuit functions
and specifications; uses common and, spe-
cialized tools and multimeters in performing
'operational checks- and in diagnosing trou-

'. bles in microwave equipment: performs pre-
ventive maintenance pf equipment, adjusts,
lubricates, and rtes electrical and me-
chanical components; applies safety precau-
tions when working :around Ingh vOitnges
and performs'emergency action in the event
of 'injury; prepares and keeps r
prescribed equipment load lists.- kill Level,
10: Installs and .operates tact' 1 f '

aid, when necessary; u tools
and :

i

equipment; follows safety measures /

s ht. microwave and troposcat r radio' and
ultiplexing equipment and related power

- equipment; performs 'operational tests, on

secprovides first
and multimeters in performing prey nave

' maintenance ptocedures. Skill Leve --,20:,.
Able -to perform the ckiities required for
MI Level:,10 and performs complex main -
tenance -. of tactical microwave radio equip-
ment; uses specified tools and test insiru-
ments 'in diagnosing and repairing equip-
ment; prepares and keeps maintenance ana, _

',:operational logs and 'records. Skill Level 40:.
Able to perform the duties required for
Skill Level 20; superviSes installation, oper-

\ ation, and maintenance of tactical micro-
, wave communications systems; prepares,

technical and administrative reports; super-
vises, coordinates, or conducts training pro-

rams; normally supervises 5 -8 persons: .

Ommendation, Skill Levels ,10. and 20 ..4, 1
n the vocational certificate category, ev'

se ter hours, in basic AC/DC electronics
the y and laboratory,-6 in radio'fremiencY.
circa t systems:iand functions, 2-n micro-
wave ommunidations, I in high frequency
amplifi r circuits and devices., 1 in elemen-
tary al bra, and 1 in .safety and. first aid,
for a total f 17 semester hours. In the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 6 semester hours in basic
Electronics, 6 in radio/microwave Commu-
nications, and 1 in safety and first aid, for a
total of 13 semester hours. In the upper-
division baccalaureate category,,3 semester
hours for a technical elective and 3 inr, in-
dustrial arts. In an electronic technician or
communications technician apprentice train-
ing ,program, 1,000 clock hours of experi-
ence and 72 contact, hours of related in-
struction (3/76).

Recommendaiion, Skill Level 40
In the vocational certifica category, the,

lecommendation is the sa as that- for
=Sliill Levels 10 and 20. In e lower-divi-
Sion baccalaureate/associate degree 'entego.-
ry, 6 semester hours in basic electronics, 6
in radio/microwave communications, 1 in
safety and first aid, 3 in 'introduction to
management, and 3 in human relations, for

.-a total of 19 semester hours. In the upper- ''
..-"division baccalaureate category, 3 semester

hours for a technical elective,--3- in industrial
arts, and 3 for field experience. in manage-
ment, for a total of 9 semester hours. The
recommendation' for advanced standing in
an apprentice training program is the same
as that for skill Levels 10 and 20 because14

additional skills' are adininistiative and sw
peryisory in nature (3/74).

MPS-26M-001

SZ ROAta -

AIRBOR_NV Sc FIANCE RADAR

26M20
26M.40

Exitibit Dates: 10/73-8/77. (Effective 9/77,
MOS 26M :was,; discontinued.ifor use in the
Active Army and retained for use inlfie
Reserve Forces only.)
Career Management Field: 26 (Non-Integrat-
ed Radar Maintenance), subfield.!263 (Air-
borne Surveillance Equipment Repair).
Description '

Summary: Supervises, inspects, and per-
forms support and depot maintenance on
airborne surv,eillince radar systems and as-
sociated ground equipment. Skill Level 20:
PeProrms support and depot maintenance on
aide-looking airborne radar systems (includ-
ing. The airborne surveillance radar,sadar
data transmitting set, radar data -receiving '

',set, and data transfer system alignment); in-
spectst&sts, and repairs malfunctioning
'equipment,by using voltmeters, ohmmeters,
signal 'generators, and -oscilloaeopes; adjusts,
calibrates, and aligns equipment to manufac-
turers' specifications; perfom authorized
modifications and advises irilltitenance per-
sonnel on- changes in operation and mainte-
nance requirements due to equipment modi-

',fie:anon; prepares appropriate maintenance
--and supply forms and reports; keeps -tools

and test equipment in proper operating con-
dition and accurately calibrated: Skill Level
40 Able to perform the duties required for
Skill Level 20; supervises maintenance ac-
tivities-' and. technician training functions.
NOTE: May haVe progressed to 26M40
from 26M20 or 41G20 (Surveillance 'Photos

.graphic Equipment Repairman).
Recommendation. Skill Level 20

In -the vocational certificate category or
in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category; 6 semester hours in
technical mathematics, 6 in DC and` AC
circuits and -use of test equipment, 3 in tube
and transistor, circuits, and 3 in radar, fora
total of 18 semester hours. In- an- electronic
technician apprentice training program,
2,000- clock hours of experience 'and 144
contact hours of i'elated instruction. In a
construction electrician apprentice training'
program, 1,000 clock hours of experience.
and 72 contact hours of related instruction,
(2/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level '40

In the vocational certificate category, 6
semester hours in technical mathematics, 6
in DC and AC circuits and use of test
equipment, 3 in tube and transistor circuits,
3 in radar, and- additional credit in digital,
'electronics on the-basis of institutional eval-t,
uation, for a minimum ,total of 18 Semester
hours. In the tower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 6 semester hours
in technical mathernatiCs 6 in -DC and AC
circuits and use of test equipment, 3 in tube
and transistor circuits; 3 in radar, 3 in
human relations, 3 in maintenanccesupervi-
sion, 3 for field experience in mahagement,
and additional ;credit in .digital electronics,
algebra, and trigonOrnetry on the basis 'of
institutional evaluation, for a minimum total
'of 27 semester hours. The. recommendation
for advanced standing in.' an apprentiCe
training program is the, mime as that Apr
Skill Level 20 because additional skills are

adrliinistraVe and supetvisory in, nature (2/
76),

MOS-26M-002 -

AERIAL SURVEILLANCE RADAR REPAIRER,26M10 ,

2011420

26M30
Exhibit Dales: 9/77-Prese.
Career Manegemtn; Field: 28 (Aviation
Communications-Electronics Systems Main;
tenance),
Description

.

Effective 9/77, 'MOS 26M was discontin-
ued for use in the Active Army and rca
tained for use in the Reserve Forces only
The American Council on Education will
not be able to evaluate MOS 26M 'until
after the Skills Qualification Tests for,
26M10, 26M20, and 26M30 have, been de-
veloped, Which isnot expected until 1981.

'- Recommendation, All Skill Levels r
Credit on the basis of institutional evalua-

tion.

MOS-26N-001

SURVEILLANCE INFRARED REPAIRMAN-.

26N20
Exhibit Dates: 10/73-8/77. (Effective 9/77,
MOS 26N wilt discontinued for use in the

Army and vtained, for use in the
Rese &Forces only.),
Career Management Field: 267(Non-Integrat-
ed Radar, Maintenance) subfield 263 (Air-
borne Surveillance Equi ent Repair).,
Description

Performs support and depot maintenance
of infrared surveillance systems; locates and
determines causes of Malfunctions by circuit
diagrams and specialized testing; repairs,
modifies, and aligns by using test equipment
and specialized hand tools; proiides techni-
cal assiatance; performs administrative
duties, including requisitioning, stocking,
and filing of repair parts and supplies.
Recommendation . ,

In the vocational certificate category or
in the ,)over- division baccalaureate/asio-
elate degree category, 6 semester hours in-
technical mathematics, 6 in DC AC
circuits and use of test equipment,-3. in
and transistor circuits, and. 3 in radio, fort a
total-of 18 semester hours. In an electronic
technician apprentide training . program,
2,000 clock hours of experience and 144-2
contact how's of related instruction. In a
construction electrician apprentice training
program, 1,000 clock hours of experience
and 72 contact hours of related instruction
(2/76)." =',.

r.

MOS-26N402 ,

AERIAL SURVEILLANCE INFRARED
REPAIRP.A b .

..26N10
, .

26N20
Exhibit Dates; 9/77-Present.
Career Management Field: 28 (Aviation
Communications-Electronics Systems main-
tenance).



Description
Effective 9/77, MOS 26N was discontin-

ued for use in the Active Army and re-
tained for use in the Reserve Forces .only.
The American Council on Education will
not be able to evaluate MOS 26N until after
the Skills Qualification Tests for 26N10 and
26N20 have been developed; which is not
expected until 1981.

Recommendation, Skill Levels 10 and 20
Credit on the basis of institutional evalua-

tion.

MOS-26P-001
RADIO PROPAGATION SPECIALIST

20P20
26P40
'26P50

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-2/78. (Effective, 3/78,
MOS 26P was discontinued and its func-
tions were incorporated into MOS 32H
(Fixed Station Radio Repairer) and 32Z
(Communications-Electronics Maintenance
Chief.)
Career Management Field: 32 (Fixed Plant
Communications Maintenance).

Description ,

Summary: Performs inspections and main-
tenance on specialized electromagnetic
equipment. Skill Level 20: Installs, operates,
maintains, and repairs radio propagatiOn
equipment; 'locates malfunctions of major
components; adjusts equipment, using stan-
dardized and specialized meters and oscil-
loscopes; interprets circuit diagrams, sche-
matic diagrams, and 'technical literature per-
taining to operation' and maintenance of
ionosonde, field intensity, radio noise mea-
suring, and associated equipment. Skill' ',-,

Level 40 Able to perform the duties re-
quired for Skill Level 20; performs routine
management functions of a. radio propaga-
tion station; supervises ionophere record-
ing operations and associated radio propa-
gation tests and analysis activities; super-
vises installation of equipment; may write
specifications for equipment and technical
reports;, prepares work schedules and oper-
ating procedures; demonstrates correct
maintenance and o rating procedures;o rating
keeps work logs; prep es supply requisi-
tions; prepares and c solidates technical
and administrative reports. Skill. Level 50:
Able to perrit the duties required for
Skill Level 40; organizes and directs survey
teams; plans and controls maintenance of
facility equipment and physical plant; diag=
noses and determines causes of unusual mal-
functions; evaluates test equipment; deter-
mines tool requirements; provides technical
assistance and on-the-job training for subor-
dinate personnel. . .

Recommendation, Skill Level 20
In the vocational certificate category or

in= the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 6 semester hours in
electronics and 2 in technical mathematics.
In a el ironies technician (communica-
tions) rentice training program, 500
clock ho rs of experience and 60 contact
hours of related instruction (6/76).

Recommendation, Skill Level 40
In the vocational certificate category, the

recommendation is the same as that for
Skill Level 20. In the lower-division bacca-
laureate/associate degree category, 6 semes-
ter hours in electronics, 3 in personnel su-
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pervision, 3 in human relations, and 2 in
technical mathematics, for a total of 14 se=
mester hours. The recommendation for ad-. vanced standing in an apprentice training
prd'gram is the same as that for Skill level
20 because additiona/ skills are adminigtra-
tive and supervisory in nature (6/76).
Recommendation, Skill.Level 50

In the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation is the same as that for
Skill Level 20. In the lower-division bacca
laureate/associate degree category, the rec.
ommendation is the same as that for Skill
Level 40. In the upper-division baccalaure-
ate category, 6 semester hours for field ex-
perience in management, 3 in introduction
to management, and 3 in maintenance man-
agement, for a total of 12 semester hours.
The recommendation for advanced standing
in an apprentice training program is the
same as that for Skill Level 20 because ad-

, ditional skills are administrative and super-
visory in nature (6/76). -

MOS-26Q-001
TACTICAL SATELLITE/MICROWAVE SYSTEM

OPERATOR

26Q.10
2600
26Q30
26Q40,

Exhibit Dates: 3/78-Present. Pending evalu-
ation.

MOS-26R-001
STRATEGIC SATELLITE/MICROWAVE

SYSTEMS OPERATOR

26R 10
26A20
26R30 '

Exhibit dates: 3/78-Present. Pending evalu-
ation.

MOS-26T-001
TELEVISION EQUIPMENT- REPAIRMAN

26T20
26T30
26T40 .
26T50

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-2/77.
Career Management Field: 72 (Telecom-
munications and Audio-Visual), subfield 722
(Audio-Visual).
Description

Summary: Installs, operates, and repairs
monoch me and color television receivers,
mon rome and color camera chains and
film chains, video tape equipment, televi-
sion transmitting equipment, and television
microwave relay systems. Skill Level 20: In-
stalls and operates television receivers, cam-
eras, and tape equipment; locates malfunc-
tions of major comnents; adjusts equip-
*Rent for proper perfopormance; uses common
test equipmentsuch as. VOM and oscillo-
scope; keeps transmitter logs; reads sche-
matic diagrami and wiring diagrams. Skill
Level 30: Able to perform the duties re-

quired for Skill Level. 20; assures video
quality and is capable. of diagnosing sub-
standard video transmission; is familiar with
equipment capabilities and limitations. Skill
Level 40: Able to perform the duties re-
quired- for Skill Level 20 or 30; knows
equipment operating parameters; supervises
.repair and testing of equipment; assists in
writing' specifications for equipment pur-
chases; increases, proficiency beyond Skill
Level 30 in diagnosing malfunctions from
schematic diagrams; supervises 5 to 29 per-
sonnel. Skill Level 50: Able to perform the
duties required for Skill Level 40, prepares
maintenance schedules; evaluates test equip.:
ment and tool requirements; supervises
equipment modifications; provides technical
assistance for maintenance and repair; su-
pervises 30 or more persons; provides on-
the-job training.

Recommendation, Skill Level 20
In the vocational certificate category, 6

semester hours television . equipment
(closed circuit and cable TV) repair and
additional credit.On the basis of institutional
evaluation. In a television broadcast engi-
nee'', or a television repairman apprentice
training program, 400 clock hours of expe-
rience and 50 contact, hours of related in-
struction (2/75).

Recommendation, Skill Level 30
In the,vocational certificate category, 9

semester hours in television ..equipment
osed circuit and cable TV) repair and
itional credit on the basis of institutional

evaluation. In the lower-division baccalau-
reate/associate degree category, 3 semester
hours in television equipment /repair. In a
television broadcast engineer or a television
repairman apprentice training program, 800
clock hours of experience and 100 contact
hours of related instruction (2/75).

Recommendation, Skill Level 40
In the vocational certificate category, 9

semester hours in television equipment
(closed circuit and cable TV) repair' and
additibnal credit on the basis of institutional
evaluation. In the lower-division baccalat,
reate/associatedegree category, 3 semes-
hours in television equipment repair anc
for a practicum in personnel management.
In a television broadcast engineervor televi-
sion repairman apprentice training program,
1,200 clock Aours of experience and 150
contact 'hours-of related instruction. NOTE:
At this level in civilian television broadcast
service, a first-class FCC operator'S license
is mandatory; the skills and knowledge re-
quired to pass the FCC license examination
are broader in scope than those required for
the performance of this MOS (2/75).'

Recommendation; Skill Level 50
In the vocational certificate category, 9

semester hours in television equipment
(closed circuit and cable TV) repair and
additional credit on the basis of institutional
evaluation. In the lower-division Ifaccalau-
reate/associate degree category, 3 semester
hours in television equipment repair and 3
for a practicum in personnel management.
In the upper-division baccalaureate catego-
ry, 3 semester hours in maintenance man-
agement. The recommendation for ad-
vanced standing in an apprentice training
program is the same as that for Skill Level
40 because additional skills are' administra-
tive and supervisory in nature (2/75).
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MOS-26T-002

RADIO/TELEVISION SYSTEMS SPECIALIST

26T10
26T20
26T30

Exhibit Dates: 3/77-Present. Pending evalu-
ation.

MOS -26U -001

UNATTENDED GROUND SENSOR SYSTEMS
' REPAIRMAN

26U20
26U40

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-8/76. (Effective 9/76,
MOS '26U was discontinued and its func-
tions were incorporated into MOS 17K,
Ground Surveillance Radar Crewman, and

.MOS 17M, Unattended Ground Sensor
Specialist).

.Career Management Field: 17 (Combat Sur-
veillance and Target Acquisition), subfield
171 (Combat Surveillance).'. ,

Description
Summary: Supervises and performs main-

tenance on the unattended ground sensor
systems. Skill Level 20: Diagnoses and re-
pairs electronic sensors; operate& test equip-
ment in automatic, semiautomatic, and
manual modes; determines faults in the data

,transmission, relay, receiver, recorder /dis-
play assemblies, sensor module construc-
tion, and associated equipment; removes, re-
pairs, and replaces milfunctioning assem-
blies, subassemblies, modules, and/or com-
ponent parts; checks out radio frequency
channel and unique digital or analog men
sage format of sensor; aligns, adjusts, an
repairs equipment; modifies systems; inter-
prets electronic circuit diagivims; applies
safety precautions. Skill Level 40: Mile to
perform, the duties required for Skill Level
20; supervises maintenance of the unattend-
ed ground sensor systems; organizes units;
instructs operator personnel; keeps equip-
ment records and prepares reports; diag-
noses and determines causes of unusual mal-
functions.

Recommendation, Skill Level 20
In the vocational certificate category or

in the lower-division baccalaureate /asso-
ciate, degree category, 3 semester hours in
introductory electronics and 3 in equipment
repair. Fully qualified to enter an appren-
tice training program in the electrical and
electronic trades (3/76).

Recommendation, Skill Level 40
In the vocational certificate category, the

recommendation is the same as that for
Skill Level 20. In the lower-division bacca-
laureate/associate degree category, 3 semes-
ter hours in introductory electronics, 3 in
equipment repair, 3 in human relations, 3
for field experience in management, and ad-
ditional credit in technical writing on the
basis of institutional evaluation, for a mini-
mum total of 12 semester hours; if the' duty
assignment was platoon sergeant, 3 additional
semester hours in personnel supervision, for-
a, minimum total of 15 semester hours. Fully
qualified to enter an apprentice training
program in the electrical and electronics
trades (3/76).

EXHIBITS

MOS-26V-001

STRATEGIC MICROWAVE SYSTEMS
REPAIRMAN

26V10
26V20
26V40
26V50

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-Present.
Career Management Field: 32 (Fixed Plant
Communications Maintenance).
Description

Summary: Installs, maintains, and oper-
ates line-of-sight and tropospheric scatter
microwave communications equipment;
wires and connects equipment for installa-
tion; makes performance tests on operating
equipment, using only one type of equip-
ment for testing. Skill Level 10: Knows ter-
minology and can read simple wiring dia-
grams; uses manuals to interpret meter read-
ings to determine equipment condition;
under supervision, operates basic micro-
wave equipment. Skill Level 20: Able to

-perform the duties required for Skill Level
10; uses 'basic electronics mathematics and
becomes proficient in reading, schematic
diagrams of subassemblies; under supervi-
sion, repairs complicated microwave com
munications equipment. Skill Level 40: Able
to perform the duties required for Skill
Level 20; becomes familiar with intercon-
nect concepts; troubleshoots and repairs
electronic circuits; applies knowledge of mi-
crowave antenna radiation to select oper-
ational sites; is a first-line supervisor of per-
sonnel who operate and repair microwave
communications equipment; as an office
nunager, makes shift and work assignments,
issues instructions, and writes technical and
administrative reports. Skill Level 50: Able
to perform the duties required for Skill
Level 40; as a mid-level manager, super-
vises the technical operation and repair of
communications equipment, writes instruc-
tions and technical reports pertaining to
system operations, and may supervise 30 or
more persons.
Recommendation, Skill Level 10

In the vocational certificate category or
in the lower/division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category,} semester hours in
`electronics (2/75).
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the vocational certificate category or
in the lower/division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 6 semester hours in
electronics. In the electronics technician or
a communications fixed plant installer or
repairman apprentice training program, 480

'-clock, hours of experience and 60 contact
hours'of related instruction (2/75).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the vocational certificate category or
in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 6 semester hours in
electronics and 3 in personnel supervision
or office management, for a total of 9 se-
mester hours. In the upper-division bacca-
laureate category, 3 semester hours in per-
sonnel management or in administration.
The recommendation for advanced standing
in an apprentice training program is the
same as that for Skill Level 20 because ad-

ditional skills are administrative and super-
visory in nature (2/75).
Recommendation, Skill Level 30

In the vocational certificate category or
in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 6 semester hours in
electronictoand 6 in personnel supervision

'1

or office management, for a total of 12 se-

. ,. .

"ci!tioanenaluapirentlaftoaricereSadkilt

nil

metier hours. In the upper-division bacca-
laureate

management or
laureate category, 6 semester hours in per.

'stratum.
The e recommendation for

el 20 because ad-
ditional and super-visory

is the
Van `-' standing

visory in nature. NO : At this level,m a
comparable civilian uladion, a s-nd-
class FCC radio operat rs license is manda-
tory; the skills and wledge, Particularly
in mathematics an4 electronics theory, re-
quired to pass the CC license examination
are broader in scope than those required (or
the performance of this MOS (2/75),

mos-26w-oo1
RADAR MAINTENANCE SUPERVISOR--

INSPECTOR

26W20
26W40
26W50

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-8/77. (Effective 9/77,MOS 26W was discontinued and its func-
tions were incorporated into MOS 26C,
Combat Area Surveillance. Radar Repairer,
MOS35P, Avionic Equipment Maintenance
Supervisor; or MOS 27F, Vulcan Repairer.)
Career Management Field: 26 (Non-Integrat-
ed Radar Maintenance), subfield 262
(Ground Radar Repair).
Description

Summary: Supervises maintenance and
Performs technical inspection of non -inte-grated

support, ground control, airborne,
grated radars including ground surveillance,
weapons
and_air defense radars and associated equip.
Meat. Skill Level 20: Able to perform theduties of any radar repair MOS in career
management field 26; nista:cis and checks
maintenance performed by Skill Level 20
Personnel in radar repair MPS's for adequa.
cy, s ananddwpoerrfkaohmt; ceinspecmeasrs for.

Performance against test standards; ascer-
tains needed' replacements or repairs of
component parts. NOTE: May have pro-gressed to 26W20 from 241320, 2030
(Weapons Support Radar Repairman),
26C20 (Combat Area Surveillance Radar
Repairman), 26D20 (Ground Control Ap-
prrooacnich WRadarfarareRepEgairmanuipme)n,

Equipment
26RK2epairman0

the duties"'

26M20 (Airborne Surveillance Radar Re-pairman),

Level 20 and
bleto

,Infrared
orm

for any radar repair MOS in career

or
Skill

2 N
Level
2 0

man-
agement field 26; supervises radar repair
units; organizes and supervises repair tam
activities, plans work schedules, supervises
maintenance and repairs; interprets complex
sY. -ftification, circuit, schematic, and cable
magrams; analyzes malfunctions and recom-
mends corrective action. NOTE: May have

26B30 (Weapons Support Radar Repair-
Progressed to 26W40 from either 26W20 or

man) Skill Level 50 Able to perform theduties required for Skill Level 40;, super
vises maintenance unit at battalion or higher
level; organizes maintenance facilities and
plans maintenance schedule; prepares re-

and changes in work procedure; provides'
Ports; recommends machine design changes

technical guidance. NOTE: May have pro-

Radar Repairman).

tense Ac9uisition Radar Mechanic), 26K40
fressed to 26W50 from 26W40, 24P40 (De.,

(Electronic Warfare Equipment Repair-
man), or 26M40 (Airborne Surveillance



Recommendation, Skill Level 20
In the vocational certificate ry, 6

semester -hours in technical mat atics, 6
in.'DC and AC circuits and use of test
equipment, 3 in tube and transistor circuits,
and 3 in radar, for a total of 18 semester
hours. In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree categojky, 6 semester hours
in technical mathematiM, 6-in DC and AC
circuits, 3 in tube and transistor circuits, 3
in radar, 3 in maintenance supervisioi%.3 in
human relations, and additional credit in in-
dustrial arts education (electronics) and
computer science on the basis of institution-
al evaluation, for a minimum total of 24
semester hours. In an electronic technician
apprentice training program, 2,000 clock
hours of experience and 144 contact hours
of related instruction. In a construction
electrician apprentice training program,
1,000 clock hours of experience and 72 con-
tact hours of related instruction (2/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the vocational certificate category,-the
recommendation is the same as that for
Skill Level 20. In the lower-divison bacca- t-

laureate/issociate degree category, 6 semes-
ter hours in technical mathematics, 6 in DC
and AC circuits, and use of test equipment,
3 in tube and transistor circuits; 3 in radar,
3 in maintenance supervision, 3 in personnel
supervision, 3 in human relations, and addi-
tional credit in industrial arts education
(electronics) and computer science on the
basis of institutional evaluation, for a mini-,
mum total of 27 semester hours. The rec-
ommendation for advanced standing in an
apprentice training program is the same as
that for Skill Level 20 because additional
skills are administrative and supervisory in
nature (2/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 50

In the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation is the same as that for,
Skill Level 20. In the lower-division bacca-
laureate/associate degree category, the rec-
ommendation is the same as that fo 1 Skill
Level 40. In the upper-division bacca

aure-ate category, 3 semester hours,in intr uc-
tion to management, 3 in industrial arts edu-
cation (electronics), 3 in hunian relations, 3
in maintenance managelne.nl, and 6 for field
experience in management, for a total of '18
semester hours. The recommendation for
advanced standing in an apprentice training
program is the same as that for Skill. Level
20 ',because additional skills are administra-
tive and supervisory in nature (2/76).

MOS-26Y-001

SATELLITE. COMMUNICATIONS GROUND
STATION EQUIPMENT REPAIRMAN

26Y20
26Y40
Z6 Y 50

Exhibit Dates: 10 /73- Present.
Career Management Field: 32 (Fixed Plant
Communications Maintenance)..
Description

. Summary: Installs, maintains, and oper-
ates satellite tracking'systems, )1ntenna posi-
tioning systems, and commdnications sys-
tems. Skill Level 20: Reacywiring, circuit,
cable, and schematic dis rams and knows
technical terminology related to the specific
equipment; uses technical manuals to inter-
pret meter readings and determine the ser-
viceability ofequipment; inspects, tests., and
adjusts components to specific tolerances,
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primarily by using ,,.system-specific test
equipment, as well as voltmeters, ohmetets,
spectrum analyzers, deviation meters, oscil-
loscopes, signal generators, frequency
counters, and power meters; computes volt-
age, amperage, and resistance factors; re-
pairs, removes, or replaces defective com-
ponents and parts; identifies electronic jam-
ming and applies appropriate electronic
counter-countermeasures. Skill Level 40.
Able to perform the duties requred for Skill
Level 20; serves as a shift supervisor, an
operations sergeant, or, aril small facility of
fewer than 18 persons, a statidn chief; con-
ducts on-the-job training; makes work as- .
signments; keeps work logs and requisitions
supplies; reviews, consolidates, and prepares.,
technical and administrative reports; inter-
prets complex specifications and diagrams
for subordinate personnel and diagnoses un-
usual causes of equipment malfunction. Skill
Level 50: Able to perform the duties re-
quired for Skill Level 4i3;. manages a large
satellite ground station. -

Recommendation, Skill Level 20
In the vocational certificate category or

in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 6 semester hours in
electronics. In an electronic technician ap-
prentice training program, 480 clock hours
of experience and 60 contact hours of rejat-
ed instruction (6/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the 'vocational certificate category, 6
semester hours in electronics. In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree cat-
egory, 6 semester hours in electronics, 3 in
personnel supervision; and .3 in human rela-
tams, for a total of 12 semester hours-The
recommendation for advanced landing in
an apprentice training program is e same
as that for Skill Level 20 because additional
skills are administrative and supervisory 'in
nature (6/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 50

In the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation is the same as that for
Skill Level 40. In the lower-division bacca-
laureate/associate degree category, the'rec-
ommendation is the same as that for Skill
Level 40. In the upper-division baccalaure-
ate category, 6 semester hours for field ex.
perience- in management and 3 in introduc-
tion to management. The recommendation
for advanced standing in an apprentice
1,iining program is the same as that for

Skill Level'20 because additional skills are
administrative and supervisory in nature (6/
76).

MOS-27137001

LAND COMBAT SUPPORT SYSTEM TEST
SPECIALIST

27B20
27B40

Exhibit Dates: 10/734/77.
Career Management Field: 27 (Cdiknbat Mis-
sile Maintenance), subfield 272A(Combat
Missile Repair). 4

Description
Summary: Supervises or performs mainte-

..nance on the Land Combat Support System
(LCSS). Skill Level 20.' uses basic test equip-
ment such as oscilloscope, VOM, and signal
generator; solders on printed circuit boards
and discrete wiring;' reads and interprets
schematic diagrams and logic diagrams;
identifies common electronic components;
uses proper troubleshooting procedures;

loads digital computer tapes; interprets digi-
tal printer outputs; performs basic instru-
ment calibrations; aligns optical lens sys-
tems, shafts, and gear systems; draws block
diagrams of systems; performs quality con-
trol inspections. Skill Level-40: Able to per-
form the duties required for Skill Level 20;
maintains equipment records; establishes
shop priorities and procedures; supervises
shop operations.
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the vocational certificate category, 3
semester hours in basic electronics, 2 in in-
dustrial electronics, and I in digital theory,
and additional credit in basic electronics
industrial electronics, digital theory, digital
computer systems, systems maintenance, in-
dustrial science, and intermediate algebra
on the basis of institutional evaluation, for a
minimum total of 6 semester hours. In the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 2 semester hours in intro=
ductory electronics, I in 'electronic instrii-
mentation, and 2 'in digital computer sys-
tems, for a total of 5 semester hours. In an
electronic technician apprentice training
grogram, 2,000 clock hours of experience .
.and 144 contact hours of related instruction.
In a construction electrician apprentice
training program, 1,000 clock hours of ex-
perience and 72 contact hours of related
instruction (2/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

The recommendation fqr educational
credit is the same as that for Skill Level 20
plus, in the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate. degree category, 3 semester hours in
human relations. The recommendation for -
advanced standing in an apprentice training
program is the same as that for Skill Level
20 because additional skills are administra-
tive and supervisory ,in nature (2/76).

/)
MOS-2713-002

LAND COMBAT SUPPORT SYSTEM TEST
SPECIALIST/LANCE REPAIRER

'27B10
27B20

,227B30

Exhibit 1Bates44)1:1 : 9/77-Present.'Pending evalu-
ation.

MOS-27D-001
LANCE MISSILE SYSTEM REPAIRMAN

27D20
27D40 -

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-8/77. (Effecti*e 9/77,
MOS 27D was discontinued and its func-
tions were incorporated into MOS 27B,
'Land-Combat Support System Test Special-
ist/Lance Repairer.)
Career Management Field: 27 (Combat Miss
sile Maintenance), subfield 272 (Combat
Missile Repair).
Description'

Summary: Supervises or performs routine.,
maintenance on Lance missile systems. Skill
Level 20 Performs field-level maintenance
on Lance missile system, missile trainer,
nickel-cadmium batteries, and field test
equipment; inspects, tests, and adjusts subas-
semblies to specific functional levels; deter-
mines area of malfunction in specific subas-
semblies (electrical, mechanical, electronic,

ti
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and electro-m hanical); determines sefvi
ability of su blies and removes an
replaces subassemblies; performs field cali-
bration and provides technical assistance to
supported units..Slill Level 40: Able to per-
form the duties required for Skill Level 20;
supervises field maintenance on Lance mis-
sile systems; schedules workloads and estab-
lishes priorities; recommends procedures for
receipt and storage of items; supervises in-
spection of items and on-the-job. training;
establishes and maintains maintenance 're-
cords.

Recommendation, Skill Level 20
In the vocational certificate category or

in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, credit in electronics
on the basis of institutional evaluation. In an
electronic technician apprentice training
program, 144 contact hours of related in-
struction; clock hours of experience on the
basis of employer or trade association per-
formance examination. In a construction
electrician apprentice training program, 72
contact hours of related instruction;. clock
hours of experience on the basis of employ-.
er or trade association performance exami-
nation (2/76).
Recommendation, Sk111 Level 40

In the vocational certificate category,
credit in electronics on the basis of institu-
tional.evaluation. In the lower-division bac-

=calaureate /associate degree category, 3 se-
mester hours in human relations, and addi-
tional credit in electronics on, the basis of
institutional evaluation. The recommenda-
tion for advanced standing in an apprentice
training program is the same as that for
Skill. Level 20 because additional skills are,
administrative and supervisory in nature (2/
76).

MOS-27E-001

WIRE- GUIDED-MISSILE SYSTEMS
REPAIRMAN

27E20
27E40

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-8/77;
Career Management Field: 27 (Combat Mis-
sile. Maintenance), subfield 272 (Combat
Missile Repair).
Description

Summary: Supervises or performs mainte-
nance on the TOW and Dragon missile sys-
tems. Skill Level 20: Performs maintenance
on wire-guided, missile systems, trainers,
night sights, battery chargers, and system-
peculiar test equipment; performs adjust-
ments. to isolate malfunctions; diagnoses
malfunctions; removes and replaces Mod-

' tiles and assemblies.' Skill Level 40: Able to
perform the duties required for Skill Level
20; supervises inspection and maintenance
crews; organizes and conducts on-the-job
training;. establishes and keeps maintenance,
records.

Recommendation, Skill Level 20
In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-

ciate degree category, 3 semester hours in
basic electronics, and additional credit in
basic electronics and direct current on the
basis of institutional evaluation. In a con-
struction electrician apprentice training pro-
gram, 2,000 clocks hours of experience and
120 contact hours of related instruction
(d not have experience in installing elec-
trical omponents in. buildings being. con-
struct (2/76).

\ Recommendation, Skill Level 40
In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-

date degree category, 3 semester hours in
basic electronics and 3 in ,human relations,
and additional credit in basic electronics
and direct current on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation, for a minimum total of 6
semester hours. The recommendation for
adyanced standing in an apprentice, training
program is the same as that for Skill Level
20 because additional skills are adrninistra-
live and supervisory in nature (2/76).

MOS- 27E -002r
TOW/DRAGON REPAIRER

27E10
27E20
27E30

Exhibit Dates: 9/77-Present. Pending evalu-
ation.

MOS-27F-001
CHAPARRAL/VULCAN AIR DETENsE

SYSTEM REPAIRMAN

27F20
27F40

ExhibitDates: 10/73-8/72,
Career Management Field: 27 (Combat Mis-
sile Maintenance), subfield 272 (Combat
Missile Repair).
Description

Summary: Performs support maintenance
on specialized missile equipment; has a basic
knowledge of electronics, including radar
and electromechanical applications. Skill
Level 20: Ins ts, tests, adjusts components1

to specific to rances, and identifies mal-
functions usin primarily system-specific
test equipmen ; repairs, removes, or re-
places defective components and pa"; per-
forms initial and final check-out and inspec-
tion of system items; performs quality con-
trol measures; performs calibration on test
sets peculiar to Chaparral and Vulcan
equipment; prepares maintenance and
supply fol-nis. Duties required for inainte-
nance of the Chaparral missile system in-
volve largely modular repair, requiring the
ability to read block diagraras; duties re_
quired for maintenance of the Vulcan elec-
tronic assemblies and radar involve specific
component repair, requiring substantially

' more electrOnic theory and the,ability to
read schematic diagrams. Skill Level 40:
Able lo perform, the duties required for
Skill Level 20; sates as a technical inspec-
tor or foreman, -stipervising and appraising
the peforrnance of 9 to 16 pellets: estab-
lishes workloads and repair priorities; irn-
ple ents quality control measures; conducts

agues.

on he-job training, demonstrating Proper
intenance and troubleshooting tech-

Recommendation, Skill Level 20
'< No recommendation because of the limit-
ed and military nature of the skills, compe-
tencies, and knowledge. Advancef ,standing
in an electronic technician Cipprentice train-
ing program only on the basis of employer
or trade association performance examina-
tion because of the limited and military-
nature of the skills, competencies, and
knowledge (3/75).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the lower-division baccalaureate/ass°.
ciate degree category, 3 semester hours for

N.field experience in personnel administration,
and additional-Credit for field experience in
education on the basis of institutional evalu-
ation. The recommendation for advanced
standing in an apprentice training program
is the same as that for skill Level 20 be-
cause additional skills are' administrative
and supervisory in nature (3/75).

MOS-27F-002
VULCAN REPAIRER

27F10
27F20
27F30

Exhibit Dates: 9/77-Present. Pending evalu-
ation.

MOS-27G-001

REDEYE MISSILE SYSTEM REPAIRMAN'

27020
27G40

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-8/77.
Career Manigement Field: 27 (Combat Mis-
sile Maintenance), subfield 272 (Combat
Missile Repair) _-

Description
Summary: Supervises or performs field

maintenance on Redeye missile system,
trainer, and associated equipment. Skill
Level 20 Inspects, tests, and adjusts assem-
blies and subassemblies to spwific oper-
ational levels; determine& malfunctions in
electronic, electrical, and cryogenic assem-
blies, subassemblies, modules, and circuit
elements; removes and replaces defective
components and parts; installs equipment
modifications; performs ,initial and final
checkouts and inspections; performs "C"
level calibration on test equipnient. Skill
Level 40: Able to perform the duties ice''
quired for Skill Level 20; supervises the
maintenance on the Redeye missile system,
trainer, contact support test set, and atgoei-
ated equipment; schedules workloads; estab-
lishes priorities; recommends procedures'for
receiving, storing, inspecting, testing, and
repairing equipment; implements quality
control measures; supervises maintenance
and inspection teams; organizes and con-
ducts on-the-job training; demonstrates
proper maintenance and troubleshooting
techniques; establishes and keeps mainte-
nance records.
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the vocational certificate category or
in the lowerldivision baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degtee category, 3 semester hours in
basic electronics, and additional credit in
basic electronics on the basis of institutional
evaluation. In . an electronic technician

- (sound and manufacturing) apprentice train-
ing program or in a construction electrician

( apprentice 'training program, 72 contact
hours of related instruction; clock hours of
experience on the basis of employer or
trade association performance examination
(2/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the vocational certificate category, 3
semester hours in basic' electronics, and ad-
ditional credit in basic electronics on the
basis of institutional evaluation. In the
lower-division batcalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in human
relations, 3 in basic electronics, and addir



tional credit in basic electronics oil the basis
of institutional examination, for a minimum
total of 6 semester hours. The recommends-
tion for advanced standing in an apprentice
training program is the same as that for
Skill Level 20 because additional skills are
administrative and supervisory in nature (2/
76).

MOS-276-002

CHAPARRkL/REDEYE REPAIRER

27010
27020_
27630
27040

Exhibit Dates: 9/77-Present. Pending evalu-
ation.

MOS-27H-001.

SHILLELAGH MISSILE SYSTEM REPAIRMAN

27H20
27H40'

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-8/77.
Career Management Field: 27 (Combat Mis-
sile Maintenance), subfield 272 (Combat
Missile Repair).
Description

Summary: Supervises or performs mainte-
nance on the Shillelagh missile sYstem. Skill
Level 20: Inspects, tests, and adjusts Shille
lagh missile system by using a method of
programmed test equipment and basic elec-
tronic theory; replaces faulty cables and as-
semblies; prepares maintenance and supply
forms. Skill Level 40: Able to perform the
duties required for Skill Level 20; recom7
mends procedures for receiving, storing, in-
specting, testing, and repairing equipment
and components; implements quality control
measures; supervises inspection and mainte-
nance teams; organizes and conducts on-
the-job training; demonstrates proper main-
tenance and troubleshooting techniques,
Recommendation, SIdll'Level 20

In the vocational certificate category,
credit in electronics on the basis of institu-
tionarevaivation. In the lower-division bac-
calaureate/associate degree category, 3, se-
mester hours in basic electronics, and addi-
tional credit in electronics and direct cur-7
rent on the basis of institutional evaluation
(2/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the vocational certificate category,
credit in electronics on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation. In the lower-division bac-
calaureate/associate degree category, 3 se-
mester hours in basic electronics and 3 in
human relations, and additional credit in
electronics and direct current on the basis
of institutional evaluation (2/76).

MOS-27H-002

SHILLELAGH REPAIRER

I7H10
271-120

27H30
Exhibit Dates: 9/77-Present. Pending evalu-
ation.

ARMY E

MOS-27Z-001
LCSS MISSILE MAINTENANCE CHIEF,

27Z50
Exhibit Dates: I0/73-Present,
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.1aunch preparatioq0equipment compartment
in the event of minor, alarm; removes
Cover, de-energizes electrical power, and
Performs minor Corrective action; prepares
maintenance and supply records. Skill Level
40: Able to perform the duties required 'for
Skill Level 20; suPervises on-line mainte-
nance of the missile and associated equip-
ment; schedules and assigns work; corrects
faulty work procedures by instruction and
demonstration; enforces safety regulations;
diagnoses and analyzes complex malfund-
tions; conducts on-the-job training pro
grams; prepares technical reports; -estab-
lishes maintenance controls and perfor-
mance standards. Skill Level sa Able to
perform the duties required for Skill Level
40; serves as the principle maintenance su-
pervisor in a multi-shift operation perform-
ing on-line fnissile maintenance..
Recommendation, Skill Level 10

In the vocational certificate, category,
credit in basic electricity laboratory and
systems maintenance on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation (6/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 20 ,

In the vocational certificate category, 2
semester hours in basic electricity laborato-
ry and 2 in systems maintenance (6/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the vocational certificate category, 2
semester hours in basic electricity laborato-
ry and 2 in systems maintenance. In the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in per-
sonnel supervision and '3 for field experi-
ence in management (6/76).

Career Management Field: 27 (Combat Mis-
sile Maintenance), subfield 272 (Combat
Missile Repair).
Description

Coordinates support maintenance of the
Land Combat Support System (LCSS), in-
cluding the 1..Ance,' TOW, Dragon, Chapar
.ral, Shillelagh,' and Redeye missile systems;
Vulcan weapon system electronics; For-
ward Area Alerting Radar; and system-as-
sociated trainers and test equipment; helps
determine and administers policy; assists su-
periors in planning and accomplishing train-
ing; advises superiors-on all matters con-
cerning enlisted' personnel; may serve as a
chief instructor in a training facility.
NOTE: May have progressed- to 27Z50
from 271340 (Land Combat Support System
Test Specialist), 27D40 (Lance Missile
System Repairman), 27E40 (Wire-Guided
Missile Systems Repairman), 27F40 (Chap -
arral/Vulcan Defense. Systems Repairman),
27040 (Redeye Missile System Repairman),
27H40 (Shillelagh Missile System Repair-
man); 24M40 (Vulcan System Mechanic),
or 24N40 (ChaparrakSystem Mechanic).
Recommendation

In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, credit in electronics
on the basis of institutional evaluation. In
the upper-division baccalaureate category, 3
semester hours in introduction to manage-
ment, 3 in personnel. management, 3 in
human relations, 6 for field eknerience in
management, and additional credit in indus-
trial arts education on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation, for a minimum total of 15
semester hours; if the duty assignment was
chief instructor in a formal training facility,3

,additional semester hours for an internship
in education, for a minimum total of 18
semester hours (2/76).

MOS-28M-001
ANTI-BALLISTIC MISSILE MAINTENANCE

SPECIALIST

28M10
28M20
28M40
28M50

Exhibit Dates: 10/740/78. (Effective 3/78,
MOS 28 M was discontinued.)
Career Management Field: 23 (Air Defense
Missile Maintenance), subfield 237 (Ballistic
Missile Defense).
Description

Summary: Supervises or performs on-line
maintenance on the SAFEGUARD missiles
and their associated equipment. Skill Level

Operates and performs preventive main-
' tenance on missile service and transporter
xehicles, test equipment, associated 4routid
support, and handling equipthent. Skill
Level 20 Able to perform the duties re-
quired for Skill Level 10; tests and checks
guidance control and warhead sOtions to
verify presence and integrity oraircuitry;
checks and tests missile and launch equip-
ment and isolates malfunctions; replaces de-
fective missile stages and sections and
launch equipment components; determines
the cause and location of a malfunction of
the environmental system in a cell or

3 I

Recommendation, Skill Level 50
In the vocational certificate category, 2

semester hours in basic electricity laborato-
ry and 2 in systems maintenance. In the
Tower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in per-
sonnel supervision and 6 for field experi-
ence in management (6/76).

MOS-31B-001
FIELD COMMUNICATIONS-ELECTRONICS

EQUIPMENT MECHANIC (FIELD
RADIO MECHANIC)

31B20
31B30

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-2/78. (Effective 3/78,
MOS 31B was .discontinued and its func-
tions were incorporated into MOS 31 V,
Tactical Communications Systems Opera-
tor/Mechanic.) ,

Career Management Field: 31 (Field and

,field
Communications Maintenance), sub-.
311, (Field Communications Mainte-

nance).
Description
. Summary: Installs, operates, and performs
,preventive maintenance on electronic com-
munications systems that include communi-
cations security equipment, common and
special test, calibraticin, and diagnostic
equipment, as well as selected target sur-
veillance equipment. Skill Level 20: Inspects
equipment for serviceability; cleans equip-
mpnt covers .and cases; replaces fuses,
lamps, and batteries; reads and applies cir-
cuit and schematic diagrams; performs
troubleshooting procedures at the circuit
level to localize and diagnose causes of
equipment malfunction; maintains equip-
ment and supply records, interprets techni-
cal reports and manuals; uses multimeter,
oscilloscope, and signal injection and trac-

.1
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ing equipment. Skill Level 30: Able to per- MOS-3,17E-001 -
form the duties required for Skill Level 20;
performs preventive maintenance and diag-
nostic troubleshooting procedures and
repair on special purpose digital computer
and associated equipment, including-paper
tape punches and readers.
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the vocational certificate category or
in the lower-division baccalaureate/psso
ciate degree category, 3 semester houis in
basic electricity (DC), 3 in basic electrdnics
(AC), 3 in electronic circuits and devices
(solid-state and vacuum tubes), and in
electronic communications systems, r a
total oP-I.2 semester hours (3/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 30

In the vocational certificate category or
in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 3 semester .hours in
basic electricity (DC), 3 in basic electronics

-(AC), 3 in electronic circuits and devices
(solid-state and vacuum tubes), 3 in elec-
tronic communications systems, and 3 addi-
tional semester hours in introduction to
-digital computer circuits, for a ,total of 15
Affnester hours (3/76).

-
MOS-31D-001

PERSHING:COMMUNICATIONS SPECIALIST

31D20,
31D40

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-2/78. (Effective 3/78,
MOS, 311D was discontinued and its func-
tions \were incorporated into MOS 26Q,
Tactical Satellite/Microwave Systems Op-
erator.)
Career Management Field: 31 (Field and
Area Communications Maintenance), sub -
field 313 (Area Communication).

FIELD RADIO REPAIRMAN

31E20
-31E40

Exhibit Dates: 10/73 - Present.

Greer Management Field: 31 (Field and
Area Communications Maintenance), sub -
field 312 (TaCtical Electronics Mainte-
nance).

, MOS-31G-001 (
TACTICAL COMMeICATIONS CHIEF .

Description ,.

Summary: Inspects, tests, and performs
maintenance on FM radios, single side band
radids,,,iind radio teletypewriter equipment.

=kill Level 20: Performs testing and mainte-
nance procedures; dismantles components,
traces continuity, locates malfunctioning

lt, parts, and repairs,faulty circuitry 'parts; uses
multimeters, Foscilloscopes, signal gener-
ators, and other equipment to locate and
repair malfunctioning circuits; computes
voltage, current, resistance; and power
Using Ohm's Law and Watt's Law func-

, tions. Skill Level 40: Able to perform the
dutievrequired for Skill Level 20; 'super-
vises- field radio equipment maintenance
Programs and instructs in maintenance pro-
cedures and techniques; diagnoses"and de-'
termines causes of unusual 'and complex
cases of equipment malfunc 'on or non-
function; interprets complex circuit and

- schematic diagrams; 'requisi ons supplies;
prepares, reviews, and con idates techni
cal and administrative repo normally
pervises 8-15 persons. NO E. May have
progressed to 31E40 from 31E20,-311320, or

a 1B30 (Field. Communications Elev,- onics
Equipment Mechanic).

,,,, Recommendation, Skill Level 20 .

In the vocational certificate. category, 3 -
semester hours in basic electricity (DC), 3
in basic electronics (AC), 3 in communica-
tions electronics, and 3 in electronic compo-
nents (solid-state and vacuum tubes), or a
total of 12 semester 'hours. In the 1 wer-
division baccalaureate/associate degre cat-
egory, 3 semester hours in basic electricity
(DC), 3 in basic electronics (AC), 3 in com-

. .munications electronics, and 2 in electronic
devices (solid-state and vacuum tubes), for a
total of n Semester hours. Advanced stand-
ing in-a radio-television repairman appren-
tice training program on the basis of em-
ployer Or trade association performance ex-
amination (3/76Y is

Recommendation; Skill Level 40
In the vocational certificate category, 3

semester hours in basic electricity (DC), 3
in basic-electronics (AC), 3 in communica-
tions electronics, 3 in electronic compo-

- ,nents (solid-stateand vacuum tubes), and 2
in systems maintenance and 'repair, for a
total of. 14 semester hours. In the lower-
.division baccalaureate/associate degree cat-

c egory, 3 semester hours in basic electricity
T(DC), 3 in basic electronics (AC), 3 in com-
munications electronks, 3 in electronic de-
vices (solid-state and vacuum tubes), 2 in
systems maintenance and repair, 3 in human
relations, and 3 in introduction to manage-
ment, for a total of 20 semester hours.,In
the upper-division baccalaureate category, 3
semester hours in maintenance management.
Advanced standing in a radio-television ap-
prentice training program on the' basis of
employer or trade association performance
examination (3/76).

Description
Summary: Installs, operates, and performs

routine maintenance on tropospheric scatter
radio and associated multiplexing equip-
ment. Skill Level 20: Positions antennas, in-
terconnects equipment, and makes tuning
adjustments on receivers and transmitters;
uses compass; reads specialized metering
scales on equipment; keeps equipment log
books. Skill Level 40: Able t6 perform the
duties required for Skill Level 20; super-
vises and organizes tropospheric scatter
radio operations, maintenance, and security
functions; corrects faulty work practices by
instruction and demonstration of proper
techaiques;, requests supplies and prepares
technical and administrative reports.
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the vocational certificate category or
in the lower/division baccalauareate/asso-
ciate degree category, 2 semester hours }n
electronic communications (practices and
procedures) anti I in maintenance (radio or
equipment) (3/76).

Recommendation,-Skill Level'40
In the vocational certificate category, 3

semester hours in electronic communica-
tions (practices and procedures) and 2 in
maintenance (electronic or equipment). In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree 'category, 3 semester .hours in elec-
tronic communications ( practices and pro-
cedures), 3 in human relations, 2 imindustri-
al maintenance supervision, and I in techni-
cal writing, for a total of 9 semester hours.
In the upper-division biccalaureate catego-
ry, 2 semester hours for field experience in
management (3/76). cf
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31G40
J

31G50 .

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-2/78. (Effective 3/78,
MOS 31G was discontinued and its func-
tions were incorporated into MOS 31V,
Tactical Communications Systems Opera-
tor/Mechanic.)

4 ,.

Career Management Field: 31 (Field and
Area Communications Maintenance), sub-
field 311 (Field Communications Mainte-
nance).

Description;`
Summary: Supetivises the installation, op-

eration, and maintenance of -communica-
tions systemt in infantry, armor, artillery, or
other units employing similar .methods of
communication. Skill Level 40: Supervises
the installation, operation, and routine main-
tenance of wire communications systems,
FM radio nets, air-to-ground radio sets, and
radio teletype sets; conducts training pro-
grams for unit personnel in communications
procedures, operations, and maintenance
practices; assists in selecting locations for
communications facilities; assigns duties and
coordinates the activities of various commu-
nications personnel. NOTE: May have pro-
gressed to 31040 from 31B20, 31B30 (Field
Communications Electronics Equipment
Mechanic), 31D40 IPershing Communica-
tions Specialist), 31E20 (Field Radio Re-
patinan), 36K40 (Tactical Wire Operations
Specialist), 05B40 (Radio Operator), 05C40,

, 05C50 (Radio Teletype Operator), 05g40.
(Voice Radio Operator), or 05F40 (Radio
Teletypewriter Operator, Non-Morse). Skill
Level 50: Able to perform the duties ie-
quired for-Skill Level 40; supervises and
coordinates communications act sties; ad-
ministers maintenance recbrds an prepares
reports;-supervises supply operations; deter-
mines unuaual causes of defective equip-
ment. NOTE: May have progressed to
31050 from 31040, 31E40 (Field Radio
Repairman), 05B40 (Radio Operator),
05C40, 05C50 (Radio Teletype Operator),
05E40 (Voice Radio Operator), or 05F40
(Radio TeletypevGviter Operator, Non-
Morse). .

Recommendation, Skill Level 40
In the Vocational certificate category, 3,

semester hours in introduction to electricity
(DC), 3 in introduction to electronic com-,
munications, and 3 in map reading, for a
total of 9 semester hours. In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree cat-
egory, 3 semester hours in introduction to

-electricity (DC), 3 in introduction to elec-
'ironic communications systems, 3 in map
reading, 3 in human relations, 3 in introduc-
tion to management, and 3 in personnel su-
pervision, for a total of 18 semester hours.
In the upper-division baccalaureate catego-
'ry, 3 semester hours for field experience in
management, 3 in a technical elective, and 3
in industrial arts, for a total of 9 'semester
hours (3/76).

Reconimendation, Skill Level 50
In the vocational certificate category or

in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
piate degree category, the recommendition
is-the same as that for Skill Level 40. In the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 6 se-
mester hours for field experience in man-
agement, 3 for an internship in education, 3
in a technical elective, and 3 in industrial
arts, for a total of 15 semester hours (3/76).



MOS:-313-001

TELETYPEWRITER REPAIRMAN

31J20
31J40
31Jj0

Exhibit Dates: 10/73 -2/74.
Career' Management Field: 31' (Field and
Area Communications Maintenance), sub-
field-312 (Tactical Electronics Mainte-
nance).
Description

Summary: Performs installation, mainte-
nance, and repair of electromechanical and
electronic teletypewriter and facsimile
equipment. Skill Level 20: Installs, main-
tains, and repairs electrical and mechanical
office machines; uses basic hand tools; reads
elementary electrical and electronic -dia-
grains, Skill Lii,e1 40: Able to perform the
duties required for Skill Level 20; able to
diagnose equipment malfunctions and repair
requirements; conducts on-the-job training;
organizes and supervises maintenance and
inspection teams; requisitions and stocks
supplies and repair parts; reviews and pre-
pares technical and administrative reports.
Skill Level 50: Able to perform the duties
required for Skill Level 40; serves as 'fore-
man, establishing workloads and mainte-
dance priorities and conducting on-the-job
training; implements quality control mea-
sures.
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the vocational certificate category or
in the lower-division bAccalaureate/asso-
elate degree category, 1 semester hour in
industrial laboratory tool use and care and 1
in basic mathematics (3/75).

' Recommendation, Skill Level 40
In the vocational certificate category, I

semester hOui in industrial laboratory tool
use'and care and 1 in basic mathematics. In
the , lower-division baccalaureate/ late
degree category, 1 semester hour in us-
trial laboratory tool use and care, 1 in
mathematics, and additional credit for field
experience in personnel supervision, educa-
tion, and industrial arts on the basis of insti-
tutional evaluation (3/75).
Recommendation, Skill Level 50

In the vocational certificate category, 1

semester hour in industrial laboratory tool
use and cnie and 1 in basic mathematics. In
the loWer-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category". 1 semester hour in indus-

° trial laboratory tool use and care, 1 in basic
Mathematics, and additional credit for field
experience in personnel supervision, office
management, education, and industrial arts
on the basis of institutional evaluation (3/
75).

`MOS-313-002

TELETYPEWRITER REPAIRMAN

31J20
31J40

Exhibit Dates: 3/74-Present.
Career Management Field: 31 (Field and
Area Communications Maintenance), sub-
field 312 (Tactical Electronics Mainte-
nance).
Description

Summary; Supervises and performs main-
tenance on electromechanical and electron-
ic teletypewriter and facsimile equipment.
Skill Level 20: Installs, tests, adjusts, over-
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hauls, and repairs electromechanical and
electronic teletypewriters and facsimile
equipment; performs detaird-testing to di-
agnose equipment malfunctions, using spe-
cialized tools and testing equipment; re-
places faulty components, subassemblies,
and parts; adjusts electrical, electronic, and
mechanical components in accordance with
applicable technical publications; test-oper-
ates repaired equipment to assure confor-
mance with technical specifications; main-
tains tools and test equipment; reads sche-
matib and wiring diagrams pertaining to
teletypewriters and facsimile equipment;
uses conventional and specialized soldering
techniques; prepares and keeps maintenance
forms and records. Skill Level 40: Able to
perform the duties required for Skill Level
20; supervises the maintenance of electro-
mechanical and electronic teletypewriters
and facsimile equipment; plans and sched-
ules maintenance; maintains equipment
forms and records; requisitions spire parts,
supplies, and technical manuals; reviews,
consolidates, and prepates technical and ad-.
ministrative reports pertaining to equipment
and equipment maintenance activities; con-
ducts on:the-job training; demonstrates cor-
rect maintenance techniques; diagnoses dif-
ficult and unusual equipment malfunctions;
interprets complex specifications and circuit
diagram '

Recommendation, Skill Level 200
In the 'vocational certificate category, 2

semester hours in basic electricity, 2 in
office machine repair, 1 in eleptroinechani-
cal systems, 1 in use of tecluul publics-,
tions, and 1 in care mad use of tools, for a
total of 7 semester hours. In the lower-
division baccalau,reate/associate degree cat-
egory, 2 semester hours in basic electricity.
In an electronierecluncian apprentice train-
ing program, advanced standing on the
basis of employer or trade association per-
formance examination (5/77).

Recommendation, Skill Level 40
In the vocational certificate category, 3

semester hours in basic electricity, 3 in
office maelline repair, 1 in electrom
cal systenik, 1 in ese of technical pqb 'ca-
tions, 1 in care and use of tools, and 1 in
blueprint reading; for a total of 10 semester
hours. In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 3 semester hours
in basic electricity, 3 in personnel supervi-
sion, 3 in human relations, 3 in record keep-
ing, and 2 in technical report writing, for a
total of 14 semester h urs. In an electronic
technician apprentice raining program, ad;
vanced standing on th basis of employer or
trade association performance examination
(5/77). 0

MOS-31L-001

MULTICHANNirCOMMUNICATIONS
. EQUIP ENT REPAIRMAN (FIELD

RADIO RELAY EQUIPMENT
REPAIRMAN)

31 L20
31 L40

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-2/78. (Effective 3/78,
MOS 31L was discontinued and its func-
tions were incorporated into MOS 26L,
Tactical Microwave. Systems Repairer.)

Career Management Field: 31 (Field and
Area Communications Maintenance), sub-
field 312 (Tactical Electronics Mainte-
nance).

2-51

Description.
Summary: Inspects, tests, and performs

maintenance on multichannel communica-
tion equipment including radio sets, carrier
terminals, Multiplexers, combiners, repeat-
ers, and frequency division plus code modu-
lated systems. Skill Level 20:. Performs peri-
odic and emergency repairs on multichan-
nel communication equipment using elec-
tronic test equipment; tests components, in-

-- tegrated circ4its, modules, and printed cir-
cuits to !maze malfunctions; repairs and
replaces faulty koala; adjusts unit for proper
functioning; interprets schematics and tech-
nica literature. NOTE: May have pro-
gressed, to 31L20 from 31M20 (Multichan-
nel. Communications Equipment Operator).
Skill Level 40 Able to perform the duties
required. for Skill Level 20; supervises 4 or
more multichannel communicatio equip-
ment repairmen;, instructs subor tes m
proper repair and maintenance hniques;
diagnoses and de rnunes ca of unusual
cases of equipm t malfunctio and non-
function.
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the vocational certificate ca ry4. 3.
semester hours in basic electricity ), 3
in basic_ electronics (AC), 3 in soh state
devices, 3 in basic ,digital; computer _circuits,
3 in communications systems, and 3 in elec-
tronic test equipment and instrumentation,
for a of 18 acmes r hours. In the
lower-division b aureate /associate
degree category, 3 semen r hours in basic.
electricity (DC), 3 in basic lectronics (AC),
3 in solid state devices, in basic digital
computer circuits,'-and 3 in communications
circuits, for a total of 15 semester hours. In
an electronic technician apprentice training
program, 1,500 clock hours of experience
and 100 contact-hours of related instruction
(3/76). ,
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the vocational certificate 3category,
semester hours in basic electricity ), 3
in basic electronics (AC), 3 in solid state
devices, 3 in basic digital computer circuits,
3 in communications systems, 3 in commu-
nications circuits, and 3 in elec 'c test
equipment and instrumentation, total
of 21 semester hours. In the lower 'sion
baccalaureate /associate degree gory,
the recommendation is the same as at in
the vocational certificate category plus 3
additional semester, hours in human rela-
tions and 3 in introduction to management.
In an electronic technician apprentice train-
ing program, 2,500 clock hours of experi-
ence and 180 contact hours of related in-
struction on the basis of employer or trade
association performance examination (3/76).

MOS -31M -001

RADIO RELAY AND CARRIER ATTENDANT

k 31M20
".) 31M40 *

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-2/74.
Career Management Field: 31 (Field and
Area Communications Maintenance), sub-
field 313 (Area Communication).
Description,

Summary: Insyills and performs continu-
ousous maintenan on field radio relay equip-
ment. Skill Level 20: Installs, operates, and
maintains fixed radio relay equipment, i
eluding transmitters, receivers, and other
electronic devices. Skill Level 40: Able to
perform the duties required for Skill Level
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20; serves as. a foreman and inspector; con-
ducts on-the4b training.
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

No credit recommendation because of the
limited technical nature of the skills, com-
petencies, and knowledge. Advanced stand-
ing in an apprentice training program in'
electronics or communications technology
only on the basis of employer or trade aatTo-
ciation performance examination ..ause of
the limited technical nature of the skills,
competencies, and knowledge (3/15).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, credit for field expe-
rience in personnel supervisidn and educa-
tion on the basis of institutional evaluation.
The recommendation.for advanced standing
in an apprentice straining program is- the
same as that for Skill Level 20 because ad-
ditional skills are administrative and super-
visory in nature (3/75).

MOS-31M-002
MULTICHANNEL COMMUNI6CATIONS

EQUIPMENT OPERATOR

3 1M20
3'1M40

Exhibit Dates: 3/74-Present.
Career Management Field: 31 (Field and
Area Communications Maintenance), sub-
field 313 (Area Communication).
Description

Summary: Installs, operates, _mid main-
tains multichannel commtuticalBris equip-
ment, including transmitters, receixers, car-
rier terminals, repeaters, and zated
multiplexing and communications devices.
Skill Level 20: Performs minor electrical
connections and mechanical adjustments on
specific communication( equipment and
electrical generators; starts and adjusts
power units to assure delivery of power at
prescribed readings; checks equipment., to
determine readiness for operation; ad its
equipment' $o maintain efficiency circuits
and operation of equipMent at prescribed
frequencies; maintains technical and admin-
istrative records pertaining to station oper-
ation; operates and performs preventive
maintenance on light wheeled vehicles.

_,SkillLevel 40: Able to perform the duties
required for Skill LeVel 20; supervises in-
stallation, maintenance, and inspection of
radio relay communications equipment;
makes personnel assignments; conducts on-
the-job training; demonstrates and instructs
in proper operating techniques; requisitions
supplies; prepares, reviews, and consolidates
,technical and admilfistrative reports; main-
tains supply and maintenance records.
Recommendation, tkill Level 20

In the vocational certificate category, 2,
semester hours in introduction to radio-tele-
communications and additional credit in
mechanical maintenance on the basis of in-
stitutional evaluation. In the lowerivision
baccalaureate/associate degree category, I
semester hour in communications systems
and additional credit in mechanicarmainte-
mince on the basis of institutional evalua-
tion. Advanced standing in an apprentice
training program in electronics or commu-
nications technology on the basis of em-
ployer or trade association perform ce ex-
amination /77).
Recommedddadon, Skill Level 40

In the vocational, certificate category, 2
semester hours inintrIption to radio-tele-

communications and 1 in comm
techniques, and additional in me-
chanical maintenance on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation. In the lower-division bac-
calaureate/associate degree category, 3 se-
mester hours in human relations, 2 in per-
sonnel supervision, 2 in communications
systems, 2 in maintenance management, and
I in communications techniques, and addi-
tional credit in mechanical maintenance on
the basis of institutional evaluation, for a
minimum total of 10 semester hours. Ad-
vanced standing in an apprentice training
program in electronics or communications
technology on the basis of employer or
trade association performance examination
(5/77).

MOS-31N-001
TAcricA1. CIRCUIT CONTROL

31N20
31N40

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-Presefit.
Career Management held: 31 mid and
Area Communications Maintenance), sub -
field 313 (Area Comm car
Description

SumMary: Supervises and operates com-
munications patching panels to establish in-
terconnections between communications fa-
cilities. Skill Level 20: Terminates and
patches circuits in accordance with patch-
ing orders; designates cable pairs to be used
between loop and terminal; assists in testing
local wire, radio, data, and teletypewriter
circuits; operates test equipment, including
multimeter, to identify circuit and equip-
ment faults; operates telephone switchboard
and teletypewriter components of patching
panels; interprets system maps, verlays,
and circuit diagrams; knows first ai proce-
dures for electrical shock. NOW. May
have progressed to 3IN20 from 3 M20
(Multichannel Communications Equi went
Operator). Skill Level 4Ct Able to pe rm
the duties required for Skill Level 20; su-
pervises circuit activities in a switching
center or serves in a headquarters that su-
pervises circuit control functions; supervises
the installation and operalion of systems
control facilities; serves central officer
supervisor analyzing tel one traffic and
preparing routing, rerouting, and alternate
routing orders and pertinent diag?ams,
charts, and records.
Recommendation, Skill Lev41120

In the vocational certificate category or
in the lower-division baCcalaureate/asso-
elate degree category, 2 semester hours in
basic electricity (DC) (3/76).
Recommeip4atil, Skill level 40

In the voek onal,certificate category, 3
semester hours in introduction to electric-
ity. In the lowerdivision baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 3 semester hours in
introduction to electricity, 3 in introduction
to management, and 3 in human relations,
for a total of 9 semester hours. In the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 se-
mester hours for field experience in man-
agement (3/76).

MOS-31S-001
FIELD GENERAL COMSEC REPAIRMAN

3 1S20
31530

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-Present.

`k. .
Career Management Field: 31 (Field and
Area Communications Maintenance), sub-
field 314 (COMSEC Maintenance).
beacription

Summary: Performs maintenance on com-
munications security (COMSEC) equip-
ment, including inspection, testing, diagno-
sis and isolation of defective components or
modules, modification, repair, and calibra-
tion. Skill Level 20 Inspects, tests, and per-
forms maintenance on communications se-
curity and compatible ancillary equipment

d assemblies; uses associated special and
common tools for tests, calibration, and di-
agnostic functions; locates and changes de-
fective circuit modules; maintains equip-
ment maintenance records and submits- ap-
propriate maintenance reports. Skill Level
30: Able to perform the duties required for
Skill Leiiel 20; troubleshoots equipment to
I to defective component; installs and
tes modifications to equipment; uses !ascii-

multimpter and specialized test
equipment; uses Ohm's Law;.reads schemat-
ic diagrams and logic diagrams; demon-
strates correct and acceptable soldering
techniques, for miniaturized electronic
equipment to include the application of
printed circuit repair techniques.
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the vocational certificate category or
in the lower-division baccalaureate /asso-
ciate degree category, 3 semester hours in
basic electricity (DC), and 1 in equipment
maintenance or maintenance procedures.
The skills, competencies, and knowledge
are too limited and specialized to apply to
an apprentice imbuing program (3/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 30

In the vocational certificate 'category or
in the lower-division baccidaureate/asso-
elate degree category, 3 semester hours in
basic electricity (DC), 3 in basic electronics
(AC), 2 in electronic devices (solid-state
and vacuum tubes), and 2 in basic digital
computer circuits, fora total of 10 semester
hours. In an electronic technician appren-
tice training program, 1,000 clock hours of
experience and 72 contact hours of related
instruction on the basis of emploxer or
trade association performhnce examThation
(3/76).

MOS-31T-001

FIELD SYSTEMS COMSEC REPAIRMAN

31T20
31T30 -

Exhibit Dates:, I0/73-Present.
P Career Management Field: 31 (Field and

Area COmmunications Maintenance), sub-
field 314 (COMSEC Maintenance).
Description

Summary: Inspects, tests, and performs
maintenance on communications security
(COMSEC) equipment, including calibra-
tion, Modification, and diagnosis of defects.
Skill-kevel 20 Maintains electronic commu-
nications equipment in serviceable ctindi-
tion, including testing and diagnosing to
isolate malfunctions and replace modules;
uses multimeter and oscilloscope; maintains
equipment maintenance records and submits
appropriate maintenance reports. Skill Level
30: Able to perform the duties required for
Skill Level 20; inspects, tests, and repairs
communications security equipment; utilizes
complex schematic, logic, and wiring dia-
grams and technical publications; repairs
miniaturized electronic equipment; uses



Ohm's Law, oscilloscope, multimeter, and
specialized test equipment.
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the vocational certificate category or
in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 3 semen hours in
basic electronics (AC), 3 in basi lectricity
(DC):' and 3 in control circa arm,
timing, synchronizing, and pow for' a
total of 9 semester hours. Advanced stand-
ing in an electronic technician apprentice
training program on the, basis of employer
or trade association -performance examina-
tion (3/76).
Recomme*tion, Skill Level 30

In the vocational certificate category or
in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 3 semester hours in
basic electronics (AC), 3 in basic electricity
(DC), 3 in communications circuits, 3 in
basic solid state devices, 3 in basic solid
state circuits, and 3 in electronic test equip-
ment and instrumentation, for a total of 18
semester hours.In an electronic technician
apprentice training program, 1,000 clock
hours of experience and 72 contact hours of
related instruction (3/76).

MOS-31U-001

T CAL COMSEC M INTENANCE CHIEF

311j40
31U50

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-2/78. (Effective 3/78,
MOS -31U was discontinued and its func-
tions were incorporated into MOS , 31S,
Field General COMSEC Repairer, and
32Z50, CommunicationsElectronics Main-
tenance Chief.)
Career Management' Field: 31 (Field and
Area Communications Maintenance), sub-
field 314 (COMEC-Maintenanc74. -
Description

Summary: Supervises and coordinates in-
stallation, maintenance, repair, modifica-
tions, Overhaul; and inspection of communi-
cations security (COMSEC) systems.
NOTE: ,Able to perform the uties of
31S30 (Field General COMSE Repair-
man) or 31T30 (Field Systems COMSEC
Repairman). Skill Level 40: Supervises 6-12
subordinate technicians in the installation,
maintenanc and repair of electronic com-
munication, .W-quipment; supervises the safe-
guarding of classified information and mate-
rial, signal security practices, and safety
precautions; supervises the management of
equipment maintenance records and supply
inventory; provides subordinates with tech-
nical guidance. including the use of the os-
cilloscope and multimeter; diagnoses and
evaldates complex causes for defective
equipment; coordinates workflow; prepares
technical reports and correspondence; de-
velops test procedures for subordinates to
use in determining the extent of repairs re-
quired and adequacy of repairs completed.
Skill Level JO: Able to perform the duties
required for Skill Level ,40; serves as a
maintenance chief; instructs Skill Level 40
supervisors in the application of mainte-
nance procedures; evaluates the efficiency
and effectiveness of maintenance operations
and, training procedures;, supervises the
modification of equipment and provides on-
the-job training in the maintenance of modi-
fied equipment.
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the vocational certificate category, 3
semester hours in basic electronics (AC), 3
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in' basic electricity (DC), 3 in communica-
ti9ics circuits, 3 in basic solid-state devices,
3 in basic solid state circuits, and 3 in elec-
tronic test equipment and instrumentation,
for a total of 18 semester hours.11190 the
lower-division baccalaureate/asa6ciate
degree category, 3 semester hours in basic
electronics (AC), 3 in basic electricity (DC),
3 in communications circuits, 3 in ,basic
solid-state devices, 3 in basic solid-state Cir-
cuits, 3 in electronic test equipment and in-
strumentation, 2 in personnel supervision, 3
in introduction to management, 3 in human
relations, and 3 in maintenance shop oper-
ation, for a total of 29 semester hours. In
the upper-division baccalaureate category, 3
semester 'hours for field experience in man-
agement, 3 for a technical elective, and 3 in
industrial arts, for a total of 9 semester
hours. Advanced standing in anelectronic
technician apprentice training program on
the basis ot, employer or trade association
performance examination (3/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 50

In the vocational certificate category or,
in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, the recommendation
is the same as that for Skill Level 40. In the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 6 se-
mester hours for field experience in man-
agement, 3 for an internship in education, 3
for a technical elective,seale in industrial
arts, for a total of 15 r hours. Ad-
vanced standing in an electronic technician
apprentice training program on the basis of
employer or trade association performance
examination (3/76).

MOS-31V-001

TACTICAL COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS
OPERATOR/MECHANIC

31V10
31V20
31V30
31V40
31V50

Exhibit Dates: 3/78-Present. Pending evalu-
ation.

MOS-31W-001

TACTICAL ELECTRONIC MAINTENANCE
CHIEF

31W40
31W50

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-2/78. (Effective 3/78,
MOS 31W was discontinued and its func-
tions were incorporated into MOS. 31E,
Field Radio Repairer; MOS 31J, Telety-
perwriter Reparier; MOS 31V, TaCtic 1
Communications Systems Operator/Me
chanic; and MOS 32Z, Communications-
Electronics Maintenance Chief.)
Career Management Field: 31 (Field and
Area Co munications Maintenance), sub-
field 3 (Tactical Electronics Mainte-
nance).
Description

Summary: Supervises maintenance (re-
building and repair to the component level)
of electronic communications equipment..
Skill Level 40: Organizes, supervises, and-
inspects activities of the maintenance shop;
prepares lesson plans and instructs subordi-
nate repair specialists in on- the,job training;
reviews, consolidates, and prepares techni-

IV.., aJ

cal reports pertaining to electronic commu-
nications equipment maintenance activities;
establishes work priorities; supervises equip-
mint inspection and storage; diagnoses and
determines causes of unusual equipment
malfunction; interprets complex specifica-
tions and circuit, schematic,. and wiring. dia-
grams; explains complex concepts and dem-
onstrates correct repair procedures and uti-
lization of special test equipment and tools.
NOTE: May have progressed to 31W40
from 31L40 (Multichannel Communications
Equipment Repairman), 31B20, 31B30
(Field Communications-Electronics Equip-
ment Mechanic), or 36L30 (Electronic
Swilching Systems Repairman). Skill Level
5ft Able to perform the duties required for
Skill Level 40; as the principal noncommis-
sioned officer, supervises 30 or more per-
sons (and, as a maintenance chief at Grade
E-9, supervises more than 50 persons); su-

, pervises and assists in making complex
modifications to electronic communications
equipment; assists superiors in the continu-
ous appraisal of electronic communications
equipment maintenance, operations, and
training situations; provides technical guid-
ance to subordinate maintenance personnel;
as rust sergeant of a company (approxi-
niately 200 enlisted personnel), serves as an
administrator, personnel director, training
director, and inspector. NOTE: May have
progressed to 31W50 from 31W40, 31E40
(Field Radio Repairman), 31J40 (Teletype-
writer repairman), 26L40 (Tactical Micro-
wave Systems Repairman), or 31U50 (Tac-
tial COMSEC Maintenance Chief).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the vocational certificate category, 6
semester hours. in basic electronics (AC/
DC) theory and laboratory, 1 in elementary
algebra, 3 in amplifier circuits and devices,
6 in radio frequency circuit functions and
analysis, 6 in electronic communications
systems, and 2 in instrument applications,
for a total of 24 semester hours. In the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 2 semester hours in DC
circuit theory and laboratory, 2 in AC cir-
cuit theory and. laboratory, 2 in electronic
devices, 3 in electronic communication sys-
tems, 3 in systems maintenance and repair,
3 in basic electronics with laboratory; 3 in

,

a. personnel supervision, and 3 in maintenance
sho operation, for a total of 21 ester
holy g In the upper-division b aureate
category, 3 semester hours for fie experi-
ence in management, 3 in. introd tion to
management, 3 for a technical elects e, and
3 in industrial arts, for a total of 12 semester
hours. Advanced standing in an electronic
technician apprentice training program on
the basis of employer or trade association
prformance examination (3/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 50

In the vocational certificate category or
in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, the recommendation
is the same as that for'Skill Level 40. In the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 6 se-
mester hours for field experience in man-
agement, 3. for an internship in education, 3
in ithroduction to management, 3 in mainte-
nance management, /3 for fa technical elec-
tive, ands 3 in industrial arts, for a minimum
total of 21 semester hours; if the duty assign-
ment was first sergeant of a company at
Grade E-8 or maintenance chief at Grade E-
9 3 additional semester hours in personnel
management, for a total of 24 semester,
hours. In the graduate category, credit in
personnel management on the basis of insti-
tutional evaluation. Advanced standing in
an electronic technician apprentice training
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prograut,on the basis of employer or trade.
association performance examination (3/76).

MOS-31Z401
AREA COMMUNICATIONS CHIEF

31Z40
31Z50

Exhibit Dates: I0/73-Present.
Career Managiment Field: 31 (Field and
Area Conumekations Maintenance), sub-
field 313 (iki'
Description

Summary: Supervises, coordinates, and
diregks the installation, operation, and main-
tenance of integrated electronic communi-
cations systems. Skill Level 40: Supervises
and coordinates the installation, operation,
and maintenance of integrated 'electronic
communications 'center facilities, including
wire, telephone central, carrier, radio relay,
message center, and' cryptographic' activi-
ties; determines location of facilities, capa-
bilities of equipment within the system, and
appropriate use of circuits, lines, and equip-
ment; conducts training in all phases of op-
erating the communications system; col-

, lects, analyzes, -and distributes material r-
taining to signal intelligence; -assists leer

. in the appraisal of general signal telli-
.gence and operations. .NOTE: May have
progressed to 31Z40 from 31E20 (Field
Radio Repairman), 31D40 (Pershing Com-
municationi Specialist), 31M40 (Multichan- '
nel Communications Equipment Operator),
31N40 (Tactical Circuit Controller), or
72E40 (Telecommunications Center Special-.
ist). Skill Level 50: °Able to '-perform the
duties required for Skill Level 40; super-
vises and directs the installation, operation,
and maintenance of major integrated elec-
tronic communications systems; prepares
orders, line route maps, circuit and traffic
diagrams, and related technical reports and
materials; assists in planning, utilization of
resources, operation of communications
system, and maintenance support for the

,entiresyStern; assigns duties and coordinates
the activities of administrative, operating,
and maintenance personnel in the employ-
ment of wire, radio relay, radio teletype;
telephone, and message handling facilities;,

.......,determines the effectiveness of system oper-
ation, adequacy gig cqmmunication plant,
and the need for additional equipment to
meet unusual or added traffic demands; rec-
ommends changes in location, types or
quantities of equipment, alternate routes,
and establishment of switching centers; may
serve as the-first sergeant of a company (at
grade- E-8), supervising approximately 200
persons. NOTE: Majr have progressed to
31Z50 from 3 I Z40, 3 I M40 (Multichannel
Communications Equipment Operator),

31N40 (Tactical Circuit. Controller), 31050
(Tactical Communications Chief), 31J40
(Teletypewriter Repairman), or 31U50
(Tactical COMSEC Maintenance Chief).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

NOTE: Credit recommenda Ons for tech-
nical expertise in the area o electrom4
communications may be obtain hrough
the exhibits for previously held MO

In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
elate degree category, 3 semester hours in
personnel supervision, 3 in maintenance
shop operation, 3 in technical writing, 3 in
map readingand 3 in industrial safety, for a
total of 15 semester hours. In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in introduction to management, 3 for

4

field experience in management, 3 in a tech-
nical elective, 3 in industrial arts, and 3 for
an internship in educations, for a total of 15
semester hours. There is no recommenda-
tion for advanced standing in an apprentice
training program because the skills
minisirative and supervisory in nature
76).

Recommendation, Skill Level 50
NOTE: Credit recommendations for tech-

nical expertise in the area of electronic
communications may be obtained through
the exhibits for previously held MOS's.

In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, the recommendation
is fife *sametes that for Skill Level 40. In the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 3.se-
mester hours in introduction to manage-
ment, 6 for. field experience in management,
3 ipla technical elective, 3 in industrial arts,
3 for an internship in education, 3 in human
relations, and 3 in industrial management,
for a minimum total of 24 semester hours; if-
the duty assignment was first sergeant, of a
company' or chief signal NCO. 3. additional
semester hours in personnel management,
for a total of 27 semester hours; if the duty
assignment was sergeant major, 3 additional
semester hours for field experience, n man-
agement as well as 3 in personnel manage-
ment, for -a total of 30 semester hours.
There is no recommendation for advanced
`standing in an apprentice training program
because the skills are administrative and su-
pervisory in nature (3/76).

laureate/associate degree, category, 3' semes-
ter hours in personnel 'supervision, 3. in
human relations, 3 in basic electricity (DC
current, test equipment, and die, ), 3 in
basic electronics (AC curren and test

uipment), 3 in electronic circuits, and 3 in
electronic communications principles, for a
total of 18 semester hours. The recommen-
dation for advanced standing in an appien-
tice training program is the same as that for
Skill Level 20 because additional skills are
administrative and supervisory in nature (3/
76). '

MO 2D-001

FIXED TATION TECHNICAL CONTPIDLLER

32D20 .

32D40
a Exhibit Dates: 10/73- Present.

Career Management Field: 32 (Fixed Plant
Communications Maintenance).
Descpption

Sumnjary: Supervises or insures fidelity
and continuity of -Army communications
circuits. Skill Level 20: frevents and cor-
rects conditions which disrupt fidelity; con-
tinuity, and operation of communications
circuits; tests communications circuits and
teletype equipment; uses signal generators,
meters; distortion analyzers, and monitoring
aids; interprets diagrams to determine mode
of keying and levels at various points along
transmission Pathi; applies techniques to.

unteract continuity and fidelity jamming1,4

hostile forces; keeps logs and records.
S ill Level 40: Able to perform the duties
required for Skill Level 20; supervises per-
sonnel and equipment; maintains system net-
work operation; prepares technical and ad-
ministrative reports.
RecominendatimAkill Level 20

In the vocational certificate category or
in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree' category, 3 semester hours in
basic electricity (DC current, test equip-
ment, and diagrams), 3 in basic electronics
(AC current and test equipment), 3 in elec-
tronic circuits, and 3 in electronic commu-
nications principles, for a total of 12*semes-
ter hours. In an electronic technician ap-
prentice training program, 1,000 clock
hours of experience and 72 contact hours of
related instvction (3/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

Iii the vocational certificate category, the'
recommendation is the same as that for
Skill Level 20. In the lower-division bacca-

MOS-32E,1
FIXED PLAIN CARRIER REPAIRMAN

32E20
32E40

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-2/78., (Effective 3/78,
MOS 32E was discontinued and its func-
tions were incorporated into MOS 26V,
Strategic Microwave SyStems Repairer.)
Career Manes' ement Field: 12 (Fixed Plant
Communications Maintenance).
Description

Summary: Supervises and performs instal-
lation, operation, or maintenance on fixed
station carrier, control terminal, multiplex,
and submarine cable terminal equipment.
Skill Level 20: Makes minor adjustments on
equipihent; replaces malfunctioning equip-
ment; advises superiors of equipment failure
or malfunction; keeps technical and admin-
istrative records; performs emergency test-
ing and inspects parts; interprets schematics
and diagrams; replaces and repairs electric
motors and adjusts relays, dials, and switch-
es. Skill Level 40: Able .to perform the
duties required for Skill Level, 20; super-

-vises technical operation and maintenance
of the equipment; prepares technical and
administrative reports.
Recommendation, Shill Level 20

In the vocational certificate category or
in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category; 3 semester hoUrs in
direct current, 3 in alternating current, 3 in
communications systems, and 2 in 'solid
state devices, and -additional credit in- elec-
tronics on tie basis of institutional evalua-
tion, f o r a minimum total of I I semester
hours (3/76)?
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the vocational certificate category, the
reconunendation is the same as that for
Skill Level 20. In, the lower-division bacca-
laureate/associate degree category, 3 semes-
ter hours in personnel supervision, 3 in
human relations, 3 in direct current, 3 in
alternating current, 3 in communications
systems, and .2 in solid state devices, and
additional credit in electronics on the basis
of institutional evaluation, for , a minimum
total of 17 semester hours (3/76).

MOS-32F-001
FIXED CIPHONY REPAIRMAN

32F20
32F40

Exhibit Dates: 0/73-Present.
Career Management Field: 32 (Fixed Plant
Communications Maintenance).
Description

Summary: Supervises or perforfis mainte-
nance on fixed ciphony communi irons se-

r



curity (COMMEC) equipmelt. Skill Level
20: Performs all fevei, of Maintenance on
fixed ciphohy equipment; adjusts, repairs,
and overhauls equipMent; isolates and diag-
noses malfunctions Omit electriCal and elec-
tronic theory; removes; examines, and re-
places -faulty oomponents and parts; traces
circuit continuity; reads schematic and
wiring diagrat010, Yaps maintenance logs
and records. SkM Level 40: Able to perform
the duties requited for Skill Level 20; su-
pervises installation and repair . of fixed
COMSEC equipment; assigns duties; ad- '
vises, instructs, and .ass,.., latt` subdinates...M
difficult phases of "lagnoses; 'requisitions-
supplies and prepares administrative repOrts;
supervises subordinate Personnel in the han-
dling of classified information and materials.
Recommendation, SO Level 20 ,..,.-In the vocational certificate category, 4
semester hcairS it commercial and reiiden-
tial wiring, 2 in digital circuit theory,..2,in
AC and DC theorY! 2 in electronic test
equipment, arid 2 in advanced- circuit
theory, for iiA OW Of 12 semester hours. In
the lower - division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 2 semester hours in basic
electronics, 2 in conunercial Mid residential
wiring, 2 in electronic instrumentation, and
I in introduction to digital circuits; for a
total of 7 semester hours. Advanced stand-
ing in an electronic techniciap apprentice

7 on .the basis of em-
tion performance ex-
he military nature of

and knowledge (6/
6). . .

Recommendation, SO- Level 40
In the vocational' Certificate category, the

recommendation is tile same as that fol
Skill Level 20. ill tile lower-division baccit,
laureateiassociate'degree category, 4 semes-
ter hours in industrial' and residential
wiring, 3. in baSic-electronics, 3 in digital
circuits, 2 in electronic instrumentation, 2 in
electromechanical systems, 3 in human rela-
tions, 2 in personnel supervision, and 2 in
maintenance sOpervision, for a total of 21
semester hours. The- recommendation for
advanced standing in an

in nature (6/76).

apprcntice training
progr is the 'same at that f,r Skill Levelar
20 bec use additional skills are administra-
tive an supervisory

training proktepri o
ployer or trade
aznination because of
the skills, competcno

MOS-32G--001
FIXED CRYPTOORAPit EQUIPMENT

REPAIRMAN'

32020
32044)

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-Present.
Career ,Managettient Field: 32 (Fixed Plant.
Communications Maintenance).
Description

Summary: Supervises or perforrnsmainte-
-fiance on fixed ctyptogrziphic systems com-
munications seCUritY (COMSEC) equip-
ment. Skill. Level 20 Performs all levels of
maintenance on fixed systems digital com-
munications security equipment; adjusts, re-
pairs, and overhatils equipment; applies
electronic theory arid analysis techniques in
diagnosis and isolation malfunctions; re-
moves, examines, and replaces faulty com-
ponents and ports; traces circuit continuity;
properly uses, calibrates, and cares for tools
and test equiptneet; keeps maintenance logs
and records. Skifiel 40: Able to perform
the duties requited for Skill Level 20; su-
pervises installation and maintenance of
fixed system COMSEC equipment; assigns

ARMY ENLI

duties; advises, instructs', and assists subordi-
nates in difficult phases of diagnoses; pre-
pares technical and administrative reports.
Recommendation, Skill Level 20.

In' the vocational certificate catego
semester hours in commercial and raid
did wiring,..2 in digital circuit fundamentals,
2,in DC and AD theory, 2 in electronic that

, equipment, and 2 in advanced circuit
theory, for a total of 12 semester hours. In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate,
degree category, 3 semester hours in dispital
circuit fundamentals, 2 in basic electienics,i
2 in commercial and residential wiring, andl
2 in electronic instrumentation, for a total
of 9 semester hours. Advanced stand*
an electronic technician apprentice trainin
program only on the basis of employer. or
trade association performance examination
because o( the military nature of the skills,
CO petencies, and knowledge (6/76). .

Rs a endadon, Skill Level 40
the vocational CertifiCate category, the

recommendation is the same as that for
Skill Level 20. In the lower- division bacca-
laureate/associate degree category, 5 semes-
ter hours in digital computer circuits, 4 in
industrial and residential wiring; 3 in basic
electronics, 2 in electronic instrumentation,
2 in electromechanical systems, 3.in human
relations, 2 in personnel supervision, and 2
in maintenance supervision, for a total of 23
semester, hours. The recommendition for
advanced standing in an apprentice training
program is the same as that for Skill Level
20 because additional skills are administra-
tive and Supervisory in nature (6/Y6).

MOS-32H-001

FIXED STATION RADIO REPAIRMAN

32H?0
32H40

Exhibit Dates: I0/73-Present. .

Career Management Field: 32k(Fixed Plant
Communications Maintenance).
Description '`

Summery: Supervises and performs instal
lation, operation, and maintenance on fixed
station radio equipment. Skill Loll 20: In-
stalls, operates, and repairs fuied station
radio" receiver and transmitter equipment;
makes frequency and calibration adjust-
ments; replaces defective radio equipment
with . operational units; interprets circuit,
schematic, and cable diagrams; maintains re-
cords on equipment status; uses related
equipment, such as antennas and cables; in-
spects and tests equipment for malfunction;
locates faulty components and replaces
them with operational components or parts;
employs radio troubleshooting techniques
with electronic test equipment; .operates as-.
sociated communications equipment, such
as carrier and teletypewriters; applies safety
precautions pertaining to high,voltage. Skill
Level 40: Able to perform the duties re-
quired for Skill Level 20; supervises instal.-
lation, maintenance, and operation of fixed
station radio equipment; assigns personnel
to duties; advises' and instructs personnel;
diagnoses and determines causes of equip-
ment malfunction; writes technical and ad-
ministrative reports.
Recommendation,-Sklll Level 20

In the vocational certificates category or
in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 3 semester hours_in
electronics fundamentals (direct current), 3
in electronic fundamentals (alternating cur-

.

. r)
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relit), 3 in electronic circuits, and 3 in elect
.

tronic devices (solid-state and vacuum, tube)
for a total of 12 semester hours. In an elec.
tronic technician apprentice training pro-
Vim, 1,000-clock hours of experience and
72 contact hours of related instruction (3/
76y,
Recominendidion, skin Level 40

In the ..vocational certificate category, 3
semester hoUrs in electronics fundamentals
(direct current), '3 in electronics fundamen-
tals (alternating dirrent), 3 in' radio trans-
mitters and receivers system theory, 3 in
electronic circuits, and 3 in electronic de-
v. ices (solid-state and vacuum tube); for a
total of 15 semester hours. In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree cat-
egorY, 3 semester hours in electronics fun-
fdrimundansentalenstal(dsiretaittercfninentg), 3nurrenin electronics oiya

radio transmitters and receivers system
theory, 3 in electronic circuits, 3 in elec- '
tronic devices (solid-state and vacuum
tube), 3 in human relations, and 3 in perion-
nel supervision; for a total of 21 semester
hours. In an electronic technician appren-
tice training program 1,000 clock hours -of
x Petruricencen and 72 contact hnurs of relatedeins

MOS-327. -001

FIXED STATION CHIEF

32240
32Z50 ,

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-Present.
Career Management , Field:,32 (Fixed Plant

/ Cornnumieitions Maintenance)

Description
.

Surnmaryervises installation, operl
ation, and ma tenance of fixed transmitter,
receiver, or terminal .equilpment. Skill Level
40: Able to perform the duties required for
321340 (Fixed Station Technical Control-
ler). 32E40 (Fixed Station Carrier Repair-
man), 321;'40 (Fixed Cipho.ny Repairman),
32040 (Fixed Cryptographic Equipment
Repairman), or 32H40 (Fixed Station Re-
pairman); supervises NOD technically 'assists
in the installation, Ziferation, and mainte-
nance of strategic transmitter, receiver, ter-
minal, microwave, radio relay, messagi
center, data processing, and cryptographic
and sdtellite communications grciun station
equipment; conducts on-the-job training;
oversees station operation and schedules
maintenance; diagnoses and resolves equip-
ment malfunctions; prepares technical re-
port-8; supervises up to IS personnel. Skill
Level SO: Able to perform the duties re-
quired for Skill Level 40; supervises the
installation, operation, and maintenance of
integrated strategic communications systems
in a large fixed station installation 8r serves
in a communications headquarters; deter-
mines requiremyng, assigns duties, and co-
ordinates activities of subordinate person-
nel; plans and supervises technical oper-
ations, maintenance of facility equipment,
and training of personnel; supervises from
15-30 personnel. May serve as first sergeant
of a company, supervising approximately
200 persons; advises company commander
on all matters concerning enlisted personnel
and. is responsible for all enlisted personnel
actions; directs and coordinates company
administration; disseminates instructions and
information to subordinate enlisted supervi-
sors._ NOTE: May have progressed to ,
32250 from 32Z40, 321340 (Fixed Station,
Technical Controller), 32E40 (Fixed Station
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Carrier Repairman), 32F40 (Fixed Ciphony
RePaitfrfan), 32040 (Fixed Cryptographic

'.,Eqiiipment Repairman), 321-140 (Fixed Sta-
.tion!Repairman),'26P50 (Radio Propagation

26V50 (Strategic Microwave
Systems Repairman), or 26Y50 ( atellite
Communications Ground Station
ment Repairman).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the- lower-division baccalaureate/
elate degree category, 3 semester hours n
personnel supervision, 3 in humane relations,
and 3 for field experience in management,
for a total of 9 semester hours (6/76).
Recommendation; Skill Level 50

Ingthedower-division bacColaureate/asso-
elate degree category, 3 semester hours in
personnel supervision, 3 iniratnan relations,
6 for field experience inffmagement, 3 in
maintenance management, and 2 in techni-
cal report writing, for a total o414 semester

' hours. In the upper-division baccalaureate
Category, 3 semester hours in introduction
to management, 6 for field experience in
management, 3 in industrial., arts- education
(electronics), and 3 in personnel manage-
merit, for a minimum total of 15 semester
'hours; if the duty assignment was chief in-
structdr at a formal :Mining facility. 3 addi-

tional semester hours for an internship in
education, for a total of 18 semester hours
(6/76).

MOS-33S--001

EW /INTERCEPT SYSTEMS R jo,AIRER (EW/
INTERCEPT SYSTEMS REPAIRMAN)

335.10'
33S20
33S30
33S40.
33'g50

Exhibit Dates: 3/76-Present.
Career Management Field: 33 (Electronic
Warfare/Intercept Systems Maintenance).
Description

Summary: Supervises or performs mainte-
nance on equipment that opeintes through;
out the frequency spectrum, including re-
ceivers, multichannel magnetic sound re-
corders-reproducers, countermeasures sets,
direction finder sets, and special demodula-
tors used- in mobile and fixed stations.
NOTE: Many of the duties required for this
MOS involve highly classified materials,
equipment, and activities; therefore, not all
the competencies and knowledges associat-,
ed with the. MOS were evaluated. Skill
Level. 10J. Connects equipment to power
'sources; dis-assembles and cleatis electronic
and mechanical components, assemblies,
end subasseinblies; performs electronic and
Mechanical tests using test equipment, sche-
matic diagrams, logic diagrams, and equip-
ment performance standards; analyzes oper-
ation of malfunctiOning equipment to locate
defective components, subassemblies, and
modtiles; repairs or replaces defective cir-
cuitry, parts, and components; aligns simple
electronic circuits and adjusts mechanical
performance; of equipment to meet pre-
scribed Atandards; has knowledge of transis-
tors and integrated circuits; makes autho-
rized substitutions of components and fabri-
cates simple parts not requiring machine
tooling; test operates repaired equipment to
insure performance , and quality standards
are met; prepares and maintains mainte-
nance records and reports. Skill Level 20:
Able to perform the duties required for

Skill Level 10; interconnects ,antennas, re-
ceivers, transmitters, demultiplexers, pream-
plifiers, frequency 'converters, power sup-
plies, audio and video amplifiers, and asso-
ciated equipment according to specifica-
tions; uses advanced test measuring and di-
agnostic equipment; aligns complex elec-

'Ironic components for gain and frequency
response in amplifiers; prepares, maintains,
and reviews maintenance records and re-
ports; provides technical assistance, guid-
ance, and advice to subordinates on repair
and maintenance of electronic systems. Skill
Level 3a Able to perform the duties re-
quired for Skill Leval 20; checks system
iriserfacing,to insure that performance meets
required System standards; performs equali-
ty control inspections of maintenance per-
fomed; reco mends design changes on un-
satisfactory e iipment, positions, and facili-
ties; prepares and consoli tech.nical,re-
ports and ,maintenance records; diagnoses
unusual cases of system malfuncti h---; inter-
prets and explains coOpl x operating and
tnaintenanee problems; rvises and in-
structs subordinate pe el and knows
supply procedures. Skill Leve1,40: Able to

yperform the duties required for Skill Level
30; establishes work priorities and assigns,
work to subordinate' ersonnel; assists in they
supervision of personnel making complex
modifications and repairs; instructs and
demonstrates diagnostic and repair proce-
dures and use of advanced test equipment
and tools; plans and supervises maintenance
for mobile and fixed station facilities; rec-
ommends changes in work procedures; as-
sists in preparation of maintenance sched-
ules; makes oral presentations concerning
maintenance activities. Skill Level 50: Able
to perform the duties required for Skill
Level 40; serves as a maintenance manager
of an actiVit9 of up to 175 persons; prepares-
lesson plans; approves changes in work pro-
cedures; reports on unsatisfactory equip-
ment and circuitry; recommends equipment

, design 'changes and reports on efficiency of
changes performed; assists in technical in-
spections and evaluates the effectiveness of
maintenance. procedures and practices; su-
pervises personnel performing complex
modifications and repairs on intercept and
deception-jamming systems; evaluates sub-,
ordinates; advises commander on matters of.
personnel welfare, morale, assignment, utili-
zation, promotion, privileges, discipline, and

propagatiolory. 2 in instrumentation, 1

electroinechanical devices, 1 in digital
electronics, and 1 in circuit fabrication, for
a total of 28 semester hours. In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree cat-
egory, 5 semester hours in systems trouble-,
shooting, 3 inAC/EtC circuits, 3 in commu-
nications systems, 3 in solid state electron-
ics, 3 in technical mathematics, 3 in human
relations, 3 for field experience in personnel
supervision, 2 in power supplies; 2 in pulse
circuits, 2 in antenna and wave propagation
theory, 2 in instrumentation, I in eleetrome
chanical devices 1 in digital electronics,
and 1 in circuit fabrication, for i-total of 34
semester hours (6/77).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the vocational certificate category he
recommehdatiOn. is the same as that for
Skill, Level 0. In the, lower-division bacca-
latireate/as.sociate degree category, 5 semes-
ter hours in systems troubleshooting, 3 in
AC/DC circuits; '3 in communications sys-
tems, 3 in solid state electronics, 3 in techni-
cal mathematics, 3 in human relations, 3 for
field experience in personnel supervision, 3
in shop management, 2 in power supplies, 2
in pulse circuits, 2 in antenna and wave
propagation theory, 2 in instrumentation, 1

in electromechanical devices, 1 in digital
electronics, and 1 in circuit fabrication, for
a total of 37 semester hours. In the upper-
division baccalaureate categdry, 3 semester
hours for field experience in management
(6/77).
Recommendation, Skill Lnel 50

In the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation is the same as that for
Skill Level 30. In the lower-division bacca-
laureate /associate degree category, the rec-
ommendation is the same as that', for Skill
Level 40. In the upper-divisiOn
ate category, 6 semester hours for field ex-
perience- in management,. .3 in introduction
to management, 3 in resource management,
and 3 in personnel management, for a mini-
mum total of 15_semester hours; if the duty
assignment was chief instructor in a formal
training facility. 3 additional semester -hours
for an internship in education, for a total of
18 semester hours (6/77).

.140-34B-001
training; interprets and explains technibal tTA41;ILATING EQUIPMENT REPAIRMAN
literature on the operation and maintenance

34B10of general and special types of intercept and
deception-jamming systems; prepares main-
tenance schedules; may serve as a chief in-
structor in a formal training facility; may
have experience as the enlisted commander
of a detachment; may have served as the
first sergeant of a company.
Recommendation, Skill Levels 10 and 20 s

In the vocational certificate category or
in the lower-division baccalaureate/also-'
ciate degree category, 3 semester hours in
AC/DC circuits, 3 in communications sys-
tems;` 3 in syStems troubleshooting; 3 in -
solid state electronics, 34.q technical math-'
emetics, 2 in power-supplies, 2 in pulse cir-

:cults, 2 in antenna and wave propagation
theory, 2 in instrumentation, 1 in electrome-
chanical devices; and 1 in digital, electron-
ics, for a total of 2.5 semester hours (6/77).
Recommendation, Skill LeVel 30

In the vocational certificate batelory, 5
semester hours in systems troubleshooting;
3 in AC/DC circuits, 3 in CoMmunications
systems, 3 in solid state eleCtronics, 3 in °
technical mathematics, 2 in poWer supplies,
2 in pulse circuits, 2 in antenna and wave

34B20

:::i41:;t-::33Da44BBtes4300: 9/75-Present.
Career Management Field: 74 (Automatic'
Data Processing), subfield 742 (Data Pro7
cessing Equipment Maintenance):
Description

Summary: Supervises or performs mainte-
nance 'On electrical 'accounting machines.
Skill Level 10: Inspects, tests, adjusts, and
maintains electrical accounting machine
equipment; locates and determines causes of
malfunction; replaces pins, gear* arms,'
shafts, and rollers; -cleans, oils, and lubn-
catei equipment; reads wiring diagrams and
mechanical blueprints; computes voltage,' :-
amperage, and resistance factors;' employs'.
safety prccauiions when working with high
voltages. Skill Level 20: Able to perform the
duties required Level 10; inspects
electrical accounting equipment to .711sure
proper Operation; adjusts or repairs improp-
erlY working electrical' accounting equip-

r.
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mest. Skill Level 30 Able to perform the
duBm required for Skill Level 20; 'serves as
a Senior tabulating equipment repairman;
performs or assists in supervising mainte-
nance. Skill Level 40 Able to perform the
duties required for Skill Level 30; serves as
chief tabulating equipment repairman; su-
pervises 5 or more tabulating equipment_ re-
pairmen.
Recommendation, 'Skill Level 10

In the vocational certificate category or
in a the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree citegclry, 3 semester hours in

. electrical fundamentals and 3 in office
equipment repair (5/76). s,

Recominendation,Skill Level 20
In the vocational certificate category, 3

semester hours in electrical finidamentals
and 3 'in office equi= repair. In the

ivision baccalaureate /associate
de category, 3 semester hours in electri-
cal fundamentals, 3 in office equipMent
repair, and 3 for 'field experience in office
machine repair, ; for a total oP 9 -semester
hours (506).
Recommendation, Skill Level 30

In the; vocational certificate category, 3
semester tours in electrical,fundamentals
and 3 in office equipment repair. In the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category; 3 semester, hours in electri-
cal fuhdamentals, 3 in office equipment
repair, 3 for field experience in office ma-
chine, repair, and 3 in human relations,lor a
total of 12 iemester hours (5/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the vocational certificate category, 3
semester hours in electrical fundamentals
and 3 in offiCe equipment repair. In the
lower-division baccalaureate /associate
degree, categorY, 3 semester hours in electri-
cal .ennaamentalit; 3 in office equipment
repair, 3 for field experience in office ma-
chi e repair, 3 in human relations, and 3 for
f d experience in maintenance manage-

ent for a total of 15 semester hours (5/
76).

ARMY ENLISTED MOS EXHIBITS 2-57

site computer maintenance and repair:,
schedules maintenance periods and 'coordi-
nates wprli flow;; supervises Skill Level 20
personal,' providing technical guidance and
appraising performance. .

ReCommendition, Skill: Level 20
In the vocational' certificate category, a

minimum of 18 sem r hours in computer
science, `and addition credit on the basis of
institutional evalua n. In the lower-divi(
sion baccalaureate/ late degree catego-
ry, a minimum of 12 semester hours in com-
puter and additional credit on the
basis of institutional evaluation. In an elec-
tronic 'technician apprentice training pro-
gram, 2,000 clock tours of experience and
100 contact hours .of related in,ltruction in
office machine repair, and additional hods
on the basis of employer or trade' associ-
ation performance examination (2/75).
Recommendation, Skill Level 50

In the vocational certificate -category, a-
minimum of 18 semester hours in computer,

;,'science, additional credit in computer sci-
ence on the basis of institutional evaluation,
and . 3 semester hours for a practicum in
business management, for a minimum total
of 21 semester hours..In the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate, degree category, a
minimum of 12 semester hours in computer
science, additional credit in computer sci-
ence on the basis of institutional evaluation,
and 3 semester hours for a practicum in
business management, for a minimum total
of 15 semester hours. In-the upper-division

"baccalaureate category, 3 'semeater hours -
for a practicum in business management. In
an electronic technician apprentice training

. program, 3,000 clock hours of experience
. and 150 contact hours of related instruction
'-' in office machine repair (2/75).

MOS-34D-001

ADPS (AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING
.SYSTEMS) REPAIRMAN

34D20
34D50

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-8/75. (Effective 9/75,
-MOS, 34D 'was discontinued 'and its func-'-,
tions Were incorporated into the other data
processing ,equipmcnt maintenance MOS's
invubfield 742.).
CaUr Management. Field: 74' (Automatic
Data Processing), subfield 742 (Data Pro-

i:g aliment Maintenance).
ption

Summary: Supervises or performs on-site
maintenance and malfunction isolation of
digital computers, peripheral equipment,
and subscriber terminals (input/output de-
vices); reads and interprets- schematic dia-
grams, truth tables,' logic diagrams, and
flow charts. Skill Level 26 Applies
tronic and logic theory in trouble diag,nosis;..
uses test equipment such as VOM andloscil-
loscope for troubleshooting and repair; un-'
demands digital computer' principles and
operation; performs flow chart and diagnos-
tic routine operations; lubricates and cleans
equipment as required. Skill Level 50: able.
to perform the duties required for , Skull
Level 20; provides, technical assistance for
complex problem diagnosis; supervises on-

MOS- 34E-001

NCI;!.., 500 COMPUTER REPAIRMAN

34E20
34E30
34E40

Exhibit Dates: 9/75:-Present.

111boratory 2 in 'amplifier devices, and 2 in
ins rument applications, for a 'total ; of 18'
semester flours. In the lower-division Niece-

. laureate/associate degree category, nen*
ter hours in basic electronics and 3 m induni
trial arts. In an office machine repair;ap
prentice-training program, 2,000 clock
hOurs of experience and 100 contact hours
of related instruction; in a computer techni-
cian apprentice training program, 1,500
clock hours of experience and 78/contact

,hours of related instruction; in an 'electronic
,technician (certified) apprentice training
program, 1,000 clock hours of experience
and 72 contact hours of related instruction.
May meet employer standards to qualify
a product test technician in the electronic/ :'
electrical manufacturing industry (6/76).
RecoMmendation, Skill Level 40

In the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation is the same as that. for
Skill Level '20. In the lower-division bacca-
laureate/associate degree category, 3 semes-
ter hours in'basic electronics, 3 in industrial
arts, 3 in human relatiOnsi and additional
credit in personnel supervision and mainte-
nance Management on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation, for a minimum total of 9
semester hours. The recommendation for
advanced standing in an apprentice training
program is the same as that.for Skill Level-
20 because additional skills are administra-,,,
tive and supervisory in nature (6/76).

MOS-34F-001,

DSTE REPAIRMAN

34F20
34F30
34F40

Exhibit Dates: I0/73-Present.
Career Management Field: 74 (Automatic
Data Processing), subffeld 742 (Data Pro-
cessing Equipment Maintenance).
Description

'Summary: Supervises or performs mainte-
nance. on Digital Subscriber Terminal

routine
ouipment (DSTE). Skill Level 20:

nce on DSTE equip
pairs common elect

Mechanical
diagrams and techni-

,Careei Management Field: 74 (AutomatiC,..
Data Processing), subfield 742 (Data Pro- -
ce&sing Equipment Maintenance).
Desferipdon

Summary: Supervises or performs mainte-
nance on the NCR. 500.. computer. Skill

`Level 20: Performs routinermaintenance on
NCR 500 equipment; determines and repairs
common' electrical, electronic, and mechani-
cal malfunctions; interprets circuit diagrams,
and technical literature; prescribes test pro-
cedures; uses specialized test equipment, in-
cluding multimeters, checking processors
(tube, transistor, and circuit), and 'oscillos-
copes. Skill Level 30 Performs the duties
required for Skill Level 20 and repairs con-
'sole panels, processor, memory unit, arith-
metic, power supply, card reader and con-
roller, punched 'card peripheral equipment,
and . auxiliary units; may supeigise Skill
Level 20,personnel. Skill Level 4 : Able to
perform the duties required for Skill Level
30; performs or supervises maintenance on

11,4CR 500 equipment
Recommendation, Skill. Levels 20 and 30

In' the, - vocational certificate category, 3
semester.hoursin electromechanical devices
and systems, 3 in; electronic circuirapplick'.
tions, 2 in basic mathematics, 2. in introdue.-.?
lion to digital and Icigic theory, 2 ib basic
electronics. theory, 2, in basic:electronics

ment; determines
trice], electronic,
tions; interprets
cal literature; prescnbes test °procedures;
uses specialized test equipment, including
multimeters, checking processors (tube;
transistor, and circuit), and oscilloscopes.
Skill Level 30: Able to perform the Auties
required for Skill Level 20: performs pi:
spections on systems and peripheral equip-
ment; may supervise Skill Level 20 person-
nel. Skill Level 40; Able to . perform the
duties required for Skill Level 30; performs
or supervises maintenance on DSTE. equip-
ment. .

Recommendatidn, Skill Levels'20.and 30
In the vocational certificate category,. 3

semester hciars)in electrOmechani al devices
and systems,.3 in electronic circa applica-
tions, 2 in basic .mathematics, '2 ntroduc7
tion to digital and logic theory, 2 in basic
electronics theory, 2 in basic electronics
laboratory, 2 in amplifier, devices, anda in
instrument applications, for a total of 18
semester hours. In the lower-division bacca-
laureate/associate degree category, 3 semes-

.. ter hours in basic electronics," and 3 in in-
dustrial' arts. In an office machine repair
apprentice tilliining program,:.2,000 :Clock

,p hours of experience and 100 cOnteCt:tours
of related instruction; in a coinputer4eChni:
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clan apprentice training program, 1,500
clock hours of experience ,and 78 contact

'. hours of related instruction; in an electronic
technician (Certified) apprentice training.
program, 1,000 clock. hours of experience

. and- 72 contact hohrk.of.related instruction.
May meet employer standards to qualify as
a product test technician in the electronic/
electrical manufacturing industry (6/76):'
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In'the vocational. certificate category, the
. recommendation is the same as that' for

Skill Level 20. In the lower-division bacca-
laureate/associate degree category, 3 semes-
-ter hours in basic electronics, 3 in friduatrial,
arts, 3 in human relations; and edditiOnalf
credit in personnel supeiVisionand
nance management on the basis ,of institu
ticinal -evaluation, 'for- a minimum total of.9-
semester hours. The recommendation for ..

advanced standing in an apprentice training ,
progi1/4in is the same as.that for Skill Level. ,,
20 because additional skills are administra-
tive and supervisory in nature (6/74

semester. hours in bastc, electronics and 3 in
technical mathematica,.and additional credit
in electrdnics, electricity, ap physics,
mathematics,-and computer twee on
the basis of institutional evaluation, for a
minimum totalkpf 6 semester hours: In an
electronics teAnician apprentic!e . training

'program, 500 clock hours of experifnce,.and
additional clock hours of experience ori the
basis of employer or trade association per-
formance examination (12/75).
Recompiendation, Skill Ltiel 20

In the vocational ceitiricate 'category, 3
semester hours in use and ,care of hand and
power. tool's, :3 in use and maintenance of

-testing,equipment, 3 in electrical wiring sys-
,tems and 5 in basic electronics, and addi-
tional credit in these-'areas on the basis of
Matittitional,evaluation, for a minimum total
of -14 semester hours. In the. lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours in basic eleCtronics, 3 in
technical mathematic's, 6 in 'shop practices,
and 3 in personnel supervision and training,
and additional credit in electronics, electric-
ity, mathematics, applied Physics,, and com-
puter maintenance. On the basisof institu-
tional evaluation, for a minimum total of 15
semester hours. In an electronics technician
apprentice training Program, 1400 /clock
hours of experience, and -additional clock:.
hours of experience Pn thebaiis of einploY-
ei or trade association performance- exami-
nation (12/75). r -

Recommendation,,Skill Level 30
In the vocation&certificate category, the

recommendation is the same as that for
Skill Level 20. In the lower-division bacca-
laureate/assocfate degree category,, 3 semes-
ter hours in basic electronics, 3 in technical
mathematics, 3 in perionnel:'supervisiOn, 6
in shop practices, and 1 in records adminis-
tration,' and additional 'credit in electronics,
electricity, mathematics,. ,applied physics,
and computer maintenance on ttse basis. of
institutional evaluation, for a minimum total
of 16 semester hours. In the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 3 semester.. hours
for field experience in management, only if
the duty assignment was fire control computer
repair foreman. In Mr electronics technician
apprentice (raining program, 3,000 clock
hours of experience and additional clock
hours_ of experience on the basis of employ;
er or trade association performance exami-
nation (12/75) ',

MOS-34G-001
FIRE CONTROL COMPUTER REPAIRMAN

34G10
34G20
34G30

Exhibit Dates: 9/75- Present.
Career Management Field: 63 (Mechanical
Maintenance), subfield 634 (Armament
Maintenance).
Description

Summary: Supervises or performs mainte-,,
nance on fire control gun directional digital'
computer, viewer computer systems, laser._

. rangefinders, electronic analog computers,
and related' -test equipment. Skill Level 10.-
Maintains 'field artillery digital automatic
computer system, AR-85Z viewer, comput-
er, electronic analog computers, and laser
rangefinders; uses and. 'maintains special
electromc.,. and mechanical systems test
equipment and electrician's and mechanic's
hand tools; determines causes of malfunc-
tions and removes and-replaces defective
electronic. electrical, and mechanical com-
ponents; Beals, spot paints, and purges and(
charges laser rangefinder components with
nitrogen, as required; interprets complex
schematic diagrarhs. Skill Level 20: Able to
perform the duties required for Skill Level
10; performs support and .. depot mainte-
nance on AR-85A viewer computer; pro-
vides technical guidance to Skill Level 10
personnel; supervises or installs equipment
modifications; diagnoses complex malfunc-
tions; conducts on-the-job training; main-
tains maintenance records. Skill Level 304.
Able to perform the .duties required for;
Skill Level.,20; instructs Skill Level 10 and
2d personnel in troubleshooting, proper
repair methods, and maintenance techniques
and procedures; establishes maintenance pri -'
orities' and schedules and assigns work; per-
forMs- final inspection and testing of re-
paired equipment.
Reciimmendaticin, Skill Level 10

In the vocational certificate category, 3
semester hours in use and care of hand and

;- power tools, 3. in the use 'and maintenance
oflesting equipment, 3 in electrical wiripg
systems,, and 3 inlinsic.,electronics, and ad -.
ditionarcredit in.,thesi'.areas on, thebasis of
institutional evaluation for a minimum total.
of 12 semester hours. In the lower-division
baccalaureate /associate degree kategory,-,3

mos-3*-ml
ADMSE REPAIRMAN

34H20
\, 34H30

34H40
Exhibit Dates: 9/75-8/77.

,
Career Management,Field: 74 (Automatic
Data 'Processing), subfield. 742 (Data Pro,
cessing Equipment Maintenance).
Description

Summary: Supervises or performs mainte-
nance on Automatic Digital Message
Switch Eqtfipment (ADMSE). Skill Level
20: Performs routine maintenances on
ADMSE equipruent; determines and repairs
common electric0, electronic, and mechani-
cal malfunctions; interprets circuit diagrams
and technical literature; prescribes test pro-
cedures; uses specialized tes( equipment, in-
cluding mUltinieterS, checking processors
(tube, transistor, end circuit), `and osbilles
copes. Skill Level 30: Able to perform the

duties required for Skill Level 20; performs
inspections on systems and peripheral
equiprnerntr, hiay supervise Skill Level 20
personnel. Skill Levei10 Able to perform--
the duties requifed fc4 Skill Level. 30; per-
forms or superVises maintenance on ADMS
equipment. =

Recommendation, Skill Leve1120 and 30
In the vocational certificate category, 3

semester hours in electromechanical devices
and systems,,3 in electronic circ'uit applica-
tions, 2 in basic mathematil, 2 in introduc-
tion to digital and logic theory, 2 in basic
electronics. theory, 2 in basic electronics

. 2 in amplifier devices and 2 in
inst nt applications, for a total' of 18
semester hours. In the lower-division bacca-
laureate /associate degree category, 3 semes-
ter hours in basic electronics and- 3 in inclus,
trial arts, In an office machine ' repair ap-

. prentice training pribgram, 2,000 clock
hours of experience andripbcontnct, hours

' of related instruction; in a computer technt,
cian apprentice training pro ram, 1,500
clock hours of experience and 78 contact
hours of related instruction; i electronic .

technician' (certified) app ,ntice training
program, 1,000 clock hours of 'experience'
and 72 contact hours of related instruction
May meet employer standards to qualify- as
a product test technician in the electronic/
'electrical manufacturing industry (6/76).
-Recommendation, Skill Level 44):'r

In the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation is the same 'as that for

. .Leyel 20"; in the lOwer:division bacca-'
lanreatthislociate degree category, 3 semes-
ter hours in basic electronic, 3 in industrial
arts, and '3 in human relations, and addition-
al credit in personnel supervision and main-
tenance management on the basis of instill,-
tional 'evaluation, for a minimum total of 9
semester hours. The recommendation for
advanced standing in an apprentice-training
program is the same as that for. Skill Level
20 because additional skills are administra-
tive and superVisorpin nature (6/76).

MOS-34H-002
AEiMSE gomaER

34H20
Exhibit. Dates: 9/77-Present Pending evaltv:
ation '

MOS-34J-001
UNIVAC 1004/1005, DCT-9000 SYSTEM

REPAIRMAN

34J20
34J30
34340

Exhibit Dates: 9/75-Present.
Career Management Field: 74 (Automatic .

Data Processing);, subfiek(, 742 (Data Pro- .

cessing Equipment Maintenance)..:,,
Description

Summary.' Supervises or performs mainte-
.,-,nance on the UNIVAC 1004/1005, DCT-
'.9000 computer system and.peripherul.equip-

:tient. 'Skill Level 20: P,e.rilirmS maintenance .
on computer input-output equipment (card'
and paper tape processors); follows sche-
matic diagrams and maintenance manuals in.:
determining the nature, location,iandextent--
of malfunctions. in either electrical or me-
chanical equipment; uses specialized test .

equipment, including Multimeters, oscillos-

1

'



copes, transistor- and tube-checkers, and
pulse generators; performs inspections, ad-
justments, repairs, and modifications as
specified in official technical manuals. Skill
Level 30: Able to' perform the duties re-
quired for Skill Level 20; performs periodic
and emergency inspections of systems and
peripheral equipment; may supervise Skill
Level 20 personnel. Skill Level 40: Able to
perform the duties required for Skill Level,
30; performs or supervises maintenance on
UNIVAC and DCT-9000 systems.
Recommendation, Skill Levels 20,and 30

In the vocational certificate category, 3
semester hours ih electromechanical devices
and systems, 3 in electronic circuits applica-
tions, 2 in basic' mathematics or introduc-
tion to algebra, 2 in basic 'electronics (AC/
DC theory), 2 in amplifier devices (tubes,
transistors), 2 in basic electronics laborato-
ry, and 1 in instrument applications, for a
total of 15 semester hours. In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree cat-
egory, 3 semester hours in basic electronics
theory/laboratory and 3 in industrial arts
In an office machine repair apprentice train-
ing program, 2,000 clock hours of experi-
ence and 100 contact hours of related in-
struction. In a computer technician appren-
tice training program, 1;500 clock hours of
experience and 78 contact hours of related
instruction. in an electronic technician (cer-
tified) apprentice training program, 1,000
clock hours of experience and 72 contact
hours of related instruction. May meet em-
ployerNstandards to qualify as a product test
technician in the electronic/electrical manu-
facturing industry (6/76).
Recominendation, Skill Level 40

In the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation is the same as that for
Skill Level 20. In the lower-division bacca-
laureate/associate degree category, 3 semes-
ter hoprs in basic electronics theory/labora-
tory, .3 in industrial arts, 3 in human rela-
tions, and additional credit in personnel su-
pervision and nWntenance management on
the basis of institutional evaluation, for a
minimum total of 9 semester hours, The
recommendatidn for advanced standing in
an apprentice training program is the same
as that for Skill Level 20 because additional
skills are administrative and supervisory in
nature (6/76).

MOS-34K-001
IBM 360 REPAIRMAN

34K20
34K30
34K40

Exhibit Dates: 9/75-Present.
Career Management Field: 74 (Automatic
Data Processing), subfield 742 (Data Pro-
cessing Equipment Maintenance).
Description

Summary: Supervises or performs mainte-
nance on the IBM 360 computer and pe-
ripheral equipment. Skill Level 20: Performs
maintenance on the IBM 360 computer and
peripheral equipment, including console
control panels, processor, memory unit,
arithmetic, power supply, card reader and
controller, and uxiliary units; uses special-
ized equipment, 'naluding multimeters, os-
cilloscopes, tube-and transistor-testers, and
pulse generators; performs preventive and
routine maintenance of tools and test equip-
ment; interprets technical manuals and sche-
matic diagrams; adjusts, troubleshoots, and
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repairs various electrical devices, electronic
circuit components and electromechanical
systems. Skill Level 30: Able to perform the
duties required for Skill Level 20; performs
periodic and emergency inspections and ad-
justments with diagnostic test programs and
special equipment; may supervise up to 15
lower skill level personnel. Skill Level 40:
Able to -perform the duties required for

,Skill,Level 30; performs or supervises main-
tenance on IBM 360 computer system.
Recommendation,, Skill Levels 20 and

In. the vocational certificate category,
semester hours in electromechanical de-
vices, 3 in electronic circuit applications, 2
in basic mathematics, 2 in basic electronics
theory, 2 in basic electronics laboratory, 2
in amplifier devices, 2 in digital-logic sys-
tems, and 1 in instrument applications, for a
total of 17. semester hours. In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree cat-
egory, 2 semester hours in basic mathemat-
ics, 2 in basic electronics, 2 in transistor
theory, and 2 in introduction to computer
circuits, for a total of 8 semester hours. In
an office machine repair apprentice training
program, 2,000 clock hours of experience
and400 contact hours of related instruction;
in a computer technician apprentice training
program, 1,500 clock hours of experience
and 78 contact hours of related instruction;
in an electronic technician (certified) ap-
prentice training program, 1,000 clock
hours of experience and 72 contact hours of
related instruction. May meet employer
standards to qualify as a product test tech-
nician in the electronic/electrical manufac-
turing industry (6/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the vocational certificatecategory, the
recommendation is the same as that for
Skill Level 20. In the lower-division bacca-
laureate/associate degree category, 2 semes-
ter hours in basic mathematics, 2 in basic
electronics, 2 in transistor theory, 2 in intro-
duction to computer circuits, 3 in human
relations, and additional credit in personnel
supervision and maintenance management
on the basis of institutional evaluation, for a
minimum total of 11 semester hours. The
recommendation for advanced standing in
an apprentice training program is the same
as that for Skill Level 20 because additional
skills are administrative and supervisory in
nature (6/76).

MOS-34L-001
ADMS PERIPHERAL EQUIPMENT

REPAIRMAN

34L20
Arm
34L40

Exhibit Dates: 9/75-8/77. (Effective 9/77,
MOS 34L was discontinued ivid its func-
tions were incorporated into -MOS 34H,
A DMSE Repairer.)
Career Management Field: 74 (Automatic
Data Processing), subfield 742 (Data Pro-
cessing Equipment Maintenance).
Description

Summary: Supervises or performs mainte-
nance on the Automatic Digital Message
Switching (A DMS) peripheral equipment.
Skill Level 20: Performs maintenance on
ADMS peripheral equipment, including
punched card subsystem, card reader, high
speed printer subsystem, magnetic tape sub-
system, and Systems Command Terminal;
interprets technical manuals and schematic

diagrams; uses specialized test equipment,
including multimeters, oscilloscopes, tube-
and transistor-checkers, and pulse gener-
ators;' performs preventive and routine
maintenance on electrical devices, electron.
is circuit components, and electromechani-
cal apparatus; keeps maintenance records.'
Skill Level 30: Able to perform the duties
required for Skill Level 20; performs peri-
odic and emergency inspections and adjust-
ments; may supervise Skill Level 20 person-
nel. Skill Level 40. Able to perform the
duties required for Skill Level 30; performs
or supervises maintenance on ADMS pe-
ripheral equipment.
Recommendation, Skill Levels 20 and 30

In the vocational certificate category, 3
semester hours in electronic circuit applica-
tions, 3 in electromechanical devices and
systems, 2 in basic mathematics, 2 in basic
electronics theory, 2 in basic electronics
laboratory, 2 in amplifier devices, 1 in in=
strument applications, and 1 in logic and
digital principles, for a total of 16 semester
hours. In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 3 semester hours
in basic electronics and 3 in industrial arts.
In an office machine repair apprentice train-
ing program, 2,000 clock hours of experi-
ence and 100 contact hours of related in-
struction. In a computer technician appren-
tice training program, 1,500 clock hours of
experience and 78 contact hours of related
instruction. In an electronic technician (cer-
tified) apprentice training program, 1,000
clock hours of experience and 72 contact
hours of related instruction. May meet em-
ployer standards to qualify as a product, test
technician in the electrOnic/electrical manu-
facturing industry (6/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation is the same as that for
Skill Level 20. In the lower-division bacca-
laureate/associate degree category, 3 semes-
ter hours in basic electronics, 3 in industrial
arts, 3 in human relations, and additonal
credit in personnel supervision and mainte-
nance management on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation, for a minimum total of 9
semester hours. The recommendation for
advanced standing in an apprentice training
program is the same as that for Skill Level
20 because additional skills are administra-
tive and supervisory in nature (6/76).

MOS-34111-001

SDS 920 EQUIPMENT REPAIRMAN

34M20
34M30
34M40

Exhibit Dates., 9/75-2/77. (Effective 3/77,
MOS 34M wa- discontinued.)
Career ,Man ement Field: 74 (Automatic
Data Proce ing), subfield 742 (Data Pro-
cessing Eq Ipment Maintenance).

DescurimPS tary: Supervises or performs mainte-
nance n SIDS 920 computer, including pe-
riphe 1 equipment and auxiliary units. Skill
Level 0 Interprets schematic diagrams and
mainte ance manuals in determining the
nature, qcation, and extent of malfunctions
in either( electrical or mechanical equip-
ment; uses specialized test equipment, in-
cluding multimeters, oscilloscopes, transis-
tor- and tube-checkers, and pulse gener-
ators; performs inspections, adjustments, re-
pairs, and modifications from technical
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manuals. Skill Level 30: Able to perform the
duties required for Skill Level 20; performs
periodic and,emergency inspections of sys-
tems and peripheral equipment; may super-
vise Skill Level 20 personnel. Skill Level 40:
Able to perform the duties required for
Skill Level 30., performs or supervises main-
tenance on SDS 920 computer systems.
1Ftecommendadon, Skill Levels 20 and 30

In the vocational certificate category, 3
semester hours in electronic circuit applica-
tions, 3 in electromechanical devices and
Systems, 2 in basic mathematics, 2 in basic
electronics theory, 2 in basic electronics
laboratory, 2 in amplifier devices, k in in-
strument applications, and I in logic and
digital principles, for a total. of 16 semester
hours. In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 3 semester ['Ours
in basic electronics and 3 in industrial arts.
In-anoffice machine repair apprentice train-
ing program, 2,000 clock hours of experi-

,- ence and 100 contact hours of related in-
struction. In a computer technician appren-
tice training program, 1,500 clock hours of
experience and 78 contact hours of related
instruction. In an electronic technician (cer-
tified) apprentice training program, 1,000
clock hours of experience and 72 contact
hours of related instruction. May meet tift-
ployer standards to qualify as a producyqst
technician in the electronic/electrical manu-
facturing industry (6/76).
Recomniendation, Skill Level 40

In the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation is the same as that- for
Skill Level 20: In the lower-division bacca-
laureate/associate degree category, 3 semes-
ter hoUrs'in basic electronics,"3 in industrial
arts, and 3 in human relations, and addition-,
al credit in personnel supervision and main-
tenance management on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation, for a minimum total of 9
semester hours. The recommendation for
advanced standing in an apprentice training
program is the same as that for Skill Level
20 because additional skills ate administra-
tive and supervisory in nature (6/76).

MOS-34Z-001
ADPS (AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING

SYSTEMS) MAINTENANCE
SUPERVISOR

34Z5U
Exhibit Dates: 9/75-Present.
Career Management Field: 74 (Automatic
Data Processing), subfield 742 (Data Pro-
cessing Equipment Maintenance).
Description

Supervises Skill Level 40 personnel in
subfield 742 (data processing equipment
maintenance); supervises ADP maintenance
activities; diagnoses and evaluates complex
malfunctions; determines length of time,
tools, and parts required to repair malfunc-
tioning computer or related equipment; pro-
vides technical guidance to subordinate per-
sonnel and to superiors; evaluates quality cIT
maintenance, work, corrects faulty work
practices, and instructs maintenance person-
nel in proper work procedures; may serve
as a chief instructor at a formal training
facility. NOTE: May have progressed to
34Z50 from any MOS in subfield 742.
Recommendation

In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 3 semester hours in
human relations, 3 in personnel supervision,
and 3 in maintenance management, for a
total of 9 semester hours. In the upper-

division baccalaureate category, .3 semester
hours in introduction to management, 3 in
industrial arts education, and 3 for field ex-
perience -in management, for a minimum
total of 9 semester hours; and 3 additional
semester hours for field experience in man-
agement on the basis of institutional evalua-
tion, for a total .of_12 semester hours; and, if
the - duty' assignment was chief instructor, 3

semester hours for an internship in educa-
tion, for a maximum total of 15 semester
hours. NOTE: Consult the exhibits for pre-
viously held MOS's for credit recommend-
ed for automatic data proceising equipment
maintenance (6/76).

MOS:3513-001

ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENT REPAIRMAN

35B20
35B30
35B40

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-4/77.
Career Management Field: 35 (Electrical/
Electronic Instrument Maintenance), sub-
field 351 (Instrument Calibration and Main-
tenance).
Description

Summary: Performs maintenance calibra-
tion and support maintenance on radiation
detectors, lie detectors, and electrical/elec-
tronic measuring and test equipment. Skill
Level 20: Performs checks to detect mal-
function or nonfunction of instruments and
extent of maintenance required; disassem-
bles, repairs, and retests instruments; uses
common and specialized hand tools, mea-
suring instruments, andIesting devices; per-
forms basic Ohm's law computations; inter-
prets schematic and wiring diagrams. Skill
Level 30: Able to perform the duties re-
quired for Skill Level 20; performs detailed
testing on and repairs advanced electronic
test equipment, including pulse scopes, digi-
tal frequency counters, spectrum analyzers,
microwave/radar test equipment, differen-
tial and digital voltmeters. Skill Level 40:
Able to perform the duties %nuked for
Skill Level 30; supervises repaitirand mainte-
nance calibration of electronic test equip-
ment; instructs subordinates in support
maintenance procedures, schedules repair
operations, keeps records, maintains a
supply of spare parts, prepares administra-
tive and technical reports, and diagnoses
unusual cases of malfunction or nonfunc-
tion; supervises a minimum of eight person-
nel.
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

. In the vocational certificate category, 3
semester hours in instrumentation laborato-
ry or electronic maintenance, and 6 in in-
troductory electricity/electronics. In the
lower-division baccalaureate /associate,
degree category, 6 semester hours in intro-
ductory electricity/electronics, and credit
in instrumentation laboratory or electronic
maintenance on the basis of institutional
evaluation. In an electronic instrument re-
pairman apprentice training program, 1,000
clock hours of experience and 72 contact

-hours of related instruction. Journeyman
status achieved through employer or trade
association performance examination (2/75).
Recommendation, Skill Level 30

In the vocational certificate category, 6
semester hours in instrumentation laborato-
ry or electronic maintenance, and 3 in elec-
tronic troubleshooting. In the lower-divi-
sion baccalaureate/associate degree catego-

ri, 6 semester hours in electricity/electron.
ics, and credit in instrumentation laboratory
or electronic maintenance on the basis of
institutional evaluation. In an electronic in-
strument repairman apprentice training pro-
gram, 3,000 clock hours of experience and
288 contact hours of related instrudtion.
Journeyman status achieved through em-
ployer or trade association performance ex-
amination (2/75).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the vocational certificate category, 6
semester hours in instrument laboratory or
electronic maintenance, and 3 in electronics
troubleshooting. In the lower-division bac-
calaureate/associate degree category, 6 se-
mester hours in introductory electricity/
electronics, 3 for a personnel management
practicum, and credit in instrumentation
laboratory or electronic maintenance on the
basis of institutional evaluation, for a mini-
mum of, 9 semester hours. In the upper -
division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in maintenance management, and
credit in industrial arts and for a practicum
in business management on the basis of in-
stitutional evaluation. In an electronic in-
strument

contact
clockchouk horsoufrs of experiencerience and

strument repairman apprentice training pr
gam 4

Instruction.
Journeyman status achieved through em.
ployer or trade association performance ex-
amination (2/75).

MOS-3513-002
ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENT REPAIRMAN

35B20
35B30
35B40

Exhibit Dates: 5/77-Present.
Career Management Field: 35 ( Electrical/
Electronic Instrument Maintenance), sub-
field 351 (Instrument Calibration and Main.
tenance).
Description

Summary: Performs maintenance, repair,
and calibration of radiac instruments, poly-
graph equipment, and electrical/electronic
measuring and test equipment. Skill Level
20: Tests instruments and equipment to de-
termine cause of malfunction; dismantles as-
semblies to inspect, remove, and replace
components; repaiis circuit wiring; per-
forms calibration ,and final test of repaired
equipment to comply with technical manual
instructions, manufaeturers' specifications,
or equipment ,standards; tests electrical/
electronic equipmeht, including ammeters,
voltmeters, vacuum tube voltmeters, signal
generators, ttibe'and transistor testers, oscil-
loscopes, frequency meters and counters;
uses- common and specialized hand tools,
pemerissounurinsgbasinisctroumhmts

law computations; in-
terprets

and testing devices;

schematic and wiring diagrams;
tests, troubleshoots,- repairs, and adjusts
radiac instruments to specified tolerances.

tareqlleduiredtestsforonSkianIld
Skill Level 30: Able to perform the duties

rs20a;dpevanrfcoedrrn de-
Lerrepairs

performs

tronic test equipment, including, pulse
scopes, digital frequency counters, precision
frequency meters, spectrum analyzers, pan_
oramic indicators, microwave/radar test
equipment, summation bridges, differential
and digital voltmeters; Performs final testingand calibration. Skill Level 40. Able to per-
form the duties required for Skill Level 30;
supervises a minimum of 8 subordinates en.
gaged in the repair and calibration of elec-



tronic test equipment; diagnoses unusual
causes of malfunction; assigns personnel to
specific duties; demonstrates proper mainte-
nance procedures, practices, and techniques;
plans and schedules repair, maintenance
calibration, and certification of equipment;
keeps equipment records; -inventories and
requisitions parts and 'supplies; establishes
files of technical publications; prepares
technical and administrative reports.
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the vocational certificate category, 6
semester hours in introductory electricity/
electronics, 3 in technical mathematics, and
3 in instrumentation laboratory, for a total
of 12 semester hours. In the lower-division
baccalaureate / associate degree category, 3
semester hours in AC/DC theory, 3 in tran-
sistor theory, and 2 in technical mathemat-
ics, and additional credit in instrumentation
on the basis of institutional evaluation, for a
minimum total of 8 semester hours. In an
electronic instrument repairman apprentice
training program, 2,000 clock hours of ex-
perience and 144ontact hours of related
instruction (5/77).
Recommendation, Skill Level 30

In the vocational certificate category, 6
semester hours electricity/electronics, 6
in instrumentation laboratory, and 3 in tech-
nical mathematics, for a total of 15 semester
hours. In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 3 semester hours
in AC/DC theory, 3 in transistor theory, 3
in instrumentation laboratory, and 2 in tech-
nical mathematics, for a total of 11 semester
hours. In an electronic instrument repair-

, man apprentice training program, 4,000
clock hours of experience and 288 contact
hours of related instruction (5/77).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the vocational certificate category, 6
semester hours in electricity/electronics, 6
in instrumentation laboratory, 3 in t nical
mathematics, 3 in electronics tro leshoot-
ing, and I in use of technical pu lications,
for a total of 19 semester hou I the
lower-division baccalaureate fate
degree category, 3 semester hours n AC/
DC theory, 3 in transistor theory, 3 in in-
strumentation laboratory, 2 in- technical
mathematics, 3 in human relations, 3 in per-
sonnel supervision, 2 in record keeping, and
1 in technical report writing, for a total of
20 semester hours. In the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 3 semester houS in
maintenance management and additional
credit in industrial arts and for field experi-
ence in management on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation. In an electronic instru-
ment repairman apprentice training pro-
gram, 4,000 clock hours of experience and
288 contact hours of related instruction.
Journeyman status achieved through em-
ployer or trade association performance ex-
amination (5/77)

MOS-35D-001

METEOROLOGICAL EQUIPMENT REPAIRMAN
35D20
35D30

Exhibit Dates:' 10/73-2/78. (Effective 3/78,
MOS 35D was discontinued and its func-
tions were incorporated into MOS 2613,
Weapons Support Radar Repairer; MOS
35E, Special Electrical Devices Repairer;
and MOS 93F, Field Artillery Meteorologi-
cal Crewman.)
Career Management Field: 00 (Exceptional
masagement Specialties), subfield 000 (Spe-

cial Assignment).
Description

Summary: Performs maintenance on elec-
trical, electronic, and electromechanical
weather equipment employed in meteoro-
logical units. Skill Level 20: Performs oper-
ational maintenance; assists in siting and op-
erating meterological equipment; keeps test
and maintenance records; assists in main-
taining proper supply levels of spare, parts
and expendable supplies; repairs circuit
wiring; traces circuit continuity .to identify
malfunctions; troubleshoots such items as
radios:Ode, radio direction finder, radio- ,
sonde receider, and frequency standard:

_Skill Level 30 Able to perform the duties
required for Skill Level 20; performs direct
and general support maintenance on elec-
tronic and electrical meteorological equip-
ment; troubleshoots and repairs equipment
such as barometric pressure, temperature,
and wind measuring and recording instru-
ments; inspects repairs and determines the
adequacy of maintenance performed.
NOTE: May progress from 351330 to
35H50 (Calibration Specialist).
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 5 semester hours in
basic electronics, 4 in fundamentals of DC-
and AC electrical circuits, and 3 in electri-
cal and electronic laboratory, for a total of
12 semester hours (11/75).
Recommendation, Skill Level 30

In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 5 semester hours in
basic electronics, 4 in DC and AC electrical
circuits, 3 in electrical and electronic labo-
ratory, 3 in technical report writing, 3 in
electronic circuits, and 3 to electronic tests
ariand measurements,asuremesr, for a total of 21 semes-
ter
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sons; prepares technical reports; plans main-
tenance activities; gives direction and in-
struction in resolving complex maintenance
problems.
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the vocational certificate category, 9
semester hours in basic electronics, 3 in in-
dustrial electronic instrumentation, and 3 in
electro-optics applications or electrome-
chanical applications, 1 in technical math-
ematics, and 1 in semiconductor theory and
applications, for a total of 17 semester
hours. In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 3 semester hours
in introduction to electronics and 3 in basic
electronics laboratory applications. In the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 se-
mester hours in industrial arts education.
(electronics) (3/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 30

In the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation is the same as that for
Skill Level 20. In the lower-division.bacca-
laureate/associate degree category, 3 semes-
ter hours in introduction to electronics, 3 in
basic electronics laboratory applications,
and 3 in human relations for a total of 9
semester hours. In the upper-division bacca-
laureate category, 3 semester hours in in-
dustrial arts education (electronics)(3/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40 -

In the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation is the same as that for
Skill Level 20. In the lower-division bacca-
laureate/associate degree category, 3 semes-
ter hours in introduction to electronics, 3 in
basic electronics laboratory applications, 3
in human relations, 3 in personnel supervi-
sion, and 3 for field experience in manage-
ment, for a total of 15 semester hours. In
the upper-division baccalaureate category, 3
semester hours in industrial arts education
(electronics)(3476).:

MOS-35E-001

SPECIAL ELECTRICAL DEVICES REPAIRMAN

35E20
35E30
35E40

Exhibit Dates: 10/73- Present.
Career Management Field: 35 (Electrical/
Electronic. Instrument Maintenance), subfield
352 (Electrical/Electronic Devices Mainte-
nance).
Description

Summary: Performs complex maintenance
procedures on specialized electrical and
electronic measurement equipment; assists
with maintenance of electro-optical Vision
equiPutent and detection equipment; applies
schematic tracing skills and basic electron-
ics theory in troubleshooting malfunctions;
performs repairs, replacements, or modifica-
tions in compliance with technical manuals;
uses specialized tools and test equipment in
diagnosing symptoms and in locating prob-
lems in circuits down to discrete electrical
components; regularly updates maintenance
manual, records, and supply stock. Skill
Level 20: Performs maintenance on elec-
tronic orientation, surveillance, measure-
ment, vision, and detection equipment. Skill
Level 30: Able to perform the duties re-
quired for Skill Level 20; may supervise up'
to 5 persons in a maintenance facility. Skill,
Level 40: Able to perform the duties re-
quired for Skill Level 30; possesses ad-
vanced knowledge and more varied experi-
ence on specialized electrical and electronic
equipment; supervises from 10 to 30 per-

it
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MOS-3SF-001
NUCLEAR WEAPONS ELECTRONICS

SPECIA LIST

35F10
35F20

Exhibit Dates: 3/76-Present.,
Career Management Field: 55 (Ammuni-
tion).
Description

Summary: Performs maintenance on
highly specialized electronic equipment as-
sociated with nuclear weapons and nuclear
weapons trainers. Skill Level 10: Under
close supervision of 35F20 personnel, assists
in performing maintenance, functions using
multimeters and electronic hand tools. Skill
Level 20: Performs' maintenance, diagnoses
malfunctions, replaces defective parts, and
test-operates repaired equipment; uses multi-
meters, oscilloscopes, and electrical /elec-
tronic hand tools; interprets schematic dia-
grams and technical publications; keeps re-
cords of work performed.
Recommendation, Skill Level io

In the vocational certificate category, 2
semester hours in basic electricity and t\in
care and use of tools and test equipment.
Advanced standing in an electrical mainte-
nance apprentice training program, on the
basis of employer or trade association per-
formance examination (6/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the vocational certificate category, 2
semester hours in basic electricity, 2 in elec-
trical/electronic troubleshooting, 2 in elec.
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trical/electronic maintenance, and 1 in care
and use of tools and test equipment for a
total of 7 semester hours. In the lower-
division baccalaureate/a:ssociate degree cat-
egory, 2 semester hours in electrical/elec-
tronic maintenance and I ip basic electric-
ity. Advanced standing in an electrical
maintenance apprentice training program on
the basis of employer or trade association
performance examination (6/76).

MOS-35G-001

BIOMEDICAL EQUIPMENT REPAIRMAN
(MEDICAL EQUIPMENT REPAIRMAN)

35G20
Exhibit Daies:10/74-Present.
Career Management Field: 35 (Electrical/
Electronic Instrument Maintenance), sub-
'field 354 (Medical Equipment Maintenance).
Description

Performs routine maintenance on non-
complex medical equipment, including elec-
trical-electronic, mechanical, and optical ..

equipment; repairs and installs mechanical
medical equipment including sterilizers,
stills, anesthesia apparatus, resuscitators,
dental operating units, operating tables and
lamps, food carts, hospital beds, etc.. dis-
mantles and cleans equipment; checks for
wear and repairs simple mechanical and
electrical defects; installs water, air, and
steam lines and tests for leakage and fit;
uses volt-ohmmilliameter.
Recommendation

In the vocational certificate categOry or
in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 2 semester hours in
medical equipment maintenance, Z in shop
operations (procedures), and 1 in basic elec-
tricity laboratory, for a total of 5 semester
hours (5/76). f
MOS-35H-001
CALIBRATION SPECIALIST

35H20
35H40
35H50

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-2/75.
Career Management Field: 35 (Electrical/
Electronic Instrument Maintenance), sub-
field 351 (Instrument Calibration and Main-
tenance).
Description

Summary Performs complex calibration,
procedures at secondary reference or trans-
fer reference level on electrical, electronic,
pressure, vacuum, hydraulic, and mechani-
cal test and 'measuring instruments and de.
vices; performs linear measurements in all
aspects of metrology; compares standards of
measurement and references; performs
minor electronic maintenance; checks and
evaluates condition of equipment. Skill
Level 20: Calibrates transfer standards to
reference standards; checks and adjusts sec-
ondary standards for calibration against pri-
mary standards; calibrates test and system
support equipment within design accuracy;
computes voltage, current, and resistance
factors; evaluates condition of test and mea-
suring equipment and makes minor repairs.
Skill Level 40: Able to perform the duties
required for Skill Level 20; competent in
error analysis; diagnoses unusual malfunc-
tions of sophisticated equipment; performs

complex calibration procedures; plans cali-
bration loops and performs final check-out
operations in closing calibration loops; rec-
ognizes and adheres to standards of accura-
cy to which secondary reference standards
must be certified; teaches subordinates how
to use and interpret calibration procedures.
Skill' Level 50: Able to perform the duties
required for Skill Level 40; is a first-line
supervisor; interprets and initiates changes
in company policies; directs and coordinates
the administrative activities oco

on-
the -job

supervises subordinates;
the-job training. NOTE: May have pro,
gressed to 35H50 frord.35H40, 35840 (Elec-
tronic Instrument Repairman), 35E40 (Spe-
cial Electrical Devices Repairman), 351350
(Biomedical Equipment Maintenance Chief),
or 35P50 (Avionic Equipment Maintenance
Supervisor).
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the vocational certificate category, 6
semester hours in basic algebra and trigo-
nometry, 6 in fundamentals of DC and AC
electrical circuits, 6 in basic electronics
with taboratory, 6 in communication...kw.
tronics with laboratory, 6 in electroin-
strumentation with laboratory, and6 in lab-
oratory techniques, and additional credit on
the basis of institutional evaluation, for a
minimum total of 36 semester hours. In the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, .3 semester hours in basic
algebra and trigonometry, '3 in fundamentals
of DC and AC electrical circuits, 3 in basic
electronics with laboratory, 3 in communi-
cation electronics with laboratory, 3 in elec-
tronic instrumentation with laboratory, and

18
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3 in laboratory techniques, for a total

electives

semester hours. In the upper-division bacca-
laureate category, 6 semester hours in in-
dustrial arts or technical addi-
tional credit on the basis s annstitdut

evaluation. In an electrical instrumentation
repairman (communications) apprentice
training program, 4,000 clock hours of ex-
perience and 288 contact hours of related
instruction. Journeyman status achieved
through employer or trade association per-
formanc examination (3/75).
Recom ndation, Skill Level 40

recommendation for educational
credit is'the same as that for Skill Level 20.
In an electrical instrumentation repairman
(communications) apprentice training pro-
gram, 5,000 clock hours of experience and
360 contact hours of related instruction.
Journeyman status achieved through em-
ployer or trade association. performance ex-
amination (3/75).
Recommendation, Skill Level 50

In the vocational certificate category, 6
semester hours in basic algebra and trigo-
nometry, 6 in fundamentals of DC and AC
electrical circuits, 6 in basic electronics
with laboratory, 6 in comm unications elec-
tronics with laboratory, 6 in electronic in-
strumentation with laboratory, 6 in labora-
tory techniques, and 3 in office manage-
ment, and additional credit on the basis of
institutional evaluation, for a minimum total
of 39 semester hours. In the lower-division.
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours in basic algebra and trigo-
nometry, 3 iri fundamentals of DC and AC
electrical circuits, 3 in basic electronics
with laboratory, 3 in communication elec-
tronics with laboratory, 3 in electronic in-
strumentation with laboratory, 3 in labora-
tory techniques, 3 in personnel supervision,
and 3 in office management, for a total of
24 semester hours. In the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 6 semester hours in
industrial arts or technical electives, 3 in

personnel management, and 3 for field expe-
rience in management or administration,
and additional credit in technical areas on
the basis of institutional evaluation, for a
total of 12 semester hours; and 3 additional
semester hours for field experience in edu-
cation only if the duty assignment was chief
instructor, for a total of 15 semester hours.
In an electronic instrumentation repairman
(communications) apprentice training, pro-
gram, 5,000 clock hours of experienCe and
360 contact hours of related instruction.
Journeyman status achieved thrOugh em-
ployer or trade association performance ex-
amination (3/75).

MCiS-35H-002,
CALIBRATION SPECIALIST

35H20
35H30
35H40

-35H50
Exhibit Dates: 3/75-Present.
Career Management Field: 35 (Electrical/

nic Instrument Maintenance), sub
field 351 (Instrument Calibration and Main-
tenance).

Summary: Performs complex calibrat?on
procedures at secondary reference or trans-
fer reference level on electrical, electronic,
pressure, vacuum, hydraulic, and mechani-
cal test and measuring instruments and de-
vices; performs linear measurements in all
aspects of metrology; compares standards of
measurement and references; performs
minor electronic maintenance; checks and
evaluates condition of equipment. Skill
Level 20: Applies knowledge of operational
characteristics of test, measurement, and di-
agnostic equipment; performs calibration of
electronic equipment using secondary trans-
fer standards; must be, capable of perform-
ing calibrations in all transfer level param-
eters or measurement, including AC voltage
and current, DC voltage and current, resis-
tance, capacitance, inductance, frequency,
time interval, rise time, RF power frequen-
cy response, distortion, phase, standing
wave ratio, attenuation, magnetic field
strength, photometric brightness, irradiance,
sound pressure, relative humidity, tempera-
ture, viscosity, specific gravity, lenkth, gag
and liquid flow, mass torque, vacuim, hy-
draulic pressure, and pneumatic pressure;
prepares and affixes calibration certificates,
tagS, labels, and correction charts; recom-
mends changes to calibration procedures
and .other technical publications. Skill Level
30: Able to perform the duties required for
Skill Level 20; performs calibrations using
more sophisticated techniques and stan ards
to obtain a much greater degree of p eci-
sion and accuracy; operates secondary ref-
erence standards in a controlled en?, rori-
ment and determines specific effect oft the
measurement process; calibrates all second-
ary reference standards; prepares.tecMlital
reports and charts. Skill Level 40: Able-to
perform the duties required for Skill -Level
30; performs check-out operations in clos-
ing calibration loop; diagnoses and deter:4
mines causes of unusual cases of malfunc-
tion or nonfunction of electrical and elec.-.
tronic devices; supeivises or executes instal:
lation and location of equipment; instructs,
explains, and interprets technical literature,
schematics, specifications, and calibration
procedures; organizes technical operations
for calibration teams; operates a quality



control and production control program for
calibration operations and calibration equip-
ment repair. Skill Level 50: Able to perform
the duties required for Skill Level 40;
serves as a first-line supervisor in a calibra-
tion laboratory or facility; plans, coordi-
nates, and supervises 'activities pertaining to
11-aining and technical operation of the fa-
cility to which assigned; develops and re-
views. correspondence relating to calibra-
tion activities; coordinates the efforts of the
technical support elements of a calibration
activity in support of the calibration labora-
tory and teams; prepares interservice/intra-
service agreements relative to calibration
support. NOTE: May have progressed to
35H50 fiorn 35H40,-3-51340 (Electronic In-
strument Repairman), 35E40"(Special Elec-
trical Devices Repairman), 35U50 (Biome-
dical Equipment Maintenance Chief), or
35P50 (Avionic Equipment Maintenance
Supervisor).
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the vocational certificate category or,
in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 9 semester hours in
electronic instrumentation with laboratory,
6 in basic electronics with laboratory, 5 in
technical mathematics, 2 in DC circuit
theory, 2.in DC circuit laboratory, 2 in AC
circuit theory, and 2 in AC circuit laborato-
ry, for a total- of 28 semester hours. In the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 se-
mester hours in electronic instrumentation
fundamentals and 3 in industrial arts educi-
tion (electronics). In the graduate .degree
category, credit in instrumentation tech-
niques on the basis of institutional evalua-
tion. In an electrical instrumentation repair-
man (communications) apprentice training
program, 4,000 clock hours of experience
and 288 contact hours of related instruction.
Journeyman status achieved through em-
ployer or trade association performance ex-
amination (3/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 30

In the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation is the same as that for
Skill Level za In the lower-division bacca-
laureate/associate degree category, 9 semes-
ter hours in electronic instrumentation with
laboratory, 6 in basic electronics with labo-
ratory, 5 in technical mathematics, 3 in lab-
oratory techniques, 2 in technical writing, 2
in DC circuit theory, 2 'in DC circuit labo-
ratory, 2 in AC circuit theory, 2 in AC
circuit laboratory, for a total of 33 semester
hours. In the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 3-semester hours in electronic in-
strumentation fundainentals and 3 in indus-
trial arts education (electronics). In the
graduate degree category, credit in instru-
mentation techniques on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation. In an electrical instrumen-
tation repairman (communications) appren-
tice training program, 4,000 clock hours of
experience and 288 contact hours of related
instruction. Journeyman, status achieved
through employer or trade association per-
formance examination (3/76).
Recommendation, Skill Levels 40 and 50

In the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation is the same as that for
Skill Level 20. In the lower-division bacca-
laureate/associate degree category, 9 semes-
ter hours in electronia-instrumentation with
laboratory, 6 in basic. electronics with labo-
ratory, 5 in technical mathematics, 3 in lab-
oratory techniques, 3 in personnel supervi-
sion, 3 in human relations, 2 in- technical
writing, 2 in DC circuit theory, 2 in DC
circuit laboratory, 2 in AC circuit theory,
and 2 in AC. circuit laboratory, for a ,total
of 39 semester hours. In the upper-division
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baccalaureate category, 6 semester hours in
technical electives, 3 in electronic instru-
mentation fundamentals, and 3 in industrial
arts education (electronics), for a total of 12
semester hours. In the graduate degree cate-
gory, credit in instrumentation techniques
on the basis of institutional evaluation. In an
electrical instrumentation rep irman (com-
munications) apprentice train g program,
5,000 clock hours of experie ce and 360
contact hours of related instr ction. Jour-
neyman status achieved through employer
or trade association performance examina-
tion (3/76).

MOS-353'4101

AIRCRAFT FIRE CONTROL REPAIRMAN

35J20
35J40

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-2/77. (Effective 3/77,
MOS 35J was discontinued and its functions
were incorporated into MOS 68J, Helicop-
ter Missile Systems Repairer, and MOS
68K, Aircraft Components Repair Supervi-
sor.) Career Management Field: 67 (Avi-
ation Maintenance), subfield 672 (Aircraft
Components Repair).
Description

Summary: Supervises or performs support
maintenance on optical electrical/electronic
components of aircraft armament subsys-
tems, printed cards, and systems peculiar to
electronic test equipment for all aircraft ar-
mament subsystems. Skill Level 20: Per-
forms support maintenance on aircraft fire
control equipment; interprets electrical/
electronic schematics and systems diagrams;
employs standard and systems peculiar test
equipment to troubleshoot and isolate mal-
functions; replaces or adjusts faulty compo-
nents; performs final checkout; performs
support maintenance on test equipment.
Skill Level 40: Able to perform the duties
required for Skill Level 20; supervises 5or
more persons performing maintenance on
electrical/electronic aircraft armament fire
control subsystems.
Recommendation, Skill Level 10

In the vocational certificate category or
in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 4 semester hours in
basic electricity (11/75).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the vocational certificate category, 4
' semester hours in basic electricity. In the

lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 4 semester hours in basic
electricity and 2 in personnel supervision
(I 1/75).

MOS -35K -001

AVIONICS MECHANIC

35K20
Exhibit Dates: 10/73-8/77.
Career Management Field: 35 (Electrical/
Electronic Instrument Maintenance), sub,
field 353 (Avionics Maintenance).
,Description

Performs duties comparible to those of a
Federal Communications Commission
Second Class licensee; troubleshoots and
maintains communications, navigation, and
flight control systems, and on-boacd avion-
ics equipment; isolates equipment malfunc-
tions to the component level; reads and in-
terprets electronic -Ci.q.yit diagrams and

`-

schematics; plans and -schedules mainte-
nance checks;_performs maintenance on spe-
cial and common hand tools and on test,
calibration, diagnostic, and support equip-
ment.
Recommendation

In the vocational certificate category, 3
semester hours in electrical and electronic
print reading, 4 in avionics maintenance,
and I in aviation maintenance technology,
for a total of 8 semester hours. In the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in electri-
cal and electronic print reading and 4 in
electronics maintenance or avionics technol:
ogy, for a total of 7 semester hours. In the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 4 se-
mester hours in aviation maintenance man-
agement or aviation maintenance engineer-
ing technology (2/75).

M(S-35K-002
ANIONIC MECHANIC

35K10 .

35K20
Exhibit Dates: 9/77-Present. Pending evalu-
ation.

MOS-35L-001

AVIONIC COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT
REPAIRMAN

35L20
Exhibit Dates: 10/73-8/77.
areer Management Field: 35 klectrical/
Electronic Equipment Maintenance), sub-
field 353 (Avionics Maintenance).
Description

Performs highly complex maintenance
procedures on transistorized and vacuum
tube avionic radio communications equip-
ment; uses knowledge in basic electronics
and schematic tracing to troubleshoot
equipment; uses specialized 'hand tools and
test equipment to perform diagnostic tests
of, malfunctions down to discrete circuit
components; tests, aligns, and adjusts equip-
ment to insure maximum operating efficien-
cy; replaces parts, performs repairs, or
modifies equipment in compliance with
technical manuals and modification orders;
assists in the updating of maintenance man-
uals, records, and supply stock; assists in
on-the-job trairting.
Recommendation

In the vocational certificate category, 3
semester her in basic AC and DC theory,
3 in basic AC find DC laboratory applica-
tions, 3 in radiocommunications theory, 3
in radio communications laboratory, 3 in
transmitter/receiver repair, I in elementary
algebra, 1 in basic amplifier circuit theory,
and I in instrument applications laboratory,
for a total of 18 semester hours. In the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in-radio
communication4 theory, 3 in introductory
electronics, I in basic DC circuit theory, 1
in basic AC circuit theory, I in semiconduc-
tor theory, and additional credit in electron-
ics on the basis of institutional evaluation,
for a minimum total of 9 seme. er hours. In
the upper-division baccalaurea e category, 3
semester hours in technical e ctives. In an
electrician apprentice trainin program, 500
clock. hours of experience and 36 contact
hours of related instruction (3/76).
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MOS-35L-002

AVIONIC COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT
REPAIRER

35L10
35L20

Exhibit Dates: 9/77-Present. Pending evalu-
ation.

MOS-35M-001

AVIONIC NAVIGATION EQUIPMENT
REPAIRMAN

35M20

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-8/77. ,

Career Management Field: 35 (Electrical/
Electronic Instrument- Maintenance), sub-
field 353 (Avionics Maintenance).

Description
Performs prevenblve maintenance and

repair to the component level on such items
iilas marker beacons, radio direction f ers,

VOR and glidescopes, omnirange rece vers,
position fixers, airborne TACAN and
ground beacons; locates and diagnoses
causes of equipment malfunction or non-
function with commgp and specialized
handtools and- test eqTsipment; determines
repair procedures; interprets schematic dia-
grams and technical literature; traces cir-
cuitry; tests, aligns, and adjusts equipment
to insure maximum. operating efficiency; re-
places faulty assemblies and components;
test-operates repaired equipment for proper
functioning; alters or modifies equipment
using prescribed procedures; performs pre-
ventive maintenance on tools and test
equipment; inspects completed work for ac-
curacy and completeness; keeps mainte-
nance records and completes supply forms.

Recommendation
In the vocational certificate category, 6

semester hours in basic electronics, 6 in
avionic instrumentation, 3 in basic AC/DC
theory, 3 in basic AC/DC laboratory appli-
cations, 2 in systems maintenance and
repair, and I in elementiry algebra, for a
total of 21 semester hours. In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree cat-
egory, 3 semester hours in introductory
electronics, 2 in electronic systems, 1 in DC
circuit analysis, 1 in AC circuit analysis, 1

in electron devices, 1 in instrumentation,
and additional credit in electronics and
technical mathematics on the basis of insti-
tutional evaluation, for a minimum total of
9 semester hours. In the upper-division bac-
calaureate category, 3 semester hours in
technical electives. In an electrician appren-
tice training program, 500 clock hours of
experience and 36 contact houis of related
instruction (3/76).

MOS-35M-002

AVIONIC NAVIGATION AND FLIGHT
CONTROL EQUIPMENT REPAIRER

35M10

35M20

Exhibit Date:: 9/77-Present. Pending evalu-
ation.

M 1

NIC FLiOHT CONTROL EQUIPMENT
REPAIRMAN

35N20
Exhibit Dates: 10/73-8/77. (Effective 9/77,
MOS 35N was discontinued and its_
lions were incorporated, into MOS 35M,
Avionic Navigation and Flight Control
Equipment Repairer, or MOS 35P, Avionic
Equipment Maintenance Supervisor.)
Career Management Field: 35 (Electrical/
Electronic Equipment Maintenance), sub-
field 353 (Avionics Maintenance).
Description

Performs complex maintenance proce-
dures on avionic flight systems, such as
automatic flight control, stability augmenta-
tion, aircraft magnetic compass, and com-
puter-assist navigational equipment: trouble-
shoots equipment using concepts in basic
electronics, electromechanical devices, and
schematic tracing; uses Apecalized hand-
tools and test equipment to perform diag-
nostic tests of malfunctions down to dis-
crete circuit components; tests, aligns, and
adjusts equipment to insure maximum oper-
ating efficiency; replaces parts and performs
repairs or modifications on equipment in ac-
cordance with specified standards; assists in
the updating of maintenance manuals, re-
cords, and supply stock; assists in on-the-job
training.
Recommendation

In the vocational certificate categoly, 3
semester hours in basic electronics, 3 in
radio frequency circuit analysis, 3 in radio
frequency circuit laboratory applications, 3
in basic AC/DC theory, 3 in basic AC/DC
laboratory applications, 2 in electromechan-
ical systems, 1 in elementary algebra, 1 in
basic amplifier circuit concepts, and 1 in
instrument applications laboratory, for, a
'total of 20 semester hours. In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree cat-
egory, 3 semester hours in basic electronics
theory, 3 in basic electronics laboratory ap-
plications, 2 in electronic circuits and sys-
tems, 1 in elementary algebra, and addition-
al credit in electronics and technical math-
ematics on the basis of institutional evalua-
tion, for a minimum total of 9 semester
hours. In, the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 3 semester hours in industrial arts
education (electronics) or in technical elec-
tives. In an, electrician apprentice training
program, 500 clock hours of experience and
36 contact hours of, related instruction (3/
76).

MOS-35P-001
AVIONIC EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE

SUPERVISOR

35P40
35P50

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-8/77.
Career Management Field: 35 (Electrical/
Electronic Instrument Maintenance), sub-
field 353 (Avionics Maintenance).
Description

Summary: Supervises the maintenance of
avionic equipment. Skill Level 4(k Able to
perform the duties required for Skill Level
20 of at 'east one of the following MOS's:
35K (Avionics Mechanic), 35L (Avionic
Communications Equipment Repairman),
35M (Avionic Navigation Equipment Re-
pairman), 35N (Avionic Flight Control
Equipment Repairman), Mit (Avionic

_r4 4

Radar Equipment Repairman); assists iri.the
diagnosis of complex malfunctions; inspects
and checks maintenance work for adequacy
and suitability; implements quality and pro-
duction control procedures; assigns duties
to personnel;_instructs in maintenance prac-
tices, procedures, and techniques; conducts
on-the-job training; assists in complei
equipment modification. Skill Level 5Ch Able
to perform the duties required for Skill
Level 40; supervises, administers, and co-
ordinates all avionic maintenance activities
for 30 or more mechanics and repairmen;
plans and schedules maintenance; keeps
equipment records; requisitions spare parts
and supplies; reviews and takes appropriate
action on all technical inforfnation and dir-
ectives; provides technical advice.
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the vocational certificate category, 3
semester hours in maintenance supervision
and -3 in advanced electronics systems oper-
ations. In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 3 semester hours
in electronic communication devices, 3 in
personnel supervision, and 3 in human rela-
tions, for a total of 9 semester hours (3/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 50

In the vocational certificate category and
in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, the recommendation
is the same as that for Skill Level 40. In the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 6 se-
mester hours for field experience, in man-
agement, 3 in shop management, and 3 in
introduction to management, for a total of
12 semester hours (3/76).

MOS-35P-002'
AVIONIC-EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE

SUPERVISOR

35P30
35P40
35P5R

Exhibit Dates: 9/77-Present.
ation.

M081-35R-001

ding evalu-

AVIONIC RADAR EQUIPMENT REPAIRMAN

35R.20
Exhibit Dates: 10/73-8/77.
Career Management Field: 35 (Electrical/
Electronic Instrument Maintenance), sub-
field 353 (Avionics Maintenance).
Descriptitin

Inspects, testa, and performs preventive
maintenance and repair to the module and
component level on items such as radar al-
timeters, terrain following/avoidance
radars, doppler navigation radars, and sta-
tion-keeping radars; test-operates malfunc-
tioning 'equipment; refers to circuit dia-
grams; performs detailed tests usiiig volt-
meters, ohnimeteirs, signal, generators, oscil-
loscopes, and other test instruments to lo-
calize and isolate the faulty stage or compo-
nent; determines extent, of maintenanqs.,te-
quired; replaces faulty components, tei in-
clude transistors, solid-state devicei, elec-
tronic switches, resistors, and capacitors;
adjusts relays, dials, and controls using
common or specialized handtools; cleans
components of dust, rust, and foreign
matter; test-operates, aligns, and compari-
son-checks repaired equipment with special-
ized test equipment; alters or modifies
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equipment using prescribed procedures; ad-
vises superiors about modifications and
maintenance changes; keeps toolt and test
equipment in operating condition; keeps and
completes maintenance and supply forms.
Recommendation

In the vocational certificate category, 6
semester hours in basic electronics, 6 in
basic electronics laboratory applications, 6
in avionics instrumentation, 2 in systems
maintenance and repair, and,.I in elementary
algebra, for a total of 21 semester hours. In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in intro-
ductory electronics, 24in electronic systems,
1 in DC circuit analysis, 1 in AC circuit
analysis, 1 in electron devices, 1 in igsp-
mentation, 1 in radar systems, and addition-
alcredit in electronics and technical math-
ematics on the basii of institutional evalua-
tion, for a minimum total of 10 semester
hours. In the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 3 semester hours in industrial anti
education (electronics) or 3 in technical
electives. In an electrician or electronic
technician apprentrce training program,
1,000 clock houry`of experience and 72 con-
tact hours of related instruction (3/76).

MOS-35R-002
AVIONIC SPECIAL EQUIPMENT REPAIRER

35R10
35R20

Exhibit Dates: 9/77-Present. Pending evalu-
ation.

MOS-35S-001
ELECTRONIC BIOMEDICAL EQUIPMENT

REPAIRMAN

35S20
35S40

Exhibit Dates: 10/74-Present.
Career Management Field: 35 (Electrical/
'Electronic Instrument Maintenance), sub-
field 354 (Medical Equipment Maintenance):
Description

Summary: Repairs or superviNes the
repair of complex medical equipment (with
the exception of x-ray and ancillary equip-
ment) that functions on the basis of electri-
cal, eledtronic, hydraulic, pressurized gas,
steam, and optical principles. Skill Level 20
Able to perform the duties required for
35G20 (Biomedical Equipment Repairman);
assembles, inspects, installs, adjusts, lubri-
cates, and test-operates medical equipment,
including electrocardiographs,
electroencephalographs, patient monitoring
systems, pulmonary equipment, short-wave
diathermy,, apparatus, blood .cell counters,
spectroph6tometers, ultrasonic therapy and
treatment apparatus, heart-lung machines,
and radioisotope monitoring and measuring
equipment; troubleshoots faulty equipment
using volt-ohmmilliameters, signal gener-
ators, oscilloscopes, solid-state testing appa-
ratus, and other test equipment; repairs
'faulty equipment and insures proper calibra
tion; renders technical advice and assistance
to medical personnel as required; prepares
and explains operating instructions, circuit
diagrams, and technical literature; prepares
maintenance forms and reports, Skill. Level
40: Able to perform the duties required for
Skill Level 0 supervises repair, inspection,
and testing o tronic medical equipment; ,
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assigns duties to subordinate personnel and
instructs them in proper repair procedures
and techniques; plans, executes; and evalu-
ates programs to assure workload quality
and priorities; prepares reports of unit oper-
ations; recommends new or improved pro-
cedures for receipt, storage, inspection, test-
ing, repair, and modification of equipment.
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the vocational certificate category or
in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 6 semester hours in
medical equipment repair, 5 in technical
mathematics, 3 in tube theory and laborato-
ry, 3 in DC theory and laboratory, 3 in AC
theory and laboratory, 3 in transistor theory
and laboratory, 3 in instrumentation tech-
niques, 3 in physics, 3 in shop practices, 2
in digital theory and laboratory, 2in anato-
my and physiology, 2, in chemistry, 1 in
medical terminology, and 1 in medical
equipment safety practices and procedures,
for a totalof-40 semester hours. In the
upper-division tsaccataureate Category,
credit in biomedical engineering on the
basis of institutional evaluation (5/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the vocational certificate category; the
recommendation is the same as that for
Skill Level 20. In the lower-division bacca-
laureate/associa degree category, 6 semes-
ter hours in medical equipment repair, 5 in
technical mathematics, 3 in tube theory and
laboratory, 3 in DC theory and laboratory,
3 in AC theory and laboratory, 3 in transis-
tor theory and laboratory, 3 in instrumenta-
tion techniques, 3 in physics, 3 in shop
practices, 2 in personnel supervision, 2 in
human relations, 2 in digital theory and lab-
oratory, 2 in chemistry, 2 In anatomy and
physiology, 2 in maintenance. management,
2 in technical report writing,. 1 in Medical
terminology, and 1 in medical equipRetraL
safety practices and procedures, for a to
of 48 semester hours. In the upper-division
baccalaureate category, credit in biomedical
engineering on the basis of institutional
evaluation (5/76).

MOS-35T-001
X-RAY BIOMEDICAL EQUIPMENT

REPAIRMAN

35T20
35T40

Exhibit pates: 10/74-Present.
Career Management Field: 35 (Electrical/
Electronic Instrument Maintenance), sub-
field 354(Medical Equipment Maintenance).
Description

Summary: Repairs all types of medical x-
ray equipment which functions on the basis
of mechanical, hydraulic, electrical, elec-
tronic; solid state, and optical principles.
Skill Lever20: Able to perform the duties of
MOS 35G20 (Biomedial Equipment Re-
pairman); inspects, ins Ils, adjusts, mainte-
nance-calibrates, test-operates, rebuilds, and
maintains all types of x-ray equipment and
ancillary equipment, such as rapid film
changers, dye contrast injection apparatus,

cineradiography, closed-circuit television,
and image intensifiers; employs test - equip-
ment such as volt-ohm-milliameters,
vacuum tube or solid-state voltmeters, digi-
tal voltmeters, signal generators, and oscil-
loscopes to localize malfunctioh to the com-
ponent -level; determines utility require-
ments such as water, waste; or electrical

1 lines and outlets for equipment; provides
technical advice and assistance to medical

personnel as required; prepares and explains
operating instructions, circuit diagrams,
technical literature, and reports. Skill Level
40: Able to perform the duties required for
Skill Leyel 20; assigns duties to subordinate

;procedures and techniques; plans,
personnel; instructs them in proper rep

and evaluates programs to assure workload
quality and pnorities; recommends new or
improved procedures for receipt, storage,
inspection, testing, repair, and modification
of equipment.
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the vocational certificate category or
in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 5 semester hours in
technical mathematics, 3 in x-ray equipment
repair, 3 in medical equipment repair, 3 in
tube theory and laboratory, 3 in DC circuit
theory and laboratory, 3 in AC circuit.
theory and laboratory, 3 in transistor theory
and laboratory, 3 in physics, 3 in instrumen-
tation techniques, 3 in shop practices, 2 in
digital theory and laboratory, 2 in anatomy
and physiology, 2 in chemistry, 1 in medi-
cal terminology, and 1 in medical equip-
ment safety practices, for a total of 40 se-
mester hours. In the upper-division bacca-
laureate category and the graduate degree
category, credit in biomedical engineering
on the basis of institutional evaluation (5/
76).

Recommendation, Skill Level 40
In the vocational certificate category the

recommendation is the same as that for
Skill Level 20. In the lower-division bacca-
laureate/associate degree category, 5 semes-
ter hours in technical mathematics, in in x-
ray equipment repair, 3 in medical equip-
ment repair, 3 in tube theory and laborato-
ry, 3 in DC circuit theory and laboratory, 3
in AC circuit theory and laboratory, 3 in
transitor theory and laboratory, 3 in pbys-
ics, 3 in instrumentation techniques, 3 in
shop practices, 2 in digital theory and labo-
ratory; 2 in anatomy,and physiology, 2 in
chemistry, 2 in personnel supervision, 2 in
human relations, 2 in technical report writ-
ing, 2 in maintenance management, 1 in
medical terminology, and 1 in medical
equipment safety practices, for a total of 48
semester hours. In the upper-division bacca-
laureate category and in the graduate
degree category, credit in biomedical engi-
neering on the basis of institutional evalua-
tion (5/76).

MOS-35U-001
BIOMEDICAL. EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE

CHIEF

35U50
Exhibit Dates: l0 /74- Present.
Career Management Field: 35 (Electrical/
Electronic Instrument Maintenance), sub-
field 354 (Medical E,quiprrient Maintenance).
Description

Able to perform the duties of MOS
35S40 (Electronic Biomedical Equipment
Repairman) or 35T40 (X-Ray Biomedical
Equipment Repairman); serves as a first-line
supervisor in a medical equipment mainte-
nance section; supervises all levels of main-
tenance on all types of mediCal equipment;
plans and lays out medical maintenance fa-
cilities; plans workflow, assigns duties, and
instructs in maintenance work techniques;
makes periodic checks of equipment to de-
termine degree of maintenance effective-
ness; establishes and maintains procedures
to assure an effective preventive mainte-
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nance program for medical equipment; en-
forces hospital safety directives that apply
to medical equipment and associate elec-
tronic test equipment; reacts expeditiously
to emergency breakdowns of equipment uti-
lized in electrically sensitive patient areas;
supervises or assists in establishing reports
control system, preparation of equipment
maintenance reports, and surveys of medi-
cal equipment; provides advice on the ad-
vantages of contract maintenance versus in-
house maintenance for specific medicalsys-
tails; advises procurement personnel on
function add safety capabilities of technical
medical equipment and systems; recom-
mends replacement of medical equipment
based upon usage factors and personal expe-
rience.
Recommendation

In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 3 semester hours in
maintenance management, 3 in personnel
supervision, 3 in technical report writing,
and 3 in shop management, for a total of 12
semester hours. In the'upper-division bacca-
laureate category, 6 semester hours for field
experience it management, 3 in introduc-
tion to management, and 3 in industrial arts
education (electronics), and additional
credit in biomedical engineering on the
basis of institutional evaluation for a mini-
mum total of 12 semester hours. In the
graduate degree category, credit in biome-
dical engineering on the basis of institution-
al evaluation. NOTE: Award additional
credit on the basis of previously assigned
MOSeither 35S40 (Electronic Biomedical
Equipment Repairman) or 35T40 (X-ray
Biomedical Equipment Repairman) (6/76).

MOS-36C-001
TELEPHONE INSTALLER AND

(LINEMAN)

36C20
36C40
36C50

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-Present.
Career Management Field: 36 (Wire, Anten-
na, and Central Office Maintenance).
Description

Summary: Can identify tools, materials,
hardware, and supply nomenclature used in
wood pole construction and, to a limited
extent, in formal underground ,systems;
climbs and works on wood structures, using
tools and techniques compatible with indus-
try practice; has some knowledge of tele-
phone line cable practices; MOS 36C
equates directly with the trade classification
of installer as used by .both the telephone
and cables television industries. Skill Level
20... Knows line work processes, including
safety practices, first aid procedures, and
tools and equipment nomenclature; per-
forms maintenance on wood pole lines and,
to a limited degree, formal underground
systems; Skill Level 40: Able to perform the
duties required for Skill Level 20; functions
as a\'telephone InStaller crewleader, super-
vising, from 8 to 32" persons (one to four
pole construction teams); makes routine
maintenance checks from a prescribed list;
uses some specialized installation and qper-
ational techniques; records work and per-
sonnel information. NOTE: May have pro-
gressed to 36C40' from 36C20 or 36K40
(Tactical Wire Operations Specialist). Skill
Level 50: Able to perform the duties re-
quired for Skill Level 40; could serve as a
telephone installer foreman, if this position

LINEMAN.

existed in industry, or as an installer-dis-
r with a large telephone system; in-

nd repairs cables; follows circuit
charts; epares technical and administra-
tive re..rts; keeps limited records; super-
vises training. NOTE: May have progressed
to 36C50 from 36C40, 361340, 36D50 (An-
tennaman), 36E40 (Cable Splicer), or 36H50
(Dial Central Office Repairman).
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the vocational certificate category, 6
semester hours in pole and line construction
(for radio and television. broadcasting, tele-
phone, and telegraph linemen). In the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 6 semester hours in pole
and line construction (for radio and televi-
sion broadcasting, telephone, and telegraph
linemen) and 3 in telephone installation. In
a, telephone lineman or a cable television
apprentice training program, 1,000 clock.,
hours of experience and 72 contact hours of
related instruction. In- a construction line-
man or a utility lineman apprentice training
program, 500 clock hours of experience and
30 contact hours of related instruction. In a
telephone cable splicer or a network line-
man apprentice training program, 250 clock
hours of experience and 20 contact hours of
related instruction. NOTE: The skills and
knowledge of this MOS classification are
usually regarded by industry as achieved by
a trainee program rather than through
formal apprenticeship (2/75).
Recommenation, Skill Level 40

In the vocational certificate category, 6
semester hours in pole and line constructi
(for radio and television broadcasting, to
phone, and telegraph linemen) and 3 in
cable communications systems. In the
lower-division baccalaur to /associate
degree category, 6 semester urs in pole
and line construction (for ra io and televi-
sion broadcasting, telephone, and telegraph
linemen), 3 in telephone installation, 2 for
field experience in education, and 3 in per-
sonnel supervision, for a total of 14 semes-
ter hours. The recommendation for ad-
vanced standing in an apprentice training
prograrn_is the same as that for Skill Level
20 because additional skills are administra-
tive and supervisory in dature (2/75).
Recommendation, Skill Level 50
- In the vocational certificate category, ,b
semester hours in lle and line copstructiom
(forradio and television broadcasting, tele-
phone, and telegraph linemen) and 6 in
cable communications systems. In the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 6 semester hours in pole
and line construction (for radio and televi-
sion broadcasting, telephone, and telegraph
linemen), 6 in personnel supervision, 4 in
telephone installation, and 4 for field experi-
ence in education, for a total of 20 semester
hours. The recommendation for advanced
standing in an apprentice training program
is the same as that for Skill Level 20 be-
cause additional skills are administratiye
and supervisory in nature (2/75). In March
1976, 36C50 was reevaluated and ,the fol-
lowing a itional recommendation was
made: Ine upper-division baccalaureate
category, 3 semester hours in introductiOn
to management, 6 for field experience in
management, and 3 in human relatipns, for
a minimum total of 12 semester hours; !if the
duty assignment was first sergeant or -oper-
ations sergeant at Grade E-8. 3 additional
semester hours in personnel management,
for a total of 15 semester hours; and/or if
the duty.assignment was chief instructor at a
formal training facility or chief training NCO
at Grade E-9, 3 additional semester hours

for an internship in education, for a maxi-
mum total of 15 or 18 semester hours-(3/
76).

MOS-36D-001
ANTENNAMAN

36D20
36D40
36D50

Exhibit Dates: 3/74-Present
Career Management Field: 36 (Wire, Anten-
na, and Central Office Maintenance).
Description

Summary Erects, anchorr and braces an-
tenna towers complete. with electrically
controlled directional or fixed antennas;
makes electrical onnections of control and
transmission ca esbetween antennas and
ground equipm t; inspects, repairs, and
tests electrical de . es used to rotate anten-
nas. Skill Level 20: Performs basic proce-
dures and techniques involved in the instal-
lation of pole and steel tower antennas;
bores holes and erects poles nsing motor-
ized equipment; transports, assembles, and
disassembles antenna towers using manual
and motorized equipment; constructs anten-
na base and braces towers; adjusts tower
guy wires for proper tension; has a basic
knowledge of tower and antenna configura-
tion for different operational requirements.
Skill Level 40: Able to perform the duties'
required for Skill Level 20; organizes, u-
pervises, and coordinates antenna insula-
tion, maintenance, and rehabilitation; in-
structs 8-30 subordinatr antennarnen in ap-
proved techniques' for antenna installation
and maintenance; estimates time, supplies,
personnel, and equipment regular! for in-
stallation of antennas and towers. Skill Level
50: Able to perform the duties required for
Skill Level 40; serves as the principal non-
commissioned officer of an antenna mainte-
nance team in a unit operating independent-
ly (without an officer); performs technical
and administrative duties including writing
reports, providing technical guidance to
personnel related to complex construction
and rehabilitation of antenna installations,
and interpreting new technical literature.
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the vocational certificate category or
in the lower-division bacCalaureate/asso-
elate degree category, 3 semester hours in
heavy equipment operation (boring and
tower erection -equipment), 3 basic electric-
ity (DC circuits), 3, in basic electrical.
motors and servos, and 3 in antennas (basic
electronics), for a total of 12 semester
hours. In a radio-television repairman ap-
prentice training program, 500 clock hours
of experience in antenna installation and
maintenance (3/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation is the same as that -for
Skill Leyel 20. In the lower-division bacca-
laureate/associate degree category,3 semes-
ter hours in heavy equipment operation
(boring and tower erection equipment), 3 in
basic electricity (DC circuits), 3 in basic
electrical motors and servos, 3 in antennas
(basic electronic's), 3 in introduction to man-
agement, and 3 in human cations, for a
total of 18 semester hours. Wrecommen-
dation for advanced standing in an appren-
tice training program is the same as thlitlor
Skill Level 20 because additional skills are
administrative and supervisory in nature (3/
76).



Recommendation, Skill LeveLSO
In the vocational certificate category or

in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, the recommendation
is the same as that for Skill Level 40. In the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 6 se-
mester hours for field experience in man-
agement. The recommendation for ad-
vanced standing in an apprentice training
program is the same as that for Skill Level

.20 because additional skills are administra-
tive, and supervisory in nature (3/76).

MOS-36E-001

CABLE SPLICER

36E20
36E40

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-15resent.

Career Management Field: 36 (Wire, Anten-
na, and Central Office Maintenance).

Description
Suihmary: Splices all types of communi-

cation cables. Skill Level 20: Prepares, tests,
and joins insulated conductors in multiple-
conductor cables; splices and seals spliced
openings on nonquadded, quadded, coaxial,
and video cables in aerial, trenched, under-
ground, submarine, or building installations;
tests, troubleshoots, and repairs pressurized
and nonptessurized multiconductor tele-
phone cable; locates and installs cable ter-
minals; terminates and connects cables to
distribution boxes and distribution frames;
operates mechanical ladders and hydraulic
booms; climbs poles, and operates pump
equipment; .repairs cables and cable termi-
nals, complying with standard splicing prac-
tices and safety procedures; interprets line
route maps, overlays, circuit diagrams,
detail splice diagrams, cable route prim
cable plant records, splicing diagrams, a d
symbols commonly used in cable comm
cations system diagrams; employs c ble
splicer hand tools, electrical test sets, cable
splicer auxiliary equipment, and common
construction tools. Skill Level 40: Able to
perform the duties required for Skill Level
20; supervises 4-10 cable splicers; demon-
strata splicing techniques and procedures;
interprets specifications on the construction
of manholes, cable vaults, and cable huts;
prepares central office cable records, detail
splicing dia rams, and cable route prints;
reviews, co solidates, and prepares techni-
cal and adm nistrative reports.

Recommendation, 'Skill Level 20
In' the vocational certificate category or

in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate, degree category, 3 semester hours in
electrical cable installation ,and 3 in elec-
tronics fundamentals (DC circuits). In a
cable splicer apprentice training program,
500 clock hours of experience (3/76).

Recommendation, Skill Level 40
In the vocational certificate category, the

recommendation is the same as that for
,Skill Level 20. In the lower-division bacca-
laureate/associate degree category, 3 semes-
ter hours in electrical cable installation, 3 in
electronics fundamentals (DC circuits), 3 in
introduction to management, and 3 in
human relations, for a total of 12 semester
hours. The recommendation frit-advanced
standing in an apprentice training program
is the same as that for Skill Level 20 be-
cause additional skills are administrative
and supervisory in nature (3/76).

ARMY ENLISTED MOS EXHIBITS
MOS-36G-00tx.,
AANUAL CENTRAL OFFICE REPAIRMAN

36G20
Exhibit Dates: 10/73-2/78. (Effective 3/78,
MoS 36G was discontinued and its func-
tions were incorporated into MOS 36H,
ial/Manual.Central Office Repairer.)
Career Management Field: 36 (Wire, Anten-
na, and Central Office Maintenance).
Description

Maintains manual central office telephone
exchange equipment; wires mainframe,
switchboard, relay racks, and related units;.
performs minor maintenance on equipment
including replacement or repair of broken
wires, jumpers, and cables; adjusts openings
between. contacting parts; tests and changes
spring tensions;, conducts operating and
electrical tests and compares results with
specified standards; reconditions compo-
nents, replaces parts, and rewires equip-
ment; reads circuit and wiring diagrams;
computes voltage, amperage, and resistance
factors involving simple algebraic formulas.
Recommendation

In the vocational certificate category or
in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 2. semester hours in
basic electricity. Advanced standing in a
telephone exchange repairman apprentice
training program on the basis of employer
or trade association performance examina-
tion (3/76).

; a

MOS-3611-001
'DIAL CENTRAL OFFICE REPAIRMAN

36H20
36H40
36H50

Exhibit Dates: 10/73- Present.
Career Management Field: 36 (Wire, Anten-
na, and Central Office Maintenance).
Description

Summary: Installs, maintains, and repairs
inside and outside plant dial telephone
equipment. Skill Level 20: Installs wiring;
mechanically secures mainframes; conducts
tests; inspects, adjusts, and test relays,
troubleshoots and repairs or replaces defec-
tive components such as relays, wiring, and
terminal boards; assists in identifying cable
troubles. NOTE: May have progressed to
36H20 from 36620 (Manual Central Office
Repairman). 'Skill Level 4a Able to perform
the duties required for Skill Level 20; plans'
installation, operation, and maintenance
procedures and techniques; normally super-
vises 15 to 25 persons; allocates resources;
interprets wiring diagrams, specifications,

. color-code 'charts, and technical literature
pertaining to wire communications systems;
demonstrates installation, operation, and
maintenance techniques; diagnoses. unusual
cases of equipment malfunction. Skill Level
50: Able to perform the duties required for
Skill Level 40; normally supervises more
than 25 persons; statistically analyzes the
system for planning and operational load-
ing; prepares work schedules, directs record
keeping, and requisitions supplies; reviews,
consolidates, and prepares technical and ad-
ministrative reports. ,

Recommendation, Skill Level 20
In the vocational certificate category or

in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 4 semester hours in
basic electricity/electronics with laborato-
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ry. In a P.B.X. installer (telephone and tele-
graph) apprentice training program, 2,000
clock houd of experience and 144 contact
hours of related instruction. In a telephone
repairman apprentice training program,
1,000 clotk hours of experience and 72 con-
tact hours of related instruction. In a cen-
tral office installer-repairman apprentice
training program, 500 clock hours of expe-
rience and 36 contact hours of related in-
struction (3/7,6).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the .vocational certificate category, 6
semester hours in basic electricity /electron-
ics with laboratory. In the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 4
semester hours in basic electri6ity/electron-
ics with laboratory, 3 in introduction to
management, 3 in personnel supervision,
and 3 in human relations, for a total of 13
semester hours. In the upper-division bacca7
laureate category, 3 semester hours in com-
munications electricity and 3 for field expe-
rience in management. In a telephone re-
pairman or. P.B.X. installer (telephone and
telegraph) apprentice training program,
2,000 clock )lours of experience and 144
Contact hours of related instruction. In a
central office installer-repairman apprentice
training program, 1,000 clock hours of ex-
perience and 72 contact hours of related
instruction (3/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 50

In the vocational certificate category, 6
semester hours in basic electricity/electron-
ics with laboratory. In the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree 'category, 4
semester hours in basic electricity/electron-
ics with laboratory, 3 in introduction to
management, 3 in personnel supervision, 3
in human relations, and 3 in technical writ-
ing, for a total of 16 semester hours. In the
upper-division baccalaureate categbry, 3 se-
mester hours in communications electricity
and 6 for field experience in management,
for a total of 9 semester hours. The.recom-
mendation for advanced standing.in an ap-
prentice training program is the same, as
tha*for Skill Level 40 because additional
skills are administrative and superVisory in
nature (3/76).

MOS-36K7001
TACTICAL WIRE OPERATIONS SPECIALIST

(FIELD WIREMAN)

36K20
36IC40

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-Prese' nt.
Career Management Field: 36 (Wire, Anten-
na, and Central Office Maintenance).
Description

Summary: Installs and maintains field
wire communications systems and performs
related operating duties in field telephone
centers. Skill Level 20. Installs and main-
tains field telephone an switchboards;
climbs poles and cconstructi field wire lines;
recovers and, ser7.11(4 field wire; uses grid
and line route ,--inafik; employs lineman's
common hand tools and testing devicei; lo-
'Cates and repairs shorts, grounds, opens,
and other damage in wire communications
systems; Operates switchboards and pre-
pares, edits, transmits, and routes messages.

'Skill Level 40: Able to perform the duties
required for Skill Level 20; supervises 4-8
field wiremen in the installation, operation,
and maintenance of field wire communica-
tions systems; allocates resources and as-
signs workloads; demonstrates techniques of
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wire and cable installation and maintenance;
interprets maps, overlays, and wire con-
struction requirements.
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the vocational certificate category or
in the ower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 3 semester hours in
basic eleciricity (DC current) (3/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the vocational certificate category, 3
semester hours in basic electricity (DC cur-

) rent) and 3 in map reading: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree cat-
egory, 3 semester hours in basic electricity
(DC current), 3 in map reading; 3 in intro-
duction to management, and 3 in human6
relations, for a total of 12 semester hours
(3/76).

MOS-36L-001
ELECTRONIC SWITCHING SYSTEMS

. REPAIRMAN

36L20
36L30,

Exhibit Dates: 3/77-Present. Pending evalu-
ation.

MOS-41B-001
TOPOGRAPHIC INSTRUMENT REPAIRMAN

41B20
Exhibit Dates: 10/73-V77.
Career Management Field: 81 (Topographic-
Engineering and Map Reproduction), sub-.
field 812 (Surveying).
Description

Maintains, disassembles, repairs, tests, ad-
justs, and reassembles all topographic and
cartographic instruments.
Recommendation

In the vocational certificatt'Category, 22
semester hours in surveying and carto-
graphiC instrument repair and 2 in use and
care of tools and equipment. In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree cat-
egory, 4 semester hours in instrument repair
and 2 in use and care of tools and equip-
ment (12/75).

MOS-41B-002
TOPOGRAPHIC INSTRUMENT REPAIR

SPECIALIST

41B10
41B20

Exhibit Dates: 3/77-Present. Pending evalu-
ation.

MOS-41C-001
FIRECONTROL INSTRUMENT REPAIRMAN

41C10
41C20
41C40

Exhibit Dates: 10/73- 8/.75.
Career Management Field: 63 (Mechanical
ManAenance), subfield 636 (Armament
Maidknance).
DeNdption
-/Summary: Performs maintenance on fire
control instruments and related equipment.

Skill Level 10: Assists in maintenance,
repair, and modification of binoculars,
aiming circles, telescopes, range finders, and
periscopes; uses hand tools, power tools,
and test equipment. Skill Level 20: Able to
perform the duties required for Skill Level
10; inspects, tests,' repairs, and synchronizes
fire control systems; tests, adjusts, and re-
pairs optical systems; checks and repairs
eleptrical circuits, using instruments such as
othimeters, voltmete<s, and null-voltage
test sets; conducts operating tests to insure
that instruments, perform within specified
tolerances and performancestandards. Skill
Level 40: Able to perfonn the duties re-
quired for Skill Level 20; supeiViies subor-
dinate personnel; plans the use of facilities
and equipment; administers shop safety pro-
gram; requisitions parts, equipment, and
supplies; conducts final operating instru-
ment tests.
Recommendation, Skill Level 10

In the vocational certificate category, 1

semester hour in use and care of hand and
power tools (3/75).
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the vocational certificate category, 1

semester hour in use and oare of hand and
power tools and 3 in applied physics. In the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, '3 semester hours in ap-
plied physics and additional credit on the
basis of institutional evaluation (3/75).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the vocational certificate category, 1

semester hour in use and care of hand and
power tools, 1 in records administration,
and 3 in applied physics, for a total of 5
semester hours. In the lower-division bacca-
laureate/associate degree category, 1 semes-
ter hour in shop management, 3 in person-
nel supervision, and 3 in applied physics,
and additional credit on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation, for a minimum total of 7
semester hours. In the upper-division bacca-
laureate category, 3 semesteelours in ad-
ministration and additional credit on the
basis of institutional evaluation (3/75).

MOS-41C-002
FIRE CONTROL:INSTRUMENT REPAIRMAN

41C10
41C20
41C30
41C40

Exhibit Dates: 9/75-Present.
Career Management Field: 63 (Mechanical
Maintenance), subfield 634 (Armament ,
Maintenance).
Description

Summary: Supervises or performs" mainte-
nance on fire control instruments and relat-
ed equipment. Skill Level 10: Performs
maintenance on fire control instruments and
related equipment including binoculars,
aiming circles, telescopes, rangefinderS, and
mechanical/electrical ballistic computers
and output devices mounted in vehicles; uti-
lizes hand and power tools and testing
equipment in the removal, repair, replace-
ment, and synchronization of fire control
systems used in, tanks and self-propelled and
towed artillery; tests optical instruments for
conditions such as parallax, lens aberration,
'tilt of reticle, and deviations in line of sight4
traces circuits by referring to schematic dia-
grams; tests instruments to insure perfor-
mance within specified standards and toler-
ances. Skill Level 20: Able to perform the

duties required for Skill Level 10; provides'
technical guidance to Skill Level 10 person-,
nel; performs preliminary and final inspec-
tion of fire control instruments and related
eqUiprnent; is a first-line supervisor in direct
and general support' units; conducts on-the-
job training; prepares maintenance records.
Skill Level 3 Able to perform the duties
required for Skill Level 20; supervises fire
control instrument maintenance activities;
organizes the shop layout; establishes and
administers a shop safety, program; requisi-
tions repair parts and materials; uses techni-
cal publications; performs final operating
tests: Skill. Level 40: Able to perform the
duties required for Skill Level 30; super-
vises fire control instrument and fire control
.computer maintenance activities. NOTE:
May have progressed to 41C40 from 41C30
or- 34G30 (Fire Control Computer Repair-
man).
Recommendation, Skill Level 10

In the vocational certificate category, 3
semester hours in applied physics, 3 in opti-
cal- instrument repair laboratory, and I in
use and care of tools, for a total of 7 semes-
ter hours. In the lower-division baccalaure-
ate/associate degree category, a minimum
of 3 semester hours in applied physics, and
additional credit in applied physics, optics,
and instrument repair on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation. In an industrial pyrometry
and instrument repairman or recording in-
struments ,maintenance and repairman ap-
prentice' training program, 1,000 clock .

hours of experience and 60 contact hours of
<elated instruction, if the duty assignment of
fire control instrument repairman was held for
a minimum of one year (12/75).
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the vocational certificate category, 3
semester hours in-applied physics, 3 in opti-
cal instrument repair laboratory, 1 in use
and care of tools, and 1 in records adminis-
tration, for a total of 8 semester hours. In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, a minimum of 3 semester
hours in applied physics and additiohal
credit in applied physics, optics, and instru-
ment repair on the basis of institutional
evaluation. In an industrial pyrometry and
instrument repairman or recording instru-
ments maintenance and repairman appren-
tice training program, 1,300 clock hours of
experience and 60 contact hours of related
instruction, only if the duty assignment of fire
control instrument repairman was held for a
minimum of one year (12/75).
Recommendation, Skill Level 30
- In the vocational certificate category, 3
semester hotirs in applied physics, 3 in opti- .

cal instrument repair laboratory, 3 in shop
practices and pr edures, 1 in use and care
of tools, and 1 i ecords administration, for
a total of 11 sem er hours. In the lower-
division baccala e/assocutte degree cat-
egory, 3 semester hours. in 'applied physics,
2 in shop practices and procedures, 2 in
personnel supervision, and 1 in records ad-
ministration, and additional credit in applied
physics, optics, and instrument repair on the
basis of institutional evaluation, for a
Mum total of 8 semester hours. In an indus-
trial pyrometry and instrument repairman
or recording instruments maintenance and
repaii-man apprentice training program,
1,300 clock hours of experience and 60 con-
tact hours of related instruction, and addi-
tional clock hours of experience on the
basis of employer or trade association r-
formance examination (12/75).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the vocational certificate catego
semester hours in applied physics, 3 i opti-

y, 3



cal instnuneet rePsir. laboratory, 3 in shop
practices and procedures, 1 in use and care
of tools, and 1 in fords administration, for
a total of 11 semester hours. In the lower-
division bnconflitireate/asaociate degree cat-
egory, 3 spur:Styr h9tirs in applied physics,

.3 in personnel supervision, 2 in shop prac-
,--4ices and procedure, and I in records ad-

ministration,And additional credit in applied
physics, optics, and instrunient repair on the
basis of imp-nova' evaluation, for a mini-
mum total Of 9 semester hours. In the
upper-divin'onliscoalaureate category, 3 se-
mester hour in introduction to management
and 3 for field e%Perience in management.
In an industrial pYrometry and instrument
repairman or raeording instruments mainte-
nance' and repairman apprentice training
program, 1,300 clock hours of experience
and 60 contact boor's of related instruction,
and additioruil clock hours of experience on
the basis of einploYer or trade.assoCiation
performanmeAmination (12/75).

MOS -431
CAMERA laltiMA-N1

41$2,0
Exhibit Dame: 10/73-2/77.
Career Minatupe mut Field: 72 (Telecom-
munications tiro Audio subfield 722

(Audio
Description

Performs ifUsintellance and repair on still
and motion picture cameras and on dark-
room equipment; denionstrates a knowledge
of light, light sources, darkroom proce-
dures, films, photo-ohemistry, and operation
of single-lens-reflex, twin-lens-reflex, and
large-format cameras (including lens and
shutter assetnblieS, film transport/release

arm camera bodies).

Recommendisdon
In the vooadonitl certificate category D-

in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category. 6 semester hours in
basic photnEtrisphy, 6 for field experience in,
photography, 3 in audio-visual equipment
repair, 3 in troubleshooting concepts, and 3
in use of teat equipment,' for a total of 21
semester loofa (5/16). .

MOS-41F.402
AUDIO -Visoftt tquipmENT REPAIRMAN

4110
41 EEO

Exhibit Dew 3/77-Present. Pending evalu-
ation.

MOS-41P401 '-

PROJECTOA getittasAN

41F20
Exhibit Dew: 10/73-2/77. (Effective 3/77,
MOS 4W wits di8Continued and its func-
tions were incorporated into MOS 41E,
Audio-visual P.Aluipment Repairman.)
Career mwtetpent Field: 72 . (Telecom-
munications and Audio Visual), subfield 722
`(Audio Visual).
Description .

Inspects, trambleshoots. repairs, and test-
operates projection equipment.

S

Recommendation
In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-

ciate degree category, 3 semester hours in
physics of visuaf phenomena, light, and
sound, 6 in troubleshooting concepts, 3 in
audio-visual equipment repair, and 3,in use
of test equipnript, for .a tot g of 15 semester
hours (5/76).

MOS -41G -001

SURVEILLANCE PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT
REPAIRMAN

41G20

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-8/77.

Career Management Field: 26 (Non-Integrat-,
ed Radar Maintenance), subfield 263 (Air-
borne Surveillance Equipment Repair).

Description
Inspects and test-operates photographic

equipment to detect and determine general
faults; replaceS minor defective parts or re-
placeable assemblies and adjusts items to
operating conditions;., disassembles malfunc-
tioning. equipment into component assem-
blies and systems for further inspection;
gauges mechanical parts to detect wear and
misalignnient; straightens or replaces bent
mechanical parts and, components; replaces
and adjusts optical elements; paints and re-

, finishes equipment cases and containers; in-
spects and tests electrical and electronic
equipment to ascertain condition and func-
tioning; repairs electronic circuits associated

*th cameras; assembles repaired equipment
rides and makes adjustments to

nctioning; stores tools and
t.

Recommendation
In the vocational certificate category, I

semester hour in shop practices, I inindus-
trial science, 3 in introductory electrdnics, 2
in AC -IBC circuits, 2 in electron devices, 2
'in Systenit maintenance, 2 in intermediate
circuits, I in electronic instrumentation; and
additional credit in machine shop on the
basis of, institutional evaluation, for a mini-
mum total of 14 semester hours. In the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category,"6 semester hours in basic
'photography, 3 in introductory electronics,
2 in AC-DC circuits, 2 in electron devices,
and I in electronic instrumentation, for a
total of 14 semester hours. In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 6 semester
hours in advanced photography. In an elec-
tronic technician apprentice training pro-
gram, 4,000 clock hours of experience and
288 contact hours of related instruction. In
a construction electrician apprentice train-
ing program, 1,000 clock hours of experi-
ence and 72 contact hours of related in-
struction (2/76).

MOS-41G-002

AERIAL SURVEILLANCE PHOTOGR IC
EQUIPMENT REPAIRER

41G10
41G20

Exhibit Dates: 9/77-Present. Pending evalu-
-ation.
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MOS-41H-001
PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENTIernirCHIEF

41 H40
Exhibit Dates: 10/73-3/77. (Effective 3/77,
MOS 41FI was discontinued andits func-
tions were incorporated into MOS 26T,
Radio/Television Systems Specialist, and
MOS 84T, TV/Radio Broadcast Operations
Chief.)

,

(Audio Visual).
Description

Field: 72 (Telecom-
and Audio Visual), subfield 722

Able to perform the duties required for
41E20 (Camera Repairman), 41F20 (Projec-
tor Repairman), or 41G20 -(Surveillance
Photographic Equipment 'Repairman); su-
pervises a photographic equipment repair
center consisting of 10 to 20 photographic
equipment maintenance personnel; develops
procedures and standards and inspects re-
paired- equipment to assure high standards
.of work performance; assigns duties; applies
production line procedures for the mainte-
nance of photographic equipment; corrects
impioper techniques and procedures and
explains proper methods; interprets and ex-
plains technical literature and diagrams;
requisitions supplies; prepares technical and
administrative reports.
Recommendation

In the lower-division baCcataureate/asso-
elate ;degree category, 6 semester hours in
basic photography, 6 for field experience in
photography, 6 in troubleshooting concepts,
3 in use of test equipment, 6 in audio-visual
equipment repair, 3 in intr story elec-
tronics, 3 in human relations, 3 personnel
supervision, an 3 for field ex ence in
management, fdr a total of 39 semester
hours. In the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 3 semester hours in maintenance
management or industrial Management (5/
76).

MOS-41J-001

OFFICE MACHINE REPAIRMAN

41J20
41J40

,Exhibit Dates: 10/73-8/75.
Career Management Field: 63 (Mechanical
Maintenance), subfield 631 (Precision De-
vices).
Description

Summary: Performs general maintenance
on office machinesi excluding electronic
calculators and accounting equipment. Skill
Level 20: Diagnoses the causes of malfunc-
tions; repairs, adjusts, cleans, and lubricates
office machines; tests machines to determine
the effectiveness of adjustments and repairs.
Skill. Level 40 Able to perform the duties
required for Skill Level 20; diagnoses more
complex malfunctions; supervises mainte-

nance activities; makes final inspections;
orders, stores, and distributes parts; estab-
lishes shop policies and procedures; super-
vises a minimum of five-persons.
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the vocational certificate category, 9
semester hours in office machine repair lab-

. oratory. In the lower-division baccalaure-
ate/associate degree category, credit on the
basis of institutional evaluation. In a busi-
ness machines mechanic apprentice training
program, 2,000 clock hours of experience
and 144 contact hours of related instruction
(2/75).
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Recommendation, Skin Level 40
In the vocational certificate/category, 15

semester hours in office machirie.repair. In
the lower-di tillion.^. baccalaureate/associate
degree categOry or in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, a minimum of .3 se-
mester hours in management and additional
credit on the basis of institutional -eVtlua-
tion. Journeyman status' (defined as 6,000
clock hours of experience and 432 contact
hours of related instruction) as a business
machines mechanic (2/75).

MOS-41J-002
OFFICE MA4IINE REPAIRMAN

41J10
41J20
41J30
41J40

Exhibit Dates: 9/75-Present.
Career Management Field: 63 (Mechanical
Maintenance), subfield 631 (Precision De-
vices).
Description ,

Summary.. Performs general maintenance
on office machines, excluding electronic
calculators and accounting equipment. Skill
Level 10) Assists in maintaining office ma-
chines; adjusts office machines. Skill Level
20 Able to perform the dutiek required for
Skill Level 10; analyzes conditibn and oper-
ating efficiency, of office machines; diag-
noses causes of malfunctions; determines
maintenance requirements and replaces de-
fective or excessively worn , parts and as-
semblies; disassembles, repairs, cleans, ad-
justs, tightens, lubricates, reassemble ! and
test-operates machines. Skill Level 3 Able
to perform the duties required fo Skill
Level 20;-.supervises the maintenance of
office machines; inspects machines with
complex malfunctions to determine the
extent of repairs. required; makes final in-
spection of machines maintained or repaired
by Skill Level 10 and 20 personnel; in-
structs Skill Level 10 and 20 personnel in
general and specialized repair operations;
keeps maintenance records. Skill Level 40:
Able to perforin the duties required for
Skill Level "30; supervises office machine,
Maintenance activities of a large unit or in a
repair shop; usually supervises a minimum
of 14 persons; instructs personnel on' repaii

...,
of non-electric and electric; typewriters.
adding machines, and calculators.
Recommendation, Skill Level 10

In ,the vocational certificate category, 1

semester hour in use and care of hand tools,
2 in shop practices and procedures, 3 in
basic electricity, and 3 in office machine
repair laboratory, for a total of 9 semester
hours-In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate liegree category. 1 semester hour
in use and . are of hand tools, 2 in shop
practices and procedures, and 3 in basic
electricity for a total of 6 semester' hours.
In p business machine or office machine
repairman apprentice training program,
1,000 clock hours of experience 'and 60 con-
tact nourS of related instruction, only if the
duty assignment of office_machtneiepairman
was held for a minimum of one year (12/75).
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the vocational certific category, 1

semester hour in use and c re of hand tools;
2 in shop practices and rocedures, 3 in
.basic electricity. and 6 in office' machine
repair laboratory, for a total of 12 semester
hours. In baccalaureate/

. .

associate degree category, 1 semester hour
in use and care of hand tools, 2 in shop
practices and procedures, and 3 in basic
electricity, sand additional credit in electric-
ity and office machine repair on the basis of
instiolitional evaluation, for a minimum total
of 6 semester hours. In a business machine
or j office machine repairman apprentice
training program, 1,3(/0 clock hours of ex-
perience and 60 contact hours of related
Instruction, only if the duty assignment of
office. machine repairman was held for. a
minimum of one year (12/75).
Recommendation, Skill Level 30

In the vocational certificate category, 1

semester hour in use and care of hand tools,
2 in shop practices and -procedures, 3 in
basic electricity, 9 in office machine repair
laboratory,' 1 in records administration, and
2 in personnel supervision, for a total of 18
semester hours. In the lower- division bacca-
laureate/associate degree category, 1 semes-
ter hour in use and care of hand tools, 2 in
shop .practices and procedures, 3 in basic
electricity, 1 in records administration,'and
2 in personnel supervision, and additional
credit in electricity, office machine repair,
records administration and, personnel super-
vision on the basis of institutional evalua-
tion, for a minimum total of 9 semester
hours. In a business machine or office ma-
chine repairman apprentice training pro-
gram, 1,300 clock hours of experience and
60 contact hours of related instruction, and
additional clock hours of experience on the
basis of employer or trade association per-
formance examination (12/75).,
Recommenddion, Skill Level 40

In the 'vocational certificate category, 1

semester how: in use and care of hand tools,
2 in shop practices and procedures, 3 in
basic electricity, 9 in office machine repair
laboratory, 1 in.records adtuinistration, and
2 in personnel supervision, for A total of 18.
semester hours. In the lower-division bacca-
laureate/associate degree category, 1 semes-
ter hour in use and care of hand tools, 2 in
shop practices. and procedures, 3 in basic
electricity, 1 in records administration, and
2 in personnel supervision, and additional
credit in electricity, office machine repair,
records administration, and personnel super-
vision on the basis of institutional evalua-
tion, for a .minimum total of.al semester
hours. In the upp ivision batcalaureate
category, 3 sanest ours i ,introduction
to management and 3 or fiel experience in
management. In a business machine or
office machine repairman apprentice train-
ing program, 1,300 clock hours of experi-
ence and 60 contact hours- of related in-
struction, and additional clock hours of ex-
perience on the basis of employer or trade
association perforniance examination (12-
75).

,

MOS-41K-001
REPRODUCTION EQUIPMENT REPAIRMAN

41K20
Exhibit Dates: 10/73-2/77.
Career Management' Field: 81 (Topographic
Engineering and Map Reprodiiition), sub-
field 813 (Map Reproduction an Printing).
Description

Repairs printing equipment, including du-
plicators, offset presses, process cameras,
and bindery, platemaking, and other ma-
chines.
Recommendation

In.' the vocational certificate category or
in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-

5

ciate degree category, 3 semester hours in
use and care of tools, 3 in offset press oper-
ation, 3 in process camera operation, '3 in
bindery operation, 1 in platemaking oper-
ation, 'and 6 for field experience in graphic
arts, and credit in mechanical maintenance.
on the basis of institutional evaluation, for a
minimum total of 19 Wmester hours (5/76).

MOS-41K-002

REPRODUCTION EQUIPMENT REPAIR
SPECIALIST

41K10
41K20

Exhibit Dates: 3/77-Present. Pending tvalu-
ationy

MOS-42C-001

BRACE SPECIALIST'

42C20

42C40

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-8/76.

`Career Management Field: 91 !Medical),
subfield 911 (Prosthetic Appliances).

Description
Summary Supervises or performs the

construction, repair, and adjustment ,Of or-
thopedic prosthetic appliances. Skill Level
20: Designs and constructs prosthetic de-
vices such as braces, splints, corsets, and
corrective footwear from impressions, blue-
prints, sketches, or other types of specifica-
tions; makes mold of limb or deformity or
draws pattern from measurements; cuts ancl
fashions devices from metal,' plastic, and
leather, using welding equipment, forge,
riveting machine, drill, and handtools; fabri-
cates and contructs artificial limbs; fits as-
sembled appliance' to patient; repairs, read-
justS, and refits worn or defective appli-
ances: Skill Level 40: Able to eperform the
duties rep' for Skill Level 20; super-
vises fabricatio d fitting of orthopedic
appliances; organ) es work schedules and
assigns duties; inst cts personnel in work
techniques and pr edures; inspects com-
pleted prostheses to insure construction ac-
cording to specifications; requisitions,
stores, and issues' equipment and supplies.

Recommendation, Skill Level 20
In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-

ciate degree category, 24 semester hours in
orthotic techniques (includes, spinal, lower-
extremity, and uppef-extremity orthotics), 6
in applied design, 3 in anatomy and physiol-
ogy, and 2 inshop practices, for a total of
35 semester hours (3/76).

Recommendation, Skill Level 40
In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-

ciate degree category, 24 semester hours in
orthotic techniques (includes 'spinal, lower-
extremity, and upper-extremity orthotics), 6
in applied design. 3. in anatomy and physiol-
ogy, 3 in .human relations, 3 in shop man-
agement, and 2 in shop practices, for a total
Of 41 semester hours (3/76).



10S-42C-002
ORTHoTIC SPECIALIST

42C10
42C20
42C30
42C40

Exhibit Dates: 9/76-Preient.
Career Management Field:
ruOlield 912 (Patient Care).

ARMY ENLISTED MOS EXHIBITS 2-71

Skill Level 10:- Abje to perform the duties
required for 91E10 (Dental Specialist); per-
forms primary proceduresin fabrication and
repair of removable and fixed dental prosth-
odontic appliances; reviews and processes

. prosthodontic prescriptions and consults-
non requests; prepajes and uses basic dental

preliminary impressiOris; fabricat final im-
pression trays for complete, -'immediate

' complete, removablEN and fixed partial den-
tures; prepares impressions and pours final
casts:for complete, immediate complete, re-
movable, and fixed partial dentures; fabri-
cates stabilized and nonstabilized occlusion
rims for complete, immediate complete, re-
movable, and fixed partial' dentures:. re-
places missing or broken teeth and repairs
fractured bases on complete and removable,
partial dentures. Skill Level 20: Able to per-
form the duties required for Skill Level 10;
performs basic dental laboratory proce-
dures; uses faicebrow and measurements to
mount casts' on adjustable articulator; em-
ploys mold guide, occlusion rims, registra-
tions, markings, and interarch measurements ,
to select denture ,teeth; fabricates maxillary
and mandibular complete dentures using
conventional and liquid resin techniques;
fabricates immediate complete dentures
with surgical templates; fabricates remov-
able partial denture prostheses; modifies
dental laboratory lechruques to obricate re-"'
movable complete and partial dentures for
cases with variant interarch-and interridge
relationships; repairs, relines rebases, and
duplicates removable complete and partial
dentures; :fabricates and repairs basic orth-
odontic, pedodontic, pedodontic, and surgi-
cal appliances; fabricates and repairs con-
ventional fixed partial dentures, including
crowns, inlays, and preformed pontics; fab-
ricates transitional fixed partial dentures.
Skill,Level 30: Able to perform the duties
required for Skill Level 20; performs ad-
vanced dental laboratory procedures or as- ,

sists in managing a small dental laboratory;
fabricates ceramic and porcelain fused-to-
metal crowns and fixed partial dentures;
fabricates axed and removable precision ap-
pliances; fabricates complex, orthodontic,
pedodontic, pedodontic, and surgical appli-
ances; assists in fabricating maxillofacial ap-
pliances; performs quality control prose=
dures; establishes work priorities and as-
signs duties; organizes work schedules;
demonstrates and explains work techniques
and procedures -to subordinates; evaluates
personnel performance; supervises oper-
ational maintenance program of laboratory
equipment. Skill Level 40: Able to perform
the duties required for Skill Level 30; assists
in managing a large dental laboratory or a
section of a Regional Dental Activity; ad-
vises and assists dentists in personnel mat- ,
tersi supply economy procedures, and fiscal,
technical, and administrative matters; pre-
pares administrative and technical reports.
Recommendation, SIMI Level 10

In the vocational certificate category or
'in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 2 semester hours in
anatomy and tooth morphology, 1 in dental
materials, and 1 in complete dentures, for a
total of 4 semester hours (6/77).
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the vocational certificate category or
in the lower- division' baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 4 semester hours in
complete dentures, 3 in partial dentures, 3
in fixed restorative, 2 in anatomy and tooth

dental mate "als, for a total of 14 semester
morphology 1 in dental anatomy, and 1 in

hours (6/77).
0

in human relations, 2 in anatomy, 2 in shopP
prances, 1 in physiology, and r kinesiol-
ogy, for a totarof 42 semester hours (6/77).
Recommendation, Skill 'Ave! 40

In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree categ&y, 24 semester hours in
orthotic techniques (includes spinal, lower-
extremity, and .upper-extremity. orthotics), 6
in applied design, 3 in Clibical orthOtics, 3
in human relations, 3 in personnel supervi-

91 (Medical), sion, 2 in anatomy, 2 in shop practices, 1 in
, physiology, and 1 in lunesio ogy, for a total

of 45 semester hours. In the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 2 semester hours in
medical facilitydnanagement (6/77).

MOS-142D-001

DENTAL REMOVABLE PROSTHETIC
SPECIALIST

." Description
Summary: Designs, fabricates, fits, ad-

justs; and repairs orthotic devices. Skill
Level 10. Able to perform the duties re-
quired for 911310 (Medical ,Specialist); as-
sists in designing, fabricating, fitting, adjust-
ing, and repairing orthotic- appliances;
makes impressions of injursd body members
and fabricates orthotic appliances of metal,
plastic, synthetics, resins, plaster, leather,
rubber,. textiles, and adhesives,. using weld-
ing. soldering, forgirig, voting, sewing,

. laminating, brazing, woodworking, pattern
and template machines an equipment, and
all types of power and hand tools; adjusts
constructed appliances and fits to patient;
repairs, readjusts, reworks, and refits worn
and defective appliances.. Skill Level 20:
Abp, to perform the duties required for
Skill Level 10; measures patient in operat-
ing room and molds temporary plastic
socket;tdesigns, fabricates, and tests expert-
mental devices for ,which there are no
models or standard ,pattern; adapts tech-
niques to fit 1o6a1 requirements and avail-
able equipment. Skill Level 30: Able to per-
form the duties required for Skill Level 20;
provides technical guidance, for Skill Level
10 and 20 personnel; instructs subordinates
in work techniques and procedures; inspects
completed appliances. Skill Level 40 Able
to perform the ditties required for Skill
Level 30; establishes work priorities; orga-
nizes work schedules and assigns duties; su-
pervises the equipment maintenance pro-
gram; makes sure the shop is safe, clean,
and orderly; determine? personnel require-'
mentsand prepares and &inducts- training
programs; evaluates personnel perfonnanc;
prepares administrative, technical, and pei-
sonnel reports; coordinates orthOpedic ac-
tivities with othertelements of the medical
treatment facility; advises and aststs physi
cian& in professional, fiscal, tec nical, and
administrative matters; establishes stock
level fox supplies and equipment and super-
vises the requisitioning, storing, and issuing
of supplies.
Recommendation, Skill Level 10

In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 24 semester hours in
orthotic techniques (includes spinal, lower-
extremity, and upper-extremity orthotics), 6
in applied design, 2 in anatomy, 2 in shop
practices, 1 in physiology, and 1 in,kinesio1-
01W, for a total of 36 semester hours (6/77).
Recomnkndstion, Skill Level 20

In, the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 24 semester hours in
orthotic techniques (includes spinal, lower-
extremity, and upper-extremity orthotics), 6
in applied design, 3 in clinical orthotics, 2
in anatomy, 2 in shop practices, 1 in physi-
ology, and 1 in kinesiology, for a total of 39
semester hours (6/77).
Recommendation, Skill Level

In the lower-division bac to /asso-
ciate degree category, 24 sem hours in
orthotic techniques (includes spinal, lower-
extremity, and upper-extremity orthotics), 6
in applied design, 3 in clinical orthotics,:3

42D 10
. 42DIO

42D40
Exhibit Dates: 10/73-8/76.
Career Management Field: 91 (Medical),
=Veld 911 (Prosthetic Appliances).
Description

Summary: Supervises or performs basic
and advanced procedures in the fabrication
and repair of removable dental prosthetic
appliances. Skill Level 10: Performs basic
procedures in the fabrication and repair of
removable,and fixed dental prosthetic, appli-
ances. Skill Level 20: Able to perform the
duties required for Skill Level 10; performs
advanced removable dental laboratory tech-
niques. Skill Level 40. Able to perform the
duties required for Skill Level 20; performs
with high degree of competency all den
prosthetic techniques; supervises overall
eration of a dental laboratory. NOTE: ay
have progressed to 42D40 from 42D20 or
42F20 (Dental Fixed Prosthetic Specialist).
Recommendation, Skill Levels 10 and 20

In the vocational certificate category or
in the lower-division baccalatireate/asso-
elate degree category, 3 semester hours in
dental anatomy, 3 in dental materials, 5 in
complete dentures, and 5 in"removable par-
tial dentures, for a total of 16 semester
hours (2/75).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the vocational certificate category, or
in the lower-division baccalaureate/also-
elate degree category, 10 semester hours in
fixed and removable prosthesis, 9 in dental
laboratory, 5 in complete dentures, 3 in
dental anatomy, 3 -in dental materials, and 1
in ethics of business management, for a total
of 31 semester hours (2775).

MOS-42D-002
DENTAL LABORATORY SPECIALIST

42D10
42D20
42D30
42D40

Exhibit Dates: 9/76-Present.
Career Management . Field: 91 (Medical),
subjleld 911 (Dental).
Description

Summary: Supervises or performs basic
and advanced .procedutes in fabrication and
repair of dental prosthodontic appliances.

3

laboratory maten s;, fabricates is from
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Recommendation, Skill Level 30.

In' the vocational certificate category or
in the .lower- division baCcalaureate/assb-
Mate degree category, &semester hours" in
complete.. dentures, 4 in dental ceramit:*, 3
in 'partial dentureig 3-in fixed restorative, 2
in anatomy and tooth morphology, 2 in
orthodontic procedures; 2 in dental anato-
my, 1 in dental materials, and 1 in dental
anatomy (occlusion), and additional credit
in personnel supervision, for field experi-
ence in management, and in communication
skills on the basis of institutional evaluation,
for a minimum, total. Of ,22 semester hours
(6/77).

RecomMendation, SkiirLevel 40
In the vocational certificate category -or

4) the lower-diyision baccalauteate/asso-
&ate degree category, 4 semester hours in
complete dentures, 4 in dental ceramics, 3
in partial dentures, 3 in fixed restorative, 2
in anatomy and, tooth morphology, 2 in
orthodontic procedures, 2 in dental anato-
my, 2 in personnel supervision, 2 for field
experience in management, 2 in oral com-
munication skills, 1 in health care manage-
ment, 1 in dental materials, and I'M dental.
anatomy (occlusion), for a total Of 29 se:
mester hours (6/77). _"!:

MOS- 42E

OPTICAL LABORATORY SPECIALIST

42E20

42E49
42E50

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-8/76.

'Career Management Field: 91 (Medical),
subfield 911 (Prostytic Appliances).

Description
Summary: Supervises or' performs the

preparation of prescription lenses. Skill
Level 20 Makes, duplicates, and inserts pre-
scription lenses in spectacle frames and gas
masks. Skill. Level 40: Able to perform the
duties. required for Skill Level 20; super-
vises optical laboratory operations. Skill
Level 50: Able to perform the duties re-
quired for Skill Level 40; supervises the
functions of the .optical laboratory section
of a medical depot, providing technical
guidance to personnel repairing complex
optical 'equipment; prepares technical, 'ad-
ministrative, and personnel reports.

Recommendation, Skill Level 20
In the vocational certificate 9 egory or

ih the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
crate degree category, 3 semester hours in
Aysics 'and 12 for an optical internship (2/
75).

Recommendation, Skill Level 40
In the vocational certificate category or

in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, '3 semester hours in
physics, 6 in management and survision,
and 15 for an .optical internship, for a total
of 24 semester hours (2/75).

Recommendation, Skill Level 50
In the vocational certificate category or

in the loWer-division baccalaurtate/asso-,
.ciate )degree category, 3 ,semesteOlours in
physics, 9 .in management andisupervision,
and IS for an optical internship foi a total
of.27 semestti. hours (2/75).

MOS-42E-002
OPTICAL LABORATORY SPECIAL'S/T. ,;,

42E10
42E20
42E30
42E40
42E50

Exhibit Dateril 9/76Present.
Career Management, 'Field: 91 (Medical),
subfield 913 (Health'Services).-
Description

Summary: Make; prescription lenses or
supervises optical laboratories. Skill Level
10: Makes, duplicates, and inserts prescrip-
tion lenses; selects proper stock to fill re-
quirements of spectacle prescription; com-
putes and records curvature and thickness
and marks lenses for surfacing; prepares
lenses for blocking and surfacing; grinds
and polishes lenses to prescribed specifica-
tions; lotes and identifies optical center,
optical-asis,- and cutting line bn lenses;
chucks lenses for edging; edges lenses to
correct site and' shape; hardens glass lenses

'to required 'impact resistence; selects and
assembles frame components; mounts lenses
and aligns frames; prepares completed spec-
tacles for shipment. Skill Levet '20: Able to
perform the duties required for Skill Level
10; 'edits prescriptions and maintains records
of prescriptions 'received by optical unit;
calculates and records amount of prism re-
quired to pe.rmit , necessary decentration;
calculates and records distance required be-
tween top of bifpbal or trifocal segments
and distance-optical-center to produce pre-
scribed' segment height; dyes plastic lenses
tospeoified tints; maintains files of complet-
ed spectacle piescritions; prepares surface
work sheets for plastic lens surfacing; marks
and' blocks plastic lenses for surfacing; ap-
plies lens coating; calculates and records
positional effective, lens power; maintains
inventory of supplies and equipment. Skill
Level 30: Able to perform the ditties re-
quired fol. Skill Level 20; supervises a small'
optical laboratory; inspects completed spec-
tacles -for compliance with prescription re-
quirements an quality standards; assigns
dutiei and traia 'subordinates in work tech-
niqUes and procedures; determines stock
levels; maintains supply records; requisi-
tions, stores, and issues supplies; supervises

eventive maintenance of equipment. Skill
vel 40: Able to perform the duties re-

quired for Skill. Level 30; supervises a
medium -sized optical laboratory; maintains
records of cost data and expenditures;
makes sure the laboratory is safe, clean, and
orderly; supervises quality control proce-
dures; establishes work priorities; organizes
work schedules; evaluates personnel perfor-
mance; plans layout, of working areas; pre-
pares technical, personnel, and administia-
five reports; coordinates activities af the op-
tical laboratory with medical, treatment fa-
cilities; advises and ,assists professionals in
fiscal, technical, and administrative matters.
Skill- Level 5a Able to perform the duties
required for Skill Level 40; supervises' a

large optical laboratory; prepares periodic
laboratory reports;` determines manpower,
remVrements; drafts budget estimates; pre-
parting procedures for, optical unit,
Recommendation, Skill level 10

In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 10 semester hours, for
an optical laboratory practicum, 8 in optical
laboratory procedures, and 5 in physics,
(optics), for a total of 23 semester, hours (6/..
77). ,

I

Recommendadon, Skill Level 20
In -the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-

ciate degree category, 10 semester hours for
an optical laboratory practicum, 8. in optical
laboratory procedures, 5 in' physics (optics),
1 in anatntny and physiology, and 1. in
office procedures, for a total of 25 semester
hours (6/77).

Recommendation, Skill Level 30
In the lower-division baccalaUreate/asso-

ciate degree category, 10 semester hours for
an optical laboratory practicuin, 8 in optical__
laboratory procedures, 5 in physics (optics),
3 in office ocedures, 1 in anatomy and
physiology, an rsonnel supervision;
for a total of 28 acmes r hours (6/77).

Recommendation, Skill vel 40
In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-

ciate degree category, 10 semester hours for
akoptical laboratory practicum, 8 in optical
laboratory procedures, 5 in physics (optics),
3 in office procedures, 3 in personnel super-
vision, 3 for field .experience in manage-

. Ment, and I in anatomy and physiology, for
a total of 33 semester hours (6/77).

Recommendation, Skill Level 50
In the lower division baccalaureate/asso-

ciate degree category, 10 semester hours for
an' optical laboratory practicum, 8 in Optical
laboratory procedures, 5 in physics (optics),
3 in office procedures, 3 in personnel super-
vision, 3 for field experience in manage-
ment, 3 in introduction to management,. and
1 in anatomy and physiology, for a total of
36 semester hours. In the upper-division
baccalaureate category; 3 semester hou'rs in
medical facility manageinent and 3 in man-

._ agement problems (6/77).

MOS-421F-001

DENTAL FIXED PROSTHETIC SPECIALIST

42F20

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-8/76. (Effective 9/76,
MOS 42F was discontinued and its func-
tions were incorporated into MOS 42D,
Dental Laboratory Specialist).

Career Management Field: 91 (Medical),
subfield 911 (Prosthetic Appliances).

Description
Able to ,pe rm the duties required for

42D10 (Dental emovable Prosthetic Spe-
cialist); firbrica and repairs fixed prostho-
doritic appli ; interprets dentists' 'pfe-
scnptions; po impressions; prepares

;.models (indices., saws out, and trims diba);
waxes, casts,, veneer's, and finishes cro,whs
and bridges for conventional fixed prAthe-
ses; waxes and casts substructures for ce-
ramic crowns and bridges; prepares metal
to receive porcelain; applies and bonds por-
celain to metal with pordelain furnace;
grinds; polishes, and finishes fixed prosthe-
ses.

. .

Recommendation
In the,vocational Lcertificate category or

ih ' the lower-divisi6n baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 5 semester hours in
beginning crown and bridge (conventional)
and- 5 in advanced crown and bridge (ce-

,-r ) (3/76). NOTE: See the recommen-
da n for 42D10 (Dental Removable Pros-

-Specialist) in exhibit MOS-42D-001.



MOS-43E,-001

PARACHUTE RIGGER

43E20
43E46
43E50

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-2/77

Career Management Field: 00 (Exceptional
Management Specialties), subfield 000 (Spe-
cial Assignment).

Description
Summary: Is a qualified parachutist; packs

personnel parachutes and aircraft cargo;
fabricates, assembles, repairs, and rigs air-
drop equipment. Skill Level 2 Packs and
tests personnel parachutes; fabricates, rigs,
and assembles airdrop equipment; loads, po-
sitions, and secures cargo for airdrop. Skill
Level 40: Able "'to perform the duties re-
quired for Skill Level 20; supervises and
instructs parachute riggers; inspects the
work of parachute riggers. Skill Level 50:
Able to perform the duties required for
Skill Level 40; is a mid-level manager assist-
ing with planning, coordinating, and super-
vising all parachute and airdrop activities;
normally supervises more than 36 persons.

Recommendation, Skill Level 20
In the vocational certificate category or

in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 5 semester hours in
paraclate inspection and rigging and S in
airfreight (on- board) Management. In the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 se-
mester hours in technical electives (2/75).

Recommendation, Skill Level 40
'In the vocational certificate category or

in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 6 semester hours in
parachute inspection and rigging, 6 in air-
freight (on-board) manageme t, and 3 in
personnel management, for a t of 15 se-
mester hours. In the upper-di ion bacca-
laureate tegory, 3 semester ho ig, tech-
nical elect es (2/75).

Recommends on, gkIll Level 50
In the v Tonal certificate category or

in the loWer-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 6 semester hours in
parachute inspection and rigging, 6 in air-
freight (on-board) management, and 6 in
personnel management, for a total of 18 se-
mester hours. In the upper-division bacca-
laureate category, 3 semester hours in tech-
nical electives and 3 in personnel manage-
ment (2/75).

MOS-43E-002

PARACHUTE RIGGER

43E10
43E20
43E30
43E40
43E50 ,

Exhibit Dates: 3/77-Present. Pending evalu-
ation.

ENLISTED MOS EXHIBITS 2-73

Description
Summary: Repairs or supervises the

repair of canvas and webbed items and re-
lased equipment Skill Level la- Assists in
the'repair of canvas equipment and canvas
and webbed items; operates electric and
pedal-driven equipment for repair of canvas
covers, tarpaulins, and other canvas and
webbed items; performs minor repairs and
preventive maintenance on canvas repair
equipment. Skill Level 20: Able to perform
the duties required for Skill Level 10; fabri-
cates and repairs canvas and webbed items;
inspects repairable canvas equipment and
webbed items for damage; tests tensile
strength of canvas and repairs with ap-
proved test equipment; adjusts and performs,
preventive maintenance on canvas and
webbed item repair equipment Skill Level
40 Able to perform the duties required for
Skill Level 20; supervises the repair of
canvas repair equipment; directs personnel
in setting up canvas repair equipment for
repair and salvage operations; inspects re-
paired canvas and webbed items; directs the
salvage of canvas and canvas equipment;
instructs personnel in repair and salvage
techniques; assigns personnel to work posi-
tions.
Recommendation, Skill Level 10

In the vocational certificate category, 5
semester hours in power sewing machine
operation and 4 for field experience in
sewing operations (11/75).

MOS-43J-001

TEXTILE REPAIRMAN

43J10
43J20
43J40

Exhibit Dates: 10/74-2/76. (Effective 3/76,
MOS 43J was discontinued and its functions
were incorporated into MOS 43M, Fabric
Repairman.)
Career Management Field: 57 (Field Ser-
vices), subfield 573 (Textile Renovation).
Description

Summary:' Repairs or supervises the
repair and alteration of clothing and other
textile items. Skill Level 10: Assists in repair
and alteration of textile items and clothmg;
operates electric and pedal-driven sewing,
stitching, and patching equipment; performs
minor repairs and some preventive mainte-
nance on textile repair equipment. Skill
Level 20: Able to perform the duties re-
quired for Skill Level 10; fabricates and re-
pairs textile items; sizes, fits, and sews worn
or damaged clothing; maintains and oper-
ates mobile textile repair facilities. Skill
Level 40: Able to perform the duties re-
quired for Skill Level 20; supervises textile
repair personnel; performs complex mend-
ing, alteration, and renovation of clothing
and textile items; demonstrates and instructs
in machine sewing operations; demonstrates
the operation of mobile units and other field
operations; supervises the maintenance of
textile repair equipment and related activi-
ties in mobile and fixed shop operations;
assigns personnel to work positions; inspects
completed work for accuracy; estimates
supply requirements.
Recommendation, Skill Level 10

In the vocational certificate category, S
semester hours in power sewing machine
operation and 4 for field experience' in
sewing operations (11/75).
Reammendation, Skill Level 20

In the vocational certificate category, S
semester hours in powe sewing machine
operation and '46 for Id experience in
sewing operations (II
Recommendation, S Level 40

In the vocatio certificate category, S
semester hours power sewing machine
operation an 8 for field experience in
sewing and tailoring operations. In the
lower- division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 6 semester hours in sewing
and tailoring operations, 3 in introduction
to management, 2 in personnel manage-
ment, 2 in records administration, and 1 in
first aid, for a total of 14 semester hours. In
the upper-division baccalaureate category, 3
semester hours for field experience in man-
agement and 3 in introduction to manage-
ment ( I 1/75).

MOS-43K-001

CANVAS REPAIRMAN

.43K10
43K20
43K40

Exhibit Dates: 10/74-2/76. (Effective 3/76,
MOS 43J was discontintied and its functions
were incorporated into 'MOS 43M, Fabric
Repairman.)
Career Management Field: 57 (Field Ser-
vices), subfield 573 (Textile Renovation).

Recommendation, Skill Level 20
In the vocational certificate category, 5

semester hours in power sewing machine
operation and 6 for field experience in
sewing operations (11/75).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the vocational certificate category, S
semester houts in power sewing machine
operation and 8 for field experience in
sewing operation's. In the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 6
semester hours in sewing and tailoring oper-
ations, 3 in introduction to management, 2
in personnel management, 2 in records ad-
ministration, and 1 in first aid, for a total of
14 semester hours. In the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in
introduction to management and 3 for field
experience in management (11/75).

mos-43m-001
FABRIC AND LEATHER REPAIR FOREMAN

43M40
Exhibit Dates: 10/73-2/76.
Career Management Field: S. (Field Ser-
vides), subfield'573 (Textile Renovation).
Description

Serves as fabric and leather foreman; able
to perform the duties required for 43J40
(Textile Repairman) or 43K40 (Canvas Re-
pairman); supervises personnel involved in
the classification, hand and machine repair
and alteration, and fabrication of textile,
canvas, clothing, webbed, and leather items;
instructs subordinates in repair and salvage
procedures and techniques; schedules main-
tenance of fabric and leather equipment; su-
pervises movement and placement of
mobile repair facilities and other field oper-
ations; schedules and expedites work sched-
ules of personnel.
Recommendation

In the vocational certificate category, S
semester hours in power sewing machine
operation and 8 for field experience in
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sewing and tailoring operations. In the MOS-43M-003
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 6 semester hours in sewing
and tailoring operations, 3 in introdubtory
organizatioh management, 2 personnel
management, 2 in records administration,
and 1 in first aid, for a total of 14 semester
hours. In the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 3 semester hours in introduction
to management and administration and 3 for
field experience in management (11/75).

MOS-43M-002
FABRIC REPAIRMAN

43M10
43M20
41M40

Exhibit Dates: 3/76-2/77.
Career Management Field: 57 (Field Ser-
vices), subfield 573 (Textile Renovation).
Description

Summary: Repairs or supervises the
repair oc textile, canvas, or webbed equip-
ment add clothing. Skill Level 10: Assists m
the repair and alteration of textile items and
clothing, canvas equipment, and canvas and
webbed items; operates electric and pedal-
driven sewing, stitching, and patching
equipment; performs minor repairs and
some preventive maintenance on canvas
repair and textile equipment. Skill Level 20:
Able to perform the duties required for.
Skill Level 10; fabricates and repairs textile,
canvas, and webbed items and clothing; in-
spects replirable canvas equipment and
webbed items for damage; sizes, fits, and
sews worn or damaged clothing; adjusts
sewing machines and replaces minor parts;
lubricates equipment and performs preven-
tive maintenance before, during, and after
operation. Skill Level 40: Able to perform
the duties required for Skill Level 20; su-
pervises and instructs in the repair, alter-
atidn, and salvage of textile, canvas, and
webbed items and 'clothing; assigns duties
and schedules work; inspects completed
work for accuracy and quality control; in-
spects irreparable items to assure that all
salvageable parts. have been removed; esti-
mates supply requirements; coordinates
fabric repair activities and preventive main-
tenance in, mobile and fixed shop condi-
tions; submits progress reports; supervises
I5,to 30 fabric repairmen.
Recommendation, Skill Level 10

In the vocational certificate category, 5
semester hours in power sewing machine
operations and 4 for field experience in
sewing operations (5/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the vocational certificate category, S
semester hours in power sewing machine
operations and 6 for 'field experience in
sewing operations (5/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the vocational certificate category, 5
semester hours in wer sewing machine
operation and 8 for

po
field experience in

sewing and tailoring operations. In the
lower-division baccalaureate /associate
degree category, -6 semester hours in sewing
and tailoring operations, 3 in human rela-
tions, 3 in Introductory organization man-
agement, 2 in personnel management, 2 in
records administration, and 1 in first aid, for
a total of 17 semester hours. In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in introduction to management and
administration and 3 for field experience in
management (5/76).

FABRIC REPAIR SPECIALIST

43M10
43M20
43M30
43M40

Exhibit Dates: 3/77-Present. Pending evalu-
ation.

MOS-440-001

METAL BODY REPAIRMAN

44B20
44B40

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-8/75.

Career Management Field: 63 (Mechanical
Maintenance), subfleld 632 (Metalworking).

Description
Summary: Repairs and straightens metal

body panels, fenders, and sheet metal parts;
repairs radiators and fuel tanks, and modi-
fies related parts and Components. Skill
Level 20: Determines nature and extent of
damkge and the repairs required; uses hand
tools, power tools, and hydraulic jacks;
cuts, welds, brazes, and solders body com-
ponents; disassembles, repairs, reassembles,
and installs fuel tanks, radiators, and similar
items; prepares surfaces for painting by
sanding, masking, and cleaning; selects,
matches, and applies paint to surfaces. Skill
Level 40: Able to perform the, duties re-
quired for Skill Level 20; supervises the
repair, repainting, and installation of metal
body components, radiators, and fuel tanks;
determines tools, equipment, and work re-
quirements to repair extensive body dam-
ages; performs-the more difficult tasks such
as forming and forging; assigns work and
projects to subordinate personnel and in-
spects their wort; conducts on-the-job
training.

Recommendation, Skill Level 20
In the vocational certificate category, 9

semester hours in basic auto body repair. In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 9 semester hours in basic
auto body repair and 3 in basic gas welding,
and additiojl credit on tke basis of institu-
tional evation, for a minimum total of 12
semester hours. Ig an auto body repairman
apprentice training program, 1,000 clock
hours of experience and 144 contact hours
of related instruction (2/75).

Recommendation, Skill Level 40
In the vocational certificate category, 9

semester hours in basic auto body repair, 3
in basic gas welding, S in shop, practices
and procedures, and 9 in body refinishing,
for a total of 24 semester hours. In the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 9 semester hours in basic
auto body repair, 9 in body refinishing, 3 in
basic gas welding, and 3 in personnel super-
vision, and additional credit on the basis of
institutional evaluation, for a minimum total
of 24 semester hours. In an auto body re-
pairman apprentice training program, 4,000
clock hours of experience and 288 contact

'hours of related instruction (2/75):

MoS-4. 4B-002

METAL WCBIKER

441110
44B20
44030
44040

Exhibit Dates: 9/75-Present.
Career Management Field: 63 ( Mechanical
Maintenance), suAlleld 632 (Metalworking).
Description

Summary: Welds metal articles and parts;
repairs, repaints, and installs metal body
components, radiators, and fuel tanks, and
modifies other related items; supervises ma-
chine shop activities. Skill Level la. Welds
ferrous and nonferrous metals- using oxy-
acetylene or arc welding equipment; deter-
mines nature and extent of damage, repairs
required, and the welding methods to be
emplOyed by examining shape of parts, t
of metal, and thickndss of section to;
welded; selects appropriate welding rod d
flux to produce secure bond; makes butt,
corner, edge, lap, tee, tack, and slot welds
from flat, vertical, and overhead welding
positions; makes body and fender repairs;
prepares surfaces for painting by filling,
sanding, masking, and cleaning; selects,
matches, and mixes paints' and applies to
surfaces by brushing or spraying; repairs ra-
diators, fuel tanks, and similar items by
straightening, soldering, patching, tube rod-
ding and slicing, plugging core sections,
replacing cores, and pressure testing of
leaks; uses hand tools, measuring devices,
metal 'shears, drills, metal saws, dolly
blocks, bending irons, mallets, sanders, and
hydraulic jacks. Skill Level 20: Able to per-
form the duties required for Skill Level 10
and provides technical guidance to Skill
Level 10 personnel; demonstrates and per-
forms more difficult phases of working
metals by cutting, forming, welding, forg-
ing, and brazing; fabricates,complex parts.
Skill Level 30. Able to perform the duties
.required for Skill Level 20; inspects incom-
ing work and determines nature and extent
of damage to metal parts and subassemblies;
schedules, assigns, and coordinates work ac-
cording to availability and capability of per-
sonnel and equipment; instructs subordinate
supervisors in applications of maintenance
policies, procedures, and work perfor-
mance; supervises on-the-job training pro-
grams; supervises preparation of shop re-
cords and-reports and the receipt, mainte-
nance, and issue of shop tools, equipment,
and parts. Skill. Level 40: Able to perform
the duties required for Skill Level 30; per-
forms as metalworking foreman, machine
shop foreman, or toolmaker foreman.
NOTE: May have progressed to 44B40
from 44B30 or 44E30 (Machinist).

Recommendation, Skill Level 10
In the vocational certificate category, 9

semester hours in basic auto body repair
and 3 in basic gas welding. In the lower-
division baccalaureate /associate degree cat-
egory, 9 semester hours in basic auto body
repair and 3 in basic gas welding, and addi-
tional credit on the basis of institutional
evaluation, for a minimum total of 12 se-
mester hours. In an auto body repairman,
painter, or radiator repairman apprentice
training program, 1,000 clock hours of ex-
perience and 220 contact hours of related
instruction, and additional clock hours of
experience on the basis of employer or
trade association performance examination
(12/75).



Recommendation, Skill Level 20
In the vocational certificate category or

in the lower- division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree categOry, the. recommendation
is the same as that for Skill Level 10. In an
auto body repairman, painter, or radiator
repairman apprentice training program,
2,000 clock hours of experience and 250
Contact hours of related instruction, and ad- .
ditional clock hours of experience. on the
basis of employer or trade association per-
formance examination (12/75)1

Recommendation, Skill Level SO
In the vocational certificate category or

in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 9 semester hours in
basic auto body repair, 9 in auto body refin-
ishing, and 3 in' basic welding, for a mini-
mum total of 21 semester hours; if the duty
assignment was welder foreman or metal
worker foreman, 3 additional semester hours
in personnel supervision, for a total of 24
semester hours. In an auto body repairman,
painter, or radiator repairman apprentice
training program, 3,000 clock hours of ex-
perience and 275 contact hours of related
instruction, and additional clock hours of
experience on the basis of employer or
trade association performance examination
(12/75).

Recommendation, Skill Level 40
In the vocational certificate category or

in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, the recommendation
is the same as that for Skill Level 30. In the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 se-
mester hours in introduction to management
and 3 for field experience in management.
In an auto body repairman, painter, or radi-
ator repairman apprentice .training program,
4,000 clock hourt of experience and 300
contact hours of related instruction, and ad-
ditional clock hours of experience on the
basis of employer or trade association per-
formance examination (12/75)..

MOS-44C-001

WELDER

44C20
44C40

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-8/75. (Effective 9/75,
MOS 44C was discontinued and its' func-

" tions were incorporated into MOS 44B,
Metal Worker.)

Career Management Field: 63 (Mechanical
Maintenance),-subfie/d 632 (Metalworking).

Description
Summary: Welds ferrous and nonferrous

metals in vertical, flat, and overhead posi-
tions, using gas, including inert gas, and
electric arc equipment; welds butt, corner,
edge, lap, tee, tack, and slot joints; brazes
and burns metals; uses hand tools, measur-
ing devices, and power equipment such as
shears, drills, and metal saws; fabricates
complex parts; identifies metals; determines
welding method to be used. Skill Level 20:
Selects proper rod and flux; prepares metal
and fastens it securely to prevent warpage
and distortion; works-from blueprints and
sketches. Skill Level 40: Able to perform
the duties required for Skill Level 20; su-
pervises welding operations; demonstrates
and performs smithing operations; inspects
welds for warpage, distortion, cracks, and
hardness; lays out complex projects and as-
signs jobs to subordinate personnel; plans
and conducts on-the-job training.
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Recommendation, Skill Level 20
In the vocational certificate category, 9

semester hours in welding .(general). In the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree' category, a minimum of 9 semester
hours in welding (general) and additional
credit on the basis of institutional evalua-
tion. In a welder (general) apprentice train-
ing program, a minimum of 1,000 clock
hours of experience and 144 contact hours
of related instruction, and additional clock
hours of experience on the basis of a perfor-
mance examination (2/75).
ReCommendation, Skill Level 40

In the vocational certificate category, 15
semester hours in welding (general). In the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 15 semester hours in weld-
ing (general) and additional credit on the
basis of institutional evaluation. In a welder
(general) apprentice training program, 6,000
clock hours of experience and 432 contact
hours of related instruction; journeyman
status achieved through employer or trade
association evaluation (2/75).

MOS-44E-001
MACHINIST

44E20
44E30
44E40

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-8/75.
Career Management Field: 63 (Mechanical
Maintenance), subfield 632 (Metalworking).
Description

Summary: Fabricates, repairs, and modi-
fies metallic and nonmetallic parts, using all
types of machine tools. such as engine
lathes, milling machines, boring machines,
and grinders; machines pieces according to
specifications, tooling instructions, and stan-
dard charts, applying knowledge of ma-
chine methods; reads blueprints and job
orders for product speCifications. Skill Level
20: Lays out and sets up work; establishes
and marks necessary reference points, cen-
terlines, and machining guidelines; com-
putes and sets up proper machine speeds to
attain correct cutting speeds, setups, and
depth of cut and feed; clamps or fastens
work in holding devices or to machines;
selects, grinds, and affixes cutting tools; per-
forms toolbit grinding and setting; adjusts
and controls machines; checks dimensions
'of finished work, using measuring devices
such as squares; rules, scales, calipers, mi-
crometers, and thread gages; employs shop
mathematics, charts, and tables; interprets
simple drawings and sketches, Skill Level'
30: Able to perform the ties, required for
Skill Level 20; designs f ricates, modifies
and repairs jigs, fix res, dies, and special
tools; sets and adjusts tools; applies heat -
treating procedurebak including annealing,
normalizing, hardeffing, case hardening, and
tempering; works within close precision tol-
erance of .001 inch; uses standard and
standard practices in accomplishing unusual
machining jobs; inspects completed work
and tests parts to determine proper pesfor-
.mance.. Skill Level 40: Able to perform the
duties required for Skill Level 30; is a fly
qualified machinist; sets up and operates
machine tools; fits and assembles parts to
make or repair mechanisms, tools, or ma-
chines; applies knowledge .of mechanics,
shop mathematics, metal properties, and
layout procedures; readsP sketches, 'blue-
prints, and descriptions of parts; supervises
machine operations and determines work

request validity; assigns work in accordance
with priority of jobs, availability of equip-
ment, and abilities 'of machinists; inspects
equipment and machines to determine con-
dition an supervises adjustments and re-
pairs; enf es safety regulations.
Recontmen on, Skill Level 20

In the ational certificate category or
in the- I er-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, a minimum of 9 se-
mester hours in a machinist program, and
additional credit on the basis of institutional
evaluation. In a machinist apprentice train-
ing program, a minimum of 1,000 clock
hours of experience and 144 contact hours
of related instruction, and additional clock
hours of experience on the basis of employ-
er or trade association performance exami-
nation (2/75).
Recommendation, Skill Level 30

In the vocational certificate category or
in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, a minimum of 15 se-
mester hours in a machinist program, and
additional credit on the basis of institutional
evaluation. In a machinist apprentice train-
ing program, 6,000 clock hours of experi-
ence and 432 contact hours of related in-
struction. Journeyman status achieved
through employer or trade association per-
formance examination (2/75).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the vocational certificate category or
in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, a Minimum of 15 se-,
mester hours in a machinist program, and,
additional credit on the basis of institutional
evaluation. Journeyman status (defined as
8,000 clock hours of experience and 576
contact hours of related instruction) as a'
machinist or a machinist setup operator (2/
75).

MOS-44E-002
MACHINIST

44E10
44E20
44E30

Exhibit Dates: 9/75-Present.
Career Management Field: 63 (Mechanical
Maintenance), subfield 632 (Metalworking).
Description

Summary:' Supervises or performs the fab-
rication, repair, and modification of metallic
and nonmetallic parts. Skill Level 10: Fabri-
cates, repairs, and modifies metallic and
nonmetallic paits to blueprint specifications
utilizing such machines as engine lathes,
grinders, milling machines, vertical band-
saws, and drill presses and their associated
attachments, accessories, and tools; inter-
prets job orders, blueprints, and specifica-
tions; lays, out and sets up work; establishes
and marks necessary reference points, cen-
terlines, .find machining guidelines; com-
putes and sets up proper machine speeds to
ttain correct cutting speeds, setups, and

depth of cut and feed; clamps or fastens
work in holding devices or to machines;
selects, grinds, and affixes cutting tools; per-
forms toolbit grinding and setting; adjusts
and controls machines; checks dimensions
of finished work, using measuring devices
such as squares, rules, scales, calipers, mi-
crometers, and thread gauges; employs shop
mathematics, charts, and tables; interprets
blueprints and sketches. Skill Level 20: Able
to perform the duties required for Skill
Level 10; performs as a machinist and pro-
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vides technical guidance to Skill Level 10
personnel. Skill Level 30 Able to perforrn
the duties required for Skill Level 20; de--
signs, fabricates, modifies, and repairs jigs,

. fixtures, dies, and special tools to facilitate
, metal working operations; performs as ma-

( chine shop or toolmaker foreman; deter-
' mines nature and extent of work to be per -

ormed and method of its accomplishmeht;
ploys standard practices of machining,

such as toolbit angles, proper cutting speeds
for various materials, and methods of set-
ting and adjusting tools to suit materials;
applies heat-treating procedures, including
annealing, normalizing, hardening, case har-
dening, and tempering; grinds and sharpens
tools such as drills, toolbits, and reamers;
works to dimensions as precise as tolerances
of .001 inch; uses technical instructions in
accomplishing unusual machining jobs in-
volving standard and nonstandard practices;
converts specifications and instructions to
machining operations; inspects completed
work and tests parts; requisitions sufficient
supplies of expendable tools and materials.

Recommendation, Skill Level 10
In the vocational certificate category or

in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, a minimum of 9 se-
mester hours in a machinist program, and
additional credit on the basis of institutional
evaluation. In a machinist apprentice train-
ing program, a minimum of 1,000 clock
hours of experience and 144 contact hours
of related instruction, and additional dock

.hours of experience on the basis of employ-
er or trade association performance exami- ,
nation (12/75).

Recommendation, Skill Level 20
In the vocational certificate category or

in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, a minimum of 15 se-
mester hours in a machinist program, and
additional credit on the basis of institutional
evaluation. In a machinist apprentice train-
ing program, a minimum of 4,000 clock
hours of experience and 288 contact hours
of related instruction, and additional clock
hours of experience on the basis of employ-
er or trade association performance exami-
nation (12/75).

Recommendation, Skill Level 30
In the vocational certificate category, a

minimum of 15 semester hours in a machin-
ist or machinist setup operator program,
and additional credit on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation. In the lower-division bac-
calaureate/associate degree category, a
minimum of 15 semester hours in a machin-
ist or machinist setup operator program,
and additional credit on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation; if the duty assignment was
either machine shop foreman or machine op-
erator foreman, 3 additional semester hours
for field experience in management, for a
total of 18 semester hours. In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours for field experience in management
only if the duty assignment was either ma-
chine shop formean or machine operator fore-
man. In a machinist apprentice training pro:
gram, a minimum of 6,000 clock hours of
experience and 432 contact hours of related
instruction, and additional clock hours of
experience on the basis, of employer or
trade association performance examination
(12/75).

MOS-45B-001

SMALL ARMS REPAIRMAN

45B10
45820
45830

Exhibit Dates: 9/75-Present.

Career Management Field: 63 (Mechanical
Maintenance), subfield 634 (Armament
Maintenance).

Description
Summary: Supervises or performs repair

and limited overhaul of small arms and
other infantry weapons. Skill Level 10:
Cleans components of dirt, rust, and corro-
sion; lubricates moving parts; disassembles
weapons and determines condition of com-
ponents; measures degree of wear with pre-
cision measuring instruments; repairs and
refinishes weapons by honing, grinding,
sandblasting, degreasing, and soldering;
reassembles weapons, makes adjustments,
checks dimensions and tolerances, and tests
weapons' mechanisms; tests fire weapons;
uses common and' specialized mechanics
tools. Skill Level 20: Able to perform the
duties required for Skill Level 10; provides
technical guidanceto Skill Level 10 person-
nel. Skill Level 30: Able to perform the
duties required for Skill Level 20; super-
vises inspection, repair, and technical ser-
Vice assistance teams; maintains records;
evaluates the condition of small arms and
determines the maintenance or repairs re-
quired; conducts on-the-job training.

Recommendation, Skill Level 10
In the vocational certificate category or

in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
date degree category, 2 semester hours in
use and care of hand and power toots, 2 in
use and care of precision testing equipment,
and additional credit in a mechanical repair-
man program on the basis of institutional
evaluation. In a maintenance mechanic or
repairman (gun repairman) apprentice train-
ing program 500 clock hours of experience-4
and 70 contact hours of related instruction
(12/75).

Recommendation, Skill Level 20
In the vocational certificate category and

in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, the recommendation
is the same as that for Skill Level 10. In a
maintenance mechanic or repairman (gun
repairman) apprentice training program,
1,000 clock hours of experience and 70 con-
tact hours of related instruction, and addi-
tional clock hours of experience on the
basis of employer or trade association .per-
-formance examination (12/75).

Recommendation, Skill Level 30
In the vocational certificate category or

in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 2 semester hours in
use and care of hand and power tools, 2 in
use and care of precision testing equipment,
2 in personnel supervision, and 1 in records
administration, for a minimum: total of 7
semester hours, and additional credit on the
basis of institutional evaluatiOn. In a mainte-
nance mechanic or repairman (gun repair-

' man) apprentice training, program, 1,200
clock hours of -experience and 70 contact
hours of related instruction, and additional
clock hours of experience on the basis of
institutional evaluation (12/75).

3 A

MOS-45J-001
AIRCRAFT(' ARMAMENT REPAIRMAN

45J20
45J40

Exhibit kagtes: 10/73-2/77. (Effective 3/77,
MOS 45TWas discontinued and its functions
were incorporated into MOS 68J, Helicop-
ter Missile Systems Repairer, and MOS
68K, Aircraft Components Repair Supervi-
sor).
Career Management Field: '67 (Aviation
Maintenance), subfield 672 .(Aircraft Com-
ponents Repair).
Description

Summary: Supervises or performs mainte-
nance on components and weapons of air-
craft armament subsystems. Skill Level 20:
Performs maintenance pn mechanical, elec--
trical, and hydraulic components, and on
weapons of aircraft armament subsystems;
inspects or performs final checkout of sub-
systems. Skill Level 40: Able to perforrirthe
dutieS required for Skill Level 20; super-
vises 5 or more persons performing aircraft
armament maintenance activities.
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

No recommendation because the skills,
competencies, and knowledge are uniquely
military in nature (11/75).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 2 semester hours in
personnel supervision (11/75).

MOS-45K-001

TANK TURRET REPAIRMAN

45K20
45K40

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-8/75.
Career Management Field: 63 (Mechanical
Maintenance), subfield 636 (Armament
Maintenance).
Description -

Summary: ''Performs maintenance on
turret mechanisms and weapons of tanks,
cupolas, and similar equipment; diagnoses
malfunctions; repairs turrets, cupolas, weap-
ons; tests turret systems. Skill Level 20: De-
termines the nature and causes of malfunc-
tions; repairs loading, firing, and recoil'
mechanisms; 'repairs turret-cupola hydraulic
systems and. wiring systems; analyzes and
tests continuity of circuits; uses power tools
and hand tools; keeps maintenance records.
Skill Level 40:- Able to perform the duties
required for Skill Level 20; determines
maintenance required; supervises mainte-
nance; establishes work schedules and prior-
ities; conducts on-the-job training; super-
vises a minimum of five persons. NOTE:
May have progressed to 45K40 from
45K20, 45N20 (Tank Turret Mechanic),
45P20 (Sheridan Turret Mechanic), or
45R20 (Missile Tank Turret Mechanic).
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the vocational certificate category, 1

semester hour in the selection, caret am] use
of hand and power tools, 1 in hydratlics,
and 1 in electrical wiring sy ems, for a
total of 3 semester hours. the lower-
division baccalaureate/ rate degree cat-
egory, credit on the basis of institutional
evaluation and/or performance examination.
In a truck mechanic apprentice training
program, advanced standing on the b is of
employer or trade association perfo ante



examination in the areas of basic hand and
poWer tools, electrical systems, and hydrau-
lics (2/75).
1RecommendatIon, Skill Level 40

In the vocational certificate category., 1

semester hour in the selection, care, and use
of hand and power. tools, 1 in hydraulics,
and 1 in electrical wiring systems, for a
total of, 3 semester hours. In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree cat-
egory, 3 semester hours in personnel super-
yawn and training and additional credit on
the basis of institutional evaluation. In a
truck mechanic apprentice training pro-
gram, advanced standing on the basis of
employer or trade association performance
examination in the areas of basic hand and

'.v.Per tools, electrical systems,. and hydrau-
lics (2/75).

MOS-45K-002
TANK TURRET REPAIRMAN

45K 10
45K20
45K30 .

Exhibit Date: 9/75-Present.
Career Management Field: 63 (Mechanical
Maintenance), subfield 634 (Armament
Maintenance).
Description
. Summary: Performs maintenance on

turret mechanisms and weapons of tanks,
cupolas, and similar equipment; diagnoses
malfunctions; repairs turrets, cupolas, weap-
oils; tests turret systems. Skill Level 10 De-
termines the nature and Causes of malfunc-
tions; repairs loading, firing, and recoil
mechanisms; repairs turret-cupola hydraulic
systems and wiring systems; analyzes and
tests continuity of circuits; rewires circuits;
tests and adjusts equipment in accordance
with prescribed limits and tolerances; uses
power, hand, and special tools and preci-
sion instruments; keeps maintenance re-
cords. Skill Level 20. Able to perform the
duties required for Skill Level 10; provides
technical guidance and conducts some on-
the-job training for Skill Level. 10 person-
nel. Skill Level 30: Able to perform the
duties required for Skill Level 20; deter-.
min* es the category of maintenance re-
quired; establishes on-the-job training pro-
grams, workload schedules, and priorities;
inspects- equipment and prepares inspection
reports; supervises a minimum of 9 persons..
NOTE: May have progressed to 45K30
from 451(20, 45N20 (Tank Turret Mechan-
ic), 45P20 (Sheridan Turret Mechanic), or
45R20 (Missile Tank Turret Mechanic).
Recommendation, Skill Level 10

In the vocational certificate category, 1

semester hour in the selection, care, and use
of hand and polder tools, 1 in hydraulics,
and 1 in electrical wiring systems, for a
total of 3 semester hours. In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree cat-
egory, .credit on the basis of institutional
evaluation and/or performance examination.
In a truck mechanic apprentice training
program, advanced standing on the basis of
employer or trade association performance
examination in the areas of basic hand and
power tools, electrical systems, and hydrau-
lics (12/75).
RecoinnendadokSkfil Level 20

In the vocational certificate category, 2
semester hours in the selection, use, and
care of hand and power tools, 2 in hydrau-
lics, and 2 in electrical wiring systems, for a
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total of 6 semester hours. In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree cat -
egory, 3 semester hours in personnel super-
%gluon and additional credit m hydraulics
and electrical wiring systems on the basis of
institutional evaluation. In a truck mechanic.

' apprentice training program, advanced
standing, on the basin df employer or trade
association performance examination in the
areas of basic hand and power tools, electri-
cal systems, and hydraulics (12/75).
Recommendation, Skill Level 30

In the vocational certificate category, 2
semester hours in the selection, use, and
care of hand and power tools, 2 in hydrau-
lics, and 2 in-electrical wiring systems, for a
total of 6 semester hours. In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree cat-
egory, 3 semester hours in .personnel super-
vision and 3 for field experience in manage-
ment, and additional credit 'in hydraulics
and electrical wiring systems on the basis of
instiwional evaluation, for a mipum total of
6 semester hours. In a truck mechanic ap-
prentice training program, advanced stand-
ing on the basis of employer or trade asso-
ciation performance examination in the
areas of basic hand and power tools, electri-
cal systems, and hydraulics (12/75).

MOS-45L-001
ARTILLERY REPAIRMAN

45L 10
45L20
45L30

Exhibit Dates: 9/75-Present.
Career Management Field: 63 (Mechanical
Maintenance), Ubfield 634 (Armament
Maintenance).
Description

Summary: Performs maintenance on artil-
lery turrets, artillery weapons, and similar
equipment. Skill Level 10: Performs mainte-
nance on light, medium, and heavy self-
propelled artillery and turret mechanisms,
towed artillery; si 14-fense artillery, and
similar equipment; dem moving parts;
uses common and spedMized hand tools;
measures tolerances will' precision instru-
ments and special tools; applies proper rig-
ging procedures for hoistmg heavy equip-
ment and material; traces, tests, repairs, or
replaces circuits; inspcis equipment and
prepares inspection :Sports: Skill Level 20:
Able' to perform the duties required for
Skill Level 10; provides technical guidance
to Skill Level 10 personnel. Skill Level 30
Able to. perform the duties required for
Skill Level 20; evaluates the condition of
equipment to determine the kind of mainte-
nance required; establishes workload sched-
ules and priorities; conducts on-the-job
training; inspects the work of subordinates;
prepares records, forms, and reports.
Recommendation, Skill Levels 10 and 20

In the' vocational certificate category or
in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 9 semester hours in
shop practices and 2 in the care and use of
tools and precision equipment, and addition-
al credit in basic electricity on the basis of
institutional evaluation. In a millwright ap-
prentice training program, 1,000 clock
hours of experience (12/75).
Recommendation, Skill Leve1.30

In the vocational certificate category or
in the lower-division baccalweate/asso-
ciate degree category, 9 semester hours in
shop practices,. 2 in the care and use of

tools and precision equipment, 2 in person-
nel supervision, and 1 in records administra-
tion, and additional credit in basic electric-
ity on the basis of institutional uafion,

- for a minimum total of 14 sem hours.
In a millwright apprentice g pro-
gram, 1,000 block hours of ex ce (12/
75).

MOS-45M-001
AIRCRAFT ARMAMENT SUBSYSTEM

MECHANIC

45M20
45M40

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-2/77. (Effective 3/77,
MOS 45M was discontinued and its func-
tions were incorporated into 'MOS 68K,
Aircraft Components Repair Supervisor,
and MOS 6$M, Helicopter Weapon Sys-
tems Repairer.)
Career Management Field: 67 (Aviation
Maintenance), subfield 672 (Aircraft Comt
ponents Repair).
Descriptick

Summary: Supervises or performs mainte-
nance on aircraft armament subsystems.
Skill Level 20 Examines armament systems
and fire control equipment for malfunctions
or defects; determines maintenance required
and writes appropriate repair orders; re-
moves, disassembles, repairs, assembles, in-
stalls, tests, and adjusts weapons and com-
ponents; performs modifications, synchroni-
zation, boresighting, and alignment; per-
forms final checkout of complete .system;
keeps records and assists in stocking re-
placement items. Skill Level At Able to per-
form the duties rtfired for Skill Level 20;
supervises aircraft armament maintenance
activities; diagnoses unusuaL malfunctions;
establishes maintenance controls and perfor-
mance standards; conducts on-the-job train-
ing.
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

No recommendation because the skills
and knowledge are military in nature (2/
75).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

Credit in management and human rela-
tions on the basis of institutional evaluation
(2/75).

MOS-43N-001
TANK TURRET MECHANIC

45N10
45N20

Exhibit Dates: 9/75-Present.
Career Management Field: 63 (Mechanical
Maintenance), subfield 634 (Armament
Maintenance).
Description

Summary: Performs maintenance on con-
ventional tank tieret/cupola systems. Skill
Level 10: Inspects, tests, troubleshoots, re-
pairs, and adjusts electrical, hydraulic, fire
control, mechaniCal, and firing systems; re-
places Icomponents; cleans and lubricates
turret/cupola systems; uses schematic- dia-
grams; uses repair parts publications and
orders parts. Skill Level 20: Able to perform
the duties required for Skill Level 10; and
provides technical guidance to Skill Level
10 personnel.
Recommendation, Skill Level 10

In the vocational certificate category or
in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
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iciate degree cate ory, 6 semester hours in

hydraulics and 4 basic electricity, and
additional credit i hydraulics, electricity,
and mechanics on,,the basis of institutional
evaluation. In an industrial truck mechanic
apprentice training program, 1,000 clock
hours of experience and 144 contact hours
of related instruction, and additional clock
hours of experience on the basis of employ-
er or trade association performanceexami-
nation (12/75).
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

The recommendation for educational
credit is the same as that for-Skill Level 10.
In an industrial truck mechanic apprentice
training program, 2,000 clock hours of ex-
perience and 144 contact hours of related
instruction, and additional clock hours of
experience, on the basis of employer or
trade association performance examination
(12/75).

MOS-45P-001
SHERIDAN TURRET MECHANIC

45P10
45P20

Exhibit Dates: 9/75-Present.
Career Management Field: 63 (Mechanical
Maintenance), subfield 634 (Armament
Maintenance).
Description

Summary: Performs maintenance on
Sheridan tank turret and related equipnient.
Skill Level 10: Inspects, tests, troubleshoots,
repairs, and adjusts electrical traversing and
elevation system, firing systems, gun
launcher system, fire control system, cupola
systems, and turret mounted weapons;
cleans and lubricates systems; replaces com-
ponents; uses technical and repair parts pub-
lications and electrical diagrams; modifies
systems; keeps maintenance records. Skill
Level 20: Able to perform the duties re-
quired, for Skill Level 10; and provides
technical guidance to Skill Level 10 person-
nel.
Recommendation, Skill Level 10

In the vocational certificate category or
in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 9 semester hours in
basic electricity, and additional credit in
basic electricity and mechanics on the basis
of institutional evaluation: In an industrial
truck mechanic apprentice training pro-
gram, 1,000 clock hours of experience (elec-
trical) and 144. contact hours of related in-
struction, and additional clock hours of ex-
perience on the basis of employer or trade
association performance examination (12/
75).,

RecoMmendation, Skill Level 20
The recommendation for educational

credit is the same as that for Skill Level 10.
In an industrial truck mechanic apprentice
training program, 2,000 clock hours of ex-
perience (electrical) and 144 contact hours
o related instruction, and additional clock
hburs of experience on the basis of employ-
er or trade association performance exami-
nation (12/75).

MOS-45R-001 °

MISSILE TANK TURRET MECHANIC

45R10
45R20

Exhibit Dates: 9/75-Present

Career Management Field: 63 (Mechanical
. Maintenance), subfield 634 (Armament

Maintenance).
Description

Summary: Performs maintenance on mis-
sile tank turret system and reltited equip-
ment. Skill Level 10: Performs as missile
tank turret mechanic; inspects and tests sta-
bilization system, electro-hydraulic eleva-
tion and transverse system, recoil system,
fire control' systems, .firing systems, gun
launcher system, cupola systems, test equip-
ment, and turret mounted weapons; trouble-
shoots turret cupola systems with fire con-.
trol, stabilization, simulator sensor, electri
cal and air flow filter turret test equipment;
troubleshoots, adjusts, removes,. and re-
places prescribed' components of turret sys-
tems; cleans and lubricates systems; inter-
prets technical publications; keeps mainte-
nance forms and records. Skill Level 20:
Able to perform the duties required for
Skill Level 10; and provides technical guid-
ance to Skill Level 10 personnel.
Recommendation, Skill Lent 10

In the vocational certificate category or
in, the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 6 semester hours in
hydraulics, 4 in basic electricity, and 2 in
use and care of testing equipment, and addi-
tional credit in hydraulics, basic electricity,
and mechanics on the basis of institutional
evaluation, for a minimum total of 12 se-
mester hours. In an industrial truck me
chanic apprentice training program, 1,000
clock hours of experience and 144 contact
hours of related instruction, and additional
clock hours of experience on the basis of
employe or trade association performance
exams tion (12/75).
Rec mendation, Skill Level 20

e recommendation for educational
credit is the same as that for Skill Level 10.
In an industrial truck mechanic apprentice
training program, 2,000 clock hours of ex-
perience and 144 contact hours of related
instruction, and additional clock hours of
experience on the basis of employer or
trade association performance examination
(12/7,5).

I'LlOS-45Z-001

ARMAMENT MAINTENANCE FOREMAN

45Z40
Exhibit Dates: 9/75-Present
Career Management Field: 63 (Mechanical
Maintenance), subfield 634 (Armament
Maintenance).
Description.

Supervises, schedules, and assigns work
to repair crews engaged in maintenance of
all armament materiel; estimates time re-
quired to perform specific jobs;, procures
parts, supplies, and materiel; determines the
method of repair or fabrication; applieS in-
formation contained in technical publica-
tions; conducts on-the-job training; applies
test and inspection predures. NOTE:
May have progressed to MOS 45240 from
45830 (Small Arms Repairman), 45K30
(Tank. Turret Repairman), or 45L30 (Artil-
lery Repairman).
Recommendation

In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 3 semester hours in
personnel supervision and additional credit
on the basis of institutional evaluation. In
the upper-division baccalaureatecategory, 3
semester hours in introduction to manager

ment and 6 for field exwrience in manage-
ment (12/75).

MOS-46D-00 l
IMPROVED HAWK MECHANICAL SYSTEMS

REPAIRMAN

46D20
46D40

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-8/76. (Effective 9/76,
MOS 46D was discontinued and its func-
tions were incorporated into MOS 24L, Im-
proved Hawk Launcher and Mechanical
Systems Repairman).
Career Management Field: 23 (Air Defense
Missile enanc , subfield 236 (Im-
proved Hawk Missil System Repair).
Description

Summary: Supe ises or performs mainte-
nance on the, elec rival, hydraulic, hydrop-
neumatic, mec cal, and electro-mechani-
cal portions of tl) Improved Hawk system.
Skill Level 201 inspects, tests, and adjusts
components to specific tolerances and de-
(ermines shOrtComings and deficiencies with
common and system special-design test
equipment; performs load-testing, mainte-
nance calibration, and repair of job-related
tools and equipment; Installs equipment
modifications. Skill Level 40: Able to per-
form the duties required for Skill Level 20;
establishes workloads and repair priorities;
implements quality control measures; super-
vises inspection and maintenance teams; or-
ganizes and conducts on-the-job training;
demonstrates proper , maintenance and
troubleshooting techniques; establishes and
keeps maintenance records.
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In' the vocational certificate category, 3
semester hours in basic electricity, 3 in me-
chanics, 3 in hydraulics, 1 in shop praclices,
3 in technical mathematics, and additional
credit in electronics, mechanics, and hy-
draulics on the basis of institutional evalua-
tion, for a minimum total of 13 semester
hours. in the lower-divisibri baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 3 semester hours
in hydraulics, 3 in mechanics, 3 in technical
mathematics, and additional credit in elec=
tronics, electricity, mechanics, and hyckati-
lics on the basis of institutional evaluation;
for a minimum total of 9 semester hours (i2/
76).

Recommendation, Skill Level 40
In the vocational certificate category, the

recommendation is the same as that for
Skill Level 20. In the lower-division bacca-
laureate/associate degree category, 3 semes-
ter hours in hydraulics' 3 in mechanics, 3 in
technical mathematics, 3 in personnel super-
vision, 3 in human relations, 3 for field ex-
perience in management, and 'additional
credit in electronics, electricity, mechanics,
and hydraulics on the basis of institutional
evaluation, for a minimum total of 18-se-
mester hours. In the upper-division bacca-
laureate category, 3 semester hours in in-
dustrial arts education. (2/76).

MOS-46L-001
SERGEANT ELECTRICAL-MECHANICAL

REPAIRMAN

46L20
46L40

Exhibit Dates: 10/74-8/77. (Effective 9/77,
MOS 46L was discontinued).

11`



Career Management Field: 21 (Ballistic Mis-
sile Rrepair), subfield 212 (Sergeant Missile
Repai).
oeseriptiom

Summary: Supervises or performs mainte-,
nance on the electrical, mechanical, and hy-
draulic portions of the Sergeant missile .
system. Skill Level 20: Inspects, tests, aligns,
and repairs' electrical and mechanical por-
tions of the missile rocket motor, control,
fins, and drag brakes; performs maintenance
of the azimuth orientation system, less theo-
dolite; inspects, tests, and adjusts items to
specific tolerances and determines short-
comings and deficiencies in electrical, me-
chanical, and hydraulic assemblies with
common and system spmial-design test
equipment; removes malfunctioning assem-
blies; performs calibration and repairs on
tools and equipment; provides, technical as-
sistance to Amon units. Skill Level 40
Able to perform the duties required for
Skill Level 20; establishes workloads and
repair priorities; recommends procedures
for receipt, storage, inspection, testing, and
repair of, items; supervises inspection and'
maintenance teams; organizes and conducts
on-the-job training programs; determines
faulty work practices and demonstrates
proper maintenance and troubleshooting
techniques; establishes and keeps mainte-
nance records.
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the vocational certificate category, 2
semester hours in hydraulic laboratory, 2 in
basic electricity laboratory, and 2 in sys-
tems maintenance, for a total of 6 semester
hours (6/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the vocational certificate category, 2
semester hours -in hydraulic laboratory, 2 in
basic electricity laboratory, and 2 in sys-
tems maintenance, for a total of .6 semester
hours. In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 3 semester hours
in personnel supervision and 3 for field ex-
perience in management (6/76).

MOS-46N-001

PERSHING ELECTRICAL-MECHANICAL
REPAIRMAN

46N20
46N40

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-8/77.
Career Management Field:, 21 (Ballistic Mis-
sile Repair), subfield 211 (Pershing Missile
Repair).
Description

Summary: Supervises or performs routine
maintenance on the electrical, mechanical,
and hydraulics portions of the. Pershing mis-
sile system. Skill Level 2a. Inspects, tests,
and adjusts components to specific Wier-'. ances; determines shortcomings and defi-
ciencies in electrical, mechanical, electro-
mechanical, hydraulic, pneumatic, and hy-
dropneumatic assemblies, subassemblies, and
circuits, using special-design test equipment;
repairs or removes, replaces, and deter-
mines the serviceability of defective compo-
nents and parts; performs quality control
measures; performs checkouts and inspec-
tions of equipment; prepares maintenance
and supply forms. Skill Level 4a Able to
perform the duties required for Skill Level
20; is a firs-line supervisor of 5-15 persons;
establishes workloads and repair priorities;
implements quality control measures; con-
ducts- on-the-job training; determines faulty
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work practices and demonstrates proper
maintenance and troubleshooting tech-
niques; establishes and keeps maintenance
records.
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the vocational certificate category, 1
semester hour in mechanical maintenance.
Fully qualified to enter an apprentice train-
ing program (3/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the vocational certificate category, 1
semester' hour in mechanical maintenance.
In the lower-division baccalaureafe/asso-
date degree category, 3 semester hours in
human relations and 3 for field experience
in management. Fully qualified to enter an
apprentice training program (3/76).

MOS-46N-002
VERMIN° ELECTRICAL - MECHANICAL

REPAIREli

46N10
46N20
46N30.

Exhibit Dates: 9/77-Present. Pending evalu-
ation.

MOS-51A-001
CONSTRUCTION AND UTILITIES WORKER

51A10.
Exhiblt Dates: 10/73-I/78. (Effective 3/78,
MOS 51A was discontinued and its func-
tions were incorporated into MOS SIB,
Carpentry and Masonry Specialist; MOS
SIC, Structures Specialist; 5)N, Water
Treatment and Plumbing Systems Special-
ist; SIR, Eleotrician. and -52C, Utilities
Equipment Re firer.)

Career Management Held: 51 (General En-
gineering), subfield 511 (Construbtion Engi-
neering).
Description

Assists in the performance of various
construction and utilities maintenance
duties; may have experience in one or more
of the following areas: Rainting, material
handling, carpentry, masonry, electricity,
sheet metal working, heating and ventilat-
ing equipment, refrigeration and air condi-
tioning equipment, water supply, and
sewage disposal.
Recommendation

No recommendation because of the limit-
ed technical nature of the skills, competen-
cies, and knowledge (12/75).

MOS-51B-001
CARPENTER

51B20
Exhibit Dates: 10/73-Present.
Career Management Field: 51 (General En-
gineering), subfield 511 (Construction Engi-
neering).
Description

Fabricates, erects, and maintains wooden
articles and structures; examines blueprints,
sketches, and drawings; orders materials
and tools; performs preventive maintenance
on tools and equipment; coordinates carpen-
try work with journeymen in other fields;
assesses damaged articles and structures and

3

determines how .to repair them; inspects fin-
ished work; explains and demonstrates
methods and procedures for construction
helpers. NOTE: May have progressed to
51820 from 51A10 (Construction and Utili-
ties Worker).
Recommendation

In the vocational certificate category, 20
semester hours m carpentry (2/75).

MOS-51C-001
STRUCTURES SPECIALIST

51C20
51C30

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-Present.
Career Management Field: 51 (General En-
gineering), subfield 511 (Construction Engi-
neering).
Description

Summary: Lifts and moves heavy objecti,
services cargo handling gear, and positions
and joins heavy beams, fabricated pieces or
trusses, and other structural assemblies.
Skill Level 2a. Serves as a rigger, using var-
ious rigging tools and assemblies and a wide
combination of rope, wire rope, knots, and
handling gear, including block and tackle;
makes rough construction drawings.
NOTE: May have progitessed to 51C20
from 51A10 (Construction and . Utilities
Worker). Skill Len! 3a Able to perform
the duties required for Skill Level 20;
serves as a structures specialist; reads con-
struction blueprints and other building
plans; joins members by using bolts and
rivets or b$ arc welding; uses oxyacetylene
torchr performs preventive maintenance on
tools and equipment.
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the vocational certificate category, 2
semester hours in blueprint, reading, 2 in use
. and care of tools, and 2 in rigging, for a
final of 6 semester hours (6/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 30

In the vocational certificate category, 2
semester hours in blueprint reading, 2 in use
and care of tools, 2 in rigging, 2 in welding,
2 in carpentry, and I in construction draft-
ing, for a total of 11 semester hours (6/76).

M S-S1D -001
MASON

51D20
Exhibit Dates: 10/73-2/78. (Effective 3/78,
MOS 51D was discontinued and 'its func-
tions were incorporated into MOS SIB,
Carpentry and Masonry Specialist.)
Career Management Field: 51 (General En-
gineering), subfield 511 (Construction Engi-
neering).
Description

Serves as a m reads blueprints in
order to determine materials required and
procedures' to be followed; utilizes various
tools; prepares proper cement and mortar
mix as required and specified; lays blocks
and bricks in the construction of founda-
tions and walls; constructs forms and plates
concrete. NOTE: May have progressed to
51D20 from 51A10 (Construction and Utili-
ties Worker).
Recommendation

In the vocational certificate category, 20
semester hours in masonry. In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree cat-
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egory, 12 semester hours in masonry and 3
in mathematics (12/75).

.MOS,-51F.2001

CAMOUFLAGE SPECIALIST

51E20
51E40
51E50

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-8/76. (Effective 9/76,.
, MOS 51E was discontinued and its func-

tions were incorporated into MON 128,1,
Combat Engineer, and MOS 12Z, Combat'''.
Engineering Senior Sergeant.)

Career. Management Field: 51 (General En-
gineering), subfield 511 (Construction Engi-
neering). '-

Description
Summary: Constructs, seleqs, erects, and

places decoys, nets, screens, drapes, and
other camouflage devices. Skill Level 20:
Fabricates camouflage materials and
decoys; erects such items by rigging and
supports; rigs and hoists them into position
using anchors and shears of self design and
construction, blocks and tackle, highline,
and tramway; builds and erects scaffolds;
paints, selects and applies garnishing materi-
als with adhesives, and alters surface tex-
tures. NOTE: May have progressed to
51E20 from 51A10 (Constfuction and Utili-
ties Worker). Skill Level 40: Able to per-
form the duti uired for Skill Level 20;
supervises 1 L,e 2(1 personnel; designs
and sketches items t fabricated; requisi-
tions materials and eqw ent. Skill Level
50: Able to perform the du required for
Skill Level 40; interprets and supervisq the
execution of policy and operation -goce
dures; assists in planning, coordinating, and
supervising all company support activities;
advises superiors on personnel matters.

Recommendation, Skill Level 20
In the vocational certificate category, 3

semester hours in rigging and rough struc-
ture fabrication in a millwright or similar
curriculum or `2 semester houts in concrete
form construction in a carpentry curricu-
lum. In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category or in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in stage set construction in a drama
or broadcasting curriculum (12/75).

Recommendation, Skill Level 40
In the vocational certificate category, the

recommendation is the same as that for
Skill Level 20. In the lower-divisioacca-
laureate/associate degree category' o in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 se-
mester hours in stage set construction in a
drama or broadcasting curriculum hnd 2 in
.introduction to management

Recommendation, Skill Level 50
In the vocational certificate cat gory, the

recommendation is the same as thnt-for_Th
Skill Level 20. In the lower-division bacca-
laureate/associate degree category or in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 se-
mester hours in stage set construction in a
drama or broadcasting curriculum, 3 in in-

4 troduction to management, and 3 for field
experience in management, for a total of 9
semester hours (12/75).

MOS-51F-001
PIPELINE SPECIALIST

51F20
51F40
51F50

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-2/78. (Effective 3/78,
..MOS 51F was- discontinued and its func-
tions were incorporated into MOS 51C,
Structures Specialist; MOS 5IH, Construc-
tion Engineering Supervisor, and. MOS
51 Z, General Eegineermg Supervisor.)
Career Management Field: 51 (General En-
gineering), subfield 511 (Construction Engi-
neering).
Description

Summary: Constructs and installs pipe-
, lines, pumping stations, and fuel storage fa-

cilities. Skill Level 20: Clears and prepares
right-of-way access and terminal sites; as-
sists in the construction of necessary
bridges, ditches, and pipeline cradles; assists
in assembling pipelines and installs pumping
stations; operates pumps, combats petro-
leum fires, and exercises safety precautions;
uses common and specialized tools. NOTE:
May have progressed to 51F20 from 51A10
(Construction and Utilities Worker). Skill
Level 40: -Able to - perform the duties re-.
quired for Skill Level 20; is a first-line su-
pervisor of 15-25 persons; assists in plan-
ning pipeline systems; selects pumping sta-
tion sites and supervises construction and
equipment installation; reads blueprints, to-
pographical maps, profile maps, and perfor-
mance flow charts; supervises work crews
and coordinates activities with surveying
personnel; inspects completed projects; as-
sists in the demolition of pipelme faZilities;
conducts on-the-job training; demonstrates
and explains pipeline installation and oper-
ation; prepares repoits pertaining to oper-
ations, training, and intelligence. Skill Level
50: Able to perform the duties'required for
Skill Level 40; is a mid-level manager, serv-
ing as first sergeant 'of a company of up to
120 persons; plans, coordinates, and super-
vises all company activities; adviseS compa-
ny copunander on all enlisted persdnnel
matters and is responsible for all enlisted
personnel. actions; conducts meetings with
subordinate supervisors; directs company
administration; initiates corrective actions
wheh necessary; directs training; may also
serve as chief instructor in a formal training
facility.
Recommendation, Skill Level

In the vocational certificate category, 2
semester hours in heavy equipment oper-
ation, 1 in use and care of tools, 1 in pump
maintenance, 1 in fire safety, and 1 in first
aid, for a total of 6 semester hours. In the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 2 semester hours in heavy
equipment operation, 2 in construction
methods, 1 in fire safety, and 1 in first aid,
for a total of 6 semester hours (6/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40.

In the vocational certificate category, 2.
semester hours in heavy equipment oper-
ation, 2 in blueprint and map reading, 1 in
use and care of tools, 1 in pump mainte-
nance, 1 in fire safety, and 1 in first aid, for
a total of 8 semester hours. In the lower-
division baccalaureate /associate' degree cat-

)egory, 3 semester hours for field experience
inconstruction management, 3 in personnel
supervision, 3 in human relations, 2 in prin-
ciples of fluid hydraulics, 2 in blueprint and
map reading, 2 in heavy equipment oper-
ation, 2 in construction methods, 1 in fire
safety, and 1 in first said, for a total of 19
semester hours (6/76).

Recommendation, Skill Level 50
to the vocations) certificate category or

in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, the recommendation
is the same as that for Skill Level 40. In the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 se-
mester hours in introduction to manage-
ment, 3 for field experience in manuement,
3 in personnel management, and 3 m con-
struction management for a minimum total

'of 12 semester hours; and, if the duty assign-
ment was chief instructor at a formal training
facility, 3 additional semester hours for an
internship in education, for a total of 15

.semester pours (6/76).

MOS-51G-001
SOILS ANALYST

51G20
Exhibit Dates: 10/73-Present.
Career Management Field 51 (General En-
gineering), subfield 514 (Construction
Equipment Operation).
Description

Surveys, samples, tests, *Dawes, evalu-
ates, and classifies soil and negates; stud-
ies soils with respect to origin, distribution,
and composition; performs physical testing
and experimental work in field and labora-
tory to determine engineering characteris-
tics of soils and construction materials such
as concrete, aggregate, bituminous, and
other base materials; classifies soils accord-
ing to standard engineering classifications;
designs pavement mixes and inspects con-
struction; investigates problems of stabilize- -
tion and drainage of soils used as founda-
tions for roads, dams, buildings, and other
structures; advises on soil use in construe-
tion. .

Recommendation
In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-

ciate degree category, 3 semester hours in
soils, aggregates, and mix design, and 5 in
soils, bituminous, and concrete laboratory
(12/75).

MOS-51H-001
CONSTRUCTION FOREMAN

51H40
51H50

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-Present.
Career Management Field: 51 (General En-
gineering), subfield 511 (Construction Engi-
neering).
Description

Summary: Supervises construction and
repair of structures and facilities such as
barracks, warehouses, t sheds, jetties,
wharves, fixed bridges, and storage tanks.
Skill Level 40: Estimates runoff for drainage
areas, supply- needs, and time requirements
for construction projects; estimates utilities
requirements for various types of structures;
computes Stresses; employs heavy construe-
don equipment, ,standard construction tech-
niques, and general engineering principles
in projects; reinforces existing structures to
correct faulty construction or to increase
load capacity; 'enforces safety regulations;
has responsibility for on-site utilization ands
supervision of personnel. NOTE: May have
progressed to 51H40 from 51B20,, (Carpen-
ter), 51C30 (Structures Specialist), 51D20
(Mason), 51020 (Soils Analyst), 51R20
(Electrician), or 81B20 (Construction



(WM

coordinates, and su activities per-

Draftsman). Skill to perform
the duties required for kill Level 40; plans,

taming to organization; training, and techni-
cal operation of a construction company;
assists in planning construction procedures,
s cations, and work schedules, and in

g'materiel needs; schedules use of
heavy equipment conducts on-the-job
ing by adapting training guides, pro
and tests to fit needs; keeps records of n-
struction projects andtraining. N s :. May
have progressed to 51H50 from 1H40,
51P40 (Utilities Foreman), 62N t (Con-
struction Machine Supervisor), 82 Con-
struction Surveyor), or 00B40 (Diver).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 3 semester hours in
technical mathematics, 3 in technical writ-
ing 3' in industrial technolOgy, 3 in human
relations, and 3 in personnel supervision, for
a total of IS semester hours. In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours for field experience in management
(12/75).
Recommendation, Skill Level SO

In the lower,7division baccalauieate/asso-'1/4
ciate degree category, 3 semester hours in
records administration, 3 in technical math -
ematics,3 in technical writing, 3 in indiistri-
al. technology, 3 in human relations, and 3
in' personnel supervision, for a total. of 18
semester hours. In the upper-division' bacca-
laureate category, 9 semester hours in con-
struction management, or .3 semester hours
in introduction to management and 6 for
field experience in management,, for a total
of 9 semester hours, and additional credit in
management on the basis of institutional
'Evaluation (12/75).

MOS -51J -001

HEATING, D VENTILATING SPECIALIST

51J20
51J30

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-2/78. (Effective 3/78,
MOS 51J was discontinueO and its functions
were incorporated into MOS SIC, Struc-
tures Specialist, and. MOS 52C, Utilities
Equipment Repairer.)
Career Management Field: 51 (General En-
gineering), subfield 512 (Utilities Engineer-
ing).
Description

Summary: -Fabricates, assembles, erects,
and repairs sheet metal items of tin, copper,
terneplate, and metal alloy stock. Skill Level
20: Reads blueprints; selects, lays out, Buts,
And bends metal stock; beads sheet metal
pieces; join*" metal sections, utilizing slip
joints, rivets, nails, bolts, solder, and weld;
uses handy tools and power machines.
NOTE: May have progressed to 51J20
from 51A10 (Construction and Utilities
Worker). Skill Level 30: Able to perform
the duties required for Skill Level 20; in-
stalls and repairs heating units and nonrefri-
oersted air conditioning and ventilating
units; heatin units may be gas, oil, or coal

earn, or O wa er o
transfer heat; works with oche tradesmen
in installing electrical controls, blower
units, and air ducts.'
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the vocalional certificate category, 20
semester hours in a sheet metal program. In
the lower-division bacalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in techni-
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cuits and repairs electro-mechanical con-
trolsi prepares mid tests brine solutions; per-
forms preventive maintenance on equip-
ment, and organizational maintenance on
gasoline engines; utilizes safety procedure*
applicable to toxic gases, pressurized com-
ponents, and electricity; instructs other per-
sonnel in operation of .equipment. NOTE:
May have progressed to 51L20 from 51A10
(Construction and Utilities Worker).
Recommendation

In the vocational certificate category, 20
semester hours,in heating and air...eondition-
big. In the loWer-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 12 semester hours
inbeating and air conditioning, and addi-
ti credit in physical sciences, general
mathematics, and supervision on the basis
of institutional evaluation (12/75).

cal math, 2 intblueprint reading, 3 in sheet
metal laboratory, and I in care and use of
hand and power tools, for a total of 9 se-
mester hours (12/75).
Recommendation, Skffi Level 30

In the vocational certificate category, 20
semester hours in a sheet metal progopm or
15 semester hours in a heating program. In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours inindus-
trial technology, 3 in technical math, 3 in
sheet metal laboratory, 2 in blueprint read-
ing, 2 in heating laboratory, and I ,in care
and use of hand and power tools, for a
minimum total of 14 semester hours, and
additional credit in applied science and per-
sonnel supervision on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation (12/75). .

MOS-51K-001
PLUMBER

511(20
Exhibit Dates: 10/73-2/78. (Effective 3/78,
MOS 51K was discontinued and its func-
tions were incorporated into MOS -51N,4
Water Treatment and Plumbing Systems
Specialist.)
Career Management Field: 51 (General En-
gineering), subfield 512 (Utilities Engineer-
ing).
Description

Installs and repairs pipe systems and fix-
tures for water, gas, steam, petroleum, com-
pressed air, and disposable systems for
water and waste; cuts, connects, and seals
joints; suspends, lays, or insulates cast iron
and steel pipe, copper tubing, fiber, cement,
or other pipe, and tests for leaks; deter-
mines correct pipe and tubing sizes, fitting
requirements, proper venting and slopes for
flow or drainage; plans work on the basis of
furnished construction drawings, specifica-
tions, or sketches, using appropriate refer -.
ence material to select required, tools and
materials; inspects, maintains, and repairs
plumbing systems, including valves and
other mechanisms, ruptured pipes and
tubing. NOTE: May have progressed to
51K20 from 51A10 (Construction and Utili-
ties Worker).
Recommendation nal'

In the vocatio certificate category, 34
semester hours in a plumbing program. In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 24 semester hours in a
plumbing program or sanitation technology
curriculum (1.7 5).

MOS -51L -001

HEATING AND COOLING SPECIALIST

51L20 -

Exhibit Dates:, 10/73-2/78. (Effective 3/78,
MOS 5IL was discontinued and its func-
tions were incorporated into MOS 52C,
Utilities Equipment Repairer.)
Career Management Field: 51 (General En-
gineering), subfield 512 (Utilities Engineer-
mg.
Description

Installs, maintains, regulates, adjusts and
repairs conventional refrigeration equip-
ment, general purpose air conditioning
units, and multifuel forced air heaters; disas-
sembles major components, removes and re-
places faulty individual parts, and reassem-
bles; repairs electric wiring in control cir-

MOS-51M-001
FIREFIGHTER

51M20
51M40

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-Presenl.
Career Management Field: 00 (Exceptional
Management Specialties), subfield 000 (Spe-
cial Assignment).
Doscripilon

Summary: Serves as chief or member of a
firefighting unit. Skill Level 20: Operates all
types of extinguishers; knows which extin-
guishers to use for different types of fires;
employs demolition methods when neces-
sary; rescues trapped or injured personnel;
administers first aid; employs explosion
hazard meter as necessary; records firefight-
ing equipment maintains equipment in op-
erable condition. Skill Level 40: Able to per-
form the duties required for Skill Level 20;
supervises and directs firefighting and
rescue units; identifies types of fires; super-
vises the administration of first aid; super-
vises maintenance of firefighting and rescue
equipment to ensure proper operating don-
dition; inspects for fire regulation violations;
recommends and enforces fire prevention
regulations; inspects buildings, facilities, and
installations that have been damaged by fire
to determine the cause of the fire; prepares
recurring and special fire reports.
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the lower-division baccalaureate/asio-
elate degree category, 5 semester hours in
introduction to fire science and"fire preven-
tion and 1 in first aid (2/75).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 24 semester hours in
introduction to fire science and fire preven-
tion, 3 in first aid, 3 in cdn
skills, and additional credit in science
and rue prevention on the basis of Institu-
tional evaluation, for a minimum total of 30
semester hours (2/75).

MOS-51N-001
WATER SUPPLY SPECIALIST

51N20
51N40-
51N50

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-Present.
Career Management Field: 51 (General En-
gineering), peed 512 (Utilities Engineer-
ing).
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Description

Summary: Produces and distributes pota-
ble water to supported field units. Skill
Level 20: Checks sources of water for suit-
ability; tests and analyzes raw water sam-
ples for contamination and other character-
istics and identifies necessary treatments;
sets up and: operates, mobile or portable
water treatment equipment; checks and
controls the process of water purification,
including sMimentation, coagulation, pH
value, turbidity, chlorination, and filtration;
prepares standard. solutions for water tests;
operates pumps, engines, and vehicles;
makes appropriate adjustments, replaces de,
fective water-related components and per-
forms preventive maintenance tasks;' makes
connections for distribution of purified
water to users and .maintains supply.
NOTE: May have progressed to 51N20
from 51A10 (Construction and Utilities
Worker). Skill Level 40: Able to perform
the duties, required for Skill Level 20; su-
pervises Skill Level 20 personnel; locates
suitable water sources and determines po-
tential supply volume; verifies suitability of
actions taken by subordinates in testing,
analysis, and treatment of water; supervises
the installation, operation, 'and maintenance
of equipment for production and distribu-
tion of potable water; prescribes standard or
special methods as required; instructs and
supervises the training of subordinates, eval-
uates their performance, and employs per-
sonnel management techniques. Skill Level
50: Able to perform the duties required for
Skill Level 40, assists in planning, coordi-
nating, and supervising all company support
activities; advises superiors on personnel
matters.
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the vocational certificate categbry, 3
semester hours in water supply and purifi;
cation. In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 3 semester hours
in water supply and pollution control (12/
75).

Recommendation, ,Skill Level 40
In the vocational certificate category, 3

semester hours in water supply and purifi-
cation. In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 3 semester hours
in water supply and pollution control and 2
in introduction to management (12/75).
Recommendation, Skill Level 50

In the vocational certificate category, 3
semester hours in water supply and purifi-
cation. In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 3 semester hours
in water supply and pollution control, 3 in
introduction to management, and 3 for field
experience in management, for a total of 9
semester hours. In the upper-division bacca-
laureate category, 3 semester hours for field
experience in management (12/75).

MOS-51P-001
UTILITIES FOREMAN

51P40
Exhibit Dates: 10/73-Present.
Career Management Field: 51 (General En-
gineering), sublield 512 (Utilities Engineer-
ing)..
Description

Plans and supervises the construction, in-
stallation, maintenance, and repair of water
supply, waste disposal, electrical service, re-
frigeration, heating, and ventilation systems;
estimates material, manpower, and equip-
ment requirements; advises personnel on

technical problems encountered; performs
or supervises related administrative activi-
ties. NOTE: May have detailed knowledge
of one or more of the following areas: heat-
ing and ventilating, plumbing, heating and
cooling, and industrial gas production,
through previous MOS experience in the
general engineering -career management
field (51).
Recommendation

In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category,' 6 semester hours in
industrial arts, 3 In technical mathematics, 3
in industrial technology (utilities mainte-

. nance), and 3 in personnel supervision, for a
total of 15 semester hours. In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, .6 .semester
hours in utilities construction management,
or 3 semester hours in introductipn to man -
agement- and 3 for field experience in man-
agement (12/75).

MOS- 51Q401
VOL.

TERRAIN ANALYST

See the exhibit for MOS 81Q.

MOS-51R-001
LECTRICIAN

51R20
1R30

51R40
51R50

Exhibit Dates: 10/73- Present.
Career Management Field: 51 (General En-
gineering), subfield 512 (Iltilitis Engineer-
ing).
Description .

NOTE: The scope of duties performed in
tat MOS varies considerably throughout
ti4 Army; duties performed may include
installation, inspection, maintaance, and
repair on low- and high-voltage electridal
systems in building and electrical distribu-
tion systems. Skill Level 20: Duties may in-
dude performing user maintenance on elec-
trical test equipment and tools; performing
minor. maintenance on small electrical
motors, generators, and controltrs; per-
forming elementail algebraic eleCtrical cal-
culations of voltage, current, resistance, and
power; serving as marine electriciap aboard
vessels; installing low-voltage electrical
lighting and some outside distribution appa-
ratus and hardware such as cables, conduits,
outlets, 'panels and poles, crossarms, insula-
tors, and conductors; taking emergency
action in the event of injury to other per-
sons. NOTE: May have progressed to
51R20 from 51A10 (Construction and Utili-
ties Worker.) Skill Level 30: Duties may
include those required for Skill Level 20
and installing, maintaining, inspecting, and
repairing high-voltage electrical transmis-
sion systems; erecting poles and towers for
power ansmission and maintaining auxil-
iaryry e ipment; estimating size and capacity
of con uctors and transformers to serve a
specific area; performing cable 'tests for
malfunctions and splicing cable; using elec-
trical instruments to measure voltage, cur-
rent, and phase angle; using and testing hot-
line protective equipment; taking emergen-
cy action in case of injury, including first
aid for electrical shock. Skill Level 40:
Duties may include those required for Skill
Level 20 or 30 and supervising the installa-

tion, maintenance, and repair of high-volt- .

age electric transmission systems; advising
on complex construction work, sequence of
work operations, and work procedures; in-
structing subordinates in erection and main-
tenance of high- voltage, electric transmis-
sion systems; planning complete installation
for wiring of buildings. Skill Level 5a.
Duties may include those required for Skill
Level 40 and serving as a first-line supervi-
sor or mid-level manager; establishing
workloads and maintenance priorities; im-
plementing quality control' measures; con-
ducting on-the-job training; providing tech- .

nical assistance; serving as the personnel di-
rector for.over 50 persons.

Recommendation, Skill Level 20
Credit in basic electricity on the basis of

institutional evaluation. Advanced standing
in a construction electrician of an electrical
lineman apprentice training program on the
basis of employer' or trade association' per-
formance examination (3/76).

Recommendation, Skill Level 30 . .
In the vocational certificate category or

in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 3 semester hours in
basic electricity. In 'the upper-division bac-
calaureate category, 6 semester hours in in-
dustrial electricity ;Ad electronics (in pro-
grams preparing students for careers as
power use advisors, electrical equipment
sales agents, and company technical repre-
sentatives), and 2 in mtroduction to man-
agement, for a total of 8 semester hours.
Advanced standing in a construction elec-
trician or an electrical' lineman apprentice
training program on the basis of employer
or trade association performance examina-
tion (3/76).

RecommentiatiOn, Skill Level 40
The recpmmendation for educational

credit is the same as that for Skill Level 30
plus, in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 3 additional semester hours in in-
dustrial electricity and electronics and 2 in
introduction to management, for a total of 8
semester hours. Advanced standing in a
construction electrician or an electrical line-
man apprentice training program on the
basis of employer or trade association per-
formance examination (3/76).

Recommendation, Skill Level 50
In the vocational certificate category or

in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 3 ester hours in
basic electricity. In the up -division bac-
calaureate category, 6 seines hours in in-
dustrial electricity and electron' (in pro-
grams preparing students for careers as
power use advisors, electrical equipment
sales agents, and company technical repre-
sentatives). 3 for field experience in man-
agement, for a total of 12 seqester hours.
Advanced standing in a constilliction elec-
trician or an electrical lineman apprentice
training program on the basis of employer
or trade association performance examina-
tion (3/76).

MOS-51T-001

TECH, L ENGINEERING SUPERVISOR

51T30

5.1T40

Exhibit Dates: 3/78-Present. Pending evalu-
ation.



MOS-51Z-001
GENERAL ENGINEERING SUPERVISOR .

51Z20
Exhibit Dates: 3/78-Presopt. Pending evalu-
ation.

MOS-52B-001
POWER GENERATION EQUIPMENT

OPERATOR/MECHANIC

52B20
52B30

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-9/74.
Career Management Field: 52 (Power Pro-
duction),"'subjle(d 521 (Electric Power Pro-
duction).
Pescription

Summary: Qperates and performs routine
maintenance On, general and multipurpose
portable generator sets. Skill Level 20: Op-
erates and performs preventive maintenance
on portable generators, arc welders, and
frequency converters equipped with electric
motors or with diesel or gas engines; uses
mechanical and electrical handtools, and
measuring' and testing devices; computes
voltage, amperage, and resistance; computes
electrical power requirements, selects
number of generators needed; determines
phase rotation and load cable sizes; starts
and synchronizes generators and sets con-
trol devices to attain power output; keeps
maintenance records. Skill Level 30: Able to
perform the duties required for Skill Level
20; performs organizational maintenance on
multipurpose portable generatop, frequency
converters, switch gear, load bkids, control
panels; uses special tools and test equip-
ment; troubleshoots, adjusts, diagnoses, and
replaces assemblies.
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the vocational certificate category, 9
'semester hours in power plant operation. In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, credit on the basis of insti-
tutional evaluation. In a power plant opera-
tor apprentice training program, 1,000 clock
hours of experience and 262 contact hours
of related instruction (3/75).
Recommeidation, Skill Level 30

In the vocational certificate category, 15
semester hours in power plant operation. In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, credit on the basis of insti-
tutional evaluation. In a power'plant opera-
tor apprentice training program, 6,000 clock
hours of experience and 300 contact hours
of related Instruction. Journeyman status
achieved through employer or trade associ-
ation performance examination (3/75).

MOS-52B-002
POWER GENERATION EQUIPMENT

OPERATOR/MECHANIC

52B10
52B20
52B30

Exitibit Dates: 10/74-2/78. (Effective 3/78,
MOS 52B was discontinued and its func-
tibns were incorporated into MOS 52D,
Power Generation Equipment Repairer and
Mos 63B, Power Generation and Wheel
Vehicle Mechanic.)
Career Management Field: 52 (Power Pro-

-
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duction), subfield 521 (Electric Power Pro-
duction). .

Description
Summary: Operates and performs routine

maintenance on general and multipurpose
portable generator sets. Skill Level 10: Per-
forms as substation electrical helper or
power generation helper; performs routine
tests and minor repairs on motors, gener-
ators, starting and control, equipment, and
auxiliary equipment; applies fundamentals of.
AC. and DC electricity to inotora and gen-
eratois; loads and unloads tools and equip-
ment; performs preventive maintenance on
equipment. Skill Level 20: Able to perform
the duties required for Skill Level 10; oper-
ates and performs maintenance on general
purpose portable generators, arc welders,
frequency converters equipped with .AC or,
DC electric motors, diesel or gasoline ellql
gines, and auxiliary equipment; performs
mechanical and electrical installations, ad-
justments, maintenance repairs, or modifica-
tions; applies fundamentals of electronics
and mechanics; interprets technical manuals
and traces schematic diagrams; performs di-
agnostic tests with specified electronics and
pneumatic measuring instruments, including
thultimeters amp probes, diode and transis-
tor tester, tachometers, motor-generator
testers, pressure guages, and engine-timing
equipment; monitors engine and generator
operation with the use of various tacho-
meters, voltmeters, current meters, frequen-
cy meters, and watt meters; makes the nee--
essary adjustments required to bring en-
gines, generators, and loads within specified
values for balanced and efficient operation;
employs various mechanic's and electri-
cian's handtools; keeps maintenance re-
cords. Skill Leve1/30 Able to perform the
duties required for Skill Level 20; trouble-
shoots, adjusts, diagnoses, replaces modules,
and performs operational tests on equip-
ment; performs maintenance on multi-pur-
pose auxiliary generators,. frequency con-
verters, switch gears, load bands, control
panels, and equipment; may supervise up to
15 Subordinate personnel.
Recommendation, Skill Level 10

In the vocational certificate category, 2
semester hours in basic mathematics, 2 in
basic electricity theory and laboratory, 2 in
fundamentals of combustion engines, 2 in
fundamentals of diesel engines, 2 in gener-
ator/motor theory and laboraapry, 2 in AC
electrical principles and 2 in power gener-
ator systems, for a total of 14 semester
hours. In the lower-division baccalaUreate/
associate degree category, 3 semester hours
in basic electricity, 2 in power mechanics, 2
in applied electricity, and 2 in applied me-
chanics, for a total of 9 semester hours.
Advanced standing in a power plant opera-
tor (electric power and light) apprentice
training program on the basis of employer
or trade association performance examina-
tion (6/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the vocational certificate category, 4
semester hours in basic electricity theory
and laboratory, 4 in power generator sys-
tems,-2tems,-2 in asic mathematics, 2 in funda-
mentals of ombustion engines, 2 in funda-
mentals of diesel engines, 2 in generator/
motor the ry and laboratory, 2 in AC elec-
tricit'principles, and 2 in safety, for a total
of 20 semester hours. In the lower division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours in basic electricity, 3 in
power mechanics, 3 in applied electricity,
and 3 in applied mechanics, for a total of 12
semester hours. In a power plant operator
(electric power and light) apprentice train-

ing program, 1,000 clock hours of experi-
ence and 300 contact hours of related in-

. struction (6/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 30

In the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation is .the same as that for
Skill Level 20. In the loWer-division bacca-
laureate/associate degree category, 3 semes-
ter

*,
hours in basic electricity, 3 in power

mechanics; 3 in applied .electricity, and 3 in
applied mechanics, and additional credit in
personnel supervision and human relations
on the basis of institutional evaluation; for a'
minimum total of 12 semester hours. In a
power plant operator (electric power and
light) apprentice training piogram, 6,000
clock hours of experience and 300 contact
hours of related instruction., Journeyman
status achieved through employer trade as-
sociation performance examination (6/76).

MOS-52C-001
POWER PACK SPECIALIST

52C20
Exhibit Dates: 10/73 - Present.
Career Management Field: 32 (Power Pro-
duction), subfield 521 (Electric Power Pro-
duction).
Description

Able to perform the duties of 52B30
(Power Generation Equipment Operator/
Mechanic); operates and performs mainte-
nance on gas turbine driven generator sets
and power pack units; diagnoses, trouble-
shoots, repairs, inspects, adjusts, and test-
operates equipment; uses 'voltmeters and
ohmmeters; may perform maintenance on
related equipment, including internal-com-
bustion engines and refrigeration and air
conditioning equipmeiit; applies theory of
generators, pneumatics, hydraulics, and
multiphase power production; reads electri-
'cal schematics and uses engine analyzers.
Recommendation

In the vocational certificate category, 4
semester hours in basic electrical theory
and laboratory, 4 in power generator sys-
tems, 2 in basic mathematics, 2 in funda-
mentals of combustion engines, 2 in funda-
mentals of diesel enginei, 2 in generator/
motor theory and laboratory, 2 in AC elec-
trical principles, and 2 in safety, for a total
of 20 semester hours. In the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours in basic electricity, 3 in
power mechanics, 3 in applied electricity,
and 3 in applied mechanics, and additional
credit in personnel supervision and human
relations on the basis of institutional evalua-
tion, for a minimum total of 12 semester
hours: In an industrial maintenance electri-
cian apprentice training 'program, 6,000
clock hours of experience and 300 contact
hours of related instruction. Journeyman
status achieved through employer or trade
-association performance examination (6/76).

MOS-52D-001
POWER GENERATION EQUIPMENT

REPAIRMAN

521)20
52040

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-Present.
Career Management Field: 52 (Power Pro-
duction), subfield 521 (Electric Power Pro-
duction).,
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Description .

Summary: Supervises or performs mainte-
nance on power generation equipment. Skill
Level 20:'Must be able to perform.the duties,
of 5A1330 (Power Generation Equipment

tor/Mechanic); repairs power genera-
tion equipment; disassembles, repairs, reas-
sembles, tests, adjusts, and inspects major

_items, assemblies, subassemblies, and com-
ponents of electrical equipment including
motors, generators, portable power gener--
ator sets, frequency converters, arc welders,
switch gear, electrical load banks, water pu-
iification set, ion exchange units, electrical
forklifts, battery charging panels, and light
sets; repairs gas turbine, gasoline, and diesel
engines; troubleshoots and diagnoses me-
chanical and electrical malfunctions; disas-
sembles, repairs, and reassembles static and
rotating exciters., and static and dynamic

=- At and.DC voltage regulators and related

nerators; uses standard
andanDdCspmecoitaiorShat

-.i
d power tools, and test equipment includ-

rig gas turbine engine analyzer, automatic
telectrical tester, oscilloscopes, precisiOn,

,iyoltage and frequency meters, electronic ta-
chometers, multimeters, and industrial ana-
lyzers. NOTE May have progressed to
52D20 from 52B30 (Power Generation
Equipment Operator/Mechanic) or 52C20
(Power Pack Specialist). Skill Level 40:
Able to perform the duties required for

'Skill Level 20; supervises repairs, over--
hauls, disassemblies/assemblies, tests, adjust -'
ments, and inspections., of power generation
equipment; conducts on-the-job training; es-
tablishes work priorities, work and shift
schedules, shop administrative practices,
and inipection procedures; prepares and
keeps maintenance forms and records.

Recommended , Skill Level 20
In the voce onal certificate category, 6

semester hours in AC/DC motor generator
theory and la ratory, 4 in basic electric-
ity/electronics eory and laboratory, 3 in
industrial elect ity, 2 in basic m ematics,
2 in semicond tor' evices, 2 in nstrument
applications, in undamenta of small
engine rep , 2 in fu amentals of combus-
tion engine repair, 2 in fundamentals of
diesel engine repair, 2 fundamentals of
turbine engine repair, an. 2 in safety, for a
total of 29 semester hou . In the lower-
division baccalaureate/ late degree cat-
egory, 6 semester hours in is electricity/
electronics theory and labo ory, 6 in
power mechanics, 2 in semicon for de-
vices, 2 in industrial electricity, a in

, electronic instrumentation, for a total of
semester hours. Journeyman status (defined
as 8,000 clock hours of experience and 576
contact hours of related instruction) as a
maintenance equipment repairman (electric
power and light) (6/76).

Recommendation, Skill Level 40
In the vocational certificate category,.the

recommendation is the- same as that for
Skill Level 20. In the loweredivision bacca-
laureate/associate degfee category, 6 semes-
ter hours in basic electricity/electronics
theory and laboratory, 6 in power mechan-
ics, 3 in industrial safety, 3 in human rela-
tions, 3 in personnel supervision, 3 in intro-
duction to management. 2 in semiconductor
devices, 2 in industrial electricity, and 2 in
electronic instrumentation, for a total of 30
semester hours. Journeyman status (defined
as 8,000 clock hours of experience and 576
contact hours of related instruction) as a
maintenance equipment repairman (electric
power and light) (6/76).
rt

MOS-52E-001.
POWER STATION OPERATOR

52E20
52E40

Exhibit Dates: I0/73-Present.
Career Management Field: 52 (Power Pro--
duction), subfield 521" (Electric Power Pro-
duction).
Description

Summary: 'Operates or supervises oper-
ation of substation or generating system.
Skill Level 20: Operates and maintains gen-
erating station equipment; inspects, tests,
modifies, and -performs installations and pre-
ventive maintenance bf substation or gener-
ating equipment; starts,
stops, and lates motor, gas engine,
diesel engine, and turbine engine driven
generators; makes required voltage, power,
frequency, and phase compensations in
order to maintain specified electrical re-
quirements; performs engine or motor
input/output power inspections, tests, and
adjustments as needed for providing-Proper
operation of generator; uses fundamental
electronics knowledge, schematic tracing
and electronics instruments in performing
diagnostic, tests on systems, circuits; and
components; ,uses multimeters, oscillo-
scopes, clamp-on ammeters, insulation test-
ers, generator-motor testers, diode-transistor
testers, signal generators, tachometers, im-
pedance bridges, and pressure gauges;
troubleshoots and repairs down to actual
discrete electronic components in solid-state
or saturable reactor voltage regulators;
makes adjustments or repairs overall phases
of gas engines or diesel engines, including
oil changes, ignition system tune-ups, carbu-
retor adjustments, engine disassembly, valve
grindings, and starter motor repairs; is
qualified to perform preventive mainte-
nance and repairs of other similar electro-
mechaniipment including arc weld-
ers, air conditioners, refrigeration units, de-
humidifiers and small engines; as a power
station operator, measures, records, and in-
terprets data from electrical, pneumatic, and
hydraulic instruments; performs on-site
maintenance, including draining oil, clean-
ing, examining, and replacing minor parts;
operates boilers, on steam, powered floating
plants; may be responsible for the supervi-
sion of other operators and mechanics. Skill
Level 40: Must be able to perform the duties
required for Skill Level 20; supervises oper-
ation of generating station, substations, or
portable power generators; supervises in-
stallations, preventive maintenance, safety,
inspections, and parts and./quipment requi-
sitioning; conducts on-the-Nib training.
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the vocational certificate category, 6
semester hours in AC/DC motor generator
theory and laboratory, 4 in basic electric-
ity/electronics theory and laboratory, 3 in
industrial electricity, 2 in basic mathematics,
2 in semiconductor devices, 2 in instrument
applications, 2 in fundamentals of small
engine repair, 2 in fundamentals of combus-
tion engine repair, 2 in fundamen s of

engine repair, in andamentals of
turbine engine repair, and 2 in safety, for a
total of 29 semester hours. In the lower-
diVision baccalureate/associate degree cate-
gory, 6 semester hours in basic electricity/
electronics theory and laboratory, 6 in
power mechanics, 2 i 'conductor de-
vices, 2 in ind tricity, and 2 in
electronic inst on, for a total of 18
semesterhours. Journeyman status (defined
as 8,000 clock hours of experience and 576

tS

contact hours of related instruction) as a
maintenance equipment repairman (electric,*
power and light) (6/76).

Recommendation, Skill Level 40
In' the vocational certificate category, the

recommendation is the same as thet for
Skill Level 20. In the lower-division bacca-
laureate/associate degree categorjr, 6 semes-
ter hours in basic electricity/electronics
theory and laboratory, 6 in power mechan-
ics, 3 in industrial' safety, 3 in human rela-
tions, 3 in personnel supervision, 3 in intro-
duction to management, 2 in semiconductor
devices, 2 in industrial electricity, and 2 in
electronic instrumentation, for a total of 30

, semester hours. Journeyman status (defined
as 8,000 clock hours of experience and 576
contact hours of related instruction) as a
maintenance equipment repairman (electric
power and light) (6/76).

MOS-52H-001

NUCLEAR POWER PLANT ,AlkECHANIC OR
OPERATOR

52H20

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-2/78. (Effective. 3/78,
MOS 52H was discontinued and its func-
tions were incorporated into MOS 52E,
Prime Power. Production Specialist.)

Career Management Field: 52 (Power Pro-
duction), subfield 522 (Nuclear Power Pro-
duction).

Description
Operates and repairs mechanical systems

and auxiliary and standby equipment of an
Army nuclear power plant; reads schematic
diagrams and mechanical drawings; intro-
duces control instrumentation, power con-
version equipment, station service electrical
system, associated pumps, and chemical
feed system; observes and interprets instru-
ment readings; interprets nuclear, mechani-
cal, and electrical problems involving math-
ematical formulas; calibrates, adjusts, re-
pairs, and' tests operation of mechanical
equipment, including turbines, control rod
drives, pumps, air compressors, heat ex-
changes, economizers, chlorinators, and
diesel-driven auxiliary generating equip-
ment; uses handtools, precision-measuring
devices, and electrically and pneumatically
operated power toolk: NOTE: An individ-
ual -assigned MOS 52I-L may have extensive
additional training and experience as an
Army-certified nuclear power plant opera-
tor (comparable to the position defined in
the Code of Federal Regulations, Title 10,
Part 55) or as an Army-certified nuclear
welder.

Recommendation
In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-

ciate degree category, 6 semester hours in
physics, 6 in mathematics, 4 in mechanical
en eerin 6 in electri g, 6 in
engineering technology, and 3 in chemistry,
and additional credit in communications
and in technical writing on the basis of in-
stitutional evaluation, for a minimum total
of 33 semester hours. In the upper-division
baccaluareate category, 6 semester hours in
physics or in engineering; and, for those per-
sons with Army certification, as -a nuclear
power plant operator. 15 additional semester
hours in physics and/or engineering, for a
maximum total of 21 semester hours (6/76).



MOS L52.I-001 'T-t

NUCLEAR POWER, PLANT ELECTRICIAN OR
OPERATOR

52J20
Exhibit Dates: 10/73-2/.78. (Effective 3/78,
MOS 52J was discontinued and its duties
were incomorated into MOS 52E, Prime
Power Production Specialist.)
Career Miuiagenient Field: 52 (Power Pro-
duction), subfield 522 (Nuclear Power Pro-
duction).
Description

Repairs electrical components of Army
nuclear power plant equipment; observes
instructions and records indications; adjusts
temperature, pressures, flow rates, and pro-
cess liquid levels; applies provisions of Na-
tional Electrical Code governing installa-
tion, modification,. and repair of elebtrical
wiring and equipment; traces wiring and
equipment diagrams; troubleshoots electri-
cal systems; interprets nuclear, mechanical,
and electrical problem& involving math-
ematical formulas; wires, repairs, and tests
operation of switchgear, circuit breakers,
motors, transformers, generators, high and
low voltage distributors, transmission sys-
tems, and protective and self-sywhronizing
devices; solders connections Mid splices
cables; assists in refueling operations.
NOTE: An individual assigned MOS 52J
may thave extensive additional' training and
experience as an Army- certified nuclear
power plant operator (comparable to the
position defined in the Code of Federal
Regulations, Title 10, Part 55) or as an
Army-certified nuclear welder.
Recommendation

In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 6 semester hours in
physics, 6 in mathematics, 6 in mechanical
engineering, 6 in electrical engineering, 6 in
engineering technology, and 3 in chemistry,
and additional, credit in communications
and in technical writing on the basis of in-
stitutional evaluation, for a munimum total
of 33 semester hours. In the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 6 semester hours in
physics or in engineering; and, for those per-
sons with Army certification as a nuclear
power plant operator. 15 additional semester
hours in physics and/or engineering, for a
maximum total of 21 semester hours (6/76).

MOS-52k-001
NUCLEAR POWER PLANT INSTRUMENTMAN

OR OPERATOR

52K20
Exhibit Dates: 10/73-2/78. (Effective 3/78,
MOS 52K was discontinued and its func-
tions were incorporated into MOS 52E,
Prime Power Production Specialist.)
Career Management Field: 52 (Power Pro-
duction), subfield 522 (Nuclear Power Pro-
duction).
Description

Operates controls and equipment and in-
ctronic, and

pneumatic instrumentation; establishes start-
conditions in power conversion equip-
t, station service electrical system, con-
instrumentation, associated pumps, and

chemical feed systems; observes and inter-
prets instrument readings; operates diesel-
driven auxiliary generating equipment;
troubleshoots Army nuclear power plant in-
sttumentation systems, using schematic and
wiring diagrams; installs,. calibrates, adjusts,
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repairs, and test's instrumentation and con-
trol equipment; r stalls electrical, electronic,
and pneuniatic ,1 truments; repairs or re-
places circuit ng, coaxial cables;
vacuum tubes, semi nductors, and satur-
able core devices; -use3 multimeters, oscillo-
scopes, transistor test sets, signaFgenerators,
and pressure and vacuum compasatom in-
terprets nuclear, mechanical, and electrical
problems involving mathematical formulas.
NOTE: An individual assigned MOS 52K
may have extensive additional training and
experience as an Army-certified nuclear
power plant operator (comparable to the
position defined in the Code of Federal
Regulations, Title 10, Part. 55) or as an
Army-certified nuclear welder.
Recommendation

In the lower-division ,baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 6 semester hoursin
physics, 6 in mathematics, 6 in mechanical
engineering, 6 in electrical engineering, 6 in
engineering technology, and 3 in chemistry,
and additional credit in communications
and 1n technical writing on the basis of in-
stitutional evaluation, for a minimum total
of 33 semester hours. In the upper-division
baccalaaeate category, 6 semester_hou.n. rn
physics or in engineering; and for'those per-
sons with Army certification as a, nuclear
power plant operator, 15 additional semester
hours in physics,and/or engineering, for a
maximum total of 21 semester hours (6/76).

MOS-52L-001
NUCLEAR POWER PLANT PROCESS

CONTROL SPECIALIST. OR OPERATOR

52L20
Exhibit Dates: 10/73-2/78. (Effective 3/78,
MOS 52L was discontinued and its fund
tions were incorporated into MOS 52E,
Prime Power Production Specialist.)
Career Management Field: 52 (Power Pro-
duction), subfield 522 (Nuclear Power Pro-
duction).
Description

Serves as a Walth physicist; conducts ra-
diological surveys of personnel, equipment,
work areas, and reactor elements, and car-
ries out safety and decontamination proce-
dures; establishes startup conditions in
power conversion equipment,
vice electrical system, control instruments-

,- tion, associated pumps, and chemical feed
systems; observes and interprets instrument
readings; sustains temperature, pressures,
flow rates, and process liquid levels; inter-
prets nuclear, mechanical, and electrical
problems; operates diesel-driven auxiliary
generating equipment; applies techniques
for volu etrie, gravimetric, colonmetric,
and radioc mical analysis of water; deter-
mines alpha, beta, gamma, and neutron ac-
tivities in air, water, and solid samples; con-
verts radiation levels into millicuries; corn-
mites radiation levels, exposure time limits,
accumulated dosages, and radiation counter
efficiencies; employs -slide rule, logarithm.
tables, and chemical and mathematical for-
mulas; perform) decontamination proce-
dures; establishes and monitors plant radio-
logical safety program. NOTE: An individ-
ual assingned MOS 52L may have extensive
additional training and experience as an
Army-certified nuclear power plant opera-
tor (comparable to the position defined in
the Code of Federal Regulations, Title 10,
Part 55) or as an Army-certified nuclear
welder; also may be specialized in . health
physics, water' chemistry, or instrumenta-
tion.
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Recommendation
In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-

ciate degree category, 6 semester hours in
physics,- 6 in mathematics, 6 in mechanical
engineering, 6 in electrical engineering, 6 in
engineering technology, and chemistry,
artd additional credit jri communications
and in technical writing on the basis of in-
stitutional evaluation, for a minimum total
Of 33 semester hours. In the upper-division
babalaureate category, 6 semester hours in
physics or in engineering and 3 in health
physics, and, for those persons with Army
certification as a nuclear power plant operator,
15 additional semester hours in physics
and/or engineering, for a maximum total of
24 semester hours (6/76).

100S-52M-00r
NUCLEAR POWER PLANT CHIEF

52M40
52M50-:-

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-2/78. (Effective 3/78,
MOS 52M was discontinued and its func-
tions were incorporated into MOS 51Z,
General Engineering Supervisor, and MOS
52E, Prime Power Production Specialist.)
Career Management Field: 52 (Power Pro-
duction), subfield 522 (Nuclear Power Pro-
duction).
Description

Summary: Supervises the operation and
maintenance of an Army nuclear power,
plant. Skill Level 40: Able to perform the
duties required for 52H20 (Nuclear Power
Plant Mechanic or Operator), 52J20 (Nucle-
ar Power Plant Electrician or Operator),
52K20 (Nuclear Power Plant Instrument-
man or Operator), or 52L20 (Nuclear
Power Plant Process Control Specialist or
Operator). When Army certified as a senior
reactor operator, serves as a nuclear power
plant shift supervisor or, in a small nuclear
power plant, as the maintenance supervisor;
supervises operating and maintenance ac-
tivities and takes appropriate actions to
insure efficient and safe operation of the
nuclear power plant; prepares technical and
administrative reports on nuclear power
plant operation and maintenance; instructs
subordinates in plant operation and mainte-
nance; makes independent technical deci-
sions on small plant nuclear power facilities
maintenance; supervises plant activities in
the absence of plant supervisor or superin-
tehdent. NOTE: In soiree cases, an individ-
ual assigned 52M40 may not be Army-certi-
fied as a senior 'reactor operator and may
instead perform" the maintenance and special
functionsfunctions required for 52H20, 52120,-52K20,
or 52L20. Skill Level 50: Able to perform
the duties required for Skill Level 40;
serves as the maintenance supervisor in a
large nuclear power plant or as the supervi-
sor of a small or large nuclear power plant;
serves as the first sergeant of a company;
assists in planning, coordinating, and super-
vising all operations and activities; advises
the company commander on all personnel
matters; directs and coordinates company
administration; directs and conducts on-the- a
job training; holds meetings with subordi-
nate supervisor to provide instructions and
guidance; inspects facilities to insure safety
measures are followed; coordinates support
activities, such as supply and food service;
periodically serves as a chief instructor in a
fortital training facility.
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 6 semester hours' in
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. physics, 6 in mathematics, 6 in mechanical

engineering, 6 in electrical engineering, 6 in
engineering technology, -3 in chemistry, 3 in
technical writing, and 3 ufnim relations,
and additional fleedit id, nnel supervi-,
skin on the ba.Wof institti onal evaluation,
f6t a minimum total of 394semester hours.
Irierupper-division bacealaureate catego-
ry. 6 semester hours in physics or in engi-
neering; and, for those persons with Army
certification as a nuclear power Mint operator,
15 additional semester hourS ;in physics
and/or, engineering, for a maximum total of
21 semester hours (6/76).

Recommendation, Skill Level 50
In the lower-division baccalaut:e, ate/asso-.

ciate degree category, the recommendation.
is the same as that for Skill Level 40. In the
upper-divisipn baccalaureate category, 6 sac
mester hours in physics or in engineerinff, 6
for field experience in management, 1 in
introduction to management, 3 for an in-
ternship in education, 3 in ind 'al 'arts
education (engineering technology and 3 .
in health physics, for a total of 24 mester
hoUrs; and, for those persons with Artily certi-,
fication as a nuclear power plant operdior, 15
additional semester hours in physics and/or.

.engineering, for a maximum total of 39 se-
mester hours (6/76).

MOS-53B-001

OXYGEN-ACETYLENE PRODUCTION
SPECIALIST

531320

53B40

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-Present.

Career Management Field: 51 (General En-
gineering), subfield 513 (Industrial Gas Pro-
duction).

Description
Summary: Operates oxygen- acetylene

plants to manufactdre gaseous nitrogen,
oxygen, and acetylene. Skill Level 20: Has
some basic knowledge of applies( science,

, such as law of gases, liquification dud sepa-
ration of air, theory of cooling, fractional
distillation, blisic instrumentation, chemistry

-of acetylene, forms of energy, changes of
state, theory of carbon dioxide, and hydro-
gen production; employs safety measures;
combats fires caused by chemicals. Skill
Level 40: Able to perform the duties. re-
quired for Skill Level 20; is a first-line su-
pervisor; isolates and corrects equipment
malfunctions; coordinates' plant operations
and maintenance; enforces safety rules;
writes routine, special, and technical re-
ports.

Recommendation, Skill Level 20
In the lower-division baccalaurehte asso-

ciate degree, category, 3 semester hours in
applied science and additional credit on the
basis of institutional evaluation (3/75).

Recommendation, Skill Level 40
In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-

ciate degree, category, 3 semester hours in
applied science, 2 in personnel supervision,
and 1 in technical writing, and additional
credit on the basis of institutional evalua-
tion, for a minimum total of 6 semester
hours (3/75).

MOS-53C-001

CARBON DIOXIDEHYDROGEN
PRODUCTION SPECIALIST

5320 "
53C40

-

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-2/78. (Effective 3/78,
MOS 53C was discontinued and, its func-
tions were incorporated into MOS 53B, In-
dustrial Gas Production. Specialist.)
Career Management Field: 51 (General En-
gineering), subfield 513 (Industrial Gat Pro-
duction).
Description

Summary: Operates carbon dioxide-hy-
drogen production plants. Skill Level 20:
Operates a mobile production plant to man-
pfacture carbon dioxide, dry ice, and by -'
drogen; prepares site for equipment installa-
tion, positions trailers, and connects piping,
hoses, and power lines; starts up, Operates,
and shuts down gas producing, solidifica-
tion, and related equipment; changes cylin-
ders and packs solid carbon dioxide; em-
ploys safety, measures in handling hydrogen
and carbon dioxide under h pressure and
at extremely low temkertit, es and knows
how to combat petroleum tres; performs
preventive maintenance on equipment. Skill.
Level 40: Able to 'perform the duties re-
quired for Skill' Level 20; supervises 1-4
carbon dioxide or hydrogen generating
complexes; coordinates plant operations an&
maintenance; enforces safety rules and
makes inspection ; supervises storage and
issue of gaseous and solid products; com-
piles reports on hydrogen and carbon diox-
ide generation. .

Recommendation, Skill-Level 20
;In.,the vocational certificate category, 2

semester hours in fire safety, 2 in first aid
and chemical protection, ifid 2 in mechani-
cal maintenance, for a total of 6 semester
hours. In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 2 semester hours
in first aid and chemical protection and 1 in
fire safety .,(6(76):

Recommendation, Skill Level 40
In the vocational certificate category, the

recommendation is the same as that for
Skill Level 20. In,,the. lower-division bacca-
laureate/associate_degree category, 2 semes-
ter hours in first aid and chemical protec-
tion, 1 in fire safety, and 3 in human rela-
tions, for a minimum total of 6 'semester
hours; if grade E-6 was achieved, 3 addition-
al semestpr hours in,personnel supervision,
for a total of 9 semester hours; and if grade
E-7 was achieved, -3 additional semester
hours fof field experience in management,
for a total 'of 12 semester'hours (6/76).

MOS-54X-401 .

CHEMICAL OPERATIONS ASSISTANT

54M0
Exhibit Dates; 10/73-2/77. (Effective 3/77,
MOS 54A /as. discontinued and its func-
tions were incorporated into MOS 54C,
Smoke and Flame Specialist; MOS 54D,
Chemical EqUipment Repairman; and MOS
54E, Chemical Operations Specialist.)
Career Management Field: 54 (Chemical).
Description

Assists in technical operations in cheMi-
cal units such as chemical decontamination,
smoke and flame, and laboratory units; as-*
sists in the preparititin, use, and handling of
CBR (chemical, biolpgical, and radiological
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warfare) weapons and munitions, deconta-
minants, herbicides, and riot control agents;
assists in the operation of and performs pre-
lientive. maintenance on chemical mechani,
cal equipment, -using common hand and
power tools; learns' and complies with,
safety precautions for handling chemicals
and.first aid procedures.
Recommendation
t iri the vocational 'certificate category; 2
semester .hurs in first aid and chemical
-safety, 2 in mechanical ?maintenance, and 2
in 'use...and care of tools, for a total of 6
semester hours. In the lower-division bacca-
laureate/associate degree category, 2 semes
ter tours in first aid and chemical safety (5/
76).

MOS-54B-001
7.1.

DECONTAMINATION SPECIALIST

54B20
54B40
54B50

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-2/77. (Effective'3/77,
MOS 54B was discontinued and its func-
tions were incorporated. into MOS 54E,
Chemical, Operations Specialist.)
Career Management Field: 54 (Chemical).
Description

Summary: Supervises or performs activi-
ties related to neutralizing and decontami-
nating harmful chemical agents. Skill Level
20: Able to perform the duties required for
54A10 (Chemical Operations Assistant);
performs duties related to chemical decon-
tamination; performs standard tests to deter-
mine type, degree, and extent of contamina-
tion; .prepares decontaminants; drives vehi-
cles; determines decontamination levels -
after treatments; cleans and performs pre-
ventive maintenance on decontamination,
equipment; reads and interprets maps. Skill .
Level' 40: Able to perform. the duties re-
quired for Skill Level 20; Supervises person-
nel and equipment involved in a decontami-
nation team of 8-25 persons; instructs in
techniques, policies, and procedures of de-
contamination; instructs in first aid for toxic
warfare casualties; plans decontamination
activities; estimates amounts of decontamin-
ants to be used; supervises preparation of
the decontamination agents; supervises op-
erationeration of equipment for applying decon-
taminating ents; prepares relevant records
and repo Skint Level SO: Able to perform
the duties required for Skill Level 40; is a
mid-level manager, serving as first sergeant
of a company; assists in planning, coordinat-
ing, and supervising all company activities;
advises company commander on all person-
nel matters; coordinates .operation of com-
pany food service and supply activities; as-
sists in accomplishing unit training.
Recommendation, Skill Level 20 ,

In the vocational certificate category, 3
semester hours in mechanical maintenance,
3 in use and care of tools, 2 in first aid and
chemical safety, and 1 in map reading, for a
total of 9 semester hours. In the lower-
division baccalaureatecassociate degree cate-
gory, 2 semester hgtirs in first aid and
chemical safety and 1 i,n map reading, and
additional credit in applied chemistry on
the basis of institutional evaluation, for a
minimum total of 3 semester hours (5/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation is the same as that for .
Skill Level 20. In the lower-division bacca-
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laureate/associate degree category, .3 semes-
ter hours in human relations, 3 in personnel
supervision, 3 for field experience in man-
agement, 2 in first aid and chemical safety,
and 1 in map reading, and additional credit
in applied chemistry on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation, for a minimum total of 12
semester hours (5/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 50

In the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation' is the same as that for
Skill Level 20. In the lower-division bacca-
laureate/associate degree category, the rec-
ommendation is the same as that for, Skill
Level 40. In the upper-division baccalaure-
ate category, 6 semester hours for field ex-
perience in management, 3 in introduction
to management, and 3 in personnel manage-
ment, for a total of 12 semester hours (5/
76).

MOS-54C-001

SMOKE. AND FLAME SPECIALIST

54C20
54C40
54C50

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-2/77.
Career Management Field: 54 (Chemical).

Description
Summary: Operates or supervises the op-

eration of smoke and flame equipment to
provide smokescreens or flame' support in
combat operations. NOTE: Able to perform

I7P(II1kg$1,. for. _54400 _(Chemical
Operations' Assistant). Skill Level 20: Serves
as smoke generator operator; operates and
performs preventive maintenance on smoke'
and flame equipment; selects location to set
up smoke equipment and smoke munitions;
makes adjustments to smoke generators to
obtain delikecd screening smoke; evaluates
smokescreenIrectiveness. Serves as flame
fuel equipment operator or as flamethrower
driver; identifies targets And assists in load-
ing and firing self-propelled flamethrowers;
maintains flamethrowing equipment in oper-
ating condition; follows safety precautions
and administers first aid for injury from
chemical agents; reads maps. Skill Level 40:
Able to perform the duties required for
Skill Level 20; is a first-line super-visor for a
smoke section or platoon or a flamethrower
section or platoon; prepares map overlays;
supervises the transportation of smoke gen-
erating and flame equipment; assigns per-
sonnel; directs and conducts training; assists
officers in the continuous appraisal of
chemical operations and training; keeps re-
cords and prpares technical reports. Skill
Level 50: Able to perform the duties re-
quired for Skill Level 40; serving as.oper-
ations sergeant, supervises activities pertain-
ing to organization, training, and techniCal
operations of chemical smoke generator bat-
taliOn; serving as the first- sergeant of a
company, is a mid-level manager responsi-
ble for personnel actions, unit training, sup-
plies, inspections, and tactical operations
and directly supervises approximately 8-10
,noncommissioned officers; may serve as a
chief instructor in aformal training facility.
NOTE: May have progressed to 54C50
frOm 54C40 or 54B50 (Decontamination
Specialist).

Recommendation, Skill Level 20
In the vocational certificate category, 1

semester houj in first aid and 1 in use and
care of tools (6/76).
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Recommendation, Still Level 40
In the vocational certificate category, the

recommendation is the same as that for
Skill: Level 20. In the lower-division bacca-
laureate/associate degree category, 3 semes-
ter hours in human relations, 3 in personnel
supervision, 3 for field experience Mman-
agement, and 2 in instructional methods, for
a total of 11 semester hours (6/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 50

-In the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation is the same as that for
Skill Level 20. In the lower-division bacca-
laureate/associate degree category, 3 xemes-
ter hoiffs in human relations, 3 in personnel
supervision, 3 for field experience in man-
agement, 3 for public speaking, and 2 in
instructional techniques, for a total of 14
semester hours. In the upper-division bacca-
laureate category, 3 semester hours for field
experience in management, 3 in introduc-
tion to management, and 3 in personnel
management, for a total of 9 semester hours
(6/76).

MOS-54C-002

SMOKE AND FLAME SPECIALIST

54C10
54C20

Exhibit Dates: 3/77-Present. Pending evalu:
ation.

MOS-54D-001

CHEMICAL. EQUIPMENT REPAIRMAN

54D20
54D40
54D50

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-2/77.
Career Management Field: 54 (Chemical).
Description

Summary: Repairs or supervises the
repair of chemical equipment. NOTE: Able
to perform the duties required for 54A10
(Chemical Operations Assistant). Skill Level
20: Performs maintenance on chemical
equiprhent, such as gas masks, smoke gener-
ators, and flamethrowers, and on decon-
taminating equipment; inspects, tests, ad-
justs, and cleans equipment; disconnects and
assembles equipment components such as
carburetor, fuel pump, or furnace assembly;
uses common handtools; performs rough
repair of damaged metal -parts, such as
sawing and soldering; sews canvas pieces to
repair gas masks; replaces irreparable com-
ponents, such as broken gas mask eyepieces.
Skill Level 40: Able to perform the duties
required for Skill Level 20; supervises from
9 to 40wersons involved in the repair of
eltemicar equipment and may -,-rve as a
_Maintenance inspector; establishes priorities
and assigns work; requisitions supplies; es-
tablishes work methods and performance
standards; directs and conducts on -$he -job
training; keeps maintenance records and
prepares technical repbrts. Skill Level 50:
Able to perform the duties required for
Skill Level 40; serving as a first sergeant of
a company, is a mid-level manager responsi-
ble for operations, personnel, actions, unit
training, supplies, and inspection; makes
recommendations to officers on all related
matters; holds meetings with subordinate
noncommissioned officers to 'provide them
instructions and guidance.
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Recommmendation, Skill Level 20
In the vocational certificate category, 3

semestd hours in .mechanical maintenance,
2 in first aid and chemical safety, Lin use
and care of, tools, and 1 in map reading
(basic surveying), for a total of 7 semester.
hours. In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree 'category, 2 semester. hours
in first aid and chemical safety (6/76).
RecommendatiOn, Skill Level 40

In the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation is the same as that for
Skill Level 20. In the lower-division bacca-
laureate/associate degree categorty, 3 semes-
ter hours for field experience in manage-
ment, 3 in human relations, 3 in personnel
supervision, 2 in instructional methods, and
2 in first aid.and chemical safety, for a total
of 13 semester hours (6/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 50.

In the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation is the same as that for
Skill Level 20. In the lower-division bacca-
laureate/associate degree category, the rec-
ommendation is the same as that for Skill
Level 40. In the upper-division baccalaure-
ate category, 3 semester hours for field ex-
perience in managenient, 3 in introduction
to management, and 3 in personnel manage-
ment, for a total of '9 semester hours (6/76).

MOS-54D-002

CHEMICAL EQUIPMENT REPAIRMAN

54D10
54D20

Exhibit Dates: 3/77-Present. Pending evalu-
ation.

MOS-54E-001
CHEMICAL STAFF SPECIALIST

54E20
54E40
54E50

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-2/77.
Career Management Field: 54 (Chemical).
Description

Summary: Supervises or assists in the es-
tablishment, administration, and application .
of chemical, biological, and radiological
health programs. Skill Level 20 Supervises
communities during emergencies and disas-
ters; prepares 'reports and maintains records;
understands chemical toxicology, radiation
dangers, and the effect of weather on
chemical and radiation hazards; uses testing
and detecting equipment; identifies physio-
logical and behavioral effects of chemical
agents and administers first aid to affected
personnel. NOTE: May have progressed to
54E20 from 54A10 (Chemical Operations
Assistant). Skill Level 40: Able to perform
the duties required for Skill Level 20; uses
advanced techniques for detecting, identify-
ing, and analyzing chemical agents; as a
first-line supervisor, trains personnel and
plans and coordinates the acquisition, stor-
age, and use of chemical and radiological
agents and materials. NOTE: May have
progressed to 54E40 from 54E20, 54B40
(Decontamination Specialist), 54C40
(Smoke and Flante Specialist), 54D40
(Chemical Equipment Repairman), or
92D40 (Chemical Laboratory Specialist).
Skill Level 50: Able to perform the duties
required for Skill Level 40; as an experi-

,

,
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enced senior supervisor, trains several hun-

t, dred personnel, appraises the effectiveness
4, of technical operations involving chemical

agents and materials, and analyzes chemical
and radiological data. NOTE: May have
progressed to 54E50 from 54E40 or 54D50
(Chemical Equipment Repairman).
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 3 semester hours in
administration or management, 3 in biology,
3 in cartography or meteorology, 3 in edu-
cational techniques, 3 in' general chemistry,

" 3 in health science, 3 in physics, and ,6 in
laboratory techniques, for_a total of.27 se-

. mester hours (2/75).
Recommendation, Skill Levels 40 and 50

In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 3 semester hours in
biology, 3 in cartography or meteorology, 3
in educational techniques, 3 in general
chemistry, 3' in physics, 6 in administration
or management, 6 in health- sciences, and 9
in laboratory techniques, for a total of 36
semester hours (2/75).

MOS-54E-002
,CHEMICAL OPERATIONS SPECIALIST

54E10
54E20
54E30
54E40
54E50

Exbibit Dates: 3/77-Present. Pending evalu-
ation.

MOS-5513-001

AMMUNITION STORAGE AND OPERATIONS
SPECIALIST

55B20
55B30
55B40

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-9/74.
Career Management Field: 55 (Ammuni-
tion).
Description

Summery: Receives, inspects, classifies,
stores, and issues ammunition; keeps records
of warehouse transactions. Skill Level 20:
Under supervision, works as a storekeeper;
controlling stock and keeping inventory
data. Skill Level 30: Able to perform the
duties required for Skill Level 20; functions
as a senior storekeeper with a minimum of
supervision; prepares and maintains files and
special records systems; operates office
equipment. Skill Level 40: Able to perform
the duties required for Skill Level 20 or 30;
is a first-line supervisor of storage facility
personnel; organizes ands, manages ware-
house operations; has in-depth knowledge
of storage systems.
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the vocational certificate category or
in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 3 semester hours in
office skills (2/75).
Recommendation, Skill Level 30 --In the vocational certificate category orin. the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 6 semester hours in
office skills (2/75).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40
' In' the vocational certificate category or
in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-

1

ciate degree category, 9 semester hours in
office skills, records management, or per-
sonnel supervision. In the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in
business administration (2/75).

MOS-55B-002

AMMUNITION SPECIALIST (AMMUNITION
STORAGE AND OPERATIONS
SPECIALIST)

551310
551320.

55B30
55B40

Exbibit Dates: 10/74-Present.
Career Management Field: 55 (Ammuni-
tion).
Description

Summary: Receives, inspects, classifies
stores, and issues ammunition; keeps records
of warehouse transactions. Skill Level la-
Serves as an ammunition storage assistant"
or records clerk; assists in the receipt; stor-
age, issue, and maintenance of all types of
conventional and chemical ammunition, am-
munition components, and explosives; loads,
unloads, stacks, and stores ammunition sup-
plies and explosives, including guided mis-
siles, using materials handling equipment;
prepares ammunition for shipment by brac-
ing and staying loads; inventories ammuni-
tion in storage; assists in upkeep of oper-
ations area and facilities; applies safety pre-
cautions to ammunition storage, handling,
and maintenance; assists in the routine de-
struction of unserviceable and irrepaiable
conventional and chemical ammunition and
explosives. Skill f,evel 20: Performs the
duties required for Skill Level 10 and pro-
vides technical guidance to Skill Level 10
personnel;' performs emergency destruction
of ammunition; prepares periodic statistical
reports on issue, receipt and storage func-
tions. Skill Level 30: Able to- perform the
duties required for Skill Level 20; super-
vises Skill Level 10 and Skill Level 20 per-
sonnel; plans and ,organizes ammunition
storage facilities and maintenance oper-
ations; estimates requirements for personnel,
tools, equipment, and supplies; supervises
the establishment and maintenance of am-
munition stock 'control records. Skill Level
40: Able to perform the duties required-for
Skill Level 30; supervises ammunition
supply operations, including maintenance of
non-nuclear ammunition; performs as tech-
nical advisor; prepares activity reports; as-
signs duties to subordinate personnel; super-
vises the setting up and camouflaging of
ammunition supply and maintenance facili
ties.

Recommendation, Skill Level 10
In the vocational certificate category, 6

semester hours in explosives (6/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the vocational certificate category, 6
semester hours in explosives and 3 in supply
procedures (6/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 30

In the vocational certificate category, 6 /
semester hours in explosives and 3 in supply'
procedures. In the lower-division baccalau-
reate/associate degree category, 3 semester
hours in personnel supervision and 3 in
human relations (6/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the vocational certificate category, 6
semester hours in explosives and 3 in supply

procedures. In the lower-division baccalau-
reate/associate degree category, 3 semester
hours in personnel supervision, 3 in huhian
relations, and 3 for field experience in man-
a
7ge).

ment for a total of 9 semester hours (6/
6

MOS-55D-001

EXPLOSIVE ORDNANCE PISPOSAL
SPECIA LIST

55D10
55D20
55D30
55D40
55D50

Exbibit Dates: 3/76-Preseht.

Career Management Field: 55, (Ammuni-
tion).

Description
Summary: Supervises or werforms dispos-

al acti related to explosive devices.
Skill ssists in the location, identi-
fi on, rendering safe, removal, and de-
struction of explosive ordnance other than
nuclear fission or fusion materials; uses de-
tection instruments to determine hazards
and to define or delineate exclusion areas;
decontaminates explosive devices, as re-
quired; assists in isolating explosive and/or
contaminates) areas; removes obstructions
surrounding explosive devices; makes pho-
tographs and radiographs; operates and per-
forms maintenance on explosive disposal
equipment, toolsp, and vehicular equipment,
including radiac equipment, radios, and
chemical detection equipinent; cooperates
with and supports law enforcement agen-
cies and protection services. Skill Level 20:
Able to perform the duties required :A
Skill Level 10; performs render-safe
disposal procedures for nuclear devices; de-
stroys or neutralizes unserviceable and irre-
parable explosive conventional devices;
reads and interprets radiographs, diagrams,
drawings, and technical literature; identifies
all explosives by appearance and markings;
performs radiation monitoring and evaluates
existing and potential hazards associated
with nuclear devices. Skill Level 3a. Able to
perform the duties required for Skill Level
20; supervises' 4 or more subordinate per-
sonnel; prepares technic intelligence and
incident reports; develop and/or modifies
render-safe procedures fo conventional ex-
plosive devices; conducts classes; assists in
unit administration, supply, security, and
record management; assumes command of
an explosive disposal team. Skill Level 40:
Able to perform the duties required for
Skill Level 30; supervises 5 or more subor-
dinate personnel; performs administrative
and supervisory activities fOT the disposal
unit including personnel, supply, mainte-
nance, security, training, and management;
consolidates, 'edits, and reviews disposal're-
ports; maintains liaison with supporting se-
curity units; coordinates operations and
movements; prepares order and operating ,-
procedures. Skill Level so: Able to perform
the duties required for Skill Level 40; su-
pervises entire disposal operation unit under
direction of unit commander; coordinates
operations and movements; stipervises ac-
tivities of several disposal teams over a
wide geographical area; oversees and super-
vises coordination and liaison with support-
ing units; assumes command of unit in ab-
sence of commander. _

1'



Recommendation, Skill Level 10
In the vocational certificate category, 3

semester hours in explosives or mechanical
technology and 1 in photography. (6/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the vocational certificate category, 6
semester hours in explosives or mechanical
technology, 2 semester hours in blueprint
interpretation, and 1 in photography, for a
minimum total of 9 semester hours; and, if
the duty assignment was nuclear explosive
ordnance specialist, 3 additional semester
hours in nuclear technology, for a total of
12 semester hours (6/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 30

In the vocational c.ertificateecategory the
recommendation is the same as that for
Skill Level 20. In the lower-division bacca-
laureate/associate degree category, 2 semes-
ter hours in technical writing, 2 in mainte-
nance management, 3 in human relations,
and 3 in public speaking, for a total of 10
semester hours (6/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the vocational certificate category the
recommendation is the same as that for
Skill Level 20. In the lower-division bacca-
laureate/associate degree category, the rec-
ommendation, is th? same as that for Skill,

vel 30. In the upper-division baccalaure-
a category, 3 semester hours in radiation

sits, 3 in introduction to mana,..tment,
and 3 for field experience in managt.nent,
for a total of 9 semester hours (6/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 50

In the vocational certificate category, the
recoinmendation is the same as that for
Skill Level 20. In the lower-division bacca-

- --faureate/associattetiegree-category,-3-sernes,----
ter hours in technical writing, 3 in mainte-
nan4e management, 3 in human relations, 3
in public speaking, and 6 for innovative ex-
plosive devices, for a total of 18 semester
hours. In the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 3 semester hours in radiation\
physics, 3 in introduction to management, \
and 6 for field experience in management,
for a total of 12 semester hours (6/76).

MOS-55G-001
NUCLEAR WEAPONS MAINTENANCE

SPECIALIST

55G10
520
55G30
55G40

Exhibit Dates: 10/73- Present.
Career Management Field: 55 (Ammuni-
tion).
Description

Summary: Supervises or. performs mainte-
nance and surveillance of nuclear weapons,
nuclear weapons trainer, and associated
electrical, mechical, and nuclear compo-
nents. Skill Level 10: Assembles, tests, and
adjusts electrical and mechanical,.,compo-
nents to insure proper operation; uses
common and specialized ,handtools, power
tools, and test equipment; performs surveil-
lance and monitoring operations for radio-
active matter; applies appropriate safety
proceduresCpackages, unpacks, paints, and
stencils weapons, components, and contain-
ers. Skill Level 2Q Able to perform the
duties required for'Skill Level 10; test-oper-
ates weapons components; receives, stores,
and inspects (preissue and preload) nuclear
components; uses radioactive survey equip-
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ment; provides technical c.e to Skill
Level 10 personnel. Skill 1 30: Able to
perform the duties requir f r Skill Level..
20; supervises and instructs 1 Level 10
and Skill Level 20 personnel n MOS 550
and 35F (Nuclear Weapons Electronics
Specialist); calculates workloads, coordi-
nates work activities, and makes assign-
ments; prepares training charts, documents,
and materials; strictly adheres to regulations
and appropriate inspection techniques and
procedures in the maintenance, modifica-
tions, repair, transportation, and mainte-
nance calibration of nuclear weapons and
associated trainers, testers, and handling
equipment. Skill Level 40: Able to perform
the duties required for Skill Level 30; su-
pervises, coordinates, and inspects mainte-
nance facilities, activities, operations, and
productivity; helps plan all maintenance ac-
tivities, "serves as an electronics technical
advisor; reviews safety and fire regulations,
standing operating procedures, and the utili-
zation of equipment, and recommends
changes; has office management responsibil%
ities, including records and forms manage-
ment, correspondence, security standards,
and personnel processing.
Recommendation, Skill Leven()

In the vocational certificate category, 1

semester hour in mechanical maintenance, 2
in electrical maintenance, 2 in use and care
of handtools, powertools, and test equip-
ment, 1 in safety practices and procedures,
and 1 in shop operations, for a total of 7
setnester hours. Advanced standing in an
electrical maintenance apprentice training
program, on the basis of employer or trade
association performance examination (6/76).
Recommendation,-Skill-Level-20--- .2--

In the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation is the same as that for
Skill Level 10. In the lower-division bacca-
laureate/associate degree category, 2 semes-
ter hours in toxic material handling' and 1 in
nuclear technology. Advanced standing in
an electrical maintenance apprentice train-

ing program, on the basis of employer or
trade association performance examination
(6/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 30

In the vocational certificate category, 3
semester hours in safety practices and pro-
cedures, 2 in electrical maintenance, 2 in
use and care of handtools, powertools, and
test equipment, 2 in shop operations, and 1
in mechanical maintenance, for a total of 10
semester hours. In-the lower-division bacca-
laureate/associate degree category, 3 semes-
ter hours for field experience in mainte-
nance management, 3 in human relations, 2
in toxic material handling, and 1 in nuclear
technology, and additional credit in nuclear
technology on the basis of institutional eval-
uation, for a minimum total of 9 semester
hours. Advanced standing in an electrical
maintenance apprentice training program,
on the basis of employer or trade associ-
ation performance examination (6/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation is the same as that for
Skill Level 30. In the lower-division bacca-
laureate/associate degree category, 3 semes-
ter hours for field experience. in mainte-
nance management, 3 in human relations, 3
in Office management, 3 in personnel super-
vision, 2 in toxic material handling, and 1 in
nuclear technology, and additional credit in
nuclear technology on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation, for a minimum total of 15
semester hours. In the upper-division bacca-
laureate category, 3 semester hours in intro-
duction to management and 3 for field ex-

perience in management. Advanced stand-
ing in an electrical maintenance apprentice
training program, on the basis of epiployer ,

or trade association performance xamina-
tion (6/76).

MOS- 55X-001

AMMUNITION INSPECTOR

55X30
55X40'

Exhibit Dates: 3/76-Present.
Career Management Field: 55 (Ammuni-
tion).
Description

Summary: Conducts inspections and tests
to determine the, serviceability of conven-
tional and non-nuclear special ammunition,
components, and related package materials.
Skill Level 30: Inspects ammunition to de-
termine deterioration; evaluates safety pro-
cedures; inspects /incoming and outgoing
ammunition shipments; inspects magazines,
storage sites, and surrounding areas for
storage safety; inspects ammunition destruc-i
lion sites for safety condition; selects ammu-
nition, samples for tests, evaluations, or in-
vestigations; instructs in surveillance and
safety techniques; performs function tests of
selected ammunition items; maintains files.
NOTE: May have progressed to 55X30
from 55B30 (Ammunition Specialist),
55D30 (Explosive Ordnance Disposal Spe-
cialist), or 55G30 (Nuclear Weapons Main-
tenance Specialist). Skill Level 40: Able to
perform the duties required for Skill Level

-30;°-Serv-iir
munition surveillance and safety matters
and provides technical guidance to subordi-
nate personnel; reviews safety requirAnfents;
coordinates surveillance 'activities with ci-
vilian authorities and inspectors.
Recommendation, Skill Level 30

In the vocational certificate category, 6
semester hours in explosives, 3 in supply
procedures, 3 in quality control, and 3 in
safety inspection procedures, for a total of
15 semester. hours. In the lower - division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3,
semester hours in human relations and 1 in
office procedures (6/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation is the same as that for
Skill Level 30. In the lower-division bacca-
laureate/associate degree category, 3 semes-
ter hours in-human relations, 3 in personnel
supervision, 3 for field experience in man-
agement, and 3 in office procedures, for a
total of 12 semester hours (6/76).

MOS-55Z-001
AMMUNITION FOREMAN

55Z50
ExhIbitDates: 10/73-Present.
Career Management Field: 55 (Ammuni-
tion).
Description

Serves as the principal supervisor and ad-
visor for the receipt, issue, classification,
storage, surveillance, maintenance, disposi-
tion, and decontamination of conventional
ammunition and nuclear and non-nuclear
special ammunition; advises on packaging
and rigging loads for movement by all
types of transportation; assists in the selec-
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on and layout of ammunition storage fa-

'Mies; recommends employment of and re-
quirements for techical assistance teams,
labor, equipment, and supplies; assists in the
preparation of plans, policies, and proce-
dures; prepares and reviews evaluations and
reports on operations and training activities;
analyzes ammunition stock with automatic
data processing data; advises commander on
all enlisted personnel matters. NOTE: May
have progressed to 55Z50 from 551340 (Am-
munition Specialist), 55040 (Nuclear Weap-
ons Maintenance Specialist), or 55X40 (Am-
munition Inspector).
Recommendation

In the upper-division baccalaureate cate-
goryo 3 semester hours in introduction to
management, 3 in personnel management, 3
in business administration, 3 in human rela-
tions; and 6 for field experience in manage-
ment, for a total of 18 semester hours (6/
76).

MOS-57D-001
e

SAWYER

57D10
57D20
57D40
57D50

Exhibit Dates: 10/74-2/78. (Effective 3/78,
MOS 57D was discontinued and its func-
tions were incorporated into MOS 51B,
Carpentry and Masonry Specialist, and
MOS 5IH Construclipo_Engineering Su-
pervisor.)

Career Management Field: 51 (General En-
gineering), subfiela 511 (Construction Engi-
neering).
Description

Summary: Perfortns logging and sawmill
operations. Skill Level 10: Serves as a lum-
berjack helper; assists in felling trees; trims
branches; saws trunks into logs`, lashes logs
to skids or trucks and drags or hauls logs to
sawmill; saws logs and stacks lumber at
mill. Skill Level 20: Able to perform the
duties required for Skill Level 10; serves as
lumberjack, millwright, timber cruiser, or
lumber grader; distinguishes different spe-
cies of trees and chooses proper saws; fells
trees; grades lumber; services logging and
sawmill equipinent. Skill Level 40: Able to
perform the duties required for Skill Level
20; supervises 15 or more persons involved
in logging and sawmill operations; under-
stands the effects of logging operations on
the terrain and selects cutting areas, taking
into consideration the types of lumber re-
quired, efficiency, and protection of the ter-
rain from overcutting; calcUlates lumber
content of logs and estimates board footage
of standing trees based on diameter and
height; supervises drying and storing of
lumber; explains and demonstrates logging
and sawmill techniques. Skill Level 50: Able
to perform the duties required for Skill
Level 40; is a mid-level manager serving its
first sergeant of a company; assists in plan-
ning, coordinating, and supervising compa-
ny activities; advises commander on all per-
sonnel matters and handles personnel activi-
ties; holds meetings with subordinate super-
visors to provide them instructions and
guidance; directs training.
Recommendation, Skill Level 10

No recommendation because of the limit-
ed technical nature of the skills, competen-
cies, and knowledge (6/76).

Recom4endation, Skill Level 20
In tile vocational certificate category, 2

semester .hours in use of tools and credit in
a lumber specialist, saw filer, sawyer, or
millwright program on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation. In the lower-division bac-
calaureate/associate degree category, credit
in forest resources technology or forest
management on the basis of institutional
evaluation (6/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the vocational certificate category, 2
semester hours in use of tools and 2 in shop
mathematics, and credit in a lumber special-
ist, saw filer, sawyer, or millwright pro-
gram on the basis of institutional evaluation.
In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 3 semester hours in
human relations, 3 in personnel supervision,
and 3 in forest management, for a minimum
total of 9 semester hours, and additional
credit in forest resources technology on the
basis of institutional evaluation (6/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 50

In the vocational certificate category or
in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
eate degree category,, the recommendation

the same as that for Level 40. In the
upper-division bfccalaureate category, 3 se-
mester hours in introduction to management
and 6 for field experience in management,
for a total of 9 semester hours (6/76).

1d0S-57E-001
LAUNDRY AND BATH SPECIALIST

57E10
57E20
57E40
57E50

Exhibit Dates: 10/74-2/77
Career Management Field: 57 d Ser-
vices), subfield 571 (Services).
Description
' Summary: Performs or supervises laun-

dry, bath, and impregnation functions and
related activities at fixed and mobile loca-
tions. Skill Level 10: Assists in the operation
of laundry and bath equipment; operates fu-
migation and delousing equipment; assists in
the maintenance of related equipment. Skill
Level 20 Able to perform the duties re-
quired for Skill Level 10; operates mobile
laundry and bath equipment; troubleshoots
and maintains related equipment; uses wash-
ing, impregnation, and contamination solu-
tions. Skill Level 40: Able to perform the
duties required for Skill Level 20; super-
vises field units providing laundry, 'bath,
and fumigation services; selects suitable
operational sites; supervises setting, up field
units and equipment; coordinates the sched-
uling of personnel; supervises preventive
maintenance of ' aundry, impregnation, fu-
migation, and bath equipment; supervises
the training of personnel in techniques and
operations; prepares reports related to laun-
dry and bath operations. Skill Level 50:
Able to perform the duties required for
Skill Level 40; as a mid-level manager, ad-
vises superiors on personnel matters, co-
ordinates the operation of food service and
supply operations; receives and maintains
personnel reports; assists in conducting unit
training.

Recommendation, Skill Levels 10 and 20
No recommendation because of the limit-

ed technical nature of the skills, competen-
cies,_and-knowledge.-(11475).--.--

Recommendation, Skill Level 40
In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-

ciate degree. category, 3 semester hours in
introduction to management, 2 in personnel.
management, 2 in records administration,
and I in first aid, for a total of 8 semester
hours. In the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 3 semester hours in introduction
to management, and 3 for field experience
in management
Recommendation, Skill Level 50

In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 3 semester hours in
introduction to managenfent, 2 in personnel
management, 3 in records administration, 1
in first aid, and 2 in safety techniques, for a
total of 1I semester hours. In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in introduction to management and 6
for field experience in management (11/75).

. MOS-57E-002
LAUNDRY AND BATH SPECIALIST

57E10
57E20
57E30
57E40
57E50 .

Exhibit Dates: 3/77-Present. Pending evalu-
ation.

MOS-57F-001
MEMORIAL ACTIVITIES SPECIALIST

57F10
57F20
57F40
57F50

Exhibit Dates: 10/74-2/76.
Career Management Field: 57 (Field Ser-
vices), subfield 572 (Memorial Activities).
Description

Summary: Recovers, identifies, processes,
and inters human remains; performs duties
at disaster sites as well as within the com-
munity; provides technical data to validate
the personal identification process; designs
cemetery facilities and directs funeral activi-
ties; prepares topographic sketches and map
overlays for temporary cemetery planning
and for site searches and recovery oper-
ations. Skill Level 10: Under supervision,
performs as a mortuary assistant. Skill Level
20: Functions as a mortuary technician
alone or as a senior team memberkaSkill
Level 40: Functions as a first-line superitisor
of a mortuary operation; prepares reports
and maintains records. Skill Level 50: As a
mid-level manager, plans, organizes, and
directs mortuary service operations and is
responsible for administrative services for
subordinate staff.
Recommendation, Skill Level 10

In the vocational certificate category or
in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, credit in mortuary
sciences and map reading on the basis of
institutional evaluation (11/75).
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the vocational certificate category, 6
semester hours in mortuary sciences. in the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate de-
gree category, 3 semester hours in mortuary
sciences and 3 in physical anthropology-- - -

-(11%75).



Recommendation, Skill Level 40
In the vocational certificate category, 9

semester hours in mortuary sciences. In the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate de-
gree category, 6 semester hours in mortuary
sciences -and 3 in physical anthropology,
and additional credit in mortuary sciences,
speech, map reading, and report writing on
the basis of institutional evaluation, for a
minimum total of 9 semester hours. In the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 se-
mester hours in mortuary sciences and 3 in
introduction to management, for a total of 6
semester hours (11/75).
Recommendation, Skill Level 50

In the vocational certificate category, 12
semester hours in mortuary sciences. In the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate de-
gree category, 9 semester hours in mortuary
sciences, 3 in physical anthropology, and 3
in 4 office administration,. and additional
credit in mortuary sciences, speech, map
reading, and report writing, on the basis of
institutional evaluation, for a minimum total
of 15 semester hours. In the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in
mortuary sciences, 3 in introduction to
management, and 3 for field experience in
management, for a total of 9 semester hours
(11/75).

MOS-57F-002

MEMORIAL ACTIVITIES SPECIALIST

57F10
57F20
57F40
57F50

Exhibit DatesQ/76-2/77.
Career Management Field: 57 (Field Ser-
vices), subfield 572 (Memorial Activities).
Description

Summary: Recovers, identifies, processes,
and inters human remains; performs duties
at disaster sites as well as within the com-
munity; provides technical data to validate
the personal identification process; designs
cemetery facilities and directs funeral activi-
ties. Skill Level 10: Under supervision,
serves as a mortuary assistant, assisting in
the recovery, transportation, identification,
and interment of remains. Skill Level 20:
Able to perform the duties required for
Skill Level 10; functions as a mortuary
technician alone or as a team member; reads
or indicates the location of graves n maps,
sketches, or overlays; takes fingerprints or
prepares teeth chart; writes desc tions of
physical and anatomical charac sties; op-
erates x-ray apparatus and camera. Skill
Level 40: Able to perform the duties re-
quired for Skill Level 20; functions as a
first-line supervisor of a mortuary oper-
ation; prepares topographical sketches and
map overlays; prepares reports and records
on processed remains, grave location, regis-
ters master locator files; and memorial ac-
tivities work. Skill Level 50: Able to per-
form the duties required for SkilkLevel 40;
serves a mid-level manger, directing and su-
pervising morturary activities operations;
coordinates operations with combat units.
Recommendation, Skill Level 10

In the vocational certificate category or
in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 1 semester hour in
map reading and credit in mortuary sci-

----ences-on-the-basis-atinstituriortatecaltratiorr
(5/76).
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Recommendation, Skill Level 20
In the vocational certificate category, 6

semester hours in mortuary sciences and 1
in map reading. In the lower-division bacca-
laureate/associate degree category, 6 semes-
ter hours in mortuarrteierices, 3 in physical
anthropology, 2 in anatomy and physiol-
ogy, and I in map reading,' for a total of 12
semester hours (5/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the vocational certificate category, 9
semester hours in mortuary sciences and 1
in map reading. In the lower-division bacca-
laureate/associate degree category, 9 semes-
ter hours in mortuary sciences, 3 in physical
anthropology, 3 in -human relations, 3 in
personnel supervision, 3 for field experience
in management, 2 in technical report writ-
ing, 2 in anatomy and physiology, and 1 in
map reading, for a total of 26 semester
hours. In the upper-division baccaaureate
category, 3 semester hours in mortuary sci-
ences and 3 in introduction to management
(5/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 50

In the vocational certificate category, 12
semester hours in mortuary sciences and 1
in map reading. In the lower-division bacca-
laureate/associate degree category, 12 se-
mester hours in mortuary sciences, 3 in
physical anthropology, 3 in human rela-
tions, 3 in personnel supervision, 3 for field
experience in management, 2 in technical
report writing, 2 in anatomy and physiol-
ogy, and 1 in map reading, for. a total of 29
semester hours. In the uppe'friglevisibii bacca-
laureate category, 6 semeslerThours for field
experience in management, 3, irr petsonnel
management, 3 in introduCtion to trt anage-
ment, 3 in morturary sciences, and 3 in re-
cords administration, for a total of 18 se-
mester hours (5/76).

MOS-57F-003
GRAVES REGISTRATION SPECIALIST

57F10 .
57F20
57F30
57F40
57F50

Exhibit Dates: 3/77-Present. Pending evalu- ,
ation.

MOS-57H-001

CARGO HANDLER

57H20
57H40
57H50

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-2/74.
Career Management Field: 65 (Transporta-
tion), subfield 651 (Terminal Service).
Description

Summary: Transfers or supervises the
transfer of cargo to and from water, land,
and air transports by manual and mechani-
cal methods. Skill Level 20: Performs the
duties of rigger, longshoreman, member of
a hatch gang, or assistant hatch foreman.
Skill Level 40: Able to perform the duties
required for Skill Level 20; supervises one
or more hatch gangs, of longshoremen in
loading and unloading cargo, employing
1-lowifigc. -Naas: -Izindingplaiis, Thiririifeafa;
documentation forms, reports, and other

cargo handling forms. Skill Level 50: Able
to perform the duties required for Skill
Level 40; equivalent to an assistant to a
port captain or a marine operations special-
ist; plans, coordinates, and supervises all ac-
tivities related to the stowage, loading, and
discharging of dry cargo.
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the vocational certificate category, 7
semester hours in cargo handling- and rig-
ging (2/75).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the vocational certificate category, 13
semester hours in cargo handling, stowage,
and rigging. In the lower-diyision baccalau-
reate/associate degree category, 3 semester
hours for a practicum in personnel manage-
ment, 2 in cargo processing and documenta-
tion, 2 in cargo planning, and I in transpor-
tation of dangerous materials, for a total of
8 semester hours (2/75).
RecommendaVon, Skill Level 50

In the vocational certificate category, 13
semester hours in cargo handling, stowage,
and rigging. In the lower-division baccalau-
reate/associate degree category, 3 semester
hours in personnel management, 3 in office
management, 2 in cargo processing and
documentation, 2 in cargo planning, and I
in transportation of dangerous materials, for
a total of 11 semester hours. In the uit
division baccalaureatre category, 3 sem
hours in personnel management and 3 in
office management. In the graduate degree
category, 3 semester hours in organization
and management (2/75).

MOS-57H-002
TERMINAL OPERATIONS SPECIALIST

57H10
57H20
57H40
57H50

Exhibit Dates: 3/74-2/76.
Career Management Field: 65 (Transporta-
tion), subfield 651 (Terminal Service).
Description

Summary: Transfers or supervises the
transfen'of cargo to and from water, land,
and air transports by manual and mechani-
cal methods. Skill Level 10: Loads and un-
loads supplies and equipment from ships,
docks, beaches, boxcars, aircraft, and ware-
houses; assists cargo checker; employs
safety procedures. Skill Level 20: Able to
perform the duties required for Skill Level
10; performs the duties of rigger, longshore-
man, member of a hatch gang, or assistant
hatch forman. Skill Level 40: Able to per-
form the duties required for Skill Level 20;
supervises one or more hatch gangs of
longshoremen in loading and unloading
cargo, employing stowage plans, loading
plans, manifests, documentation forms, re-
ports, and other cargo handling forms. Skill
Level 50: Able to perform t duties re-
quired for Skill Level 40; equ valent to an
assistant to a port captain or a marine oper-
atidns specialist; plans, coordi ates and su-
pervises all activities related t the stowage,
loading, and discharging of dry cargo.
Recommendation, Skill Level 10

In the vocational category, 2 semester
hours in cargo hindling and rigging (5/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the vocational certificate category, 7
--Serneiter-hours--in 'cargo

ging (5/76).
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Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the vocational certificate category, 13
semester hours in cargo handling, stowage,.`
and rigging. In the lower-division baccalau-
reate/associate degree category, 3 semester
hours for a practicum in personnel manage-
ment, 2 in cargo processing and documenta-
tion, 2 in cargo planning, and 1 in transpor-
tation of dangerous materials, for a total of
8 semester hours (5/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level SO

In the vocational certificate category, 13
semester hours in cargo handling: stowage,
and rigging. In the lower-division baccalau-
reate/associate degree category, 3 semester
hours in -personnel management, 3 in office
management, 2 in cargo processing and
documentation, 2 in cargo planning, and 1

in transportation of dangerous materials, for
a total of 11 semester hours. In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in personnel mane ement and 3 in
office management. In t graduate degree
category, 3 semester urs in organization
and management (5/7

MOS-57H-003
TERMINAL. OPERATIONS COORDINATOR

57H10
571-120

571-130

571-140

Exhibit Dates:.3/76-PresenC
Career Management Field: 64 (Transpffita-
tion), subfield 641 (Surface Operations).
Description

Summary: Transfers or supervises the
transfer of cargo to and from water, land,
and air transports by manual and mechani-
cal methods. Skill Level 10: Serves as cargo
handler and checker; loads, unloads, Checks,
and tallies cargo; uses slings, nets, hooks,
pallets, spreaders, lifting bars, winches,
hoists, and other cargo-handling equipment;
employs safety procedures; signals winch-
man, hoistman, or cargo equipment opera-
tor where to move cargo. Skill Level 20:Able to perform the duties required for
Skill Level 10: serves as hatch foreman or
senior cargo checker and enforces safety
practices. Skill Level 30: Able to perform
the duties required for Skill Level 20; su-
pervises a medium-sized terminal operation
work force by planning and organizing
work schedules, assigning duties, and desig-
nating work groups (hatch gangs) as re-
quired for each operation; advises on the
handling of-all types of cargo and demon-
strates techniques and use of equipment; co-
ordinates heavy lift equipment.kind special
terminal operations gear; prep technical,
personnel, and adminstrative Mods. Skill
Level 40: Performs the duties required for
Skill Level 30 in the supervision of a large
terminal work force normally consisting of
56 or more subordinate personnel.

Recommendation, Skill Level 10
In the vocational certificate category, 4

semester hours in cargo handling and rig-
ging (5/76).

Recommendation, Skill Level 20
In the vocational certificate category, 7

semester hours in cargo handling and rig-
ging (5/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 30

In the vocational certificate category, 13
cmester hours-in-cargirhilifFg7stowage,

and rigging. In the lower-division baccalau-

reate/associate degree category, 3 semester
hours in human relations, 3 in personnel
supervision, 2 in report writing, 2 in cargo
planning, 2 in cargo processing and docu-
mentation, and 1 in transportation of dan-
gerous materials, for a total of 13 semester
hours (5/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the vocational certificate category, 13
semester hours in cargo handling, stowage,
and rigging. In the lower-division baccalau-
reate/associate degree category, 3 semester
hotirs in human relations, '3 in personnel
supervision, 3 in records adminstration, 3 in
report writing, 3 for field experience in
management, 2 in cargo processing and
documentation, 2 in cargo planning, and 1
in transportation of dangerous Materials, for
a total of 20 semester hours (5/76).

MOS-61B-001

WATERCRAFT OPERATOR

64121)
61B30
61B40

Exhibit Dites: 10/73-9/74.
Career Management Field: 65 (Transporta-
tion), subfield 653 (Marine).
Description

Summary: Performs the deck ditties of an
ordinary seaman, able seaman, and deck
hand; operates towboats. Skill Level 20:
Rigs tows; operates and performs preven-
tive maintenance on deck machinery; per-
forms tasks requiring marlinespike seaman-
ship; is lead deck hand on towing vessels.
Skill Level 30: Able to perform the duties
required for Skill Level 20; works as a
look-out or helmsman; plots courses; knows
the rules of the road. Skills are comparable
to those of able seaman (tugboat) and
second-class towboat operator. Skill Level
40: Able to perform the duties required for
Skill Level 30; can be in complete charge
of towing vessels up to 300 gross registered
tons; steers vessels; manages the crew; pro-
vides berthing and unberthing assistance to
large v,essels; plans vessel maintenance; en-
sures tte safety of vessels and barges.
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the vocational certificate category, 5
semester hours in seamanship (2/75).
Recommendation, Skill Level 30

In the vocational certificate category, 5
semester hours in seamanship and 3 in basic
navigation (2/75).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the vocational certificate category, 5
semester hours in seamanship, 3 in basic
navigation, and 3 in advanced navigation,
for a total of 11 semester hours. In the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate de-
gree category, 3 semester hours in naviga-
tion and 3 in basic management (2/75).

MOS-61B-002

WATERCRAFT OPERATOR

.61B10
61B20
61B30
61B40

41.

Exhibit-Dates: 10/14-Present.
Career Management Field: 64 (Transporta-

tion), subfield 642 (Marine Operations).
Description

Summary: Operates and performs deck
duties on Army watercraft and, ih some
instances, amphibians. Skill Level 10: Per-
forms general seaman duties; under close
supervision, assists in docking, undocking,
and anchoring watercraft; assists in loading
and unloadin cargo; stands lookout watch;
assists in ins g, servicing, and operat-
ing fire equip nt, lifeboats, and rafts; per-
forms preventive maintenance on and in-
spections of Army watercraft; maneuvers
Army watercraft; uses simple sounding de-
vices, aids to navigation, steering compass

-courses, and running lights; communicates
with stations ashore and afloat, using ac-
cepted communications equipment and
techniques; applies basic water safety and
rescue procedures. Skill Level 20: Able to
perform the duties reqhired for Skill Level
10; operates and dispatches Army water-
craft and, under close supervision, allocates
and operates Army watercraft for a specific
mission in a ordance with navigational and
communicate rules and principles; keeps
records of wate raft status and move-
ments. Skill Level 30: Able to perform the
duties required for Skill Level 20; super-
vises the operation of watercraft and small
boat crew; knows capabilities and limits,-
tions of Army watercraft and assigns and
dispatches them accordingly; provides
berthing and unberthing services to large or
oceangoing vessels;, computes fuel require-
ments and plans maintenance; knows proce-
dures for abandoning ship, including sea
rescue and lifeboat operations; supervises
embarking and debarrig of troops; in-
structs subordinate personnel in watercraft
operational practices, procedures, and tech-
niques. NOTE: Some Skill Level 30 person-
nel are trained as operators of large am-
phibian vehicles and can supervise their op-
eration. Skill Level 40: Able to perform the
duties required for Skill Level 30; super-
vises the operations of a large boat crew or
assists in controlling Army watercraft oper-
ations;, coordinates work activities; performs
the supervisory and managerial duties de-
scribed for Skill Level 30; reviews, consoli-
dates, and prepares technical, personnel,
and administrative reports; supervises up to
20 persons.

Recommendation, Skill Level 10
In the vocational certificate category, 4

semester hours in seamanship, 1 in piloting,
1 in communications, and 1 in safety, for a
total of 7 semester hours (6/76). '

Recommendation, Skill Level 20
In the vocational certificate category, 8

semester hours in seamanship, 6 in piloting
and navigation, 3 in communications, and I
in safety, for a total of 18 semester hours
(6/76).

Recommendation, Skill Level 30
In the vocational certificate category, 8

semester hours in seamanship, 6 in piloting
and navigation, 3 in communications, 3 in
basic navigation, 3 in advanced navigation,
and 1 in safety, and additional credit in
amphibian operation on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation, for a minimum total of 24
semester hours. In the lower-division bacca-
laureate/associate degree category, 3 semes-
ter hours in navigation and 3 in human rela-
tions (6/76).
Recomendation, Skill Level 40

In the vocational certificate category, 8
semester hours in seamanshio,_6_M.pilo
and navigation, 3 in communications, 3 in
basic navigation, 3 in advanced n igation,and 1 in safety, and additional credit in



amphibian operation on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation, for a minimum total of 24
semester hours. In the lower-division bacca-
laureate/associate degree category, 3 semes-
ter hours in navigation, 3 in human rela-
tions, 3 in marine management, 3 for field
experience in management, and 3 in person-
nel supervision, for a total of 15 semester,
hours (6/76).

MOS-61C-001

MARINE ENGINEER

61C20
61C30
61 C40

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-276.

Career Management Field: 65 (Transporta-
tion), subfield 653 (Marine).

Description
Summary: Supervises or performs mainte-

nance and repair of GM Series 71 and simi-
lar-size marine diesels, small gas engines,
and auxiliary equipment on harbor towing
and deep sea towing vessels. NOTE: Able
to perform the duties required for 61B10
(watercraft operator). Skill Level 20: Per-
forms routine maintenance such as changing,
strainers and filters and installing bearings
and bushings as required; monitors engine
room equipment to assure proper operation;
skills are comparable to those of a licensed
oiler on a towing vessel, an unlicensed engi-
neer on towing vessels of 200 gross regis-
tered tons and under, an assistant mechanic
in a marine diesel engine shop, or an out-
side machinist in a shipyard. Skill Level 30:
Able to perform the duties required for
Skill Level 20; tears down engines and aux-
iliary equipment and replaces or repairs
parts as necessary; skills are comparable to
those of a head mechanic in a marine diesel
repair shop and are related to those of an
auto mechanic. Skill Level 40: Able to per-

form the duties required for Skill Level 20
or 30; supervises engine room operations on
a towing vessel; advises on complex repair
problems; instructs repairmen in proper
maintenance procedures and safety tech-
niques; applies production and quality con-
trol procedures to maintenance operations;
skills are comparable to those of a foreman
in a marine diesel repair shop or an assistant
port engineer for a towing company.

Recommendation, Skill Level 20
In the vocational certificate category, 3

semester hours in internal-combustion
engine principles (2/75).

Recommendation, Skill Level 30
In the vocational certificate category, 3

semester hours in internal-combustion
engine operation, 3 in internal-combustion
engine principles, 3 in internal-combustion
engine repair, and 3 in basic refrigeration,
for a total of 12 semester hours (2/75).

Recommendation, Skill Level 40
In the vocational certificate category, 3

semester .....,hours in internal-combustion
engine operation, 3 in internal-combustion
engine principles, 3 in internal-combustion
engine repair, and 3 in basic refrigeration,
for a total- of 12 semester hours. in the
lower - division baccalaureate/associate de-
gree category, 3 semester hours in bfisic
management (2/75).

MOS-61C-002

WATERCRAFT ENGINEER

61C10
61C20
61C30
61C40

Exhibit Dates: 3/76-Present.
Career Management Field: 64 (Transporta-
tion), subfield 642 (Marine Operations).
Description__

Summary: Supervises-or performs mainte-
nance on Army watercraft and on propul-
sion systems and auxiliary equipment of
marine vessels, and, in some instances, on
amphibians. Skill Level 10: Under close su-
pervision, performs maintenance on Army,
watercraft; applies safety precautions perti-
nent to starting, stopping, and operating
main diesel engines, electrical machinery,
and other auxiliary components installed on
board Army watercraft; reads and records
pressures and temperatures to insure safe
and efficient operation of machinery; uses
hand and power tools; assists in performing \
preventive maintenance inspections and cor-
recting maintenance shortcomings and defi-
ciencies on watercraft. Skill Level 20: Able
to perform the duties required for Skill
Level 10 and provides technical guidance
to Skill Level 10 personnel; computes fuel
consumption, tank capacities, and pumping
rates for loading and discharging; maintains
a working knowledge of damage control,
fire prevention, and federal, state, and local
environmental pollution control regulations;
adjusts or troubleshoots malfunctioning
dipel engines, electrical machinery, and
auxiliary equipment; makes emergency re- c:
pairs or t es emergency damage control
measures at sea; performs soldering and pipe-
fitting; uses precision tools; interprets tech-
nical publications; replaces engine and aux-
iliary equipment subassemblies; performs
preventive maintenance inspections on wa-
tercraft; in some instances, may also per-
form these duties on amphibians. Skill Level
30: Able to perform the duties required for-
Skill Level 2A; evaluates job performance of
subordinate enginemen; maintains a refer-
ence library of technical manuals and ser-
vice bulletins; interprets technical blue-
prints; troubleshoots, repairs, purges, re-
charges, and tests watercraft refrigeration
systems; uses special test equipment and in-
struments in repairing diesel engines and ac-
cessory items; assists supervisor in engineer-
ing maintenance functions; plans and orga-
nizes work schedules and assigns duties to
subordinates; instructs subordinates in work
production and quality control procedures;
assures adherence to safety procedures; is
capable of supervising a medium-sized wa-
tercraft maintenance facility; establishes
physical layout of work site and ensures
maintenance of an efficient, clean, and safe
work environment; requisitions, issues,
stores, and maintains records of supplies
and equipment; coordinates work activities
with other maintenance elements; recom-
mends changes to technical publications as
required; in some instances, may also per-
form these duties on amphibians. Skill Level
40: Able to perform the duties required for
Skill Leyel 30; supervises a large marine
maintenance facility; performs managerial
duties as indicated in previous skill levels;
estimates and prepares preliminary budget
foiecasts of supply and maintenance
ties; allocates funds and resources for the
efficient operation of supply and mainte-
nance activities; establishes operating proce-
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dures on the basis of directives and infor-
mation received from superiors.
Recommendation, Skill Level 10

In the vocational certificate category, 4
semester hours in internal-combustion
engine principles, 1 in internal-combustion
engine and 1 in shipboard oper-
ations, for a t of 6 semestr hours (6/
76).
Recommendation, Skill Level

In the vocational certificate cate ry, 7
semester hours in internal -co,'

principles, 4 in internal-combusti&
engine operation, and 5 in shipboard oper-
ations, and additional credit in amphibian
maintenance on the basis of institutional
evaluation, for a minimum total of 16 se-
mester hours (6/76)..
Recon'imendation, Skill Level 30

In the vocational certificate category, 7
semester hours in internal-combustion
engine principles, 5 in shipboard operations,
4 in 'internal-combustion engine operation, 3
in basic refrigeration, and 3 in use and care
of tools and test equipment, and additional
credit in amphibian maintenance on the
basis of institutional evaluation, for a mini-
mum total of 22 semester hours. In the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate de-
gree category, 3 semester hours in water-
craft maintenance, 3 in marine refrigeration,
and 3 in human relations, and additional
credit in amphibian maintenance on the
basis of institutional evaluation, for a mini-
mum total of 9 semester hours (6/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the vocational certificate category, 7
semester hours in internal-combustion
engine principles, 5 in shipboard operations,
4 in internal-combustion engine operation, 3
in basic refrigeration, and 3 in use and care
of tools and test equipment, and additional
credit in amphibian maintenance on the
basis of institutional evaluation, for a mini-
mum total of 22 semester hours:An the
loWer-division baccalaureate/associate de-
gree category 3 semester hours in water-
craft maintenance, 3 in marine refrigeration,
3 in human felations, 3 in introductio4 to
management, 3 in personnel supervision,
and 3 for field experience in management,
and additional credit in amphibian mainte
nance on the basis of institutional evalua-
tion, for a minimum total of 18 semester
hours. (6/76).

MOS-61F-001
MARINE HULL REPAIRMAN

61F10
61F20
61F30
61F40

Exhibit Dates: 3/76-Present.
Career Management Field: 64 (Transporta-
tion), subfield 642 (Marine Operations).
Description

Summary: Repairs hulls and accessories
of Army watercraft and amphibians. Skill
Level 10: Assists in the repair of all types of
marine hulls and accessories; assists in .

laying out, measuring, cutting, shaping, and
fabricating plastic and metal structures and
parts; joins, fastens, and caulks new or re-
paired portions of the _ship's hull by pin

cemeiiiiig, riveting; or weld--
mg; cleans, finishes, and preserves metal
surfaces; employs working drawings to pro-
duce required shape dimensions, and fit of
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plates, planking, framUlg, and fitting. Skill
Level 20: Able to perform the duties re-
quired for Skill Level 10 and provide tech-
nical guidance to Skill Level 10 personnel;rep and inspects marine hulls AM acces-
sones; performs inspections to identify de-
fects add to determine supplies and equip-
ment r uired to effect maintenance; exam-
ines repaired hulls-and accessories to insure
that repaired watercraft and amphibians are
seaworthy. Skill Level 30: Able to *form
the duties required for Skill Level 20; su-
pervises a small facility involved in repair-
ing marine hulls and accessories; estimates
repair work in terms of time, material, man-
power, and priorities; plans and organizes
work schedules and assigns duties to subor-
dinate personnel; instructs and supervises
subordinates in work techniques and proce-
dures; requisitions, issues, stores, and main-
tains records of supplies and equipment;
prepares maintenance records, reports, and
work orders; reviews, consolidates, and pre-
pares technical, personnel, and administra-
tive reports; performs nondestructive test-
ing. Skill Level 40: Able to perform the
duties required for Skill Level 30; plans,
directs, and coordinates the activities of a
large facility involved in repair of marine
hulls and accessories; plans and directs
marine salvage operations on stranded or
sunken craft; estimates all costs and estab-
lishes priority of tasks; supervises and dir-
ects nondestructive testing on harbor craft
and amphibians.

Recommendation, Skill Levels 10 and 20
In the vocational certificate category, 3

semester hours in welding theory, 3 in gas
welding, 3 in inert gas welding, 3 in vessel
fabrication and construction, and 3 in,vessel
maintenance, for a total of 15 semester
hours (6/76).

Recommendation, Skill Level 30
In the vocational certificate category, the

recommendation is the same as that for
Skill Levels 10 and 20. Ifi the lower-diyi,
sion baccalaureate/associate degree catego-
ry, 3 semester hours in human relations, and
3 in personnel supervision (6/76).

Recommendation, Skill Level 40
Inthe vocational certificate category, the

recommendation is the same as that for
Skill Levels 10 and 20. In the lower-divi-
sion baccalaureate/associate degree catego-ry, 3 semester ou'r's in human relations, 3
for field e erience in management, 3 in
maintena e management, and 3 in person-

vision, for a total of 12 semesternel sups
hours ( /76).

MOS-61Z-001

MARINE SENIOR SERGEANT

61Z50

Exhibit Dates: 10/73- Present.

Career Management Field: 64 (Transporta-
tion), subfield 642 (Marine Operations).
Description ,

Is a mid-level manager responsible for ap-
proximately 150 subordinate personnel' en-
gaged in watercraft operation and mainte-
nance; assists in planning, implementing,
and coordinating administrative activities,
operations, and training programs; prepares,
edits, and consolidates reports, records,
plans, ancl,trajning _materials. NOTE: May
have progressed to 61Z50 from 61B40 (Wa-
tercraft Operator), 61C4Q (Watercraft Engi-
neer), or 61F40 (Marine Hull Repairman).

ti

Recommendation
In the upper-division baccalaureate cate-

gory, 6 semester hours for field experience
in management, 3 in introduction to man-
agement, 3 in personnel management, and 3
in records administration, for a minimum%
total of 15 semester hours; and if the duty
assignment was chief instructor, 3 additional
semester hours for an internship in educa-
tion, for a total of 18 semester hours (6/76).

'MOS-62B-00i

ENQINEER EQUIPMENT REPAIRMAN

62B10

62B20

62B30 \-1

62B40

62B50

Exhibit Dates: 10173-8/75.

Career Management Field: 63 (Mechanical
Maintenance), subfield 633 (Machinery
Maintenance).

Description
Summary: Maintains and repairs construc-

tion and off -the-road equipment. Skill Level
10: Is a heavy equipment repairman helper;
changes oil and filters; lubricates-equipment; ---
drains and flushes radiators; repairs tires
and tubes; uses pioneer tools, winches, and
relatedequipment; serves as a recovery ve-
hicle or wrecker crewman; serves as a tool-

. room keeper. Skill Level 20: Able to per-
form the duties required for Skill Level 10;
inspects equipment for damage and wear;
services and adjusts engines, Clutches, car-
buretors, fuel systems, cooling systems,
electrical components, brakes, and transmis-
sion assemblies; rigs construction equip-
ment; repairs or replattes wheel bearings;
operates recovery vehicles and wreckers;
uses oxyacetylene and electric welding
equipment. Skill Level 30: Able to perform
the duties required for Skill Level 20; in-
spects, disassembles; and repairs power

°)transmission units, engines, gears, shafts,
and track and steering assemblies; recondi-
tions and assembles such units as final
drives, hydraulic systems, and- crawler as-
semblies; uses precision measuring devices
and Power shop tools. Skill Level 40: Able
to perform the duties required for Skill
Level 30; organizes and coordinates mainte-
nance shop activities; establishes work
schedules and priorities; instructs and super-
vises subordinate personnel; applies quality
and production control procedures; test-op-
erates repaired equipment; supervises keep-
ing of records; prepares reports. Skill Level
50.' Able to perform the duties required, for
Skill Level 40; assists superiors in establish-
ing maintenance policies and procedures; in-
structs subordinate supervisors; plans, co-
ordinates, and oversees all maintenance ac-
tivities; conducts on-the-job training; may
serve as a chief instructor in a mechanical
maintenance school.

Recommendation, Skill Level 10
In the vocational certificate category, 1

semester hour ih use and care of tools and 3
in heaVy equipment mechanics. In the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate de-
gree category, 3 semester hours- in heavy
equipment mechanics. In a heavy equip-
ment mechanic apprentice training pro-
gram, 700 clock hours of experience and

144 contact hours of related instruction (3/
75).

Recommendation, Skill Level 20
In the vocational certificate category, 1

semester hour in use and care of toolA, 1 in
basic welding, and. 6 in heavy equipment
mechanics, for a total of 8 semester hetrs.
In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 1 semester hour in
basic welding and, 6 in heavy equipment
mechanics. In a heavy equipment mechanics
apprentice training program, 1,000 clock
hours of experience and ?44 contact h rs
of related instruction (3/75).

Recommendation, Skill Level 30
In the vocational certificate category,

1

semester hour in use and care of tools, I in
basic welding, and 15 in heavy equipment
mechanics, for a total of 17 semester hours.
In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate, degree category, 1 semester hour in
basic welding and 15 in heavy equipment
mechanics, and additional credit in heavy
equipment mechanics on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation, for a minimum total of 16
semester hours. In a heavy equipment me-
chanic or a heavy-duty truck mechanic ap-
prentice training program, 6,000 clock
hours of experience and 432 contact hours
of related instruction. Journeyman status
achieved through employer or trade associ-
ation performanceTxtftnInTtitan (3/73)7

Recommendation, Skill Level 40
In the vocational certificate category, 1

semester hour in use and care of tools, 1 in
records administration, 3 in welding, and 15
in heavy equipment mechanics, for a total
of 20 semester hours. In the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 1

semester hour in records administration, 2
in personnel supervision, 3 in welding, and
15 in heavy equipment mechanics, on the
basis of institutional evaluation, for a mini-
mum total of 21 semester hours. In the
upper-division baccalaureate category,
credit in heavy e pment management on
the basis of in utional al . Jour-
neyman status ( efined as 8, clock hours
of experience and 576 contact hours of re- N--
lated instruction) as a heavy equipment me-
chanic or,a. diesel truck mechanic (3/75).

Recommendation, Skill Level 50
In the vocational certificate category, 1

semester hour in use and care of tools, 1 in
records administration, 3 in welding, and 15
in heavy equipment mechanics, for a total
of 20 semester hours. In the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 1

semester hour in records administration, 3
in welding, 3 in personnel supervision, and
15 in heavy equipment mechanics, and addi-
tional credit in heavy equipment mechanics
on the basis of institutional evaluation, for a
minimum total of 22 semester hours. In the
upper-division baccalaureate category,
credit in heavy equipment management on
the basis of institutional evaluation; if the
duty assignment wins chief instructor, a mini-
mum of 3 semester hours for field experi-
ence in education and additional credit in
education on the basis of institutional evalu-
ation. Journeyman status (defined as 8,000
clock hours of experience and '576 contact
hours of related instruction) as a heavy
equipment mechanic or a diesel truck me-
chanic (3/75).



MOS-62B-002

CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT REPAIRMAN
(ENGINEER EQUIPMENT
REPAIRMAN)

62B10
62B20
62B30
62B40

ExhIbk-Daim..2475-Present.
Career Management Field: 63 (Mechanical
Maintenance), subfield 633 (Machinery
Maintenance).
Description

Summary: Supervises or performs mainte-
nance on engineer construction equipment,
including powered bridging equipment.
Skill Level 10: Performs maintenance on
gasoline, diesel, and electrically powered
engineer construction and associated equip-
ment; performs preventive maintenance, in-
cluding changing oil, replacing oil filters
and air cleaners, draining and flushing radi-
ators, and tightening body and chassis
clamps and bolts; inspects, disassembles, re-
pairs, and reassembles carburetors, fuel sys-
tems, corning systems, electrical systems,
transmission assemblies, and brake systems;

_ reconditions and assembles such units as
clutches, steering clutches, final drives,
crawler assemblies, hydraulic systems, and
track and stabilizer assemblies; uses hand

----tools;-test-eqtripmentrpowered-shop
and oxyacetylene and electrical welding
equipment. Skill Level 20: Able to perform
the duties required for Skill Level 10; pro-
Vides technical guidance to Skill Level 10
personnel. Skill Level 30: Ape to perform
the duties required for SId114Level 20; dia-
goses malfunctions and determines the level
of maintenance to be performed; establishes
work priorities; writes work orders and
makes assignments; instructs subordinate
personnel in inspection, maintenance, and
testing practices and procedures; applies
quality and production control procedures;
performs final inspection of repaired equip-
ment; supervises keeping of work records;
prepares reports of unit activites. Skill Level
40: Able to perform the duties required for
Skill Level 30; supervises engineer equip-
ment maintenance and repair activities of a
large unit, depot, or subordinate units; su-
pervises between 15 and 60 mechanics.
Recommendation, Skill Level 10

In the vocational certificate category, 6
semester hours in heavy equipment mechan-
ics,. 1 in basic welding, and 1 in use-and
care of tools, for a total of 8 semester
hours: In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 6 semester hours
in heavy equipment mechanics and 1 in
basic welding. In a heavy equipment me-
chanic or diesel mechanic apprentice train-
ing program, 500 clock hours of experience
and 315 contact hours of related instruction,
and additional clock hours of experience on
the basis of employer o trade association
performance ex mina[' (12/75).
Recommendatio 11 Level 20

In the vocati al certificate category, or
in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, the recommendation
is the same as that for Skill Level 10. In a
heavy equipment mechanic or diesel me-
chanic apprentice training program, 1,500
clock hours of experience and 315 contact
hours of related instruction, and additional
clock hours of experience on the basis of
employer or trade association...performance
examination (12/75).
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Recommendation, Skill Level 30
In the vocational certificate category, 15

semester hours in heavy equipment mechan-
ics, 3 in welding, 1 in use and care of tools,
and 1 in records administration, and addi-
tional credit in heavy equipment mechanics
on the basis of institutional evaluation, for a
minimum total of 20 semester hours. In the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate de-
gree category, 15 semester hours in heavy
equipment mechanics, 3 in welding, 2 in
personnel supervision, 1 in use and care of
tools, and 1 in records administration, and
additional credit in heavy equipment me-
chanics on the basis of institutional evalua-
tion,, for a minimum, total of 22 semester
hours. In the upper-division baccalaureate
category, credit in heavy equipment man-
agement on the basis of institutional evalua-
tion. In a heavy equipment mechanic or
diesel mechanic apprentice training pro-
gram, 6,000 clock hours of experience and
550 contact hours of related instruction, and
additional clock hours of experience on the
basis of employer or trade association per-
formance examination (12/75).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation is the same as that for
Skill Level 30. In the lower-division bacca-
laureate/associate degree category, 15 se-
mester hours in heavy equipment mechan-
ics, 3 in welding, 3 in personnel supervision,
1 in use and care of tools, and 1 in records
administration,_and additional credit in

medicsheavy equipment
institutional evaluation, for a minimum total
of 23 semester hours. In the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in
introduction to management and 3 for field
experience in managemegt, and additional
credit in heavy,equipmerk management on
the basis of institutional evaluation, for a
minimum total of 6 semester hours. Jour-
neyman status (defined as 8,000 clock hours
of experience and 576 contact hours of re-
lated instruction) as a heavy equipment me-
chanic or diesel mechanic on the basis of
employer or trade association performance
examination (12/75).

MOS-62C-001
ENGINEER MISSILE EQUIPMENT SPECIALIST

62C20
62C30
62C40 -

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-2/78. (Effective 3/78,
MOS 62C was discontinued and its func-
tions were incorporated into MOS 52C,
Utilities Equipment Repairer, and MO'S
62B, Construction Equipment Repairer.)
Career Management Field: 52 (Power Pro-
duction), subfield 521 (Electric Power Pro-
duction).
Description

Summary: Installs, maintains, and repairs
air compressors, gasoline engines, air condi-
tioning units, elevators, and power genera-
tion equipment. Skill Level 20: Installs,
maintains, and repairs portable generators,
air compressors, gasoline engines, air condi-
tioning units, and missile elevators; uses me-
chanical and electrical hand tools, and mea-
suring and testing devices; isolates, diag-
noses, and repairs equipment malfunctions.
Skill Level 30: Able to perform the duties
required for Skill Level 20; removes and
replaces faulty assemblies and subassemb-.
lies; determines type of maintenance re-
quired; fabricates metal parts; test-operates

new or repaired equipment; uses test equip-
ment' to trace' electrical and refrigeration
circuits; establishes-on-the-job training pro-

'. grams; may supervise up to 9 personnel.
Skill Level 40! Able to perform the duties
required for Skill Level 30; determines
workload and prepares schedules and in-
spection reports; performs Final inspection
and test-operations on repaired equipment;
supervises up to 18 persons.
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the vocatronal certificate category, 10
semester hours in air conditioning and re-
frigeration mechanics, 5 in basic electricity,
5 in electrical wiring, 5 in motor and gener-
ator repair, and 5 in diesel mechanics, for, a
total of 30 semester hours. In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree cat-
egory, 8 semester hours in air conditioning
and refrigeration repair, 3, in electrical
wiring and controls, 3 in applied electricity,
3 in power mechanics, and 3 in diesel me-
chanics, for a total of 20 semester hours.
Journeyman status as an industrial mainte-
nance electrician (defined as 8,000 clock
hours of experience and 576 contact hours
of related instruction), as a construction
electrician-residential (defined as 8,000
clock hourrtif experience and 576 contact
hours of related instruction), or as an elec-'
tric motor-and-tools repairman (defined as
6,000 clock hours of experience and 432
contact hours of related instruction) (6/76)..
Recommendation, Skill Level 30
__,In -the. ocational...certificate-category....12,-..

semester hours in air conditioning and re-
frigeration mechanics, 5 in basic electricity,
5 in electrical wiring, 5 in motor and gener-
ator repair, 5 in diesel mechanics, and 2 in
fabrication processes, for a total of 34 se-_
mester hours. In the lower-division bacca-
laureate/associate degree category, 9 semes-
ter hours in air conditioning and refrigera-
tion repair, 4 in applied electricity, 3 in
electrical wiring and controls, 3 in power
mechanics, 3 in diesel mechanics, and 2 in
human relations, and additional credit in
personnel supervision, on the basis of insti-
tutional evaluation, for a minimum total of
24 semester hours. Journeyman status as an
industrial maintenance electrician (defined
as 8,000 clock hours of experience and 576
contact hours of related instruction), as a
construction electrician-residential (defined
as 8,000 clock hours of experience and 576
contact hours of related instruction), or as
an electric motor-and-tools repairman (de-
fined as 6,000 clock hours of experience and
432 contact hours of related instruction) (6/
76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation is the same as that for
Skill Level 30. In the lowei-division bacca-
laureate/associate degree category, 9 semes-
ter hours in air conditioning and refrigera-
tion repair, 4 in applied electricity, -3 in
electrical wiring and controls, 3 in power
mechanics, 3 in diesel mechanics, 3 in
human relations, 3 in personnel supervision,
and 2 in introduction to management, fdr a
total of 30 semester hours. In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in industrial arts. Journeyman status
as an industrial maintenance electrician (de-
fined 'as 8,000 clock hours of experience and
576 contact hours of related instruction), as
a construction electrician-residential (de-
fined as 8,000 clock hours of experience and
576 contact hours of related instruction), or
as an electric motor-and-tools repairman
(defined as 6,000 clock hours of experience
and 432 contact hours of related instruc-
tion) (6/76).
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MOS-62D-001
ASPHALT. EQUIPMENT OPERATOR

62D20
62D40

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-2/78. (Effective 3/78,
MOS 62D was discontinued and its func-
tions were incorporated into MOS 62H,
Qoncrete and Asphalt Equipment Operator,
and MOS 62N, Construction Equipment Su-,,
pervisor.)
Career Management Field: I (General En-

.

gincering) subfield 514 (Construction Equip-
ment Operation).
Description

Summary: Operates self-powered ma-
chines and accessories used in asphalt heat-
ing and dedrumming equipment, asphalt
producing, and surfacing operations. Skill
Level 20: Operates soil mixing, aggregate
drying, asphalt distributing, and asphalt fin-
ishing machines to produce, lay, and finish
asphalt products and surfaces; sets equip-
ment controls for optimum efficiency; notes
and corrects or assists in correcting any
malfunctions or deficiencies in the operation
of equipment; cleans, lubricates, inspects,
and services paving machines. Skill Level
40: Able to perform the duties required for
Skill Level 20; supervises personnel en-
gaged in asphakproducing and paving op-
erations; supervises all phases of asphalt
production and surfacing operations; inter-
prets information contained in material 'gra-

----difficiriPerCentage charts; estimates work
loads and schedules personnel and equip-
ment for continuous asphalt producing and
surfacing operations; prepares operational
reports as to hours, tonnage, and yardage
output; keeps production and allied oper-
ations records.
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the vocational certificate category, 10
semester hours in asphalt paving machine
operation and technology, 10 in asphalt
plant operation and technology, 5 in con-
struction material processing and storage,
and 5 in basic construction equipment oper-
ation; for a total of 30 semester hours. In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in con-
struction materials processing and applica-
tion, I in functions of grades and grade
stakes, I in introduction to construction
equipment, I in grades and plans, and I in
paving equipment, for a minimum total of 7
semester hours, and additionalit on the
basis of institutional evahirtion up to a
maximum total of 30 semester hours (12/
75).

Recommendation, Skill Level 40
In the vocational certificate category, 10

semester hours in asphalt paving machine
operat on and technology, 10 in asphalt
plant peration and technology, S in con-
structi n material processing and storage, 5
in basi construction equipment operation,
and I n recordkeeping, for a total of 31
temeste 'hours. In the lower-division bacca-
laureate associate degree category, 3 semes-
ter hou in construction material process-
ing and application, 3 in construction man-
agement; 3 for field experience in manage-
ment, 2 in. personnel supervision, I 'in re-
cordkeeping, I in functions of grades and
grade stakes, 1 in introduction to construc-
tion equipment, I in grades and plans, and I
in paving equipment, for a minimum total
of 16 semester hours,,and additionaLcrediL..-
on the basis of institutional evaluation up to
a maximum total of 40 semester hours. In
the upper-division baccalaureate category, 3
semester hours of construction design and 2
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ij methods of construction, for a minimum
total of 5 semester hours, and additional
credit in management on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation up to a maximum total of
9 semester hours (12/75).

MOS-62E-001

CRAWLER TRACTOR OPERATOR

62E20

Exhibit Dates: 10/73- Present.

Career Management Field: 51 (General En-
gineering), subfield 514 (Construction
Equipment Operation).

Description
Operates crawler tractors and attach-

ments, including towed scrapers; performs
land-clearing, stripping, grubbing, earth-
moving, and demolition tasks; spreads earth
and rock fill; detects and identifies equip-
ment malfunctions and assists in repairs;
performs preventive maintenance such as
cleaning, inspecting, lubricating, and minor
adjustments and repairs.

Recommendation
In the vocational certificate category, 5

semester hours in heavy equipment oper-
ation and 5 in mechanical maintenance (12/
75).

MOS-62F-001

CRANE OPERATOR

62F20
62F30

Exhibit Dates: 10/73- Present.

Career Management Field: 51 (General En-
gineering), subfield 514 (Construction
Equipment Operation).

Description
Summary: Operates cranes and crane

shovels of stationary, crawler, and truck-
mounted types used to hoist and transport
heavy objects and to perform excavation.
Skill Level 20 Operates crane with hook
and block operated by single drum; receives
instructions from a supervisor on a s i is
work assignment; performs preoperatio in-
spection and servicing on crane and related
equipment; moves crane to and from work-
site; determines lift and rigging require-
ments; performs after-operation inspection
and maintenance. Skill Level 30: Able to
perform the duties required for Skill Level
20; operates and maintains crane shovel
with clamshell, dragline, shovel backhoe,
piledriver, and related attachments; con-
nects attachments and reaves cable.

Recommendation, Skill Level 20
In the vocational certificate category, 10

semester hours in single-drum crane oper-
ation (12/75).

Recommendation, Skill Level 30
In the vocational certificate categwy, 10

semester hours in single-drum crane oper-
ation, I in powertrains and undercarriages,
and I in rigging, for a total of 12 semester
hours. In the lower- division-baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 3 semester hours
in revolving shovel and crane equipment
and I in material hoisting and handling (12/
75).

MOS-62G-001
QUARRYMAN

62G20
62G30
62G40

Exhibit Dates: 10/73- Present.
Career Management Field: 51 (General En-
gineering), subfield. 514 (Construction
Equipment Operation).
Description

Summary: Operates electric, pneumatic,
and internal combustion powered machines
used .in drilling, crushing, grading, and
cleaning gravel and rock; detonates explo-
sives to blast rock in quarries and at con-
struction sites. Skill Level 20: Performs as a
quarry machine operator; determines screen
sizes and crusher settings to produce speci-
fication aggregate; identifies kind and qual-
ity of aggregate by simple field tests; notes,
and corrects or assists in correcting any ma-
chine malfunctions or deficiencies; performs
preventive maintenance. Skill Level 30:
Able to perform the duties required for
Skill Level 20; performs as powderman;
able to use explosives above ground, under-
ground, and underwater; determines hole
spacings and power charges; operates rock
drills. Skill Level 40: Able to perform the
duties required for Skill Level, 20 or 30;
supervises all phases of quarry operations.
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the vocational certificate category, 5
semester hours in crusher operation and 5
in aggregate sampling and field testing. In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 2 semester hours in crush-
ing, screening, and washing plants and I in
o2nstruction materials handling and storage

/75).

0

Recommendation, Skill Level 30
In the vocational certificate category, 5

semester hours in crusher operation, 5 in
aggregate sampling and field testing, and 2
in mining, for a total of 12 semester hours.
IF' the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 3 semester hours in
technical mathematics, 2 in crushing,
screening, and washing plants, I in con-
struction materials handling and storage, I
in mining and tunneling, and 1 in functions
of grade stakes, for a total of 8 semester
hours (12/75).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the vocational certificate category, 6
semester hours in field supervision, 5 in
crusher operation, 5 in aggregate sampling
and field testing, and 2 in mining; for a total
of 18 semester hours. In the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours in technical mathematics, 3
in field supervision, 2 in crushing, screening
and washing plants, I in recordkeeping, I in
construction materials handling and storage,
I in mining and tunneling, and I in func-
tion§ of grade stakes, for a total of 12 se-
mester hours. In the upper-division bacca-
laureate category, 3 semester hours in intro-
duction to management and 3 for field ex
perience in management (12/75).

MOS-62H-001
CONCRETE PAVING EQUIPMENT OPERATOR

62H201
62H40

Exhibit Dates: 10/73- Present.
Career Management Field: 51 (General En-



gineering); subfield 514 (Construction
Equipment Opitration).
Description

Summary: Operates self-powered ma-
chines used in concrete producing and
pav,ing operations. Skill Level 20: Sets up
concrete producing and. surfacing equip-
ment; operates concrete batching plant, and
mixing, spreading, and finishing inachines to

iproduce concrete by formula o specifica-
tions and to spread concrete desired
thickness; sets equipment controls for opti-
mum efficiency; notes equipment malfunc-
tions or deficiencies and repairs or assists in
the repair of equipment; performs equip-
ment maintenance services such as cleaning,
lubricating, inspecting, ' and minor adjust-.
ments. Skill Level 40: Able to perform the
duties required for Skill Level 20; super-
vises all phases of concrete producing and
paying oprations; supervises personnel and
assigns work; interprets and utilizes infor-
mation contained in material gradation
charts; prepares operational reports; in-
structs subordinate personnel.
Recommendathin, Skill Level 20 -

In the vocational certificate category, 10
semester hours in concrete paving machine
operation and technology, 10 in concrete
plant operation and technology, 5 in con-
struction material processing and storage,
and 5 in basic construction equipment oper-
ation, for a total of 30 semester' hours. In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in con-
struction material processing and applica-
tion, 1 in functions of grades and grade
stakes, 1 in introduction to construction
equipment; 1 in grades and plans, and 1 M
paving equipment, for a minimum total of 7
semester hours, and ,:additional credtitfion
the basis of institutional evaluation up to a
maximum total of 30 semester hours (12/
75).
RecoMmendation, Skill Level 40

In the vocational certificate cat y, 10 .

semester hours in concrete paVing ma me
operation and technology, 10 in concrete
plant operation and technology, 5 in con-
struction material processing and storage, 5
in basic construction equipment operation,
and 1 in recordkeeping, for a total of 31
semester hours. In the lower-division bacca-
laureate /associate degree category, 3 semes-
ter hours in construction material process-
ing and application, 3 in construction man-
agement, 3 for field experience in manage-
ment, 2 in personnel supervision , 1 in re-
cordkeeping, 1 in functions of grades and
gradestakes, 1 in introduction to construc-
tion equipment, I in grades and plans, and 1
in paving equipment, for a minimum total
of 16 semester hours, and additional credit
on the basis of institutional evaluation up to
a maximum total of 40 semester hours. Ili
the upper-division baccalaureate category, 3
semester hours of construction design and 2
in methods of construction, for a minimum

. total of 5 semester hours, and additional
credit in mangagement on the basis of insti-
tutional evaluation up to a maximum total
of 9 semester hours (12/75).

MOS-62J-001
GENERAL CONSTRUCTION MACHINE

OPERATOR

62J20
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gineering), subfield 514 (Construction
Equipment Operation).
Description .

Summary:, Operates a Variety of equip-
ment in support of construction projects,
including air compressors, drilling equip-
ment, pumps, soil processing equipment,
materials application equipment; possesses a - -
basic understanding of soils mechanics,
strength of materials, hydrology, mechan-
ics, concrete, and asphalt. Skill Level 20:
Performs as a utility equipment operator;
selects proper bits, power units, and attach-
ments for drills, air compressors, pumps,
and rotary equipment; ,notes and assists in
repairing equipment malfunctions; performs
preventive and operational maintenance and
inspects equipment. Skill Level 30: Able to
perform the duties required for Skill Level
20; serves as well driller, drilling water
wells and develciping existing dug wells;
possesses sufficient knowledge of geology,

'hydrology, and soils to make a finite analy-
sis of drill cores to determine whether the
strata being examined can produced the de-
sired amount of water; installs well casings;
prepares and analyzes electronic well logs;
performs preventive maintenance on elec-
tronic well-logging equipment; sets up well
screens and pumping equipment; grouts and
gravel-packs wells; analyzes terrain and,
geologic features to determine the best
probable location for a well; follows proper
safety procedures associated with drilling
operations; maintains records of drilling op-
erations and product output.

62J30
Exhibit Dates: 10/73-Present.
Career Management Field: 51 (General En-

Recommendation, Skill Level 20
In the vocational certificate category, 10

semester hours in construction equipment
operation and 10 in mechanical mainte-
nance. In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 5 semester hours
in construction equipment operation and 5
in mechanical maintenance (12/75).
Recommendation, Skill Level 30

In the vocational certificate category, 40
semester hours and certification as a well
drilling superintendent. In the lower-divi-
sion baccalaureate/associate degree catego-
ry, 5 semester hours in construction equip:
ment operation, 5 in mechanical mainte; .

nance, 3 in electricity and electronics, and 3
in geology and hydrology, for a total of 16
semester hours (12/75).

MOS-62K-001
GRADER OPERATOR

62K20
Exhibit Dates: 10/73-2/78. (Effective 3/78,
MOS 62K was discontinued and its func-
tions were incorporated into MOS 62E,
Heavy Construction Equipment Operator.)
Career Management Field: 51 (General En-
gineering), subfield 514 (Construction
Equipment Operation).
Description

Operates construction motor grader and
attachments under supervision; performs in-
spections and service on equipment; inter-
prets information on surveyors' grade
stakes; judges terrain and determines re-
quired action to alter variation to conform
-to construction design; spreads ar ades
aggregate-asphalt . and soil-asph, road

'mixes,
Recommendation

In the vocational certificate category, 10
semester hours in motor grader operation, 5
in machine maintenance, and 1 in grades

and grade stakes, for a total of 16 semester
hours. In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 3 semester hours
in material processing and application, 2 in
construction plans, 2 in power sources and
power systems, and in grades and grade
stakes, for a total of 8 wester hours (12/
75).

MOS-62L-001
WHEELED TRACTOR OPERATOR

62L20
Exhibit DatAnt,1 /73-2/78 (Effective 3/78,
MOS' 62L 'was dikontin ed and its func-
tions were incorporated into MOS 62E,
Heavy Construction Equi eat Operator.)
Career Management Field: 51*,( eneral En-
gineering), subfield 514 'AConstruction
Equipment Operation).
Description

Operates wheeled tractors, rubber-tired
dozers with attachments, self-propelled
scrapers, and heavy-duty quarry trucks; in-
terprets the information on grade stakes.
Recommendation-

In the vocational certificate category, 10
semester hoars in wheeled tractor operation
(2/75).

MOS-62M-001
ROUGH TERRAIN FORKLIFT AND LOADER

OPERATOR

62M20 A
Exhibit Dates: .10/73-2/78. (Effective 3/78,
MOS 62M was discontinued and its func-
tions were incorporated into MOS 62E,'
Heavy Construction Equipment Operator,
and MOS 62F, Lifting and Loading Equip-
ment Operator.)
Career Management Field: 51 (General En=
gineering), subfield 514 (Construction
EquipMent Operation).
Description

Operates rough-terrain forklifts:atnd scoop
loaders.
Recommendation

In the vocational certificate category, 10
semester'hours in forklift and scoop loader
operation (2/75).

MOS-62N-001
CONSTRUCTION MACHINE SUPERVISOR

62N40
62N50

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-Present.
Career Management Field: 51 (General En-
gineering), subfield 514 (Construction
Equipment Operation).
Description

Summary: Supervises construction ma-
chinery operations and operator ,and crew
maintenance of equipment. Skill Level 40
Performs "duties comparable to those of a
'Civilian assistant job superintendent on a
constfuction site; has technical skills, corn-..

petencies, and knowledge equivalent - to
those acquired throtiihan associate degree
program in operating engineer technology;
supervises employment of all kinds of con-
struction machinery in support of construc-
tion operations; orgapizes machinery oper-
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ations phases of construction projects; esti-
mates equipment and operator requirements
for specific jobs; coordinates construction,
machinery operations with related construc-
tion'work; obser es machine operations and
inspects finished products; enforces safety
rules; prepares r ports on personnel, ma-
chine operations, aining,. and work pro-
gress; evaluates s ordinates' work perfor-
mance. NOTE: May have progressed to
62N40 from 51G20 (Soils Analyst), 62E20
(Crawler Tractor Opei-ator), 62F30 (Crane
Opeiator), 62J30 (General Construction
Machine Operator), 62K20 (Grader Opera-
tor), 62L20 (Wheeled Tractor Operator), or
62M20 (Rough Terrain Forklift and Loader
Operator). Skill Level 50: Able to perform
the duties required for Skill Level 40; man-
ages more than 200 persons engaged in a
variety of construction equipment operation
activities; performs duties comparable to
those of a civilian construction superinten-
dent or operations manager; as the principal
noncommissioned officer in a construction
equipment company, assists in planning, co-
ordinating, and supervising all company ac-
tivities; advises superiors on personnel mat-
ters. NOTE: May have progressed to
62N50 from 62N40, 62D40 (Asphalt Equip-
ment Operator), 62G40 (Quarryman) or
62H40 (Concrete Paving Equipment Opera-
tor).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the 1°.'..v._.S.F.:PYN913.t_laCcS.4,14eate. 43so;,.-difedigYee tegory, 10 semester hours in
construction quipmeny 25 for field experi-
ence in constr non equipment operation, 3
in material proc "ng and application, 3 in
introduction to elec y, hydraulics, and
pneumatics, 1 in basic powertrains and un-
dercarriages, I in welding, rigging, soils,
and compaction, 1 in fuels, oils, and lubri-
cants, I in surveying (grades, grade stakes,
and planO, and I in records administration,
for a total of 46 semester hours. In the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 se-
mester hours in introduction to management
and 3 for field experience in management
(12/75). ,
Recommendation, Skill Level 50

In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, the r&ommendation
is the same as that for Skill Level 40. In the
upper-division baccalaureate/category, 6 se-
mester hours for field experience in man-
agement and 3 in introduction to manage-
ment, for a minimum total of 9 semester
hours, and additional credit inconstruction
management up to a maximum total of 30
semester hours (12/75)..

MOS-63B-001
WHEEL VEHICLE MECHANIC

63B20
63B40

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-8/75
Career Management Field: 63 (Mechanical.
Maintenance), subfield 633 (Automotive
Maintenance).
Description

Summary: Diagnoses malfunctions and re-
pairs internal-combustion engines,. accesso-
ries, powertrains, and chassis components of
wheel vehicles; adjusts operating mecha-
nisms such as valve tappets, carburetors,
governors, ignition system points, control
linkage, clutches,. and brakes; performs
tune-ups; operates wreckers. Skill Level 20.-
Replaces engine components such as fuel
pumps, generator4, regulators, brake shoes

and fittings, and winches; road tests vehi-
cles; prepares and keeps maintenance forms
and records. Skill Level 40: Able to perform
the duties required for Skill Level 20; is a
first -line, supervisor; establishes shop prac-
tices and procedures; plans and organizes
work schedules and the use of facilities and
equipment; instructs and supervises subordi-
nate personnel; applies production and qual-
ity control principles; requisitions parts,
tools, and supplies.
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the vocational certificate category 9r
in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, up .to 9 semester
hours may be granted on the basis of insti-
tutional evaluation (3 semester hours in
automotive mechanics,- 3 in diesel mechan-
ics, and 3 in truck mechanics). In an auto-
motive, diesel, or truck mechanic- appren-
tice training program, 400 clock hours of
experienCe and 70 contact hours of related'
instruction (3/75).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the vocational certificate category, 5
semester hours in automotive mechanics, 5
in diesel mechanics, 5 in truck" mechanics,
and 1 in shop practices and procedures, for
a total of 16 semesterhours. In the lowkr-
division baccalaureate/associate degree cat-
egory, 5 semester hours in automotive me-
chanics, 5 in diesel mechanics, 5 in truck
mechanics, and 3 in personnel supervision
and_trainitig._ and-additional-credit -.on -the-.
basis of institutional evaluation, for a mini-
mum total of 18 semester hours. In an auto-
motive, diesel, or truck mechanic appren-
tice training program, 6,000 clock hours of
experience and 140 contact hours of related
instruction. Journeyman status achieved
through employer or trade association per-
formance examination (3/75).

MOS-63B-002
WHEEL VEHICLE MECHANIC

63B10
63B20.
63B30

Exhibit Dates: 9/75-Present.
Career Management Field: 63 (Mechanical
Maintenance), subfield 633 (Machinery

,Maintenance).
Description

Summary: Diagnoses malfunctions and re-
pairs internal-combustion engines, accesso-
ries, powertrains, and chassis components of
wheel vehicles; adjusts operating mecha-
nisms such as valve tappets, carburetors,
governors, ignition system points, control
linkage, clutches, and 'brakes; performs
tune-ups; operates wreckers. Skill Level 10
Replaces engine components such as fuel
pumps, generators, starters, regulators, radi-
ators, universal joints, brake shoes, engine
mounts, and lines and fittings; adjusts oper-
ating mech'anisms; prepares maintenance
forms and records. Skill Level 20.. Able to
perform the duties required for Skill Level
10 and provides technical guidance to Skill
Level .10 personnel. Skill Level 30: Able to
perform the duties required for Skill Level
20; plans and organizes work schedules; as-
signs duties; performs operational and ad-
miniitrative duties; instructs and supervises
subordinate personnel in appropriate' prac-
tices and procedures; requisitions spaie
parts, tools, and supplies.
Recommendation, Skill Level Ili,

In the vocational certificate category, 9
semester hours in automotive, diesel, or

6

truck mechanics. In the lower-division bac-
calaureate/associate degree category, 9 se-
mester hours in automotive, diesel, or tnick
mechanics and additional credit on tile basis
of institutional evaluation. in an auto-
motive, diesel, or truck mechanic appren-
tice training program, 400 dock hours of
experience and 70 contact hours of related
instruction (12/75).
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the vocational )certificate category, 9
semester hours in automotive, diesel, or
truck mechanics. In the lower-division bac-
calaureate/associate degree category, 9 se-
mester hours in automotive, diesel, or truck
mechanics and additional credit on the basis
of institutional evaluation. In an auto-
motive, diesel, or truck mechanic appren-
tice training program, 1,500 clock hours. of
experience and 70 contact hours of related
instruction,, and additional clock hours of
experience on the basis of employer or
trade association performance examination
(12/75).
Recommendation, Skill Level 30

In the vocational certificate category, 9
semester hours in automotive, diesel, or
truck mechanics. 'In the lower-division bac-
calaureate/associate degree category, 9 se-
mester hours in automotive, diesel, or truck
mechanics, 2 in personnel supervision, and I
in records administration,, and additional
credit in automotive, diesel,_oL Jr1Ack., me,-_

-Chin163--an itie-bisisOr institutional evalua-
tion, for a minimum total of 12 semester
hours. In an automotive, diesel, or trick
mechanic apprentice training program,
2,000 clock hours of job experience and 70
contact hours of related instruction, and ad-
ditional clock hours of experience on the
basis of employer or trade association per-
formance examination (12/75).

MOS-63C-001

TRACK VEHICLE MECHANIC

63C20
63C40

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-8/75.
Career Management Field: 63 (Mechanical
Maintenance), subfield 633 (Machinery
Maintenance).
Description

Summary.- Diagnoses wheel and track ve-
hicles, using test equipment and sequential
tests; applies knowledge of internal combus-
tion engines and accessories, power trains,
and chassis components of track vehicles;
road tests vehicles; operates wreckers. Skill
Level 20: Performs preventive maintenance
and general servicing work, including tune-
ups, on both gasoline and diesel combustion
engines; keeps maintenance operating forms
and records. Skill Level 40: Able to perform
the duties required for Skill Level 20; is a
first-line supervisor, planning and organiz-
ing work schedules, shop practices, and the
use of facilities and equipment; instructs and
supervises subordinate personnel:. requisi-
tions parts, tools, and supplies.
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the vocational certificate. category, 3
semester hours in automotive mechanics, 3
in diesel mechanics, and 3 in industrial
truck mechanics, for a total of 9 semester
hours. In the lower-division baCcalaureate/
associate degree category, 3 semester hours
in automotive mechanics, 3 in diesel me-
chanics, and 3 in industrial truck mechanics,
for a maximum total of 9 semester hours, on



the basis of institutional evaluation. In an
automotive, diesel, or industrial truck me-
chanic apprentice training program, 1,000
clock hours of experience and 144 contact
hours of related instruction (3/75).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the vocational certificate category, 5
semester hours in automotive mechanics, 5
in diesel mechanics, and 5 in industrial
truck mechanics, for a total of 15 semester
hours. In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 5 semester hours
in automotive mechanics, 5 in diesel me-
chanics, 5 in industrial truck mechanics, 3
in personnel supervision, and 1 in records
administration, and additional credit on the
basis of institutional evaluation, for a mini-
mum total of 19 semester hours. In an auto-
motive, diesel, or industrial truck mechanic
apprentice training program, a minimum of
6,000 clock hours of experience and 214
contact hours of related instruction. Jour-
neyman status achieved through employer
or trade association performance examina-
tion (3/75).

MOS-63C-002
TRACK VEHICLE MECHANIC

63C10
63C20

63C40
Exhibit Dates: 9/75-Present.
Career Management Field: 63 (Mechanical
Maintenance), subfield 633 (Machinery
Maintenance).
Description

Summary: Applies kilfiwledge of operat-
ing principles of internal-combustion en-
gines, accessories, powertrains, and chassis
components to wheel and track vehicles.
Skill Level 10: Performs detailed jiiagnoses
of wheel and track vehicles; adjusts operat-
ing mechanisms such as vat* tappets, car-
buretors, governors, ignition system points,
linkage, clutchesand brakes; times magne-
tos, distributors, injectors, and pumps; re-

. places components such as fuel pumps,
starters, carburetors, generators, regulators,
universal joint- brake shoes, and drive
sprockets; road vehicles; prepares and
keeps maintenance records. Skill Level 20:
Able to perform the duties required for
Skill Level 10 and provides technical guid-
ance to Skill Level 10 personnel. Skill Level
30: Able to perform the duties required for
Skill Level 20; plans and organizes 'work
schedules and shop practices; assigns duties;
performs operational and administrative
duties; instructs and supervises subordinate
personnel in appropriate maintenance prac-
tices and procedures. Skill Level 40: Able to
perform the duties required for 63C30,
63B30 (Wheel Vehicle Mechanic), or 63F30
(Recovery Specialist); supervises mainte-
nance on track and wheel vehicles; super-
vises vehicle recovery operations and tire
and tube activities.
Recommendation, Skill Level 10

In the vocational certificate category; 6
Semester hours in automotive, diesel, or littlr
truck mechanics. In the lower-division bac-
calaureate/associate degree category, 6 se-
mester hours in automotive, diesel, or truck
mechanics and additional credit on the basis
of institutional evaluation. In an auto-
motive, diesel, or truck mechanic appren-
tice training program, 500 clock hours of
experience and 267 contact hours of related
instruction (12/75). -
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RecommendationwSkill Level 20
In the vocational certificate category, 9

semester hour's in automotive, diesel, or
truck mechanics. In the lower-division bac-
calaureate/associate degree category, a
minimum of 9 semester 'hours in auto-
motive, diesel, or truck mechanics and addi-
tional credit on tte izasis of institutional
evaluation. In an automotive, diesel, or
truck mechanic apprentice training pro-
gram, 1,500 clock hours of experience and
267 contact hours of related instruction and
additional clock hours of experience on the
basis of employer or trade association per-
formance examination (12/75).
Recommendation, Skill Level 30

In the vocational certificate category, 9
semester hours in automotive, truck, or
diesel mechanics. In the lower-division bac-
calaureate/associate degree category, 9 se-
mester,hours in automotive, truck, or diesel
mechanics, 2 in personnel supervision, and I -

in records administration, and additional
credit in an automotive, diesel, or truck me-
chanics program on the basis of institutional
evaluation, for a minimum total of 12 se-
mester houra. In, an automotive,, diesel, or
truck mechanic' apprentice training pro-
gram, 4,000 clock hours of experience and
267 contact hours of related instruction, and
additional clock hours of experienCe on the
basis of employer or trade association per-
formance examination (12/75).
Recommendation,-Skill-Leve1-40-- --

In the vocational certificate category, 15
semester hours in automotive, _diesel, or
truck mechanics. In the lower-division bac-
calaureate/associate degree category, 15 se-
mester hours in automotive, diesel, or truck
mechanics, 3 in personnel supervision, and I
in records administration, and additional
credit in automotive mechanics, diesel me-
chanics, and truck mechanics on the basis
of institutional evaluation, for a minimum
total of 19 semester hours. In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in introduction to management and 3
for field experience in management, only
the duty assignment was tire repair foreman
or recovery sergeant. In an automotive,
diesel, or truck mechanic apprentice train-
ing program, 6,000 clock hours of eXperi-
ence and 267 contact hours of related in-
struction (12/75).

MOS-63F-001

RECOVERY SPECIALIST

63F10
63F20
63F30

Exhibit Dates: 9/75-Present.
Career Management Field: 63 (Mechanical
Maintenance), subfield 633 (Machinery
Maintenance).
Description

Summary: Operates and performs opera-
tor' maintenance on all types of wreckers,
recovery vehicles, and associated equipment
and accessories. Skill Level 10: Performs re-
covery and evacuation operations for aban-
doned, damaged, disabled, or mired light or
heavy wheel or track vehicles; prepares re-
covery vehicle equipment for use; maneu-
vers recovery Vehicles, selecting the most
desirable positions for wreckers, trailers,
full tracked recovery vehicles or transport-
ers; uses winches, cranes, booms, jacks,
block and tackle gear; applies lines and rigs;
performs operator maintenance on recovery

vehicles. Skill. Level 20: Able to perform the
duties required for Skill Level 10; provides
technical guidance for Skip Level lb per-
sonnel. Skill Level 30: Able to perform the
duties required for Skill Level 20; plans,
organizes, and supervises recovery oper-
ations; assigns duties; conducts on-the-job
training; requisitions spare parts, tools, and
supplies; schedules and coordinates equip-
ment for periodic maintenance.
Recommendation, Skill Levels 10 and 20

In the vocational certificate category or
in the lower-divisiop baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 8 semester hours in
an automotive mechanics program. In a
rigger apprentice training program, 1,000
clock hours of experience (12/75).
Recommendation, Skill Level 30

In the vocational certificate category or
in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 8 semester hours in
an automotive mechanics program, 2 in per-
sonnel supervision, and 1 in records admin-
istration, and additional credit on the basis
of institutional evaluation, for a minimum
total of 11 semester hours. In a rigger ap-
prentice training program, 1,000 clock
hours of experience (12/75).

MOS-63G-1001

FUEL AND ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS
-REPAIRMAN-

63010
63020

Exhibit Dates: 9/75-Present.
Career Management Field: 63 (Mechanical
Maintenance), subfield 633 (Machinery
Maintenance).
Description

Summary: Removes, disassemble([, and re-
pairs fuel and electrical systems and compo-
nents. Skill Level 10 Diagnoses and per-
forms direct and general support mainte-
nance on fuel and electrical systems' of
Wheel and track vehicles and material han-
dling equipment; tests, adjusts, and repairs
fuel and electrical system components. Skill
Level 20: Able to perform the duties re-
quired for Skill Level 10 and provides tech-
nical guidance to lower grade personnel.
Recommendation, Skill Level 10

In the vocational certificate category,
semester hours in fuel and electrical sys-
tems. In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 9 semester hours
in fuel and electrical systems, and additional
credit on the basis of -institutional evalua-
tion. In an automotive, truck, heavy-duty
truck, or heavy-duty equipment mechanic'
apprentice training program, 500 clock
hours of experience and 400 contact hours
of related instruction, and additional clock,
hours of experience on the basis of employ-
er or trade association performance exami-
nation (12/75).
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the vocational certificate category, 9'
semester hours in fuel and electrical ayst.
tems. In 4he lower-division baccalaurelte/
associate degree category, 9 semester hours
in fuel and electrical systems, and additional
credit on the basis of institutional evalua-

r tion. In an automotive, truck, heavy-duty
' truck, or heavy-duty equipment mechanic

'apprentice training program, 1,500 clock
hours of experience and 400 contact hours
of related instruction, and additional clock
hours of experience on the basis of employ-
er or trade association performance exami-
nation (12/75).
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MOS-4311-002

AUTOMOTIVE REPAIRMAN

631110.

MOS-63H-001

AUTOMOTIVE REPAIRMAN

63H20
63H30
63H40

Exhibit Dates:`10/73-8/75. .

Career ement Field: 63 (Mechanical
Mai ce), suldield' 633 (Automotive
Maintenance).

Description
SaTmary: Disassembler,'reassembles, and

tests transmissions, engines, differentials,
brakes, and other automotive components.
Skill Level 20: Uses measuring and' hand
tools such as calipers, micrometerst'wrench-
es, and torches; ,under supervision, repairs,
adjusts, replaces, and overhauls engines,

63H2()
,p3H30

I 63H40
Elthibit Dates: 9/75-2/77.
Cal.eer Management Field: 63 (Mechanical
Maintenance), subJield 633 (Machinery
'Maintnance).
Description

Summary: Disassembles, reassembles, and
tests transmissions, engines, differentials,
brakes, and, other automotive components.
Skill Level 40: tnder supervision, repairs,
adjusts, replaces, and overhauls engines,
clutches, transmissions, differentials, steer-
ing 'assemblies, hydraulic cylinders, and
brakes; uses measuring and hand tools such
as ipers, micronieters, wrenches, and
to . Skill Level 20: Able to perform the
dut required for Skill Level 10 and pro-

''yid technical guidance to Skill Level 10
-Pe ; performs maintenance on engine,
powe y, , and chassis components of
wheel track vehicles and material-han-
dling = ment, excluding the propulsion
motor o electric material-handling equip-

. ment. Skill Level 30 Able to perform the
duties' required for Skill Level 20; super-
vises automotive maintenance and fuel and
electrical system repair operations; performs
complete technical inspectioh of fuel and-
electrical systems repairs and repair or
overhaul of engine powertrain and chassis
components; plans and organizes work
schedules; assigns duties; instructs subordi-

c, nate personnel in proper, maintenance prac-
tices, procedures, and techniques; applies
quality and production control procedures;
uses and keeps a file of technical publica-
tions; requisitions spare parts, tools, and
supplies. NOTE: May have progressed to
63H30 from 63H20 or 63G20 (Fuel and
Electrical Systems Repairman). Skill Level
40: Able to perforin the duties required for
Skill Level 30; supervises repair of auto-
motive and quartermaster equipment; super-
vises a minimum of, 20 subordinate person-
nel. NOTE: May have-progressed to 63H40
fro 63H30 of 63.130 ,(Quartermaster

ipment Repairman).
ecommendation, Skill Level 16
In the vocational certificate category, 9

semester hours in auto mechanics and 1 in
use and care of hand tools. In the lower-
division baccalaureate /associate degree cat-
egory, 9 semester hours-in auto mechanics
and additional credit in auto mechanics on
the basis of institutional evaluation. In an
automotive, truck, heavy -duty truck, or
equipment mechanic apprentice training
nrogrt, 500 clock holirs of experience and
400 contact hours of,telated.instructian (12/
75).

Recommendation, Skill Level 20
In the vocational certificate. category, 9

semester hours in auto mechanics and 1 in
use and care of hand tools. In 'the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate -degree cat-
egory, 9 semester hours, in auto mechanics;
and additional Credit in auto mechanics on
the basis of institutional evaluation. In an
automotive, truck, heavy-duty truck, or
equipment mechanic 'apprentice training
program, 1,500 clock hours-of' experience-
and 400 contact hours of related instruction
(12/75).

clutches, transmissions, differentials, steer-

brakes. Skill 'Level 30: Able' ,perform the
hag assemblies, hydraulic and d

duties required for Skill Lev 20; 'trouble:
shoots electrical and mechanical failures; re-
pairs,' overhauls, and installs, fuel systems
and electrical ,components; applies informa-
tion contained in technical and trade man-
uals; instructs and assists "Subordinate per,
sonnel. Skill .Bevel 40: Able to perform the
duties required for Skill LeVels 20 or 30-;
supervises a minimum of sixt,;stabordinates; s
plans and organize,s_work sc ules; writes
job tickets; preparesWI* ce forms and
records; requisitions p supplies, and
equipment; keeps a file of technical PubliCa-
tions; applies production and quality control
procedures and standards.

Recommendation, Skill Level 20
In the vocational certificate category, 9

semester hours in auto mechanics: In the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 9 semester hours in auto
mechanics and additional credit in auto me-
chanics on the basis of institutional evalua-
tion. In an automotive, truck, heavy-duty
truck, or equipment mechanic apprentice
training program, 1,000 clock hours of ex-
perience and 144 contact hours of related
instruction (2/75).

Recommendation, Skill Level 30
In the vocational certificate category, 15

semester hours in auto mechanics. In the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 15 semester hours in auto
mechanics and additional credit in auto me-
chanics on the basis of institutional evalua-
tion. In an automotive, truck, heavy-duty
truck, or equipment mechanic apprentice
training program, 6,000 clock 'hours of ex-
perience and 432 contact, hours of related
instruction. Journeyman status achieved
through employer or trade association per-
formance examination (2/75).

Recommendation, Skill Level 40
In the vocational certjficate category, 15

semester hours in auto mechanics and 3 in
shop practices and procedures. In the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 15 semester hours in auto
mechani 1 in records administration, and
2 in personnel supervisio9, for a total of 18
semester huts. In the upper-division bacca-
laureate category, credit in automotive
technology-on the basis cif institutional-evafr
uation. Journeyman ,status (defined as 8,000
clock hours, of experience and 576 contact
hours of :related instruction) as an auto-
motive, trek, heavy-duty truck, or equip-
rhent mechanic (2/75).

Recommendation, Skill Levell30
In the vocational certificate category, 15

semester hours in auto mechanics, 3 in, shop

practices and procedures, and 1 in use and
care of hand tools, for a total of 19 semester
hours. In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 15 semester
hours in auto mechanics, 2 in personnel su-
pervision, and 1 in records administration,
and additional credit in auto mechanics on
the basis of institutional evaluation, for a
minimum total of 18 semester hours. In the
upper-division baccalaureate category,
credit in management or administration on
the basis of institutional evaluation. In an
automotive, truck, heavy-duty truck, or
equipment mechanic apprentice training
program, 6,000 cllock hours of experience
and 432 contact Oars of related instruction
(12/75).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the vocational certificate category, 15
semester hours in auto Mechanics, 3 in shop
practices and procedures, and 1 in use and
care of hand tools, fora total of 19 semester
hours. In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 15 semester
hours in auto mechanics, 2 in personnel su-
pervision, and 1 in records administration,
and additional credit in auto mechanics on
the basis of institutional evaluation, for a
minimum total of 18 semester hours. In the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 se-
mester hours in introduction to management
and 3 for field experience in management,
and 'additional credit in management, ad- --
ministration, and automotive technology on
the basis of institutional evaluation, for a
minimum total of 6 semester hours. Jour-
neyman status (defined as' 8,000 clock hours
of experience and 576 contact hours of re-
lated instruction) as an automotive, truck,
heavy-duty truck, or equipment mechanic
(12/75).

140S-63H-003
AUTOMOTIVE REPAIRMAN

63H10
63H20
63H30
63H40

Exhibit Dates: 3/77-Present. Pending. evalu-
ation.

MOS-63J--001

QUARTERMASTER EQUIPMENT REPAIRMAN

63J10
63J20
63J3.0"

Exhibit Dates: 9/75 -2/77.
Career Management Field: 63` (Mechanical
Maintenance), sub:field 633 (Machinery
. Maintenance).
Description

Summary: Supervises or performs mainte-
nance on quartermaster machinery and spe-
cial purpose equipment. Skill Level 10.. Dis-
assembles, repairs, reassembles, adjusts, and
tests various types of quartermaster machin-
ery and equipment such as sewing ma-
chines, stoves, gasoline lanterns, laundry'
units, bath units, bakery units, and special
purpose equipmenA performs maintenance
on electrical circuits contained in this ma-
chinery and equipment; uses supply and
technical literature, regulations, and menu:-
facturets' catalogs in performing mainte-
nance and making repairs. Skill Zell 20:



Able to perform the duties required for
Skill Level 10 and provides technicalassis-,
tance to Skill Level 10 personnel. Skill
Level 30: Able to perform the duties re-
quired for Skill Level 20; assigns, Schedules,
and supervises personnel engaged in install:
ing, repairing, and maintaining quartermas-

° ter machinery and equipment; ',performs
technical inspections.
Recommendation, Skill Level 10

In the vocational certificate category, 1.
semester hon use and care of hand tools,
1, in basic electricity, 1 in use of testing
equipment, \and 1 in small applitince repair,
for, a total of 4 semester ours. In the
lower-divisicfn baccalaiir eate/associate
degree category, 2 semester hours in small
appliance repair. In a sewing machine re-
paint-I-an apprenti4e training program, 100
clock hours of experience (12/75).
Recommendation, Skill Level 2Q
.In the vocational certificate category or

in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, the recommendation

is the same as that for Skill Level 10. In a
sewing machine repairman apprentice train-
ing program; 200 clock hour§ of experience
(12/75).
Recommendation, Skill Level 34) v

In the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation is, the same as °that for.
Skill Level 10. In the lower-division bacca-
laureate/associate.degree category, 2 semes-
ter ours in small appliance repair and 3 for

ci experience in personnel management.
a sewing machine repairman apprentice
ning'program, 300 clock hours of expe-

rt ce (12/75).

MOS -¢3J -002

QUARTERMASTER EQUIPM>REPAIRMAN
63J10
6420.
63J30

txhibit Dates: 3777-Present. 'ending evalu-
ation.
4

MOS-63t-oor.
MECHANICAL MAINTENANCE SUPERVISOR

63Z50
Exhibit, Dates: 9/75-Present.
Career Management Field: 63 (Mechanical
Maintenance), subfield 633 Machinery ,
Maintenane).. o

Description .
.

, Supervises organizational,, direct, and
general siat5POrt maintenance on all types of
meclutnical equipment; ,assists in malcihg
plahs and establishing policies and proce-
dures for maintenance Units; plans facilities
and workflo(v- assigns duties; instructs in
maintenance work techniques; evaluates
perforMance of lower grade .personnel; in-
terprets company policy And standard oper-
ating procedures; .'assists in accomplishing
unit training. NOTE: May' have progressed '.

) to 63Z50 from Skill Level 40 of any 'MOS
in--the mechanical maintenance carer man-

--agement-field (62). ' '
Recommendation

In the vocational certificate category, 3.1
semester hours in Personnel supervision, 3'
in records administration, and 3 in 'leader-
ship, for a, total ofoPsemester hours. .In the
lower-division t*accalaureate/associate
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degree category, 1 semester hours in per-
sonnel supervision, 3 in records administra-
tion, 3 in leadership, anc13 for field expert-
ince in management, and additional credit
on the basis of institutional evaluation, for a
minimum total of 12 semester hours. In the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 se-
mester hoUrs in introduction to management'
and for field experience in Jnanagement,
and ifdditional credit on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation, for it mitruniim total of 9
semester hours (12/75).

MOS-64C-001

MtITOR TRANSPORT OPERATOR

64C20
64C30

' 64C40!
64C50

Exhibi,t_Dates: 10/73-2/76.

Career Management Field: 65 (Transporta--
tion), subjield 652 (Motor Transport).

Description
Summary: Operates wheel vehicles to

transport personnel and cargo. Skill (lye!
10: Operates single-unit wheel vetiiclesfikith
a capacity of five tons or less in all condi-
tions of light, weather, and terrain; knows
safety rules and practices; insures proper
loading of vehicle; performs simple vehicu-
lar maintenance; keeps records of operation
and performance; may serve as chauffeur or
dispatcher. Skill Level 40).. Able to perform
the duties required for 'Skill Level 20; oper-
ates vehicles with a capacity of over five
tons such as tractor-trailers and tank trucks. '1'
Skill Level.,40: Able to perform the duties'
required for Skill Level 20 or-30;-supervises
motor pool activities; schedules, routes, and
controls movements of motor transport
equipment. Skill Levee 50.' Able to perform
the duties required for Ocill Level 40; eval-
uates motor transport, operations; assists in
planning,' coordinating, Wand supervising all
supporting acti* ie6:- prepares studies, rou-
tine and special.' rts, and . records on
motor transport o ratiEms; supervises per-
sonnel and techniCal operations.v

`Recomme don, Skill Level 20,
In., the votl7nal, certificate category, 3

semester hoffs n intitor vehicle oPeration
(single -unit truck) (2475).

Recommendation, Skill Level_30
In the vocational:certificate category, 4

semester hours in motor vehicle operation
(tractor-trailer) .(2/75);

1Recommendation, Skill Level 40 ".
In the vocational certificate category, 6

semester, hours in motor vehicle operation
(all wail vehicles).. In the lower- division`
baccalaureate /associate degree category, 6
semester hours in motor tranaportation
.(management) and 3 in motor Maintenance,
(management) (2/75).

Recommendation, Skill Level 50
In the vocational certificate category, 9

semester hours in motor vehicle operation-
(all road vehicles).° In 'the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category', 9
semester hours in motor transportation
(management), .;6 in motor maintenance.
(management), and 6,for field experience in
education (drivet training), for a total Of 21
semester hours (205).

MOS-64C402 -

MCYTOR'TRANSPORT OPERATOR

64C1 f
0

64C30
64C40

Exhibit Dates: 3 /76- Present
Career Management Field: 64 (Transporta-
tion), subjleld 641 (Surface. Operations). ,
Description

Summary' Operates wheel vehicles to
transport personnel. and. cargo. Skill Level
10: Operates single-unit wheel vehicles with
a capacity of five tons' or less in all condi-
tions of light, weather, and terrain; knows
safety rules and practices; insures proper
loading of vehicle; performs simple vehicu-
lar maintenance; keeps records of operation
and performance; may serve as chauffeur
dispatcher; depending on the type of
which assigned, may also perform t same
duties fol tractors, semitrailers, tai trans-
porters, and other vehicles wih a capacity
of more than five tons. Skill Level 20 Per-
fortis the duties required for Skill Level 10
and provides technical guidNce to Skill'
Level 4!0 personnel. Skill Level 30. Able to
perform the duties required for Skill Level
20; supervises small motor transport activ-
ity. pai-ticipates in convoy operations and'
digarit?,ittion, including planning, the estab-
lishment of control measures, and the obser-
vance of civil laws and pertinent military
regulations; reviews and prepares oper-
ations reports; determinq4the number of ve-
hicles required for a given operation; sched..
ules route and controls movements of
motor transport equipment; may perform or
direct driver Testing functions. Skill Level
40: Performs the duties required for Skill'
Level 30 in the supervision of a large motor
transpoit active i
Recommen on, Skill Leve1410

In the vocational certificate category, 3
semester hours in motor vehicle opeiration
(single-unit truck) and,. if the dutyoftssign,-
resent was heavy'vehicle driver (tractor - trailer).
3 additional semester hours in motor vehi-
cle operation (5/16).
Recommendition; Skill Level 20

In the vocational certificate category, 4
semester hours in motor vehicle operation
(single-unit truck) and, if the duty assign-
ment was heavy'vqhicle driver,(tractor-trailer),
4 additional semester hours in motor vehi-
cle operation (5/76).
RecommendatiOn, Skill Level 34)

In the vocational, certificate catemy, 4
semester, hours in motor vehicle opellition
(single-unit truck) and, if the duty assign-
ment was heavy vehicle driver (tractor-trailer). v
4 additional semester hours ip motor vehi- '
cle operation. In the lower-division bacca-
laureate/associate degree category, 6 semes-

..ter hours in motor transportation manage-
inent and 3 in motor maintenance manage-
ment, for a minimum total of 9 semester
hours, and if the duty assignment was driver
test sergeant, 3 semester hours for an intern-
ship in ,education (driver training), for a
maximum total of 12 semester -hours (5/76).o.
Recomthendation, Skill Level 40

'In -the vocational certificate category, ae
semester hours in Jnotor vehicle operation
(all road vehicles). In the lower-division
baccalaureate/assqpiate degree category, 6
semester-. hours in di or transportation
management, -3 in mot" maintenance man-
agement, 3' in personnel supervision,' 3' inn
human relations, and 3 for field eRperience
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in management, for a minimum total of 18
semester hours, and if the duty assignment
*las driver test sergeant. 3 semester hours for
an internship in education (driver training),
for a maximum total of 21 semester hours
(5/76). -

mos-64z-.601
TRANSPORTATION SENIOR SERGEANT

64Z50
Exhibit Dates: 3/76-Present.
Career Management Field: 64 (Transporta-
tion), subfield 641 (Surface Operations).

. ..Dericription
Supervises. operation and control of

movement of personnel and cargo by air,
rail, ,motor transport, and water; prepares
tactical plans and training material; evalu-
ates transportation operations;, assists in
planning, coordinating, and supervising all
suppertmg activities; prepares studies, rou-
tine and special reports, and records on
transportation operations; supervises persona
nel and technical operations. NOTE: The
job description for 64Z50 reflects recent
changes and indicates proficiency in MOS
71N40 (Traffic Management Coordinator)-
64C40 (Motor Transport Operator), and
57H40 (Terminal Operations Coordinator).
However, personnel currently (May 19761\
holding MOS 64250 may not possess exper-
tise in all these MOS's. With the additional
experience and training that is planned, per-
sonnel shouldbe fully qualified in the near
future,
Recommendation

In the vocational certificate category, 9
semester hours in transportation operations.
In the lower-division baccalvireate/asso-
ciate degree category, 9 semester hours in
transportation operations, 3 in records ad-
ministration, and 3 in report Writing, for a
total of 15 semester hours. In the upper -
division baccalaureate category, 6 semester
hours for field experience in management, 3
in introduction to management, and 3 for
field experience in education, for a total of
12 semester hours (5/76).

MOS-658-001

LOCOMOTIVE REPAIRMAN

651310
65B2B
65830
65E140

Exhibit Dates: 3/76-Present.
° °Career Management Field: 64 (Transporta-

tion), subfield 643 (Railway Operations).
Description

Summary: Supervises or enforces mainte-
nance on nonelectric sections of locomo-
tives. Skill Level 10: Inspects Idcomotives to
diagnose malfunctions; dismantles, inspects,
overhauls, iind repairs broken, worn, or
malfunctioning parts; accompanies locomo-
tive operator on test runs and observes
functions of locomotives; cleans and lubri-
cates components-as required; performs
technical. inspections on locomotives and
auxiliary equipment to insure proper main-
tenance has been performed; interprets
technical drawings and sketches. Skill. Level
20: Perform's the duties ,required for Skill
Level 10 and provides technical guidance
to Skill Level 10 personnel. Skill. Level 30:

.

EXHIBITS
Able to perform the duties required for
Skill Level 20; performs initial and final
inspections on locomotives scheduled for
maintenance; supervises and instructs re-
pairinen in methods and techniques of re-
pairs; enforces safety practices; prepares °
technical reports on locomotives and esti-
mates personnel, supplies, parts, and equip-
ment' necessary to restore locomotives,
tanks, and clink cars to efficient operating
condition; plans, organizes, and Coordinates
work activity of subordinates engaged in
maintaining, inspecting, and repairing loco-
motives and auxiliary equipment. Skill Level
40: Able to perform duties of` 651130 or
65F39 (LoComotive Electrician);. suPervises
or controls repairs of mechanical and elec-
trical portions of locomotives.
Recommendation, Skill Level 10

In the vocational certificate category, 6
semester hours in locomotive maintenance
(5/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the vocational certificate category, 8
semester hours in locomotive maintenance
(5/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 30

In the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation is the same as that for
Skill Level 20. In the lower-division bacca-
laureate/associate degree category, 9 semes-
ter hours in management and supervision of
loComotive maintenance (5/70).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation is the same as that for
Skill Level 20. In the lower-division bacca-
laureate/associate degree category, 9 semes-
ter houp in management and supervision- of
locomotive maintenance, 3 in personnel su-
pervision, and 3 in industrial. management,
for a total of 15,sernester hours (5/76).

MOS-65D-001

RAILWAY CAR REPAIRMAN

65D10
65D20
65D30
65D40 -

Exhibit Dates: 3/76-Present.
Career Management Field: 64 (Transporta-
tion), subfield 643 (Railway Operations).
Description

Summary: Supervises or performs mainte-
nance' on railway passenger, freight, and
hosPital cars. Skill Level 10: Dismantles and
reassembles major components and auxiliary
equipment; examineS wheels, axles, journals,
journal bearings, and draft gar for struc-
tural and safety defects; inspects cars, for
defects- which interfere with proper loading
and makes necessary repairs; repairs hand-
brake mechanisms, gear ratchets, linkage,
center sills, and body bolsters; straightens
bent sections of bbdies; paints and -stencils
railway cars; performs technical inspection
of railway cars to insure proper mainte-
nance; interprets technical bleeprints and
sketches; assistrin.salvage anti rehabilitation
of cars. Skill Level 20: Perforins the duties
required for Skill 'Level, f0 and provides
technicaliguidance to Skill 'Letel 10 person-
pel; inspects railway cars pfior and subse-
quent to maintenance. Skill Level 30: Able
to perform the duties required for 65D20 or
65E20 (Airbrake Repairman); plans, orga-
nizes, coordinates aid supervises work ac-
tivity of a railway car section teaml in-

structs repairmen in proper maintenance
techniques and safety procedures; calculates
personnel and material requirements for
specific repair work; maintains records and
prepares detailed technical reports. Skill
Level 40: Able to perform the duties- re-
quired for Skill Level 30; supervises a large
repair facility (normally, a minimum of 39
lower skill level personnel) involved in re-
pairing railway cars and airbrake systems of
locomotives and cars.
Recommendation, Skill Level 10

In the vocational certificate category, 6
semester hors in practices and procedures
of railroad Or rephir (5/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation- is the same as that for
Skill Level 10. In the lower-division bacca-
laureate/associate degree category, I semes-
ter hour in persongel supervision (5/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 30

In the vocatignal certificate category, the
recommendatioal is the same as that for
Skill Level 10. In the lower-division bacca-
laureate/associate degree categorty, 3 se-
mester hours in human relations, 3 in per-
sonnel supervision, and 1 in technical writ-
ing, for a total of 7 semester hours (5/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In thervoCational certificate category, the
recommendation is the sane as that for
Skill Level 10. In the lower-division bacca-
laureate/associate degree category, 3 semes-
ter hours in hutrian relations, 3 in personnel
supervision, 3 fbr field experience in man-
agement, and 1 in technical writing, for a
total of 10 semester hours (5/76).

MOS-65E-001
AIRBRAKE REPAIRMAN

65E10
65E20

Exhibit Dates: 3/76-Present.
Career Management Field: 64 rta-
tion), subfield 643 (Railway Operat
Description'

Summary: Inspects, services, d repairs
airbrake systems of 16comotives and cars.
Skill Level 10: Inspects airbrake components
and system for defects; dismantles, cleans,
and lubricates components; removes and re-
places defective parts; tests and adjusts
components for maximum efficiency of air-
brake system; makes appropriate entries in
parts and log books; prepares Written re-
ports. Skill Level 20: Able to perform the
duties required for Skill Level 10; provides
technical guidance to lower skill level per-
sonnel.
Recommendatinn, Skill Level 10

In the vocational certificate category, 6
semester hours in inspecting; servicing, and
repairing airbrake systems (5/7,6).
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the vocational certificate categor 8
semester hours in inspecting, servicing,' d

g airbrake systems (5/76).

MOS-65F-001
LOCOMOTIVE ELECTRICIAN

65F10
65F20
65F30

Exhibit Dates: 3/76-Present.



Career Management Field: 64 (Trarisporta-
tion), subfield 643 (Railway Operations).
Descriptioti

Summary: Supervises or performs repairs
on electrical portions of diesel-electric sys-
tems of diesel electric locomotives. Skill
Level la Inspects, dismounts, dismantles,
cleans, repairs, and replaces defective com-
ponents of electrical systems of diesel-elec-
tric locomotives, including generators, trac-
tion motors, auxiliary motors, reversers,
contactors, relays, and regulators; load-tests
repaired electrical components; restores
commutator surfaces, renandi armatures,
and repairs armature bearings; calibrates
electric .measuring instruments; reads sche-
matic wiring diagrams. Skill Level. 20: Per-
forms the duties required for Skill Level 10
and Provides technical guidance to- Skill
Level 10 personnel. Skill Level 30: Able to
perform the duties required for Skill Level
20; supervises medium-sized activity in-
volved in repairing electrical portions of
electrical systems of diesel-electric locomo-
tives; interprets complex wiring diagrams;
prepares shop layouts; 'develops .plans 'fOr
utilization of personnel, materials, and
equipment; conducts on-the-job training;
requisitions tools, parts, and supplies.
Recommendation, Skill Level 10

In the vocational certificate category, 6
semester hours in repair of electrical sys-
tems (5/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the vocational certificate category, 8
semester hours in repair of electrical sys-
tems (5/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 30

In the vocational certificate category, 8
semester hours in repair of electrical sys-
tems. In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 3 semester hours
in personnel supervision, 3 in shop manage-
ment,. and 3 in human relations, for a total
of 9 Semester hours (5/76).

MOS-65G-001

RAILWAY SECTION REPAIRMAN

65610
65G20
65G30
65G40

Exhibit Dates: 3/76-Present.
Career Management Field: 64 (Transporta-
tion), subfield 643 (Railway Operations).
Description

Summary: Performs and/or supervises'
mainteuance,"repair and clean-up of railway
tracks, roadbeds, switches, and other rail-
way factlitigS. Skill Level 10: Performs in-.
spec 'on,` repair, 'clean-up, and maintenance
of ra ay right-of-way and adjoining struc-
tures including switches, signals, degree of
elevation, (rack curvature, and tie spacing;
controls the issuing of repair and mainte-

' nante equipment. Skill Level 4p: Able to
perform the duties required for Skill Level
10; determines need for repair and construc-
tio r equipment and arranges for movement
to j

an
site; conducts on-the-job training in

min repairs, emphasizing safety to both
trained and work repair crews; supervises
limited size maintenance, repair, and clean-
up crews. Skill Level 30: Able to perform
the duties reqbired for Skill Level 20; su-
pervises medium-sized Crews (normally 29-
38 subordinate personnel or 2 section
gangs); adjusts work assignments to best re-
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flect capabilities of subordinate personnel;
prepares reports relating to the mainte-
nance, repair, and clean-up of railway right-
of-way. facilities. Skill Level 40: Able to per-
form the duties required for Skill Level 30;
supervises the maintenance, repair, and
clean-up activities of a large-scale railway
facility,, normally consisting of more than
39 subordinate personnel. .

Recommendation, Skill Level 10
In the vocational certificate category, 5

semester hours in railroad operations (5/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the vocational certificate category, 7
semester hours in railroad operations (5/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 30

In the vocational certificate category, 7
semester hours in railroad operations. In the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in human
relations, 3 in personnel supervision, and 3
for field expenence in management, for a
total of 9 semester hours (5/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the vocational certificate category, 7
semester hours in railroad operations. In the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in human
relations, 3 in personnel supervision, and 6
for field expenence in management, for a
total of 12 semester hours.(5 /76).

LOCOMOTIVE OPERATOR

65H10 ,

65H20
65H30
65H40

Exhildt Dates: 3/76-Pre,..mt.
Career Managemel pYeld: 64 (Transporta-
tion), subfield 643 ( all-way Operations).
Description

Summary: Operates steam, electric, and
diesel-electric locomotives and i related
equipment. Skill Level 10: Operates steam,
electric, and diesel-electric locomotives an
related equipment; fires and sustains steam
pressure 'by either hand or stoker firing of
coal-burning locomotives; and assists in per-
forming the duties required for Skill Level
20 Skill Level 20: Able to perform the
duties required for Skill Level 10; interprets
specific operating instructions; efficiently
operates Ipcomotives and trains, observing
appropriate gauges and meters; lubricates
moving parts of locomotive; interprets and
executes operating instructions; inspects
equipment for proper operatft condition;
interprets train orders; compiles perfor-
mance and delay repbrts for each trip; .sub-
mits locomotive inspection reports, noting
needed corrective action for defects. Skill
Level 30: Able to perform the duties re-
quired for Skill Level 20; reviews operation-
and inspection reports; investigates schedule
delays, accidents, and unusual operating in-
cidents and recommends corrective action;
assigns specific duties to locomotive opera-
tors and/other crewmen, and monitors per-
fikmance of these persbnnel; provides on-
the-job training; enforces safety procedures;
coordinates maintenance of locomotives;
prepares technical, personnel, and adminis-
trative reports. Skill Level a Able to per-
form the duties required for Skill Level 30;
supervises operation of steam, electric, and
diesel-electric locomotives and related
equipment.

Recommendation, Skill Levels 10 and 20
In the vocational certificate category, 3

semester hours in steam, electric, and diesel-
electric mechanics, 3 in operation and main-
tenance of locomotive engines, and 3 in
railway .safety, for a total of 9 semester
hours (5/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 30

In the vocational certificate category, 9
semester hours in operation and mainte-
nance of locomotive engines, '3 in steam,
electric, and diesel mechanics, and 3 in'rail-
way safety, for a total of 15 semester hours.
In the ower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 3 semester hours in
human relations, 3 in personnel supervision,
3 in report writing, and I in safety, for a
total of 10 semester hours (5/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40 -

. In the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation is the same as that for
Skill Level 30.4n the lower-division bacca-
laureate associate degree category, 3 semes-
ter hours in human relations, 3 in personnel
supervision, 3 for field experience in man-
agement, 3 in report writing, and 1 in
safety, for a total of, 13 semester hours (5/
76).

MOS-65J-001
TRAINMAN

65J10
65J20

W40
Exhibit DAtes: 1 /73-2/76.
Career Manag ent Field: 65 (Transporta-
tion), subfield 4 (Railway).
Description

Summary: Serves as yardmaster, conduc-
tor, or brakeman in the make-up and move-
ment of railway cars and trains. Skill Level
10: Assists in disassembly, cleaning, and
reassembly of major components of loco-
motives and cars; moves tools and supplies
to and from worksites; positions and braces
heavy material or parts for repairmen; lubri-
cates locclmotives and cars; services storage
batteries. Skill Level 20: Performs as brake-
man in car coupling and uncoupling oper-

'ations; lubricates cars and insures that they
are properly loaded, braced, and lashed;
prepares reports, lists, and records of yard
and road railway smsrations. Skill Level 40
Able to perform the duties required for
Skill Level 20; supervises brakemftoper-

-ations and serves as conductor and l'ard-
master in the movement and makeup of rail-
way cars, and trains; receivcs and prepares
required train orders,. forrns, and records,
conducts on-the-job training- of subordi-
nates.
Recommends on,nti Trill Level 10

Credit on the basis; of institutional evaluk
tion. NOTE: Skill Level 10 was not evalu-
ated during the time pen* of this exhibit,
because it was added to MOS 65J in 3/75, if
one month after Skill Levels 20 and 40
were evaluated.
Recommendation, Skill Livel 20

In the vocational certificate category, 7
semester hours in railroad operation (brake-
man) (2/75).

ommendation, $1r111 Level 40
In the vocational 'certificate category, 13

semester hours in railroad operation (con-
ductor and yardmaster). In the lower-divi-
sion baccalaureate/associate degree catego-

6 semester hours in management (2/75).
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MOS-65J-002 MOS-65K-001

TRAINMAN

65J10
65J20
65J30
65J40

Exhibit Dates: 3/76-Pr Tient.

Career Management Field: 64 (transporta-
tion), subfield 643 (Railway Operations).

Description
Summary: Serves as yardmaster,- conduc-

tor, or brakeman in the make-up and move-
ment of railway cars and trains. Skill Level
/a. Performs as a brakeman; receives orders
for switching and performs car coupling
and uneoupling operations; applies safety
rules; gives and interprets railway signals
for train control and operation; places pla-.
carded can in trains and insures that cars
are properly loaded and lashed for safe han-
dling; prepares and interprets train orders;
prepares reports and forms for yard and
railway operations; inspects rolling stock to
determine operating condition. Skill Level
20 Able to perfOrm the duties required for
Skill Level 10; serves as a conductor; super-
vises the operation of a railroad train and
coordinates train movements; reviews and
interprets train orders and time tables; in-
structs and supervises enginemen and brake-
men in connecting and disconnecting trains
and cars and switching cars to sidings or
spurs. Skill Level 30: Able to perform the
duties required for Skill Level 20; serves as
an assistant yardmaster; supervises and
trains personnel in railway yard operation,
including the handling, classification, and
switching of trains and cars; maintains_
record of daily movement of railway cars;
assures adherence to railway safety proce-
dures; reviews, consolidates, and prepares
technical, personnel, and administrative re-
ports covering railway yardjctivities. Skill
Level 40: Supervises railway yard oper-
ations by performing the duties required for
Skill Level_ 30 at a higher level, normally
supervising two Skill Level 30 yardmasters.

Recommendation, Skill Level 10
In the vocational certificate category, 7

semester hours in the make-up and move-
ment of railway cars and trains (5/76).

Recommendation, Skill Level 20
In the vocational certificate category, 10

semester .hours in the -make-up and move-
ment of railway. cars and trains. In the
lower- division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 1 semester hour in person-
nel supervision (5/76).

Recommendation, Skill Level 30
In the vocational certificate category, 13

semester hours in the make-up and move-
ment' of railway cars and trains. In the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in per-
sonnel supervision and 3 in human relations
(5/76).

Recommendation, Skill Level 40
In the vocational certificate category, 13

semester hours in the make-up and move-
ment of railway cars and trains. In the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in per-
sonnel 'supervision, 3 in human relations,
and 6 for field experience in management,
for a total of 12 semester hours (5/76).

RAILWAY MOVEMENT COORDINATOR

65K10
65K20
65K30
'65K40

Exhibit Dates: 3/76-Present.
Career Managemebt Field: 64 (Transporta-
tion), subfield 643 (Railway Operations).
Description

Summary: Supervises train dispatching or
operates railway stations, railway signals
and switches, and assists in control and co-
ordination of train movements. Skill Level
10: Accounts for car and train movements
by compiling records reflecting locations of
all rolling stock; keeps records of arriving
and d tng trains; computes operational
and steal reports on traffic volume, de-
murrage, expediting, and train movements;
requisitions cars, supery loading, com-
piles and checks bills of lading (waybills)
and seals cars; receives requisitions for
empty cars and directs movement to load-
ing areas; establishes liaison with other op-
erating personnel and civilian carrier oper-
ating personnel to insure safe anti prompt

, handling of freight. Skill Level 20: Performs
the duties required for Skill Level 10 and
provides guidance to Skill Level 10 person-
nel. Skill Level 30: Able to perform the
duties required for Skill Level 20., super-
vises receipt and transmission of messages
relating to train movements; reviews transit
time; coordinates and arranges for train
crews; establishes close liaison with repre-
sentatives of civilian and military ragr6ads;
supervises on-the-job training. Skill Level
40: Able to perform the duties required for
Skill Level 30- provides staff supervision to

_ lower-grade-persiminel idrailway -operating
activities.
Recommendation, Skill Level 10

In the lower- division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, I semester hour in
traffic and transportation or in physical dis-
tribution management (5/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 2 semester hours in
traffic and transportation or in physical dis-
tribution management (5/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 30

In the lower-division -baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 6 semester hours in
traffic and transportation or in .physical dis-
tribution management and . I in personnel
supervision (5/76).
Recommendation, Skill. Level 40

In the lower-division baccalaureate/assd-
ciate degree category, 6semester hours' in
traffic and transportation or in physical dis-
tribution .management, 3 in personnel super-
vision, and 3 in human relations, for a total
of 12 semester hours (5/76).

MOS-657.-001

RAILWAY SENIOR SERGEANT

65Z50
Exhibit Dates: 10/73-Present.
Career Management Field: 64 (Transporta-
tion), subfield 643 (Railway Operations).
DescrIption

Supervises and coordinates maintenanct-
of-way and maintenance of equipment and
railway operations, including the overall su-

pervision of 651340 (Locomotive Repair-
man), 651340 (Railway Car Repairman),
65040 (Railway Section Repairman),
65H40 (Locomotive Operator), 65J40
(Trainman), and 65K40 (Railway Move-
ment Coordinator) personnel; advises supe-
riors on all matters relating to operations,
maintenance, and repair; monitors scon-
trols railway passenger and freight-c;
prepares operational reports, training mate-
rial, and programs.
Recommendation

In the upper-division baccalaureate cate-
gory, 3 semester hours in records adminis-
tration, 3 in personnel management, 3 in
human relations, 3 for field experience in
management, 3 in maintenance manage-
ment, 3 in introduction to management, and
6 in transportation management, for a total
of 24 semester hours (5/76).

MOS-67B-001
O-1/U-6 AIRPLANE REPAIRMAN

67B20
67840

Exhibit Dates: 9/75-2/77. (Effective 3/77,
MOS 67B was discontinued and its func-
tions were incorporated into MOS 670,
Airplane Repairer.)
Career Management Field: 67 (Aviation
Maintenance), subfield 671 (Aircraft Mainte-
nance).
Description

Summary: Supervises or performs mainte-
nance, excluding any repair of system com-
ponents, on 0-1 and U-6 airplanes; super-
vises or serves as crewman in target aircraft
units. Skill Level 20: Readi assists in
launching, and conducts scheclided and spe-
cial inspections of target aircraft; diagnoses
operational defects, services systems, and

jpsts or replaces or assemblies as
thorized by maillenanparts,ce doctrine and

maintenance allocation charts; tightens, ad-
justs, removes, and replaces components,
assemblies and subassemblies with common
and special tools and precision measuring
instruments; removes and replaces defective
engine carburetors, fuselage components,
seat belts, shoulder harnesses, seats, uphol-
stery, propeller accessories, hydraulic
system components, gages, and instruments
adjusts and replaces electrical system com-
ponents; installs spark plugs, engines, cowl-
ings, horizontal and vertical stabilizers,.bat-
tery, wing, parachute, and parachute release

' mechanism on target aircraft for launching;
maintains target aircraft engines, airframes,
and wings; perkorms preflight checkout of
targek. aircraft. Skill Level 40: Able to per-.
form the duties required for Skill Level 20;
supervises personnel involved in the launch,
remote control, and recovery of target air-
craft; plans work flow; applies production
control, quality control, and other mainte-

, !lance management principles and proce-
dures to shop operations; keeps records on
aircraft maintenance operations; estimates
man-hour and parts requirements to repair
airplanes and associated equipment; per-
forms duties of airfield service_supervisor;_ - _ -
conducts on-the-job training; prepares, re-
views, and consolidates technical and ad-
ministrative reports pertaining to target air-
craft equipment maintenance.
Recommendation,'Skill Level 20

In the vocational certificate category, 4
semester hOurs in basic airframe mainte-
nance.-In the lower- divisi baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 4- semester hours

_



in aviation maintenance technology or avi-
ation maintenance management (11/75).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the vocational certificate category, 6
semester hours in basic airframe mainte-
nance, 3 in shop procedures and practices;
and 1 in technical writing, for a total of 10
semester hours. In the lower-division bacca-
laureate/associate degree category, 6 semes-
ter hours in aviation maintenance manage-
ment or airframe systems management, 3 in
shop procedures and practices, 3 in person-
nel supervision, 1 in technical writing, and
1 in records administration, for a total of 14
semester hours. In the upper-division bacca-
laureate category, if the duty assignment was
maintenance supervisor section chief section
sergeant, or maintenance supervisor platoon
sergeant, 6 semester hours in aviation main-
tenance management, or 3 semester hours in
introduction to management and 3 for field
experience in management, for a total of 6
semester hours (11/75).

MOS-67C-001
U-1 A AIRPLANE REPAIRMAN

67C20
67C40

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-2/77. (Effective 3/77,
MOS 67C was discontinued and its func-
tions were incorporated into MOS 67G,
Airplane Repairer.)
Caree Management Field: 67 (Aviation
Maintenance), subfield 671 (Aircraft Mainte-
nanc

ptlon
Su mary: Supervises or performs mainte-

nance, tiding any repair of system com-
ponents, on U-1A airplanes. Skill Level 20:

--Performs maintenance on airplanes, includ-
ing inspecting, checking, troubleshooting,
and, repairing malfunctions in the airframe,
powerplant, and their associated systems;
uses common and special tools and precis
sion measuiring instruments; interprets
wiring and *schematic diagrams, complex
teChnical instructions, plans, and blueprints;
loads, lasIkes, and unloads cargo. Skill-Level
40: Able to perform the duties required for
Skill Level 20; supervises organizational,
direct, and general support maintenance ac-
tivities and applies production control,,qual-
ity control, and other maintenance manage-
ment principles and procedures to shop op-
erations; evaluates damage and estimates
man-hour and parts requirements to repair
airplanes and associated equipment; in-
structs lower skill level personnel in safety
principles and procedures; prepares forms,
records, and reports on aircraft maintenance
operations.
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the- vocational certificate category, 4
semester hours 'in basic airframe mainte-
nance. In. the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate,degree category, 4 semester hours
in aviation maintenance technology or avi-
ation maintenance management (11/75).
Recommendation, Skill Leve140

In the vocational certificate category, _6
-semester :hours-in baste- aifframe mainte--
nance and 3 shop practices and proce-
dures. In the Ier-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 6 semester hours
in aviation maintenance management or air-
frame systems management, 3 in shop prac-
tices and procedures, 3 in personnel super-.
vision, anti 1 in records administration, for a
total of 13-semester hours. In the upper-
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division baccalaureate category, if the duty
assignment was either maintenance supervisor,
section chief or maintenance supervisor pla-
toon sergeant, 6 semester hours in aviation
maintenance management, or 3 semester
hours in introductiOn to management and 3
for field experience in management, for a
total of 6 semester. hours (11/75).

MOS-67F-001

AIRPLANE TECHNICAL INSPECTOR

67F20
67F40

Exhibit Dates: 10673-2/77. (Effective 3/77,
MOS 67F was discontinued and its func-
tions were incorporated into MOS 67W,
Aircraft Quality Control Supervisor.)

Career Management Field: 67 (Aviation
Maintenance), subfield 671 (Aircraft Mainte-,
nance).

Description
Summary: Supervises or performs techni-

cal inspections on fixed-wing airplanes. Skill
Level 20: Determines mainten ce required
and - ensures that maintenan has been
properly performed in accordan with pre-
scribed standards; conducts operational
checks and troubleshoots aircraft systems;
advises repairmen on pro aintenancey
standards and procedures; aintains records
and technical library; inte rets technical
publications and solves prob ms arising in
aircraft maintenance and m ification; ap-
plies quality controLiechni es. NOTE:

st be able to perform the 'es of Skill
vel 20 of any fixed-wing at t mainte-

n MOS. Skill Level 40: Abl to rm
the duties required for Skill Le el 20; is the
principal non-commissioned officer in an
aviation maintenance unit; applies quality
control techniques and procedures to main-
tenance operations; plans, directs, schedules,
'and supervises aircraft inspection activities;
instructs and advises personnel in inspection
techniques and qMility control procedures;
evaluates damaged aircraft and estimates
man-hour, personnel, and equipment re-
quirements to repair fixed-wing aircraft.

Recommendation, Skill Level 20
In the vocational certificate category or

in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 20 semester hours in
aircraft maiitenance and 6 in technical elec-
tives. In the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 6 semester hours in aviation main-
tenance management and 6 in technical
electives (11/75).

. Recommendation, Skill"Level 40
In the vocational certificate category, 20

semester hours in aircraft maintenance, Erin
technical electives, and 5 in quality control,
for a total of 31 semester hours. In the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree-critaigory, 20 semester hours in air-
craft maintenance, 6 in technical electives, 5
in quality control, and 3 in personnel man-,
agement, for a total of 34 semester hours, In
the upper-division baccalaureate cttegory, 6
semester hours. in aviation maintenance
management, kin technical electives, and 3
in personnel management, for a total of 15
semester hours (11/75).

; .0

MOS -67G -001

U- 8/U -21 AIRPLANE REPAIRMAN

67G20
67G40

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-2/77.
Career Management Field: 67 (Aviation
Maintenance), subfield 671 (Aircraft Mainte-
'lance).
Description

Summary: Performs line and shop mainte-
nance, excluding any r air of system com-
ponents, on U-8 -21 airplanes. Skill
Level 20: Performs tenance on aircraft
systems, ground support equipment, landing
gear, power plant (reciprocating and turbo-
prop) and related systems, hydraulic and
related systems, propellers, flight.controls,
instruments, electrical systems, and accesso-
ries. Skill Level 40: Able to perform the
duties required for Skill Level 20; super-
vises maintenance; plans work flow; applies
production control, quality control, and
other maintenance management principles
and procedures to line and shop operations;
prepares records and reports on aircraft
maintenance operations; utilizes and en-
forces safety principles and procedures.
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the vocational certificate category, 4
_semestY hours in basic airframe mainte-

f"-nance: In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 4 semester hours
in aviation maintenance technology or in
aviation maintenance management (2/75).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the vocational certificate category, 4
semester hours in basic airframe mainte-
nance. In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category or in the upper-
division baccalaureate category,. 4 semester
hours in aviation maintenance management
or in airframe systems management (2/75).

MOS-67G-002
AIRPLANE REPAIRER

7G10
G20

6 30
Exhibit Dates. 77-Present. Pending evalu-
ation.

MOS-67H-001 4
OV-I AIRPLANE REPAIRMAN

67H20.
67H40

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-2/77. (Effective 3/77,
MOS 671-1 was discontinued and its func-
tions were incorporated into MOS 67G,
Airplane Repairer.)
Career Management Field: 67 (Aviation
Maintenance), subfield 671 (Aircraft Mainte-
nance).
Description

Summary: Performs or supervises mainte-
nance, excluding any teardown repair of
system components, on OV-1 airplanes.
Skill Level 20: Performs maintenance on air-
planes, including inspecting, checking,
troubleshooting, and repairing malfunctions
of components or units in the airframe,
powerplant, and their associated systems;
uses hand and power tools; special tools,
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precision measuring instruments, and diag-
nostic test equipment; interprets wiring and
schematic diagrams, complex technical
instructions, plans, and blueprints. Skill
Level 40: Able to perform the duties re-
quired for Skill Level 20; plans workflow;
evaluates damage and estimates man-hour
and parts requirements to repair OV-1 air-
planes and associated equipment; applies
productient control, quality control, and
other maintenance management principles
and procedures to shop operations; prepares
f'.rris, records, and reports on aircraft
maintenance operations; provides instruc-
tion in safety principles, procedures, and
techniques.
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the vocational certificate category, 6
semester hours in basic airframe mainte-
nance or basic airplane maintenance. In the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 6 semester hours in avi-
ation maintenance technology or aviation
maintenance management (11/75).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the vocational certificate category, 6
semester hours in basic airframe mainte-
nance or basic airplane maintenance, 3 in
shop practices and procedures, and I in re-
cords administration, for .a total of 10 se-
mester 'hours. In the lower-division bacca-
laureate/associate degree category, 6 semes-
ter hours in aviation maintenance manage-
ment or airframe systems management, 3 in
shop practices and procedures, 3 in person-
nel supervision, and I in records administry
tion, for a total of 13 semester hours. In Ore
upper-division baccalaureate category, if the
duty assignment was either maintenance su-
pervisor section sergeant or maintenance su-
pervisor platoon sergeant, 6 semester hours in
aviation maintenance management, or 3 se-
mester.hours-in -introduction to management
and 3 for field experience in management,
for a total of 6 semester hours (11/75).

MOS-67N-001
UH-I HELICOPTER REPAIRMAN

67N20
67N40

Exhibit Datei: 10/73-2/77.
Career Management Field: 67 (Aviation
Maintenance), subfield 671 (Aircraft Mainte-
nancf
Desc ption

Summary: Supervises or performs mainte-
nance on helicopters. Skill Level 20:
Inspects, replaces, and repairs parts of the
UH-I helicopter; conducts scheduled and
special inspections; troubleshoots and diag-
noses all systems to detect malfunctiOns and
isolate defective components; uses common
and special tools and precision measuring
instruments. Skill Level 40: Able to perform
the duties required for Skill Level 20; is a
first-line supervisor -; applies maintenance
management principles and procedures to
shop operitions; prepares forms, records,
and reports on aircraft maintenance oper-
ations; supervises a minimiim of' six subordi-

cilitfloysshop-afety principles and
procedures; evaluates .damage and estimates
repair requirements; does more corhplicated
repair work; performs duties of airfield-ser-
vice supervisor.
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the vocational certificate category or
in the , lower- division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 6 semester hours in
basic helicopter maintenance (2/75).

Recommendation, Skill Level 40
In the vocational .certificate category, 9

semester hours in basic helicopter mainte-
nance and 3 in shop practices and proce-
dures. In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 9 semester hours
in basic helicopter maintenance, I in re-
cords administration, and 2 in personnel su-
pervision, for a total of 12 semester hours.
In the upper-division baccalaureate catego-
ry, 3 semester hours in management princi-
ples or personnel administration (2/75).

MOS-67N-002

UTILITY HELICOPTER REPAIRER

67N10
67N20
67N30'

Exhibit Dates: 3/77-Present. Pending evalu-
ation.

MOS-67U-001

CH-47 HELICOPTER REPAIRMAN

67U20
67U40

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-2/77.
Career Management Field: 67 (Aviation
Maintenance), subfield 671 (Aircraft Mainte-
nance).

Description
Summary: Performs or supervises heli-

copter maintenance, excluding any tear-
down repair of system components, orf-CH:
47 helicopters. Skill. Level 20: Performs
maintenance on helicopters, including in-
specting, checking, troubleshooting, and re-
pairing malfunctions of components or units
in the airframe, powerplant, and their asso-
ciated systems; uses hand and power tools,
special fools, precision measuring instru-
ments, and diagnostic .test equipment; inter-
prets wiring and schematic diagrams, com-

. plex technical instructions, plans, and blue-
prints. Skill Level 40: Able to perform the.
duties required for Skill Level 20; super-/
vises maintenance activities, applies produc-
tion control, quality control, and other
maintenance management principles and
procedures to shop operations', evaluates
damage and estimates man-hour and parts
requirements to repair CH-47 helicopters''
and associated equipment; prepares forms,
records, and reports on/aircraft maintenance
operations.

Recommendition, Skill Level 20'
In the vodntional certificate category or

in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degr category, 8, semester hours in
basic h copter maintenance (11/75).

Recom
In th

semester hours ,in basic helicopter mainte-
nance,3 ....shop_practices..and-proce.dures,----
and 1 in records 'administration, for a total
of 13 semester hours. In the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 9
semester hours ,in basic helicopter Mainte-
nance, 3 in shop practices and procedures, 3
in ,personnel supervision, and I ni records
administration, for a total of 16 semester
hours. In the upper-division baccalaureate
category, if the duty assignment was either
maintenance supervisor section chief or main-

,

"

endatlon, Skill Level 40
vocational certificate category, 9

tenance supervisor platoon sergeant, 6 semes-
ter hours in aviation.naintenance manage-
ment, or 3 semester hours in introduction to
management and 3 for field experience in
management, for a total of 6 semester hours
(11/75).

MOS-67U-002

MEDIUM HELICOPTER REPAIRMAN

67U10
67U20
67U30

Exhibit Dates: 3/77-Present. Pending evalu-
ation.

MOS-67V-001

OH-6/0H-58.HELICOPTER REPAIRMAN

67V20'
67V40

Exhibit Data /74 -2/77.

Career Management Field: 67 (Aviation
Maintenance), subfield 671 (Aircraft Mainte-
nance).

Description
Summary: Performs or supervises mainte-

nance, excluding any teardown repair of
system components. on OH-6/0H-513,heli-
copters. Skill_ Level__20:_..Performs -mainte------
nance on helicopters, including inspecting,
cheding, troubleshooting, and repairing
malfurictions of components or units in the
airframe, poerplant, and their associated
systems; interprets wiring and schematic
diagrams, coMplex technical instructions,
plans, and blueprints; loads, lashes, and un=
loads cargo. Skill Level 40: Able to perform
the duties required for Skill Level 20; su-
pervises maintenance activities and applies
production control, quality control, and
other maintenance management principles
and procedures to shop operations; prepares
forms, records, and reports on.

4.
aircraft

maintenance operations.

Recommendation, Skill Level 20
In the vocational certificate category or

in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 6 semester hours in
basic helicopter maintenance (11/75).

Recommendation, Skill Level 40
In the vocational certificate category, 9

semester hours in basic helicopter ,mainte-
nance, 3 in shop practices and procedures,
and I'in records administration,. for a total
of 13 semester hqurs. In the lower- division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 9
semester hours In basic helicopter_ main
mince, 3 in shop practices and procedures,
in personnel supervision, and I in recolS..'d
administration, for a total of .16 seniestfirbt
hodrs. In the upper-division baccalaureate '
category, if the duty assignment was mainre-
nonce supervisor platoon sergeant, 6 semester -
hours in aviation management, or 8 semes-
ter hours in introduction to management
and 3 for field experience in management,
for a total of 6 semester hours (11/1§).



MOS -67V -002

OBSERVATION/SCOUT HELICOPTER
REPAIRER

61V10
67V20
67V30

Exhibit Dates: 3/77-Present. Pending evalu-
ation.

MOS-67W-001

HELICOPTER TECHNICAL INSPECTOR

67W20
67W40

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-2/77.

Career Management Field: 67 (Aviation
Maintenance), subfield 671 (Air Craft Mainte-
nance).

Description
Summary: Supervises or perforMs techni-

cal inspections on rotary-wing aircraft and
life support equipment. Skill Level 20: Per-
forms technical inspections on rotary-wing
aircraft to deterinine.maintenanCe require-
ments and insure maintenance has been
properly performed in accordance with pre-
scribed standards; conducts operational
checks and troubleshoots helicopter sys-
tems; advises repairmen on proper mainte-
nance standards and procedures; maintains
records and technical library; interprets
technical publications and resolves prob-
Terns arising in helicopter maintenance and
modification; applies quality control tech-
niques. NOTE: 'Required to have attained
Skill Level 20 in at least one rotary-wing
aircraft maintenance MOS (67N, U, V, X,
or Y). Skill Level 40: Able to perform the
duties required for Skill Level 20; acts as
the principal non-commissioned officer in,
an aviation maintenance battalion, group, or
higher headquarters for helicopter inspec-
tion; supervises maintenance personnel;
plans, directs, and,supervises aircraft inspec-
tion activities; instructs and advises person-
nel in inspection techniques and quality
control,procedures;4evaluates`damaged
craft and estimates man-hour, personnel,
and equipment requirements to repair heli-.
copters.

Recommendation, Skill Level 20
In the vocational certificate category or

in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 20 semester hours in
aircr ft maintenance and 6 in technical elec-
tives. In the 'upper-division baccalaureate
category, 6 semester hours in aviation main-
tenance management and 6 in technical
electives (2/75).

Recommendation, Skill Level 40
In the vocational certificate category, 20

semester hours in aircraft maintenance,,6 in
technical electives, and 5 in quality control,
for a ,,total of 31 semester hours. In the
lower-division, baccalaureate/associate
degree cateary, 20 semester hours in air-
craft maintenance, 6 in technical electives, 5
in quality control, and 3 in personnel man-
agement, for a total of 34 semester hours.. In
the upper- division baccalaureate category, 6
semester hours in aviation maintenance

MOS-67W-002

ARMY ENLISTED MOS EXHIBITS

MOS-6W-001
AIRCRAFT. QUALITY CONTROL SUPERVISOR

67W30
67W40

Exhibit' Dates: 3/77-Present. Pending evalu-
ation.

MOS-67X-001.. -CH -54 HELICOPTER REPAIRMAN

67X2CP
674411.

Exhibit DsW10/73-2/77.
Career Management Field: 67 (Aviation
Maintenance),,subfield 671 (Aircraft Mainte-
nance).
Deacriptiog. w

Sumritarip Performs or supervises heli-
copter maintenance, excluding any tear-
down repair of system components-on CH-?54 helicopters. Skill Level 20:, erforins
maintenance on helicopters, in uding in-
specting, checkihg, troubleshoot' g, and re-
pairing malfunctions Of componentser units
in the airframe, powerplant, and their, asso-
ciated systems; interprets wiring and sche-
matic diagrams, complex technical instrpc-
tions, plans, and blueprints; uses hand and
power tools, precision measuring instru-'
ments, and diagnostic test equipment. Skill .
Level 40: Able to perform -the duties re-
quired for Skill Level 20; supervises mainte-
nance activities; applies production control,

t quality control, and other maintenance
management principles and procedures to
shop operations; prepaies forms, records,

, and reports on aircraft maintenance oper-
ations; evaluates damage and estimates man-
hour and parts requirements to repair CH-
54 helicopters and associated equipment; in-
structs in safety principles, proce&res, .and
techniques.
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the,-vocational certificate category or
in the lower-divisiciir baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 8 semester hours in
basic helicopter maintenance (11/75)..
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the vocational certifickte category, 9
semester hours in basic helicopter mainte-
nance, 3 in shop practices and procedures,
and 1 in records administration, for a total
of 13 semester hours. In the tower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category,

semester hours in A basic helicopter mainte-
nance, 3 in shop practices and procedures, 3
in personnel supervision and 1 in records
administration, for a total of 16 semester
hours. In the upper- division baccalaureate
category, if the duty assignment was either
maintenance supervisor section chief or main-
tenance supervisor platoon sergeant, 6 semes-
ter hours in aviation maintenance manage-
ment, or 3 semester hours in introduction to
management and 3 for field experience in
management, for a total of 6 semester hours
(11/75).

MOS-67X-002
HEAVY LIFT HELICOPTER REPAIRER

673a0
67X20

management, 6 in technical electives, and 3 67X30
in personnel management, for a total of 15 Eichibit Dates: 3/77-Present. Pending evalu-
semes(er hours (2/75).

3

AH-10 HELICOPTER REPAIRMAN-

67Y20-67Y40

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-2/77.
Career Management Field: 67 (Aviation
Maintenance), subfield 671 (Aircraft Mainte-
nance).
Description

Summary: Performs or superVises mainte-
nance, excluding any teardown .repair of
system components, on AH-1G helicopters.
Skill Level 20 Performs maintenance on he-
licopteis, including inspecting, checking,
troubleshooting, and repairing malfunctions
of components or units in the airframe,
powerplant, and associated systems; inter-
prets wiring and schematic diagrams, com-
plex technical instructions, plans, and blue-
prints; performs duties of crew chief. Skill
Level 40: Able to perform the duties re-
quired for Skill Level 20; supervises mainte-
nance activities and applies production con-
trcil, quality Control, and other maintenance
management principles and procedures to
shop opErationt; prepares forms, records,
and reports on aircraft maintenance oper-
ations; evaluates damage and estimates man-
hour and parts requirements to repair AH-
IG helicopters and associated equipment.
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the vocational certificate category or
in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciata degree category, 6 semester hours in
basic helicopter maintenance (11/75). °

Recommendation, Skill Level 40
In the vocational, certificate category, 9

semester hours in: basiC helicopter mainte-
nance, 3 in shop practices and procedures,
and 1 in records administration, for a total
of 13 semester hours.,,In the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate:, degree category, 9
semester hours in basic helicopter mainte-
tiance, 3 in shop practices and procedures, 2
in personnel-supervision, and 1 in records.
administration, for a total' of 15 semester
hours. In the Upper-division baccalaureate
category, if the duty assignment' was either
maintenance supervisor section r main-
tenance supervisor platoon se r ant, iitsues-
ler hours in aviation maintenance manage-
ment, or 3 semester hours in introduction to
management and 3 for field experience in
Management, for a total of 6 semester,hours
( 11/75).
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MOS-7,67Y--00i

ATTACK HELICOPTER REPAIRER

67Y 10
67Y20
67Y30

Exhibit Dates: 3/77-Present. Pending evalu-
ation.

MOS-67Z-001

AIRCRAFT NTENANCE SENIOR
SER

67Z50'
Exhibit Dates: 10/73-2/77.
Career Management Field: 67 (Aviation
Maintenance), subfield 671 (Aircraft. Mainte-
nance).
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Deacription

Supervises fixed-wing aircraft and/or he-
licopter maintenance on any operational
level with varying fleet sizes; plans, coordi-
nates, and controls maintenance activities
on a supervisory or, management level in
addition to participating in technical prob-
lem solving; when assigned to a unit in
which no technical participation is in-
volved, "plans, coordinates, and controls
personnel activities of varying organization-
al groups. NOTE: Must be able to perform
the duties of Skill Level 40 of any'MOS in
the aviation maintenance career manage-

, ment field (67).
Recommendation

In the vocational certificate category, 20
semester hours in airframe maintenance (he-
licopter and fixed-wing), 20 in powerplant
maintenance (helicopter and fixed- wing),-
and 20 in systems maintenance (helicopter
and fixed;wing), for a total of 60 semester
hours. In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 15 semester
hours in airframe maintenance (hdicopter
and fixed-wing), 15 in powerplant mainte-
nance (helicopter and fixed-wing), 15 in sys-
tems maintenance (helicopter , and fixed-
wing), 9 in technical electives, 3 in industri-
al organization, and 3 in personnel supervi-

. sion, for a total of 60 semester hours. In the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 se-
mester hours in airframe maintenance (heli-
copter and fixed-wing), 3 On powerplant
maintenance (helicopter and fixed-wing), 3
in systems maintenance (helicopter and.
fixed-wing), 3 in technical electives, 3 in
production management, and 9 in aviation
maintenance management or 3 in introduc-
tion to management and 6 for field experi-
ence in management, for a total of 24- se-
mester hours (11/75).

MOS-67Z-002
AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE SENIOR

SERGEANT

67Z40
67Z50

Exhibit Dates: 3/77-Present. Pending evalu-
ation.

MOS-68B-001
AIRCRAFT TURBINE ENGINE REPAIRMAN

68B20
68830
68B40

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-2/77.
Career Management Field: 67 (Aviation
Maintenance), subfield 672 (Aircraft Cdrn-
ponents Repair).
Description

Summary: Maintains aircraft turbine (jet)
. engines and components. Skill Level 20: Di-
agnoses and corrects single turbine engine
malfunctions; disassembles engines . and
components, examines parts and, compo-
nents for wear or damage, determines the
type and extent of repairs required, and
reassembles engi es and components; ad,
justs engines to o rate' at peak efficiency;
uses and interpr technical 'publications;
uses diagnostic e quipment; preserves and
stores turbine engine systems. Skill Level 30:
Able to perform the duties required for
Skill Level 20; reinstalls and rigs turbine
engthes on multiple turbine engine aircraft;

performs modifications on multiple turbine
engines. Ski)! Level 40. Able to perform the
duties required for Skill Level 30; plans the
,utilization and work flow of resources and
facilities; applies production control, quality
control, and other maintenance manage-
ment principles and procedures; prepares
records and technical reports; instructs per-
sonnel in engine maintenance and safety
procedures; supervises. the final adjustment
of aircraft turbine engines.
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the vocational certificate category or
in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 15 semester hours in
aircraft engine (turbine) maintenance and 6
in technical electives. In the upper-division
baccalaureate category, credit on the basis
of institutional evaluation (2/75).
itecommendation, Skill Level 30
I.-In the vocational certificate category or
in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 16 semester hgurs in
aircraft engine (turbine) maintenance'and 6
in technical electives. In the upper-division
baccalaureate category, credit on the basis
of institutional evaluation (2/75).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the vocational certificate category or
in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree categork 16 semester hours in
aircraft engine (turbine) maintenance, 6 in
technical electives, and 3 in maintenance
management, for a total of 25 semester
hours. In the upper-division baccalaureate.
category, credit on the basis of institutional
evaluation (2/75).

MOS-68B-002
AIRCRAFT POWERPLANT REPAIRER

68B10 -
68B20
68B30

Exhibit Dates: 3 /77- Present' Pending evalu-
ation.

MOS -68D-0011,

AIRCRAFT POWFRTRAIN

68D20
68D40

REP RMAN

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-2/77
Career Management Field: 67 (Aviation
Maintenance), subfield 672 (Aircraft Com?
ponents Repair).
Description

Summary: Supervises or performs mainte-
nance on aircraft powertrains and compo-
nents. Skill Level 20: Diagnoses and locates
Malfunctions; removes, disassembles, re-
pairs, and reinstalls powertrain components;
insures proper clearances -and alignment of
parts utilizing shimming and precision mea-
suring equipment; interprets technical litera-
ture, blueprints, and schematic diagrams;
completes forms and maintains records.
Skill Level 40: Able to perfornV the duties,
required for Skill. Level 20; supervises up to
20 or more persons; plans work flow; ap-
plies production control, quality control,
and other maintenance management princi-
ples and procedures to shop operations; in-
structs personnel jn aircraft powertrain
maintenance and safety techniques; super-
Vises final alignment and adjustment of air-
craft powertrain components.

Recommendation, Skill Level 20
In the vocational certificate category or

in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 12 semester hours in
helicopter component maintenance and 3 in
technical electives (11/75).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the vocational certificate category or
in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 12 semester hours in
helicopter component maintenance, 6 in
technical electives, and. 3 in maintenance
management, for a total of 21 semester
hours. In the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 6 semester hours in helicopter
component maintenance, 9 in technical elec-
tives, 3 in introduction to management, and
3 for field experience in management; for a
total of 21 semester hours (11/75).

MOS-68D-002

AIRCRAFT POWERTRAIN REPAIRER

68D10-
68D20
68D30

Exhibit Dates; 3/77-Present. Pending evalu-
ation. c

MOS-68E-001

AIRCRAFT ROTOR AND PROPELLER
REPAIRMAN

68E20
68E30
68E40

Exhibit Dates: 10/73 -2/77. (Effective 3/77,
MOS 68E was discontinued and its duties
were incorporated into MOS 68B, Aircraft
Powerplant Repairer; MOS 68D, Aircraft
Powertrain Repairer; and MOS 68G, Air-
craft StriZtural Repairer.)
Career Management Fielif 67 (Aviation
Maintenance), Subfield 672 (Aircraft Com-
ponents Repair).
Description

Summary: Supervises or performs mainte-
nance on helicopter rotor blades, airplane
/propeller systems, and allied equipment.
Skill Level 20: Perform& maintenance ion he-
licopter rotor blade aGemblies and compo-
nents; applies metal working andbonchng

.tec)iniques; balances and-aligns main and
tail rotor; applies hydraulic and electrical
fundamentals in the repair, modification,
and lubrication of propellers, rotor blades,
assemblies and components; isolates mal-
functidns with special test equipment; uti-
lizes non-destructive and precision test
equipment; interprets technical literature,
blueprints, and schematic diagrams; pre-
serves and stores rotor blades and compo-
nents; prepares forms, records, and reports;
inspects and tests repaired,units. Skill Level
30: Able to perform the duties required for
Skill Level 20; performs direct and general
support maintenance on fixed and constant
speed. propeller. assemblies and components.
Skill Level 40: Able to perform the (jiffies
required for Skill Level .30; supervises
direct and general support maintenance on
helicopter rotor blades, airplane propeller
systems and allied equipment; plans work-
flow in terms' of resources- and facilities;
applies production control, quality control,
and other maintenance management princi-
ples and procedures to shop operations; in-



structs personnel in rotor and propeller sys-
tems maintenance and safety techniques; su-
pervises final alignment/adjustment of rotor
and propeller systems.
Recommendation, Skill-Level 20

In the vocational certificate category or
in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 12 semester hours'in
rotary wing and propeller maintenanc.e_and
3 in technical electives (11/75).
Recommendation, Skill Level 30

In the vocational certificate category or
in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 12 semester hours in
rotary wing and propeller maintenance and
4 in technical electives (11/75).
Re Commendation, Skill Level 40

In the vocational certificate category or
in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 12 semester hours in
rotary wing and propeller maintenance, 6 in
technical electives, and 3 in maintenance
management. for a total of 21 semester
hours. In the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 6 semeste ours in rotary wing
and prow1ler main ance, 9 in technical
electives:13 in introd tion to management,
and 3 for field experience in management,
for a total of 21 semester hours (11/75).

MOS-68F-001
AIRCRAFT ELECTRICIAN

68F20
68F30
68F40

Exhibit Dates: 10/74-2/77.
Career . Management Field: 67 (Aviation
Maintenance), subfield 672 (Aircraft Com-
ponents Repair).
Description

Summary: Supervise's or performs mainte-
nance on 'aircraft electrical/electronic ;sys-
tenis and aircraft crew station instruments.
Skill-Level 20 disassembles, in-
spects, repairs, assembles, and reinstalls
electrical/electronic elements of assemblies
and components; applies troubleshooting
techniques and iagnoses malfunctions in
solid state and sistorized. systems; re-
pairs, ,replaces ices; and solders electri-
cal/electronic components; interprets tech-
nical literatur , hlueprints and wiring sche-
matic diagrams; prepares aircraft mainte-
nance forms, records, and reports. Skill
Level 30 Able to perform the duties re-
quired for Skill Level 20; applies principles
of electricity, electronics, gyroscopic
motion, pneumatics, and hydraulics applica-
ble to the repair of aircraft instruments; per-
forms technical inspections to insure that
completed repairs meet prescribed specifie-
tions; uses forms and records designed for
quality control. Skill Level 40: Able to per-
form the duties required for Skill Level 30;
supervises up to 20 or snore persons; plans
work flow; orients and instructs personnel
and conducts on-the-job 'training programs
in aircraft electrical/electronic and instru-
ment system maintenance,. supply, and
safety techniques.
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the vocational certificate category or
in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 12 semester hours in
'aircraft electrical system maintenance and 3
in technical electives (11/75).
RecommendationuSkill Level 30

In the vocational certificate category or
in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso:
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ciate degree category, 12 semester hours in technology or airframe structures. In the
aircraft electrical system maintenance and 4 lower-division baccalaureate/asiociate
in technical electives (11/75). . degree category, 9 semester hours in avi-
Recommendation, Skill Level 40 ationmaintenance technology or aviation

In the vocational certificate category or maintenance management. In the upper -di-
in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso- vision baccalaureate category, 9 semester
ciate degree category, 12 semester hours in ho_urs in aviation maintenance managenient
aircraft electrical system maintenance, Cior-aviation maintenance engineering tea-
technical electives, and 3 in maintenance nology (2/75).
management, for a total of 21- semester- RecoMmendation, Skill Level 40hours. In the upper-division baccalaureate

In-theyocational certificate category, 9category,-(Lserriester_hours_in_aircraft elec- ---eftleSter hours in aviation maintenancetrical system maintenance, 9 in technical
technology or airframe structures and 3 in
shop practices and procedures. In the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 9 semester hours in avi-
ation maintenance technology or aviation
maintenance management and 3 in person-
nel supervision. In the upper-division bacca-
laureate category, 9 se ester hours in avi-
ation maintenance man gement or aviation
maintenance engineenn technology,and 3
in personnel administration (2/75).

electives, 3 in introduction to management,
and 3 for field experience in management,
for a total of 21 semester hours (11/75).

MOS-68F-002
AIRCRAFT ELECTRICIAN

68F10
68F20
68F30

Exhibit Dates: 3/77-19resent. Pending evalu-
ation.,

MOS-68G-001
AIRFRAME REPAIRMAN

68G20
ft8G30
,68G40 .

ates: 10/73-2/77.
Cakti4.Management Field: 67 (Aviation
MaIntance), subfield 672 (Aircraft Com-
ponents Repair).
Description
- Summary: Supervises or performs line
and shop maintenance; is proficient in re-
pairipg, aircraft structures, reading blue-
prihts and drawings, forming metals, weld-
ing, and painting. Skill Level 20: Makes air-
frame structural repairs by fabrication of
net parts, by using approved fasteners,
rivets, and special purpose bolts, and by
welding; prepares, airframe surfaces for
painting. Skill Level 30: Able to perform the
duties ...required for Skill, Level 20; as a
senior repairman, inspects airframes and
compbnents before, during, and after repair
or modification to insure that prescribed
specifications are met; does the more com-
plicated repair work. Skill Level 40: Able to
perform the duties required for Skill Level
30; as a first-line supervisor, oversees the
repair of airframe structures; completes
Maintenance forms and records; plans work
loads and work flow; assure's quality and
production control; instructs personnel in
airframe .maintenance and in safety regula-
tions and techniques; applies management
'principles and procedures to shop oper-
ations.

Recommendation, Skill Livel 20 -
In the vocational certificate category,. 6

semester hours in aviation maintenance
technology _or airframe structures. In- the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 6 semester hours in avi-
ation maintenance technology or aviation
maintenance management. In the upper-di-
vision baccalaureate category, 6 semester
hours in aviation maintenance management
or aviation maintenance engineering tech-
nology (2/75).
Recommendation, Skill Leyel 30

In the vocational certificate category, 9
semester hours in aviation maintenance

MOS-68G402

AIRCRAFT STRUCTURAL REPAIRER

68G10
68G20
68G30

Exhibit Dates: 3/77-Present. Pending evalu- .
ation.

MOS-68H-001

AIRCRAFT HYDRAULICS REPAIRMAN

68H20
68H4A

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-2/77.
Careei Management Field: 67 (Aviation
Maintenance), subfield 672 (Aircraft Com-
ponents Repair).

Description
Summary: Supervises or performs mainte-

nance on aircraft hydraulic and pneumatic
systems and components. Skill Level 20: Di-
agnoses and corrects hydraulic/pneumatic
system and component malfunctions; exam-
ines parts and components; resurfaces
valves and valve seats; hokes, and polishes
cylinders; replaces bushingg, bearings, and
sleeves on equipment; employs precision
measuring instruments and gages; tests com-
ponent functions -with specialized liquid,
gas, air, and vacuum test equipment; per-
forms modifications; interprets technical lit-
eriture and schematic diagrams; prepares
aircraft maintenance forms, records, and re-
ports. Skill Level 40 Able to perform the
duties required for Skill Level 20; super-
vises up to 20 or more persons; plans work
flow; applies production control, quality

.'control, and other maintenance manage-
ment principles and procedures to shop op-
erations; instructs personnel in-aircraft hy-
draulic/pneumatic system andaomponents
maintenance and safety techtillerties; super-
vises final alignment and adjustment of air-
craft hydr'aulic/pneumatic systems and
components onto airframe.

Recommendation, Skill Level 20
In the vocational 'certificate category or

in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degreecategory, 12 semester hours in
aircraft hydraulic system maintenance and 3
in technical electives (11/75).
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'ItticomaiemdatIon, Skill Level 40
In the vocational certificate category or

in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 12 semester hours in
iircraft:hydoulic system maintenance, 6 in
technical eft. and 3 in maintenance
management, for a total of 21 semester
hours. In the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 6 semester hours in aircraft by-

"draulic system maintenance, 9 in technical
electives, 3 in introduction to management,
and 3 for experience in management, for a
total of 21 semester hours (11/75).

MOSL68}1-002

AIRCRAFT PNELIDSI,AULICS REPAIRER

68H10
68H20
68H30

Exhibit Dates: 3/77-Present. Pending evalu-
ation.

MOS-68J-001

HELICOPTER MISSILE SYSTEMS REPAIRER

68J10
68J20
68J30

Exhibit Dates: 3/77-Present.
ation.

Pending evalu-

MOS-68K-001

AIRCRAFT COMPONENTS REPAIR
SUPERVISOR

68K40
Exhibit Dates: 3/77-Present. Pending evalu-
ation.

MOS-68M-001

HELICOPTER WEAPON SYSTEMS REPAIRER

68M10
68M20

- 68M30
Exhibit Dates: 3/77-Present. Pending evalu-
ation.

MOS-71B-001

CLERK-TYPIST

71B10
71B20
71 B30

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-8/77. (Effective 9/77,
MOS 7IB was discontinued and its lune-

-dons Were incorporated into MOS 71G,
Medical Recordf Specialist, MOS 71 L, Ad-
ministrative Specialist, MOS 73C, Finance
Specialist, and MOS 73D, Accounting Spe-
cialist.)

Career Management Field: 71 (Administra-
tion), subfield 711 (General Administration).
Description

Summary: Performs general clerical,
typing, and related ditties. Skill Level 10:
Prepares letters and other office conununi-

cations; handles mail, uses the telephone,
and performs other office administrative
functions; uses and maintains office ma-
chines and manages records. Skill Level 20:
Able to perform the duties required for
Skill Level 10; types at a level comparable
to that required upon completion of a be-
ginning typing course. Skill Level 30: Able
to perform the duties required for Skill,
Level 20; types at a level comparable to
that required upon completion of an inter-
mediate typing course.

Recommendation, Skill Level 10
In the vocational certificate category or

in the' lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 3 semester hours in
office practices (12/74).

Recommendation, Skill Level 20
In the vocational certificate category or

in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree eategory,, 3 semester hours in
office practiceel and 3 in typing (12/74).

IlecommendadonSkill Level 30
In the vocational certificate category or

in the lower-division baccalaureate /asso-
ciate degree 'category, 3 semester hours in
.office practices and 6 in typing (12/74)..

MOS-71C-001

STENOGRAPHER

71C20
71C30

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-8/77.

Career Management Field: 71 (Administra-
subfield 711 (General Administration).

Description
Summary: Takes and transcribes dictation

of correspondence, telephone conversations,
meetings, and other information for type-
written records; prepares duplicating sten-
cils and masters and operates stencil and
fluid duplicatOrs; acts as receptionist; sch
ules appointments; prepares correSPonti\i,
(fence, forms, oranda, orders, eireetari:;'.
and bulletins; ecords and
processes. inco tgoing
forms other rel and adminisink,
tive duties. Skill 20: Takes dictation at
90 to 120 words per minute and 'types at 45
or more words per minute. NOTE: may
have ,progressed to 71C20 from 71B30
(Clerk-Typist): Skill Level 30: Takes dicta-
tion at 120 or more words per minute andf
types at 55 or more words per minute.

MOS-71C-002

STENOGRAPHER

71C10
71C20
71C30

Exhibi tea: 9/77-Present. Pending evalu-
ation:.:

MOS-71D-001
LEGAL CLERK

71D20
71D50

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-8/77.
Career Management Field: 71 (Administra-
tion), subfield 714 (Legal).
Description

Summary: Supervises or 'assists in the
preparation and processing of court martial
records, investigations, and reclassification
board- proceedings; may act independently
in the field as a legal paraprofessional; pre-
pares miscellaneous legal documents, both
civil and military; supervises or maintains
an office and law library for the law officer.
NOTE: .May have previously held MOS
71B (Clerk-Typist), 7IC (Stenographer), or
71S (Attache Specialist). Skill Level 20: Per-
forms primarily under the direct supervision
of a chief or senior legal clerk.Akin Level
50: Supervises the administrative); functions
of a legal office:
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the vocational certificate category or
in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 3 semester hours in
typing, 3 in office practices, 3 in English
omposition, 3 in business communications

or' technical writing, 3 in business law, and
3 in military legal practices and procedures,
for a total of 18 semester hours; additional
credit in the lower-division baccalaureate/

'.associate degree category in office manage-
ment on the basis of institutional evaluation.
In the upper-division baccalaureate catego-
ry, credit in officeJnanagem- t on'the basis
of institutional eveletion (11/75).
Recommendation, Skill 'Level .50:1

In the vocational ceirtificate. tegory or
in 'the lowerzdivision baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 3-semester hours in
typing, 3 in office practiejts 3 in English
coinposition, 3 in business communications
or technical writing, 3 in business law, 3 in
military legal practices and procedures, 3 in
personnel management, and 3 in office ,man-
agement, for a total of 24 semester hours. In
the upper-division bac4laureate category, 3'
in personnel management', 3 in office man-
agement and 3 for field experience in legal
office management for a4tal of 9 semester
hours (11/75).

Recommendation, Skill Level 20 a
In the vocational certificate category or

jn rise, lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate cdegree category, 4 semester hours in
dictation and transcription, 4 in typing, 2 in
business communications, 2 in filing end re-
cords management, 2 in clerical record'
keeping, 2 for field experience in offiCe
practice, I in business machines (duplicat-
ing), and I in office practice, for a total of
18 semester. hours- (11/75).

Recommendation, Skill Level 30
In the vocational certificate category or

in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 6 semester houi-s in
dictation and transcription, 6 in typing, 2 in
business communications, 2 in filing and re-
cords management, 2 in clerical record
keeping, 2 for field experience in office
practice, I in business machines (duplicat-
ing); and I in office practice, for a total of
22 semester houti (11/75).

MOS=71D102

LEGAL CLERK

71D10
-71D20
71D30
71D40
71D50

Exhibit Dates: 9/77-Present. Pending evalu-
ation.



MOS-71E-001
COURT REPORTER

71E20
Exhibit, Dates: 10/73-2/76.
Career Management Field: 71 (yininistra-
tion), subfield 714 (Legal).
Description ,

Takes notes of activities and statements in
legal proceedings and prepares them for in-
clusion in official legal documents; able to
perform the duties required. for 71B30
(Clerk-Typist); records testimony at 175
words per minute; transcribes the testimo-
ny; maintains the records of military legal
proceedings.
Recommendation

In the vocational certificate category or
in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 9 semester hours in
dictation and transcription, 3 in office prot
cedures, 3 in technical writing, and, if the
duty assignment was assistant court reporter. 3
in typing, for a total of 18 semester hours,
or, if the duty assignment was court reporter
or senior court reporter, 6 in typing, for a
total of 21 semester hours (11/75).

MOS-71E-002
COURT REPORTER

71E20
71E50 -

Exhibit Dates: 3/76-8/77.
Career Management Field: 71 (Administra-
tion), subfield 714 (Legal).
Description

Summary: Takes notes of activities and
statements in legal proceedings and pre-
pares them for inclusion in official legal
documents; able to perform the duties re-
qiiired for 71B30 (Clerk-Typist). NOTE:
May have previously held MOS 71C (Ste-
nographer) or 71S (Attache Specialist).
Skill Level 20: Records complete details of
statements and activities during legal pro-
ceedings; takes dictation at 175-200 words
per minute, usually by means, of a steno-
mask (an oral dictating machine), although
stenotype or shorthand may be used; tran-
scribes testimony at a minimum speed of 40
words per minute; maintains the records of
military legal proceedings. Skill Level 50:
Able to perform the duties required for
Skill Level 20; serves as chief court report-
er in a judge advocate section in lieu of a
chief legal clerk (71D50); supervises legal
-office activities; reviews records prepared
by subordinates for correctness and propel'
application of legal policies and procedures.
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In' the vocational certificate category, 9
semester hours in dictation and transcrip-
tion, 6 in typing, 3 in office procedures, and
3 in business communications or' technical
writing:for a total of 21 semester hours. In
the. lower-division baccalaureate/associate

_degree_ category,...9-semester-hours- in- dicta-
tion and transcription, 6 in typing, 3 in
office procedures, 3 in business communica-
tions Or technical writing, and 3 in English
jcomposition, for a total of 24 semester
hours (6/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 50

In the vocational certificate category, 9
semester hours in dictation and transcrip-
tion, 6 in typing, 3 in office procedures, and
3 in business communications or technical
writing, for a total of 21 semester hours. In
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the lower-diyision baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 9 semester hours in dicta-
tion and transcription, 6 in typing, 3 in
office procedures, 3 in business communica-
tions or technical writing, 3 in 'English
composition, 3 in military legal practices
and procedures, and 3 in personnel supervi-
sion, for a total of 30 semester hours. In the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 se-
mester hours in personnel management, -3 in
office management, and 3 for field experi-
ence in legal office management, for a total
of 9 semester hours (6/76).

MOS-71E-003
COURT REPORTER

71E20
71E39
71E40
71E50

Exhibit Dates: 9/77-Present. Pending evalu-
ation.

MOS-71F-001
POSTAL CLERK

71F20
71F40
71F50

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-2/77. (Effective 3/77,
MOS 71F was discontinued and its, func-
tions were incorporated into MOS 71L,
Administrative Specialist.)
Career Management Field: 71 (Administra-
tion), subfield 711 (General Administration).
Description

Summary: Provides postal sales and ser-
vices to customers. NOTE: May have pre-
viously held MOS 71B (Clerk-Typist), 71C
(Stenographer), or 71S (Attache Specialist).
Skill Level 20: As a clerk, assists and serves
customers by selling stamps, issuing and
cashing money orders, giving information
about mail restrictions, special delivery and
handling procedures, preparing forms for
mail subject to customs inspectioh, comput-
ing postage, filing claims for lost or dam-
aged mail, and issuing insurance; sorts and
distributes mail; adheres to U.S. Post Office
and Army regulations; keeps records of fi-
nancial transaction and administrative mat-
ters; inventories property. Skill Level 40:
Able to perform the duties required for
Skill Level-20; is a first-line supervisor of a
maximum of seven clerks; trains, assigns
duties to, and reviews the work of clerks;
plans and organizes the layout and oper-
ation of a postal. facility; investigates com-

. plaints; inspects mail room to insure proper
handling of malE Skill Level 50: Able to
perform the duties required for Skill Level
40; is a mid-level' supervisor of more than
17 clerks; manages the entire operation of a
postal facility.
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the vocational certificate category or
in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 3 semester hours in
retailing or records administration or office
management (3/75).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the vocational certificate category or
in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 3 semester hours in
retailing or records 'administration' or office
management, and 3 in personnel supervision
(3/75).

ti

Recommendation, Skill Level 50
In the vocational certificate category or

in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 3 semester hours in
retailing or records administration or office
management, 3 in personnel supervision,
and 3 in business administration, for a total

'of 9 semester hours (3/75).

1-,MOS-71G-001

MEDICAL RECORDS SPECIALIST

71G20
71G40

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-8/77..
Career Management Field: 71 (Administra-
tion), subfield 711 (General Administration).
Description

Summary: Performs or supervises patient
admissions and transfers, patient administra-
tion, medical records and reports, and other
administrative duties in the registrar divi-
sion of hospitals or other medical facilities.
NOTE: May have previously held MOS-
71B (Clerk-Typist), 7IC (Stenographer), or
71S (Attache Specialist). Skill Level 20: Per-
forms medical administrative duties; re-
ceives patients; checks care eligibility; pre-
pares admission records; arranges appropri-
ate patient placement; prepares daily admis-
sion and disposition reports; accounts for
and safeguards funds received and deposits'
of patient funds and valuables; Classifies, in-
dexes, and files medical records; prepares
medical reports, statistical tables, graphs,
and charts; provides medical research ser-
vice° to professional staff; prepares corre-,_
spondence relating, to medical records,
medical board proceedings, investigation re-
ports, eligibility for health benefits; reviews
medical boards for completeness and com-
pliance with directives; coordinates actions
required for period re-examination of per-
sons on Temporary Disabled Retired List;
assists in handling seriously ill and death
cases by assisting survivors in making nec-
essary arrangements. Skill Level 40: Able to
perform the duties required for Skill Level
20; supervises and coordinates medical ad-
ministrative activities; provides information
to physicians, attorneys, insurance compa-
nies, or government agencies; requisitions
supplies; assists in medical emergency oper-
ations planning; serves as office manager,
supervising up to 29 persons; plans work
schedules; assigns duties and instructs per-

, sonnel in work techniques and procedures.
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the vocational*certificate category or
in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degfee category, 2 semester hours in
medical administrative techniques, 2 in busi-
ness ommunications, 2 in medical record
ken ng, 2 in filing and medical records
ma agement, 2 in medical terminology, 2
fo field experience in medical office proce-
d es, 1 in medical statistical reporting, and
1, in human relations, for a total of 14 se-
'nester hours (11/75).
Recomntendation,Skill Level 40

In the vocational certificate category or
in the lower-division baccalaureate/assd-
ciate degree category, 3 semester hours in
medical office management, 2 in medical
terminology, 2 in medical administrative
techniques, 2 in business communications, 2
in medical record keeping, 2 in filing and
medical records management, 2 in human
relations, 2 in personnel management; and 1
in medical statistical reporting, for a total of
18 semester hours. In the upper-division
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baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours
for field experience in office management, 1,
in introduction to management, and I for
field experience in hospital administration,
for a total of 6 semester hours (11/75).

MOS-71G-002

MEDICAL RECORDS SPECIALIST

71G10
iv 020

1G30
71G40'
71050

Exhibit Dates: 9/77-Present. Pending evalu-
ation.

MoS4111.-001

ADMINISTRATIVE SPECIALIST

71L20
71L40*
71L50

Exhibit Dates; 10/73-8/77.
Career Management Field: 71 (Administra-
tion), subfleld 711 (General Administration):
Description

Summary: Performs administrative office
functions for a military headquarters unit;
performs duties comparable to those of the
civilian occupation, administrative assistant.
NOTE: May have previously held. MOS
7IB (Clerk-typist), 7IC (Steno rapher ), or
7IS (Attache Specialist). Skill Level 0:
Drafts, types, and assembles unit pub ca-
tions, forms, and reports; prepares c re-
spondence, tables, graphs, and charts; n-
swers inquires on administrative and cle
'cal matters; sets up and keeps, alphabetic
and numeric files; processes incoming and
outgoing mail; receives, stores, issues, and
updates nkttlications; analyzes work flow
and repfirrt 'form design. Skill Level 40: Able
to perform the duties required for Skill
Level 20; plans, organizes, and supervises
office, operations; reviews correspondence
and establishes mail distribution; controls
use gf Xerox and other reproduction and
duplicating facilities. Skill Level 50: Able to
perfo the duties required for Skill Level
40; su rvises 'operation of administrativ
func in Adjutant General or Inspect
.Ge : °sections and higher-level headqu
tern; cts adm istrative activities a
mak - end tions to correct defici
cies; in rprets an supervises the esecut
of com cy and operating pr e-
dures; vises superiors on personnel mat-
ters; gives instructions to subordinate super-
visors; coordinates company food service
angaupply activities.
ReWmmendation, Skill Level 20 .

In the vocational certificate categoiy or
in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-

, ciate degree category, 4 semester hours in
business communications, 3 in office proce-
dures, 3 in typing, 3 for field experience in
office practice, 2 in records management,
and I in public relations, for a total of 16
semester hours (11/75).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the vocational certificate category or
in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree Category, 4 semester hours in
business communications, 3 in records Man-
agement, 3 in office. procedures, 3 in typing,

3 for field experience in office management,
2 in public relations, 2 in office manage-
ment, and 2 in duplicating operations, for a
total of 22 semester hours. In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours in office management and 3 for field
experience in office management (11/75).,
Recommendation, Skill Level 50

In the vocational certificate category or
in the lower,division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree ca egory, 6 semester hours for
field experience in office management, .4 in
business comm 'cations, 4 in public rela-
tions, 3 in recor ,management, 3 in office
procedures, 3 office managernent, 3 in
personnel m agement, 3 in typing, and 2 in
duplicating operations; for a total of 31 se-
mester hours. In the upper-division bacCa-
laureate category, 3 semester houfs in office
Management, 3 in personnel management,
and 3 for field experience in office manage-
ment, for a total of 9 semester hours (11/
Z5).

MOS-71L-002
ADMINISTRATIVE SPECIALIST

71L10
71L20
71L30
71L40
71L50

Ef lilbit. Dates: 9/77-Present. Pending evalu-
ation.

MOS-71M-001
CHAPLAIN'S ASSISTANT

71M20
71M50

bit Dates: 10/73-8/77.
r Management Field: 71 (Administra-

tion), subfield 711 (General Administration).
Description ,

Summary: Acts as an administrative assis-
tant to n military chaplain; performs or su-
pervises office activities such as preparing
correspondence, maintaining personnel re-
cords, and assisting in budget preparation;
assists the chaplain in developing and oper-
ating religious education programs; equiv-
alent to a civilian hospital chaplain's assis-
tant or an administrative assistant in a
church or synagogue. NOTE: May have
previously held MOS 7IB (Clerk - Typist),
7IC (Stenographer), or 7IS (Attache Spe-
cialist). Skill Level 20: Performs general
office duties such as reception, record keep-
ing, written communications, and budget-
ing; assists in the development and estab-
lishment of religious education programs.
Skill Level 50: Able to perform the duties
required for Skill Level 20; supervises ac-
tivities that assist the chaplain; acts as a
paraprofessional in assisting the chaplain in
the establishment aid operation -of religious
.education programs, conferences, seminars,
and lectures.
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the vocational certificate category, 2
semester hours in business communications,
2 in communication skills, I in filing, and I
in office management, for a total- of 6 se-
mester hours. In the lower-division bacca-
laureate/associate degree category, 2 semes-
ter hours in" business communications, 2 in
communication skills, and I in introduction

Ave

to audio-visual equipment, for .a total of 3
semester hours (11/15). .

Recommendation, Skill Lein!
In the Vocational certificate cate,gory, 4

semester hours in communications s, 3
in office management, 2 iii bUsiness commu-
nications, and 1 in filing, for a total of 10

/ semester hours. In the lower-division bacca-
laureate/associate degree category, 4 semes-
ter hours in communication skills, 2 in busi-
ness communications; 2 in office manage-
ment, 'and I in introduction to aucho-visual .
equipment, for a total of 9 semester hours
(11/75).

MOS-71M-002

CHAPLAIN'S ASSISTANT

71M10 -71M20

71M30
71M40
71M50

Exhibit Dates: 9/77-Present. Pending evalu-
ation.

MOS-:71N7001

TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT COORDINATOR '

71N10
71N20
71N30
71N40

Exhibit Dates: 3/76-Present.
Career Management Field: 64 (Transports-
tion), subfield 641 (Surface Operations).,
Description ,

Summary: Coordinates ,the departure and
arrival of freight and personnel. by air, rail,
highway, and water. Skill Level 10: Per-
forma' clerical duties associated with the lo-
gistics of freight and personnel movements;
issues government,- and civilian shipping
documents, including freight bills, bills of
lading, and freight manifest sheets; assists
Military members in the preparation of
travel itineraries, personal property ship-
ping documents, and passenger movement
forms. Skill Level 20 Performs the dutir
required foi Skill Level 10 and provides
guidance to Skill Level 10 personnel. Skill
Level 30: Able to perform the duties re-
quired for Skill el 20; supervises
medium-scale freig movemeht -office;
plans, directs, and c ntrbls operation of
subordinate personnel; assists in the devel-
opment of future transportation- plans; su-
pervises freight reconsignment, maintains li-
aison with military and civilian transporta-
tion facilities; reviews, consolidates and pre-
pares reports covering transportation move-
-ment operation,. Skill Level-40: Able to per,if._
form the duties required for Skill Level 30;11;
supervises personnel at a large-scale freight

. movement office; when requested, reviews
recommendations concerning facilities an
site selection for depots, terminals, and rail-
heads; advises superiors on 'present and
future transportation capabilities and' techni-
cal problems:

Recommendation, Skill Level 10
In the lower-division baccalaiireate/asso-

ciate degree category, I semester, hour in
traffic and transportation or in physical dis-
tribution management (5/76).



Recommendation, Skill Level 20 '
In the lower-diuision baccalaureate/asso-

ciate degree bategory, 2 semester hours in
traffic and transportation or Physical distri-
bution mahagement (5/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 30

In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 4 semester hours in
traffic and transportation or in physical' dis-
tribution management, 3 in human relations,
3 in personnel supervision' and additional
credit in traffic, and transportation or in
physical distribution management on the
basis of institutional evaluation, for a mini-
mum total of 10 semester hours (5/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 6 semester hours in
traffic and transportation or in physical dis-
tribution management, 3 in human relations,
3 in personnel supervision, 3 for field expe-
rience in management, and additional credit
in traffic and transportation or in physical
distribution management on 'the basis of in-
stitutional evaluation, for a minimum total
of 15 semester hours. In the upperdivision
baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in
introduction to management (5/76).

7

MOS-71P-001
FLIGHT OPERATIONS COORDINATOR

71P20
P40

/IPSO
Exhibit Dates: 10/73-2/76.
Career Management Field: 65 (Transporta-
tion), subfield 655 (Air Operations).
Description

Summary: Schedules, clears, and dis-
patches aircraft.' Skill Level 20: Prepares
routing and flight orders; processes local
and extended flight clearances; coordinates
flight plans with other agencies such as
FAA; maintains flight information board;
keeps records and reports' on flight oper-
ation activities; arranges ground services for
transient aircraft; interprets weather reports
and weather maps; understands and-corrects
aeronautical charts and publications used in
navigation. Skill Level 40: Able to perform
the duties required for Skill Level 20; su-
pervises the scheduling, clearance, and dis-
patching of aircraft; plans and schedules
work assignments; trains personnel; obtains
instrument flight clearances; plans and 'su-
pervises the movement of both perSonnel
and cargo 'by air. Skill Level 50: Able to
perform the duties required for Skill Level
40;, is a mid-level manager responsible for
either flight operations or overall operations
of a unit such as a division aviation section
or an operations section of do aviation bat-
talion. NOTE: I,day have progressed to
71P50 from 711540 or 93D40 (Flight Simu-

' lator Specialist).
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the vocational certificate category or
in the lower-diviiion bacCalaureate/asso:
ciate 'degree category, 3 semester hours in
aircraft dispatching, 3 in aircraft Operations.
management, and.2 in- office practices, for a
total of 8 semester hours. *I 'the upper -
division baccalaureate category, credit on

e basis of institutional evaluation (2/75).
ecommendation, Skill Level 40
In the vocational certificate category, the

lower-division . baccalaureate/associate
'degree category: or the upper-division bac-

alaureate category, 6 semester hours in air-

ARMY ENLISTED

craft dispatching, 6 in aircraft operations
management, 3 in personnel management, 3
in personnel training, and 2 in office prac-
tices, for a total of 20 semester hours (2/
75).

Recommendation, Skill Level 50
In the vocational certificate category, the

lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, or the upper-division bac-
calaureate category, 6 semester hours in air-
craft dispatching, 6 in aircraft operations
management, 6 in personnel management,.6
in personnel training, and 2 in office prac-
tices, for a total of 26 semester hours (2/
75).

MOS-71P--002

FLIGHT OPERATIONS COORDINATOR

71 P 10

Description
Summary: Schedules, clears, and dis-

patches aircraft. Skill Levd 10: Processes
cross - country and local flight clearances;,
coordinates flight plans with other agencies,
such as the FAA; maintains flight informa-
tion; prepares, types, and maintains records
and reports on flight operations and activi-
ties; maintains current files on flying regula-
tions and navigational aid information; ar-
ranges ground services for transient aircraft;
interprets and posts teletype weather re-
ports; ,understands terminology used in air
navigation .and is aware of air traffic con-
trol advisory procedures. Skill Level 20:.
Able to perform the duties required for
Skill Level 10; superVises a small flight op-
erations activity consisting of 5 to 12 subor-
dinate personnel; schedules aircraft mis-
sions, dispatches aircraft, and forms asso=
ciated administrative plans and
schedules work assignments of subordinate
flight operations personnel; checks work of
subordinates and instructs them in proper -
work techniques and procedures; reviews,
consolidates, and prepares technical, per-
sonnel, and administrativC reports; assists in
preparing pre-ac cident plans. Skill Level 30:
Performs the duties required for Skill Level
20 and supervises a medium-sized flight op-
erations activity consisting of 13 or more
subordinate personnel; provides technical
guidance to subordinate personnel; super-
vises the preparation of the _situation map;
prepares operations letters; assists adminis-
tratively in aircraft accident investigations;
assists in the.preparation of letfers of agree-
ment, operations .estimates, and operations

ders. Skill Level 40: Performs the duties
uired:forSkill-Level 30-and- supervises- a--
e flight operations activity. Skill Level
Able to peitorm the duties required for
ceding skill levels; is a mid-level man-

ger.
ommendatiouL Skill Level 10

I the vocational certificate category or
in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category; 3 semester hours in
aircraft dispatching, 3 in aircraft operations
management, 3 in federal aviation regula-
tions, and 2 in office practices, for a total of
11 semester hours (6/76).

71P20
71P30
71P40
71P50

Exhibit Dates: 3/76-Present.
Career Management Field: 64 (Transporta-
tion), .subfield 644 (Air Operations).

I.
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Recommendation, Skill Lqvel 20
In the vocational certificate category or

in the lower-division baccalaureatc/asso-,
ciate degree category, 3 semester hours in
aircraft dispatching, 3 in aircraft-operations
management, 3 in federal aviation regula-
tions, and 2 in office practices, and addi-
tional credit in personnel supervision on the
basis of institutional evaluationjtor a mini-
mum total of 11 semester ,hours.
upper-division baccalaureate ry,
credit in aviation management or air raffic

rations on the basis of institutional evil-
on (6/76).

ecommendation Skill Level 30
In the vocational certificate category or

in the lower- division' baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 6 semester bours in
aircraft dispatching, 6 in aircraft operations
management, 3 in federal aviation regula-
tions, 3 in personnel supervision, 3 in orga-
nization and management, and 2 in office
practices, for a'stotal of 23 semester hoins.
In the upper-division baccalaureine catego-
ry, credit in aviation 'management or air
traffic operations on the basis. of institution-
al evaluation (6/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the vocational certificate category or
in the lower.division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 6 semester hours in
aircraft dispatching, 6 in aircraft operations
management, 3 in federal aviation regula-
tions, 6 in personnel supervision, 3 in orga-
nization and managemept, I in human rela-
tions, and 2 in'office ptlactices, for a total of
29 semester hours.' In the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 6 semester hours in
aviation management or air traffic oper-
ations and additional credit on the basis of
institutional evaluation (6/76). 16
Recommendation, Skill Level 50

In ' the ... ational certificate category or
in the lowenclivision baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 6 semester hours in
aircraft dispatching, 6 in aircraft operations
management, 3 in federal aviation regula-
tions, 6 in personnel superv.ision, 3 in orga-
nization and management, 3 in human rela-
tions, and 2 in office practices, for a total of
29 semester hours. ril the upper-division
baccalaureafejcategory, 6 semester hours in
aviation management or air traffic oper-
ations, 6 for field experience in manage-
ment, 3 in introduction to management, and
1 in personnel management, and additional
credit for an internship in education on the
basis of institutional evaluation, for a mini-
mum total of 18 semester hours (6/76).

, .

MOS- 71Q -Q01

INFORMATION SPECIALIST

71Q20
71Q40
71Q50

-Exhibit Dates: 10/73-2/77. ,

----Career-Management-Field: 71- (Administra-
tion), subfield 715 (Information):
Description

Summary: Supervises or .partiOipates in
the administration of information programs.
NOTE: May have previ sly held MOS
71B (Clerk-Typist), 71C ( enographei), or
71S (Attache' Specialist . Skill Lev,e1 20:
Serving as a reporter, is responsible for
gathering information; reparing and edit-
ing news items, featur articles, and editori-
als for newspapers; reparing publicity' re:
leases and information releases; and taking,

f
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developing, and selecting photographs.
Serving as an editor, edits news stories, pre-
pares headlines and captions, plans format
and layout, corrects and revises galley
sheets, considers libel and copyright laws,
makes reporter, assignments. Skill Level 40:
Able to perform the duties required for
Skill Level 20; supervises and coordinates
an information program and trains subordi-
nates in all aspects of journalism. Skill Level
50: Able to perform the duties rewired for
Skill-Level 40; coordinates the activities of
a large information program involving sev-
eral media.
Recommendation, SIdlli.eiel 20

In the lower -- division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 6 semester hours in
news reporting, 3 in feature writing, 3 in
basit photography, 3 in publicity release
writing, and 6 for field experience in jour-
nalism, for a total of 21 semester hours; if
the duty assignment was editor, additional
Credit as followsI 3 semester hours for a
practicum in news preparation,-3 for a prac-
ticum in news editing, 3 in layout and
design,i-,3 for field experience ak manage-
ment, and 3 in personnel stpervision, for a
total of 36 semester hours (5/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level-40

In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree ,category, the recommendation
is the same as that for Skill Level 20 for the
duty assignment as "editor (36 semester
hours). In the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 3 semester hours in introduction
to management, 3 in human relations, and 6
for field experience in public relations (5/
76).

Recommendation, Skill Level 50
In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-

ciate degree category, the recommendation
is the same as that for Skill Level 20 for the

/duty assignment ,as -editor (36 'semester
hours). In the upper-division bacCalaureate
category, 3 semester hours in huinan rela-
tions, 3 in 'introduction to manageinent, 3 in
office management, 3 in records dministra-
tion, 6 for field experience in m agement,
and 6 for 'field experience in ublic rela-
tions, for a total of 24 semester .hours' (5/
76).

MOS-71Q-002
JOURNALIST

71Q10
71 Q20
71Q30
71Q40

Exhibit Dates: 3 /77- Present. Pending evalu-
ation.

MOS-71R-001
BROADCAST SPECIALIST 4

71R20.
71R40
71R50- .

Exhibit Dates: 10/73 -2/77.
Career Management Field: 71 (Administra-'
tion) subfield 715 (Information).
Description rSummary Supervises or' '

articipates, in
the operation of,a radio dr ttlevisiod broad-
cast center. NOTE t May have previously

EXHIBITS411

held MOS 7IB (Clerk-Typist), 7IC (Stenog-
rapher), or 71S (Attache' Specialist). Skill
Level 20: Prepares scripts, announces, and
gives play-by-play coverage of events; op-
crates sound equipment andtperforms pre-
ventive maintenance. Skill Level 40: Able to
perform the duties required for Skill Level
20; serves as script supervisor, producer,
and director of radio or television pro-
grams. Skill Level 50: Able to perform the
duties required for Skill Level 40; serves-as
station manager and coordinates programs'
and broadcast activities within the Armed
Forces, network.
Recommendation, Skill Level 20 ,

In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 3 semester hours in
broadcast news writing, 3 in continuity
writing, 3 in announcing, 3 in studio tech-
niques, 3 for field experience in television
production, and additional Cedit on the
basis of institutional evaluations for a mini-
mum total of 15 semester hours '(5/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the lower-division baccalaiireate/asso-
ciate degree category, 3 semester hours in
broadcast news writing, 3 in continuity
writing, 3 in announcing, 3 in studio tech-
niques,. 3 for field experience in television
production. 6" for television workshop, 3 in
television directing, 3 in human relations, 3
in personnel. supervision, and 3 for field ex-
perience in management, for a' minimum
total of 33 semester hours (5/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 50

In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, the recommendation
is the same as that for Skill. Level 40. In the.
upper-division baccalaureate- category, 6 se-
mester hours for field experience in man-
agement, 3 in introductiOn-to management,
6 in broadcasting station management, .and .
3 in records administration, for iriptal of 18
semester hours (5/76).

MOS-WI-002
BROADCAST .ThURNALIST

71R10
.71R20
71R30
71R40 tt)47

Exhibit Dates: 3 -Present. Pending evalu-
ation.

and pr vouchers for payment; drives
and pe, ,oPerator' maintenance, .on
sedan, tali ishes. and keeps administrative
and int ence files; Pses intelligencpro-
cedures t ute classified correlipondlince,
to file ligence data, and to safeguard
classified formation in. the office; assists
the attach in. collecting/ integrating, tabu -
lating( writing, ind disseminating intelli-
gence infdrmati prepares distributidn lists
for intelligence types and proof-
reads intelligence rts; coordinates with
United States 'intelligence and embassy per -'
sound to facilitate the flow and exchange
of intelligenee.lpformation. Skill Level 30:
Performs the diifies required for Skill Level
20; performs cryptographic functions, in-
cluding encrypting and ilecrYpting mes.
sages, the preparation of reports on crypto-
graphic operation,'and the safeguarding of
cryptographic materials; instructs less expe-
rienced personnel in proper work tech-
niques and procedures.
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the vocational certificate categQty or
in the lower-division baccalaureate
date degree category, 4 semester ho
typing, 3 in office practices, 2 in filing,
business communications, 2 in record keep-
ing, and 1, in business machines (duplicat-
ing), for a total of 14 semester hours'(5/76).
Reiimmendation, Skill Level 30

k the vocational certificate category, C:
se&t.er hours in typing, 3 in office prac-
tic'ekt2 in filing, 2 in business communica-
tions,-2 in record keeping, and I in business
machines (duplicating), fur a total of 16 se-
mester hours. In the lower-division -bacca-
laureate/associate degree category, 6 semes--
ter hours in typing, 3 in office practices, 2
in filing, 2 in business communications, 2 in
record keeping, I in business machines (du-

.plicating), 3 in human relations, d 3"for
field experience in office manage t, for a
total of 22 semester hours (5/76).

MOS-71U-001
CARD AND TAPE WRITER

71 U20

. See the exhibit for MOS 74B.

MOS -71S -001

ATTACHE SPECIALIST

71S20
- 71S30

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-8/77. (Effective 9/77,
MOS 715 was discontinued and its func-
tions were incorporated into MOS 71 L,
Administrative Specialist.)
,Career Managenient_Tield: 71 (Administra-
tion), iubffeld 711 (General Administration).
Description

Summary: Performs general ad inistra=
nye and office duties in support o Defelkse
Army Attache office located in embassy
of the United States of Amenc able to
perform the duties required r 71B20
(Clerk-Typist). Skill Level 20: Types at a :'
minimum speed of 35 pordi per minute;
drafts ang assembles correspondence; an-
swers or responds to inquiries; operates du-1
plicating puipment; prepares, coinputes,:

MOS-72B-001
COMMUNICATIONS CENTER SPECIALIST.

72B10
72B20
72B30
72B40

$ Exhibit .Dates: 10/73-9/74. (Effective 10/
74, MOS 72B was discontinued and its
functions weie incorporated into MOS 72E,
TelecoinmuniCations C,enter Specialist.) --

Career Management Field: 7+2P (Communion-
tionS find Audio Visual), subfield 721 (Coin-. '

munications Olierations)..
Description

Summary: tSupervises comrnunicitions
center activities or opeiates automatic, ,
semi-automatic, and manual teletypewnter
equipment, cryptodevices, and related office
equipment to send, receive, and r'oute mes-
sages of a technical or classified nature.
Skill Level '16: Performs a messenger.
Skill Lgvel 20: Able to pe orm the qies
required for Skill Level 10; operates tele-



typewrites and associated office equipment;
maintains 41ministrative records in a com-
munications "control center. Skill Level 3
Able to perform the duties required for.
Skill Level 20; is a senior telecommunica-
tions and office equipment -operator work-
ing alone or as a member of a team; en-
forces security regulations; maintains re-
cords systems. Skill Level 44 Able to per-
form the duties required for Skill Levels 20
or 30; is a first-line supervisor of teletype,

. writer operators, with responsibility for the
management of a' medium-sized or large
communications section; reviews machine
accounting processes; plans, organizes, and
coordinates use ocpersonnel and equipment;
may supervise 30 or more persons.
Recomniendation, Skill Level 10

No recommendation because of the limit- "..

ed technical 'nature of the skills, competen-
ciet and-knowledge (3/75).
Recommenditlon, Skill Level 20 .

In the vocational certificate eatery:fry or
in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-

. elate, degree category, 2 semester hours in
typewriting or office machine operation or
technical report writing (3/75),
RecommendatIon,'Skill Level 30 -

In the vocational certificate category or
in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 3 semester hours in
typewriting or office machine operation or
technical report writing (3/75).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the vocational certificate category, 3
semester hours in typewriting or office ma-
chine operation and 3 in technical report
writing. In the lower-division baccalaure-
ate/associate degree category, 3 semester
hours in typewriting or office machine op-
eration, 3 in technical report writing, 3 in
management, d 3 in personnel supervi-
sion, tote, for a to of 12 semester hours. In the
upper-division accalaureate category, 3 se-
mester hours in management' and 3 in per-
sonnel supervision on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation (3/75).

MOS-72C-001
CENTRAL OFFICE SWITCHBOARD

OPERATOR (TELEPHONE '
SWITCHBOARD OPERATOR)

72C20
72C40

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-2/78. (Effective 3/78,
MOS 72 was discontinued and its functions
were incorporated into MOS 36C, Wire
Systems Installer/Operator.)
Career Management Field: 72 (Telecom-
munications).
DescrIptloil

Summary: Supervises or performs opera-
tor maintenance on manual, semi-automatic,
and automatic switchboards and auxiliary
equipment. Skill Level 20: Assists in the im-
placement of mobile switchboards; places
local and twig distance call s checks circuits
to ascertain proper function g; reads traffic
and cabling diagrams. uses andtools, such
as electrician's lonaand screwdriver. 'Skill
Level 40 Able to perform the duties re-
quired for Skill Level 20; is a, first-line su-
pervisor; schedules operators; instructs op-
erators on proper. techniques and routing of
calls; maintains updated traffic diagrams for
operator reference; maintains station logi;
requisitions supplies; supervises preventive
maintenance on switchboards and auxiliary
equipment; prepares operational and admin-
istrative reports.

J
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Recommendation, Skill Level 20

No recommendation because of the limit-
ed technical nature of the skills, competen-
cies, and knowledge (3/76).
Recommendation, Skill level 40

In the lower - division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 3 semester hours in
personnel supervision, 3 in human relations,
and 3 for 'field experience in management,
for a total of 9 semester hours (3/76). ,
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MOS-72E4801 '. ,

TELECOMMUNICkrNS CENTEA SPEGIALIST

72E10 -

72E20
72E30
72E40

Eilithit Dateir10/74-Present.
Career Management Field: 72 (Telecom-
munications).
Description

Summary: Supetvises or operates tele-
commwiications center equipment and
'remote data terminal devices or performs
function's related to these operations. Skill
Level ia Processes and delivers messages
and performs related clericid functions in
telecommunications centers. Skill Level 20
Able to perform the duties required for

4, Skill Level Kl; assigns iwitch center or tele-
communications center equipment' for oper-
ation; installs and operates teletypewriter
equipment; performs and records preventive
maintenance on all iquipment utilized; re-
produces and distributes messages. Skill
Level 30 Able to perform the duties re-
quired for Skill -Level 20; prepares and
maintains the files necessary for accounting
of cryptomaterial. Skill Leyel 40: 'Able to
perform the duties required for Skill Level
20 or .30; is a first-line supervisor, coordi-
nates work activities in i data communica-
tions4erminal; makes work assignments; co-
ordinates equipment phase-down in event of
power failure; prepares, conducts, and su-
pervises on-the-job training of subordinate
personnel; reviews accounting procedures
and recommends necessary improvements;
provides technical information on commu-
nications center operations to superiors;
prepares final reports.
Recommendation, Skill Level 10

No recommendation because of the limit-
ed technical nature of the skills, competen-
cies, and knowledge (3/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 20 -

In the vocational' certificate category, 6
semester hours in basic electronics and 3 for
field experience in communications center
operations. In the lower-division baccalau-
reate/associate degree category, 3 semester
hours in basic electronics (3/76). ,,

Recommendation, Skill Level 30
In the vocational certificate category, the

recommendation is the same as that for
SkillLevel 20. In the lower-division bacca-
laureate/associate degree category, 3 semes-
ter hours in basic electronics and 3 in re-
cords administration (3/76).
Reehmmendation, Skill Level 40

In t vocational certificate,categoty, the
ieco endatioo is the same as that . for
Skill vel 20. In the lower-division bacca-
laureate /associate degree category, 3 semes-
ter hours in basic electronics, 3 in records
administration, 3 in human relations, 3 in
personnel supervision, and 3 for field expe-
rience in mimagem7t, `for a total of 15 se-

3

mester hours. In the upper-division bacca-
laureate category, 3 semester hours for field
experience in management (3/76).

MOS-72F-001
DATA COMMUNICATIONS TERMINAL

SPECIALIST

72F20-
72F40

Exhibit Dates:. 10/73-9/74. (Effective 10/ .
74, JAOS 72F was discontinued and its
-functions were incorporated into MOS 72E,
Telecommunications CenterSpecialist.3'
Career Management. Field: 72 (Telecom-
munications).-
Descrftition

Summary: Operates Communication ter- .
urinal equipmeht, 'Including teletypewriter,
cards, tapes, and cryptographic and associ-
ated'devices. Skill Level 20: Processes and

ing, and precedence foe input to an auto-
for adherence to procedures, formarit1=-
delivers messages; reviews . data p

mated data comdiunicalSons network; oper-'
aces control equipment teletype
systems with. digital netwo k; perfont,"-pre-
ventive 'maintenance on to commumca-,
lions terminal equipment. Skill -Level 40:
Able to perform the duties required for
Skill Level 20; supervises data communica-
tions terminal operations, personnel, and
equipment;maintenance activities; prepares
technical and- administrative reports; con-
ducts oh-the-job training.
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the -vocational certificate or in the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate de- .

gree category, 3 semester hours in ,commu-
nications equipment operation, 3 in digital
data transmission, 3 in basic mathematics, 2
in typing, I ,in electronic communication
theory, 1 in electronic equipment mainte-
nance, 1 in digital principles, and I in AC
and DC circuits, for a total of 15 semester
hours (3/75).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the vocational certificate or in the
lower-division baccidaureate/associate de-
gree category, 3 semester hours in commu-
nications equipment operation, 3 in digital
data transmission, 3 in basic mathematics, 3 '
in office management, ) in personnel super-
vision, 2 in typing, 1 in electronic comanu-
nication theory, I in electronic equipment
maintenance, I in digital principles; and I in
AC and DC circuits, for a total of 21 semes-
ter hours; if pay grade E-7 was achieved, 3
additional credits for field experience in
data communications (3/75).

MOS-72G-001
DATA COMMUNICATIONS5WITCHING

CENTER SPECIALIST

72G20
72G40
2G50

Exhatea: 3/75-Present.
Career Management Field: 72 (Telecom-

unicliOons).
Daerlpiion

.Summary Operates and monitors data
communications equipment and peripheral
devices in an automatic digital message
switching center. Skill Level 20

includingdata communicandh equipment, Including

V
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system control to Monitor and 'direct digital
message switching center operations; pro-
cesses and transmits messages; understands
circuit and message switching capabilitisof
data communication switching center
equipment; assigns computer and peripheral
equipment configurations for mesgage pro-
cessing on -line operation, off -line dperation,

, and maintenance functions; prepares mes-
. ..-sages for transmission in papsr tape a card

. form; prepares system flow data to and
' from digital computers connected to elec-

. tromechanical devices; operates peripheral
equipment such as card readers, card

. punches, magnetic tape.stasiodis, high-speed
printers, control consoles line message
processor, and teletypewriters; prepares sta-
tion logs, assures adequate suppliek' keeps
files, indexes tapes, and prepares. in-statio
message-handling efficiency statistics. Sk j
Level 40: Able to perform the duties re-
quired for Skill Level 20; 'serves as a shift
supervisor or traffic service supervisor; su-
pervises switching center shift. operations
applicable to console and console traffic
service operations, programming, technical
control, and terminal activities; coordinates
routing .of traffic with other stations and
equipment maintenance; directs and con-
ducts on-the-job *training; 'prepares .reports
on Stich topics as-circuit and equipment, out-
ages,. traffic statistics, softwareand hard-

.

ware deficiencies, program patches, circuit
restorel actions, and procedural problems.
NOTE: May have progressed to 72040
from 72020 or 72E40 (Telecommunicattons
Center Specialist). Skill Level 50: Able to
perform the'duties required for Skill Level
40; serves as a data communications super-
visor or jnan ger; performs office manage-
ment. functio s; assists' in problem-solving
pertinent to programming, tributaries,
equipment, maintenance, and administration;
prepares administrative and technical re-
ports on cryptographic and data communic-
tions center operation; supervises organiza-
tion, training, and technical operations.
NOTE: May have progressed to 72050
from 72G40, 72E40 (Telecommunications
Center Specialist), 72H40 (Central Office
Operations Specialist), or 72C40 (Central

u--Office Switchboard Operator).

Recommendation, Skill Level 20
In the lower-division baccaluareate /assn-

date degree category, or in the upper-divi-
sign baccaluareate )category, 3 semester
hours in principles of data communications
(6/76):

,

Recommendation, Skill Level 40 /
In the lower-division baccaluareate/asso-

ciate degree Category,_ 3 semester hours in
princples of data communications, 3 in

' human relations, 3 in personnel supervision,
and 3 for field experience in management,
for a total of. 12 semester hours. In the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 se-
mester hours in principles 04. data cornmuni-

,cations and 3 for field experience in man-
ment (6/76). .

e
Recommendation, Skill Level 50

In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
, ciate degree category, 3 semester hours in
principles of data communications, 3 in
human relations, 3 in personnel supervision,
3 fo(field experience in management, and 3
in technical writing, for a total of 15 semes-
ter hours. In the upper-division baccalaure-
ate category, 3 semester hours in principles
of data communications, 3 for field experi-
ence in management, and 3 in introduction

--to management; for a total of 9 semester
hours (6/76). '

MOS-72H-601
.

CENTRAL OFFICE OPERATIONS SPECIALIST

72H20
72H40

Exhibit Data: 10/741-Present.
Career Management Field: 72 (Telecom-
muhications):

e. Description
Summary: Supervises or operates switch-

boards and radio consoles providing corn-
munications to the President and other per-
sons and offices of the executive branch of
the government. Pill Level 20: Able to per-
form the duties required for 72C20 (Central
Office Switchboard Operator); sets up- and
operates voice ,transmissions equipment to
provide ground, and air communications;
makes Continuity checks. to ensure all local..
and nationwide circuits are working; main-
tains a roster showing current loclitions of
staff, -cabinet, and military` officials and
aides; maintains charts, circuitry- logs, and
worldwide locator systems pertaining to
presidential communications networks; uses
security regulations; employs proper tele-

' phone operator procedures; installs switch-
boards and radiophone interfaced equip-
ment. Skill Level 40: Able to perform the

uties required for Skill Level 20; super-
.v 'central office- communications oper-
a o initiates training programs and sets
s d ds for training of central office per-
sonn oversees preventive maintenanci.of
switch ,ard and auxiliary equipment; ce-
erdinat with telephone companies, both
domestic d foreign, for placement of tali%
phone service and long-line circuits; in-
structs and demonstrates proper work pro-
cedures and techniques; estimates traffic
loads- and equipment utilization; supervises
the installation and maintenance of radio
and telephone communications equipment.
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the vbcatiohal certificate category or
in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree 'category, 3-Temestei hours in
record keeping, 3 in ,elementary broadcast-
ing, and 3 in small instrument repair, for a
total rp-serriter hoUrs,(3/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40 .

In the vocational certificate category, the
recommendaticin is 'the; same as that for
Skill Level 20. In the lower-divisiOn bacca-
laureate/associate degree category, 3 semes-
ter hours in record keeping,`3 in elementary
broadcasting, 3 in small instrument-repair,
in human relations, 3 in personnel super-4i-
sion, and 3 for field experience in manage-
ment, for a total of 18 semester hours. In
the upper-division baccalaureate category, 3
semester hours in systems management (3/
76).

MOS-73e=001

FINANCE SPECIALIST

73C20
73C30
73C40

Exhibit. Dates: 10/73-8/77.
Career Management Field: 71 (Administra-
tion), subfield 713 (Finance).
Description

Summary: Receives and disburses cash;
keeps financial records pertain,ing to pay-
roll, travel, commercial accounts, and leave.
NOTE: May have previously held MOS

I

71B (Clerk-TypiSt), 71C (teliographer), or
71S (Attache Specialist). Skill Level ,20:
Under supervision, disburses, collects, and
keeps custody of\cash, checks, and bonds;
balances and reconciles cash blotter and
check register, ex4hiinges foreign currency
.and military payment certificates; counsels
and assists persons th pay and allowance
problems; reviews accuracy of data, coding,
numbering, and protessing of documents,
correspondence, and ''computer input and
output for the Army pay system; posts and
annually reviews military leave records;,
keeps- records and prepares reports for
income taxes and FICA; prepares state-
ments of legal residenCe; keeps pay ac-
counts for civilian employees, including
payroll contrbl registrar and leave accounts;
determines the validity orcommercial bills
by examining supporting and substantiating
documents; processes _valid bills for pay-
ment aid keeps bills, register, and file of
documents; prepares,processes, and makes
payment of vouchers for s pplies, equip-
merit, and non-personner se ices; applies
computer-oriented language in recording
data. Skill Level 30: Able t perform the
duties if quired for Skill Leve 20; performs
quality assurance audits of pay, leave,
travel, disbursement, and collection recorg.
performs comprehensive reviews of on-site
personnel financial records; detects errors,
determines the causes, and initiates correc-
tive changes; verifies procedures for exami-
nation and deterThination of entitlements;
conducts pay inquiry analyses 'and proce-
dural' reviews; modifies procedures to 'imt
prove efficiency, insure accirracy, and
assure proper financial accountability; inter-
prets and applies directiveS, regulations, and
other legal requirements on civilian, mili-
tary, and dependent personnel travel and
dislocation allowances; interpretsand ap-
plies Comptroller:Gerieral decisiohs.. Skill
Level 40: Able to perform the duties re-
quired for Skill Level 30; as a first-line su-
pervisor, plans and organizes work 'sched-
ules, assigns duties, and instructs subordi-
nates in proper work techniques and proce-
dures; prepares administrative, technical,
and personnel reports; provides liaison with
finance organizations.

Recommendation, Skill Level 20
In the vocational certificate. category, 3

semester hours in business mathematics, 3 in
government payroll prbcedures, 3 in busi-
ness communications, 3 in introduction to
credit, 2 in office practices, and 1 in typing,
fur a total of 15 semester hours. In the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in busi-
ness mathematics, 3 in'business communica-
tions, 3 in government payroll psicedures,
2 in office practices, 1 in typing, and 1 in
personal finance and credit, for a total of 13
semester hours (3/75).

Recommendation, Skill Level 30
semIn the vocational certificate category, 3.

ester hours in business mathematics, 3 i
government payroll procedures, 3 in offi
Management, 3 in office accounting, 3 in
introduction to credit, 3 in business co u-
nications, 2 in office practices, and in
typirk for a total of 22 semester ho In
the lower-cyvision baccalaureate/ iate
degree category, 3 semester hours / n busi-
nessmathtnatics, 3 in business co/ munica-.
tions, 3 in govorrunent payroll pp edures,
3 in office management, 2 in 0+ ice prac-
tices, 2 in typing, and 1 in pe al finance .

and credit, for a total of 17 se ester hours
(3/75).



.Rseemmendatios, Skill Level 40 ,
'In the' vobaliOnal certificate, category,. 3

semester hours in business mathematics, 3 in
government payroll procedures, 3 in office
accounting, 3 in introduction to 3 in
banana communications, 3 in writ-
ing, 3 in office management, office
practices, and 2 in typing, for a total of 25
semester hours. In the lower-di
laureate/associate degree category, semes-
ter hoist in business mathematics, 3 in bud-
nese communications, 3 in
roll procedures, 3 in offi

supervision,
2 in office practices, 2 in

111 personal .finance and credit,
23 semester hours (3/75).

overnment pay-
management, 3

report writ-
typmg, and I.
for a-total of

; '

MOS-73C-002 '

FINANCE SPECIALIST

73C10
73C20
73C30

4 73C40

ARMY ENLISTED MOS' 2-117
inpu output; assists in desining
mac seen tins; systenis;
*fates the pirePanition activities for visiia by.'
Arm Audit AgericYfimil General Account-
'mg ice resentntivea. ;. .
It tion, !SO-Level 20 .

1,In "the' VeleatinCaertificate category, A
seta' hoiurs in clerical record keeping.,:3
in b ess math tics, 3 in business com-
munications,'' 2 accounting principles, .2
for field e ce in icdo Ling, and 1 in
typin!z; for ;ii` of 15, ester boars. In
the wer-di on baccala te/assOciate
degree categ , 3 semester ho in, busi-
ness mat es, '3 jn businest communica-
tions, 2 in: principles, 2 for field,
experience tinting, and 1 in typing,
for a total o semestir,hours (3/15). ,

keen On; Pill Level 30;
In .the' ,dmitional cestifiCate category, 4

semester
°ura

in clerical recd 3
in bunt' mathematics, 3 mess com.
nannies .ns, i3 ill-office einent, 2 in
acconn g p ciples, and 1 in typing, fOr a
total d 16 ester hours; if pa E 7,
was a ieveck d 4 semester hours Tor field
expe ence in =counting, for a total of 20 e
Sem ter hottrs. In the lower-division bacca-

fe/aisticiate degree category,- 3 seines-
ter oars in business mathematics, 3 in busi-
n communications, 3 in office manage-'
m t, 2 in principles of accRunting,' and 1 in

ing,; for a total of 12 semester hoilrs; if
Y grade E-7 was achiered '4 additional ser,
ester hOurs for field experience in ac-

counting, for a total of 16 semester hours
(3/75). -
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the vocational certificate Category,- 4
semester, hours in clerical record keeping, 2
in accounting principles,. 6 for field experi-
ence in 'accounting, '3 in business mathemat-

(Ica, 3 in business communications, -3 in
office Management, 3 in introduction to
data processing, and I in typing, for a total
of 25 semester hours. In the loWer-division
baccalaureate/associate degree 2gory, 3
semester-hours in business mathe atics, 3 in
business 'communications, 3 in office man-

!men% 3 in personnel supervision, 3 in
troduction to data processing, 2 in princi-

p es of accounting, 4 for field eiperience in
accounting, and 1 in typing,' for a total of
22 semester hours (3/75).

or comptroller fiinctnins at Military installa-
tions, agencies, or commands; supervises.
and reviews,Paysoll =counting -procedures
and recottls,'Wel'diiihtirsements and inter-
nal' reView and Midges ifurghlions; performs

:staff funCtiOns such as reseiroh and prepara-
tion of financial' =counting statements, and
statistical reports; as, a, finance operations
chief, at Grade, E-fi, supervises .e. minimum

',

of 25 persons; as a 'finance operations chief ,
at Grade E-9, supervises a imuninium of *--.

, Persons. NOTE., ,May have previously held. )

'MOS 71B (Clerk-Typist), 71C (Stenogra-
.pher) or 715'(Aliaehe Specialist). \,,

Recommendation',',
In the vocational certifialle!-CategOry, '6

semester hours for field experience in. ac-
counting, i3 .in, payroll 'accounting, 3 in bus!. '
ness OOmmuuications,*1 in .filing, and addi-
tional: credit as follows: if the .du 'assigh-.
»rent 'Was division Chief at pay e, E-8 4
semester 4outs in office inannipenlienty 4 in
personnel superVision, 'and' 2 in :budgetink
and systems, ',TOT a. total of 23 *semester, ,

hours; (04.d:try:assignment was fiance op-
.eradon..r, chief at pay grade E-8, 3 semester
hours in. offieemanagement, 5 intpersonnel '. °':
supervision, and 3 and' sys-
terns, for. a totarof 26 semester hours; e. the
duty assignment was ,finance Operations chief
at pay grade E-9. 6 semester hoins,in.Office
management, 6 in ,personnel . superVision,
and 4 in budgeting and systems, for a total ,

of. 29 semester hours. In the ower-diVision '
baccalaureate /associate degree category; ; 6
semester h urs for field. experience in tic-
counting, 3 in businesi comnuilications,' and
additional redit *a.i.fnllows;, if the dury,tu-
signment was divisiOn thief at pay grade E-8,

,, 4 semester hours in personnel supervision
and 4 in office managelnent, for ,a' total of ,..,,

17 semester hours; //the duty assignment was
finance operations chief at pay grade E-8, 5 ,

. semester ..hours in personnel supervision.' 5 .:,'
in office management, and 1 in accounting
systents, for a total of 20 semester hours; if
the duty assignMe4t was 'finance operations
chief at pay grade E -9, 6 semester hours in
personnel supervision, 6 in office manage-

. went, and 2 in accounting systems, for a
, total of 23 semester hours. In the upper-

division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in introduction to management,i and
additional 'credit as follows: if the duty a*
signment was either division chief at pay grade
E-8 or finance operations chief at pay grade
E-8, 3 semester hours for field experience
41, management, for a total of 6 semester
hours; if the duty' assignMent was finance op-
erations chief at y grade E-9, 6- semester
hours for field' rience in management,
for a total of 9 ester 'hours (11/75).

,

Exhibit Dates: .9/77-Present. Pending evalu-
ation.

MOS-73D-001
ACCOUNTING SPECIALIST

73D20
73D30
73D40

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-8/77.
- Career Management Field: 71 (Administrilion),subfield 713 (Finance).

Description
Summary: Conducts fiscal accounting( in-

ternal review, and budget operations.
NOTE: May have previously held MOS
.71 B (Clerk-Typist), 71 C (Stenograp r), or
71S (Attache Specialist). Skill 1`c2a -
Under supervision,-analyzes, reco tiros
odes, and reports accounting t tions;
keeps general, subsidiary, and cos account-
ing ledgers, journals, and fund ntrol re-
cords; keeps vouchers and o r files to
support ledger entries; prepares reports
and correspondence conce funds and
supply transactions; revievo requests for
funds for legality, conformit with policy,
and availability; keeps con .I accounts of
consumer funds, financial .roperty, stock
funds, and industrial fun Skill Level 3a
Able to perform the du ies required for
Skill Level 20; under su ion, performs

bases hi: er levels of com-
mand;

budgeting and mal r- ew operations at
Military
mend; advises superiors n policies and pro-
ceduxes pertaining to b. geting and internal
review; assists superio in the development
of instructions for to collection and the
preparation and is of budget reports;
prepares reports, es tea, and analyses re-
quired for budget, management purposes.
Skill Level 4a Able to perform the duties
iequired for Skill Level 20 or 30; is a first-
line supervisor; plans and coordinates all
phases ,of accounting, internal review, and
budget operations; instructs subordinates in
work techniques and pr. -. urea; reviews
subordinates' work; plans coordinates
with the data processing P all activities
that pertain to mechanized accounting, such
-as processing daily busbies% preparing re-
ports, and changes in regulations that affect

MOS-73D-002
ACCOUNTING SPECIALIST

73D10
73D20
73D30
73D40

Exhibit Dates: 9/77-Present. Pending evalu-
ation.

MOS-73Z-001
FINANCE SENIOR SERGEANT

- 73Z50 A
Exhibit Dates: 10/73-Present.
Career Management Field: 71 (Administra-
tion), subfield, 713 (Finance).

,

Description
Able to perfor?n. the duties requiredfor

73C40 (Finance Specialist), and 73D40 (Ac-
counting Specialist); supervises or pefforms
finance operations, accounting operations,

MOS-74B-001
-_...eARb AND TAPE' WRITER

74B10
74B20

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-Present. NOTE: Until')
9/75, this MOS was designated 71U20 and

. 71U40, Card and Tape Writer.
Career Management Field: 74 (Automatic
Data Processing), subfield 741 (Data Pro- '
ceasing Equipment Operations).
Description

Summary: Operates keypunch, verifier,
paper tape punch, and keytape machine to
translate input data into machine readable
form; corrects any errors which may occur
in the transcribing process. Skill Level 10:
Able to prepare program drum cards (Or
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keipuncli, folfow record format specifica-
tions, and 'load and unload the-machines.
NOTE: May have progressed to 74B10
from 7IB10 .(Clerk-Typist). Skill Level 2O:
Able to perform the duties required for
Skill Level 10; supervises the conversion of
input data into machine.readable foil-mat and
maintains quality control; trains and assigns
work to:subordinates; maintains workload
records; initiates operating changes; requisi-
tions, stores, and issues supplies and equip-

"ment.

Recommendation, Skill Level 10
In the vocational certificate category, 3

.semester hours in keypunch operation (12/
75).

S EXHIBITS

Recommendation, Skill Level 20
In the vocational certificate category, 3

semester hours in keypunch_ operation. and 3
in office' administration. In the lower-divi-
sion baccalaureate /associate degree catego-
ry, 3 semester hours in office administration
(12/75).

MOS-74D-001
ADPS MACHINE, OPERATIONS SPECIALIST

74D20
' 74D40

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-8/75.
Career Management Field:. 74 (Automatic
Data Processing), subfield 741 (Data Pro-
cessing Equipment Operations).
Description

Summary: Operates or supervises the op-
eration of a computer console and comput-
er peripheral equipment; operates or super-
vises the operation of unit-record equip-
ment. SkilLLevel 20." Able to. operate unit-
record devices such as sorters, interpreters,
reproduceri, card processors, and collators;
wires control panels; able to operate com-
ptiter peripheral equipment such as card
reader/punch, printers, tape duplicators,
tape Unitsi and optical scanners. Skill Level
40: Able to perform the duties required for
Skill Level 20; able . to supervise control
panel wiring and operation of unit-record
equipment and computer peripheral devices.
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the vocational certificate category, 3
semester hours in unit-record operation (12/
75).

Recommendation, Skill Level 40
In the vocational certificate category, 3

' semester hours in unit-record operation and
3 in office administration. In The lower-divi-
sion baCcalaureate/associate degree catego-
ry, 3 semester hours in office administration
(12/75).

MOS-74D-002
COMPUTER/MACHINE OPERATOR

74D10
74D20
74D30.
74D40

Exhibit Dates: 9/75-Present.
Career Management Field: 74 (Automatic
Data Processing). subfield 741 (Data Pro-
cessing Equipment Operations).
Description

Summary: Operates or supervises the op-
eration of a computer console and comput-

A

er peripheral eqUipment; operateS or super-
vises the operation _ of -unit-record equip-
ment. Skill Level 10: Operates- unit-record'
devices such as sorters, interpreters, 'repro-
ducers, card proe-essoEs, abllators, and de-

ow.. rates compuiei peripheral
equipment sbCh as,card reader/punch print-
ers, tape and disk units, and optical seari,
ners; may prepare wiring diagrams and wine
control panels; performs functions of a
scheduling clerk and tape librarian. Skill
Level 20: Able to perform the duties, re-
quired for Skill Level 10; operates the con-
sole of small,' mediun,, or large scale com-
puter systems; interprets system flow charts;
supervises all activities within a tape li-
brary. NOTE: May- have progressed to
74D20 from 74D10 or 74B10 (Card and
Tape -Writer). Skill Level 30: -Able toper
form the duties required for Skill'Level 20;
supervises the operation of a computer con-
sole, peripheral computer equipment, and
.unit-record equipment. NOTE: May have
progressed to 74D30 from 74D20 or' 74B20
(Card Ind Tape Writer). Skill Level 40:
Able to perform the duties required, for .
Skill Level 30; schedules production and
prepares work schedules; assigns duties and
in cts personnel in. work techniques.
Reco eadation,:Sidll Level 10 -

In the vocational certificate category, 3
semester hours in unit-record operation and
2 in computer operations (6/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level-20

In the vocational certificate category, 3
ration andsemester hours in unit-record ope

4 in computer operations. In the lower-divi-
sion baccalaureate/associate degree catego-
ry, 1 semester hour in computer operations

egory

management (6/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 30

In .the , vocational certificate cat, 3
ation and
wer-divi-

semester hours in unit-record oper
4 in computer operations. In the lo
sion baccalaureate/associate degree catego-
ry, 2 semester hours in computer operations
management (6/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the vocational certificate category, 3
semester hours in unit-record operatiOns
and 4 in computer operations. In the lower-'
division baccalaureate/associate degree cat-
egory, 4 semester hours in computer oper-
ations management, 3 in human relatiOns, 3
for field experience in management, and ad-
ditional credit in personnel supervision on
the basis of institutional evaluation, for a
minimum total Of 10 semester hours (6/76).

MOS-74E-001
COMPUTER SYSTEMS OPERATOR

74E10
74E20
74E30
74E40

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-8/75. (Effective 9/75,
MOS 74E was discontinued and some of its
functions were incorporated into MOS
74D, Computer/Machine Operator.)
Career Management Field: 74 (Automatic
Data Processing), subfield 741 '(Data Pro-
cessing Equipment Operations).
Description

Summary: Operates electronic computer
console and auxiliary equipment. Skill Level'
10: Perigirms computer console supporting
activitieg; mounts magnetic .disk and tape;
operates ADP equipment; keeps a magnetic

I
, ,

tape library. Skill Level 20: Able to perform
the duties required for Skill Level 10; oper-
ates a computer system consisting of a 'Cen-
tral processing unit, magnetic tape units
:and/or disk storage units in nonmultipro-
- gramming or nonmultipr tong environ-
ment. Skill Level 30: Able t perform the
duiies required for Skill Level 20, operates'
a computer system in multiprogramming,
and multiprocessing, environment; operates
a computer system which has remote- inqui-
ry stations and a program-interrupt capabili-
ty. Skill Level 40: Able to perform the
duties' required for Skill Level 40 or , 30;
supervises computer system and auxiliary
equipment operator: personnel; prepares
prOduction schedules.

-a.
Recommendation, Skill Level 10

In the -vocational certificate category or
in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso
slate degree category, 3 semester hours
.introduction to data processing, 3 in I e
organization and proceising, 2 , in u it-
record machine operations, and 2 in m-
puter system orations, for a total 10
semester hours (3pe/75).

ReCommendation, Skill Level 20
In the vocational certificate cate ory or

in the lower-division baccalaur e/alsso-
ciate degree category, 3 semester; ours in
introduction, to data processing, 3 in file"
organization and, processtng, 3 1 computer
system operations, and 2 in unit- ecord ma-
chine operations, for a total of 1 semester
hours (3/75).
Recommendation, Skill'Level

In the vocational certifies e category Or-
in the lower-division, baccalaureate /asso-
ciate 'degree category, 5 semester hours in
computer system operationi, 3 in introduc-
tion to data Processing; 3 in file organiza-
tion and ,processing, 2 in unit - record ma-
chine:operations, 2 in computer operating
systems, and 1 in introduction to systems
analysis and design, for a total of 16 sgmes-
ter hours. In the upper-division baccaure-

,

ate category, 2 semester hours in computer
operating systems and 1 in introduction to
systems analysis and design (3/75).
Recommendation, Skill Level 4Q

In the vocational certificate category or ,
in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate 'degree category, 5 semester hours in
computer system operations, 3 in introduc-
tion to data processing, 3 in file-organiza-
tion and processing, 3 in operations man-
agement, .3 in personnel supervision, 2 in
unit-record machine operations, 2 in com-

iputei operating systems, and 1 in introduc-
tion to. systems analysis and, design, for a
total of 22 semester hours. In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in operations management, 3 in per-
sonnel supervision., 2 in computer operating
systems, and 1 in introduction to systems,
analysis and design, for a total of 9 semester
hours (3/75).

MOS-74F-001

COMPUTER PROGRAMMER

74F20
Exhibit Dates: 10/73-8/75
Career Management Field: 74. (Automatic
Data Processing), subfield 741 (Data Pro-
cessing Equipment Operations).
Description

Analyzes, writes, tests, and' implements
computer programs and/or conducts data
system studies involving investigation, eval-



nation,` development, and implementation of
new or modified data processing systems
for an application area; develops procedures
necessary for reducing data processing ap-
plications into detailed initructions -rou-
tines, and codes;. constructs flow charti and
bl k diagrams to outline necessary com-
p ter operations in the processing of data;

velops computer programs from ,flow
o ; tests, debugs, and implements pro-
grams; produces necessary documentation.
Recommendation

In the lower-division .bacCalaureate/asso-
.

elate degree category, 6 semester hours in
mathematics, 3 in introduction to computer
programming/data' processing, 3 in Assem-
bler language programming, 3 in computer
file organization, 3 in advanced program-
ming techniques,. 3 in systems and program
design, 3 in ANSI COBOL programming,
and 3 in computer operating systems, and
additional credit for programming skills in
other programming languages (FORTRAN,
RPG, etc.) on the basis of institutional eval-c-
tuition, for a minimum total of 27 semester
hours. In the upper-divisiOn baccalaureate
category, 3 semester hours in advanced pro-
grarnming techniques, 3 in systems and pro-
gram design, and 3.. in computer operatihg
systems,, and additional dedit on the basis
of institutional evaluation, for a minimum
total of 9 semester hours (3/75).

MOS-74F-002
PROGRAMMER/ANALYST

74F10
74F20
74F30
74F40

Exhibit Dates: 9/75-Present.
Career Management Field: 74 (Automatic
Data Processing), subfield 741 (Data Pro-
ceasing Equipment Operations).
Description

SummaryAnatyzes, writes, tests, and im-
plements computer programs and/or con-
ducts'clata system studies involving-investi-
gation, evaluation,. deVelopment, and imple-
mentation of new or modified data process-
ing systems for an application area. Skill
Leve 10: Assists in .the preparation, editing,
testing,/ and implementation of computer
prograths; prepares and analyzes program
and system flow charts; prepares program
documentation; reviews and revises com-
puter proirards; writes simple Assembler
and COBOL programs.. Skill Level 20. Able
to perform the duties required for Skill
Level 10; analyzes, writes, edits, tests, and
implements computer programs; sorts,
merges, and processes runs; writes detailed
program, specifications for minor problems;
may supervise computer programming ac-
tivities. NOTE: May have progrissed to
74F2O from 74F10, 74E110 (Card and Tape
Writer), or 741510 (Computer/Machine Op-
eratori. Skill Level 30: Able to perform the
duties required for Skill Level 20; performs
qr assists in supervising el-ogramming and
systems studies in personnel, intelligence,
transportation, supply, maintenance, inedi-'
cal, finance, and data communications areas;
develops procedures to produce flow
charts, block diagrams, and detailed instruc-
tions, routines, and codes for data process
ing application. NOTE: MO nave pro-
gressed to 74F30 from 74F20, 74820 (Card

and Tape Writer),' or 74D20 (Computer/
Machine Operator). Skill Level 40. Able to
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perform the duties required for Skill Level
30; supervises systems analysi? and pro-
granuning activities; supervises,' advises,
guides, and evaluates programmers and sys-
tems analysts.
Recommendation, Skill Level 10

In the lower-division baccalaureate /asso-
ciate degree category, 3 semester hours in
introduction to data processing, 3 in Assem-
bler langutige programming, 3 in ANSI
COBOL programming, and 3 in systems
analysis and design, for a total of 12 semes-
ter hours. In the-upper-division baccalaure-
ate category, 3 semester -hours in systems
analysis,and design (6/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate device category, 3 semester hours in
introduction to data processing, 3 in Assem-
bler language programming, 3 in /ANSI
COBOL progrimming, 3 in computer file
organization, and 4 in systems analysis and
design, tor a total of 16 semester hours. In
the upper-division baccalaureate category, 4
semester hours in systems analysis and
design (6/76).
Rfrommendation, Skill Level 30

In the lower-dbhsion baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 3 'semester hours in
introduction to data processing, 3 in Assem-
bler language programming, 3 in ANSI
COBOL programming, 3 in computer file
organization, and .6 in systems analysis and
design, for a total of 18 semester hours. In
the upper-division batcalaureate category, 6
semester hours in systems analysis and

.4 design (6/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 3 semester hours in
introduction to data processing, 3 in Assem-
bler language programming, 3 in' ANSI
COBOL programming, 3 in computer 'file
organization, 6 in systems analysis and
design, 3 in systems and programming man-
agement, 3 in human relations, 3 for field
experience in management, and additional
credit in personnel supervision -on the basis
of institutional evaluation, for a mini'mutn
total of 27 semester hours.° In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 6 semester
hours in systems analysis and design; 3 in
systems and programming management, 3
in human relatiobs, and 3 for field experi-
ence in management, for a total of 15 se-
mester hours (6/76). .

MOS-740001
ADP (AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING)

SYSTEMS ANALYST

74G20
Exhibit Dates: 10/73-8/75. (Effective 9/75,
MOS 74G was discOntinued and some-of its
functions were incorporated into MOS 74F,
Progranimer/Analyst.)
Career ,Management Field: 74 .Automatic
Data Processing), subfield 741s(gata Pro-
cesiing Equipment Operations).
Description

Conducts systems studies invotving inves-
tigation,

.-
evaluation, and development of

data processing systems for and in conjunc-
tion with a user; performslsystems design
and prepares detailed systems specificatio
including those' for all files and prdgr
required; implements new or modified Sys-
tems and prepares appropriate systems doc-

. umentation; able to train the system user in
the operation of the new system. NOTE:

May have progressedoto 74020 from 74C20
''(Data Analysis Specialist), 74D20 (ADPS
Machine Operation Specialist),: or 74F20
(Computer Programmer).
Recommendation

In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 6 semester hours in
systems analysis, 3 in data processing princi-
ples,. and 3 in computer file organization,
for a total of .12 semester !tours. In the-
upper-division b alaureate category, 6 se-
mester hours in systems analysis (12/75).

MOS-74Z-001

DATA PROCESSING CO
74Z50

Exhibit Dates: 10/73- esent.
Career Management F Id: 74 (Automatic
Data Processing), subfi d 741 (Data Pro -
cessing Equipment Opera 'ons).
Description

Supervises a data proc mg installation
including systems analysts, computer pro-
grimmers, computer operators,\and related
support grotips; delegates task aims to key
subordinates and manages their activities;
maintains a current knowledge off' accepted
systems and programming- standards; per-
sonnel procedures, and office operation
techniques; knows the basic principles of
systems analysis, computer hardware, and
unit-record equipment; possesses an overall
understanding of computer programming.
NOTE:,,May have detailed knowledge in
one on more of the following areas; com-
puter,operations, computer equipment main-.
tenance, computer programining, and sys-
terot analysis, through previous MOS expe-

nence in th8 automatic data processing
career management field (74).

/Recommendation"'
In the vocational certificate category, 3

semester hours in intit record data process-
ing, 3 in data praUsing,principles, 2 In
computer operations, and 1 in computer
programming, for a total of 9 semester
hours. In the lower-divisiOn baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 6 semester hours
for field experience, in management, 3 in
data processing principles, 3 in introduction'
to management, 3 in office management, 3
in personnel management, 2 in business sys-
tems analysis, and 1 in computer program-
ming, for a total of 21 semester hours. In
the upper-division baccalaureate category; -6
semester hours for field experience in man-
agement, 3 in introduction to management,
3 in office management, 3 in personnel man-
agement, and 2 in business systems analysis,
for a total of 17 semester hours (12/75).

MOS-75B-001

UNIT CLERK

75113,o

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-8/77.
Career Management Field: 71 (Administra-
tion), sublield 712 (Personnel).
Description
- Performs clerical and related administra-

tive functions, including typing. filing, serv-
ing as receptionist, ordering office stip-
phesand completing forms.
RecomMendation

a In the vocational certificate category or
the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
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elate degree category, 3 semester hours in`
typing and 3 in office procedures (11/75).

140S:7511402

PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION SPECIALIST

75B10
75B20

Exhibit Dates: 9/77-Present. Pending evalu-
ation.

MOS-75C-001

PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT SPECIALIST

75C20
75C40

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-8/77.

Career Management Field: 71 (Administra-
tion), subfield 712 (Perionnel).

Description J
Summary: Supervises or participates in

the occupational classification and manage-
ment of manpower resources. NOTE: May'
have previously held ,MOS 71B (Clerk-
Typist), 71C (Stenographer), 71S (Attache
Specialist), or 75B (Unit-Clerk). Skill Level
10: Classifies, assigns, and reassigns person-
nel based onlevaluation of credentials and
qualifications; is familiar with interview
techniques and interviews" personnel as part
of the evaluative pr ; processes reports,
training and 'assignment requests, and per-
sonnel assignments and promotions; moni-
tors personnel management records. Skill
Level 40: Able to perform -the duties re-
quired for Skill Level 20; supervises person-
nel management fiinction and is capable of
supervising up to 8 subordinate , personnel
management Specialists; plans, organizes,
and supervises work activities; coordinates
personnel management actions with other
agencies as necessary.

Recommendation, Skill Level 20
Iri the vocational certificate category or

in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 3 semester hours in
office procedures, 3 in interview techniques,
and 2 in typing, for a total of 8 semester
hours. In the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 3 semester hours in principles of
vocational counseling (11/75).

Recommendation, Skill Level 40
In the vocational certificate category or

in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 3 semester hours in
office procedures, 3 in interview techniques,
3 in personnel supervision, and 2 in typing,
for a total of 11 semester hours, In the
upper-division baccalaureate categalry, 3 se-
mester hours in office management princi-
ples and practices, 3 in principles of voca-
tional counseling, and 3 for field experience
in management, for a total of 9 semester
hours (11/75).

MOS-75C-002

'PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT SPECIALIST

75C10 ,
75C20

Exhibit Dates: 9/77-Present. Pending evalu-
ation. ,

'MOS-75D-001
PERSONNEL: REcoans SPECIALIST

75D20
(75D40

Exhibit Dates: 10/73,4/77.
Career Management Heidi 71 (Administra-
tion), subfield 712 (Personnel).
Description

Summary: Initiates and maintains military
personnel records or supervises their initi-
ation and maintenance. NOTE: May have
previously held MOS 71B (Clerk-Typist),
71C (Stenographer), -71S (Attache S
ist), -or 75B (Unit-Clerk). Skill Level 20:
Posts information extracted from several
sources on enlisted) and officer personnel
records; examines records for accuracy and
completenesaand'initiates actions to correct
deficiencieb; prepares and processes ques-
tionnaires; prepares and maintains emergen-
cy data and beneficiary records. Skill Level
40: Able to perform the duties required for
Skill Level 20; supervises up to 33 persons;
plans, organizes, and assigns work to subor-
dinates;, coordinates activities with other
personnel workers; reviews and checks per-
sonnel records and information for accura-
cy; initiates action to change operating pro-
cedures, policies, and regulations, when
necessary; is responsible for requisitiOning,
storing,' an4 issuing office, supplies and
equipment.v
Recommendation, Skill Level 20.

/ In the vocational certificate category' or
in the lowerldivisiori baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 3 semester hours_ in
record keeping, 3 in typing, and 3 in busi-
ness communications or 'technical writing,
for a total of 9 semester hours (11/75).
Recommendation, SkillLevel 40 .

In the vocational certificate category or
in- the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 3 semester hours in
record 'keeping, 3 in typing, 3 in business
communications or technical writing, and 4
in office management, for a total of 12 se-
mester hours. In the upper-division bacca-
laureate category, 3 semester hours in office
management and 2 for field experience in
personnel supervision (11/75).

MOS-75D-002
PERSONNEL RECORDS SPECIALIST

75D10
75D20

Exhibit Dates: 9/77-Present. Pending evalu-
ation.

MOS-75E-001
PERSONNEL ACTIONS SPECIALIST

75E20
75E40

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-8/77.
Career Management Field: 71 (Administra-
tion), subfield 712 (Personnel).
Description

Summary: SUpervises and processes spe-
cial and routine personnel actions concern-
ing members of the military service; couri-
sejs and assists,military personnel with per-
sonal affairs relating to benefits, riglifs, and
privileges. Related entry: -level civilian occu-
pations include personnel clerk, personnel

0

suPervisoi, or personnel counselor. NOTE:.
May have previously held MOS 71B
(Clerk-Typist), 71C (Stenographer), 71S

ttache 'S(Apecialist), or 75B (Unit Clerk).
Skill Level 2a. Performs general office
duties relative to processing personnel .ac-
dons; advises and assists military personnel
ntho may ,be entitled to military benefits;
assists in correspondgice concerning Social
Security benefits; actAas an information re-
ferral source in directing/individuals with
perional affairs- problems to appropriate
agencies, organizations, and support 'facili-
ties. Skill Level 40: Able to pederm the
duties required for Skill Level 20; super-
vises subordinates who are involved in pro-
cessing personnel -actions and/or assisting
and counseling in certain personal affairs;
reviews and checks the accuracy of person-
nel actions; perfolms office_management
finctiona with regard to procedures, poll-
ties, and regulations. I

'Recommendation, Skill,Level 20
In the vocational certificate category, 2

semester hours in personal finance, 2 in
business communications, 2 in communica-
tion skills 2 in office management, and 1 in
filing, for a total of 9 semester hours. In the
loweedivision baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 2 in personal finance, 2 in
business communications, and 1 in. office
management, for a total of 5. semester hours
(11/75).
Recommendation, Ski Level 40

In the vocational certificate category, 5
semester hours in office management, 3 in
personnel supervision, 2 in personal finance,
2 in business communications, and 1 in
Wing, for a total of 13 semester houis. In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in office
management, 3 in personnel supervision, 2
in personal finance and 2 in business .com-
munications, for a total of 10 semester
hours. In the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 3 semester hours in introduction
to management and 2 for field experience in
management (11/75).

MOS-75E-002
PERSONNEL ACTIONS SPECIALIST

75E10
75E20

Exhibit Dates: 9/77-Present. Pending evalu-
ation.

MOS-75Z-001
'PERSONNEL SENIOR SERGEANT

75240
75E50 .

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-8/77.
Career Management Field: 71 (Administra-

sublield712 (Personnel).
Description

Summary: Supervises all aspects of per-
sonnel operations, including personnel man-
agement, personnel records, and personnel
actions; plans and organizes workload and
makes work assignments; instruep subordi-
nate personnel; reviews, conSolidates, and
drafts reports and surveys; researches spe-
cific policies and procedures relating to of-
ficer and enlisted nersonneloadministration;
as a mid-level mandger, adviseisniperiors on
personnel administrative activities. NOTE:
Able to perform the duties required fpr,
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75040 (Personnel Management Specialist),
75D40 (Personnel Records Specialist), or
75E40 (Personnel Actions,Specialist). Skill
Level 4C Supervises, up to-18 persons in a
seipitent of a large personnel office or in a
small or medium-sized-qersonfiel office.
Skill Level 50 Supervises up to 24 persons
in large segment of aJarge personnel
office or serves as the principal ncmcommis-
sioned 'officer of a large personnel office.
Recommendation; Skill. Level 40

In the vocational certificate category, 3
semester hours iii typing, 3 in office proce-
dures, 3 in buiiness communications or
technical writing, and 3 in office manage-
ment, for a total of 12 semester hours. In
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Recommendation

In the vocational certificate category or
in the lower-divisio baccalaureate/asso-
ciate" degree catego semester hour .in
office machine o ns, l..in records,
management and 1 ementary logistics,
(or a total of 3 semester hours (3/75).

MOS -76D-1111

MATERIEL SUPPLYMAN,

76D10
76D20

- the lower-division baccalaisreate/associate_ 76D30
degree category, 3 semester hours in
typing, 3 in office procedures, 3 in business
Communication$ or technical writing, 3 in -
office management, 3 in personnel supetvi-°
sion, and 3 in managerial principles, for a ,,
to
di
h

of 18 semester hours. In the upper-
on baccalaureate category, 3 semestet-

in introduction to management, 3 in
vocational counseling techniques, 3 in ap-
plied psychology, and 6 in personnel man-
agement, and-additional credit in manage-
ment on the basis of institutio 'hal evaluation,
for a minimum total of 15 'semester how&
(1)/75).
Recommaidation, Skill Level 50

In the vocational certificate category or
in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, the recommendation
is the same as that for Skill Level 40. In the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 1/ se-
mester hours in introduction to manage-
ment,3 in vocational, counseling techniques,
3 in applied psychology, 6 in personnel
management, 3 for field experience in man-
agement, and additional credit in manage-
ment on the basis of institutional evaluation,
for a minimum_total of 18 semester hours
(11/75).

MOS -75Z -002

PERSONNEL SENIOR SERGEANT

75Z30
75Z40
75Z50 ,

Exhibit Dates: 9/77-Present. Pending'evalu-
ations.

MOS-7¢A-001
SUPPLYMAN

76A 10
Exhibit Dates: 10/73-9/74. (Effective 10/
74, MOS' 76A was' discontinued and its
functions were incorporated°, into 763/10,
Unit and ,Organiiition Supply /Specialist
and ,Armorer.)
Career-11i ilinagement Field: 76 (Supply):
Deecriptiod ,

As a storekeeper or' warehouse clerk, re- r-
ceiVes, inventories, inspects, issues, delivers,
and transfers property; stores Pro
provide for rotation of stocks with' b-
lished sensitive, classified, radioactive, -
arcjots, and' inflammable ,storage areas; pro-
vides for'protection of personnel;. prevents,.
deterioration,- contamination, and destruc-
tiod'of property; uses technical catalogs;
knoVrs stock record accounting methods;
uses various dffic,e maCtlines to mairtn tht
records. systems.

76D40
Exhibit Date* 3 /76-present.
Career Management Field: 76 (Supply and
Service), subfield 761 (Supply).
Description

Summary: Manages, receives, stores,
maintains, preserves, and issues major end
items and repair part supplies. Skill 'Level
10: Prepares and maintains stock records
including inventory, stock control, and ac-
counting reports; operates office machines;
prepares requests, prodesses receipts, main-
tains prescribed stock levels, and maintains
maintenance records; uses catalogs in identi-
fication of major assemblies, subassemblies,.
and associated repair parts; performs techni-
cal edit, stock 'accounting, and application
by researching catalogs, manuals, publica-
tions, parts lists; microfiche, and other
means; visually inspects, verifies, and.elassi-
nes incoming -equipment and repair parts;
maintains ldcator card system; participates
in locition surveys and. inventories; per-
forms as equipthent maintenance clerk;
codes equipment ang,maintenance,data for
automated data processing application.Skill
Level 20 Performs the. duties required-foil
Skill Level 10 and provides technical guid-
ance to Still Lev 10 personnel; reviews
requests fcir major d controlled items; vi-
sually( inspects vage material to deter-
mine proper d' sition; utilizes automatic
data procepsin to assist in management.
Skill. Level30. ble to perform the duties
required for Level 20; plans and orga-
nizes major en items and repair parts
supply operations; organizes,, plans, and
controls warehouse and storage activities;
directs personnel in supply/inventory con- .
trol management functions; determines
repair pars requirements and space alloca-
tion; conducts inspections and analyzes
supply activities for efficiency;,- determines
material handling pment requirements;.

'conducts on,the-job raining. Skill Level 40:
ei

Performs the duties required for Skill Level,
30 and rves.as commodity manager; as-
sists in appraisal of supply operations and ,

-training; performs inspections add provides
technical assistance.

Recominendation, Skill Level 10
In the vocational certificate category or

in the .lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 3 semester hours_in
-Warehouse pgictices, 2 in office machines,
and 2 in parts management, for a total of 7
semester hours (6/76). ,

Recommendation, Skill Level 20
In the vocational certificate category or

in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category,, 3 semester hours in .

warehouse practices, 3in record keepingr.3
in parts management, 2 in inventory con-
trol, and 2 in office machines, for a total of
13 semesterlours (6/76).

1
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Recommendation, Skill Level 30
In the %yocational Certificate category,

semester hours in warehouse practices, 3 in
parts management, 3 in record keeping, 2 in
inventory control, 2 in office machines, and
2 .in _office procedures, for a total of 15
semester hOurs. In the lower-diyision bacca-
laureate/associate degree categpry 3 semes-
tef hours in warehouse practic*- 3 in parts
management, 3 in record keeping, 3 in per-
sonnel supervision, 7 in inventory control, 2
in office machines, and 2 in office p
dures,afor a total of 18 semester hoursi (6/
76).

Recommendation, Skill Level 46
In the vocational certificate category, the

recommendation is the same as that for
Skill Level 30. In the lower-division bacca-
laureste/associafe degree category, 3 seines-

ii
ter !lours in warehouse' practices, 3 in pacts
mansgement, 3 in record keeping, 3 in per-
sonnel supervision, 3 for field experience in
management, 2 in inventory control, 2 in
office machines, and 2 in office procecfuren.
for %total of 21 semester hours (6/76).

.

MOS-76J-001

'MEDICAL SUPPLYMAN

76J10
76120
76130
76140

Exhibit Dates: 3/76-2/i7,
Career Managemd Field: 76 (Supply).
'Description

Summary: Requests, receives, inventories,
stores, preserves, issues salvagecontrols
stock, and accounts for medi supplies
and equipment, Skill Leve1\10: Transports
and handles medical supplia and equip-
ment; inventories medical supplies and -as-
sists in financial inventory accounting; de-
termines requisition objectives verifies
quantities and quality of materials
performs_ in-storage care and p
of medical Sup lies, including a
dures for handling pharmaceuticals, ologi-
cats, blood fractions, and medicines; assists.
in medical Materiel serviceability" inspec-
"tiontainterprets medical terminology and
vocabairy directly refs to supply func-
tions; operates office es; keeps medi-
cal supply files and records. Skill Level 20:
Performs the duties required for Skill 'Level
10 and provides -technical guidance to Skill
Level 10 'personnel. Skill Level 30: Able to
perform the duties required for Skill Level
20; supervises a small medical supply, stock
,control, or storage activity; plans medical
supply. and equipment operations; assigns
duties,' plans workloads, and instructs per
sonnel in work techniques add procedure
directs inventory management activities;
controls stock rotation'and establishes deliv-
ery control activities; reviews and prepares
technical, personnel, and administrative re-
ports on medical supply activities. Skill
Level 40: Performs the duties required for,
Skill LeVel 30 and supervises a medium-
sized medical stock control, or storage ac-
tivity.,
Recommendation, Skill Level 10

In the vocational certificate category or
in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 3 semester hours in
warehouse practices, 2 in office- machines,
and 1 in 'medical terminology, for a total of
6 semester hours (6/76).

anon
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itecommendation,
skit!

Level 20
In'the vocatio certificate category or

in the lower-di ion -baccalaureate/asso:
ciate degree ca ory, 3 semester hours in
warehouse practices, 3 in record keeping, 2
in office machines, and 1 in medical termin-
ology, for a total of 9 semester hours Z6/.,
76) . ,.

Recommendation, SkillLeiref 30 j,
In the vocational certificate catelbry,' 3

semester hours in warehouse practices, 3 in -
-

record keeping, 2 in inventory control, 2. in '
offide machines, 2. in office procedures, and .
1 iipmedical terminology, for a total of -13
semester hours. In the lower d ivision bacca-
laureate/associate degree category, 3 semes- s
ter boars in personnel supervision, 3 -ire'
warehouse practices; 3 in record keeping, 2.

in inventory control, 2 in office machines. 2
t in office procedures, and 1 in medical ter-

minology, for a total of 16 semester hours
(6/76).
Reconcendation; Skill Level 40

In t vocational certificate category, the
reco endation is the same as thatfcir
Skill

m
vel 30:-.In the lower-division'bacca-

laureate associaje degree category, 3 semes-
ter hours in warehouse practices, 3 in
record keeping, 3 in personnel supervision,
31 for field experience in management, 2 in
inventory-control, 2 in office machines, 2 in
office procedures; and 1 in medical termin-
o
7logy,

for total of.19 semester hours (6/
6). _

MOS-76J--002 =

MEDICAL SUPPLYMAN

76.11.0

76.120
- 76130

76,140
76350 4

Exhibit Dates: 3/77-Present. Pending, evaln-
ation.

vios-16p-001
STOCK CONTROL SUPPLYMAN

6P10
76P20
76P3O
76P40

Exhibit Dates: 3/76-Present.
Career Management Field: 76, (Supply and
Service), subfield 761 (Supply).
Description . , .

Summgry: Performs4inventory manage -'_
ment leinctionsi and stock record keeping
functions pertaining to the receipt, distribu-
tion, and , issue of material. Skill Leve1.10:-
Prepar6 stock recordi and other docu-
ments, such' as inventory, stock control and
accounting 'sheets; operates office machines;
prepares and processes - requisitions, stock -
age listings, and receipt documents; -per- .,

forms financial inventory acCounting'admin-
istration functions; performs accounting and
sales functions; interprets supply documents
in an automated environment for input and-.-/
output processing. Skill Leml 2071 Performs
the duties required for Sliiif el 10 and;tki
provides technical guidance -t '11 Level
10 'personnel. Skill Level 30: le to per-
form the duties 'required -forSkill L,eVel 20;
supervises medium-sized stock control and

EXHIBITS

accounting activity sales activity, or prop-
erty disposal acti ity; plans and organizes
work schedule; d instructs subordinates;
plans and or operations' to -eonform'
with work sten ds andciahty control re-
quirements; conducts -on-the-job training;

sists in all aspects of purchasing and con-
s activities and . acts as contracting

officer, serves as imprest fund t ustodian
cashier. Skill Level 40: Performs the duties
required for Skill Level 30 'and, supervises a

stock coptrol 'and accounting activity,
sale activity, or roperty disposal activity.
Ricommendatiok, Skil) Lava 10

in the vocaticgial-eertificate category or
in the lower4vision baeCalaureate/asso-
elate egree; category. i 3 semester hours in
Nyare ouse' practices, .2 in dffice machines;
and 2* retail sales, (or a total of 7 semester
hours (6/76).
ReCOmmentlatIon;5101 Level 20

In the Vocational certificate category or
in -the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 3 semester-hours in
warehouse practices, 3 in record keeping, 2.
In office machmes,,,2 m retail sales, and.2-in
business mathematics, f6r a total of '12 'se-
mester 'hours (61,,Q6).1-
Recommendation; Skill. Leiel 30

In the vocational certificate category, 3
semester hours in warehouse practices, 3"in,
record keeping, -2 in_office machines, 2 in
retail sales,' 2 in Business mathematics, 2 in
inventory control, and 2 in office prOce--
dures, for a total of 16 semester hours. In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester houri in per-
sonnet- supervision, 3 in warehouse vac-
tices, 3 in faord keeping, 2 in officema-
chines, 2 in retail sales, 2 in business math-
ematics, 2 in inventory control, and 2 in
office procedures, for a total of 19 semester
hours (6/76). - ,

Recommendation, Skill Level 40 ,

recommendation is the
In .die vocational certifi:ge,e category, the

as that for
Skill Level 30. In the lower-division bacca-
laureate/associate degree category, 3 semes-
ter hours for field experience in- manage-
ment, 3 in personnel supervision, 3 in ware-'
house practices, 3 in record keeping, 2 in
office machines, 2 in retail sales, 2 in busi-
ness mathematics, 2 in inventory control,
and 2 in office procedures, for a total of 22
semester hours. In the upper-division bacca-
laureate category, 3 semester hours in intro-
duction to-management and .2 for field ex-
perienoe in sales management (6/76).

-

'placement. Skill Level.40: Able to perform
the dutiet, required-for'Sldll Level 20; orga-
nizes, print, and supervises activities related
to the - storage- of automotive repair parts;

_no supervises more than AO subordi-
na conducts on-the-job training; modifies
warehouse and storige facilities for maxi :
muni utilization of space; complies With
regulations and directives pertaining to in-
ventory accounting, stock funding, reclama-
tion, salvage, and dispOsal.
Recommendatiork Skill Level 20 -

, In the 'vocational certificate category,vi2
semester hours in automotive parts inven-
tory and supply and 1-in technical -recoLds
and Publications (3/7*.
Recommendati01, Skill Level °40

In the vocational certificate category; 3
semester hours in office procedures, 3 in °
business unications, 2 In automotive
parts inventory: tact supply, arid 2 in auto-

, motive parts management, for a total of 10
semester hours. In the lower-division bacca-
laureate/associate degree category, 2 semes-
ter hdtirs in automotive parts management,
2 in office. management, 2 in personnel su-
peptision, and- 2 in buiness communica-
dons, for a total of '8 semester hours (3/7S).r .

MOS- 76S -O01

VEHICLE MATERIEL SUPPLY SPECIALIST
(AUTOMOTIVE REPAIR PARTS

ECIALIST)

176S20

76S40
=

Exhket Dates:' /73-2/76. (Effective 3/76,
MOS 76S was discontinued and its func-
tions were incorporated into' ,MOS 76D,
Materiel-Supplyman.)
Career Management Field: (Supply);
Desdription
, Summary: Receives, 0stor d issues ve-
hicle repair parts. NOTE: Able to perform
the duties required for 76P20 (Stock Con-
trol and AccoMiting Specialist). Skill Level
20: Identifies automotive repair parts by il-
lustrations and numbs maintains inventory
records; 'determines tie need to replenish
stock items and prepares requisitions for re-
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M9S-76V-001
.STORAGE SUPPLYMAN

-76V10
76V20'
76V30
76V40

it Dates:.3/76-Present.
Management Field: 76 (supply and

Service), subfield 761 (Supply).
. Description -

Summary: Stores and issues material; per-
forms- receipt, administrative process, in-
spection, and packing and shipment of ma-
terial. Skill Level 10: Reviews and rirve-LIC3
shipping documents and Milt of . issue; in-
spects incoming and outgoing supplies and
equipment for damage; operates materials
handling equipment; performs inventories
and location surveys; selects supplies and/
Or equipment for issue .or. shipment. Skill
Level 20 Able to perform the duties re-
quired for Skill Level 10; plant,
and controls warehousing, peeking,' and
crating activities; applies managernent prin-

. ciples; compiles. statistical warehouse data;
determines requirements' and requests, as-
signs, and controls use of warehouse facili- '
ties and equipment; nipervises equipnient
storage, including document control and lo-

, cation inventories. Skill Level 30: Performs
the duties required. for Skill Level 20 and
supervises a medium-sized material ware-.
hdusing activity. Skill Level 40: Performs
the -ditties required, for Skill Level 30 and
supervises a large material warehousing; ac-
tivity; conducts surveillance inspection' of
materials in storage
Recommend tin, Skill Level 10

In the voce al -certificate category or
. in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-

ciate degree egory, 3 semester hours in 1

warehouse practices (6/76).
RecomAiendation, Skill Level 20

In the vocational certificate category or
in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 3 semester hours in
warehouse practices, 3 in record keeping, .

and 2 in inventory control, for a total of 8
semester hours (6/76).



7-Recommendation, Skill Level 30 .

In the vocational certificate categot , 3
semester hours in warehouse practices,( 3 in
record keeping, 2 in inventory control, Ad
2 in office procedures,

1
for a total of 10

semester hoots:- In the 1Rwer-division bacca-
laureate /associate degrde category, 3 semes-
ter hours in personnel supervision, 3' in
warehouse practices, 3 in. record keePinS,
in inventory control, and 2 in \office proc
dures, for a total of 13 semester hours
76,)!' '
RecomitendatiOn, Skill Level 40

In the vocatiptial certificate
',isemesterchours in Wareltiuse pia

record keiping, 2 'in inventory',
office procedures, and 2 in dun

- .9 agement, for a total,of,12 semester

-4 ARMY ENLISTED_MOS EXHIBITS 2-123

level m nagerial position involving person-
nel, sir ply, training, and inspection respon-

Reco men tion, Skill Level 20
In the afional certificate category, 2

sernister hours in fire, safety, 2 in basic
ninthernatics, and 2 in pump maintenance,
f9r a total of 6 semester hours (6/76).

ecommendation, Skill Level 40
/

/recommendation i e same as that for
In the vocational certificate category,

. Skill, Level' 20. In' the wer-diyision bacca-
,,1 / laureateissociate dew category, 3 semes-

ateg° Y' ' / ter hourt in huinan relations: 3' for field.tires, I, in
trol, 2 in
al man /- 7. trill safety, far a-thinimum total of 9 mes-

'exierience in Management, and 3 in indus- -

ter hburs; and, if the duty assignmen was,
urs 1 petroleum pipeline supervisor at pa yard e E-the lower-division baccalaureate/ :soda e-

--. 6 or if pay grade E-7 was achieved) 3,addi-t.,degree category, 3 semester hotlsvn phi -
sonnel supervision, 3 foq field expe in ----'\itional semester hours in personnel supervi-

mon and 2,in technical writing, for a total.,7" -management, 3 in warehouse prattic ,3 in
--. I . . -- of 14 semester hours (6/76).record keeping, 2 in inventory Contr 2 in,

office' procedures, and 2 in /m'aterial, ma --
Bement, o .

,Recommendation,'Sldll Level 50 V`
In the vocational certificate category, thea ement for a total F 18 semester: ho

(0/76) -

'110S-76W-001.. . . .. . , . /. /
PETROLEUM SUPPLY SPECIALIST/ ,

(PETRC4.:EJJM -Sict 'AGE SPECIALIST)
:\ %,76*20 - - 'ji7.6W40 .

. ,76W50
Exhibit Dates: 10/7328/76. /
Career Management/ Fiel 92 (Petroleuin).
Descriptio4 ,

Summary: Opetntes a
leurn storage, diSpensi
facilities and pipeline
20: Serves as a' petro
rank farm attendant,
cleaning and 'paclsa
and fills pettoleu
pi line systems, p ure reducing stations,
a(d dispensing equipment, including boost-
e , transfer, and /main -line pumps; ariplies
firefighting and fire prevention techniques;
4ually. inspecti outgoing product% 'to
insures,pivper. . quantity and packaging an4
to deteel contamination 6r deterioration;

_ gagesstOrage kinks; makes temperatur and
volume' conversions lo account for aryls in_ Receives and 'dispenses bulk and packaged
ventory ,petroleum produeis;- takesssaafniples petroleum Products; operates equipment

and cle ns and'
for lah7atofy examination; loads, unloads, such as forklift trucks, conveyors; and

tank cars, tank trucks) an tstor- lanes in loading,' unloading, moving, aqd
age trucks. 'Skill Level 40 Able to pefform storing petroleum-supplies; marks - petroleum
the. d
pervi
crew

°esti
age
cy

ill/ maintains petro-

eum pump o rator,
systems. S Level
g, and die button

ipeline patrolman, or
ing specialist; . cleans
containers; maintains

recommendation is the same as that for
Skill Level 20. In the Idwer-divjsiiin;liatca-
latireate/associate degree category, 3 semes-
ter hours in personnel supervision,, 3 in
human relations, '3 for field .experience* in
management,'-3 in introduction to manage-
ment, 3 in industrial safety, S id office ad-

, ministration, 3 in record keeping, in_fech-
nicil writing, and 2 in material 'manage-

ci ,Dent, for a -total .of 26 semester, hours (6/
76). _

J

1144S4 61N 4;02

\ PETROLEUM SUPPLYSPECIALISF

76W10
76W20
76W30
76W40
76W50

;
Exhibit Dania: 9/76-Present
Career Management Field: 9 (Petroleum).
Description' -
. Summary. Operates and maintains petro-

. leum storage, dispensing and distribution fa-
cilities and pipeline systems. Skill Level 10.'

ties?recuired rot Skill Level 20; su-
from 7' persons in a pumP station

to more than 49 in a pi inorew;
ate, requirements for pers nne ,--stor

,space, and equipment;°- s product
es ito minimize product contamination;

pe forms quality surveillance perocedures to
d ternune causes of product ontamination
arid to carry out petroleum eclamation and
alvage; supervises petro um dispatching

containers for proper identification; con-
ducts srifety inspections of storage and han-
dlihg equipment. Skill Level 20: Able to per.
Form the duties required for Skill Level 10;
supervises aircraft refueling, assures 'adher-

.pnce to safety procedures; -maintains inven-'
tory records of -"petroleum products; in-

cts troleum stora e sites may

7

super-Pe it ; y pe
vise small. petroleum Ntdrage or dispensing
activity; maintains., pipeline systems and

through work assignmen s and 'review' of pressure reducing stations; applies fire fight-
work plans. Skill Level SO: Able to perfOrm mg- and fire prevention techniques. Skill .

the duties required,--46i4°- 76W40 or 92C40, Level la Able , to perfortn..the duties re-
(petroleum Laboratory Specialist )t as the quired for Skill. Level 20; schedules, orders,
principle noncommissioned otlicer in alsr dispatches and otherwise recommends
large petroleum operation. assists officers in - movement of petroleum Products; supet-..
the planng, coordination, and supervision -vises pipeline or pump station operation and,
of petrol, um storage and distribution end in petroleum supply storage facilities; uses
the appraisal of operations and trairnp su- product cycles to minimize product con-
pervises and inspects work perfo by lamination in storage, facilities or pipelines;
subordinate noncommissioned off- 1st ol- i supervises dispersion and camouflage of1,,,,
lects and prepares material.pertrir to pe- supplies and equipment. Skill Level 40 Able
troleum operatwns and training; m ;serve to perform 'the duties required 'for Skill
as tbe first sergeant of a company, a mid- Level 30; insures Compliance with fire and

safety regulations; coordinates petroleum .
operations at staff level; furnish ea required :
reports on equipment 4o higher headquar-
ters;.-performs quality surveillance; may su- .

pervise up to sixteen persons. Skill Level 50:
Able to perform the duties -requited for --'
Skill Level 40; as the principal noncommis-
sioned officer in a large petrolcuin-tver
ation, assists commissioned 'officers in the
planning, coordination, and supervision of '

petroleum storage and distribution and in
the appgaisa of operations and trainingi-au

subordinate noncommissioned officers;'"tol- .

pqrvises and inspects work performed' by (:;:*1

1eCts apd preParesmaterial pertaining to pe-
*itroleum operations* and training; may 'serve
as a first sergeant of a company, amid -level
managerial position involving personnel, ,,

supply, training, and inspection responsibil-
ities. NOV: May have Progressed to
76W50 from 76W40 or 92C40 '(Petroleum
Laboratory Specialist) 1 .

Recommehdatfoil, Skill Level 10 .'-
In the vocational certificate category, 2

semester hours in fire safety (1477g).
Recommendation, Skill Level 20 :

In the vocational certificate category, 2
semester hours .in fire safety, 2 in' basic
mathematics, and 2 in punip Maintenance,
for a total of 6 semester hours (11/77).
Recommendation, Skibievel'30 /
rec2mmendatiori 4,is the same as-. that for

In-the catFgory, the

_Skill Level 20. In t e lowerklivision bacCa-
laureate/associate degree catego 3 semes-

supervision- (11/77). ,,

ter hours for field experience,' nnel

s
Recopunendaddh, Skill Level 40 '. ' 1., -'

In the vocational certificate category, 2
semester houts ih fire safety, 2 in basic
mathematics, and 2 in Flump safety, 2 in
technical writiqg, and 3 in industrial safety,
for a /total of 11 'semester hours. In the . ,:

loWer-division v haccalaureate/ rate
degree category,- 3 semester hou us-
trial 'safety, 3 hi. Orsonnel-kupery fer
field experience in personnel su mon, 3
in human- relations,,lations,,and 2,41 ter cal writ-
ing, fora. total. of 14 sent ter hour (11/77).
Reepipsendation, Skill-Leve1.50 . p

- I .the Vocational certificate category, 3'
semester hours in technical writing, 2in fire '
safety, 2 in basic mathematics, 2 in pump
MaintenanC'e, and 3 in industrial safety, for a
Iota] of 12 semester hours. In the lower
//division baccalaureate/associate degree tat-
( egory, 3 semester hours m industrial safety,

3Rin personnel supervision, 3 for field expe-
rience ii personnel supervision, 3 in human
-relations, 3 in echnical writing, 3 in record
keeping, 3 office administration and 2 in'
material ma agernent, for a' total of 23 se;
mester hou In the upper-division bacca-
laureate cate ory, 3 semester hours for field,
experience in Management (11/77).

-

MOS-76X401
SUBSISTENCE SUpPLYMAN

76X10
76X20
76k30'
76X40

Exhibit Dates: S/76-Present. .

Career Management Field: 76 (Supply. arid
Service), subfield 761 (Supply).
Description

Summary: Receiveg, stores, issues, distrib-
utes inventories,. sells; and ships subsistence
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',-suppi.es Skill LCJ%O RcceivscT ent ' in warjiç practIee ' in r ct office procedureS 3 " Inventory control, 2c1ieks ccurwy of quantjtie of subsistence keepingf 3 in persopeI upp'10 in ir ome machines. nd I in typing, for asup1ies teceived chk& orders received 'iffice ichfnes, 2 jziøe t1emat total of 18 semesttr hours (6/76)-' forfquality) and segtegates. damaged sup- 2 in'inventor control;.and 0flic 1ro . 'pII3 SL*es supfihiesand maifltains locator cedures for a minimum totzf 0 C1tep ReCofluflendatlolj, Skill Level 40
issues stock azid. rforms inven- 'hous, an4r4( thi dutysci,ø InCtJkie( In the voationaI cei-ificate latego-y, theto( performs stock contrblhand account commisfry .work 3 semtcr inftaiI recommendation IS the same as that foriand reques upptiesto maintain sto& . sales, for a total of 23 Skill Le'ei 20. n the IOWCY-.diviSion bacca..fecIs OperatS office 'machines an4 materi ,j6) 1aureae/associate degree category 3 semeFaJhandlIn equiprnesj; checks'uality and; . . .

7
: -ter hOurs for field experience in manage.

. antity ot outgyg supplies and. preare' . .. . I n,ent, 3 rsonnel .SUpervisjon, 3 jflIDment. erfornis opetator rna1itenanc .. ' , ' ,r in record knd sçrvice on equipment distri6utes field MOS-76Y-OO1 ' \ hnan aatb0atIon 3 in inven'oz-
Ifl, raflons; perfonns commissary store. func- .. \ . liuUS . n

.ti Iic inctudingstocking, pricing, and inven- trol, 2 In offioc mac Ines, an in typIng,
; ' ttiry maintains supply reAITs and files. '6Y4O ' for'a total o121 seflStC 2U1S (6/76).

. . il!Leve! 20. Able to per(rm. the duties .
4uired for Skill Level 10 upervises food

distribution anct small commissary oper- 76Y3O . ,i .

tiOns; pIansd coordinatds.supply actki- : . 76Y4O . . MOS-76 '1ties dIrects suppIpersonnel applies princi Lp1eofautonmtic. da,a processing tä'supply :
ICL rcsent.

system conducts on the job trftinlng check Cajev Management Field 5upply nd SENIOR SUPI'LY SERGEANT
accurc' of work inspecis warehouse Service) s,bfieJd 761 (Supply)
cooler and freezer units; recnmends cor- -. /rective action and irnproveet4iods.in the Summary:Spervies & Perfo1)S dUties Exhibit DateIO/7JPresent.supply procedures; aIministers stock con- cnected 'iih the requisjtion reIpt Stor.
:trol; performs sales functionS in commissary age, accouiing, and isunc ( GJfliZa. Career Mangemeflt Field: 76 (Supply and
stores; analyze3 statistical ata-aiui repofs. tional7instAL1afibn and inóViçjøJ.uPP1Ies, Service), subfield 760 Supply Geral).
Skill Level 30. Performs the duties requira Skill-LeveJ4O Seryes As unit st''1Y Clerk. J.
Jo Skill Eevel 20 and upervisqs a ium prepares sppIy rbrds ald ØflS, iWen. D&rlphoii
sized cQmjnlssajy or fc ppltivity t6ry ,control listings and.ojr1t Cards, nd Able perform the duties required for
$ill Level 40: Performs eduties r quired inventôryajitment repr5; practiees Skfll Level 40 of any MOS'in the supply
for -Skill Level 3Q and supePvis a large safetyi stor e -operations; t35 and 1n. career management field (76), srvesas a
commissai'yior. food suppty-aetivity; inter- lords s and operaWs rorifts; 9Per. mid-level manager, supervising personnel
prets and uses annual food plans; manages ates o .e chines and jee 3drfliflJstra. engaged in large supply and service oper.food resrve stoks;. insures compliance tie files, perfOrmssa1vage. oeftIOns;. Uses atiOns such 'aundry, bath, graves rgjs.with fo4i supply policies supply pub1icatiois prepaiç çOthing fr tration decont atlon transporttlon
Recomidendatlon, SJll4eveI4O issue and processes laurd; determines property disposal. meJical supply, commis.

4. In thevocationaI certificate. categoy or sup1y needs b consulting Pr0peIty bOoks sary operations, and resupply by airdrops;
in the 1oer-division baccalftireate/asso- 'records; rnaultains the sCity 1l analyzes reports and appraises supply oper.ciatedegree categorj', 3 semester hours in arms. Skill evel 20: PerforThs the OItI 'ations and trajfl.Pg; manages stock )ntrolwarehouse practices and 2 in office ma- ruired f Skill LeveI 19 pro''ic1es jid accountjng,)rOcurement, and -1ven-chines for a minimum total'of 5 semesters techntcal gmdance to Skill LVe1 Pn- tory contr l unr'iSeS storage recek'ihhours and if the duty ass:gnnent :ncluded\ nd establith priorities arid 51gns wk, issue handling supply locat4 syomrnis.sary work. 3 semester hours in retail ' cOnducts on.the-joIL trainifl; rza1nIns teris facjlit fetY, and supply securiy oaIesçfor total of 8 semester hurs (6/76). automated supply aGcQing .yxn; CO1..

erations' coordiflate$ SUPPLY SUppOr!t daRecomi'ndat1on, Skill putes supply',usage factors; erVise5 the
s stems' sa e operations, andre air ppIn the vocational ce ate categoryor handling storage, nd seettZOn: spply proicea(ures; supervises the"prepara.in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso- ii e i e arm ki k' fL tion of instructions, reportsciatedegree category, 3 semester hours Performs the duties Iequiredrcj.illjq.4,el
related ctnicl mateial;, recomfle

suppl,/activity (vi 451lit units for a3signmet to support SCiAjoper.
ljematics (or a ninimum total of 10 seii'dster 'prsonneI), trains and super is PrS°flre1 atOnS,

hours and if iie duty assignment included in external load rigging for roy Wing airs
Recommendon

for total of l3semeterhors(6/
kev4OAblet ehjn

lyzes statistical data tc ssrtn trencis record keeping 3 in office dmiustration 3Recommendation Skill Level 30 conormity to standards and cieucy i in personnel supervision 3 n inventoryIn 'the vocational certificate category
' proves uply ,mthods and dUre5; eo. control, 3 in 0ffice proedures.) 3 in wjlre.semester hours itt warehouse practices, 3m

W ordinas supply activhi'&,wth other t1ts house pactjces, 3 in business 1àthemijds,record keei,ing, 2 in office machines, 2 in I - . s and I in t '- b1 i th matics2i i e tor co I Recommendation, Skill Leiti - 2 in 0 Ice mac in Yping, or a

rna ?mt't in the 1ower.hvision d4ion
duty asigninent i,wluded commissary work. 3 - date degree catfgory, 3 hours in horrs in introductiOn 0 nagement, 3
semester hours m retail sales,-for a .tttal of record keeping3 in Offlce proées in pefsonnel agement, 3 in records admin
k7 semester hours, In the lowerdivisidn officemachines, and fun tyP, 1 - isatiOn 3 iiyhuman ejations, and 6 for
'bccal'aureate/a.ssociate degree 'category, 3 -o9 sem'ster hours (6/76), field. experjece in management, for-a tot
semter hours in warehouse practices,' 3 in .Recommendat1on, Skill Level of 1,8 semester houls (6/76).
record keeping 3 in personnel supervision In the vocational certiticat trY or
2 in office machInes, 2 in business math- in the ower.division bacclareate/o

-

ematics; 2 in inventory control, - and 2 -in ,ciate degree category, 3 seter hIS in
Qffice prcedures for a miimufn total of record keeping, 3 in office. prcct3I1re in- 1OS..79r "117 semester hqs, and.f theduty assign- 'inventory control 2 in office 0ifle fld
meju inchided co1'rrmisary work. 3 semester 1 in,tpin, for a total of 12 em5ter l0irs

Rhours in retail saks, for a totäl'of 20 semes '- (6/76).' . CAR,EER'COIJNSELO
ter huurs (/76). RecQ1mendation, Skill tAcel3I) 791)30

- Recommendation, skill Level 40 In the vOcatio* cer fic3te 5tegory.. th
n the vocationa1certificate cItegory the recommendation is the that 1or 791)4-0

recomñiendation is thç áme as that for Skill LeVel 20. ,tn the lower-ivJofl bca
Skill Level 0 In. the lower-division bca- laureate/associate degree cteory: sefles -.

Iaureate/assodatedegree category, 3'sies- ,ter hours in personnel sUP jfl," in - Exhibit 3/78-Present. Pendingeval:terhour for fietd expence in maiage hian relations 3 in record eping in ation

4
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KAFISMAN

8 A10, ^, .
it'ffatea: 10/73-2/77. (Effective '3/77,

S 814 was discontinued and its
;bons were incorporated; into 81B20,

func-

itfuction Draftsman, 81C10, Cartogin iher,
and .1 I El°, Illustrator.)

'Career Mpnagement Field: 81 (Topographic
Engineefing and Map' Reproduction), sub-
fie7d111 (Drafting).
"Description .

!Performs general drafting, duties; tracest drawings, *organizational charts and dia-,.
grams, posters, and other drafting works;
'uses mathematics wheri :applicable; utilizes
basic drifting tools, instruments, and mate-
bads; lays out ,dralvings. to scale, applying.
'dimension, detail, and conventional sym-
bols; letters. free hand or with mechanical
guides; receives,: stores, and manage% sup-

'andother materials.
Recommendation

In the vocational certificate category, 10
semester houls in basic drafting (12/75) ..

MOS-811f-001
CONSTRUCTION DRAFTssiAN

81B20
81B40.

Exhibit Dittes: 10/73-9/14.
Career Manageinent Flelc 51. (General En-
gineering), subfield 511 (Construction Engi-
neering).
Description

summaiit' .Pre-pares work drawings for
the construction' 'field. Skill Level 20 Pre-
pares orthographic drevingsIshape desctip-
tion only); prepares maps and plots plans
from surveyor's notes. NOTE: May have
progressed to 81820 from 81A,10 (General
Draftsman). Skill Level 40: -Able to perform
the duties required for Skill Level 20; plans,
lays out, and completes working drawings
for the dmitruction field; supervises 14 or
more persoffnel engaged in the same activi-
ties.
hecontmehdation, Skill Level 20

In the vocational certificate category; 10
semester hours in construction drafting. In
the lower-divisiorr baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours .in con-
-struction drafting (2/7 ).'
Recommendation, Skiff Level 40

In the vocational certificate categOry, 30
semester hours in construction draftingj In
the lower-division bacCalaureate/associate
degree category, 8 semester hogrs in con-
struction drafting, 3 in algebra, 3 in trigo-
nometry, 2 in communication skills, and 2
in personnel supervision, for a total of 18
semester hours (2/75).

MOS-81B-002
CON CrioN DRA

. 81B20
Exhibit Dates: 10/ Present.
Career Manageme t Field: 51 (General En-
gineering), subfie i.
neering).

511 (Construction Engi-

;Description
Prepares working drawings for the con-

struction field; prepqres orthographic draw-
,

-AEMY ENL
ings (shape descriptiqn only5;`preparea maps -
and plots plans- from surveyOr's notes.

/ NOTE: May have progressed to 8 IB2Q
from 81 A 10 (general Draftsman) "

Recommendation
In the vocational certificate. category, 10

semester hours in construction drafting. In
the lower-division baccalaureate /associate
degree ,category,)3 semester ,hours in con-
struction drafting (2/75).:

r40S-810 -001`
CARTOGRAPHIC SPECIALIST -

-(CARTOGHAPHIC DRAFTSMAN)

81C20
81C30
81C40
81050 .

Exhibit Dates: 10/74-22/72. .

Career Management Field: 81 (Topographic
Engineering and Map .Reproduction), itrb-
field 811 (Drafting). .

Description
Summary: Supervises -or performs carto-

graphic. drafting- activities, compilatioh or

maps, or c nstguction of scale models of
revision of (\ plammetric and topographic

terrain: Skill' Level 20: Draws or scribes cul-
tural, topographic, hydrographie, or other
features on drawings, transparent overlays,
and scribing surfaces for reproduction of
Mips. NOTE: May haye progressed to
81C20 from 81A10 (General Draftsman).
Skill Level/ 30: Able to 'perform the duties
required for. Skill Level 20; compiles and
revises planimefric and topographic. maps.
Skill Levela40: Able to perform the dunes

. required for Skill Level 20 and 30; super-'
vises cartographic drafting, map compiling,
or model raking .attivities. NOTE: May
have progressed to 81040 from 81C20;
81C30, 81E20 (Illustrator), or 8lQ20 er-

a rain Intelligence Analyst). Skill Level 50:
Able to perform the duties required for
Skill Level 40; plans, coordinates, adminis-
ters, and supervises activities pertaining t
the compiling, preparation, and revision of
topographic. and hydrographic maps -from
aerial photographs and other data. NOTE:
May have progressed to 81C50Trom 81C40
or 81Q20 (Terrain Intelligence Analyst).
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the- lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree 'category, 6 hours in
cartography, h cal drawing, rind
3 in aerial photograp interpretation, for a
tout! of 12 semester hours` (12/75).
Recommendation, Skill Level 30

I$TED MOS gXHIBITS 2-125

meat, 3 in 3ersonnel supesvision, and 3 for -
field experience in management;, for a total
of 25 quainter hours (12/75). -

MOS-81C-062
CARTOGWHER

81010
81620
.81C30
8 IC40/

-' Exhibit Daterr3/77-Present. Pending evalu-
ation.

MOS-81E-001
ILLusriberoa

81

Exhibit Da 10/73-2/77. ,

Career Management Field: 81 (Topographic
Engineering and Map Reproduction), sub-

-field 81.1, (Drafting). '
Description

Illustrates, -drafts, and lays out illustra-
-lions for posters, graph's, charts,, tests, train-

ing aids, and for other purposes; interprets
basic materials furnished for final.illustra-
don; measures, model dimensions; appropri-
ately lays outwork; makes illustrations with
inks, charcoal, oil paints, water colors,.PSn-,,
cils, crayons, and pastels, using drafting in-
struments and/other artist materials; selects -1
appropriate materials and instruments and
mixes colors; designs,- extcvteS, and pre-
pares freehand °and mechanical drawin
mounts and retuches photographs d'
drawings; prints Mid fetters signs; mainr ns
illustration equipment.

49.

(In the lower-division baccalaureate/assd-
elate degree category, 6 semester hours in
cartography, 4 in photogrammetry, 3 in me:
chanical drawing, and 3 in aerial photo-
graphic interpretation, for a total or 16 se-
mester hours (12/75).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 6. semester hours in
cartography, 4 in photogrammetry, 3 in me-
chanical drawing, 3 in aerial photograp *c
interpretation; and 3-in introduction to m
agement, for a total of 19 semester
(12/75).
Recommendation, Skill Level 50

In the lower-divisionstracealaureate/asso-
elate degree category, ,¢ semester hours in
cartography, 4 in photct.rammetry, 3 in me-
chanical drawing, 3 in aerial photographic
interpretation, 3 in introduction to manage-

Recommendation
In the lower-division baccalaureate/too-

tiate degree categ. 2 semester hours in
mechanical drawin 2 in commercial art,
and 2 in principles o illustration, and addi-
tional: credit on gi basis of institutional
evaluation, fox a minim tonal of 6 acmes-

rs

- MOS-81E-002
ILLUSTRATOR

81E10
81E20
81E30

Exhibit Dates: 3/77-Pr
ation.

MOS-81Q-001 ..

TERRAIN INTELLIGENCE ANALYST
(TERRAIN ANALYST)

81Q20
Exhibit' Dates: 10/73-2/77. (Until 10/74,
this MOS :;;was designated. 51920; Terrain
Analyst; effective 3/77, MOS 8IQ was dis-
continued and its functions Were incorpo-
ratedrated in MOS .8IC, Cartographer.)
Career anagemeit Field: 81 (Topographic
Engineering and Map -.Reproduction), sub-
field 811 (Drafting).
Description

%-- i
Compiles, analyzes, and disseminates cur-

rent and accurate data pertaining to a geo-

0

ending evalu-
,
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graiahical area or region, including .natural -gineering), sub,fieid 511 (Construction Engi-
leerain featires, population and industrial neering).
centers; transportation networks, and utility
systems, for use in mapping, ,Nnstruction,
and other operations; interprets'conditions
of travel and land use; interprets studies.and
reports.as they relate to terrain, and man-
"nut& features; caordinates"and participates
in the preparation of technical and special
reports and map overlays; applies engineer-
ing techniques in the analysis of aerial: pho-
tographs and other data; knows the princi-,

: plea of map compilation and interpretation;
keeps records and files of completed stud--.-"
les; keeps data current through consultation
with pertinent gcsvernment agencies.
Recommendation

In the lower-division baccalaureate/assci-
degree,category, 8 semester hours in

land -use planning, 6 in aerial photographic
interpretation, 3 in geography, 3 in terrain
analysis, 3 in cartography, and.l.in geology,
foi, a total of 24-semester hours. In the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 8 se-

- . Mester hours in land use planning and 3.in
aerial photographic interpretation. In the
graduate degree category, 6- teinester hours
in research techniques in geography (12/
75).

r

MOS-431Z-001 (
. TOPOGRAPHIC ENGINEERING SUPERVISOR..

- 81Z50
Exhibit Dates: 3/77-Present. Pending evalu-

' atipn.

MOS-82A-001
t RODMAN AND TAPEMAN

8 1 A 10

Exhibit Dated: 10/73 -2/77. (Effective3/77
MOS 82A was discontinued and its fun
tions were incorporated into 82B20, Con-
struction Surveyor, and 82D10, Topograph-

,/ is Surveyor.)
Career Management Field: 81 .(Topographic

. .Bngineering and Map Reproduction), sub-.field 812 (Surveying).

tir Description
Under supervision; assists topographic

and construction survey party personnel in
making land surveys arid establishing efer-
ence points; assists survey party chief by
removing minor terrain obstacles,. carrying
equipment, marking'reference points and re-
cording readings; aligns and positions
stadia, level rods, and other target markers
when directed by hand and/or verbal
instructions; locates old and new Markers;
measures linear distance with, tapes- and
angles of slope with hand level; reads ver-
niers of targets; performs preventive main-
tenance on pertinent equipment.
Reconintendation

In the vocational certificate Category, I

semester hour in surveying (12/75).

MOS-8213-001

CONSTRUCTION SURVEYOR

82B21,0
82B40

Exhibit Dates: I0/73-Present.
Career Management Field: 51 (General En-

DescriptiOn' , ..
SummaPy: Supervises' Or establishes vela=

five position of points on earth's surface for
-use in construction projects. Skill Level 20:
Reads maps and construction specifications;
operates surveying instruments and equip-
ment, such as andade, plane table, level,
transit,'and theodolite; employs such insfru-
tnents as aneroid barometer and compass;
records observations and makes minor com-
putations; makes mathematiCal competi-
tions involving use of forniulas;'cieterntines
azimuths and aitronomical obsfrvations.of
the sun.,or polaris; makes measurements and
sets appropriate reference pdinis; maintains
surveying equipment and instruments, Skil!
Leiel 40. Able to perform the duties re-
quired for. Skill Level 20; supervises and
instructs Survey party personnel; responsible
for initial study of construction area; assigns
and coordinates work and manages its pro-
gress; superyises on-the-job training:
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

Is (he lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate 'degree category, 3 semester hours in
basic land surveying"(12/75).

.

itecommendationrSkill Level 40
. In the lankier-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 6 semester hours in
basic' and advanced land surveying,' 3 in
introduction'to management, and Ifor field
experience in management, for a total of-12
semester hours. it the upper-division bacca-
laureate category, 3 semester hours in intro:
duction to management and 3 for field ex-

: perience in management. (12/75).

MOS-82C-001

Recommendation, Skill Level.'40 -

In the vocational certific:dte.cattgo-ry, 2
semester, hours. in:algebra and I ut trigo-
nometry.' In the Tower - division' baetalaure-
ate/aisociate degree' category, 8' semester
hours in surveying, 2 in algebra trigo-

ncimetrIk 3 in Om-sonnet supervision, and 3
in comeninication skills, for a total of 17

'semester hours (2/75). .

MOS-82C-002
FIELD ARTILLERY SURVEYOR

82C10
-82c20
82C30
82d40,

Exhibit Dates: 9/76-Present:
Career:Management Field: 13 (Field Artil-
lerY), subfield- 132 (Field Artillery Target.
Acquisition Operations).
Description

Summary: Engages in -surVoying activi-
ties. Skill Level 10: Determines distance be-
tween survey stations; marks 'survey . sta-
tions; operates and maintains survey equip-
menf. Level 20: Able to perform the
'duties required. for Skill Level 10; applies
knowledge of.basic algebra, basic geometry,
and trignometric functionst and logarithms;
computes azimuth and:, distance, coordi-
nates, altimetric and ,trigonometric heights,
and astronomic azimuths from' field data.
Skill Level 30: Able to.perform the duties
required for Skill Level 20; 'supervises a
survey party; selects starting station and
method of survey; reviews'survey data for

. accuracy; supervises maintenance of survey
party equipment; instructs in survey proce-
dures and techniques. Skill-Ley! 40: Able
to perform the duties' required for Skill's
Level 30; supervises and coordittates riper-
ations of several survey partied; prepares
technical,' persotmel; and ministrative re-
ports. .. ,

Recommendation-, Skill Lev 10
In the vocational certificate category or

in the lower-division baccalaureitte/asso-
ciate degree category, 2 semester hours in
:ntroduction to. maps and air photos and
credit in surveying on the bads of institua
tional evaluation(4/77).
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the vpcational certificate category or
in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-,
ciate degree category, 2 semester hours in,
introduction to maps and air photos, 2' in
algebra, 1 in trigonometry," and 8 in survey- tej
ing, for a total of 13 semester hours (4/77).

. Recommendation, Skill Leyel'30
)

-In the vocational certificate catego.ry, the
.recommendation is the' same, as that for
Skill LeVel"20. Insthe lower-division bacca-
laureate/associate degree categorY, 2'semes-

. ter 'hours in introduction to maps and air.
photos, 2 in algebia, 1 in trigonometry, 8-in
surveying, 2 in communication skills, 2-in
human relation 2 in personnel supervision,
and 3 for field expenence.in management,
foricl of 22 semester hours (4/77).

(, ARTILLERY SURVEYOR

82C10
82C/F
82040.

dliibit Dates: 10/73-8/76.
Career Management Field: 17 (Combat Sur-
veillance and Target. Acquisition), subfield
172 (Target AcquisitOn).
Description

Summary: Engages in surveying aCtivi-,
ties. -Skill Level -10: Marks survey stations;
utilizes range poles and target sets; assists in
performance of preventive maintenance on
surveying Instruments and equipment. Skill.
Level 20: Able to perform the duties re- ',
quired for Skill Level 1b, serves as chief of
a surveying party; rises basic-algebraic and
trigonometric skills; uses tape, level, transit,'
and theodolite to perform surveys; com-
putes azimuths and distances, coordinates,"
altimetric and trigonometric heights from .
field data makes traverse computations;
uses the triangulation method of survey and
computations. Skill Level 40: Able to per-
form the duties required for Skill' Level 20;
supervises ,a survey party; reviews survey
data.
RecOmmendittion, Skill Level 10

No recommendation because of the limit-
ed technical nature of the kills, competen-
cies, and knowledge (2/75).'
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the vocational certificate category, 2
semester hours in algebra and 1 in trigo-
nometry: In- the lower- division baccalaure,
ate/associate degree category, 8 semester
hours in. surveying, 2.in algebra, and 1 in
trigonometry, for a total of 11 semester
hours (2/75).

Reco endation, Skilllevel 40
In the vocational certificate category, the

recommendation is the same, as that for
Skill Level 20. In the lower-division bacca-
laureate/associate degree 'category, 2 semes-
ter hours in 'introduction to maps and air.
photos, 2 in algebra, I in trigonometry, 8 in
surveying, 3 in copmunication skills, 3 in
human relations, 3-in personnel supervision,

0'
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: ' and 3 fOr *kid experience id managemenC _rinired for Skill Level 40; servems the prin-
k for a total of 25 semester hOurs (4/77). meal noncommissioned officer in a topo-
, . ,. . graphic sUrveying company; assists in plan-.

.
. rung, coordinaUng, and supervising all corn-

, pany activities; advises company conimand-
00MOS-82D-1

d
. er on all personnel matters; provides subor-

dinate supervisors with instructions; con-
Tommy/trim SunvForon 7 ducts training and' inspections. NOTE: May

$2D20 ;.7 haVe progressed to 821340 from 821340
82D30
82D4O
82D50 '

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-2/77. -
Career Management Flekt 81 (Topographic

"" Entneering and Map Reproduction), .,sub-

g2E40 (Topographic -Computer), or 82B40
Construction Surveyor).

tecommisndanon:S1d11 Level 20 '
In the lqwer-division baccalaureate/asso-

ciate degree category, 3 semester hours in
algebra, 3 in trigonometry, 3 in geometry, 3
in spherical geometry, 3 in physics (optics),
3 in suryeying, 3 in geodetic surveying, and
3 in engineering computations; for a total of
24 semester hours (12/75).

fie 812 (Surveying).
Description

Summary: Supervises or conducts, and esa
tablishes relative position of points on
earth's surface to provide control data for
map making. Skill Level 20. Conducts topo-
graphic surveys; interprets maps and aerial-
photographs, operates surveying , instru-
ments and equipment such as alidade, plane
tables, leVel, transit, thecklolite, compass,
and aneroid barometer; shoots routine azi-
muth shots on stellar bodies; determines
exact location and measurements of points,
lines, . elevations, areas, and contours of
earth's surface; records obseivations, makes
minor computations, and prepares diagrams
and map overlays for presentation of survey
findings; makes mathematical computations
involving logarithms and trigonometric
principles. and,standaR topographic survey
formulas; consolidates and prepares topo-
graphic survey reports; inspects, cleans, lu-
bricates, and adjusts surveying instruments
and equipment. NOTE: May have pro-

to 82D20 from 82A10 (Rodman and
fifireentn). Skill Level 30: Able to perform
the duties required for Skill Level 20; con-
ducts geodetic surveys; operates, uses, and
performs preventive maintenance on topo-
Oaphic surveying instruments capable of
first order accuracy; sets up, calibrates, and
employs such instruments as Wild T-,3 and/
or T-4 Theodolites, Bamberg Broken Tele-
scope Transit, precise chronoineter, and
chronograph or oscillograph in combination
with astro, amplifier and other timing instru-
ments; prepares for and makes all observe-
tiorurIol precise determination Of azimuth
or geodetic position; observes stars for lon-
gitude, latitude, and azimuth determination;
Interprets and records timing.idata for topo-
graphic computers. NOTE: May have pro-
gressed to 82D30- from 82D20, 82E20 (To-
pographic COmputer), or 41820 (Topo-
graphic- Instrument Repairman). Skill Level
40: Able to perform the duties required for
Skill Level 20 or 30; supervises topographic
surveying activities; studies and learns caps
bilities and limitations of all types of topo-
graphic survey equipment' and systems;
studiret astronomical publications, such as
star lists and ephemeris; determines compo-
sition and operational p and tech-
niques of topographic sury es; deter-
mines application of field activities
'to photogrammetric ts; utilizes
organic topographic stereophotopammetnc
instruments; prepares records depicting type
of survey, type of station, referencepomts
used, and description -of terrain; plane train-
ing and instructs subordinate personnel in
all phases of topographic surveying; pre-
pares and reviews technical, nnel.and
administrative reprts. NOTE: May have
progressed to 8 821320, 82D30,
82E20 (Topographic Computer), or. 41820
(Topographic Instrument Iepairman). Skill
Level 50 Able to perfdrim the duties r re-

Recommendation, Skill Level 3d
In the lower -dives' baccalatreate/asso-

elate degree category, 3 semester hours in
algebra, 3 in trigonometry, 3 in geomet7, 3
in spherical geometry, 3 in physics (optics),
3 in surveying, 3 in geodetic.surveying, 3 in
engineering computations, and 6 for field
experience m surveying, for a total of 30
semester hours (12/75).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category extending into the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 15
semester hours for field experience m sur-
veying, 9 semester hours in engineering
computations, 3 'in algebra, 3 in trigonom-
etry, 3 in geometry,. 3 insplierical geome-
try, 3 in physics (optics), 3 in sOrveying, 3
in geodetic surveying, 3 in advanced sur-
veying, 3 in advanced geodetic surveying, 3
in technical writing, 3 in personnel supervi-
sion, and 3 in project management, for a
total of 60 semester hours (12/75).
Recommendation, Skill Level 50

In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category extending into the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 23
semester hours for field experience in sur-
veying, 12 in engmeenng computations, 8 in
project management, 5 in project layout, 6 .
in personnel supervision, 6 m advanced sur-
veying, 3 in algebra, 3 in trigonometry, 3 in
geometry, 3 in spherical geometry, 3 in
physics (optics), 3 in surveying,- 3 in geodet-
ic surveying, 3 in advanced geodetic sur-
veying, 3 in technical writing, and 3 in in-
troduction to management, fora total of 90
semester hours (12/75).

MOS-82D-002
TOPOGRAPHIC SURVEYOR

$21310
82D20
821330
82D40

Exhibit Dates: 3/77-Present 'Pending evalu-
ation.

.

MOS-82E7001
TOPNRAPHIC COMPUTER

82E20
82E30
82E40

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-2/77. (Effective 3/77,
MOS 82E was discontinued and its func -
tions were incorporated into MOS 82D, .
Topographic. Surveyor.)

2 -127.

Career Management Field: 81 (Topographic
En&eenng and Map Reproduction), sub-
field 812 (Surveying).
Description

Summary: Supeneues or performs geodet-
ic or 'topographic admputations. Skill Level
Xt. Performs topographic . computations,
such as determining exact, positions of
points and distances between points under
v,arious map construction systems, trans-
forming Coordinates to linear
distances, and uting taped and stadia
traverse and e measurements using
natural and log fimctiims of angle*. studies
assembled data compiled from surveyor's
noted; determines appropriate algebraic for-
niula and method _ of computation to be
used; makes projecti,on, grid, and triangula-
tion computations by application of geome-
try Co notes from astrological observations;'
performs flindamental computations and ad-
justmenta for third and lower ordetriangn-
lation, traverse, vertical control, and' special
surveying schemes; performs fundamental
computations' involved m construction of
military and geographic grids for maps; per-
forms computations required for third and
lower' order astronomic azimuth and !Ya-
ng's sdbservations, and solar observations;
performs conversion computations for grid
and geographic coordinates. NOTE: May
have progressed to 82E20 from 82A10'.
(Rodman and Tapemap). _Skill Level' 3a.
Able 'to perform the duties required for
Skill Lei/el 20; serves as geodetic computer,
measures time; records tune values by nu-
merical and graphical means, and
time data in making fit er co ta-.
lions; computes azimuth and length of Jong
lines (over 250 miles),, and computes trans-
formatian of coordinates from one grid
zone to another-adjacent or more distant
zone; performs LaPlace azimuth computa-
tions in addition to all common astronomi-
cal computations involving application of
spberimI trigonometry. Skill Level fa Able r
to perform the duties required for Skill 7
Level 20 or 30; serves as chief
computer or as intelligence sqgcant; co- 5
ordinates aurveying and computing activi-
ties,--,Nand performs related administrative
duties; collects,; prepares, and distributes
material and data on intelligence .matters,-

. with special emphasis on intelligence mat -'
tern peculiar to topographic operations; as-
signs work to subordinate personnel and
conducts briefing; -

ReConiniendation, Skill Level 20 . .

.. In the lower- division. badcalaureate/asso-
ciao degree category, 3 semester hours in
algebra, 3 in trigonometry, 3 in geometry, 3
in spherical geometry, 3, in statistics, 3 in
surveying, 3 in geodetic surveying, and 3 in
engineering computations, for a total ,o 24
semester hours (12/75).
Recommendation, Skill Level 30

In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 3 semester hours in
algebra, 3 in trigonometry, 3 in spherical
geometry, 3 in statistics, 3 in surveying, 3 in
geodetic turveying, 3 in engineermg com-
pu lions, and '6 for field experience in engi-
h , for a total of 30 semester hours
(1 /
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category extending into the
upper-division bacealaureate category, 15
semester hours for field experience in engi -'
veering, 9 in engineering computations, 3 in
algebra, 3 in trigonometry, 3 in geometry, 3

3 in
in spherical geo , 3. in statistics, 3 in
surveying, 3 in
vanced surveyingg,

curve
3 in ced

g,
geodetic
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surveying, 3 in technical writing, 3 in per- its a journeyman platemaker; knows proce-
gionnel supervisiop, and 3 in project man- dures for single and multiple layouts, book-
agement, ®r a lbtal of 60 semester hours work double burns, multiple-color systerns,
(12/75). and register systems; works with piesensi-

tized and wipe-on plates. NOTE: May hive
progressed to 83E20 from 83A10 (Printer's
Apprentice), or 83F10 (Offset Pressman). '
Recommendation

In the vocational certificate category or
in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 3 semester hours in
plitemaldng for offset printing and 3 in
stripping for offset printing (5/76).

MOS-83A-001
'PRINTER'S APPRENTICE

83A10
Exhibit Dates: 10/73-9/74. (Effective 10/
74, MOS 83A was discontinued and its
functions were incorporated into MOS 83F,
Offset Pressman.)
Career Management Field: 81 (Topographic
Engineering and Map Reproduction), sub-
field 813 (Map Reproduction and Printing).
Description

Assists in printing operations; installs and
removes keybands and paper rollers and
threads paper ribbon to monotype ma-
chines; operates and maintains multilith,
bookbinding, photocopy, and photostat ma-
chines; sets up hand and machine cast type
and arranges type cuts, spacers, .06ins, and
liners within chase; assembles and collates
materials; cleans ink plates and press rollers;
cuts and trims materials to required' shapes
and sizes; adjusts and sets paper cutting,
'perforating, drilling, punching, stitching,
and folding machines; checks all materials
printed for neatness and accuracy.
Recornmendatimi

In the vocational certificate category or
in the lower-division baccalaureate /asso-
ciate degree category, 6 semester hours in
offset press operation (2175).

. -MOS-83D-001
PROCESS4PHOTOGRAPHER

83D20
Exhibit Dates: 10/73-2/71. (Effective 3/77,
MOS 83D was discontinued and its func-

, tions were incorporated into VOy 83E,
Photo and 'Layout Specialist.)
Career' Management Field: 81. (Topographic
Engineering and Map Reproduction), sub-
freld 813 (Map Reproduction and Printing).
Description

Operates a process camera sand develop
filmic) produce line,.half tone,. and ,continu-
ous tone negatives for offset printing; dem-
onstrates understanding of darkrOom chem-
istry, camera techniques, use of camera con-
trols, proper settings of lens, use of filters,
-and selection of films. NOTE: May have
progressed to 83D20 from 83A10 (Printer's'
Apprentice), or 83F10 (Offset Pressman).
Recommendation

In the vocational certificate category or
in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 6 semester hours in
process camera operation and 6 for field_
experience in graphic arts (5/76).

MOS-83E-001
PLATEMAKER

83E20 `,
Exhibit Dates: 10/73-2/77.
Career Management Field: 81 (Topographic
Engineering and Map Reproduction), sub-
field 813 (Map Reproduction and Printing).
Description

Prepares and processes lithographic
plates for use in offset printing, performing

MO'S-83E-002
PHOTO AND LAYOUT SPECIALIST

83E10:
83E20

Exhibit Dates: 3/77-Present. Pending evalu-
ation.

MOS-83F-001

OFFSET PRESSMAN

83F10
83F20
83F40

Exhibit Dates: 10/74-2/77.
Career Management Field: 82 (Topographic
Engineering and Map Reproduction), sub-
field 813 (Map Reproduction and Printing).
Description

Summary: Operates duplicating and offset
presses and supervises the ,operation of a
pressroom. Skill Level 10: As- a pressroom
helper, assists in printing operations, includ-
ing performing preventive maintenance on
and operating multilith and photocopying
equipment, storing suppies, loading and
stacking paper, cleaning work area and
equipment. Skill Level 20: Operate offset
press to print multicolor work on light or
heavy paper stock, using feeder, delivery,
dampening, and inking assemblies; operates
folding machines (16-page 'unit) and stitch-
ing machines; observes safety precautions
and trains helpers. Skill Level 40. Able to

orm the duties required,for Skill Level
a pressroom foreman, supervises mul-

till and offset press operators and bindery
active schedules work' and evaluates
supply eeds; coordinates pressroom print-
ing and bindery activities; supervises equip-
ment maintenance; explains and demon-
strates the operation of lithograph and mul-
tilith machines and bindery techniques.
RecOmmendadon, Skill Level 10

No recommendation because of the limit-
ed technical nature of the skills, competen-
cies, and knowledge (5/76). \
RecOmmendatien, Skill-Level 20

In 'the vocational certificate category or
in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category,, 6 semester hours in
offset press operation, 6 for field experience
in graphic arts, 3 in platemaking, and 2 in
ink and color, for a total of 17 semester
hours (5/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation is the same as that for
Skill Level 20. In-the lbwer-division bacca-
laureate/assoCiate degree category, 6 semes-
ter hours in offset press operation, 6 for
field experience in graphic arts, 3 in plate-
making, 2 in ink and color, 3 in human

3 d,

relations, 3 in personnel supervision, and 3
in printing management for a total of 26
semester hours (5/76).

MOS-83F-002 _

PHOTOLITHOGRAPHER

83F10
83F20
83F30
83F40

Exhibit Dates: 3/77-Present. Pending evalu-
ation.

MOS-83Z-001

PHOTOLITHOGRAPHY CHIEF

'83Z40
10P83Z50

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-2/77. (Effective 3/77,
MOS 83Z was discontinued and its func-
tions were incorporated into 81Z50, Topo-
graphic Engineering Supervisor, and into
83F30 and 83F40, Photolithographer.)
Career Management Field: 81 (Topographic
Engineering and Map Reproduction), sub-
field 813 (Map Reproduction and Printing).
Description

Summary: Supervises process photogra-
phy, photocopy, platemakine and offset
press activities. Skill Level 4aAble to per-
form the duties required for 83D20 (Process
Photographer), 83E20 (Platemaker), or
83F20 (Offset Pressman); serving as the
production manager of a printing plant, su-
pervises photolithography activities; sets
work priorities; schedules, routes, and dis-
patches materials; implements quality con-
trol and safety procedures; makes oral and
written administrative reports on personnel
and activities. Skill Level At Able to per-

- form the duties required for Skill Level 40;
serves as first sergeant of a company, super-
vising as many as 200 persons;) assists in
planning, coordinating, ands supervising all
company activities; advises superiors on all
personnel matters; holds meetings to dis-
seminate instructions and information to
subordinate supervisors; supervises training
activities. NOTE: May have progressed to
83Z50 from 113Z40 or 83F40 (Offset Press-
man).
Recommendation, Skill Level'40

In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 6 semester hours in
offset press operation, 6 in process camera
operation, 6 for field experience in graphic
arts, 3 in platemaking, 3 in stripping for
offset plates, 3 in ink and color, 3 in record
keeping, 3 in human relations, 3 in person-
nel supervision, 3 in introductioh to man-
agement, and 6 in printing management, for
a total of 45 semester hours. In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in industrial arts education (graphic
arts) (5/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level SO

In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, the recommendation
is the same as that for Skill Level 40. In the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 se-
mester hours in industrial arts education
(graphic arts), 3 in industrial management, 3
in plant organization, and 6 for field experi-
ence in management, for a total of 15 se-

- mester hours (/76).
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MOS -84B -001

STILL PHOTOGRAPHER

84820
84B40

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-2/77.
Career Management Field: 72 (Communica-

. tigns and Audio Visual),' subfield 722
isual).

DescrIption
Summary: Takes still photographs for

news releases, publications, and identifica-
tion,- and for medical training, historical,
and scenic purposes; performs preventive
maintenance on photographic equipment;
takes, photos from moving and fixed posi-
tions; uses 'aerial cameras. Skill Level 20:
,Arranges-Iiibject matter for proper photo-
graphic emphasis; selects appropriate

ra, film, and accessory equipment.
Skil Level 40: Able to perform, the duties
required for Skill Level 20, supervises still
photographers_ and motion picture camera-

determines the quantity, typos and
Technical details of photographs to be Liken;
establishes work priorities and schedules;
critiques completed work, advising on tech- -

nical and artistic deficiencies; corrects
faulty work practices of subordinates by in-
stru ion and demonstration of proper tech,.
ni es; prepares technical, and administra-
ti reports. NOTE: May have progressed
to 4840 from 84820 or 84C20 (Motion
Picture Phowgrapher).
Recommendation; Skill Level 20 - .

In the vocational certificate category or
in the lower-divisiod baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 9 semester hours in
still photography (2/75).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the vocational certificate category, 9
semester hours in still photography. In the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 9' semester hours in still
photography, 3 in personnel management,
and 3 in technical writing, for a total of 15
semester hours (2/75).

MOS-84B-002
STILL PHOTOGRAPHIC SPECIALIST

84B10
84B20
84B30.
84840

Exhibit Dates: 3/77-Present. Pending evalu-
ation.

MOS-84C-OOL

MOTION PICTURE PHOTOGRAPHER

84C20
Exhibit Dates: 10/73-2/77.
Carter Management Field 72 (Telecom-
munications and Audio Visual), subfield 722
(Audio-Visual).
Description

Takes aerial photographs and motion pic-
tures; performs preventive maintenance on
photographic equipment; operates equip-
ment mid coordinates the shooting of docu-
ments, training, or newsreel films.
Recommendation

In the lower-division biccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 6 semester hours in
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film production, 3 Jm basie\ photography,
and 3 in cinematic hniques, for a total of
12 hemester hours (5/76).

MOS-84C-002
MOTION PICTURE SPECIAL

84C10
84C20

Exhlbjt Dates: 3/77-Pr
Won.

Pending evalu-

MOS-84D-001
AUDIO SPECILIST

84D20
Exhibit Dates: 1,0/73-2/77. (Effective 3/77,
MOS 84D was discontinued and its func-
tions were incorporated into MOS 84C,
Motion Picture Specialist, and MOS 84F,
Audio/TV Specialist.)
`Career Niknagement Field: 72 (Telecom-
munications and Audio Visual), subfield 722
(Audio Visual).
Description

Performs preventive and routine mainte-
nance on audio equipment utilized in radio,
television, and motioh picture productions;
determines the sound needs for a given pro-'
duction situation; sets up and operates the
necessary audio equipment.
Recommendation .

In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 4 semester hours in
sound techniques, 3 in sound recording, and
3 in radio production, for a total of 10 se-
mester hours (5/76).

MOS-84E-001
TV CAMERAMAN

84E20
84E40

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-2/77. (Effective 3/77,
MOS 84E was discontinued and its func-
tions were incorporated into MOS 84F,
Audio/TV Specialist.)
Career Management Field: 72' (Telecom-
muriications and Audio Visual), subfield 722
(Audio Visual).
Description

Skill Level 20: Operates and performs pre -
ventive. maintenance on television cameras;

.)Sets up camera and associated, equient;
knows basic video techniques. Skill Level
40: Able to perform the duties required for
Skill Level 20; serves as a senior television
cameraman; supervises 3 to 6 television
cameramen; coordinates work with other
television specialists and directorial person-
nel; instjucts camera crew in proper camera
techniqiies; evaluates technical, artistic, and
mechanical composition of camera work.
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the lower-diviSlon baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 3 semester hours in
studio techniques and 6 for a television
workshop. (5/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 3 semester hours in
studio techniques, 6 for' a teleVision work-
shop, and 3 in human relations, for a total
of 12 semester hours (5/76).

MOS-84F-001
TV PRODUCTION SPECIALIST

84F20
84F40

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-2/77.
Career Management Field: 72 (Telecom-
munications and Audio Visual), subfield 722
(Audio Visual).
Description

Summary: Serves as producer or director
in the preparation and production of live
and recorded 'television presentations7Skill
Level 20: Is' responsible for preproductibn
planning, preparation, and coordination in
the production. of televisiodprograms, in-
cluding scripting, rewriting, stage and light-
ing design, and collection of production
materials. Skill Level 40 Able to perform
the duties required, for Skill Level 20; su-
pervises production personnel engaged in
stage 'property, makeup, and other produc-
tion and related technical activities; con-
ducts rehearsals, telecasts, and recording
sessions; views recordings to evaluate qual-
ity, assists in editing; prepares detailed re-
ports on production activities. NOTE: May
have progressed to 84F40 from 84F20,
84E40 '(TV Cameraman), or 84D20 (Audio
Specialist),
Recommendation, Skill Level 20 . -

In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 6 semester 'hours in
telev ion production, 3 in writing for in-
st tonal television, 3 in set design and
liiting for television, and 3 for a television
(w5o/7rIcsob,op, fOr a total of 15 semester hours

1

Recommendation; Skill Level 40
In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-

ciate degree category, 6 semester hours in
televi n roduction, 3 in writing for in-
structio
ligh
wor

evision, 3 in set design and
levision, 3 for a television

television directing, 3 in
-human &lotions, 'and 3 in personnel supervi-
sion, for a total of 24 semester hours. In the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 se-
mester hours for field experience in man-
agement, 3 in advanced television pioduc-
tion; and 3 in advanced television directing,
for a total of 9 semester hours (5/76).

MOS- 84F-O0

AUDIO/TV SPECIALIST

84F10
84F20
84F30

Exhibit Dates: 3/77-Present. Pending evalu-
ation. -

MOS-84G-001
PHOTOGRAPHIC LABORATORY SPECIALIST

84G10,
84G20
84040
84G50 .

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-2/77. (Effective 3/77,
MOS 840 was discOntinued and its func-
tions were incorporated into MOS 8413,
Still Photographic Specialist, and MOS/
84Z, Public Affairs/Audio Visual Chief.)
Career Management Field: 72 (Telecom-
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munications and Audio Visual), 4bfield 722
(Audio Visual).
Description

Summary: Develops black and white and
'color film and does contact and projection
printing. Skill Level 10: Serves as a photo:
graphic laboratory helper-trairree, assisting
Skill Level 20 personnel in the development
of film by setting up and cleaning 'equip-
ment, monitoring solution temperature, and
handling film as instructed under-close su-
pervision. Skill Level 20: Processes black
and white and...x(31°r film, using a knowl-

' edge of phOto--chemistry preparation, nega-
tive reading, paper selection, and catalogu-
ing of negatives; processes motion picture
film. Skill 'Level 40: Able to perform the
duties required for Skill Level 20; super-
vises the operation of a photographic labo-
ratory consisting of 5 to 25 subordinate
phot"Ographic laboratory specialists; pre-

, pares work schedules and assigns laboratory
tasks on a rotation basis to assure that sub-
ordinates-obtain experience in all phases of
photographic processing; evaluates work
techniques, advises on technical problems,
and conducts on-the-job training; requisi-
tions supplies; prepares technical and ad-
ministrative reports. Skill Level 50: Able to
perform the duties required for Skill Level
40; is. a mid-level manager, serving as first
sergeant of a company; assists in planning,
coordinating, and supervising all activities
for a group of approximately 200 enlisted
personnel; advises superiors on all personnel
and operations matters; directs administra-
tive activities; holds meetings with subordi-
nate noncommissioned officers to provide
them instructions and guidance; directs
training; makes inspections.
Recommendation, Skill Level id

No recommendation because of the limit-
ed technical nature of the skills, competen-
cies, and knowledge (6/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the vocational certificate category, 3
semester houri in black and white process-
ing and 3 in color processing. In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree cat-

\ egory, 3 semester hours in black and white\ processing, 3 in color processing, 3 in ad-
vanced dolor processing, 3 in darkroom
procedures, and 3 in motion 'picture pro-
cessing; for a total of 15 semester hours. In
the upper-division baccalaureate category, 3
sdinester hours in color prOcessing tech-
niques and 3 for field experience in photog7
raphy (6/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the vocational \certificate category, 3
semester hours in blaNand white process-,
,ing and 3 in color processing. In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree cat-
egory, 3 semester hours in black and white
processing, -3 -in color processing, 3 in ad-
vanced color processing, 3 in darkroom
procedures; 3 in motion picture processing,
3 in humanl relations, 3 in personnel-super-
vi n, 3 for field experience in manage-
m nt, and 6 for technical electives, for a
to 1 of 30 semester hours. In the upper-
di 'lion baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in color processing techniques, 6 for
field experience i photography, and 3 in
motion picture e iting, for a total of 12
semester hours (6/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 50

In the vocational certificate. cat y or
the lower-division baccalau ate/asso-

AMC degree category, the reco mendation
is the same as that for Skill Lev 40. In the
,upper-division baccalaureate egory, 3 se-
mester hours in color proce mg techniques,

EXHIBITS

for field experience in photography, 3 in
motion picture editing, 3 in introduction to
m agement, 3 for field experience in man-
age ent, and 3 in industrial arts education
(ph tography), for a total of 21 semester
hou (6/76).

TV/R
-001

DIO BROADCAST OPERATIONS CHIEF

4T40
Exhibit pates: 3/77-Present. Pending evalu-
ation:

MOS-84Z-001
PUBLIC AFFAIRS/AUDIO VISUAL CHIEF

84Z50
Exhibit Dates: 3/77-Present. Pending eval-
uation.

MoSt91A-001
MEDICAL CORPSMAN

91A10
Exhibit Dates: 10/73-9/74. (Effective 10/
74, MOS 9IA was discontinued and its
functions were incorporated into 911310,
Medical Specialist.)
Career Management Field: 91, (Medical),
subfield 912 (Patient Care).
Descripticin , y

Performs basic medical care and -treat-
ment; assists in setting up and moving erne*
gency and temporary medical care facilities;
performs duties related to emergency care
and transportation of patients; performs
general bedside nursing activities and pro-
cedures, including _patient hygiene, collec-
tion and labeling of specimens, measure-
ment anddrecording of patient vital signs,

-administration of treatments and simple'
medications as directed, and supervised
physical and occupational therapeutic fire-
bons; assists in surgical procedures under
supervision.

-Recommendation
In the vocational certificate category, the

lower-division baccalaureate/associate de-
gree category, or the upper-division bacca-
laureate category, 7 semester hours in fun-
damentals of nursing, 4 in emergency nurs-
ing 'procedures, 1 in -communicable disease

'nursing, 1 in health science, and 1 in surgi-
cal nursing procedures, for a total, of 14
semester hours (2/75).

MOS-91B-001
MEDICAL SPECIALIST

91B10
91 B20
911340

Exhibit Dates: 10/74-8/76.
Career Management Field: 91 (Medical):
subfield 912 (Patient Care).
Description.

Summary: Supervises dispensary or field
medical facilities; administers emergency
treatment independently to battlefield cas-
ualties; assists with inpatient and outpatient
care and treatment. Skill Level 10: Adminis-

p

tens emergency tinatment in'the field; assist,
in transporting patients to medical facilities;
performs genetal bedside nursing aide ac-
tivities and procedures, including patient
hygiene, 'collection and labeling ,of speCi-
mens, and measurement. and regarding of
patient vital signs; performs field sanitation
procedures, including water treatment and
waste disposal. Skill Level 20/ .k.ble to per-
form the dutiesorequired for Skill Level 10;
administers medications to relieve pain, pre-
vent infection, or ,treat patients m shock;'
administers plasma, other blood derivatives,
and vaccines; carries out medical asepsis,
including disposal of infectious materials -

and wastes and decontamination of commu-
nicable disease area; assists physician in per-
formingroutine diagnostic tests, administer-
ing immunizations, and performing minor
surgical procedures; sets up medibal equip-
ment. Skill Level 40 Able to perform the
duties required for Skill Level 20; super-

' vises paraprofessional medical service ac-
tivities in fixed and tactical facilities; plans
and organizes work, schedules; assigns
duties; 'instructs subordinate personnel ,in
proper work techniques and procedures; re-
views, consolidates, and prepares technical,
personnel, and, administrative reports;, mans
ages dispensaries; assists in supervising the
setting up of medical units.
Recommendation, Skill Level 10

In the vocational certificate category or
in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category,' 3 'semester hours in
emergency nursing procedures, 2 in first
aid, and 1 in environmental health; for a
total of 6 semester hours (3/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the vocational certificate category or
in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 3 semester hours in
emergency nursing procedures, 2 in "first
aid, 2 in environmental health, 1 in adminii-
tration of medications, 1 in sbrgical nursing
procedures, and 1 in communicable disease
nursing, for a total of,10 semester hours (3/
76).

Recommendation, Skill Level 40
In the vocational certificate category, the

recommendation is the same as that for
Skill Level 20. In the lower-division bacca-
laureate/associate degree category, 3 semes-
ter hours in emergency nursing procedures,
3 in patient care administration, 3 in person-
nel supervision, 2 in first aid, 2 in environ-
mental health, 1 in administration of medi-
cations, 1 in surgical nursing procedures,
and 1 in communicable disease nursing, for
a total of 16 semester hours. In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, if the duty
assignment was chief dispensary NCO/detach-
ment sergeant at pay grade E-7, 3 semester
hours for field experience in managementV
(3/76).

se ,

MOS-91B-002
MEDICAL SPECIALIST

91B10
91B20
91B30
91B40
91B50

Exhibit Dates: 9/76-Present.
Career Management Field: 91 (Medical), \
subfield 912 (Patient Care).
Description

Summary: Supervises dispensary -ol\field
medical facilities; administers emergency



medical treatment to battlefield casualties;
assists with inpatient and outpatient care
and treatment; assists with technical and ad-
ministrative management of medical treat-
inent facilitiet Skill Level 10: Administers
emergency treatment in .the field; assists in
transporting patients to °medical facilities;
performs general bedside nursing aide ac-
tivities and procedures, including patient
hygiene, collection and labeling of speci-
mens, an irieasurement and recording of
patient. vital signs; performs, field sanitation
procedures, including .water treatment and
waste disposal. Skill Level 20: Able to per-
forni the duties required for Skill Level 10
and provides technic-al guidance to. Skill
Level 10 personnel; manages the care Slid
iransportation of ,casualties until-admitted to
a medical facility; screens patients-during
sick call; assists physicians in patient care
and minor surgiCal procedures; reads and
interprets, medical:records, patient charts,
and diagnostic reports and makes entries as
required. Skill Level 30:..Able to perform
the duties required for Skill Level 20; su-
pervises paraprofessional medical service
activities in fixed and tem. ary'facilities;
plans and organizes work sc ules; in-
structs subordinate personnel in firs aid and
patient care procedures; administers medica-
tions; prepares and conducts trai'ing pro-
grams; prepares technical an:opratient re-
ports; coordinates activities. of *Igoe sir)* or
clinic with pther medical facility actvities;
maintains -Apply levels; supervises sating
up of unit equipment and shelters6' Skills
Level 40: Able to perform the duties
quired for Skill Level 30; supervises para- -

professional medical service activities, in
,large fixed and mobile treatment facilities;

° coordinates activities of wards, clinics, and
combined medical care facilities; maintains
intelligence information and records; super-
vises paraprofessional medical field activi-
ties.' Skill Level ,sa Able to perform the
duties required for Skill Level 40; sarves as
the principle noncommissioned officer of
staff sections, hospitals, other medical facili-

"ties, or service teams; serves on special
boards and councils incident to medical ser-
vice activities; supervises genergl-adminis-
trative functions in a medical or treatment,
facility; supervises functional activities

, within the Army medical department or
multifunctional medical staff activities; as-
sists command surgeon in technical supervi-
sion of subordinate medical activities; evalu-
ates personnel and the operational effective-
ness of medical facilities; advises superiors

r- on administrative medical matters; keeps of-
rficial records and patient files; establishes
.reports, control systerils; prepares
and special reports concerning assigned per-
sonnel, patients, and medical care and treat-
ment; makes recommendations for improv-
ing working procedures and conditions;
evaluates training programs and require-
ments; determines requirements and `adequa-
cy of medical service supporting elements
such as ambulance, supply, and transpo
tion. NOTE: May have progresse to
91B50 from 91B40, 91D40 (Operating
Room Specialist), 91F40 (Psychiatric Spe-
cialist), 91G40 (Behavioral Science Special-
ist), 91H40 (Orthopedic Specialist), 91J40
(Physical Therapy Specialist), 91L40 (Oc-
cupational Therapy Specialist), 91N40 (Ca-I--
dine Specialist), 91 P40 (X-ray Specialist),
91Q40 (Pharmacy Specialist),, 91U40 (Ear,
Nose, and Throat Specialist), 91V40 (Res-
piratory Specialist), 91W40 (Nuclear Medi-
cine Specialist), 91Y40 (Eye Specialist), or
42C40 (Orthotic Specialist).
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Recommendation, Skill Level 10
Jn the vocational certificate category or

in the loWer-division baccalaureate/a.sso-
date degree category, 3 semester hours in
emergency nursing procedures', 3 in first
aid, and 1 in environmental health, for a
total of .7 semester hours (6/77).

Recommendation, Skill Level 20
In the vocational certificate category or

in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 3 semester hours in
emergency nursing procedures; 3 in first
aid, 3 in environmental health, and 3 for
clinical experience, for a total of 12 semes-
ter %Ours (6/77).

Recommendation, Skill Level 30
In the vocational 'certificate category or

in the lower-division* bacqalaureate/asso-
elate degree category, 3 seniester hours in
emergency nursing procedures, 3' iq first
aid, 3 in environmental healtho3 for clinical , results of diagnostic test and treatment {yo-
experience, 1 in admi istrttion of mechca-'
non, 1 in surgical nu r3 g, and 1 in commu-
nicable disease nursing, for a total' of :15
semester'hours. In the upper-division bacca-
laureate category, 3 semester hours in pa-
tient care administration (6/.77).

Recommendation, Skill Level 40
In the vocational certificate category or

in 'the lower-division baccalaureate /asso-
ciate degree category*, 3 semester hours in
emergency nursing procedures, 3 in first technical life-saving treatment procedures in
aid, 3 in environmental health, 3 for 'clinical the absence of. a physician or registered)experienc , 3 in !Personnel supervision, 1 in nurse; instructs patients in good health
administr tion of medication, 1 in surgical practices. Skill Level 40.: Able to perforipnursing, and .1 in communicable disease the duties required for Skill Level 20; ap-nursing, for a total of 18 semester hours. In" plies techniques and principles of nursingthe upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 management; knows patient admission,semester hoUrs in patient care 'administra-
tion (6/77).

r

Recommendation, Skill Level 50
In the vocational certificate category or

in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 3 semester hours in
emergency nursing procedures, 3 in first
aid, 3 in environmental health, 3 for clinical
experience, 3 in personnel supervision, 1 in
administration of medication, 1 in surgical
nursing, 1 in communicable disease nursing,
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Description
Summary: Applies nursing care princi-

ples, procedures, and techniques in care and
treatment of patients, normally under the
general supervision.of a registered nurse or
physician. Skill Level 20: Able' to perform
the duties required for 91B10 (Medical Spe-
cialist); applies nursing care procedures in
caring for and treating acutely, seriously,
and chronically ill patients; 'obseryes, de-
tects, reports,_ and records objective and
subjective symptoms using correct terminol-
ogy; accurately calcUlates, prepares, and
dispenses the prescribed dosages of medica-
tion, administering them by mouth,' intra-
dermal, subcutaneous, and intromuscular in-
jections, and observing and recording their
effects; administers parenteral fluids. and
blood derivatives,' performs catheterizations
and bladder irrigations-and instillations; ob-
tains specimens from patients and records

cedures; performs and records pre operas
preparations and post-operativeJcare and
observations; assists with prenatal, natal,
postnatal, newborn, and pediatric care; per-
forms or assists physician with diagnostic
tests, therapeutic procedures, sterile proce-
dures, blood transfusions, removal -of su-
tures, and similar procedures under both
hospital and field conditions; treats common
disease and injuries and performs more

transfer, and discharge procedures; reads
and interprets medical records, patients'
charts, and diagnostic reports, and makes
entries, as required; requisitions, stores, safe-
guards, and issues supplies; inspects-medical
facilities to insure comfortable, orderly,
clean, and safe environment for patients; as-
sists physicians and registered nurses in con-
ducting in-service training programs; super-
vises other enlisted personnel in providing
health care.

9 in administration or management, 6 in
office management, 6 in introductory medi- Recommendation, SkJJ,1 Level 20
cal records administration, 6 for an intern- . In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-

.

ship in medical administration, and 3 in ciate degree category, 12 semester hours for
technical report writing, for a total of 48 clincial experience in nursing, 8 in medical-
semester hours. In the Upper-division bacca- surgical nursing, 4 in anatomy and physiol-laureate category, 3 semester hours in pa- ogy, 3 in maternal and child nursing, 2 intient care administration, '3 in management theory and practice of patient care, 2 inof medical facilities, 3 in advanced medical introduction to pharmacology, 2 in adminis-,records administration, 3 nianagement prob- tration of medications, 1 in psychiatric nurs-lems, 6 for field experience in management ing, 1 in nutrition, and 1 in preventive med-
cal

for an internship in management of medi- ing,
for a total of 36 semester hours (#cal facilities, and 3 in personnel manage-

ment, and additional credit in administra- 76)-

tion, management, medical records adminis-
tration, management of medical facilities,
and for an internship in medical administra-
tion on the basis of institutional evaluation,
for a minimum total of 21 semester hours
(6/77). Cfb

MOS-91C-001
CLINICAL SPECIALIST

91C20
91C40

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-8/76.
Career Management"' Vietd: 91 (Medical),
subfield 912 (Patient care).

Recommendation, Skill Level 40
In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-

ciate degree category, 12 semester hours for
clinical experience in nursing, 8 in medical=
surgical nursing,- 4 in anatomy and physiol-
ogy, 3 in maternal and child nursing, 3 in
team leadership, 3 in patient care adminis-
tration, 2 in theory and practice of patient
care, 2 in introduction to pharmacology, 2
in administration of medications, 1 in psy-
chiatric nursing, 1 in nutrition, and 1 in
preventive medicine, for a total of 42 se-
mester hours. In the upper-division bacca-
laureate category, if the duty assignment was
chief wardmaster, 3 semester hours for field
experience in medical facility management
(3/76).
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MOS-41C-002 surgical nursing, 4 in\tnatomy and physiol-
ogy, 3 in maternal and child nursing, 3 inCLINICAL SPECIALIST environmental health, 2 in theory and prac-.

91C10 nee of patient care, 2 in pharmacology, I in
9) C20 nutrition, I in preventive medicine, and I in

91C30 psychiatric nursing, for a total of 37 acmes-

91C40
91050

Exhibit Dates: 9/76-Present.
Career Management Field: 91 (Medical),
subfield 912 (Patient Care).
Description

Summary: Applies nursing 'care princi-
pies, 'procedures and techniques in care and
treatment of patients, normally under the

,.general supervision of a registered nurse or.
physician. Skill Level 10: Able to perform
the duties required for 91B10 (Medical Spe-
cialist); applies, nursing care procedures in
caring for and treating acutely, seriously,
and chronically ill patients; observes._ de-
tects, reports, and records, objective and
subjective symptoms using correct terminol-
ogy; accurately calculates, brepares, and
dispenses the prescribed dosages of medici-
tion, administering them by mouth, intra-
dermal, subcutaneous, and intramuscular in-
jections, and observing and recording their
effects; administers parenteral Muds and
blood derivatives; performs catheterizations
and bladder irrigations and instillations; ob-
tains specimens from patients and records
results of diagnostic test and treatment pro-
cedures; performs and records pre-operative
preparations and postoperative care and
observations; assists with prenatal, natal,
postnatal, newborn, and peltatrie care; per-
forms or assists physician with diagnostic.
tests, therapeutic-procedures, sterile proce-
dures, blood transfusions, removal of sur
tures, and similar procedures under both
hospital and field conditions; treats common
disease and injuries and performs more
technical life-saving treatment procedures in
the absence of a physician or registered
nurse; instructs patients in good health
practices. Skill Level 20: Able to perform
the duties required for Skill LeVel 10 and
provides technical guidance to Skill Level
10 personnel. Skill Level 30! Able to per-
form the duties required for Skill Level 20;
assists with planning and providing emer-
gency medical trsatment; supervises oper-
ational maintenaffee program of assigned
equipment; instructs in first aid procedures.,
Skill Level 40: Able to perform the duties
required for Skill Level,-30; requisitions,
stores, and issues stipples; inspects medical
facilities; organizes work schedules, assigns
duties, and instructs subordinates in work
techniques and procedures; evaluates and
counsels subordinate personnel; coordinates
activities of duty area with other elements
of the medicql facility; prepares technical
and administrative reports; assists with in-
service training programs and with ward
management. Skill Level 50: Able to per-
form the duties required for Skill Level 40;
advises qnd assists professional staff in per-
sonnelp'supply, fiscal, technical, and admin-
istrative matters; develops, implements, and
evaluates training programs; establishes
stock - levels for supplies and equipment; es-
tablishes work priorities, distributes work-
load, and assigns personnel; compiles man-
agement data; inspects organizational activi-
ties, observes discrepancies, and takes cor-
rective action.
Recommendation, Skill Levels 10 and 20

In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 12 semester hours-1°r
clinical nursing experience, 8 in medical-

ter hours (6/77).
Recommendadon, Skill Level 30

In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, the recommendation
is the same ,as that for Skill Levels 10 and
20. In the upper-division baccalaureate cite-

;gory, 3 semester hours in patient care ad-
ministration (6/77),
Recommendation, Skill Levei 40

In the ,lower-division b..calaureate/asso-
-elate degree category, 12 semester hours for
clinical nursing experience, 8 in medical-
-surgical nursing, 4 m anatomy and physiol-
.ogy, 3 in maternal, and child nursing, '3 in
environmental health, 3 in human relations,

. 2 in theory and practice of patient care, 2 in
pharmacology, I in nutrition, I in preven-
tive medicine, and 1 in:psychiatric nursing,
for a total of 40 semestey hours. In tbe
upfer-divisicin baccalaureate category, 3 se-
mester hours ir patient care administration
(6/77). -
Recommenditien, Skill Level 50

In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
elate degree category, 12 semester hours for
,clinical nursing experience, Pin medical-
surgical nursing, 4 in anatomy and-physiol-
ogy, 3 in maternal and child nursing, 3-a
environmental health, 3 in human relations,

,3 in personnel supervision, 3 in introduction
to management, 2 in theory and piactice Of

, patient care,' 2' in pharmacology, 1' in nutri-
tion, I in preventive medicine, and' 1. in
psychiatric nursing; for a total of 46 semes-
ter hours. n t e upper-d v on au-I h hi vision baccal
reate categOry, 3 semester hours in 'patient
care administration and 3 if medical facili-
ties management (6/77).

MOS-91D-001
OPERATING Room SPECIALIST

91D20
91D40

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-8/76.
Career Management Field: 91 (Medical),
subfield 912 (Patient Care).
Description

Summary: Prepares the' patient and the
operating room suite for surgical prose-
dures, assists during surgery. as a member ofe
the surgical team, and prepares and issues
sterile medical supplies and equipment. Skill
Level 20: Able to perform the duties re-
quired for 91B10 (Medical.Specialist); per-
forms duties under supervision and with as-
sistance; prepares patient for surgery by
shaving and cleansing operative field;
checks that extraneous articles such as den--
tures, jewelry, and prostheses have been re-
moved from patient; 'transports patient and
assists with positioning patient on operating
table; performs final skin. preparation- and
surgical draping of patient; scrubs and dons
masks, cap, gown, and gloves; assists sur-
geon, anticipating need for, and passing, in-
struments and other items and retracting
tissue and cutting sutures as directed; assists
nurse with accounting of items used during
surgery; collects, cares for, labels,.and logs
in specimens; applies dressings and simple
casts; receives, sorts, inventories, decontam-
inates, cleans, examines, and sterilizes med-
ical and surgical items; stamps, stores, and

issues sterilized items and inspects for out-
date; loads and operates washer-sterilizers,
sterilizers, and ethyline aerators; jests 'am-
ines from distillin apparatus for purity;
prepares and s distilled. water and
normal saline for irrigation; reports defec-
tive material to supervisor; cleans and main-
tains work area Skill Level 40: Able to per-
form the duties required for Skill Level 20;
assists in managin operating room suite or
central material on; plans and organizes
work activities; for r
physical and envuo ental safety; instructs
Skill Level 20 personnel in techniques and
procedures; serves as technical clinical con-
sultant, administrative advisor, and coordin-
ator to operating room, central material
personnel, and other 'elements.`of medical
treatment facility; conducts enlisted in-ser-
vice programs to present; explain,,plan, and
discuss changes in -anneal practices, new
technical equipment, and changes in person-
nel policies; supervises procedures enabling
units to function 'in toxic environments;
keeps records; prepares reports.
Recommendatini, Skill Level 20

In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
-mate degree category, 3. semester hours in
kasic principles of operating room proce-
dures (includes O.R. orientation and tech-

.. nape, microbiology , and surgical terminol-
ogy), 3 in surgical basic sciences (includes
anatomy and physiology in relation. to the
surgical approach' to diseaise and injury),
and 8 for a prdcticum in operating room,

tseecmhgteclureshoanund (P3/Td6).uree',f-Oro.t°tal of 14'7

litginmendation, SkIll,Level 40
ejower-division baccalatiseate/asso-

cMte d category, 3 semester hours in
basid principles of operating room gime-
dures (includes O.R, orientation and tech-
nique, microbiology, and surgical terminol-
ogy), 3 in surgical basic sciences (includes
anatomy and plit9siology in relation to the
surgical approach to disease and injury), 8
for a practicum in operating room tech-
niques and procedures, 3 in principles and 0
practices Of management and supervision;
for a miniiritim total of 17 semester hours; if
the duty assignment war chief operating room .
specialist'or chief central materiel spectalis4 3
additional semester hours for field experi-
ence in management, for. a total of 20 se-
mester hour's (/76).

MOS-91D-001
OPERATING ROOM SPECIALIST

91D10
9 1D20
91D30
91D40

Exhibit Dates: 9/76-Present.
Career Management Field: 91
subfield 912 (Patient Care).
Description

Summary: Undia the supervision of a reg-
istered nurse, supervises or assists in prep-
aration and issue of sterile medical supplies
and special "equipment or -prepares patient
and operating suite for surgical procedures
and assists during surgery. Skill Level 10:
Able to perform the duties required for
91B10 (Medical Specialist); under close su-
pervision, prepares and issues central mate-
rial supplies and equipment, including ster-
ile and nonaterile solutions, surgical packs,
and instruments; performs operating 'room
duties, including transporting, positioning,
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draping, and skin preparation of patient; cir-
culates and/or scrubs to assist in minor op-
erative procedures; colleels and maintains
records of specimens; *maintains a record of
items and inventories items after surgery is
performed; applkes dressings. Skill Level 20:
Able to perform the duties required for
Skill Level 10; Maoists in supervision, guid-
ance, andtrainine6f subordinate personnel;
maintains and operates highly technical sur-
gical equipment; assists in surgical proce-
dures; prepares tissue exam and culture
slips; maintains- emergency equipment; as.
sists with car "°pulmonary resuscitation; in-
spects opera room to insure a clean;
safe, and organ ed environment. Skill Level
30: Able to Oe rra the duties requited for
Skill Lelel. 20; manages 'central material '
service; supervises inaintenanceof operating
room equipment; supervises the requisition-
ing, storing, and issuing oft.supplies; ,man-
ages the operating room suite, including the
assignment of personnel; supervise s, trains,
and evaluates subordinate. personnel;- estab-
lishes

onnel;- estab-
lishes work priorities; organizes .work
schedules; assigni duties; determines stock
level of-supplies and ,equipment. Skill Level.
40: Able to perform-the duties required for
Skill Level 30; administers central material
service in large hospitals; supervises subor-
dinate personnel and activities of central
material service and operating rooms; ad-
vises and assists professional staff in clinical,
Wel, technical, and administrative matters;
coordinates the activities of the operinling
room and central material service wlith
other elements of the medical treatment
cility; compiles and evaluates -management
data and personnel' requirements.

Recommendation; Skill Levels10 'and 20
In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-

ciate degree category, 3 semester hours in
basic principles of operating room proce-
dures (includes 0.111. orientation and tech-
nique, microbiology, and surgidal terminol-
ogy), ,3 in surgical basic sciences (includes
anatomy and physiology in relation' to the
surgical approach to disease and injury),
and 8 for a practicum in operating room
techniques and procedures, for a total of 14
semester hours (6/77).

Recommendation, Skill Level 30
In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-

ciate degree category, 3 semester hours in
basic principles of operating room proce-
dures (includes O.R. orientation and tech-
nique, microbiology, and surgical terminol-
ogy), 3 in surgical basic sciences (includes
anatomy and physiology in relation to the
surgical approach to disease and injury), 3
in personnel supervision, and 8 for a practi-
cum in operating room techniques and pro-

' cedures, for a total of 17 semester hours (6/
77).

Recommendation, Skill Level 40
In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-

ciate dekree category, 3 semester hours in
basic, principles of operating room proce-
dures lincludes O.R. orientation and tech-
nique, microbiology, and surgical terminol-
ogy), 3 in surgical basic sciences (includes
anatomy and physiology in relation to the
surgical approach to disease and injury), 3
in personnel supervision, 3 for field experi-
ence in management, and 8 for a practicum
in operating -room techniques and proce-
dures, for a total of 20 semester hours. In
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
credit in patient care administration and
health facility management on the basis of
institutional evaluation (6/77).

MOS-91E-001 -,4*

DENTAL SPECIALIST

91E20
91E30
91E40 /

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-8/76.
Career Management Field: 9r (Medical),
subfield 912 (Patient Care).
Description

Summary: Performs hniCarand admire:
istrative tasks in assisting,a dentist in the
prevention, examination, care; and ti t-
ment of disease of the teeth and oral regio
Skill Level 20: Takes dental x-rays or assts
a dentist iii patielit dental care and tr
ment. Skill Level 30: Able to perfo
duties required for Skill Level 20; w. as
a chiiirside assistant and 'performs oral pro-
phylaxis: Skill Level 40: Able to perform the
duties required for Skill Level 30; assists in
the management of a dental office; performs
all dillies of chairside assisting and basic
oral prophylaxis.
RecOmmendation, Skill Level 20

In the vocational certificate c ,gory or
in the lower-division ,baccala eate/asso-'
ciate degree category, 6 semester hours in
dental Science, 6 in chairside assisting and
x-ray, 3 -in dental ,&matenals, I in introduc-
-tion tt o-dental auxiliaries, and 1 in first aid,
for a tal of 17 semester hcfurs (2/7).

,.Recommendation, Skill Level 30
In the vocational certificate category or

in the lower-di9ision baccalaureate/asso-'
Mate degree category, 6 semester hours in
dental science, 6 in chairside assisting and
x-ray, 3 in basic dental hygiene, 3 in dental
materials, 1 in introduction to dental auxil-
iaries, and in first aid, for a total of 20-
semester hours (2/75).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40
, In the vocational certificate category or

. in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 6 semester hoins in
dental science, 6 in chairside assisting and
x-ray, 3 is( basic business management, 3 in
dental hygiene, 3 in dental materials, 1 in
introduction "to dental auxiliaries, and 1 in
first aid, for a total of 23 semester hours (2/
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75).

-
MOS-91E-002
DENTAL SPECIALIST

91E10
91E20
91E30
91E40
91E50

Exhibit Dates: 9/76Present.
Career Management Field: 9
subfield 911 (Dental).
Description

Summary: Assists in managing a dente?'
facility or at Aists dentist in preventin
amining, and treating diseases of the t
and oral region. Skill Level 10., Assists den-
tist in dental care and treatment; protects
patient from excessive exposure to Ionizing
radiation; exposes and mounts bitewing,
periapical, and orclusal radiographs, using
bisecting angle and long-cone paralleling
techniques; exposes .extraoral panoramic ra-
diographs; prepares developer and fixer so-
lutions; prepares equipment and materials to
measure and mix commonly used perms-

nent and nonpermanent restorative mated-
ale, such as dental amalgam, composite and
unfilled' acrylic resins, zinc oxide and eu-
genol.materials, cavity liners and bases, in-
termediate restorative materials, and zinc
phosphate cement; prepares .equipment and
materials to measure and . mix commonly
used impression materials and gypsum prod-

Aucts, including irreversible hydrocolloid,
polysulfide impression material, plaster of
Paris, and artificial stone; fabricatei casts
from preliminary impressions; prepares and
maintains dental chair, unit, light; spar.
pens dental instruments; prepared instrument
setups for commonly performed dental pro-
cedures; identifies, selects, and passes to
dentist appropriate instruments fpr dental
treatment procedures in the oral' surgical,
oral diagnostic, endodontic, restorative, per-
iodontic, pedodontic, orthodontic, and
prosthodontic speCialties; performs resusci-
tative procedures and operates resuscitative
equipment; schedules dental appointments; _
maintains patient rNords and 'records infor-
mation and data, using authorized symbols
and abbreviations; applies aseptic techniques
in cleaning, packaging:. and stor-
ing dental instruments, uipment, and sup-
plies. Skill Level 20: Ab e- to perform the
duties cequired for Skill Level 10; serves as
a dental hygienist; selects and prepares
dental handpieces, contra-angles, ultrasonic
equipment, therapeutic solutions, and other

/ materials to perform oral prophylaxis; ap-
plies disclosing solutions; assists dentists m '
carrying out oral disease control programs,
including individual and group patient edu-
cation and motivation; removes anatomical
and acquired stains, calculus, and ,bacterial
plaque from teeth, using hand instruments
or ultrasonic equipment, dental floss, and
other adjuncts; polishes teeth with abra-
sives; applies 'topical flouride solutions for
prevention of -dental 'caries; applies pit and
fissure sealants; records information on ab-
normal appearance and characteristics of
the tissues of teeth and oral region; refers
patient to dentistlor consultation and treat-
ment; performs user maintenance on hand
instruments, contripangles, and ultrasonic
equipment. Skill Level 30: Able-to perform
the duties required for Skill Level 20; per-
forms reversible dental procedures under
the direct supervision of a dentist; assists in
managing a small dental facility; rforms
diagnostic procedures such as. ty tests,
diet analysis, and nutritional nsultation;
exposes and develops spec mtraoral and
extraoral radiographs; isolates operative site
by placemeut of rubber dam; selects and
applies matrix bands and wedges; inserts,
condenses, carves, polishes, and fmishes'
various restorations; assists dentist in treat-
ing pericoronitis and local osteitis; removes
sutures; manages surgical patient pre- and
post-operatively; makes preinary impres-
sions; isolates teeth for endodontic treat-
ment; establishes stock levl for supplies
and equipment and is respble for order-
ing, storing, and issuing supplies. Skill Level
40: Able to perform the duties required for
Skill. Level 30; assists in manning medium-
sized dental facility; assists dentist in per-
onning complex dental procedures. Skill
e0e1 50: Able to perform the duties re-
uired for 91E40 or 42D40 (Dental Labora-

t ry Specialist); assists in managing a dental
c d, dental laboratory, or dental organiza..
Lion; normally supervises from 20.to- 120
subordinate personnel; inspects dental facili-
ties to assure cleanliness, safety, and com-
fort; assists dentists in analyzing clinical and
laboratory operations to insure efficIent uti-
lization of personnel and equipment; super-
vises maintenance of administrative and
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professional dental files and technical li-
brary; reviews and consolidates technical,
administrative, and personnel reports; co-
ordinates the activities of dental units; pro-
vides technical assistance in planning and
staffing new facilities and in modifying ex-
isting facilities; plans, schedules, coordi-
pates, and supervises d tat specialty train-
ing.

' Recommendation; II Level 10 '
In the vocational 'certificate category or

in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree categogy 8- semester houri in
clinical training (dental assistant), 3 in,chair-
side assisting, 3 in dental radiology, 2 in
basic dental science, and I in emergencies,
for a total of 17 semester hours (6/77r
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the vocational certificate category or
in the lower-division baccalaureate/a.sso-
elate degree category, 8 semester hoUrs in
clinical training. (dental assis t), 8 i lini-ttttn---c
Cal training (dental hygienist), i airside
assisting, 3 in dental radiology, in Aoci
ated dental science, 3 in dental materials, 2
in basic dental science, 2 in dental health,
and 1 in emergencies,- for a total- of 34 se:
mester hours (6/77).
Recommendation, Skill Levels 30 and 40

In the vocational certificate category or
in the tower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree Category, 8 semester hours in
clinical training (dental assistant), 8 in clini-
cal training (dental hygienist), 8 in clinical
training (dental therapy assistant), 6 in
dental materials. 4 in dental health, 3 in-
chairside assisting, 3 in dental radiology, 3
in associated dental science, 2 in basic
dental science, 2 in related dental, science, 1'--
in emergencies, and 1 in four-handed den-
istry, for a total of 49 -semester hours (6A
77)., .

Recommendation, Skill Level SO i
In the vocational certificate category or

in the lower-division -baccalaureaWasso-
ciate degree category, 8,se t ester hours in
clinical training (dental alts nt), 8 an clini-
cal training (dental hygienist), 8 in clinical
training (dental therapy , assistant), 6 in
'dental materialso-k in dental health, 3 in
chairside assisting, 3"-in dental radiology, 3
in ,associated dental science, 2 in basic
dental science, 2 in related dental science, 1
in emergencies, 1 in four-handed cheinistry,
3 in personnel supervision, 2 in health care
management, and 2 for field experience in
management, for a total of 56 -semester,"
hours (6/77).

MOS-91F-001
NEUROPSYCHIATRIC SPECIALIST

91F20
91F30
91F40

Exhibit Dates: 3/74-8/76.
Career Management Field: 91 (Medical),
subfield 912 (Patient Care).
Deicription

Summary' Assists in the care and treat-
ment of psychiatric,, drug, and alcohol pa-
tients and in the management of' a psychiat-
ric facility, under the supervision of a psy-
chiatric nurse. Skill Level, 20: Able to per-
form the duties required for 91B10 (Medical
Specialist); assists with diagnostic proce-
dures; observes, records, and reports signifi-
cant patient behavior; identifies and re-
sponds to psychopathological behaviors;
provides intensive care for patients who are

t
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receiving special trra tnient; participates in
individual and group therapies and somatic
therapy; safeguards confidentiality of pa-
tients' clinical records and reports; orients
patients to the services and routines. of the
treatment fac' ity; supervises personal fly-
gie_ne of pa is and assists them in meeting
the fWilys needs; accompanies patients
to appointme is and thfriipeutic activities
within treatment facility and local commit, 4'1
nity; functionsas a member of electrocon-
vulsive therapy team; assists with general

. nursing care activities, measuring and re- .

cording vital signs, admihistering prescribed
medications, an collecting and labeling
specimens. Skill ILevel 30: Able to peirform
the duties requir for Skill Level 20; assists
with management of psychiatric Ward; or-
ganizes work schedules and assigns duties;
evaluates personnel; requisitions, stores, and
issues supplies and equipment; assists with
in-service training' programs; serves as a
group facilitator, under professional super-
vision. Skill Level 40: Able to perform the
duties required for Skill Level. 20. or .30;
assists with management of psychiatric
nursing activity; advises and ass is profes7
sional staff in technical, administ tiv6, per-
sonnel, and fiscal matters; establ' hes work
priorities; compiles management data; in-
spects facility to insure a comfortable, safe,
and sanitary environment; coordinates ac-
tivities with other eleinents of medical
treatment facility. .

Recommendation, Skill Level 20
In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-

ciate degree category, 5 semester hour's for
clinical experience in mental health, 3 in
psychiatric nursing, 3 'in psychiatric ther-
apies, 2 in human development, 2 in, psy-
chology of human adjustment (concepts" of
normality and psychopathology), for a total
of 15 semester hours (3/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 30

In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 5 semester hours for
clinical experience in mental health, 3 in
psychiatric nursing, 3 in psychiatric ther-

- spies, 3 in psychiatric ward management, 3
in personnel supervision, 2 in human devel-
opment, and 2 in psychology of human ad-
justment (concepts of normality and psy-
chopathology), for a total of 21 semester
howl (3/76). .

Recombendation, Skill Level 40
In the lower-division baccalaure to /asso-

ciate degree category, the recom endation
is the same as that for Skill Level In the
upper-division baccalaureate categor , if the
duty assignment 'was chief psychiatric ward-
master at pay grade E-7 or detachm t ser-
geant at pay grade E-Z 3- semester, hours for
field experience in management (3/76). '

MOS-91F-002
PSYCHIATRIC SPECIALIST

91F10
91F20 '...

/ 91F30
91F40

Exhibit Dates: 9/76-Present.
Career Management Field: 91 (Medical),
subfield 912 (Patient Care).

,
Description

Summary: Assists, in the care and treat-
ment of psychiatric, drug, and alcohol pa-
tients and in the management of a psychiat-
ric facility, under the supervision of a psy:
chiatric nurse. Skill Level 10: Able to per-.

,:,;'"a
form the-duties' required fPr 91B10 (Med'
Specialist); assists with diagnostic pr
dures; observes, records, and reports, Si,,
cant patient', behavior; identifies arid re.
sponds to psychopatholagical 'beta, ors;
providei intensive care for patients who are
receiving special treatment; participates_in
individual and group therapies and somatic
therapy; safeguards confidentiality of , pa-
tients' clinical records and reports; orients
patients to the services and routines of the
treatment facility; supervises personal hy-
giene of patients and assists them in meeting
their physical needs; accompanies patients
to appointments and therapeutic activities
within treatment facility and local commu- .°

yi/functions as a member of electrocon-
vu we thetypy team; assists with general
nurs care activities, measuring and re-
cording

aid
signs, administering prescribed

medications, d collecting and labelin
speciznens.,Skill Level 20: Able to perform
the duties required for Skill Level 10; dis-

, penses medication; supervises' patient activi-
ties, such as physical reconditioning, occu-
pational therapy, recreational therapy, and
group therapy; Skill Level 30: Able to per-
form the duties required for Skill Level 20;
assists with management of . psychiatric
ward; organizes' ork schedules, and assigns
duties; evaluates personnel; requisitions,
stores, and issues _supplies and equipment;
assists with in-service training programs;
serves as a group facilitator, under profes-
sional supervision. Skill Level 40. Able to
perform the duties required for Skill Level
20 or 30; assists with management of psy-
chiatric nursing activity; advises and assists
professional staff in technical, administra-
tive; personnel, and fiscal atters; estab-
lishes work priorities; compil management
data; 'inspects facility to ins e .a comfort-
able, safe, and sanitary envir nment; coordi-
nates activities with other elements of medi-
cal treatment facility; reviews and consoli-
dates technical and administrative reports.

Recommendation, Skill Level 10
In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-

ciate degree category, 3 semester hours in
psychiatric nursing, 3 in psychiatric ther-
apies, 3 for clinical experience in mental
-health, 2 in abnormal psychology, and 2 in
human development, for a total of 13 se-
mester,hours (6/7,7).

Recommendation, Skill Level 20
In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-

ciate degree category, 3 semester hours in
psychiatric nursing, 3 in psychiatric ther-
apies, 5 for clinical experience in mental
health, 2 in abnormal psychology, and 2 in
human development, for a total of 15 se-
mester hours (6/77).

Recommendation, Skill Level p
In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-

ciate degree category; 5 semester hours for
clinical experience in mental healtff, 3 in
psychiatric nursing, 3 in psychiatric ther-
apies, 3 in psychiatric ward management, 3
in personnel supervision, 2 in abnormal psy-
chology, and 2 in hu an development, for
a total of 21 semester h urs (6/77).

Recommendation, Skill vel 40
In the lower-divisio baccalaureate/asso-
ate degree category, t recommendation

s the same as that for Skill Level 30. In the
pper-division baccalaureate category,

credit in patient care administration and
edical facility management on the basis of

institutional evaluation (6/77).



MOS-91G-001
BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE S CIALIST (SOCIAL

WORK/PSYCHOLOGY PECIALIST)

9102.0
91040

eahibit Dates: 10(73-8 6.

Carper Management Field; 91 (Medical
subfield 914 (Medical Services).
Description 1,

Summary: Aststs with Management of
nectar health facility or assists professional
Staff in obtaining social oak historied; col-
lecting basic psychological data, and coun-
seling. Skill Level 20: Asiists 'psychologist,
social worker, or psychiatrist in 'gathering
social histories and psychological data and
in counseling clients; interviews clients; ad-
ministers and scores tests; records behavior-
al characteristics based on interviews and
otrarvations; conducts collateral interviews
and abstracts and.compiles pertinent infor-
mation from clicifcal and other records; pre-
sents case study iinfil recommendations
orally arid. in writing maintains' a counsel-
ing .relationship to ascertain adjustinent of
clients; assists in resolving adjustment prob.=
lamp including physical trauma; assists in
providing counseling services for personnel
with marital problems, indebtedness, drug
abuse, alcoholism, child and adolescent mal-
adaptive behavior patterns; intervenes in a
crisis situation; collects and organizes statis-
tical data Skill 1,evel 40: Able to perform
the duties required for Skill Level 20; su-

,' pervises preparation, dispatch, safeguarding,
and Ming of clinical reports and records;
plans work schedules and assigns duties; su-
pervises Skill Level 20. personnel; conducts
in-service training programs ,and confer-
ences; coordiliates activities. "with other
medical personnel;: prepares, consolidates,
and reviews technical, administrative, and
personnel reports.
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 3 semester hours in
psychology (includes human growth and
development, testing, behavioral concepts,
and personality digorders), 3 in interviewing
theory and skills, 3 in psychiatric treatment
modalities,. and 3 for a practicum in coun-

- seling, for a total of 12' semester houLs (3/

Recommendation, Skill Level 40
In the lower division baccatfureate/asso-

ciate degree category, 3 semester .hours in
psychology (includes human growth and
develop t, testing, behavioral concepts,
and pe ty -disorders), 3 in interviewing
theory an skill 3 in psychiatric treatment
mddalitfes, 3 for pradticum in counseling,
2 in mental health facility management, and
1 in personnel supervision, for a total of 15
.semester hours (3/76).

MOS-401-G-002

BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE SPECIALIST

91010
91020
91030

. 91040
Exhibit Dates: 9/7-Present.
Career Management Field: 91' (Medical),
subfield 912 (Patient Care).

4

Description
Summary: Under professional supervision,

assists with management of mental health

ARMY ENLISTED MOS 2-135

activity or obtains scial case histories; col-
lects basic psychological data; +performs
counseling funcuons. Skill Level la Able to
perform the duties. required for 91B10
(Medical Specialist); interviews clients; con-

' ducts collateral interviews and screens rec-
ords; administers and scores hitelligence
tests under supervision; assists in determin-
ing client n for referral to a professional;
records psychosocial dad' and behavior ob-
servations; brients and re(ers,clients to mili-
tary, civilian, and agency resources; pre-
pares and presents cases for staffings and
conferences; requests and transmits client
records. Skill.Level 20: Able to perform the
duties required for Skill Level 10; under
professional supervision, prkides support-
ive counseling and follow-up service to in-
dividuals experiencing a wide range of
social orkmotional problems; assists with
group counseling and therapy sessions;)
leads discussion groups; assists in determina-
tion of need for hoSpitalization; under su-
Pervision, administers and scores achieve-
ment tests, objective personality tests, and

clinical psychology and counseling, 3 in
psychology, 3 in human relations, 3 in psy-
chological testing, 2 in personnel supervi-
sion, and .1 in sociology, for a.total of 20
semester hours. In the uppei-division bacca-
laureate category, credit in patient care ad-
ministration on the 'basis of institutional
evaluation (6/77).
R mmendation, Skill Level 40

In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
te degree Category, 8 semester hours in

clinical psychology and counseling, * in
psychological testing, 3 in psychology, 3 in
human relations, 3 in personnel supervision,
3 in administration, and 1 in
-sociology, for a otal of 25 semester hours.
In the uppefkl *sion baccalaureate categd-
ry, credit in patient care administration and
medical facility management on the basis.of
institutional evaluation (6/77).

MOS-9111:001

' results; ists patients with discharge plan-
tests impairment and records the r% ....:vR,n0PAIC SPECIALIST

, 'ling; stilts on,management of individual 91H20
behavioral problems; assists professional 91H40
itaff in setting up home health care pro-
earns and makes follow-up home, visits; E.tidbit Dares: 10/73-8/76.
gathers statistical data; establishes and main- Career Management Field: 91 (Medical),
tains clinical and general office files. Skill subfield 912 (Patient Care).
Level 30: Able to perform the duties re- Descripdon
quired for Skill Level 20; provides advice

of patients with orthopedic conditions andand limited technical guidance to subordi-
nate personnel; provides supportive coun-
seling and crisis.intervention services to cli-,
ents; assists in staffing and coordinatibti of
.highly complex cases; collects and orga-
nizes research data and Makes statistical
computations; assists in analysis of research

. data and report writing; compiles case load
data and assigns clients to specific staff
members; evaluates manpower require-
ments; prepares administrative reports;sreq-
uisitions, stores, and issues supphes, equip-
ment, publications, and training aids; devel-
ops work procedures and practices; pre-
pares and conducts in-service, training pro-
grams. Skilt Level 40: Able to perform the
duties required for Skill Level 30; under
supervision, administers and records the-
matic projective tests; assists in determining
program and management objectives and
procedures; establishes work priorities and
work schedules; assigns duties and instructs
subordinates in work techniques and proce-
dures; prepares and conducts training pro-

rgrams; evaluates and counsels personnel and
prepares evaluation reports; coordinates ac-
tivity of facility with related elements of
the medical treatment facility; advises and
assists professionals with fiscal, technical,'
and administrative matters; -establishes stock
level for supplies and equipment.
1.
Recommendation, Skill Level 10

In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
,ciate degree category, 6 semester hours in
"clinical psychology and counseling, .3 in
psychology, 3 in human relations, 1 in soci-
ology, and psychological testing for a
total of 14 semester hours (6/77).
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the lomdt-division baccalaureate/410-*
date degree category, 6 semester hours in
clinical psychology counseling, 3 in
psychology, 3 in hu. relations, 3 in psy-
chological testing, and 1 in sociology, for a
total of 16 semester hours (6/77).
Recommendation, Skill Level 30 .

In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 8 semester hOurs in

Summary: Assists physician in treatment

injuries and/or assists with the management
of orthopedic clinic. Skill Level 20: Able to
perform the duties of 91B10 (Medical Spe-
cialist); assists with min surgery in ortho-
pedic clinic (does not krub in the operating
room); prepares treatment area and lays out
°equipment and sterile/nOnsterile supplies;
transfers and prepares patient for surgery;
assists in positioning patient on fracture
table' or other work surface and operates
the fracture table under supervision of phy-
sician; assists with suturing in orthopedic
clinic; changes dressings and ages, re-
moves sutures, and cleans and 'performs
minor debridement of open wounds; fabri-
cates,' modifies, applies, and removes casts;
constructs and applies splints; makes sup-
port bandages and slings; instructs patients
regarding care of casts; assists with applica-
tion of skeletal traction; applies skin trac-
tion to open stumps. Skill Level 40: Able to
perform the duties required for Skill Level
20; assists with management ,pf orthopedic
clinic; organizes work schedules and assigns
duties; instructs personnel in techniques and
procedures; requisitions, stores, and issues
supplies; reviews, consolidates, and prepares
technical, personnel, and administrative re-
ports.
Recommendation, S1411 Level 20

In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 7 semester. hours for
clinical etperience in cast fabrication, modi-
fication, and application, 4 in anatomy and
physiology, 2 in cast technique, 2 in ortho-
pedic methods and materials, and 1 for
clinical experience in traction application,
for a total of 16 semester hours (3/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 7 semester hours for
clinical experience in cast fabrication, modi-
fication, and application, 4 in anatomy and
physiology, 3 in human relations, 3 in clinic
management, 2 in cast technique, 2 in or-
thopedic methods and materials, and 1 for
clinical experience in traction application,
for a total of 22 semester hours (3/76).

lc
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MOS-91H-002.
ORTHOPEDIC SPECIALIST

911H10

.91H20
91H30
91H40

Exhibit Dates: 9/76-Present.
Career Management Field:
subfield 912 (Patient Cate).

DeitriPtion
Summary: ists physician in treating

patients with (3 topedic conditions art* in-
juries or assistg in managing an orthopedic
clinic. Skill Level 10: Able to perform the
duties _required for 911310 (Medical Special-
ist); undei close supervision of a physician,
treats orthopedic patients; may perform the
duties regimed for Skill Level 20. Skill
Level 20: Able/to petform the duties re-

,. ..quired for Shill Level 10; assi is withmtnor
. surgery ift, orthopedic, clinic; repares/treat-
merit area and .patient for su gery or treat-
ment; transfers patients with unstable' frac-
tures to fracture table or of r work sur-
face; operates fracture table a assists in
positibning patient; clianges dies 'ngs and'
bandages; removes sutures; cleans nd per-
forms minor debridement of open ounds;
fabricates, modifies, and removes short and ,'
long leg and arm casts and hip and shoulder
spice; rolls or' manually shapes plaster
around area to be immobilized; constructs
and 'applies plaster and mechanized splints;
makes support bandages and slings; instructs
patients regarding care and danger of casts;
assists in applying and adjusting skeletal
traction. Skill Level .10.-,Able to fterform the
duties required for Skill Level 20 and pro--
vides technical guidance to subordinate per-,
sonnel. Skill Level 40: Able to perform the

ties required for Skill Level 30; assists in
Aanaging an orthopedic clinic; organizes

'work schedules; assigns- duties; instructs
subordinate personnel in work techniques
and procedures; .evaluates personnel perfor-
Mance and prepares evaluation reports; es-
tablishes safety procedures; inspects work
area to insure a safe working environment;
supervises operator maintenance on as-
signed equipment; requisitions, 'stores, and
issues supplies and equipment; reviews, con-
solidates, and prepares technical, personnel,
and administrative reports; coordinates ac-
tivities of orthopedic clinic with other ele-
ments of treatment'facility; assists physician
with technical, personnel, and fiscal mat-
ters.

Recommendation, Skill Level 10
In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-

ciate degree category, credit in anatomy,
physiology, principles of orthopedics; -or-
thopedic methods and materials, and clini-
cal application of orthopedic principles on
the basis of institutional' evaluation (6/77).
Recommendation, Skill Levels 20 and-30

In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree categclry, 5 semester hours in
clinical application of orthopedic principles,
4 in principles of orthopedics, 4 in orthope-
dic methods and materials, 3 in clinical or-
thopedic assisting,,3 in anatomy, and 1 in
physiology, for a total of 20 semester hours
(6/77).
Recommendation, Skill Level 46'

In the lower-division bae,calaureate/asso-
elate degree category, 5 semester hours in
clinical application of orthoped4 principles,
4 in principles of orthopedics,9rin orthope-
dic methods. and materials, 3 in clinical or-,
thopedic assisting,. 3 in anatomy, 3 in per-

91 (Medical),'

sonnel supervision, 2 in .communication
skills, 2 in 'principles of management, 1 in
health care management, and .1 in physiol-
ogy, for a total of 28 semester. hours. In the
upper-division baccalaureate category,
credit in medical facility management on
the basis of institutional evaluation (6/77).

41110791J-001

PHYSICAL THERAPY SPECIALIST

9 1320
91340

ExhiSit Dates: 10/73i8/76:
Career Managemenr Field: .91 ed ical),
subfield 913 (Physical Medicine).
Description

Summary: Administ rs he a(, water,
manual, and other selected phyiteaf therapy
treatments to patients; works under the su-
pervision of a physical therapist. Skill Level

. 20: Able to perform the 2:luties required for
91B10' ( Medical Specialist); administers
treatments inv lying 'the use of hot, and
cold packs,-Mfrared, .diathermy, ultrasonic
apparatus, ultraviolet lamps, whirlpool and
contrast 'and paraffin baths; conducts pro-'..."/
gressiyely graded conditioning exercises for

'1, patients; explains and demonstrates the use
of ?xercise equipment for patients.-
Level 40: Able to perform' the duties re- -`
quired for Skill Level 20; assists with the
management of the physical therapy 'section
of a medical or treatment facility; inspects
the facility; inspects the facility and equip,
ment, for safety hazards; organizes work
schedules and assigns duties for a minimum
of . three personnel; assists the physical.
therapist with in-service training 'programs;
orders, stores, and issues supplies; reviews,
consolidates, and prepares teaniCal, per-
sonnel, and administrative reports.
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the vocational certificate category or
in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 6 semester hours in
health science and 6 in physical therapy-(2/
75).

Recommendation, Skill Level 40t
In the vocational certificate category or

in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 6 semester hours in
health science, 6 in physical therapy, and 6
in administration or management, for a total
of 18 semester hours (2/75).

MOS -91J -002

PHYSICAL THERAPY SPECIALIST

91310
91320
91330
9 1340

Exhibit Dates: 9/76-Present.
Career Management Field: 91 (Medical) sub -
field 412 (Patient Care). '

Description
Summary: Under the direction of a phys-

ical therapist and following medical preX..--
scription, supervises or administtrs physical
therapy treatment and exercises, to decrease
physical disabilities and to promote physical
fitness of patients. Skill Level 10: Able to

'perform the duties required for 91B10
s (Medical Specialist); under close supervi-
sion, administers physical therapy treat-

ments to patients. Skill Level 10: Able 'to
perform the duties requjred for Skill Level
10; transports, positions, and drapes patients
for treatment; administers treatment involv-
ing use of heat, ice, cervical and pelvic
traction, ultraviolet light, ultrasounktreat-
ment, whirlpool, kydrotherapy, therapeutic
massage, electrical stimulation, and manual
exercise procedures; assists in performing
postural drainage; instructs 'and assists pa-
tients with casts in ambulation and ..gait
training; administers progressive resistance
and physical reconditioning exercises; stores
and issues supplies and equipment. Skill
Level. 30: Able to perform the duties re-
quired for Skill Level 20; assists with man-
agement of medipm-sized Physical . therapy
clinic; instructs and assists patients in exer-
cise activities; performs exercise procedures
for amputees. and patients with central ner-
vous system disorders; supervises ockration-
al management of unit, including personne1,4
supplies, equipment, and scheduling; pr

'pares patient and administrative reports;
ordinates activities of physical they py
clinic with 'other elements of medical evt-

e t facility. Skill Level 40 Able t per
el 30;

hysicar
of seg-

tsherapy

form the duties required for Skill
'1Mtsts with management of large
therapy clinic; supervises integrate

and diversified physi
conducted in several c

Reco endatimi, Skill Level 10
In the, vocational certificate

in the lower-ivisiOn baccal
elate degree category,, 6 sem
health science (6/77). '. -

Recommendation, Skill Level
In the vocational certificat category or

in the lower-division bacca aureate/aSso-
elate degree category, 6 sem ter hours in
health science and 6 in physi 1 therapy (6/
77). '
Recommendation, Skill Level

In the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation is theeorune as that for
Skill Level 20. In the lovier-d vision bacca-
lhureate/associate degree category, 6 semes-
ter hours in health science, 5 in physical
therapy, 2 in human relations, and 1 for
field experience in managem t, for a total
of 15 semester hours. In the s pper-division
baccalaureate category, credit in patient
care administration on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation (6/77).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the vocational certificate Category, the
recommendation is the same as that for
Skill Level 20. In the lower-division, bacca-
laureate/associate degree category, 6 semes-
ter hours in health' science,64n physical
therapy, 3 in human--rtfatloria,lind 3 for
field experience' in managemen for a total
of 18 semester hours. IR the u per-division
baccalaureate category;' credit in patient
care administration and medical facility
management on the basis of institutional
evaluation' (6/77).

category or
ureate/asho-
ter hours in

MOS-91L-001

OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY SPECIALIST (

91L20
91L40

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-8/76. '
r Management Field: Ol 't(Medical),

subfield 913 (Physical Medicine).
I

Description
SummarycInstr4cts and assists atients in

arts and crafts activities to prom to recov-
,1

i.



cry from injury, or illness; works. under the
supervision of an occupational therapist.
Skill Level 20: Able Ito perform the duties
required for 91810 (Medical Specialist); in-
structs and assists patients in activities such
aswoodworking, metal working, printing,
leather working-, and weaving and in the
use, of ceramics, plastics, and other art,.
media; observes patient response and re-
ports pertinent observations to an occupa-
tional therapist; motivates patients to par-
ticipate in occupational therapy activities.

, Skill Level 40: Able to perform the duties
required) for Skill Level 20; plans dcCupa-
tional therapy programs; assigns duties and
instructs a minimum of three personnel in
techniques and procedures used in a variety
of therapeutic activities; prepares technical,
personnel, and administrative reporton oc-
cupational therapy activities; requisitions,
stores, .and issues supplies and equipment.
Recommendation, Skill ,LeVel 20

In the vocational certificate category or
in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
clay degree category, 9 semester hours in'

creative arts, 6 ia eduCational techniques,
and 6 in occupational therapy, for a total of
21 s ster hours (2/75).
Recom

In
in th

endation, Skill Level 40
e vocational certificate category or

'division baccalaureate/assO-
ciate ree category, 9 semester hours in
Creative arts0,6 in-educational techniques, 6
in oceupa,tiiiiiiil therapy, and 6 in adininis-
tration ol-Vilimagement, for a 'total of 27
semester hours. In the upper-'clivision bacca-
laureate categoryi credit on the basis of in-
stitutional evaluation (2/75).

)10S-911,-,002
OCCL1PATIONAL THERAPY SPECIALIsT

91L10
91L20
91L30
91L40

. Exhibit Dates: 9/7.6-Present.
;Career Management Field: 91 (Medial), sub-
field 912, (Patient Care).
Description '

Summary: Under the direction of. a regis,
tered occupatipnal 'therapist, assists patients
in media skills and work therapy activities;
conducts interviews, administers tests, and
assists patients with daily living activities to
promote physical and mental health. Skill
Level 10: Able to perform the duties re-
quired for 91B10 (Medical. Specialist); inter-
views, tests, teaches, and assists clients in
occupational therapy activities; assists in
evaluating test results; interprets' physician's
referrals.. todetermine therapeutic strategies;
arranges' for and supervises work for recre-
ational therapeutic activities; observes; mea-
sures, and re its physiological and psy-
chological patient responses; maintains pro-
gress records;, measures, fabricates, fits, ad-
justs, -and instructs in the use of adaptive
devices; maintains equipment. and supplies;
maintains safe and comfortable work area.
Skilt:Leiiel 20: Able to perform the duties
required for Skill Le'vel 10; assists in admin-
istering occupational therapy programs;
plans ward, clinicand recreational. activity
programs and assists with planning for
hdrrie activity programs: teaches activities
of daily living. Skill Level 30; Able to per-
form the'cluties required for Skill Level 20;
assists -with management of medium-sized
Occupational therapy clinic; prepares work

ARMY ENLISTED MOS EXHIBITS' .2-137

'schedules; instructs subordinates; evaluates
personnel performance;,prepares administra-
tive and patient reports; coordinates activi-
ties of occupational therapy program; ad-
vises and assists therapist in persot-inetiand
administrative matters; maintains,supply
levels as needed; coordinates activities of
occupational therapy clinic with other ele-
ments of the medical treatment facility.
Skill Level 40: Able to perform the duties
required for Skill Level 30; assists with
1-nand-gement of a large occupational ther-
apy clinic; coordinates integration of seg-
mented and diversified occupational ther-
apy programs conducted in several clinics;
develops, supervises, and evaluates work
method procedures and training program ,
plans clinic lay4t and requests supporting
se (Vides.

Recommendation, Skill Level 10 .

-In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 3 semester hours in
creative arts, 3-in educational techniques, 3
in occupational therapy skills, anti 3 for
field experience, in occupational thei9fipy, for
a total of 12 'semester hours-46/751.).
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the loWerdivision baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 6 semester hours in
creative arts, 6 in occupational therapy, 6
for field experience in occupational therapy,
3 in educational4echniques, and 3 ip human,

relations, for a total of 24 semester hours
:(6(77). '

Recommendation; Skill Level 30
In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso:-

elate degree category, 6 semester' hours in
. creative arts, 6 in-occupational therapy, 6
for field experience in occupationartherapy,
3 in educational techniques,,3'in human re-
lations, and 3' in personnel supervision, for a
total of 27 semester hours. In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, credit in
patient care administration on the basis of
institutional 'evaluation (6/77), '
Recommendation, Skill Level. 40

In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category; 6 semester hours in
creative arts, 6 in occupational therapy, 6
for field experience in occupational therapy,
3 in educational techniques,' .3 in human re,.
lations, and 3 in persOnnel supervision, and
additional credit in principles'of administra-
tion or introduction to management on the''
basis of institutional evaluation, for a mini-
mum total of 27 semester hours. In the
upper-division baccalaureate category,
credit in ,patient care administration, and
medical facility management on the basis of.,
institutional evaluation (6/77)

electrodes and conducts tests according to
established 'procedures; transmits record to
physician; cuts and mounts tracing for
elusion in medical record. Skill Lev
Able to perform the duties equine r
Skill Level 20; prepares and se up equip-
ment in sterile field 'for right anddddd left Cardi-
ac catheterization, venous and arterial an-
giography, and insertion of temporary and
permanent pacemakers; calibrates and op--
ates multichannel physiologic record
with attachments and monitors' ECG, pres-
sure curves, and, other physiologic param-
eters; standardizes and . operates electronic
oximeters, dye curve densitometers, and
wheatstone bridges;., calibrates an operates
blood gas analyzer; calculates to rest4,
using standardized formulas; forms, Mc
'and refines special cardiovascular ratters,
needles, and tubing; assists with resuscita-
tion procedures: Skill Level 40 Able to per
form the duties required for Skill Level 20
or 30; assists in managing cardiac laborato-
ry; plans work schedules; assigns duties;
trains personnel in work procedures and
techniques; requisitions, stores, and issues
supplies ,and equipment; enforces safety
rules in use of equipment and'medical gases;
prepares, reviews, and consolidates techni-
cal, administrative, and personnel reports..
Recammenajition, Skill Level 20

In the hv.lver-division baccalaureata/asso-
ciate degree category, I semester hour in
cardiovascular technology and' 1 in cardio-
vascular eleCtroniCs (3/76).
'Recommendation, Skill Leiel 30

In the lower-division baccalalireate/asso-
ciatasiegree category, 10 semester hours for
a cardiovascular internship, 3 in cardiovas-
cular anatomy and physiology, 3 in cardio-
vascular patient care, 2 in cardiovascular
chemical analysis,, 2 in physiological chem-
istfj,, 2 in Rulmonary functions, 2 in cardio-
vascular technology, . 2 in cardiovascular,,.,

"'electronics, and I in technical InalrtiCs,
for a total of 27 semester hours (3 j..,..
Recommeadatitm, Skill Level 40 -'

In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 10 semester hours for
a cardiovascula internship, 3' in cardiovas-
cular anatomy and physiology, 3; in cardio-
vascular patient care, '2 in cardiovascular, ."
cheinical analysis; 2 in Physiological che'rn-
istry, 2 inpulmonarx functi6ns, 2 in 'cardio-

' Vascular technology, 2 in cardiovascular
: electronics, I in technical mathematics, 3 in

human, relations, I in personnel supetvision,
and 2 in laboratory manageMent, for atotal*
of 33.semester hours (3/76). )

te

,MOS-91N-001
CARDIAC LABORATORY SPECIALIST

91N20
91N30
91N40

Exhibit Dates:,3 /74 -8/76,
Career. Management 'Field: 91 (Medical),
subfield 914 (Medical Services).
Description

Summary: Assists with management of
cardiac laboratory or records electrocardio-
grams (ECG) and vectoi-cardiograms or as-
sists with spec" lized cardiac tests and 'ex-
aminations. Ski Level 20: Able to perform
the duties requi ed for 91810 (Medical Spe-
cialist); sets u , calibrates, operates, and
maintains dee cardiograph, vectorcardiO-
graph, and phon ardiograph; attaches

MOS-91N-002
CARDIAC SPECIALIST

91N10
91N20
91N30
91N40

Exhibit Dates: 9/76-Present.
Career Management Field: 91 (Medical),
subfield 912 (Patient Care).
Description

Summary: Assists with management of
, cardiac clinic or_performs specialized-nonin-
vasive cardiac tests and examinations. Skill,
Level 10: Able to 1-perforrn- the duties re-
quired for 91B10 (Medical Specialist);' under
close..supervision, assists Skill Level 20 per-
sonnel. Skill Level 20: Sets up, calibrates,
operates, and maintainselectrocardiograph
Vectorcardiograph, and\phonocardiograph;

29
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attaches electrodes and conducts ,t s ac-
cording to established 'procedures; t mits
record to physician; cuts and mounts rac-
ing for inclusion in medical records; admin-
isters endurance tests; under supervision,
performs technical examination during, op-
eration of artificial pacemaker; performs
cardiopulmonary resuscitation and uses de-
fibrillator; performs Maintenance on equip.-
ment; receives, stores, and maintains level
of supplies. Skill Level 30: Able to perform
the duties required for Skill Level 20; pro-
vides technical guidance to subordinate per- %

° sonnel. )Skill Level 4 Able to perform -the
duties required for Skill Level 30; estab-
lishes work priorities and work' schedules;
assigns duties and instructs subordinates in
procedures; inspects facilities; determines
personnel requirements and conducts train-
ing programs; iupervises operational' main-
tenance program of laboratory and clinical
couipmenr, evaluates and counsels person-
nel; establishes stack level for supplies and
equipmtnt and supervises requisition, stor-
age, and issue of supplies.

'Recortimen on, Skill Level 10
In the o r-division baccalaureate/asso-

ciate de roe tegory, 3, semester hqurs in
cardiov ula anatomy and physiology,,,3
in cardi vase lar patient care, 2 in cardio-
vascular ech of gy, 2 in cardiovascular

_ electronic . 2 physiological chemistry,
and' in chnical mathematics, for a total
of 13 Infester hours( /77).
gastoMmendation, Skil) Level 20

In the lower-division baccalaureale/asso-
-ciate degree category, 10 semester hours for
a cardiovasculaitnternship. 3 in cardiovas-

cularanatomy and physiology, 3 in cardio-
vascular- patient care, 2 in cardiovascular
technology,'2in cardiovascular electronics,

12 in physiological chemistry; and in tech-
nical- mathematics, for a total of 23 semester
hours (6/77).

.

Recommendation, Skill Level 30 tIn the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 10 semester hours for
a cardiovascular internship, 3 in cardiovas-,
cular anatomy and physiology,* 3 in cardio-
vascular patient care, 2 in Cardiovascular
technology, 2 in cardiovascular electronics,
2 in physiological chemistry, 1 in technical
mathematics, and 2 in personnel supervi-
sion, for a total of 25 semester hours (6/77).

, RecoMMendation, Skill Level 40
In the lower-diVision baccalaureate/asso-

ciate degree category, 10 semester hours for
a cardiovascular internship, 3 ih cardiovas-
cular anatomy and physiology, 3 in cardio-
vascular patient care, 2 in cardiovascular
technology; 2 in cardiovascular electronics,
2 in physiological chemistry, 1 in technical
mathematics, 3 in personnel supervision,. 3
in human relations, and 2 for field expert -.
ence in management-, for a total of' 31 se-
mester hours.(6/77).

MOS-91P-001
X-RAY SPECIALIST

91P20
91P40

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-8/76...,
Career Management. Field: 91 (Medical),
subfield 914,(Medical Services).
Deacri pti on

Summary. Operates or supervises the op-
eration of fixed and portable x-ray equip-
ment to take radiographs and to assist with
treatment procedures. Skill Level 20: Oper-

. ates x-say'machines, utiliZitig proper con-
trols, voltage; curr t, exposure time, and
safety ,preckutions; applies 'nrineiples of
anatomy and physio gy in ti r (Mining es-
sential factors- of positioning tadioPathy;
assists during fluoroscopic Procedures, such
as gastrointestinal studies, aortoefarns, atter-
iograms, venograms, carctao -eatheteriza,
tions; urogranis, and pneallloiyOeeOrklaSI /
4f3anects and operates other equiPn3ent
items used dining fluoroscOpy such as eine
camera, fluoroscopic vievver; rapid filmchangers, and automatic
jectors of contrast media. Skill 1-eve... 40:Able to perform the duties

high,pressure, in- .

required, for .,
inspects 'safety standards and cor-
rective action if necessary; or spies work

and v afflicts Per -
sonnel

duties,
in superyises

specialists in radiopa y,proceciares; re9Uisi.
titans, stores, and i ues supplies; revieNvs,
consolidates, and prepare technical, Per-
sonnel, and administrative reports.

Skill Level 20
In ,the vocational certificate , category or

in the lower-division- baccalaureate/a%-
ciate degree category, 3 semester hours ,inc
radiation protection, 6 in introcjiletorY ra-
diolggic technology, 9 for a radi°10gic 'in.
ternship, and 12 in radiologio technology
1:woee:lures, positioning, contrast oledia, and
intra-oral radidpathy, for a tzlai. of 30 se_
mester hours (2475.).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the vocational certificate category or
in -the° lower-division haccit401,eate/asso_
cipe degree category, 3 semester hours in

- radiation protection, 3 in personnel manage-
ment, 3 in equipment and supphesi Manage-
ment, 6 in introductory radi ologic technol
ogy, 12 for a radiologic interrisinP, and 12
for radiologic procedures, positior'ing,' con-

e media, and intra -oral radiopathy, for a
to 1 of 39 semester hours,(27,5)

MOS-91P-002
X-RAY SPECIALIST

91P10
91P20
91F,'30
91P40

Exhibit Dates: 9/76-Present.
Career Management Field;
subfield 912 (Patient Care)
Description

SumMary: Operates orsupervises the ql).-
eration of fixed and portable a,raY equip-
ment

radiation safety Pnnciples to protect

(Medical Specialist); performs routine racliO-
graphic procedures; operates s-raY
chines, utilizing proper exposure

self and patients from ionizing

treatment:' procedures. Skill Level 10... Able
to perform the duties required 10r 910°10

ment to take, radiographs aacl,to a.4sist With

as-
sists radiqlogists with fluoroscopic examina,
tion and aimple special radiolgttpfti,c prOec.
dures; processes radiographic l'ihris 113,
manual and automatic methods; perforips
routine patient administration, itteltiding the
maintenance of radiographic rids. Ski/1'
Level 20: Able to perform duties re,
quired for Skill Level 10; assetubles radio,
graphs for reading. performs body' section,.
stereoscopic foreign body 100aliz8ticn, Pre.
natal, and pediatric radiographic proce,
dures; performs follow-up radiographic 6/t,
aminations of the digestive, uroicaital, tea-

of the extremities, trunk,and skull, using
takes radiographs

taa nb lde pomusent;iYassstemists;

piratstry, vascular,

with-Asecial.radio0aphic and fluoroscopic
procedures. Skill Level 30: Able to perform

or Shill Level. 20; per. ..the duties required
forins complex or specialized radiograph
procedures Or supervises a medium-sized x-
ray activity; performs routine examinations
of assists with special examinations of the
urogenitali respiratory, vascular, and ner-
vous systems; insPcS.ts x-ray activities for ,
compliance with radiation safety procedures
and initiats corrective action; -organize§
work 'schedules; assigns dunes; instructs
personnel in technical prodedures; super-
vises' preventive maintenance of equipment;
supervises procedures to enable unit to
functiou in a toxic environment; evaluates
personnel performance and prepares evalua.
tion reports, skill kevel 40: Able to perform -'-'the duties required ibrSkill Level 30; su- '.
pervises a' large x-ray activity; iiiipects
clinic to insure a safe, clean, orderly, corn,.
fortable environment for patients; estah. a
lishes work priorities;
and prepares technical, adminiStrative, and
personnel reports;

reviews, consolidates,

coordinates activities of
clinic with other elements of the medical
treatmeitt facility.
Recommendation, Skill Level 10

In the vocational certificate category
in the lower-diVision baccalaureate/asso-
elate degree categorY, 9 semester hours for
a clinical internship, 6 in radiographic tee
nimies, and 3 in radiation protection, fo
total of 18 semester hours (6/77),
ivecommendatiou, Skill Level 20 .

In the vocational certificate category or
in the lower-division. baccalaureate/asso-

6 in radiographic tech.
caiactleindiceagir&int:rnatsehgiorry; 15 semester hours for

niones, 3 in radiation protection; and 3 in
special radiographic procedures, fora total
of 27 Semester hours (6/77).

In .the vocational certificate categotY, the'
recommendation SiskflithiLee

Level

Me as that for

Recommendation,

Sijill Level 20. In the lower-division bacca-
ureate/associate degree category, 15 se-

mester Pours for a clir..,;a1 internship, 6 in
radiogrk

radiographic
Phic techniques, 3

phic
in radiation pr

tection, 3 in special
pro-

tection,
'-----

dures, and 3 in personnel supervision, for a
i.

total of 30 ' semester., hours. In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, credit in
patient care ad ministration on the basis of ,
institutional evaluation (6/77).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40 .

In the vocational certificate category, the
,recommendation is the same as that for
Skill Level 20. In the lower-division bafLea-

radiographic tech ;oingrraaplactioTrpro-
tection, 3 in special 1

theater hours for a clinical internship, 6 in
e degree category, is se,

niciu4s;a3d

lanreate/aisociat

dures, 3 in personnel supervision, andIP3 for
field experience in managedient, for a total
of 33 semester hours. In the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in
radiology department administration and

care administration on thecredit in patient
basis of institutional evaluation (6/77),

91 (Medical),

41"

MOS-91Q-001
PHARMACY SPECIALIST

91910.
91Q20
91Q40

Exhibit Dates: 10173-8/76.

, .



. .

Career Management Fle-Id: 91 (Medical),
subfield 914 (Medical Services).

' Description; - .
Summary: Works under t e supervision

of a registered pharmacist a physician;
compounds, manufactures, n Pa01113e,s..
pharmaceutical products; assists in dtspens-
mg pharmaceuticals. Skill Level 10: Pre-
pares commonly used ointments, solutions,

. lotions, and -s ups; pours, weighs, and merie
sures dosagek grinds, heats, filters, dis-
solves, and mixes lictuid; oit soluble drugs
and chemicals; packages, labels,, stores, and

, ,' issues pharmaceuticals. Skill Level 20 Able °

to perform the duties required for .Skill
Level 10;jnterprets and verifies authenticity
of prescriptions prepared by ' physicians,
dentists, podiatrists, and veterinarians;.,as;
sits a registered pharmacist in preparing

- drugs and medications, 'including narcotics
and registered 'drug& labels prescriptions;
files signature cards and,prescriptions. Skill

. Level 40: ,ble to perform the duties, re-
Nuked for Skill 'Level 20 ; assists with. the
management of p armacy, assuring

. . compli-
ance with. Federal and Army laws, *Is'
and regulations; keeps inventoq of supplies;
provides information regarding.sttength and.
composition of medications; supervises a
minimum of five pharmacy persomiel; re-
views, consolidates, and prepares technical,
personnel, and administrative re its,
Recommendation, Skill Level 10

,In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category,, 6 semester hours in

. general chemistry,'6.iri general biology, 6 in
laboratory-techniques, and 6 in health sci-
ences, for a to of, 24 semester hours (2/
75). .

Recommendation, Skill Level 20'
In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-

ciate degree category, 9 semester hours in
laboratory techniques, 6 in general chemis-

, try, .6 in biology, 6 in health science, 3 in,
administration, and 3, for

total
pharmaceutical

assistant internship, for a total oklc3 semes-
ter hours. In the upper-division ba alaure-
ate category, credit on 'the. basis of institu-
tional evaluation (2/75):. ,

Recommendation, Skill Level 40
In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-

ciate degree category, 9 semester, hours ill
administration, 9 in laboratory techniques, 9
for a pharmaceutical assistant internship, 6
in general chemistry, 6 in biology, and 6 in
health sciences, for a total of 45 semester

.A hours. In the upper-division baccalaureate
category, credit on the basis of institutional
evaluation (2/75),

MOS-91Q-002

PHARMACY- S.PpciArtgr

91Q10
II Q20
91Q30
91Q40

Exhibit Dates: 9/76-..Present.
Career Management Field:
subfield 912 (Patient Care).
Description

Summary: Supervises or prepares, con-
trol& and issues pharmaceutical products,
under supervision of pharmacist, or physi-
cian. Skill Level .10: Able tq perform the
duties requited for 911310 (Medreal Special
ist); under supervision, interprets, com-
pounds, manufactures, and files prescription
orders, bulk drug orders; or 'unit dose

91 (Medical),

4
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orders; performs storage,'acconnting, inven-
tory, and-control procedures, for pharma-
ceuticals; operates4and maintains manufac-
turing and packaging equipment; assists in
setting up unit equipment,and 'shelters. Skill
Level 20: Able to perform, the duties re=
quired for Skill Level 10; issues and requisi-
tions medications; evaluates prescription
orders, bulk driig orders, or unit dose
orders; checks dug orders for interactions,
incornpatibilities, arid availability of dosage
forms;,-issues medications to patient4, wards,
clinics, ,and other using agencies Skill Level
30: Able to perform the duties required for ,
Skill Level 20: provides guidance to subor-
dinate personnel; assists in pharmacy Inspec-
tions; orders standard and non - stands sup -"
plies; maintains stock levels; supers/8411sec%

s. within pharmacy service. Ski!! Level
40: Able perform' the duties required for
Skill Level 30;'assists in compiling informa:
tion for meetings. of TherapeUtic Agent
Hoare; assists in revision apd update of hos-

.
pital formulary or drug list; organizes work
schedules; instructs personnel in' proCedures
and conducts. in-service training; evaluates
personnel and prepares evaluation reports;
sets stock levels and prepares requisition;
prepares h 1, 'and d
trative reports;, coordinatea, pharmacy ac-
tivities with other elements of medical
treatment facility.
Recommendation, Skill Level 10

In the lassfer-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 5 semester hours in
introduction to pharmacy pradtice and 3 in
pharmacy assisting, and additional crcilit in
general chemistry, pharmaceutical' chemis-
try, pharmacology, health sciences; -and
physiology on the basis of institutional oval-
uation, .for a minimum total of 81 semester
hours. In the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 3 semester hours in pharmaceuti-
cal laboratory and 2 in pharmaceutical
mathematics (6/77).
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In 'the 'lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 10 semester hours in
introductionfto pharmacy practice and 3 in
pharmacli assisting, arid 'additional credit in
genert1 chemistry, pharmaceutical chemis-
try, pharmacology,,, health sciences, and
physiology on the basis of institutional eval-
uation, for a minimum total of 13 semester
hours. In the .upper-division baccalaureate
category, 3 semestershours in pharmaceuti-
cal laboratory and 2 ,in pharmaceutical
mathematics (6/77).
Recommendation, Skill Level 30

In the lower-division baccalaureate/aSso-
elate degree category, 10 semester hoursin
introduction to pharmacy practice, 3 in
pharmacy assisting, and I in Inventory con-

, trol, and additional credit in general chem-
istry, pharmaceutical chemistry, pharmacOl-

-ogy, pharmaceutical preparations, health
% sciences, physiology, and laboratory tech-
niques on the basis of institutional evalua-
tion, for a minimum .total of 14 semester
hours. In the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 3 'semester hours 'in pharmaceuti-
cal, laboratory and 2 in pharmpbeutical
mathematics (6/77).
'Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 10 semester 'hours in
introduction to pharmacy practice, .3 in
pharmacy assisting, 3 in personnel supervi-
sion, 2 in principles of administration, and
in inventory Control, and additional credit
in general chemistry, pkarmaceutical chem-^:
istry, pharmacology armaceutical
arations, health sciences, physiology, and .
laboratory techniques on the, basis of institu-

.

4

tional evaluation,' for a-minimumiotal'of 19
semester hours. In the, upper-division bacca-
laureate category, 3 semester,hours in phar-
maceutical 'laboratory and 2. in pharmaceuti-
pal' mathematics, and -idditional credit in
medical facility. management on, the basis of
institutional evaluation, for a minimum tptal
-Of 5 semester hours (6/77).

MOS-9111-01
FOOD INSPECTION SPECIALIST

9IRIO
91R20
911(40

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-8/76.
Career Manageme0 Field: 91 (Medical),.
subfield 914 (Medical Services)..
litescription . _

. Summary: Inspects food and food prod,
ucts for quality, safety, and adherence to

ntractual specifications. Skill Level 10:
A ists with food hygiene and quality, assur-
ance inspections, using principle's of statisti-
cal sampling, food microbiology, laboratory
analysis, and knowledge of food processing 1-

and preservation. Skill Level 20: Able to
perforrn the duties required for Skill Level

'NO; conducts subsistence procurement in-
spections; inspects processing, handling,
packaging, packing, and quality control
procedures in canneries, slatighterhouges,
and dairies,and.in waterfood, meatpacking
and dehydration plants; examine1 poultry,
eggs, fruit, vegetables, seafoods, meats, and
dairy products; selects, prepares, and trans-
mits samples for laboratory testing; reviews
test results for contractual requirements; re-
cords contractual deficiencies and violations
and initiates, recommendations for COITCC-

. dye action; develops and applies double land
,multiple statistical sampling procedures 'and
switching techniques; reviews and updates
publications ,relative to quality assurance
procedures; assists veterinarian in antemor-
tem and postmortem examination of iliod
animals. Skill Level 40: Able'to perform the .

duties 'required for Skill Level 20; trains
subordinates in food inspection and sanitary,
control programs; analyzes reports and. sur-
veys and recommends remedial action; co-
ordinates tfinsportation, administration and
logistical/support of food inspectori as-
signed from parent veterinary.:activity; re-
'views, consolidates, and prepares team in-
spection records and other technical,. per-
sonnel, and administrative reports.
Recommendation, Skill Level 10

In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 8 semester hours in
food 'science, 3 in inspection procedures and
regnlitions, and 2 in microbiology, for a
total of 13 semestei hours (3/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 17 semester hours in
food science, 4 in inspection procedures and
regulations; and 2 in microbiology, for a
total of 23 semester hours (3/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 17 semester hours in s.
food science, 4 in inspection procedures and
regulations; 3 in human relations, 3 in per-
sonnel supervision, and 2 in microbiology,
for' a total of 29 semester hours. In the
tipper division baccalaureate category, if the
duty assignment was chief food inspection
'NCO at pay grade E-It 3 semester hours for
field experience in management (3/76).
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MOS-9itc-002
VETERINARY SPECIALIST

91R10
9.1R20

'.91R30
.91R40 ,
91R50

Exhibit Dates: 9/76-Present. '4
Career Management Field: 91. (Medical),
subfield 913 (Health'Services).

S EXHIBITS

n Level 30 'Recommendation,
In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-

ciate 'degree" category, 16 semester hours in
food science, 7 in inspection procedures and
regulations, 2 in veterinary preventive
medicine, and 2" in Tat nnel supervision,for a total of 27 semest4fliours (6/77). .

Recommesdadoe,Skill Leve1,40
4n the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-

ciate degree category, 16 semester hours in
food science, 7 in inspection procedures and
regulations, 3 in personnel supervision, 3 in
human relations, and 2 in veterinary pre-
ventive Medicine, for a. total of 31 semester
hours (6/77).

, -Recommendation, Skill Leve1,50 ". ' ..

In the lower-division bacealaureate/asso-
_ciate degree category',.1i5'aemestef hours in
food science, 7 in inspection procedures and
regulations, 3 in personnel supervision, 3 in
human relations, 3" in principles of_manage-
ment, and 2' in veterinary preventive medi-
cine, for a total of 34 semester hours. In the
upper-divisiOn baccalaureatetategory, 3 se-mester hours for field experience in man-
agement and 3 in management problems (6/77).

Description
Suirmary: Inspects food, and food prod-

ucts for qUality, safety, and adherence to, contractual specifications. Still Level 10:
Assists with food hygiene and quality assur-

- ance inspections, using principles of statisti-
cal sampling, food microbiology, laboratory
analysis, and knowledge of food processing
and preservation. Skill Level 20: Able to-
perfdrm he duties- required for Skill Level10; con ucts subsistence procurement in-spectio ; inspects processing, 'handling,
plicka ng, packing, and quality, controlpr ures in canneries, slaughterhouses,

and dairies, and in walerfood, meatpacking'
and - dehydration plants; examines poultry,
eggs2fruit, vegetables, Seafoods, meats, and
dairy products; seleCts, prepares, and trans-
mits samples for laboratory testing; reviews
test results for contractual 'requirements; re-
cords contractual deficiencies and violations
and initiates recommendations for ctirrec-
five action; develops and appliesdouble and
Multiple statistical sampling procedures and
switching techniques; reviews and updates
publications relative to quality assurance
procedures; assists veterinarian in antemor-
tern and postmortem examination of food- animals. Skill Level 30: Able to perform the
duties required for Skill Level 20; super-
vises procurement quality and
surveillance inspections; esablishes, work
priorities; organizes work schedules; assignsduties; instructs subordinate .personnel; su
pervises equipment maintenance programs;
prepares and conducts;triuning. programs;
evaluates personnel performance; maintains
techrtielal records; requisitions, stoma, ,"anti
issues supplia..!Skill Level 40: Able to per-
form the duties required for SkiH Level 30;
trains subordinates in food inspection and
sanitary control programs; analyzes reportsand surveys and recommends remedial
action; coordinates transportation, adminis-
tration, and logistical support of food in-
spectors; reviews, consolidates, and pre-
pares team inspection records and other
technical, ppeersonnel,, and administrative re-ports. Skill .Level .50: Able to perform the
duties. required for 91R40, 91S40 (Environ-
mental Health Specialist), or 91T40 (Animal
Specialist); develops work 'methods and:
procedures; develops,. directs, and evaluates
training programs; coordinates activites of
veterinary and environmental, health
ties; assists professional staff with technical,
administrative, and fiscal matters.
Recornniendadon, Skill Level 10 .

In the lower-division baccalaureate/aiso-
elate 'degree category, ,7 semester hours in
food science, 6 in inspection procedures and
regulations, and I in veterinary 'preventive
medicine, for a total of 14E,semester hours
(6/77),'

Iteiciimmendation, Skill Level 20
In the lower-division baccalaureate/ii:sso-

ciate degree category, 16 semester hours in
food science, 7 in inspection procedures and
regulations, and 2 in veterinary preventive
medicine.. for a total of,25 semester hours
(6/77).

MOS-91S-061

PREVENTIVE MEDICINE SPECIALIST

91S10
91S20
col.S40

Exhibit dates:10/73-8/76.
Career Management Field: 91 (Medical),
subfield 914 (Medical Services).
Description ,' '
'Surnmair Supervises or conducts surveys

and inspections of environmental factors'af-,
fecting health of persons in areas of con-
cern. Skill Level. 10: Inspects living quarters,
'food-handling establishments, water and
Waste disposal systems, work areas, barber
shops and other facilities to detect deficien-
cieS in sanitation standards and recommends'
corrective action; collects, identifies, pre-
serves, and ships medically important arth-
ropods and rodents; performs pest control
procedurea, including selection, safe han-
dling, mixing, application, and disposal of
pesticides; conducts environmental health
surveys to determine compliance with stan-
dards and regulations; inspects facilities
where ionizing and non-ionizing radiation is
produced to identify and .report potentialhealth hazards; operates and maintains
equipment used in inspections, surveys, and
control procedures. Skill Level 20: Able to
perform the duties required for Skill Level
10; performs field studies and surveys to -
determine potential for and incidence 'of dis-
ease vectors;- tests' sod, recommends proce=dures to control insects resistant to insecti-
cides; conducts on-the-job training for field
sanitation teams in environmental sanitation,.
and control of animal reservoirs, and disease

. vectors. Skill Level 40:,Able to perform the
duties required for Skill Level 20; plans
work schedules; assigns duties; instructsSkill Level 10 and 20 personnel in tecW
niques and proceduies; requisitions, stored,
and issues supplies and equipment; assists in
analyzing and evaluating data; prepares; re-
views, and consolidates technical, adminis-
trative, and personnel reports.
Recommendation, Skill Level 10

In the vocational certificate category,or''in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
' ciate degree category, 3 semester hours. in

, aro

environmental science' (includes basic con-
cepts of chemistry, biology, laboratory pro-
cedures, mathematics, and statistics),, 3 in
environmental hygiene and engineering, 3
in medical entdMology, 3.. in environmental
health practices and procedures, 2 ati water'
supply and p011ution control, 2 in'enemical
and radiological safety, I 'in- food,
ogy, and I in occupational health practices,.
for a total of 18 semester hours (3/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the vocational certificate category or
in the lower-division Vaccalaureate/asso-
elate degree category, 3 semester hours in
emAronmental science (inoludes basic con-
cepts. of chemistry, biolbigy,, laboratory pro-
cedures,- mathematics, and statistics),' 3 in

-environmental hygiene and engineering; 3in medical entomology, 3 in environmental
health practices and' procedures, 2 in water
supply and pollution control, 2 in chemical
and radiological safety, I in food technol-
ogy, I'M occupational health practices, 3 in
pest management; and 3 for a practicum in
environmental sanitation, for a total of 24
semester hours (3/76).

'Recommendadon, Skill Level 40
In the vocational certificate category orin the lower-division bacCalaureate/asso-

ciate degree category, 3 semester hours in
environmental science (includes basic corr-
cepts of chemistry, biology, laboratory pro-
dedures, mathematics, and statistics), 3 in
environmental hygiene and engineering, 3
in, medical entomology, 3 in environmental
health practices and procedures, 2 in water
supply and pcillution cbntrol, 2 in chemical
and radiologi al safety, 1 in, food technol-
ogy, 1 in occupational health praatices, 3 in'
pest' managemmeent, 3 for a practicunrin envi-
ronmental sanitation, and 2 in pe nnel-ad-g
ministration, for a totalof'26 sem ter hours
(3/76):

1%40.S-91S-002

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH'SPECIALIST

91S10
91S20
91S30
91S40

Exhibit Dates: 9/76-Present.
Career Managenient Field: 91 (Medical),
subfield 913 (Health Services).
Description

Summary: Supervises, conducts, or assists
in surveys arid ,inspections',and establishes
control measures of environmental factors
affecting health of persons in areas of con-
cern. Skill Level JO: Conducts enviromnen-
tai health surveys and inspections and as-
slats in environmental health laboratories by
inskecting living, quarters, food handling es-
tablishments, water systems, liquid and solid
waste disposal systems, barber and ,beauty
shops, swimmingacilities, nurseries, and in-dustrial areas; inspects, personal; hygiene
practices; reports deviations from pre-.
scribed health Standards and recommends
corrective action; : collects,, specimens and
samples and submits them.to, the laboratOrY;
mixes and appliei insecticides, rodenticides,
and repellents; performs, bacteriological ex-
amininfon- arid chemical analysis of. water
Samples. and inspects 'for quarantine sten-' dards; performs operator maintenance on
environmental health equipment; collects
data for environmental health reports...Skill
Level 20: Able to perform the duties re-
quired for Skill Level 10; conducts environ-

<2i

1-



mental health surveys, inspections, and lab-
oratory procedures; performs stream sur-
veys; inspects hospital infectious waste con-
trol and disposal procedures; interviews
food poisoning patients and tuberculosis,
VD, and other communicable disease pa-
tients and contacts; conducts -related -com=--
municable disease investigationsi; completes
case and' contact reports; assists with moni-
toring electromagnetic radiation; identifies
Medically important parasites, disease vec-
tors, and their animal hosts and recom-
mends insect control procedures; inspects
and provides technical assistance for water
supply systems, liquid and .solid waste col-
lection, treatment, and disposal; inspects
and provides technical assistance for collec-

WUtreantent, and disposal of hazardous
; performs operator maintenance on

environmental health equipment. Skill Level
30: Able to perform the duties required for
Skill Level 20; supervises environmental
health sections; collects and analyzes data
on occupational illness, injuries, and envi-
ronmental health; organizes work schedules;
assigns duties; instructs in work techniques
and procedures; plans and conducts training
programs; supervises operational mainte-
nance program of assigned equipment; eval-
uates personnel performance and prepares
evaluation, reports as well as administrative,
technical, and .personnel reports; prepares
supply and equipment requisitions. Skill

-.Level 40: Able to perform the duties re-
quired for Skill Level 30-, supervises envi-
ronmental 'health activities; organizes envi-
ronmental stress surveillance programs; co-
ordinates toxicology data with poison con-
trol center; plans vector control program;
analyzes and evaluates data pertaining to
environmental health activities; determines
personnel requirements and establishes
work priorities; advises and assists profes-
sionals in supply, fiscal, technical, and ad-
ministrative matters.
Recommendation, Skill Level 10

In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 15 semester hours in
sanitation and disease control (6/77).
Recommendation, Skill Level 211

In the lower-division baccafaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 18 semester hours in
sanitation and disease control and 9 in envi-
ronmental science (6/77).
Recommendation, Skill Level 30,

In the lower-division ba4ureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 18 ter hours in
sanitation and disease control, 9. in environ-.
mental science, 3`in human relations, and 3
in personnel administration, for a total of 33
semester hours (6/77)_.. --
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the lower-division baccalaureate/a.sso-
ciate degree category, the recommendation
is the same as that for Skill Level 30. In the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 se-
mester hours in management problems and
3 for field experience in management (6/
77).

MOS-91T-001
VETERINARY SPECIALIST --4

91T2091T40

Exhibit Dates: '10/73-8/76.
Career Management Field: 91 (Medical),
subfield 912 (Patient Care).
Description

Summary: Cares for and treats 'animals in
field veterinarz service faCilities, research

ARMY ENLISTED MOS EXHIBITS 2-141

laboratories, and veterinary clinics. Skill
Level 20: Restrains, isolates, and quarantines
animals which have signs of communicable
diseases; performs emergency treatment
procedures; sets up equipment and assists
veterinarian with examinations, surgical

-procedures, immunizations, and procedures
to identify, prevent, and control zoonotic.
diseases; collects specimens for laboratory
analysis and conducts, evaluates, and re
cords the results of macroscopic and mioro-
scoPic studies; examines animals for external
parasites and prepares and' examines slides
to identify microscopic external and internal
parasites; administers medications and inno-
culations, as prescribed; maintains laborato-
ry animal colony, under supervision; makes
appropriate entries on animal health- re-
cords. Skill Level 40: Able to perform the
duties required for Skill Level 20; super-
vises veterinary specialists in veterinary dis-
pensary, animal hospital, laboratory, animal
colony, and animal farm; plans work sched-
ules; trains veterinary specialists in work
techniques and procedures; assures compli-
ance with state, federal, and military regula-
tions for handling, housing, and quarantine
of animals; keeps inventory of all species of
animals, laboratory and special diets, and
equipment; evaluates animals to 'determine
suitability for use in specific research p-ro-
jects; requisitions, stores, and issues sup-
plies, equipment,and surgical instruments;
reviews and prepares technical, administra-
tive, and personnel reports.
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 6 semester hours for
a practicum in veterinary science, 3 in
anatomy and physiology of animals, 2 in
microbiology, 2 in animal hygiene, 2 in
screening for diseases in animal populations,
2' in medical and surgical procedures for
animals, I in animal nutrition, in pharma-
'cology, and I in administration of medica-
tions, for a total of 20 semester hours (3/
76).
Recommendation, Skill Level'40

In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso, -
ciate degree category, 6 semester lours for
a practicum in veterinary science, 3 in
anatomy and physiology of animals, 3 in
personnel supervision, 3 in administration of
veterinary service facilities, 2 in microbiolo-
gy, 2 in animal hygiene, 2 in screening for
diseases in animal populations, 2 in medical
and surgical procedures for animals, I in
animal nutrition, I in pharmacology, and I

in administration of medications, for a total
of 26 semester hours. In the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 2 semester hours in
veterinary science research; if the duty as-

. signment is chief veterinary animal NCO at
pay grade E-8. 3 additional semester hours
for field experience in managegient, for a
total of 5 semester hours (3/76).

MOS-91T-002
ANIMAL SPECIALIST

91TIO

91T20

91T30

91T40,

Exhibit Dates: 9/76-Present.
Career Management Field: 91 (Medical),
subfield 913 (Health Services).
Description

Summary: Under the direction of a veter-
inarian, supervises, performs, or assists in

the care and treatment of small, medium-
sized, and large animals.. Skill Level 10: As-
sists in providing animal care, management,
and treatment by feeding and watering
small and mediUM-sized animals; cleans and
sanitizes animal facility, equipment, and
utensils; receives and identifies incoming
animals;,quarantines incoming and sick am-
mals; administers parenteral and oral medi-
cations and immunizations; collects and pre-
pares blood and urine samples and fecal
specimens; performs common laboratory
tests, such as examination for miciofilaria;
assists' in taking radiographs; prepares ani-
mals and equipment for surgery and anes-
thesia; administers pbst-operative treatment
and monitors post-operative recovery; pro-
vides emergency treatment when appropri-
ate; records laboratory results in health re-

--cords. Skill Leve1,20: Able to perform the
duties required forSkill Level 10; provides
animal care, management, and treatment;
prepares health and vaccination certificates
for veterinarian's signature; requisitions, re-
ceives, stores, and inventories pharmaceuti-
cals, supplies, and equipment; prepares rea-
gents, emergency drugs, and special animal
rations; maintains animal files, including

- registration, health data and immunization
record; identifies common animal diseases
and performs standard treatment tech-
niques; debrides and sutures superficial
wounds; calculates and administers drugs;
induces general anesthesia and operates an-
esthetic equipment; assists in surgical proce-
dures; maintains operating room supplies
and cleanliness; performs 'appropriate labo-
ratc4t analyses; informs owners of proper
treatment instructions and medications pre-
scribed by veterinarian; supervises animal
registry and animal pound. Skill Level 30:
Able to perform the duties required for
Skill Level 20; supervises small and
medium-sized veterinary activities; orga-
nizes work schedules and assigns duties; in-
structs personnel in proper work techniques
and procedures; evaluates personnel perfor-
mance and prepares evaluation reports; es-
tablishes safety procedures; supervises oper-
ator maintenance on assigned equipment;
conducts in-service training programs; su-
pervises requisition of supplies and equip-
ment; prepares, reviews, and consolidates
technical, personnel, and administrative re-
ports; inspects facility;-assists veterinarian in
personnel, supply, and fiscal matters. Skill
level 40: Able to perform the duties required
for Skill Level 30; supervises large veteri-
nary activities.

Recommendation, Skill Level 10
In the vocational certificate" category, 4

semester hours in veterinary laboratory
techniques. In the lower7division baccalau-
reate/associate degree category, 2 semester
hours in animal hygiene, 2; in animal dis-
eases, 1.in microbiology, 1 in anatomy and
physiology of animal's, and I in administra-
tion of drugs, for a total of 7 semester hours
(6/77).

Recommendation, Skill Level 20
In the vocational certificate Category, 4

semester hours in veterinary laboratory
techniques and 3 in office practices and pro-
cedures. In' the lower-division baccalaure-
ate/associate degree category, 6 semester
hours for a practicum in veterinary science,
4 in veterinary la-tatory techniques, 4 in
microbiology, 3 in anatomy and physiology
of animals, 3 in administration of drugs, 2 in
animal hygiene, 2 in'animal diseases, and, 1
in surgical procedures for animals, for a
total of 25 semester hours (6/77).
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Recommendation, Skill Level 30
In the vocational certificate category, 4

semester hours in veterinary laboratory
techniques and 3 in office practices and pro-
cedures. In the lower-division baccalaure-
ate/associate degree category, 6 semester
hours for a practicum in veterinary science,
4 in veterinary laboratory techniques, 4 in
microbiology, 3 in anatomy and physiology
of animals, 3 in administration of drugs, 3 in
personnel supervision, 3 in technical report
writing, 3 in office management, 2 in animal
hygiene, 2 in animal diseases, and I in surgi-
cal procedures for, animals, for a total of 34
semester hours (6/77).

= .<Recommendation, Skill Level 40
In the vocational certificate category or

in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, the recommendation
is the same as that for Skill Level 30. In the
upper-division baccalaureate category,
credit in veterinary facility management-and for field experience in management on
the basis of institutional evaluation (6/77),

R, NOSE, AND THROAT SPECIALIST

91U20
91U40

Exhibit .Dates: 9/75-8/76.
Career Management Field: 91 (Medical),
subfield 912 (Patient Care).
Description

Summary: Supervises or conducts routine
diagnostic tests and assists in caring for and
treating patients with ear, nose, and throat
illnesses or injuries. Skill Level 20: Able to
perform the duties required for 91B10
(Medical Specialist); administers and re-
cords patient responses to various labyrin-
thine tests; measures auditory acuity with
audiometer and tuning forks, records test
results, makes graphs and interpolates to de-
termine patients' test scores and need for
further, audiometric. testing; irrigates pa-
tients' ears; assists physician with clinical
procedures, such as Proetz position treat-
ment, antral irrigation, control of nose and
throat hemorrhage, dilation of salivary
gland ducts and removalof calculi, reduc-
tion of nasal fractures, biopsies of the ears,
nose, and throat; assists surgeon in remov-
ing cysts, nasal polyps, and other minor sur-
gery; assists with application of post opera-
tive dressings and procedures; sterilizes and
cares for instruments and equipment; per-
forms and records resulis of special diag-
nostic tests, such as electronystagmography
and acoustic bridge. Skill Level 40: Able to
perform the duties required for Skill Level.
20; assists in management of ENT clinics;
instructs Skill Leve1.20 personnel in proper
work techniques and procedures; organizes
work schedules; assigns Chities; sets prior-
ities; inspects clinic and takes corrective
action, as necessary; supervises maintenance
program of clinical-equipment; requisitions,
stores, and issues supplies; prepares adminis-,,-
trative and patient reports.
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
fciate degree category, 4 semester hours for

inical experience in otolaryngology, 4 for
clinical experience in audiometry, 3 in prin-
ciples of audiometry, 3 in diseases and in-
juries of the ears, nose, and throat, and 1 in
anatomy and physiology of the ears, nose,
and throat, for a total of 15 semester hours
(3/76).

EXHIBITS

Recommendation, Skill Level 40
In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-

ciate degree category, 4 semester hours for
clinical experience in otolaryngology, 4 for
clinical experience in audiometry, 3 in prin-
tiple, of audiometry, `3 in diseases and in-
juries of the ears, nose, and throat,- I in
anatomy and physiology of the ears, nose,
and throat, 2 in clinic management, and I in
personnel supervision, for a total of 18 se-
mester hours (3/76).

MOS-91U-002
EAR, NOSE, AND THROAT (ENT)

.SPECIALIST

91U10
91U20
91U30
91U40v.

Exhibit Dates: 9/76-Present.
Career Management Field; 91 (Medical),
subfield 912 (Patient Care).
Description

Summary: Conducts routine diagnostic
tests and assists physician in care ancl treat-
ment of ear, nose, and throat patients. Skill-
Level 10: Able to perform the duties re-
quired for 91B10 (Medical Specialist); ad-
ministers and records patient responses to
various diagnostic and labyrinthine tests;
measures au acuity; irrigates patients'
ears; sets equipment and assists physician
with clip' procedures; obtains specimens
for cult e and prepares laboratory re-
quests; pares equipment trays and basins;
assists t physician in the performance of / duties required for 91B10 (Medical Special=
minor surgery; sterilizes and cares for in- ist); administers oxygen and aerosols

sand
con-

taining prescribed medications to aid venti-strumenis sand equipment; operates resusci-
lation;- assists in operation of mechanicaltation and oxygenation equipment; performs

aids; observes and records re-and records the results of diagnostic tests; respiratory
ass audiologist in hearing aid evaluation. sponse of patients and conditions requiring
Ski

for Skill Level 10 and provides
vel 20: Able to perform the duties professional attention; operates spirometer

requ to obtain diagnostic data; performs blood
technical guidance to Skill Level 10 person- gas analyses; calculates respiratory voluines; .

nel; admimsters prescribed medication. Skill , prepares records of test results. Skill L6e1
Level 30: Able to perform the duties re- 40: Able to perform the duties required, for
quired for skill Level 20; assists in manag- Skill Level 20; plans work schedules and
ing a small ear, nose, and throat clinic; or- makes duty assignments; trains subordinate
ganizes work schedules; assigns duties; ,in_ personnel in techniques and procedures;
structs sutiordinates in work techniques and provides orientation to other hospital per-
procedures; supervises operational mainte- sonnel; instructs on- precautions and en-

- nance program of clinical equipment; _pre- , forces safety regulations; responsible for
pares training program; eyaluates personnel Purchases imd inventories; prepares techni-
performance and prepares 'evaluation re- cal, personnel, and administrative. reports.
ports; coordinates activities of ENT clinic
with other elements of the medical treat-
ment facility; assists physician with person- In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
nel, fiscal, and administrative matters; pre- degree category, 2 semester hours in
pares, reviews, and consolidates technical Ic sciences (mathematics, chemistry,
and administrative reports. Skill Level a ysics), 4 in anatomy and physiology, I in
Able to perform the duties required 'for harmacology, 2 in microbiology and im-
Skill Level 30; assists in managing a large munology, 8 in cardiopulmonary physiol-
ear, nose, and throat clinic. ogy and resuscitation, 4 in clinical medicine,
Recommendation, Skill Level 10 1 in physical therapy, 4 in respiration ther- t

,

any, and 8 for clinical experience in respira-In the lower-division baccalatireate/asso- . lion therapy, for a total of 34 semesterciate degree category, 4 semester hours for
a practicum in otolaryngology, 3 in princi-
ples of otolaryngology, and I in anatomy
and physiology, for a total of 8 semester
hours (6/77).
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the lower-division baccalaureate /also- ,,
ciate degree category, 7 semester hours for
a practicum in otolaryngology, 3 in princi-
ples of otolaryngology, 2 in principles of
audiqmetry, and 1 in anatomy and physiol-
ogy, for a total of 13 semester hours (6/77).
Recommendation, Skill Level 30

In the lower-division baccalaureat
ciate degree category, 7 semester hou

a practicum in otolaryngology, 3 in princi-
ples of otolaryngology, 3 in personnel su-
pervision, 2 in principles of audiometry, 2
m communication skills, 2 in principles of
management, 1 in-anatomy and physiology,
and I in health care management, fora total
of 21.semeste0.hours. In the upper-division
baccalaureate category, credit in patient
care administration on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation (6/77).

Recommendation, Skill Level 40
In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-

ciate degree category, the recommendation
is the same as that for Skill Level 30. In the
upper-division bacc:alaureate category,
credit in patient care administration and
medical facility management on the basis of
institutional evaluation (6/77).

MOS-91V-001

RESPIRATORY SPECIALIST

91V20
91V40

Exhibit Dates: 10/73 -8/76.

Career Management Field: 91 (Medical),
subfield 912 (Patient Care).

Description
Summary: Operates equipment to deliver

medicinal gases and drugs in aerosoled mist
to respirat system and performs diagnos-
tic tests. Ski l Level 20: Able to perform the

ca.

41

CI

hours (3/76).

Recommendition, Skill Level 40
In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-

ciate degree category, 2 semester hours in
basic sciences (mathematics, chemistry, .

physics), 4 in anatomy and physiology, 1 in
pharmacology, 2 in microbiology and im-
munology, 8 in cardiopulmonary physiol-
ogy and resuscitation, 4 in clinical medicine,
1 in -physical therapy, 4 in respiration ther-
apy, 8 in clinical experience in respiration
therapy, 3 in personnel supervision and 3 in
human relations, for a total ,of 40 semester
hours (3/76).



MOS-91V-002
RESPIRATORY SPECIALIST

91V10
91V20
91V30
91V40

Eshibit Dates: 9/76-Present.
Career Management Field: 91 (Medical),
subfleld 912 (Patient Care).
Description

Summary: Assists with the care and treat-
ment of patients requiring,. respiratory assis-
tance; performs pulmonary function tests

. inder the supervision of a physician or an-
esthetist. Skill Level 10: Able to perform the
duties required for 91B10 (Medical Special-
ist); administers respiratory therapy and
performs pulmonary function tests; receives
and interprets treatment request; prepares

, and tests equipment; mixes prescribed car-
diopulmonary medications; verifies identity
and instructs, orients, and positions patient
for therapy; adjusts controls of intermittent
positive pressure breathing (IPPB) appara-
tus aufd administers therapy; assesses tidal
volume and adjusts apparatus to meet- venti-
latory changes; observes, corrects, and re-
cads patient response; administers aerosol
and gas therapy; adjusts and maintains
equipment during operation and observes
safety regulations; administers pulmonary
drainage procedures; percusses and vibrates..
patient; collects and visually analyzes
sputum specimens for foreign substances;
assists with cardiopulmonary resuscitation,
evaluates effectiveness, and records, results;
prepares and tests nebulizer for admmistra-
Pon of medication and adjusts for drug con-
centration; follows isolation procedures; dis-
assembles, cleans, sterilizes, assembles, and
tests respiratory therapy equipment; adjusts
volume ventilator controls for initial oper-
ation and during therapy; observes and cor-
rects patient response and evaluates ventila-
tor effectiveness; weans patient from venti-
lator dependence; prepares, tests, and ad-
ministers special volume ventilator equip-
ment, such as chrohic positive pressure
breathing (CPPB), intermittent mandatory
ventilation (IMV), chronic positive airway
pressure (CPAP), and positive and expire-
tory _pressure (PEEP); applies electrome-
chanical monitors; evaluates airway paten-
cy; instills solution prior to traceobronchial
aspiration; hyperinflates and hyperoxygen-
ates patient; aspirates tracheobronchial pas-
sage; inflates and deflates tracheostomy
cuff; _r,ovides tracheostomy tube and stoma
care; evaluates patient cardiorespiratory
status; utilizes emergency ventilators; evalu-
ates resuscitator's effectiveness; implements
culturing procedures; applies corrective ac-
tions for contaminated equipment; reads and

and
patient charts; instructs patient

and family in breathing exercises and pos-
tural drainage procedures and evaluates
ability to operate home therapy equipment;
maintains safe, clean, and-, orderly work
atea;, stores and maintains supplies and
equipment. Skill ,Level 20 Able to perform
the duties required for Skill Level 10 and
provides technical guidance to Skill Level
.10 personnel; calibrates and 'slopes arterial
blood gas analyzer; performs arterial blood

. gas procedures 8,0 interprets and records
results; applies safety precautions relevant
to pulmonary function testing; administers
basic pulmonary function test, calculates
data, and compares results; performs auscul7
tation of lungs; receives and issues supplies
and equipment. Skill Level 30: Mile to per-
form the duties required for Skill Level 20;

ARMY ENLISTED MOS. EXHIBITS

assists in defibrillatin of patient; plans and
monitors culturing procedures; determines
corrective action for contaminated equip-
ment; inspects working areas. ;to insure or-
derly, clean, and safe environment for pa-
tients, supervisesrvi ses operational maintenance
program of clinical equipment; prepares and
conducts training program% evaluates per-
sonnel performance and ptepares evaluation
reports; prepares administrative technical
and patient reports; supervises packing, un-
packing, loading, unloading, and setting up
of unit equipment and shelters. Skill Level
40: Able to perform the duties required for
Skill Level 30; supervises respiratory unit
activities; applies and monitors safety proce-
dures relevant to modular pulmonary func-
tion testing; administers test, calculates test
data, records results, an results
with normal predicted values; develops, im-
plements, and evaluates training program;
,compiles .management data, evaluates an&
determines personnel requirements, and as-
sists in the planning and operation of respi-
ratory

other elements , of the medical treat-
ment

unit; coordinates activities of unit

ment facility; advises and assists profession-
al staff in supply economy procedures and
fiscal, technical, and administrative matters;
reviews, consolidates, and prepares techni-
cal, personnel; and administrative reports.

Recommendation,, Skill Level 10
In the vocational certificate category, 30

semester hours in a respiratory-therapy pro-
gram. 41 the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate, degree category, 8 semester hours
for clinical experience in respiratory then.
aPy, 4 in respiratory therapy in clinical
medicine, 4 in anatomy and physiology, 3 in
principles of pulmonary therapy, 3 in. grin-

- elPles of ventilation therapy, 3 in cardiopul-
monary physiology, 2 in microbiology and
immunology, 2 in basic sciences (chemistry
and physics), and 1 in pharmacology, for a
total of 30 semester-hours (6/77)..

Recommendation, Skill Cvels 20 and 30
In the vocational certificate category, 33

semester hours M a respiratory theraPY P ro-
gram. In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate . degree category, II semester
hours for clinical respiratoryespeiritnrespiratory

therapy, 4 in respiratory
medicine, 4 in anatomy and physiology, 3 in
principles of pulmonary therapy, 3 in prin-
ciples of ventilation therapy, 3 in cardiopul-
monary physiology, 2 in microbiology and
immunology, 2 in basic sciences (chemistry
and physics), and I in pharmacology, for
total of 33 semester hours (6/77).

Recommendation, Skill Level 40
In the vocational certificate category, the

recommendation is the same as that for
Skill Levels 20 and 30. In the lower-divi-
sion baccalaureate /associate degree catego-
ry, 11 semester hours for clinical experience
,in respiratory theeapY, 4 in respiratory ther-
aPY in clinical medicine, 4 in anatomy and
physiology, 3 in principles of pulmonary

asemPiiYce' nroe3besiionlo

therapy, 3 in principles of ventilation ther-
andiopdulmonary physiology, 2 in

immunology, 2 in basic
(chemistry and physics), I in phar-

macology, 3 in personnel supervision, and 3
in clinic management, for a total of 39 se-
mester hours. In the upper-division bacca-
laureate category, credit in patient care ad-
ministration, introduction to management,
and for field experience in management on
the basis of institutional evaluation (6/77),

11.
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MOS-91W-001
NUCLEAR MEDICINE SPECIALIST

91W20
91W40

2-143

Exhibit pates: 9/75-8/76. .

Career Management Field: 91. (Medical),
subfield 914 (Medical Services).

diagnostic and therapeutic procedures

DescriPtinn
Summary: Supervises or tpirforms medi-

\ ,

with isotopes. Skill Level 2a Able to Pa' ,.
form the duties required for 91P20 (X-RaY
specialist) or 92B20 (Medical Laboratory

indiaspeciafist);uses

radioactive materials to aid
diagnosis and

kidney% pancreas, =,

°°'vAlesscans of organs, such as

and treatment of patients; oper-
ates . devices and

dcwsbpoosariailuteehnngte'n'ers, rin;adpreiopacatteisve

administers

and lungs; labels pharmaceuticals

dilumationte,rialand

radiophannaceuticals orally or by injection, .

under direct supervision of physician; P.e_r,
forms blood volume determination, -Senn"Senn
ling. test, thyroid uptake, red cell survival
time, and fat metabolism studies on collect-
ed specimens; perform§ assay procedures,
such as thyroxine, in-
sulin determinations, on biologic specimens,

beta
techniques; determines and records acvitY
in vitro,'using and gamma radioassaY

ti

cortisal, digoxin and in-
ti

of radioisotope stocks and waste; operates
detectors to determine presence of health
hazards from therapeutic, diagnostic, and
experiMental radioactive isotopes; measures
and records degree of contamination, con-
trols spread of contamination, and institutes
decontamination procedures., Skill Level 40.
Able to perform the duties required for
Skill Level 20; supervises operation of nu-
clear medicine facility; evaluates.accuracy,
efficiency, and safety of all,techniques; con-
ducts radiation safety program; requisitions,
accounts for, and stores radioisotopes; dis-
poses of stocks when radioactivity decays
to nonusable level; reviews, consolidates,
and prepares technical, administrative, and
personnel reports.

Recommendation, Skill Level 20
In the lower-division baccalaureate/ass°/

crate degree category,

physics, 2 in nuclear instrumentation, l in
radiophannaceuticals, and I in radiation

rY, 12 semester hours for
a practicum in nuclear medicine, 8 in nucle-
ar medicine methodology, 2 in nuclear

safety, for a total of 26 semester hours (3/
76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 12 semester hours for
a p racticum in nuclear medicine, 8 in nucle-
ar medicine methodology, 3 in interpersonal
relationships in health care, 3 in personnel
supervision, 2 in nuclear physics, 2 in nucle-
ar InstrUrnentation, 2 in radiation safety, and
1 in radiopharmaceuticals, for a total of 33

, semester hours (3/76).

MOS-91W-002
NUCLEAR MEDICINE SPECIALIST

91W10
91W20
91W30
91W40

Exhibit Dates: 9/76-Present.
Career Management Field: 91 (Medical), sub-
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field 912 (Patient Care). -

Description
Summary: Supervises or performs medi:

cal diagnostic and therapeutic procedures
with radioactive isotopes.. Skill Level 10:
Able to perform the duties required for
91p10.(x-ray Specialist) or Q2B10 (Medical

'Laboratory Specialist) or 911310 (Medical
Specialist); prepares and administers radioi-
sotopes to patients and operates radiological
imaging devices and counters. Skill Level
20: Able to perform the duties required for
Skin Level 10; performs operational checks,
standardizing procedures, and preventive
maintenance on , equipment; calculates
dosage, prepares, dilution, and administers it'
under direct supervision of physician; oper-
ates imaging device to make scans of
organs, such as brain, liver, thyroid, kid-
neys, pancreas, spleen, and lungs; -"makes
photographs of images; collects appropriate
specimens for procedures, such as blood
volume determination, Shilliing test, thyroid
uptake, red cell survival time, and fat me-
tabolism studies; performs assay procedures,
using beta and gamma radioassay tech-
niques; determines activity of radioisotope
stocks and waste; determines presence of
health hazards from therapeutic, diagnostic,
and experimental radioactive isotopes; mea-
sures and records degree of contamination,
controls spread of contamination, and insti-
tutes decontamination procedures. Skill
Level 30: Able ,to perform the, duties re-
quired for Skill Level 20 and provides tech-
nical guidance to subordinate personnel.
Skill Level 40: Able to perform the duties
required for Skill Level 30; assists with the
management of a nuclear medicine facility;
requisitions, accounts for, and stores radioi-

,sotopos used in the laboratory; is responsi-.
ble for radiation safety program in laborato-
ry area; supervises radiation survey, moni-
toring, and contamination control proce-
dures; disposes ot stocks when radioactivity
decays to nonusable level; establishes work,
priorities and procedures organizes work
schedules; assigns duties; establisheg safety
procedures; instructs subordinates in work
techniques and procedures; supervises' oper-
ational Maintenance program of clinical
equipment; evaluates personnel performance
and prepares evaluation reports; prepares
patient, technical, and administrative re-
Ports; coordinates activities of nuclear
medicine facility with other elements of the
medical treatment facility; advises and
sists professional staff with technical, ad-
ministrative, and fiscal matters.
Recommendation, Skill Level 10

In the vocational certificate category or
in the lower-diviiion baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 6 semester 'hours for
a clinical internship, 6 in algebra, and 6 in
physici, and additional _credit in nuclear-
medicine technology, rpdiology, and occu-
pational health- and safety on the basis of
institutional eValuation, for a minimum total
of 18 semester hours (6/77).
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the vocational certificate category or
in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 6 semester hours for
a clinical internship, 6 in nuclear medicine
Procedures, 6 algebra, and 6 in physics,
and additional, credit in nuclear, medicine'
technology, radiology, and occupational
health and safety on the basis of institution-
al evaluation, for a minimum total of 24
semester hours (6/77).
Recommendation, Skill Level 30, '

In the vocational certificate category or
in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 6 semester hours for

EXHIBITS

a clinical internship, 6 in nuclear medicine
procedures, 6 in algebra, 6 in physics, and 3
in advanced nuclear medicine procedures,
and additional credit in nuclear medicine
technology, radiology, and occupational
health and safety on the basis of institution-
al evaluation, for a minimum total of 27
semester hours (6/77).
Recommendation, Skill Levi)e14

In the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation is the same as that for
Skill Level 30. In the lower-division bacca-
laureate/associate degree category, 6 semes-
ter hours for a clinical internship, 6 in nu:
clear medicine procedures, 6 in algebra, 6 in
physics, 3 in advanced nuclear medicine
procedures, .3 in personnel supervision, and
3 in human relations, and additional credit
in nuclear medicine technology, radiology,
and occupational health and safety on the
basis of institutional evaluation, for a mini-
Irwin total of 33 semester hours. In the
-upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 se-
mester hours in administration of nuclear
medicine facility (6/77).

MOS-91Y-001
EYE SPECIALIST

91Y20
91Y40

Exhibit Dates: 9/75-8/76.
Career Management Field: 91 (Medical),
subfield 912 (Patient Care).
Description

Summary: Supervises or conducts routine
diagnostic tests and assists in care and treat-
ment of ophthalmology or optometry Pa-
tients. Skill Level 20: Able to perform the
duties required for 91B10 (Medical Special-
ist); measures visual acuit y;records power of correc frag-
ments of lenses; measureslind records color

nieeirlstesrali

or
neutralizes and

vision, accommodative ability, muscle bal-.
ance, intraocular pressure, limits of central
and peripheral .visual field, corneal curva-
ture and vertical height of palpebral fissure;
takes necessary measurements for fitting
spectacles. treats,minor eye ailments and in-
juries; assists physician in performing minor
surgery; maintains ophthalmology and op-
tometry equipment and instruments. Skill
Level 40: Able to -perform the duties re-
quired fOr Skill Level 20; assists in manage-
ment of eye clinic; organizes work sched-
ules and sets priorities; assigns duties; in-
structs' Skill Level 20 personnel in proper
work techniques and procedures; inspects
clinic and initiates corrective action, if nec-
essary; supervises maintenance of clinical
equipment; requisitions, stores, and issues
su pplies; prepares administrative and patient
reports.
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 3 semester hours for
clinical experience in ophthalmology, 3 for
clinical experience in optometry, 2 in anato-
my and physiology of the eye, 2 in princi-
ples, of ophthalmology, and 2 in principles
of optometry, for a total of 12 semester
hours (3/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 3 semester hours for
clinical experience in ophthalmology, 3 for
clinical experience in optometry, 2 in anato7
my and physiology of the rye, 2 in princi-
ples of ophthalmology; 2 in principles of
optometry, 2 in clinic management, and 1 in

personnel supervision, for a total of 15 se-
mester hours (3/76).

MOS-91Y-002,
EYE SPECIALIST -

91Y10
91Y20
91'1130

91Y40
Exhibit Dates: 9/76-Present.
Career Management Field: 91 (Medical),
subfield 912 (Patient Care).
Description

Summary: Conducts routine diagnostic
tests and assists in care and" treatment of
ophthalmology or optometry, patients. Skill
Level -10 :: Able to perform the duties re-
quired for 91B10 (Medical Specialist); con-
ducts routine diagnostic tests, administers
prescribed medications, and assists in caring
for eye patients; determines purpose of pa-
tient visit; administers various visual tests
an records results; measures accomodative
ability; measures muscle balance with and
without correction, near and distant; mea-
sures limits of central and peripheral field,
intraocular pressure, interpupillary distance,
bridge size, and temple length; performs
minor repairs and adjustments to spectacles;
instills drops and ointments in eyes as pre-
scribed; removes nonimbedded foreign ob-
jects from surface of eye or underside of
lid; assists in obtaining specimens; assists the
physician in performing minor surgery;
maintains ophthalmology and optometry
equipment and instruments; performs pre-
scribed sterilization procedures; performs
ophthalmic photography; measures prismat-
ic power of lenses; operates resuscitation
and oxygenation equipment; instructs pa-
tients in insertion, removal, and care of con-
tact lenses; prepares slides for wrights and 00
grams staining; applies and removes dresS-
ings as directed; performs emergency pro-
cedures as required; maintains inventory, of
supplies and equipment. Skill Level 20: Able
to perform the duties required for Skill
Level 10 and provides technical guidance
to Skill Level 10 .personnel. Skill Level 30:
Able to perform the duties required for

.Skill Level 20; assists in managing a small
ophthalmology or optometry clinic; orga-
nizes work schedules and determines per-
sonnel requirements; assigns duties and es-
tablishes work priorities; instructs subordi-
nates in. work techniques and procedures;
supervises operational maintenance program
of clinical equipment; evaluates personnel
performance and prepares evaluation re-,
ports; coordinates activities of ophthalmol-
ogy and optometry clinics with other ele-
ments of the medical treatment, facility; as-
sists physician with personnel, fiscal, and
administrative matters; prepares patient and
administrative reports. Skill Lori 40: Able
to perform the duties required for Skill
Level 30; assists in managing a large oph-
thalmology or optometry clinic.
Recommendation, Skill Level 10

In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 4 semester hours in
principles, of ophthalmology, 4 for a practi-
curin ophthalmology, 4 for a practicum in
optometry; 2 in principles of optometry,
and 1 in anatomy and physiology, for a
total of 15 semester hours (6/77).
Recommendation, Skill. Level 20
' In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-

ciate degree category, 4 semester hours in

a



principles of ophthalmology, 6 for a practi-
cum in ophthalmology, 6 for a practicum in
optometry, 2 in principles of optometry,
and 1 in anatomy and physiology, for a
total of 19 semester hours (6/77).
Recommendation, Skill Level 30

In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 4 semester hours in
principles of ophthalmology, 6 for a practi-
cum in ophthalmology, 6 for a practicum in
optometry, 2 in principles of. optometry, 1
in anatomy and physiology, 3 in personnel
supervision, 2 in communication skills, 2 in
principles of management, and 1 in health

.care administration, for a total of 27 semes-
ter hours. In the upper-division baccalaure-
ate category, credit in patient care adminis-
tration on the basis of institutional evalua-
tion (6/77).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, the reconunend4ion
is the same as that for Skill Level 30. In the
upper-division baccalaureate category,
credit in patient care administration and
medical facility management on the basis of
institutional evaluation (6/77).

MOS-91Z-001

MEDICAL SENIOR SERGEANT

91Z50 .

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-8/76. (Effective 9/76,
MOS 91Z was discontinued and its func-
tions were incorporated into MOS 91B,
Medical Specialist.)
Career Management Field: 91 (Medical),
subfleld 912 (Patient Care). -

Description
Supervises general administrative func-

tions m a medical or treatment facility; ad-
vises superiors on adminstrative matters; es-
tablishes and supervises the maintenance of
medical- records and m 'cal reporting sys-
tems; prepares periodic special reports
concerning assigned personne , rents, and
medical care and treatment operations; eval-
uates training programs and requirements
and supervises or conducts individual or
group training; assists command surgeon in
technical supeKision of subordinate medical
activities, staff, and unit operations; makes
recsammendations for improving working
con8itions and procedures; determines re-
quirements for and adequacy of medical
service supporting elements such as ambu-
lance, supply, and transportation. NOTE:
Required to have attained Skill Level 40 or
50 in at least one other MOS in the medical
career management field (91).
Recommendation

In the vocational certificate category or
in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 26 semester 'hours in
administration or management, 12 for an in-
ternship in medical administration, 6 in ac-
counting, 6 in business machines operation,
and 6 in medical records administration, for
a total of 56 semester hours. In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, a minimum
of 17 semester hours in administration or
management, 6 for an internship in medical
administration, and 3 in medical record ad-
ministration, for a minimum total of 26 se-
mester hours; additional credit in account-
ing, business machines operation, adminis-
tration or management, medical records ad-
ministration, and for an internship in medi-
cal administration on the basis of institution-
al evaluation (2/75).
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MOS-92B-001
MEDICAL LABORATORY SPECIALIST

ti
92B20

' 92B30
92B4d

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-8/76,
Career Management Field: 91 (Medical),
subfleld 914 (Medical Services):
Description

Summary: Supervises or performs blood-
banking procedures and elementary and ad-
vanced examinations of biological speci-
mens to aid in diagnosis, treatment, and pre-
vention of disease. Skill Level 20: Performs
blood banking and elementary laboratory
procedures Waled to immunohematology,
hematology, biochemistry, serology, bacte-
riology, and parasitology; selects, pretests,
and bleeds srdnors and stores and issues
blood; determiges A130 group and Rh type
of donor and-recipient; performs inununo-
hematology sechruques, such as antibody
detection and identification, antibody titers,
and compatatulity testing; prepares and
stores blood Components; performs hema-
tology tests and determinations, such as he-
moglobin, cell counts, and sedimentation
rate; conducts elementary biochemical tests
relating to blood glucose, blood urea nitro-
gen, amylase, sodium and potassium chili-
ride, and carbon dioxide; perforths serolo
procedures, such as preparation of antig
emulsion, use of control sera, and cardioIi
pin microflocculation tests; tests urine, and
urine sediment to determine specific- grav-
ity, sugar, protein, ketone, blood, pathologi-
cal constituents, and presence of formed
elements and amorphous sediment; examines
feces for presence of protozoa and hel-
minths; prepares and sterilizes synthetic cul-
ture media; introduces specimens into ap-
propriate media.incubates culture, prepares
smears, makes stains, and examines slides
,under microscope; isolates and identifies
bacterial organisms of the cocci family and
common-gramnegitiye microorganisms; cal-
culates and records findings; collects and
processes specimens for shipment to consul-
tant laboratories. Skill Level 30: Able to
perform the duties required for Skill Level
20; performs advanced procedures in all
phases of clinical laboratory testing, includ-
ing virology, mycology, histology, toxicol,
ogy, and ,radiobiology; makes subcultures,
tissue cultures, antimicrobial sensitivity de-
terminations, and animal inoculations and
autopsies; performs clinical parasitology
procedures; performs fluorescent antibody
agglutenation, complement fixation and
other serological tests; processes tissue re-
moved by biopsy, from autopsy, or dis-
charged froth body;` performs biochemical
analyses of blood, urine, sweat, spinal fluid,
and tissue for carbohydrates, proteins, he-
moglobins, lipids, hormones, minerals, ekc-.
trolytes, vitamins, enzymes, pigments, and
drugs; performs metabolic and liver and
renal function tests; screens exfoliative cy-
tology specimens. dorms complete blood
counts and identifies and reports erythro-
cyte and leukocyte maturation stages in
normal and abnormal cells; performs special
procedures in staining, preparation of bone
marrow films, erythrocyte osmotic fragility
studies, lupus erythematosus films, hemo-
globin electrophoresis, detection of coagula-
tion disorder?, and abnormal cell morphol-
ogy in anemias and leukemias; analyzes air,
food, water, and biological fluids for radio-
activity and makes radionuclide determina-
tions. Skill Level, 40 :: Able to 'perform the
duties required for Skill Level 30; super-

4 .1

vises medical laboratory activities; lop re-
quests for laboratory procedures; 'establishes
priorities; distributes workload; forwirds
specimens to consultant laboratories, as re-
quired; supervises Skill Level 20 and 30
personnel; conducts quality control pro-
gram to assure validity of clinicallaborato-
ry results; assists with inspection of labora-
tory, notes discrepancies, and initiates cor-
rective action; requisitions, stores, and
issues supplies and equipment; zeviews, con-
sblidates, and prepares technical, adminis-
trative, and personnel reports.

Recommendation, Skill Level 20
In the vocational certificate category or

in the loWer-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 4 semester hours in
basic procedures in hematology, 4 in basic
procedures in clinical chemistry and urinal-
ysis, 3 in basic procedures in immunohema-
tology sand serology, 3 in basic procedures
in medical bacteriology, and 2 in basic pro-
cedures in parasitology; for a total of 16
semester hours (3/76).

Recommendation, Skill Level 30
In the lower-division baccalaareate/asso-

date degree category, 16 semester hours in
advanced clinical chemistry, 8 in advanced
hematology, 8 in advanced medical bacteri-
ology, 4 in introduction to cytology, 4 in
parasitology, 4 in immunology, 4 in histo-
pathology, 4 in immunohematology and
blood banking, 4 in mycology, 4 in viro-
logy, and 2 in anatomy and physiology, for
a total of 62 semester hours (3/76).

Recommendation, Skill Level 40
In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-

ciate degree category, 16 semester hours in
advanCed clinical chemistry, 8 in advanced
hematology, 8 in advanced medical bacteri-
ology, 4 in introduction to cytology, 4 in
parasitology, 4 in immunology, 4 in lath-
pathology, 4 in immunohematology and
blood banking, 4 in mycology, 4 in viro-
logy, 2. in anatomy and physiology, 2 in
medical laboratory management, and 1 in
personnel supervision, for a total of 65 se-
mester hours (3/76).

MOS-92B-002
MEDICAL LABORATORY SPECIALIST

92B 10
92B20
92B30
92B40
92B50

Exhibit Dates: 9/76-Present.
-Career Management Field: 91 (Medical),
subfield 913 (Health Services).
Description -

Summary: Performs bloodbanking proCe-
dures and elementary and advanced exami-
nations of biological and environmental
specimens to aid in diagnosis, treatment,
and prevention of disease. Skill Level /as
Receives, logs, and files requests for labora-
tory examination and analysis; receives, col-
lects, and labels .specimens; ,calculates and
records results,of analyses; prepares,labora-
tory specimens for the determination of
parasites, plasmodium species, ABO group

.and Rh type blood; performs antii..an
globulin, nucrohematocrit, and manual he-
moglobulin procedures; performs manual
white-blood-cell counts; prepares and exam-
ines thin-blood film slides ands tain proce-
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dures; performs erythrocyte sedimentation
rate procedures; determines specific gravity
and performs chemical tests on urine to
detect glucose, protein, blood, ketones,
mucin, or melanogen; prepares urine'. sam-
ples for determination of pH, microseopic
examination, cells, and mucous threads; in-
noculates bacteriological specimens and
stains bacteriological smears and exartgptis
for stain reaction; prepares and sterilizes
culture media; performs manual biochemical
determinations on blood; examines semiau-
tomatically for chlorides, sodium, and po-

s.. tassium; performs basic serological screenz,
ing for' syphilis and rheumatoid arthritis;'
performs basic preventive maintenance on
laboratory equipment. Skill Level 20: Able
to perform the duties required for Skill
Level 10; performs bloodbanking and de-

laboratory, procedures related to
ispihunohematology, hematology, biocem-
istry, serology, bacteriology, and parasito-
logy; selects, pretests, and bleeds donors,
and stores and issues. blood; determines
ABO group and Rh type of donor and re-
cipient; performs -immunohematology tech-
gilik:iich as antibody titers and compete-

ting; prepares and stores blood
components; performs ABO subgrouping
and DU testing to detect antibodies; per-
forms complete blood count and cell
counts; performs coagulation tests; uses
automated, semiautomated, or manual pro-
cedures to determine cholesterol, total pro-
tein and A/G ratio, blood- pH, p0, and
pCO2; performs basic serology procedures
for syphilis, pregnancy, infectious mononu-
cleosis, and arthritis; prepares red cell sus-
pensions and diluti ; examines body fluids
and feces for pr ce of protozoa, hel-
minths, and extraint parasites; pre-

k pares and sterilizerculture media; inoculates
specimens for microscopic examination;
later, identifies, and studies microorganis
such as streptococcus, staphylococc
pneumococcus, and common gramnegative
organisms. Skill Level 30: Able to perform
the duties required for Skill Level 20; su-
pervises small medical laboratory or per-
forms advanced procedures in all phases of
blood banking and clinical laboratory test-.
ing, including virology, mycology,''histolo-
gy, and toxicology; performs complex labo-
ratory tests, examinations, and analyses
under general supervision and provides
technical assistance to subordinate person-
nel; performs cultures, antimicrobial sensi-
tivity determinations, and animal inocula-
tions, including those taken from autopsies;
performs -clinical parasitology procedures;
performs fluorescent antibody agglutination,
complement fixation, and other seriological
tests; processes tissue; performs biocheinical
analysis of blood, urine, sweat, and spinal
fluid for. carbohydrates, proteins, hemoglo-
bins, lipids, hormones, minerals, electro-
lytes, vitamins, enzymes, pigments, and
drugs; performs metabolic, liver function,
and renal function test, screens exfoliative,
cytology specimens;p rforrns complete
blood counts and identifies maturation
stages in normal and abnormal cells; per
forms special procedures in staining and.
preparing bone marrow smears, erythrocyte
osmotic fragility studies, lupus erythemato-
Sus determinations, detection of coagulation
disorders, complex electrophoresis studies,
and abnormal cell morphology in anemias
and leukemias; analyzes:, air, food, water;
and biological fluids for contaminants; su-
pervises operatOr-maintenance procedures.
Skill Level 40: Able to perform the duties

\ required for Skill Level 30; supervises
\medium-sized medical laboratory; develops
and supervises quality control measures and

. procedures; assigns duties; Organizes work
schedules; instructs subordinates; inspects
laboratory; supervises' operational- manne-
nance; determines personnel requirements
and prepares and conducts training pro-
gram; evaluates personnel performance; pre-
pares administrative, technical, and person-
nel reports; coordinates activities of medical
laboratories with other units of medical fa-
cility; assists laboratory officer in adminis-
trative matters. Skill Level 50: Able to per-
form the duties required for Skill Level 40;
supervises large medical laboratory activi-
ties.

,...Recommendation, Skill Level 10 .

In the vocational certificate category, 10
semester hours in a certified laboratory as-.
sistant program. In the lower-division bac-
calaureate/associate degree category, 15 se-
mester hours in a medical laboratory techni-
cian program (basic procedures in hema-

>rto1011Y, clinical Chemistry and urinalysis, ins-
munohematology and serology, medical
bacteriology, anciparasitology) (6/77).

Recommendation, Skill Level 20
In thesvocational certificate category, the

recommendation is the same as that for
Skill Level 10. In the lower-division bacca-
laureate/associate . degree category, 24 se-
mester hours in a medical laboratory techni-
cian program (hematology, immunology,
and immunohematology and blood banking;
and basic procedures in hematology, clini-
cal chemistry and urinalysis, immunohema-
tology and serology, medical bacteriolog.,
and parasitology) (6/77).

Recommendation, Skill Level 30 .

In the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation is the same as that for
Skill Level 10. In the lower-division bacca-
laureate/associate degree category, 54 se-
mester hours in a medical laboratory techni-
cian program (hematology, immunology,
immunohematology and blood banking, his
topathology, mycology, virology, anatomy
and physiology, cytology, parasitology, ad-
vanced clinical chemistry, advanced medi-
cal bacteriology, and advanced hematology;
and basic procedures in hematology, clini-
cal chemistry and urinalysis, immunohema-
tology and serology, medical bacteriology,
and parasitology). In ,the upper-diviiion
baccalaureate category, credit in medical
technology, chemist 9K and biology on the
basis of institutional evaluation (6/77).

Recommendation, Skill Levels 40 and 50
In the vocational certificate category, the

recommendation is .the same as that for
Skill Level 10. In the lower-division bacca-

' laureate/associate degree category, 54 se-
mester hours in a medical laboratory techni-

- cian programi (hematology, immunology,
immunohematology and blood banking, his-
topathology, mycology, virology, anatomy
and physiology, cytology, parasitology, ad-
vanced clinical chemistry, advanced medi-
cal bectpriology, advanced hematology; and
basic procedures in hematology, clinical
chemistry and urinalysis, immunohemato-
logy and serology, medical bacteriology,
and parasitology), 3 in personnel supervi-
sion, and 3 in principles of administration,
for a total. of 60 semester hours. In the
upper-division baccalaureate category,
credit, in medical technology, chemistry, bi-
ology,and medical facility management on
the basis of institutional evaluation (6/77).

,
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MOS-92C-001
PETROLEUM LABORATORY SACI'21ST

92C20
92C40

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-8/76.
Career Management Field: 92 (Petroleum).
Description

Summary: Performs or supeivisei phys-
ical and chemical tests on petroleum prod-
ucts to determine suitability for intended .

Am. Skill Level 20: prepares resents and
glassware; calibrates and standardizes labo-
ratory instruments; obtains petroleum test
samples; performs complete specificatiOn
testa, including determination of tetraethyl
lead in gasoline, oxidation stability of petro-
leum products, and water separation; per- ,

forms preventive maintenance on technical
laboratory equipment; uses adequate fire
prevention and safety control measures;
prepares layouts and installs equipment.
Skill Level 40 Able to perform the duties
required for Skill Level 20; supervises pe-

t. troleum !laboratory testing 'activities and
participates in quality surveillance pro-
grams; evaluates test results; supervises in-'
iection of anti-icing additives and corrosion"
inhibitors during pipeline transfers; estab-
lishes stock levels, and requisitions and
stores equipment, chemicals, reagents, and
reference fuels; determines methods of re-
claiming or downgrading contaminated and
deteriorated petroleum products; plans
work schedules, assigns duties, and trains
personnel in laboratory techniques; prepares
and reviews administrative and technical re-
ports; supervises from four to tenor more
persons.
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the lower4livision baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 6 semester hours in
petroleum products analysis, 3-in basiq,ana-
lytical laboratory, 2 in basic chemistry, 1 in
chemical safety, and 1 in rust aid, for a
total of 13 semester hours (5/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 6 semester hours in
petroleum products anIlysis, 3 in;basic ana-
lytical laboratory, 2-in basic chemistry, 1 in
chemical 'safety, 1 in first aid, 3 for field
experience in management, 3 in human rela-
tions, and 3 in personnel superviiion, for a
total of 22 semester hours (5/76).

MOS-92C-002

PETROLEUM LABORATORY SPECIALIST

92e10
92C20
92C30
92C40

Exhibit Dates: 9/76-Present.
Career Management Field: 92 (Petroleum).
Description

Summary: Perforins or supervises phys-
ical and chemical tests on petroleum prod-
ucts to determine suitability for intended
use. Skill Level 10: Prepares laboratory
equipment for operation; prepares reagents;
calibrates instruments; mobtams petroleum
test samples; performs 'preventive mainte-
nance on technical laboratory equipment;
performs specification tests, including water
content, sediment, color, carbon residue,
penetration, and oxidation stability; per-
forms quality surveillance tests; uses fire



prevention and `safety control measures.
Skill Level 211 Able tri perform the duties

uired for Skill Level 10_ and provides
technical guidance. to Skill Level 10 person-
nel; employs cooperative fuel research

lir' engine to test fuels; prepares laboratorf re-
ports; evaluates test results with specifics-
tion rNuirements,and makes product rec-
'ommendations. Skill. Level 30 Able to per-
form the duties required for Skill Level 20;
establishes calibration program; assist.% in es-'
tablishment or quality surveillance pro-
grams; supervises medium-sized petroleum
laboratory activities; plans work schedules
and assigns duties; makes inspections of lab-
oratory to insureproper procedures are
being followed and work is being done effi-
ciently; supervises inspection of anti-icing
additives and. corrbsion inhibitors during
pipeline transfers; supervises placement, set-
ting up, and maintenance of laboratory
equipment; coordinates petroleum product
storage and distribution activities; reviews
work reports and evaluates results; main-
tains inventory control and performs all re-
lated supply activity; insures adherence to
laboratory ,fire and safety procedures. Skill
Level 40 Able to perform the duties re-
quired for Skill Level 30; supervises large
petroleum laboratory; assists and plans qual-
ity surveillance operations; applies princi-
ples of OSHA and EPA regulations; deter-
mines methods of reclaiming or downgrad-
ing -contaminated and deteriorated petro-
leum products; performs quality surveil-
lance of loading and unloading bulk ship-

: ments to insure safety and to prevent con-
tamination; insures proper sampling and lab-
oratory analysis of petroleum products;
monitors sampling, testing, use, and blend-
ing of additives; mak'es reports on analysis
results, environmental considerations, con-
tracts for petroleum products, transporting,
and storage; generally strpervises from four
to ten persons
Recommendation, Skill Level 10

In the vocational certificate category, 3
semester hours in petroleum products analy-
sis, 1 in chemical safety, and 1 in first-aid,
for a total of 5 semester. hours. In the
lower-division baccalaureate /associate
degree category, .3 in petroleum products
analysis, 2 in basic chemistry, 1 in chemical
safety, and I in first aid, for a tottl of 7
semester hours (11/77).
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the vocational certificate categor5., 6
semester hours in petroleum products analy-
sis, 1,in chemical safety, and 1 in first aid,
for a total of 8 semester lours. In the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 6 semester hours in petro-
leum products analysis, 3 in basic analytical
chemistry laboratory,' 2 in basic chemiStry,
I in chemical safety, and I in first aid, for a
total of 13 semester hours (11/77).
Recommendation, Skill Level 30

In the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation Is the same as that for
Skill Level 20. In the lower-division bacca-
laureate/associate degree category, 6 semes-
ter hours in petroleum products analysis, 3
in basic analytical chemistry laboratory, 3
in personnel supervision, 2 in basic chemist
try, I in chemical safety, and 1 in first Md
for a total of 16 semester hours (11/77):
RecommendatiOn, Skill Level 40

In the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation is the same as that for
Skill Level 20. In the lower-division bacca-
laureate/associate degree category, 6 in pe-
troleum products analysis, 3 in basic analyt.,
ical chemistry labciratory, 3 in personnel su-
pervision, 3 in technical writing, 3 in human
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relations, 2 in basic chemistry, 2 in industri-
al safety,"I in chemical safety fl 1 in- first
aid, for a total of 24 sernestef lours. In the
upper-division baccalaureate ec tegory, 3 se-
mester hours for field experience in man-
agement (11/77).

MOS -92D -001

CHEMICAL LABORATORY SPECIALIST

92D20
92D40
92D50

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-2/77.
Career Management Field: 54 (Chemical).
Description (

Summary: Supervises or performs routine
chemical and physical tests in a chemical
laboratory. Skill'Level 20 Balances equa-
tions; knows and uses basic gas laws; per-
forms stoichiometric calculations; sets up
laboratory equipment for chemical and
physical tests; prepares and labels standard
solutions and reagents; performs field sam-
pling; routineutine laboratory analysis
of chemicals with established formulas and
procedures; conducts physical tests to de-
termine durability, strength, resistance
to effeCts of climate or ch- cals of items
such as clothing, shoes, paints, plastids,
metals, and ceramics; pe rms quantitative
and qualitative analyses, c cluchng micro-
analytical; performs toxicolo 'cal studies to
determine irritability and pe eability; de-
termines beta and gamma energies and half-
lives of unknown isotopes; keeps records
and repair reports; 'requisitions, receives,
stores, and inventories chemical supplies
and equipment; understands and applies
safety procedures. Nom: May have pro-
gressed to 92D20 from 54A10 (Chemical
Operations Assistant). Skill Level 4a...Able
to perform the duties required for Skill
Level 20; is a first-line supervisor of chemi-
cal laboratory personnel; estimates supply
requirements blsed on current and project--
ed workloads; improvises apparatus antl
procedures for special purposes; instructs
subordinatts in laboratory techniques and

. procedures. Skill Level 50: Able to perform
the duties required for Skill Level 40; is a
mid-level manager involved in planning, co-
ordinating, and supervising the activities of
a chemical laboratory; advises, company
commander on all matters concerning en-
listed personnel; assists company command-
er in planning and implementing unit train-
ing; coordinates operation of the unit food
service and supply activities:
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the vocational certificate category, 2
semester hours in a plied technical math-
ematics and 1 in nucal safety. In the
lower-division \baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 4 semester hours in intro-
ductory chemistry, 4 in analytical chemis-
try, 4 in applied organic chemistry, 2 in
basic instrumental analysis, 2 in applied
technical mathematics, 1 in radiochemical
laboratory, and 1 in chemical safety, for a
total of 18 semester hours (5/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the vocational certificate category, the
.recommendation is the same as that , for
Skill Level 20. In the loWer-division bacca-
laureate/associate degree category, 4 semes-
ter hours in introductory chemistry, 4 in
analytical chemistry, 4 in applied organic
chemistry, 3 in human relations, 3 in per-
sonnel supervision, 3 for field experience in

41:Y

management, 2 in basic instrumental analy-
sis, 2 in applied technical mathematics, I in
radiochemical laboratory, and 1 in chemical
safety, for a to Al of 27 semester hours (5/
76).

Recommendation, Skill Level SO
In the vocational certificate category and

in the lower-division baccalsiureate/isso-
date degree category, the recommendation
is the same as thakfor Skill Level 40. In the
upper - division baccalaureate category, 6 se-
mester hours for field experience in man-
agement, 3 in introduction to management,
and 1 in personnel management, for a total
of 12 semester hohrs (5/76).

MOS-921) L-002

CHEMICAL LABORATORY SPECIALIST

92D10
92D20

- 92D30
Exhibit Dates: 3/77-Present. Pending
anon.

MOS-93E-001
METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVER

93E20
93E30
93E40
93E50

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-Present.
Career Management Field: 00 (Exceptional
Management Specialties), ;airfield 000 (Spe-
cial Assignment).
Description

_Summary: Supervises or performs mete- ..°
prological observations and weather fore-
casts. Skill Level 20 Performs routine andr'r
special weather, Observations, emplo
basic meteorological' principles; takes
air observations by pilot balloon and
sonde systems; computes meteorolo
ballistic data; encodes meteorological
for transmission; interprets weather
and plots surface and upper air charts; per-
forms preventive maintenance on standard
and, special meteorological equipment. Skill
Level 30: Able to perform the duties re-
quired for Skill Level 20; provides weather
forecasts from surface and upper air mete-
orological charts; performs climatological
analyses for use in research and develop-
ment activities; prepares and issues routine
and severe' weather warnings. Skill Level
40: Able to perform the duties required for
Skill Level 20 or 30; supervises the making
and reporting. of meteorological- observa-
tions, forecasts, and special warnings; pre-
pares, administers, and monitors meteoro-
logical team operations; supervises the prep-
aration of routine and special reports; con-
ducts on-the-job training; supervulei611 or
more persons. Skill Level 50 Able ilb per-
form the duties required for Skill Level 30
or 40; serves as the principal noncommis-
sioned officer of meteorological teams; it
the division level, coordinates activities and
use of meteorological teams; gathers and
analyzes material foil' the improvement of
meteorological training; supervises 29 or
more persons.
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 3 semester hours in
meteorology, 3 in meteorological instrd-
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ments, 3 in' weather observing, 3 in math-
ematics, and 2 in electrical and eleCtronics
laboratory, for a total. of 14 semester hours
(11/75).
Recommendation, Skill Level 30

In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 3 semester hours in
meteorology, 3 in meteorological instru-
ments 3 in weather observing, 3 in In.ath-
emetics, 3 in weather station operation, 3 in
climatology, and 2 in electrical and elec-
tronics laboratory, for a total of 20 semester
hours (11/75).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 3 semester hours in
meteorology, 3 in meteorological instru-
ments, 3 in weather observing, 3 in math-
ematics;- 3 in weather station operation,.3 in
climatology, 3 in human relations, 3 for
field experience in management, and 2 in
electrical and electronics laboratory, for a
total of 26 semester hours.. (11/75) p
Recommendation, Skill Level 50

In the lOwer-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate.degree category", 3 semester hours in
meteorology, 3 in meteorological instru-
ments, 3 in weather observing, 3 in math-
ematics, 3 in weather station operation, 3 in
climatology, 3 in human relations, 3 for
field experience in management, 3 in intro-
duction to management, and 2 in electrical
or electronics laboratory, for a total of 29
semester hours. In the upper-division bacca-
laureate category, 3 semester hours in
human relations and 3 for field 'experience
in management (11/75).

4IP

MOS-93F-001
BALLISTIC METEOROLOGY CREWMAN -

93F20
93F40

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-8/76.
Career Management Field: 17 (Combat Sur-
veillance and Target Acquisition), subfield
172 (Target Acquisition).
Description

Summary: Supervises or participates in
the operation of a meteorology observation
station to obtain and report atmospheric
data for artillery target acquistion. Skill
Level 20: Operates and calibrates meteoro-
logical equipment; assembles, tests, and cali-
brates radiosonde transmitter and recorder; -.
uses basic principles of meteorology in the
evaluation and conversion of radiosonde
data into data on temperature; humidity, at-
mospheric pressure, and wind speed and di-

' rection; performi operator maintenance on
radio direction finder and other meteoro-
logical equipment; records data on charts.
Skill Level 40: Able to perform the duties
required for Skill Level 20; supervises lip-

,. proximately 12 persons in the operation of
the meteorological observation station and
the use of both ground and airborne equip-
ment; using a basic knowledge of meteorol-
ogy, assures proper calibration of electronic
equipment and computation of recorded
data; supervises routine maintenance of me-
teorological and communication equipment;
establishes and maintains liaison with other
weather installations both within. and out-
side the Army.
Recommends n, Skill Level 20

In the v ational certificate category, 2-
semester hours in meteorology, 2 in general
science, 2' in instrumentation and calibra-
tion, and 1 in technical writing, for a total

of 7 semester hours. In the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2
semester hours in meteorology, 2 in general
science, 2 in instrumentation and calibra-
tion, 2 in map treading, 1 in technical writ-
ing, and 1 in electronics, for a total of 10
semester hours. (3/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation is the same as that for
Skill, Level 20. In the lower-division bacca--
laureate/associate degree category, 2 semes-
ter hours in meteorology, 2 in general sci-
ence, 2 in instrumentation and calibration, 3
in personnel * supervision, 1 in technical
writing, 3 in human relations, 2 in map
reading, 3 for field experience in manage-
ment, and 2 in electronics, for a total of 20
semester hour's (3/76).

MOS-93F-002
FIELD ARTILLERY METEOROLOGICAL

CREWMA
93F10
93F20
93F30
93F40

Exhibit Dates: 0/76-Present.
Career Management Field: 13 (Field Artil-
lery), subfield 132 (Field Artillery Target
Acquisition Operations).
Description

Summary: Supervises or participates in
operation of field artillery meteorological
observation station. Skill Level /a. Operates
meteorological equipment in meteorological
observation station; participates in asse bly
and emplacement of meteorological uip-
ment and appropriate generators; ope tes
recorders; plots pressure and wind data;
sembles and disassembles balloon Milan
and launching equipment; inflates and
leases balloons; assembles, tests, and adjus
radiosonde transmitter; evaluates and con-
verts raw temperature, density, and wind
data; performs operator maintenance on
equipment. Skill Level 20: Able to perform
the duties required for Skill Level_10 and
provides technical guidance to Skill Level
10 personnel. Skill Level 30: Able to per-
form the duties required for Skill Level 20;
serves as team chief during periods of ex-
tended operation; checks data and records;
examines samples of data for qualit con-
trol. Skill Level 40: Able to rm the
duties required for Skill Lev 30; super-
vises operation of meteorolo cal section or
station; selects station site; supervises em-
placement, installation, call ration, mainte-
nance, and operation. of equipment; super-
vises preparation and distribution of balltstic
meteorological messages; assigns, instructs,
and supervises' crewmen; reviews, consoli-
dates, and prepares technical,. personnel,
and administrative reports.
Recommendation, Skill Levels 10 and 20

In t ational certificate category or
in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 1 semester hour in
meteorology, 2 in general, science, 2 in in-
strumentation and calibration, 1 in technical
writing, and 1 in map reading, fora total of
7 semester hours (4/77).
ReCommendation, Skill Level 30

In the vocational certificate' category, the
recommendation is the same as that for
Skill Levels 10 and 20. In the...lower-divi-
sion baccalaureate/issociate degree catego-`
ry, 1 semester hour in. Meteorology, 2 in

g neral science, 2 in instrumentation and
ibration, I in technical writing, 1 in map

reading, and 2 in personnel supervision, for
a total of 9 semester hours (4/77).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the vocational certificate category, 2
semester hours in meteorology, 2 in general
science' 2 in instrumentation and calibra-
tion, 1 in technical writing, and 1 in_map
reading, for a total of 8 semester hours. In
the lowe'r-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category,,2 semester hburs in meteo-
rology, 2 in general science, 2 in inatrumen-
tenon and calibration, I in technical writ-
ing, 1 in map reading, 4 in personnel super-
vision, 3 in human relations, and 3 for field
experience in management, for a total of 18
semester hours (4/77). -

MOS-93H-001
AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL (ATC) TOWER

OPERATOR

93H20
93H40

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-2/76.
Career Management Field: -65 (Transporta-
tion), subfield 655 (Air Operations).
Description

SumMary: Provides control tower and
non-radar approach control services for
military and civilian air traffic. Skill Level
20: Holds an FAA control tower operator
certificate; controls air traffic operating
under visual flight rules in the vicinity of
the control tower; coordinates movements
of aircraft operating under instrument flight
rules with civil air traffic facilities; issues
instructions to aircraft in accordance with
published FAA and Army procedures and
regulations; operates radio equipment, light
signals, airport lighting systems, idterphone
equipment; keeps records, statistics, and re-
cordings of radio communications; uses the
operational features of various electronic
navigation facilities and systems; informs
aircraft personnel of hazardous conditions;
prepares notices to airmen (NOTAMS).
Skill Level 40: Able to perform the duties
required for Skill Level 20; supervises Skill
Level 20 personnel; establishes training pro-
grams and conducts on-the-job training in
air traffic control operations; administers
safety programs; supervises the preparation
of interfacility agreements; prepares recom-
mendations for changes to air traffic control
regulations; supervises inspections of the fa-
cility's navigational aids and radio commu-
nications equipment..
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the vocational certificate category or
in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 6 semester .hours in
air traffic control, 6 in air traffic manage-
ment, and 3 in federal aviation regulations,
for a total of 15 semester hours. In the
upper-division baccalaureate category,
credit on the basis of institutional evaluation
(2/75).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the vocational certificate category or..1
in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 6 semester hours in
air traffic control, 6 in air traffic manage-
ment, 3 in federal aviation regulations, and
4 in personnel management, for a total of 19
semester hours. In the upper-division bacca-
laureate category, 6 semester hours in air
traffic' operations or air traffic control 'or
aviation management and additional,credit

I-



on the basis of institutional evaluition (2/

4)
75).%

MOS-93H-002
Am TRAFFIC CONTROL (ATC)-ToWER

OPERATOR

93H10
93H20
931130
93H40

Exhibit Dates: 3/76-Present. a.

Career' Management Field: 65. (Transports;
tion), sublield 655 (Air Operations).
Description

Summary: Proes control tower and
non-radar approach control services for
military and civilian -air traffic. Skill,Level
10.- Operates air traffic control tower and
controls military and civilian aircraft during
take-off, flight, and landing under Visual
Flight Rules (VFR), Special Visual Flight
Rules (SVFR), and Instrument Fli ales
(IFR); issues special instructions to
concerning airfield facilities,
landing areas, obstructions, 1

flying areas, restrictions, local re
weather advisories, and observed- hazards
that affect the safe operation of aircraft;
keeps records and liatutics, including, tape

-recordings of voice radio communications,
on daily air traffic operations; processes int
coming and outgoing flight data informa-
tion and analyzes air traffic; operates air-
field lighting systems, light signals, and non-

' radar approach control boards; employs
aeronautical charts, maps, radio, and
ground communications; applies FAA and
Army air traffic rules and regulations and
may hold an FAA-control tower operator
certificate; controls vehicular traffic on -air-
port movement area. Skill Level 20: Per-
forms the du required for Skill Level 10
and pro technical guidance to Skill
Level to personnel. Skill Level 30: Able to
perform the duties required for Skill Level
20; serves as shift supervisor or facility
chief; supervises inspection procedures, site
operation,. and record keeping; prepares
shift duty rosters; 'administers facility train-
ing programs and on-the-job training. Skill
Level 40: Able to perform the duties re,

'-quired for SkilkLevel 30; as ATC tower
chief, plans, oiWnizes, and supervises air
traffic control tower activities. assigns
duties, spot-checks work performed, in-
structs subordinates in work techniques and
procedures, cootdinates work activities, and
establishes and supervises on-the-job train-
ing programs; prepares technical, personnel,
and administrative reports; may be a desig-
nated FAA control tower operator examin-
er. .
Recommendation, S kill Level 10

In the vocational certificate category or
in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 6 semester hours in
air traffic control, 6 in air traffic manage-
ment, 3 in federal aviation regulations, and
2 in office 'practice, for a total of 17 semes-

- ter hours (6/76);
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the vocational certificate Fategory or
in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 6 semester hours in
air traffic control, 6 in air traffic manage-
ment, 3 in federal aviation regulations, and
2 in office practices, for a total of 17 semes-
ter, hours. In the upper-division baccalaure-
ate category, credit in air traffic operations

rs,
y
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required for 93J40 and 93H40 (Air Traffic
Control Tower Operator) and supervises
these personnel; supervises all air traffic
control operations in a large facility; assigns
'personnel. establishes physiMil layout of
work sites and insures all efficient and safe
environment; reviews, consolidates, and
prepares technical, personnel, and adminis-
trative reports covering all phases of air
traffic.control operations.

'emendation, Skill Level 10
In the vocational certificate category or

in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 6 semester hdurs in-
air traffic control, 6 in air traffic manage-
ment, 3 in federal aviation regulations, and
2 in office practices, fOr a total of 17 semeti-
ter hours (6/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level' 20

In the vocational certificate category or
in the lower-division baccalaureate/asap-1
date degree category, 6 semester hours in
air traffic control, 6 in air traffic manage-
ment, 3 in federal aviation regulations, and
2 in office practices, for a total of 17 Semes-
ter hours. In the upper-division baccalaure-
ate category, credit in air traffic operation.,
or aviation management on the basis of in-
stitutional evaluation (6/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 30

In the vocational certificate category or
in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 6 semester hours in
air traffic control, &in air traffic manage-
ment, 3 in federal aviation regulations, 3 in°

o personnel supervision,. 3 in organization and
management, and 2 in office practices, for a
total of 23 semester hours. In the upper-
division- baccalaureate category, 'credit in
air traffic operations or aviation manage-
ment on the basis of institutional evaluation
(6/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the 'vocational certificate category or
in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 6 semester hours in
air traffic control, 6 in air traffic manage-
ment, 3 in federal aviation regulations, 6 in
personnel supervision, 3 in organization and
management, .3 in human relations, and 2 in
office practices; for a total of 29 semester
hours.. In the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 6 semester hours in air traffic op-
erations or aviation management, and addi-
tional credit on the basis of institutional
evaluation (6/76).

on the-basis of instabtional evaluation (6Z
76).

RetOmmendation, Skill Level 30
In the vocational certificate category at.

in the ,lower-division baccalaureate/aa
date degree category, 6, semester hours in .
air traffic control, 6 in air traffic manage-
meet, 3 in federal aviation regulations, 3 in
personnel supervision, 3 in organization and
management, and 2 office practices, for a
total of 23 semeste hours. In the upper-
division baccalaur to /associate degree cat-
egory, credit in traffic operations or avi-
ation management on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation' (6/76).
Recommendation, Skill Level 49.

In the vocational certificate category or
in the lower-division baccalaureate /asso-
ciate degree category, 6 semester hours in
air traffle control, 6 in air traffic manage-
ment, 3 in fedeFal aviation regulations, 6 in
personnel superAsion, 3 in human relations,
3 in organization and management, and 2 in
office practices,- for a total of 29 semester
hours. In the upper-division, baccalaureate
category, 6 semester hours in air traffic op- .
erations, air traffic control, or aviation Man-
agement and additional credit on the basis
of institutional evaluation (6/76).

MOS-93J-001
ATC (AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL) RADAR

CONTROLLER

93J10
93J20
93J30'

93J40
93J50

Exhibit Dates: 3/76-Present.
Career Management Field: 64 (Transporta-
tion), subfield 644'(Air Operations).
Description

Summary: Provides air traffic control ser-
vices, employing radar, during aircraft de-
parture, flight, and approach. Skill Level 10
Provides terminal and approach control ser-
vices for aircraft during take-off, flight, and
landing; operates radar, issues special air
traffic control 'instructions, keeps, records,
processes and analyzes air traffic data, and
installs and moves ATC radar and associat-
ed equipment; applies FAA and Army air
traffic rules and regulations; may 'hold an
FAA radar controller certificate. Skill Level
20: Performs the duties required for Skill
Level 10 and provides technical guidance
to Skill Level 10 personnel. Skill Level 30:
'Able to perform the duties,. required for
t; Skill Level 20; serves as shift supervisor or
facility chief; supervises record keeping and
radar scope alignment procedures; adminis-
ters facility training programs; prepares
duty rosters; prepares recommended
changes to air traffic control regulations.
Skill Level 40: Able to perform the duties`
required for Skill Level 30; serves as air
traffic control chief at a terminal and ap-
proach control facility; inspects_ facilities,
prepares operating standards, evaluates op-
erations, and recommends changes; moni-
tors the handling and storage of tape-re- C
corded conversations tween air traffic
control personn and raft pilots and
other ATC facilities; arran es for training
and certification of subord to personnel
and instructs personnel in A ..procedures
and FAA regulations; records
and statistics on daily ai traffic operations.
Skill Level 50: Able to perform the duties

4 1

Recommendation, Skill Level 50
In the vocational certificate category

in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree. category, 6 semester hours in
air traffic control, 6 in air -traffic manage-
ment, 3 in federal aviation regulations, 6 in
personnel supervision, 3 in organization and
management, 3 in human relations, and 2 in
office practices, for a total of 29 semester
hoUrs. In the upper-division:baccalaureate
category, 6 semester hours in air traffic op-
erations or aviation management, 6 for field
experience in management, 3 in introduc-
tion to management, and 3 in personnel
management, and additional credit for an
internship in education on the basis of insti-
tutional evaluation, for a minimum total of
18 semester hours (6/76).

MOS-948-001
FOOD SERVICE SPECIALIST

94B20
94B40

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-9/74.
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Career Management Field: 94 (F0c'd Ser-
vice).

Description
Summary: Procures, prepares, and cooks

food; identifies and uses appropriate equip-
meat. Skill Level 2(2- Prepares meats, fruits,
vegetables, salads, desserts, beverages, and
dairy products for perving; performs small-
scale baking and meat cuttini; bPmates and
performs preventive maintenance on kitch-
en equipment; has:, knowledge of hygiene
and sanitation procedures. Alternative job
paths are availallas with assignment eh'as cook leading 1111rdining facility manager
or meatcutter leading to chief meatcutter.
Skill. Level 40 Able to perfpmt the duties
requiredjor Skill Level 20; supervises the
scheduling of personnel and facilities and
the preparation of foods; inspects food prior
to serving; suPerviles operation and mainte-
nance

mainte-
nance of When equipment; supervises pro-
curement and storage of food; applies ac-
counting procedures; maintains inventories,

NOTE:
and files; completes aPPIWriste

re-ports. NOTE: May lave progressed to
94B40 from 94B20 or 00420 (Enlisted
Aide).

Recommendation, Skill Level 20
In the vocational certificate category or

in the lower-division baccalaureate/ass
ciate degree category, 6 semester hours OS
quantity food preparation and 3 in kitchen

ti inand 3 food service operations
rhae duty assignment was wok; and 3 in
meat cutting. Og' the duty assignment was
meatcutter: for a"- maximum total of 15 se-
mester hours (1/75).

Recommendation, Skill Level 40
In the vocational certificate category, 6

semester hour's in quantity food preparation,
-3 in kitchen operations, and 2 in bookkeep-
ing; and 3 in food service operations if e
duty assignment was cook and 3 in meat
cutting if the duty assignment was meatcut-
ter, for a maximum total of 17 semester
hours. In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 6 semester hours
in quantity food preparation, 6 for a food
service internship, 3 in kitchen operations, 3
in menu planning, 3 in personnel supervi-
sion, and 3 in human relations; and 3 in
food service operations if the duty assign-
ment was cook and 3 in meat cutting if the
duo, assignment was meatcutter: for a maxi-mum total' of 30 semester hours. In the
upper-division. baccalaureate category, 6 se-
mester hours for food service internship
(5/76).

MOS-94B-002

FOOD SERVICE SPECIALIST

94B10
94B20
94B40

Eahlbit Dates: 10/74-.8/76.

Carter Management Field: 94 (Food
vice).

Description
Summary Procures, prepares, and cooks

food; identifies and uses appropriate equip-
ment. Skill Level 10 Either has undergone
on-the-job training program in food prep-
aration and serving techniques or has re-
cently completed a program of instruction
in the basic principles of food preparation

Ser-

and service; under the supervision of an
experienced cook, weighs," blends, mixes,
and cooks food in accordance with pre-
scribal procedures; wishes, peels; cuts, and
dices fruits, vegetables. meats, salads, and
dairy products; prepares simple soul*
sauces, and gravies; under the supervision
of an experienced baker, prepares simple
baked items, including breadstuffs and des-
serts; assists in receiving and storing food
and supplies; operatel and performs preven-
tive maintenance on food service equip-
ment; portions and serves, ,food on serving,
line; applies required sanitation procedures
in handling,"storing, preparing, and serving
food. Skill Level 20- Able to.perforni the
duties required tor Skill Lever10; prepares '
meats, fruits, vegetables, salads, desserts,
beveratO, and dairy products for serving;
perfor small-scale, baking and meat cut-
ting; operates and performs preventive
maintenance on kitchen equipment; has
knowledge of hygiene and sanitation proce-
dures. Alternative job paths are available
with assignment either as cook leading to
dining facility manager or meatcutter lead-
ing to chief meatcutter. Skill Level 40 Able
to perforni the duties required for Skill
Level 20; supervises the scheduling of per-
sonnel and facilities and the preparation of
foods; inspects food prior to serving; super-
vises operation and maintenance of kitchen
equipment; supervises procurement and
storage of food; applies accounting proce-
dures ;, maintains inventories, records, and
files; completes appropriate rpports. NOTE:
May have progressed to 94R40 from. 94E20
or 00H20 (Enlisted Aide).

Recommendation, SkM.Level 10
In the vocational certificate category or

in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 3 semester hours in
quantity food preparation, 1 in kitchen op-
erations, and 1 in food service operations,
for a totl of 5 semester hours (5/76).

itecommendadon, Skill Level 20
In the. vocational certificate category or

in the lower-division baccitlaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 6 semester hours in
quantity food preparation and 3 in kitchen
operations; and 3 in food service operations
if the duty assignment was cook and 3 in
meat cutting if the duty' assignment was
meatcutter: for a" maximum total of 15 se-
mester hours (1/75).

Recommendidon, Skill Level 40
In the vocational certificate' category, 6

semester hours in quantity food preparation,
3 in kitchen operations, and 2 in bookkeep-
ing; and 3 in food_service operations if the
duty assignment was cook and 3 in meat
cutting if the duty assignment was meatcut-
ter; for a maximum total, of 17 semester
hours. In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 6 semester hours
in quantity food preparation, 6 for a food
service internship, 3 in kitchen operations; 3
'in menu planning, 3 in personnel supervi-,
sion, and 3 in human relations; and 3 in
food service operations if the duty assign-
ment was cook; and 3 in meat cutting if the
duty assignment was meatcutter; for a maxi-
mum total of 30 semester hours. In the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 6 se-
mester hours for a food service internship
(5/76).

MOS:9411-003

Foon SERVICE SPECIALIST

94B10
' '94B20

94B30
`94B40
94B50

Exhibit Dates: 9/76-Present.

Career Management Field: 94 (Food Ser-
vice).

Description
Summary.-- Procures, p an d cooks

food; identifies mull uses app priate equip-
went. Skill Leve-la- Either undergone
on-the-job training program food prep-
aration and serving techiques r has repent-
ly completed a program of instruction in
thp basic principles of food preparation and
service; under the supervissoli'of an. experi-
enced cook, weighs, blenda, mixes; and
cooks food in accordance th prescribed
procedures; washes, peels, ' uto, and 'dices
fruits, vegetables, meats, and dairy
products; prepares simple So Ps, sauces, and
gravies; under the superyisitin of an experi-
enced baker, prepares simple baked items,
including breadstuffs and desserts; assists in
receiving and storing food and'supplies; op-
crates and performs preventive maintenance
on food service equipment; portions and
serves food on serving line; applies required
sanitation procedures in handling storing,
preparing, and serving food. Ski Level 20:
Able to perform the duties required for
Skill Level 10 and provides guidance to
Skill Level 10 personnel; prepares meats,
fruits, vegetables, salads, desserts, bever-
ages, and dairy ptoducts for serving; per-
forms small-scale baking and meat cutting;
operates and performs preventive mainte-
nance on kitchen equipment; has knowledge
o8 'hygiene and sanitation procedures. Skill
Level 30: Able to perform the duties re-
quired for Skill bevel 20; supervises, as first

'cook, the scheduling of personnel and'facili-
ties and the preparation of foods; inspects
food prior to' serving; supervises procure-
ment and storage of, foods. Alternative job
Paths are available With ,assignment either
as cook (leading to dining facility manager)
or as meatcutter (leading to chief meatcuti
ter). Skill Level 4 Able to perform the

work
duties rseqhoeuirredacooforrdStilel Lerovemul30;rerdevoieoelopso;

maintains records and files; applies account-
ing procedures. to operate within budget;
prepares reports; serves as dining facilities
manager. Skill Level 50 Able to perform
the duties required for Skill Level 40; has
management responsibilities at the staff
level, including developing plans and con-
ducting evaluations; develops, coordinates,
implements, ancladviseson food programs;
evaluates operation of dining and serving
areas, kitchens, field bakeries, and food ser-
vice/training facilities, and maintenance of
ecpfipment; is a member of the menu board;
assists 4i menu development; may be in
coniple* charge of food service operations,
during partial unit deployment or at a large
facility with multiple food service outlet,

studies on food service
aperePartivitie:s.rePmb and

Recommendation, Skill Level 10
In the vocational certificate Category or

in" the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 3 semester hours in
quantity food preparation, I in kitchen op-
erations, and 1 in food service operations,
for a total of S semester hours (11/77). ,



Recommenthition; Skill Level 20 ,

In the vocational certificatejOategory or
in the lower-division baccalaureat/associate
degree category, 6 semester hours in quanti-
ty food preparation, 3 in kitchen operation,
and 1 in food-service operation, for a total
of 10 semester hours (11/77),
Recommendatioh, Skill Level 30

In the vocational certificate category, 6
semester hours in quantity food preparation,
3 in kitcheh operations, andl in food ser-
vice operations; and 2 additional semester
hours in food' service operations if'duty as-
signment was cook and3 in meat :nutting14

. the duty assignment was ineatuiter; for .

maximum total of 15 semester,hours. In the
lower-division ,baccalauteate/associate,
degree category, 6 semester hours in quanti-
ty food preparation; 3 in kitchen operations,;
3 in personnel supervision, 3 for field exi?)e-
rience in food-service, and Fin food service
operations; and 2 additional semester hours
in food service operations if the duty assign-
ment was cook; and 3- in meat cutting if the
duty assignment was meatcutter; for a. maxi-
mum total of 21 semester hours (11/77).
Recbinmendation; Skill Level 40 .

In the vocational certificate caiegory, the
recOmfitendation is the' same as that for
Skill Level 30. In the lower- division bacca-
laureate/associate degree category, 6 semes-
ter hours in quantity food preparation, 3 in
kitchen operations, 3 in.personnel supervi-
sion, 3 in human relations, .3 for field expe-
rience in food service, and" in food service
operations; and 2 additional semester hours
in food service operations if the duty assign-
ment was coOand 3 iri,meat cutting, if the
duty assignment was ineakutter; for a maxi-
mum total Of 24 semester hours (11/77).
Recommendation, Skill Level SO

In the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation is the ;same as that for
Skill Level 30. In the lower division bacca-
laureate/associate degree category, 6 semes-
ter hours in quantity food preparation, 3 in
kitchen operations, 3 in personnel supervi-
sion, 3 in human relations, 3 in report writ-
ing, 3 in communication skills (oral), 3 for
field experience in food service and 1 in
food service operations; and 2 additional se-
mester hours in food service operations if
the duty assignment was cook and 3 in meat
tutting if the duty assignment was meatcut-
ter; for a maximum total of 30 semester
hours. In the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 6 semester hours for a food ser-
vice internship (11/77).

MOS-94D-001

-BAKER

94D20
24D40 ,

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-8/76., (Effective Q/76,
MOS 94D was discontinued and its func-
tions were incorporated into MOS 94B,
Food Service Specialist.)
Career Management Field: 94 (Food Ser-
vice). ,

Description
Summery : Prepares and Nakes breads and

pastries, using and maintaihing specialized
b'a'kery equipment. Skill Level 20: Able to
perform the duties required for 94B10
(Food. Service Specialist); identifies. mea-
sures, and incorporates ingredients into
breads or pastry doughs; controls times and
temperatures of mixing and fermentation
periods:' divides, molds, and shapes breadi

p

I
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and pastry pproducts; prepares fillings and and estimates the number of persons to be
icings and.fills and decorates baked pastries;
slices andwraps baked bread; operates and
'performs preventive maintenance on 1

bakery equipment. Skill Level, 4o: A :to ity and quantity standards; inspects pre-
perform the duties required for Skill LeVe1 pared food for palatability and appearana
20; supervises the operating shifts' in the.' and tb determine conformance with menuspreparation' of breads and pastries; main, and recipes; inspects hospital food servicetaint the daily 'ingredient consumptiOft and facilities and,initiates apwopriate correctiveproduction schedules; instructs lower-skill- action to reMove dfitriencies; superviseslevel personnel id acceptable baking tech- procurement, storage, distribution, account-niques and in the proper operation of equip-, ing for, and serving of food in a hospitalmerit. adjusts baking formulas, production
processes and procedures to changing con- food service; conducts classroom and on-
ditions; inspects personnel, supply and the job training for subordinate personnel.
baking areas, and equipment for cleanliness Skill. Level .50 Able to perform the duties
rind proper operation; may participate in required for Skill Level 40; directs the op-
site selection of field bakeries. eration of a hospital food service; imple-
Recommendation, Skill Level 20 ments preventive medical and environmen-

In the vocational .certificate category or tai hygiene practices; advises _superiors on\
in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-- food. service equipment layout and space

design; prepares budgets, reports, account-
ing reports, and audits for the hospital food
service; supervises the preparation of pur-

and 2 in food service operations, for a total chase requisitions for hospital food service
of 12semester hours (5/76). supplies and equipment.
Recommendation, SIdll,Level 40

In the vocational certificate category, 6
semester,hours in baking and bakery oper-
ations 3 in quantity food preparation, 1 in
kitchen operations, 2 in food service oper-
ations, and 2-in bookkeeping, for a total of

^,14 semester" hours. In the lOwer-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 6
semester hours in baking and bakery oper-
atiots, 3 in quantity food, preparation, 3 for
an internship in baking, 3 in personnel sti-
pervision, 3 in human relations, 1 in records
administration, 1 in kitchen o erations, and
2 in food service operations, r, a total of
22 semester hours. In the u er-division
baccalaureate category, 3' sem, ter hours
for an internship 11. bakery ope ations (5/
76).

,

fed; schedules and supervises food prepara
tion; inspects food preparation for confor-
mance with dietetic requirements, and qual-

mate degree, category, 6 semester hours in
baking and bakery operations, 3 in quantity
food preparation; 1 in kitchen operations,

Recommendation, Skill. Level 20
In the vocational certificate category, 6

semester hours in quantity food. preparation,
3 in kitchen operations, and ,3.in food ser-
vice operations, for a total of 12 semester
hours. In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 6 semester houTs
in quantity food preparation, 3 in kitchen
operations, 3 in food service operations, 2
in ,nutrition, 2 in diet therapy, and 1 in

- menu panning, foi a total of 17 semester
hours (5/76).

Recommendation; Skill'Level 40
: In the vocational certificate 'category, 6
semester hours in quantity food preparation,
/3 in kitchen operations, 3 in' food service
operations, in bookkeeping, and 1 in hy-
glene and, sanitation, for a total of 15 semes-

: ter hours,. In the lower-division baccalaure-
/ ate/associate degree categOry, 6 semester

hours for a, food service internship, 6 in
quantity food preparation, 3 in personnel
supervision, 3 in menu planning, 3 in human
relations, 3 in kitchen operations, 3 in fOod
service operations, 2 in nutrition, 2 in diet
therapy, 2 in accounting, 2 in purchasing,
and 1 in hygiene and sanitation, for a total
of 36 semester hours. In the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 6 semester 'fidurs
for field experience in management, 3 in
introduction to management, 3 in food ser-
vice equipment layout design, 3 in records
adthinistration, 3 in industrial arts education
(food-4ervice), and 1 in diet' therapy, for a
total of 19 semester hours (5/76).

MOS-94F-001

tiOSPITAI: FOOD SERVICE SPECIALIST.

94F20
94F.40

Exhibit Dates!4 F5 10/73 -8/761
Career .Management Field: .94 (Food Ser4
vice).

Description
Summary: Assists in the planning and im-

plementation of the food service program in
hospitals; prepares, cooks, and serves foods
to patients and staff Skill Level 20: Able
perform the duties required for 94810
(Food Service Specialist); measures, weighs;
blends, and mixes various. foodstuffs; roasts,
fries, broils, boils, and stews meats; prepares
fruits, vegetables, salads, desserts, bever-:
ages, and dairy products; bakes yeast
breads, quick breads, pies, cakes, and cook-
ies; sets up and serves regular and modified
diets for patients; assembleS and checks pa- ,
tient trays; instructs patients on modified
diets to aid them in food selection; -main-
tains records as to patient food preferences
and diet changes and adjusts diet menus;

_prepares food in accordance with instruc-
tions from dietitiori or physician; performs
preventive maintenance on kitchen equip-
ment. Skill Level 40: Able to perform the
duties required for Skill Level 20; super-
vises food production or diet therapy activi-
ties in a- hospital; plans and prepares hospi-
tal menus for regular and modified diets

1'

Recoinmendation, Skill Level 50,
In the vocational certificate category, 6

semester hours'in quantity food preparation,
3 in kitchen operations, 3 in food service
operations, and 2 in bookkeeping, for a total
of 14 semester hours. In the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 6
semester hours in quantity food preparation,
6 for a food service internship, 3 in menu
planning, 3 in personnel supervision, in
human relations, 3 in kitchen operations, 3
in food service operation, 2 in nutrition, and
2 in diet therapy, for ai total of 31 semester
hours. In the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 6 semester hours for a food ser-
vice internship (5/76).
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MOS44F402
11154P1T4TOOD SERVICE SPECIALIST

'?.;1 94F10

"94Fkr:"'
94F40
94F50

Exhibit Dates: 9/76-Present.
Career Management Field: 94 (Food Ser-
vice).
DescriPtIon

Sumnuto Assists in the planning and im-
Plementatidd of the food service program in
hospitals; prepares, conks, and 'serves food
to patients and staff. Skill Level 10: Mea-
sures, -weighs, blends, and mixes various

, foodstuffs; roasts, ,fries; broils, boils, and
stews meats; prepares fruits, vegetables,
'salads, desserts, beverage's and dairy prod'-
acts; bakes yeast breads, quick breads, pies,
cakes, and cookies; sets up and serves regu-

, lax and modified diets for patients; assem-
bles and checks atient trays; instructs
tients on modified diets to aid them in food
selattion; maintains records as to patient
food, preferences and diet changes and ad-
justs diet menus; _prepares food in accor-
dance with instructions from dietitian or
physiCian; Performs preventive maintenance
on' kitchen equipment. Skill, Level 20: Able
to perform the duties required for Skill
Level 10 and provides technical guidance
to Skill Level 10 personnel; ensures adher-
ence to procedures, temperatures, and time
periods in food 'Preparation; writes and ad-
justs individual standard diet menus; partici-
pates in planning of food service activities;
conducts food acceptability studies; applies
storage standards; completes food produc-
tion forms and records; monitors tasks in
support of. patient' tray service operation,
including preparation, assembly,. and deliv-
ery. to wardsC Skill Level 30: Able to per-
form the duties required for Skill Level 20;,`
supervises food production or diet therapy
activities in "a hospital; plans aacrid prepares
hospital menus for regular and modified
diets and estimates.the number of persons to
be fed; schedules and supervises food prep -'
oration; inspects food preparation for don-
fdrmance with dietetic requirements and for
quality and quantity standards; inspects pre-
pared food for palatibility and appearance
and to determine conformance with menus
and recipes; inspects hospital :food service
facilities and initiates appropriate corrective
action to remove deficiencies; supervises
procurement, storage, distribution, account-
ing for, and serving of food in a hospital
food.' service; 'conducts classroom and on-
the-job training 'for subordinate personnel.
Skill Level 40 Able to perform the duties
required for Skill Level 30; performs super-
visory duties; develops, coordinates, imple-
ment% and advises on food programs; eval-
uates 'ands designs improvements in food,
prograiss and training programs; assists in
preparatiot of hospital food service' budget.
Skill Level 50: Able to perform the duties
required for Skill Level 40; prepares biidget
and determines financial_ requirements; in-
structs military and civilian personnel;' uti-
lizes office management. techniques; advises
superiors on food service equipment layout
and space design.
Recommendation, Skill Level 10

Id the vocational certificate category, 6
semester hours in quantity food preparation.
In the lower-division baecalaureate/asso-
Mate degree category, 6 semester hours in
.quantity food preparation, 3 in. nutrition, 2

in diet therapy, and .1 in, food service ad-
ministration and sanitation, for a total of 12
semester hours (6/77).
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the vocational certificate, category, 6
semester hours in quantity lbod preparation,.
and 3 in kitchen operation% In the lower-
division baccalaureate /associate degree coi-

f' egory, 6 semester hours in quantity food
preparation; 3' in nutrition, 3 in kitchen op-
erations, 2 in diet therapy, and .1 in food
service administration and sanitation, for a
total of 15 semester hours (6177).
Recommendation, Skill Level 30

In the vocational certificate category, 6
semester hours in quantity food.preparation
and 3 in kitchen operations. In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree...cat-
egory, 6 semester hours in quantity food
preparation, 3 in nutrition, '3 in_liitthen -op-
erations, 2 in diet therapy, 2 'In personnel
supervision, and 1 in Soo,d s vice .admuus.

credit
ration,

p on the
basis of institutional evaluation, for a mini-
mum total of 17'semester hours (6/77).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the vocational certificate category, 6
semester !fours in quantity food preparation,
3 in kitchen operations, and 2 in bookkeep-
ing, for a total of 11 semester hours. In the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 6 semester hours in quanti-
ty food preparation, 3 in nutrition, 3 in
kitchen operations, 3 in personnel supervi-
sion, 3 in human relations, 2 in diet therapy,
and 1 in food service administration and
sanitation, and additional credit in menu
planning, in food service operation, and for
'a food, service internship on,the basis of
institutional evaluation, for a minimum total
of 21 semester hours.. In the upper-division
baccalaureate category, credit for a food
service internship on the basis of institutici-
al evaluation (6/77).
Recommendadon,.Skill Level 50 ,

In the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation is the same as that for
.Skill Level 40. In the lower-division bacca-
laureate/associate degree category, 6 semea-
ter hours iniquantity food preparation, .3 in'
nutrition, 3 in kitchen operations, 3 in per-
sonnel supervision,' 3 in human relations, 2
in diet iherapY,". l accounting, and 1 in
food service administration and sanitation,
and additional credit in menu planning, in
food service operations, and for a food ser-
vice internship on the basis of institutional

. evaluation, for a minimum total of 22 se-
mester hours. In 'the upper-division bacca-
laureate category, 6 semester hours- for field
experience in management and 3 in food
service equipment layout design, and addi-
tional credit in introdUction to management,
industrial arts (food service), and diet ther-

1*- spy on the basis of institutional evaluation,
for a minimum total of 9 semester hours (6/
77).

trillion and sanitation, and
in menus planning, food Beryl
and for a food !Service in

MOS-94Z-001

FOOD SERVICE SUPERVISOR

94Z50
.... Exhibit Dates: 10/73-8/76. (Effective-VIC,

MOS 94Z was discontinued and its func-
tions were incorporated into MOS 94B,
Food Service Specialist.)
Career 'Management Field: 94 (Food Ser-
vice).

4

Description
1. Able to perform the duties required for
94840 (Food Service Specialist) or. 94D40
(Baker); supervises, food preparation and
food service activities; supervises' procure-
ment, storage, distribution, receipt, prepara-
tion, and serving of food; evaluates and de-
signs improvements to the food program;
prepares reports and studies on food service
activities and .programs; supervises .food
cost control system, accounting, and mone-
tary alloViance ration; ..computes nutrition
requirements; develops or analyzes menus;
supervises field feeding operations and the
maintenance of field equipment.
Recommendation

In the vocational certificate category, 6
semester hours in quantity food pmaration,
3 in :kitchen opelitions,' 3 in fo service
okra-non% and 1 in hygiene and sanitation,
for a total of 13 semester hours. In the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 6 semester hours in quanti-
ty food preparation, 6 for a food service
internship, 3 in personnel supervision, in
menu planning, 3 in human relations, 3 in
kitchen operations, 3 in food service oper-
akons, 2 in accounting, 2 in purchasing, and

hygiene and sanitation, for a total of 32
semester hours. In the upper-division babes-
laureate category, 6 semester hours for field
.experience in management, 3 in uc-
don to management, 3 in records
tration, 3 in industrial arts education (food

. service), and 3 in food service equipment
layout design, for a total. of 18 semester
hours (5/76),

MOS-95B-001
MILITARY POI-ICEMAN

95B10
95B20`
95B40
95B50

Exhibit Dates: 10/7j-8/75.
Career, Management Field: 95 (Law En-
forcement)..
DestriMion

Sunimaiy:, Functions as a police -officer,
vehicular traffic, investigating

crimirs,>iind. safeguarding lives ATI property
in a setting; functions as a guard
for e detention' facility or temporary con-
fineness' facility, controlling property and
dangefbiil.and hostile personnel by served
lance,' searching, and . movement control;
conducts inspections of and writes techmenl.
reports on, problematical social interaction;
presents evidence and testifies in court. Skill

°Levina.
Under supervision functions as a

poke patrolman. Skill Level 20 Functions
as a senior police patrolman on a. team or
alone; conducts preliminary investigations.
Skill Level 40:' Functions as a first-line su-

."pqrvisor, overseeing several police officers;
2..teViews written reports;; nantains record

Systems. Skill Level 50. As an administrator
and planner at the mid- management levcJ,
oversees first-line supervisors of police or-
ganizations or units; knoWs and .applies per-
sonnel and office management principles.
NOTE: May have progressed . to 95850. ..

from .95B40 or 95D20, 96D30, or 95D40
(Asaistaiii"Speeial Agent).
Recommendation, Sidll Loll IC
; In the vocational oertifillitc category, -the
lower-division* liaCcalaureate/associate
degree category, or the upperdivision bac-
calaureate category, 3 semester hours in .



law enforcement; police administration, or
criminology (1/75).
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the vocational certificate category, the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree. category, or the upper-division bac-
calaureate category, 6 semester' hours in
law enforcement, police administration, or
criminology (I/75).-
Recommendation Skill Level 40

In the vocational certificate categgry, the
loWepdivision baccalaureate/associate

. :degree category, or the upper-division bac-
calaureate, category, 9 semester hours in
laW enforcement, police administration, or
criminology (1/75).
Recommendation, Skill Level 50

In the. yocational.certificate category, the
low vision' baccalaureate/associate
deg ategoryor the upper-division bac-
calau to category, 12 semester hours in
law enforcement, 'police administration, or.
criminolOgy (1/75).:

MOS -95B -002\ .

MILITARY. POLICE

95810
95820
95830
95B40
95850

Exhibit Dates: 9/75:-Present.
Career Management Field: 95 (Law En-
forcement),
Description, . .

SW71771217' Performs law enforcement and
traffic control duties; provides security for
temporary detention rfacilities, individuals,
and rban or industrial communities; con-
d is arrests, searches and seizures of per-

ns and property in consonance with cur-
ent legal rulings; collects evidence anTtesT.

timony for presentation in court; maintains
records for the lave enforcement component
of the criminal justice system. Skill Level
10: Performs as a trainee policeman under
close supervision. Skill Levi 20: Serves as a
senior policeman on a:team or alone; pre-
pares records and reports. Skill Level 30: Is
a first-line supervisor of smal' groups of

. policemen; maintains record system and, re-
views reports; conducts crime :prevention
'firiefings; performs preliminary. investisa-

. ' lions.` Skill 'Level 40: As a mid-level man-
ager, supervises and directs thepolice oper-

'afions ,of a larger Police .Organization; re-
views reports and maintains records; assists
in the planning, coordination, and adminis-
tration of police activities. Skill Level sa
lerves as4he principal administrator of a
jolice organization, correctional facility, or
',/criminal investigation agency; coordinates,

inspects, and directs subordinates. NOTE:
May have progressed to 95B50 from 951340,
93C50 (Correctional Specialist), or 95D40
(Assistant Special Agent). ,'

Recommendation, Skill Level 1fi ,

In the -vocational certificate category or
in the lower-division baCcalaureate/asso-
ciate, degree category, credit in police sci-
ence, law 'enforcement; or 'criminology on
the basis of institutional. evaluation (11/75).
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the vocational certificate category. or
in the lower-division baccalaureate/arss6i
ciate degree category, 3 semester honr.s
Police science, law enforcement, or crimi-

. A nology (11/75).
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RectiinmendatiOn, Skill Level 30 "-

In the vocational certificate categOrY , or
in The. lower-division baccalaureate/44.3o-
ciate degree category, 6 semester hOurs:lh,
corrections or cruninglOgy. In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 3' semester
hours in correctional adinnustration and 3
in criminology (11/75).
Recommendation, Skill Level 4012

In the vocational certificate category or
in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate 'degree category, 12 semester hours in
corrections or criminology. In the upper-
division baccalaureate category,' 6 semester
hours in correctional administration, 3 id':
criminology, and 3 in' introduction to man:
agement, for a. total of 12 semester hours
(11/75). .

Recommendation, Skill Level'50
In the vocational certificate categOry, dr

in the loWer-division 'baccalaureate/ass°-
elate degree category, "18 semester 'hours in
corrections or criminology. In the upper-
division baCcalaureate category, 6 semester
hours in correctional administration; 3 in
criminology, 3 in introduction to manage-
ment, and 6 for field 'experience in manage-
ment; for a total of 18 semester hours (11/75).

'Recommendation; SkillLevel 30 .-
1 In the vocational Certificate category, the

. baccalaureate/associate
degree category, or the Upper-division bac-
calaureate category, 6 semester hours in
police law' enforcement, or crimi-
nology (II/75).
Recommendation; Skill Level 40

In, the vocational certificate category, in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category or in the upper-division
baccalaureate category,. 12 semester hours '
in police science, law enforcement, or
criminology (11/75):.
Recommendsticin, Skill Level 50

In the vocational: Certificate category, the
recommendaticin is the same as that .f01-
Skill Level 40. In the lowerAivision' bacca-
laureate/associate degree category or in the
upper-division baccalaureate 'category, 12
semester hours in police science, law en-
forcement, or criminology, 3 for field expe-
rience in management, and 3 in introduction
to management, for a total of 18 semester
hours (11/75).

MOS-95C-001
CORRECTIONAL SPECIALIST

95C10
95C20
95C30
95C40

`''95C50
. Exhibit Dates: 9/75-Present.
.,..,Career Management Field: 95 (Law En-

forcement).
Description

Summary: Functions as a correctional Of-
ficer, providing rehabilitative, health, wel-
fare, and security services to prisoners
within a correctional' facility; conducts In-
spections; prepares written reports; coordi-
nates activities of inmates and facility staff
personnel. Skill Level 10: Under supervision,

',functions as a detention guard or correc-
tional officer. Skill 1.ffel 20: Functions as a
correctional officer;" provides individual
counseling and guidance to prisoners within
a rehabilitative program. Skill Level 30:
Functions as a first-line supervisor of up to
ten correctional ,officers; prepares or re-
views reports and records or individuals
and programs ;' provides formal counseling.

'Skill Level ,40: As a mid-level manager, su-
pervises and coordinates an:correctional,
custodial, treatment, and rehabilitative ac-
tivities of inmates and up:to 100 staff mem-,
bens in a local correctional facility contain-
ing as many als'250 prisonersi, responsible
for adininistrative inspection and review of
all records, reports, and activities; furnishes
recommendations to superiors regarding
clemency, restoration to duty, and further
reatment of inmates; advises superior on
atters concerning enlisted personnel under
s supervision. Skill Level 50 Supervises

and coordinates inmate and staff' tivities
In a large,consolidated correctional facility;
as'an.,achninistiator, plans, coordinates, and

-implements all Connseling, rehabilitative,
mei, correctional programs fin a permanent
facility containing 250 or more prisoners;
equivalent.. to a 'federal maximum security,
prison Warden.
Recommendation, Skill Levels 10 and ?,o

In the vocational' Certificate 'category or
in the.; lower-division- baccalaureatefasso-f
elate 'degree categoryi: 3 serneStOr hours in
corrections or criminology (11/75).

f 4
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MOS-Om-on
ASSISTANT SPECIAL AGENT.

95D10 0 .

95D20
95D3.0 .

95D40
Exhibit Dates: 9/75-Present.
Career Management Field: 95
forcement).
Description

Summary: Investigates incidents and of-
fenses, and inquires into complaints, involv-
ing government property and soldiers. Skill
'Level 10: Under extremely close supervi-
sion, performs criminal investigations and
physical and perstmal security. activities;

cameras and sury
sketches;

equipment;
operatesprepares ,reports

small arms weapo ts, searches, and
interviews suspec ips prepare legal
cases; gives court mony and presenta-
lions. Skill Level 20: Able to perform the ,
duties required for Skill Level 10; under'
close supervision, conducts criminal investi-
gations, physical and personal security ac-
tivities, and crime prevention programs;
prepares and reviews case reports and
sketches of crime scenes; supervises the use
of cameras and ,surveillance . equipment.
Skill Level 30: Able to perform the duties
required for Skill Level 20; under general
supervision, conducts criminal investiga-
tions, physical and personal security activi-
ties, and crime prevention .programs; pe,r-
forms as the senior member of an investiga-
tion team responsible for arrest,
interview of Violators 'of Incas; preprares and
presents oral and physical evidence iii'
court. Skill Level 40: Able to perform the.
duties recluired:for. Skill Level 30; as a ,chief
assistant investigator, performs as' sole rEsi-
dent agent at isolated 'locations or super-

' vises lower-ranked investigincirt; supervises
or performs criminal investigations, physical
and personal security activities, and crime
prevention programs; reviews, ' prepares,
gind maintains,tsse and office records;'..pre-
pares cases :for presentation in Court; main -
tains custody of evidence.

(Law' En-
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rcoiololecwiliothn pecoorsordnninaei

and, preparation of. relports on captured

,
,'Recommendation, skill Level 10 . tracts and .opllates intelligence information

In the.vocational certificatecategory. or r.rom various publications, docurnen 'and
in the loWer-division baccalaureate/asso- .

ciate degree category, ;,,6.semester hours, in .

media. Skill Level 40: Able to the
duties required for SkilliLeve r 30;

police science and administration, law en-
forcement, or criminology. In the upper-

Se., rVeS as a chief strategic intelligencvana,

division baccalaureate category, credit in
police science and administration, law en-, ,, evel; supervises and

iYst and'as a first -line supervisor for inteili
ente operations teams at the loWei,unit

cool. inates the Prep--
forcement, or criminology on the basis of
institutional evaluation (12/75).

aration of intelligence reports and '. . parespre

Recommendation, gun Level 20
consolidated reports containing maps, aerial

In the "vocational certificate category or chief editor or censor for intelligence infor
in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso. illation. Skill Level 50: Able to pftrform the
date degree category, 9 semester hours =in duties required for Skill Level 30 or 40;
police science and administration, .law en- ' ,,1, serves as chief 'operations and intelligence

. forcement, or criminologY.-In theliPPeF- ' sergeant at Military units as large as a divi-

forcemept, or criminology on the basis of training of 'tactical and technical operations
police science and administration,

institutiq-nal evaluation (12/75).

credit in '. intelligence activities Per
law en- . talking to organizations; supervises

division baccalaureate category,

Recommendation, Spoil Level JU-
Iri the vocational certificate category or 151 intellisegervncese 'asopeirnastritruonostoarndin

... of intelligence secticips within
: commands; 'assists superiors' in the appraisal

training

in the lower-diVision baccalaureate /assn-
. ' ciate degree category, 12 semester hours in 'Procedurd and operations.

forcement, or criminology._ In the upper-
Recommendation, Skill Levels 20 and 30lice. stience and administration, law en-

diyision baccalaureate category, credit in
police science and administration, law en
forcement, or criminology on the basis of
institutional evaluation (12/75)
Recommendation, skill Level 40,

In the vocational certificate category or
in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate .clegreecategory, 13. semester hours in
police science and administration, law en-
forcement, or criminology, 3 in police su-
pervision, and 3 in office management, for a
total of 21 semester , hours. In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 6 semester
hours in public administration, and addition - '.
al credit in police supervision and in crimi-

-nology, law enforcement, or police science
and adMinistration on the basis of institu-
tional evaluaticiir (12/75).

MOS-96B-401

INTELLIGENCE ANALYST

96B20
96B30

_ 96B40
96B50

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-8/76.
Career Management Field: 96 (Military .In-
telligence).
Description

Summary.' Assembles, integrates, aria-
lyzes, and. disseminates intelligence informa-
tion collected, from tactical, strategic, and
technical sources; functions: as a mail exam-
iner, file-clerk, editor, and censor; analyzes .

, intelligence information serves as
country or geographic aea specialist. Skill
Level 20: Performs the duties of mail clerk;
collects and analyzes intelligence infoinia-
tion on unit personnel strengths and.disposi-
tions; draws maps depicting personnel and
equipment locations. collates and summa-
rizes in -report form data concerning enemy
organizations and personnel; edits and cen-
sors inforMation and co munications prigs
to publishing or br dcasting.. Skill Level

to perform the duties required for
Skill. Level 20; perfo s the duties of intel-
ligence analyst with ;Mina' supervision;. is
a country or geographic ;iirea sPedaligt;
gists in the collection'af military, economic,
political, sociological, and 'geographic infor-
mation; prepares and reads related charts:.
graphs, tables',,:and other graphic aids; ex-

enemy material; prepareif drafts. of -intelli-' :''
gence reports; reads Skill Liod-36t.

infOrmation; edits, oinpletes,. and ,disiemi-
uates intelligence

Able to ,.i.

ance to lower-gra& ifersonnel; supervises ,,,

Pemrtil the duties required for -

skill Level 20 and 'provides technical guid-

ing intelligence training programs;. assists in

receiPts.analysts. and storage of intelligence

:establishing personnel security; assists ill the

reports; assists in conduct-

serves as senior intelligence editor or as an

aolnilditarygeo,grewhnioomiporroalitirieaton;,

chief; suPervises from four

perform the duties required for Skill L6.,el.
30; serves as a, chief stratestic intelligence

intel-
ligence operations
analyst or as a first-line

sion of Combined information/intelligence
coordination centers; conducts general in-
telligence training programs;
coo d'

supeivisei and

and
the preparation of intelligence

reportsseineng s.mParriespar.aeesri-ai.congitdao,grtedaphs,repoaortsd

technical data; conducts current situation
briefings; may also supervise personnel.

',".. holding. MOS 96C (Interrogator). Skill,
Level 30: Able to perform the _duties re
mitred for Skill -Level 40; serves.tis chief
.operations-and intelligence sergetint,of-targe ,

: iid;':,.assists ',shPerViSOrs in :,,tlfe 7 appraisal of
. militarYl'units; supeses intelligence, iictivi7.

lliisesg"etthe -training of Periminel assigned

su-

ligence sections; supervises up- to 200 per-
to tactical and technical operations of intel-

soPeintnrves. NOTE: May

and :operations;

96B50 from 961340
...ay have progressed to

or 96C40 (Interrogator).
Recommendation, Skill Level 10

In the vocational 'oerificate category or in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in cleri-1/t7)
RecnmmendationSkul-Livel 20 .

cal practices (1

In the vocational certificate category or
in the lower/division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate, degree category, 3 semester hours in
clerical', practices; 3'; -in records administra-
tion, and 1 Minap..teading, for a total of 7
semester hours.( I 1/77),
Recernmendation, Skill Level 30

4V :the vocational certificate category or '
,

in 'the ower-diVision baccalaureate/ass°.
degree

on, 3 in technical
clerical Practices, 3 in 7ecords' administra
d

- ,

semester hours inciate deg 3

(11/77).

Writing, and, 1 in map
reading, for a total -of 10 semester hours

, ^ In the vocational certificate categorY or
in the lower-division baccalatireate/asso-
ciate degree category, 3 semester hours, in
clerical practices and 3 in records adminis_
tration (1/75), -.'. '

. .7

Recommendation, Skill Leve1,40
In the vocational certificate category, tile

lower-diyision baccalaureate/associate ;1E,-
gree category, or the upper-diviiion'bacca-
laureate category; 3 semester hours in cleri-
Val practices, 3 in records administrate
and 3 in personnel management, fo o
of 9 semester hours (1/75).
Recommendation, Skill Level Sti..

lowIn the
vocational certificate category, the

er-division baccalaureate/associate de-
gree category, or the upper diyision bacca-
laureate category, 3 semester hours in cleri.
cal practices, 3 in records adMinistration, 6
rh personnel management, and 6 for field,
experience in education, for a total of 18
semester hours (1/75).

MOS:-9618-002

INTELLIGENCE A,NALYST

"96a10-,
96B20
96B30
96E00.:
9450'

E;hibit Dates: 9/76-Present..
Career Management Field: _96 (Military In-
telligence); subfield 962 (Technical Intent-

, Bence Production).-
: Deieription

Summary: Assembles, integrates, ana,
lYzes, and disseminatd intelligence informa-
tion collected from tactical, 'strategic and

''°rtnation and
sources; aesnaaslyzaesc. oinutnetlrliygeonrcein.

geo-
graphic area specialist; may function
censor, editor, mail examiner" or file clerk.
Skill Level 10: PrpcesSes indbming reports
and messages; assists in maintaining intent-

, Bence records, files,-..and situation maps; as-
sists impreparation f consolidated reports,
maps, overlays, and aerial photographs;
Proofreads and 'assembles individual ,intelli-
ge ports; Safeguards classified f a_

non; assjsIs in integration of information.
Skill Level 20: Able'to perform the duties
required for Skill Levet 10; analyzes intelli-
gence holdings and identifies intelligence

Recommendation,,skin Level 40
In the vocational certificate,category, 3

'iserecraii

:hoids 11/77)

in technical writing 3 in oral communica-
tion,

.reading, for
tion, 3 in Personnel supervision, and 1 in

,

inatiocnie;r1'.3cal.in

ptecraChtniiCeScal, .:4:riitn..

ling, 3 in oral communicationi-and 1 in map
'reading; for a total of 13 semester hours. In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree categhty? 3 semester, boars in cleri
cal practices, 3 in records' administration, 3

, ,
a total, of 16 semester

Recommendation, skaaio 50
In the vocational certificate category, the

recommendation is the same as that for
Skill Level 40. In the ,upper-division bacca-
laureate category, 3 semester *hours An man-
agement

t ,

problems, 3 for field experience in
management, and 3 for a practicum in edu-
cation, for a total of 9 semester hours (11/
77). -.



MOS-96C-001
INTERROGATOR

96C20
96C30
96C40
94C50

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-8/76.
,Career Management Field: 96' (Military In-
telligence).
D,escription

Summary: Supervises and Conducts inter-
rogations in foreign language; able to per-
lorns the duties required for MOS 04B
(Translator-Interpreter). Skill Level 10: Se-
lects persons to interrogate by examining
biographical records; questionatprisoners of
war, enemy deserters, and civilians in for-,

reign language; verifies information by corn-
--parison with other interrogators, docu-

ments, and intelligence reports; prepares re-
ports on interrogations performed. Skill
Level 30: Able to perform the duties re-
quired for Skill 'Level 20; participates in
difficult interrogations to insure accurate
exchange of ideas and information; checks
interrogations for adequacy of coverage;
edits translated questions, reports, and other
written materials of interrogators for accu-
racy and clarity. Skill Level 40: Able to
perform the duties required for Skill Level

-30; is a first-line supervisor of 15 or more
persons in an interrogation section; plans
and organizes work schedules.gnd assigns
interrogators to specific tasks; waists, offi-
cers in intelligence operations; assists with
the instruction and training of interrogators;
collects, prepares, and distributes material
on intelligence operations; establishes and
keeps file of language reference materials.
S4111 Level 50: Able to perform the duties
strquireci for Skill Level 40; is a mid-level
manager; assists superiors in intelligence op-.
erations and training situations for strategic'
intelligence interrogation activities; super-
vises ...and inspects duties performed by
lower-skill-level personnel;. collects, pre-
pares, and distributes material and data on
Intelligence, operations, and training; ad-
vises company commander on all enlisted
personnel matters; coordinates operation of
comflety food service and supply activities;
directs and coordinates company adminis-
tration. NOTE: May have progressed to
96C50 from 96C40, 96C30, c, or 04C2L
(Eipert Linguist).
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the vocational certificate category, 3
semester hours in typing, 2 in report writ-
ing, and 1 in filing, for a total of 6 semester
hours. In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 3 semester hours
for field experience in translating, 3 in writ-
ten communication skills, 2 in English
grammar, 2 in report writing, 2 in typing,
and 1 in filing, for a total of 13 semester
hours.-In the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 3 semester hours for field experi-
ence in interpreting. NOTE: Add credit for
the specific foreign language in accordance
with the recommendation in the formal
course section opf the Guide to the Evalua-
tion of 'Educational Experiences in the Armed
Services (5/76).
ReCommendation, Skill Level 30

In the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation_ is the same as that for
SkillLevel 20. In the lower-division bacca-
laureate/associate degree category, 3 semes-
ter, hours -for field experience in translating,
3 in written communication skills, 2 in Eng-
lish grammar, 2 in report writing, 2 in edit-
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ing, 2 in typing, and 1 in filing, for a total
of 15 semester how. In the upper-division
ilaccalaureate category, the recommenda-
tion is the same as that for Skill Level 20.
NOTE: Add credit for the specific foreign
language in accordance with the recom-
mendation in the formal course section of
the Guide to the Evaluation of Educational
Experiences in the Armed Services (5/76).
Rectimmendation, Skill Level 40

In the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation is the same as that for
Skill Level 20. In the lower-division bacca-
laureate/associge degree category, 3 semes-
ter hours for field experience, in iyarislitfing,
3 in written communication skilli, ltinver-
sonnet supervision, 3 in human relations, 3
for field experience in management, 2 in
English grammar, 2 in report writing, 2 in
editing, 2 in typing, and 1 in filing for a
total Of 24 semester hours. In the upper-

qiivision baccalaureate category;-the recom-
mendation is the same as that for Skill
Level 20. NOTE: Add credit for the specif-
ic foreign language in accordance with the
recommendation in the formal course sec-
tion of the Cultie to the Evaluation of Edu-
cationa( Experiences in the Armed Services
(5/76). -

Recommendation, Skill Level 50
In the vocational certificate category or

in the lower-division. baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, the recommendation
is the same as that fgr Skill Level 40. In the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 6 se-
mester hours for field experience in Man-
agement, 3 in introduction to management,
3 in personnel management, 3 in records
administration, and 3 for field experience in
interpreting, for a total of 18 semester
hours. NOTE: Add credit for the specific
'foreign language in accordance with the
recommendation in the formal course sec-
tion of the Guide to the Evaluation of Edu-
cational Experiences- in- the Armed Services
(5/76).

MOS,96C-002
INTERROGATOR

96c I0
96C20
96C30
96C40

Exhibit Dates: 9/76-Present.
Career Management Field: 96 (Military In-
telligence), Subfield 962 (Technical Intelli-
gence Production).
Description

Summary: Conducts and supervises inter -
roggtions in foreign language; knows geog-
raplhy, political system, economic system,
culture, and customs of the countries in
which the foreign language is spoken; pre-
pares translation reports. Skill Level 1.0:
Conducts interrogations in foreign language
of prisoners of war, enemy deserters, civil-
ians, and refugees obtain information
necessary for the Afevelopment of military
intelligence; comp es and verifies informa-
tion ()Wined with information contained in
other interrogation reports, captured docu-
ments, and intelligence reports; prepares
notes and keeps detailed records on all in-
terrogations performed; translates and pre-
pares summaries, extracts, and full transla-
tions of written foreign material (directives,
records, messages, combat orders, technical
publications) into English; translates speech-
es, announcements, radio scripts, and other

materials into foreign language for use in
non-English speaking countries; types trans-
lated materials; establishes referenseaes of
translation materials; establishes rence
files of translation materials. Skill Level 20:
Able to perform the duties required for
Skill Level 10; provides technical guidance
to lower grade personnel; reviews and edits
translations. Skill Level 30 Able to perform
the duties required for. Skill Level 20 and
provides technical guidance to lower grade
personnel; performs more difficult interro-
gations and translations, including Vcientific.
Information; determines requirements for
summaries, extracts, or complete transla-
tions of documents; performs .as a team
chief for interrogations and translator/inter- \,/f-
pretation functions; monitors inteftogations
and translations for accuracy, adequacy, r
and completeness; organizes and conducts
on-the-job training; assists in preparation
and presentation of information to superi-
ors. Skill Level 40: 'Able to perform the
duties required for Skill Level 30; super-
vises an interrogation center br interroga-
tion, translation/interpreter section; plans
and organizes work schedules; assigns spe-
cific tasks; plans training activities; insures
establishment of required filei and prepara-
tion of required reports.

Recommendation, Skill Levels 10 and'20
In the vocational certificate category, 3

semester. .hours in typing, 3 in record keep-
ing, 3-in report writing, and 2 in filing, for
a total of I I semester hours. In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree cat-
egory, 6 semester hours in social science, 3.
in typing, 3 in report writing, 3 in oral
communication, and additional credit. in
area studies on the basis of institutional
evalugion, for a minimum total of 15 se-
mestef hours. NOTE: Add credit.,...for the
specific foreign language in accordance
with the recommendation in the formal
course section of the Guide to the Evalua-
tion of Educational Experiences in the Armed
Services (11/77).

Recommendation, Skill Level 30
In the vocational certificate category, the

recommendation is the same as that for
Skill Levels 10 and 20. In the lower-divi-
sion baccalaureate/associate degree catego-
ry, 6 semester hours in social science, 3 in
typing, 3 in report writing, 3 in oral com-
munication, and 3 in personnel supervision,
and 'additional credit in area studies on the
basis of institutional evaluation,, for a mini-
mum total of 18 semester hours. NOTE:
Add credit for the specific foreign language y
in accordance with the recommendation in
the formal course section of the Guide to
the Evaluation of Educatiohdl Experiences in
the Mrmed Services (11/77).

Recommendation, Skill Level 40,
In the vocational certificate category, the

recommendation is the same as that for
Skill Levels 10 and 20. In the lower -divi-
sion baccalaureate/associate degree Catego-
ry, the recommendation is the same as that
for Skill Level -30. In the' upper-division
baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in
Personnel management, and additional
credit in area studies, for field experience in
management, and for a practicum, in educa-
tion, on the basis of institutional evaluation.
NOTE: Add credit for the specific fOreign
language in accordance with the recom-
mendation in the formal Course section of
the Guide to the Evaluation of Educational
Experiences in the Armed Services (11/77).
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MOS-96D-001

IMAGE INTERPRETER

96D20
96D40
96D50

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-8/76.
Career Management Field: 96 (Military In-
telligence).
Description

Summary/ Interprets aerial and ground
imagery developed by photographic and
electronic means. Skill Level 20: Utilizes
principles and techniques of photogram-
metry and employs electronic, mechanical,
and optical devices, to study and interpret
photographs and photographed scope pre-
sentations produced- by radar and infrared
sernory devices; prepares map overlays,
charts, mosaics, and other graphics, com-
putes distances and field coordinates; pre-
pares graphic and written reports on imag-
ery interpretation findings. Skill Level 40:
Able to perform the duties required for
Skill Level 20; supervises image imegreta-
tion activities; plans and organwork
schedules, assigns duties, and instructs sub-
ordinates. in proper work techniques;., estab-
lishes and maintains files. Skill Level 50:
Able to perform the duties required. for
Skill Level 40; is a mid-level manager serv-
ing as the principal noncommissioned offi-
cer in a headquarters or as the first sergeant
of a company; assists in planning,,coordinat-
ing, and supervising .all activities relatett to
imagery interpretation; advises superiors on
all personnel matters and is responsible for
carrying out personnel actions; directs train-
ing; serves as inspector; prepares reports on
intelligence, operations, and training; may
serve as chief instructor at a formal training
facility.
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In tile vocational certificate category, 3
semester hours in map reading and 2 in
mechanical drawing. In the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours in map -reading, 3 ill photo -
grammetry, 3 in aerial photographic inter-
pretation, 2/ in mechanical drawing, 2 in
technical Mathematics, and 1 in technical
writing, for a total of'14 semester hours (6/
76).

Recomniendation, Skill Level 40
In the vocational certificate category, the

recommendation is the same as that for
Skill Level 20. In the lower - division bacca-
laureate/associate degree category, 3 semes-
ter hours in map reading, 3 in photogram-
metry, 3 in aerial 'photographic interpreta-
tion, 3 in technical writing, 3 in human rela-
tions, 3 in personnel supervision, 3 for field
experience in management, 2 in mechanical
drawing, and 2 in technical mathematics,.
for a total of 25 semester hours (6/76).
R_ecommendation, Skill Level 50

In the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation is the same as that for
Skill Level 20. In the lower-division Niece-
laure'ate/associate degree category, the'aec-
ommendition is the same as that for Skill
Level 40. In the upper-division biccalaure-
ate category, 3 semester hours in introduc-
tion to management, 3 in personnel manage-
ment, 3 in office management, and 3 for
field experience in management, fora mini-
mum total of 12 semester hours; and, if the
duty assignment was chief instructor at a
formal training facility, 3 additional semester
hours for an internship in education, for a
total of 15 semester hours (6/76).

Ep1113FTS

MO D-002
IMAGE INTERPRETER

96D10
96D20
96D30
96D40
96D50

Exhibit Dates: 9/76-Present.
Career Management Field: 96 (Military In-
telligence), subfield 962 (Technical Intelli-
gence).
Description

Summary: Interprets aerial and ground
imagery developed by photographic and
electronic means. Skill Level 10 Utilizes
principles and techniques of photogram-
metry and employs electronic, mechanical,
and optical devices to study and interpret
photographs; assists in preparation of map
overlays, plots; mosaics, charts, and other'
graphics; computes distances and field co-
ordinates; assists in the preparation of writ-
ten reports on image interpretation findings.
Skill' Level 20: Able to perform the duties
required for Skill Leiel 10 and provides
technical guidance to Skill Level 10 person-
nel; studies and interprets imagery pro-
duced by aerial sensor systems and hand-
held camera; determines physical and cul-
tural features of the landscape; prepares
maps, conducts briefings, computes
and volumes. Skill Level 30: Able to
form the duties required for Skill Level
supervises image interpretation activiti
prepares and edits reports; establishes and
maintains report and phdto library; plans
and organizes work schedules and assigns
duties; instructs subordinates in proper
work techniques. Skill Level 40. Able to
perform the duties required for Skill Level
30; assists in planning activities related to
image utilization; instructs subordinates in
proper image interpretation techniques; su-
pervises preparation and maintenance, of
files. Skill Level 50: Able to perform the
duties required for Skill Level 40; is a mid-
level manager at company and higher level;
prepares, coordinates, and supervises activi-
ties related to image interpretation; directs
training; supervises staff and advises superi-
ors. NOTE: May have progressed to 96D50
from 96D40, 96H40 (Aerial Sensor Special-
ist, OV-ID), or 17L40 (Aerial Sensor Spe-
cialist, OV- IB /C).
Recommendation, Skill Level 10

In the vocational certificate category or
in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 3 semester hours in
map reading, 2 in mechanical drawing, 2 in
aerial photographic interpretation, 2. in pho-
togrammetry, I in technical writing, and I
in technical mathematics, for a total of 11
semester hours (11/77).
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the vocational certificate category, 3
semester hours in map reading; 3 in photo-
grammetry, 3 in aerial photographic inter-
pretation, 3 in technical mathematics, 2 in
mechanical' drawing, and 1 in technical
writing, foi a total of 15 semester houM. In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category; 3 semester hours in map
reading, 3 in photogrammetry, 3 in aerial
photographic interpretation, 3 in technical
mathematics, 3 in physical geography, 2 in
mechanical drawing, and 1 in technical
writing, for a total' of ,18 semester hours
(t1/77).
Recommendation, Skill Level 30

In the vocational certificate category, 3
semester hours in'inap reading, 3 in photo-

griunmetry, 3 in aerial photographic inter-
pretation, 3 in technical mathematics, 3 in
technical writing, and 2 in mechanical
drawing, for a total of 17 semester hours. In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in map
reading, 3 in photogrammetry, 3 in aerial
photographic interpretation, 3 in physical
geography, 3 in technical mathematics, 3 ih
technical writing, 3 in human relations, and
2 in mechanical drawing, for a total of 23 ,

semester hours (11/77).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the vocational certificate category or
in the lower-division liaccalaureate/asso-
date degree 'ategorj7, the recommendation
is the same as that for Skill Level 30. In the
upper-division category, 3 semester hours in
management problems (11/77).
Recommendation, Skill Level 50

In the vocational certificate category or
in the lower-division , baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, the recommendation
is the same as that for Skill Level 30. In the
upper-division baccalaureate category/ 3 se-
mester hours in management problems, 3 in
personnel management, and 3 for field expe-
rience in management, fdr a total of 9 se-
mester hours; if the duty assignment was in-
structor, in a service school 6 additional se-
mester hours for a practicum in education,
for a total of 15 semester hours (11/77).

MOS-96D-002
AERIAL SENSOR SPECIALIST (OV -ID)

96H10
96H20
96H30
961140N..

Exhibit Dates: 9/76-Present.
Career Management Field: 96 (Military In-
telligence), subfield 963 (Tactical Intelli-
gence Surveillance).
Description

Summary: Supervises or participates in
aerial surveillance operations using ground
data terminal systems to provide informa-
tion and imagqw, of intelligence value. Skill
Level 10: PerfOrms aerial surveillance, in
eluding visual reconnaissance, search and
rescue, radiological survey, and similar in-
telligence activities; opet*m.. aerial infrared,
radar, photographic, or similar sensor sys-
tems including associated data transmission
links and ground data termifialitations; per-
forms radio commtmiCalions and aids avi-
ator in aerial navigatioWperforms applica-
ble electronic counter-countermeasures; as-
sists in image interpretation; performs oper-
ator maintenance on sensors and associated
equipment. Skill Level 20 Performs the
duties required for Skill Level 10 and pro-
vides technical guidance 'to Skill Level 10
personnel; assists aviator in weather analy-
sis, navigation ,computations, and aircraft
preflight inspection procedures; 'operates or
supervises the operation of aerial surveil-
lance and associated equipment; trouble-
shoots sensor systems; records operation
and maintenance, data in equipment logs;
utilizes interpretation kerNin assisting image
interpreter. Skill Leyel 3a. Able to perform
the duties required for Skill Level 20; su-
pervises operations and activities of a sec-
tion; supervises inspections and operator
maintenance of sensors and associated
equipment; directs and conducts on-the-job
training; assists in planning use of aerial sur-
veillance systems; assists image interpreter
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in analysis and interpretation of imagery;
conducts or participates in briefing head-
quarters staff on capabilities and limitations
of aerial surveillance missions, and on the
results obtained. Skill Level 40 Able to per-
form the duties required for Skill Level 30;
supervises aerial surveillance platoon oper-
ations; plans and organizes work schedules,
assigns duties, 'and instructs section leaders
in proper work techniques and procedures;
critiques mission results; .participates in
planning use of aerial surveillance systems
and advises commander on coordination of
aerial and ground surveillance; coordinates
personnel, equipment, operational supplY,
and maintenance support requirements.
Recommendation, Skill Levels 10 and 20

In the vocational certificate category, 3
semester hours in general mathematics, 1 in
still camera techniques, and 1 in electric
circuits, for a total of 5 semester hours. In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in gener-
al mathematics, 3 in outdoor survival skills,
1 in still camera techniques, I in electric
circuits, and 1 in maps and air photos, for a
total of 9 semester hours: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 1 semester
hour in remote sensing (4/77).
Recommendation, Skill Level 30

In the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation is the same as that f6i
Skill Levels 10 ancl_243. In the' lower-divi-
sion baccafaureatesociate degree catego-
ry, 3 semester hours in general mathemat-
ics, 3 in outdoor survival skills, 3 for field
experience in management, 2 in maps and
air photos, 2 in human relations, 2 in com-
munication skills, 2 in _personnel supervi-
sion, 1 in still camera techniques, and 1 in
electric circuits, for, a total of 19 semester
hours. In the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 1 semester hour in remote sensing..
(4/77).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation is the. same as that for
Skill Levels 10 and 20. In the lower-divi-
sion baccalaureate/associate degree catego-
ry, 3 semester hours in general mathemat-
ics, -3 in Outdoor survival skills, 3 for field
experience in management, 3 in human rela-
tions, 3 in communication skills, 3 in per-
sonnel supervision, 2 in maps and air
photos, 1 in still camera techniques, and 1

in electric circuits, for a total of 22 semester
hours. In the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 1 semester hour in` remote sensing
(4/77).

MOS-96H-001
AERIAL' SENSOR SPECIALIST (QV-ID)

96H10
96H20
96H30
96H0

Exhibit Dates: 9/76-Present
Career Management Field: 96 (Military In-
telligence), subfield (Tactical 'Intelligence
Surveillance).
Description

Summary: Supervises or participates in
aerial surveillance operations using ground
data terminal systems to provide informa-
tion and imagery of intelligence value. Skill
Level la, Performs aerial surveillance, in-
cluding visual reconnaisgance, search and
rescue, radiological- survey, and similar in-
telligence activities; operates aerial infrared,

ARMY ENLISTED MOS EXHIBITS %2-157

radar, photographic, or similar sensor sys-
tems including associated data transmission
links and ground data terminal stations; per-
forms radio communications and aids avi-
ator in aerial navigation; performs applica-
ble electronic counter-countermeasures; as-
sists in image interpretations; performs op-
erator maintenance on sensors and associat-

(equiPment. Skill Level 2a Performs the
uties required for Skill Level 10 and pro-,

vides technical guidance to Skill Level 10
personnel; assists aviator in weather analy-
sis, navigation computations, and aircraft
preflight inspection procedures; operates or
supervises

and
rviases the operation of aerial surveil-

associated equipment; trouble-
shoots sensor systems; records operation
and maintenance

interpretation
data in equipment logs;

utilizes rpretation keys in as.ststing image
interpreter. Skill Level 30.. Able to perform
the duties required for Skill Level* 20; su-
pervisesisess operations and activities of a sec-
tion; inspections and operator
maintenance of sensors and associated

sur-
veillance
training; assists in planning use of serial sur-

directs and conducts on-the-jobequipment;

--ystems; assists image interpreter
in analysis and interpretation of imagery;
conducts or participates in briefing head-
quarters staff on capabilities and limitations
of aerial surveillance missions, and on the
results obtained, Skill Level 40: Able to per-
form the duties required for Skill Level 30;
supervises aerial surveillance platoon oper-
ations; plans and organizes work schedules,
assigns peoipgrrinsdzuties, and instructs section leaders

work techniques, and procedures;
critiques mission results;) participates in

and advises commander on coordination of
aerial

planning use of surveillance systems

ground surveillance; coordinates
personnel, equipment, operational supply,
and maintenance support requirements,
Recommendation, Skill Levels 10 and 20

In the vocational certificate category, 3
semester hours in general mathematics, 1 in
still camera techniques, and 1 in electric
circuits, for a total of 5 semester hours. In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in gener-
al mathematics,finiatsh 3 in outdoor survival skills,

circuits,
total

a9nC la

camera
maps

techniques, I in electric
aps and air photos, for a

semester hours. In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 1 semester
hour in remote sensing (4/77)
Recommendation, Skill Level 30

In'the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation is, the same as that for
Skill Levels 10 and 20. In the lower-divi-
sMn baccalaureate/associate degree catego-
ry, 3 semester hours in general mathemat-
ics, 3 in outdoor survival skills, 3 for field
experience in management, 2 in maps and
air photos, 2 in human relations, 2 in catd.
munications skills, 2 in personnel siipervi-
sion, 1 in still camera techniques, and 1 in
electric circuits, for a total of 19 semester
hours. In the upper-division bacallaureate
categor
(4/77)

Y. I semester hour in remote sensing

Recommendation, Skill Level 40
In the vocational certificate category, the

recommendation is the same as that for
Skill Levels 10 and 20. In the lower-divi-
sion baccalaureate/associate degree catego-
ry, 3 semester hours in general mathemat-
ics, 3 in outdoor survival skills, 3 for field
experience in management, 3 in human rela-
tions, i3 in communication skills, 3 in per-
sonnet

1

pervision, 2 in mapsJ and air
in still camera techniques, and 1

in electric circuits, for it total of 22 semester
hours. In the upper-division baccalaureate

'y

category, 1
(4/77).

semester hour in remote sensing

MOS-962 -001

Exhibit Dates: 9/76-Present.
9164anaZ5gement Field: 96 (Military In-

telligence);

SENIOR SERGEANT

Career
ence); Subfield 960 (General Tactical

Description
gervnicseL intelligence collection, ana1Y

and surveillance activities at

0

group, division, corps, or tomparable
higher headquarters; supervises training ac-
tivities; supervises tactical and technical op-
erations; assists commissioned officers in ap-
praisal of intelligence operations and train-
ing; instructs in specific phases of command
intelligence procedures; supervises collec-
tion, Preparation, and distribution of intelli-
gence, and training data

from (Intelligence Analyst), 96D50 (I

gence,

NOTE:

data; advises
supervisors on matters concerning intelli-
gence, operations, and administration.

May have progressed to 96750

Interpreter), or 17K50 (Ground
lance Radar Crewman).
Recommendation

iiiInthe lower- division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 3 semester hours in
clerical practices, 3 in records administra-
tion, 3 in technical writing, 3 in oral eom-
munication, 3 in personnel

i

and
I in map reading, for a total of-016 semester

6 semester hours for a practicum
in education, 3 for field experience M man-
agement, and 3 in management problems,

hours. In the upper- division baccalaureate
category,

for a total of 12 semester hours (11/77).

age
rveil-

MOS-97B-001
COUNTERINTZLEIGiENCE AGENT

97B
97850

Exbibit Dates: 10/73-8/76.

Career Management Field: 96' (Military In-
telligence).
Des

Conducts investigations to de-
termineetiwon

Summary:
laws have been violated;

:iublic and private records, per-
sonal

collects background information about indi-
viduals, groups, and organizations through-
surveys

m

l i not eprevt.inetwess, and surveillancelanntcneg

photographic
atech

n
audio-visual recording equipment; con-

inspections of facilities to determine
weaknesses; maintains record sys-

tems; prepares oral and written reports;
security

s

conducts briefings and classes. Skill Level

unrist
4a Is a first-line supervisor of an investiga-

ywittehuomut; sometimes
tainmcees.NOTE: May have progressed to 97B40

'from 97C40 (Area Intelligence Specialist),
97D20, or 97D40 (Military Intelligence

criounudu

or
crtsPhinetesatilg

se

Coordinator). Skill Level 50 Able to per-
form the duties required for Skill Level 40;
is a mid-level manager; plans and adminis-
ters operations and training activities; super-
vises subordinate personnel; knows and ap-
plies office management principles. NOTE:
May have progressed to 971150 from 97B40
or 97C50 (Area Intelligence Specialist).
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Recommendation, Skill Level 40
In the vocational certificate category, the

lower-division baccalaureate /associate
degree category, or the upper-division bac-
calaureate category, 3 semester hours in
police administration, 2 in law enforcement,
2 in industrial security, and 2 in criminol-
ogy, for a total of 9 semester hours (2/75).
Recommendation, Skill Level 50

In the v
in the lower 'vision baccalaureate/asso-

certificate category or

ciate degree category, 3 semester hours in
police administration, 2 in law enforcement,
2 in industrial security, .2 in criminology, 1
in personnel supervision, 1 (in records ad-
ministration, and 1 in communication skills,
for a total of 12 semester hours. In the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 se-
mester hours in police administration, 3 for
a practicum in management, 2.in law en-
forcement, 2 in industrial security, and 2 in
,criminology, for a total of 12 semester
hours (2/75).

MOS-97B-002

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE AGENT

97B20
97B30
97840
97B50

Exhibit Dates: 9/76-Present.
Career management Field: 96 (Military In-
telligence), subfield 961 (Controlled Intelli-
gence).

Description
NOTE: The skill levels of MOS 97B are

not necessarily indicative of progressively
complex duties, increased skills, and greater
responsibilities; the higher skill levels in this
MOS usually indicate longer tenure. Sum-
mary Conducts security oriented investiga-
tions when there is a threat to military op-
erations, installations, and personnel; col-
lects background information concerning
foreign and domestic individuals, groups
and organizations posing such a threat; col-
lects information hrough personal inter-
views, screening of public and private rec-
ords made available to them, and surveil-
lance techniques; is knowledgeable about
the geography, political and economic sys-
tems, culture and customs of at least one
foreign country; 'operates specialized photo-
graphic and sound recording equipment;
conducts physical surveys of installations
and facilities to minimize threats to security;
maintains files; prepares written reports and
gives oral reports of findings; conducts se-
curity oriented classes and briefings; may be
proficient in a foreign language. NOTE:
Required to have held another MOS for at
least two years prior to holding this MOS.
Skill Level 20 Conducts counterintelligence

vestigations, often without close supervi-
i ; function's as a basic counterintelligence
gent; applies fundamentals of military and

civil law in conducting investigations; eval-
uates sources and information; prepares and
types reports and summaries; conducts se-
curity surveys. Skill Level 30 Able to per-
form the duties required for Skill Level 10;
may provide counterintelligence support at
higher headquarters; may assist in on-the-
job training of newer agents; functions as
chief counterintelligence agent; plans and
conducts counterintelligence operations to
include analyzing, selecting, exploiting, and
neutralizing targets of counterintelligence
interest. Skill Level 40 Able to perform the

duties required for Skill Level 30; may be
used in a supervisory capacity; plans, orga-
nizes, and coordinates activities of counter-
intelligence support teams; functions as a
senior counterintelligence agent. Skill Level
50: Able to perform the duties required for
Skill Level 40; may conduct especially sen-
sitive investigations; may be used as a staff
specialist, planning and supervising intelli-
gence operations. NOTE: May have pro-
ressed to 97B50 from 97840 or 97C50
Area Intelligence Specialist).

Recommendation, Skill Levels 20 and 30
In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-

ciate degree category, 6 semester hours in
social science, 3 in police administration, 3
in industrial security, 3 in United States
government, 3 in applied psychology, 3 in
report writing, and 1 in typing, and 'addi-
tional credit in personnel supervision' and
office management, on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation, for a minimum total of 22
semester' hours. NOTE: Add credit for the
specific foreign I anguage in accordance
with the recommendation in the formal
course section of the Guide to the Evalua-
tion of Educational Experiences in the Armed
Services ( 11/77).

Recommendation, Skill Levels 40 and 50
In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-

ciate degree category,°the recommendation
is the same as that for Skill Levels 20 and
30. In the upper-division baccalaureate cate-
gory, 3 semester hours in political jdeolo-
gies, 3 in constitutional law, and 3 in public
relations, for a total of 9 semester hours
(11/77).

MOS -97C -001

AREA INTELLIGENCE SPECIALIST

97C30
97C40
97C5O

Exhibit Dates: 9/76-Present.

Career Management Field: 96 (Military In-
telligence).
Description

Summary: Supervises and performs intel-
ligence analysis of a geographic area; may
be employed in either a group activity or
individually with minimum supervision; for-
mulates and carries out intelligence-gather-
;iv missions with a specific objective and
utilizes extremely demanding operational se-
curity procedures in both domestic and for-
eign environments. NOTE: Many of the re-
quired duties for this MOS involve highly
classified materials, equipment, and activi-
ties; therefore, not all the competencies and
knowledges associated with the MOS were
evaluated. Ski I Level 30: May have previ-
ously, held M S 97B (Counterintelligence
Agent) or MO 97D (Military Intelligence
Coordinator); performs extensive research
to gain an in-depth understanding of the
geography, politics, culture, technology,
economics, and military and legal practices
and institutions of one or more foreign na-
tions; directs the operational or administra-
tive activities of 1-12 U.S. or foreign per-
sonnel; performs discrete personnel investi-
gations; may have written, oral, and/or
aural skills in one or more foreign lan-
guages or dialects; understands and uses a
wide variety of security techniques and pro-
cedures; uses specialized intelligence equip-
ment, including standard and nonstandard
communications and photographic equip-
ment; may -be familiar with computer usage

in storing and retrieving intelligence data;
identifies, aseesses, and applies psychologi-
cal factors which influence and motivate
human behavior; writes extensive informa-
tional, operational, and administrative re-
ports. Skill Level 40: Able to perform the
duties required for Skill Level 30; serves as
a senior area intelligence specialist; may .

serve as a service school instructor; may
assume the duties normally assigned to Skill
Level 50 personnel. Skill. Level 50: Able to
perform the duties required for Skill. Level
40; serves as chief area intelligence special-
ist; directs area intelligence activities, per-
forming less field work; performs budget
analysis and justification; coordinates the
preparation of extensive reports; supervises
the activities of approximately 10-40 per-
sons; trains subordinatet in the application
of security procedures and intelligence -
gatheringeringa tec.c.onihnipanquyes. ; may serve as first ser-
geant
Recommendation, Skill Level 30

In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 3 semester hours in
area studies, 3 in written communication
skills, 3 in applied psychology, ,,3 in geogra-
phy, 3,in photography, 2 in typing, and 2 in
electronic systems operations, and addition-
al credit in area studies on the basis of insti-
tutional evalbation, for a minimum total of
19 semester hours; add credit for foreign
language proficiency by referring to the
recommendation(s) in the formal course
section of the Guide to the Evaluation of
Educational Experiences in the Armed Ser-
vices and modifying the credit on the basis
of institutional evaluation (6/77).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category extending into the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 9 se-
mester hours in area studies, 3 in written
communication skills, 3 in applied psycholo-
gy, 3 in geography, 3 in photography, 2 in
typing, and 2 m electronic systems oper-
ations, for a minimum total of 25 semester
hours; if the duty assignment was chief in-
structor in a formal training facility, 3 addi-
tional semester hours for an internship in
education, for a minimum total of 28 semes-
ter hours; add credit for foreign language
proficiency by referring to the
recommendation(s) in the formal course

'section of the Guide to the Evaluation of
Educational Experiences in the Armed Ser-
vices and modifying the credit on the basis
of institutional evaluation; additional credit
in area studies', written communication
skills, field'experience in management, man-
agement problems, and field experience in
personnel supervision (up to the amounts in
the recommendation for Skill Level 50) on
the basis of institutional evaluation (6/77).
Recommendation, Skill Level 50

In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category extending into the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 15
semester hours in area studies, 6.in written
communication skills, 6 for field experience
in management, 3 in managerrient problems,
3.for field experience, in personnel supervi-
sion, 3 in applied 'psychology, 3 in geogra-
phy, 3 in photography, 2 in typing, and 2 in
electronic systems operations, for a mini-
mum total of 46 semester hours; if the duty
assignment was chief instructor in a formal
training facility, 3 additional semester hours
for an internship in education, for a mini-
mum total of 49 semester hours; add credit
for foreign language proficiency by refer-
ring to the recommendation(s) in the formal
course section of the Guide rn ihe Evalua-
tion of Educatiorthf Experiences in the Armed



Services and modifying the credit on the basis
of institutional evaluation (6/77).

MOS-97D-001

MILITARY INTELLIGENCE COORDINATOR
97D20
97D40

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-8/76. (Effective 9/76,
MOS 97D wis discontinued.)

Career,Management Field: 96 (Military In-
telligence).
Description "

Summary: Supervises and performs the
analysis of Intel 'genre data in conjunction
with counterintelligence or area intelligence
operations; must be familiar with the duties
required for MOS 97B (Counterintelligence
Agent) and MOS 97C (Area Intelligence
Specialist). NOTE: Many of the duties re-
quired for this MOS involve highly classi-
fied materials, equipment, and activities;
therefore, not all the, coletencies and
knowledges associated with the MOS were
evaluated. Skill Level 20: Provities general
and specialized administrative services to
support the activities of 5-15 U.S. Army
intelligence agents, which may include con-
ducting document research, establishing and
maintaining intelligence files, requisitioning
supplies and equipment, and processing per-
sonnel actions,. prepares and edits operation-
al and administrative reports; types at a
minimum speed of 25 words per minute;
adheres to proper security procedures in
the performance of all duties; may assist in
an investigation by collecting information
from public sources; may acquire proficien-
cy in one or more foreign languages; may
supervise lower-ranking personnel. Skill
Level 40 Able to perform all of the duties
of Skill Level 20; coordinates the reporting
of intelligence agents' activities; may
manage a military intelligence coordination-
office.

Recommendation, Skill Level 20
In the vocational certificate category, 3

semester, hogrs in written communication
skills, 3 in security procedures, 2 in office
practices, and 2 in typing, and additional
credit in investigative report writing on the
basis of institutional evaluation, for a mini-
mum total of 10 semester hours. In the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate de-
gree category, 3 semester hours in written
communication skills, 3 in security proce-
dures, 2 in office practices, and 2 in typing,
and additional credit in investigative report
writing, for field experience in personnel
supervision, and for foreign language profi-
ciency on tIke basis of institutional evalua-
tion, for a minimum total of 10 semester
hours (6/77).

Recommendation, Skill Level 40
In the vocational certificate category, 6

semester hours in written communication
skills, 3 in security procedures, 3 in investi-
gative report writing, 2 in office practices,
and 2 in typing, for a total of 16 semester
hours. In the lower-division baccalaureate/

;a1sociate degree category, 6 semester,hours
in written communication skills, 3 in securi-
ty procedures, 3 in investigative report
writing, 3 for field experience in personnel
supervision, 2 in office practices, and 2 in
typing, and additional credit for foreign lan-
guage profiCiency on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation, for a minimum total of 19
semester hours (6/77).

ARMY ENLISTED MOS EXHIBITS 2459
MOS-980-001
EW/CRYPTOLOGIC CRYPTANALYST

(CRYPTANALYTIC SPECIALIST)

98B20
98B40

Exhibit Dates: 10/-73-2/77. (Effective 3/77,
MOS 98B was discontinued and its func-
tions were incorporated into MOS 98C,
EW/Signal Intelligence Analyst).
Career Management Field: 98 (Electronic
Warfare/Cryptqlogic). '

Description
f----Siimmary: Conducts or supervises cryp;

[analysis of coded messages obtained
hrough the interception of foreign commu-

nications. NOTE: Many of the duties re-
quired for this MOS involve highly classi-
fied materials, equipment, and activities;
therefore, not all the competencies and
knowledges associated with the MOS were
evaluated.- Skill Level 20: Scans intercepted

) ,communications to isolate encrypted mes-
sages; identifies method of encryption; de-
codes or deciphers messages employing
simple cryptographic systems; uses automat-
ic data processing techniques to aid in the
analysis of encrypted messages; reduces de-
coded and deciphered data into automatic
data processing format; prepares reports
and maintains support files and records;
types at a minimum rate of 25 words per
minute; may acquire a technical vocabulary
in a foreign, language. Skill Level 40: Able
to perform the duties required for Skill
Level 20; supervises the processing, analy-
sis, and reporting of encrypted foreign com-
munications; performs cryptanalysis of mes-
sages employing complex encryption sys-
tems; prepares technical intelligence reports
and presents oral reports on cryptanalytic
activities; coordinates cryptanalytic activi-
ties'with other signal intelligence activities;
develops new cryptanalytic approaches and
methods to insure maximum utilizati4.t,I of
personnel 1 efficiency of operations;
forms static 'cal tests and studies.
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the vocational certificate category, 3,
semester hours in written communication
skills, 2 in typing, 2 in electronic systems
operations, 2 in introductory mathematics, 2
in oral communication skills, I in office
practices, and 1 in introduction to automat-
ic data processing equipment, for a total of
13 semester; hours. In the lower- division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours in written communication
skills, 2 in typing, 2 in electronic systems
operations, 2 in introductory mathematics, 2
in oral communication skills, 2 in geogra-
phy, 1 in office practices, and I in introduc-
tion to automatic data processing equip-
ment, and additional credit for' foreign lan-
guage proficiency on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation, for a minimum total of 15
semester hours (6/77).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the vocational certificate category, 3
semester hours in written communication
skills, 3 in oral communication skills, 2 in
typing, 2 in electronic systems operations, 2
in introductory mathematics; 2 in office
practices,and 1 in introduction to automat-
ic data processing equipment, for a total of
15 semester hours. In the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours in written communication
skills, 3 in oral communication skills, 3 in
social sciences and humanities, 3 for mid
experience in personnel supervisio , in
typing, 2 in electronic systems operations, 2
in introductory mathematics, 2 in geogra-

4e.

phy, 2 in office practices, and I in introduc-
tion to automatic data processing equip-
ment, and additional credit for foreign lan-
guage proficiency on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation, for a minimum total of 23
semester hours. In the upper-division bacca-
laureate category, 3 semester hours for field
experience in management (6/77).

MOS-98C-001

EW/SIGNAL INTELLIGENCE ANALYST

98C10
98C20
98C30
98040

Exhibit Dates: 3/77-Present.
Career Management Field; 98 (Electronic
Warfare/Cryptologic).
Description

Summary: Supervises and performs analy-
sis . and reporting of intercepted foreign,
communications at a mobile or fixed site.
NOTE: Many of the duties required for this
MOS involve highly classified materials,
equipment, and activities; therefore, not all
the competencies and knowledges associat-
ed with the MOS were evaluated. Skill
Level 10: Gathers, sorts, and scans inter-
cepted messages and signals/and performs
initial analysis to establish communications
Patterns; isolates valid message traffic; re-
duces communications data into automatic
data processing format; operates communi-
cations equipment for reporting and coordi-
nation; types at a minimum.rate Of 25 words
per minute; has a knowledge of the rapogra-
phy and of the area from 'Which
intercepte communications originate; may
acquire a technical vocabulary in one or
more foreign languages. Skill Level 20: Able
to perform the duties , required for Skill
Level 10; may supervise 5-8 persons; ana-
lyzes foreign communications, including en-
crypted communicationa; uses automatic
data processing techniques to analyze Com-
munications; presents written and oral tech-
nical and intelligence reports. Skill Level 30:
Able to perform the duties required for
Skill Level 20; supervises traffic analysis
and provides guidance on the interpietation
of collected Information; devises methods
for solving complex analytic problems;
maintains analytic files; compiles, writes,
edits; evaluates, and disseminates 'intelli-
gence reports; analyzes automatic data pro-
cessing results and confers with computei
programmers and analysts; coordinates ac-
tivities and schedules work; implements
emergency action plins,Skill Level 40. Able
to perform the- duties required for Skill
Level 30; supervises traffic and signal intel-
ligence analysis activities and coordinates
collection, processing, analysis, and report-
ing functions; analyzes and evaluates intelli-
gence data and releases reports; supervises
18-40 persons; may serve as .an operations
sergeant, supervising up to 75 persons: may
have experience as the enlisted commander
of a detachment.
Recommendation, Skill Level 10

In -the vocational certificate category, 2
semester hours in written communication
skills, 2 in typing, 2 in electronic systems
operations, and 1 in introductory mathemat=
ics, for a total of 7 semester hours. In the

' lower-division baccalaureate/associate de-
gree category, 2 semester hours in written
communication skills, 2 in typing, 2 in elec-
tronic systems operations, 1 in introductory
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. mathematics, and 1 in geography, for a
total of 8 semester hours (6/77).
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the vocational certificate category, 3
semester hours in written communication
skills, 2 in typing, 2 ic electronic systems
operations, 2 in introductory mathematics, 2
in oral communication skills, I in office
practices, and I in introduction to automat-
ic data processing equipment, for a total of
13 semester hours. In the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours in written communication
skills, 2 in typing, 2 in electronic systems
operations, 2 in introductory mathematics, 2
in geography, 2 in oral communication
skills, .1 in office practices, and I in intro-
duction to automatic data proceSsing equip-
ment, and additional credit for foreign lan-
guage proficiency on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation, for a minimum total of 15
semester hours (6/77).
Recommendation, Skill Level 30

In the vocational certificate category, 3
semester hours in written communication
skills, 2 in typing, 2 in electronic systems
operations, 2 in introductory mathematics, 2
in oral communication skills, 2 in office
practices, and I in introduction to automat-
ic data processing equipment, for a total of
14 semester hours. In the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours in written communication
skills, 3 in human relations, 2 in typing;,2 in
electronic systems operations, 2 in introduc-

,try
Mathematics, 2 in geography, 2 in oral

ommunication skills, 2 in office practices, 2
in visual comprehension techniques, and I
in introduction to automatic data processing
equipment, and additional credit for foreign
language proficiency on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation, for a minimum total of 21
semester hours (6/77).
Recommendation, Skill Level 40

In the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation is the same as that for
Skill Level 30. In the lower-division bacca-
laureate/associate degree category, 3 semes-
ter hours in written communication skills, 3
in human relations, 3 for field experience in
'personnel supervision, 2 in typing, 2 in elec-
trdnic systems operations, 2 in introductory
mathematics, 2 in geography, 2 in oral com-
munication skills, 2 in office practices, 2 in
visual comprehension techniques, and 1 in
introduction to automatic data prbcessing
equipment, and additional credit for foreign
language proficiency on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation, for a minimum total of 24
semester hours. In the upper-division bacca-
laureate category, 3 semester hours for field
experience in management (6/77).

MOS-9!,,IP-001

EW/SIGNAL INTELLIGENCE VOICE
INTERCEPTOR

98G10
98G20
98G30
98G40
98G50

Exhibit Dates: 3/77-Present.
Career Management Field: 98 (Electronic.
Warfare/Cryptologic).

U. Description
Summary: Conducts and supervises the

interception, transcription, translation, and
P reporting of foreign voice transmissions in a

EXHIBITS

mobile or fixed station environment.
NOTE: Many of the duties required for this
MOS involve highly classified materials;
equipment, and activities; therefore, not all
the competencies and knowledges associat-
ed with the MOS were evaluated. Skill
Level 10: Operates intercept receivers, in-
cluding radiotelephone and multohannel
systems, and recording equipment; selects,
erects, and orients tactical antennas; makes
written records of foreign voice transmis-
sions which are composed of limited ter;
minology and simple syntactic structures;
identifies languages spoken in the geograph-
ic area to which assigned; categorizes for-
eign voice signals by type of activity; pre-
pares voice activity records; makes verba-
tim translation from foreign language to
English; scans written foreign lapguage ma-
terials for key words and indicators; pro-
vides translation assistance to non-language-
qualified analysts; extracts -specific intelli-
gence information from voice radio trans-
missions; researches and develops special
project reports; presents oral reportS; types
in English and in language of proficiency;
performs operator maintenance on equip-

Level 2Q Able to perform the
duti equired for Skill Level 10; inter-
cept , identifies, and records foreign voice
transmissions; supervises a small unit; as-
sembles, integrates, analyzes, and dissemi-
nates intelligence information covering po-
litical, economic, sociological, 'historical,
and psychological factors of a geographic
area; prepares special studies and reports as
required. Must have the following minimum
capabilities in at least one foreign language:
vocabulary (aural recognition) of 6,000-
8,000 words; 750-1,000 technical term,
items; knowledge of complex grammar and
syntax; 85-90 percent of all existing word
functions; 85-90 percent of all kinship
termsk total comprehension of writing-sys-
tems, except in languages. with ideographic
systems where the ability to write 500 and
read 1,500 characters is required. Skill Level
30: Able to perform the duties required for
Skill Level 20; supervises voice communi-
cation intercept activities; operates sophisti-
cated equipment designed to collect and si-
multaneously produce on-line activity re-
cords of complex foreign voice radio trans-
missions containing technical terminology,
advanced grammar/syntax, and colloquial
conversational forms; directs,. voice signal
collection and processing activities; deter-
mines collection and processing priorities;
identifies and performs limited analysis on
nonclear voice and nonvoice signals; writes
complex reports; makes oral presentations
to general staff. Must achieve a fluent and
accurate proficiency in one or more foreign
languages and have the following minimum
foreign ,language capabilities: vocabulary
(aural recognition) of 8,000-10,000 words;
1,000-1,500 technical term items; advanped
knowledge of grammar and syntax; 90-100
Percent of all existing work functions; 90-
100 percent of all existing kinship terms and
forms of address; must be able to write 700
and read 2,000 characters in an ideographic
writing system. Skill Level 40 Able to per-
form the duties required fo'r Skill Level 30;
supervises voice communication counter-
measure activities; refines essential elements
of information needed to support assigned
mission; performs voice intercept and pro-
cessing of highly complex foreign voice
transmissions; prepares papers for use at
high military and governmental levels.
Must achieve the follbwing minimum capaa,
bilities in one on more foreign languages:

,,yocabulary (aural recognition) of 10,000-
. 15 000 words; 1,500-3,000 technical term

items; total knowledge of word functions;
total knowledge of kinship terms and forms
of address; must be able .to write 1,000 and
read 2,500-3,000 characters in an 'ideo-
graphic writing system. Skill Level SO: Able
to perform the duties required for Skill
Level 40; serves as electronic warfare/:
signal intelligence voice operations chief;
evaluates and defines job requirements and
systems capabilities for communication in-
telligence linguists. Must attain a foreign
language proficiency equivalent to that of a
well-educated native speaker and have the
following minimum capabilities: vocabulary
(aural recognition) of 15,000-plus words;
3,000-plus technical term items; advanced
knowledge of, grammar and syntax; must be
able to write 1;500 and read 2,500-3,000
characters in ideographic writing systems.
Recommendation, Skill Lesfel 10

In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 3 semester hours in
typing and 3 in library technology; in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 6 se-
mester hours in written communication
skills, and credit in linguistics on the basis
of institutional evaluation. NOTE: Add
credit for the specific foreign language(s),
using the recommendation in the formal
course section of the Guide to the Evalua-
tion of Educational Experiences in the Armed
Services as a minimum and awarding addi-
tional credit for foreign language pi-Oilmen-
cy on the basis of institutional evaluatiOn.
In the graduate degree category, credit for
foreign language proficiency on the basis of
institutional evaluation (6/77).

-0 Recommendation, Skill Level 20
In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-

ciate degree category, 3 semester hours. in
typing, 3 in library technology, 3 in records
administration, and 3 in geography; in the
upper-division baccalaureate category: 6 se-
mester hours in written communication
skills, and credit in linguistics on the bass
of institutional evaluation. NOTE: Ad
credit for the specific foreign language(s),
using the recommendation °mai
course section of the Guide to the valua-
tion of Educational Experiences in th Armed
Services as a minimum and awarFlin addi-
tional credit for foreign language p ficien-
cy on the basis of institutional e uation.
In the grathiate degree category, redit for
foreign- language proficiency on the basis of
institutional evaluation (6/77),
Recommendation, Skill Level 30

In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 3 semester hours in
typing, 3 in library technology, 3 in records
administration, 3 in geography, 3 in social
sciences and humiurities, 3 in human rela- .

tions, and 2 in office practices; in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 6 in writ-
ten communication skills, and credit in lin-
guistics orr the basis of institutional evalua-
tion. NOTE: Add credit for the specific
foreign language(s), using the recommenda-
tion in the formal course section of the
Guide to the Evaluation of Educational Expe-
riences in the Armed Services as a minimum
and awarding additional credit for foreign
language proficiency on the, basis of institu-
tional evaluation. In the graduate degree
category, credit for foreign language profs -t'
ciency on the basis of institutional evalua,

),<tion (6/77). ; .41

Recommendation, Skill Level 40
In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-

ciate degree category, 3 semester hours-in
typing, 3 in library technology, 3 in records
administration, 3 in geography, 6 in social
sciences. and humanities, 3 in human rela-
tions, 3 for field experience in personnel



supervision, and 2 in office practices; in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 6 se-
,nester hours in written ,communication
skills and 3 for field experience in manage-
ment, and credit in linguistics on the basis
of institutional evaluation. NOTE: Add
credit for the specific foreign language(s),
using the recommendation in the formal
course section of the Guide to the Evalua-
tion of Educational Experiences in the Armed
Services as a "minimum and awarding addi-
tional credit for foreign language proficien-.
cy on the basis of institutional evaluation.
In the graduate degree category, credit for
foreign language proficiency on the basis of
institutional evaluation (6/77).
Recommendation, Skill Level SO

In the lower-division baccalaureate /asses-
ciate degree category, 3 semester hours in
typing, 3 in library technology, 3,,in records
administration, 3 in geography, 6 in social
sciences and humanities, 3 in human rela-
tions, 3 for field experience in personnel
supervision, and 2 in office practices; in the

rupper-divisiorrbaccalaureate category, 6 se-
mester hours in written communication
skills, 6 for field experience in management,
3 in introduction to management, and 3 in
personnel management, and Credit in lin-
guistics on the basis of institutional evalua-
tion. NOTE: Add credit for the specific
foreign language(s), using the recommenda-
tion in the fofnal course section of the
Guide to the Evaluation of Educational Expe-
riences in the Armed Services 'as a minimum
and awarding additional credit for foreign
languageoproficiency on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation. In the graduate degree
category, credit for foreign language profi-
ciency on the basis of institutional evalua-
tion (6/77).

MOS-98J-001
EW/SiGNA.1. INTELLIGENCE

NONCOMMUNICATIONS INTERCEPTOR

98J10
98J20
98J30
98J40

Exhibit Dates: 3/77-Present.
Career Management Field:. 98' (ElectrcNic
Warfare/Cryptologic).
Description

Summary:. Operates noncommunications
intercept recording and analysis equipment;
intercepts, identifies, interprets, and ana-
lyzes signals from noncommunications
sources; operates electro-optical receiving
and analysis equipment. NOTE: Many of
the duties required fdr this MOS involve

ighly -classified materials, equipment, and
'vities; therefore, not all the competen-

ci and knowledges associated with the
MO were evaluated. Skill Level 10: Erects
noncommunications collection systems; con-
ucts search for selected categories or
classes of noncommunications or electro-
optic signals;- uses technical references and
equipment to record and- perform prelimi-
nary analysis and identification of intercept-
ed signals of interest; determines line bear-
ings of intercepted signals within specified
limits; reports acquired information; posts
entries and keeps logs; operates communica-
tions equipment for intelligence reporting
'and coordination. Skill Level 20: Able to
perform the duties required for Skill Level

11 '10; searches for general 9ategories or
classes of noncommunications or -electro-
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optic signals; exercises quality control over
intercept effort; uses indexed data base and
technical' references to fix origin of inter-
cepted signals; performs technical analysis
and threat assessments; prepares intercept
and analysis reports, maps, and overlays;
assists with fusion product reporting; estab-
lishes' and maintains files. Skill Level 30:
Able to perform the duties required for
Skill Level 20; serves as a first-line supervi-
sor of an intercept/analysis (noncommuni-
cations signals) activity; assigns search mis-
sions; intercepts and analyzes more complex
noncommunications or electro-optic signals;
prepares technical and administrative re-
ports;' makes recommendations on the em-
ployment of noncommunications intercept
units; selects and establishes operations sites;
interprets and analyzes technical documents
and reports; performs fusion analysis and
intelligence reporting. Skill Level 40: Able
to perform the duties required for Skill
Level 30; supervises noncommunications in-
tercept, countermeasures, and analysis ac-
tivities of 20 or more persons; based on
requirementic determines objectives and pri-
orities; assigns workloads and allocates re-
sources among subordinate supervisors; co-
ordinates activities with other units; evalu-
ates requirements and assists in developing
plans to meet future operations, personnel,
and equipment needs.
Recommendation, SkaLevel 10

In the vocational certificate category or
in the lower - division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 2 semester hours in
electronic systems operations, 2 in typing, 2
in introductory mathematics, and 2 in intro-
duction to automatic data processing equip-,
ment, for a total of 8 semester hours (6/77).
Recommendation, Skill Level 20

In the vocational certificate category or
in the lower-division baccalaureate/
ciate degree category, 3 semester hours
written communication skills, 2 in electron-
ic systems operations, 2 in typing 2 in in-
troductory mathematics, 2 in int oduction
to automatic data processing e uipment:
and 1 in office practices, for a total of 12
csemester hours (6/77).
Recommendation, Skill Level 30

In the vocational certificate category, 4
semester hours in written communication
skills, 2 in electronic systems operations, 2
in typing, 2 in introduCtory mathematics, 2
in introduction to automatic data processing
equipment, and 2 in office practices, for a
total of 14 semester hours. In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree cat-
egory, 4 semester hours in written commt
mcatiop skills, 3 in human relations, 2 in
electronic systems operations, 2 in typing, 2
in introductory mathematics, 2 in introduc-
tion to automatic data processing equip-
ment, and ; in office practices, for a total of
17 semester hours (6/77). .

Recommendation, Skill Level 40
In the vocational certificate category, 6

semester hours in written communication
skills, 2 in electronic systems operations, 2
in typing 2 in introductory mathematics, 2
in introduction to automatic data processing
equipment, and 2 in office practices, for a
total of 16 semester hours. In the lower,
division baccalaureate/associate degree cat-
egory, 6 semester hours in written commu-
nication skills, 3 in human relations, 3 for
field experience in personnel supervision, 2
in electronic systems operations, 2 in
typing, 2 in introductory mathematics, 2 in
introduction- to automatic data processing
equipment, and 2 in office practices, for a
total of 22 semester hours. In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 3 semester

it ,
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hours for field experience in management
(6/77).

MOS -98Z -001

EW/SIGNAL INTELLIGENCE CHIEF (EW/
CRYPTOLOpIC OPERATIONS CHIEF)
(SIGNAL INTELLIGENCE OPERATIONS
CHIEF)

98Z50
Exhibit Dates: I0/73-Present.
Career Management Field: 98 (Electronic
Warfare/Cryptologic).
Description

Serves as the principal authority on
signal intelligence matters in a high-level
military organization; directs signal intelli-
gence activities and provides technical,
operational, and administrative gdidance to
subordinate personnel; interprets all signal
intelligence requirements and develops
signal intelligence tasks; evaluates military
posture of other nations and determines the
capabilities and lithitatiOns of U.S. signal in-
telligence activities to meet the determined
threats; reviews, evaluates, prepares, and
implementi plans and orders; assists ,high-
level commanders in appraising the effec-
tiveness of signal intelligence operations
and staff; evaluates signal intelligence func-
tions, publications, and procedures and rec:
ommends c ges; advises commanders on

personnel welfare, morale, as-
signment, utilization, promotion, privileges,
discipline, and training; provides written
and oral evaluations of subordinate person-
nel; uses counseling techniques to alleviate
stress among subordinates; prepares and ,

presents written and oral reports to high-
level personnel in the Department of the
Army and other national agencies involved
in the preparation of national security and
intelligence policy; manages equipment, ma-
terial, and support service resources.
NOTE: May have progressed to 98Z50
from 98B40 (EW/Cryptologic Cryptana-
lyst), 98C40 (EW/Signal Intelligence Ana-
lyst), 98G50 (EW/Signal Intelligence Voice
Interceptor), 98J40 (EVV/Signal Intelligence
Nonconununications Interceptor), 05H40
(EW/Signal Intelligence Morse latercip-
tor), or 05K40 (EW/Signal ,Intelligence
Non-Morse interceptor); may have ac-
quired proficiency in one or more foreign
languages through the performance of a
previously held MCIS. Marry of the duties
required for this MOS involve highly classi-
fied materials, equipment, and activities;
therefore, not all the competencies and
knowledges associated with the MOS were
evaluated.
Recommendation

-In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category extending into the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 2 se-
mester hours in electronic systems oper-
ations, 2 in introductory mathematics, 2 in
typing, ; in introduction to,automatic data
processing equipment, 3 in records adminis-
tration, 3 in industrial security, 3 in social
sciences and humanities, 3 in geography, 3
in human relations, 3 for a counseling prac-
ticum, 3 in oral communication skills, 6 in
written communication skills, 6 for field ex-
perience in management, 3 in introduction
to management, 3 in personnel manage-
ment, and 3 in office management; if the
duty assignment was chief instructor in a
formal training facility, 3 additional semester
hours for an internship in education.
NOTE: Persons holding 98Z50 may have
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acquired proficiency in one or more foreign specific foreign language(s) by referring to Educational Experiences in the Armed Ser.
languages through the performance of a the recommendation in the formal course vices and modifying the recommendation op
previously held MOS. Add credit for the section of the Guide to the Evaluation of the basis of institutional evaluation (6/77). .

)i
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MPS-011A-001
MILITARY PHYSICIAN'S ASSISTANT,

011AO (formerly 9 ILA())
Exhibit Dates: 8/73-Present.
Career Pattern

May have progressed NMilitary Physi-
.cian's Assistant from MOS 9IB (Medical
Specialist), MOS 9IC (Clinical Specialist),
MOS 9ID (Operating Room Specialist),
MOS 91S (Preventive Medicine Specialist),
MOS 91Z (Medical Senior Sergeant), or
MOS 92B (Medical Laboratory Specialist);
has from 3 to 10 years of clinical experience
prior to appointment as a Physician's Assis-
tant.
Description

Working under the guidance and supervi-
sion of a physician, provides general medi-
cal care for the sick and injured; makes
diagnoses of diseasei, disorders, anif injur-
ies; applies weventive, diagnostic, and
therapeutic medical and surgical proce-
dures; obtains and records medical data and
case histories on prescribed forms; recog-
nizes potential zoonotic and food-borne dis-
ease problems. NOTE: Appointment' to
Warrant Officer as a Physician's Assistant is
based upon satisfactory completion of the
two-year Physician's Assistant program of
instruction at the Army's Academy of
Health Sciences, Fort Sam Houston, Texas.
This program consists of 52 weeks of didac-
tic instruction and 52 weeks of clinical
practicum. Didactic instruction is provided
in human anatomy and physiology, clinical
physiology, inorganic chemistry, biological<
chemistry, community health, mental
health, pharmacology, clinical medicine,
clinical surgery, pediatrics, pathology and
laboratory practices, preventive medicine
methods and practices,' and medical and
surgical procedures. Practica of either four
weeks or six weeks duration are taken in
the following clinics: 6bstetrics/gynecol-
ogy, pediatrics, EENT (eye, ear, nose, and
throat), neuro-psychiatric, .dermatology, or-
thopedic, surgical medicine; clinical prac-
tice are also taken in preventive medicine,
ambulatory care, and laboratory service.
Recommendation . .

In the upper-division baccalaureate cate-
gory, 60 semester hours in physician assist-
ing (6/77).

MOS-021A-001
CLAM MANAGER

021A0
Exhibit Dates: 8/70-Present..
Career Pattern

May have progressed to warrant officer
Club Manager from enlisted MOS 00.J (Club
Manager).
Description

Manages the operations of U.S. Army or
joint service clubs, club systems, hotels, or
similar activities involving up to several
thousand members; supervises all business
operations of the activities, including flnan-

cial operations, beverage and food services,
membership activities, and social and recre-
ational activities; knows regulations and
policies governing financial management
and accountability for property and funds,
including in-depth knowledge of internal
controls, budgeting, credit card operations,
and financial statements and reports; knows
fundamentals of business law and contrac-
tual relationships; knows military and civil-
ian protocol and social customs; monitors
operations to insure control of costs, waste,
pilferage, inventory rotation, and account-
ability; has knowledge of appropriate laws,
codes, and regulations; supervises purchase,
storage, preparation, and service of food
and beverages; monitors club operations to
insure control of costs, inventory, account-
ability, and receipts; completes required re-
ports; supervises catering of social func-
tions, parties, and special events; selects and
recommends contracting for entertainment
groups; enforces safety requirements, club
rules of conducts and dress codes; super-
vises, directs, and trains subordinates and
civilian employees.
Recommtbdation

In the lower- division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 3 semester hours in
report writing, 3 in communications skills
(oral), 3 in food and beverage management,
3 in food and labor cost control systems, 3
in personnel supervision, and 3 in office
practices, for a total of 18 semester hours.
In the upper-division baccalqureate cat
ry

o-
, 3 semester hours in hotel, motel, o c ub

management, and 3 in personnel manage-
ment and training; if rank was CW2, 2 addi-
tional semester hours for field experience in
management, for a total of 8 semester
hours; if rank was CW3, 4 additional semes-
ter hours for field experience in manage-
ment, for a total of 10 semester hours; (f
rank was CW4, 6 additional semester hours
for field experience in management, for a
total of 12 semester hours (11/77).

MOS-031A-001
BANDMASTER

031A0 (formerly 5241)
Exhibit Dates: 2/46-Present.
Career Pattern

Normally progresses to Bandmaster from
an Army enlisted bandsman' (currently any
MOS in Career Management field 97, Band,
which includes MOS 02B through MOS
02Z), completing from one to three pre-
paratory programs of instruction.
Description,

Possess-0( skills and understanding in ap-
plied musiel ensemble ,playing, basic music
theory, plinning concerts, conducting, etc.;
acquires basic understanding of the tech-
niques of all wind and percussion instru-
ments; has extensive and practical experi-
ence in arranging music ftir ban R1 and jazz
ensembles and, 'in some cases, choral
groups; conducts band literature equivalent
to that included in upper-division and grad-
uate courses; acquires a thorough grasp of
military marching evolutions, commands,

4 0
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and procedure; is responsible for band ad-
ministration and the supervision of the
musical development of band units; directs
personnel, administration, supply (uniforms,
instruments, and publications) and repair
and maintenance activities of band units;
has fiscal control of band units; routinely
serves as a company commander; may serve
as an instructor in the Army element of the
School of Music.
Recommendation

- In the lower-division baccalaureate/assn-
elate degree category, 16 semester hours in
music theory (includes harmony, sight sing-
ing, ear training, and keyboard), 8 in ap-
plied music, 4 in perfotimg ensemble, 3 in
woodwind, brass, and Percussion tech-
niques, and 3 in oetionnel supervision, and
additional credit m applied music on the
basis of institutional evaluation, for a mini-
mum total of 34 semester hours. In the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 6 se-
mester hours in arranging, 4 in performing
ensemble, 6 in conducting, 2 in marching
band techniques, and 3 for field experience
in management, and additional credit in in-
troduction to management on the basis of
institutional evaluation, for a minimum total
of 21 semester hours; if the duty assignment
was an instructor in the Army element of the
School of Music, credit in teaching methods
in music, education materials, evaluation
and testing in education, and for a ptacti-
cum in education on the basis of institution-
al evaluation, for a minimum total of 21
semester hours. In the graduate degree cate-
gory, 3 semester hours in conducting, 3 in
band administration, and 2 in performing
ensemble; and additional credit in educa-
tional administration on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation, for a minimum total. of 8
semester hours (4/77).

MOS-041AB01
FOOD SERVICE TECHNICIAN

(FOOD SERVICE ADVISOR, 941A0)

(FOOD ADVISOR, 4114)

041A0
Exhibit Dates: 3/54-Present.

°Career Pattern
May have progressed to Food Service

Technician from any enlisted food service
MOS: MOS 94B (Food Service Specialist),
MOS 94D (Baker), MOS 94F (Hospital
Food Service Specialist), or MOS 94Z
(Food Service Supervisor).
Description

Supervises and administers food service.
activities for installations, commands, or or-
ganizations; maintains complete operational
control over facilities, personnel, and spe-
cialized equipment; supervises the procure-
ment, storage, distribution, and preparation
of foods to be served; writes reports; deVii-
ops procedures for implementing policies
from higlier authority; uses specialized ac-
counting methods; plans use, layout, and
Maintenance of food service equipment; in
carrying out specialized duties, is requited
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to devote most energies in the technical and
human resource areas of food service ad-
ministration; interprets contracts and moni-
tors contractor's performance; if assigned to
hospital food service duties. may be re-quired to perform additional specialized su-
pervisory functions in nutrjtional and diet
therapy areas; may serve. as a staff advisor
to a . general officer or provide' technical
assistance to nonappropriated-fuid food ser-
vice activities; may serve as a service
school instructor.
Recommendation

In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 6 semester hours in
food service management, 3 in principles of
management, 3 in .personnel supervision,,3
in food service equipment and layout, and 3
in business report wAting, for a total of 18
semester hours. In the upper-division bacca-
laureate category, 3 semester hours in man-
agement problems and 2 for field experi-
ence in management; if rank was Cwt, 2
additional semester hours for field experi-
ence in management, for a total of 7 semes-
ter hours; if rank was CW3, 4 additional
semester' hours for field experience in man-
agement, for a total of 9 semester hours; if
rank was CW4, 6 additional semester hours
for field experience in management, for a
total of 11 semester hours; if duty assign-
ment was service school instructor. 3 addition-
al semester hours for a practicum in educa-
tion; if assigned to a hospital as a food service
technician, 3 additional semester hours in
nutrition or diet therapy (11/77).

MOS-051A-001

MORSE INTERCEPT TECHNICIAN

051 AO

Exhibit Dates: Pending evaluation.

MOS-052A-001

NON-MORSE INTERCEPT TECHNICIAN

052A0
Exhibit Wes: Pending evaluation.

MOS-053A-001

SPECIAL IDENTIFICATION TECHNICIAN

0535V0

Exhibit Dims: Pending evaluation.

MOS-100B-001

UTILITY /OBSERVATION HELICOPTER PILOT

100B0
Exhibit Dates: Pending evaluation.

MOS-100C-001
\.

CARGO HiLICOVTER PILOT

10009
Exhibit hikes Pending evaluation.

MOS-100D-001
HEAVY LIFT HELICOPTER PILOT

100D0
Exhibit Dates: Pending evaluation.

MOS -E-001
ATFACk HELICOPTER PILOT

100E0
Exhibit Dates: Pending evaluation.

MOS-100Q-001
COMBAT SERVICE/SUPPORT FIXED-WING

PILOT

100Q0
Exhibit Dates: Pending evaluation.

MOS-100R-001
COMBAT SURVEILLANCE FIXED-WING

PILOT

100RO
Exhibit Dates: Pending evaluation.

`-;

MOS-103A-001
AVIATION TECHNICIAN

103A0
Exhibit Dates: Pending evaluation.

MOS-160A-001 °
AVIATION MAINTENANCE TECHNICIAN

- (AVIATION TECHNICIAN)

160A0 (fokulerly 103A0)
Exhibit Dates: Pendittg evaluation.

MOS-201A-001
METEOROLOGY TECHNICIAN

201A0
Exhibit Dates: 6/61-Present.
Career Pattern.'

May have progressed to Meteorology
Technician from MOS 35D (Meteorological
Equipment Repairman), MOS 93E (Mete-
orological Observer), or MOS 93F (Ballistic
Meteorology Crewman or Field Artillery
Meteorological Crewman).
DesCription

Normally serves as the chief of a meteo-
rology section that provides ballistic mete-
orological data, not involving weather fore-
casting to artillery units; is responsible for
the organization and operation of the sec-
tion and its physical facilities as well as the
supervision and training of enlisted 'special-
ists in the section; manages and allocates
resources to install, operate, and maintain
mercurial, aneroid, electronic, optical, and
mechanical meteorological instruments- and
,equipment; determines layout of ballistic'
meteorological stations and, facilities and
plans equipment installation; knows meth-
ods of observing and plotting meteorologi-
cal data, inspects and tests meteorological

equipment, determines operating procedures
and techniques, and allocau:s work to sub-
ordinates; determines requirements for, pro-
cures, and manages- supplies, repair parts,
and equipment; supervises calibration of
graphs and other recording devices; evalu-
ates ballistic meteorological data and pro-
duces messages to be transmitted to artillery
units; instructs subordinates on established
maintenance techniques and operating pro-
cedures; may serve as an instructor at a
formal service school; may be employed in,
research, development, and' ac-
tivities.
Reconimendation

In the vocational certificate category, 2
semester hours in electronicdaboratory and
1 in basic mathematics. In the lower-divi-
sion baccalaureate/associate degree catego-
ry, 3 semester hours for field experience in
management, 3 in industrial/human rela-
tions, 2 in electronic laboratory, 1 in basic
mathematics, and 1 in meteorology, for a
total of 10 semester hours. In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in personnel management and 3 in
management electives (3/77).

MOS-202A-001
BIOMEDICAL EQUIPMENT REPAIR

TECHNICIAN

202A0
Exhibit Dates: Pending evaluation.

MOS-211A-001
TARGET ACQUISITION RADAR TECHNICIAN

(FIELD ARTILLERY RADAR
TECHNICIAN)

211 A0
Exhibit Dates: 10/66-Present.
Career Pattern

May have progressed to Target Acquisi-
tion Radar Technician from MOS 13W
(Field Artillery Target Acquisition Senior
Sergeant), MOS 17B (Field Artillery Radar
Crewman), MOS 17C (Field Artillery
Target Acquisition Specialist), MOS 17Z
(Combat. Surveillance and Target 'Acquisi-
tion NCO), MOS 24P (Defense Acquisition
Radar Mechanic), MOS '26B (Weapons
Support Radar Repairman), mos 26C
(Combat Area Surveillance Radii. Repair-
er), MOS 26D (Ground Control Approach
Radar Repairer); or MOS 26W (Radar
Maintenance SupervisorInspector).
DeScription

Normally serves as chief of a section or
platoon-engaged in maintaining and operat-
ing field artillery radars to provide target
loCation; has a detailed knoivledge of the
operational aspects of field artillery, radar,
the technical principles of equipment con-
struction, the scope and echniques of field
artillery radar, and safer precautions rel-
evant to operations and tenance; ad-
vises on technical considera ons involving
field artillery radar; coordinat the activi-
ties of field artillery radar personnel; super-

. vises the 'movement and emplacement of
radar and associated equipment; interprets
technical data, implements changes in in-
spections, repair, and test procedures, and
instruct 'personnel on-new or revised tech-
niques f radar electronics maintenance and
employ ent; inspects completed work and
assists rsonnel in isolating and correcting
malfu bons in equipment; must be able to



transmit target and counterfire data to sup-4
port artillery units; reviews maintenance re-
cords; supervises the requisitioning of tools,
repair parts, technical supplies, publications,
and equipment; 'may lerve as an instructor
at a formal training school, on a headquar-
ters staff, or in research, develoPment, test,
and evaluation activities.
Recommendation

In the vocational certificate category, 6
semester' hours- in electronics theory and
laboratory. rind 2' in. uses of basic hand tools.
In the lower-division baccalatireate/asso-
date degree category, 6 semester hours in
electronics theOrk and laboratory, 3 in per-
sonnel supervision, 3 for field experience in
management,. 2 in industrial/human' rela-
tions, 2 in technical report writing, and 2 in
lnaintenance management, for a total of 18
semester hours (3/77).

MOS-2122-001

ARMY ATTACHE ApMINISTRATIVE OFFICER

2122
'See the exhibit, MOS-961A-001.

MOS-214E-001

MISSILE SYSTEKTECHNICIAN, PERSHING
(FIELDARTILLERY MISSILE SYSTEM
TECHNICIAN, PERSHING)

214E0
Exhibit Dates: 12/62-Present.
Career Pattern

May have progressed to Missile System
Technician, 'Pershing, from MOS 15E (Per-
shing Missile Crewman), MOS 21G (Per-
shing Electronics Materiel Specialist), MOS
21L (Pershing Electronics Repairman), or
MOS 46N (Pershing Electrical - Mechanical
Repairer).
Deacription

Supervises the maintenance of field artil-
lery missiles, fire control systems, and mis-
sile launching and handling equipment;
oversees assembly of missiles; supervises.
utiliz,ation, testing, and maintenance of
tools, specialiied test sets, cable sets, and
warhead assemblies; inspects and directs
testing, servicing, and repair of missile
launching and guidance equipment; super-
vises maintenance of .Missile components,
determinei -repair/replacement require-
ments, insures that repairs and adjustments
are made, and makes final inspections; ad-
vises superiors on technical and tactical
considerations affecting the employment of

_missiles; serves as a technical advisor on
matters of preventive maintenance and in-
spection of radar, missiles, fire control sys-
tems, missile launching and handling equip-
ment, and on-missile materiel; observes and
corrects improper technical procedures, and
repair techniques; coordinates maintenance
techniques and .standards with preventive
maintenance personnel to insure uniformity;
implements changes in inspection, repair,
and test procedures and instructs personnel
on new techniques of missile maintenance
and repair; insures that equipment modifica-
tions are accomplished; examines and inter-
prets procedures, directives, schematics,
and technical publications for data pertinent

' to the employment of radar, missiles, and
related equipment and transmits data to sub-
ordinate personnel; reviews operating and
maintenance records, and tests' equipment to
ascertain adequacy of maintenance; moni-
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tom storage of missile guidance and motor
sections; insures compliance with safety and
Security regulations and procedures; writes
and reviews technical reports; reviews and
consolidates requests for tools, spare parts,
techniCal supplies, publications, and equip-
ment; may serve'aoan instructqkat a formal
training school or be employees in missile
procurementactivities.
Recommendation

In the vocational certificate Category, 3:.
semester'hours in electronics laboratory and
1 in care and use of hand tools. In the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in elec-
tronics, laboratory; 3 in personnel supervi-
sion, 3' for field experience in management,
3 in technical report writing, 2 in mainte-
nance, management, and 2 in industrial/
human relations, and additional credit in in-
structional methods on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation,Nfor a minimum total of 16
semester hours (3/V).

MOS-214G-001
MISSILE SYSTEM TECHNICIAN, LANCE

(FIELD ARTILLERY MISSILE SYSTEM
TECHNICIAN, LANCE)

214G0
Exhibit Dates: 2/75-Present..
Career Pattern

May have progressed to Missile System
Technician, Lance, from MOS 15D (Lance
Missile Crewman) or MOS 2713 (Lance
Missile System Repairman).
Description

Supervises the maintenance of field artil-
le fire control systems, and mis-

'd handling equipment;
ov of missiles; supervises
utilization, and maintenance of
tools, specialize test sets, cable sets, and

dekwarhead assemblies; inspects and directs
""testing, servicing, and repair of missile,

launching and guidance equipment; super-
vises maintenance of missile. components,
determines 'repair/replacement require-
ments, insures that repairs and adjustments
are made, and makes final inspections; ad-
viieri superiors on technical and tactical
considerations affecting the employment of
missiles; serves as a ,.tedhnical advisor on
matters of preventive maintenance and in-
sPeCtion Of radar, missiles, fire control sys-
terns, missile launching and handling equip=

'-tlent, and on-missile materiel; observes and
:corrects improper technical procedures and
repair techniques; coordinates maintenance
techniques and standards, with preventive
maintenance personnel to insure uniformity;
implements changes in inspection, repair,
-and test procedures and instructs 'personnel

, on new techniques of missile maintenance
and repair; insures that equipment modifica-
tions are accomplished; examines and inter-
prets procedures, directives, schematics,
and technical publications for data pertinent
to the employment of radar, missiles, and
related equipment and 'transmits data to sub-
ordinate personnel; reviews operating and
maintenance records and tests equipment to
ascertain adequacy of maintenance; moni-
tors storage of missile guidance and motor
sections; insures compliance with safety and
security regulations and procedures; writes
and reviews technical' reports; reviews and
consolidates requests for tools, spare parts,
technical supplies, publications, and equip-
ment; may serve as an instructor at a formal
training school or be employed in missile
procurement activities.

2

Recommendation
In the vocational certificate category, 3

semester hours in electronics lab6ratory and
1 in care and use of hand tools. In the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree categOry, 3 semester hours in elec-
tronics laboratory, 3 in personnel supervi-
sion, 3 for field experience in management,
3 in technical report writing, 2 in mainte-
nance management, and 2 in industrial/
human relations, and additional credit in in-
structional methods on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation, for a minimum total of 16
semester hours (3/77).

MOS-221B-001

MISSILE ASSEMBLY TECHNICIAN, NIKE

221B0
Exhibit Dates: 1/69-Present.
Career Pattern
. May have prOgressed to Missile Assem-
bly Technician, Nike, from MOS 22N
(Nike-Hercules Missile-Launcher Repair-
man), MOS 23W (Nike Maintenance Chief),
MOS 24U (Hercules Electronics Mechanic),
or MOS 28M (Anti-Ballistic Missile Mainte-
nance Specialist).
Description

Supervises the assembly, testng, and
maintenance of all compOnents 'of Air De-
fense/Ballistic Missile Defense (AD/BMD)
missiles; knows operations, theory, and on-
line maintenance of missile testing and ser-
vicing equipment associated with warhead
sections, fuses, electrclnic and mechanical
on-missile guidance equipment, hydraulic
systems, and propulsion units; knows theory
and function of hydraulic systems, vacuum
tubes, solid state devices, and associated cir-
cuits and circuit elements; performs check-
outs of electronic, electrical, mechanical,
electromechanical, and hydraulic systems;
knows authorized procedure for modifying
existing equipment; knows AD/BMD mis-.
sile transport, storage, and safety program
regulations and policies for nuclear and ex-
plosive components; knows theory, oper-
ation, and maintenance procedures for all
launching area equipment; oversees uncrat-
ing and mating of missiles, rocket motor
assemblies, and warhead sections; supervises
emplacement of missiles and launching area
equipment in mobile air defense units;
knows maintenance record' keeping and in:
ventory control procedures; trains and eval-
uates missile maintenance personnel in
troubleshooting and maintenance prose;'.
dures; advises commander on the technical
and tactical aspects of missile employment,
emplacement, readiness status, and firing.
Recommendation

In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 6 semester hours in
troubleshooting, 3 in technical athematics,
3 in basic electronics, 3 in A /DC circuit
analysis, 3 in transistor theory 3 in mainte-
nance management, 2 in inst mentation, 2
in. controls, 2 in pulse circ ts, 2 in inven-
tory management, 2 'iri personnel supervi-
sion, 2 in report writing, 1 in maintenance
shop recordkeeping, and additional credit in
controls, transistor theory, mathematics, hy-
draulics, and public speaking/communica-
tien on the basis of institutional evaluation,
for a minimum total of 34 semester hours.
In the upper-division baccalaureate catego-
ry, 3 semester hours in personnel manage-
ment and training and 3 in management
electives; if rank was CW3. 2 additionalse-
mester hours for field experience in man-
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agement, for a total of 8 semester hours; if
rank was CW3, 4 additional semestef hours
for field expenenceja management, for a
total of 10 semesterliburs; if rank was CW4,"
6 additional semester hours for field expert
ence in management, for a total of 12 se-
mester bours; if duty assignment was platoon
leader, credit in leadership and supervision
on the basis of institutional evaluation (5/
77).

.MOS -221C -001

MISSILE MAINTENANCE TECHNICIAN,
SAFEGUARD

221C0
Exhibit Dates: 3/72-3/78.
. NOTE: Effective 4/78, MOS 22IC was

discontinued and its functions were incor-
porated into MOS 22IB, Missile Assembly
Technician, Nike. The skills, competencies,
and knowledge required to maintain the
Safeguard missile are comparable to those
required to maintain the Nike missile. Use
the recommendation in the exhibit, MOS-
221B-001.

MOS-222B-001
MISSILE FIRE CONTROL TECHNICIAN, NIKE

(AIR DEFENSE MISSILE FIRE ,\
CONTROL TECHNICIAN, NIKE)

222B0
Exhibit Dates: 1/69-Present.
Career Pattern

May have progressed to Missile Fire
Control Tebluncian, Nike, from MOS 16
(Air Defense Artillery Senior Sergeant)
MOS 22L (Nike Test Equipment Repair-
man), MOS 22N (Nike-Hercules Missile-
Launcher Repairman), MOS 23N (Nike'
Track Radar Repairman), MOS 23U (Nike
High Power Radar-Simulator Repairman),
MOS 23W (Nike Maintenance Chief), MOS
24P (Defense Acquisition Radar Mechanic),
MOS 24Q (Nike-Hercules Fire. Control Me-
chanic), MOS 24U (Hercules Electronics
Mechanic), MOS 26H (Air Defense Radar
Repairman), or MOS 34G (Fire Control
Computer Repairman).
Description

Supervises the repair and maintenance of
Nike air defense missile control eqUipment,
data processing and simulator equipment,
and radars; supervises the movement, em-
placement, and testing of. fire control and
auxiliary equipment; understands theory,
function, and operation of solid-state de-
vices, associated circuits, tracking radars,
acquisition radars, interrogator equipment,
computer data transmission systems, tactical
control circutts, counter-countermeasure
systems,and power supply equipment for
Nike air defense missile fire control equip-
ment; supervises the use, testing, and main-
tenance of tools and test equipment used in
diagnosing complex malfunctions in missile
electronic ground gUidance and tactical
data processing equipment; monitors equip-
ment during testing, simulations, and mdsile
firing exercises to detect operator error
and/or syitems malfunctions and initiates
corrective action, if required; knows regula-
tions and procedures' required for working
with high voltage, electromagnetic radi-
anon, and x-rays; supervises emplacement,
testing, and maintenance of fire control
equipment, advises commander on employ-

.diem of counter untermeasurea; knows

v.
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operation, function, and maintenance of bat-
tery terminal equipment; trains maintenance
and operator personnel in Nike air defense
missile fire control equipment; supervises
parts inventory and supply system, includ-
ing procurement for Nike air defense mis-
sile; supervises maintenance and operation
inventory; evaluates effectiveness of mainte-
nance programs, operator' training, and
parts and equipment supply operations; pre-
pares reports. .

Recommendation
In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-

ciate degree category, 6 semester hours in
electronics troubleshooting, 3 in 'technical
mathematics, 3. in basic electronics, 3 in
AC/DC circuits analysis, 3 in :transistor
theory, 3 in maintenance management, 2 in
instrumentation, 2 in pulse circuits, 2 in
digital circuitry, 2 in computer. fundamen-
tals, 2 in inventory management, 2 in per-
sonnel supervision, 2 in report writing, 1 in
maintenance shop record keeping, 1 in,con-
trol systems, 1 in radar/microwave theory,
1 in machine language, and additional credit
in electronics, mathematics, data processing,
computer science, and public speaking/
communication on the basis of institutional
evaluation, for a minimum total of 39 §e-
mestei hours. In the upper-division bacca-
laureate category, 3 semester hours in per-
sonnel management and' training and 3 in
management electives; if rank was CW2, 2
additional semester hours for field experi-
ence in management, for a total of 8 semes-
ter hours; if rank was CW3, 4 additional
semester hours for field experience in man-
agement, for a' total of 10 semester hours; if
rank was CW4, 6 additional. semester hours
for field experience in management, _for a
total of 12 semester hours; if duty assign-
ment was platoon leader, credit in leadership
and supervision on the basis of institutional

'evaluation (5/77).

MOS-223B-401

MISSILE'SYSTEM TECHNICIAN, IMPROVED
HAWK

223B0 (formerly 223D0 and
251D0)

Exhibit Dates: 10/71- Present.
NOTE: MOS 223B was establish in 4/

78. It is a consolidation of two previous
MOS's, MOS 223D (Air Defense Missile
System Technician, Improved Hawk) and
MOS 251D (Air Defense Missile System
'Repair Technician, Improved Hawk). Be-
cause these two MOS's represented substan-
tially the same skills, competencies, and
knowledge required for MOS 223B, perSons
who held MQS, 223D, or MOS 251D are
eligible for the credit-recommended in this
exhibit for MOS 22313'. However, readers
should also note that many persons who
held two other previous MOS's, MOS 223C'
(Air Defense Misaile stem' Technician,
Hawk) and MOS 251C (Air Defense Missile
Repair 'System Technician, Hawk) and
MOS 25IC (Air Defense. Missile System
Repair Technician, Hawk) wore reassigned
to MOS 223B. Because of the additional
training normally required for personnel to
change over from the Hawk missile system
to the Improved Hawk missile system, the
recommendation in this exhibit should be
applied to a perion who held MOS 223C or
MOS 251C only after an institutional evalu-
ation confirms that the individual' acquired
substantially the same skills, competencies,
and knowledge described for MOS 223B.

4 I

Career Pattern
May have progressed' to Missile System

Technician, Improved Hawk, from any en-
listed MOS,in ImproVed Hawk or Hawk
missile system repair or mechanics MOS in

6 Career Management Field 23 (subfields 233,
234,235, or 236).

Description
Supervises the assembly, 'inspection, and

. . repair of the Improved Hawk missile
system, simulator equipment, and associated
test equipment; understands theory, nine-
tionsk.anid operation of on-missile guidance
eqummedt, ranging radars, pulse radars,
launchers, fire control equipment, simulator
Stations; . computers, and automatic data
transmission, systems used with the Im-
proved Hawk air defense missile system and
associated power generation and air-conclil
tioning equipment; knows theory and func-
tions of solid-state devices and associated .

circuits.and circuit elements; knows how to
assemble and test:components of missile,
radar, and fire control equipment; super-
vises testing of the system specialized test
sets and procedures; supervises repairmen in
isolating malliinctions and in repairing, ad:"
justing, and aligning systems and system
components; advises personnel on equip-
ment modifications and of changes to in-
spection, repair, test, and maintenance cali-
bration procedures; knows safety proce-
dures and regulations pertaining to high,'
energy, electromagnetic radiation hazard9,
high-voltage ,hazards, and high-pressure hy-
draulic equipment; knows missile transport
and storage methods;. knows- operation,,
function, and maintenance of battery termi-
nal equipment; trains personnel in safety
and security procedures and maintenance,
techniques; interprets technical publications;
supervises parts inventory and supply
system, including procurement; reviews and
prepares reports; evaluates supply and
maintenance problems, advises superiors,
and recommends corrective actions; may
serve as an instructor at a formal training
school or be employed 'in missile procure-
ment activities.

Recommendation
In the lower-division baCcalaureate/asso-

ciate degree category, 6 semester hours in
technical .mathematics, 6 in electronics
troubleshooting, 3 in basic electronics, 3 in
AC/DC circuit analysis, 3 in transistor
theory, 3 in instrumentation, 2 in pulse cir-
cuits, 2 in control systems, 2 in digital cir-
cuitry, 2 in computer fundamentals, 1- in
radar/microwave theory, I in machine lan-
guage, 3 in maintenance management, 2 in
inventory management, 2 in personnel su-
pervision, 2 in -report writing, 1 in mainte-
n ce shop record keeping, and additional
c edit in electronics, Mathematics, dafti'pro-.
essing, computer science, and. public

speaking/communication on the basis of in-
stitutional evaluation, for a minimum total
of 44 semester hours. In the upper - division
baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in
personnel management and training and 3 in
management electives; If rank was CW2, 2
additional semester hours for field experi-
ence in management, for a total of 8 semes-
ter 'hours; if rank was CW3, 4 additional
semester hours for field experience in man-
agement, for a total of 10 semester' hours; if
rank was CW4, 6 'additional semester hours
for field experience in management, for a
total of 12 semester hours; If duty assign.'
meet was platooh leader, credit in leadership
and supervision on the basis of institutional
evaluation (5/77).



MOS-223D-001
AIR DEFENSE MISSILE SYSTEM

TECHNICIAN, IMPROVED HAWK

223D0
Exhibit Dates: 10/71-3/78.

NCITE: Effective 4/78, MOS 251D was
diicoritinued and its ' functions were incor-'

rated into MOS 223B, Missile System
Imician, Improved Hawk, See . the ex-

hibit, MOS-2238-001.

MOS-22413-001
SHORT RANot AIR DEFENSE SYSTEMS

TECHNICIAN? (CHAPARRAL/VULCAN
SYSTEM TECHNICIAN)

- 22480 4

Exhibit Dates: 12/68-Present.
Career Pattern

MaY have progressed to Shorring Air
.Defense Systems Technician from MOS
24M (Vulcan System Mechanic), MOS 24N
(Chaparral System Mechanic), MOS 27B
(Land Combat Support System Test Spe-
cialist), MOS 27F (Chaparral/Vulcan Air
Defense System Repairman or Vulcan Re-
paireil) MOS 27G (Redeye Missile System,
Repairman or ChaparraVRedeye Repairer),
or MOS 27Z (LCSS Missile Maintenance
Chief). -
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MOS-2 OA-4O1

UCLEA WEAPONS TECHNICIAN

2 AO
Exhibit Dtes: Pendin) evaluation.

motive mechanics, 5 in diesel mechanics, 5
in industrial truck urtchanics, 3. in basic
electronics, 3 in troubleshooting, 1 in shop
practices and procedures, I in industrial
safety, 3 in maintenaace management, 3 in
personnel supervision, 2 in inventory man-
agement, 2 in maintenance shop record
keeping, 2 in report writing,and credit in
public speaking/communication on the basis
of institutional evaluation, for a minimum
total of 35 semester hours. In the upper-

, division baccalaureate category, 3, semester
hours in personnel management and training
and 3 in management electives; if rank was
CW2, 2 'additional semester hours for field'
experience in ninagement, for a total of 8
semester hours; if rank was CW3, 4 addi-
tional semester hours for field experience in
management, for a total of 10 semester
hours; if rank was CW4, 6 additional semes-
ter hours for field experience in manage-
ment, for a total of 12 semester hours; if
duty assignment was platoon leader; credit in,
leadership and supervision on the basis of
institutional evaluation (5/77). g

Description . .

Supervises repair. and. maintenance, of the
Chaparral and Vulcan light air defense elec-

trotuc systems and land combat, support
missile systems, including forward area alert
radar (FAAR) and target alerting identifica-
tion systems; supervises operation of main-
tenance shops, on-site maintenahce activi-
ties, and shop quality 'control activities; °
knows theory, operation, and functioning of
Chaparral/Vulcan systems and associated
equipment, including test and training
equipment and otor support units; has
knowledge of el t ity, electronics, pneu-
matics, nd mechanics; reads,
uses,- and interprets Schematic diagrams and
other technical publications; uses special
tools and test equipment to maintain, adjust,.

)troubleshoot, and. repair system equipment;
organizes, supervises, manages, and evalu-
ates most phases of maintenance programs
peculiar to the system and to its support
equipment; acts in the capacity of mainte-
nance officer in the absence of a line offi-
cer; coordinates activities with other main-
tenance organizations; supervises 20-50 sub-
ordinates; advises and assists in establishing
training programs for operators and crew-
men; knows and provides staff supervision
for 'supply functions; supervises inventory
and purchasing of maintenance parts, tools,
and equipment; knows safety procedures
pertaining to the missile systems and associ-
ated equipment; writes technical and admin-
istrative regorts; advises superiors on the
technical and tactical capabilities, limita-
tions, and employment of the missile sys-
tems;- may serve as an instructor at a formal
training school or as a technical advisor on

headquarters staff. ,

Recommendation
In the vocational certificate category, 6

semester hours in electricity/electronics lab-
oratory, 5 in automotive mec 5 in
diesel mechanics, 5 in industrial k me-
chanics, 3 in troubleshooting, shop ,

practices and procedures, and 1 in ustrial
fety, for a total of 26 semester hours. In

...,,th lower-dfviaion baccalaureate/associate
egree category; 5 semester hours in auto-

M04-241F-001

FIELD ARTILLERY MISSILE SYSTEM REPAIR 4
TECHNICIAN, PERSHING

. 241F0
Exhibit Dates: 12/62-3/78.

NOTE: Effective 4/78, mos, .24) ,was.
discontinued' and-'its functions were incor-
porated into MOS 214E, Missile System
Technician, Pershing. Use the recommenda-
tion in the exhibit, MOS-214E-001, and
award additional credit on the basis of insti-
tutional evaluation.

MOSI-251B-001

AIR DEFENSE MISSILE SYSTEM REPAIR*
TECHNICIAN, NIKE

25180
Exhibit Dates: 1/69-3/78.

NOTE: Effective 4/78, MO§ 251B was
discontinued and its functions were incor-
porated into MOS 222B, Missile Fire Con-
trol Technician, Nike. Use the recommen-
dation in the exhibit, MOS-222B-001, and
'award additional credit on the basis of insti-'
tutional evaluation.

MOS-251D-001

AIR DEFSASE MISSILE SYSTEM REPAIR
TECHNICIAN, IMPROVED HAWK

251D0
Exhibit Dates: 10/71-3/78..

'NOTE: Effective' 4/78, MOS 251D was
discontinued and its functions were incor-
porated into MOS 223B, Missile System
Technician, Improved Hawk. See the ex-
hibit, MOS-22313-001.

MOS452A-001

CALIBRATION TECHNICIAN

252A0
Exhibit Dates: Pending' evaluation.

4 ,

MOS-271A-001

3-5

LAND.COMBAT SUPPORT MISSILE SYSTEMS
REPAIR TECHNICIAN

271A0
Exhibit Dates: 10/66-Present.
Career Pattern

May have progressed. to Land Combat
Support 'Missile Systems Repair Technician
from MOS 27B (Land Combat Support
System, Test. ,Specialist/Lince Repairer),
MOS 27D (Lance Missile. System Repair-
man), MOS 27E (Wire-Guided Missile Sys-
tems Repairman or TOW/Dragon Repair-
er), MOS 27H (Shillelagh Repairer), or
MOS 27Z (LCSS Missile Maintenance
Chief).
Description

Manages supply, equipment, facility, and
personnel assets in the maintenance and
repair of land combat support missile sys-
tems (short- or medium-distance guided
missile weapon systems), associated system
designed electronic test systems, and train-
ing devices; directs the activities of person-
nel engaged in isolating inalfu'netions occur-
ring in electronic firing and guiding systems
and components; analyzes complex mal-
functions; supervises .repair of and modifica-
tions to systems components, including
guidance control systems, optical -trackers,
modulators, infrared sensors, conduct-of-fire
trainers, missiles, and specialized test-equip-
ment; oversees supply management and
preparation of work reports and mainte-
nance records; forecasts supply require-
ments; insures that final inspections and
checkout prodedures are conducted; exam-
ines, interprets, and disseminates technical
material, Including orders, bulletins, and
manuals', instructs enlisted specialists in
troubleshooting techniques, diagnostic pro-
cedures, and the interpretation of tests on
system components, circuits, and optical
elements; knows techniques and safety pro-
cedures for handling explosive components;
may serve as instructor at a formal training
school,
Recommendation

In the vocational certificate category, 6
semester hours in electronics theory and
laboratory and 2 in use of basic hand tools. -
In -the lower division

in
baccalaureate/asso-

ciate degree category, 6 semester hours
electronics theory and laboratory, 3 in 'per-
sonnel supervision, 3 for field experience in
management, 3 in industriaVhuman rela-
tions, 2 in maintenance management, and 1
in technical report writing for a total of 18
semester hours. In the upper-division bacca-
laureate category, 3 semester hours in per-
sonnel, management and training and 3 in
management electives (3/77).

.^ . .

MOS.=285A-061

ELECTRONIC WARFARE/INTERCEPT
EQUIPMENT REPAIR TECHNICIAN

285A0
Exhibit. Dates: Pending evaluation.
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MOS-486A-001
/;"

CommuNicAtibils.ELEcrnoNicS
ILEEAIR. TECHNICIAN

286A6" 7/' -

Exhibit Dates: Pending evaluation.

MOS-287A-001
D8TA PROCESSING SYSTEMS.REPAIR

TECHNICIAN

287A0
Exhibit Date*: Pending evaluation.

-21
MOS-290A-001

TELECOMMUNICATIONS TECHNICIAN

290A0
Exhibit Dates: Pending evaluation.

MOS410A-001
UTILITIES OPE_RATios AND MAINTENANCE

TecimuciAN .

( ./Timms MAINTENANCE TECHNICIAN)

310A0 (formerly 521A0),
Exhibit Dates: 6/61-Present. .

Career Pattern
May have- ,progressed to' Utilities. Oper-

ation and Maintenance Technician from any
'MOS S in Catsser Management Field . .52'.
(Power Production), or the following
MOS's in Career Management Field 51
(General Engineering): MOS 51A (Con-
struction and Utilities Worker), MOS 518
(Carpenter), MOs. 510 (Soils Analyst), or

, any MOS in subfield 5V (Utilities Engi-
.neering).
Description ,

operationrana gesanPed
Personnel engaged in utilities

nia riministrative, supply management,
eprzfoanrmdsquaald--

ity control functions
ation, delive

which insure oiler

an installation,
maintenance of utilities

for associated
activity; manages and knows the fundamen-
tals of installation, operation, and mainte-
nance of Water supply, plumbing, heating,
sewage, electrical, refrigeratictn, air condi-
tioning, and fire fighting systems, and
power stations; estimates material and per-
sonnel requirements for maintenance and
repair of utilities plants and systems; r s
and interprets blueprints, schematics, and
electrital diagrams; knows electrical, elect'
tronic;:-and mechanics.' , theory . and applica-
tions relevant to electrical power plants
using steam', gas, or diesel-powered generat-
ing units; knows basic principles of military,
civilian, and contractor procedures and per-
sonnel management understands technical
publications of operating, principles of utili-_
ties plants and systems; diagnoses difficul-
ties; plans maintenance and repair schedules
and procedures; manages personnel and
equipment engaged in the production of

and repairNwrener
ce

;

determines maintenance
and establishes

electrical

work priorities; allocates maintenance, and
areapdaipor eststaabolitsivhtesttesshoofp pphmlrabrkanicesd

shift- supervisors, electricians, fiech c ,, n-
lini-

uper-
igh-

voltage electrical power transmission lines
and substations; establiiihes 9Perating proc.,,,;,,..
dunes for power pfant operations,. itincuie
nano, equipment inspections, and industrial

Preparation asafety programs; supervises
operating; malfunction, and supply reports;
directs procurepnent and distribution ofsup-
Plies, tools, and equipment; administers ap-
propriate budget/344cm as . technical advisor
to commanders concerned with utilities op-
erafions; may ,ilirOt as stiYice school in-
structor, servesrat station or power plant
superintendent, power .sYscni ;technician;

May- directly super-section or' team chief;

apply oceupatkmal skills to specialized few,.
vise up to 100 persons; may be able to

platitS or of ballistichues, of nuclear power

ment.
missile (Safeguard System) support

Recommendation

3 semester' hoursdialten.,tdheewmlowecar-ditegvisin

baccalaureate/asso--
, in

,Industrial safety, 3 in shop management, 3
'n material management, 3.in.Personnel:su-
Pervision," 3 in crf,fice administration, 3 in
record keeping 3 in technical writing, and.

in human relations, and additional credit
in 'ballistic missile support equipment repair
and nuclear -power 'on =the basis of institn_
flout evaluation; for a minimum total of 24
semester hours. In the upper-division bacca-
laureate category, 3 semester hours in man-
agement 'problems, 3 in management and
training, and 2 for field experience in man-
agement, for a minimum total of 8 semester
hours; if rank was CFVZ 7 additional semes_
te; hours for field experiente in

`,ZirifieWalcif'eCxW3pe0e.

4floaaddtaitionsnanal

management,
how

rent, for a total, of 10 semester hours;

tow of 12 semester hours; if rank wasvcw4,
6 additional semester hours for field expo ri.
ante in' management, for a total of 14 Se-

' master hours; if duty assignment was servici:
school kstructor, 6 semester hours for
l'ratticutilin education (11/77).

net engaged in the requisitioning, receipt,
inspection, surveillance, testing, :

repass,

Packaging, tratiPon'rtasttforan,gelindis'sdue'e-
struction of ammunition, missiles, rockets,
explosive components, and non-nuclear
pwlaroymheaednst;

of
for safe and efficient em-

ployment

special

surveillance

nidon; monitors handling and storage of
mines. serviceability of conventional ammu-

bcediolurogiescalf,oranrnhniuc
of

and radio-
active .wastes; 'des

technicit! assistance
=non to field

publications
ts; classifies,
:lion of cap-

regarding conventio
activities; interprets tec
and trains enlisted
evacuates, or determines

intouruni.---`led,titel;"r;-:damaesgtanatedcahharraamitiUlliOn eqUanuitimusseuPerville5eno:

par-
ticipates

anindtherevitvisestirpotirtaion

of accidents;

vestigatlYS reParts is familiar with: military .
and tariffs and the logistics of
'supply and transportation; insures compli-
ante with safety and security regulations

Crotwal:1111C)gccutpao "iSaftietoyndlid dHealnlisslithAct
(081.1A) regulation and procedures; knows
physiological effects of, protective measures,
against,. and emergency and first aid

to., toxic'dotes. employed -after, exposure to:, toxic
chemicals; knows firefighting procedures
for conventional and special ammunition;
plans and conducts safety, programs for per -
sonnel handling ammunition and missiles;

areas related

yliiiiiiisioenceunihnest.tacscoiotanochnsminanoodkamalm,an"tcsaidria7ures.insins;:uresinatnilPtpusiccedny.:moas:corvcerhimiff:Ini:baercalsfastaf9onnaboaminrdfeallitacultseredh:-,

,Recommendation
In

advisor to research, develop-
ment, test;-and evaluation activities.

In the lower-diVision baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree category, 8 semester hours inMOS-4014-001

A

417'

TECHNICIANROP EQUIPMEIV REPAIR

401A0 (formerly 461A0)
bitMates; Pending evaluation.

M4-4114-001
' FooD'Acivison

4114
See the exhibit, MOg-041A-001

strumentation and process control
clans, and health _physics specialists;
vises installation lksd maintenance .o

MOS-411A-001 --

'AMMUNITION TECHNICIAN

411A0
Exhibit Dates: 1/65-Present.
Career Pattern a

May have progressed to A unition
(A nu unition

Specialists MO5 5D (Explosive Ordnance
..,1 echnicie

tion Inspector), or MOS 55Z (Ammunition
uni-

'Description
Manages personnel, equipment, supply,

and facility, assets for the receipt, 'storage,
and issue of all classes of anunumtion; plans,
coordinates ,and supervises' 50-150 person,

4.
I.

physical science, 5 in industrial safety, 3 in
basic electronics, 3 in personnel supervision,
3 in inventory management, 3 m report

credit in' basic chemistry, chemistry of ex-
plosives,

2_16 maintenance shop record keep-
ing, h--security practices, and additional

plosives, basic physics,

of institutional( evaluation,

nuclear physics, and
public s

vategory, 3 semester
total of 29 semen hours. In the uPper-

tifoorn aonmtme basis

anaerecemtivenest, a:nd,c1 t.raill-3 in ;
for a minimum total
rank was CW2 2

division baccidsuree
hours M.Personnel
jog, 3 in manag
logistiqs managemen
of 9 semester hours;'
additional semester hours for field experi-
ence., in management, for a total of 11 se-
[nester hours; (frank was CW3, 4 additional
semester hours for field.experience in man-
agement, for a total of 13 semester hours; (1 .

rank was CW4, 6

of 15
'Tient was a platoon w denc

for

supervision

total

evaluation (5/77);

experience in management, for a

Pervision on the basis of inst:tu-

sem, ester hours; t/' duty assgn-

S-421A-001

REPAIR TECHNICIAN
AO (formerly 4808)

2/48-Present.
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Career-Pattern MOS-500A-001- May have rogressed to Armament .
Repair from an enlisted Small MARINE DECO OFFICER

Repairman (currently MOS 45B), Ar- .500A0wrwr Repairman (currently MOS 45L),'
Tank 'Turret Repairman (currently MOS Fahrhit Dates: Pending evaluation.
45K), or Armament Maintenance Foredian
(currelidy MOS 45Z).

M03-510A-001
MARINE ENGINEERING OFFICE)

510A0
Exhibit Dates: Pending evaluation.

Description,
Manages activities and personnel engaged

in the maintenance and repair of small arms,
artillery and armor weapons, and. crew-
served Weapons; oversees the inspection,
repair, replacement, and modification of ar-,
mament materiel; supervises inspections and
check-out procedure:4 directs shop oper-
ations including workflow planning requisi-
tioning parts and supplies, inspecting main-
tenance procedures, and providing technical
assistance to maintenance personnel in artil-
lery or armor units; must know nomencla-.
ture -design, operation, and employment of
the Army's current inventory of field artil-.

arms; trains enlisted ta in the use of
lery weapons, armor wea smalland sma

shop equipment and power tools, intinspec-
don and test procedures, and in the disas-
sembly, repair, and adjustment of armament
materiel; uses technical publications and in-
terprets specificationa, must be able to use
automated and manual systems for supply
of technical publications, tools, repair parts,and related ,,, , tenance supphes; must
know replan. , and procedures pertaining
to physical urity, accountabday, and
shipment of w pona; may serve as chief of
a team, section, or platoon in field activi-
ties; may serve as instructor in a formal
training school.

Recommendation
In the vocational certificate category, 3

semester, hours in the use and care of ,hand
and power tools. In the lower-di 'o 'iac-
calaureate/associate degree category
wester hours in personnel supervision,
field experience in management, S-Tn
trial/human relations, 3 in maintenance/

u shop management and record keeping, 3 in
use and care of hand and power tools, and
1 in industrial safety, for a total of 16 se-

ineiner hours. In the upper-division, bacca-,
hair-tate category, 3 semester hours in,per-
!wane( management and training (3/77)

MOS-441A-001

REPAIR SHOP TECHNICIAN

441A0
Exhibit Dates: Pending evaluation.

MOS-461A-001

AIRDROP EQUIPMENT REPAIR TECHNICIAN

461A0
Exhibit bates: Pending evaluation.

MOS-4808-001

ARMAMENT REPAIR TECHNICIAN

.4808 .

See the exhibit; MOS-421A-001

MOS-521A-001'

UTILITIES OPERATION-AND MAINTENANCp
TECHNICIAN

(UTILITIES MAINTENANdE TECHNICIAN)

521A0
See the exhibit, MOS-310A-00 1.

MOS-621A-001

ENOINEER EQUIPMENT REPAIR
TECHNICIAN

621A0
Exhibit Dates: Pending evaluation.

MOS-630A-001

AUTOMOTIVE REPAIR TECHNICIAN

Exhibit Mitt Pending evaluation.

problems to the chaplain, Judge Advocate
General, medical personnel, or other aPPro-
priate agency, if necessary initiates an pre-
pares correspoqdence, misuses, and re-
ports; interprets "regulations; makes deci-
sions based on a variery of information
sources and requirements; processes
changes to manpower documents.
Recommendation
. In the vocational certificate category, 3
semester hours in administrative office man-
agement, 3 in business communications, 3 in
records management, 3 in introduction to
computer concepts, and 6 for field expertence

in management, for a total of, 18 se-
mester hours. In the lower-division bacca-
laureate/associate degree category, semes-
ter hours in administrative office manage-
ment, 3 in business communications, 3 in
records management, 3 in introduction to
complier concepts, 3 in personnel supervi-
sion, and.6 for field experience in manage-
ment, for a total 'of 21 semester hours. In
the upper-division. baccalaureate category, 3
semester hours in personnel management

e--7. and 3 in counseling; if rank was CW2, 3
additional semester hours for field 'experi-
ence in personnel management and counsel-
ing, for a total of 9 semester hours; (f rank
was CW3, 6 additional semester hours for
field experience in personnel management
and counseling, for 'a total of 12. semester
hours; if rank was CW4, 9 additional semesr
ter hours for field experience in personnel
management and counseling, for a total of
15 semester hours; (f duty assignment was
platoon leader, additional credit in leader-
ship and supervision on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation. In the grpduate degree
category, credit for an internship in person-
,nel management and counseling on the basis
of institutional evaluation (10/77).

MOS-711A-001

PERSONNEL TECHNICIAN

(UNIT PERSONNEL TECHNICIAN)

7L1A0 '
Exhibit Dates: 1/63-Present.
Career Pattern

May have progressed from any enlisted
rsonnel MOS in Career Management

Field 71 (Administration), subfield 712 (Per-
sonhel): MOS 75B (Personnel Administra-
tion Specialist or Unit Clerk), MOS 75C
(Personnel Management Specialist), MOS

.75D (Personnel Records, Specialist), MOS
75E (Personnel Actions Specialist), or MOS
75Z (Personnel Senior Sergeant). .

Description
Supervises administrative activities relat-

ed to personnel management, including
office otganization and operation, counsel-
ing of personnel, and personnel records; de-
velops input for an interprets output from
automated systems supporting the personnel
function; oversees the selection and use of
office equipment, including typewriters, cal-
culators, and word processing equipment;
supervises military and civilian personnel
engaged in specialized administrative and
personnel Management duties; assists in

g and evalqating civilian employees;
participates in personnel selection, duty as-
signment, evaluation, and training to assure
full utilization of personnel; counsels per-
sonnel' from a wide variety of backgrounds
assisting them with career and personal de-
cisions; makes referrals of individuals with

e

MOS.-712A -001

GENERAL STAFF ADMINISTRATIVE
TECHNICIAN

712A0
Exhibit Dates: 1/63-Present.
Career Pattern

Normally progresses to General Staff Ad-
ministrative Technician from Warrant Offi-
cer MOS 711A, Personnel Talchnician,.or
through demonstration of outstanding skills
in stenography' in an enlisted MOS.
Descripikai

Performs general and technical- adminis-
trative duties in an office headed by lieuten-
ant generals or higher; supervises the office
clerical staff; develops office procedures;
prepares and reviews correspondence; re-
searches and prepares reports, presentations,
and speeches; interprets regulations and dir-
ectives; coordinates with other offices to
establish and maintain formal and informal
lines of communication; performs some
public relations and communication duties,
including dealing with news media; acts as
protocol officer; when assigned in foreign
countries advises command officers on area
geography, culture,' politics, and other
social factors.
Description

In the vocational certificate, category, 6
semester hours in public relations, 3 in busi-
ness communications, 3 in report writing, 3
in office procedures, 3 in human relations
skills, 3 in recordkeeping, and 3 in office
management, for a total of 24 semester
hours; (f the duty position requires stenogra-
phy skills, additional credit in dictation and
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transcription and typing on the basis of in-
stitutional evaluation. In the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 6
semester-hours in English communication, 6
in social science, 6 in public relations, 3 in
business sibmmunications.3 in, report wnt-
ing, 3 in bffice procedures, 3 in interperson-
al communication skills; 3 in recordkeeping,
and 3 in office management, for a total of
36 semester hours; (1 the duty position re-
quires stenographer skills, additional credit in
dictation and transcription and typing on
the basis of institutional evaluatibn. In the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 6:se-
mester Hours in social science electives, and
3 in protocol: In the graduate degree cate-
gory, credit in management and in methods
of research on the basis of institutional eval-
uation (10/77). .

MOS-713A-001

LEGAL ADMINISTRATIYE,TECHNICIAN

713A0 ,

Exhibit Dates: 1/65- Present..
Career Pattern

May have progressed to Legal Adminis-
trative Technician from an enlisted legal
specialist,' currently MOS 71D _(Legal
Clerk) or MOS 71E (Court Reporter). ,, .

Description
Performs the duties of a paralegal as well

as the duties of a legal administrator; man-
ages the office of the Staff Jude Advocate
or the ' headquarters exercising general
court-martial jyrisdictiOn; analyzes legal and
administrative documents, claims, and re-
cords of court-martial and non judicial pun-
ishment', drafts documents dealing with civil
matters; such as wills, bills of sale, and sep-
-fixation and support agreements; interprets
civil statutes and Army regulations govern-
ing the administration of military justice,
contracts, and the procurement program;
provides technical supervision to unit legal
personnel and office staff; issues orders ap-
pointing Members of courts, boards, and
committees; receives, processes, and authen-
ticates official techmcial legal correspon-
dence and makes referrals to,attorneys or to
other agencies when required; maintains
law and administrative libraries; researches
cases and other references to support legal,
administrative, or military decisions; main-
tains -statistical information; participates in
manpower surveys; acts as office security
manager; supervises military and civilian
personnel; is directly responsible for office

_financial and budgetary matters; if qualified
as court reporter, records legal proceedings
by dictation for later transcription.
Recommendation

In the vocational certificate category, 3
semester hours in legal terminology; if
qualified as a court reporter, 8 additional se-
mester hours in machine shorthand, 6 in
typewriting, 3 in machine transcriptioil, 3 in
introduction to court reporting, and 3 in
-business communications, for a total of 26
semester hours. In the Idwer-division bacca-
laureate/associate degree category, 3 semes-
ter hours in principles of supervision, 3 in
principles of financial budgeting, 3 in legal
terminology, 3 in law office management, 3
in trial preparation and procedures, 3 in
legal research, 3 in paralegalism (duties and
responsibilities of the legal assistant, code of
ethics; principles of conduct, relationship to
the attorney, etc.), for a minimum total of
21 semester hours; if qualified as a Court
reporter. 8 additional semester hours in ma-

CER -MOS EXHIBITS

chine shorthand, 6 in typewriting, 3 in ma-
chine transcription, S m introduction to
court reporting, and 3 in business communi-
cations, for a total of 44 semester hours. In
the upper-division baccalaureate category, 3
semester hours in personnel management, 3
in management electives, and 3 in legal en-
vironment and procesaes, for a total of 9
semester" hours; .(/* rank was CW2, 2 addi-
tional semester hours for field experience in
management, for a total of 11 semester
hours; if conk was CW3, 4 additional semes-
ter hoUrs -for field experience in manage-
ment, for a total of 13 semester hours; if
rank was CW4, 6 additional semester hours
for field experience in management, for a
total of 15 semester hours (10/77).

MOS-741A-001
DATA PROCESSING TECHNICIAN

741A0
Exhibit Dates: Pending evaluation.

MOS-761A-001
GENERAL SUPPLY TECHNICIAN

(UNIT SUPPLY TECHNICIAN)

761A0
Exhibit Dates: 1 /71- Present.
Career Pattern

May have progressed to General Supply
Technician or Unit Supply Technician from
any enlisted, supply MOS (currently Career
Management Field 76, Supply).
Description

Administers and manages the Army
supply system; maintains inventory control;
supervises purchasing procedures, inventory
handling and storage, recordkeeping, and
stock control; is responsible for accounting
and management of capital stock for .units
and installations; knows manual and auto-
mated property-accounting procedures; de-
velops and administeis supply budgets for
units or installations; forecasts and plans
supply requirements; knows how to use
automatic data processing, in the supply
area; gives technicid advice to subordinate
unit and activity commanders; establishes
procedures for requisitioning, receiving,
storing, and issuing supplies; establishes and
maintains formal and informal lines of com-
munication with supply control, mainte-
nance, and transportation units; with slip-
ported activities, may monitor or evaluate
supply contractor's performance; prepares
reports and correspondence.
Rgcommendation

In the vocational certificate category, 2
semester hours- in keypunch, 3 in record-
keeping, 3 in technical report writing, 3 in
inventory management, 3 in warehousing
and storage, 3 in introduction to computer
concepts, 3 in purchasing, 3 in material han-
dling and safety, and 3 in principles of fi-
nancial budgeting, for a total of 26 semester
hours. In the lower-divisioh baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 3 semester hours
in technical report writing, 3 in personnel
supervision, 3 m inventory management, 3
in introduction to Computer concepts, 3 in
warehousing and storage, 3 in recordkeep-
ing, 3 in purchasing, 3 m material handling,
3 in principles of fmancfal budgeting., and 2
in keypunch, for a total of 29 semester
hours. In the upper-division baccalaureate
category', 3 semester hours in management

-3

electives and 3 in personnel management
and training; if rank was CW2, 2 additional
semester hours for field experience in man-
agement, for a total of 8 semester hours; if
rank was CW3, 4 additional semester hours
for field -experience in management, for a
total of 10 semester hours; if rank was CW4,
6 additional semester hours for field experi-
ence in management, for a total of 12 se-
mester hours (10/77).

MOS-762A-001

SUPPORT SUPPLY TECHNICIAN

762A0
Exhibit Dates: 12/7I-Present.
Career Paters

May have progressed to Support SUpply
Technician from MOS 76IA (General
Supply Technician or Unit Supply Techni-
cian) or from MOS 76D (Materiel Supply-
man), MOS 76J (Medical, Supplyman),
MOS 76P (Stock Control Supplyman),
MOS 76S (Vehicle Materiel Supply Special-
ist), MOS 76V (Storage Supplyman), MOS
76W '(Petroleum Supply Specialist), MOS
76X (Subsistence Supplyman), MOS 76Y
(Unit/Organization Supplyman), or MOS
76Z (Senior Supply Sergeant).
Description

Administers and manages the Army
supply system as it applies to maintenance
support units, usually at overseas locations;
supervises the requisitioning, storage, distri-
bution, and accounting of repair parts and
maintenance-related supply items; knows
manual and automated property accounting
procedures; knows fundamentals of data
processing as they apply to inventory man-
agement; knows the interrelationship of
supply, maintenance, and transportation;
knows policies and procedures for and in-
terprets regulations regarding crating, pack-
aging, preserving, shipping, and storing ma-
teriel and equipment; Wes supply catalogs,
technical manuals, bulletins, modification
work orders, and cross-reference lists in
requisitioning, receiving, storing, issuing,
and identifying equipment, supplies, and
repair parts; forecasts. the requirements of
repair parts and maintenance-related supply

;items; develops and administers supply bud-
gets; inspects supported units to insure that
stock levels are adequate and within pre-
scribed limits; makes inventory recommen-
dations; provides technical guidance to sup-
ported unit personnel; develops operating
procedures and performs administrative
duties related to the supply activity; evalu-
ates efficiency and effectiveness of supply
operations; prepares correspondence and,re-
ports.
Recommendation

In the vocaticinal certificate category, 2
semester hoursrm keypunch, 3 in record-
keeping, 3 in technical report writing, 3 in
inventory managenient, 3 in warehousing
and storage, 3 in introduction to computer
concepts, 3 in purchasing,-3 immaterial han-
dling and safety, and 3 in principles of fi-
nancial budgeting, for a total of 26 semester
hours. In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 2 semester hours'
in- keypunch, 3 in recordkeeping, 3 in tech-
nical report writing, 3 in inventory manage-
ment, 3 in warehousing and storage, 3 in
introduction to computer concepts, 3 in
purchasing, 3 in material handling and
safety, 3 in principles of financial budgeting,
and 3 in personnel supervision, and addi-
tional credit in traffic management on the



basis of institutional evaluation, for a mini:
mum total of 29 semester hours.. In the
upper-division baccalaureate categbry, 3 se-
mester hours in management electives and 3
in personnel management and training, and
additional credit in: transportation and phys-
ical distribution onthe basis of institulional
evaluation; if rank was,CWZ .2 additional
semester hours for field experience in man-
agement, for a total of 8 semester hours; if
rank was CW3, 4 additional semester hours
for. field experience in management, for a
minimum total of 10 semester hours; if rank

Avas CW*, 6 additional semester hours for
field experience in management, for a mini-
mum total of 12 semester hours (10/77).

MOS-811A-601
PHOTOMAPPING TECHNICIAN

811 AO
Exhibit Dates: Pending evaluation.

ARMY WARRANT OFFICER MOS EXHIBITS
records management, 3 in personnel man-
agement, 3 in supervision and leadership,
and 2 for field experience in management,
for a total of 20 semester hours; if rdnk was-
CWZ 2 additional semester hours for field
experience in management, for a total of 22
semester hours; if rank was CW3. 4 addi-
tional semester hours for field experience in
management, for a total of 24 semester
hours; if rank was CW4, 6 additional semes-
ter hours for field experience in manage-
ment, for a total of 26 semester hours; and
additional credit in geodetic or related sci-
ences and cartography on the basis of insti-
tutional evaluation (11/77).

MOS-833A-00 1

IEPRODUCTION TECHNICIAN

833A0
r xhibit Dates: Pending evaluation.

MOS-821A-001
SURVEY TECHNICIAN

821 AO
Exhibit Dates: 6/61-Present.
Career Pattern
'May have progressed to Survey Techni-

cian from MOS 82C (Field Artillery Sur-
veyor), MOS 82D (Topographic Surveyor),
or MOS 82E (Topographic Computer).
Description

Manage; field-surveying activities and
personnel in support of map-making and ar-
tillery survey requirements; supervises tech-
nical and special procedures employed by
survey parties; knows land, highway, and
topographic surveying procedures; prepares
and interprets aerial photographs and topo-
grAphic maps; knows basic survey methods
such as traverse, triangulation, and resec-
tion; knows standard survey computing
forms; knows methods for determining azi-
muth by astronomic or. other means; uses
astronomical publicatiods such as star lists
and ephemeris; coordinates the activities of
crews engaged in land, highway, and topo-
graphic surveys; adapts survey methods to
terrain conditionsCconverts grid and geo-
graphical coordinates; uses trigonometry in
various calculations; interprets ground
maps, aerial photographs, and map substi-
tutes; insures exact location of points, dis-
tances, elevations, lines, areas, and contours
in map-making efforts; keeps accurate re-
cords of secured data; oversees proper use
of surveying instruments; verifies accuracy
of data obtained from surveys; makes ap-
propriate calculations for map-making,
using reference tables, standard data, and
mathematical forrimlas; establishes work
priorities; designates survey parties and
teams; solves complex and unusual prob-
lems encountered during survey operations;
supervises accountability and maintenance
of equipment; maintains records and reports
9f surveying activities; may serve as a ser-
vice school instructor.
Recommendation

NOTE: Has knowledge of surveying or
geodetic science equivalent to an associate
degree (30-40 semester hours, depending on
the general education 'requirements), in geo-
metronic technology. In, the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in
introduction to management, 3 in manage-
ment problems, 3 in quality control,- 3 in

MOSMA-00i
MILITARY PHYSICIAN'S ASSISTANT

911A0.
See the exhibit, MOS-011A:-001.

MOS-941A-001
FOOD SERVICE ADVISOR

941A0
See the exhibit, MOS-041A-001.

MOS-951A-001

CRIMINAL INVESTIGATOR

951 AO
Exhibit Dates: 6/61-Present.
Career Pattern

May have progressed to Criminalirivesti-
gator from MOS 95B (Military Police) or
MOS 95D (Assistant Special Agent). '
Description

Conducts investigations and supervises,
technical and other personnel in the investi-
gation of known or suspected' crimes in-
volving government property and individ-
uals subject to military jurisdiction; exam-
ines scene of incident and collects and sub-
mits all relevant physical evidence (finger-
prints, blood stains,, suspected narcotics,
castings, documents) to crime 4thoratory;
studies and evaluates evidence to determine
motives and responsible individuals; devel-
ops investigative plans; prepares reports of.
investigations; apprehends violators or sus-
pects based on probable cause; testifies at
courts-martial or other Appropriate judicia-
ry tribunals; 'engages in crime prevention
efforts and physical security surveys; per-
forms worldwide protective services for
Department of. Defense executives, visiting
foreign officials; and other designated prin-
cipals; knows techniques for effective inves-
tigation of any type of crime involving U.S.
government property and individuals sub-
ject to the Uniform Code of Military Jus--
tice; knows what constitutes an offense
under applicable criminal codes and laws;
knows techniques governing search and ap-
prehension; knows rules of evidence and
methods of collecting, preierving, and pro-
tecting evidence; knows complete proce-

,

4
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dures for identifying, protecting, and
searching a crime scene; knows techniques
of surveillance, covert operation, raids, and
search and seizure and conducts such ac-
tivities; applies evidence, records, and labo-
ratory reports to criminal investigations;
knows techniques of crime prevention,
physical security, and industrial defense sur-
veys; evaluates findings and develops rec-
ommendations resulting from such surveys;
interviews and interrogates complainants, .

witnesses, informants, suspects, and other
persons considered knowledgeable of or
connected with crimes; develops informa-
tion on suspects concerning habits, asso-
ciates, aliases, characteristics, and other per-
sonal information and uses such information
in the investigatiye process; prepares proper
records of information obtained through in-
terviews and interrogations; supervises
criminal investigation teams; Amderstands
basic techniques for conducting laboratory
examinations and the analysis of physical
evidence; applies laboratory techniques and
procedures to physical evidence; evaluates
all information obtained in connection with
a specific crime; knows administrative pro-
cedures, report writing, correspondence
formats, supply channels, and office man-
agement; testifies as expert witness concern-
ing application of any standard technique or
procedure used in criminal investigation;
coordinates with appropriate civil and mili-
tary agencies involving jurisdictional au-
thority, exchange of information, and simi
lar problems and considerations; may be an
operations officer giving direction to other
personnel involved in various investigations;
may serve as an instructor or supervise in-
struction of personnel in various crime-re-
lated topics; may have foreign language
proficiency; has extensive knowledge about
narcotics and narcotics trafficking, includ-
ing clandestine laboratories, drug traffic
patterns, drug identification, and drug field
testing; conducts drug abuse education pro- ,

grams.
Recommendation

In the vocational certificate category, '6
semester hours in laws/rules of evidence, 3
in report writing, and 3 in criminal investi-
gation, for a total of 12 semester hours. In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 6 semester hours in laws/
rules .of evidence, 4 in introduction to law
enforcement, 3 in criminal law, 3 in crimi-
nal investigation, 3 in report writing, and 3
in oral communication, and additional
credit in a foreign language on the, basis of
institutional evaluation, for a minimum total
of 22 semester hours. In the upper-division
baccalaureate cate ry, 6 semester hours
for field experienc in criminology (crime
scene and laboratd d 3 for a practicum
in education, and ditional credit in for
eign language and education on the basis of
institutional evaluation, for a minimum total
of 9 semester hours (11/77).

MOS-961A-001

ATTACHE TECHNICIAN

(ARMY ATTACHE ADMINISTRATIVE
OFFICER)

961A0 (formerly 2122)
Exhibit Dates: 3/54-Present.
Career Pattern

May have progressed to 4ttache Techni-
cian from MOS 71L (Administrative Spe-
cialist) or MOS 71S (Attache Specialist).
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Description

Performs general administrative and lo-
gistics functions in support of Defense
Army Attache office located in an embassy
of the United States.of America; must know
regulations, directives, and procedures nec-
essary for managing and operating adminis-
trative and logistics support functions; se-
c and manages housing accommoda-

for personnel assigned to the embassy;
history, politicaf and economic insti-

tutions, social customs, and when possible,
the language of the country to which as-
signed; advises other attache office person-
nel and visitors regarding matters on proto-
col, military courtesies, and public affairs;
supervises enlisted and civilian support spe-
cialists; manages internal activities of the
Defense Attache office; complies and pre-
pares report's and private communications;
receives, interviews, and schedules meetings
with U.S. and foreign military and civilian
visitors; supervises internal communications;
maintains files and administers the record
keeping process; types correspondence,
messages, forms, and manuscripts; authenti-
cates vouchers; -processes and reviews req-
uisitions; may serve as service school in-
structor; may perform other officer-level
duties as required.
Recommendation

In the vocational certificate category, 4
semester hours in typing, 2 in filing, 3 in
office practices, 3 in business communica-
tion, 3 in records administration, and 1 in
business machines, for a total of 16 semester
hours. In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 4 semester hours
in typing, 2 in filing, 3 in office practices, 3
in buSiness communication, 3 in ords ad-
ministration, 1,.in business mac mes, 3 in
human relations, 6 for field perience in
office management, 6 in soci science, 2 in
public relations, and 3 in personnel supervi-
sion, for a total of 36 semester. hours. In the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 se-
mester, hours in management problems and
3 in real property management, for a mini-
mum total of 6 semester hours; if rank was
CW2, 2 additional semester hours for field
experience in management, for a total of 8
semester hours; if rank was CW3. 4 addi-
tional semester hours for field experience in
management, for a total of 10 semester
hours; if rank was CW4., 6 additional semes-
ter hours for field experience in manale-
ment, for a total of 12 semester hours.
NOTE: Add credit for the specific foreign
language in accordance with the recom-
mendation in the formal course section of
the Guide to the Evaluation of Educational
Experiences in the Armed Services (11/77).

MOS-962A-401

IMAGE INTERPRETATION TECHNICIAN

962A0
Exhibit Dates: 1/64-Present.
Career Pattern

May have progressed to Image Interpre-
tation Technician from MOS 96D (Image
Interpreter).
Description

Manages activities or performs dutieS rel-
ative to image interpretations; applies tech-
niques and principles of image interpreta-
tion, photogrammetry, and topographic
drafting; knows and applies basic principles
of geology and human and physical geogra-
phy; understands basic cartography, survey.
mg, geometry; trigonometry, and the metric
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system; prepares written summaries and
gives oral reports; conducts briefings; estab-
lishes and maintains files; instructs subordi-
nates, in proper work techniques and proce-
dures; directs training; supervises personnel;
advises superiors; develops map overlays;
may servce as a service school Instructor.
Recommendation it -

In the vocational certificate category, 3
semester hours in map. reading, 2 in me-
chanical drawing, 3 in photogrammetry, 3
in technical writing, 3 in technical math-
ematics, and 3 in aerial ,photographic inter -
pretation, for a total of 17 semester hours.
In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-
ciate degree' category, 3 semester hours in
map reading, 3 in' photogrammetry, 3 in
aerial photographic interpretation, 3 in
physical geography, 3 in technical writing,
3 in technical mathematics, 2 in mechanical
drawing, and 3 in human relations, for a
total of 23 semester hours. In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in management problems, 3 for field
experience in management, and 3 in person-
nel management, for a minimum total of 9
semester hours; if duty assignment was in-
structor at a formal training facility, 6 addi-
tional semester hours for a practicum in
education, for a total of 15 semester hours
(11/77).

MOS-963A-001

INTERROGATION TECHNICIAN

963A0
Exhibit Dates: 7/68-Present.
Career Pattern

May have progressed to Interrogation
Technician from MOS 96C (Interrogator).
Description

Krrows history, culture, geography, aria
current politics and economics of country
or countries in area to which assigned;
knows techniques and principles of interro-
gation and document exploitation; knows
interrogation reporting procedures; con-
ducts interrogations, in a foreign language,
of informants, prisoners of war, and refu-
gees; prepares reports of interrogations and
identifies and resolves conflicting informa-
tion provided by different sources, such as
documents; disseminates reports and makes
assessments of the validity of information
for dissemination to users; summarizes find-
ings; functions as. a supervisor, chief, or
commander of a -team or larger unit; trans-
lates technical publications related to recent
scientific discoveries and inventions; usually
is proficient in reading, writing, speaking,
and translating two or more foreign 'lan-
guages.

Recommendation
In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-

ciate degree category, 6 semester hours in
social science, 3 in report writing, 3 in oral
communication, and 3 in personnel supervi-
sion, and additional credit in area studies on
the basis of institutional evaluation, for a
minimum total of 15 semester hours. In the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 se-
mester hours in personnel management, 3 in
management problems, and additional credit
in area studies on the basis of Fnstitutional
evaluation. NOTE: Add credit for the spe.
cific foreign language in accordance with
the recommendation in the formal course
section of the Guide to the Evaluation of
Educational Experiences in the Armed Ser-
vices (11/77).
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MOS-964A-001
ORDER OF BATTLE TECHNICIAN

964A0
Exhibit Dates: 7/68-Present.
Career PatteMay

have greased to Order of Battle
Technician from MOS 96B (Intelligence
Analyst).

--Deseription
Collects and evaluates tactical and strate-

gic information related to organization, op-
erations, capabilities, and limitations of
armed forces; uses the accumulated infor-
mation to develop order-of-battle data;
makes reliability assessments of information
through comparison with previously evalwr
ated information; maintains close liaison
with other intelligence activities, including
counterintelligence, photo interpretation, in-
terrogation, and language interpretation
units; develops and maintains maps and
overlays to provide complete and accurate
intelligence Information relating to friendly.,
and enemy armed forces; interprets maps;
prepares written reports; gives briefings and
oral reports; maintains current information
concerning both friendly and enemy forces
to include identification, disposition, person-
alities, combat efficiency, and history; eval-
uates the significance of armed forces vul-
nerability studies for use in predicting prob-
able courses of action; has a working
knowledge of automatic data processing
procedures as applied to tactical and strate-

,gic intelligence; supervises, commands, or
,4 acts as chief of a section, detachment, or

team engaged in the development of the
data or information required in this area;
may serve as a service school instructor.
Recommendation

In the Vocational certificate category, 3
semester hours in clerical practices, 3 in
records administration, 3 in technical writ-
ing, 3 in communication skills (oral); and 1
in map reading, for a total of 13 semester
hours. In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category,. 3 semester hours
in clerical practices, 3 in records adminis-
tration, 3 in technical writing, 3 in oral

,conununication, 3 in personnel supervision,
Ind 1 in map reading, for a total of 16
semester hours. In the upper-division bacca-
laureate category, 3 semester hours in man-
agement problems; if rank was CRI, 2 addi-
tional semester, hours for field experience in
management, for a total of 5 semester
hours; if rank was CR43, 4 additional semes-
ter hours for field experience in manage-
ment, for a total of 7 semester hours; if rank
was CW4, 6 additional semester hours for
field,. experience in management, for a total
of 9 semester hours; if duty assignment was
service school instructor, 6 semester hours for
a practicum in education (11/77).

MOS-971A-001
COUNTERINTELLIGENCE TECHNICIAN

(INTELLIGENCE TECHNICIAN)

971A0
Exhibit Dates: 1/642Present.
Career Pattern

May have progressed to Counterintelli-
gence Technician fro OS 97B (Counter-
intelligence Agent) or OS 97C (Area In-
telligence Specialist).
Description

Manages activities or performs duties that
provide intelligence information; investi-



gates personnel under U.S. Army jurisdic-
tion to determine tlirir suitability for assign-
ment to sensitive duties; conducts interroga--
dons, briefings, and debriefings; prepares in-
telligence and investigative reports; ma-
lyzes and interprets intelligence and coun-
terintelligence data; works closely with ci-
vilian law enforcement officials, and investi-
gative agencies; supervises and trains subor-
dinates; knows organization, mission, tac-
tics, and operating methods of friendly and
enemy' intelligence units and 'Personnel;
knows principles and procedures involved
incounterintelligence investigations; knows
interrogation teoliniques:, knows techniques
for conducting effective liaisbn with .local,
'state, and national investigative and other
governmental agencies of friehdly and oc-
cupied countries; knows operation, charac-
teristics, and regulations governing the use
of recording and monitoring equipment;
knows techniques and regulations govern-
ing investigative surveillance; knows funda-
mentals of military and civil law, including
due process and the application of legal
principles to counterintelligence operations;
collects evidence admissible for legal action
and obtains depositions; knows the culture,
customs, history, social, economic, and po-
litical structures Of. the area of operation;
conducts security investigations, surveys,
and vulnerability studies of installations;
knows principles for communications and
signal security; processes photographic film;
may be a-service school-instructor.

Recommendation
In the lower-division biccalaureate/asso-

elate degree category, 6 semester hours in
social science, 3 in police administration, 3
in industrial security, 3 in U.S. government,
3 in applied psychology, 3 in report writ-
ing, 3 in oral communication, 3 in office

-management, 2 in personnel supervision,
and 1 in typing, for a total of 30 semester
hours. In the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 3 semester hours in political ideo-
logies, 3 in constitutional law, and 3 in
public relations, for a total of 9 semester
hours; if the duty assignment was service
school instructor, 6 additional, semester hours
for a practicum in education, for a total of
15 semester hours (11/77).

ARMY WARRANT. 0
J

MOS-912A-001s

AREA INTELLIGENCE TECHNICIAN

972A0

Exhibit Dates: 1/64Present.

Career Pattern
May have progressed, to Area Intelli-

gence Technician from MOS 97B (Counter-
intelligence Agent) or MOS 97C (Area In-
telligence Specialist).

bescription
Collects intelligence information on a spe-

cific geographic area through the use of
human resources; works with a minimum of
supervision; uses extremely, demanding
operational security procedures in a foreign
environment; knows culture, customs, histo-
ry, politic* geography, economics, and'
social structure of geographic area(s);
knows procedures for preparing and for-
warding reports; conducts interviews, inter-
rogations; briefings, andOdebriefings; pre-
pares informational and operational reports;
analyzes and interprets information for in-
telligence implications; reads maps and pre-

-pares map overlays; supervises area intelli-
gence units and teams. NOTE: Many of the
required duties for this MOS involve highly
classified materials, equipment, techniques
and activities, therefore, not all the compe-
tencies and knowledges associated with the
MOS were evaluated:

Recommendation
In the IdWer-division baccalaureate/asso-

ciate degree category,.. 6 semester hours in
area studies, 3 in regional geography,
applied psychology, 3 in report writing, 3
in speech, 3 in photography, 1 in electronic
systems, 1 in typing, and,,I in human rela-
tions, for a total of 24 semester hours. In
the upper-division baccalaureate category, 6
semester hours in history electives, 3 in eco-
nomics electives, 3 in con- ,,rPtive cultures,
3 in applied research, 3 ionciel man -

'agement, and 3 in internam:- Wiations, for
a total of 21 semester hourx, if the duty
assignment was service school iKstructor, 6 se-
mester hours for a practicum in education,
for a total of 27 semester hours. In the
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graduate degree category, 3 semester hours
for a seminar in military intelligence stole%
gy and policy and additional credit in inter-
national relations on the basis of institu,
al evaluation. NOTE: Add credit f
specific foreign language in acco
with the recommendation in the
course section of the Guide to the
Lion of Educational Experiences in the
Services (11/77).

MOS-982A-001
TRAFFIC ANALYSIS TECHNICIAN

982A0
Exhibit Dates: Pending evaluation.

MOS-983A-001
EMANATIONS ANALYSIS TECHNICIAN

983A0
Exhibit Dates: Pending evaluation.

MOS-984A-001
MORSE INTERCEPT TECHNICIAN

984A0 (formerly 051A0)
Exhibit Dates: Pending evaluation.

MOS-985A-001
NON-MORSE INTERCEPT TECHNICIAN

985A0 (formerly 052A0)
Exhibit Dates: Pending evaluation.

MOS-986A-001
EMITTER LOCATION/IDENTIFICATION

TECHNICIAN

(SPECIAL IDENTIFICATION TECHNICIAN)

986A0 (formerly 053A0)
Exhibit Dates: Pending evaluation.

MOS-988AQ01
VOICE INTERCEPT TECHNICIAN

988A0
Exhibit Dates: Pending evaluation.



Appendix A

_ The Evaluation Systems

During the period, 1945-78, the American Council
on Education° developed and refined comprehensive
procedures and criteria4or the'evaluation of
learning -experiences. appendix outlines the his-
torical development of the Guide; defines; which
courses can be found in the Guide; provides back
groimd information on Army enlisted and warrant
officer MOS's (military occupational specialties); de-
scribes the evaluation systems used to prepare the
recommendations for military formal courses and
MOS's; and includes definitions and guidelines per-
taining to categories of educational credit, the senses=
ter hour standard, categories of apprentice training,
and clock hours and contact hours. The Commission
policy on credit for military service, including- basic
and recruit training, is also- given in this appendix.

BACKGROUND'

Each edition of the Guide to the Evaluation of Edu-
cational Experiences in the Armed Services has been
prepaied in response to specific needs.' Immediately
after World War II, the consensus in the educational
community was that the practice of granting blanket
credit to World War I veterans as a reward for length
of service was unsound. Educators conc uded that
military learning experiwel applicable civilian
curricula should be assessed by civilian ucational
specialists for potential credit. Therefore, in Decem-
ber 1945, at the' request of civilian educational institu-
tions and the regional accrediting associatuins, the
American Council oh Education established the Com-,:"
mission on Accreditation of Service Experiences
renamed, the Commission on Educational Credit in
1974to evaluate military educational programs and
to assist institutions in granting credit for such experi-
ences. Accordingly, the first edition of the, Guide was
published to assist educational institutions in evaluat-
ing service courses completed by returning veterans.

The extension of the World War H 0.I. Bill to
include veterans of the Korean conflict, and the sub-
sequent enrollment of many veter in colleges and
universities, created a need for tl second edition,
published in 1954. -

The 1968 edition was prepared in anticipation of
the increased enrollment of veterans resulting from
the educational assistance 'provided under the Veter-
ans Readjustment Benefits Act of 1966, 'and with the
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expectation that many would apply for educational
credit for their learning experiences in the armed ser-
vices. In addition, technotogical advances -had necessi-
tated mlijor changes in service training, with a result-
ing need for new or revised educational credit recom-
mendations.

The 1974 edition was prepared primarily to respond
to three emerging considerations. First, because of the
growth in vocational and technical programs and the
emergence of the concept of posisecondaiy education,
there was .a need to evaluate' courses for possible
credit in the tional and technical categories-in
additio t aureate and categories
of previous editions. Second, activ uty service men
and women were enrolling in increasing numbers in
civilian educational programs and were seeking credit
for related military formal courses soon after complet-
ing their service school training. Third, credit recom-
mendations were needed for the many courses initiat-
ed by the military since 1968.

The 1974 edition marked the beginning of. a ,new
approach to reporting evaluations of military formal
training. At its fall 1973 meeting,"fthe Commission
approved the concept of an o ing Guide system.
Elements. of that system include the tion o
periodic edition.4 of, or supplements to, the
through computerized composition,, continuous staff
review of courses, and the computerized storage of
course information for a more rapid updating of
credit recommendations and for an improved ability
to respond to' inquiries related to course identification
and credit recommendations.

Over the years they recommendations contained in
the Guide have assisted education institutions in grant- .

ing credit to hundreds of thousands of service men
and women. Surveys conducted by the Office showed
that most of the nation's colleges and universities use .

the formal course recommendations in awarding
credit to veterans and active-duty service personnel.
The recommendations hive been widely accepted,be-
Cause military formal courses share certain key ele-
ments with traditional postsecondary programs: they
are formally approved and administered, are designed
for the express purpose of achieving learning out-
comeii, are conducted by qualified persons with spe-
cific subject-matter expertise, and are structured to
pro de for the evaluation of learning outcomes.
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Until 1975, however, no mechanism existed for pro-
ividing recognition for the learning a service man or

!woman attained through such learning experiences as
self-instruction, on-the-job training, and work experi-
ence. As a first step in providing recognition for such
learning experiences, the Commission in 1975 imple-
mented a program for the evaluation of learning rep-,
resented by demonstrated proficiency in Army enlist-
ed 'military occupational specialties. (MOS's). The
MOS evaluation procedures were developed, tested,
and refined during a feasibility study conducted by
the Council and sponsored by the U.S. Department of
the Army. Evaluators made recommendations for
educational credit and advanced standing in appren-
tice training programs. Subsequently, the upational
'assessment ,program of the Commission-w expanded
to include the general rates and ratings of the Navy
Enlisted Manpower and Personnel Cl ification
System and Army warrant officer MOS's.

The recommendations for advanced stan ing in ap-
prentice training programs are the result of the Coop-
erative efforts of the American Council on Education
and labor and industry. The recommendations reflect
the Commission's belief that it is sound educational
practice to give recognition for learning, no matter
how or where that learning has been attained, pro-
vided that the learning is at the appropriate level, is in
the appropriate area, and is applicable to an individ-
ual's poStsecondary program of study or apprentice-
ship program.

THE COURSES

Courses listed in the Guide are normally service
school courses conducted ton a formal basis, i.e., ap-
proved by a central authority within each 'service and
listed by thie service in its catalogue. These courses
are conducted for a specified period of time with a
prescribed course of instruction, in a structured learn-
ing situation, and with qualified instructors.=

Most courses are given on a full-time basis (a mini-
mum of thirty contact hours of instruction -a week)
for not less than two weeks' duration; or, if less than
two weeks in length, the course must include a mini-
mum of sixty contact hours of instruction. (Prior to
1973 the minimum length requirement was three
weeks or 90 hours.) The American Council on Educa-
tion also evaluates courses conducted for National
Guard and Reserve personnel (not on extended
active-duty status) when these courses meet the same
requirements.

RecoMmendations for formal courses offered be-
tween World War II and 1954 are available in 2the
1954 edition of the Guide or from the Office on Edu-
cational Credit upon written request by educational
officials. In addition, military Subject Standardized
Tests (SSTs) are evaluated by the American Council
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on Education, but are not included in the Guide; rec-
ommendations are available from the Office on Edu-
cational Credit upon written request by education of-
ficials.

THE COURSE EVALUATION SYSTEM

In the fall of 1973, the Commission on Educational
Credit of the American Council on Education ap-
proved the following proCedures and guidelines for
the evaluation of military formal courses.

The Evaluation Process

Courses are evaluated by teams of at least three
subject-matter specialists. Through discussion and the
application of evaluation procedures and guidelines,
team members reach a consensus on the amount and
category of credit to be recommended.

Evaluation materials include the course syllabus,
training materials; tests, and examinations. Additional
'information is obtained from interviews i.vith instruc-
tors and program-administrators, classroom observa-
tions, and examination of instructional equipment and
laboratory facilities.

.7 Each team of evaluators has two major tasks for
each course: the formulation of a credit recommenda-
tion and the preparation of the course's description.
The credit recommendation consists of the category
of credit, the number of semester hours recommend-
ed, and the appropriate subject area. Using the infor-
mation provided in the military syllabus, evaluators
phrase the course description (which appears in the
Guide exhibits under the headings "Objectives" and
"Instruction") in terms meaningful to civilian educa-
tors. The course description supplements the credit
recommendations summarizing the nature of a
given course.

Throug,hout the evaluation process; evaluators are
encouraged to exercise professional judgment in ap-
plying the evaluative criteria and procedures. This
position reflects the Commission's belief that sound
educational evaluation is more dependent on profes-
sional- judgment and expertise than on rigid applica-
tion of criteria.

The Commission on Educational ctilit continually
reviews its criteria and procedures. Evaluators are
encouraged to provide feedback and recommenda-
tions for consideration b(the Commission.

Selection Of Evaluators

Nominations for course evaluators are requested
from regional accrediting associations, profettsional
and disciplinary societies, educational associations,
and postsecondary institutions. Graduate-level credit
recommendations are generally determined by gradu-
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Skills. Competencies, and Knowledge Evaluated

1st
Character

2nd
Character

number
0-9

number
0-9

3rd
Character

4th
Character

5th
Character

6th
Character

7th
Character

8th
Character

9th
Character

number
I-5 -

letter

letter number letter letter'

Military Occupational Specialty
(MOS)

Skill
Level

Special
Qualifications

Identifier
(SQI)

Additional
Skill

Identifier
(ASI)

Language
Identification

Code
(LIC)

Figure 1:' The Enlisted MOS Structurg

CI See
Appendix A

See
Appendix B

Normally assigned after
completion of Defense
Language Institute"
course or achieving a
comparable score on a
competency examination.
Refer to formal course
reconunendatibns.

ate school deans and professors nominated by the
president of 4he Council of Graduate Schools in the
United States,

The criteria for the selection of forn1,..cetfise eva-
luators are as follows:
1. Area of an evaluator's competence, as evidenced

by, formal training and experiences, will closely
approximate area of student training to be
evaluated.-

2. Preference will be given to candidates who are
subject-matter specialists with five or more years
of postsecondary teaching or administrative expe-
rience, including curriculum development.

3. Preference will be given to candidates who are
generally receptive to the recognition of learning
that occurs in a variety of settings.

ARMY ENLISTED MOS's

-The following paragraphs include background in-
formation on Army enlisted MOS's, a description of
the enlisted MOS classification system, and detailed
information on the enlisted MOS evaluation score.

The Army aisted MOS Classification System

TheArray Enlisted Military Occupational Specialty
(MOS) Classification System is a comprehensive tax-
onomy of Army enlisted duty positions. Closely relat-
ed positions that require similar qualifications and the
performance of similar'duties are grouped as an MOS
under a generic title. The job title clerk-typist, for
example, encompasses duty assignments such as file-
clerk, shipping clerk, reports clerk, clerk- typist, and
senior clerk-typist.

Soldiers and Army veterans, and Army records,
usually refer to enlisted occupations using a designa-

tion with at least five characters (e.g., 71B10, 71B20,
71B30). Figure 1 shows the elements of an enlisted
MOS designation. The first three characters (two
numbers and a -letter) identify the MOS (e.g., 71B is
the designation for clerk-typist). The fourth ch cter,
a number from one to five, indicates' the type an
level of skill within the MOS.' As shown in Figure 1,
only the skills, competencies, and knowledge repre-
sented by the first four characters a the MOS designa-
tion are evaluated for comparability with civilian
learning.

The fifth character is normally zero ("0"); in some
cases, a letter is used as a special qualification identifi-
er (SQI) to indibate a soldier's specific duty assign-
ment of special qualifications. In fact, an enlisted sol-
dier's occupationimay be expressed by as many as
nine characters, but because the last five characters
indicate special qualifications that are variable, the
learning they represent is not evaluated by ACE. Ap-
pendixes B and C prZivide users with information de-
scribing the additional characters that make up the
enlisted MOS designation: enlisted Special Qualifica-
tion Identifiers (SQIs) are described in Appendix B,
and enlisted Additional Skill Identifiers (ASIs), are
described,-in Appendix C. Users may want to conduct
an individual assessment and grant credit to recognize
the additional learning represented by these charac-
ters.

The first three characters, then, represent the MOS,
or occupational designation, and the fourth character
represents the skill level within the MOS. In accor-
dance vi,;ith Army practice, skill levels are referred to in
this publication with a neutral fifth character: zero (i.e.,
10, 20, 30;° 40, and 50). Each enlisted MOS has from
one to five skill levels, depending-on the types-of duty
positions encompassed by the MOS. The five skill
levels may be broadly characterized as follows:

Skill Level 10 identifies helper or entry-level posi-
tiOns requiring performance 'of tasks under direct su-
pervision.
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Skill Level 20 idintifies positions requiring perfor-
mance of more difficult tasks under general supervi-
sion.

Skill Level 30 identifies positions requiring perfor-
mance of still more difficult tasks under a minimum of
supervision, and, in some instances, involving supervi-

-sion_of-soldiers in Skill Levels 10 and 20..
Skill Level 40 identifies positions requiring relatively

detailed knowledge of all tasks specified for a given
MOS and normally involving first-line supervision of
soldiers in Skill Levels 10, 20, and 30.

Skill Level 50 identifies managerial and supervisory
positions requiring broad knowledge of the tasks per
formed at all subordinate levels in a given MOS4nd
related MOS's in order to coordinate and give direc-
tion to work activities.

'Thus, each skill level repreInts progressively com,
plex duties, increased skills, and greater responsibility,
and proficiency in a higher skill level includes the
ability to perform the tasks required for the lower
skill level(s), as well as additional tasks.

Enlisted MOS's are grouped into 34 career manage-
ment fields within the enlisted MOS classification
system. Each career management field provides op-
portunities for advancement and career progression
among related MOS's. Most career management fields
are divided into subfields of closely related MOS's.
Brief descriptions of career management fields are
provided in Appendix D.

The Enlisted MOS, Evaluation Score

The Army regularly evaluates each enlisted sol-
dier's MOS proficiency through the Enlisted Evalua-
tion System. Each individual is evaluated to deter-
mine whether he or she has acquired and maintained
the necessary MOS skills, competencies, and knowl-
edge, as codified and described in the enlisted MOS
classification system. The result of the evaluation is an
MOS evaluation score. ,

In general, an MOS evaluation score of. 70 r
higher is the easiest way for a Guide user to deter-
mine whether a given individual is eligible for an
enlisted MOS recommendation. However, the Enlist-
ed Evaluation System is undergoing change. Guide
users should carefully 'read question 14 in Questions
and Answers to understand when to accept' an MOS
evaluation score of 70 or higher as evidence of MOS
proficiency and when other verification shOuld be
sought.

The following paragraph describe the Army's En-
listed Evaluation System that was in use until January
1977, the interim testing that is presently being con.-
ducted, and the new ,Skill Qualification. Tests (SQTs)
that are being introduced.

The Enlisted MOS Evaluation Score Through Decem-
ber 1976. Until January 1977, the Army's Enlisted
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Evaluation System comprised a writfen examination
(and in some MOS's, a performance examination such
as typing or musical instrument performance) and the
supervisor's rating of the soldier's job perfomiance.
The written examination was a 125-item, multiple-
choice test that ,covered all major areas of skill-level
proficiency. The written tests for a given MOS were

. administered worldwide once a year on a specified
date, anhounced a minimum 'of 90 days in advance.
Proper test security measures were maintained, and
test administration was standardized. Make-up tests
were made available for soldiers who could not take
the test on the specified .evaluation date because of
extenuating circumstances.

The score that resulted from the application of the
Enlisted Evaluation System was normally a composite
score, consisting of the score on the written MOS
test, the score from the supervisor's rating of job
performande on the Enlisted Efficiency
(EER), and the score on the performance test, if one
was required. The composite MOS evaluation score
was determined by statistically converting the raw
scores, with the score from the supervisor's rating '.
(EER) receiving less weight than the score from the
written test (sometimes combined with the score from
a. performance test). Composite MOS evaluation
scores ranged from a low of 40 to a high of 160, with
the minimum qualification score set at 70. A soldier

, who failed to achieve a satisfactory raw score on
either the written examination or the supervisor's
rating could lose his or her MOS designation and
might be considered ineligible for reenlistment in the
Army.

Before making recommendations for ,any MOS's,
ACE conducted an independent study in 1974 of the
Army's Enlisted Evaluation System. As part 'of the
study, ACE retained measurement specialists, who in-
vestigated and confirmed the thoroughness of the
Army testing procedures and techniqiies and the reli-
ability and validity of the enlisted MOS written tests.
In addition, subject-matter and apprentice-training
specialists confirmed the content validity of the writ-
ten tests in the course of conducting the MOS evalua-
tions.

The result of the study was that ACE endO a
successful enlisted MOS evaluation score (70 or
higher) as evidence of a person's enlisted MOS profi-
ciencyand consequently, of eligibility for the .tfiCE
recommendationwhen the score was derived under
the Army's Enlisted Evaluation System as it existed
through December 1976.

Interim Testing and Evaluation Scores The adminis-
tration of. the MOS written tests as part of the Enlist-
ed Evaluation System was suspended as of January 1
1977. The tests are still being administered to some
soldiers for reenlistment purposes and to some who
are qualifying for the award of an MOS for the first



time. However, the testing procedures are substantial-
ly different from the test development and administra-
tion processes that were reviewed and approied by
the measurement specialists during the. ACE study in
1974. The examinations are being modified by the
.staffs of the relevant Army schools to fit current
MOS reqiiirements. The tests are administered and
scored at the soldier's duty station. Cut-off scores, are
determined by the Army schools and vary from test
to test.

Because of these differences, ACE recommends
that Guide users not accept scores resulting from the
interim testing system as'evidence of MOS proficien-
cy. The- staff of the Edudation Directorate of The
Adjutant General Center, U.S. Army, concurs with
this recommendation.

The replacement evaluation instrument, the Skill
Qualification Testy (SQTs), is being phased in over
fhe next two years. During the interim, however,
most soldiers will be evaluated solely through the
Enlisted Efficiency Report (EER), the supervisor's
rating of the soldier's on-the-job performance An
"EER-only" enlisted MOS evaluation score will not
be a composite score and will not include a score

from a standardized examination. (NOTE: A few sol-
diers recei'ed "EER-only" evaluation scores prior to
January 1977, usually eitherbecause there were so
few assigned to the MOS that no meaningful validity
and reliability coefficients could be calculated for a
standardized written test or because an individual was
in an unusual situation that precltikled administration-
of the written MOS test.) The acceptability of "EER-
only" enlisted MOS evaluation scores is discussed in
question 14 in Questions and Answers.

The SQTs. The Skill Qualification Tests are expedt-
etl to be used Army-wide by March 1980. They will
assess the soldier's occupational proficiency through a
combination of a hands-on performance evaluation, a
written test, and the supervisor's performance certifi-
cation of specific tasks. Development of the SQTs
based on an analysis of critical skills required for
proficiency -in a given MOS. The test will be used for
soldiers to requalify in the assigned skill level and to
qualify for the next higher skill level. Soldiers will be
notified of the 'testing date 60 days in advance and
will normally be tested once every two years. For
each MOS, there will be a Soldier's Manual for the
soldier to study to prepare for the test. A soldier who
fails to requalify in his or her MOS will be given one
more opportunity, within a year, to pass the test
before being reclassified. The minimum verification
score will be 60.

The SQTs are being phased in by career manage-
ment field. The present schedule calls for the develop-
meet of all SQTs by March 31, 1980. Even though
the phasing-in process has just begun, Guide users
may encounter some soldiers who already haye an
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SQT score for an MOS in Career Management Fields
11 (Maneuver Combat Arms), 1& (Air Defense Artil-
lery), 76 (Supply and Service), and 95 (Law Enforce-
ment).

In the -near future, ACE will assemble a team of
measurement specialists to determine the reliability of
the SQT evaluation system. The study will be 'con-
ducted at Fort Eustis, Virginia, where the tests are
being developed. The measurement specialists will
review the test development procedures and the reli-
ability and validity data, using the guidelines for test
evaluation prepared by the American PSychological
Association and the recently approved ACE critjria
and '-procedures. ACE recommends that Guide users
not accept the SQT scores as evidence of MOS profi-
ciency until the study is completed. The results of the
stud will be announced in the OEC Newsletter.

Users are urged to carefully read questions 14 and 15
in Questions and Answers before accepting an MOS eval-
uation score as evidence of MOS proficiency.

ARMY WARRANT OFFICER MOS's

The following paragraphs provide background in-
formation on Army warrant officer MOS's and de-,
scribe /the warrant officer MOS classification system
and the procedures used by the Army to select war-
rant officers and evaluate their MOS skills and knowl-
edge. J

The Army Warrant. Officer MOS Classification
System

Army warrant officers are highly skilled techni-
cians. They are normally assigned to middle manage-
ment or administrative positions that require highly
specialized or technical skills and knowledge, and the
supervision of enlisted technical specialists.

The warrant officer MOS classification system cur-
rently includeS approximately 60 MOS's grouped into
13 career fields. Each warrant officer MOS represents
a set of duties and qualifications that are highly con-
sistent from one duty assignment to another.

Warrant officer MOS's are normally identified.by
at least four characters (three numbers and a letter,
e.g., 214E). Figure 2 shows the elements of a warrant
officer MOS designation. Unlike enlisted MOS's, war-
rant officer MOS's consist, of four characters, not
three, and do not have skill levels.

As shown in the figure, a warrant officer's occupa-
tional qualifications may be exptssed with as many as
nine characters, but because the last five character.;
indicate special qualifications that are variable, the
learning they represent is not evaluated. Only the
skills, competencies, and knowledge represented by
the first four characters are evaluated by ACE. The
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Skills, Competencies, and Knowledge Evaluated

Ist
Character

2nd
Character

3rd
Character

4th
Character

5th.
Character,

601
Character

7th
Character

8th
Character

9th
Character

number,
0-9

number
01-9

number
0-9

letter
A-Z

number or letter

number letter letter letter
,

Military Occupational Specialty
(MOS)

Special
Qualifications

Identifier
(SQI)

Addition"
Skill

Identifier
(ASI)

Lang-uage
Identification

Code
(LIC)

Figure The Warrant Officer MOS Structure
See

Appendii E
See

Appendix F

May be assigned on the basis of successful
completion of a formal course. Refer to
formal course recommendations.

Normally assigned after
completion of Defense
Language Institute
course or achieving
a comparable score on
a competency examination.
Refer to formal course
recommendations.

fifth character, a number or a letter, designates a
Special Qualification Identifier (SQI); when a warrant

.officer has not been awardecf*LSQI, the fifth charac-
ter is zero ("0"). The sixth and seventh characters (a
number and a letter) are an Additional Skill Identifier
(ASI) that relates a specific- occupational skill or item
of equipment to an MOS. The eighth and ninth char-
acters represent competency in a specific foreign lan-
guage._

Users may wish to conduct an individual assessment
-to grant credit for the additional learning represented
by the last five characters. Because, these additional
characters are frequently' awarded on the basis of
successful completion of formal courses, the user may
refer to the appropriate formal course recommenda-
tions in the Guide. Warrant officer Special Qualifica-
tion Identifiers are described in Appendix E; Addition-
al Skill Identifies, in Appendix F. Readers should
note that warrant officer SQIs and ASIs are not the
same as enlisted SQIs and ASIs (described in Appen-
dixes B-and C, respectively).

There are four grades of warrant officers: Warrant
Officer, W-1 (W01), Chief Warrant 'Officer, W-2
(CW2), Chief Warrant Officer, W-3 (CW3), and Chief.
Warrant Officer, W-4 (CW4). The grades reflect
salary increases and are normally indicative of the
length of time a person has served as a warrant offi-
cer. However, warrant officer grades do not signify
differences in job duties. A position requiring a war-
rant officer may be filled by any qualified warrant
officer from WO1 to CW4.

Warrant Officer Selection and Evaluation

The procedures used in selecting warrant officers
and evaluating their MOS skills and knowledge are
different from those used for enlisted soldiers.

4 4 Li

Selection. Warrant officers are appointed by the
Secretary of the Army. Warrant officer vacancies are
routinely announced, And interested persons undergo
a competitive Application process. Most applicants
have had Army enlisted service experience, but such
experience is not required.

To qualify for appointment, applicants must meet'
several criteria. For ACE purposes, the relevant crite-
ria are:

f.

1. Achieve a standard score of 110 or higher on the
Aptitude Area General Technical Test' of the
Army Classification Battery Or the Army Qualifi-
cation Battery (this score is also required for
commissioned officer applicants.

2. Demonstrate understanding of and proficiency in
the English language.

3. Have sufficient education and practical experi-
ence to ensure outstanding technical ability in the
MOS for which application is being made.

4. Be a high school graduate or the equivalent and,
when the MOS requires more than a high-school-
level education, meet the additional education
requirement for the specific MOS. (Two years of
college or the equivalent is the desired goal for
Regular Army warrant officers.)

In general, selected candidates receive a direct ap-
pointment. There are,some exceptionsaviator, hand-
master, and certain air defense missile 'maintenance
technicians,;--where the person must also successfully
complete a warrant officer candidate course before
being appointed.

Evaluation. Under the present evaluation system,
each warrant officer is normally evaluated at least
once a year. The evaluation is conducted by three
commissioned officers who serve as rater, endorser,



NAT,
reviewer. Each performs independently. The

,Ater, the warrant' officer's, immediate.:
completes the full evaluation report. The evaluation is
then examined by the endorser, the officer who super-
vises the rater. The endorser verifies the accuracy of
the evaluation and may add comments or express dis-
agreement. The reviewer, the 'officer who sUPervises-,-
the endorser, ensures -that the evaluation report has
been accurately and properly completed. The com-
manding officer ensures that each rater, endorser, and
reviewer is fully qualified and that evaluations are
based on the closest possible knowledge and .observa-
tion of. the warrant officer's job performance.

Wa t officer evaluations focus on technical com-
peten in the MOS. Raters assign "adjectival" and
nume f al ratings for each of several important duty
areas. r ey select adjectives to desCribe the quality of
perfortnance from a prescribed list that ranges from
"inadequate" to "outstanding." They then assign a'
numerical score consistent with each adjectival rating;
'further distinguishin'g the rated warrant officer's per-
formance within the adjectival range. The adjectives,
with their numerical ranges and brief definitions, are:

Outstanding (70-68)ctenotes the highest quality
performance of duty and professional competence. It
represents effectiveness rarely seen in the warrant of-
ficer's grade and experience level.

Superior (67-57) enotes. high-quality performance
and competence attained by few warrant officers.

Excellent (56-3 enotes above-average performs
mance and effectiv ness.

Effective (35-1 denotes normal performance ex-
pected of warr t officers in a given grade and expe-
rience level.

Marginal (14-4)denotes low-quality performance
and competence and indicates motivational deficien-
cies or weaknesses.

Inadequate (4-0)denotes unacceptable perfor-
mance.

The ratings are recorded on an Officer Evaluation
Report (OER), Department -,of the Army Form 67-7,
which also contains a description of the specific func-
tions, duties, and tasks that the rated warrant officer is
required to perform during the assignment covered by
the OER. Each report provides an appraisal of -the
rated warrant. officer's 'profeiss. ional attributes, quality
of performance, and potential demonstrated during a
specific period while in a. particular duty assignment.
Complete files of each warrant officer's OERs are
maintained in the Military Personnel Center (MIL-
PERCEN), where all OERs are reviewed for accura-
cy and completeness.

The rated warrant officer also reviews the complet-
ed' OER and may appeal the evaluation if he or she
believe it to be inaccurate. OERs with low scores
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adversely affect a warrant officer's opportunities for
promotion and may lead 6. elimination from the
Ann), or to mandatory retirement

THE MOS EVALUATION SYSTEM

= The ACE evaluation system for MOS's ,has three
major component& the selection of evaluators; the
materials required for evaluation; and the procedures
and guidelines evaluators use in reaching decisions
and making recommendations.

Selection of Evaluators

Nominations for evaluators are requested from post-
secondary institutions; professional associations; disci-
plinary societies; labor unions; trade associations; in-
dustry associations; educational associations;.segiOnal

\ accrediting associations; state departments or educa-
/tion; state credentialing, licensing, and certifying

% agencies; and the Bureau of Apprenticeship and
Training of the U.S. Department of Labor.

The c tens for selection of MOS_evaluators are as
_follows:

1. The area of an evaluator's' competency, as evi-
denced by formal occupational training, knowl-
edge, and experience,will closely approximate the
skills, competencies, and knowledge required for
proficiency in the MOS.

2. Preference will be given to candidates who are
experienced in administration of apprentice train-
ing prOgrams when an enlisted MOS is related to
an apprenticeable trade.

3. Preference will be given to candidates who are
subject-matter specialists with five or more years
orpostsecondary teaching or administrative expe-
rience, including curriculum development.

4. Preference will be given to candidates Who are
generally receptive to tbr recognition of learning
that occurs'in a variety, of settings.

AnWaluator candidate is interviewed by an ACE
staff member to determine whether the individual
meets the selectioii criteria.

Evaluations are conducted by teams of at least
three specialists (five when the enlisted MOS is ap-
prenticeship related). The teams are formed by ACE
staff members, using the following guidelines:

1. In the evaluation of an enlisted MOS that is
related to' an apprenticeable trade, two' evaluators
on the teamone representing labor and one
representing managementshould have experi-

Aimirce in the administration of that apprentice train-
ing program.

2. Subject-matter specialists on an evaluation team
should- represent a variety of postsecondary

A r
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institutional types: 1-year/2. year/4-year; public/
private; vocational /technical.

3. Each team of evaluators should represent a vari- .

ety of persons from withineducation, labor, gov-
ernment, 'industry; and business who haVe had
teaching, supervisory, , and administrative
experiences.

An effort is also made to attain a diverse geographic
representation among evaluators. Teams are formed
based on the groups of MOS's to be evaluated. Be-
cause MOS skills do not alwayi fall neatly into civil-
ian educational and occupational fields and often en-
compass two or more fields, most MOS evaluation
teams include a curriculum generalist. Provision is
also made for an evaluation team, when it finds it
cannot thoroughly evaluate an MOS, to 'refer the
MOS or a particular skill level to another team or
other specialists for further evaluation.

I*Materials Required for Evaluation

In order to make a recommendation, evaluators.
must first identify the skills, competencies, and knowl-
edge associated with a given warrant officer or enlist-
ed MOS. The materials relevant to the evaluation of
each warrant officer MOS or enlisted MOS skill level
are made available to ACE staff members and evaltia-
tors by the Army. Materials include the official Army
MOS manual which describes the duties and quilifica-
tions for each MOS; technical manuals, field manuals,
and other publications used by enlisted soldiers and
warrant officers in the day-to-day performance of
their duties and by enlisted soldiers to prepare fog,
their MOS evaluation tests; enlisted MOS skill-level
evaluation tests;'study guides that outline the profi-
ciency requirements for each enlisted MOS skill level.
Additional, information obtained by observing and
interviewing enlisted soldiers and warrant officers on-
the-job during site visits to Army installations.

Procedures and Guidelines

Evaluators identify the skills, competencies, and
knowledge required of warrant officers who are quali-
fied in a given MOS and enlisted soldiers who are
qualified in a given MOS skill leVel and relate ?fiat
demonstrated learning to the same attributes acquired
by students who have completed a comparable postse-
condary course or curriculum. In addition, the skills,
com tencies, and knowledge required of enlisted sol-

ho are qualified in a given MOS skill level are'
co ared to those same attributes acquired by trades-
man or apprentices who have completed a related
apprentice training program. Because the evaluations.
are based on a comparison of learning, outcomes, the
amount of time a given enlisted soldier or warrant
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officer may have spent acquiring MOS proficiency is
not taken into consideration. The emphasis is on
translating the learning demonstrated thrOugh MOS
proficiency into terns used in formil civilian educa-
tion systems to recognize the same learning.. This re-
Recta the Commission's belief that the value of learn-
ing is not dependent on where or how the learning
occurs.

Evaluation teams are assigned four tasks in the
evaluation of each MOS: (1) to identify the learning
represented by proficiency in the MOS by reviewing
the pertinent written materials and by Observing war-
rant officers or soldiers performing in the MOS and
interviewing them and their supervisors; (2) to pre-.
pare a description of the duties, :skills, competencies,
and 'knowledge required for each warrant officer or
enlisted MOS skill level; (3) to make recommenda-
tions for each warrant officer MOS or enlisted MOS
skill level based on discussion and consensus; and (4)
to make specific comments and suggestions about
MOS'; (especially in those instances when neither
educational credit nor advanced standing in an ap-
prentice training program is recommended), 'which
are forwarded by ACE to the Army for consider-
ation.

Throughout the evaluation process, evaluators are
encouraged to exercise professional judgment in ap-
plying the evaluative criteria and procedures. This
position reflects .the Commission's belief that sound
educational evaluation is more ,dependent. on profes-
sional judgment. and expertise than on rigid applica-
tion of criteria.

The Commission on Educational Credit continually
reviews its criteria and procedures. Evahiators are
encouraged to provide' feedback and recpinmenda-
tions for consideration by the Commission.

THE RECOMMENDATIONS

In order to interpret exhibits correctly, readers
should become thoroughly familiar with the defini-
tions and guidelines utilized by evaluators in formUlat-
ing the recommendations. The following paragraphs
include definitions and guidelines pertaining to cate-
gories of educational credit, the semester hour stan-
dard, categories of aprentice training, and clock hours
and contact hours. The Commission policy on credit
for military service, including basic and recruit' train-
ing, is also given in this section.

Categories of Credit

Educational credit is a concept used by postsecon-
dary institutions to quantify and, record a student's
successful completion of a unit of study. Postsecon-
dary education consists of courses and programs of
iiwruction for persons who are high school graduates



or the equiValent, or w pare beyond compulsory
'11, school age. ACE evaluato utilize the following csitt:,-

gorier-of Oucational matt 'when formulating credit
recodations.

-Vocational Certificate. This category 'describes
course work of the type normally found in -certificate
or diploma Inondegree) progams that are usually a
year or leis 'in length and designed to proVide stu-
dents with occupational -skills. This course wOrk can
also be found in curricula leading to associate degrees
in applied science. Course content is specialized and
the accompaning. whop, laboratory, or s4inlar practical
components emphasize procedurai more than analyt-
ical skills.

Lower-Division Baccalaureate/ ociate _Degree. this
category describes course work the .type normally
foUnd in le first two years of it. bacCalaureate pro-
gram and in programs_ leading to the Associate in
Arts, the Associate in Science, or, the Associate in
Applied Science degree. The instruction stresses de-
velopment of analytical abilities at the introductory
level. Verbal, mathematical, - and scientific concepts
associated with an acaderific discipline are introduced,
as are basic principles. Occupationally: oriented
courses in this category are norm designed to pre-
pare a student to function as a techni in a particu-
lar field.

Upper-Division Baccalaureate. This category de-
scribes 'courses of the type found in the last two 'years
of a ba0alaureate program.-The courses involve spe-
cialization of a theoretical or analytical nature beyond
the introductory level. Successful performance by stu-
dents normally requires prior study in the area.

Graduate Degree. This category describes courses
with content-of the type found in graduate 'programs.
These courses often require independent study, Origi-
nal research, critical analysis, and the scholarly' and
professional application of the specialized knowledge
or discipline. Students enrolled in such courses nor-
mally have 4..c. ompleted a baccalaureate program. !:

Semester Hour Standard
Credit recommendations are expressed in semester

credit hours. In determining' semester hour recai-
mendations evaluators use the following guildc

1. One semester credit hour for the equivalent of ib
hours of classroom contact plus 30 hours of out-
side preparation; or

. 2. One semester credit hour for the equivalent of 30
hours of laboratory work plus necessary outside
preparation, normally expected to be 15hours; or

3._ One semester credit hour for'the equivalent of not
less than 45 hours of shop instruction (contact
hours).
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Credit recoinmendatiins for courses are not: derived
by simple ariftimetid conversion. Evaluators exercise
professional judgment- and consider only those- por-
tions of a course that Can be equated with civilian
postsecondary curricula. ,'Intensive courses offered' by
the military do not nedeSsarily require as much out-
side 'reparation as 'many regtilar college courses._
Evaluators' consider the, ifaCtors of pre- and post-
course assignments, prior! Work-related experience, the
concentrated nature of fte' learning, experience, and
the reinforcement of the course material gained in the
subsequent work setting.

The MOS recommendations are based on the skills,
competencies, and knowledge learned, as demonstrat-
ed through proficiency in a given enlisted MOS skill
level or in a given warrant officer MOS, without
reference to how much time elapsed during the learn-
ing process. The semester hour is used as a standard
to express how many semester hours of appropriate
course. -work a student would normally complete -to
attain the: same learning\ outcomes or attest to the
same level of comktency.

Apprentice Training

Apprentice training -is the composite series of pro-
gressively more difficult learning experiences in the
technology and skills of a. tradesman. Apprentice
training may be identified in clock hours, or years of
reasonably continuous on-the-job training and in con-
tact hours of related instruction. On-the-job training
and work experience focus on the performance.of
basic skills under the direct supervision or a journey-
man Related and supplemental instruction is normally
closely correlated with on!the-job 'training, and-the
subject matter stresses practical application of tech-
nology. An apprentice is a person who is engaged in
learning a trade by working with, and under the

4. direct supervision of, a qualified Journeyman in all
phases of the trade for a specified _period of time..
journeyman is a tradesman who has satisfactorily com-
pleted an apprentice training program or achieved
proficiency in a given industry and who works without

, direct job supervision.
Evaluations resulting in apprenticeship recommenda-

tions have been restricted to enlisted MOS's in the
areas of elecTronics/electricity and mechanical mainte-
nance. Other apprenticeship-related MOS's have been

----evaluated only for postsecondary educational credit
beCause the Army has already registered several ap-
prenticeship programs with the Bureau of Apprentice-

, ship and Training, U.S. Department of Labor.

Clock Hours and Ciintact Hours

4'n MOS recommendation for advanced standing in
an apprentice training program is stated in, clock
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hours of occupational experience and contact hours of
related instruction. Clock hours are bas. ed on hourS
worked at a trade; contact hours are based on ,hours
spent in the preseiice of a qualified instructor.

The enlisted MOS recommendations are based on
the skills, competencies, and knowledge learned, as
demonstrated through proficiency in a given MOS
skill level, without reference to hoW much time
elapsed during the learning process. Clock hours and
contact hours, are used to express how much of an
apprentice training program an apprentice would nor-
mally complete to attain the same learning outcomes
or attest to the same level of competency.

Credit for Military Service,- Including Bar or
Recruit Training

After the establishment of the 6-month Reserve
Training Programs by the services, as authorized by
the Reserve Forces Act of 1955, the Commission re-
ceived many requests from educational institutions for
a policy recommendation on this training. In 1957, the
Commis.sion established a credit recommendation
policy for military service, including completion of
the 6-month Reserve Training Program or basic (re-
cruit) training. The policy, which was reaffirmed by
the Commission in 1973, is as follbws:

I. Seconds hool
The COMM ssion recommends that no high school
credit for military service per se, including basic or
recruit training. It does recommend; however, that
the physical education experiences during military
service of six months or more be accepted in lieu of
the mandatory high school requireMent for physical
education or for hygiede and-health education.

II. College
1. For military servicesix months to one year:

R.The Commission recommends that six months
to one year of military . service, including
completion of basic or recruit training, lie
accepted as meeting the requirement/1'n mili-
tary science at the freshman leveVat those

'institutions which normally allow credit for
collegiate-level courses in this area.

b. The 'Commission 'recommends no credit in
physrcal education or in' hygiene and health
education if the applicant has, completed one
year or less of military service.

4 3

2. For military serviceover one year:
a. The Commission recommends that more than

one year of military service, including the
completion of basiC or recruit training, be
accepted as meeting the requirements in mili-
tary science at the freshman and sophomore
levels at those institutions which normally
allow credit for collegiate-level-courses in this
area.

" b. The Commission recommends that the veter-
an's total military service experiences in the
areas of physical education or of hygiene and
health education be considered as meeting the
physical education or hygiene and health educa-
tion requirements on the freshman and sopho-
more levels, provided the applicant's military
service was of more than one year's duration,
at those institutions which normally allow
-credit for collegiate-level courses in these
areas.

Other Recommendations

The Defense Activity for Non-Traditional Educa-
tion Support (DANTES) maintains the educational
records of the service men and women who have
completed SSTs, CLEP examinations, and GED Tests.

The results of courses taken under the auspices of
USAFI (United States Armed Forces Institute; dises-
tablished 1974) which carry academic credit and which
were submitted prior to June 30, 1974, are available at
no cost from: DANTES Contractor, Representative
(transcripts), 2318 South Park Street, Madison, Wis-
consin 53.713.

Results of Subject Standardized Tests and CLEP
examinations taken under the auspices of DANTES
after July 1: 1974, are available at a nominal charge
from: DANTES Contractor Representative (CLEP),
'Educational Testing Service, P.O. Box 2819, Prince-
ton, New Jersey 08540.

Test reports for GED Tests taken after July 1, 1974
. can be obt,ined from: DANTES Contractor Repre-

sentative (GED), GED Testing Service, 'American
Council on Education, One Dupont Circle, Washing-
ton, D.C. 20036. .

In addition, credit recommendations for USAFI
courses and tests and for DANTES Subject Standard-
"ized Tests are available from the Office on Education-
al Credit upon written request by education officials.
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Enlisted Special Qualifications Identifiers

A Special Qualifications Identifier (SQI) is a letter used to indicate special qualifications possessed by an
individual. The SQI, when it is used, occupies the fifth character position of the enlisted -MOS designation,
replacing the -zero that normally occupies the position. For example, 12B40 is a skill-level designation for a
combat engineer (MOS 12B); 12B4P is the designation for a person who holds 12B40 and is also qualified as a
parachutist (SQI P).

Special Qualifications Identifiers are listed alphabetically in this appendix. Each SQI code is accompanied by
a title and a brief description.

A Technical Intelligence
Identifies persons holding intelli-

gence analyst positions who, are able
to identify and evaluate foreign mate-
riel, systems, and technological devel-
opments.

B Unit Race Relations Discussion
Leader (Unit Interpersonal Rela-
tions Worker)

Identifies persons who have com-
pleted the° Unit Race Relations Dis-
cussion Leaders Course or whb have
completed equivalent command-spon-
sored training.

C CBR (Chemical, Biological, and
Radiological Warfare Operations)

Identifies persons' who have knowl-
edge of CBR warfare operations and
training techniques and who have
completed appropriate training in
CBR warfare operations and applica-
ble training techniques.

D Civil Affairs Operations
Identifies persons qualified to assist

in planning, directing, and coordinat-
ing activities that pertain to the civil
population and its political, social, and
economic institutions.

E Northern Warfare Expert
Identifies persons. who have com-

pleted prescribed training at the
Northern Warfare Training Center or
who have received comparable train-

' ing with a unit- operating in an ex
treme northern environment to qualify
them in military skiing, mountaineer-
ing, arctic river navigation, and move- -
ment and operating on glaciers.

F Flying Status
Identifies persons who are required

to perform frequent and repetitive
aerial flights.

G Ranter
Identifig persons who are Ranger-

qualified Mid who have completed ap-
propriate training at the Infantry
School.

Instructor
Identifies persons who are. qualified

to be full-time instructors or training
advisers at an Army service school or
in other organized training activity.

I Installer
Identifies persons who are qualified

to install nonportable equipment sys-
tems or subsystems on a full-time duty
basis.

J SCUBA
Identifies persons who are trained

in skills and-safety measures used in
diving with self-contained underwater
breathing apparatus (SCUBA) and
who apply these skills in underwater
reconnaissance, maintenance, vehicle
recovery, and demolition.

IC Logistics Noncommissioned Offi-
cer
, Idditifies persons who qualify as
program members in the Army Logis-
tics Systems.

L Linguist
Identifies persons who have

achieved elementary proficiency in
either listening comprehension or
reading comprehension in one or
more foreign languages.

M First Sergeant
Identifies persons who are qualified

to assist commander in planning, su-
pervising; inspecting, developing, and
executing unit policy; to advise com-
mander on enlisted personnel matters;
to provide counsel and guidance to
subordinate personnel; and to coordi-
nate administration of the unit and
support services.

White House Communications
Agency

Identifies persons -assigned to the
White House Communications,
Agency.

P Parachutist
Identifies persons who are qualified

parachutists.

RtiCe 'Relations Instructor
Identifies persons who have com-

pleted training in rade relations educa-
tion at the Defense Race Relations In-
stitute.

N

Q

R Research, Development, Teat, and
Evaluation (RDTE)

Identifies persons who are qualified
in the design, development, test, or
evaluation of military materiel, doc-
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trine, methods, systems, or organiza-
tion.

S Spec or
I ti..fies qualified parachutists who

have completed specialist training by
the Special Forces Training Group of
the U.S. Army John F. Kennedy
Center for Military Assistance, com-
pleted similar training, or , acquired
equivalent qualifying experience.

T Transition
Identifies persons who have com-

pleted transition-type formal training
on late-model equipment; this SQI is
used in the MOS designation for up to
three years following such training;

U Track Personnel/Cargo Driver
Identifies persons who are qualified

to operate tracked personneVcargo
carrier vehicles.

Ranger-Parachultist
Identifies persons who are qualified

for the award of'both SQI G and SQI

Psychological Warfare
Identifies persons qualified in the

analysis, development, or implementa-
tion of psychological warfare materi-
al.

Drill Sergeant
Identifies persons who complete a

Drill Sergeant training course con-
ducted at an Army Training Center.

Pathfinder
Identifies qualified parachutists who,

have completed Pathfinder training at
the U.S. Army Infantry &hool or
who have acquired similar qualifica-
tions at unit schools with comparable
programs of instruction and standards.

Z Alcohol and Drug Abuse' Preven-
tion and Control Program

Identifies persons who have met the
following prerequisites: completion of
U.S. Arniy Drug and Alcohol Reha-
bilitation Training or military or civil-
ian experience in counseling or similar
actiyities in the alcohol, drug abuse,
or related fields, and formal recom-
mendation and certification of qualifi-
cation by a program behavioral scien-
tist (psychiatrist, psychologist, or
social worker).
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Appendix C

Enlisted Additional Skill Identifiers

An Additional Skill Identifier (ASI) is a two-character code that is used to identify highly specialized skills
that are in addition to the skill required for proficiency in a given enlisted MOS. The ASI is identified by a letter
and a number, the sixth and seventh characters in the MOS -designation. The skills contest of each ASI requires a
minimum of 10 days of formal training or equivalent on-the-job training.

Additional Skill Identifiers are listed alphanumerically in this appendix. Each ASI code is Accompanied by a

title and a brief description.
Al DSCS SATCOM Controller

Performance of operational satel-
lite communications controller func-
tions.

A2 Aviation Safety
Planning and implementing avi-

ation accident prevention measures.

A3 The Army Authorization Docu-
wait System (TAADS)

Qualification to use The Arr4
Authorization Document System
(TAA DS),

AS AN/Mitt-45
Maintenance of radio set AN/

MRC-85.

A6 AN/MRC-98
Maintenance of radio set AN/

MRC-98.

A7 TASS-AN/TIV-25, AN/ITC-38
Maintenance of automatic central

office equipment TASS-AN/TTC-
25 and AN/ITC-38.

Meatcutting
Trimming, cutting, boning, and

grinding of meat.

A9 Patrol Dog Handling
Use and handling of patrol dogs in

detecting and detaining suspected
law violators.

B1 Artillery Calibration
' Calibration of field artillery weap-

ons.

B2 Telephone Key System Installer
Installation and organizational

maintenance of key telephone sys-
tems.

B3 Specialized Teletypewriter Equip-
ment

Installation and maintenance of
specialized teletypewriter equipment.

B4 Air Traffic ControVNAVAIDS
Equipment Repair

Maintenance of ATC navigation
aids communications equipment.

116 AN/TSC-38.
Maintenance , of communications

central radio set AN/TSC-38.

B7

II8

Cl

C2

C3

C4

Ejection Seat Repairer
Maintenance of MK-J5 ejection

seat, 9E2A ejection training device,
and survival kits for OV-1 aircraft.

Forensic Crime Lab Specialist
Qualification as a crime laboratory

specialist.

Executive Club Manager
Management of a club with gross
nthly sales in excess of $50,000.

on
Employment of the XM-47 -

Medium Antitank -Assault Weapon
System.

Control Data Corporation 6000
Series

Operation of Control Data com- .
puter in the 6000 series.

Technical Evaluation Program
(TEP)

Technical and operational checks
on majoi communications systems
within the Army.

C5 M551 Master Gunner
Assessment of training and weap-

ons, development of training pro-
grams, and conduct of training for
M551.

C6 M60A1/A3 Master Gunner
Assessment of training and weap-

ons, development of training pro-
grams, and conduct of training for
M150A1/A3.

C7 M60A2 Master Gunner
Assessment of training and weap-

ons, development of training pro-
grams, and conduct of training for
M60A2.

C8 Transcriber /Grater
Transcription and summarization

of intercepted foreign language
transmissions.

C9 Stereocompller
Compilation and revision of plani-

metric and topographic maps using
stereoscopic plotting instruments.

D1 Bread Baking
Ability to bake bread.

, D2

D3

D4,

D5

RCA 34:501
Opera n of RCA computers 301

and 501.

RCA 3301-Spectra 70
Operation of RCA computers 3301

and Spectra. 70:

IBM 7000 Series
Operation of IBM computer in the

7000 series. o

FORTRAN Ind Generation
Use of Formula Translation (FOR -"

TRAN) 2nd generation machine lan-
guage in the development of com-
puter pro

D6 COWL, 2nd eration
Use. of Co..., on Business Oriented

Language (CO : t) 2nd generation
machine Ian ge in the develop-
ment of computer programs.

D8 SAAL
Use of SAAL machine langiiage

(Single Address Assembly Lan-
guage) in the development of com-
puter programs..

D9 Enlisted Frequency Manager
Coordination, allocation, and as-

signment of radio frequencies.'

El Propeller Assembly Maintenance
Maintenance of fixed-wing aircraft

propellers, including hydraulic, elec-
trical, and mechanical propeller sys-
terns.

E2- Shoe Repair
Inspection and repair of leather

footwear, application of authorized
prescribed orthopedic devicia, and
operation of shoe repair equipment.

E4 Attache Specialist
Performance of general administra-

tive duties, in support of Defense
Army Attache of located in an
embassy of the United States of
America.

ES Terrain Analyst
Compilation and dissemination of

terrain information to provide 'data
for use in construction, mapping, and
other operations.

E6 Supply Data Analysis
Analysis of forms, regulatory re-

quirements, source data needs, and
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kflow pertaining to the supply
. reporting system.

E7. COMSEC Equipment Mainte-,
mace

Prior experience in communica-
tions security equipment maintenance
through either MOS 32F (Fixed Ci-
phony Repair) or MOS 32G (Fixed
Cryptographic Equipment Repair).

1E8 VVVVMCCS
ADP programming and analysis

for the Worldwide Military Com-
fiend and Control System
(WWMCCS).

E9 Document Storage and Retrieval
Equipment

Operation of complex document
storage and retrieval equipment re-
lated to intelligence data handling
systems.

Fl Special Forces Operations
Provision'of Special Forces intelli-

gence and- operations, preparation
and supervision of intelligence train-
ing programs, and application or
counterintelligence principles to en-
vironmental situations.

F2

F3

F4

F5

F6

F8

F9

G1

G3

Intelligence Photography
Use of standard and special

camera equipment in intelligence
photography.

Standard Army Intermediate
Level Supply Subsystem (SAILS)

Completion of formal training in
the Standard Army. Intermediate
Level Supply (SAILS) subsystem.

Automated Property Book and
Equipment Status Reporting

Knowledge of policies, terms,
management procedures, and func-
tional operations of automated prop-
erty book and equipment status re-
porting system at the oivi3ion supply
level, -

Postal Operations_
Handling of U.S. mail, money

orders, and international mail.

AN/FSG-21, Electronic Mixer,
HLC-1 A/TSEC

Maintenance on AN/PSG-2l,
Electronic Mixer, HLC-I A/TSEC.

Flight Simulator (UH1FS) Con-
sole Operator

Operation of the UHIFS flight
simulator console and related func-
tions to provide. aviators practice in
instrument flight 'techniques.

Automated Supplk Record Keep-
ing and Supply Management

Use of ,the appropriate computer
system fo maintain and update_ accounts.supply accounts.

UNIVAC 1004/1005/DCT-9000
Maintenance and operationve the

card processor U-1005 and U-le/
DLT-6.

NCR 500
Operation of the NCR 500 com-

puter.

G5 IBM 360
Operation of the IBM 360 comput-

er.

G7 Command and Control System
Operation of command and con-

- trol systems equipment.

G8 DAME
Provision of advice concerning

Defense Against Methods of Entry
(DAME), including locking devices,
lock security intrusion, detection de-
vices, and building vault construc-
tion.

G9 DASE
Provision of advice concerning

Defense Against Sound Equipment
(DASE), including specialized elec-
tronic equipment and techniques
used in detection and location of
clandestine listening devices.

FI2 Non-Morse Code Communica-
lions Analysis

Use of specialized Analysis tech-
.niques pertaining ,to intercepted non-
Morse code communications.

H3 Physical Security
Planning and implementing phys-

ical security measures to control pil-
fer e, espionage, sabotage, and
of r physical security hazards; to
prevent unauthorized entry; and to
control entry, exit, and circulation of
foot and vehicular traffic.

114 Data Communications
MonitoringAesting, and analysis of

the quality operational circuits be-
tween Automatic Digital Message
Switching Center (ADMSC) and
other switching centers; installation,
operation, and maintenance of over-
seas Automatic Digital Network
(AUTODIN) ADMSC; use of data
cdnununications machine language in
development of computer programs K8for AUT

J5 Technical Escort
Provision ()fade and secure escort

Of shipments of chemical, biological,
or etiological material and radioac-
tive waste.

J6 Tandem Switch -

and associated equ' ent.
Maintenance ofiptannfslem switching

J7 High Speed (International Morse
Code)'Transmbision and Receiv-
ing

Receiving International Morse
Code by radio at the rate of 22 five-
letter random code groups per
minute without error' for a period of
3 consecutive minutes out of 5 and
transmitting at the rate of 18 five-
letter random code groups per
minute without error for a minimum
period of 2 consecutive minutes out
of 3.

-Photojournalist
Completion of the United States

Air Force Photojournalist Course at
Lowery Air Force Base, Colorado,
or completion of a one-year photo-
journalist program at Syracuse Uni-
versity, or the equivalent.

K3 Electronic Countermeasures Op-
erations

Operation of electronic counter-
measures equipment and devices.

K4 Mobile floating Assault Bridge/
Ferry (MAB)

Maintenance on the motile float-
ing assault bridge ferry.

K7 Finance Data Analysis
Use of forms, transaction entries,

verification procedures, and stan-
dardized codes for information pro-
cessed in the Army's finance and ac-
counting system.

H6 Tempest
Use of data collection procedures

and techniques and on-site analysis to
assure cryptologic security. K9

HI Coungtling Specialist
Provision of assistance to chaplains

in counseling duties.

H8 Music and Drama Specialist
Direction of formal musical and

dramatic religious productions.

H9 SA 431 Telemetry Analog Pro-
duction

Use of procedures and techniques
of analysis of specific telemetry data.

Jl Telemetry Identification and Col-
lection

Use of procedures and techniques
of collection and identification of
specific telemetry data.

J3 Advanced Non-Morse Operations
(formally SC 260, A232-016)

Operation of the SC 260" computer.

J4 Special Signal Analysis
Analysis of special-type intercept-

ed signal data.

4.5

L2

AN/FTC-31/SEVAC
Support of dial cen-

tral office (AN/ 1C-31) and The
secure voice access console
(SEVAC).

UHF. and VHF Operator
Operation of specialized very high,

frequency and ultra high frequency
intercept equipment.

OV-1D (Mohawk) Infrared Sur-
veillance Repairman

Maintenance of the AN/ASS-24
infrared detecting set.

AN/APS-94 an SLAROVID
AN/AYA-10 Data Annotation
System

Maintenance of the data annotator -
system of the airborne side-ktoking
acquisition radar (SLAR) used on
the OV -lD aircraft. ,

IA Ammunition Stock Control and
Accounting

Preparation and maintenance of re-
cords associated with receipt, stor-
age, and issue of ammunition.

Automatic Message Address and
Routing Systems (AMARS)

Maintenance of the automatic mul-
tiple address routing system and tape



L7

L8

L9

M1

M2.

M3

M4

MS

M6

M7

M8

M9

N1

N2

N3

recall unit in a data communications
system

SATCOM Communications Link
Terminal AN/TSC-54

Maintenance of satellite 'communi-
cations link terminal AN/TSC-54.

AN/AAS-24 and AN/APS-94
(OV-1D) Operation

Maintenance of AN/AAS-24 and
AN/APS-94 radar equipment.

Controlled Nuclear Surety
Qualification to hold controlled

nuclear surety psitions.

Ship's Electrician ,

Maintenance of electrical equip-
ment and systems on Army seagoing
vessels and in marine repair shops.

Mode V Digital. Subscriber Ter-
minal Equipment

Maintenance of. Mode V (teletype-
writer) and associated security equip-
ment at a subscriber. terminal of a
data communications system.

Dialysis Technician
Operation of dialysis equipment in

treatment of patients with kidney dis-
orders.

Blood Grouping, Collecting, and
Processing

Grouping, collecting, and process-
ing whole blood on a volume basis.

Nuclear Operations (8" Howitzer)
Assembly, disassembly, and prefire

procedures for the 8-inch -nuclear
projectile.

Nuclear Operations (155mm
Howitzer)

Assembly, disassembly, and prefue
procedures for the 155mm Howitzer.

Nuclear Operations (Sergeant)
Assembly, disassembly, and prefire

procedures for nuclear warhead in
Sergeant weapon system.

Nuclear Operations (Lance)
Assembly, disassembly, and prefire

procedures for nuclear warhead in,
Lance weapon system.

Emitter Location and Identifica-
tion Techniques

Use of specialized identification
techniques and communications elec-
tronics equipment to locate and iden-
tify signal emitters.

Nuclear Operations (Pershing)
Assembly, disassembly, and prefire

procedures for nuclear warhead in
Pershing weapon system.

Forward Area Alerting Radar
(FAAR)

Maintenance of the Forward Area
Alerting Radar.

Circuit Conditioning
Testing, measurement, and adjust-

ment of lines and circuits to insure
high fidelity of communications
within the Defense Communications
System.

N4 Emergency Action Console
Maintenance rand operation of the

emergency action console

N7 IBM 1401, 1410, 1440, 1460, and
1620

Operation of IBM computers 1401,
1410, 1440, 1460, and 1620.

N9 FORTRAN 3rd Generation
Use of Formula Translation (FOR-

TRAN) 3rd generation machine Ian:
guage in development of computer
programs.

P1 COBOL 3rd Generation
Use of Common Business Oriented

Language (COBOL) 3rd generation
machine language in development of
computer programs.

P2 Assembly Language 2nd Genera-
tion

Use of Assembly Language 2nd
generation machine language in the
development of computer programs.

P3 Assembly Language 3rd Genera-
tion

Use of Assembly Language 3rd
generation machine language in the
development of computer programs.

P4 Heavy Anti-Tank/Assault Weap-
ons System (TOW) ,

Use of tube-launched
tracked wire-guided (TOM, missile's,
against enemy armored ve#icles.

P5 Sentry Dog Handling /
Use and handling of sentry dogs as

a means of security.

P6 Scout Dog Hindling (On/Off
Leash)

Use, and handling of scout dogs
trained in on-leash and off -leash obe-
dience and capable of giving early
warning of enemy presence or traps.

P7 Contraband Detector Dog Han-
dling

Training and handling dogs capa-
ble of detecting presence of marijua-
na and its derivatives by scent alone.

P8 Critical Nuclear Surety
Qualification to held critical nucle-

ar surety positions.

P9 Mine/Tunnel Dog Handling
Use and handling of dogs' capable

of finding mines or traps and ord-
nance cached in tunnels.

Q1 Welder
Welding of aircraft structure and

components using oxyacetylene,
electric arc, and inert gas welding
equipment.

Q2 Combat Tracker Dog Handling
Use and handling of dogs used in

combat tracker teams and capable of
ba,sic and advanced tracking.

Q3 Tank Turret Maintenisce Super-
vision

Supervision of maintenance of tank
turrets.

Q4 MINCOM TICOR Recorder
Maintenance of specialized record-

ing equipment (wideband).
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Q5 .Chapel Activities Specialist
Catholic .(formerly Chaplain's As-
sistant)

Knowledge of Catholic religious
beliefs and rituals.

Q6 Chapel Activities, Specialist -
Protestant (formerly Chaplain's
Assiitant)

Knowledge of Protestant religious
beliefs and rituals.

Q7 Chapel Activities Specialist
Jewish (formerly Chaplain's As-
sistant)

Knowledge of Jewish religious be-
liefs and rituals.

Q8

Q9

:R2

R3

R5

R6

R8

R9

S1

S6

S7

S8

S9

Nuclear Operations (HJ)
Assembly, disassembly, and prefue

procedures for nuclear warhead in
Honest John weapon system.

Traffic Accident Investigator
Reconstruction of traffic accidents

from evidence to determine reasons
for occurrence, possibility of avoid-
ance, and determination of fault.

Nuclear Operationt (HerculeS)
Assembly, disassembly, and prefue

procedures for nuclear warhead in
Hercules weapons system.

Nuclear Security
Physical security and emergency

destruction of nucleir weapons
during movement in storage and in
tactical operations.

AN/ASN-86 Inertial Navigation
Set

Maintenance of the AN/ASN-86
inertial navigation equipment used on
Mohawk aircraft.

Redeye Operations
Use of Redeye missile system to

engage enemy aircraft.

M551 Sheridan
Operation of M551 Sheridan

combat. Vehicle.

STRAWHAT/DSSCS
Maintenance of specialized equip-

ment used in the STRAWHAT/de-
fense special secure communications
system (DSSCS).

Special Purpose ,Receiving Equip-
ment

Maintenance of special purpose re-
ceiving equipment.

Digital Converting Programming
Group AN/TC A-4

Maintenance of specialized d ul-
tiplex equipment assemblages.

Scope Safe System
Maintenance of specialized equip-

ment in a secure communi tions
system.

M16 Ballistics Computer
Maintenance of MI6 ballistics

computer.

Defense Sensor Interpretation
Training Program

Microscale interpretation, electron-
ic data reporting, storage, retrieval,
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T1

T2

T5

T6

1'9

U1

U2

U4

U5

U6

and dissemination of imagery-derived
intelligence information.

Overseas AUTOVON Switch
Maintenance on switching equip-

ment in the overseas automatic voice
network (AUTOVON).

Sniper
Highly accurate sharpshooting,

usually at long range.

GE 600/Honeywell 6000
Operation of the General Electric

600 and Honeywell 6000 computers.

Burroughs B-3500
Operation of data processing com-

puter B-3500 (Burroughs Corpora-
tion).

Electroencephalograph Operator
(EEG)

Operation of EEG equipment.

Cryptanalysis g
Analysis of encrypted conununica-

_ timis to determine system of encryp---
tion sand to effect solution.

Radio Teletype Analysis
Analysis of intercepted radio tele-

type signals.

Cytoteciumlogy
Staining, mounting, and micro-

scopic examination of cells to detect
evidence of cancer and other patho-
logical conditions which must be re-
ferred to a pathologist' for final inter-
pretation.

Property Disposal Operations
Property administration or materi-

als segregation and classification.

Commissary Operations
Commissary operations such as

sales, stock replenishment, and pro-
duce, grocery department, or general
administration. ,

FA Weapons Mechanic
Maintenance of field artillery (FA)

weapons.

U7 Film Library Operations

teng audio-visual equipment and
Cataloging, receiving, and ad7nis-

rimaterial.

V1 AMOSIST
Use of the Automated Military

Outpatient System (AMOSIST) for
triaging patients to acute minor ill-
ness clinic, emergency treatment
room, or appropriate specialty clinic.

V3 Unattended Ground Sensor Sys-
tems Maintenance

Maintenance of unattended ground
sensor systems.

V5 Military Police Investigation
Investigation of criminal offenses

for which the maximum punishment
is confinement at hard labor for leas
than one year and offenses involving
larcenies of property valued at less
than $250 and involving another
major crime.

116 Spectrometric Oil Analysis
, Analysis of used r metal

content, using a urd analysis spec-
trometer A/E 35U-3 and appropri-
ate analytic and evaluation tech-
niques.

V7 Honeywell H200
Operation ot the Honeywell H200

computer.

V8 UNIVAC 1106/1108
Operation of the UNIVAC 1106/

1108 computer.

V9 Control Data CDC 3300
Operation :of the Control Data

Corpoiition CDC 3300 computer.

W1 Mit0A2 Tank
;:Operation of the M60A2 tank.

W3 Video Technical Control Facility
(AN/TSQ-85) Repairman

Maintenance of the AN/TSQ-85
video technical control facility.

W4 AN/TLR-9 Intercept Equipment
Maintenance of the AN/TLR-9

intercept equipment.

W5 Personnel Data Analysis (former-
ly SIDPERS Data Anplysis)

See W6.

W6 Personnel (including SIDPERS)
(formerly W5)

Use of forms, transaction entries,
verification procedures, and stan-
dardized codes for information pro-
cessed through the personnel report-
ing system, including the Standard
Installation/Division Personnel Sys-
tem (SIDPERS).

W7 Special Forces Underwater Oper-
ations

Participation in Special Forces un-
derwater operations.

W8 Special Forces Military Free Fall
Participation in Special Forces

military operations requiring free-fall
parachuting.

W9 Special Forces Military Free Fall
and Underwater Operations '

Participation In both Special
Forces free-fall parachuting and un-
derwater operations.

Xi Subsistence Prociire,metit Quality
Assurance Inspector

Assurance of ..the quality of pro-
curement

Y3 Safeguard
Coargeta three -week Safe-

suss ys Orien-
tation course, Fort Bliss, Texas.

Y4 Advanced Morse Identification
Signal Search and Development
(Morse) (formerly Morse Search
and Development) #

Specialized search and develop-
ment of target for intercept.

Y6 Cardiac Catheterization Specialist
Alisistance during specialized inva-

sive cardiac test and examination.

Y7 -Sterile Pharmacy Techniques
Sterile p y practices leading

to the p tion of items such as
intravenous 'yes used to combat
infection, restore and maintain elec-
trolyte balance, and meet nutritional
requirements.

Y9 Streamliner Maintenance Special-
ist

Maintenance of specialized equip-
ment used in the Strearnliner com-
munications system.

,Z1 Reciprocating Engine Repairman
Maintenance of aircraft reciprocat-

ing engines.

Z2 Blacksmith
Working, forming, and %shaping

heated metal, using forge, anvil, and
hammer.

Z3 Pipeline Weld Radiographic In-
spection Set

Operation of radiographic inspec-
tion set for pipeline welds.

Z4 Inspector Geieral NCO
Completion °of orientation course

and performance of inspector general
duties.

Z5 Modular Engine Test Stand

(METS)Maintenance on the Modular
Engine Test Stand (METS).

Z6 Explosive Detector Dog Handler
Use and handling of dogs capable

of detecting explosives.

Z8 Depot-Level Maintenance
Depot-level maintenance (disas-

-sembly, major repairs and modifica-
tions, and inspection) of aircraft.

Z9 SB-3082 Electronic Cordless
Semi-Automatic Switchboard and
AN/TTC-38 Ancillary Equipment

- Installation and maintenance of the
SB-3082 switchboard and mainte-
nance of AN/ITC-38 ancillary
equipment such as telephones and
converters.
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Appendix D ,

Enlisted Cared Management Fields

A career management field (CMF) is a grouping of related Army enlisted MOS's that is provided for use in
the career developinnt and counseling of enlisted personnel. Each career Management field is structured to allow
maximum upward mobility and follows a logical progression of related MOS's, ranging from trainee positions to
leadership and supervisory positions.

The CMF is represented by a two-digit number and a title. When a CMF has a subfield, a third number is
added to identify it. For example, CMF 52 (Power Production) has two subfields: Subfield 521 (Electric and
Power Production) and subfield 522 (Nuclear Power Production). Each subfield includes only closely related
MOS's.

This appendix provides summaries
subfields they contain.

00 Exceptional Management Special-
,/ des

A grouping of MOS's that are unre-
lated and must be considered individ-
ually. These MOS's are categorized as
either special assignments (subfield
000) or those requiring professional

(subfield 001). Qualifications
vary considerably according to MOS.

11 Maneuver Combat Arils
A grouping of MOS's that covers

positions primarily in infantry units
and armor units. Subfields include:
General (110); Infantry (111); Armor
(112). Infantry duties involve use of
individual and crew-served weapons
and armored vehicles and work in
closely coordinated teams. Armor
duties involve use of crew-served
armor weapons and armored vehicles
and work in closely integrated teams.
Qualifications include knowledge of
fundamental tactics, principles of fire
and movement, use of individual light
weapons, principles of field sanitation, .

protection from chemical contamina-
tion, map and aerial photo reading,
use of compass, first aid, and PrePars-
don of rough maps and-field sketches.

12 Combat
A groultgigniTMS's that covers

positions in engineer combat units.
Duties involve construction tasks
(roads, temporary shelters, bridges,
rafts), laying and clearing of mine-
fields, and conventional and atomic
demolitions. Qualifications include
ability to we power and hand tools,
knowledge of rough carpentry and
rigging, ability to identify and handle
demohtion ammunition, skill in oper-
ating small watercraft, and aidlity to
fight in infantry units.

13 Field Artillery (formerly Field Ar-
tillery Cannon)

A grouping of MOS's that coven
positions in field artillery cannon, mis-
sile, and target acquisition units. Sub-
fields include: Field Artillery General
(130); Field Artillery Cannon/Mbaile
Operations (131); Field Artillery
Target Acquisition Operations (132). I

47
Duties involve operation, fire direr

which outline the duties and qualifications of the CMF's and list .the

lion, and maintenance of field artillery
guns and related weapons and work-
ing in closely controlled teams. (Prior
to 9/76, CMF 13 was limited to
MOS's that covered positions in field
artillery cannon units only.)

15 Field Artillery Mhslles
A grouping of MOS's that covers

positions primarily in field artillery
missile units. Duties involve emplace-

testing, and operation of field
cry missile systems. Qualifications

include knowledge of the functioning,
assembly, and testing of a wide vari-
ety of complex weapons systems. Ef-
fective 9/76, CMF 15 was eliminated
and the MOS's were reclassified
under CMF 13 (Field Artillery).

16 Mr Defense Artillery (ADA)
A _grouping of MOS's that covers

positions primarily in air defense units.
Subfields include: ADA General
(160); ADA. Missile and Gun Oper-
ations (161); ADA Operations and In-
telligence (162). Duties-involve em-
placement, assembly, testing, and op-
eration of air defense weapons sys-
tems. Qualifications include knowl-
edge ¢f the finactioning, assembly, and
tes of highly intricate 'weapons
Ys

17 Combat Surveillance
Acquhdtion

A grouping of MOS's that covers
positions primarily in artillery units.
Subfields include: General (170);
Combat Surveillance (171); Target
Acquisition (172). Duties involve op-
eration of combat surveillance and
target acquisition systems. qualifica-
tions include ability to determine loca-
dons, distance, direction, and eleva-
tions from topographic maps; knowl-
edge of artillery plotting procedures;
familiarity with the function and oper-
ation of combat surveillance and
target acquisition system; and knowl-
edge of basic mathematics. Effective
9/76, CMF 17 was eliminated; the
target acquisition MOS's were reclas-
sified under CMF 13 (Field Artillery)
and the combat surveillance MOS's

and Target

459

were reclassified under
tary Intelligence).

21 Ballistic Missile Repair
A grouping of MOS's that coven

positions in field artillery units and in
maintenance units. Subfields include:
Pershing Missile Repair (211); Ser-
geant Missile Repair (212). Duties in-
volve maintenance of missiles and re-
lated equipment. Qualifications in-

fi dude knowledge of the fimctioning,
assembly, testing, and maintenance of
complex weapons systems.

23 Mr Defegse Missile Maintenance
A grouping. of MOS's that coven

positions in air% defense units and in
missile maintenance unites. Subfields
include: Nike Missile System Repair

Nike Missile System' Mechanics
232 ; Hawk Missile System Repair
233 , Hawk Missile System Mechan-
ics (234);r Improved Hawk Missile
System Mechanics (235) Improved
Hawk Missile System Repair (236);
Ballistic Missile Defense (237); Fire
Distribution Systeins Repair (238).
Duties involve assembly and testing of
air defense weapons and maintenance
of missiles, guidance equipment, fire
control equipment, fire distribution

gtiriradar, and computers.
n; include knowledge of

timing, assembly, testing and mainte-
nance of Safeguard weapons systems,
electromechanical and hydrauhc basis
of remote antenna positioning, and
knowledge of binary system.

26 Non-Integrated Radar 1Vudnte-
mince

A grouping of MOS's that covers
positions primarily in signal corps
units. Subfields include: Radar. Me-
chanics (261); Ground Radar Repair
(262); Airborne Surveillance Equip-
ment Repair. (263). Duties involve
maintenance of radar equipment.
Qualifications include knowledge of
finadamentals of electricity/electron-
ics, precautions required in working
with high voltage equipment, and use
of schematic darams and electrical
measuring devices.
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27 Combat Missile Maintenance

A grouping of MOS's that covers
positions primarily in field artillery
units and maintenance units. Subfields
include: Combat Missile Mechanics
(271); Combat Missile Repair (272).
Duties involve maintenance and -reeppaiurr
of various weapons systems. ca-
tions include- knowledge-of-the-func-
tioning, assembly, testing, mainte-
nance, and calibrations of various
complex weapons systems.

28 Aviation CommunicationsElec-
tronics Systems Maintenance

A grouping of MOS's that covers
positions primarily in maintenance,
aviation, and signal units. Duties in-
volve maintenance on a variety of
photographic, surveillance, and
avionic equipment.

31 Field and Area Communications
Maintenance

A- grouping of MOS's that covers
positions primarily in signal corps
units. Subfields includes, Field Com-
munications Maintenance (311); Tacti-
caL_Electronics- Maintenance-43121-
Area Communication (313); COMSEC
Maintenance (314). Duties involve
maintenance and repair of various tac-
tical electronics equipment.

32 Fixed Plant Communications
Maintenance

A grouping of MOS's that covers
positions primarily in U.S.* Army
Communications Center (USACC)
units. Duties involve operation and
maintenance of fixed plant communi-
cations equipment. Qualifications in=
dude knowledge of the theory of op-
eration and repair of fixed station
electronic equipment, fundamentals of
radio propagation, and precautions
when working with high-voltage
equipment.

33 Electronic Warfare/Inteicept Sys-
tems Maintenance

Duties involve repair, maintenance,
or supervision of repair of EW/Inter-
cept systems used in both mobile and
fixed sites. Qualifications include
knowledge of tools commonly used
by electricians and electronic workers,
safety precautions required in working
with electrical equipment, ability to
read wire diagrams and technical
manuals, and categories of equipment
maintenance.

35 Electrical/Electronic Instrument
Maintenance

A grouping of MOS's that covers
positions primarily in, maintenance,
aircraft, and medical units. Subfields
have included: Instrument Calibration
and Maintenance (351); Electrical/
Electronic Devices Maintenance
(352); Avionics Maintenance (353);
Medical Equipment Maintenance
(354). Duties involve calibration and
performance of all levels of mainte-
nance and repair of various electrical/
electronic and mechanical equipment.

Wire, Antenna, and Central Office
Maintenance

A grouping of MOS's that covers
maintenance positions primarily in
signal corps units. Duties involve in-
stallation and maintenance of field

36

wire, open wire, and cable communi-
cations systems; antenna systems;
splicing communications cables; and
maintenance on manual and dial tele-
phone exchange equipment. Qualifica-
tions include knowledge of fundamen-
tals of electricity and sound transmis-
sion, reading and understanding cir-
cuit diagrams, mid- techniques and
maintenance involved in the installa-
tion and maintenance of wire systems.

51 General Engineering
A grouping of MOS's that covers

positions primarily in engineer units.
Subfields include: Construction Engi-
neering (511); Utilities Engineering
(512); Industrial Gas Production (513);
Construction Equipment Operation
(514). Duties involve use of construc-
tion skills (including construction sur-
veying and drafting) for erection and
maintenance of buildings, bridges,
port facilities, roads, air fields, drain-
age ,structures, pipelines, storage
tanks, and related facilities. 64

63

52- Power Production

positions primarily in nuclear power
plants and in other engineer units.
Subfields include: Electrical Power
Production (521); Nuclear Power Pro-
duction (522): Duties involve oper-
ation and maintenance of power-gen-
erating equipment, transmission sys-
tems, and accessory equipment; main-
tenance of nuclear power plant equip-
ment; and radiological surveys.

54 Chemical
A grouping of MOS's that covers

positions in chemical units, supply and
service units, and in headquarters of
battalion and higher level. Duties in-
volve operation of flame equipment;
decontamination of pertonnel, mater-
iel, structures, and arts that have
been under nuclear, biological, or
chemical attack; generation of smoke
for concealment and camo
effect; staff activities relating oper-

A awns, tr g, and in ligence;
chemical and hysical test' of cloth- 67
ing, food, emicals, p plastics,
and sinul materials. Q ifications
include knowledge of safety precau-
tions for work in contaminated areas
and handling of chemical warfare ma-
terials, types and purpose of chemical
agents, characteristics and uses of
smoke, and effect of weather on
chemical materials.

55 Ammuihdon
A grouping of MOS's that covers

positions in ammunition support units
Army-wide. Duties involve support,
supply, inspection, renovation, dispos-
al, and maintenance of conventional,
special, and nuclear ammunition. 71
Qualifications include knowledge of
the hazards and safety measures in-
volved in handling, storing, transport-
ing, destroying, and neutralizing var-
ious types of ammunition, ammunition
components, and nuclear weapons.

57 Field Services
A trouping of MOS's that covers

positions primarily in supply and ser-
vice, supply and transportation, and
field service units. Subfields include:
Field Service General (570); Services
(571); Memorial Activities (572); Tex-
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the Renovation (573). Duties iiivolve
repair and alteration of textile, canvas,
and leather supplies and equipment;
laundry, bath and impregnation func-
tions; memorial activities; supervising,
general work details; and general
labor Services. Effective 3/77, CMF
57 was eliminated and the MOS's
were reclassified under CMF 76
(Supply).

Mechanical Maintenance
A grouping of MOS's that covers

positions primarily in supfibrt mainte-
nance units. Subfields include: Preci-
sion Devices (631); Metalworking
(632); Machinery Maintenance (633);
Armament Maintenance (634). Duties
involve maintenance of mechanical
and electromechanical equipment.
Qualifications include knowledge of
handtools and metalworking tools,
safety precautions, blueprint reading,
and technical manuals.

Transportadon
A grouping of MOS's that covers

positions primarily in transportation
-units. lignis-MOS's-coverpo---
sitions in av tion units; motor trans-
port MOS's cover positions in units.
Army-wide. (Prior to 3/76, the desig-
nation" for transportation MOS's was
CMF 65.) Subfields have included:
Movements Control (650); Terminal
Service (651); Motor Transport (652);
Marine (653); Railway (654); Air Op-
erations (655). Subfields now include:
Surface Operations (641); Marine Op-
erations (642); Railway Irations
(643); Air Operations (64 Duties in-
volve operation and preventive main-
tenance of light, heavy cargo, and
passenger vehicles; operation and
maintenance of railway rolling stock
and marine harborcraft; air traffic
control; and - movements control.

Transportation
Effective 3/76, CMF 65 was elimi-

nated and the MOS' were reclassified
under CMF 64.

Aircraft Maintenance
A grouping of MOS's' that covers

positions in all types of aviation units
Army-wide.. Subfields include: Air-
craft Maintenance (671); Aircraft -A,
Components Repair (672). Duties in-
volve servicing and maintenance of
aircraft, aircraft components, arma-
ment subsystems, and target aircraft.
Qualifications include ability to use
handtools, instruments, and gauges;
ability to understand and interpret
oral and written technical instructions,
plans, blueprints and schec dia-
grams; and specific mechanical, elec-
trical, and electromechanical skills.

Administration
A grouping of MOS's that covers

positions in units Army-wide. Sub-
fields have included: General Admin-
istration (711); Personnel (712); Fi-
nance (713); Legal (714); Information
(715); Special Services (716). Duties,
involve general administration; per
scinnel, legal, medical, and other spe-
cialized administration; postal service;
clerical work; fiscal accounting) news-
paper, radio, and television communi-
cation; and supervision of recreational
activities. Qualifications include: basic
clerical, typing, bookkeeping, stenog-



raphy, and communication abilities
and knowledge of clerical and admin-
istrative procedures, office ge-nia
ment, preparation and use of mil tary'
publications and correspondence,
preparation and routing of orders,
design and use of filing systems, and
record keeping.

72 Telecommunications and Audio
Visual

A grouping of MOS's that covers
positions in radio, radio-teletype, and
communications center facilities
Army-wide; audiovisual MOS's cover
positions in signal corps units and
maintenance units. Subfields include:
Communications Operations (721);
Audio Visual (722). Duties involve
operation of radio, teletype, telephone
and data equipment; and transmission,
reception, and delivery of Army com-
munications. Effective 3/77, Subfield
n2 was eliminated and the MOS's
were reclassified under CMF 84
(Public Affairs and Audio Visual).

74 Automatic Data Processing
A grouping of ,440S's that covers

data processing position in units en-
gaged in data processing, personnel,
communications, finance, and supply.
Subfields include: Data Processing
Equipment Operations (741); Data
Processing Equipment Maintenance
(742). Operational duties involve sys-
tems analysis, programming, computer
operations, and coding data for use
with punched cards, magnetic tapes,
and disks. Maintenance duties involve
maintenance on tabulating equipment,
automatic data processing equipment,
viewer computer systems, and related
test equipment. Maintenance MOS's

,.-

require electronic and mechanical ap-
titude, number facility to solve formu-
las used in test computations, ability
to make delicate adjustments and re-
pairs, and perceptual speed for read-
ing circuit diagrams and mechanical
blueprints.

76 Supply
A grouping of MOS's tha' covers

positions in all types of units Army-
wide. Effective 3/77, subfields in-
clude: Supply Genetal (760); Supply
(761); Service (762). Duties may in-
volve procurement, receipt, storage,
issue, and administrative control of all
classes of supplies, spare parts, and
materiel (except ammunition, nuclear
materials, and petrOleum). Qualifica-
tions include: knowledge of standard
supply records and clerical proce-
dures, standard quantity measure-
ments; color codes used to identify
supplies, supply catalogs for identifi-
cation of supply items, safety precau-

tions involved in moving and storing
supplies, and operation of office ma-
chines without minimum speed re.
quirement.

81 Topographic Engineering (formerly
Topographic Engineering and Map
Reproduction)

A. grouping of MOS's that covers
positions primarily in engineering
units. Subfields have included: Draft-
ing (811); Surveying (812); Map Re-
production and Printing (813). Sub-
fields now include: Topographic En-
gineering (810); Cartography (811);
Surveying (812); Photolithographer
(813). Duties involve topographic
survey, map making, reproduction,
and printing; topographic instrument
and reproduction equipment repair,
terrain analysis, and illustrating and
model making.

91 Medical
A grouping of MOS's that covers
itions in medical units Army-wide.

ubfields have included: Prosthetic
Appliances (911); Patient Care (912);
Physical-Medicine-(913); Medical-Ser-
vices (914). Subfields now include:
Dental (911); Patient Care (912);
Health Services (913); Medical Sup-
port (914). Duties involve medical
care and treatment; medical laborato-
ry testing and analysis, and fabrication
and repair of prosthetic appliances.
Qualifications include knowledge of
the organization and functions of the
Army medical service; basic anatomy,
physiology, first aid and emergency
medical treatment; nomenclature and
usage of basic drugs; transportation of
sick and wounded; field sanitation;
basic nursing techniques; basic princi-
ples of disease prevention.

92 Petroleum
A grouping of MOS's that covers

positions in petroleum storage and
laboratory units. Duties involve re-
ceipt, storage, preservation, and distri-
bution of bulk and packaged petro-
leum products and standard physical
and chemical testing of petroleum
products.

94 Food Service
A grouping of MOS's that covers

positions in the following areas: com-
pany, consolidated, and hospital food
service activities; bakeries; meat-cut-
ting plants; food service elements of
headquarters; and personal staffs of
general officers. Duties involve prep-
aration and cooking of food; food ser-
vice advisory and administrative ac-
tivities; and service as enlisted aide or
cook on the personal staff of a general
officer. Qualifications include knowl-

,
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edge of 'unitary standards and safety
precautions, suMstence storage prin-
ciples, and use of food service ma-
chinery and equipment

95 Law Enforcement
A grouping of MGS's that covers

law enforent positions. Duties in-
volve patrolling areas, apprehending
violators, controlling traffic, quelling
disturbances, protetting security sites,
guarding military "prisioners and pri-
limners of war, providing correctional
treatment for military prisoners in
confinement facilities, criminal investi-
gation, and criminal laboratory analy-
sis.

96 Military Intelligence
A wowing of MOS's that covers

positions primarily in military intelli-
gence units and in intelligence staff
sections in other units. Effective 9/76,
subfields include: Controlled Intelli-
gence (961); Technical Intelligence
Production (962); Tactical Intelligence
Surveillance (963). Duties may in-
volve

end'
collection, anntYsig,PY0tec-

and of intelligence
information through observation,
compilation, investigation, survey, lan-
guage translation and interpretation;
electronic listening and sensing; pho-
tograph and image interpretation; cen-
sorship; technical analysis of enemy
equipment; and application of security
programs.

97 Band
A grouping of MOS's that covers

positions m band units Army-wide.
Subfields include: Brass (971); Wood-
wind (972); Percussion (973); Band
Leitclershiii (974); Special Band (975).
Duties involve playing ,brass, wood-
wind, or percussion instruments in
marching, concert, dance, stage, and
show bands; playing in combos and
instrumental ensetnbles; and singing in
vocal groups and writing and arrang-
ing music, when assigned. Qualifica-
tions include ability to play one or
more band instruments; musical
memory for playing compositions
without sheet music; and ability to
perform certain musical scores at
sight.

98 Electronic Warfare (EW) Crypto-
logic Operations

A grouping of MOS's that cover
positions in fixed and mobile units en-
gaged in support of strategic and tac-
tical operations. Duties involve collec-
tion of electromagnetic emissions,
analysis of these emissions, security of
friendly communications and noncom-
munications, and electronic warfare
operations.
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Warrant Officer Special Qualifications Identifiers

Special Qualifications Identifiers are used with warrant officer MOS's to identify special qualifications
possessed by an individual. The SQI is either a number or a letter; it occupies the fifth character of an MOS
designation, replacing the zero that normally occupies that position.

Award of an SQI other than zero may mean,that a peron's records will show the title of the SQI rather than
the title of the MOS. For example, the title for MOS lemo is Criminal Inyestigator; the title for MOS 95 lAK
will normally appear as Polygraph. Examiner.

The Special Qualifications Identifiers listed below are arranged by the numeric codes first, then by the
alphabetic codes. Each SQI is accompanied by a title and a brief description.

1 Master of Coastal Vessels up to
250 Tons or Chief Engineer of

power
Identifies perpora- who have been

certified and islued the appropriate li-
cense by the U.S. Army Marine
Qualifications Board.

2 Master of Coastal Vessels up to
500 Tons or Chief Engineer of
Coastal Vessels up to 1,200 Horse-
power

Identifies persons who have been
certified and issued the appropriate li-
cense by the U.S. Army Marine
Qualifications Board.

3 Master of Ocean's Unlimited Ves-
sels or Chief Engineer of Oceans
Unlimited Vessels

Identifies persons who have been
certified and issued the appropriate li-
cense by the U.S. Army Marine
Qualifications Board.

4 Harbontraster/Pilot or Marine In-
spector (formerly Research, Devel-
opment Test, and Evaluation
Techniciansee SQI "Z")

Identifies persons who have been
certified and issued the appropriate li-
cense by the U.S. Army Marine
Qualifications Board.

5 Nuclear Power Plant Superinten-
dent

Identifies persons who are qualified
to supervise operations and mainte-
nance of power plants equipped for
nuclear power generation and who
have completed the Nuclear Power
Plant Operator course at the U.S.
Army Engineer School and the Ra-
diological Safety course, at the U.S.
Army Ordnance School.

6 Instrument Flight Examiner
See SQI "F."

7 Parachutist
Identifies persons who have com-

pleted airborne training.

8 Instructor
Identifies persons qualified as full-

time formal instructors at an Army

Service School or other organized
training facility.

Safeguard System Technician (for-
merly Safeguard)

Identifies persons who have com-
pleted the Safeguard Missile Mainte-
nance Technician course or who have
completed at least six months work
experience with Safeguard system tac-
tical support equipment.

A Air Traffic Control Technician
Identifies persons who are qualified

to manage air traffic control oper-
ations and procedures and who have
completed the Officer/Warrant Offi-
cer Air Traffic Control course at the
U.S. Army. Aviation School.

B Flight Safety Technician
Identifies persons who are qualified

to manage aviation wit flight safety
programs.

C Instructor Pilot
Identifies persons qualified to in-

struct student and aviator personnel in
the fundamentals of flight, to analyze
flight itraining maneuvers, and to
check taut aviators on new equipment
and aircraft.

D Aeromedical Evacuation Pilot
Identifies persons who are qualified

in the procedures and techniques of
aeromedical evacuation and who have
completed the Army Medical Service
Aviator course or have had equivalent
experience.

E Aircraft Armament Maintenance
Technician (formerly Aircraft Ar-
mament Maintenance)

Identifies persons who are qualified
to supervise maintenance and repair of
aircraft armament systems and who
have completed the Aircraft Arma-
ment Repair Supervisor course or
have equivalent experience.

F Instrument Flight Examiner
Identifies persons who are qualified

to conduct written and flight examina-
tions of aviators for award or reten-
tion of instrument certificates and
who have completed the Instrument
Flight Examiner course at the U.S.
Army Viation School.
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G Aircraft Maintenance Technician
(formerly Investigative Photogra-
phy=s-66-SQL"N")--------------

Identifies persons who are qualified
to supervise maintenance and repair of
aircraft and who have completed the
Maintenance Resource Management
and Maintenance Operations phase of
the Aircraft Maintenance Officers
course at the U.S. Army Transporta-
tion School.

H Aerial Scout (formerly Defense
Against Methods of Entry
(DAME)--see ASI "91E" in the
Warrant Officer Additional Skill
Identifiers Appendix)

Identifies persons who have per-
formed aerial scout duties for a mini-
mum of '60 days or who have com-
pleted the Air Cavalry/Attack Heli-
copter Commander Training course or
the Air Cavalry Qualifications course
at the U.S. Army Armor School.

J Maintenance Test Pilot (formerly
Defense Against Sound Equipment
(DASE)see ASI "9L" in the
Warrant Officer Additional Skill
Identifiers Appendix)

Identifies persons who are qualified
to conduct maintenance and/or func-
tional test flights and who have com-
pleted the prescribed course of in-
struction for aircraft maintenance test
pilots' at the U.S. Army Transporta-
tion School.

K Polygraph Examiner (formerly
Certified Polygraph Examiner)

Identifies persons certified to con-
duct polygraph examinations.

L Logistics Technician
Identifies persons holding the posi-

tion of Criminal Investigation Logis-
tics Technician or Communications
Security (COMSEC) Logiiilicirrech-

cnician. Criminal Investigation Logis-
tics Technician is used with MOS
951A (Criminal Investigator) and
identifies persons who are qualified to
conduct or supervise criminal investi-
gations and crime surveys involving
logistical activities and who have
completed prescribed courses at the
U.S. Army Logistics Management
Center. COMSEC Logistics Techni-
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clan is used with MOS 290A (Tele-
communications Technician) and iden-
tities persons who are qualified to su-
pervise operation of communications
security (COMSEC) logistics support
activities and who have completed 6
months of experience in an assignment
dealing-with--COMSEC-logistics-skills'

Q Standatdizsition Instructor Pilot
See SQI !!C."

Forensic Chemist (formerly Air-
craft Repair Techniciansee SQIG)

Id entifies_. persons-who have com-
pleted the 2'7-week Forensic Chemist
course at the U.S. Army Criminal In-
vestigation Laboratory.

M Latent Fingerprint Examiner
Identifies persons who are qualified

as expert latent fingerprint examiners
and who have completed the 104-
week Latent Fingerprint Examiner
course at the U.S. Army Criminal In-
vestigation Laboratory.

N Photographer (formerly Nuclear
Power Plant Superintendentsee
SQI "5")

Identifies persons holding the posi-
tion of Forensic Photographer (for-
merly Invettigative Photographer) or
Intelligence Photographer. Forensic
Photographer is used with MOS 95IA
(Criminal Investigator) and identifies

______PS.rsoilLW.119._11aVe completed the 104--
week Forensic Photographer course
at the U.S. A1my Criminal Investiga-
tion Laboratory. Intelligence, Photog-
rapher is used with MOS 100B (Util-
ity/Observation Helicopter Pilot),
MOS 971A (Counterintelligence
Technician), and .MOS 972A (Area
Intelligence Technician) and identifies
persons who have completed the In-
telligence Photography course at the
U.S. Army Intelligence Agency.

P Questioned Document Examiner
Identifies persons qualified as expert

documents examiners.

S Firearms and Toolmark Examiner
(formerly Aerial Scoutsee SQI
"H")

Identifies persons who have com-
pleted the 104-week Firearms and
Toolmark Examiner course at the
U.S. Army- Criminal Investigation
Laboratory.

T Transition
Identifies persons who begin either

formal schooling or on-the-job train-
ing for cross-training into an existing
MOS and/or qualification training for
new weapons or equipment.

U Maintenance Test Pilot
See SQI "J".

Support Repair Technician
Identifies persons holding the posi-

tion of Depot Support/General Sup-
port (DS/GS) Repair Technician or
Communications Security (COMSEC)
Equipment Repair Technician. DS/
GS Repair Technician is used- with
any non-aviation MOS to identify per-
sons who are qualified to conduct or
supervise maintenance actiyities-:
COMSEC Equipment Repair Techni-

463

w

clan is used with MOS 290A (Tele-
c°,,muluiiications Technician) and iden-
tines persons who are qualified to su-
Pervise maintenance of communica-tions security equipment.

_,.. 4se
ADP °Petitions Technician
to supervise

Identifies persons who. are qualified

coin le

A operation of automatic

tratio

ancillary uipment and who have
uata Processing (ADP) machines and

the

al and
ha'e equivalent occupation-

educational experience.

X ADP Programmer/Sy00 AnalY-
sis Technician '' -'''

Identifies persons qualified to per-
form data processing

fteomrinsanalyses.
(ADP) programming and conduct sys-tems

e ADP Officers course at
y Institute of, Adnums-

Y Telecommunications Systems Ana-

Techniciansee SQI "A")
------1-vs"formerly_ Air Traffic Control

Identifies persons who are qualified
to supervise or perform analysis of
computer-driven telecommunications

Systems

systems and who have completed the
advanced Automatic Data Processing

equivalent training and experience.
Analysis course or have

Evaluation Techilician
Z Research, Development, Test, and

Identifies persons qualified indesign, developinent, test, or evalua-tion of military materiel, doctrine,
methods, systems, or organizations.
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Warrant Officer Additional Skill Identifiers

`An Additional Skill Identifier is used with a warrant officer MOS to identify
equipment. It consists of a number and a letter, and occupies the sixth and
designation. The award of an ASI requires two or more weeks Of formal
experience.

Each Additional Skill Identifier listed below is accompanied by a title and a b

lA OH-13 Pilot
Qualified as OH-13 pilot.

1B OH-23 Pilot
Qualified as OH-23 pilot.

IC OH-6 Pilot
Qualified as OH-6 pilot.

1D OH-58 Pilot (Scout Configura-
tion)'.

'Qualified as OH-58 pilot.

lE UH-1 Pilot
Qualified as UH-1 pilot.

IF CH-34 Pilot
Qualified as CH-34 pilot.

1G CH-47 Pilot
Qualified as CH-47 pilot.

1H CH-54. Pilot
Qualified as CH-54 pilot.

IJ Ali-1G Pilot
' Qualified as AH-1G pilot.

1K VH-3A Pilot
Qualified as VH-3A pilot.6 r

1L CH-37 Pilot
Qualified as CH-37 pilot.

IM AH-1Q/AH-1S Pilot (formerly
AH-1Q (Cobra TOW))

Qualified as AH-IQ/AH-IS pilot.

UH-60 Pilot
Qualified as UH-60 pilot.

OH-58 Pilot
Qualified as OH-58 pilot.

EH-1 Pilot
Qualified as EH-1 pilot.

Non-Standard-Helicopter Pilot
Qualified as non-standard helicop-

ter pilot.

IN

1P

1U

lY

1Z M -22 Gunner
Knowledge of the M=22_arniament

subsystem and the tactical employ-
ment of UH-1 helicopters equipped
with the M-22 aerial gunnery
system.

2A 0-1; TO-1 Pilot
Qualified as 0-1, TO-1 pilot.

_ -

213 T-41 Pilot
Qualified as T-41 pilot.

2C

2D'

2E

2F

2G

2H

2J

2K

2L

2M

2N

2P

2Q

2R-

2S

2Z

313

U-1 Pilot
Qualified as U-1 pilot.

U-6 Pilot
"Qualified as U-6 pilot.

U-8 Pilot
Qualified as U-8 pilot.

T-42 Pilot
Qualified as T-42 pilot.

U-9 Pilot
Qualified as U-9 pilot.

U-10 Pilot
Qualified as U-10 pilot.

U-21 Pilot
Qualified as U-21 pilot.

OV-1; RV-1 Pilot (formerly OV-
1)

Qualified as OV-1, `RV-1 pilot.

P2V Pilot
Qualified as P2V pilot.

C-45 Pilot
Qualified as C-45 pilot.

C-47 Pilot
Qualified as C-47 pilot.

C-12 Pilot
Qualified as

CV-2 Pilota
Qualified as CV-2 pilot.

RU-21 Pilot
Qualified as RU-21 pilot.

O
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and define speCialized skills or
seventh positions in an MOS
schooling or equivalent work

rief description.

3C Tactical C-E Equipment Repair
Technician

Repair of tactical communications
electronic equipment.

3D Radar Equipment Repair Techni-
- chin

Repair of radars and ancillary
equipment.

3E Satellite Communications System
Repair Technician

Repair of satellite communications
terminal equipment.

3F Transmission Systems Repair
Technician

Repair of communications trans-.

mission equipment and systems.

3K I$M 360/65
Repair of - the IBM 360/65 data

processing equipment.

IBM 360/30
Repair of the IBM 360/30 data

processing equipment.

3M IBM 360/40
Repair of the IBM 360/40 data

processing equipment.

3N Army Autodin Systems
Repair of Army autodin systems

equipment.

C-12 pilot. 3P AN/TSQr73
Repair of the AN/TSQ-73 equip-

ment.

UV-18 Pilot
Qualified as UV-18- pilot.

Non-Standard Fixea-Wing Air-
craft Pilot

Qualified as non-standard fixed- -

wing aircraft pilot.

3A Avionics and Navigation Equip-
ment Repair Technician

Repair of avionics and navigation
equipment. ,

Fixed C-E Equipment Repair
Technician

Repair of fixed communications
electronic equipment.

3Q

3R

AN/TSQ-51
Repair of the AN/TSQ-51 equip-

ment.

AN/TSQ-38
Repair of the AN/TSQ-38 equip-

ment.

la;

3X tryPtanalytic Technician
See ASI "9B."

5A Missile System Tethnician, Bask

Knowledge of the basic Hawk
missile system. - ,E

5J Technical Escort
Qualified as a technical esZort.

5X Critical Nuclear Surety
Qualified to hold critical, nuclear

surety positions.
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SL Controlled/Nuclear Surety
Qualified to hold controlled nucle-

ar surety positions.

5V Salvage Diver
Qualified as marine divers.

5Z Missile System Technician, Ser-
geant (formerly Field Artillery
Missile System

,
Sergeant)

Knowledge of the Sergeant missile
system.

6A Defense Sensor Interpretation and
Applicatiop Training Program
(DSIATP)

See ASI "9A."

7A Military Pay Technician
Qualified to perform duties involv-

ing military pay.

7B Court Reporter
Qualified as court reporter.

7C RCA 301, 501
Operation or repair of RCA .301,

501 equiprrient.

7D RCA-3301Spectra 70
Operation or repair of

3301Spectra 70 equipment.

7E' IBM 7000 Series
Operation or repair of IBM 7000

series equipment.

7F IBM 360
Operation or repair of IBM 360

.equipment.

7G GE 600
Operation

equipment.

7H Burroughs 3500
Operation or repair of Burroughs

3500 equipment.

7J IBM 1401
Repair of IBM 1401 equipment.

7K UNIV, 1004, 1005
()perry, n or repair of UNIVAC

1004, 1005 equipment.

7L NCR 500
Operation or repair of NCR 500

equipment,

RCA

or repair of GE

7M

7N

7P

7Q

IBM 1410
Operation or repair of IBM 1410

equipment.

IBM 1401, 1410, 1440, 1460,
620
Operation ol repair of IBM 1401,

1410, 1440, 1460, 1620 equipment.

GE 200 Series
Operation of GE 200 series equip-

ment.

FORTRAN, 2d Generation
Use of Formula Translation (FOR-

TRAN) 2d generation machine lan-
guage in development of compute?
programs.

7R COBOL, 2d Generation
Use of Common Business Oriented

Language (COBOL) 2d generation
machine language in development of
computer programs.

7S SAAL
Use of SAAL machine language in

the development of computer pro-
grams.,

IT FORTRAN, 3d Generation
Use of Formula Translation (FOR-

TRAN) 3d generation machine lan-
guage° in development of computer
programs.

7U
600

Assembly Language, 2d Genera-
tion

Use of Assembly LangUage 2d
generation machine language in de-
velopment of computer programs.

7V COBOL, 3d Generation
Use of Common Business Oriented

Language (COBOL) 3d generation
machine language in development of
computer programs.

7W Assembly Language, 3d Genera-
tion

Use of Assembly Language 3d
generation machine language in de-
velopment of computer programs.

7X Manpower/Force Manager
Knowledge of military and civilian

manpower management policies in-
cluding planning, programming, de-
velopment, and evaluation of organi-
zational structure, determination of
requirements, allocation of resources,
position classification, and familiarity
with automated systems which sup-
port these functions.

7Y

7Z

Executive Club Manager
Qualified as executive club man-

ager.

SHAL-A Computer Language
Use of SHAL-A machine lan-

guage in development of computer
programs.

9A Defense Sensor Interpretation and
Application Training Program
(DSIATP) (formerly ASI "6A")

Qualified in the Defense Sensor In-
terpretation and Application Train-
ing Program.

9B Cryptanalytic Technician (former-
ly ASI "3X")

Qualified to decipher encrypted in-
tercepted communications.

9K Defense Against Methods of
EnHtry (DAME) (formerly SQI

- Qualified to supervise personnel
engaged in activities to defend
against surreptitious entry.

9L Defense Against Sound Equip-
ment (DASE) Technician (former-
ly SQI "J")

Qualified to supervise personnel
engaged in activities , to defend
against surreptitious use of sound de-
tection equipment.

9M Technical' Intelligence
Qualified in the identification,

analysis, and evaluation of tecluio-
logical developments or in the oper-
ation, employment, or maintenance
of enemy or potential enemy systems
or. materiel.

a
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Appendix .G

Conversion of Army grilistid°Milltary Occupational. Specialties

,G-1

to Department of Defense Enlisted ,OccuPitionall Codes .-

, ...,/ .
This a5endix is designed to aid the user in deterihining the Army formal course number when only the

MOS code is known. ...
,

The nuniber that the Army assigns to a fonpay course for enlisted personnel often consists of a three-digit
Departmenf,of Defense (DoD) occupational code followed by the five-digit code for the MOS and skill level
associated wiih the course, e.g., 300-91C10. In order, to use the Course Number Index to locate a specific course
exhibit ID number, the user Bust know the en. official Army course rumber. However, on some soldiers'
records the entire course numb is not given; inst.:.'d,)the military record; may list the course number as only the

.t. ,

MOS and skill level, without the DoD code.
'''it' For example, the. Army course number for, the rse that trains persons for MOS 91C (Clinical Specialist) isy

300-91C10. When i soldier's record incompletely. IF the course number.,as 91C10, the user can refer to MOS
.

91C in this appendix to find the DoD occupational code, 300. The user can then turn to 300-91C10 in the Course
Number Index to find the ID number of. the course exhibit, which in this example is AR-0709-0009.

.0 .. i

,

a

MOS 1:1041.CcithE
00B '''''44r433 , 02S
00C 830 021'
00E 501 02Z . 4t.:,, ,

OOF 012
000 600 03B
00H. 801 03C
00J

/
L 800 03D

00U 762 03Z
06Z 521 ,

04B

01 B
04C

440
0 I C 440
0 I D 440

05B

VIE 440
05C

05D
01 F .,. 440
010

.. .05E
440

OIH
05F

440
05G01K .500 ''

OIL 541
05H,.

6 .
05K

02B , 450 IIB
02C 450 1 IC
02D 450 .1ID
02E 450 1 1 E

02F 450 1 IF
020 450 110 010
02H 450 IIH. ,
02J 450 ,

02K 450 12A
02L 450 I2B
02M 450 I2C
02N 450 12P....
02P 450 12E e

02Q
%., .f 450 I2F

02R , 450 I2Z

450

450

450

562

562

562

13k
13B
I 3E

I 3Z

lB
15D

. ' ..-

,

041
h

041

250

041

043.

043
562

,

15E .., '' 043
I 5F - 042

,' 241 15J 250
241 15Z 043

16B 043
' 201 16C * 043

201 16D 043
*231 I 6E 043

,
.

201 16F 043
201 ,I 6H 250
231 16.1 221

231. 16K , 221

231 16P .y. '' 043
16R .b, 043

010 16Z 043I 010

250 17A 2'21

,p20 178 221

250 17C 412
17D 412

010 , 17E 030
... 17K 221

030 17L 221
030 17Z yl 221

030

030 210 A
12

i 431 .1,2 IL 121

030 - 2 I M ,.

,
121

030 21R 121

466



21

T
1U

20
2K

22L
22M
22N

23N
23Q
23S
23T
23U
23V
23NVI

'28M
a,

121

121 31B
121 -310
121,- 31e

'121 310
31J

..'^ 104 ". .31L
' 121 31M

104 31N
104 31R

6. 104 7; j'IS

121 31T
104 ° ' 31U

: 31W

APPENDIX G

121 2714

121 ;27Z
121

I , ;

24B 104 31Z;
?4F_

,6
121 -

24D 121 32A
24E v 121 32D
24F

,6 '121 32E
240 121 *32F
24H a r 104 320
24J ' (1 104 32H

.
104 32Z
121

V
121 33B

.. 121 33C
24P . ,....

104 31n
24Q .,.-- r .121 33F

s
24U. 121 330'
24V 121 33S

25D 6 150
33Z

. 121 36C 1/4,/
2 s0 36D.
2 v 10), ". 36E

101 36G
101 36H it

.; v 161. 36K
160

w

101 41B 690..
202 41C.........._`
202 . 41E ''

198 ; 41F 6

160 410
6

, 160 41H
.60

I; 160 413
-101 41K ..
5g0

is 121 35T
121 35U..

. 42C 304
6 -101 42D 6

lin-., 42E
,

6, tA .101 42F- *
160

160 ,13A 61.

101 43E i
- v 101 483

43K
,s

6

J 102 431. '°
102 43M

.. V . t. ...102,
1026, 44A

..9 102' 44B.
102 44C ri
102 44D'

0> . v .44E

198 -
198

621

621

621

622
22
621 °

670

198'
i 198

198

198
670
696

860
760 .

:760
760

,........a... 760

700
704

701

702
210 6 a 150 34B 50 44K . 704

,25H * 150 34D. , 44Z 700Tv/51 .150 34E
. 25K a. 150 34F

.4) (1, 150
150 45A 640

25L Y 150. 340 ' 113 45B 641
25Z - 15O 34i1 6 150 45D

.
"------- 34J . Cr .I,.

,. 150 453

642

26B
.

Y \ 646
104 34K .

'4

, 26C s
26D J
26H.: 41
26K
261, 4. /

26M .: ,

26N

150 45K 643
los 34L : 15Q 45L ' / 642
104 34M 6

..6
150 45M a :646646

104 34Z s 6 150 45N 643
'104 45P 643 v r

1 101 35B ; 198 45R s 643
104 35D 198 45Z 640

'' 104 35E 198:
26P
26T
26V °

26.1 ,,,

/---.-2 '

, 27B
6 - 0. 1. 27D

27E 6

027F
27Q

v.
'),V,

.

198 35F 140 46A 632
191 .350 ° ,c... 198 4613, 121
101 a 35H 198 461.

112 46N
631

104 35J . , 6316:
102 35K 102 , ,

,
35L .,,, 1b2 51A. 711:19

121, 35M 6 102 51B 712
121 35N 102 51C 710

n121 35P 102 51D 710
101 35R .

102 51E 7900
121 35S., 198 51F



516E 491. 62H ,
5111 710 62J
51J 720 62K
51K 720 62L.....

51L 720 62M
51M 780 601 N.-........)

SIN 720
SIP 720 63A
51Q 491 63B.

SIR 1 721 63C
63F

52A 721 63G4.52B 662 63H
52C 662 63F--
5113 662 63K
52E : 662 63Z
5214. 661
52J 661 . 64(-
52K 661
52L . 661 654.
52M 661 65B

65C
53B 750 65D
53C 750 65E

65F
54A 030. 65G
54B 03O. , 65H
54C 030 65.1

54D s 690 : 65K .

'.. 54E 494 .. 65Z
54F 030, - 0

67A .
55A 645 67B
55B 645 67C
55C t 645 67F
55D 431 67G ,

4
, I550 ' 644 67H 0

k 55X .1... 645 67M
55Z 4 ' 645 67N %

67P
57A , 850 67T
57C 4-. 760 67U
57D 710 67V
57E 840 67W
57F . 492 67X
57G 850 67Y

057H 822 67Z

61A' '' ' 062 68A
61B 062 68B
61C 652 68C
61D.. 062 68D
61E

,

,..... 652 68E
61F 704 68F
61Z , 062 68G

68H
62B 612
62C r-

633 71B 1

62D 730 71C..
62E 730 `,' 71D

730 710
730.. 7111'
730 711,
730 71M

514730 711%1*

730 71P
1 71Q

610 71R
610 S

' 611 71T

r 610 71U
<

r 610
610 72B

690 72C

4 690 '72D

610 72E
72F

811 720
7211

690 c

690 : 73C

662 ' 73D
690 73Z

690
74B662

850 '' 74C

812
74D

,
812

74E

812
74F
740

812
74Z

600
758

600
75C

600
75D

600 75E
600 75Z
600
600 76A

' 600 76D
600 76J-
600 AL
600 76N
6Q0 76P
600 76Q
600 76R
600 76S
600 76T
,' 76U
600 76V

v 601 76W
601 76K7,

0

606022 7766ZY

602

(603 81A
) 602 81B

81C
0 ,<Sr

510 / 81D
511 81E
512 81F

62F. ' 730 71E ... 511
62G 730 71F 515 $i 1'82A

APPENDIX G. C-3

-.... ' 513
I 500

510
561

..-.

517

570
570

243
a 510

45.

531

580
580

0 580
580

580
580
580;

542 .
54J
542 '<

531

531

531

.- 531
$ 0 532

''.. .r.-:,.. . 531 ..

531

500
500
500

)

551

551

.,..., 400
551

551

4 551

551

551

551

-. 551

551.

... ° 41/4 821

822

552

551 A
lid 413

413

411

411

414

< 79C,

.
412



G-4
82B
82C
82D
82E

83A
83D
83E
83F
83Z

MD
ME
84F
840

91A
9113

91C
91D
91E
91F
910
91H

APPENDIX 1G

c ,,

412
412
412
44

740
'740
740
.740

740

.400
191

400
400
400

300
300

300
301

330
302

302

304

911

91K
91L
91M
91N
91P
91Q
91R
91S
91T

c
91U. .
9 jV
91W

..,.. 9 iY ...

912

92B ,
92C
92D

, =

93D
93E
93F
93H
93J
93K

303

' 303

303
311

311

313

312

321

'322

321

300

300
300

300
300

311

491

491

191

420
420
222

' 222
, 222

93L

94A
9413

91C
94D
94F
94Z

.9513

95C
95D

968
96C
96D

9713

97C
97D

988
98C
980
98J
98Z

1

).

=

*

'

222

800

800

800
800

830

831

832

243
24I
242

244
244
244

232

232

231

233 .
230-

/

'''

I

469

mit

74%

A,

.

111

A
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Army Occhpational Title Index

The following columns cross-reference Army enliiited and warrant officer MOS titles to MOS exhibit ID
numbers. Titles are listed alphabetically.
Accounting Specialist

ADA (Air Defense Artillery) Short Range.
Gunnery Crewman

ADA (Air Defense Artillery) Short Range
Missile Crewman

Administrative Specialist

-,ADMSE Repairer
ADMSE Repairman
ADMS Peripheral Equipment Repairman
ADP (Automatic Data Processing) System!,

Analyst
ADPS (Automatic Data Processing Systems)

Maintenance Supervisor
ADPp

pa(rman
Automatic ProcessingtiSystspis)

Re
ADPS Machine Operations Specialist
Aerial. Electronic Warning Defense Equipment

Repairer
Aerial Sensoi Specialist (0 V-1B/C)
Aerial Sensor Specialist (0V-ID)
Aerial Surveillance. Infrared Repairer

Aerial Surveillance Photographic Equipment
Repairer

Aerial Surveillance Radar Repairer
Aerial Surveillance Sensor Repairer
AH-1G Helicopter Repairman
Air Defense Artillery (ADA) Operations and

Intelligence Assistant
Air Defense Artillery (ADA) Senior Sergeant
Air Defense Missile Fire Control Technician,

Nike (Warrant Officer)
Air Qefense Missile System Repair Technician,

Improved Hawk (Warrant Officer)
Air Defense Missile System Repair Technician,

Nike (Warrant Officer)
Air Defense Missile System Technician,

Improved Hawk (Warrant Officer)
Air Defense Radar Repairman
Air Traffic Control (ATC) Tower Operator ......

J

Airborne Sensor Specialist
Airborne Surveillance Radar Repairman
Airbrake Repairman
Aircraft Armament Repairman
Aircraft Armament Subsystem Mechanic
Aircraft Components Repair Supervisor
Aircraft Electrician

Aircraft Fire Control Repairman
Aircraft Hydraulics Repairman
Aircraft Maintenance Senior Sergeant

MOS-73D401
MOS.73D -002

MOS-16R-002

MOS- 16P-001
MOS-71L-001
MOS-71L-002

MOS-34H-002
MOS-34H-001
MOS-34L-001,

MOS-740-001

MOS-342,-001

MOS-34D-001
MOS-74D-001

MOS-26K-002
MOS-17L-002
MOS-96H-001
MOS-26N-002

MOS-410-002
MOS-26M-002
MOS-26E-001
MOS-67Y-001

MOS-16H-001
. MOS -16Z -001

MOS-42211-001

MOS-2238-001

MOS-251B-001

MOS-223B-001
MOS-26H-001
MOS-93H-001
MOS-93H-002
MQS-17L-00l
MOS-26M-001
MOS-65E-001
MOS-45.1-001

.MOS- 45M-001

MOS-68K-001
MOS -68F -001
MOS-68F-002
MOS-41-001

MOS- 68H-00L

MOS-67Z-001
-MOS-67Z-002

Aircraft Pneudraulics Repairer
Aircraft Powerplant,Repaiier
Aircraft Po*ertrain Repairer
Aircraft Powertrain Repairman
Aircraft Quality Control Supervisor
Aircraft Rotor and Propeller Repairman
Aircraft Structural Repairer
Aircraft Turbine Engine Repairman
Airdrop Equipment Repair Technician (Warrant

Officer)
Airframe Repairman
Airplane Repairer
Airplane Technical Inspector
Ammunition Foreman
Ammunition Inspector
Ammunition Specialist

Ammunition Storage and Operations SpeCialist

Ammunition Technician (Warrant Officer)
Animal, Specialist
Antennaman

Anti:Ballistic Missile Maintenance Specialist
AN/TSQ-51 System Re tenance

Chief
AN/T-73 Air Defense Artillery Command

and Control System Operator/Repairer
Area Air Defense Artillery Crewman
Area Communications Chief
Area Intelligence Specialist
Area Intelligence Technician (Warrant Officer)
Armament Maintenance Foreman
Armament Repair Technician (Warrant Officer)
Armor Crewman

Armor Reconnaissance Specialist

Armor Reconnaissance Vehicle Crewman*,
Armor Reconnaissance Vehicle Driver
Army Senior Sergeant
Army Attache Administrative Officer (Warrant
Officer)
Artillery Repairman
Artillery Surveyor
Arts and Crafts Specialist
Asphalt Equipment Operator
Assistant Special Agent
ATC (Air Traffic Control) Radar Controller
Atoinic Demolition Munitions Specialist'

Attache Specialist
Attache Technician (Warrant Officer)

40

MOS-68H-002
MOS-6813-002
MOS-68D-002
MOS-68D-001
MOS-67W-002
MOS-68E-001
MOS-680-002
MOS-68B-001

MOS-401A-001
MOS-68G-001
MOS -67G -002
MOS-67F-001,
MOS-55Z-001
MOS-55X-001
MOS-55B-002
MOS-55B-001.
MOS-55B-002

MOS-411A-001
MOS-91T-002
MOS-36D-001
MOS-28M-001

MOS-25K-001

MOS-25L-001
MOS-16R-002
MOS-31Z-001
MOS-97C-001

MOS-972A-001
MOS-45Z-001

MOS-421A-001
MOS-11E--Obl

IMOS-11F,-002

MOS-11D-001
MOS-111D-002
MOS-190-001
MOS-19H-001
MOS-19Z-001

11110 961-44)Tql01

MOS-45L-001.
MOS42C-001

MOS7:,-03D-001

MOgi62D-001
MOS-95D-001
MOS-93J-001
MOS-12E-001
MOS-12E-002
MOS-71S-001

?VMS-9610)01



1-2 ARMY OCCUPATIONAL TITLE INDEX
Attack Helicopter Pilot (Warrant Officer) MOS-100E-001
Attack Helicopter Repairer MOS- 67Y-002
Audio Specialis"( MOS-84D-001
Audio/TV Specialist MOS-84F-032
Audio-Visual Equipment Repairman MOS-41E-032
Automotive Repairman MOS-63H-001

MOS-63H-002
MOS-63H-003

Automotive Repair Parts Specialist MOS-76S-001
Automotive Repair Technician (Warrant Officer) MOS-630A-001
Aviation Maintenance Technician (WiuTant

Officer)
Aviatioif Technician (Warrant Officer)
Avionic Communications Equipment Repairer
Avionic Communications Equipment Repairman
Avionic Equipment Maintenance Supervisor

Avionic Flight Control Equipment Repairman
Avionic MeChanic

Ayionic Navigation and Flight Control
Equipment Repairer

Avionic Navigation Equipment. Repairmaq-
Avionic Radar Equipment Repairman
Avionic Special Equipment Repairer
Avionics Mechanic

MOS-160A-001
MOS-160A-001

MOS-35L-002
MOS-35L-001
MOS-35P-001
MOS-35P-002-
MOS-35N-001
MOS-35K-002

MOS-.35M-002

MOS-35M-001
MOS-35R-001
MOS-35R-002
MOS-35K-001

Baker MOS-94D-001
Ballistic Meteorology Crewman , MOS-93F-001
Bandmaster (Warrant Officter) MOS-031A-001
Boritone-Euphonium Player MOS-02C-001

MOS-02C-002
Bassoon Player MOS-02KL001

MOS-02K-002
Behayioral Science Specialist MOS-91G-001science

. MOS-91G-002
Biological Sciences Assistant 4 'MOS-011-1-001
Biomedichl Equipment Maintenance Chief MOS-35U-001
Biomedical Equipment Repairman MOS-35G-001' 'a
Biomedical Equipment.Repair Technician

(Warrant Officer) 4 .1405-202A-001
BIRDIE Repairman MOS-25D-001
Brace Specialist s' MO&42C-001
Brass Group Leader . MOS-02P-001
Bridge Crewman MOS-12C-002
Bridge Specialist MOS-12C-001
Broadcast Journalist MOS-71R-002

. Broaddast Specialist a MOS-71R-001

Cable Splicer
Calibration Specialist

^Saalibration Thnkian (Warrant Officer)
414tarpera Repairman

Camouflage Specialist
Cannon Crewman
Cannoneer
Cannon Fire Direction/Fire SuppOrt Specialist

_

MOS-36E-001
MOS-354-001
MOS-Wl-002

MOS-252A-001
mqs -41E-001
MOS-51E-001
MOS-13E1-41N

MOS-13A-00l
MOS-13E-002

Cannon/Missile Senior Sergeant
Canvas Repairman
Carbon DioxideHydrogen Production Specialist
Card and Tape Writer
Cardiac Laboratory Specialist
Cardiac Specialist
Career Counselor
Cargo Handler
Cargo Helicopter Pilot (Warrant Officer)
Carpenter
Cartographer
Cartographic Draftsman
Cartographic Specialist
Cavalry Scout
Central Office Operations Specialist
Central Office Switchboard Operator
CH-47 Helicopter Repairman
CH-54 Helicopter Repairman
Chaparral Crewman
ChaparraVRedeye Repairer
Chaparral System Mechanic

Chaparral/Vulcan Air Defense System
Repairman

Chaparral/Vulcan System Technician (Warrant
Officer)

Chaplain's Assistant

Chemical Engineering Assistant
Chemical Equipment Repairman

Chemical Laboratory Specialist

Chernical Operations Assistant
Chemical Operations Specialist
Chemical Staff Specialist
Civil Engineering Assistant
Clarinet Player

Clerk-Typist
Clinical Specialist

Club Manager
Club Manager (Warrant Officer)
Combat Area Surveillance Radar Repairer
Combat Area Surveillance Radar Repairman
Combat 'Engineer

Combat Engineer Senior Sergeant
Combat EnginierTrackecl VehieleCrewman
Combat Engineering Senior Sergeant
Combat Service/Support Fixed-Wing Pilot

(Warrant Officer)
Combat Suryeillance and Target Acqnisition

Crewman
Combat Surveillance and Target Acquisition

NCO

CombariSunieillance Fixed-Wing Pilot (Warrant
Officer)

Command Sergeant Major
Communications Center Specialist

MOS-13Y-901
MOS-43K-001

MOS-53C-001
MOS-74B-001
MOS-91N-A01
MOS-91N-002
MOS-79D-001
MOS-57H-001

MOS-100C-001.
MOS-51B-001
MOS-81C-002

MOS-81C-001
MOS-81C-001
MOS-19D-001
MOS-72H-001
MOS-72C-001
MOS-67U-001
MOS-67X-001
MOS-16P-001
MOS -27G -002

MOS-24N-001
MOS -24N -002

MOS-27F-001-

MOS-224B-001
MOS-71M-001
MOS-71M-E02
MOS-010-001
MOS-54D-001
MOS-54D-002
MOS-92D-001
MOS-92D-002
MOS-54A-001
MOS-54E-002
MOS-54E-001
MOS-01D-001
240S-02J-001
MOS-02J-002
MOS-7113-001

MOS-91C-001
MOS-91C-002
mbS-00J-001

MOS-021A-001
MOS-26C-002
MOS- 26C -OOl

MOS-12B-001
MOS-12B-002
MOS-12B-003'
MOS-12Z-00i
MOS-12F-001
MOS-12Z-002

MoS-100Q-001

MOS-17A-001

MOS-17Z-001

MOS-100R-001
MOS-00Z-00 1
MOS-7213-001



Communications-Electronics Equipment Repair
Technician (Warrant Officer)

Computer/Machine Operator
Computer Programmer

Computer Systems Operator

Concrete Paving Equipment Operator
Construction aniUtilities Worker
Construction Draftsman

Construction Equipment Repairman

Construction Foreman

Construction Machine Supervisor
Construction Surveyor
Cornet - Trumpet Player,

Correctional Specialist

Counterbattery/Countermortar Radar Crewman
Counterintelligence Agent

Counterintelligence Technician (Warrant Officer)
Court Reporter

Crane Operator

Crawler Tractor Operator
Criminal Investigator (Warrant Officer)
Cryptanalytic Specialist

Data Communications Switching Center
Specialist

Data Communications Terthinal Specialist

Data Processing Systems Repair Technician
(Warrant Officer)

Data Processing Technician (Warrant Officer)
Decontamination Specialist

Defense Acquisition Radar Crewman

Defense Acquisition Radar Mechanic

Dental Fixed Prosthetic Specialist
Dental Laboratory Specialist

Dental Removable Prosthetic Specialist
-Dental Specialist

Dial Central bffice Repairman
Diver
Dog Trainer
Drill Sergeant

. pSTE Repairman

Eiir, Nose, and Throat Specialist

Electrical-Electronic Engineering. Assistant
Electrician

Electronic Biomedical Equipment Repairman
Electionic Instrument Repairman

Electronic Switching Systems Repairman

Electronic Warfare Equipment Repairman

MOS-286A-001

MOS-74D-002
MOS-74F-001
MOS-74E-001

MOS-62H-001
MOS-51A-001
MOS-81B-001
MOS-81B-002
MOS-62B-002
MOS-51H-001
MOS-62N-001

MOS-82B-001

MOS-02B-001
MOS-02B-002

MOS-95C-001
MOS-17B-001

MOS-97B-001
MOS-97B-002

MOS-971A-001
MOS-71E-001
MOS-71E-002
MOS-71E-003
MOS-62F-001
MOS-62E-001

MOS-951A-001
MOS-980-001

MOS-72G-001

MOS-72F-001

MOS-287A-001
MOS-741A-001

MOS-54B-001

MOS-16J-001

MOS-24P-001

MOS-42F-001

MOS-42R-002
MOS -42g5 -001

MOS-91E-001
MOS-91E-002
MOS-36H -001

MOS-00B-001
MOS-00C-001

MOS-00E-001
MOS-34F-001

MOS-91P-001
MOS-91U-Q02

MOS-01B-001

MOS-51R-001
MOS-35S-601

MOS-3,5B-001
MOS-35B-002

MOS-36L-001
MOS-26K-001

.

ARMY OCCUPATIONAL TITLE INDEX 1-3

Electronic Warfare/Intercept Equipment Repair
Technician (Warrant Officer) MOS-2854101

Emanations Analysis Technician (Warrant
Officer) MOS-983A-001

Emitter Location/Identification Technician
(Warrant Officer) MOS-986A-001

Engineer Equipment Repairman MOS-62B-001
MOS-62117002

Engineer Equipment Repair Technician (Warrant
Officer) MOS-621A-001

Engineer Missile Equipment Specialist MOS-62C-001
Enlisted Aide MOS -OOH -001
Enlisted Bandleader MOS-022-001
ENT Specialist MOS-91U-002
Environmental Health Specialist MOS-91S-002
EW/Cryptologic Cryptanalyst MOS-988-001
EW/Cryptologic Operations Chief MOS-98Z-001
EW/Intercept Systems Repairer MOS-33S-001
EW/Interc,.ept Systems Repairman MOS-33S-001
EW/Signal Intelligence Analyst MOS-98C-001
EW/Signal Intelligence Chief MOS-982-001
EW/Signal Intelligtnce Emitter Identifier/

Locator MOS-05D-001
EW/Signal Intelligence Morse Interceptor MOS-05H-001
EW/Signal Intelligence Noncommunicationft11,

Interceptor MOS -98J -001
EW/Signal Intelligence Non-Morse Interceptor MOS-05K-001
EW/Signal Intelligence Voice Interceptor MOS-98G-001
Expert Linguist mos-o4c-00l
Explosive Ordnance.Disposal Specialist MOS-556-001
Eye Specialist MOS-91Y-001

MOS-91Y-002

, ..

Fabric and Leather Repair Foreman
Fabric Repairman

Fabric Repair Specialist

Field Artillery Basic
Field Artillery Cannon Operations/Fire Direction

Assistant

Field Artillery Cannon Senior Sergeant
Field Artillery Crewman
Field Artillery Meteorological Ciewman
Field Artillery Missile/Rocket Senior Sergeant
Field ery Missile System Repair Technician,

gPe (Warrant Officer)
Field rtillery Missile System Technician, Lance

(Warrant Officer)
.,

Field Artillery Missile System Technician, ,,
Pershing (Warrant Officer)

Field Artillery Radar Crewman

Field Artillery Radar Technician (Warrant
Officer).

Field Artillery Senior Sergeant
Field Artillery Surveyor

.;

Field Artillery Target Acquisition Senior
Sergeant

Field Artillery Target Acquisition Specialist
...

Field Communications-Electronics Equipment
Mechanic

Field General COMSEC Repairman

4 72

MOS-43M-001
MOS-43M-002
MOS-43M-003
MOS- 13A -001

MOS-13E-001

MOS- 13Z-001
MOS-13B-00f
MOS-93F-002
MOS- 15Z-001

MOS-241F-001

MOS:2140-001

'MOS-214E-001 ,

MOS -178 -001
MOS-1711.-002

MOS-211A-001

MOS-13Z-001'
MOS-S2C-(02

MOS-13W-001
MOS-17C-002

e

MOS-318-001
MOS-31S-001:

r



1-4 ARMY OCCUPATIONAL TITLE INDEX
Field Illumination Crewman
Field Radio Mechanic
Field Radio Relay Equipment ,aiSairman
.Fie ld (Radio Repairman MOS-31E-001
Field Systems COMSEC Repairman MOi-31T-001

' Field Wireman M)S-36K-001
Finance Senior Sergeant MOS-73Z-001
Finance Specialist MQS-73C-001

MOS-73C-002
Fire Control Computer R .MOS.-34G-001
Fire Control Instrument R MONia

MO
Fire Support Specialist MOS-13F r001
Firefighter MOS-51M -001
Fixed Ciphony Repairman MOS-32F-001
Fixed Cryptographic Equipment Repairman MOS-40-001
Fixed Plant Carrier Repairman MOS-32E-001
Fixed Station Chief MOS-32Z-001
Fixed Station Radio Repairman MOS-32H-001
Fixed Station Technical Controller MOS-32D-Odl
Flash Ranging Crewman MOS-17D-001
Flight Operations Coordinator MOS-71P-001

MOS -71P -002
Flute- Piccolo Player MOS-02G-001

MOS-02G-002
Food Advisor (Warrant Officer) MOS-041A-001
Food Inspection Specialist MOS-9 1 R-001
Food Service Advisor (Warrant Officer) t MO S-04IA-001

Food Service Specialist MOS-94B-001
MOS-94B-002
1140S-94B-003

7

Food Service Supervisor 'MOS-942-001
Food Service Technician (Warrant Officer) ' MOS-04IA-001
French Horn Player MOS-02D-001

MOS.02D-002
Fuel and Electrical Systems Repairman MOS-63G-001

MOS-17E-001 Hawk Fire Control Repairman' MOS-23Q-001
MOS-31s-001 Hawk Maintenance Chief ,MOS-23V-001
MOS,31L-001 Hawk Missile Crewman MOS-16D-001

Hawk M_issile-Launcher Mechanic MOS-24D-001
MOS-24D-002

Hawk Missile-Launcher Repairman MOS-22K-001
MOS-22K-002

Hawk Pulse Radar Repairman MOS-23S-001
Heating and Cooling Specialist MOS-51L-001
Heating and V tilating Specialist MOS751J-001
Heavy Antiarm r Weapons Crewmitn MOS- 11H-001
Heayy Lift Heli pier Pilot (Warrant Officer) MOS-100P-001
Ileavy Lift Heli opter Repairer MOS-67X-002
Helicopter-NI' e Systems Repairer MOS-68J-001

MOS-67W-001.

MOS-68M-001

MOS-24U-001

MOS-16C-001

MOS-16B-001
MOS-16B-002

MOS-15F-001
MOS-15F-002

Hospital Food Seivice Specialist' MOS-94F-001
MOS-94F-002

General ConstructionNachine Operator
General Draftsman
General Engineering Supervisor
General Staff Administrative Technician 's '

(Warrant Officer)
General Supply Technician (Warrant Officer)
Grader Operator
Graves Registration Specialist
GrOund Control Approach Radar Repairer
Ground Control Approach Radar Repairman
Ground Surveillance Radar Crewman

Guitar Player

Hawk Continuous Wave Radar MechaniC
Hawk Continuous Wave Radar Repairman

Haw )t Fire Control Crewman
HaVii Fire Control Mechanic

MOS,62J-001
MOS-8IA-001
MOS-5IZ-001

MOS-712A-001
MOS-76 IA-001
MOS-62K-001
MOS-57F-003
MOS-26D-062
MOS-26D-001
MOS-17K-001
MOS-17X-002
MOS-02T-001
MOS-02T-002

"

MOS-24P-001
MOS-23T-001

. MOS-23T-002
MOS-16E-001

MOS-24F-001

Helicopter Technical Inspector

Helicopter Weapon Systems Repairer
Hercules Electronics Mechanic

Hercules Fire Control Crewman
Hercules,Missile Crewman

Honest John Rocket Crewman
. ,.

IBM 360 Repairman

Illustrator

Image Interpretation Technician (Warrant
Officer)

Image Interpreter -

Improved Hawk Continuous Wave Radar
Repairman

Inxproved Hawk Fire Control Mechanic

Improved Hawk Fire Control Repairman

Improved Hawk Firing Section Mechanic

Improved Hawk Information Coordination
Central Mechanic

Improved Hawk Launcher and Mechanical
Systems Repairman

Improved Hawk Maintenance Chief

Improved HawkM'echanical Systems Repairman
Improved HaWk Pulse Radar Repairman

Indirect Fire ,Infantryman

In/ fantryman

Information Specialist

Inlelligence Analyst
111

Intelligence Senior Sergeant

Intelligence Technician (Warrant Officer)
Interrogation TecfmiCian (Warrant Officer)
Interrogator

MOS34K-001
MOS-81E1001
MOS-81E-002

MOS-962A:001

MOS-96D-001
MOS-96D-002

MOS-24K-001
MOS-24K-002

MOS-24E-001

MOS-24H-001
MOS-24H-002

MOS-24C-001

MOS-24G-001

MOS-24L-001

MOS-24V-001
MOS-24V-002

MOS-46D-001

MOS-24J-001
MOS-24J-002

MOS-11C-001

MOs-1 l -o01
MOs-11B-002
MOS-71Q-001

MOS-966-001
MOS-96B-002

MOS-W-001
MOS-971A-001

MOS-963A-001

MOS-96C-001
MOS-96C-002



Journalist MOS-71Q-002

ARMY OCCUPATIONAL TITLE INDEX 1-5
Metal Body Repairman MOS-44B-001
Meta Worker MOS-44B-002
Meteorological Equipment Repairman MOS-35D-001
Meteorological Observer A MOS-93E-001

Lance/Honest John Operations/Fire Direction Meteorology Technician (Warrant Officer) MOS-201A-001Assistant MOS-15J-001 Military Intelligence Coordinator MOS-913-001Lance/Honest John Operations/1 Direction
Specialist MOS-15J-002 Military Physician's Assistant (Warrant Officer).... MOS-041A-001

Lance Missile Crewman MOS-15D-001 Military Police MOS-95B-002
MOS-15D-002 Military Policeman MOS-95B-001

Lance Missile System Repairman MOS -27D 001 Missile Astembly Technician, Nike (Warrant
Land Combat Support Missile Systems Repair Officer) MOS-221B-001

Technician (Warrant Officer) MOS-271A-001 Missile Fire Control Technician, Nike (Warrant
Land Combat Support System Test Specialise...... MOS-27B-001 Officer) MOS-222B-001
Land Combat Support System Test Specialist/ Missile System Technician, Improved Hawk

Lance Repairer MOS -27B -002 (Warrant Officer) MOS-223B-001
Laundry and Bath Specialist MOS-5tE-001 Missile System Technician, Lance (Warrant

MOS-57E-002 Officer) MOS-2140-001
LCSS Missile Maintenance Chief MOS-27Z-001 Missile System Technician, Pershing (Warrant
Legal Administrative Technician (Warrant Officer) MOS-214E-001

Officer) MOS-713A-001 Missile Tank Turret Mechanic MOS-45R-001
Legal Clerk MOS- 71D-001 Mobile ADCP Monitor Repairman MOS-250-001

MOS-71D-002 Morse Intercept Technician arrant Officer) MOS-984A-001
Light Air,Defense Artillery Crewman (Reserve

Forces)*

Light Weapons Infantryman
MOS-16F-001
MOS-11B-001

Motion Picture Photograph,
Motion Picture Specialist

MOS-84C-001
MOS-84C-002

Lineman MOS-36C-001 Motor Transport Operator MOS-64C-001
MOS-64C-002Locomotive Electrician . MOS-65F-001- -- MiiltibliiiiielConiiiiihidations EquipmentLocomotie Operator M0S-65H-001 Operator MOS-31M-:002

Locomotive Repairman 'MOS-65B-001 MUltichannel Communications Equipment
Repairman MOS-31L-001

M60A2 Armor Crewman MOS-19J-001
M48-M60 Al /A3 Armor Crewman MOS-19E-001 NCR 500 Computer Repairman M98-34E-0O1
Machinist MOS-44E-001 Neuropsychiatric Specialist MOS-91F-001

MOS-44E-002 Nike-Herculei Fire Control Mechanic MOS-249-001
Maneuver Combat Arms Sergeant MOS-11Z-001 Nike-Hercules Missile-Launcher Repairman MOS-22N-001
Manual Central Office Repairman MOS-360-001 Nike High Power Radar - Simulator Repairman MOS-23U-001
Marine Deck Officer (Warrant Officer) MOS7500A-001 Nil% Maintenance Chief MOS-23W-001Marine Engineer VI" MOS-61C-001 Nike Test Equipment Repairman MOS-22L-001
Marine Engineering Officer (Wart-ant Officer).,
Marine Hull Repairman

MOS-510A-001
MOS-61F-001

Nike Track Radar Repairman
Non-Morse Intercept Technician (Warrant

MOS-23N-001

Marine, Senior sergeant . MOS-61Z-001 Officer) MOS-985A-001
Mason MOS- 51D-00l Nuclear Medicine Specialist MOS-91W-001
Materiel Supplyman 140S-76D-001 MOS-91W-002
Mathematics-Statistics Assistant MOS-01E-001 Nuclear Power Plant Chief `. MOS-52M-001
Mechanical Engineering Assistant MOS-01C-001 Nuclear Power Plant Electrician or Operator MOS-511-001
Mechanical Maintenance Supervisor .MOS-63Z-001 Nuclear Power Plant Instrumentman or Operator. MOS-52K401
Medical Corpsman.,:ja MOS-91A-001 Nuclear Power Plant Mechanic or Operator MOS-52H-001

Ate'Medical Equipment Repairman MOS-350-001 Nuclear Power Plant Process Control Specialist
or Operator MOS-52L-001Medical Laboratory Specialist MOS-92B-001

MOS-92B-002 Nuclear Weapons Electronics Specialist' MOS-35F-001
Medical Records Specialist MOS-710-001 Nuclear Weapons Maintenance Specialist MOS-550-001

MOS-710-002 Nuclear Weapons Technician (Warrant Officer) MOS -260A -0016
-Medical Senior Sergeant MOS-91Z-001
Medical Specialist MOS-91B-00.1

MOS-91B-002
Medical Supplyman MOS-76J-001

Medium Helicopter Repairer
MOS-767-002

MOS-67U-002
0-1/U-6 Airplane Repairman
laboeNtlayer

MOS-6713-001,

MOS-02H-001
Memorial Activities Specialist MOS-57F-001 MOS-02H-002

MOSr57F -002 Observation/Scout Helicopter Repairer MOS-67V-002

4 714



1-6 ARMY OCCUPATIONAL TITLE INDEX
OC-CDG Repairman MOS- 25J -OOI
Occupational Therapy Specialist MOS-9 IL-001

MOS-9 IL-002
Office Machine Repairman MOS-4IJ-001

MOS-41J-002
Offset Pressman MOS-83F-001
OH- 6 /OH -58 Helicopter Repairman.... MOS-67V-001
Operating Room Specialist .. 91D-001

MOS-91D-002
Operations &entral Repairman 'MOS-25J-001
Optical Laboratory Specialist MOS-42E-001

MOS-42E-002
MOS-964A-001
MOS-9IH-001
MOS-91H-002

Orthotic Specialist MOS-42C-002
OV-1 Airplane Repairman MOS-67H-001-
Oxygen-Acetylene Pkoduction Specialist MOS-53B-001

Order of Battle Technician (Warrant Officer)
Qrthopedic Specialist

Parachute Riggei

Percussion Group Leader
Percussion Player

Performing Arts Specialist
Pershing Communications Specialist
Pershing Electrical-Mechanical Repairer
Pershing.EleCtrical-Mechanical Repairman
Pershing Electronics Materiel Specialist

Pershing EleCtronics Repairer
Pershing Electronics Repairman
Pershing Missile Crewman

MOS-43E-001
MOS-43E-002
MOS-02R-001
MOS-02M-001
MOS-02M-002
MOS703B-001

SOS -.3I
-46N-002

114.0S-46N-001
S-21G-001

?AO S-21G-002

MO S-21L-002

MOS-21 L-001
MOS-15E-001
MOS-I5E-002
MOS-75E-001
MOS-75E-002
MOS=75B-002

MOS-75C-001
MOS-75C-002
MOS-75D-001
MOS-75D-002
MOS-75Z-001
MOS-75Z-002

MOS-711A-001
MOS-92C-001
MOS-92C-002
MOS-76W-00 1

MOS-76W-001
MOS-76W-002
MOS-9 I Q-00I
MOS-9 IQ -002

S-83E-002
0S-41H-001
0S-84G-001
OS -83F -002

MOS-83Z-001
MOS-811A-001.

MOS-03C-001
MOS-03C-002
MOS-01F-001
MOS-91J-001
MOS-911.402

Personnel Actions Specialist

Personnel Administration Specialist
Personnel Man ment Specialist

Personnel R ords Specialist

Personnel Senior Sergeatt

Personnel Technician (Warrant Officer)
Petroleum Laboratory Specialist

Petroleum Storage Specialist
Petroleum Supply Specialist

Pharmacy Specialist

Photo and Layout Specialist
Photographit Equipment Repair Chief
Photographic Laboratory Specialist
Photolithographer
Photolithography Chief
Photomapping Technician (Warrant Officer)
Physical Activities Specialist

Physical Sciences Assistant
Physical Therapy Specialist

41

Piper Specialist
Piano Player.

Platemaker ,

Plumber
Postal Clerk

. .

Powered Bridge Specialist
Power Generation Equipment Operator/

Mechanic MOS-52B-00 I
MOS-52B-002

Power Generation Equipment Repairman MOS-52D-001
Power Pack Specialist MOS-52C-001
Power Station Operator' MOS-52E-001
Preventive Medicine Specialist MOS-9IS-001
Pirinter's Apprentice r MOS-83A-001
Prodess Photographer MOS-83D-001
Programmer/Analyst MOS-74F-002
Projector Repairman MOS-4IF-001
Psychiatric Specialist MOS-91F-602
Public Affairs/Audio Visual Chief MOS-84Z-001

MOS-5 I F-001

MOS-02N-001
MOS-02N-002
MOS-83E-001
MOS-51K-001
MOS-7IF-001
MOS-12D-001

Quarryman
Quartermaster Equipment tepairman

Race Relations/Equal Opportunity Specialist
Radar Data Processing Equipment Repairman
Radar Maintenance Supervisor Inspector
Radio Operator
Radio PropagationSpeCialist
Radio Relay and Carrier Attendant
Radio-Teletype Operator
Radio Teletypewriter Operator (Non-Morse)
Radio/Television Systems Specialist
Railway Car Repairman
Railway Movement Coordinator
Railway Section Repairman
Railway Senior Sergeant
Recovery Specialist
Recruiter and Career Counselor
Redeye Missile System Repairman
Repair Shop Technician (Warrant Officer)
Reproduction Equipment Repairman
Reproduction Equipment Repair Specialist
ReproductiOn Technician (Warrant Officer)
Respiratory Specialist

Rodman and Tapeman
Rough Terrain Forklift and Loader Operator

MOS-62G-001
MOS-63J-001
MOS-63J-002

MOS-00U-00 I
MOS-25H-001
MOS-26W-001

MOS-05B-001

MOS-26P-001
MOS-3I M-001

MOS-05C-001
MOS-05F-001 '

MOS-26T-002
MOS-65D-001
MOS-65K-001

( MOS-65G-001

MOS-65Z-001
MOS-63F-001
MOS-00E-001
MOS-27G-001*

MOS-441A-001
MOS-41K-001
M0S-41K-002

MOS-833A-001
MOS-9IV-001
MOS-9I V-002

S-82A-001
OSL62M-001

Satellite Communications Ground Station
Equipment Repairman MOS-26Y-001

Sawyer MOSr57D-001

4



Saxophone Player
v^^

SDS 920 Equipment Repairman
--Senior Supply Sergeant

Sergeant Electrical-Mechanical Repairman
Sergeant Firing Set Repairman
Sergeant...Maintenance Chief
Sergeant Missile_Crewman

Sergeant Missile Guidance Repairman
Sergeant Test Equipment Repairman-.
Sheridan Turret Mechanic
Shillelagh Missile System Repairman
Shillelagh Repairer
Short Range Air Defense Artillery Crewman ......
Short Range Air Defense Systems technician

(Warrant Officer)
Signal Intelligence Operations Chief
Signal Security Specialist
Small Arms Repairman
Smoke and Flame Specialist

Social Work/Psychology Specialist
Soils Analyst
Sound Ranghig Crewman
Special Bandsman
Special Bandsperson
Special Duty Assignment
Special Electrical Devices Repairman
Special Identification Technician.(Warrant

Officer)
Special Services Senior Sergeant
Stenographer

Still Photographer
Still Photographic Specialist
Stock Control Supplyman
Storage Supplyman
Strategic Microwave Systems Repairman
Strategic Satellite/Microwave Systems Operator
Structures Specialist
Subsistence Supplyman
Supplyman

Support Supply Technician (Warrant Officer)
Surveillance Infrared Repairman
Surveillance Photographic. Equipment Repairman
Survey Technician (Warrant Officer)

Tabtlating Equipment Repairman
Tactical Circuit Controller
Tactical Communications Chief
Tactical Communications Systems Operator/

Mechanic
Tactical COMSEC Maintenance Chief
Tactical Electronics Maintenance Chief
Tactical Microwave Systems Repairman
Tactical Satellite/Microwave System Operator
Tactical Wire Operations Specialist

MOS-02L-00l
MOS-02L-002
MOS-34M-001
MOS-76Z-001
MOS-46L-001
MOS-21RLCO1

MOS-21U-001
MOS-15B-001
MOS-103-002
MOS-21S-001
MOS-21T-001
MOS-45P-00l
1VIOS-27H-001

MOS- 27H-002
MOS-16R-002

MOS-i24B-001
MOS-98Z-001
MOS-05G-00l
MOS-45 B-001

MOS-54C-001
MOS- 54C-002

MOS-91G-001
MOS-51G-001
NIOS-17d,-001

MOSL02S:001

MOS-02S-002

MOS-COD-COI

10S-35E-001

MOS-986A-001
MOS-03Z-001
MOS-71C-001
MOS-71C-0O2
MOS-84B-001
MOS-84B-002
MOS-76P-001
MOS-76V-001
MOS-26V-001
MOS-26R-001
MOS-5 1 C-001

MOS-76X-001

MOS-76A-001
MOS-762A-001

MOS-26N-001
MOS-41G-001
40S-821A-001

MOS-34B-001
MOS-31N-001
MOS-31G-001

MOS-31V-001
MOS- 31U-00l
MOS-31W-001
MOS-26L-001
MOS-26Q-001
MOS-36K-001,

ARMY OCCUPATIONAL .TITLE INDEX 1-7
Tank Driver MOs-19F-001
Tank Turret Mechanic
Tank Turret Repairman

Target Acquisition Radar Technician (Warrant
Officer)

Technical Engineering Supervisor
Telecommunications Center Specialist
Telecommunications Technician (Warrant

Officer)

Telephone Installer and Lineman
Telephone Switchboard Operator
Teletypewriter Repairman

Television Equipment Repairman
Terminal Operations Coordinator
Terminal Operations Specialist
Terrain Analyst
Terrain Intelligence Analyst
Textile Repairman.
Topographic Computer
Topograptic Engineering Supervisor
Topographic Instrument Repairman
Topographic Instrument Repair Specialist
Topographic Surveyor

TOW/Dragoii Repairer
Trittk Vehicle Mechanic

Traffic Analysis Technician (Warrant Officer)
Traffic Management Coordinator
Trainman

Translator-Interpreter
Transportation Senior Ser
Trombone Player

er

ti4

eraman
TV Production Specialist
TV/Radio Broadcast Operations Chief

f
U-IA Airplane Repairman
U-8/U-21 Airplane Repairman
UH-1 Helicopter Repairman
Unattended Ground Sensor Specialist

Unattended Ground Sensor Systems Repairman
Unit Clerk

Unit/Organization Supplyman
Unit Personnel Technician (Warrant Officer)
Unit Supply Technician (Warrant Officer)
UNIVAC 1004/1005, DCT-9000 System

Repairman

Utilities Foreman
Utilities Maintenance Technician (Warrant

Officer)
Utilities Operation and Maintenance TeChnician

(Warrant Officer)

4 "

MOS-45N-001
MOS-45K-001
MOS-45K-002

MOS-211A-001
MOS-5 1 T-001

MOS-72E-001

MOS-290A-001
MOS-36C-001
MOS-72C-001
MOS-31J-001
MOS-3IJ-002
MOS-26T-001
MOS-57H-0O3
MOS-57H-002
MOS-81Q-001
MOS-81Q-001
MOS-43J-001

MOS-82E-001
MOS-81Z-001
mos-416-ool
MOS-41B-002
MOS-82D-001
MOS- 82D -.002

MOS-27E-002
MOS-63C-001
MOS-63C-002

MOS-982A-001
MOS-71N-001
MOS-65J-001
MOS- 65J -.002

MOS-04B-001
MOS-64Z-001
MOS-02E-001
MOS-,02E-002
MQS-02F-001,

ri'l,tMO9SSI°284;"021'0

itt;S-84F I !I
MOS-84T-001

)

MOS-67C-001
M4S-67G-001
MOS-67N-001
MOS47M-001
MOS-17M-002
MOS-26U-001
MOS-75B-001
MOS-76Y-001

MOS-711A-001
MOS-761A-001

MOS-347-001
MOS-51P-001

MOS-310A-001

MOS-310A-001
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Utility Helicopter Repairer .................................... : .. MOS-67Ng002

UtiWO`bservation Helicopter Pilot (Warrant
Meer) .................. ................................................. mog-100B-001

Vehicle Materiel Supply Specialist

Veterinary Specialist (Animal)

Veterinary Specialist (Food Inspec. tion)

Voice Intercept Technician (Warrant Officer)

MOS-76S-001

MOS-91T-001

MOS-91R-002

MOS-988A-001

Voice,Radio Operator....
............................... OM S-05E-001

Vulcan Crewman ............... . ....................................... MOS-16R-001

Vulcaa/PAAR System Mechanic AOS-24M-002
Vulcan Repairer ..... . ........................................: OS-27i-002
Vulcan System Mechanic MOS-24M-001

4

Watercraft Engineer MOS-61C-002

Watercraft Operator MOS-61B-001
MOS-61B-002

Water Supply Specialist MOS-51N-001

Weapons

Support

Repairman MOS-26B-001

Welder MOS-44C-001

Wheeled Tractor Operator MOS-62L-001

Wheel Vehicle Mechanic MOS-63B-001 ,
MOS-c63B-Oft2

Wire-Guided Missile Systems Repairman MOS,27E-001

Woodwind Group Leader ,MOS-02Q-001 °

X-Ray Biomedical Equipment Repairman MOS-35T-001

X-Ray Specialist MOS-91P-001
MOS-91P-002

477'
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Keyword Index

x is designed to provide rapid access to the courses described in the course .exhihit sec. tiOn. Titlea.of :
. . . .

ejeraitged alphabetically under keywords which have been extracted yeibatiin from the titlei.. For
thil- !keyword Datia,:Prvcessing is followed by all titlei containingthe words Data Processing.

ocate a specific course, identify a word or group of words in- the title which seems to be ,-unique or
five. For example, the title Data Processing Specialist, COBOL can., found under the keywords Data
*ng or COBOL. Similarly, the title Ititssian Technician can be found under the keyword Russian,

e ID number for each course is displayed 'to the right of the title. Refer to ;that number in the course exhibit
sec on for a full description of the course.

AAA
AAA and Surface-to-Air Missile Battery
Officer

AR-1601-0032
AAA Integrated Fire Control
Maintenance

A -1 715-0214
AAA Integrated Fire Control'.
Maintenance Officer

R-1715-0214
Antiaircraft Artillery \( AA ) Officer

-AR-2201-0082
- Antiaircraft Artillery (AAA ) Operations
and Intelligence Noncommissioned
Officer (NCO)

Altt 1713-0002
Associate SAM Officer
Advanced

Basic

AR-I408-0030.
Associate Antiaiirlft Artillery (AAA)

'Missile Battery Micer,
AR-1715-0288

AC-1
'43

AC-1 (Caribou),Aviator Transition -

, . AR-I 606-0116
Access

Secure Vo

Secure Voic

ccess Console Repair
AR-1715-0195

Acce System Repair
AR-1715-0195

Accident ,

.-FundamentnIs of An* Accident
Prevention

Accounting
Accounting

AcCounting (Advanced)

Accounting (Basic)

AR- 0802-013/

AR-030i- 1

AR-I40 -0014

AR-14 1-0012
Accounting (Intermediate) /

AR- 401-0011
Accounting Specialist

A
Advanced Machine Account

1401-0004
g
-1402-0012

Command Stock Fund Accounting

AR- I 40 I -0005
Cost Accountin

AR-1401-0015
Electrical Acco nting Machine Repair.

AR-1706-0004
Financi I Management-Integrated
Accotin *ng

AR-1401-0001
Financial anagement--Inventory
Accounti gand Army Stock Fund'
Operations :

AR-1405-0005
Financial ManagementMachine
Accounting

AR-1402-0034
Fina ial ManagementMachine
Accou ting Systems

AR-1402-0034
. Machine Accounting

AR-1402-0016
Machine AccoUnting Specialist

AR-1408-0005
Military Accounting

AR-14010001
Stock Control and Accounting

AR- 1401-0016
k Control and Accounting Specialist

AR- 1401 -0016
tack Control and Accounting Specialist,
kill Development Base

'AR-1402-00131
quisition
Air Defense Acquisition Radar
Maintenance

AR- 1715 -0179
cArtillery Target Acqtaisition Officer

AR- I 601-00/7
Combat Surveillance'and Target
AcquiSition NCO Advanced

AR-220I-0183
Combat. Surveillance and Target
Acquisition (SA-CMF ) NCO Advanced

AR-2201-0183
Cost Estimating \Techniques for Systems.
Acnuisition

A R-I408-0025
Data Acquisition`System Maintenance
(AN /GSQ -76)

AR-1715-0413
Defense Acquisition Radar Maintenance

AR-1715-0179
Field Artillery -frget Acquisition Officer

i-'

AR- 1601 -0027
Hawk Pulse Acquisition Radar and
Battery Control Center Maintenance

. AR-1715-0211
Hawk Pulse Acquisition Radar and
Battery Control Central Maintenance

AR-1715,0211
Impfoved Nike Hercules High Power
Acquisition Radar Maintenance

AR-17.15-0210
Management Techniques in Materiel
Acquisition and Integrated Logistics
Support Design Management

AR-0326-0019
.Materiel Acquisition and Integrated
,Logistics SupportDesign Management

AR-0326-0018
Nike Acquisition Radar and Comiuter
Repair '

AR -t715 -0209
Nike Acquisition Radar and Computer
Repair (Hercules Transition) .

A1344715-0233
Nike Acquisition Radar and Computer
Repair (Improved Hercules Transition)

AR-1715-0233
Nike Acquisition Radar and Computer
Systems Repair

AR-1715-0209
Nike High-Power Acquisition Radar and
Radar Simulator Repair

1715-0180
Quantitative Techniques inlateriel
Acquisition and Integrated Logistfcs

- Support Design Management
AR-0326-0020

SAM Acquisition. Radar and Computer
Systems Repair

AR-1715-0209
Adjutant

Adjutant/Adjutant General Officer
Familiarization

AR-I408-0054
Adjutant General Officer Advanced

AR-I408-0029
Adjutant General Officer Basic

AR-I408-0014
Adjutant General; Officer Career -,

AR-I408-0029
Adjutant General Officer Career
( Advanced)

Alt-1408-0029
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Adjutant General Officer Orientation

All-1406-0010
AW-1408-0014

Associate Adjutant General Company
Officer

AR-1408-0058
Associate Adjutant General Officer
Advanced

AR-1406-0018
Associate. Adjutant General Officer
Career

. AR-I402-0028
ADM

Ordnance Guided Missile Officer, ADM
AR-1715-0326

Administration
Administration (AG-CMF) NCO
Advanced

AR-0419-0017
Administration (AG-CMF) NCO Basic

AR-0419-0016
AR-1408-0021

Advanced Army Administration
AR-I408-0008

Advancid Nursing Administration
AR-0799-0003

Army Safety Program Organization and
Administration ,

AR-0802-0008
Basic Army Adniinistration

AR-1409-0002
Commissary Administration Management

AR-0406-0004
Commissary Middle Management, Phase

'IV (COsimissary Administration
Managent)

AR- 0406 -0004
Correctional Administration

AR- 1728 -0018
Dental Administration

Mess Administration
AR-070 1.000 4

AR- 1729 -0013
Patient Administration

AR-0709-0013
Personnel Administrati6n Officer.
Advanced

AR- I 408-0029
Petionnel Administration Officer Basic

AR-1408-0014
Personnel Administration Specialist

AR.1406-0019
Personnel and Administration (Reserve
Components)

AR-1406-0016
Ward Administration and Supervision

AR-1408-0013
AdMigistrative

Administrative (AG-CMF) NCO,
Advanced

AR-1406-0025
Administrative Systems Analysis and
Design

Al2-0326-0024
ADMS '

ADMS Equipment Repair,
AR -1715 -0068

ADMS Peripheral Equipment Repair ..
. AR- 1715 -0070

ADMS Programmer
. - .. AR-1402-0021

ADM(Traffic Service Supervisory
AR-I402-0011

Automatic Data Processing ( ADP)
emir, Phase VADMS Equipment
epair

'FAR-1715-0068
ADMSC

ADMSC Communication Equipment
Repair

"AR -,1 715-0163

ADMSC Maintenance Superviso ry
AR- 1715 -0069

ADMSC Operation Supervisory
AR-I402-0020

Automatic Data Processing (ADP)
Repair, Phase VI Automatic Digital
Message Switching Center (ADMSC)
Repair

AR- 1715 -0046
Automatic Digital Message Switching
Center (ADMSC) Technical Controller

AR-1715-0221
.ADMSE

ADMSE Repair
3 AR-1715-0068

ADP
ADP Repair, Phase VIIDSTE Repair

AR-1715-0253
ADP Systems Analysis and Design

5 AR-1402-0041
Advanced ADP Systems Analysis

AR-1402-0001
AUtomatic Data Processing (ADP)
Auxiliary Equipment Repair

AR-1745-0039
Automatic Data Processing (ADP)
Machine Operation Specialist

AR-14.02-0030
Automatic Data Processing (ADP.)

'Officer
AR-1402-0035

Automatic Data Processing (ADP)
Repair

AR- 1715 -0038
Autbmatic Data Processing (ADP)
Repair, Phase IComputer Technology

Att-1715-0036
Automatic Data Processing (ADP)
Repair. Phase II-Card Processors U-1005
and U-1004/DLT-6 Repair

AR-1715-0044
Automatic" Data Processing (ADP')
Repaire-PhaseIllNCR-500 Computer
Repair'

AR-1715-0045
Autonuttic Data Procesiing (ADP)
Repair, Phase IV-,-ADMS Peripheral
Equipment Repair

AR-1715-0070,
Automatic Data Processing (ADP) -

Repair, Phase VADMS Eqtripment
Repair

AR-171570068
Automatic Data Processing (ADP)
Repair,Phase VIAutomatic Digital
Message Switching Center (ADMSC)
'Repair

AR-1715-0046
Automatic Data Processing (ADP)
Repair, Phase VIIDigital Subscriber
Terminal Equipment (DSTE) Repair

AR-1715-0253
Automatic Data Processing (ADP)
`Repair, Phase V111-4-Automatic Central
Office Repair

AR- 1715 -0363
Automatic Data Processing System
(ADP) (FIELDATA) Auxiliary,
Equipment Repair

AR-1715-0039
PERS1NSD ADP Intern Program

AR-1402-0008
Security in ADP Systems

AR-1402-0051
-ADPAC

Automatic Data Processing for Auditors
(ADPAC)

AR-440270037

ADPS (Fieldata) Consoli Operation
AR-I402-0036

ADPS (Fieldata) Plans and Operations
Officer

AR-1402-0035
ADPS Fieldata Programming Course b

AR-1402-0017
ADPS Plans and Operations Offker

V .
ADPS Programming Specialist "

AR -1402 17'

Automatic Data Processing System
PS) ( FIELDATA) Auxiliary
ipment Repair

' AR-1715-0039
Automatic Data Processing System
(ADPS) (FIELDATA) Repair

- AR -1715 -0038
Automatic Data processing Systems

, (ADPS) Console Operator
AR-I402-0036

Advanced
COBOL Programming Advanked

AR-1402-0046
, Defense Language Institute Advanced

Courses
DD 0602 -0007

ADPS
ADPS Console Operation

AR-I402-0036

4 ti)

Adviser-
Food Adviser/Technician

AR-17210014
Advisor

Civil Affairs Adviser, Vietnam'
/ AR-1513-0004

District and Civil AffaI'rs Advisor
(Vietnam)

AR-I513-0004
Military Assistance Advisor Sector/Unit

AR-2201-0014
Military Assistance Training Advisor ip

AR- 2201 -0016 ,
Military Asiistance Training Advisor
ARVN Officer

AR-0602-0006
Military Assistance Training Advisor.
Company Grade Officer

AR-0602-0005
Military Assistance Training Advisor
CORDS Officer

_ AR- 0602 -0004' °'
Military Assislaiace Training Advisor
Corps/Division

AR- 2201 -0015
Military Assistance Training Advisor
Field Grade Officer

AR-0602-0003
Military Assistance Training Advisor
Psychological Operations Orientation,

AR-1'512:0005
Military Assistance Training Advisor
Senior Noncommissioned Officer

AR-0602-0002
Aerial

Aerial Surveillance Officer '
AR-2201-0121

Parachute Maintenance and Aerial
Supply Officer

.AR-2201-0136
Parachute Packing, Maintenance and
Aerial Delivery

AR-1733-0001
AeroscOut

Aeroscout Observer'
AR-16015-0044

A11-1G
AH- I OA viator Qualification

AR-1606-0058
AI-I-1G Helicopter Repair

AR.1704-005,1 .

AH- IG (Hueycobra) Helicopter Repair.
Transition



AR- I 704-0060
AH- I G (Hueypobra) Instructor Pilot
(Transition/Gunnery) Qualification

AR-1606-0057
AH- I G ( Hueydobra) Pilot
Transition/Gunnery

AR-1606-0059
AH-IG Instructor Pilot

Aides ,

Enlisted .Aides

Aidman
Medical Aidman (Advanced)

AR-0709-000i
Medical Aidmart (Basic)

AR-0103-0005
Special Forces Aidnian (Airborne)

AR -0709 -0006'
Air

Advanced Air Drop Equipment
Maintenance

AR-1704-062
Air Base Construction

AR-I601-0026
Air Brake Repair

AR -1703 -0008
Air,Cavalry/Attack Helicopter
Commander's Training

AR -1606-0054
Air Observer

AR-1606-008$
Air Transportability

AR-P419-0021
Air Transportability Planning

AR-0419-0031
Parachute Packing, Maintenance and Air

AR-I606-0057

AR-1729-0003.

Delivery, *
Airbort .

Airbo e

AR-1733-0001

AR-2201-0040
Airbrome Infrared Repair (UAS-4)

AR-1715.0227
Air'tiome Navigatidn Radar Repair .

.s AR-1715-0143
Airborne Qualification.

AR-2201-0040
AirbomeRadarRepair (AN/APS-94) .

AR-1715-020
Airborne Radio Direction Finding

AR- 1715 -0048
Airborne Sensor Specialist .

AR-220I-0116
Airborne Sensor Specialist Skill-.
Development Base-,

AR-1715t02f2
'Airborne Surveillance Radar Repair

.AR-1715-0203.
Basic Airborne (Women)

AR-0803-0002
OV -ID (Mohawk$ Airborne Radar,

. Repair
AR-1715-016K

OV- I D ( Mohawk ) Airborne-Sensor*Specialist

AR-1704-0013
Special Forces Aidman (Airborne)

AR-0709-0006
Aircraft

Aircraft .Armament Maintenance
Supervisor

, AR-1704-0062
Aircraft Armament Repair

AR-1715-0326
AirCraft Arinament Subsystem-Mechanic

AR-1704=0083
Airdaft Carburetor Repair

AR-I'714-0014
Aircraft Component Repaid (Entry)

AR-1704-0015

a-

Aircraft Component Repair Helper
(Entry)

AR-17V0015
Aircraft Electrician,

AR-1704-0075
Aircraft Electrician Repair

AR-1704-0075
Aircraft Engine Repair

AR- I 704-0045'
Aircraft Fire Control Repair

AR-1715-0289
Aircraft Hydraulic Repair

AR-1704-0016
Aircraft Hydraulics Repair Specialist
Candidate

AR- 1 704 -0021
Aircraft Instrument and Electrical
Systems Repair

AR-1721:0007
Airctaft Instrument Repair

AR-1721-0004
Aircraft Powertrain Repair

AR-1704-0012
Aircraft Penvedrain Repair Skill
Development Base

A R-1704-0020
Aircraft Powertrain Repair Specialist
Candidate

AR-1704-0020
Aircraft Reciprocating Engine Repair

AR -1704 -0026
Aircraft Repair Parts SpeCialist

AR-1405-0018
Aircraft Rotor and Propeller Repair

- ° ,AR-1704-0054
Aircraft Rotor and Propeller Repair Skill
Development Base. .

AR-1704;0023
Aircraft Turbine Engine Repair

AR-1704-0068
Aircraft Turbine Engine Repair,.
Development Base

AR-1704-0072
Aircraft Turbine Engine Repair Specialist

° Candidate
AR-1704-0072

Aircraft Turbine Engine Test Cell
Operator

AR-1704-0024
Aircraft Turbine Multi-Engine Repair

A R-1 704-0090
CH-47 Aircraft Repair Transition

AR-1704-0034

Aircraft Maintenance prentice
AR-.(704-0070

Aircrtift

Aircraft Maintenance (AV-CMF) NCO
Advanced.

Aircraft Maintenance (AV-CM ) NCO
AR- 717-0005

Basic
AR -1717 -0006

Aircraft Maintenance (Entry)
AR-1704-0070

Aircraft Maintenance Officer
AR-1717-0022

Aircraft Maintenance Officer and Repair
Technician

AR-1717-0051
Aircraft Maintenance Officer and Repair

r Technician (Phase I)
AR- I 717-0023

Air6taff Maintenance Officer (Phase I)
AR-1717-0023

Officer (Phase II)
AR-1717-002

Officer (Phase .111)
AR- 1717-00

Officer (Phase! )

Officer Ilases1,
//

'AR-1717-0021
Aircraft Maintenance Officer (Phase V),

krrc7:-..aft Maintenance

Aircraft Maintenance

Aircraft Maintenance

Aircraft Mainteetnce
II and III)

hit

sT

KEY INDEX. K-3
AR-1717-0025

Aircraft Maintenance Supedlisor
AR-171'7-0009

Air Defense
Air Defense Acciuisition1Rad4

`-'Maintenance
AR-1715-0179

Air Defense (Ap--t F) CO' Allvanced
.; I 'AR- I 717-0002

AR-2201-0057
Air Defense (AD -CMF) NCO Basic

.4. AR-220I-0009
AR-2201-0012

Air Defense Addled) (16-CMF) NCO
Advanced

AR-420I-0057
Air Defense Artillery (16-CMF) NCO
Basic

AR-220I-0012
Air Defense Artillery (27-CMF) NCO
Advanced (USAADS)

AR-220I-0196
Air Defense Artillery Automatic
Weapons Officer

AR:2201-0172
Air Defense Artillery Automatic
WeapOits, Repair

AR- 1715-0256
Air Deftinse Artillery Field Grade Officer
Refresher

AR-2201-0090
Air Def4itTArtillery(Officer Advanced

AR-1408-0019
Air Defense- Artillery Officer Basic

AR-220I-0082
Air Defense Artillery Officer
Mobilization AdvanCed (Phases IA, II, IV
and VI)

AR-220I-0112
Air Defense Artillery Offices ,
Mobilization Advanced (Phases II and II)

AR-2201-0112
Air Defense (CMF-27) NCO Advanced

AR.:1717-0058
Air Defense Command and Control
Systems Operatof r

0 AR -2201 -0059
AR-2201-0125

Air Defense;Command. Control, and
Coordination Systems Operator

0 AR-2201-0059
Air Defense Electronic 114/rfare

' AR- 1715 -0009
Air Defense Electronic Warfare (Nike-
Hercules) .

AR-1715-0002
Air Defense Fire Distribution Systems
Con trolle r

.0 AR-2201-0059
Air Defense Missile (23-CMF) NCO
Advanced

ARe2201-0133
Air Defen`se Missile Maintenance (23-
CME) NCO Basic`'

S. AR-220I-0195
Air'Defense Missile Maintenance ,
Technician and Maintenance Chief
System Transition (Hawk)

AR-2201-0042
Air Deferise,Missile Maintenance
Technician (Hawk) .

AR-r715-0099
Air Defense Missile Maintenance

G Technician, (Hawk) ) System Transition
AR -2201-

Air Defense Missile Maintenance .
Technician (Nike)

AR- -0255
Air Defense Missile Officer B

A I -0120
Air Defense Missile Repair -CMF)
NCO Advanced'

2

,
c AR- 1717 -0002
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Air Defense Missile Repair (23-CMF)
NCO Basic

AR-220I -0009
Air Defense Missile Staff Officer. (Hawk)

AR- 1715 -0289
Air Defens6 Missile Staff Officer (Nike
Hercules)

, AR-1715-03.15
Air Defense Officer Basic

AR-2201-00. 82
Air DefenSe Officer Orientation

AR-220I-0082
Air Defense Radar Repair

AR-1715-0166
Army Air Defense Battery Officerr AR-I601-0032
Army Air Defense Command Post
Controller

AR-2201-0b8 I

o
Associate Air Defense Artillery Battery
Officer

AR-2201-0080
Associate Air Defense Missile Battery
Officer

AR-1715-.0288
Defense Officer Advanced

AR-1408-0030
Defense Officer Career.

AR-2201-0111
Enlisted Air Defense Electronic Warfare,

Light Air Defense System EAleRc-1715 -MI I
Repair _

AR-1715-00I5
Nike AirDefense Missile Repair

AR-1715-0255
Regular Army Air Defense Artillery
Officer Basic ,

Associate Air

Associate Air

AR-220I-0127
Senior Air Defense Artillery Officer

AR-2201-0090

° Airdrop
Airdrop Loadmaster

AR-0419-0026
Parachute Maintenance and Airdrop
Officer

AR-2201%0136
Paiachute Packing, Maintenance and
Airdrop

AR-1733-0001
Parachute Rigger (Parachute Packing.
Maintenance,.and Airdrop)

AR-1733-000I

Airframe
Airframe Repair

Airframe Welding
AR-1704-0047

AR- 1704-0037
Light Target Missile Launcher Operation
and Airframe and Engine Maintenance

AR-1 704-0077
ReAtAirframe and Engine
Maintenance

AR-I 704-0077

Airplane
Airplane Maintebance

Airplane Repair ,
AR-1 704-0038

AR-1704-0010
Airplane Technical Inspector

AR-1717_0004
Multi-Engine Airplane Repair ,

AR-1 704-0043
Multi- Engine Command Airplane
Maintenance

AR-1704-0067
Multi-Engine Medium Transport
Airplane Maintenance

AR- I 704-0074
MultiEngine Observation Airplane
Maintenance

AR-1704-0038

Multi-Engine Utility Airplane Repair
AR- I 704-0P27

O -1 /U -6 Airplane Repair
AR-1704-0029

Airplve Repair, Skill
Development Base . .

AR-1704-W11
OV-1 Airplane Repair

AR-1704-0038
OV-1 Airplane Repair, Skill
Development Base

-AR-17 I 7-0007
OV-1 Airplane Repair Specialist

= Candidate
AB- I 7174)007

Radio-Conti-Oiled Airplime Target Radio.
Maintenanek

AR- 1715-0181
Radio-Controlled Airplane Targets
Operation

A R-220I-0087
Single-Engine Airplane Repair

AR-1704-0025
Single-Engine Light Transport Airplane
Maintenance

AR-1704-0030
Single-Engine Observation and Utility
Airplane Maintenance

AR-1704-0029
U-I A Airplane Repair

AR-1704-0030
U-I A Airplane Repair Skill Development
Base

, AB-1704-0041
1.141/U-21 Airplane Repair

A R-1704-0067
U-8/U-2I Airplane Repair Skill'
Development Base

'AR- 1704 -0022
Air Traffic Control

Air Traffic Control (AC-CMF) NCO
Advanced

AR-1704-0005
Air Traffic Control (AC-CMF) NCO
Basic

AR-1704-0004
.Air Traffic Control Approach Control
Enroute Specialist

AR-1704-0002
Air Traffic Control Communications Set
AN/FSQ-75 Repair

AR-1715-0032
Air Traffic Control Ground Control
Approach Specialist

A R-1704-0003
Air Traffic Control Operator

A B-1704-0001
Air Traffic Control Tower Operator

A R-1704-0001
Ground Air Traffic Control/NAVAIDS
Equipment Repair

AR-1715-038,1
Officer/Warrant Officer Air Traffic
Control

A R-1704-0006
Officer/WO Air Traffic Control Officer

AR- I 704-0066
Ajax

Nike Ajax Fire Control System
Maintenance

Nike Ajax Missile
Maintenance

Nike Ajax Missile
Maintenance

Nike Ajax Missile
Maintenance

Nike Ajax Officer
Component)

AR-1715-0216
Electronic

AR-1715-0085
Electronic Materiel

AR-1715-0085
Mechanical

AR-1715-0287
Qualification (Reserve

4 Si

AR-174 5-0310

Nike LaunCher Control Systemsepair
(Ajax/Hercules)

AR-1715-0077
Nike Maintenance Supervision
(Ajax/Hercules)

AR-1715-0255
Nike Mechanical Systems Repair
(Ajax/Hercules)

AR-1704-0086
Nike Track Radar Systems Repair
(Ajax/Hercules)

AR -1715 -0164
Officer Qualification. Nike Ajax

AR -1715 -0308
SAM Fire Control System Maintenance,
Nike Ajax

AR-1715-0216
Surface-to-Air Missile Mechanical
Mateiiel Maintenance (Nike Ajax)

AR-1714-0002

,-Albanian : 1'
Albanian

Alcohol
Alcohol and Drug Abuse Team

Drug and Alcohol Rehabilitation

Alerting
forward Area AlertingRadAaRr -121e7p1ar5i0169

Forward Area Alerting Radar SystemR-0;74
Forward Area Alerting Radar System .

AR-1715:0374

DD-0602-0001 ,I.
DD-0602-0002
DD-060210003

Allergy
Allergy-Clinical Immunology Specialist

AR-0709-0016

AMEDD
AMEDD NoncommissionedDfficer
(NCO) Advanced

AR-0799-0012
AMEDD Noncommissioned Officer
(NCO) Basic (NCOES)

AR-I408-0068
AMEDD Officer Advanced
Nonresident/Resident

AR-0799-0008
AMEDD Officer Basic.( Reserve
Component)

AR-2201-0003
Essential Medical Training for AMEDD
Aviators Associate

AR-0799-0007
Essential Wedical Training Ibr AMEDD
Aviators Noniesident/Resident

AR-0799-0007,

AMEDS
Army Medical Service (AMEDS) NCO

AR-0799-0002
Essential Medical Training for AMEDS
(Army Medical Service) Aviators

AR-0801-0001

Ammunition ,
irmunition (55-CMF) NCO Advanced

AR-220I-0019
.Ammunition (55-CMF) NCO Basic

AR-2201-0055
Ammunition (AM -CMF) NCO Advanced

AR-2201-0019
Ammunition (AM -QMF) NCO Basic

AR-2201-0055
Ammunition and Missile Maintenance
Officer

AR-I405,0068



NIP

Arrynunition and Missile Maintenance
-Officer (Transition)

AR-220I-0102
Ammunition (Entry) -

AR-0419-0003
Ammunition Helper .

AR-04 I 9-0003
Ammunition Irispector

AR-2201-.0056.
Ammunition Maintenance

AR- 2201 -0021
Ammunition Officer

Aft-1717-0048
Ammunition Officer and Ammunition
Technician

AR-1717-0048
Ammunition Operations

AR- 2201 -0132
Ammunition Records

',AR-220I-0132
Arrimunition Renovation

. AR-2201-002I
Ammunition Storage-,

Ak-2201-0022
Ammunition Storage and Operation

AR-220I-0022
Ammunition Storage and Operations

AR-220I-0132
Ammunition Technician

AR-0802-0012
Military Ammunition Inspector

AR-22010056
Ordnance Ammunition Officer -

AR-1717-0048
Special 'Ammunition
Maintenance/Nuclear Weapons
Electronic Technician Warrant Officer
Intermediate

AR-220 I -0008
Special Ammunition Officer

. AR-2201-0017
AR-2201-0210

A mosisr
Automated Military Outpatient System
( AMOSIST) Training

AR-0709-0018
Amphibian

Amph*an Engineer Mechanic
AR-1712-0004

Amphibian Engineer Repairman
AR-1712-0005

Amphibian Engineer Skill Development
Base

AR-1712-0009
Amphibian Operator

AR-2201-0097
Amphibian Operator Skill Development
Base

AR-0419-0011
Special Amphibian Transition

AR -1703 -0009

Amphibious
AmphibioLs Truckmaster

AR-1.710-0011
Analysis

LAdministrative Systems Analysis and
!Design

AR-0326-0024
ADP Systems Analysis and Design

AR-1402-0041,
Advanced ADP Systems Analysis

AR-I402-0001
Advanced Decision Risk Analysis

-AR-0326-00I4
Automatic Data Processing Systems
Analysis

AR-1402-0003
Automatic Data Processing Systems
Analysis Officer

AR-1402-0003

Basic AutomatiC Data Pr essidg .

SysterriS Ana ysis
AR -1402 -0005

Business Sys ms"Analisis:
AR-I402-0048

Complex Ele tronics Systems Analysis
and Mainten nce

,AR-I115-0408
Cost Analysi for Decision Making

AR-I408-0056
Decision Ri Analysis

AR-0326-00I2
sDecisioit Ris Analysis for Logisticians

AR-0326-0013
Defense Spe trometric Oil Analysis
Operator/Ev luetor

AR-1601-0002
nalysis of Experiments

AR -1115-0001.

alysis for Decision Making
AR-0326-0021

t Analysis of Weapons

AR-1401-0008
Engineering Analysis for
gisties SupporAtR_I601_0001

Review and Analysis .

AR-1408-0011
igence (Analysis) Enlisted

AR-1606:0078
ing Analysis (Area 1)

AR-220I -0200
ing Analysis, (Area 2)

AR- 2201 -0201
ing Analysis (Area 3) t.

AR-2101-020Z.
ucts Analysis A

1601-0030
ucts Analysis, Enlisted

AR-I601-0030
ucts Analysis, ()Ricci

AR-1 601-0031
writer Analysis

1606-0016

AR-I601-0008
n lysisanst_Designed,

AR -I115-

Design and

Econoinic A

Life Cycle C
Systems

Maintenance
Integrated L

Management

Military Intel

Mission Trai

Mission' Trai

MissionTrai

PetroleUrn Pr

Petroleitm:Pr

PetroleUm Pr

Radio Telety

Soils Analyst

SfitistiCal
Experint

Systerri Anal
AR-I402-0001

Techniques Review and Analysis
AR-I408-0011

Terrain Anal

Analyst
Assistant Sys

IntelligenIce

Intelligence

Intelligence

DD- I 601-0004

ems Analyst
AR -1402 -0001

nalyst
AR-I606-0034

nalyst NCO Basic
AR-1606-0001

nalyst, Specialist Candidate
AR-I606-0032

Non-Morse communications Analyst
AR -1606 -0011

Personnel Data Analyst Specialist
AR-I402-0024

Soils Analyst Noncommissioned Officer
(NCO) Candidate

AR- I 60 I -0009
Soils Anatysi Skill Development Base

AR- I 60 I -0009
Special Identification Techniques Analyst

I - AR-1606-0029
A nalitic

Modern Analytic Techniques for.
Executive Decision Making

AR:0326-0015
AN /M*S-94

Airborne Radar Repair (AN/APS-94)

4 0
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112,1715-02033

AN/ASN-86
Inertial Navigation Set AN/ASN-86
Repair '

AR-1715-0161'
Anesthesiology

AnesthesiblOgy Nuriitig for Army Nurse
Corps Officers

AR-0703-0001

AN/FGC-140
Teletypewriter Set AN/FGC-140
Maintenance

AR-I/15-0202
AN/FLR-9

Fixed Couritermeasures Receiving
System Maintenance (AN/FLR-9)

AR-1715-0406

AN/FRC-109
Radid Set. AN/FRC-I09 Repair

- AR-1715-0052

A N/FSC-78(V)
Satellite Communications Terrnin'als
AN/ .-78(V) and AN/FSC-79
Ope ion and Maintenance Training

AR- 1715 -0345

AN/FSC-79
Satellite Communications Terminals
AN/FSC-78(V) and AN/FSC-79
Operation and Maintenance Training

AR-1715-0345

AN /FSQ-75
Air TraffIC Control Communications Set
AN /FSO -75 Repair

AR-1715-0032

AN /FTC -31
Automatic Dial Central Office AN/FTC-
3 I ,

AR -1715 -0050

AN/GGC-15
Morse Data Preparation Operator's .
Training (AN/GGC-15)

AR-I409-0007

AN/GSG-5
Fire Distribution Integration Systems
Repair (AN/GSG-5) _

AR-1715-0024
Fire Distribution Integration Systems
Repair (AN/GSG-5' and 6)

AR-1715-0024
Fire Distribution Integration Systems
Repair (AN/GSb-5(V) and 6)

AR-1715-0024

AN/GSQ-76
Data Acquisition System Maintenance
(AN /GSO -76)

AR- I 715-0413

AN/GSR-4
Environment L.CoIlection System
Maintenance (AN/GSR-4)

AR- I 715-0410 .

AN/MLQ-24
--Tactical Countermeasures Receiving

Systems Maintenance (AN/ML0-24)
AR-1715-0416

AN/ PQ-36
AN/MPO-36 Radar Signal Simulator
Maintenance

AR-1715-0171

AN /MPQ -T 1
AN/MPO-TI Radar' Signal Simulator
Maintenance

AR-1715-0.165
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AN /MPS -23
AN/MPS-23 Radar Repair,

AR-1715-0172

AN/MSQ-18
AN/MSQ-18 Battery.Terminal
Equipment Maintenance

AR-1715-0058
AN /MSO -18 Coder-Decoder Group

. Maintenance

AN/TS6.38 and
Decoder Group

N/MSQ4 AR-1715-0058218 Coder:
tenarice

AR-.1715-0058

AN/PPS-4
'

Ground StAveillance RadarMeehanit
(AN/TPS-33 and AN/PPS4),

0 AR;f715-0147
AN/TCA -4 3

1 J

Digital Converting Programming,Goroup
(AN/TCA-4) "

AR-1715-0208
. .

Digital Converting, Progpamming Group
Maintenance (AN/TCA-4)

AR -1715 -0208

Antennanian
Antennamari Noncommissioned Meer,
(NCO) Basic

AR-1714-0009

AntiaircrOt
Antiaircraft Artillery (AAA) Officer
Basic so,

AR-220I-0082
; Antiaircraft Artillery (AAA) Operations

/ a`hd lntelligenCe Noncommissioned
/ Officer (NCO).

. AR-1713-0002
Antiaircraft A'rtillery'Remote ContiO1
Repair

4. '. AR-1'714-0005
. Antiaircraft Artillery Remote Control
Repair (Basic)

AR-1715:-0285
Antiaircraft Artillery Repair 9

AR-1710-0017. .

Associate Antiaircraft Artillery (AAA)
Missile Battery Officer r

AR-1715-0288
Light Antiaircraft Artillery Maintenance

Awl 601-0039
Medium did Heavy Antiaircraft Artillery

Mainten nce
ARA 0-003 I

Mediyyfii Antiaircraft Artillery
enance

AR-1716-0631

LQ-17
.lectronic Countermeasures Receiving

System Vaintenance (AN/TLQ-17)
AR-1715-0418

AN/TPQ-21
AN/TPQ-2I tlawk Guided Missile
System Simulator Maintenance

AR- 1715 -0276

\ Ground Surveillance Radar Mechanic
(AN/TPS-33 and AN/PPS-4)

AR-1715-0147

AN/TPS-33

ASi/Titc-90
Radio Terminal
Portion)

t AN/TRC-90 (RF
_

AR-1715-0072
Radio Terminal Sets AN/--TRC-
90/129/132 Repair

AR-1715-0072

ANTSC-38B
ComMunic'ations Central AN/TSC:38B
Repair

ARJ715-0197
ANIrrsc-54",'

SATCOM Terminal ANITSC-54 Repair
AR-1715-0047

AN/TSQ-38
AN/TSQ-38 and° /MSQ-I8 Coder-
Decoder Group M ntenance

AR-1715-005'8

AN /TS( -51
AN/TSQ-51 System Maintenance

AR-1402-0067

AN/TS/Q-73
AN Q-73 System Operator/Repairman
Ent -Level I

AN/)sQ-73 System
Senior-Level

AR-1715A401
AN/TSQ-73 System Operator/Repairrhan
Senior-Level (Transition)

. AR-1715-0462

AR-1'715-0403
rator/Repairman

AN/TT,C-25
Automatic Central Office AN/FTC-25
Repair

AR-1715-0365

AN/TTC-38(V)
ANITTC -38(V) Automatic Central.
Office Supervisor

AR-1715-0364-

AN/URR-66
Remote Control System Maintenance
(AN/URR-66),.

AR-1715-0412
A0-1

AG-1 (Mohawk) Aviator Transition
AR-I606-0122

,,' Apprenticeship
Proxy Apprenticeship Training

AR-I409-0004
Approach

Air Traffic Control Approach Control ,
Enroute Specialist '

AR-1704-0002
Air Traffic Control Ground Control
'Approach Specialist

AR4704-0001
Ground Control Approach Equipment
Repair

AR-1715-0199

APT .

Computer-Aided 14antaturing Part
Programming (APT)

AR-1402-0042-
Defense Numeri al control-(APT) Part
Programming

AR:1402-0042

Arabic
Arabic

DD-0602-000 I
DD-0602-0002
DD-0602-0003
DO-0602-0004
DD-0602-0006
DD-0602-0009

ARADCOM
CBR Of with ARADCOM Track

ARt0802-001 I
Chemical; Biological. Radiological
Enlisted with ARADCOM /rack

AR-0802-0003

4( ')

GUided Missile, Nuclear Weapons and
ARADCOM Safely.. ,

' AR-0802-0005
Area

Area Communicdtidmi Systems
Operations

AR-1715-0264-
Arealnelligence ;Officer

o 'AR-I606-0031
Are Intelligence Specialist

AR-1606-0031
Area Signal Center/Officer ,

'AR-1408-0050
Armament /

Aircraft Armament Maintenance
SupervisOr

AR-1 704-6062
Aircraft A rMarnent RePair

AR-1715-6320
Aircraft Armament Subsystem Mechanic

,/ , AR-1704-0083
Armament MaintenanCe akd Repair
OffiCer . .
' . AR-1717-0014, .

Armament Ntaintenance,,,,(Entry)
.AR-1710-0(941,

Armament ainteriance Forerfian
AR-1711-004;

Armarrient Maintenance Supervision
AR-1717-0047

Artnament9Repair Technician
AR-) 717-0052 .

Helicopter Armament Subsystem M22'.
DX43 Mechanic

, ' AR-1704-00,81
Helicopter A.rmameht Subsystem M22
and Simulator DX43 Repair '

AR-1704-0078
Ordnance Officer Basic Armament
Mat!riel Management a. Axi

-1405-0092
Armed

Armed Fbrces Staff College
1 DD-0326-0001.

Armor
Armor Adidsnced Noncommissioned
Officer (NCO)

AR-220I-0039
Armor Automotive Supervision ,

AR- 1 703 -00.17
Armor COmmunication

AR-1715-0283
Armor Communication Chief

AR- 1715 -0150
Armor Communication Officer

AR-1715-0283
Armor - Communication Supervision

AR-1715-0150
Armor/Infantry Officer Career

AR-1404-00II
'Armor Intelligence Specialist

AR-1712-0001
Armor Maintenance and Motor

. Transport
AR -1717 -0033

Armor Maintenance Officer
AR-1717-0033

Armor Motor Officer
AR-1717-0033

Armor Noncommissioned Officer (NCO)
AR- 2201 -0039

Armor Noncommissioned Officer (NCQ)
Candidate ( I ID)

, AR-2201-0006
Armor Noncommissioned Officer (NCO)
Candidate (11E)

AR-22010004 ,

Armor Officer Advanced
AR- 2201 -0123 ,

Armor Officer Basic
AR-P717-0039
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Armor Officer Basic (RA)
' AR-2201-0062

Armor Officer Candidate
AR-2201-0171

Armor Officer Career
AR -2201 -0123

Armor Officer Orientation
AR-1 7 17-0039

ArMor Radio Maintenance
AR-1715-0109

Armor Track Vehicle Mechanic
, AR-1703-0001

Armor Turret Maintenance
AR-1710-0003

Aimor Vehicle Maintenance Supervision
AR- 1703-0017

Associate Armor Compan3iOfficer
AR-2101-0098

Associate Armor Officer Advanced A-
AR-2201-0130

Associate Armor Officer Career
AR- 2201 -0109

Infantry Armor (IA-CMF) NCb
Advanced

AR-2201-0181
_ AR-2201-0184

Infantry ,Armor (IA-CMF) NCO Basic
AR-220I-0013
AR-2201-0134

Regular Army Armor Officer Basic
AR-220I-0062rai

Armorer
Unit and Organization Supply Specialist
and Armorer

AR- 1405.0061,

Armi
Small arms Repair

Army
Army Management

IArt Hier* ."

Air Defense Artillery (16-CMF) NCO
Basic '

AR-2201-0012,
Air Defense Artillery (27-CM F) NCO
Advanced (USAADS) ,

AR-2201-0196
Air Defense Artillery Automatic
Weapons Officer

A-R-2201-0172
Air Defense Artillery Automatic
Weapons Repair -

RAF1715 56
Air Defense Officer
Refresher

AR- 2201 -0090
Air Defense Artillery Officer Advanced,

AR 408 -0019'
Air Defense Artillery Officer is

AR-2201.0082
Air Defense Artillery Officer
Mobilization Advanced (Phases 1A,.11 IV
and VI)

, AR- 2201 -0112
Air Defense Artillery Officer
Mobilization Advanced (Phases II and II)

AR-2201-0112
Antiaircraft Artillery (AAA) Officer
Basic

AR-2201-0082
Antiaircraft Artillery (AAA)OperatiOns
and Intelligence Noncommissioned
Offider (NCO)

'AR-1713-0002
Antiaircraft Artillery Remotc Control
Repair

AR-1714-0005
Antiaircraft Artillery Remote Control
Repair (Basic)

AR-1715-0285

AR-220 1 -0096

AR-0326-0001

Antiaircfaft Artillery Repair.
AR-1 lt 1117

Artillery Ballistic Meteorology
AR- 304 2

Calibration' AR- 601-0037
Communication Enlis ed

AR-71715-0107
Communications Offieer ,

A1211715-0273
Communications Supervisors

AR-1715-0107
Communication Supervisiqn

AA-171543107
Fire Control System

Maintenance M33
AR-1715-0213

Artillery Fire Control Syslem
,

Maintenance SCR-584 and Diieetor M9 4,
or MIO .

A-40-715-0142
Artillery Fire Control System-
Maintenance T-38 ,

AR-1715-0215
Artillery Flash Rangi'ng Advanced

AR-1601-0025
Artillery Motor Transport

AR-1703-0020
Artillery Obseivation

AR-1601-0027
Artillery.Officer Advanced

AR-2201-0.129
ArtilleryOfficer Basic

- AR-2201-0191
Officer Career

AR-1408-0028
Artillery Radio Maintenance

AR-1715-0112
Artillery Repair

AR-171028
Artillery Sourui Ranging'

Artillery Sound Ranging (Advanced)
AR -,1715 -0153

Artillery Survey Advanced
AR-1661-0034

Artillery Survey Noncommissioned
Officer (NCO)

AR-,1601-0016
Artillery Survey Officer

Artillery

Artillery

Artillery

Artillery

Artillery

Artillery

KEYWORD INDEX, ,11C-1
Field At-tillery Ballistic'Missiiel°"-412;

, AR-14 . ,-...

,.. Field Artillery Patter), Gffieer
AR-171-<-'0281

.Field Artillery Cannon (FA-CMF) r4co .
Basic.

AR-220171'
Field Artillery Cannon (FA-CMF)
Ni7Ocornmissioned p rricer (NCO)
Advanced , '- 7.,

Refresher

Digital Automatic '

iLAteRr-2(F201Q-0A,,,,,'13

., .

Field Artillery Data ComputerMaintenance t .

AR-i.715..0218
Field Artillery jai
Computer (FADAC)

AR-1715-0°25
'Figld Artillery Field Grade Officer

. . -0142
Field ArtiUery Mechanic AR-2291

, AR=1710-°

Missile (FMA.c114-2F2)01.414-43030
0403 8

Field

. .

Advanced

Field Artillery AR-d-2Iv::;:::

Fie ki Artillery Missile (FM-CMF) INC
Bagib , . .

Field Artillery Missii-e .(atricAeN32as2?0970
01-0084

AR-1601-0033
Artillery Surveyor, NCO Basic

AR-1601-0045
. Artillery Survey Specialist

AR-I601-0034
Artillery Target Acquisition Officer

AR-I601-0027
ArtillerylTrack Vehicle Maintenance

AR -1703-
Artillery Mehicle Maintenance
Supervision

AR -1717-
Artillery Vehicle Maintenance-SupervisOr

11-1717-00314-,
Associate Air Defense A ery BatteryArt
Officer

AR-2201-0080
Associate- Antiaircraft Artiflery (AAAY
'Missile Battery Officer

AR-1715-0288
Associate Field Artillery Battery Officer

AR-2201-0135
AR-220I-0139

Associate Field Artillery Missile Battery
Officer

AR-220I-0135
Associate Field Artillery Officer
'Advanced

AR-1408-0042
Associate Field Artillery Officer Career

' A 1408-0042'
Field Artillery and Surface- -Surface

\Missile Battery Officer
R-1715-0281

4 )

Field Artillery Missiles (F.M-CMF) NCO.

.., FAidevIdanAcrtedill(4ejryS'AMissdes
(FM-.(

CO
?...1'MACS)

.

Field ArtikleryMissile:/RixAkRer2°.,...,1-71

Basic (USAFAS) ,
- AR-2201-0156

NOnconamissioned Officer (NCO) ''''''-: *

Field Artillery National QuArii-Rc1,202ffi°61-4)!:75
Candidate

61.0138
Field Artillery IncommissA Rion-e2d2 Oit-lCer
(NCO) Candid .

, . AR-220I_0174
Field Artillery Officer. Advanced

g -0028

Field Artillery Officer Basic
AR- 22010193

Field Artillery. Officer CandidRa-t2e2uo 0166AR-22v-R- 2201-0166
Field Artillery Officer Candidate r
(Reserve Component)

01-0168 .,

Field Artillery Officer Farniliarizatic ,2.

AFidevIdanAcrtedill(cpryhaseni---.t cliranMdolbiAlilliRza-2ti2on0lii :512

1 0AR-22--
Field Artillery 'Officer Orientation. . AR= 2201A43

_

Field- Artillery Officer .,ietnam
`Orientation -'

AR-22'°1-°9
Field Artillery
Intelligence Assistantrations

and

AR-140

Intelligence Assistant Skill Development

I AR-2201-0061
Field Artillery 9Peratiorns and

Base

AR.....201.017
zField Artillery Operations andintelligence Noncommissioned Officer

(NCO)

Field Artillery Radar - 5-0252AR-1,,1
Field Artillery Radardar Crewman' 0250

,AR-171-'4
Field Artillery Radar maintenancer

AR-11
_....,4.6176jz

' 'AR-2201-0001:
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Field Artillery R

Field Artillery Ra

Field Artillery Rada

Field Artillery Repaiy

' Field Artillery Target A

Field Artillery TransitiOn

.Light and Medium Towed
Mechanic A
1;ighi Antiaircraft Artillery

AR

WORD INDEX
ar OfficeAr

R -1715 -0252
Operation -0252

AR-1715-0250
Technician

AR- 1715-0177

AR-1710-0037
quisition Officer

AR-1601-0027
fficer
R-220I-0143
eld Artillery_

-2201-0106
ntenance
1601-0039

Marine Aitillery Operations C ref
01-0042

Scout ObserverMarine Artillery, AR-2
Medium and Heavy Antiaircraft
Maintenance

AR -17 -1

Medium Antiaircraft Artillery
Maintenance "t

Regular Army Air Defense Artillery
Officer Basic \ AR-220cie-e0127

AR-1710_6331

_13.eguiac,Arrny

Field
13asic \ - -

Senior Air Defense Artillery Officer
,AR- 2201 -0090

2201:0193

Senior Field Artillery
°WilcAR-2201 _0140

TurreArtillerY Repair
' "I AR-1710-0018

ARVN , '; .

\ . Military Assistance
ARVN Officer . , -

. .
ASC , ..

Overseas ASC Communieation
Equipment Repair

AR-1?15-13;
Overseas ASC IA Bypass Repair

ft
... 63.

A-.1715-0343

. .

Overses Automatic Switching Center
(ASC.) Technical Controller '

AR- 1715-0221

1-0145
rtillery

-0031

Assembler
Assembler Programming

AR-1401:0643
5360 Assembler Language

AR...402_0040

Alsignmerit
Special Assi gnment (SP-CMF) NCO
Advanced

Assistance

AR- I 408-0048

Military Assistance AdvisorASRe_c2t2t/ILToonit14

Military 'Assistance Officey Command
and Staff . ;D
-Military Assistance Prograthmer/Advisor

Malitap AsAistance Training Advisor

I

Assis mriMilitaP
ce

Operations OrientaOrientation
ry Training Advisor

" Security Assistance-Management
AR-1606-6024 ,

SeenrityAssistance Management-
Orientation Sittiirtity

AR-1606-002I
Associate

Army Associate Medical Service Officer
Advanced ,

r AR-1408-001gAssociate AAA avtd, SAM Officer
Advanced ,

AR-1408-0030Associate Adjutant General Company
Officer .

.

AR-1408-0058Associate Adjutant General Officer
Advanced

AR-1406-0010
Associate Adjutant General Officer
Career

AR-1402-002,8
Associate Air Pefense Artillery Battery
Officer

AR-2201-00g°Associate Air DefenseOfficer Advanced'
AR-t11-08-0030

Associate Air Defense Officer Career
AR-2201-0111

Associate' Armor Company Officer
Aft-2201-0698Associate Armor Officer Advanced
AR-2201-0130

Associate Armor Officer Career
AR-2201-0109

-Associate Army Logistics Management
AR-0326-0003

'Associate Army Medical Service
Company Officer

AR-2201-0188
Associate Army. Medical Service Officer ,

Advanced
AR-1408-0018

Associate Chaplain Officer Career
IgR-1513-00°1

AssOclate Chemical Officer Advanced
AR-1408-0047

Associate Chemical Officer Career
AR-I408-0041Assbciate CoMmand-and General Staff

Officer .

AR-I408-005?
Associate Engineer Officer Advanced

AR-I601-0036
Associate Field Artillery Battery Officer

AR-220I-0135
AR-2201-0139

. Associate Field Artillery Missile Battery
Officer

AR-2201-0135Associate Field Artillery Officer
Advanced

AR-1 408-0042
Associate Field Artillery Officer Career

AR-1408-0042
AssOciate Finance Officer Career

AR-1401-0018Associate Infantry Officer Career
AR-220I-0131Associate Logistics Executive

Development
AR-6326-0003

Associate Medical Service Corps Officer
Career

1 ARJ1408-0018
Associate Military Intelligence Officer
Advanced

, AR-It06-0077
Associate Military. Police Companyofficer

AR-1728-0005
Associate Military Police Officer
Advanced ./.!

.AR-1728-0031Associat Ordnance Company Officer
AR-I405-0037

Associate uartermaster Company
Officer

AR-1408-0033

o

Associate Quartermaster Officer
Advanced

AR- 1403-00094
Aisociate Quartermaster Officer Career

AR-1405-0046
- Associate SAM Officer Advanced

AR-1717-0035
Associate Signal Officer' Advanced

m4-1408;0023
Associate Signal Officer Career

AR-I408-0023
Associate Surface-to-Surface Missile
(SSM) Battery Officer

AR-1714-0013
Associate Transportation Officer Career

AR-0419-0018
ASTE

ASTE Operations

Atomic
AR-220I-0199

Atomic Defense at
AR-0802-0004

Atomic Demolition Muriiifons
AR-0802-0009

Atomic 'Demolition Munitions (Officer)
AR-OW/-0010

Atomic Weapons Elearohics (EntrY)
AR-,I715-0258

Audio
Audio Specialist

ARfl 715-0387
Information and Audio Visual (1V-C/AF)
NCO Advanced

' AR-2201;0043
Information and Audio Visual (IV-CMF)
NCO Basic (USASCS)

A11,1717-0053

Auditing
Auditing

AR-1401-0003
Auditing of Automatic Data Processing
Systems

AR- 1402 -0009.

Auditors
Automatic Data Processing for Auditors
( ADPAC)

AR-1402-0037

Aural Comprehension
Defense Language Institute Aural
Coniprehension Courses

DD-0602-0003

AITIODIN
AUTODIN Switching Center Specialist

AR-I402-001 I

Operations
Switching Center Traffic

AR-1404-0007

Automated

Staff Officer
Automated Communications Systems

AR -1402 -0019
Automated High Frequency Direction
Finding (TH) mFDaFi)IiitNerietanCcoentrol Station,.".

AR-1715-0404
Automated High Frequency Direction
Finding (HFDF) System Maintenance

AR-1715-0409
Automated High Frequency Direction
Finding (HFDF) System Operation
(EELPOT)

AR-1402-0056
Automated. Military Outpatient System
(AMOSIST) Training

AR-0709-0018

a



Automatic
Air Defense Artillery Automatic

. Weapons Officer
AR-220I-0172

Air Defense Artillery Automatic,
Weapons Repair

AR-1715-0256
AN/TTC-38(V) Automaiic Central
Office Supervisor

AR- 1715 -0364
Automatic Central Office AN/TTC-25
Repair

AR-1715-0365
Automatic Data Processing (ADP)
Repair, Phase VADMS Equipment
Repair

AR-1715-0068
Automatic Data Processing (ADP)
Repair, Phase VIIIAutomatic Central
Office Repair

AR- 1715 -0363
Automatic Digital Message Switch
Equipment Repair .

AR-1715-0068
-4--i6utomatic Digital Message Switching

Center (ADMSC) Technical Controller
AR- 1715 -0221

Automatic Digital Message Switching
Center Operation Supervisory

AR-I402-0020
Automatic Weapons Maintenance

AR- 1601 -0039
CH-54 Automatic Flight Control

Equipment Repair
AR -1715 -0205

Overieas Automatis Switching Center
(ASC) Technical Controller

AR-1715-0221

Automatic Data Processing
Auditing of Automatic Data Processing.
Systems

AR-I402-0009
Automatic Data Processing (ADP) .

Auxiliary Equipment Repair
AR -1715 -0039

Automatic Data Processing (ADP) ,

-Machine Operation Specialist
_ AR-1402-0030

Automatic Data Processing (ADP) .
Officer

AR-1402-0035
Automatic Data Processing (ADP)
Repair .

AR- I 7 15,003,8
Automatic Data Processing ( ADP)
Repair. Phase 1Computer Technology

AR-1715-0036
Automatic Data Processing (ADP)
Repair, Phase II-Card Processors U -1005
and U- 1004 /DLT -6 Repair

AR-1715-0044
Automatic Data ProcessiOg (ADP)
Repair, Phase 111NCR-500 Computer
Repair

AR-1715-0045
Automatic Data Processing (-ADP)
Repair, Phase IVADMS Peripheral
Equipment Repair

AR- I 715-0070
Automatic Data Processing ( ADP)
Repair, Phase VADMS Equipment
Repair

AR-1715-0068
Automatic Data Processing ( ADP)
Repair, Phase VIAutomatic Digital
Message Switching Center (ADMSC)
Repair

AR-1715-0046
Automatic Data Processing ( ADP)
Repair.. Phase VIIDigital Subscriber
Terminal Equipment (DSTE) Repair

AR-1715-0253

Automatic Data Processing (ADP)
Repair, Phase VIIIAutomatic Central

-Office Repair
AR-1715-0363

Automatic Data Processing for Auditors
(ADPAC) -

AR-I402-0037
Automatic Datz; Processing Intern
Program

AR- 1402 -0039
Automatic Data Processing System
(ADP) (FIELDATA) Auxiliary
Equipment Repair

AR -1715 -0039
'Automatic Data Processing System
(ADPS) (FIELDATA) Auxiliary
.Equipment Repair

AR -1715 -0039
Automatic Data Processing System
(ADPS) (FIELDATA) Repair

AR-1715-0038
Automatic Data Processing Systems
(ADPS) Console Operator

AR- I 402-0036
Automatic Data Processing Systems
Analysis

AR-I402-0003
Automatic Data Processing Systems
Analysis Officer

A R-1402-0003
Automatic Data Processing Systems for
Staff Ofticers

AR-1402-0031
Automatic Data Processing Systems
Programming

AR-I402-0010
Basic Automatic Data Processi ffgg
Systems Analysis

o AR- 1402 -0005

Automation
Telecommunication Automation
Software Technician

AR-I402-0006
Automotive

Armor Automotive Supervision
AR-1703-0017

Automotive Maintenance antl Repair
AR-1703-0014

Automotive Rebuild.
AR-1703-0013

Autom otive Repair
AR-1703-0011

Automotive Repair Parts, Skill
Development Base

AR-I405-0036
Automotive Repair Parts Specialist

AR-I405-0035
Infantry Automotive Supervision

AR-1703-0007
Warrant Officer Automotive Repair

AR-1703-0018

Aviation
Army Aviation
Officer

Army Aviation
Management

Artily Aviation
Orientation

Army Aviation

Army Aviation
Flight Training

Command and Staff

AR-220I-0122
Maintenance

AR-1717-0009
Medical OffiCer

A R-2201-0086
Medicine (Basic)

AR-0799-0005
Primary and Tactical

Army Aviation Tactics
AR-1606-0120

AR-I606-0107
AR-1606-9115

Army Aviation Tactic's Refresher -
AR-1606-1)099

o
1[
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Aviation Command and ResourCe
Management

AR -1408 -0036
Aviation Electronic Equipment
Maintenance

AR-1,715-0347
Aviation Electronic Equipment Repair

AR-17.15-0335
Aviation Officer (Advanced)

AR-1606-0110
Aviation Staff Officer

AR-2201-0 122
Aviation Warrant Officei Advanced

AR-I408-0063
AR:1606-0121

Aviation Warrant Officer Intermediate
AR-1606-0121

Aviator
AC-I (Caribou) Aviator Transition

AR-1606-0416
AH-IG Aviator Qualification

AR-1606-0058
AO-1 (Mohawk) Aviator Transition

AR-1'606-0 122
Army. Aviator Basic night Training
(Helicopter)

AR-1606-0112
Army Aviator - Helicopter

' AR -1606 -0105
CH-37 (Mojave) Aviator Transition

AR-1606-0051
CH-47 Aviator Qualification

AR-I606-0064
Officer Fixed Wing AviatorAdvanced
Contact and Tactics Phase

AR -1606 -0066
Officer Fixed Wing AviatorInstruments
Phase

AR-1606-0067
Officer Fixed Wing Aviator Primary
Phase

AR-1606-0065
, Officer/Warrant Officer Fixed Wing ,

Aviator.
AR-1606-0068

Officer/Warrant Officei Fixed Wing
AyiatorAdvanced Contact and Tactics
Phase

AR-1606-0066.
Officer/Warrant Officer Fixed Wing
AviatorInstruments Phase `

AR-1606-0067
Officer/Warrant Officer Fixed Wing
AviatorPrimary Phase

AR-I606-0065
Officer/Warrant Officer Rotary Win
AviatorAviator

AR-1606-0074
OH-58 Aviator Qualification

AR-1 606-0048
OH-6 Aviator Qualification

AR-1606-0027
OV-1 Aviator Qualification,

AR=1606-0122
OV- 1 D (Mohawk) Aviator Comb
Surveillance Qualification ,

CiAR-1715 133 .
OV-I /Mohawk) Aviator Combat
Surveillance Qualification

. AR-1606-0093.
OV -i (MoIlhawk) Aviator Transition

A011606-0122
TOW Cobra Aviator Qualification

AR-1606-007.1
U -21 Aviator Qualification

AR-I606-0091
U- 8DiatorQualification

I AR -1606 -0104
U-8D (Seminole) Aviator. Qualification

AR-1606.0104
UH-1 Aviator Qualification

(I AR-1606-0049
UH- 1 Aviator Qualification (Navy)

AR- 1 606 -0060
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Warrant Officer Candidate Rotary Wing
Aviator

AR-1606-0075
Warrant Officer Fixed Wing.
Aviator-=Advaliced Contact and Tactics

-Phase .
.r. AR-I606-0066

Warrant Officer Fixed Wing
AviatorInstruments PhaSe

A R -1606 -0067
Warrant Officer Fixed Wing
AviatorPrimary Phase

AR-1606-0065
Aviators '

Essential Medical Training for AMEDD
Aviators Associate

\ AR-07199-0007
Essential Medical Training for AMEDD
Aviators Nonresident/Resident

AR--0799-0007
Essential Medical' wrung for AMEDg
(Army MedicarService) Aviators .

AR-0801-0001

.(Avionic
Avionic t ornmunica tiOns Equipment
Repair

AR- 1715 -0336
Avionic Equipment Mairnteliance
Supervisor

AR-1715-0277
Avionic Flight Control Equipment Repair

- ';\ AR- 1715 -0337
Avionic Navigation Equipment Repair

AR-1715-0340
Avionic RadarEquipment Repairman

AR-1715-0143

Avionics
Avionics Mechanic .

. , AR -1715 -0338
Avionics Mechanie Skill Development
Base r ", ,..

' \ : AR- 1704 -0009
Basic Avionics Mainten nce Officec,

_, Aft -1715 -0334

Backbone
Digital European Backbbri (DE)B)
Communications Systems Repair

AR -1715 -0396

Baking
Baking

Bread Baking

Ballistic

AR-1729-0010

AR-1729-0010

Artillery Ballistic MekeorOlogy
AR- 1304 -0002

Ballistic Meteorology Crewman, Skill
Development Base

AR-1715-0121
Ballistic Meteorology Crewman,
Specialist Candidate

AR_-_1715-0121
Ballistic Missile DigitalComputer Repair
( Pershing)

. AR-1715-0040
Ballistic Missile DigitallEquipment
Repair (Pershing)

AR-1715-0118
' Ballistic Missilc Electrical Mechanical- r

t Repair (Pershing)
AR-1715-0122

Ballistic Missile General Support Shop
. Set Repair (Sergeant)

'AR-171.5-0116
Ballistic Missile Guidance and Control
Repair

AR_ 1715 -0104
Ballistic Missile Guidance and Control
Repair evershing) .

AR-1715-0079.

ti

Ballistic Missile Helper
`:". AR-1715-0082

Ballistic Mis sile Helper (Entry)
AR- 1715 -0082

Ballistic Missil rtial Guidance and
' Control Repair rshing)

AR-1715-0103
Ballistic Missile Inertial Guidance and
Control Repair (Sergeant) -

,AR-1715-0312
Ballistic Missile Maintenance Technician
(Pershing)

AR-1715-0078
Ballistic Missile Maintenance Technician
(Sergeant)

AR-1715-0246
Ballistic Missile Propulsion and
Structures Repair (Pershing)

AR-1715-0075 '
Ballistic Missile Repair (21-CMF) NCO
Advanced (USAMMCg)

AR-1717-0050
Ballistic Missile RocketMoior and
Structikes Repair (Sergeant)

AR-1715-0088'
Ballistic Missiles Propulsion and.
Structures Repair

AR-1 704*-0089
Ballistic Missile Test Station Repair
(Pershing) )

AR-1715-0089
Ballistic Missile Test Station Repair
( Sergeant)

AR-1715.,0100
-Fief' Artillery Ballistic Missile Officer

. AR- 1402 -0026
Safeguard Ballistic Missile Defense Unit
Commander

Ballistic Missile
Ballistic Missile'Test

Ballistic Missile Test
(Mcistone)

AR- 1715 -0379

Instrument Repair
AR-1715-0348 -

Instrument Repair.

AR-1715-0348
gee

Bandmaster
43andrnaster reparatOry

s
Bandwpan

Advance Bandsman

ARTI 205-0001

AR-1 205-0001

Ba.Sic

Defense Language Institute Bask
Courses (1954-1956)

DD-b602-0001
Defer;se Language Institute Basic
Courses (After 1956)

I3D-0602-0002
WAC'Officer Itfasic

AR- 1404 -0012
WAC Officer Ba,sic/WAC Officer
Candidate

AR-1404-0012

Basic intermediate
Defense Language Institute Extended or
Basic -Intermediate Courses

D6:0602-0005

Bath
Laundry, Bath and Impregnation

AR=1,716-0005

Battalion
Battalion Surgeon Assistant

AR-0709;0011

Battery 43 a

AAA and Surface-to-Air Missile Battery
OffiZer

-ii

AR-1601-0032

Ats,i/MS0-.18 Battery Terminal
Equityrient Maintenance

Al2=1715-0058
Army. Air Defense Battery Officer

AR-I601-0032
Associate Air Defense Artillery Battery
Officer

_AR-2201-0080%,...
Associate Air Defense Missile ,Battery
Officer

AR-1715-0288
Associate Antiaircraft Artillery (AAA)
Missile Batterys0fficer

4 AR-1715-0288
Associate,Field Artillery Battery dicker

AR-220I-0135
AR-220I-0139

, Associate Field,Artillery Missile Battery
Officer

AR-2201-0135
. Associate Surface-to-Air M_ issile (SAM)

, Battery Officer
'AR-1715-0288

Associate Surface-to-Surface Migile.
(SSM) Battery Officer

AR- 1714 -0013
Field Artillery and Surface-to-Surface
Missile Battery Officer fr'

AR;1715-0281.
Field Artillery Battery Officer

AR-1715-0281
Hawk Pulse Acquisition Radar and
'Battery Control Center,-Maintenance

AR-1715=0211
Hawk Pulse Acquisition Radar and
Battery Control Central Maintenance

-AR-1715-0211
Hawk PulsA Acquisition Radar and
Battery Control Repair

AR-1715-0159
Improved Alternate Battery Acquisition
Radar Maintenance Transition\ Aa-1715-0174
Lacrosse Firing Battery ,, Illr

s,. AR- 2201 -0089
Missile Master Battery Terminal
Equipment Maintenance..

-, AR- 1715 -0087
Sergeant Missile Battery

1715-0102
Sergeant Missile Battery 0

A - 715-0102
Behavior

Human Behavior in Organizations
.h.ik AR-0326-0027

Beaavioral.
Behavioral Science Specialist .

AR-I512-0006

Biological
Chemical, Bidlogical, Radiological

IR-0802-0003
Chemical, Biological. Radiological
Enlisted with ARADCOM Track

AR-0802-0003
Nuclear, Biological. and Chemical
(NBC) Weapons Employment

AR-220I-0187
Nuclear, Biological and Chemical (NBC)

. Weapons Target Analysis
AR-2201-0154

aAR-2201-0187
Nuclear, Biological. Chemical Enlisted

AR-0802-0003
USARADCOM Chemical, Biological
and Racliological Noncommissioned
Officer

AR-2201-0067

Enlisted

Biomedical
Biomedical Electronic Equipment
Maintenance



AR-1715-0311
Biomedical Eq ipment Maintenance

AR-1715-0316
Biomedical (uipment Maintenance
(Advanced)

, ,..., AR -1715 -0317
Biomedical X-Ray Equipment
Maintenance 7 . .'

. ,.I. AR-1715-0394
Blood

-.:

.
_,

Blood Bariking
.

,

. AR-0702-0004
. Blciod Grouping, Collecting and

Processing
AR-0702-0003

Boais:vnin 44 '
Harbor Crat Boatswain

Body
Metal Body Repair

Boilermaker
Boilermaker

0

Brace
Brace gpecialist

Brake
Air Br

Branch

AR-2201-0036

AR-1703-0012

_

AR- 1710 -0023

AR-0704-0006

Repair
AR-I 703-0008_

Branch Immaterial Officer Candidate
t AR-2201-0182

Bread
;Bread Baking

Bridge
Powered Bridge OperatOr

AR-2201-0180

Bridging
Combat Engineering, Bridging/. and
Construction Supervision

AR-1601-6018

AR -1729-60 10

Broadcast
Broadcast Officer

BroadcastSpcialist
1ID-0505-0002

DO-0505-0001
Nry Broadcast Teyminal Operator

AR-17,15-0342

Broadcaster
Information Specialist (Broadcaster)

DD-0505-(8)01

Budgeting !

Planning, Programming and Budgeting
Systems . "'N

4 \LA R-1408-0001
Programming and Budgeting

AR-1408-0001

Bulgarian
Bulgarian

Burmese
'Burmese

4

Business

DD- 0602 -000 I
Db-0602-0002
DD-0602-0003
DD-0602-0006(

--47/

Dp-0602-0002
-0602-0003

Business Systems Analysis .1

AR-1402-0048

Bypass
Overseas AS UPS Bypass Repair

' AR-1715-0343

Cable
Cable Splicer.NOncommissioned Officer
(NCO) Basic 0

AR-220I-0076
Cable Splicing

Cadre
Lance Cqdre

Calibration
Artillery Calibration,

; AR-1601-0037
Calibratierif4chnician-and Specialisi' AR-1715-0354
instru t Calibration and Maintenance
(35.0 ) CO Basic.

AR -1715 -0020

AR-1714-0016

AR-2201-0011.

'Camera
Camera Eqltipment Repair .

AR- 1 72-1 -D006

CAMG
CAMG OffiCir Advanced

AR-1408-0049

Camouflage .

Carnpuflage Course, Enlisted
AR:220 I -0027

amouflage Officer

Officers Camouflage
AR-2201-0023

411±1201-0023

Cannon,
Field ArtilleFy Cannon (FA-CMF) NCO
Basic

AR- 2201 -0071
Field Artillery Cannon (FA-CMF)
Noncommissioned Officer (NCO) '-
Advanced

-- AR- 2201 -0213
Canvas

Canvas and [leather Repair
AR-1716-0003

Canvas and Webbed Equipage Repair
AR-1716-0003

Carburetor
Aircraft Carburetor Repair

AR-704-0014
Card

1005 Card Processor Programmer
AR1402-001,8*

Army curity Agency Card and Tape
Writer 0. . AR-I402-0038
Auttimatic Data Processing (ADP)
Repair, Phase II-Card Processors U-1005
and U-1004/DLT-6 Repair

( . AR-1715-0044
Card Processors U-1005 and '

1004/DLT- Repair

Greer
Army Career Counseling

'AR-1406-0017
Army Accriiiting and Career Counseling

AR-I406-0020

AR-1715-0044

Carer Counselor.
AR-1406-002

Cargo
Cargo Handler

AR-0419-0(101
Cargo Handler (SU-CMPI) NCO /
Advanced a

/
AR-0419/0010

4 E 3

,KEY WORD *INDEX K-11
Cargo Handler Supervisor

- . AR-0419-0004 -
-Cargo Officer

' AR-0419-
"41/4Ttlity and Cargo, Single-Rotor

Helicopter Maintenance
AR- 1704-

' Utility and Cargo'Single-Rifittir
Helicopter Repair

, Xii:704-005
Utility and Cargo. TanderOolor/
Helicopter Maintenance -14

Caribou
.AC-I (Caribou) Aviator Trandition k_

AR- I 606/0116
CV-2 (Ciribou) Instructor Pot
Qualification

AR-160670096
mon -

AR-1606-0116',

Equipment

CV-2 (Caribou) Pilot Tra

Carrier
Basic Fixed Plant Carrie
R6paii

/ AR-1715-0051
Basic Fladi6 Relay and/farrie'r Repair

/ AR-171541184
Currier Equipment,Ftepair !

AR-1715-0111
Field Carrier Equipment Repair

/ 'AR-1715-0111
Fixed Plant.Carrie1 Equipnient Repair

/ AR-1715-0125
Radio Relay anri carrier AttendantSkill
Development B.:11.

/ .. AR-1715-0064
' Radio Relay and Carnier'Repair

AR-17,15-0111
Repeatei and Cap-ier Equipment
Installation and Maintenance

AR-1715-0111

Cartographic' ;
Advanced Photogrammetric
Cartographic Techniques

DD-1601-6005
Basic Photogrammetric Cartographic
Techniques ,

Cartographic Drafting

Cataloging
AMC Cataloging

Army cataloging '

Cavalry ..' - -

/Air Cavalry/Attack Helicopter
Commander's Training

' AR-1606-0054'

CBR Enlisted
3R '

..

V
AR:0802-0003

-CBR Officer

DD-1601-0001

AR -17 13 -0006
DD-1713-0002

AR-140?-0082

AR-1415-0082

AR-0802-0011
CBR Officer With ARADCOM Track

AR-0802-0011
USARADCOM CBR NCO

AR-2201-0067
USARADCOM CBR Officer Course

AR -22011 -0051

CCSS
Commodity Command Standard System
(CCSS) Army Stock Fund

AR-1405-0086
Commodity command Standard System
(CCSS) Procurement and Production

AR -1405 -0085

a
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Conimoclity Command Standard Sy tem
ICCSS) Stock Control

AR-I40 -0p84
Commodity Command Standard System
(CCSS) Stipp ly Managenient

AR- 140510083`
Central

.) Central Office Supervision
AR-1408-0017 .-

CentralOffice-Switchboard Opgrator
AR- 1404 -Q004

Central Office Tele,phbne Switchboard .;
Operation' .0

A-R-1404-0004
''Manuil Central Office Repair, Skill

DevelOpment Eta-Se

CFjR .s -

AR-1315-0051

--..
Cooperative Fuels Risearch (CFR) Test `1

. Engine

CH-2f
CH -2l (Shawnee) Pilot Transition

) AR-1606

AR-1 703-0010

CH-34'.
CH-34 Helicopte4 Atpair

AR-1704
CH-3 instructor Pilot Qualification

.1 411
, AR-I606

CH-37 .

CH-37 Helicopter Repair
704-0049

CH-37 Instructor Pilot Qualificatiop
AR-1

. CH-37 (Mojave) Aviator Trails- on .

/ A 606:0052
C1-1-3',(Mojaic:.) Natiitn yard-.
Transition and Instructor
PilotInstructor Pilot Phase

AR 64)055
CH-37 (Mojave) National Guard

Transition and Instructor
PilotTransitioit Phase

g AR-l606 -0056
-

-47 AircrafeRepair Transition
AR-1704-0034

C,1-1247 Aviator Qualification.
; AR-1606-0064

(Chinook) Instructor Pilot
-' Qualification

N. . AR-16 6-0043 -
CH-47(Chinook )Pilot- 'Transition

t, ARe1606-0064
CH-47 Helicopter Repair

AR-1704-0034
CH:47 Helicopter Repair Skill

4

AR-I606-0052
CH-54 Instractor Pilot Qualification

AR -1606 -0052
CH-54 Pilcit Transition

AR-16067.0046
Chaparral

Chaparral System Mechanic
AR-1715-0120

Chaparral /Vulcan Officer and
Noncommissioned Officer QualificatiOn

ilqbk,'" AR-2201-0063
Chaparral/VulcAofficsrQualifiCation

AR-2201-0063
Chaparral/Vulcan System Technicians

AR-1715-001,
Chaplain

Associate Chaplain Officer C,preer
Ant-1513-0004

Chaplain Enlisted Assistant Technical
Training -

AR-1408-0006
Chaplain Officer Advanced 3..*

AR-1408-0071
. Chaplain Officer Basic .

AR- 1408-0065
Chaplain Officer Career .

AR-1408:007A
Chaplain Officer Orientation

AR-l408-0065
:apparal

, 4

. Chapparal/Vulcan Noncoirimistioned
Officer (NCO) Qualification

, AR-n01-0169
,Charting.

Decca Charting and Reproditction
AR-1713-0001

Mapping, Charting, 'and Gspere'sy Officer
.1413=1601 -0007

Chemical
Advanced Chemical NCO (Staff '
Specialist)

° AR-220117
Advanced Chemical Noncommission d
Officer (N(0)

AR-2201-0117'
Assotiaie Chemical Oft''' Advanced

AR-I408-0047
Associate Chemical Offi r Career

AR-I408-0041
Chemical (54-CMF) Ncincommissioned
Officer (NCO) Advanced-

AR-220I-0029 ,
Chemical. Analyst

7

Development Base
AR-17(14-0028

CH-47 Heliccipter RepairtSpecialist
'Candidate

AR-1704-0028._
CH-47 Instructor Pilot

AR-1606-0043
CH-54 c

CH-54 Automatic Flight Control
Equipment Repair

AR-I.715-0205
CH-54 Aviation Qualification r

AR-1606-004So
CH-5,4 Helicopter Repair

AR- 1704 -0071
CH-54 Helicopter RepairSkill

° Development Base
..i*VeCtCH-54 Helicopter Repair Spec lip

Candidate

to'
-0061

Mil' -0061
CH-54 1nStructor Pilot J.

"4 '

t

AR- I 601-0004
Chemical Balk NCO ,

AR-2201-0031;
Chemical, BiolOgical, Radiological .

Enlisted
A R- 0802 -0003 .

_ Chemical, Biological. Radiological
Enlisted with ARADCOM Track

AR-0802-0003
Chemical (CL-CME) NCO Advanced

AR-2201-0029
° ehethical Company Officer

AR-2201-0128
:Chemical Corps Orientation

AR-1717-0045
ChemiCal (Entry)

',AR-220 l-0077
Chemical Equipment Repair

AR- 1601 -0042
Chemical Equipment Repair Supervisdh

AR-2201,0179
'Chemical Field Grade Officer Refresher'

.AR-2201-0118
Chemical Laboratory

AR-1303t0001,
Chemical Laboratory Procedures

e AR-I ,03-0001
Chemical Officer Advanced

AR -1408 -0046
AR-1720-0001

Cheinical Officer Basic

Chemical Officer Career
AR-2201-0I77--

AR- 1408-0046
Chemical Officer Familiarization

AR-2201-0149
Chemical 'Officer Orientation

AR-220I-0177 .
Chemicl Operations Apprentice .

i10 AR, -22%1-0077,
Chemical Staff Specialist -"' , (

AR-2201*-0061ib-)
CheMical Staff Supervision

AR:-.2201-0117
Chemical Supply

5, AR-I405-0030
Chemical Supply Supervision

AR-14054355-0

Nuclear and Chemical Target Analysts-
, AR-22014d150

AR-2'201187(
INNuacIcea; and Chemical'Targei AnalYsis

-AR-2201.0151
Nuclear, Biological, and Chemical
(NBC) Weapons Employment

AR-2201-0187
Nuclear, Biolpgical and Chemical (NBC)
Weapons .Target Analysis '

AR12201-0154
, AR-2201-0187,

Nuclear, Biological, Chemical. Enlisted
AR-08021000

Ordnance Officer Basie Chet kid
age-1405

USARADCOM Chemical, Rio gical,
and Radiological N8nCommissioned
Officer

AR-2201-0067,
Chemist
- Forensic Chemist

Forensic Drqg Chemist

Chesidstry.
Forensic ChemistryTrace ER.vcjd4oenci_004e

AR/ -4 601-* ,0004
-

A

,Chlef
Chief Ntirses' Orientation

AR-0703-0002
Chinese

Basic ChineseRefresher
DD- 0602 -0011

ChbritfeCantonese
ChineseCantonese

DD-0602-0001
DD41602-0002

.ChineseFuldenese
Chinese-TFukienese

DD-0602-0002

Chinese-:-Niadarin

DD '0602 -0001
ChineseMandarin

DD-0602-0002
Db-0602-0003
DD-0602-0005
DD- 0602 -0006
DD-0602-0007'
DD-0602-0009

ChineseRefresher
Basic ChineseRefresher

DD-0602-0011

CRInese'roishan
ChineseToishan

' DD-0602-0002
,



...,...r----' COBET
H-47 (Chinook) Instructorructor Pilot -

lification ' ...7."' '.
_Basic ectronics Train

(C BET)*-,Mod kl, 201, 2, 202, 3.
103, 4, 5/9 and .

. .

AL1715-0384
Commgr(Basic EieCtronics'Traini
(COBET)MOdulsis I-IV s

-0389

AR -1606 -0043
14417(Chinook)Pilor Trarnition

14R:1606-0064

MOC -
Criminal I n v e itigal or Logisties
Managmeno-Orientation (CILMbc

,
....Ciphoni

...
Programming

4,- ,AR4'40 '-0047
J 1 Fixed Ciph Repair COBOL. pRbgramming Advanced

AR- 1'715-0096 ...-
2. ' * - AR-1402-0046

N'itiltichaneel [phony S tera TSEC/CY- -. .Cob
' ' 104 Repait ' ,-- t , TO tCAR- 1715 -03$8 ol;ra Aviator Qualification .

_ ' AR- 1606 -0071

AR-1728-0026
COBOL

C6BOV. Programming
1 h. AR-1 2-0032

1

)CSlt
Circuit CoriditiOuing , .

2. ,- , AR,1'715-0196
Tactical Circuit Chntrolles, - P .... aintenance

_.:, AR-4715-0058. : -) .

;(4,R-17140001 AN/ IN-3$ and AtIMSO718 Coder-
i . Decoder G. 01-!P Maintenance:.1. Af_ i .j i 5.4)058

-* °DC. ''rs..6 nits! and Coder-ROcoderAR- 1513 -0003 -'' .1 ra e

C er R.

N/MSQ-I8 Coder-Decoder Grotip

Civic , -t

. Civic Action

: Civil '#:
e Civil Affairs

s AR 1 11 -0002
.I:A Civil bfairiAdvisor7Vietnam

AR-1513-0004
Civil'Affairs and Militaryovernment
Officer

_ . AR-2201-04-48
(c)ift Affairs and Military Government .

er
AR-I408-0049

'Civil Affairs in the Cold War
'Aft-1511-0008

Civil Affairs Officer
AR-I511-

- Civil-Military Operations
AR-2201;0047

DistrAt and Civil Affairs Advisor
(Vietnam)

AR- I 513-0004
Clerkal

Clerical ProCedures ijid TypingWAC;
. AR-1409-0001

Typing and-Clerical Procedures*AC
AR-I409-0001

Clerk
Legal Clerk

Clinical
AR-1403:60,22

Allergy- /Clinical Immunology Specialist
AR-0709-001

Army Medical Department ClinicalrHea
- Nurse

AR-0703-0003
Clinical Psychology' Enlisted

.4,1?-.) 5 t 2-otio4
. Clinical Psychology Procedures

AR- I 512-0004

AR-0709-0009
Clinieal'Specialist (Primary Technical)

. AR- 0709 -0Q19
Clinical Technician

AR-0799-0066'
Medical Departinent Officer.Clinical
Head Nurse

Club
Club 'Management

AR-070370003

AR-17r9-0012

Qnsup epair

Civil Affai

AR-I:715:0237

in the Cold War
AR- 1511-0008

1Coll
rain ental Collection System

MaidtenanCe
AW1715-0410

Space, Collection (SPAC I-) Operations
AR-2201-0203

Telemetry Collection Operations.
1 AR-2201.40203

Cannibal pi
CoinbatAren SurveillanCe Radar Reilair

Aft-171510229
Cofnbat Area SUrveillariceRadar
Repairman

_ AR-1715-0147
1Cornbattrea Surveillance Radar Repair.

- AR-1717-0017
Combat Area Surveillanbe Radar Repair,

SIC Development Base

Specialist Candidate
A14-1717-0017°

Combat Communications-Electro
Advanced

AR -1402 -0049
Cdmbat Enpa,ineering; Bridging, and
Constfuction-Supervisio

' AR-1601-0018
Combat Engineering E MF) NCO
Advanced

4R-1601-0013
Combat Engineering (CE-C,/v1F) -NCO
Basic

A R-6.710 -0041
Co bit Engiqeering.NCO Basic

AR-1710-0041

N
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Combat MissileSystem.Repair (Redeye- .
. Shillelagh-Tow)

AR-1715-0115 -
Combat Support Missile System Repair

AR-1715-02p
Combat Surveillance and Target
AcquisitiOn NCO Advanced

- -AR-2201.0183
Combat Surveillance and Target
Acquisition Noncommissioned Officer .

'(NCO) Basic
AR-2261-0186

COmbat Stirveillance and Target
Acquisition (SA-CMF) NCO Advanced

AR-220I-0183
Combat Surveillance and Target
Acquisition (SA-CME) NCO Basic

AR-1717-0018
AR-2201-0002

Combat Surveillance Photographic
.Equipment Repair

AR-1715,0346
Land Cornbat Support Missile System
Repair Technician

AR-1715-0130
Land Combat SUppon-Syste,m
(LCSS)Missile Maintenance .

Noneoromissioned Officer (NCO).
Advanced _ ,

AR-171/-0030
Leif Combat Support System Test

. -AR-1715-.6231
Spepialist

1.'0V-4(Mohawk) Aviator Combat .

Surveillance Qualification - -...
Iv AR-1606-6092

enmittand
,.--

Air Defense Command and Control
Systems Operator
4 0 AR- 2201 -0059

AR-2 201.01 25
Air Defenskommand, Control, nd. --

. Coordination Systems Operator
,

0 AR-22 I-00At'
Army Air Defense Command P

-Controller.. / ,t 2201 -0081
Army 'Aviation Command iireStaff` "-----s
Officer --e .

AR-2201-0122
Army Materiel.Command.lnstallaticin
Management .

_ AR-0326-0017
Associate Command and General Staff '.

- Officer
AR- 1408 -0Q59

- Command and Control ,
DD-140270601....

Command and General Staff Officer
AR- 1511 -0006

Command and General Staff Officer
Regular

iAR-1511-0W41_
Command and Staff Officer Cover and ,

. Deception - .

J7
AR-1696-0023.

Command and Staff Officer Electronic
Warfare,'" 1

AR-1715-0014
Command Management

AR-0326-0001 .'
Ciimenodity Command Standard System
(CCSS) Army Stock Fund

AR-I405-0086
Commodity Command Standard System
(CCSS) Procurement and Pkoduction

AR-44:405-0085
Commodity Command Standard System
(CCSS) Stock Control

AR-1405-0084
't Commodity-Command Standard-System

(CCSS) Supply Management
AR -1405 -0083

Combat Missile Maintenaete'(27-CMF)
NOD Advanced (USAADS)

- 1 . AR-2
Combat Missile Maintenance (2
NCO Advanced (USAMMCS)

-'Combat hfissIles
NCO Basic

Combat Migsile
NCO Basic

Combat Missile

01-0196
CMF).

. AR- 2201 -0001
Maintenance (27-CMF)"

AR-1715-0106
Mechanic ( 271-CMF)°'.

AR-2201-45211
System Repair -

AR-1715-0115
4Eik,

r .

4 9
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DAR
PhYsi

,

M,Cornmodity Command
Inventory Management

AR-I405-0088
oinmand and Staff

. AR- 2201 -0105
far. Comriland and General Staff

icer

camiander
AR - 1514-0006

Photographic Unit Commandet
AR-1709-0006

Pictorial Unit Commander 4
AR-1709-0006,i yictorial tit Commander and Motion

.) Picture and Telesvision_Director.
AR- I 709-0006

Commissary
Air Fore CoMmissdry Management

.AR-0406-0002
Commissary Administration Management

AR-0406-0004
Cfnmis.sary Management

AR-0406-0003
Commissary Meat Market Management

AR-0406.0005
Commissary. Middle Managentent, Phase
1 (Commissary Store Management)

AR-0406-0006
Commissary iddie Management, Phase
11 (Commis ry Meat Market
Management

AR-0406-0005
Commissary.Middle -Management, Phase
Ill (Commissary Produce Management

AR-0406-0001,
Commissary Middle_ Management, Phase

__IV (Commissary Administration
Management)

Commissary Officer
AR-0406-0003

Commissary, Operations
AR-0406-0003

Commissary 'ProducetManagemenf
- AR-0406-0001

Commissary Store Management
AR-0406-0006

Commodity..
Commodity Command' Standard System

o (CCSS) Army Stock Fund
mid AR-1405:0086

Com ity Command Standard System
(CCSS) Procurement and Production

AR-1405-0085
Commodity Command Standard System
(CCSS) Stock Control

AR -1405 -0084
Commodity Command Standard System
(CCSS) Supply.ranagement

AR-I405-0083
DARCOM Commodity Command
Physical Inventory Management

AR-1405,0088
Quartermaster Commodity

AR-0326-00Q2

AR-0406-0004
,

Common
Common Basic

.
Electronics Training -

(COBET)---hfudules 1, 201', 2, 202, 3;
303, 4, 5/6 and 7

AR-1715-0389
Common Basic Electronics Training °-
(COBlET)Modules 1-1V

. AR-1715-0389
Communication

ADMSC Communication'Erlu ipinent
Repair .

,

AR-1715-0161'
Armor Communication.

AR-1715-0283
Armor Communicatidn,Chief

AR-1715-0110

. Armor Comenunication Officer Data Communications Terminal
AR-11.15-0283 d; Specialist

Armor Communication Supervision
AR-1715-0150

Communication Center rations
N715-0331 -

Cominunication Center Spe
AR-I409-0006

Infantry Communication Supervision
AR- 1714 -0004

Overseas ASC Commuhication
' Equipment Re it

AR-I 5-0163
TroposphericAatter CommurTicatFon
Equipment Repair ."

AR-17 5-0028.

-Communications
Air Traffic Control Communications Set
AN/FSQ-75Repair 0"

AR-1715-0032
Area Communications Systems
Operations

. AR-1715-0264
Artillery Communications Officer

AR-1715-0273
Artillery Comenenications

AR-171 107
Automated Commu ations Systems
Staff OffiCer

II X-

AR-1402-0019
Avionic Communications Equipment
Repair

AR-1715 :0336
Combat Communications-Eleetronics
Advanced

AR-I402-0049
CoMmunications and ElectrOnics Staff
Officer

AR -1715 -0226
CoMmunications Center Operation

AR-I404-0013
ComMunications Central AN/TSC-3813.
Repair

AR- I 715-0197
Comegunications Chief

. AR-1715-0092
Communications-Electronics
Maintenance Warrant Officer
Intermediate

' A141795-0059
Communications-Electronics Repair
Parts SpecialiSt

AR:1405-0017
Com municetions-Electronics Repair
Parts Specialist, Skill Development Base

AR-1405-0019
Communications-Electronics Systems
Engineer

R -1715- -0254
Commun tions-El ronics Warrant
Officer Advan e

AR- 1715 -0395
Communications Officer

. AR-I 715-0226
Comthunications Operations (CO-CMF)
NCO Advanced

' AR: I 408-0020,
\ AR-1408-0045

Communications Opetations (CO-CMF)
NCO Basic . AR-171,-0016"
communications Operationi (CO-CME)

CO Basic (USASCS)
AR-1715-0021

CommunicatiOns.Security Analysis
AR -1606

Communications Security Analyst

Communications Security Monit
AR,1404-0065

Data ComMunications Switc hing Center
Specialist

AR-1404-0007

79-

i

I

AR-1715-0043"
0 Defense Special Secunty

Comrti0nications System Operator
AR-1715-0267

Digital European-Backbone (DEB) .

Communications'Systems Repair -

AR-1715-0396
Field Communications-Electronics,
Eqiiipment Mechanic

AR-1715-0091
Field Communications - Electronics
Equipment Repair

AR-17105-0091
Fixed Plant Commenications Equipment
Maintenance (CM-CMF) NCO 0

AdvanCed .

AR -1717 -0015
Fixed Plain COminuniCations Equipment

'Maintenance (CM-CMF) NCO Basic
AR -1717 -0046 .r

Infantry Communications Officer
AR-1715-0193

Multichaneel communications
-Equipment Operator

- AR -1715 -0053
Multichannel Communications ,

Equipment Repair
AR-1715-0111

Non-Morse Communications Analyst
AR-1606-001 I

Satellite Communications

Satellite Communications

Satellite Communications
Equipment Repairman,

Satellite CoMmunications

Satellite 'Communications

Controller
AR-1715-0344 ."
Fundamentals
AR-I 715-0074

Gibund Station s

AR-1715-0037
Officer
AR-1715-0148
PRE NET

AR -1715 -0074
Satellite ComnfUnications Terminal
Repair

AR-1715-0037
Satellite Communications Termittels
AN/ESC-78( and AN/FSC-79
Operation and aintenance Training ..

AR,! 7,15 -0345

Systems
Special Fo ase Communications

AR- 1715 -006b
Supervisory Field Communications
Equipment Maintenance

AR-1715-0008.
Supervisory Fixed Station "

Communications Maintenance
AR-1715-0026

Tactical Communications Chief NCO
Basic

Tactical Communicaf
Development Rase

Telephone-Digital C
Officer

Wire Communicati

Community
Commtinity and Environmental Health

e 'Program Management
0 AR-0707-0006

Community Health and Environmental
Scierce

6 COMmunity Service

AR-1715-0012
s Cilia, Skill

AR-2201-0078
munications

AR-1715-0268
Officer

AR-1715-0191

Compileitior
Map Compilation,

AR- 0707 -0003

AR-1513-0005 .

.

DD-1713-0001



rhotogrammetric Com Pilatiop
AR-1709-0007

.% DD- 1601 -0009

Compiling
MapCompiling (for Air Foke
Personnel) -

AR- 1713 -0005
Map Compiling (for Army Personnel)"

AR-1.713-0004

CompOnent
Aircraft Cornponent Repair (Entry)

AR-1704-0015
Aircraft Component Repair Helper
(Entry)

AR-1704-0015

Comptroller
Comptroller Intern Firkiicial
Management

AfR-1408-0070

COmptrollership
Army Materiel Command..
Comptrollership

AR-1401,0017
Military Corpktiollership

AR-1408-0061

Computer
Automatic Data Processing ( ADP)
RepairPhase 4-- Computer Technology

AR -1715 -0036
Automatic Data Processing ( ADP) '
Repair. Phase IIINCR-500 Coniputer
Repair

AR -171`5 -0045
Ballistic Missile Digital Computer Repair
( Pershing)

AR-1715-0040
Compiner-Aided Manufacturing Part
Programming (APT)

AR-1402-04342
Computer Orientation for Intermediate
Executives

13D-1402-0003,
Computer Programener ,

AR-1402-001
Compater Programming

AR-1402-0015
Computer Systems Operator

is AR-I402-0002.
Corporal Computer Repair

AR,I715-0022
Field Artillery Data CoMputer (FADAC)
Maintenance

AR-1715-0218
Field Artillery Digital Automatic
Computer (FADAC)

AR-1715-0025
Fire Control CoMputer Repair

AR-1715-0034
Introduction to Computer Technology

DD-1402-0002
NCR-500 Computer Repair

AR-1715-0045
Nike Acquisition Radar and Computer
'Repair

-AR-1715,0209
Nike Acquisition Radar and Computer.
Repair (Hercules Transition) '

. AR- 1715 -0233
Nike 'Acquisition' Radar and Computer
Repair,(Improved Hercules Transition)

AR- 1715 -0233
Nike Acquisition Radar and Computer
Systems Repair

AR - I 715-0209
Nike Ra ar and Computer Repair

. AR- I 715.0355
AR-1715-0370

ti SAM -quisition Ticiar and Computer
SystemrRepair

AR-1715-0209
SW -Computer Repair

COMOiltittg,
Geodetic Computing

AR-1715-0022

4 DD-1601-0006
Topographic Computing

. AR-J601-0023 ,

,COMSEC
COMSEC Equipment MATT

AR- 1715-0062
Field General COMSEC Maintenance

ARLI715-0067
Field General COMSEC kepair.

AR-1715-0094_ .

Field Systems COMSEC Maintenance
AR-1715-0097

Field Systems'COMSEC Repair
AR-1715-0063

Senior Field General COMSEC RePair
AR-1715-0094,

Senior Field Systems COMSEC Repair
AR-1715-0063.

Confinement
Confinement Supervision

AR-1728-0006
Confinement _Supervision (Enlisted)

AR-1728-0006
Corrections and Confinement Officer

AR- 1728 -0004,

Console
ADPS Console Operation

AR-1402-6036
ADPS (Fieldata) Console Operation

AR-I402-0036
Automatic `Dail Processing Systems
(ADPS) Console Operator

AR-1402-0036
EmergencY Action Console Repair

AR-1715-0263
Secure Voice Access Codsole Repair

AR:1715-0195

truction
Air Base Construction r

AR-1601-0026
Combik&rigipeering, Bridging, and
Const ion,Supervision

, - AR-1601-0018
.iti\ Construction and Utilities (CU-CMF)

NCO Advanced
AR -1710 -0026

Conitruction and Utilities,(CU-CMF)
NCO Basic

AR- I 710-0024
Construction Drafting

,o DD-1713-0003
DD- I 713-0004

Construction Foreman NCO Candidate
AR-1710-0025

Construction Planning and Management
AR-I001-0028

Construction Planning and Operations
AR-1601-0028

'AR-1601-0024
DD- 1601 -0008

Construction Surveyor Noncommissioned
Officer (NCO) Candidate

AR-1601-0010
construction Surveyor Noncommissioned
Officer (NCO)/Supervisor Candidate

AR-160)-0010
Construciion Surveyor Skill DepelopMent
Base

AR.1601-0010
Engineer Construction Contracting

AR-WS-0022
Engineer Construction Officer

AR- 1601 -0028-

Containerization
Packingand Containerization

-4 AR-0419-0028

Construction Surveying

, 4 92.
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Continuous .

Halwk Continuous Wave (CW ) Radar,
Maintenance ,

ARS1715-0134
Hawk 4ntinnous Wave (CW):Radar
Renair

AR-1715-0236
Improved Hawk Continutitis.Wdve (CW)
Radar Repair

,AR-.17 I 5-0223
l`inproved Hawk Continuous Wave (CW)
Radar Repair Transition.'

AR-1715-0357

Contracting

.

Engineer Construction Contracting '
AR-I408-.0022

Contractor
M4naging with Contractor Performance
Measurement Data

AR-0326-0028

Control
Air Defense Command and Control
Systems Operator . - .

O. AR-2201-0059
AR-2201-0125 -

Air Defense Command. Centro!. and'
CcTrdination Systems ,Operator

0 AR-22010059
Air Traffic Control (AC -CMF) NCO
Advanced

AR-1704-0005
Air Traffic Control (AC-CMF) rICO
Basic '

AR-1704-0004
Air Traffic Control'Approach Control -
Enroute Specialist

AR-1704-0002
Air Traffic Control Ground Control
Approach Specialist

Air' Trani Control °tier aloArll-17°"003
AR-1704-0001

Air Tra'ffic,Control Tower Operator
AR-1704-0001

Ballistic Missile Guidance acrd Control 'No'
Repair

.

Control Repair (Pers ing) .

Ballistic Missile Inert al Guidance, and
AR -1715 -0104

i

AR-1715-0103
Ballistic Missile Inertial Guidance and,
Control Repair (Sergeant)

AR-1715-0312
Command and Control

NZDD- 1402-000 I
Ground Control Approach,Equipment
Repair, /

AR-1715-0199
Ground Control Radar Repair

. AR -1715 -0199
Nike Launcher Control Repair

AR-1715-00R7
Nike LaOreger Control Systems Repair
"(Ajax/Hercules) . )

AR-1715-0077
Officer/WarrantOfficer Air Traffic ' e,

Control
AR-1704-0006,

Officer/WO' Air Traffie Control Offi6ei
. : AR- 1704 -0006

Pershing Guidance and Control',
Repairman 1(A)Noncommissioned
Officer (NCO) Advanced

, AR-1717-0029
Alb Project Planning add Control Techniques

AR-0826-0025
SAM Launcher Control System Repair 7

AR-1715-0077

Controller-
Air Defense Fire,Distribution Systems
Controller '
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., st" .' vl 0 AR-2201-0059 Correctional Specialist

_ .
.

Controller - Correctional Supervisor
AR-1728-17416Army Air Defense Command Post \

AR-2201-0081 _ AR-1728-0006,
Fixed Station Facilities Controller

a
- AR-17,1520135 Correwtions

Fixed Station Thnical Controller t Confinements and Connement Officer
' AR-111.5-0135- --_, AR-1728-0004

SATCOM Controller
= Cpriespondence

AR-1715-0344
Satellite Communications Controller

AR-16/15-0344
Conventiodal

Conventional/Precise Power Generation
AR-1715-0341

Cook -
Hospital Diet Cook

AR-1729-0006
Cooking

Cooking
AR-1729-0009

CORDS
Military Assistance Training Advisor
CORDS Officer

-AR-0602-0004'
Corporal

Corporal Computer Repair
AR -1715 -0022

Corporal Doppler Repair
AR-1715-0187

Corporal Electronic Materiel
Maintenance

1- AR -1715 -0234
- Corporal Fire Control System'

f Maintenance
AR -1715 -0280

Corporal Ground Guidance Repair
AR -1715 -0238

Corporal Ground Handling Equipment
Repair

AR- 1 714 -0014
Corporal Handling Equipment
Maintenance .

AR -1715 -0201
CorpOral Internal Guidance Repair

AR-1715-0083
Corpor,a1 Maintenance Officer

AR-1715-0275
Corporial Maintenance Supervision

, AR-1715-0249
COrporaOlechanical Materiel
Maintenance

AR -1715 -0243
'Corporal Mnckkpical Systems Repair'4 AR- I 714-0014
Corporal Missile Repair

Corporal Officer

Corporal Radar Repair

AR -1715 -0083

AR-1715-0274

A127.1715-0190
Guided Missile Systems Maintenance
Supervision (Corporal)

AR -1715 -0249
Guided Missile Systems Maintenance
.Supervisors. Corporal 11

A1271715-0249
Missile Mechanical Ma el
Maintenance, Corporal ,

AR-1715-0243
Corporal H

Guided Missile SyNtems Maintenance
Supervisors, Corporal II

AR-1715-0249
Correctional

Basic Correctional Specialist
' AR-1728-0007

Correctional Administration
AR-1728-0018

c

National Security Management
(Correspondence Course of the
Industrial College of the Armed Forces)

DD-I511-0001
Cost

Cost Accounting ."
> ' AR-I401-0015

Cost Analysis for Decision Making
.f AR -1408 -0056

Coif Estimating for Erfgineers
1,,

, AR-0301-0002
Cost Estimating Techniques for Systems

aAcquisition
AR-1408-0025

Life Cycle Cost Analysis of Weapons
Systems

AR-I401-0008
Counseling

Army Career Counseling
AR-I406-0017

Army Recruiting and Career Counseling
AR-1406-0020

CounselOr
Career:Counselor

AR-1406-0028
Counterbattery

Counterbattery /Countermortar Radar
Crewman

AR-1715-0250
Counterbattery/Counterrnortar Radar
Crewmen Skill Development Base

AR-220I-0018
Counterfire

Infantry Counterfire Supervrsion
AR-2201-0025.

Counterinsurgency
Counterinsurgency and Special Warfare
Staff Officer

AR-1511-0009
Counterinsurgency Operations

AR -1 511-0007

Counterinsurgent
Counterinsurgent Operations

AR-1 511-0007
Counterintelligence

Counterintelligence Agent
'AR-1606-0004

Counterintelligence Officer/Technician
AR-I606-0039

Counterintelligence Officer Transition
AR-1606-0080

Countermeasures
Electronic Countermeasures Operations

AR-1715-0005
EleCtronic Countermeasures Receiving
System Maintenance (AN/ILO -17)

AR-1715-0418
Electronic Warfare (EW.)
Countermeasures Receiving System
Operator

AR-2201-0208
Electronic Warfare (EW)
Countermeasures 'Receiving Systems
Operations

AR-220 I -0208
Fixed Countermeasures Receiving
System Maintenance (AN/FLR-9)

AR-1715-0406
:t

4 3

Radar and Csiyntermeasures Equipment
Repair OfficOr'

AR-1715-0259
Tactical Countermeasures Receiying
Systems ?viaintenance(AN/ML0-24)H AR-1715-0416

Cover
Command anti Staff Officer Cover and
Deception?

AR-1606-0023
Craft !..t, -

Harbor Craft Boatswain
AR-2201-0036,

Harbor Craft Company Officer
AR-1722-0003

Harbor Craft Deck Officer.
- AR-0419-0034

Harbor Craft Deck Operations
AR-0419-0034

Harbor Craft Engineering Officer
AR-1712-0007

Harbor Craft Engine Operation
(Advanced)

AR- I 7 I 2-0007
Harbor Craft Operator

Crewman
Crewman

AR-2201-0036 '

AR-1722-0032
CRI

Criterion-Referenced Instruction (CRI)
Worksbop

A R-I406-0029
Crime

Crime Laboratory Photography -

AR-1728-00Ia
Criminal

Criminal Investigation

Criminal Ints'tig-ation Supervision
AR-1728-0010

AR -1728 -0027 yr

Criminal Investigation Warrant Officer
Advanced

AR-1728-0011
:Criminal Investigation Warrant Officer
Intermeiliate

AR-1728-0011
Criminal Investigator Logistics
Management Orientation (C1LMOC)

AR-1728-0020
Criterion

Criterion-Referenced Instruction (CRI)
Workshop

AR-I406-0029
CRITICOMM

CRITICOMM Operator

Cryptanblysls
Cryptarialysis

Cryptanalytic
Cryptanalytic Specialist

Cryptographic
Fixed Cryptographic Equipment Repair

AR-1715-0322

AR-17 I 5-0065

AR-1728-0038

AR-1728-0038

Cryptography
Cryptography

AR-I404-0002
Cryptologic

Cryptologic'EW Officer Basic Specialist
AR-1606-0017

Electronic Warfare (EW) and
Cryptologic InterceptorMorse

AR-1409-0008



Electronic Warfare ( EW ) CryPtologic

AR-1717-0037Interceptor-- Morse Basic Technical

Electronic Warfare (EW) Crypt° logic
, Interceptor Non-Morse Basic _1T7eitTechnical

orem( iEgWh F) rCegryepeteoelElectronic Warfare
rations 0Y/gUicInterceptor Very

High, qFreuency
AR-1404., 0018

Electronic Warfare (EW ) Cryptologic
InterceptorVoice Basic Technical

AR-1717-0055
Warfare (EW) CryPtologicElectronic

Special Identalcation Techniques

Operator
AR-14091 _0009

Electronic Warfare (EW) Cryptologic

AR-2201-0037Supervisor e
... .

,Electroqic Wiirfare (EW) Cryptologic
Vfactical Operations Officer

AR-1606-0086
.

Electronic Warfare (EW) Cryptologic
Traffic Analyst Basic Technical

Officer Specialist
AR-171-7.0056

AR-1606-0015
EW-Cryptologic Ofr

General Electronic Warfare (EW)

rsIonresident/Resident
Cryptologic Officer (Reserve

AR-2201-Component)
a

National Cryptologic School Resident
0204

Language Coursesv
DD-0602-001 I

USASA Basic CrYPtologic Supervisor
AR-1606-0020

Cryptologist.
Seniot Officer EW-Cryptologist

AR-I606-0014

CV-2
CV-2 (Caribou) Instructor Pilot
Qualification AR-1606..006
CV-2 (Caribou) Pilot 'Transition

AR-I606-0116

Radar
CVY

Hawk Continuous Wave

Maintenance

Hawk Continuous Wave Radar:.
Repair

4.,

tiavil murals Wave (cW )ContinuousImproved
171-15--

f

(

)

)213346

Radar Repair AR 17
Improved Hawk Continuot* Wave (CW)

AR- 1715 -0357
TransitionRadar Repair

Czech
Czech

4

Danish
Danish

DD-0602-0001
DD-0602-0002
DD-0602-0003
DD-0602-0006

DD-0602.0001
DD-0602-0002

DASE
Defense Against Sound Equipment
(DASE), PhaSe 1

"AR-1715-0420
Data

Data.Acquisit ion System Maintenance

(AN/GS0:16) AR-1715-0413
Data Communications Switching Center
Specialist

AR-1404-0007
Data CofrZiunications Terminal
Specialist

AR-1715-00,43
Defense Work Measurement Standard
Time Data ( STD)

AR-0326-0032
Field Artillery Data Computer (FADAC)
MaMtenance

R-1715-0218
Integrated Data Link

Moe Dat,a Pieparation Operator's

Repair
AR-1715-02V

,

Training ( AN/GGC-15)
Morse

personnel Data Analyst Specialist
AR-I402-0024

,

Technical Data Package

AR-1409-0007

Development/Preparation
AR-0326-0034

Terminal Ddta ',ink Fire Unit Integration
Facilities (FUIF)epair
. AR-171.5-0041

Data processing .
Auditing of. Automatic Data Processing .

Systems

Auxiliary Equipment Repair

AR-1402-0009
Automatic Data Processing (ADP) ,ry

Automatic Data ProcessingA(RADI7P1)5M°39
(

Machine Operation Specialist

Officer
Automatic Processingmatic Data Proce

AR-I402-0035
Automatic-Data Processing (ADP)
Repair

AAutomatic

Data Processing(ADP)"°38
Repair, Phase 1Computer Technology

RanedpauirAraohazts/eDLIIT-C-6arRdePpraoic'rAes;r517 U15:17

,

Automatic Data Processing (ADP)
5

AAutomatic Data-Processing (ADP)
Repair, Phase IIINCR-500 Com ut
Repair

-1715-0045
Automatic Data Processing (ADP)
Repair, Phase 1VADMS Peripheral
Equipment Repair

AR-1715-007°
Automatic Data Processing (ADR) .....,:-

,

Repair, Phase VADMS Equipment, J. I
r

AR-1715-006
Automatic Data Processing (ADP)

Phase VIAutomatic Digital
Message Switching Center (ADMSC)
Repair

1715-0046AR-
Automatic Data Processing (ADP)
Repair, Phase VIIDigital Subscriber
Terminal Equipment (DSTE) Repair

3
,

Automatic Data Processing (ADPS )5
Repair, Phase VIIIAutomatic Central
Office Repair

AR-1715-0363
Au tomatic Data Processing for Auditors
(ADPAC)

AretereR -1402 -0037
Automatic Data Processin

(ADP) (FIELDATA) Auxilia

-slte4m02-0039-
Autoinatic Data Processing

Equipment Repair

A
)39

Automatic Data ProcessingSRY7 LSystem
(ADPS) (EIELDATA).Auxiliary
Equipment Repair

4 o

(ADPS)
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Automatic Data Processing

AK.1715-C)39

Automatic Data ProCessitig

EtepaSjyrsten,
(FIELDATA)

AR-1715-0038
Automatic Data Processing Systems

`....".(ADPS) C

Analysis

(ADPS) -onsole Operator
AR-1402-0036

Automatic Data Processing

Analysis Officer

AsIty-stle4m02s-0003

Systems

AR-1402-0003
Automatic Data Processing Systems for
Staff-Officets

ASR1402-0031;stems
Programming
Automatic' Data Processin

Basic Aut
g402-00 10

Advanced

°Mane Data ProcAessRini

ssing (DP-CMF) .4CD

Systems Analysis
AR-I402-0005

Data Proce

AR-I402-0022
Data procesing IP-cm"AN;::alic4)7n?:)/5:s°:an3c9le4i.

sincgoEqAudivpamnecnetil

ntData Processing Equipme
A

Data Processing Principles

Operator

Financial Management
Data

K 1402-0044

SystemsAutomatic D processing
1402-0033

Radar Data prTssingCenr_rRepair
A R 1715-0242

Davy Crockett
Davy Crockett Training

2e2tioNIC00024
AR-2201-0033

Crockett Officer

Heavy Mortar and Davy

Heavy Mortar and Davy
AR-220I-0157

DEB

Communications Systems
Digital Eir e. (DEB)ropean Backbone

Repair

Decca

AR-1713-0001
DECCA uipnnent Repair

Decca Charting and Reproduction ,

T Transmitting Eq
AR-1715-0185

Deception
Command and Staff Officer Cover and
Deception

AR-I606-0023
Decision

Advanced Decision Risk Analysis

Cost Analysis for Decision

Decision Risk Analysis

Decision Risk Analysis, for

Economic Analysis for Decision
1

EMx°deceurntive A
0

Analytic Techniqu
Decision MakingAlot

for

Deck

Harbor Craft Deck OfficrAK-0419-0034

Harbor Craft Deck OPeratiKs-0419-0034

Marine Deck Officer Advanced
AR-1722-0001
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, Decontamination

Decontamination Specialist NCO Basic
AR-2201-0031

Defense
Defense Advanced Disposal Management

AR-1405-0065
0 Defense Advanced Disposal Management

Correspondenco Course
AR-1405-0078

Defense Advanced Inventory
Management 0

/AR-0326-(X)06
Defense Advanced Procute&nent
Management

. AR-0326-0010
Defense Advanced Traffic Management

, . AR-0419-0035
befense Against Methods of Entry

. AR-16064025
Defense Against Sound rAiU. ,pirrignt

AR-1715-0206
Defensj.Apinst Sound Equipment
(DASE). Phase I

,

AR-1715-0420
DefenSe Basic Procurement

AR-0326-0009
Depot Operations Management

AR-0326-00(18
Defense n-Plant Quality Assurance

AR0326-0023
Defense Intelligence Course

DD-1511-0004
Defense International l- ogistics
-Management

AR-1405-0023
Defense Inventory Management

AR-1405-0076
Defense Inventory Management
Correspondence Course t

AR-1405-0079
Defedse Language Institute Advanced
Courses

DD0602-0007
Defense Language Institute Aural ,
Comprehension Courses

1 DD-0602-0003
Defense. Language Institute Baic

' Courses ( 1954-1956)
DD- 0602 -(x01

Defense Language Institute Basic
Courses (After 1956)

OD-0602-0002Defens,i Language Institute-
Courses --East Coast Branch

DD-0602-0009
Language Institute Extended or

Basic - Intermediate Courses
DD-0602-0005

Defense Language institute Intermediate
Courses

DD-0602-0006
Defense Language institute Short Basic
Courses

DD-0602-0004
Defense Language Institute Special
Courses

DD-0602-0008
Defense Language Institute Support
Command Courses

D13-0602-0010
Defense NumeriCal Control ( APT) part
Programming

A R. 1402.-0042
Defense Procurement Management

AR -(/326-0009
. Defense Procurement Management

Correspondence Course
AR-0326-0038

Defense Property Disposal Operations
AR-14054014

De=fense Property Disposal Operations
Correspondence Course

A R -1405-(X/80

Defense Race Relations Institute -5
DD-1512-0001

Defense Special Security
Communications System Operator

AR-1715-0267
Defense Specification Management

AR-I408-0035
Defense Work Measurement Standard
Time Data (DWMSTD)

AR-0326-0032
Inter-American Defense College

DD-1511-0005
Safeguard Ballistic Missile Defense Unit
Commander

AR-1715-0379
Demolition

AtomiC Demolition Munitions

Atomie Demolition AR-0802-0009
Munitions (Officer)

A R-0802-0010
Demultiplex

Intercept Demultiplex Systems
Repairman

,AR-174e1,
Dental 4

Dental Administration
AR-0701-0004

Dental Assistant (Advanced)
A R-070 I -0002

Dental Assistant (Basic)
AR-070 I -0007

Dental Command and Staff
AR-220I-0105

Dental Fixed Prosthetic Specialist
A R-0701-0005

Dental Hygienist
AR-0701-0002

Dental Laboratory
AR-0701-0001

Dental Laboratory Procedures
(Advanced).* t

A R-0701-0006
Dental Labora ory Procedures (Basic)

A R-0701-0001
Dental Laborato cialist Advanced

AR -0701 -0006
Dental Laboratory Spe ialist Senior

AR-0701-0003
Dental Removable Prosthetic Specialist

A R-0701-0006
Dental Specialist

A R-0701-0007
Dental Specialist (Basic)

AR-0701-0007*Dental Therapy Assistant
AR-0701-0008

Depot
Army Depot Operations Management

t AR-0326-0008
ArMy Depot Operations Management
Correspondence Course

AR-0326-0036
DARCOM Depot Physical Inventory
Management

AR-I405-0087
Defense Depot Operations Management

AR-0326-0008
Design -

Administrative Systems Analysis and
Design

AR-0326-0024
ADP Systems Analysis and Design

AR-I402-0041
Design and Analysis of ExperiMents

AR-1115-0001
Logistics Support Design Management

A R-0326-0007
Designed

Statistical Analysis and Designed
Experiments

4 ()

AR -1115 -0006

Detection
Mine and Tunnel DetectionDog Handler

AR-1728-0019
Development

Logistics Management Development
AR-0326-0004

Warrant Officer Candidate Military
Development

AR-220I-0212
Devices

Hazardous Devices
AR-0801-0002

Dial
Automatic Dial Central Office AN/FTC-
31

AR-17 I 5-0050
Dial Central Office Maintenance

AR-1715 -0350
.3 Dial Central Office Repair

AR-1715-0350
Dialysis

Dialysis Technician-
AR-0702-0005

Diesel
Diesel-Electric Locomotive Electrician

AR- I 7 I4-000&
Diesel-Electric LocomOtive Repair

AR-1712-001I
Diesel Engine Repair

Diet
Hospital Diet Cook

Dietetic
Army Dietetic Intv,rnship

AR-.1712-0008

AR-1729-0006

AR-0709-0014
Digital

Automatic Data Processing (ADP)
Repair, Phase VIAutomatic Digital
Message Switching Center (ADMSC)
Repair

AR-1715-0046
Automatic Data Processing (ADP)
Repair, Phase VIIDigital Subscriber
Terminal Equipment (DSTE) Repair

AR- 1715-0253
Automatic Digital Message Switch
Equipment Repair

AR-1715-0068
Adomatic Digital Message Switching
Center (ADMSC),Technical Controller

AR -1715 -0221
Autom tic Digital Message Switching
Center Operation Supervisory

AR-1402-0020
Ballistic Missile Digital Computer Repair
(Pershing)

AR- I 715-0040
Ballistic Missile Digital Equipment
Repair (Pershing)

AR-1715-0118
Digital Converting Programming Group
(AN/TCAs4)

AR-1715-0208
Digital Converting Programming Group
Maintenance (AN/TCA-4 )

AR- 1715 -0208
Digital European Backbone (DEB)
Communications Systems Repair

.A R-1715-0396
Digital Subscriber Terminal Equipment
Repair

AR -1715 -0253
Field Artillery Digital Automatic
Computer (FADAC)

AR-1715-0025



Telephone-Digital Communications
Officer

AR-1715-0268

DIMES

District
District an
(Vietnam)

d Civil Affairs Advisor

AR-I513-0004

KEYWORD INDEX K.-19

DWMSTD
Defense Work Measurement Standard .
Time Data (DWMSTD)

AR -0326.0032

DIMES Analyst Basic (Work Methods
and Standards)

AR-0326-0022

Direction
Airborne Radio Direction Finding

AR-1715-0048
_Automated High Frequency Direction
Finding (HFDF) Net Control Station
(EELPOT) Maintenance

AR-1715-0404
Automate5fnrgh Frequency Direction
Finding (HFDF) System Maintenance
(EELPOT)

AR-1715-0409
Automated High Frequency Direction
Finding (HFDF) System OperatiOn
(EELPOT)

AR-I402-0050

Director
Pictorial Unit Commander and Motion
Picture and Television Director

AR- I 709-0006

Directorate
Directorate of Industrial Operations

AR-I408-0075
Disbursing

Disbursing Specialist

Dispatibing
Railway Dispatching

AR-I401-0006

AR-0419-0014

Display
Radar Display Equipment Repair

AR -1715 -0359

Disposal
Basic Property Disposal Operations

AR-I405-0014
Defense Advanced Disposal Management

AR-1405-0065
Defense Advanced Disposal Management
Correspondence Course /

AR-I405-007
Defense Property Disposal Operations.

AR-I405-001
Defense Property Disposal Operations
COrrespondence Course

AR-I405-00, 9
Explosive Ordnance Disposal, Phase I

AR-0802-0002
Explosive Ordnance Disposal Supervisor

AR -0802 -0007
Property Disposal

AR-I405-6053
AR-1405-0058

Property Disposal Management I

AR-I405-0058
Property Disposal Operations

AR-14050014
Prorierty Disposal Specialist.

AR-I405.0006

Distribution
DistributIon Manigement

AR -1405 -0042
Fire Distribution System Maintenance

AR-1715-0232
Fire Distribution Systems Electronics

AR -1715 -0232
lAtroleum Distribution Super,'Asion

4 AR -1601 -0003
AR= I 606-0003

Storage and Distributicas-Atianagement
AR- 1405 -0042

Diver
Diver Skill

Diving
Diving

Document
Document

Document

Development Base
, AR-I606-0038

AR-I606-0036

Examinations
AR-1128-0013

Laboratory Technician
AR-1728-0013

Documents
Questioned blIcuments Examiner

AR-1728-0013

Dog
Marijuana Detector Dog/Handler

AR-1728-0021
Mine and Tupnel Detection Dog Handler

AR-1728-0019
Tracker bogfHandter

AR-1728-0022

Door 71.

Helicopter Ddoe'Ounner:QualificAlon
j, kr AR-I60 /0090

Doppler '

Corporal Doppler 11.epair
AR-1715-0187

SSM Doppler Repair
Ali-1715-0187

Drafting
/Cartographic Drafting

COnstruction Drafting

General Drafting

Drill
Drill Sergeant Scho 11

Drug
Alcohol and Drui

Drug and Alcohol

Forensic Drug Ch

$ I

/ ii
AR-1713-0006
DDjI713-0002

DD-1713-0003
DD-1713-0004

AR-1713-0003

AR-2201-6146

Abuse Team
AR-0799-0010

Rehabilitation
AR-0799-0009

emist
AR-I601-0048

Drycleaning
Laundry and Drycleaning Operations
(Navy) ,

DSSCS
DSSCS Operator

AR-17.16-0004

AR-1715-0267

DSTE
ADP Repair, Phase VIIDSTE Repair

AR-1715-0253
Automatic Data Processing (ADP)
Repair, Phase VIIDigital Subscriber.
Terminal Equipment (DSTE) Repair

AR-1715-0253
DSTE Repair

AR-1715-0253

DSU/GSU
DSU/GSU Mechanized Stock Control

AR-I405-0010

496

li)(43
Helicopter Armament Subsystem '22 -,

. ,

and DX43 Mechanic / A 1704 -0681
Helicopter AIniament Subsyst m M22
and Simulator DX4,3 Repair/ A -1704-0078.

Ear /7
Ear, Nose, danThroat SpecAia1ist

Eye, Ear Nose, and Throat Specialist
AR-0709-0002

East.
°' Defense Language Institute

C UrsesEast Coast Branch
DD-0602-0009

European
U. S Army,tnstitute for Advaiiced
Russirin and East European-Stildies

AR-0602-0001

ECM
' Electronic Warfare (EW) Analyst

(Norccommunications ECM)
AR-1,7159003

Electronic Warfare (EW) Operator.
(Noncommunications ECM)

AR- 1715 -0018

ECM/DF
ECM/DF Systems Repairmen

AR-17 Sprit* I

Economic
Economic Analysis for Decision Making

AR-0326-0021

Editor g

NeVapaper Editor
DD-0504-0003

Education.
Troop Information and Education
Enlisted

DD-0504-0005
Troop Information and Education Officer

DD-0504-0006

Effects
Nuclear Weapons Effects Officer

AR-I303-0002

Ejection .
Martin-Baker J-5 Ejection Seat Specialist

AR- 1704-0087

Electric
Electric Motor and Generator Repair

AR-1715-0321
Electric Motor and Generator Repairman 4

AR-1715-0321
Mobile Electric Power Generation

AR-1710-0009
Mobile Electric Power Generation
(Precise)

AR-1710-0010

Electrical
Aircraft Instrument and Electrical
Systems Repair

AR-1721-0007
Ballistic Missile Electrical Mechanical
Repair (Pershing)

AR-1715-0122
Electrical Accqunting Machine Repair

AR -1706 -0004
Electrical Instrument Repair

AR-1721-0003
Fuel and Electrical Systems Repak
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Guided M. site Installation Electrical'
Equipme Repair

AR-1715-0241
Nuclear ower Plant, Operators
(Electri al Specialty)

AR.1720-0003
Pershing Electrical-Mechanical Repair

AR-1715-0122
Senior Special Elcctrical/Electronic
Device Repair r

, AR:1715-0010
Special Electrical Device Repair

AR-1715-0160
Special' Electrical/EleCtronic Device ,
Repair .

AR-1715-0160
Electrician

,Aircraft Electrician
AR -1704 -0075

Aircraft Electrician Repair
AR -1704-0075

Diesel-Electric Locomotive Electrician
'AR-1714-0006

Locomotive Electrician
Alt-17 I 4-0006

Electroencephalographic
Electroencephalograpc Procedures

AR -0709-0008
Eleciroencephalographic Specialist

AR-0709-0008
Electromechanical

LaciosSe Electromechanical System
Maintenance

AR -1715 -0086
Electronic I

Aviation Electronic Equipment
Maintenance

AR-1715-0347
Aviation Electronic Equipment Repair

AR- 1715 -0335
Biomedical Electronic Equipment
Maintenance

AR -1715 -0317
Corporal Electronic Materiel

'----Maintenance .

AR-1715-0234
Electronic Countermeasures Operati

AR- 1715-000
Electronic Countermeasures Receiving
System Maintenance (AN/ILO-V)

AR-1715-08
ElectronicDevicts Repair

, AR-1715-0033
Electronic Instrument Maintenance

C. AR-1715-0004.
Electronic Instrument Repair

AR- I 715-0001
AR-1715-0004
AR- 1715 -0033

Electronic Mixer HLC-IA/TSEC
' AR-1715-0006

EleCtronic N vigation Equipment Repair
AR -1715 -0347

Electronic S itching Systems Repair
AR-1715-0149

Guided Missile Electronic Materiel
Maintenance ?--..

AR-171,5-0085
Guided Missile Electronic Materiel
Maintenance. SSM

AR-1.715-0090tLight A Defense System Electronic
tlepair

AR-1715-0015
Nike Ajar Missile Electronic
Maintenance

AR-1715-0085
Nike Ajax Missile Electronic Materiel

' Maintenance
AR -1715 -0085

Nike Her cles Electronic Maintenance
AR-1715-0084

Nike-Hercules Missile Electronic
Maintenance

AR-1715-0106
Nike Hercules Missile Electronic
Materiel Maintenance Transition

AR -1715 -0106
Nike-Universal Electronic Maintenance

AR -1715 -0084
Nike-Universal Electronic Materiel
Maintenance

AR -1715 -0084
Nuclear Weapons Electronic
Maintenance

AR-1715-0225
Pershing Electronic Repair

AR-1715-0079
Pershing Electronic Repair Transition

AR-1715-0371
Redstone Electronic Materiel
Maintenance

AR-1715-0080
SAM ElectronicaMateriel Maintenance,
Nike

gR-1715-0085
Special Ammunition
Maintenance/Nuclear,Weapons
Electronic Technician Warrant Officer
Intermediate

AR-220 l -0008
Tactical Electronic- Equipment
Maintenance (EE-CMF) NCO Advanced

AR-1715-0016
AR-2201-0190

:Tactical Electronic Equipment
Maintenance (EE-CMF) NCO Basic

AR-1715-0012
--3s!. AR-1715-0017

AR-1715-0019
'AR-1715-0020

Tactical Electi-onic Maintenance Chief
AR- 1715 -0008

Tactical Electronic Maintenance (EE-,
CMF) NCO Advanced

AR- 1715-0016
Elettronics

Atomic WeapOns Electronics (Entry)
'AR-1715-0258

Basic Electronics Maintenance
'AR-1715-0013

Combat ComMunications-Electronics
Advanced II

AR-1402-0049
Common Basic Electronics Training
(COBET)Modules 1, 201, 2, 202,3.
303, 4, 5/6 and 7

AR-1715-0389
Common Basic Electronics Training
(COBET)Modules 1-1V,

AR- 1715 -0389
Communications and Electronics Staff
Officer

AR-1715-0226
Communicationt-Electronics
Maintenance Warrant Officer
Intermediate

AR-1715-0059
Communications-Electronics Repair
Parts Specialist

AR- 1405 -0017
CoMmunications-Electronics REpair
Parts Specialist, Skill Development Base

AR -1405 -0019
Communications- Electronics Systems
Eitaineer

AR-1715-0254
Co munications lectronics Warrant
Officer Advaqced

AR -1715 -0395
Complex Electr ics Systems Analysis
and Mairitenan e

AR-1715-0408
Electronics Maintenance Officer

r

AR- I 717-0011
Field Communications-Electronics
Equipment Mechanic.

AR-1715-0091
Field Communications-Electronics
Equipment Repair

AR-1715-0091
Fire Distribution Systems Electronics

AR-1715-0232
Hawk internal Guidance and Launcher
Electronics Repair

AR-1715-0313
Ordnance Electronics (Entry)

AR-1715-0113
Electronic Warfare

Air Defense Electronic Warfare
AR-1715-0009

Air Defense Electronic Warfare (Nike-
Hercules)

AR -1715 -0002
Command and Staff Officer Electronic
Warfare

'AR-1715-0014
Electronic Warfare Analyst '

AR-!1715-0003'.
Electronic Wdrfare Equipment Repair

- AR-1715-0007,
Electronic Warfare Equipment _

Repairman
AR-1715-0007'

Electronic Warfare (EW) Analyst
(Noncommunications ECM)

AR-1715-0003
'Electronic Warfare (EW) and
Cryptologic InterceptorMorse

AR-1409-0008
Electronic Warfare (EW)
Countermeasures Receiving System
Operator

AR-220 I -0208
, Electronic Warfare (EW)

Countermeasures Receiving Systems
Operations

AR-220 I -0208
Electronic Warfare (EW) Cryptologic
InterceptorMorse Basic Technical

AR- 1717 -0037
Electronic Warfare (EW) Cryptologic
InterceptorNon-Morse Basic Technical

AR-1717-0049
Electronic Warfare (EW) Cryptologic
InterceptorVery High Frequency/Ultra
High FrequenCy Operations

AR-1404-0018
Electronic Warfare (EW) Cryptologic
InterceptorVoice Basic Technical

-AR-1717-0055
Electronic Warfare (EW) Cryptologic
Noncommunications Interceptor-Analyst

'AR-1715-0018
Electronic Warfare (EW) Cryptologic
Special Identification Techniques Basic
Technical

AR- 2201 -0104
Electronic Warfare (EW) Cryptologic
Special Identification Techniques
Operator

AR-I409-0009
Electronic Warfare (EW) Cryptologic
Supervisor

AElectronic Warfare (EW) Cryptologic037ti2to210ogi1-0c

Tactical Operations Officer
AR-1606-0086

Electronic Warfare (EW) Cryptologic
Traffic Analyst Basic Technical

AR-1717-0056
Electronic Warfare (EW) Intercept
Systems Maintenance Analyst

AR-1715-0411
Electronic Warfare (EW) Intercept
Systems Repairman

AR-1715.0417



Electronic Warfare (EW) Intercept
Systems Repairman Basic Technical

AR-1405-0067
Electronic Warfare (EW)
Noncommuniciation 1pterceptor-Analyst
Basic Technical

AR-220I -0209
ElectronieWarfare (EW) Operator
(Noncommunications ECM)

AR- 1 715-00 8
. Electronic Warfare Officer

. AR-1715-0235
Enlisted Air Defense Electronic Warfare

(AR-1715:0011
General Electronic Warfare (EW)
Cryptologic Officer (Reserve ),

Component) Nonresident/Resident
AR-220I -0204_

Emergency
Fmergeney Action'Console Repufr

AR-1715,0263

Engine . v

Aircraft Engine Repair
AR-1104-0045

Aircraft Reciprocating Engine Repair,.
A AR-1704:0026

Aircraft Turbine Engine Repair
AR-1,704-0068

Aircraft Turbine Engine Repair.
Development Base

AR- 1704 -0072
Aircrilft Turbine Engine Repair Specialist
Candidate

AR- 1704 -0072
-Aircraft Turblhe Engine Test Cell
Oper ta Or

AR-1704-0024
Cooperative Fuels Research (CFR) Test
Engine

A
Diesel Engine Repair

,

-1703;0010!

A 1712-0008
Harbor Craft Engine Oper"ation
(Advanced)

AR -1712 -0007
Marine Engine Operation and

L*-

Maintenance
AR-1710-0001

Modular Engine Test Stand (METS)
Operator .

AR-1704-0024

Engineer
Amphibian Engin'eer Mechanic

AR 1712-:0004
- Amphibian Engineer Repairman

AR-1712-0005
Amphibian Engineer Skill Development
Base

AR-1712-0009
Associate Engineer Officer Advanced

AR -1601 -0036
Cominunications.Electronics Systems
Engineer

.'r7'' AR -17105 -0254
Engineer Construction. Contracting .

AR-1408-0022
Engineer Construction Officer

AR-I601-0028
Engineer Equipment Maintenance

AR-1710-0029
AR -1710 -0036

Engineer Equipment Maintenance
/ Officer

AR-1710-0040
Engineer Equipment Officer

AR -1710 -0033
Engineer Equipment Repair

AR-1710-0016
Engineer Equipment Repair. Enlisted

AR-1710.0034

Engineer Eqinpment-
RepairmanNoncommissioned Officer
(NCO) Basic

AR-1703-0006
Engineer Equipment Repair Specialist
Cand" ate

AR-2;01-0072
Engi er Equipment Repair Technician

AR-I112-0006
Engineer Graphics Warrant Officer
Intermediate

AR-I601-0011
Engineer Missile Equipment
Maintenance

AR-173070002
Engineer Mitsile Equipment Repair

A R-1730-4004
Engineer Noncommissioned Officer
(NCO) V

AR-I601-0014
Engineer Officer Advanced

AR-I601-0017
" AR-1 601-0035

'Engineer Officer Basic.
AR4601-0044

'Engineer OfficerCandidate , ,/ .

' -7'AR-160V-0029;
Engineer Officer Career

AR-1601-0017,
Engineer Supply

AR -1405 -0059;
Engineer Supply and Spate Parts Officer

y AR-I405-0056
Marine Engineer'

AR-1710-0001
Marine Engiruer. Repair -

AR-1112-001'2
Marine Engineer Skill DevelOpment Base

AR-1712-0002
Post Engineer

AR-I408-0053
P4'st Engineer Management

Al2,1408-0053
Regular Army Engineer Officer -Basic

AR-1601-0044
Special Forces Engineer Training, /

AR-I601-0019
Topographic Engineer Officer

AR-1601-0007
''Engineered

Engineered Performance Standards
(EPS) for Facilities Engineering
Estimators

AR-0326-0026

Engineering
combat Engineering; Bridging, and
Construction Supervision

AR-I601-0018
Combat Engineering (CE-CMF) NCO-
Advanced

A R-1601 -00 3
Combat Engineering (CE-CMF) NCO

1,

Basic
AR-1710-004.1

Combat Engineering NCO Basic
AR-1710-0041

Fdcilities Engineering Management
AR-I408-0053

Harbor Craft Engineering Officer
AR-1712-0007

Maintainability Engineering
AR-1115.00O9

Maintainability Engineering tntern
Training Program

AR-1115-0009
Maintenance Engineering, Analysis for
Integrated Logistics Support

AR-I601-0001
Marine.Engineering and Repair
Supervision

AR-1712-0010
Marine Engineering Officer Advanced

AR-1714-0008

KEYWORD INDEX .

principles.and Applications 9f Valli?,
Engineering

program

ty Engineeri

produt/Productio"ri ingineering.Int,erno.
-

..AR-0326-Q035

AR0326-0031

ng AR-1115-0005
Safety Engineering Irn T
program nterainifig t

Systems Engineerinr,
AR- 0326-003'

Systems Engineering Analysis and

715-0286"
Management (Guided missile)

AR-0802-"6

AR-1
EnrOnte

;Shipboard Inforthat

(Television Afloat)
:jo Training and

) System OPa`.9`'s

Air Traffic Control Approach Control
Enroute Specialist

AR- I 7 °4-°°°.-
, ;/)

4 ..
Entertainment,

i-Entertainment

Entry i ,-.6.
1 ;

ANiTSO-73 System operator/RePa",...n':a"
Entry-Level

D0..0564-0010

AR-1115-0403
pefense' Against Methods of Entry

AR-1600-0025
Environmental

Cornmunity

program Management
o

Science

AR-0707-0006
kiealth and Environmental

HealthCoMmunitY, and Environmental
.

qt AR-0701-0003
.Environmental Collection System-Maintenance

SpecialistEnvironmental He,/

EPS
Engineered
(EPS) for Facilities Engineering

Performance

Estimators
26-0026AR-03

Equilinnent
Advanced Air Drop -Equipment
Maintenance ,-/

AR-1704-0092
Avionic Equip
SuPervisor

inent maintenance

t; ' AR-1715-077
Avionic Flight Control Equipme..IrgomeP3a3i7r

Chemical Equipment Repair

EquipmAeRnt- ifiepair
AR-I.,--

Avionic Navigation
-,15 0340

AR -1601 :2
Chemical Equianen

t

: 9T

AR-22°I-0179
COMSEC Equipment mArr

,5--0062

Corporal Handling Equipment
-171

Maintenance ,

AR-1 '
15-0201 --,

pata Proctsing Equipment 01Tr4'ot2-0030a or

AR-pefense Against SOund Equipment
(DME). Phase 1

0420
Elec4onic Warfare

Electronic Warfare Equipment /
Repairman

5 -000AR-I1
Engineer Equipment Maintenance

AR-1 7 10-0029



lic-:22 '11( IYVVOR IN r/EX
A Rgi 710_0036.,

Officet
Equipment

.

.

Engineer EquipMent Officer
-

- -
AR-1710_4)33.

Engineer Equipment Repair
AR-1710_00y

71'1 Oed(8
.

Etnitieer,Equipinent RepaiARr. Ertl

,EngiOer F,quiPtneg.t.,
Repumnan_4.4oncommissiond Officer
(NCO) Basic 5 Ali - 1 763-0o(16

'
,Engineer ESuipme.lift Repair Specialist

',. AR-2201-472\ Candidate

Engineer. F uipment Repair Technician
AR-1712-0006

Specialist -. ,...Equipfnent Storage
AR-1405-0028

Development Base A._ /Equipment Storage,SpecialAistR,_Sik4i0110_0043

., '
Heavy Fire Control Equipment Repair

AR-1715-0l 4 I
pment OperationIrnpregnatirm Flu .

ESSeEs.::niatilal Medical Training for AMEDD
Aviator; Associate

Essential,Medical TrilainingAfoRr-OA7M9ErD
Aviators Nonresident/Resident

AR-0799-(X)07
Estimating

CosttEstimating for Engineers
AR-0301-0002

Cost Estimating Techniques for Systems
Acquisition ,

AR-1408-0025
European

Digital European Backbone (DEB)
communicationiSystems geriair

AR-1715-0
Evacuation

)2ecovery and Evacuation
AR-1703-0004

Evaluation
Technical Evaluation Program (TEP)
Training

AR-1702,0001 AR-1715-0271
Mainteriange EWP. Mercept Equipment

Supervisor
.

AR-

171107003:
Matenals itandling Equipment Mechanic

(Supplementary
Medical EqiiipmeirintdMftaei(nr71.esAh75:515.4)

i.

AR:s1

uipment Meehan'Meteorological Ecl
R ePairman

AR-17214;o:
Meteorological Equpunentltrettliiirm57155

'lower Equipinent lvlaintenance
AR-1714_000i

Quartermaster F:quifirnent Repair
,.,,, AR-1710-0019

Quartermaster EquiPment Repair
Supervision

AR-1710-(X)15
Heavy Equipment Repair'Quartermaster

AR-1710-

Repairman
Quartermaster Heavy Equipment

171 22. .

Light Equipment Repair
AR-

.. QuartermaSter
AR-1702.0002

.-,, Refrinration Equipment %kir
-1730-0001t RixReprOduction EquiPme?
ilr706-000ri

DD-1706-0002
SPccial PU Equipment Repair Parts
SPecialist

AR-1401-0013 ,

Equipment Repair PartsSPecial Pu
Specialist, Skill Development Base

AR-1402-0029
Super.vis41 Field Communications
Equipment Maintenanee-_?

AR-1715-0008
Tactical Electronic Equipment
Maintenance (EE-GMF) NCOAdva- ed

AR-1715,Z016.

AR-220 I -019(P
Tactical Electronic Equiprnent
Maintenance (EE-CMF),N,C0 Basic

AR-1715-0()12
AR-1715-0017
AR-1715-0010
AR- 17 15-0020

prnent Repair TransitionTelevision Equi
AR-1715-0066

Esccirt

Technical Escort%
AR:0802-(X)01

Advanced EW/Cryptologic Stpervisor '
AR-2201-0037

-Cryptologic EW Officer Basic Specialist
AR- 1606 -0017

Electronic Ware fare (EW) Signal
Intelligence NoncommunicationS'
Interceptor-Analyst

AElectronic Warfare (EW) A11111.:l i 7Analyst
(Noncommunications ECM)

AR-1715-0003
Electronic Warfare (EW) and
Cryptologic Interceptor.-4Morse

Ejeetronic Warfare (EW) A_R-.1409-0008

Countermeasures Receiving System
Operator

AR-220I-0208Electronic Warfare (EW)
Countermeasuas Receiving Systems
Operations

AR-2201-0208
Electronic Warfare (EW) Cryptologic
Interceptor-,Morse Basic Technical

AR-1717-0037
Electronic Warfare (EW) Cryptologic
InterceptdrNori-Morse Ba`sic Technical

(EW) Cryptologic
49g-00,

lEniteecttcreopntioc rWavrfearyreH

High Frequency/Ultra
High Frequency 'Operations

ARp- I41004g-i00c 18
Electronic Warfare (EW Cryptologic
InterceptorVoice Basic Technical

AR-1717-0055
Electronic Warfare, (EW) Cryptologic
NoncomrnunieasQons Interceptor-Airalyst

AR-1715-0018
Electronic Warfare (EW) Cryptologic

ues Basic

Electronic Warfare (EW) Cry-2to210o.

oElpeecrtarotonric'"Warfare (EW) CryptologiC

Ig-itic I

Special Ideintification Techniques,

' , AR-1 409-1) 9'

SuPervi5A3v
AR-2201-00'37

Electronic Warfare (EW) Cryptologic
Tactical Operations Officer

AR-1606-0086
Electronic Warfare (EW) Cryptologic
Traffic Analyst Basic Technical

AR-1717-0056

Special Identification Techni
Technical

A

49'j

Electronic Warfare (EW) InteteePt1
Systems Maintenance Analyst

AR-1715-0411
Electronic Warfare (EW),Intercept.1
Systems Repairman

AR-17 ;5.04 I 7
Electronic Warfare (EW) Intercept
Systems Repairman Basic Technical

AR-1405-0067
Electronic Warfare (EW)
Noncommunication nterceptor-Analyst
Basic Technical

AR-2201-0209
Electronic Warfare (EW) Operator
(Noncommunications ECM)

'AR-1 71,5-0018
EW-Cryptologic Officer Specialist

General Electronic Warfare (EW) '

Cryptologic Officer (Reserve
Component)

Senior

om Nonresident /Resident
AR- 2201 -0204

1"""°gRis-1A1606-0014
Examiner ,

Firearms and Tool Marks ExaMiner
Al2 1728-0015 ,.

Fixed Wing Instrument Flight Examiner
AR-1606-0125

Helicopter Instrument Flight Examiner
AR-1 606-0 I 24

Instrument Flight Examiner.
AR-1606-0108.

Latent Fingerprint Examiner
.AR-1728-0048

Marijuana Examiner
AR-I601 -0040

Polygraph Examiner Advanced' -
AR-1728-0032

'Questioned Documents Examiner
AR-1728-0013

Rotary Wing Instrument Flight Examiner
AR -1606 -0124

,Exchange 7

Army-Air Force Exchange Operations.a , - AR-1408-0010
Army /teAivii Force Exchange Service

DevefopMent
AR-I408-0009

Arrny-Exchange Operations
AR-1408:0010.

Executive
Army /Air Force Exchange Service
Executive Development

; AR-I408-0009
Logistics Executive Development

AR- 1405 -0071
Logistics Executive Development
Correspondence Coi/rse

AR-1405-0081
Modern Analytic Techniques for
Executive Decision Making

AR- 0326-0015_

Executives I
Personnel Management; For Executives

AR-I408-0074
Experiments

Design and Analysis orExperiments

statistical Analysis and Designed
Experiments

AR-1115-0001

AR- I 115-0006
Explosive

Explosive Ordnance Disposal, Phase I
AR-0802-0002

Explosive 9rdnance Disposal Supervisor
AR-0802-0007



Explosives.
Guided Missile Propellants and
Explosives

Guided Missile
Specialist

Extended
Defense 1.angti
Basic-Intermediate Courses

DD-0602-0005
Eye

Eye, Ear, Nose,s-aScdThroat Specialist
AR-0709-0002

Eye Specialist
AR-0706-000 I

Aft-2201-011.9
PropellantsExplosives

AR-220 P-0119

stitute Extended or

Facilities
Engineered Performance Standards
(EPSYfor Facilities Engineering

, Estimators
AR-03 -0026.

Facilities Engineering Ma nt
4 - 1 4 OP- 005 3

Faculty
Faculty Development

AR-1406-000I
FADAC

FADAC Radar Technician (Marine)
AR-1715-0034

Field Artillery Data Computer (FADAC)
Maintenance

AR-1715-0218
Field,Artillery Digital Automatic
Computer ( FADAC)

AR-1715-0025

FAGM
Ordnance Guided Missile Officer
(FAGM)

AR-1715-0330
FAM

Ordnance Guided Missile Officer (FAM)
AR-1q15-0330

Field
Associate Field Artillery

Associate Field Aitillery
Officer

Associate Field Artillery
Advanced

Associate Field Artillery

Basic Field Radio Repair

Battery Officer
AR'-2201-0 135
AR-220I-0139

Missile Battery

AR-2201-0135
Officer

AR-1408-0042
Officer Career

AR-I408-0042

,

AR-220I-0142
Field Artillery Mechanic

AR-1710-0030
AR-2201-0048

Field Artillery Missile (FM-CMF) NCO
Advanced

:5 AR-220i -0070
Field A ry Missile NCO Advanced,t AR-2201-0070
Field Artillery y Missile Officer Basic

AR-2201-0084 ,
Field Artil cry Missiles (FM-CMF) NCO
Advanced (USAMMCS)

'AR-2201-0001
Field Artillery Missiles (FM-CMF) NCO
'Basic (USAF

Ai:C.2201-0156
Field Artille Missiles/Rockets
Noncommissi ed Officer' (.NCO) Basic

AR2201-0) 85
. Field Artillery National Card Officer
Candidate

AR-220I-0138
Field ArtillenjNoncommissioned Officer
(NCO) Candidate

AR-2201-0174
Field'Artillery Officer Advanced

A - I 408-002 8
Field Artillery Officer Basic

A' 2201-0193
Field Artillery Officer Candidate

AR-220I-0166
Field Artillery Officer Candidate-
(Reserve Component)

AR-220I-6168
Field Artillery Officer Familiarization

AR-2201-0152
Field,Artillery Officer Mobilization
Ack4nced (Phases II and III)

AR-2201-0110
Fi Id Artillery Officer Orientation

AR-2201-0I93
Field Artillery Officer Vietnam

rientation
AR-220I-0159

ield Artillery operations and
Intelligence Assistant

AR-2201-0061
Field Artillery Operations and,
Intelligence Assistant Skill Development
Base

AR-220I-0175
Field Artillery Operations and
Intelligence Noncommissioned Officer
(NCO)

AR-1715-0093
Field and Fixed Station Radio Officer JI

AR-1715-0262
Field Artillery and Surface-to-Surface 1'
Missile Battery Officer

AR-1715-0281
Field Artillery Battery Officer

AR -1715 -0281
Field Artillery CannOn (FA-CMF) NCO
Basic

AR- 2201 -0071

Field Artillery Cannon (FA-CMF)
Noncommissioned Officer (NCO)
Advanced

.AR-2201-0213
. Field Artillery Data Computer (FADAC)

Maintenance
AR-1715-0218

Field Artillery Digital Automatic
Computer (FADAC)

AR-1715-0025
Field Artillery Field Grade Officer
Refresher

AR-2201-006I
Field Artillery Radar.

A 1715-0252
Field Artillery Radar Crewm n

A 1715-0250
Field Artillery RadIr Maintena ce

L. AR-1715-0176
Field Artillery. Radar Officer ..

AR- I 715-0252'
Field Artillery Radar Operation

AR -1715 -0250
Field Artillery Radar Technician

e AR-1715-0177
Field Artillery Repair ,

AA- I 710-0037
Field Artillery Target Acquiiition Officer

AR-160110027
Field Artillery Transition Officer

AR-220I-0143
Field Communications - Electronics
Equipment Mechanic

AR-1715-0091
Field Communications-Electronics
Equipment Repair

AR:1715-0091
Field General COMSEC Maintenance

AR-1715-0067
Field General COMSEC Repair

AR-1715-0094

. KEYWORD INDEX K-2
Field IlluminatiQQ.C4v,inan, NCO
Candidate

, AR-2201.004
Field Illuminatimi Crewrrian, Skill
Development Base ,

. AR -220)
Field Maintenance OffiCer

AR-1717-0044 '
Field Radio Mechanic

AR7171513091
Field Radio Relay Equipment Repair,

° Skill Development Base
AR-1715-0049

Field Radio Repair
AR-1715-0360

Field Systems COMSEC,Maintenance
AR-1715-009,'

Field Systems COMSEC Repair
AR-1715-0063

Field Wireman NCO Basic
AR-1714-0012

Light and Medium Towed Field Artillery
Mechanic t,

AR-2201-0I
Regular, Army Field Artillfry Offid&
Basic

AR-22011'0193
Seniot Field Artillery Officer

' AR-2201-0140 ,
Senior Field General COMSEC- Repair .

AR-1715-0094
Senior Field Systems COMSEC Repair

AR-1715-0063
Supervisory Field Communications
Equipment Mainten'knce

AR- 1715 -0008

Fieldata,
ADPS (Fle(data) Console Operation

'4 AR-I402-0036
ADPS (Fieldata) Plans and Operations
Officer

AR- 2-0035
ADPS Fieldata Program ingCburse

. AR-I402-0017
Automatic Data Proce ng System(, ,

(ADP) ( FIELDATA) Auxiliary
Equipment Repair-

AR-1715-0039
Automatic Data Processing, System
(ADPS) (FIELDATA) Auxiliary
Equipment Repair

,AR-1715-00 9
Automatic Data Processing System
(ADPS) (FIELDATA) Repair

AR11715-0038

FinanFe
Associate Finance Officer Career

AR-1401-00I5
Pinakc e (FI-CMF) NCO Advanced

AR-I408-0002
Finance F) NCO Basic

AR-1402-0004_
Finance Officer Advanced

AR-I401-0009
Finance Officer Advanced
(Nonresident/Resident)

AR-I408-0076
Finance Officer Basic

AR-I408-0Q52
Finance Officer Career

AR-I401-0009'
Finance Officer Mobilization Basic,
Phase II

AR-1408-0051
Finance Officer rientation

AR-1408-0053
AR-220I-0107

finance Officer nentationMBA
AR-2201-0107

1"---.Finat e Operation Noncommissioned
Offic (N(NCO)

AR-1408-00020
7

Finance Procedures
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K-24 KEYWORD INDEX

AR-1401-0007
, Finance-Specialist

' , AR- I 401-0002
IFInanctal

Comptroller intern Financial.
,

Management
AR-I -0070

, Financial Marra ementBudget `44

AR-I408 0001
-Financial Manageinent-Integtated
Accounting

, AR-14 -000 I
Financial,ManagementInventory
Accountinl an Army Stock Fund
Operations r

AR-1405-0005
Financial Management t-vMachind
Accounting

AR-1402-0034
Financial ManagementMachine
Accounting Systems

AR-I402-0034
Financial ManagementMobilization
Designees

AR-1408-0034
Financial Management Systems
Automated Applications

AR, 1 402 -033
Financial Management
SystemsAutomatic Data Processing

AR-I402-0033
Fingerprint

Fingerprint Examination
AR -1728 -0014

Fingerprint Technician '

AR-1728-0048
Latent Fingerprint Examiner

AR-1728-0048
Fingerprinting

Radio Fingerprinting
AR-I'715-0333

Finnish
Finnish

DD-0602-0002
Fire

Air Defense Fire Distribution Systems
Controller

0 AR-2201-0059
Fire Distribution Integration Systems
Repair (AN/GSG-5)

AR-1715-0024
Fire DistributionIntegration Systems
Repair (AN/GSG-5 and 6)

AR-1715-0024
Fire Distribution Integration Systems
Repair (ANIGSG -5(V) arms 6)

' AR-1,715-0024
Fire Distribution System Maintenahce

AR-1715-0212
Fire Distribution Systems Electronics

AR-1715-0232
Fir6 Fighter

AR-1728.0046
FireUnit Integration Facilities (FUIF)
Repair

AR- I 715-0154
Infantry Indirect Fite Crewmali
Noncommissioned ()Meer (NCO) '
Candidate

AR- 2201 -¢)176
Missile Master Fire Unit Integration
Facility Maintenance

AR -1715 -0087
01,(,,- I. Suppressive Fire

AR- 2201 -0114
Terminal Data Link Fire Unit Integration
Facilities (FUIF) Repair

AR-1715-0041
Firearms

Firearms and To vi Marks Examiner

Firearms Exrnination

FireSontrol
AAA Integrated Fife Control
Maintenance

AR-1715-0214
AAA Integrated Fire Control
Maintenance Officer

AR-17r5-0214
Aitcraft 'Fire Contr ol Repair

AR-1715-0269
Artillery Fire Control System
Maintenance, M33

AR-1715:0213
Artillery Fire Control System
Maintenance. SCR-584 and Directdr M9
or MID

AR-1715-0142
Artj$tery Fire Control Systehi
Maintenance, T-38

AR-1715))215
Corporal Fire Control System
Maintenance

AR-1715-0280
Fire Control Computer Repair

AR-1715-0034
Ere Control Instrument Repair

AR-1721-0002
Fire Control Instrument Repair (Basic)

AR:1721-0001
Guided Missile ,Fire Control Systein
Maintenance, SSM

AR -1715 -0076
Gun Section Fire Control Maintenance

AR-1728-0015

AR- I728-0015

T38 r-

AR-145-0217
Hawk Fire Control Maintenancd

AR-I'715-02 1
Hawk Fire Control-Repair

AR-1715-0230
Heavy Fire Control Equipment Repair

AR-1715-014I
ImprovetHawk Fire Control
Intermediate Maintenance

AR-1715-0400
Improved Hawk Fire Control
Maintenance

AR- 1715 -0392
Improved Hawk Fire Control
Maintinance Supervisor

AR -1715 -0373
Improved Hawk Fire Control
Maintenance (Transition)

AR-1715-0375
Improved Hawk Fire Control Repair

AR-1715-0198
ImprOved Hawk Fire Control Repair
Transition

AR21402-0023
Improved Nike Hercules Fire Control
System Maintenance

AR-1715-0361
Improved Nike Hercules Fire Control
System Maintenance Transition.

AR-1715-0140
Lacrosse Fire Control OperatiOn

AR-1715-0291
Fire Control. System

ance
AR- 1715 -0314

Light Fire Control Equipment Repair
AR-1715-.0170

M33 Fire Control System Mainten nce
AR-171 0213

M33, SCR-584 Fire Contiol System
Maintenance

AR- I 715-0213
M-38 Fire Control Systein Maintenance

AR- 1715 -0215
Nike Ajax Fire Control System
Maintenance

AR-1715-0216

°

Nike2flercules Fire Control System
Maintenance

AR-1715-0361
Nike Herctiles Fire Control System
Maintenance Transition

AR-1715-0304
Nike Universal'Fire Control Systerii
Maintenance

AR-1715-0361
Ordnance Fire Control Materiel
Maintenance ,

AR-1715-0158
SAM Fire Control System Maintenance,
Nike Ajax

AR.1715-021*6
Skysweeper Gun Section Fire Control
Maintens

AR-1715-0 17'
T)Mun Section Fire Contrpl
Maintenance -

AR -17f5 -0217
Firing
, ImprOved Hawk Firing Section
Intermediate Maintenance

. AR-1715-0399
' Improved Hawk Firi g Secn .

Maintenance
AR -1715 -0307

Improved Hawk Firin 'Section
Maintenance Supervisor .

AR-1715-0384
Improved Hawk Firing Section
Maintenance (Transition)

Sergeant Firing Set Repair
AR-1715-0376

AR-1715.-0353
Sergeant Firing Set Repairman

AR-1715-0353
"fixed

Basic Fixed Plant Carrier Equipment
Repair

AR-1715-0031
Dental Fixed Prosthetic Specialist

AR-0701-0005
Field and Fixed Station Radio Officer

AR-1715-0262
Fixed Ciphony Repair

1715-0096
Fixed Countermeasures Rec wing
System Maintenance (AN/FL @R -9) 4,

AR-1715-0406
Fixed Cryptographic Equipment Repair

AR-1715-0322
Fixed Plant Carrier Equipment Repair

AR-1715-0125
Fixed Plant Communications Equipment
Maintenance (CM-CMF) NCO
Advanced

AR-1717-0015
Fixed Plant Communications Equipment
Maintenance (-CM-CMP) NCO Basic

- AR-1717-0046
Fixed Power Plant Repair

AR-1732-0001
Fixed Station Falilities Controller

AR-1715-0135
Fixed StationRadio Ecaiipment
Operation and.MainteAnce

AR-1715-0110s
Fixed Station Radio Receiver Repair

AR-1715-0055
Fixed Station Radio Repair

AR-1715-0056
Fixed Station Radio Transmitter Repair '

AR-1715-005,7
Fixed Station Receiver Repair

AR-1715-0055
Fixed Station Technical Controller

AR-1715-0135
Fixed StationTerminal Repair .

AR-1715-0282
Fixed Station Transinitter Repair

AR-1715-0057



Fixed Wing Instrument
AR -1606 -0093

Fixed Wing Initruinent Flight Examiner
AR -1606 -0.125

Fixed Wing instrument Qualification
i., AR- 1606 -OOp3

Fixed Wing Multi-Engine Qualification
- AR- 1606 -0111

Fixed Wing Qualificatio
AR-I606- 28&

Fixed Wing Techni nspector
AR-1717-0004

General Officer Fixc ,,Wing Flight
Training

AR-I606-0117
Officer Fixed Wing AviatorAdvanked
Contact andTactics Phase

, AR -1606 -0066
Officer Fixed Wing AviatorInstruments
Phase -

AR- I 606-0067
Officer Fixed Wing AviatorPrimary .,.

Phase 0
R-1606-0065

Officer/Warrant Officer Fi ed Wing
._,

Aviator
. , R-1,606-0068

Officer/Warrant Officer Fi d Wing
Aviator---Advanced Contact d Tactics
Phase

AR -1 6-0066
Officer/Warrant Officer f ixed tng
AviatorInstfurnents Phase ,../ ,

. AR-1606-0067
Officer/WAant Officer Fixed Wing
AviatorPrimary Phase -.

AR-1606-0065
Supervisory Fixed Station
Communications Maintenance .

, , AR-1715-0026
Warrant Officer Candidate Preflight

- IndoctrinationFixed Wing
AR-1606-0098

?

Warrant Officer Fixed Wing
AviatorAdvanced Contact and Tactics

.1 Phase
AR-I606-0066

Warrant Officer Fixed Wing ...

AviatorInstruments Phase
. AR-1606-0067,

Warrant Officer FiStd Wing
' AviatorPrimary Phase .

AR -1606 -0065
Warrant ,Ctilleer Indoctrination

. Training--113r1/4flight (Fixed Wing)
. AR11606-0114

Flame
Mechanized Flame Thrower Surveillance

Aft - 1601 -0041
Smoke and Flame Specialist NCO basic

AR-2201-0030

Flash
Artillery Flash Ranging Advanced

AR-1 601-0025

AR- I 606-0006
Flight Simulator Oper tions and -

Maintenance \ AR-1606-0069
AR- I 704-0036

Flight Simulator Specialist
AR- I 606-0069

General-Officer Fixed Wing Flight
Training

' AR-1606-0117
40 General Officer Rotary Wing Flight .

Training
AR-1606-0073

H- 13/H -19 Transition Flight Training
AR- I 606-0103

H- 13/H -34 Transition Flight Training
A R- 1606-0!00

Helicopter In true Flight E aminerwrA
AR- 606-6124

Instrument Flight E miner
AR -1 "iRotary Wing lnstrum nt Fligh rnxainelry
AR-1606-0124.

SeitiOr Army Crfficer,Fligbi Training
AR-I 606-01 13

111-A Transition Flight Training
AR- 1606 -0109

Flight Control -
Avionic Flight Control Equipment Repair

AR-1715-0337
CH-54 Autoniatic Flight Control

pment Repair
AR -1715 -0205

ight Target Missile Flight Control
Systein Maintenance

, AR-1715-0131

Food ;C"

Food Adviser/Technician

Flight
Army Aviation Primary and Tactical
Flight Training

AR -1606 -0120
.

Army Aviator Basic Flight Training
(Helicopter)

AR -1606 -0112
Army H-37 Helicopter Pilot's Transition
Flight Training

AR-1606-0101
Flight" Operations Coordinator

AR-1704-0007
Flight Operations Coordinator, Skill
Development Base

AR-1704-0076
Flight Operations Specialist

AR-1704-0007 _
Flight Simulator (2B24) Specialist

AR-1729-0014
Food Inspection

AR-0104:0002
Food IntpectiOn Advanced

40R-0104-0001
Food Inspection Procedures (Advanced)

AR-0104-0001
Food Inspection Procedures Basic

AR-0104-0002
Food Inspeetionl.rocedures Refresher
(Field Veterinarr'Aervice)

A 4AR-0104-0604
Food InspectiOn Procedure *'Refresher,
Fruit and Vegetable Oriented

AR-0104 -0006
Food Inspection Procedures Refresher,
Post Veterinary Oriented COlnie

AR-0104-0004
Food Inspection Procedures, Refresher,
Red Meats Oriented

AR-0104-0007
Food Service (FS-CMF) NCO Advanced

`, AR-1729-0008
Food. Service (FS-QMF)1NCO Basic

AR-1729-0007'
Food Service Specialist

AR-1729-0009
Food Service Supervision

AR-1729 -0014
Food Service Supervision, Enlisted

AR-1729-0011
food Service Supervisor

AR-1729-0011
Hospital Food Service Specialist

AR-1729-0004
Veterinary Preventive Medicine and
Food Inspection

.AR-0104-(T5

KEYWORD INDEX K-25
AR-1717-0047

Construction Fbreman NCO Candidate
AR- I 710-0025

I

Railway Section Forerhan
AR-1710-0005

Railway Shop Fineman
AR-1710-0007

Utilities Foreman
-1710-0004

- Forensic
FOrensie Chemist

AR-1601-0004
Forensic ChemistryTrace Evidence

AR- 1601 -0047
Forensic Chug Chemist

AR-1601-0048
Forensic Photographer °

AR-1709-0009

.Forward
Forward Area Alerting Radar Repair

AR-1715-0169
Forward Area Alerting Radar System

AR-1715-0374,
Forward Area Alerting Radar System
Maintenance

AR-17I5-0374

French
French

DD-0602-0001
DD-0602-0002
DD-0602-0003
DD-0602-0004
DD-0602-0006
DD -e602 -0009

,Frult
Food Inspection PrOeedures Refresher,
Fruit and Vegetable Oriente:I

AR-0104-0006

Fuel
Fuel and Electrical Systems Repair

AR-1703-0019

Fuels
Cooperative Fuels Research (CFR) Test
Engine

AR-1703-0010

FUIF.
Fire Unit Integration Facilities (FUIF)
Repair

' AR-1715-0154
Terminal Data Link Fire Unit Integration
Facilities (FUIF).Repair

AR- 1715 -0041

Fumigation

Foreign
roreign Arca Officer

AR-1511-0003

Foreman
Armament. Maintenance Foreman

5 (-) A,

Laundry and Fumigntioh;Officer
. AR-1716-0006

Functional
General Funcional Systems Requirement
(GFSR) In Systems Development

1." AR-1408-0057

Fundamentals
Fundamentals of, Army Accident
Prevention

-.4. AR-0802-0013
USMC Missile Systepis Maintenance /
Fundamentals

- AR-1715-0398

G4' /S4
Supply Staff Officer, G4/S4

AR -14'0 0060

Gas
Gas Turbine Generator Repair

AR-1712-0013

General.
Adjutant General Officer Orientation

AR-1406:0010
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General Intercept E.:plipment Repair

AR-1715-0189
Generation

Conventional/Precise Power generation
AR-1715-0341

Power Generation Equipment Repairman
AR-1712-0013

Precise Power Generation
AR-1732-0005

_ Smoke Generation Supervision
AR:I601-0040

Generator
Electric Motor and Generator Repair

AR-1715-0321
Electric Motor and Generator Repairman

AR-1715-0321
Geodesy .

Mapping, Charting, and Geodesy Officer
DD-1601-0007

Geodetic
Advanced Geodetic Surveying

DD-1601-0003
Aytvartced Geodetic Surveyor

AR-1601;0006
etic Computing

DD-1601-0006
Geodetic Surveying

German
German

DO-1601-0002

.DD-0602-0001
DID-0602-0002
DD-0602-0003
13D-0602-0004-
DD-0602-0005
DD -0602 -0006
DD-0602-0009

GFSR
General Functional Systems Requirement

4' (GFSR) In Systems,Development
AR-I408-0057

Government
Civil Affairs and Military Government
Officer

AR-220I-0148
Civil Affairs and Mil tkar2Government
Officer Advanced

AR-I408-0049
Military Government Advanced

AR-2201-0141
Glaphics 4

Engineer Oraphks Warrant Officer
Intermediate

AR-1601-0011
Greek

Greek
D13-0602-0001
DD-0602-0002
DD-0602-0004

Ground
Air -11' ic Control Ground Control
Appro Specialist

AR-1704-0003
Corporal Ground Guidance Repair "\

AR-1715-0238
Corporal Ground Handling Equipment
Repair

AR-1714-0014
Ground Air Traffic Control/NAVAIDS
Equipment Repair ,

AR -1715 -0381
Ground Control Approach Equipment
Repair

'AR-1715-0199
Ground Control Radar Repair

AR- 1715 -0199

Ground Control Radar Repair, Skill
Development Base

AR(1405-0022
Ground Control'Rdar Repair, Specialist
Candidate

/4112-1405-0022
Ground Surveillance Radar Crewman

AR-1715-0178
Ground Surveillance Radar Mecbanic
(j41%1/TPS-33 and AN/PPS-4)

AR-1715-0147
Ground Surveillance Radar Operation

AR-1715-0178
Ground Surveillance Rider Operator

AR-1715-0178
Ground Surveillance Radar Repair

AR- I 715-0147
AR-1715-0229. .

Ordnance Officer Basic Tank and .,
rj Ground Mobi ity Materiel Management

AR-I405-0093
Satellite Co munications Ground, Station

i Equipment epkifman
- AR-1715-0037

Unattended Ground Sensor M chant
RA 1715-0284

Unattended Ground Sensor ration
AR-1715-0224

Unattended Ground Sensoi Specialist
AR- I 715-0393

Unattended Ground Sensor
Specialist /Maintenance specialist

AR- 1715 -0284
Guardrail

:Guardrail IV'Systein Maintenance
201-0205

Guidance
Ballistic Missile Guidance and Control
Repair

AR-1715-0104
Ballistic Missile Guidance and Control
Repair (Pershing)

'AR-1715-0079
Ballistic Missile Inertial Guidance and
Control- Repair (Pershing)

AR-1715-0103
Ballistic Missile Inertial Guidance and
Control Repair (Sergeant)

. AR-1715-0312
Corporal Ground Guidlance, Repair

AR-1715-0238
Corporal Internal Guidance Repair

AR-1715-0083.',
Hawk Internal Guidance and Launcher
Electronibs Repair' .

AR1715-0113
Lacrosse External Guidance Repair.

AR- 1715 -0123
Lacrosse External Guidance System
Repair

,/ AR-1715-0123
Lacrosse Internal Guidance Repair

AR-1715-0124
Lacrosse Internal Guidance System
Repair

AR- I 715-0124
Nike Internal Guidance Repair

AR-1715-0114
Nike Internal Guidance Repair (Hercules
Transition)

AR-1715-0323
Nike Internal Guidance System Repaii

AR-1715-0114
Pershing Guidance and, Control
Repairman 1(A) Noncommissioned
Officer (NCO) Advanced

AR-1717-0029
SAM Internal Guidance System Repair

AR-1715-0114
Sergeant Miss e Guidance Repair

AR-1715-0302
SSM Internal iuidance System Repair'

AR- 1715-0083

Cuided Missile
AN/TPQ-2 I 'Hawk Guided Missile
System Simulator Maintenance

AR-1715-0276
Guided Missile and Special Weapons
Staff Officer

AR-1405-0068
Guided Missile Electronic Materiel
Maintenance

* 6R-t7 I ;A085
Guided Missile Electronic Materiel
Maintenance, SSM '

, . AR-1715-0090
Gyided Missile Fire Control System
Maintenance, SSM

-1715-0076
Guided Missile Installation c
Equipment Repair

AR-014-0241
Guided-Missile Maintenance Supervision,
Nike

AR-1715-0255
Guided Missile, Nuclear Weapons and
ARADCOM Safety

AR-0802-0005
Guided Missile propellants and
Explosives

AR-2201-01I9
Guided. Missile. PropellantsExplosives
Specialist

AR-2201:0119
Guides .Missile Repair Helper

AR-1715-0113
uided Missile Staff Officer

,AR- I 715-0186
ided MissilelSysterns Maintenance,,,,

rvision (Corporal)
AR-1715-0249

ided Missile Systems Maintenance
Supervisors, Corporal II

AR-1715-0249
Guided Missile Systems Officer

AR-1715-0286
Guided Missile Unit Commander (SAM)

AR-1715-0385
Improved Hawk Guided 'Missile
Simulator Maintenance

, AR- I 715-0300
Ordnce Guided Missile Company
Grade Officer

AR.-1715-0329
Ordnance Guided Missile Officer, ,,'*"
A AGM

. , AR-1715-0326
Ordnance Guided Missile Officer, ADM

AR-1715-0326,
Ordnance Guided Missile Offic
(FAGM)-

AR -1715 -0330
Ordnance Guided Missile Officer (FAM).

AR-1715-0330
Ordnance Staff Officer Guided Missile
and Nuclear Weapons

AR-1405-0068
Ordnance Staff Officer Guided Missile
and Special Weapons,

AR-1405-0068
Ordnance Staff Officer Guid°ed Missile
and Special Weapons Logistics

AR-220I -0099
Systems Engineering, Analysis and
Management (Guided Missile)

AR- 1715-0286
Wire Guided Missile System Repair'

AR- 1715 -0299

550 3

Gun
Gun Section Fire Control Maintenance,
T38

Aft-1715-0217
Skysweeper Gun Section Fire Control
Maintenance

AR-1715-0/17



- T38 Gun Section Fire Contfol
Maintenance

AR- 111510217

Gunner
Helicopter Door Gunner Qualification

AR-1606-0090
Master Gunner (M55I)

AR-220I-0214
Master Gunner (M60A1 /A3)

g r AR-220I-0216
Waster Gunner (M60A2)

AR-2201-0215

Gunnery
ML22Punnery

AR-220I-0115
M-22 GunneryQualification

AR-220I-0115
11-13

H -1 3/H -19 Trarfsition Flight training °.
AR-1606-0103

H-I3/H-34 Transition Flight Training .

AR-I606-0100

H-19
Army Helicopter Transport Tactical (H-
19).

11-21
Arm Helicopter Transport Tactical (n-
21)

AR-1606-0119

AR-I606-0119
y ecopter Transport Tactical

- ,"'
AR -1606 -0119

Army Helicopter Transport!Tactical (H-
21)(H-34)

AR-I606-0119-
Army Helicopter Transport Tactical (H-.
34)

AR-1606-0119

H-37
Army H -37; Helicopter Pilot's Transition
Flight Training

AR-1606-0101
H-.\7 HeliCopter Crew Training

4R-1704 -0065
1137 Helicopter Mechanic Training

AR- I 704-0039
H-37 HelicopterOrganizational ,

Maintenance
AR-1704-0080

H-37 Helicopter'Pilot Transition Training
AR-I606-0118

Handling
Supply Handling

AR-1405-0038

Harbor
Harbor Craft Boatswain

AR- 2201 -0036
Harbor Craft Coimpany Officer

AR-1722.0003
Harbor Craft Deck Officer.

AR-0419-0034
Harbor Craft Deck Operations

AR-0419-0034
Harbor Craft Engineering Offkeer

AR-1712-0007
Wrbor craft Engine Operation
(Advanced),'

AR-1712-0007
Harbor Craft Operator ,

AR-220I-0036

Hawk
Air Defense Missile Maintenance
Technician and..Maintenance 'Chief
System Transition (Hawk)

AR-2201-0092

Air Defense Missile Maintenance
_Technician (Hawk) '

AR-1715-0099
Air Defense Missile Maintenance
Technician ( (Hawk) System 'Transition

8R-2201,0092
Air Defense Missile. Staff Officer (Hawk)

AR -1715 -0289
AYITPQ-21 Hawk Guided Missile
System Simutator Maintenance

AR-1715-0276,
Hawk-Conitinuous Wave (CW) Ralar
Maintenance

AR-171'15-0134
Hawk Continuous Wave (CW) Radar
Repair

AR-1715-0236
Hawk Fire Control Maintenance

AR-1715-021I
Hawk Fire Control Repair

AR-1715-0230
Hawk Internal Guidance and Launcher
Electronics-Repair

AR-1715-0313
Hawk Maintenance Chief
Noncommissioned Officer ,( NCO)
Advanced

AR -1715 -0293
Hawk Maintenance SUpervision

AR-1715-0099.
Hawk Mechanical Repair

AR7I704-0088
Hawk-Missile and Launcher Maintenance

AR-1715-0101
HawklMissile and Launcher Repair

AR-1715-0132
Hawk Missile and Launcher Repair.
(Transition Instruction)

-Hawk Officer
AR-1715-0127-

-4R-2201-0088
Hawk Officer Qualification

AR-220I-0088
Hawk Organizational Maintenance
Supervisor

AR-17i5-0146
Hawk Pulse Acquisition Radar and.,
Battery Control Center Maintenance

, A.R.-4715-0211
Hawk Pulse Acquisition Radar and.
Battery Control Central Maintenance

AR-1715-0211
Hawk Pulse Acquisition Radar and
Battery Control Repair

AR-1715-0159
e., .,

Hawk Pulse Radar Repair
AR-1715-0159

Hawk Pulse Radar Repair (Non-US)
AR-1715-0159

Improved Hawk Continuous Wave (CW)
Radar Repair -

AR- 1715-0223
Improved Hawk Con inuous Wave (CW)
Radar Repair Transi ion

AR-4715-0357
Improved Hawk Fire Control
Intermediate Maintenance

AR- 1715-0400
'Improved Hawk Eire Control .

Maintenance
AR-1715-0392

Improved Hawk Fire Control
Maintenance Supervisor

AR-1715-0373
Improved Hawk Fire Control
Maintenance (Transition)

AR-1715-0375
Improved Hawk Fire Control Repair

° - R-1,715-0198
Improved Hawk Fire Coniroi Repair

-,

Transition
. AR -1402 -0023. ,

Improved Hawk Firing, Section
Intermediate Maintenance

KEYWOI4D INDEX K.27
AR- 1715 -0399

Improved Hawk Firing Section
Maintenance

AR-1715-0307
Improved Hawk Firing Section
Maintenance Supervisor

AR-1711-0384
Improved Hawk Firing Section
Maintenance (Transition)

AR- 1715-0376
Improved Hawk Guided Missile
Simulator Maintenance "

AR -1715 -0300
Improved Hawk Information

°Coordination Central Maintenance
. AR- 1715-0294

Improved Hawk Information
Coordination Central Maintenance
SUpervisor

AR-1715-03g3
Improved Hawk Information

'Coordination Central Maintenance
(Transition)

AR- 1715-0372
Improved Hawk Launcher and
Mechanical Systems Repair Transition.

AR- 1715-0419
Improved Hawk MaidiVenance _

Techrucian/Chief Transition
AR-I402-0027

Improved Hawk Mechanical Systems
Repair

-1715-0352
Improved Hawk Officer

AR-1715-03g2
Improved Hawk Organizational
Maintenance Supervisor

AR-1715-0 5
Improved Hawk Organization
Maintenance Supervisor Trarisitio

AR-1715-0-378
Improved Hawk Pulse Radar Repair

AR-1715-0222
Improved Hawk Pulse Radar Repair
Transition

AR-1715-0358
ImproVed Hawk Radar Signal Sirnulator
Statibn Repair

AR -1715 -0397
SAM Staff Officei.t HaN-

AR-1715-0289
Missile Staff Officer

AR-1715-0289
Surface-to-Air Missile System
Maintenance (Hawk) Warrant Officer
Advanped

AR- 1715 -0290
Surface-to-Air Missile System
Maintenance (Hawk) Warrant Officer
Intermediate-

AR-1715-0099

Hazardous
Hazardous Devices

AR-0801-0002

Hazeltine 2000B
Hazeltine 200013 Maintenance '

AR- 1715 -0405

'Health
Community and Environmental Health
Program Management

AR,0707-0006
Community Health and EnvirOnmental
Science , .

AR-0707-0003
Environmental Health Specialist

AR-0707-0005
Health Nursing Orientation

AR-0703-0004
Nuclear Power Plant Operators ,(Health
Physics and Plant Chemistry Specialty)

AR-1720-0002
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Heating '
Heating and Ventilating

AR-1701-000I
Heavy

.

Heavy MOrtar and Davy Crockett Officer
' AR -0157

Quartermaster Heavy Equiimie t Rep-
AR- 10-0022

Quartermaster HeavylEquipment
Repairman' ..

AR-1710-0022
Helkopter

AH-IG Helicopter Repair,
A 04-005 I

AH- IG (Hueycobra) Helicopter Repair
Transition ' -

AR-1704-0060
Air Cavalry/Attack Helicopter
Commander'S Training ,

AR-I606-0054
Army Aviator Basic Flight Training
(Helicopter)

AR-It,0670112
Army Aviator Helicopter °

AR-I606-0105
Artily H -37 Helicopter Pilot's Transition
Flight Training

AR-I606-0101
Arriiy Helicopter Transpor,3-Tactical

. : AR:3606-0106
Army Helicopter Transport Tactical (H-
I 9 ) d

AR-1606-0119
Army Helicopter Transport Tactical (H-
21)

.

. - AR-I606-0119
° Army Helicopter Transport Tactical (H-

21)(H-34)
AR- I 606-0119

Army Helicopter Transport Tactical ( i-l-
34 )

- % AR-I606-0119
Army Transport Helicopter Pilot-Phase
Ill

Helicopter Instrument Flight Examiner
AR-1606-0124

Helicopter Instrument Flying
sl - . AR-I606-0123

Helicopter TechniCal Inspector
. AR-1717-0010,

HU-1A Helicopter Repair
AR-1704-0056

MediurnTranSport Helicopter Repair
AR-1704-0035s

Multi-Engifte Mediuni Transport
'Helicopter Maintenance ,

AR-1704-0049
- Multi-Engine, Single-Rotor, Helicopter

Repair
' AR-I 04-0035-

Multi-Engine, Tandem-Rotor He i °pier,
Repair . ' _...,

r AR-17114-0034
Obkrvation, Utility and Transport -
'HellMpteeRepair

AR- I 704-0040
OH-13/0H-23: Helicopr,cr Repair '

, AR-1704-0055
OH-13/0H-25 Helicopter Repairman,
Skill Development Base '

, AR-1717-0008
CH-1-58 HelicopterAtepair , .

-t AR-1704-0066
OR-6A Helicopter Repair'

AR-1704-0032
011-6 Helicopter Repair

. , AR-1704-0063s
Reconnaissance Helicopter Maintenance

AR-1704=0017
41.11-1704-0084

Reconnaissance Helicopter Repair
AR-1714, -0059

Single-Engine, Single-Rotor Helicopter
Repair

- . AR-1704-0040
Single-Engtne Tandem-Rotor Helicopter
Repair .

AR-1704 -0058
Single-Rotor Helicopter Maintenance

AR-1704-0079-
Single-Rotor Light Transport .Helicomer
Maintenance

AR-1704-0050
Single -R&or Observation Helieopter
Maintenance -

. AR-1704-0055
Single - Rotor Turbine Utility Helicopter
Maintenance

. AR-1704-0048
Single-Rotor Turbine Utility Helicopter
Repair

AR-1704-0033
Single-Rotor Utility and Light Transport
Helicopter Maintenance

AR1704-0050
Tandem-Rotor Helicopter Maintenance

. ., , AR-1704-0052
Tandem-Rotor HeliCopter Repair

AR -1704 -0058
:Tandem-Rotor Light Transport
Helicopter Maintenance

AR-1704-0069
Twin-Engine Helicopter Repair

A R- I 704-0057
LIH-1 Helicopter Repair

AR-1704-0033
UH-I Htlicopter Repair Skill ,

Development Base .

AR-1704-0064
UH -1 Helicopter Repair Specialist
Candidate

AR-1704-Q064
Utility and Cargo, Single-Rotor
Helicopter Maintenance

AR-1704-0019
Utility and Cargo Singl -Rotor

, .

A R-1704-0053

CH-34.HelicopterRepair

CH-37 Helicopter Repair

CH-47 .Helicopter ,Repair

CH-47 Helicopter Repair
Development Base

CH-47 Helicopter RepLiir
Candidate

CH-54 Helicopter Repair

CH-54 Helicopter Repair
Development Base

CH-54 ,Helicopter Repair
Candidate

AR-1606-0102

All'21704-(X)40

AR-1 704 -0049'

AR- I704.0034
Skill

I .
AR:1704-0028
Specialist ,k

AR-1704-0028

AR-470448)71
Ski11

AR-1704-0061
Specialist

AR-1704-0061
H -37 Helicopter Crew Training

'AR -1704 -(x)65
11-37 flelicopter Mechanic Training

AR- 1704 -0039
11-37 Helicopter Organizational
Maintenance

AR-1704-0080
1:1-37 Helicopter Transition Training

AR-160(0)1.18
Hblicopter Armament Subsystem M22
and DX43 Mechanic

^ AR -1704 -(x)81
Helicopter Armament Subsystem M22 ,

and Simulator DX43 Repair
AR -1704 -(x)78

Helicopter floor Gunner Qualification
AR-I606-0090

Helicopter Repair

ab

tility and Cargo, Tandem -Rotor
Helicopter Maintenante

AR-1704-0031
Utility and Cargo Tandem Rotor
Helicopter Repair

AR-1704-0058
Hercules

"Air Defense Electronic Warfare (Nike-'
Heretics)

.AR -1.715 -0002
Air Defense Missile Staff Officer (Nike .

Hercyles)
. AR-1715-0315

Improved Nike Hercules Fire Control
SysteM Maintenance

v- AR-1715-036.1
Improved Nike Hercules-Fire Control
System Maintenance Transition

AR-1715'-0140
ImprovkNike Hercules High Peiwer
Acquisition Radar Maintenance .

AR-17154)210
Nike Acquisition Radar and Cpreputer' \
Repair (Hercules TranSition)

AR-I:715-0233
Nike Acquisition Radar and Computer
Repair (Improved Hercules Trarisition)

AR-1715-02331,
Nike Hercules Electronic "Maintenance

AR-1715-0084
Nike-Hercules Fire Control System
Maintenance

,' AR-1715-0361
Nike Hercules Fire Control. System
Maintenance Transition

AR -1715 -0304
Nike-Hercules Missile Electronic
Maintenance

AR-1715-0106
Nike Hercules Missile Electronic
Materiel Maintenance Transition

AR-1715-0106
Nike:Hercules Missile Mechanical
Materiel Maintenance Transition .

AR-1704-0085
Nike HercUlesOfficer

AR-2201;6095
Nike Hercules Officer Transition

AR-2201-0100
Nike Internal Guidance Repair (Hercules
Transition)

AR-1715-0323
Nike Maintenance Supervision (Heriules
Transition)

AR.-1715-0356
Nike Maintenance Supervision
(Improved Hercules Transition)

AR-1715-0356
Nike Track Radar Repair (Hercules
Transition)

AR-1715-0126
Nike Track Radar Repair (Improved
Hercules Transition)

AR- I 715-012§/\
SAM Staff Officer Transition (Hercules)"

AR -1715 -0305
HFDF

Automated. High Frequency Direction
Finding (HFDF) Net Control Station
( EELPOT ) Maintenance

AR-1715-0404
Automated High Frequency DirectiOn
Finding (HFDF) System Maintenance
(EELPOT)

AR- I7 15-0409
Automated High Frequency Direction

'Finding( HFDF) System Operation
(EELPOT )

AR-1402-0050



Ham
High Frequency' Direction

' .
in

Finding (HFDF) Net Control Station
(.EELPOT) Maintenance

AR-17,IS-0404
-Automated High Frequency Direction
-Fihding (HFDF)'Systenl Maintenance
(EELPOT) r..

AR -17 1 5.0409
- Automated High Frequency Direction

Finding (HFDF) System Operation
(EELPOT) .

.... . AR-1402-0050
High Speed Radio Operation

- AR-1404-0010

Highway
Highway Transportation f. ration and
Maintenance

AR-0419-0006..
Highway Transport Operations

AR-0419-0006
HLC-1A/TSEC

Electronic Mixer HLC-I An-SEC
AR-1715-0006

John
Honest John Rocket Crewman

,,NoncoMmissioned Officer (NCO) Basic ,
AR-220I-0178

Hospital
Hospital Diet Cook

AR-1729-0006
Hospital Food Service Specialist

AR-1729-0004
Hospital Mess Steward

AR-1729-0005

HU-1
HU-I Instructor Pilot Transition

AR-I606-0062

HU-1A
HU-I A Helicopter Repair

AR-1704-0056
HU-I A InstruCtor Pilot Transition

- AR-I606-0062
Hueycobra . , '

,AH- IG (Hueycotira) Helicopter 'Repair
Transition . .

AR-1704.0060
AH-IG (Hueycobra) Instructor Pilot
(Transition/Gunnery) Qualification

AR-1606:4)057
AH-IG (Hueycobra) Pilot
Transition/Gunnery

AR- 1 606 -0059

Hull
Marine Hull Repair

AR-1723-0001
Marine Hull Repair Superviiion

AR -1723 -0002

Human
Human Behavior in Organizations

326-0027

thmearian
HUngarian

bD-0602-0001
DD-0602-0002

. DD-0602-0003

Hydraulic
,ircraft Hydraulic repair 41 -

R-1704-0016
Hydraulics

Aircraft Hydraulics Repair Specialist
Candidate

AR-1704-0021

Hygienist °

Dental Hygienist

Identifiati4n
AR-0701-0002

Advanced Identification Techniques
Operations

AR-2201,0.206
Advanced IdentifiedMin Techniques .
Position Maintenance (R0361)

AR- 1715-0415
Electronic Warfare (EW) Cryptologic
Special Identification Techniques BaSic
Technical

AR-220I-0104
Electronic Warfare (EW) Cryptologic
Special Identification Techniques,
0peratOr
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Indoctrirastion 4/430

Warrant Officer Indoctrination
T ainingPreflight (Fixed Wing)

AR-I606-0114
1

- Indonesia%
indonesian

I ndonesianMal4

IndonesianMalay
IndonesianMalay

DD-6602-0002
DD-0602-0003
DD -06t12 -0004

DC40602-0002

DD-0602-0002

Induction
AR,1409.0009 Recruiting, Reenlistinent and Induction

.

Special Ideritification.Tecimiques Analyst.---

Special Identificatim Techniques Industrial
Operator Basic Industrial Security ti. AR-I606-0030 . AR-I606-0019

Directorate of IndustrialOperatiohs
AR -1408 -0075

Industrial College of tlie Armed Forces
.(Resident Program) r---

. DD- I 5 I 1-0003
Industrial Security Specialist

DD-1728-0001
National Security Management
(Correspondence Course of the
Industrial. College pf the Armed Forces)

DD-I511-0001

- , 'AR- I 606-0029

Officer
AR7l 406 -0008

Special. Identification Techniques
Supervisor

AR-220I-0104
Illumination

Field Illumination Crewman, NCO
Candidate

AR-2201;0044
Field Illumination Crewman, Skill
Development Base

-AR- 2201 -0044

Image
Image Interpretation (Enlisted) '

AR-1606-0084
Image Interpretation Officer

AR-1709-0008
Image Interpreter NCO. Basic

AR- f 606-0002
Image Interptbter Noncommissioned
Officer (NCO) Candidate

AR-I606-0128
Image 'Interpreter, Skill Development
Base

AR-1606:0128

Immaterial
Branch Immaterial Officer Candidate

AR-2201-0182

Immunology
Allergy-Clinical Immunology Specialist

AR-0709-0016

Impregnation
Impregnation Equipment Operation

AR-1702-0001
Laundry and Impregnation

AR-1716-0005
Laundry, Bath and Impregnation

AR-1716-0005

Improved
`;.3t4;

Improved Alternate Battery Acquisition
Radar Maintenance Transition

Ai ,1715 -0174
Imprthed Hawk Fire ControVRifer
Transition

..'AR- 1402,0023
Improved Hawk Launcher and-
Mechanical Systems Repaii Vansition

AR-1715-0419
Improved Hawk Maintenance
Technician/ChiefTransition

AR-I402-0027

Indirect --
Infantry Indirect Fire Crewman
Noncommissioned Officer (NCO)'
Candidate ,

-AR-220I-0176

Inertial
Ballistic Missile Inertial Guidance and

'Control Repair (P,e0hing)
AR-1715-0103

Ballistic. rssrle InertialoGuidance and
Control repair (Sergeant)

ow-4:115-0312
Inertial Navigation Set AN/ 'SN-86
Repair,

A -1715-0161'
Infantry

Asiociate Infantry Officer Career
AR -2201 -0131

Basic, Infantry Officer
AR-2201-0192

Infantry Advanced Noncommissioned
Officer (NCO)

AR-2201-0035
Infantry Armor (TA-CMF,) NCO
Advanced

AR-2201 -0181
AR-2201-0184

Infantry Armor (IA-CMF) NCO Basic
AR-2201-001

, AR-2201-0134--A,
Infantry/Armor Officer Career

-AR-2201:0124
Infantry Army Reserve OfficerCandidate

AR -2201 -0052
'Infantry Automotive Supervision

Al2,1703-0007
Infantry Communications Officer

AR-1715-0193
Infantry Coinmunication Supervision

AR-1714-0004
Infant Counterfire Supervisiim

AR-2201-0025
Infantrrilidireet Fire Crewman
NOncomrdissioned-Officer (NCO)
Candidate

AR-2201-0176.
Infantry' Intelligence and Operations
Specialist

. ARA -0013
'Infantry Mortar Platoon

AR-220I-0085
Infantry Motor Transportation
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AR-1703-0015

Infantry'Noncommissioned Officer
(NCO) Basile

' AR-2201 -0046
Infantry Noncommissioned Officer 43
( NCO) Candidate . '

AR-2201-0050
AR-2201-0170

Infantry Officer Advanced
at. AR-2201-01424

Infantry Officei. Ba.Nic
AR-220I-0192

pfantry Officer Candidate
AR-220I-0167

Infantry Officer Candidate (Reserve
Component) ,

AR- 2201 -0052
Infantry Officer Candidate (Reserve

omppnentit)
AR-2201-0052

Infantry Officer Career
AR-2201-0124

Infantry'Operations and Intelligence
°°' Specialist NCO Advanced -

AR-2201-0049
° Infantry Operations and Intelligence

Specialist Skill Development. Base
AR- 2201 -0007

Infantry Radio Maintenance
AR- I 715-0108

Infantry Senior Sergeant NCO Advanced
AR-2201-0034

Maneuver Combat Arms Infantry ( 11
CMF) NCO Advanced

,AR-2201-018I
National.GuardInfanttif Officer
Candidite

AR-2201-0137
4r .Infantryman

Light and Heavy Weapons Infantryman
AR-2201-0045

Inference .-

Statistical Inference
AR- I I 15-0007

Information
Advanced Information Specialist

,DD-0504-0002
Improved Hawk Informatio'
Coordination Central Maintenance

. AR-1715-0294
Improved Halek Information
Coordination Central Maintenance
Supervisor

AR- 1715 -0383
Improved Hawk Information
Coordination Central Maintenance
(Transition)

AR-1715-0372
Information and'AudiO Visual (1V-CMF)
NCO Advanced -

AR-220I-0043
Information and Audio Visual (IV -CMF)
NCO Basic (USASCS),

AR -1717 -0053
Information Enlisted.

DD-0504-0004
Information OffiCer .

DD-0504-0009
Information Officer Basic

DD-0504-0009
Infoimation Offider (Reserve
Component)

DD -0504 -001 1
Information Secprity Management

DD-1728-0002
Information Specialist

DD-0504-0004
. ; Information Specialist (Broadcaster)

DD-0505-0001
Information Specialist (Journalist)

D13,-0504-000
_Information Systems Officer (1,5) )

AR -1402- 0005, '
Public Information Enlisted

DD-0504-0008
Public Information Officer

OD-0504-0007
Shipboard Information, Training and
Entertaintnent (SITE) System Operator's
(Television Afloat)

DD-0504-0010
Troop Information and Education
Enlisted

D6-0504-0005
Troop Information and Education Officer

DD-0504-0006
infrared

Airborne Infrared Repair (UAS-4)
AR-1715-0227

OV-I D ( Mphawk) Surveillance,Infrarid
Repair

AR-1715-0054
Surveillance Infrared Repair

AR- 1715-0227

In-Plant
Defense In-Pla4Quality Assurance

AR-0326-0023
Inspection -

'Food Inspection
AR-0104-0002

Food Inspection Advanced
AR-0104-0001

Food Inspection Procedures (Advanced)
AR-0104-0001

Food Inspection Procedtires Basic
` AR-0104-0002

Food Inspection Procedures Refresher,
Fruit and Vegetable Oriented

AR-0104-0006
Food Inspection Procedures, Refresher,
Red Meats Oriented

AR-0104-0007
Veterinary Preventive Medi4ine and
Food Inspection

AR-0104-0005
Inspector

Airplane Technical Inspector,
AR-1717-0004

Fixed Wing Technical Inspector
AR-1717-0004

Helicopter Technical Inspector
AR-1717-0010

Rotary-Wing Technical Inspector
AR-1704-0082
AR -1712 -0010

Installation
Army Installation. Management

AR -1408 -0055
Atmy Materiel Command Installation
Management

AR-0326
Inttallation/Direct Support Stipply
Officer

AR-1405-0007
Installation Intelligence

AR-I606-0007
Installation Stock Control

A R-I405-0073
Installation Supply Procedures

AR-1405-0021
Installation Traffic Management -

AR-04194)036
Installation Transportation

A R-0419-0036
Telephone Installation and Repair

AR-1715-0332
Institute

U.S, Armyinstitute for AdvanCed
Russian and East, European Studies

A R- 0602 -0001

5 ,

Instruction
Criterion-Referenced Instruction (CRI)
Workihop

AR- I 406-00 9
Instructor

Instructor Trainini( Advanced)
AR- I 486-000

Management Practices in TOE/TDIVUni
Instructor Training

AR-I408-0069
OH-13 Instructor Pilot Qualification

AR-1 406-0009

Instructor Pilot
AH- I G ( Hueyeobra) Instructor Pilot
(Transition /Gunnery) Qualification

AR-1606-0057
AH-IG Instructor Pilot k.

AR-1606-0057
CH-34 Instructor plot Qualification

AR-1606-0063
CH-37 Instructor Pilot Qualification

AR-I606-0042
e CH-37 (Mojave) National Guard

flfransition and ilnitructor
PilotInstructor Pilot Phase

AR -1606 -0055
CH-37 (Mojave) National Guard
Transition and Instructor
PilotTransition Phase

. AR-1606-0056
. CH-47 (Chinook) Instructor Pilot

Qualification
, AR-I606-0043

CH-47 In'structor Pilpt .

AR-I606-0043
OVI-54 Instructor Pilot .

AR-I606-0052
CH-54 Instructor Pilot Qualification

' AR-1606-0052
CV-2 (Caribou) Instructor Pilot.
Qualification

AR-1606-0096
HU-1A Instructor Pilot Transition

AR -1606 -0062
HU-1 Instructor Pilot Transition

AR-I606-0062
0-1 Instructor Pilot Qualification

AR-1606-0040
OH-58 Instructor Pilot

AR-I606-0047
OH-58 Transition/Gunnery Instructor
Pilot (IP) Qualification

AR-I606-0047
OH-6 Instructor Pilot

AR-I606-0126
OH-6 Transition/Gunnery Instructor,Pilot
(IP) Qualification

AR-1606-0126
OV-1 Instructor Pilot

AR-1606-0050
OV-1 (Mohawk) Instructor Pilot
Qualification

A R=I606-0050
U-2 I Instructor Pilot

AR-1606-0061
U-2I Standardization Instructor Pilot*.;_.
Qualycation

AR-1626-0061 _
. U-8 Instructor Pilot.

AR-1606-0089
U-8 Instructor Pilot Qualification

AR-1606-0089
U1-1-1 Instructor Pilot

AR-1606-0053
U1-1.1 (Iroquois)Instructor Pilot
(Transition/Gunnery) Qualification

AR-1606-0053
Instrument

Aircraft Instrument and Electrical
Systems Repair .

iat-1721-0007
Aircraft Instrument Repair



AR-1721-0004
Ballistic Missile Test Instrument Repair

AR-1715-0348
\KBallistic Missile Test Instrument Repair --";:-!

(Redstone)
AR- 1715 -0348

Elect cal Instrument Repair
AR-1721-0003

Electron' nstrument Maintenance-- --
AR -1715 -0004

Electronic Instrument Repair
AR-1715-0001
AR- I 7 I 5-0004
AR -1715 -0033

Fire Control Instrumen epair
R-1721-0002

Fire Control Instrument Re it (Basic)
ARA721-000I\
A R-1606 \C1093

- Fixed Wing Instrument Flight Examiner
AR-1606-0125

Fixed Wing Instrument Qualification
AR-1606-0093

Helicopier;Instrument Flight Examiner/ AR-1606-0124
Helicopter Instrument Flying

AR-1606-0123
nstrument Calibration and Maintenance.

(35-CMF) NCO Basic
AR- 1715 -0020

) Instrument Flight Examiner
AR-1606-0108

Optical Instrument Repairman (USMC)
AR-1721-0002

Optical Survey Instrument Repair
DD-1721-0001

Rotary Wing Instrument
AR- I 606-0123

Rotary Wing Instrument Flight Examiner
AR- I 606-0124

Rotary Wing Instrument Qualification
AR-I606-0097

Topographic Instrument Repair
AR- 1721 -0005

Instrumentation
Nuclear Power Plant Operators
(Instrumentation Specialty)

AR-1720-0005

Fixed Wing Instrument

Integrated
AAA Integrated Fire Control
Maintenance ,

AR- I 715-0214
AAA Integrated Fire Control
Maintenance Officer

AR-1715-0214
Army Integrated Materielj,Systems
Management

AR-0326-0064
Financial Management-Integrated
Accounting

A R-1401-0001
Integrated Data Link Repair

AR- 1715-0228

Electronic Warefare (EW) Signal
Intelligence Noncommunications
Interceptor- Analyst

AR-1715-0018
Field Artillery'Operations and 1

Intelligence Assistant
AR-2201-0061

Field Artillery Operations and
Intelligence Assistant Skill Development
Rase

AR-220I-0175
Field Artillery Operations and
Intelligence Noncommissioned Officer
(NCO)

AR-2201-006I
Infantry Intelligence and Operations
Specialist

AR- I 606-00 I 3
Infantry Operations and Intelligence
Specialist NCO Advanced

AR-220I-0049
Infantry Operations and Intelligence
Specialist Skill Development Base

AR- 2201 -0007
\\.b istallation Intelligence -

AR-1606-0007
Intelligence Analyst

AR-I606-0034
Intelliate Analyst NCO Basic

... AR-1606-9001
Intelligence\ Analyst (Special Forces)

AR-I606-0027
Intelligence Analyst, Specialist Candidate

AR-I606-0032
Intelligence Enlisted

Intelligence
Antiaircraft Artillery (AAA) Operations
and Intelligence NoncomMissioned
Officer (NCO)

"AR-1713-0002.
Area Intelligence Officer 4-

AR-1606-0031
Area Intelligence Specialist

AR -1606 -0031
Armor Intelligence Specialist

AR-1712-0001
Associate Military Intelligence Officer
Advanced

AR -1606 -0077
Combat Intelligence Staff Officer

AR -16064303-3--/
Defense Intelligence Course

DD-15 I 1-0004

AR-I606-00 I 0
Intelligence Photography N.,

AR-1709-0005
Intelligence Research Officpr

AR-I -0039
Intelligence. Research Officer/Techni

AR -1606=0409
Intelligence Research Officer Transition

AR-I606-0080
Itirligence Staff Officer

AR-1606-0085
Military Intelligence

AR-1606-0009
-Military Intelligence (Analysis) Enlisted

AR-I606-0078
Military Intelligence Coordinator

AR-1606-0035
Military Intelligence (MI-CMF) NCO
Advanced (USAISC)

AR-2201-0155'
Military Intelligence (MI-CMF) NCO
Basic .

AR-1606-0129
Military Intelligence Officer Advanced

AR-1606-0076
Military Intelligence Officer Basic

AR- I 606-00 I 8
Military Intelligence Officer Orientation

A R-I606-0082
Military Intelligence Specialist

AR-I606-0004
Isialtocial Senior Intelligence

AR-I606-0022
DD- I 606=0001

Operations and Intelligence Specialitt
AR- I 606-00 13

Order of Battle Intelfigence Enlisted.
AR-1606-0008

Order of Battle Intelligence Officet
A R-1606-0081

Ordnance Technical Intelligence
A R-2201-(X)26

Postgraduate Intelligence Course
DD-1511-0004

Special Forces Intelligence
A R-1606-0027

Special Forces Officer Intelligence
AR-1606-0083

0
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Special Forces Operations and
Intelligence

AR-t606-0026
Strategic Signal Intelligence Officer

?JR- 606-0094
Tactical Intelligence Staff Officer

AR-1606-0033
Technical Intelligence

Inter-American
Inter-American Defense College

DD- I 511-0005

AR-I606.-0005

Intercept
Electronic Warfare (EW) Intercept
Systems Maintenance Analyst

AR-1715-0411
Electronic Warfare (EW) Intercept
Systems Repairman

AR-1715-0417
Electronic Warfare (EW) Intercept
Systems Repairman Basic Technical

AR-1405-0067
General Intercept Equipment Repair

AR-1715-0189
Intercept Demultiplex Systems
Repairman

74ts AR -1715 -0136
Intercept Equipment Maintenance
Supervisor

AR-1717-0028
Intercept Receiving Systems Repairman

AR- 1715 -0138
Intercept Recording Systems Repairman

AR- 1715 -0139
Terminal Intercept Equipment Repair

AR -1715 -0138
y Voice Intercept Position Maintoance

AR -1715 -0414

Interception
Teletype Interception

Interceptor
Electronic Warefare (EW) Signal
Intelligence Noncommunications
Interceptor-Analyst ei

AR- 1715 -0248

Aft-1715-0018
Electroni Warfare'(EW) Cryptologic
Noncom- nurlications Interceptor-Analyst

AR -1715 -0018
Electronic Warfare (EW)
Noncommunication IMerceptor-Analyst
Basic Technical .

\N.:AR-2201-0209
Morse Interceptor

AR-1404-0016

Intermediate.
Defense Language Institute Intermediate
Courses

DD-0602-0006

Intern
Automatic Data Processing Intern
Program

AR-I402-0039
DARCOM Supply Management Career
hitern Training

AR-1405-0015
Maintainability Engineering Intern
Training Program

AR-I115-0009
Materiel Maintenance Management
Intern Program

AR-1717-0001
PERS1N,SD ADP Intern Program

AR-I402-0008
Product/Production Engineering Intern
Program

AR-0326-0035
Safety Engineering Intern Training
Program

AR-01802-0006
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Supply Management Career Inte
Training Program Rr.A - 405-0015

Internal
Hawk Internal Guidance and Launcher
Electronics Repair

,

Internal Review.
AR- 1715 -0313

AR-I401-0010
Lacrosse Internal Guidance Repair

AR-1715-0124
Lacrosse Internal Guidance System
Repair

AR-1715 -0124
Nike Internal Guidance Repair

AR- I 715-0114
Nike Internal Guidance Repair (Hercules
Transition)

AR-1715-0323
Nike Internal Guidance System Repair

AR-1715-0114
SAM Internal Guidance System Repair

AR-1715-0114
Internship

Army Dietetic Internship
AR-0709-0014

Interpretation
Image Interpretation (Enlisted)

AR-1606-0084
image Interpretation Officer

5AR-1709-0008
Interpreter

Image Intertireter NCO Basic
AR- I 606-0002

Image Interpreter Noncommissioned
Officer (NCO) Candidate #

AR-I606-0128
Image Interpreter, Skill Development

AR-I606-0128
Interrogation

Interrogation
AR-1728-0037

Interrogation (Enlisted)
AR -1728 -0037

Interrogation (Enlisted lon-Linguist)
AR-1728-0040

Interrogation Officer
AR -1728 -0036

Prisoner of War Interrogation Enlisted
AR -1728 -0037

Prisoner of War Interrogation Officer
AR-I 728-0036

Interrogator
Interrogator, Skill Development Base

AR-1728-0039
Inventory

DARCOM Commodity Command
Physical Inventory Management

AR -1405 -0088
DARCOM Depot Physical Inventory
Management.

AR-1405-0087
Defense Advanced Inventory.
Management

AR-0326-0006
Defense Inventory Management'

AR-1405-0076,
Defense Inventory Management
Correspondence Course

AR -1405 -0079
Financial ManagementInventory
Accounting and Army Stock Fund
Operations

AR-1405-0005
Inveitigation

Criminal Investigation
AR-1728-0010

Criminal Investigation

Criminal Investigation
Advanced

Criminal Investigation
Intermediate

Military Police Investi

Supervision
AR-1728-0027

Warrant Officer

AR-1728-0011
Warrant Officer

AR-1728-0011
gation

AR -1728 -0028

Iroquois
UH- I (Iroquois )Instructor Pilot
(Transition/Gunnery) Qualification

r. AR-I606-0053
Italian u

Italian

ItalianSicilian

Itallan--Sicillan
ItalianSicilian

Japanese
Japanese

-

DD-0602-0001
DD-0602-0002
DD-0602-0004
DD-0602-0009

DD -0602 -0002

',DD-0602-0002

DD-0602-0001 .

DD-0602-0002
DD-0602-0003
DD- 0602 -0004
DD-0602-0005

Journalist
Basic Military Journalist

DD-0504-0001
Information Specialist (Journalist)

DD- 0504 -000I

Judge
Judge Advocate Officer Basic, Phase 1

AR -1728 -0045

Jumpmaster
Special Forces Jumpmaster

AR-2201-0053
Special Forces Military Free'Fall
Parachutist/Military Free Fall
Jumpmaster

AR-2201-0060

Jindor
35R College Junior

Korean
Korean

AR-220I-0173

DD-0602-0001
DD-0602-0002
DD- 0602 -0003
D0-0602-0004
DD-0602-0005
DD-0602-0006

Laboratory
Chemical Laboratory'

AR-I303-0001
Chemical Laboratory Procedures

AR-1303-0001
Dental Laboratory

AR-0701-0001
Dental Laboratory Procedures
(Advanced)

AR-0701-0006
Dental. Laboratory Procedures (Basic)

AR-0701-0001
Dental Laboratory Specialist Advanced

AR-0701-0006
Dental Laboratory Specialist Senior

AR-0701-0003
Document Labbratory Technician

AR -1728 -0013

503

Medical Laboratory Procedures
(Advanced)

AR-0702-0001
Medical Laboratory Procedures (Basic)

AR-0702-0002
Medical' Laboratory Specialist

AR-0702-0002
Medical Labliratory Specialist Advanced

AR-0702-000I
Optical Laboratory Specialist

AR-0709-0015
Orthopedic Laboratory. Procedures

AR-0709-0004
Photographic Laboratory Operation

AR-1709-0002
.Lacrosse

Lacrosse Electromechanical System
Maintenance

AR-1715-0086
Labrosse ExterrIal Guidance Repair

AR-1715 -0123
Lacrosse External Guidance System
Repair . .

. AR-1715-0123
Labrosse Fire Control Operation

AR-A 715-0291
Lacrosse Fire Control System
Maintenance

AR- I 715-0314
Lacrosse Firing Battery ,

AR-2201-0089
Lacrosse Interim! Guidance Repair

AR-1715-0124
Lacrosse Internal Guidance System
Repair

AR -1715 -0124
Lacrosse Officer

AR -1112 -0001
Lacrosse Ordnance Maintenance
Supervision

AR -1715 -0339

Lance
Lance Cadre .1

AR-2201-001I
Lime Missile System Repair

Lance Officer
AR-1715-0298

AR-2201-0189
Land

Land Combat Support Missile System
Repair Technician

AR-1715-0130
Land dirnbat Support System
(LCSS)Missile Maintenance '
Noncommissioned Officer (NtO)
Advanced

AR -1717 -0030
Labd"Comba SupPon System Test
Specialist

AR-1715-0231

Langtiafte
Defense Language Institute Advanced
Courses

DD-0602-0007
Defense Language InstitutesAural
Comprehension Courses

DD-0602-0003
_J....Peer/se Language Institute Basic

Courses ( 1954-1956 )
DD- 0602 -0001

Defense Language Institute Basic
Courses ( After 1956)

DD-0602-0002
Defense Language-Institute
CoursesEast Coast Branch

DD-0602-0009
Defense Language Institute Exte/ided or
Basic-Intermediate Courses

DD-0602-0005
Defense Language Institute Intermediate
Courses



DD-0602-0006
w Defense Language Institute Short Basic

Cowles
D13-0602-0004

Defense Language Inssiitute,Special
Courses

1313,0602-0008
12efense Language Institute Support
Mminand Courses

DD-0602-0010
National Cryptologic School Resident
Language Cour les

DD- 0602 -001 1
8360 Assembler Language

AR-I402-0040
Latent

Latent Fingerprint Examiner
AR-1728-0048

t
Launcher

Hawk Internal Guidance and Launcher
Electronics Repair

AR- I 715-0313
Hawk Missile and Launcher Maintenance

ee-

w AR-171543101
Hawk Missile and Launcher Repair

AR- I 715-0132
Hawk Missile and Launcher Repair
(Transition Instruction)

AR- I 715-0127
Improved Hawk Launcher and
Mechanical Systems Repair Transition

AR-1715-0419
Light Target Missile Launcher Operation
and Airframe and Engine Maintenance

AR-1704-0077

Nike Missile-Launcher Repair (Phase II

-(Ajax/Hercules)
Nike Launcher Control Syste7 Repair

AR-1715-0077

1N-1715-0077
-

Nike Launcher Control Repair

.Only)
AR- 1715 -0390

Mite Missile-Launcher Repair (Phases!
and 11)

AR-1715-0390
Nike Missile -Launcher Repair Transition

AR-171-0369
SAM Launcher Control System Repair

AR -1715 -0077

, Laundry -

Laundry and Drycleaning Operations
(Navy)

AR-1716-0004
Laundry and Fumigation Officer

AR- I 716-0006
Laundry and Impregnation

AR-1716-0005
Laundry, Bath' and Impregnation

AR:1716-0005

Law , .

Law Enforcement

Law Enforcement
Advanced

Law Enforcement
Basic

Law Enforcement
Noncommissioned

Laying
Pershing Laying Specialist

AR- 2201 -0091

s' AR-1728-0029
(MP-CMF) NCO

AR-1728-0030
(MP-CMF) NCO

AR -1728 -0017
(MP-CMF)
Officer Basic

AR -1728 -0017

LCSS
Land Combat Support System
(LCSS) - Missile Maintenance
Noncommissioned Officer (NCO)
Advanced

AR -17t7 -0030

Leadership
Women's Army Corps NCO Leadership
Course

AR-2201-0065
Leither

Canvas and Leather Repair
AR-I 716-0003

Legal Clerk
AR- 1 403 -0002

AR-1728-6008

AR-1401-00013

Lie
Lie DetectiOn ,

Lie Detector Operation
. AR-172843008,

Life
Life Cycle Cost Analysis of Weapons
Systems

,Light
Light AiF Defense System Electronic
Repair

AR-1715-0015
.Light and Heavy Weapons Infantryman

AR-2201-0045 i.
Light and Medium Towed Field Artillery
Mechanic -

AR-2,201-0106
Light Fire Control Equipment Repair

AR-1715-0170
Light Target Missile Flight Control
System Maintenance

AR-1715-0131
Light Target Missile Launcher Operation
and Airframe and Engine Maintenance

AR-1704-0077
Quartermaster Light Equipment Repair

AR-1702
Tandem-Rotor Light Transport
Helicopter Maintenance

AR.17
Lineman

Line Man
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Locomotive Operation

AR-0419-0030
Railway ,Locomotive Operation

AR-0419-0030
Steam Locomotive Repairman

AR- 1710-0008

Loglitichut
The Logistician in Review

AR-I405-0074

iLogistics,
Army Logistics Management

AR- 1405-007I
Associate Army Logistics Management

AR-0326.0003
Associate Logistics Executive
Development

AR-0326-0003
Criminal Investigator Logistics
Management Orientation (CILMOC)

AR-1728-0020
Defense Idternational Logistics
Management'

, AR-1405-0023
Logistics ExecutiVe Development .

AR-1405-0071
Logistics Executive Development
Correspondence Course

AR-1405-0081
Logistics Management Development

AR-0326-0004
Logistics Support Design Management

AR-0326-0007
Maintenance Engineering. Analysis for
Integrated. Logistics Support

AR-16014)01
Management Techniques in Materiel.
Acquisition and Integrated Logistics
Support Design Management.

AR-0326-0019
Materiel Acquisition and Integrated
Logistics Support Design Managem'ent

AR-0326-0018
Medical Logistics Management

AR-1408-0067
Noncommissioned Officers (NCO)
Logistics Program

AR-1405-0004
Ordnance Staff Officer Guided Missile
and Special Weapons Logistics

AR-220I-0099
Quantitative Techniques in Materiel

cquisition and Integrated Logistics
Support Design Management

AR-0326-0020

AR-1714
Lineman Noncommissioned Officer
(NCO) Basic\

AR- I 714-0011
Lineman Skill Development Base

AR-1714-0010
Telephone Installer and Lineman

AR-1714-0015

Link
Integrated Data Link Repair .

AR-1715-0228

LithOgraphic
Lithographic Photography

DD- I 719-0003
Lithographic Platemaking

AR-1719-0002
Lithographic Stripping and Platemaking

DD-1719-000

Lithuanian
Lithuanian

Loadmaster
Airdrop Loadmaater

DD-0602-0002

AR-0419-0026

Locomotive
Diesel-Electric Locomotive Electrician

AR-1714-0006
Diesel-Electric Locomotive Repair

AR-1712-0011
Locomotive Electrician

, AR- I 714-0006

510

. LOH
LOH Transition/Gunnery
Quitication

LRC-3
Radio Set LRC-3 Repair

LSDM
LSbM

LSDM-MGT

LSD-Quint

IP

AR-1606-0126

AR-1715-0183

AR-0326-0018

AR-0326-0019

AR-0326-0020

M2r2
Helic ter Armament Subsystem M22

- and X43 Mechanic
AR- 1704 -0081

Helicopter Armament Subsystem M22
and Simulator DX43 Repair

AR-1704-0078
M-22 Gunnery.

AR-2201-0115
M-22 Gunnery Qualification
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AR-2201-0115

M33
Artillery Fire Control System
Maintenance, M33

AR-1715-0213
M33 Fire Control System Maintenance

AR-1715-0213
M33' SCR-584 Fire Coritrol System
Maintenance

AR-1715-0213
M-38

-
M-38 Fire Control System Maintenance

AR-1715-0215
M551

Master Gunner (M55I )
AR-220I-0214

M60A1
Master Gunner (M60A1/A3)

AR- 2201 -0216

M60A2
Master Gunner (M60A2)

\ -

AR- 2201 -0215

Machine
Advanced Machine Accounting

AR -1402 -0012
Automatic Data Processing (ADP)
Machine Operation Specialist

AR- 1402 -0030
Electrical Accilunting Machine Repair

AR-1706-0004
Financial ManagementMachine
Accounting

AR-I402-0034
Financial ManagementMachine
Accounting Systems

AR -1402 -0034
Machine Accounting

1 AR-1402-0016
Machine Accounting Specialist

AR-1408-0005
Office Machine Repair

AR-1706-0003
6uarry Machine Operation

AR-1710-0042
Surfacing Machine Operation

AR-1710-0002
Surfacing Machihe Operator

AR-1710-0002
Machinist

Machinist
AR -1723 -0004
AR-1723-0005

Nfaintainability
Maintainability Engineering

AR-1115-0009
Maintainability Engineering Intern
Training Program

Maintenance
AR-11 I -00459

Army Maintenance Management
Correspondence Course

AR-0326-0037
Guardrail IV System Maintenance

AR-2201-0205
Hazeltine 2000B Maintenance

AR-1715-0405
Intercept Equipment Maintenance
Supervisor

AR -1717 -0028
Maintenance Engineering Analysis for
Integrated Logistics Support

AR:1601-0001
Maintenance Manag ent .

AR-0326-0005
Maintenance Officer

Maintenance Supervisor
AR-1717-0041

AR-1717-0028

Materiel Maintenance Managernint
Intern Program

AR-1717-0001
Mechanical Maintenance (131M-CMF)
Warrant Officer Advanced (252A)

AR-1717-0057
Oiganizational Maintenance Officer

AR-1704-0091
Quartermaster Maintenance Supervision

AR-1717.-0036

MALT
COMSEC Equipment MATT

a. f AR- 1715-0062

Major
United States Army Sergeants Major

AR-I408-0003
United States Army Sergeants Major
Academy Correspondence Program

AR-1408-0064
United States Army Sergeants Major
Academy Nonresident Program

AR-1408-0064
Malay

IndonesianMalay

Malay
DD-0602-0002

DD-0602-0002
Management

Advanced Investigative Management
AR=1728-0027

Advanced Personnel. Management
Enlisted

AR-I406-0006.
Advanced Traffic Management

AR-0419-0035
Air Force Commissary Management.,

AR-0406-0002
Armed Services Procurement
Management

AR-0326-0009
Army Aviation Maintenance
Management

AR-1717-0009
Army Depot Operations Management

AR-0326-0008
Army Depot Operations Management
Correspondence Course

AR-0326-0036
Army Initial Provisioning Management

AR-1405,0075
Army Installation Management

AR-1408-0055
Army Integrated Materiel Systems
Management

AR-0326-0004
Army Maintenance Management
Correspondence Course '

AR-0326-0037
Army Management

AR-0345-0001
ArmyMateriel Command Installation
Management

AR-0326-0017
Army Provisioning Management

AR-1405-0075
Army Safety Program Management,

AR-0802-0008
Army Supply Management'

AR-I405-0039
Associate Army Logistics Management

AR-0326-0003
Aviation Command and Resource
Management

Club Management

Command Management

AR-I408-0036

AR-1729-0012

AR-0326 -0001
Commissary Administration Management

AR-0406-0004
Commiiia'ry Management

511.

3 AR -0406-0003
Commissary Meat Market Management

AR-0406-0005
Commissary Middle Management, Phase
I (Commissary Store Management)

AR-0406-0006
Commissary, Middle Management, Phase
It- (Commissary Meat Market
Management)

AR-04060005
Commissary Middle Management, Phase
ly (Commissary Administration
ffanagement)

AR-0406-0004
Commissary Store Management

AR-0406-0006
Commodity Command Standard System
(CCSS) Supply Management

AR-I405-0083
Community and Environmental Health
Program Managemerlt

All-0707-0006
Comptroller Intern Financial
Management

AR-1408-0070
Construction Planning and Management

AR- 1601 -0028601-0028
Criminal Investigator Logistics
Management Orientation (CILMOC)

AR-1728-0020
DARCOM Commodity Command
Physical Inventory Management

AR-I405-0088
DARCOM Depot Physical Inventory .
Management

AR-1405-0087
DARCOM Supply Management Career
Intern Training

AR-1405-0015.
Defense Advanced Disposal Management,

' AR-1405-0065 Fr
Defense Advanced Disposal Management
Correspondence Course

AR-1405-0078
Defense Advanced Inventory
Management

AR-0326-0006
Defense Advanced Procurement
Management

AR-0326-0010
Defense Advanced Traffic Management

AR-0419-0035
Defense Depot Operations Management

AR-0326-0008
Defense International Logistics
Management

AR- 1405-0023
Defense Inventory Management

AR:1405-0076
Defense Inventory Management
Correspondence Course

AR-1405-0079
Defense Procurement Management

AR-0326-0009
Defense' Procurement Management
Correspondence Course

AR-0326-0038
Defense Specification Management

AR-1408-0035
Distribution Management

AR-146-0042
Facilities Engineering Management

AR -1408 -0053
Financial ManagementBudget

AR-1408-0001
Financial Management-Integrated
Accounting

AR-1401-0001
Financial ManagenyntInventory
Accounting and Army Stock Fund
OperatiOns

AR-I405-0005
Financial Management Machine

9Accounting
)



s. ;- AR-1402-0034
Financial -ManagementMachine
Accowning Systems

AR-1402-0034
Financial Management SysteMs
Automated Applications

AR-I402-0(533
Financial Management
Systems Automatic Data Processing

AR-I402-0033
Information Security Management.

DD-1728-0002
Logistics Management Development

AR-0326-0004
Logistics Support Design Managetnent

AR-0326-0007
Maintenance Management

AR-0326-0005
Management of Managers'

AR-0326-0029
Management Practices in TOE/TDA Unit
ln§tructor Training

AR-1408-0069
Managementkeview and Analysis

AR-1408-0011
Management Statistics by
C ndence

AR-I 115-0003
Management Techniques in Materiel
Acquisition and Integrated. Logistics
Support Design Management

AR-0326-0019
'Materiel Acquisition and Integraihd
Logistics Support Design Management

AR- 0326 -0018
Materiel Maintenance Management
intern Program

AR-1717-0001
Meat Plant Management

AR-0104-0003
Medical Logistics Management

A R -1408 -0067
-Mess Management

AR-1729-0001
Missile Master Systems Management
Officers

AR-1715-0311
National Security Management
(Correspondence Course of the
Industrial College of the Armed Forces)

DDA511-0001
Nuclear Weapons Materiel Management
Officer .

AR-220I-0017
AR-2201-0210

Open Mess Management.
AR-1729-0012

Ordnance Officer Basic Armament
Materiel Management

AR-I405-0092
Ordnance Officer Basic Missile Materiel
Management

AR-I405-0089
Ordnance Officer Basic Munitions
Materiel Management

AR-1405-0091
Ordnance Officer Basic Tank and
Ground Mobility Materiel Management

AR-1405-0093
Personnel Mana ment For Executives

AR-I408-0074
Personnel Manage ent Officer

AR-1406-0004
Personnel Manag ent Specialist

AR-I406-0023
AR-1408-0007

rtes Management
AR-I406-0004

Planning and Conthicting Management
Audits and.Studies

AR-0326-0011
Post Engineer Management

AR-1408-0053
Procurement Management

AR-026:0009'
Property Disposal Management

AR-1405-0058
Quantitative Techniques in Materiel
Acquisition and Integrated Logistics
Support Design Management

AR-0326.-0020
Recruiting Management Officer

AR-I406-0014
Requirements Management

AR-1405-0057
Security Assistance Management

AR-1606:0024
Security-Assistance Management
Orientation Seminar

AR-1606-0021
Security' Management

AR-1728-0044
SIDPERS Management

AR-1406-0922
Specification. Management

AR-1408-00M
Storage and Distribution Management

AR-1405-0042
Supply Management Career Intern
Training Program

AR-1405-0015

Manager
Army Project. Mslanaget

Malingers
Management of Managers

.AR-1408-0012,

AR0326-0029
Managing

Managing with Contractor Performan&
Measurenient Data

AR-03?.,

Manpower,
Manpower Control Officer

AR-1406-0021
Manpower Validation,

AR-1498-0039

Manual
Manual Central Office Maintenance

;.. AR- 1715 -0351
Manual Central Office Repair

AR-1715-0351(
Mandal Central Office Repair, Skill
Development Base

AR-1715-0051
Manual Cordless Switchboard SB-
3082(7)1/GT Repair

AR-1715-0029

Map '-

Map Compilation
DD- 1713 -000I

Map Compiling (for Air Force
Personnel)

AR-1713-0005
Map Compiling (for Army Personnel)

c. AR-1713-0004
Multiplex Map Compiling

AR-1601-0015

Mapping
Mapping, Charting, and Geodesy Officer

DD-1601-0007

Marijuana
Marijuana Detector Dog/Handler

AR-1728-0021
Marijuana Examiner

AR-1601-0049

Marine1
Marine Artillery Operations Chief

AR-220 I -0042
Marine Artillery Scout Observer

AR-2201-0145
Marine Deck Officer Advanced

AR- 1722 -00 ®l

512
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Marine Engineer '

AR-1710-000,1
Marine Engineering and Repair
Supervision

AR-1712t0010
Marine Engineering Officer Advanced

AR- 1714-0008
Marine Engineer Repair,

AR-1712-0012
Marine Engineer Skill Development Base

AR-1712-0002
Marine Engine Operation and
Maintenance

Marine Hull Repair
AR-1723-0001

Marine Hull Repair Supervision
4R-1723-0002

Marine (MR-CMF) NCO Advanced
AR-0419-0012

Marine (MR-CMF) NCO Basic
AR-0419-0011

AR-1730.-0001.

Marine RadarObserver
AR-1715-0157

Martin-Baker
Martin-Baker J-5 ,fiection Seat Specialist

AR-1704-0087

Master
Master Gunner (M551) ,

AR-220I-0214
Master Gunner (M60AI/AJ)

'AR-2201-0216
Master Gunner (M60A2)

- AR-2201-0215

'Materials
Materials Handling Eq 'pment Mechanic

AR-1710-0039
Materiel

Anny Integrated
Management -

eriel Systems

AR-0326-0004
Arm Mtiteel Command
Comp ollership

AR-I401-0017
Arm riel Command Installation
Managem

AR-0326-0017
Corporal Electronic Materiel
Maintenance 1

AR-1715-0234
Corporal Mechanical Materiel
Maintenance

AR-1715-0243
Guided Missile Electronic Materiel
Maintenance

AR-1715-0085
Guided Missile Electronic Materiel
Maintenance, SSM

AR-17 I 5-0090
Management Techniques in Materiel
Acquisition and Integrated Logistics
Support Design Management

AR-0326-0019
Materiel Acquisition and Integrated
Logistics Support Design Management

AR-0326-0018
Materiel Maintenance Management
Intern Program

AR- 1717-0001
Medical Materiel Procedures

AR-I405-0024
Missile Mechanical Materiel
Maintenance, Corporal

AR- 1715-0243
Nike-Ajax Missile Electronic Materiel
Maintenance

AR-1715-0085
Nike Hercules Missile Electronic
Materiel Maintenance Transition

AR- 1715 -01Q6
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Nike Hercules Missile Mechanical
Materiel Maintenance Transition

AR-1704-0085
Ordnance Fire Control Materiel
Maintenance

AR- I 715-0158
Ordnance Officer Basic Armament
Materiel Management

AR- 1405 -0092
Ordnance Officer.Basic Missile Materiel
Management

AR-I405-0089
Ordnance Officer Basic Munitions
Materiel Management

AR-I405-0091
Ordnance Officer Basic Tank and
Ground Mobility Materiel Management

AR -1405 -0093
Quantitative Techniques in Materiel
Acquisition and Integrated Logistics
Support Desigft-Management

AR-0326-0020
Redstone Electronic Materiel
Maintenance

AR -1715 -0080
Redstone Mechanical Materiel
Maintenance -

AR-1715;0244
SAM Electronic Materiel Maintenance,
Nike

AR-1715-0085
SSM Mechanical Materiel Maintenance

AR-1715-0328
Mathematical

Mathematical Programming
AR-I108-0001

Measurement
Defense Work Measurement Standard
Time Bata (DWMSTD)

AR-0326-0032
Managing,with Contractor Performance
Measurement Data

AR-0326-0028
Methods-Time Measurement I (MTM I )

AR -1408 -0073

Meat
Commissary Meat Market Management

AR-0406-0005
Commissary Middle Management, Phase
II (Commissary Meat Market
Management)

Meat Cutting

Meat Plant Management

AR-0466-0005

AR -1729 -0002

AR-0104-0003

Mechanical -

Corporal rfechanical Systems Repair
AR-1714-0014

Improved Hawk. Launcher and
Mechanical Systems Repair TranSition

AR-1715-0419
Improved Hawk Mechanical: Systems
Repair /.--

AR-1715-0352
Mechanical Maintenance (63-CMF)
NCO Advanced

AR-1717-0040
Mechanical Maintenance (MM-CMF)
NCO Advanced

AR-1717-0040
Mechanical MaintenanCe (MM-CMF)
NCO Basic

AR- I 706-0002
AR-1710-09M
AR-171041035

Mechanical Maintenance (MM-CMF)
Warrant Officer Advanced

AR-1715-0290
AR-1717-0003
AR-1717-0032

AR-1717-0034
AR-220I-0126

Mechanical Maintepaiisee (MM-CMF)
Warrant Officer Advanced (252A)

AR-1717-0057
Mechanical Maintenance
Noncommissioned Officer (NCO),

AR-1,710-0049
Mechanical Maintenance Officer

AR-1717-0044
Mechanical Maintenance Warrant
Officer Intermediate (42IA)

AR-17107,0012
Mechanical Maintenance Warrant
Officer Intermediate (441A)

AR-1710-0013
Mechanical Maintenance. Warrant
Officer Intermediate ( 621 A )

AR- I 710-0044
Mechanical Maintenance Warrant
Officer Intermediate ( 63I A )

AR-1710-0014
Mechanical Maintenance Warrant
Officer Intermediate (632A)

AR-1710-0045
Nucleall Power Plant Operators
(Mechanical Specialty)

AR-1720-0004
SSM Mechanical Repair

AR-1714-0014

Mechanized
Mechanized Flame Thrower Surveillance

AR- 1601 -0041

Medical
Army Associate Medical Service Officer
Advanced

AR-I408-0018
Army Aviation Medical Officer
Orientation

AR-12201-0086
Army Medical Department Clinical Head
Nurse

AR-0703-0003
Army Medical Department Officer
Advanced .

AR-0326-0016
Army Medical Department Officer
AdvancedArmy Nurse Corps Officers

AR-03426-00 I 6
Army Medical Department Offilter
Advanced Nonresident/Resident

AR-6799-0008
Army Medical Department Officer Basic
(Reserve Component),

AR-220I-0003
Army Medical Department Officer
Orientation (MSC)

AR-0799-0001
Army. Medical Department Reserve
Component General Staff

AR-0799-0004
Army Medical Service (AMEDS) NCO

AR-0799-0002
Army Medical Service Company Officer

AR- I 408-0016
Army Medical Service Officer Advanced

rr 4R-0326-0016
Army M dical Service Officer Basic

' AR -2201 -0058
Army M dical Service Officer Career

AR-0326-0016
Army Medical Service Officer
Orientation

AR- 2201 -0058
Associate Army Medical Service
Company Officer / -

AR -2201 -0188
Associate Army Medical Service Officer
Advanced

AR-140{3-0018
Ass6ciate Medical Service Corps Officer
Career

AR -1408 -0018

Basic Medical Specialist
AR-0703-0007

Essential Medical 'Trailing for AMEDD
Avialers. Associate

AR-0799-0007
Essential Medical Training for AMEDD
Aviators Nonresident/Resident

AR-0799-0007
Essential Medical Training fof AMEDS
(Army Medical Service) Aviators

AR-0801-0001
Medical A idman ( Advanced)

AR -0709 -0007-
Medical Aidman (Basic)

Y's r AR-0703-0005
Medical DePartment Officer Basic

AR-1408-0015
Medical Department Officer Clinical
Head Nurse

A -0703-0003
Medical Department Office rientation
(MSC)

AR-0799-0001
Medical Equipment Main nance
(Advanced)

R-1715-0317
Medical Equipment Mainte nce (Basic)

A 1715-0316
Medical Equipment Maintenance
(Supplementary and Refresher)

AR-1715-0194
Medical Laboratory Procedures
(Advanced)

AR-0702-0001
Medical Laboratory procedures (Basic)

AR-0702-0002
Medical Laboratory Specialist

AR70702-0002
Medical Laboratory Specialist Advanced

AR-0702-0001
Medical Logistics Management

AR-14013-0067
Medical Materiel Procedures

° AR-I405-0024
Medical Records and Reports (Basic)

AR-1403-0001
Medical Records Specialist

AR-1403-0001
Medical Service Corps Officer Basic

AR- I 408-00 I
Medical Service Corps OM
Orientation

AR408 -0015
Medical Specialist.

AR 709-0003
Medical Specialist (Advanced)

AR-0709-0009
Medical Supply and Services

AR-1405-0008
Medical Supply Officer

AR-1405-0008
Medical Supply Procedures

AR-I405-0024
Medical Technician

Aft-0709-0003
Utility Element MaintenanceMedical
Unit Self-Contained Transportable
(MUST)

AR- I 730-0003

Medicine
Army Aviation Medicine (Bask)

AR-0799-0005
Preventive Medicine AdvIced

AR-0707-0091
Preventive Medicine Enlisted

AR-0707-0002
Preventive Medicine Orientation

AR-0707-0004
Preventive° Medicine Procedures
(Advanced)

AR-0707-0001
Preventive Medicine Procedures (Basic)

AR-0707-0002
Preventive Medicine Specialist



AR-0707-0002
.s - AR-0707-000S-

Veterinary .E'terenlive Vedicine and
Food Inspection

AR -0104 -0003
Medium --,,

Strategic Microwave Systems Operation
Medium and Heavy Antiaircraft Artillery and MaintenanceMaintenance AR-1715-0073

1

Microwave Radio Equipment Repair
AR-1715-0272

Microwave Radio Officer
AR-1715-0251

Microwave Radio Relay Operation -
AR- 1715 -0152

AR-1710-0dt 1
Medium Antiaircraft Artillery e

Maintenance
AR-1710-0031

Memorial
Memorial Activities

AR-0709-0012
Mess

Consolidated arid Open Mess
. AR-1729-0012

Hospital Mess Steward
AR-1729-0005

Mess Administration

Mess Management

Mess Stewards

Open Mess Management

Unit Mesa Officer

AR-1729-0013

AR-1729-0001

AR-1729-0001

AR-1729-00,12

AR-1729-0013
Message

Automatic Digital Message Switching
Center Operation Supervisory

AR-4402-0020
Metal

Metal Body kepair

Metal Working (Entry)
AR-1703-0012

AR-1723-0003
Meteorological

Meteorological Equipment Mechanic
AR-1715-0175

Meteorological Equipment Mechanic and
Repairman

AR-1721-0008
Meteorological Equipment Repairman

AR-1715-0155
Meteorological Observation

AR-1304-0001
Meteorological Observer
Noncommissioned Officer (NCO)
Advanced

AR -1304 -0003

Meteorology
Artillery Ballistic Meteorology

AR-I304-0002
Ballistic Meteorology Crewman, Skill
Development Base

AR-1715-0121
Ballistic Meteorology Crewman,
Specialist Candidate

AR-1715-0121

Methods
Defense Against Methods of Entry.

AR-I606-0025
Methods-Time Measurement 1 (MTM1)

AR-1408-0073
Work Methods-and Standards

AR-14118-0038

METS .
Modular Engine Test Stand (METS)
Operator

AR-1,704-0024

Microwave
Basic Micro ave Radio Equipment ,

Repair
AR-1715-0219

Strategic Microwave Systems Repair
AR-1715-0098

Supervisory Microwave Radio
Maintenance

AR- I 715-0027
Tactical Microwave Systems Operation
and Maintenance

AR-1715-0219
Tactical Microwave Systems Repair

AR- I 715-0272
Military

Associate Military Police Company
Officer

AR-1728-0005
Associate Military Police Officer
Advanced

AR-1728-0031
Asseci Military Police Officer Career

AR-1728-00171
Basic litary Journalist

DD-0504-0001
Civil Affairs and Military Government
Officer

' AR-2201-0148
Civil Affairi and Military Government
Officer Advanced

- AR-14,08-0049
Civil-Military Operations

AR-2201-0047
Military Assistance Advisor Sector Unit

AR-220 14
Military Assistance Officer Comma
and Staff

AR-1511
Military Assistance f-raining Advisor

AR-2201-001.6
Military Assistance Training Advisor
ARVN Officer

AR-0602-0006
Military Assistance Training Advisor
Company Grade Officer

AR-0602-0005
Military Assistance Training Advisor
CORDS Officer

AR-0602-0004
Military Assistance Training Advisor
Corps/Division

AR-2201-0015
Military Assistance Training Advisor
Field Grade Officer

AR-0602-0003
Military Assistance Training Advisor
Psychological' Operations Orientation

AR-1512-0005
Military Assistance Training Advisor
Senior Noncommissioned Officer

AR-0602-0002
Military Government Advanced

AR-2201-0141
Military Intelligence Coordinator

AR-1606-0035
Military Intelligence (MI-CMF) NCO
Advanced (USAISC)

AR-2201-0155
Military Nursing Adviinced

AR-0703-0009
Military Police Field Grade Officer
Refresher

AR-1728-0033
Military Police Investigation

AR-1728-0028
Military Policeman

AR-I 728-0023
Military Police Noncommissioned Officer
(NCO) Refresher

KEYWORD INDEX K-37
AR- I 728-0002

Military Police Officer Advanced '
AR- I 728-0035

Military Police Officer Advanced
Resident/Nonresident

AR-I 728-0047
Military Police Officer Basic

AR-1728-0026
Military Police Officer Career

AR-1728-0035
Military Police Officer-Familiarization

AR-1728-0025
Military Police Officer Orienuition

4- - AR-1728-0026
AR-1728-0034

Military Police.Supervision
AR -1728 -0003

Military Police Supervision (Enlisted)
- AR-1728-0003

Warrant Officer Candidate Military
Development . .

AR-220I-0212
Mine

Mine and Tunnel Detection Dog Handler
AR-1728-0019

Missile
AAA and Surface-to-Air Missile Battery C\-"
Officer

AR-1601-0032
Air Defense Miss)* (23-CMF) NCO
'Advanced 411

. . AR-220I-0133
Air Defense Missile Maintenance (23-
CMF) NCO Basic

AR-2201-0195
Air Defense Missile Maintenance
Technician and Maintenance Chief.
System Transition (Hawk)

AR-2201-0092
Air Defense Missile Maintenance
Technician (Hawk) '

AR-1715-0099 \
Air Defense Missile Maintenance
Technician (Hawk) System Transition

AR-220I-0092
Air Defense Missile Maintenance
Technician (Nike)

AR-1715-0255
Air Defense Missile Officer Basic

AR-2201-01
Air Defense Missile Repair (23-CMF)
NCO Basic

AR-2201
Air Defense Mistile Staff Officer (Hawk)

AR-1715-0289
Air Defense Missile Staff Officer (Nike
Hercules)

AR-1715-0315
Ammunition and Missile Maintenance

5114

Officer
AR-1405-0068

Ammunition and Missile Mainterilince
Officer (Transition)

AR-220I-0102
Associate Air Defense Missile Battery
Officer

AR-1715-0288
Associate Antiaircraft Artillery (AAA)
Missile Battery Officer

AR-1715-0288
Associate Field Artillery Missile Battery
Officer

AR-2p1-0135
Associate Surface - to-Air. Missile (SAM)
Battery Officer

A,R-1715-0288
Associate Surface-to-Surface Missile
(SSM) Battery Officer

AR-1714-0013
Ballistic Missile Digital Computer Repair
(Pershing)

AR-1715-0040
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Ballistic. Missile Digital Equipment
Repair (Pershing)

AR-1715-0118
Ballistic Missile Electiical Mechanical
Repair (Pershing)

AR-1715-0122
Ballistic Missile General ,Support Shop
Set Repair (Sergeant)

AR-1715-0116
Ballistic issile Guidance an Control
Repair

A -1715-0104
Ballistic Missile Guidance a d Control
Repair (Pershing)

AR-1715-0079
Ballistic Missile Helper

AR.-1715-0082
Ballistic Missile Helper (Entry)

AR-1715-0082
Ballistic Missile Inertial Guidance and
Control Repair (Pershing)

AR- I 715-0103
Ballistic Missile Guidance and
Control Repair' (Sergeant)

, AR-1,715-0312
Ballistic Missile Maintenance Technician
(Pershing)

-1715-0078
Ballistic Missile Mainte echnician
(Sergeant) -

715-0246
Ballistic Missile Propulsion'IWd
Structures Repair (Pershing)

AR-1715-0075
Ballistic Missile. Repair (21 CMF) NCO
Advanced (USAMMCS)

AR-1717-0050
Ballistic Missile Rocket Motor and
Structures Repair (Sergeant)

AIL-1715-0088
Ballistic ,Missile Test Instrument Repair

AR-1715-0348
Ballistic Missile Test Instrument Repair
(Redstone)

AR -1715 -0348
Ballistic Missile Test Station Repair
(Pershing)

AR- 1715 -0089
Ballistic Missile Test Station Repair
(Sergeant)

AR -171 -0100
Combat Missile Maintenance (27 F)
NCO'Advanced (USAADS) rrrvvv

AR-220I-0196
Combat Missile Maintenante (27-CMF)
NCO Advanced (USAMMCS)

AR -2201-0001
Com* Missile Maintenance (27-CMF)
NCO Basic

AR-1715-0306
Combat Missile Mechanic (271 -CMF)
NCO Basic

AR-2201-0211
Combat Missile System Repair

AR-1715-0115
Combat Missile System Repair (Redeye-
Shillelagh-Tow)

AR-1715-0115
Combat Support Missile System Repair

AR- I 715-0298
Corporal Missile Repair

AR-1715-0083
Engineer Missile Equipment
Maintenance

AR-1730-0002
Engineer Missile Equipment Repair

AR -1730 -0004
Field Artillery and Surface-to-Surface
Missile gattery Officer

AR-1715-0281
Field Artillery Ballistic Missile Officer

AR-14(12-0026
Field Artillery Missile (FM-CMF) NCO
Basic

AR-1715-0306
Field Artillery Missile Officer Basic

AR -2201 -0084
Guided Missile and Special Weapons
Staff Officer

AR- 405-0068
Guided Missile Mainrenanre Supervision,.
Nike

AR-1715-0255
Guided Missite-Unit-Commander (SAM)

AR-1715-0385 '-
Hawk Missile and Launcher Maintenance

AR-1715-0101
Hawk Missile and Launcher Repair

AR- I 715-0132
Hawk Missile and Launcher Repair
(Transition lhstruction)

AR- I 715-0127
Lance Missile System Repair

AR-17150298
Land COmbat Support Missile System
Repair Technician

AR- 1715 -0130
Light'Target Missile Controller

AR-22014)87
Light Target Missile Flight Control
System Maintenance

AR-171S-Ap
Light Target Missile Launcher Operation
and Airframe and Engine Maintenance

AR -1704 -0077
Missile and Munitions Officer

AR-1405-0068
le Maintenance Officer

AR-1715 -Q330
Missile Master Battery Terminal
Equipment Maintenance

AR -1715 -0087
Missile Master Fire Unit Integration
Facility Maintenance

AR-1715-0087
Missile Master Systems Management
Officers '

AR-1715-0311-
Missile*Mechanical Materiel
Maintenance, Corporal

AR-1715-0243
Missile Monitor Operations Central and
Terminal Equipment Repair

AR- 1714 -0003
Missile Repair Parts Specialist

AR -1405 -0034
Missile ftepair Parts Specialist, Skill
Development Base

AR -1405 -0016
Missile Systems, Apprentice

AR-1715-0297
Missile Tank Turret Mechanic

AR- 1710-0038
Nike Air Defense Missile Repair

AR-1715-0255
Nike Ajax Missile Mechanical
Maintenance

AR -1715 -0287
Nike-Hercules Missile Electronic
Maintenance

AR-1715-0106
Nike Hercules Missile Electronic
Materiel Maintenance Transition

AR-1715-0106
Nike Hercules Missile Mechanical
Materiel Maintenance Transition

AR- 1704 -0085
Nike Missile-Launcher Repair (Phase 11
Only)

AK-1715-0390
Nike Missile-Launcher Repair (Phases
and II)

AR -1715 -0390
Nike Missile-Launcher Repair Transition

AR -1715 -0369
Nike Missile Repair

AR-1715-0114
Nike Missile Repairman

51

\._ AR-1715-0114
Ordnance Guided,Missile Officer,
AAGM

AR-1715-0326
Ord_ nance Guided '1y1issile Officer, ADM

AR-1715-0326
Ordnanbe Guided Missile Officer -

(FAGM)
AR-1715-0330-

Ordnance Guided Missile Officer (FAM)
AR- 1715 -0330

Ordnance Missile Systems Maintenance
Officer

AR-1715-0330
Ordnance Officer Basic Missile Materiel
Management

AR-I405-0089
Ordnance Staff Officer Guided Missile
and Nuclear Weapons ,

AR-I405-0068
Ordnance Staff Officer Guided Missile
and Special Weapons

AR -1405 -0068
Pershing Missile Battery

AR -1715 -0349
Safeguard Ballistic Missile Defense link
Commander

AR- 1715 -0379
Safeguard' Missile Maintenance
Technician /Specialist

AR -1715 -0377.
Sergeant Missile Battery

AR- 1715 -0102
Sergeant Missile Battery Officer '

AR-1715-0102
Sergeant Missile Crewman
Noncommissioned Officer (NCO) Basic \

AR-220I-0093
Sergeant Missile Guidance. Repair

AR-1715-0302
Shillelagh Missile System Repair

AR- 1715 -0303
Small Miisile Systems Repair

AR-1715-0129
Surface-to-Air Missile Mechimical
Materiel Maintenance (Nike Ajax)

AR-1714-0002
Surface-to-Air Missile Staff Officer

AR-1715-0315
surface-to-Air Missile Staff Officer
(Hawk)

AR-1715-0289
Surface-to-Air Missile Staff Oflicei
(Nike)

0 A -1715-0315
Surface-to-Air Missile Syste
Maintenance (Hawk) Wamin Officer
Advanced

AR- 715-0290
Surface-to-Air Missile System
Maintenance (Hawk) Warrant Officer
Intermediate

AR- 1715 -0099
Surface-to-Air Missile System
Maintenance (Nike) Warrant Officer
Advanced ,

AR-1717-0032
Surface-to-Air Missile System.
Maintenance (Nike) Warrant Officer
Intermediate

AR-1715-0255
Surface-to-Air Missile Systems
Maintenance Warrant Officer Advanced

AR-1715-0105
Surface-to-Air Missile Systems
Maintenance Warrant Officer
Intermediate (22IB, 222B, 223C)

AR-1715-0105
Surface-tO-Air Missile, Unit Commander

AR-1715-03'85
Surface-to-Surface Missile (SSM)
Maintenance re

AR-1715-0327
-r



Surface-to-Surface Missile (SSM) Officer \
Basic

AR-1715-0325
Surface-to-Surface Missile System
Maintenance (Per-Meng) Warrant Offices
Advanced

AR-220I-0126
Surface-to-furface Missile System
Maintenance (Pershing) Warrant Officer
Intermediate

AR- 17 15-0078
Surface-to-Surface Missile System
Maintenance (Sergeant) Warrant Officer
Advanced

AR- 17 I 7-0034
Surface-to-Surface Missile System
Maintenance (Sergeant) Warrant Officer.
Intenniediate

AR-1715-0246
USMC Missile Systems Maintenance
Fundamentals

AR- I 7 I 5,0398

Missiles
"' Ballistic Missiles Propulsion. and

Structures Repair
AR-1704-0089

Field Artillery Missiles/Rockets
Noncommissioned Officer (NCO) Basic

AR-220I-0185
Mission .

Mission Trainirig Analysis (Area I)
AR-2201-0200

Mission Training Analysis (Area 2)
AR-2201-0201

Mission Training Analysis (Area 3)
AR-220 I -0202

Voice Operator Mission Training
(German)

AR-220I-0198
Voice Operator Mission Training No. I
(Russian)

AR-220I-0207
Mixer,

EleCtronic Mixer HLC- I A/TSEC
AR- 1715 -0006'

Mobile
Mobile Electric Power Generation

AR-1710-0009
Mobile Electric Power Generation
(Precise)

AR-1710-0010
Mode V

Mode V Subscribttail
A - 1715 -0151

Mohawk ."

AO-1 (Mohawk) Aviator Transition
At -1606 -0122

OV-ID (Mohawk) AirbOrne Radar
Repair

AR-1715-0168
OV -ID (Mohawk) ) Airborne Sensor
Specialist

AR-1704-0013
OV- 1 D ( Mohawk ) Aviator Combat
Surveillance Qualification

AR-1715-0133
OV- I D ( Mohawk ),Surveillance Infrared
Repair

AR- 1 715 -0054
OV-I (MOhawk) Aviator Combat
Surveillance Qualification

AR-1606-0092
OV-1 ( Mohawk ) Aviatorjransition

AR-1606-0122
OV-1 (Mohawk) Instructor Pilot
Qualification

° AR- I 6064X)50

Mojave
CH-37 (Mojave) Aviator Transition

AR-1606-0051
CH-37 (Mojave) National Guard
Transition and InstrUctor
PilotInstructor Pilot Phase

AR-16456-0055
CH-37 (Mojave) National Guard
Transition and Instructor
PilotTralisition Phase

AR-1606-0056
Monitor

Missile Monitor Operations Centraland
Terminal Equipment Repair

AR-1714-0003
Morse

Basic Morse Code
AR-1409-0003.

Electronic Warfare (EW) and
Cryptplogic InterceptorMorse

AR-I409-0008
Electronic Warfare (EW) Cryptologic
InterceptorMorse Basic Technical

AR- 1717 -0037
Morse Data Preparation Operator's
Training (A N/GGC- 15 )

Morse Interceptor

Mortar
Heavy Mortar and D

Heavy Mortar and D

Infantry Mortar Prat

AR-I409-0007

AR-1404-0016

avy Crockett NCO
AR-2201-0024

avy Crockett Officer
AR- 2201 -0157

oon
AR-2201-0085

Motion
Motion Picture Photography

AR-1709-0004
Pictorial Unit Commander and Motio
Picture and Television Director

AR-1709
Motor

Armor Maintenance and Motor
Transport

AR-1717-0043
Arm% Motor Officer

AR-1717-9033
Artillery'Motor Transport

AR- I 703-0020
Electric Motor and Generator Repair

AR-1715-0321
Electric Motor and Generator. Repairman

AR-1715-0321
Infantry Motor Transportation

AR- I 703-0015
Motor Officer .

AR- I-703-,0005
Motor Transport ( MT-CMF) NCO
Advanced

AR-0419-0024
Motor Transport (MT-CMF) NCO Basic

AR-0419-0013
. Motor Transport ,Operation and

Maintenance
AR-0419;0006

Movement
Transportation Movement Control

AR-0419-0005
Transportation Movement Specialist

AR-0419-0005
Movements

Movements Specialist
AR-0419-0005

Movements Specialist (AG-CMF) NCO
Advanced

AR-0419-0017
Movements Specialist Supervision

AR70419-0002
Theater of Operations Movements
Officer

KEY WORD INDEX K-39
AR-0419-0008

Transportation Movementi
AR-0419-0005

Transportation Movements Control
Supervision:

AR-0419-0002
MTM 1

Methods-Time Measurement 1 (MTM4 )
AR-I408-0073-

Multichannel
Multichannel Ciehonx System TSEc/CY-

4. 104 Repair
AR-1715-0388

MultichannelGommuniaations
Equipment Operator

AR-1715-0053
MultichannerCominunications
Equipment Repair

AR-1715-.0111

MUlti-algine
.

Aircraft Turbine Multi-Engine Repair
R-170470090

Fixed Wing Multi-Engine.Qualification
"AR- I 606-01 1

Multi-Engine Airplane Repair .

- AR- I 704-0043
Multi-Engine Command Airplane
Maintenance

ARL 1704-0067
Multi-Engine Mediu Transport
Airplane Mainten e

AR -1704 -0074
Multi-Engine Medi mZransport
Helicopter Mainten c

r, AR-1704-0049
Multi-Engine Observation Airpla'ne
Maintenance

AR-1704-0038
Multi-Engine, Single-Rotor Helicopter
Repair

AR-1704-0035
Multi-Engine, Tandem-Rotor Helicopter
Repair

AR-1704-0034
Multi-Engine Utility Airplane Repair

AR-1704-0027

Multilith
Multilith 1250 Repl

Dp- I 706-oop

Multiplex
Multiplex Map Compiling

AR-1601-0015

Munitions
Atomic Demolition Munitions--1

AR-08-62-0009
Atomic Demolition Munitions (Officer)

AR-0802-0010
Missile and Munitions Officer

AR-I405-0068
Ordnance Officer Basic Munitions
Materiel Management

AR-I405 91

MUST
Utility Element MaintenanceMedical
Unit Self-Contained Transportable
(MUST)

AR-1730-0003
National

Field Artillery National Guard Officer
Candidate

AR-220I-0138
National Guard Infantry Officer
Candidate

AR-2201-0137
National Security Management
(Correspondence Course of the
Industrial College of the Armed Forces)

D0-1511-0001
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National Senior Intelligence

; AR-1606-0022
National War College

DD-I511-0002

Navigation
'Airborne Navigation Radar Repair

AR-3715-0143
Avionic Navigation Equipment Repair

AR-1715-0340
Electronic Navigation,,Equipment Repair

AR,-1715-0347
Inertial Navigation Set AN/ASN-86
Repair

';AR-171.5 -016.1
Polar Navigation ! .

A R - 17 08-9"Q05
Position Fixing Navigation Equipment
Repair

AR-17I 5-0023

Navy
Navy Broadcast Terminal Operator

AR-1715-0342

NBC
NBC Enlisted

AR-0802-6003
Nuclear. Biological,. and Chemical
(NBC) Weapons Employment

AR-220I-0187
Nuclear,-Biological and Chemical (NBC)
Weapons Target Analysis

AR-220I-0154
AR-2201-011V

NCO
Administration (AG-CMF) NCO
Advanced

AR-0419-0017
Administration (AG-CMF) NCO Basic '

AR-0419-0016
AR- 1408 -0021

Administratiye (AG-CMF) NCO
Advanced '

AR- 1406 -0025
Advanced Chemical NCO (Staff
Specialist)

AR-220I-0117
Advanced Chemical Noncommissioned
Officer. (NCO) 6

AR-220I-0117
Aircraft Maintenance (AV-CMF) NCO
Advanced

AR -1717 -0005
Aircraft Maintenance (AV-CMF) NCO
Basic

AR -1717 -0006
Air Defense (AD -CMF) NCO Advanced

AR-1 71 7-0002
AR-220I-0057

Air Defense ( AD-CMF) NCO Basic
AR- 2201 -0009
AR:220I-0012

°Air Defense Artillery ( I6-CMF) NCO
Advanced

AR-220I-0057
Air Defense Artillery (16-CMF) NCO
Basic 4 ,

AR-2201-0012'
Air Defense Artillery (27-CMF) NCO
Advanced (USAADS)

AR-220I-0196
,Air Defense (CMF-27) NCO Advanced

AR -1717 -0058
Air Defense Missil5(23-CMF) NCO
Advanced

AR-220I-0133
Air Defense Missile Maintenance (23-
'CMF) NCO Basic

AR-2201-0195
Air Defense Missile Repair (23-CMF)

. NCO Advanced
AR-1717-0002

,Air Defense Missile Repair,(23-CMF)
NCO Basic

AR -2201 -0009
Air Traffic Control (AC-CMF) NCO
Advanced

AR-1704;0005
Air Traffic Control (AC-CMF) NCO.
Basic

A W1104-6004
AMEDD Noncommissioned Officer
(NCO) Advanced

AR- 0799 -0012
.AMEDD Noncommissioned Officer
(NCO) Basic (NCOES)

AR-14013-0068
Ammunition (55-CMF)A/C0 Adianced

' AR- 2201 -0019
Ammunition (55-CMF).NCO Basic

AR- 2201 -0055
Ammunition (AM-CMF) NCO Advanced

AR-220I-0019
Ammunition (AM-CMF) NCO Basic

AR-220I-0055
Antermaman,Noncommissioned Officer
(NCO) Basic

AR-1714-0009
Antiaircraft Artillery (AAA) Operakons
and Intelligeke.Noncommissioned
Officer (NCO)

AR-1713-0002
Armor Advanced Noncommissioned
Officer (NCO)

AR- 2201 -0039
Armor Noncommissioned Officer (NCO)

AR-220I-0039
Armor'Noncommissioned Officer (NCO)
Candidate ( I ID)

AR-220 ko1306
Armor Noncommissioned "Officer (NCO)
Candidate ( 1.1E)

A R-220I-0004
Army Medical Service (AMEDS),NCO

AR-0799-0002
Artillery Survey Noncommissioned
Officer .iNCO)

AR-I601-0016
Artillery Surveyor NCO Basic'

AR-I601-0045
Ballistic Missile Repair (21-CMF)NCO
Advanced (USAMMCS)

AR-1717-0050
Cable Splicer NoncOmmission4Offker
(NCO) Basic .

AR- 01-0076
Cargo, Handler (SU-CMF) NC
Advanced ,

AR-0419-0010
Chapparal/Vulcan Noncommissioned
Officer (NCO) Qualification

AR-220I-0169
Chemical (54-CMF) Noncommissioned
Officer (NCO) Advanced

. AR- 2201 -0029
Chemical Basic NCO

AR-2201-0031
, Chemical (CL-CMF) NCO Advanced

AR- 2201 -0029
Combat Engineering (CE-CMF) NCO
Advanced

AR-I601-0013'
Combat Engineering (CE-CMF) NCO
Basic

AR-1710-6041
Combat Engineering NCO Basic

AR- I 710.0041
Combat Missile Maintenance (27-CMF)
NCO Advanced (USAADS)

AR-2201-0196
Combat Missile Maintenance (27-CMF)
NCO Advanced (USAMMCS)

AR-2201-000I
Combat Missile Maintenance (27-CMF)
NCO Basic

° AR-17 I5 -0306
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Combat Miisile Mechanic (271 -CMF)
' NCO Basic -

AR-2201-0211
Combat Surveillance 'and Target
Acquisiiion NCO Advanced

AR-2201-0183
Combat Surveillance and Target
Acquisition NOncornmissioned Officer
NC0)413aSic .

AR-220I-0186
Combat-Surveillance and Target
Acquisition.(SA-CMF) NCO AdvanCed

AR-220I-0183
Combat Surveillance and Target
Acquisition (SA-CMF) NCO Basic'

AR-1717-0018
AR-2201-0002

Communications Operations (CO-CMF)
NCO Advanced

AR-I4084)020
AR-I408-0045

.Communications Operations (CO-CMF)
` NCO Basic

AR -1717 -0016
Communications Operations (CO-CMF)
NCO Basic (USASCS)

AR -1715 -0021
Construction and Utilities (CU-CMF)
NCO Advanced

AR-1710-0026
Construction and Utilities (CU-CMF)
NCO Basic

AR-1710-0024c
ConstructionyOreman NCO Candidate

AR-171010025
Construction Surveyor Noncommissioned
Officer (NCO) Candidate

. AR-I601-0010
Construction Surveyor Noncommissioned
Officer (NCO)/Supervisor Candidate'

AR-I601-0010
Data Processing (DP-CMF) NCO.
Advanced

AR -1402 -0022
Data Processing (DP-CM. F) NCO Basic

AR-I402-0014
Data Processing Equipment Maintenance
(DM-CMF) NCO Advanced

. AR-1715-0391
- 'Decontamination Specialist NCO Basic

AR-2201-0031
Engineer Equipment
RepairmanNoncommiisioned Officei
(NCO) Basic

AR-1703-0006
Engineer Noncommissioned Officer
(NCO)

Xii-'%ot-o614
Field Artillery Cannon (FA-CMF) NCO
Basic

AR -2201 -0071
Field Artillery Cannon (FA-CMF)
Noncommissioned Officer (NCO)
Advanced

AR-220I-0213
Field Artillery Missile (FM-CMF) NCO
Advanced

AR-2201-0070
Field Artillery Missile (FM-CMF) NCO
Basic

AR -1715 -0306
Field Artillery Missile NCO Advanced

, AR-2201-0070
Field Artillery Missiles (FM-CMF) NCO
Advanced (USAMMCS)

AR-2201-000I
Field Artillery Missiles (FM-CMF) NCO
Basic (USAFAS)

AR-220I-0156
Field Artillery Missiles/Rockets
NOncommissioned Officer (NCO) Basic

AR- 2201 -0185
Field Artillery Noncommissioned Officer
(NCO) Candidate



. AR-220110174
Field Artillery Operations and
fntelligence, Noncommissioned Officer

AR-2201-006.1
Field Illumination Crewman, NCO
Candidate

AR-2201-04144
Field Wireman NCO Basic

AR-1714-0012
Finance (F1-CMF) NCO Advanced

AR-I4084k002
Finance (Fl-CMF) NCO Basic 7\

A R-1402-0004
Finance Operations Noncommissioned
Officer (NCO)

, AR-1408-0002
Fixed Plant Communications Equipment
Maintenance (CM-CMF) NCO
Advanced

' AR-1717-0015
Fixed Plant Communications Equipment
Maintenance (CM -'CMF) -NCO Basic

-AR-1717-0046
Food Sentice'(FS-CMF) NCO Advanced

AR- 17Z9 -0Q08
Food Service '(FS-CMF) NCO Basic,

Alt1729-0007
Rattek Maintenance Chief
NcincommisSioned Officer (NCO)
Advanced

AR-1715-0293
Heavy Mortar and Davy Crockett NCO

AR-2201-0024
Honest John Rocket Crewman-
Noncommissioned Officer (NCO) Basic

AR-2201-0178
-iilmage Interpreter NCO Basic

AR-1606-0002
Image Interpreter Noncommissioned
Officer (NCO) Candidate

AR-I606-0128
Infantry Advanced Noncommissioned
Officer (NCO)

, AR-2201-0035
Infantry Arrnor'(IA-CMF) NCO .

Advanced .
AR-2201-0181
AR-2201-0184

Infantry Armor (IACMF) Ncq Basic
AR-2201-0013

. AR-2201-0134
Infantry Indirect Fire Crewman
Noncommissipned Officer (NCO)
Candidate

AR-2201-0176
Infantry Noncommissioned Officer
(NCO) Basic

AR-2201-01146
Infantry Nonccirnmissioned Officer
(NCO) Candidate 1

AR-2201-0050
AR-2201-0170

Infantry- Operations and Intellige ce
Specialist' NCO Advanced,

AR -2201 -0049
Infantry Senior Sergeant.NCO Advanced

'AR-2201-0034
Information and Audio Visual (IV-CMF)
NCO Advanced

AR- 2201 -0043
Inforrnatiof and Audio Visual (IV -CMF)
NCO Basic (USASCS)'

AR-1717-0053
Instrument Calibration and, Maintenance,
(35 -CMF) NCO Basic

AR-1715-0020
Intelligence Analyst. NCO Basic

AR- 1606 -0001
Land Combat Support System
(LCSS)Missile Maintenance
Noncommissioned Officer (NCO)
Advanced

AR 1717 -0030

.1

J.

Law Enforcement (MP-CMF) NCO
Advanced

AR-1728-0030
Law Enforcement (MP-CMF) NCO

Basic
AR-1728-0017

Lineman Noncommissioned Officer
'"(NCO) Basic

AR-1714-0011
Maneuver Combat ArmsInfantry (11
CMF) NCQAdvanced

AR-2201-0181
Marine (MR -CMF) NCO Advanced

AR-0419-0012
Marine (MR-CMF) NCO Basic'

AR-0419-0011
Mechanical Maintengrice4(63-CM PI
NCO Advanced

AR-171770040
Mechanical Maintenance (MM -CbIF)
NCO Advanced o

A RdC?7-0046
Mechanical Maintenance (MM -CMF)
NCO Basic . .

AR-dp6-0002
AR-MO-0021.
AR-110-0035

Mechanical Maintenance
Noncommissioned Officer (NCO)

AR-1710-0049
Meteorological Observer
Noncomnilisioned Officer (NCO)'
Advanced

AR-I304-0003
Military Intelligence -(MI-CMF) NCO
AdVanced (USAISC)

AR-220I-0155
Military Intelligence (MI -CMF) NCO
Basic

AR-I606-0129
Military Police Noncommissioned Officer
(NCO) Refresher

A R- U7284/002
Motor Transport (MT-CMF) NON
Advanced .

AR-0419-0024-
.Motor Transport (MT-CMF) NCO Basic

AR-0419-0013
Movements Specialist (AG-CMF) NCO
Advanced

AR-0419-0017
Nike Maintenance Chief )
NoncoMinissioned Officer (NCO)
Advance'd

AR-1715-0292
Noncommissioned,Officers (NCO)
LogisticiProgram , ,

A R-1405-0004
Non-hitegrated Radar Maintenance (26-
CMF) NCO Basic

AR-220I-0194
Non-Integrated Radar Maintenance
(RM-CMF) NCO Advanced -

AR-1717-0020
Non-Integrated Radar Maintenance,
(RM-CMF) NCO Basic

AR-140870026
AR-17P7-0019

Pershing Guidance and Control
.. Repairman 1(A) Noncommissioned

Officer (NCP) Advanced
A R-V,I 7-0029

Pershing Noncommissioned Officer
(NCO)

AR-2201-0144
Personnel Staff Noncommissioned
Officer (NCO)

AR-1406-0005
Petroleum (PT-CMF) NCO Advanced-

AR -1717 -0043
Petroleum (PT-CMF) NCO Basic (92C)

AR-1717-0013
Petroleum (PT-CMF) NCO Basic (F6W)

AR- I 717-0012

5 1U
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Power Pack S st Noncommissioned
Officer (NCO) Candidate

AFL-1732-0004
Radio Operator NCO /Supervisor
Candidate

AR-I404-0008
Radio Operator Noncommissioned
Officer (NCO) Basic

AR-2201-0083
Radio Teletype'Operator NCO Basic

AR-I408-0024
Recreation Services (SS-CMF) NCO
Advanced

Sergeant Maintenance Chief
R-1408-0004

Noncommissioned Officer (NCO) '''
Advanced

AR-1747-0031
Sergeant Missile Crewman
NsmcommissionedrOfficer (NCO) Basic
, ". AR- 2201 -0093
Service and RenovatiOn (SR'-CMF) NCO
Advanced

AR-220I-0073
Service and Renovation (SR-CMF) NCO
Basic

AR- 2201 -0074
Smoke and Flame Specialist NCO Basic

AR- 2201 -0030
ails Analyst Noncommissioned Officer
(NCO) Candidate

AR-1601-0009
Sound Ranging ewman
Noncommission Officer (NCO) Basic

AR-1715-0386
Special Assignment (SP-CMF) NCO
Advanced

AR-Id08-0048
AR- 2201 -0054

Special Assignments (SP-CMF) NCO
Basic

AR-2201-0113V
Special .Se rvices ( SS-CM F ) NCO
Advanced

AR-4408-.
Special Services (SS-CMF) NCO Basic

.. 0004

AR-0804-0001
Supply (SU-CMF) NCO Advanced

AR-0419-0010
AR-I405-0077

Supply (SU-CMF) NCO Basic
AR-0419-0009
AR-I408-0044

Tacqcal Communications Chief NCO
Bask' ="'

-P! AR-1715-0012
Tadti4Orei,tronic Equipment
Maintendnce (EE-CMF) NCO Advanced

AR-1715-0016
AR-2201-0190

TacticaPElectronic Equipment
Maintenance (EE -CMF)' NCO Basic ..

AR-1715-0012
AR-1715-0017

4 AR-1715-0019,
is AR-1715-0020
Tactical Electronic Maintenance (EE-
CMF) NCO Advanced

AR-1715-0016
Terrain Analyst Noncommissioned
Officer (NCO) Candidate

AR-1601-0012
Topography and Printing (TP7CMF)
NCO Advanced

AR-I601-0020
Topography and Printing (TP-CMF)
NCO Basic

AR-1601-002 t
Unit and Cirganizat.., Supply
Noncommissione,1 Officer (NI( '))

AR 405-0029
Women's Array NCO cadetship

Course
AR-2201-0065

1.
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NCR-500
Automatic Data Processing (ADP)
Repair, Phase 111NCR-500 Computer
Repair

AR-1715-0045
NCR-500 Computer Repair

AR-1715-0045
Net

Automated High Frequency Direction
Finding (HFDF) Net Control Station

. o (EELPOT)*Maintenance
s "rr' AR-I:715:0404

Neuropsychiatrk_
"Neuropsychiatric Nursing

AR-0703-0008
Neuropsychiatric Procedures (Basic)

AR-0708-0001
iieuropsychiatric Specialist

AR-0708-0001
europsychiatric Techniques

(Advanced)
AR-0708-0002,

Newspaper
Newspaper Editor

Nike
DD-0504,9003

Air Defense Electronic Warfare (Nike-
Hercules)

Ail-1715-0002
Air Defense Missile Maintenance
Technician (Nike)

s AR-1715-0255
Air Defense Missile Stiff Officer (Nike
Hercules)

AR- 1715 -0315
Guided Missile Maintenance Supervision,.
Nike.

AR-1715-0255' ,,
Improved_Nike Hercules Fire Control.
System Maintenance

AR-1715-0361
Improved Nike Hercules Fire Control
System Maintenance Transition

AR-1715-0140
Improved Nike Hercule; High Powerf.
Acquisition Radar Maintenance 4."'

AR-1715-0210v;'
Nike Acquisition Radar and Computer
Repair

AR- 1715 -0209
Nike Acquisition Radar and Computer
Repair (Hercules Transition)

AR- 1715 -0233
Nike Acquisition Radar and Computer
Repair (Improved Hercules Transition)

AR-1715 -9233,
Nike Acquisition !War and Computer
Systems Repair

AR-1715-0209
Nike Air Defense Missile Repair

AR-1715-0255
Nike Ajait Fire Control System
Maissertance

AR-1715-0216
Nike. Ajax Missile Electronic
Maintenance

Nike Ajax Missile Electronic Materiel
AR- 1715-008\

Maintenance ;
, AA-1715-0085 .

Nike. Ajax Missile Mectranical
Maintenance

AR-1715-0287.
Nike Ajax Officer Qualification (Reserve.'
Component)

AR-171-0310
Nike Hercules Electronic Maintenance

AR- I 7)5-0084
Nike-Hercules Fire Control System,,
Maintenance.,

AR-1715-0361

'

Nike HerCules Fire Control System
Maintenance Transition

AR-1715-0304
Electronic

AR-1715-0106
Electronic
Transition

AR- I 715-0106
Mechanical .

Transition
AR-1704-0085

Nike-Hercules Missile
Maintenance

Nike Hercules Missile
Materiel Maintenance

r.

Nike Hercules Missile
Materiel Maintenance

Nike Hercules Officer.
AR -2201 -0095

Nike Hercules Officer Transition
AR-2201-0100. ,

Nike High PoWer Acquisition Radar and
Radar Simulator Repair. :" .

AR -1715 -0180:
Nike Internal Guidance. Repair

Nike Internal Guidance Repair (H les
Transition)

AR-1715-0323
Nike Internal Guidance System Repair

AR- 1715 -0114
Nike Launcher Control Repair

AR-1715-0077
Nike Launcher. Control Systems Repair
(Ajax/Hercules)

AR-1715-0077
Nike Maintenance Chief
Noncommissioned Officer (NCIA)
Advanced

AR-1715-0292
Nike Maintenance Supervision

AR-1715-0255
Nike Maintenance Supervision,
(Ajax/Hercules)

AR-1715-0255
Nike Maintenance Supervision (Hercules
Transition)

AR-1715-0356
Nike Maintenance Supervision
(Improved Hercules Transition)

AR-1715-0356
Nike Mechanical Repair

AR -1704 -0086
Nike Mechanical Systems Repair
(Ajax/Hercules)

AR -1704 -0086
Nike Missile-launcher Repair (Phase II
Only)

AR-1715-0390
Nike Missile-Launcher Repair (Phases I
and II)

AR:I715-0390
Nike Missile-Launcher Repair Transition

AR-1715-03613
Nike Missile Repair

.1.-s AR-1715-0114
Nike Missile Repairman

AR-1715-0114
Nike Radar and Computer repair

AR- 1715 -0355
AR-1715-0370

Nike System Maintenance Officer
AR-1715-0315

Nike System Maintenance Officer.
Transition

AR -1715 -0305
Nike Test Equipment Repair

R-1715-0239
Nike Track Radar Repair

AR-1715-0164
Nike "Trick Radar Repair (Hercules
Transition)

AR-1715-0126
Nike 'Track Radar-Repair (Improved
Hercules:Transition)

AR71715-0126,;,
Nike Track Radar Systems Repair '
(Ajwi/Hercules)

. :AR-1715...0164'
.

51.3

;...Nike-ijnive.mal Electronic Maintenance
, . AR-11715-0084

Nike-Universal Electronic Materiel:,
Maintenance

AR- 1.7 15-9084
Nike Universal Fire Control Systera
Maintenance .

AR- 1715-0361
Nike Universal Officer

h AR-1715-0308
. Nike Universal Officer Olgialification

. AR -1715 -0308
Qfficer.Qyalificasion, Nike Ajax

AR-1715-0308
SAM Electrimic Materiel 'Mainte rice,
Nike '

AR-1715-9085'
SAM. Fire Control System Maintenance,
Nike,Ajax

. AR-1715-0216
Surface-to-Air Missile .Mechanical
Materiel Maintenance (Nike Ajax)

AR-171440002
Surface -to -Air Missile StatrOfficer
(Nike)

AR-1715-0315
Surface-to-Air Missile System
Maintenance (Nik) Warrant Officer
Advanced 0 AR-1717-0032
Surface-to-Air Missile System !..
Maintenance (Nike) Warrant Officer
IntermediateI. AR-1715-0255 .

Nike Hercules
Improved Nike Hercules Fire Control
System Maintenance

AR-1715-0361
Nike-Hercules Fire Control System
Maintehance

AR-1715-0361

Nike-Universal
Nike Universal Fire Control System
Maintenance

AR-1915-9361

Noncommlasioned
AMEDD Noncommissioned Officer
(NCO) Advanced

AR-0799-0012
AMEDD Noncommissioned Officer
( NCO) Basics COES)

AR-1408-0068
Noncommun

Electronic Ware (EW)
Noncommunication Interceptor -Analyst
Basic Technical

AR- 2201 -0209

Non-Integrated
Non-Integrated Radar Maintenance (26-
CMV) NCO Basic

Alr-2201-0194
Non-Integiated,Radar Maintenance
(RM-CMF) NCO Advanced

AR- 17 I 7-0920
Non-Integrated Radar Maintenance
(RM-CMF) NCO Basic

i AR-1408-0026 I

T-1717-0019

Electronic Warfare (EW) Cryptologic,
InterceptorNon-Morse Basic Technical

AR-1717-0049
Non-Morse Communications Analyst -

AR-1606-0011
Non-Morse Search and 'Development ,

AR-I606-0011

'on-Morse

Nonresident
AMEDD
Nonresident/R nt



AR-0799-0008
Army Medical Department Officer
Advanced Nonresident/Resident

- AR-0799-0008
Norwegian

Norwegian.

Nuclear .

DD-0602-0001
DD-0602-0002

Army Nuclear Weapons Electronics
Specialist (Phase

AR-1715-0225
Guided Missile, Nuclear Weapons and
ARADCOM Safety

. AR-0802-0005
_Nuclear and Chemical Target Ana lisis

AR-2201-0150
AR-220140187

Nucleartand Chemical Target Analysis
.

AR-2201-0151
Nuclear, Biological, and Chemical
(NBC) Weapons Employment

AR-2201-0187
Nuclear, Biological and Chemical (NBC)
Weap/ms Target Analysis

AR-2201-0154
. AR-2201-0187.

Nuclear, Biological, Chemical Enlisted ,,_%.46,2

AR -0802.0003 Iltrm
Nuclear Power Plant Operators
'(Electrical Specialty)

:AR-1720-0003
Nuclear Power Plant &Health
physics and Plant Che try Specialty)

AR-1720-0002
NuclearTower Plant Operators
(Instrumentation Specialty)

AR-1720-0005
Nuclear Power Plant Operators
(Mechanical Specialty)

AR-17-20-Ck)04
Nucleaf Power Plant Operators (Proceis
Control Specialty)

AR-1120-0002
Nuclear WeaPons Effects Officer

AR -1303 -0002
Nuclear Weapons Electronic

AR-1715-0168
Ordnaneg Staff Officer Guided Missile .

and Nulfear Weapons
ARI

Numerical
Deferbe Numerical Control (APT),Part
Programming

" AR-1402-6642
Numerical Control Part programming

AR-I402-0042
Nurse

Army Medical Departmerittlinical Head,
Nurse

Maintenance
AR-1715-0225

- Nuclear Weapons Employment
A It-2201-0153
AR-2201-0158
AR -2201 -0163

'/4 AR-2201-0164
AR-22000187

al Defensecal
Employment and

Radio)
AR-0802-0004

Nuclear Weapons Employment and
.Radiological Warfare

AR-0802-0004
Nuclear Weapons Maintenance

AR- 1715-0204
Nuclear Weapons Maintenahce (Entry)

AR- 1715 -0258
Nuclear Weaporis Maintenance Warrant
Officer Advanced

AR-1717-0003
Nuclear Weapons Materiel Management
Officer

ti . - AR -2201 -0017
AR-2201-0210

Nuclear Weapon9 Tec,hnician (Phase 1
for. Warrant Officers) .

AR- 1715 -0366
Nuclear Weapons chnician (phase II
Tot Enlisted Person I Qualified in MOS
55(3/261A)

,'AR-1715-0367
Nuclear Weapons Technician (Phase III
for Enlisted Personnel Qualified in MOS
35F/262A). , 1

AR-0703-6003
Medical Department Officer
ceilArmy Nurse Corps Officers

AR-0326-0016
rmy-.Nurse Corps Officer Basic

. AR-0703-0006
Army Nurse Corps Officer Orientation

" AR-0703-0006
edicalpepartment Officer Clinical

Head-Nurse
AR-0703-0003

Nursing
Advanced-Nursing Administration

AR-0799-0003
Anesthesiology Nursing for Army Nurse
Corps Officers

AR-0703-0001.
- Health Nursing Orientation: ,

Aft-0703-0004,
Military Nursing Advanced

AR-0703-0009
..,Ne-uropsychiatric Nursing

AR-0703-0008
a1

0-1 Instructor Pilot Qualification
AR-1606-0040

0-I/U-6 Airplane Repair, Skill
j Development Base

AR-1704-0011

0-I/U-6 Airplane Repair
AR-1704-0029

Observation
Artillery Observation ,

AR-1601-0027
Meteorological Observation '

AR-1304-0001
Multi-Engine Observation Airplane

VMaintenanch
A R- 1 704 -0038

Observation, Utility and Transport
Helicopter Repair ,

AR-1704-0040
Observer

Aeroscout Observer.
AR-1606-0044

Air O_ bserver,
.,__AR-1606-0088

Marine Artillery Scout Observer
AR-2201-0145

Meteorological Obterver
Noncommissioned Officer (NCO) -
Advanced

AR-I304-0003
Occupational

Occupational Therapy Procedures
AR-0704-0002

Occupational Therapy Specialist
AR-0704-0004

Office
AN/ITC-38(V) Automatic Central
Office Supervisor

AR-1715-0364
Automalic Central Office. AN/TIC-25
Repair

KEYWORD INDEX K-43
AR- I 715-0365

,Automatic Data Processing (ADP)
Repair, PhaseN111Automatic Central
Office Repair

AR-17 1-5-0363
Central Office Supervision 3

AR-I408-0017
Dial Central Office Maintenance

AR-1715-0350
Dial Central'Office Repair

Manual Central Office Maintenance
AR-1715-0351

'Manual Central Office Repair
AR-1715-0351

Office 4achine Repair
AR-1705-0003

AR-1715-0350

Officer
Signal Officer Advanced
(Nonresident/Resident) ',

A- AR-1715-0296
°---`--WAC Officer Basic

AR-1'404-0012
WAC Officer Basic/WAC Officer
Candidate

AR -1404 -0012
Warrant Officer Senior

AR-I408-0072
Offset

Offset Duplicating Equipment Operator
DD- 1719.0004

Offset Press Operation
AR-1719003

: Offset erinting
1341719-0002

, OH-13
OR-13 instructor Pilot Qualification

AR:1406-0009
OH-13/0H-23\ftelicopter Repair

AR-1704-0055
OH-13/0H-23 Helicopter Repairman,
Skill Development Base

AR- I 717-0008

OH-S8
OH -58 Aviator Qualification

AR- 1606-0048
OH -58OH-58 Helicopter Repair

AR-1704-0066
OH-5/3 Instructor pilot

AR-I606-0047
OH -5$ Transition/Gunnery Instructor
Pilot (IP) Qualification

AR-1606-0041`
Ok4-4

OH-6 Aviator Qualification
AR- 1606-0087

OH-6 Helicopter Repair
AR -1704 -0063

OH-6 Instructor Pilot
AR-1606-0126

01126Transition/Cannery Instructor Pilot
(IP) Qualification

AR-I606-0126
OH -6 Transition/Gunneri IP.-
Qualification

AR-I606-0126
OH-6A

011-6A Helicopter Repair
AR -1704 -0032

011 ,

Defense. Spectrometric Oil Analysis
Operator/gsfriluator ;

'AR-I601-0002
Open

'Consolidated and. Open Mess,
AR-177r9-0012

Open Mess Management
AR- 1 729 -0012

ro

P.

Hti



K-44 KEYWORD INDEX

Operating Ordnance Guided Missile Company
Operating Room Procedures (Basic) Grade Officer

AR-1715-0329AR-0709-"I d

Operating Room Specialist Ordnance Guided. Missile Officer,
AR-0709-0001 AAGM

us AR 1715 0326operating Room Technician
7A R=0709-000 I ,1

(*rating Systems,
AR-1402-0044

Operations
Flight Operations Coordinator

AR -1704 -0(x)7
Flight Operations coordinator. Skill
Developirient Base

AR-1704-0076
Flight Operations Specialist

AR-1704-0067
Infantry Intelligence and Operations
Specialist

, AR-1006-0013
Operations and Intelligence Specialist

AR-1606-0013
Operations Central and Coder-Deoadgr.q^
Group Repair

AR-1'715.0237
-Operations Central Repair

- AR-17.15-0237
Operations Research Models and
Techniques

AR-03.17-0002
Operations Research/Systerris Analysis
Executive

AR-0317-0001
Probabilistic Methods in Operations
Research .

AR- I 115=0002
Railway Maintenance and Operations
Officer

AR-171.0-0647
Special Fortes Operations. and
Intelligence

AR- 1606 -0026

Operator
_. Navy Broadcast Terminal Operator AR- 1710 -0048

AR-1715-03.42 Ordnance Staff Officer Guided Missile
Voice Radio Operator - and Nuclear Weapons -

- -

Ordnance Guided Missile Officer, ADM
AR-1715-0326

Ordnance Guided Missile Officer
(FAGM)

AR -1715 -0330
-Ordnance Guided Missile Officer (FAM)

AR-1715-0330
Ordnance Missile Systems Maintenance

_ Officer
AR- 1715 -0330

Ordnance Officer Advanced
AR-1408-0031

Oidnance Officer Basic
AR-I405-0048

Ordnance Officer Basic Armament
Materiel Management

AR-I405-0092
.6"r ti mince Officer Basic CheMical -

AR-1405-0090
Ordnance Officer Basic Missile Materiel
Management ,"

AR-I405-0089
Oi'dnance Officer Basic Munitions
Materiel Management

'AR-1405-0091
Ordnance °Meer Basic Tank and
Ground Mobility Materiel Management

R- 14054)09 3
Ordnance Officer Candidate

AR -1717 -0042

AR-1408-43i
Ordnance Officer Orientation

AR-1405-0001
Ordnance Parts Supply

AR-14050013
Ordnance Service Section Officer

AR-1710-0050
Ordnance Shop Technician

Ordnance Officer Career

.

AR-I404-0017,
Optical -

.

Optical Instrument Repairman (USMC)
AR-1721-0002

Optical Laboratory Specialist
AR-0709-0015

Optical. Survey Instrument Repair°
DD-1721-0001

Order _

Order of Battle Intelligence Enlisted
AR- I 606-0008

Order of Battle Intelligence Officer -
AR-1606-0081

Ordnance
Associate Ordmince Company Officer

AR- 1 405 -(x)37
Explosive Ordnance Disposal, Phase 1

AR-0802-0002
'Explosive Ordnance Disposal Supervisor

AR-0802-0907
Lacrosse Ordnance Maintenance
SUpervision

AR-1.715-0339
Ordnarice Ammunition Officer

AR-1717;0048
,Ordnance Electronics (Entry)

AR-1715-0113
Ordnance Field Grade Officer'Refresher

AR- 2201 -0103
Ordnance Fire Control Materiel
Maintenance

AR-1715-0158
Ordnance General Supply Officer

AR-1405-0031

AR-1405-0068
'Ordnance Staff Officer Guided Missile
and Special. Weapons

AR -1405 -0068
' Ordnance Staff Officer Guided Missile

and Special Weapons Logistics
AR-220I -0099

Ordnance Supply
AR-1405:0026

Ordnance Technical Intelligence .

AR:220I -0026

Organization
Organization Planning

AR-0326-0030

Organizational
Organizational Maintenance Officer

AR-1704-0091

Orthopedic
Orthopedic Laboratory Procedures

Orthopedic Specialist

Ortholic
Orthotic Specialist

Outpatient
Automated Military Outpatient System

° (AMOSIST) Training
AR- 0709 -(x)18

OV-1.
OV-1 Airplane Repair

A R-0704.0004

AR-0704-0005
A R-0709-0004

AR:0704-0006

AR-1704-0038
OV-1 Airplane Repair, Skill
Development Ruse

AR -1717 -0007
OV- I Airplane Repair Specialist
Candidate

AR-1717-0007
OV-1 Aviator Qualification

AR-1606-0122
0V-1' Instructor Pilot

AR-1606-0050
OV-1 (Mohawk) Aviator Combat
Surveillance Qualification

AR-I606-0092
OVt.1 (trifitikwk) Aviator Transition

AR-I606-0122
4 OV- I° (Mohawk) Instructor Pilot.

Qualification
AR-1606-0050

OV-I Suppressive Fire
AR-2201-01I4

OV-1D
oV- ID (Mohawk)' Airborne Sensor
Specialist ,

AR-1704-0013
OV- ID (Mohawk) Aviator Combat
Surveillance Qualification

AR- 1715 -0133
OV-ID (Mohawk) Surveillance Infrared
Repair

AR-1715-0054

Overseas
Overseas ASC Communication
Equipment Repair

r AR-1715-0163
Overseas ASC UPS Bypass Repair

AR-1715-0343
Overseas Automatic Switching Center
(ASC) Technical Controller

AR-1715-0221

Packing
Packing and Containerization

AR-0419-0028

Parachute
Parachute Maintenance and Aerial
Supply Officer

AR-2201-0 I 36
Parachute Maintenance and Airdrop
Officer

AR-220I-0136
Parachute Packing, Maintenance and
Aerial Delivery

AR- I 733-0001
Parachute Packing, Maintenance and Air
Delivery

AR-1733-0001
Parachute Packing. Maintenance and
Airdrop

AR-1733-0001
Parachute Rigger (Parachute Packing,
Maintenance and Airdrop)'\

AR-1733-0001

Parachutist
Special Forces Military Free Fall
Parachutist

AR-220.1:0161
Special Forces Military Free Fall
Parachutist/Military Free Fall
Jumpmaster

AR-2201-0060

Parts
Aircraft Repair Parts Specialist

AR-I405-0018
Automotive Repair Parts, Skill
Development Base .

AR-1405-0036
Automotive Repair Parts Specialist

AR-I405.0035
Communications-Electronics Repair
Parts Specialist



AR-1405-0617
Communications-Electronics Repair
Parts Specialist: Skill Development Base

AR-1405-0019
Engineer Supply and Spare Parts Officer

AR-1405-0056
Missile Repair Parts Specialist -

AR -1405 -0034
Missile Repair Parts Specialist, Skill
Development Base

AR-I405-0016
Ordnance Parts Supply

AR-I405-0013
Quartermaster Parts Supply

AR- I 405-0050
Signal Parts Supply

AR-I405-0012
Signal Supply and Parts Specialist

AR-1405-0011
Special Purpose Equipment Repair Parts
Specialist

AR- I 401-0013
Special Purpose Equipment Repair Parts
Specialist, Skill Development Base

AR-I402-0029
Transportation Parts Specialist

AR-1405-0043
Transportation Parts Supply

AR -1405 -0043
Transportation Supply and Parts
Specialist

Pathfinder
Pathfinder

Patient
' Patient Administration

Pay
Pay/Disbursing Specialist

Pay Specia,

AR-1405-0033

AFI-2201-0038

AR-0709-0013

AR-I401-0002

Ak.-1401-0019
Perfdrmance

EngineereAPerfkrnance Standardi
(EPS) for Facilities Engineering
Estimators

AR-0326-0026
Managing with Contractor Performance

. Measurement Data
AR-0326-0028

Peripheral
A ,AS Peripheral Equipment Repair

- AR -1715 -0070
Automatic Data Processing (ADP)

. Repair, Phase IVADMS Peripheral
Equipment Repair

AR -1715 -0070

Pershing
Ballistic Missile Digi0 Computer Repair
(Pershing)

AR-1715-0040
. Ballistic Missile Digital Equipment

'Repair (Pershing)
AR-1715-0118

Ballistic Missile Electrical Mechanical
Reofr (Pershing)

AR- 1715 -0122
Ballistic Missile Guidance and Control
Repair (Pershing)

AR-1715-0079
Ballistic Missile Inertial Guidance and
Control Repair (Pershing)

AR- 1715 -0103
Ballistic Missile Maintenance Technician
(Pershing)

AR1715-0078
Ballistic Missile Propulkion and
Structures Repair (Pershing)

AR-1715-0075

Ballistic Missile Test Station Repair
(Pershing)

AR-1715-0089
Pershing Electrical-Mechanical Repair.

AR-1715-0122
-Pershing Electronic Repair

AR-1715.0079
Pershing Electronic Repair Transition /

AR-1715-03-71
Pershing Guidance and Coritrol
Repairman 1(A) Noncommissioned
Officer (NCO) Advanced

AR-1717-0029
Pershing Laying Specialist

AR-2201-0091
Pershing Missile Battery

AR-1715-0349
Pershing Noncommissioned Officer
(NCO)

Pershing Officer

Pershing SpeValist

AR-220I-0144

AR-1715-0324

AR-1715-0117
Pershing System Maintenance

AR-1715-0117
Pershing System Maintenance
(Transition)

AR- I 715-0119
Surface-to-Surface Missile System
Maintenance (Pershing) Warrant Officer
Advanced

AR-220I-0126
Surface-to-Surface Missile System
Maintenance (Pershing) Warrant Officer
Intermediate

AR-1715-0078
Persian

Persian
DD-0602-000I
DD-0602-0001
DD-0602-0003
DD-0602-0004

PERSINSD
PERSINSD ADP Intern Program

AR-I402-0008
Personnel

Advanced Personnel Management
Enlisted

AR-1406-0006
Military Personnel Officer

AR-1406-0607
Military Personnel Officer/Unit
Personnel Technician

AR- 1 406 -0007
Military Personnel Recruiting
WAC/ANC Officer

AR-1406-0015
Personnel Actions Specialist

AR- I 406-(X)26
Personnel Administration Officer
Advanced

AR -1408 -0029
Personnel Administration Officer Basic

AR-I408-0014
Personnel Administration Specialist

AR-1406-0019
Personnel and Administration (Reserve
Components)

AR-I406-(X)16
Personnel Data Analyst Specialist

AR-1402-0024
Personnel Management For Executives

A R-1408-0074
Personnel ManageMent Officer

AR- I 406-0004
Personnel Management,Specialist

AR-1406-0023
AR-I408-0007

Personnel Records Specialist
A R- 1 406 -00 I I

Personnel Resources Management

KEYWORD INDEX K-45
AR -1406 -0004

'Personnel Senior Sergeant
AR-1406-09,24

Personnel SpecialistWAC '
AR-1408-0040

Personnel Staff Noncommissioned
Officer (NCO)

AR-I406-0005
Personnel Staff Officers -

. AR- I 406-0004

Petroleum
Petroleum Distribution Supervision

AR -1601 -0003
AR- I 606-0003

Petroleum Officer
AR -1405 -0040

Petroleum Products Analysis
AR-I601-0030

Petroleum Products Analysis and Control
Officer

AR-1405-0040
Petroleum Products Analysis and Supply

AR -1405 -0040
Petroleum Products Analysis, Enlisted

AR-1601-0030
Petroleum Products 'Analysis, Officer

AR-1601-0031
Petroleum Products Supply

AR-1405-0040
Petroleum Products Supply Officer

AR-1405-0040
Petroleum (PT-CMF) NCO Advanced

AR-1717-0043
Petroleum (PT-CMF) NCO Basic (92C)

AR- I 717-0013
Petroletim (PT-CMF) NCO Basic (F6W)

AR-1717-0012
Petroleum Quality Assurance
Representative

AR -1601 -0046
Petroleum Storage Specialist

AR-1601-0043
Petroleum Storage Specialist, Skill
Development Base

AR-1601-0005

Pharmacy
Pharmacy Specialist

AR20709-0005
Pharmacy Sterile Products

AR-0709-0017
Photogram metric

Advanced Photogrammetric
Cartographic Techniques

DD- I 601-0005
Basic Photogrammetric Cartographic
Techniques

DI7-1601-0001
Photogram metric Compilation

AR-1709-0007
DD- I 601-0009

Photographer
Forensic Photographer

AR- I 709-0009
Photographic

Combat Surveillance Photographic
Equipment Repair

AR-1715-0346
Photographic Laboratory Operation

AR-1709-0002
Photographic Unit CommandeE

AR-1709-0006 ,
Surveillance Photographic Equipment
Repair

AR-1715-0346
Photograph y

Crime Laboratory Photogillphy
AR- 1 728 -(X)12

Intelligence Photography
AR-1709-0005

Lithographic Photography



K-46 KEYWORD INDEX
DD- 1719-0003

Motion Picture Photography
AR-1709-0004

AR-1709-0003

AR-1709-0001

Process Photography

Still Photography

Photointerpretation
Photointerpretation Enlisted

AR -1606 -0084
Photointerpretation Officer

AR-1709-0008
Physical

Physical Reconditioning Specialist
AR-0704-0003

Physical Security
AR -1728 -0043

Physical Security Supervision
AR-1728-0024

Physical Therapy Aide
AR-0704-0001

Physical Therapy Enlisted
AR-0704-0001

Physical Thentpy Procedures
AR-0704-0001

Physical Therapy Specialist
AR-0704-0001

Physician's
Physician's. Assistant

AR-0709-0010

Physics
Nuclear Power Plant Operators (Health
Physics and Plant Chemistry Specialty)

AR-1720-0002
Pictorial

Pictorial Unit Commander
AR-1709-0006

Pictorial Unit Commander and Motion
Picture and Television Director

AR-1709-0006
Pilot

AH -IG ( Hueycobra) Instructor Pilot
(Transition/Gunnery) Qualification

AR-I606-0057
AH-IG (Hueycobra) Pilot
Transition/Gunnery

AH -IG Instructor Pilot
AR-1606-0059

AR-1606-0057
Army (Aviator) Transport Pilot-Phases I,
II and III (Rotary Wing)

AR-I606-0095
Army H-37 Helicopter Pilot's Transition
Flight Training

AR-1606-0101
Army Transport Helicopter Pilot-Phase
III

AR- I 606-0102
CH -21 (Shawnee) Pilot Transition

AR- I 606-0041
CH-34 Instructor Pilot Qualification

AR-1606-0063
CH-37 Instructor Pilot Qualification

AR-I606-0042
CH-37 (Mojave) National Guard
Transition and Instructor
PilotInstructor Pilot Phase

AR- I 606-0055
CH-37 (Mojave) National Guard
Transition and Instructor
Pilot Transition Phase

A-16064)056
CH-47 (Chinook) Instructor Pilot
Qualification

AR-1606-0043
CH- 47(Chinook)Pilot Transition

AR-1606-0064
CH-47 Instructor Pilot

CH-54 Instructor Pilot
AR- I 606-0043

AR-I606-0052
CH-54 Instructor Pilot Qualification

AR -1606 -0052
CH-54 Pilot Transition

AR-I606-0046
CV-2 (Caribou) Instructor Pilot
QualifiCation

AR-1606-0096
CV-2 (Caribou) Pilot Transition

AR-I606-0116
H-37 Helicopter Pilot Transition Training

AR-I606-0118
HU-1A Instructor Pilot Transition.

AR-1606-0062
HU-I Instructor.PilorTransition

AR-I606-0062
0-1 Instructor Pilot Qualification

AR -1606 -0040
OH-13 Instructor Pilot Qualification

AR-I406-0009
OH-58 Instructor Pilot

AR-I606-0047
OH-58.Transition/Gunnery Instructor
Pilot (IP) Qualification

AR-I606-0047
OH-6 Instructor Pilot

AR- I 606-0 I 26
OH-6 Transition/Gunnery Instructor Pilot
(IP) Qualification

AR-I606-0126
OV-1 Instructor Pilot

AR -1606 -0050
OV-1 (Mohawk) Instructor Pilot
Qualification

AR-1606-0050
U-2I Instructor Pilot

AR- 1606 -0061
U -21 Standardization Instructor Pilot
Qualification

AR-1606-0061

AR-1606-0089
U-8 Instructor Pilot Qualification

AR-1606-0089

U-8 Instructor Pilot

UH-I Instructor Pilot
AR-1606-0053

UH-1 (Iroquois)Instructor Pilot
(Transition/Gunnery) Qualification

AR-I606-0053
UH-I Pilot Transition

AR-1606-0049
UH-1 Pilot Transition (Navy)

AR-I606-0060
Planning

Air Transportability Planning
AR-0419-0031-

Organization Planning
AR-0326-0030

Planning and Conducting Management
Audits and Studies

AR-0326-0011
Planning, Programming and Budgeting
Systems

AR-1408-0001
Project Planning and Control Techniques

AR-0326-0025
Work Planning and Control

AR-1 408-0037

Plant
Nuclear Power Plant Operators (Health
Physics and Plant Chemistry Specialty)

AR -1720 -0002
Nuclear Power Plant Operators (Process
Control Specialty)

AR-1720-0002

Platemaking
Lithographic Platemaking

AR-1719-0002
Lithographic Stripping and Platemaking

,DD-1719-0001

Polar
Polar Navigation

AR-1708-0003

Police
Associate Military Police Company
Officer

AR-1728-0005
Associate Military Police Officer
Advanced

AR-1728-0031
Associate Military Police Officer Career

AR-1728-0001
Military Police Field Grade Officer
Refresher

AR-1728-0033
Military Police Investigation

AR- 1728 -0Q28
Military Police Noncommissioned Officer
(NCO) Refresher

AR-1728-0002
Military Police Officer Advanced

AR-1728-0035
Military Police Officer Advanced
Resident/Nonresident

AR-1728-0047
Military Police Officer Ba

R-1728-0026
Military Police Officer Caredl

A
Military Police Officer Famila

1728-0035

A L1728-0025
Military Police Officer Orientation

AR-1728-0026
AR-1728-0034

Military Police Supervision
AR-1728-0003

Military Police Supervision (Enlisted)
AR-1728-0003

Policeman
Military Policeman

Polish
Polish

AR-1728-0023

DD-0602-000 I
DD-0602-0002
DD-0602-0003
DD-0602-0006

Polygraph
Polygraph Examiner Advanced

AR-1728-0032
Polygraph Examiner Training

AR-1728-0008

Portuguese
Portuguese

DD-0602-0001
DD-0602-0002
DD-0602-0003
DD-0602-0004
DD-0602-0009

Position
Advanced Identification Techniques
Position Maintenance (R0361)

AR-1715-0413
Posit axing Navigation Equipment
Rep

AR-1715-0023-
Voice Intercept Position Maintenance

AR-1715-0414

Post
Post Engineer

AR -1408 -0053
Post Engineer Management

AR-I408-0053
Postal

Postal Operations
AR-1404-0001



Postgraduate
Postgraduate Intelligence Course

D4D-1511-0004

Power
Conventional/Precise Power Generation

AR-1715-0341
Fixed POwer Plant Repair

AR -1732 -0001
Improved IdLe Hercules High Power
Acquisitionlitadar Maintenance

AR-1715-0210
Mobile Electric Power Generation

AR-1710-0009
Mobite Electric Power Generation .

(Precise)
AR-1710-0010

Nike High Power Acquisition Radar and
Radar Simulator Repair

AR-1715-0180
Nuclear Power Plant Operators
(Electrical Specialty)

AR-1720-6003
Nuclear PoWer Plant Operators (Health
Physics and Plant Chemistry Specialty)

AR -1720 -0002
Nuclear Power Plant Operators
(Instrumentation Specialty)

AR-1720-(XX)5
Nuclear Power Plant Operators
(Mechanical Specialty)

AR-1720-0004
Nuclear Power Plant Operators (Process
Control Specialty)

AR-1720-0002
Power Equipment Maintenance

AR-1714-0007
Power Generation Equipment Repairman

1 AR-1712-00I3
Power Pack Specialist

AR-1732-0006
Power Pack Specialist Noncommissioned
Officer (NCO) Candidate.

AR-1732-0004
Power Pack Specialist Skill Development
Base

AR-1732-0004
Precise Power Generation

AR-1732-0005
Powered

Powered Bridge Operator
AR-2201-0180

Powerman
Powerman

AR-1712-0003
Powertrain

Aircraft Powertrain Repair
AR- 1704 -(X)12

'Aircraft Pimertrain Repair Skill
Development Base

AR- I 704-0020
Aircraft Powertrain Repair Specialist
Candidate

AR-1704-0020
Precise

Precise Power Generation
-AR-1732-0005

Preflight
Warrant Officer Candidate Preflight
IndoctrinatiOn--Fixed Wing

AR -1606 -(X)98
Warrant Officer Indoctrination
TrainingPreflight (Fixed Wing)

AR-1606-0114
Preservation

Preservation and Intermediate Protection
AR-04I9-0027

Press
Offset Press Operation

AR- 1719-0003
Prevention

Fundamentals of Army Accident
Prevention

A R-0802-0013
Preventive

Preventive Medicine Advanced
A R-0707-0004

Preventive Medicine Enlisted .

AR-0707-0002
Preventive Medicine Orientation

AR-0707-0004
Preventive Medicine Procedures
(Advanced)

AR-0707-0001
Preventive Medicine Procedures (Basic)

A R-0707-0002
Preventive Medicine Specialist

AR-0707-0002
AR:0707-0005R.

Primary
Army Aviation Primary and Tactical
Flight Training

AR-1606-0120
Printing

Offset Printing
DD-1719-0002

Topography and Printing (TP-CMF)
NCO Advanced

Topography and
NCO Basic

Prisoner
Prisoner of War

Prisoner of War

AR-1601-0020
Printing (TP-CMF)

AR-I601-0021

Interrogation Enlisted
AR-1728-0037

Interrogation Officer
AR-1728-0036

Probabilistic
Probabilistic Methods in Operations
Research

AR-I 1'15-0002
Process

Nuclear Power Plant Operatorrocess
Control Specialty)

AR-1720-0002
Process Photography'

AR-1709-0003
ProCessing

Automatic Tape Processing Equipment
AR -1715 -0042

Processor
1005 Card Processor Programmer

AR-I402-0018
Procurement

Armed Services Procurement
Management

A R-03 264)009
Army Basic Procurement Operations

AR-1408-0062
Army Procurement

AR-1408-0062
Army Station Procurement

AR-14,08-0062
Commodity Cothmand Standard` System
(CCSS) Procurement und Production

AR-1405-0085
Defense Advanced Procurement
Management

AR-0326-0010
Defense Basic Procurement

,'A R- 0326 -0009
Defense Procureme-al"Ntaiiagement

AR-0326-0009
Defense Procurement Managehient
Correspondence Course

AR-0326-0038

5Cr
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Procurement Management

AR-0326-0009
Procurement Sergeant

AR-I405-0032
Subsistence procurement Quality
Assurance and Standardization

AR-1729-0015
PrOduce

Commissary Middle Management, Phase
III (Commissary Produce Management

AR-0406-0001
Commissary Produce Management

AR-0406-000 I

Product
Product/Production Engineering Intern
Program

AR-0326-0035

PrOduction
Commodity Command S ndard System
(CCSS) Procurement and roduction

AR-1405-0085

Programmer
1005 Card Processor Programmer

AR-I402-0018
ADMS Programmer

AR-I402-0021
Computer Programmer r.

AR-1402-0017
Military Assistance Programmer/Advisor,

AR-1606-0024
Programming

ADPS Fieldata Programming Course
AR-1402-0017

ADPS Programming Specialist
AR-1402-0017

Assembler Programming
AR-I402-0043

Automatic Data Processing Systems
Programming

COBOL Programming
AR-1402-0010

AR-I402-0032
AR-1402-0047

COBOL Programming Advanced
AR-I402-0046

Computer-Aided Manufacturing Part
Programming (APT)

AR- 1 402 -0042
Computer Programming

AR-1402-0015
Defense Numerical Control (APT) Part
Programming

AR-4402-0042
Digital Converting Programming Group
(AN/TC,A-4)

AR -1715 -0208
Digital Converting programming. Group

'Maintenance (AN/TCA-4)
AR- 1715-0208

Mathematical Programming
AR-I108-0001

Numerical Control Part Programming
AR-1402-0042

Planning, Programming and Budgeting
Systems

AR-I408-0001
Prygramming and Budgeting

AR-1408-0001

Project
Army Project Manager

AR-1408-0012
Project Planning and Control Techniques

AR-0326-0025

Projector
Projector Equipment Repair

AR-1715-0279
Sound Projector Repair

AR-1715-0279
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Propagation
Radio Propagation

Radio Wave Propagation
AR-1715-0182

AR-1715-0182
, Propellants

Guided Missile Propellants and
Explosives

AR-220I-0119
Guided Missile PropellantsExplosives
Specialist

AR-2201-0119
Propeller

Aircraft Rotor and Prdpeller Repair
AR-1704-0054

Aircraft Rotor and Propeller Repair Skill
Development Base

AR;1704-0023
Property

Basic Property Disposal Operations
AR-I405-0014

Defense Property Disposal Operations
AR-1405-(X)14

Defense Property Disposal Operations
Correspondence Course

AR-I405-0080
Property Disposal

Property Disposal

Property Disposal

Property Disposal

Propuilsion
Ballistic Missile Propulsion a
Structures Repair (Pershing)

AR-I405-0053
AR-1405-0058

Management
AR -1405 -0058

Operations
AR-1405-0014

Specialist
AR-1405-0006

Ballistic Missiles Propulsion
Structures Repair

(
715-0075

AR-1704-0089
Prosthetic

Dental Fixed Prosthetic Specialist
AR-070I-0005

Dental Removable Prosthetic Specialist
AR-0701-0006

Protection
Preservation and Intermediate Protection

AR-0419-0027

Provisioning
Army Initial Provisioning Management

AR-1405-0075
Army Provisioning Management

AR-1405-0075

Proxy
Proxy Apprenticeship Training

AR-I409-0004
Psychiatric

Psychiatric Procedures (Basic)
AR-0708-000I

Psychiatric Social Work Enlisted
AR-I513-0002

Psychiatric Specialist
AR-0708-0001

Psychological
Military, ,Assistance Training Advisor
Psychological Operations Orientation

AR-I512-0005
Psychological Operations Enlisted

- AR-1512-0002
Psychological Operations Officer

AR-1512-0001
Psychological Operations Staff Officer

AR-1512-0003
Psychological Operations Unit Officer

AR-I512-0001
Psychological Operations Unit Officer
(Modified)

AR-1512-0001

Psychology
Clinical Psychology Enlisted

AR-I512-0004
Clinical Psychology Procedures

AR-1512-0004

Public
Public Information Enlisted

DD- 0504 -0008
Public Information Officer

DD-0504-0007

Pulse
Hawk Pulse Acquisition' Radar and
Battery Control Repair

AR:I715-0159
Hawk Pulse Radar Repair

ARA715-0159
Hawk Pulse Radar Repair (Non-US)

AR-1715-0159
Improved Hawk Pulse Radar repair

AR -1715 -0222
Improved Hawk Pulse Radar Repair
Transition

AR- 1715-0358

Quality .

Defense In-Plant Quality Assurance
A R-0326-0023

Petroleum Quality Assurance
Representative -

AR-I 601-0046
Statistical Quality Control

AR- I I 15-0008
Statistical Quality Control II

AR-1115-0004
. Subsistence Procurement Quality

Assurance and Standardization
AR-1729-00I5

Quantitative
Quantitative Techniques in Materiel
Acquisition and Integrated Logistics
Support Design Management .

A R-0326-0020

Quarry
Quarry Machine Operation

AR-1710-0042
Quartermaster

Associate Quartermaster Company
Officer

AR -1408 -0033
Associate Quartermaster Officer
Advanced

AR-I405-0009
Associate Quartermaster Officer Career

. AR-I405-0046
Quartermaster Commodity

AR-0326-0002
Quartermaster Company Officer

AR-I405-0041
Quartermaster Equipment Repair

AR-1710-0019
Quartermaster Equipment Repair
Supervision

AR-1710-0015
Quartermaster Heavy Equipment Repair

AR-1710-0022
Heavy EquipmentQuartermaster

Repairman

Quartermaster
.

Quartermaster

,Quartermaster

Quartermaster

AR-1710-0022
Light Equipment Repair

AR-1702-0002
Maintenance Supervision

AR-1717-0036
Officer Advanced

AR 1408 -0032
Officer Basic

AR-1405-0069

Quartermaster Officer Candidate
AR-I408-0027

Quartermaster Officer Career
AR-I408-0032

Quartermaster Officer Familiarization
AR -1405 -0072

Quartermaster Officer Orientation
AR-I405-0063
AR-1405-0069

Quartermaster Parts Supply
AR-I405-0050

Quartermaster Stock Control
AR-I405-0073

Quartermaster Storage
AR -1405 -0051

Quartermaster Supply
AR-1405-0027

Quartermaster Supply Procedures
AR-I405-0002

Quartermaster Supply Supervision
AR-I405-0049

Race
Defense Race Relations Institute

DD-1512-0001

Radar
15D2 Radar. Signal Simulator
Maintenance

AR-1715-0171
I 5D2 Radar Target Simulator
Maintenance

AR- 1715 -0171
Airborne Navigation Radar Repair

AR- 1715 -0143
Airborne Radar Repair (AN/APS-94)

AR-1715-0203
Airborne Surveillance Radar Repair

AR-1715-0203
Air Defense Acquisition Radar
Maintenance

AP-1715-0179
Air Defenie Radar Repair

AR-1715-0166
AN/MPQ-36 Radar Signal Simulator
Maintenance

. _ AR- 1715 -0171
AN/MPQ-TI Radar Signal Simulator
Maintenance

AR-171540165
AN/MPS-23 Radar Repair

AR- I 715-0172
Artillery Surveillance Radar Maintenance

AR- I 715-0179
Avionic Radar Equipment Repairman

AR- 1715 -0143
Basic Radar Repair

AR- I 715-0220
Combat Area.Surveillance Radar Repair

AR- I 715-0229
Combat Area Surveillance Radar
Repairman

AR -1715 -0147
Combat Area Surveillance Radar Repair,
Skill Development Base

AR-1717-0017
Combat Area Surveillance Radar Repair,
Specialist Candidate

AR-1717-0017
Corporal Radar Repair

AR-1715-0190
^2Ounterbattery/Countermortar Radar

Crewman
. AR- I 715-0250

Counterbattery/Countermortar Radar
Crewmen Skill Development Base

AR- 2201 -0018
Defense Acquisition Radar Maintenance

AR-1715-0179
FADAC Radar Technician (Marine)

' AR -1715 -0034
Field Artillery Radar

AR-1715.0252
Field Artillery Radar Crewman

AR- I 715-0250



Field Artillery Radar Maintenance
AR- I 715-0176

Field Artillery Radar Officer.'
AR -1715 -0252

Field Artillery Radar Operation
AR- 1715 -0250

Field Artillery Radar Technician
AR-1715-0177

Forward Area Alerting Radar Repair
AR-1715-0169

Forward Area Alerting Radar System
AR- 1715 -0374

Forward Area Alerting Radar System
Maintenance

AR- I 715-0374
Ground Control Radar Repair

AR -1715 -0199
Ground Control Radar Repair, Skill
Development Base

AR-I405-0022
Ground Control Radar Repair, Specialist
Candidate

- AR-1405-0022
Ground Surveillance Radar Crewman

AR- I 715-0178
Ground Surveillance Radar Mechanic
(ANITPS -33 and AN/PPS-4)

AR- 1715 -0147
Ground Surveillance Rariar Operation

AR-1715-0178
Ground Surveillance Radar Operator

AR -1715 -0178
Ground Surveillance Radar Repair

AR- I 715-0147
AR -1715 -0229

Hawk Continuous Wave (CW) Radar
Maintenance

AR-1715-0134
Hawk Continuous Wave (CW) Radar
Repair

AR -1715 -0236
Hawk Pulse Acquisition Radar and
Battery Control Center Maintenance

AR-1715-0211
Hawk Pulse Acquisition Radar and
Battery Control Central Maintenance

AR-1715-0211
Hawk Pulse Acquisition Radar and
Battery Control Repair

AR-1715-0159
Hawk Pulse Radar Repair

AR-1715-0159
Hawk Pulse Radar Repair (Non-US)

AR- I 715-0159
Improved Alternate Battery Acquisition
Radar Maintenance Transition

AR-1715-0174
Improved Hawk Continuous Wav4 (CW)
Radar Repair

AR-1715-0223
Improved Hawk Continuous Wave (CW)
Radar Repair Transition

AR-1715-0357
ImproJed Hawk Pulse Radar Repair

AR- I 715-0222
Improved Hawk Pulse Radar Repair
Transition

AR-1715-0358
Improved Hawk Radar Signal Simulator
Station Repair

4R-1715-0397
Improved Nike Hercules High Power
Acquisition Radar Maintenance

AR- I 715-0210
Marine Radar Observer

AR-1715-0157
Nike Acquisition Radar and Computer
Repair

AR-1715-0209'
Nike'Acquisition Radar and Computer
Repair (Hercules Transition)

AR-1715-0233
Nike4cquisition Radar and Computer
Repair (Improved Hercules Transition)

AR-1715-0233
Nike Acquisition Radar and Computer
Systems Repair

AR-1715-0209
Nike High Power Acquisition Radar and
Radar Simulator Repair

AR-1715°-0180
Nike Radar and Computer Repair

AR-1715-0355
AR-1715-0370

Nike Track Radar Repair
AR-1715-0164

Nike Track Radar Repair (Hercules
Transition)

AR- I 715-0126
Nike Track Radar Repair (Improved
Hercules Transition)

AR-1715-0126
Nike Track Radar Systems Repair .

(Ajax/Hercules)
AR-1715-0164

Non-Integrated Radar Maintenance (26-
CMF) NCO Basic

'AR-2201-0194
Non-Integrated Radar Maintenance
(RM -CMF) NCO Advanced

AR-1717-0020
Non-Integrated Radar Maintenance
(RM-CMF) NCO Basic -

AR- 1408 -0026
AB-1717-0019

OV-ID (Mohawk) Airborne Radar
Repair

AR-1715-0168
Radar and Countermeasures Equipment
Repair Officer

AR-1715:0259
Radar Data Processing Center Repair

AR-1715-0242
Radar Display Equipment Repair

AR-1715-0359
Radar Repair .

AR-1715-0167
Radar Tracking Station Equipment
Repair

AR-1715-0173
Radar Tracking Station Repair

AR-1715-0173
SAM Acquisition Radar and Computer
Systems Repair

AR-1715-0209
SAM Track Radar Systems Repair

AR-1715-0164
SSM Radar System Repair

AR-1715-0190
Supervisory Radar Repair

AR-1715-01040
Surveillance Radar Maintenance

AR-1745-0179
Weapons Support Radar Maintenance

A t-1715-0176
Weapons Support Radar Maintenance
and Repair

AR -1715 -0362
Weapons Support Radii Repair

AR-171.5-0156
Radio

Airborne Radio Direction Finding
AR-1715-0048

Armor Radio Maintenance
AR-1715:0109

Artillery Radio Maintenance
AR-1715-0112

Basic Field Radio Repair
AR-1715-0093

Basic Microwave Radio Equipment
Repair

AR-1715-0219
Basic Radio Relay and Carrier Repair

AR- I 715-0184
Field and Fixed Station Radio Officer

AR-1715-0262
Field Radio Mechanic

AR-1715-0091
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Field Radio Relay Equipment Repair,
Skill Development Base

AR -1715 -0049
Field Radio Repair ,

AR-1715-0360
Fixed Station Radio Equipment
Operation and Maintenance

AR-1715-0110
Fixed Station Radio Receiver Repair

AR-1715-0055
Fixed Station Radio Repair

AR- I 715-0056
Fixed Station Radio Transmitter Repair

AR- I 715-0057
High Speed Radio Operation

AR-I404-0010
Infantry Radio Maintenance

'AR-1715-0108
Microwave Radio Equipment Repair

AR-1715-0272
Microwave Radio Officer

AR-1715-0251
Microwave Radio Relay Operation

AR -1715 -0152
Radio and Television Production
Specialist

DD-0505-0001
Radio-Controlled Airplane Target Radio
Maintenance

AR -1715 -0181
Radio-Controlled Airplane Targets
Operation

Radio Fingerprinting

Radio Officer

Radio Operator

AR-2201-0087

AR- I 715-0333

AR- I 715-0186

AR-1715-0095
Radio Operator NCO/Supervisor
Candidate

AR -1404 -0008
Radio Operator Noncommissioned
Officer (NCO) Basic

Radio Propagation
AR- 2201 -0083

AR-1715-0182
Radio Relay and Carrier Attendant

1 AR-171 -0053
Radio Relay and Carrier Attendan Skill
Development Base

AR-171 -0064
Radio Relay and Carrier Operatio

AR-I 7 5-0053
Radio Refily and Carrier Repair

AR- I 715-0 I l l
Radio Set AN/FRC-I09 Repair

AR-1715-0052
Radio Set LRC-3 Repair

Radio Systems Officer
AR- I 715-0071

Radio Teletype Operation
AR4404 -0009

Radio Teletype Operator NCO Basic
AR-I408-0024

Radio Teletype Operator Skill
Development Base

AR-171.5-0247
Radio Teletypewriter Analysis

AR-1606-001,0
Radio Teletypewriter Operator

AR- I 464-0009 .
Radio Teletypewriter Operator (Non
Morse)

AR-1715-0183

AR-1409-0005
Radio Terminal Set AN/TRC -90 (RF
Portion)

AR -1715 -0072
Radio Terminal Sets AN/TRC-
90/129/ 132 Repair

AR -1715 -0072
Radio Traffic Analyst

AR-I606-0012
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Radio Wave Propag on

AR-1715-0182
RCAT Radio Maintenance

AR -1715 -0181
Supervisory Microwave Radio
Maintenance

AR-1715-0027
Voice Radio Operator

AR-1404-00
Radiographic

Radiographic Procedures (Basic) ,.=

AR-0705-000F
Radiological

Chemical, Biological, Radiological
Enlisted

AR-0802-0003
Chemical, Biological, Radiological
Enlisted with ARADCOM Track

AR-0802-0003
Nuclear Weapons Emplctyment and
Radiological Defense

AR-0802-0004
Nuclear Weapons Employment and
Radiological Warfare

AR-0802-0004
Radiological Safety

AR-0705-0003
USARADCOM Chemical, Biological,
and Radiological Noncommissioned
Officer

AR220170067
Radioteletypewriter

Radioteletypewriter Repair
AR-1715-0318

Railyiay
Railway Car Repair

AR -1710 -0006
Railway Dispatching

AR-0419-0014
Railway Locomotive Operation

AR-0419-0030
Railway Maintenance and Operations
Officer

Railway Operations

Railway Section Foreman

Railway Shop Foreman

Railway Trainman

Rattger
Ranger

Ranging-
Artillery Flash Ranging Advanced

AR-I601-0025
Artillery Sound Ranging

AR-1715-0153
Artillery Sound Ranging (Advanced)

AR-1715-0153
Sound Ranging Crewman

AR-1715-0153
Sound Ranging Crewman
Noncommissioned Officer (NCO) Basic

AR-1715-0386

AR-1710-0047

AR-0419-0007

AR-1710-0005

AR-1710-0007

AR-0419-0029

AR- 2201 -0041

RCAT
RCAT Airframe and:Engine
Maintenance

RCAT Operations
AR-1704-0077

AR-220I-0087
RCAT Radio Maintenance

AR -1715 -0181

Receiver
Fixed Station Radio Receiver Repair

AR-1715-0055

Fixed S atiomReceiver Repair
r''4.rR-1715-0055

Receiving
Electronic Counterme ures Receiving
System Maintenarkce ( /TLQ-17)

AR-1715-0418
Electronic Warfare '(EW)
Countermeasures Receiving System
°Mater.

AR-220I-0208
onic Warfare (EW)

ountermeasures Receiving Systems
Operations

AR;2201-0208
Intercept. Receiving Systems Repairman

AR-1715-0138
Special Purpose Receiving Systems
Maintenance

AR-1715-0407
Tactical Countermeasures Receiving
Systems Maintenance (AN/MLQ-24)

AR-1715-0416
Reciprocating

Aircraft Reciprocating Engine Repair
AR-1704-0026

Reconditioning
Physical Reconditioning Specialist

AR-0704-0003
Reconnaissance

Reconnaissance

Reconnaissance

Helicopter Maintenance
AR-1704-0017
AR-1704-0084

Helicopter Repair
AR-1704-0059

Recording
Intercept Recording Systems Repairman

AR-1715-0139
Records

Ammunition Records
AR-220I-0132

Ammunition Records Clerk, Skill
Development Base

AR-1405-005i
Medical Records and Reports (Basic),

AR-1403-0001
Medical Records Specialist

AR-I403-0001
Personnel Records Specialist

AR-I406-0011
Recovery

Recovery and Evacuation

Recreation
Recreation Servicei Officer

AR-0804-0002
Recreation Services (SS-CMF) NCO -

Advanced
AR-1408-0004

AR-1703-0004

Recruiter
Recruiter

AR-I406,0027
Recruiting

Army Recruiting and Career Counseling
AR-I406-0020

Military Personnel Recruiting
WAC/ANC Officer

AR-I406-0015
Recruiting

AR-I 406-0013
Recruiting and Reenlistment Officer

AR-I406-0008
Recruiting, Enlisted

AR -1406 -0013
Recruiting Indoctrination---AC Officer

dt01NN-1406-0012
Recruiting Management Officer

Ak-1406-0014

Recruiting, Reenlistment and Induction
Officer

AR- 1 406 -0008
Recruiting, WAC Enlisted

AR-220I-0032
Reserve Components Recruiting and
Retention Training

AR-I406-0030
Redeye

Combat Missile System Repair (Redeye-
Shillelagh-Tow)

AR- I 715-0115
Redeye Weapon System Repair

AR-1715-0301
Redstone

Ballistic Missile Test Instrument Repair
(Redstone)

AR-1715-0348
Redstone Electronic Materiel
Maintenance

AR-1715-0080
Redstone Mechanical Materiel
Maintenance

AR-1715-024'4
Redstone Officer

AR-1715-0309
Reenlistment

Recruiting and Reenlistment Officer
AR-I406-0008

Recruiting, Reenlistment and Induction
Officer

AR-1406-0008

Refrigeration -

Refrigeration Equipment Repair
AR-1730-0001

Rehabilitation
Drug and Alcohol Rehabilitation

AR-0799-0009
REL-2600

Tropospheric Scatter Terminal REL-
2600 Repair

AR-1715-0030
Relay

Field Radio Relay Equipment Repair,
Skill Development Base

AR- I 715-0049
Radio Relay and Carrier Attendant

AR-1715-0053
Radio Relay and Carrier Attendant Skill
Development Base

AR-1715-0064
Radio Relay and Carrier Operation

AR-1715-0053
Radio Relay and Carrier Repair

AR-1715-0111
Reliability

Reliability Engineering
z

AR -1115 -0005
Remote

Antiaircraft Artillery Remote Control
Repair

AR-1714-0005
Antiaircraft Artillery Remote Control
Repair (Basic)

AR-1715-0285
Remote Control System Maintenance
(AN/URR-66)

AR-1715-0412
Renovation

Ammunition Renovation
AR-2201-0021

Service and Renovation (SR-CMF) NCO
Advanced

AR-220I-0073
Service and Renovation (SR-CMF) NCO
Basic

AR-220I-0074



Repeater
Repeater and Carrier Equipment
Installation and Maintenance

AR-1715-0111
Reports

Medical Records and Reports (Basic)
AR-I403-0001

Reproduction
Dacca Charting and Reprod' ctio

A 1 13-0001
-production Equipment Repair

7 AR-1706-0001
DD -1706 -0002

Requirements
Requirements Management

AR-I405-0057
rch

Intelligence Research Officer Transition
A R -16041080

Operations Research Models and
Techniques

AR-0317-0002
Operations Research/Systelts Analysis
Executive \

AR-0317-0001
Probabilistic Methods in Operations
Re arch

AR-I I 15-0002
Reserve

Army Medical Department Reserve
Component General Staff

AR-0799-0004
Resource

Aviation Command and Resource
Management

AR -1408 -0036

Resources
Personnel Resources Management

AR -1406 -0004

Respiratory
Respiratory Specialist

AR-0704-0007
Retention

Reserve Components Recruiting and
Retention Training

Review
Internal Review

AR-1406-0030

AR-I401-0010
Management Review and Analysis

AR-I408-0011
Techniques of Review and Analysis

AR-1408-001,1
Risk

Advanced Decision Risk Analysis
AR-0326-0014

Decision Risk Analysis
AR-0326-0012

Decision Risk 'Analysis for Logisticians
AR-0326-0013

R0361
Advanced Identification Techniques
Position Maintenance (R0361)

AR-1715-0415
Rocket

Ballistic Missile Rocket Motor and
Structures Repair (Sergeant)

AR-1715-0088
Honest John Rocket Crewman
Noncommissioned Officer (NCO) Basic

AR-220I-0178
Romanian

Romanian

.

DD-0602-0001
DD-0602 -0002
DD -0602 -0003
DD-0602-0004
DD-0602-0006

Rotary
Arty (Aviator) Transport PilotPhases I,
II and Ill (Rotary Wing)

AR-I606-0095
General Officer Rotary Wing Flight
Training

AR-1606-0073
General Officer Rotary Wing
Qualification

AR-I606-0072
Officer/Warrant Officer Rotary Wing
Aviator

AR -1606 -0074
Officer/Warrant Officer Rotary Wing
Qualification

A R-1606-0070
Officer/Warrant Officer Rotary Wing
Qualification (Active Army)

AR-1.606-0 I 27
Officer/Warrant OflicIF Rotary Wing
Qualification (ftserve
Component /Allis d)

A R-I606-0070
Rotary Wing Instrument

AR-1 606-0123
Rotary Wing Instrument Flight Examiner

AR- I 606-0124
Rotary Wing Instrument Qualification

A R-1606-0097
Rotary Wing Qualification

AR-1606-0127
Rotary-Wing Technical Inspector

AR-1704-0082
AR-1717-0010

Warrant Officer Candidate Rotary Wing
Aviator

AR-I606-0075
Rotor

Aircraft Rotor and Propeller Repair
AR-1704-0054

Aircraft Rotor and Propeller Repair Skill
DevelopMent Base

AR-1704-0023
Utility and Cargo Single-Rotor
Helicopter Repair

AR-1704-0053
Russian

Basic RussianRefrther
DD-0602-00 II

Russian

Russian Refresher

6--Itussian Stenotype

D D-0602-0001
DD-0602-0002
DD-0602-0003
D0-0602-0005
D D-0602-0006
DD-0602-0007
DD-0602-0009

DD-0602-0008

D0-0602-0003
Scientific Russian

DD-0602-0008
U.S. Army Institute for`Advanced
Russian and East European Studies

A R- 0602 -0001

Russian Refresher
Basic RussianRefresher

DD- 0602 -001 1
Russian Refresher

Russian Stenotype
Russian Stenotype

D0-0602-0008

DD-0602-0003

KEYWORD INDEX K-5/
S360

S360 Assembler Language
AR-I402-0040

Safeguard
Safeguard Ballistic Missile Defense Unit
Commander

AR-1715-0379
Safeguard Missile Maintenance
Technician/Specialist

Safeguard Staff Officer

Safety
Army Safety Pr

Army Safety
Administratio

RadiOlogic'al

Safety Enginee
Program

SAM
Associate AAA and SAM Officer
Advanced

AR-I408-0030
Associate SAM Officer Advanced

AR-1717-0035
Associate Surface-to.Air Missile (SAM)
Battery Officer

AR- I 715-0288
Guided Missile Unit Commander (SAM)

AR-1715-0385
SAM Acquisition Radar and Computer
Systems Repair

AR-1715-0209
SAM Electronic Materiel Maintenance.
Nike

AR-17 U-0085
SAM Fire Control System Mainterilince,
Nike Ajax

AR-1715-0377

AR-1715-0380

m Management

ram 0 rgaeWAllo0n2-aTrand

AR-0802-0008
ty

AR-0705-0003
g Intern Training

AR-0802-0006

AR -1715 -0216
SAM Internal Guidance System Repair

AR-1715-0114
SAM Launcher Control System Repair

AR- 17150077
SAM Maintenance

AR- 1715 -0315
SAM Mechanical Systems Repair

AR-1704-0086
SAM Officer Basic

AR-2201-0120
SAM Staff Officer (Hawk)

AR- 1715 -0289
SAM Staff Officer Transition (Hercules)

AR-1715-0305
SAM Track Radar Systems Repair

AR -1715 -0164

SATCOM
SATCOM Controller

AR -1715 -0344
SATCOM Terminal AN/TSC epair

R-1715-0047

Satellite
Satellite communications

Satellite Communications

Satellite Communications
Equipment Repairman

Satellite Communications

Satellite Communications
Training

Satellite Communications
Repair

Controller
AR -17 15 -0344
Fundamentals
AR-1715-0074
Ground Station

AR -1715 -0037
Officer

PR

1.5.-0148
T

AR- 1715-0074
Terminal

AR- 1715-0037
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Satellite Communications Terminals
AN/FSC-78(V) and AN/FSC-79
Operation' and 'Maintenance Training

AR -1715 -0345

SB-3082(V )1/GT
Manual Cordless Switchboard. SB-
3082( V) I /GT Repair

Scientific Russian
Scientific Russian

er

AR- I 715-0029

DD- 0602 -0008
Scout

Marine Artillery Scout Observer
AR-2201-0145

SCR-584
Artillery Fire Control SyStem
Maintenance SCR-584 and Director M9
or MIO

AR-1715-0142
M33;SCR-584 Fire Control System

,s, Maintenance
AR-1715-0213,

Seaman
Seaman

Seaman Course
'AR-1708-0004

AR-1708-0002

Secure
Secure VOice Access Console Repair

AR-1715-0195
Secure Voice Access System Repair

AR-1715-0195

Security
Army Security Agency Tactical Support
Element

AR-220I-0199
Basic Industrial Security

AR-1606-0014
Communications Security Analysis

AR-1606-007.9
Communications Security Analyst

AR-I606-0079
Communications Security Monitor

AR-1404-0005
Defense Special Security
Communications System Operator

AR -1715 -0267
Industrial Security Specialist

DD- 1728 -0001
Information Security Management

DD-1728-0002
National Security Management
(Correspondence Course of the
Industrial College of the Armed Forces)

DD-I511-0001
Physical Security .

AR -1728 -0043
Physical Security Supervision

AR -1728 -0024
Security Assistance Management

AR-I606-0024
Security Assistance Management
Orientation,Seminar

AR-1606-0021
Security in ADP Systems

AR-I402-0051
Security Management

AR-1728-0044
Signal Security Officer

AR-1606-0130
Signal Security (SIGSEC) Specialist

AR-1404-0005
Signal Security Specialist Basic Technical

AR -1717 -0054
United States Army Security Agency
(USASA) Officer Career (U)

AR -1728 -0042

Seminole
U-8D (Semino12) Aviator Qualification

AR-1-606-0104

Senior
AN/TSQ-73 Syste Operator/Repairman
Senior-Level

AR-1715-0401
AN/TSQ-73 System Operator/Repairman
Senior-Level (Transition)

AR-1715-0402
Infantry Senior Sergeant NCO Advanced

AR- 2201 -0034
National Senior Intelligence

DD-I606-0001
Senior Army Officer Flight Training

AR-1606-01 13
Senior Field Artillery Officer

. AR-2201-0140
Senior Field General COMSEC Repair

AA-1715-0094
Senior Field Systems COMSEC Repair

AR-1715-0063
Senior Special Electrical/Electronic
Device Repair

AR- I 715-0010
USASA Senior Noncommissioned Officer

AR.-220I-0037

Sensor
Airborne Sensor Specialist

AR- 2201 -01 16
Airborne Sensor Specialist Skill
Development Base

AR -1715 -0212
OV-ID (Mohawk) Airborne Sensor
Specialist

AR-1704-0013
Unattended Ground Sensor Mechanic

AR -1715 -0284
Unattended Ground Sensor Operation

AR-I 715-0224
Unattended Ground Sensor Specialist

, 'AR-1715-0393
Unattended Ground Sensor
Specialist/Maintenance specialist

AR-I 715-0284

Serbo-Croatian
Serbo-Croatian

DD-0602-0001
DD-0602-0002
DD-0602-0003
DD-0602-0006

Sergeant
Ballistic Missile General Support Shop
Set Repair (Sergeant)

AR -1715 -0116
Ballistic Missile Inertial Guidance and
Control Repair (Sergeant)

AR -1715 -0312
Ballistic Missile Maintenance Technician
(Sergeant)

AR-1715-0246
Ballistic Missile Rocket Motor and
Structures Repair (Sergeant)

AR-1715-43088
Ballistic Missile Test Station Repair .

(Sergeant)
AR-17,15-0100

Drill Sergeant School
AR-220I-0146

Personnel Senior Sergeant
AR- 1406 -0024

Procurement Sergeant
AR-1405-0032

Sergeant El ical-Mechanical Repair
AR- 1715 -0088

Sergeant tiii Set Repair
I AR-1715-0353

Sergeant FinIva Set Repairman
AR- I 715-0353

Sergeant Maintenance Chief
Noncommissioned Opicer (NCO)
Advanced

AR-1717-0031
Sergeant,Missile Battery

AR-1715-0102
Sergeant Missile BatteryOfficer

AR -1715 -0102
Sergeant Missile Crewman
Noncommissioned Officer (NCO) Basic

AR-2201-0093
Sergeant Missile'Guidance Repair

AR-1715-0302
Sergeant officer

AR-2201-0101
Sergeant Test Equipment Repair

AR-1715-0128
Sergeant Test Equipment Repairman

AR -1715 -0128
Surface-to-Surface Missile System
Maintenance (Sergeant) Warrant Officer
Advanced

AA-1717-0034
Surface-to-Surface Missile System
Maintenance (Sergeant) Warrant Officer
Intermediate

e AR-1715-0246

Sergeants
United States Army Sergeants Major

AR-1408-0003 ,

United States Army Sergeants Major
Academy Correspondence Program

AR.-1408-0064 '
United States Army Sergeants Major
Academy Nonresident Program

AR-1408-0064..
Service

Ordnance Service Section Officer
AR-1710-0050

Service and Renovation (SR-CMF) NCO
Advanced

AR-2201-0073
Service and Renovation (SR-CMF) NCO
Basic

AR-2201-0074
Supply and Service'Officer

AR-1402-0025

Services
Special Services (SS-CMF) NCO Basic

AR-0804-0001

Shawnee
CH-21.(Shawnee) Pilot:Transition

AR -1606 -0041

Sheridan
Sheridan Turret Mechanic

AR-1710-0032

Shillelagh
Shillelagh Missile System Repair

AR-1715-0303

Shipboard
Shipboard Information, Training and
Entertainment (SITE) System Operator's
(Television Afloat)

'Shoe
Shoe Repair

Shop:

DD-0504-0010

AR-1734-0001

Ordnance Shop Technician
AR-1710-0048

Railway Shop Foreman
,AR-17'10-0007

Short
Defense Language Institute Short Basic
Courses

.DD-0602-0004



SIDPERS
SIDPERS Management

AR-14060022
SIGINT

Stiategic SIGINT Officer
AR-1606-0094

Signal
I5D2 Radar Signal Simulator
Maintenance

AR- I 715-0171,
AN/MPQ-36 Radar Signal Simulator
Maintenance

AR -1715 -0171
'AN/MPOJI Radar Signal Simulator
Maintenance

AR-1715-0165
Area Signal Center Officer

AR-1408-0050
Associate Signal Officer Advanced

AR-I408-0023
Associate Signal Officer Career

AR-I408-0023
Electronic Warefare (EW) Signal
Intelligence Noncommunications
Interceptor-Analyst

AR -1715 -0018
Regular Army Signal Officer Basic

AR-1715-0265
Signal Company grade officer Refresher

AR-I404-0014
Signal Company Officer

AR-1715-0192
Signal Corps Officers Basic

AR- I 404-0006
Signal Equipment Maintenance and
Repair Officer

AR-1717-0011
Signal Field Grade Officer Refresher

AR-1715-0261
Signal Materialivlaintenance Officer

AR-1717-0011
Signal Officer Advanced

Signal Officer Advanced
(Nonresident/Resident)

AR -1715 -0296
Signal Officer Advanced (Reserve
Component)

AR -2201 -0094
Signal Officer Basic

AR -1404 -0006
Signal Officer filmic (Reserve
Component) '

AR-1715-0319

Signal Officer Candidate

:Signal Officer Career

AR-2201-0075

AR-2201-0160

AR-1715-0319
Signal Officer Familiarization

AR- I 715-0270
Signal Officer Orientation .

AR-1404-0006
Signal Parts Supply

AR- 1405-0012
Signal Security Officer

AR-I606-0130
Signal Security (SIGSEC) Specialist

AR- I 404-0005
Signal Security Specialist Basic Technical

AR-1.717-0054
Signal Supply

AR- 1405M01 I
Signal Supply Advanced

AR-I405-0052
Signal Supply and Parts Specialist

AR-I405-0011
Signal Supply Basic

AR-I405-0020
Signal Apply Officer

AR- 1405 -0020
Signal Supply Officer Advanced

AR -1405 -0052

Strategic Signal IntelligenceOfficer
AR-1606-0094

Telemetry Signal Analysis
AR-1715-0137

SIGSEC
Signal Security (SIGSEC) Specialist

AR-I404-0005
SIGSEC Officer

Simulafibr
A .-1606-0130

15D2 Radar Signal Simulator
Maintenance ,

AR-17,15-0171
15D2 Radar Target Simulator ,

Maintenance
AR- I 715-0171

AN/MPQ-36 Signal Simulator
Maintenance

AR- 1715 -0171
AN/1-PQ -21 Hawk'Guided Missile
System Simulator Maintenance

AR- I 715-0276
Flight Simulator (2824) Specialist

AR-1606-0006
Operations andFlight Simulator

Maintenance

Flight Simulator

Improved Hawk
Simulator Maint

Improved liaw
Station Repair

AR-1606-0069
AR-1704-0036

Specialist
AR-1606-0069

Guided Missile
nance

AR-1715-0300
Radar Signal SiMulator-

Ali-1715-0397
Single-Engine

Single-Engine Airplane Repair
AR-1704-0025

Single-Engine Light Transport Airplane
Maintenance

AR-1704-0030
Single-Engine Observation and Utility
Airplane Maintenance

AR-1704-0029
Single-Engine, Single-Rotor Helicopter.
Repair

AR-1704-0040
Single-Engine Tandem-Rotor Helicopter
Repair

AR-1704-0058

Single-Rotor
Multi-Engine, Single -Rotor Helicopter
Repair

AR- I 704-0035
Single-Engine, Single-Rotor Helicopter
Repair

AR-1704-0040
Single-Rotor Helicopter Maintenance

AR- 1704- 0079`-
Single -Rotor Light Transport Helicopter
Maintenance

AR- I 704-0050
Single-Rotor Observation Helicopter
Maintenance ,

AR- I 704-0055
Single-Rotor Turbine Utility Helicopter
Maintenance

AR-1704-0048
Single-Rotor Turbine Utility Helicopter
Repair

AR-1704-0033
Single-Rotor Utility and Light Transport
HelicoPter Maintenance

AR-1704-0050
Utility and Cargo, Single-Rotor
Helicopter Maintenance

AR-1704-0019
Utility and Cargo Single-Rotor
Helicopter Repair

AR-1704-0053

5 3A)
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SITE

Shipboard Information, Training and
Entertainment (SITE) System Operator's
(Television Afloat)

DD-0504-0010
Skysweeper

Skysweeper Gun 'Section Fire Control
Maintenance

Skysweeper Maintenance

Slovenian
Slovenian

Small
Small Arms Repair

Smoke

AR-1715-0217

AR-I601-0038

DD-0602-0002

AR-220 I -0096

Smoke and Flame Specialist ARN-C2200B1 Basic

Smoke Generation Supervision
AR- 1601 -0040

Social Work
Psychiatric Social Work Enlisted

AR-1513.-0002
Social Work Enlisted

AR-I513-0002
Social Work Procedures

AR-I513-0002
Social Work /Psychology Procedures

AR- I 512-0006

Software
Telecommunication Automation
SoftvJare Technician

AR-I402-0006
Soils

Soils Analysis
AR-1601-0008

Soils Analyst Noncommissioned Officer
(NCO) Candidate

AR-1601-0009
Soils Analyst Skill Development, Base

AR- I 601-0009
Soils Technician r

AR-1601-0008

Solid State
Tiictical Solid State
Equipment Repair

Sound

I phone

AR-1715-0029

Artillery Sound Ranging
AR -1715 -0153

Artilleiy Sotin Ranging (Advanced)"
AR-1715-0153

Defense- Against Sound Equipment
AR-1715-0206

Defense Against-Sound Equipment
(DASE), Phase I

Sound Projector Repair
. .

Sound Ranging Crewman

Sound Ranging Crewman
Noncommissioned Officer (NCO) Basic

1-1715-0386
Space

Space Collection (SPACOL) Operations
AR- 2201 -0203

Spanish
Spanish

AR-1715-0420

AR-1715-0279

AR- I 715-0153

DD-0602-0001
DD-0602-0002
DD-0602-0003
DD-0602-0004
DD-0602-0006
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DD-0602-0009

Special
Counterinsurgency and Special Warfare

Splicer
Cable Splicer Noncommissioned Officer
(NCO) Basic

StenographyWAC
AR-1407-0001

V
AR-1407-0002'

Staff Officer AR-2201-0076 Sterile
AR-I511-0009 Splicing Pharmacy Sterile Products

Defense Language Institute Special
Courses

DD-0602-0008

Cable Splicing
*AR-1714-0016

AR-0709-00 17

Stevedore ,

Guided Missile and Special Weapons SSM Basic Stevedore
Staff Officer Associate Surface-to-Surface Mi ile AR-0419-0111

AR-I405-0068 (SSM) Battery Officer Stevedore
Ordriance Staff Officer Guided Missile AR-I 14-0013 AR-0419-0001
and Special Weapons Guided Missile Electronic Materiel Stevedore Officer

AR-I405-0068 Maintenance, SSM AR-0419-0032
Special Assignment (SP-CMF) NCO AR-1715-0090 Stevedore Supervision
Advanced

AR-I408-0048
Guided Missile Fire Control System,
Maintenance, .SSM Stevedore Supervisor

A R-0419-0004-

AR-2201-0054
Special Assignments (SP-CMF) NCO

AR-1715-0076
SSM Computer Repair Steward

AR-:0419-0004 ,

Basic
AR-.2201-0113

Special Purpose Equipment Repair Parts

AR- I 715-0022
SSM Doppler Repair

AR-1715-0187

Hospital Mess Steward
AR-1729-0005

Specialist SSM Internal Guidance System Repair Stewards
AR-1401.-0013 AR- I 715-0083 Mess Stewards

Special Purpose Equipment RepairPorts SSM 'Mechanical Materiel Maintenance AR-1729-0001
Specialist, Skill Development Base AR- I 715-0328

AR-1402-0029 SSM Mechanical Repair
Special Purpose Receiving Systems AR-1714-0014 Still Photography
Maintenance SSM Radar System Repair AR-1709-0001

AR-1715-0407
Special Services Officer

AR-0804-.0002
Special Services (SS7,CMF) NCO
Advanced

AR-1408-0004
Special Services (SS-CMF) NCO Basic

AR-0804.-0001

Special Forces
Intelligence Analyst (Special Forces)

AR-I606-0027
Special Forces Aidman (Airborne)

AR-0709-0006
Special Forces Base Communications
Systems

AR-1715-00%1.
Special Forces Engineer Training

AR-1601-0019
Special Forces Intelligence

AR-I606-0027.
Special ForceS Jumpmaster

AR-220.1:0053
Special Forces Military Free Fall
Parachutist

AR-2201-016I
Special. Forces Military Free Fall
'Parachutist/MilitaryFree Fall
Jumproaster

AR-2201-0060
Special Forces Officer

AR-220I-0162
Special Forces Officer Intelligence'

AR- I 606-0083
Special Forces Officer (Modified)

AR-2201-0165
Special Forces Operations and -
Intelligence

AR-I606-0026
Special Forces Qualification

AR-2201-0010
Special "Forces Operations

A 12,0803-000 I

Specification
Defense Specification Management

AR-1408-0035
Specification Management

AR-I408-0035
'Spectrometric

DefenseSpectrometric Oil Analysis
Operator/Evaluator

AR-1601-0002

AR- 1715-0190
Surface-to-Surface Missile (SSM)
Maintenance

AR -1715 -0327
Surface-to-Surface Missile (SSM) Officer
Basic -

AR-1715-0325
Stff

rmed Forces Staff College
DD-0326-0001

Associate Command and General Staff

AR-I408-0059
General Staff Officer

AR-I511-0006
Command and General Staff Officer
Regular

AR- I 511-0006
Command and Staff Officer Electronic
Warf4e

AR-1715-0014
Regular Command and General Staff'
Officer

AR-1.511-0006

Standards ,',

Work Methodsand Standards
AR- I 408-0038

Station
Army Station Procurement

AR-I408-0062
Statistical

Statistical Analysis and Designed
Experiments

Statistical Inference
AR-1 I 15-0007

Statistical Quality Control
AR-1115-0008

Statistical Quality Control II
AR-1115-0004

Statistics
Management Statistics by

°Correspondence

11 1 5I 5-0006

AR-1 I 15-0003

Steam 416

Steam Locomotive Repairman
AR- 1710-0008

Stenography
Stenography

rJ,;

Stock
Command Stock Fund Accounting

i 40 1-0005
Commodity Command Stan and System
(CC-SS) Army Stock Fund

AR-I405-0086
Commodity Command Standard System
(CCSS) Stock Control

AR-I405-0084
DSU/GSU Mechanized Stock Control

AR-I405-0010
Financial ManagementInventory
Accounting and Army Stotk Fund
Operations

kR-I405-0005
Installation Stock Control

- AR-1405-0073
Quartermaster Stock Control.

AR-I405-0073
Stock Control and Accounting

. AR-I401-0016
Stock Control and Accounting Specialist

AR- 1401-0316
Stock Control and Accounting Specialist,
Skill Development Ere

Storage
Ammunition Storage

AR- 2201 -0022
Ammunition Storage and Operation

AR-2201.-Q022
Ammunition Storage and Operations

AR-2201-0132
Equipment Storage Specialist

AR-I405-0028
Equipment Storage Specialist, Skill .

Development Base
A R-10043

Petroleum Storage Specialist
AR-160113043

Petroleum Storage Specialist, Skill
Development Base

AR-1402-0013

Quartermaster Storage
AR-I abl-0005

AR-1405-0051
Storage and Distribution Management

AR-1405-0042
Storage Officer

AR-I405-0003
Subsistence Storage Specialist

AR-1405-0044
Subsistence Storage Specialist Skill
Development Base



AR-1405-0066
Store

. Commissary MiAlle Management, Phase
I (Commissary STOre Management)'

AR-0406-0006
Commissary Store Management

AR-0406-0006
Strategic

Strategic Microwave Systems Operation
and Maintenance

AR-1715-0073
Strategic Microwave Systems Repair

' AR- 1715 -0098
Strategic SIGINT Officer

AR,-1606-0094,
Strategic Signal Intelligence Officer

AR-1606-0094
Stripping

. Lithographic Stripping and Platemaking
DD-1719-0001

Structures
Ballistic Missile Rocket Motor and
Structures Repair (Sergeant)

AR-1715-0088
Ballistic Missiles Propulsion and

',Structures Repair
AR-1704-0089

Subscriber
Automatic Data Processing (ADP)
Repair, Phase VIIDigital Subscriber
Terminal Equipment (DSTE) Repair

AR-1745-0253
Digital Subscriber Terininal Equipment
Operator

AR-1715-0043
Digital Subscriber Terminal Equipment
Repair

AR-1715-025)
`Mode V Subscriber Terminal

AR-1715-011a
Subsistence

Subsistence Officer
AR-0104-0008

Subsistence Procurement Quality
Assurance and Standardization

AR-1729-0015
Subsistence Storage Specialist

AR-1405-0044
Subsistence Storage Specialist Skill
Development Base

AR-I405-0066
Subsistence Supply Supervision

AR-1405-0062
Subsistence Technology

AR-01,04-0008
Supply

Army Supply Management

Army Supply Officer

Chemical Supply c,

AR -1405 -0039

AR-I405-0070

AR- 1405 -0030
Chemical Supply Supervision

AR-1405-0055
Commodity Command Standard System

"(CCSS) Supply Management
AR -1405 -0083

DARCOM Supply Management Career
Intern Training

AR-1405=001,5
Engineer Supply

AR-I405-0059
Engineer Supply, and Spare Parts Officer

AR-I405-0056
General Supply Specialist

AR-1105,0047
General Supply Supervision

AR-1405-0029

/.)
J

Installation/Direct Support Supply
Officer

AR-1405-0007
Inst&ation Supply.Procedures

AR-1405-0021
Medical Supply and Services .

AR-I405-0008
Medical Supply Officer .

AR-1405-0008
Medical Supply Procedures

A R-1405-0024
Ordnance General Supply Officer'

AWI405-0031
Ordnance Parts Supply

AR-I405-0013
Ordnance Supply

AR-I405,0026
Parachute Maintenance and Aerial
Supply Officer

AR-220I-0136
Petroleum Products Analysis acid Supply

AR-1405-0040
Petroleum Products Supply

- . AR -0405 -0040
PetroleuM Products Supply Officer

AR-1405-0040
Quartermaster Parts Supply

. . AR-I405-0050
Quartermaster Supply

AR-I405-0027
Quartermaster Supply Procedures

AR-1405-0002
Quartermaster Supply Supervision

AR-I405-0049
Signal Parts Supply

AR-1405-0012
Signal Supply

AR-1405-0011
Signal Supply Advanced

AR-1405-0052
Signal Supply and Parts Specialist

AR-1405-0011
Signal Supply Basic

AR-I405-0020
Signal Supply Officer

AR-1405-6626
Signal Supply Officer Advanced

AR-I405-0052
Subsistence Supply Supervision

AR-1405-0062
Supply and Service Officer

AR-1402-0025
Supply Handling

AR-I 05-0038
Supply Management Career Int m.
Training Prdgram

AR-1405-0015
Supply Management Officer

AR-1405-0070
Supply Specialist Refresher

AR-1405-0064
Supply Staff Officer, G4/54

AR-1405-0060
Supply (SU-CMF) NCO Advanced

AR-04 i 9-0010
AR-1405-00.77

Supply (SU-CMF) NCO Basic
AR-0419-0009
A R-1408-0044

Transportation Parts Supply
AR-1405-0013

Transportation Supply ..

AR-1405-0033
Transportation Supply and Parts
Specialist

AR-I405-0033
Transportation Supply Officer

AR-1405-0045
Transportation Supply Specialist

AR-1405-0033
Unit and Organization Stipply
Noncommissioned Officer (NCO)

AR-1405-0029
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Unit and Organization Supply Specialist
and Armorer

Unit Supply

. Wader Supply

Support
.Defense Larigliage'l
Command Courses

Weapons Support R
andRepair.

AR-I405-0061

AR-005-0047

AR- 32-0002

upport

Suppressive
0V -1 Suppressiv Fi

Surface-to-'Air

DO-0602-0010
ar Maintenance

AR-1715-0362

AR-2201-01.14

AAA and Surface-to-Ai; Missile Battery,.
Officer . .

AR-1601-0032
As.Sociate Surface-to-Air Missile (SAM)
Battery Officer

AR- 1715-0288
Surface-to-Air Missile Mechanical
Materiel Maintenance (Nike Ajax)

AR-1714-0002
Surface-to-Air Missile Staff Officer .

AR-1715-0315
Surface-to-Air Missile Staff Officer
(Hawk)

AR- 1715-0289
Surface-to-Air Missile Staff Officer
(Nike)

AR- I 715-0315
Surface-to-Air Missile System'
Maintenance (Hawk) Warrant Officer
Intermediate

AR- 1715-0099
Surface-to-Air Missile System
Maintenance (Nike) Warrant Officer,
Advanced

AR-1717-0032
Surface-to-Air Missile System
Maintenance (Nike) Warrant Officer
Intermediate

AR-1715-0255
Surface-to-Air Missile Systems
Maintenance Warrant Officer Advanced

AR-1715-0105
Surface-tp-Air Missile Systems
Maintenance Warrant Officer
Intermediate (22IB, 222B, 223C)

AR- 1715-0105
Surface -to -Air. Missile Unit Comniander

. - AR -1715 -0385

Surface-to-Air Missile
Surface-to-Air Missile System
Maintenance '(Hawk) Warrant Officer
Advanced

AR-1715-0290
Surface-to-Surface

Associate Surface=to- rface Missile
(SSM) Battery Officer

AR-1714-0013
Field Artillery and Surfi-to-Surface
Missile Battery Officer

AR-1715-0281
Surface-to-Surface Missile (SSM)
Maintenance ..

AR-1715-0327
Surface-to-Surface Missile (SSM) Officer
Basic

AR-1715-0325
Surface-to-Surface Missile-System
Maintenance (Pershing) Warrant Officer
Advanced ,

AR-220I-0126
Surface-to-Surface Missile System
Maintenance (Pershing) Warrant Officer
Intermediate
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AR-1715-0078
Surface-to-Surface Missile System
Maintenance (Sergeant) Warrant Officer
Advanced -

AR-1 717-0034
Surface-to-Surface Missile System
Maintenance (*rgeant) Warrant Officer
Intermediate

.: -7: AR-1,7154)246
Surfacing

Surfacing Machine Operation
AR- 1710 -0002

SUrfacing Machine Operator
AR-1710-0002

Surgeon
Battalion' Surgeon Assistant

AR-0709-0011
Surveillance

Aerial Surveillance Officer
AR-2201-0121

Airborne Surveillance Radar Repair
AR-1715-0203

Artillery SurveillanCe Radar Maintenance
AR-1715-0179

Combat Area Surveillance Radar Repair
AR-1715-0229

Combat Area Surveillance Radar
Repairman

AR-1715-0147
4./ Combat Area Surveillance Radar Repair,

Skill Development Base
AR-1717-0017

Combat Area Surveillance Radar Repair,
SpeCialist Candidate

AR-1717-0017
Combat Surveillance and Target
Acquisitioa NCO Advanced

AR-220I-0183
Conlbat Surveillance and Target
Acquisition Noncommiskioned Officer
(NCO) Basic

AR-2201-0'186
Combat Surveillance and Target
Acquisition (SA-CMF) NCO Advanced

AK-2201-0183
Combat Surveillance and Target
Acquisition (SA-CMF) NCO Basic

AR-1717-0018
AR-22(11-0002

Combat Surveillance Photographic
Equipment Repair

AR- I 7 I 5-0346
Ground SursLillanee Radar Crewman

AR-1715-0178
Grbund Su-nieillance Radar Mechanic
(AN(IPS-33 and AN/PPS-4)

a ,AR-1715-0147
Ground Surveillance. Radar Operation

AR-1715-0178
Ground Surveillance Radar Operator

AR-1715-0178
Ground Surveillance Radar Repair

g AR-1715-0147
AR-1715-0229

Mechanized Flame Thrower Surveillance
AR-I601-0041

OV- I D ( Mohawk ) Aviator Combat
Surveillance Quulification

AR:171540133
OV-1 Dr( Mohawk ) Surveillance Infrared
Repair 7,

AR-1715-0054
OV-1 (Mohawk) Aviator Combat
Surveillance Qualification

AR-1606-0092
Surveillance Infrare'd Repair

R-1715-0227
Surveillance Photograph quipment
Repair

AR-17 I 54)346
Surveillance Radar Maintenance

AR-1715-0179

Survey-
Artillery 'kuruey Advanced

A R-1601-0034
Artillery Survey Noncommissioned
Officer (NCO)

AR- 1601 -0)16
Artillery Survey Officer

AR-I601-0033
Artillery Survey Specialigt

AR-1601-0034
Optical Survey Instrument Repair

DD-1721-0001
Surv4ing

Advanced Geodetic Surveying
DD-1601,00.03

Construciion.SurveyMg

Geodetic Surveying

Topographic Surveying

Surveyor
Advanced Geodetic Surveyor

A R-160 I -0006
Artillery Surveyor NCO Basic

AR-I601-0045
...Construction Surveyor Noncommissioned

) Officer (NCO) Candidate
AR-16011010

Construction Surveyor Noncommissioned
Officer (NCO)/Supervisor Candidate

AR-1601-0010
Construction Surveyor Skill Development
Base

1"
Ale-160V-0010

Swahili
Swahili

R- 1 601 -0024
DD-1601-0008

DD -1601 -0002

A R-I601-0022

..Swedish
Swedish

Switch
. Tandem Switch Repair

DD-0602-0002

DD- 06070001
DD -060 0002

AR-1715-0188
Switchboard

Central Office.Switchboard Operator
AR-1404-0004

Central Office Telephone Switchboard.
Operation

AR -1404 -0004
Madual Cordless Switchboard SB-
3082( VII /GT Repair

AR=1715-(X)29
Switchboard Operator

AR-I404-0004
Telephone Switchboard Operation

AR-I404-0004
Switching r .

AUTODIN Switching Center-Specialist
AR-1402-0011

AUTODIN Switching Center Traffic .

Operations
AR-I404-0007

Automatic Digital Message SWitching
Center (ADMSC) Technical Controller

AR-17/bk0221
Automatic Digital Message Switching. .

'Center Operation Supervisory
A R-1402-0020'

Data Communications Switching Center
Specialist

AR-1404-0007
Electronic Switching Systems Repair

AR-1715-0149
Overseas Automatic Switching Center
( ASC) Technical Controller

' AR-1715-0221.

J

Systems'
Administrative Systems Analysis and
Design

AR-0326-0024 .

--ADP Systems Analysis and Design. ''.
AR- I 402-0041

Advanced 4DP Systems'Analyis
AR-1402-0001

Assistant Systerns Analyst.
AR-I402-0001

Automatic Data Processing Systems
Analysis

AR-1402-0003
Automatic Data Processing Systems
Analysis Officer

A 2-°003Basic Automatic Data Processing
Systems Analysis

Business SySternsAnalysis
AR-1402-0005

. AR-1402-0048
Computer SysterrIpperator

AR-1402-0002
Cost Estimating Techniques for Systems
Acquisition

AR-1408-0025
General Functional Systems Requirement
(GFSR) In Systems Development

AR-I408-0057
Guided Missile Systems Officer

A 71Information Systems Officer ,2,.

AR-1402-0005
Operating Systems

Systems Analysis

Systems Engineering
AR-0326-0033

Systems Engineering, Analysis and
Management (Guided Missile) -

AR-1715-0286

AR-1402-0045

AR-14102-0001

T-38
Artillery Fire Control System
Maintenance, T-38

AR-1715-0215
Gun-Section Fire Control Maintenande,
T38

AR-1715-0217
T38 Gun Section Fire Control'
Maintenance

AR-1715-02T7
Tabulating'

Tabulating Equipment Repair
AR-1706-0004

Tactical
Army Aviation Primary and Tactical
Flight Training

AR-I606-0120
Army He licopter, Transport Tactical

. AR-I606-0106
Army Security Agency. Tactical Support%
Element

AR-2201-0199
Electronic Warfare (EW) Cryptologic
Tactical Operations Officer

AR-1600-0086
Tactical Circuit Controller

o AR-1714-0001
Tactical Communications Chief NCO
Basic

AR-17154)012
Tactical Co'nimunici ions Chief, Skill
Development Base

AR-220I -0078
Tactical Countermeasure. eceiving
Systems Maintenance (AN/ Q- 4)

AR -171 0416
-Tactical Electronic Equipment
Maintenance (EE-CMF) NCO Advanced

AR-1715-0016
AR-2201-0190



Tactical Electronic Equipment
Maintenance (EE-9.4F) NCO Basic.

AR-1715-0012
. AR-1715-0017

AR-1715-0019
-.AR-1715-0020

Taetical Electronic Maintenance Chief
AR-1715-0008

'."tactical Electronic Maintenance (EE-
C114E) NCO Advanced

AR-1715-0016
Tactical Microwave Systems Operation
and Maintenance .

AR-1715-0219
Tactical Microwave SystemS,RePair

Al2-.1715-0272
Tactical Solid State Telephone .

Equipment Repair
AR- I 715-0029

Tactiql..1 Training
,AR- 2201 -0066

Tactics
Army Aviation Tactics

AR-1606-0107
AR-1606-0115

Army Aviation Tactics Refresher
AR-1606-0099

Tactics and. Techniques, Phase 1
AR-2201-0020

Tandem
Tandem Switch Repair

AR- 1715.MT88
Tandem -Rotor

, Multi-Engine, Tandem-Rotor Helicopter
Repair

i '., AR- 1704 -0034
Single-Engine Tandem-Rotor Helicopter
Repair

.

' AR-1704-0058
Tandem-Rotor Helicopter Maintenance'

FA-1704-0052
Tandem-Rotor'Helicopter epair

- AR- 1704 -0058
Tandem-Rotor Light Transport
Helicopter Maintenancilk,

AR-1704-0069
Utility and Cargo, Tandem-Rotor
Helicopter Maintenance

AR-1704-0031
Tank

Missile Tank Turret Mechanic
.A AR-1710-0038

Ordnance Officer Basic Tank and
Ground Mobility Materiel Management

AR-1405-0093
Tank Turret Mechanic

AR-1710-0020
Tank Turret Repair

Tape
ArmOeckrity Agency Card and Tape
W rite's

. AR-1402-0038
Autoniatic Tape Processing Equipment

AR-1715-0042

AR-1710-001

Target
Artillery Target Acquisition Officer

AR-I601-0027
Combat Surveillance and Target
Acquisition NCO Advanced

AR-2201-0183
Combat Surveillance and Target
Acquisition Noncommissioned Officer
(NCO) Basic

AR-2201-0186
Combat Surveillance and Target .
Acquisition (SA-CMF) NCO AdVarict .

AR.-22014,) I It3
Combat Surveillance and Target
Acquisition (SA-MF) NCO Basic ,'4

'17
,

-

AR -1717 -0018
AR-2201.000?

Field AriilleryTargetAcqUisition Officer
A R16014)027

Light Target. Missile Controller
AR-2-201-0087

Light Target Missile,Fliglit Control
System Maintenance

AR-1715-013'1-
Nuclear and Cbernical Target Analysis

Ai " AR-220I-01.50
AR- 2201 -0187

Nuclear and Cheinical Target 'Analysis
(N&C) ,

AR-2201-015I
Nuclear, BiOlogical and Chemical (NBC)
Weapons Target Analysis

AR-220I -0154
AR- 2201 -0187

Technical
Technical Data Package
DevelOpment/Preparation

A -0326-0034
Technical Esgrt

0862;0001
Technical Evaluation Progra (TEE)
Training F'

AR-171-0271
Technical Intelligenee. '

A R- I 606-0005

Telecommunication
Telecontmunication Agtomation
Software Technician

AR- 1402 -0006

Telecommunications '
f-Telecommunications Center Specialist

. AR-1404-0015
Telemetry

Telemetry Collection Operations
AR-220I-6203

Telemetry Identification and Collection
AR -1715 -0137

Telemetry Signal Analysis
AR-1715-0137

Telephone r
Central Office Telephone Switchboard
Operation

AR-1404-0004
Ta ical Solid Statepf elephone
Eq ipment Repair,

AR-1715-0029,
Te epPione and Teletypewriter
E uipinent Repair

AR-171-5-0257
Tephone and Teletypewriter Officere'ePho

AR-1715-0266
Telephone:Digital Communications
Officer

AR-1715-,0268
Telephone Installation and Repair

AR-1715-0332
Telephone Installer and Lineman

AR-1714-0015
Telephone Switchboard Operation

AR-1404-0004
Teletype

Radio Teletype Operation'
AR-I404-0009

Radio Teletype ()minor NCO Basic
AR-I408-0024

Radio T letype OperatOr Skill
Develo ent ase

AR-1715-0247
Teletype Interception

,Teletype Operation

Teletypewriter

AR-1715-0248

AR:1'450003,

Radio Teletypewriter Analysis

KEYWORD INDEX K-57
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Radio Teletypewriter Operator
AR-1404-0009

Radio Teletypewriter Operator (Non
Morse)

AR-1409-0005
Specialized Teletypewriter Equipment
Repair

AR-1715-0245
Telephone and Teletypewriter
Equipment Repair

AR- I 7 15-0257
Telephone and Teletypewriter Officer

AR-1715-0266
Teletypewriter Equipment Maintenance

AR-1715-0260
Teletypewriter Equipment epair

R-1715-0260
Teletypewriter Operation

Alt -1404 =000,3
Teletypewriter Repairman

AR-174 5-0260
Teletypewriter Set AN/FGC-140
Maintenance . . . , ,

Alt-1715-0202
Television

Pictorial Unit Commander and Motion
Picture and Television Director

AR-1709-0006
Radio and Television Production
Specialist

DD-0505-0001
Shipboard Information, Training and
Entertainment (SITE) System Operator's
(Television Afloat)

DD-0504-0010'
Television Equipment Repair

AR-1715-027$
Television Equipment Repail' Transition

AR-1715-006r%
TEP .

Technical Evaluation Program (TEP)
Training

AR-1715-0271

Terminal
AN /MSQ -18 Battery Terminal
Equipment Maintenance

AR-1715-0058
Data Communications Terminal
Specialist .

AR-1715-0043
Digital Subscriber Terminal Equipment
Operator

AR- 1715 -0043
Fixed Station Terminal Repair

AR-1715-0282.
Missile Master Batt- Terminal
Equipment tviainte ce

AR-1715-0087
Missile Monitor tions Central and
Terminal Equipment epair -

Navy Broadcast Terminal Qperator
AR-1714-0003 e)

AR -1715 -0342
Radio Terminal Set ANTTRC-90 (RF
Portion)

AR-1715-0072
Radio Terminal'Sets AN/TRC-
90/ I 29/13 2 Repair

AR-1715-0072
WOM Terminal AN/TSC-54 Repair

AR -1715 -0047 -

inal Datil Link Firejinit Integration
ilities (FUIF) Repair

AR-1715-0041
. ,

nninal Intercept Equipment Repair
AR-1715-0138

Operations Specialist
AR-0419-0001
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Terminals
Satellite Communications Terminals
AN/FSC-78(V) and AN/FSC-79
Operation aqd Maintenance Training

'AR-1715-0345
Terrain ,

Terrain Analysis
4 DD-1601-0004

,Terrain Analyst Noncommissioned'
Officer (NCO) Candidate

AR-I601-0012
Terrain Analyst Skill Development Base

AR-I601-0012
Te4

Aircraft Turbine'Engine Test Cell
'Operator

AR-1704-0024
Ballistic Missile Test Instrument Repair

AR-1715-0348
. Ballistic Missile Test Instrument Repair

(Redstone)
AR- I 715-0348

Ballistic Missile Test Station Repair
(Sergeant) -

AR-1715-0100
Modular Engine Test Stand (METS)
Operator

AR-1704-0024.
Test Equipment

-Nike Test Equipment Repair -
AR-1715-0239

Sergeant Test Equipment Repair
AR-1715-0128

Sergeant Test Equipment Repairman
AR-.1715-0128

Textile
Textile Repair

'AR-1716,0001 _

Textile Repair, Skill Development Base
AR:I716-0002

Thai
Thai .

DD-0602-0002
DD-0602-0003
DD-0602-0004

Theater
Theater of Operations Movements
Officer

AR-0419-0008
Therapy

Dental Therapy Assistant
AR-0761-0008.

pioccupational Therapy Procedures
A120704-0002

Occupational Therapy Specialist
AR-0704-0004

PhySical Therapy Aide
AR-0704-0001

Physical Therapy Enlisted'
AR-0704-0001

Physical Therapy Procedures
AR-0704-000I

Physical Therapy Specialist
AR-0704-0001

Time
Defense Work Measurement Standard
Time Data (DWMSTD)

AR-0326-$032
'Methods-Time Measurement 1 (MTMl )

AR-1408-0073
Tire

Tire Repair
AR-170 0033

TOE/TDA
Management. Practices in TOE/ TD Unit
Instructor Training

AR-I408-0069
Tool

Firearms and Tool Marks Examiner
AR-1728-0015

Topographic
Topographic Computing

AR-I601-0023
Topograpliic Engineer Officer

AR-1601-0007
Topographic Instrument Repair

AR-1721-0005
Topographic Surveying

AR-1601-0022
Topography

Topography and
NCO Advanced

. Topography and
NCO Basic

Printing (TP -CMF)

AR:16010020
Printing (TP-CMF)

AR-I601-0021
TOW

TOW Cobra Aviator Qualification
A R;1606-007 I

Tow Traiper
AR-220I-0147

Towed
Light and Medium Towed Field Artillery
Mechanic

AR- 2201 -0106

Tower
Air Traffic Control TOWer Operator

AR-1704-0001
Trace .

Forensic ChemistryTrace Evidence J
AR-1601-0047

-Track
Armor Track Vehicle Mechanic

AR-1703-0001
Artillery Track Vehicle Maintenance

AR-1703-0002
Nike Track' Feidar, Repair (Hercules,
Transition)

AR-1715-0126
Nike Track Radar Repair (Improved
Hercules Transition)

AR-1715-0126
Track Vehicle Mechanic.

AR- }703 -0001

Tracker
Tracker Dog/Handler

Visual Tracker. Course

Tracking
Radar Tracking Station Equip ent . .
Repair

AR-1 15-0173
Radar Tracking Station Repair

AR-I ,5-0173
Traffic

ADMS Traffic Service Supervisory
AR-1402-0011

Advanced Traffic Management
AR-0419-0035

Air Traffic Contool Communications Set
AN/FSQ-75 Repair

AR-1715-0032
AUTODIN'Swilching Center Traffic
Operations

. AR-1404-0007
Defense Advanced Traffic MSnagement

AR-0419-0035
Electronic Warfare (EW) Cryptologic
Traffic Analyst Basic Technical

AR -1717 -0056

R-1728-0022

A 2201-0028

5 ')

Ground Air Traffic Control/NAVAIDS
Equipment Repair

AR-1715-0381
Installation Traffic Mani'igement

AR-0419-0036
Radio Traffic Analyst

Traffic Analysis

Trainman
Railway Trainman.

Trainman

AR-I606-0012

AR-16060012-

AR-0419-0029

AR-0419-0029
Transmitter .

Fixed Station Radio Transmitter Repair
AR-1715-0057

Fixed Station Transmitter Repair
AR -1715 -0057

Transmitting .
DECCA Transmitting Equipment Repair

AR-J715-0185
.Transport

Arrhor Maintenance and Motor
Transport

AR-1717-0033
ArmY (Aviator) Transport PilotPhases!.
11 andill (Rotary Wing)

AR-1606-0095
Army Helicopter Transport. Tactical

AR-I606-0106
Army Helicopter Transport Tactical (H-
19)

AR-1606-0119
Army Helicopter Transport Tactical (H-

., 21)
AR- 1606-0119

Army Helicopter Transport Tactical (H-
21)(H-34)

AR-1606-0119
Amy. Helicopter Transport Tactical (H-
34)"..,

AR- I 606-0119
Army Transport Helicopter Pilot-Phase
Ill

AR-I606-0102
Artillery Motor Transport

AR-1703-0020
Highway Transport Operations

AR-0419-0006
Medium Transport Helicter Repair

IKR-1704-0035
Motor Transport (MT-CMF) NCO
Advanced

AR-0419-0024
Motor Transport (MT-CMF) NCO Basic

AR-0419-0013
Motor transport Operation and
Maintenance

AR-0419 0006
Multi-Engine Medium"Transport.
Airplane Maintenance

AR-1704-0074
Multi-Engine Medium Transport
Helicopter Mainteinuice

AR-1704-0049
Observation, Utility and Transport
Helicopter Repair . .

AR-1'704-0040
Single-Engine Light Transport Airplane
Maintenance

'AR-1704-0030
Single-Rotor Light Transport Helicopter
Maintenance

AR-1704-0050
Single-Rotor Utility and Light Transport
Helicopter Maintenance

AR-1704-0050
Tandem-Rotor Light Transport '

Helicopter Maintenance
AR-1704-0069



Transportability
Air Transportability

AR-0419-0021
Air Transporiability Planning

AR-0419-0031
Transportation

Associate Transportation Officer
Advanced

AR-0419-0022
Associate Transportation Officer Career

AR-0419-0018
Highway Transportation Operation and
Maintenance

AR-0419-0006
Infantry Motor Transportation

AR-1103-0015
Installation Transportation

AR-0419-0036
TranspOrtation Company Officer

AR-0419-0038
Transportation Movement Control

AR-0419-0005
Transportation Movements

A R-0419-000
Transportation Movements Control
Supervision

AR-0419-0002
Transportation Movement Specialist

AR-0419-0005
Transportation Officer Advanced

AR- 0419 -0019
Transportation Officer Basic

AR-0419-0033
Transportation Officer Candidate

AR-0419-0025
Transportation Officer Career

AR-0419-0019
Transportetion Officer Familiarization

AR-0419-6020
Transportation Officer Orientation

AR-0419-0023
AR-0419-0033

Transportation Parts Specialist
AR-I405-0043

Transportation Parts Supply
AR -1405 -0043

Transportation Supply
AR-I405-0033

Transportation Supply and Parts
Specialist

AR-I405-0033
Transportation Supply Officer

AR -1405 -0045
Transportation Supply Specialist

AR-1405-003,3
Tropospheric

Tropospheric Scatter Commukcation
Equipment Repair

AR- 1715 -0028
Tropospheric Scatter Terminal REL-
2600 Repair

Truckmaster
Amphibious Truckmaster

Truckmaster

AR -1715 -0030

AR-1710-0011

AR-0419-0015
TSEC/CY- 104

Multichannel Ciphony System TSEC/CY-
164 Repair

AR -1715 -0388

Tunnel
'Mine and Tunnel Detection Dog Handler

AR -1728 -0019

Turbine
Aircraft Turbine Engine Repair

AR-1704-0068
Aircraft Turbine Engine Repair,
Development Base

AR-1704-0072
Aircraft Turbine Engine Repair Specialist
Candidate

AR-1704-0072
Aircraft Turbine Engine Test Cell
Operator

AR-1704-0024
Aircraft Turbine Multi-Engine Repair

AR-1 704-0090
Gas Turbine Generator Repair

AR- I 712-0013
Single-Rotor Turbine Utility Helicopter
Maintenance

AR-1704-0048
Single-Rotor Turbine Utility Helicopter
Repair

AR-1704-0033
Turkish

Turkish
DD -0602 -0001
DD-0602-0002
DD-0602-0003
DD-0602-0004
DD-0602-0009

Turret
Armor Turret Maintenance

AR-1 710-0003
Missile Tank Turret Mechanic

AR-1710-0038
Sheridan Turret Mechanic

AR-1710-0032
Tank Turret Mechanic

Tank Turret Repair

Turret Artillery Repair

Turret Maintenance

AR-1710-0020

AR- I 710-0018

AR-1710-0018

AR-1710-0003
Twin-Engfne

Twin-Engine Helicopter Repair
AR-1704-0057

Typing
Clerical Procedures and Typing WAC

AR-1409-0001
Typing and Clerital ProceduresWAC

AR-1409-0001

U =1005
Automatic Data Processing (ADP)
Repair, Phase 11 -Card. Processors U-1005
and U- I 004/DLT-6 Repair

AR-1715-0044
Card Processors U-1005 and U-
1004/DLT-6 Repair

AR -171 -0044
U-1A

U-IA Airplane Repair
AR-1704-0030

U-I A Airplane,Repair Skill Development
Base

AR-1704-004 I
1-11-A Transition Flight Training

AR-1606-0109
U-21

U-2I Aviator Qualification
A - 1 6 0 6 ; 0 0 9 1

U-2I Iiitructor Pilot
AR-1606-0061

U -21 Standardization Instructor Pilot
Qualificatidn

U-8
U-8 Instructor Pilot

U-8 Instructor Pilot

1,1-8/U-21 Airplane

AR-1606-0061

AR-I606-0089
Qualification

AR-1606-0089,
Repair

AR-1704-0067
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U-8/U.21 Airplane Repair Skill
Developthent Base

AR-1704-0022
U-8D

U-8D Aviator Qualification
AR-I606-0104

U-8D (Seminole) Aviator Qualificittion
AR-164-0104

U AS-4
Airborne Infrared Repair (UAS-4)

AR -1715 -0227

UH-1
UH-1 Aviator Qualification

AR-1606-0049
UH-1 Aviator Qualification (Navy)

-AR-4.606-0060--
UH-1 Helicopter Repair

AR-1704-0033
UH-1 Helicopter Repair Skill
Development Base

AR-,1704-0064
UH-1 Helicopter Repair Specialist
Candidate

AR- I 704-0064
UH-1 Instructor Pilot

AR-I606-0053
UH-1 (Iroquois)Instructor Pilot
(Transition/Gunnery) Qualification

AR-I606-0053
UH-1 Pilot Transition

AR-1606-0049
UH-I Pilot Transition (Navy)

AR -1606 -0060

UHF
UHF/VHF Intercept Operations

AR- 1404 -0018

Ukrainian
Ukrainian

DD-0602-0002

Unattended
Unattended Ground Sensor Mechanic

AR-1715-0284
Unattended Ground Sensor Operation

AR-1715-0224
Unattended Ground Sensor Specialist

AR-1715-0393
Unattended Ground Sensor
Specialist /Maintenance, specialist

AR -1715 -0284

Underwater
Special Forces Underwater Operations

AR-0803-0001
Underwater Operations

AR-I606-0037
Unit

Management Practices in TOEITDA Unit
Instructor Training .

AR-1408-0069
Psychological Operations Unit Officer

AR-1512-0001
Psychological Operations Unit Officer
(Modified)

AR-1512-0001
Unit and Organization Stipply Specialist
and Armorer

Unit Mess Officer

Unit Supply

WAC Unit Commander

AR-1405-0061

AR-1729-0013

AR-I405-0047

AR-220I-0079
Universal

Nike-Univerial Electronic Maintenance
AR-1715-0084

Nike-Universal Electronic Materiel'
Maintenance

AR-1715-0084
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Nike Universal Fire Control System
Maintenance

AR- I 715-0361
Nike Universal Officer

AR-1715-0108
Nike Universal Officer Qualification

AR- I 715-0308
UPS

Overseas ASC UPS Bypass Repair
AR-1715-0343

USARADCOM
USARADCOM CBR NCO

AR-2201-0067
USARADCOM CBR Officer Course

AR-2201-005I
USARADCOM Chemical, Biological,
and Radiological Noncommissioned
Officer

AR -2201

USASA
United States Army Security Agency
(USASA) Officer Career (U)

AR-1728-0042_
USASA Senior Noncommissioned Officer

AR -2201 -0037

USMC
USMC Missile Systems Maintenance .

Fundamentals
AR -1715 -0398

Utilities
Construction and Utilities (CU-CMF)
NCO Advanced

AR -1710 -0026
Construction and Utilities (CU-CMF)
NCO Basic

AR -1710 -0024
Utilities Foreman

AR-1710-0004
NINa

Multi-Engine Utility Airplane Repair
AR-1704-0027

Observation, Utility and Transport
Helicopter Repair

AR-1704-0040
Single-Engine Observation and Utility
Airplane Maintenance

AR-1704-0029
Single-Rotor Turbine Utility Helicopter
Maintenance

AR -1704 -0048
Single-Rotor Turbine Utility Helicopter

' Repair
AR-1704-0033

Utility and Cargo, Single-Rotor
Helicopter Maintenance

AR-1704-0019
Utility and Cargo Single-Rotor
Helicopter Repair

AR -1704 -0053
Utility and Cargo, Tandem-Rotor
Helicopter Maintenance /

AR-1704-0031
Utility Element-Maintenance --Medical

Artillery Vehicle Maintenance
Supervision

AR- I 717-0038
Artillery Vehicle Maintenance Supervisor

A R- I 717-0038
Track Vehicle Mechanic

Ventilating
Heating and Ventilating

AR-1703-0001

AR:1701-000I
Veterfnary

Food Inspection Procedures Refresher
(Field Veterinary Service)

AR-0104-0004
Food Inspection Procedures Refresher,
Post Veterinary Oriented Course

AR-0104-0004
Veterinary Preventive Medicine and.
Food Inspection

AR-0104-0005
Veterinary Specialist

AR-0102-0002
AR-0104-0001

Veterinary Specialist Basic
AR-0104-0002

Vietnam
Civil Affairs Advisor, Vietnam ..

AR-1513-0004
District and Civil Affairs Advisor
(Vietnam)

AR -1513 -0004
Field Artillery Officer Vietnam
Orientation

Vietnamese
Basic Vietnamese.

Vietnamese

AR-2201-0159

DD-0602-0011

DD-0602-0005
DD-0602-0006

VietnameseHanoi Dialect
Aural Comprehension
VietnameseHanoi Dialect

DD-0602-0010
VietnameseHanoi Dialect

DD-0602-0002
DD-0602-0003
DD-0602-0009

VietnameseSaigon Dialect
Basic VietnameseSaigon Dialect

DD-0602 -0010
ShOrt Basic VietnameseSaigon Dialect"

D. 1.12-0010
VietnameseSaigon Dialect

D :12-0002
DD-0602-0004
DD-0602-0009

Visual
Visual Tracker. Course

Voice
Electronic Warfare (EW) Cryptologic
InterceptorVoice Basic Technical

AR- I 717-0055
Secure Voice Access Console Repair

AR- I 715-0195
Secure Voice Access System Repair

AR-1715-0195
Voice Intercept.Positicn Maintenance

AR- 1715 -0414
Voice Operator Mission Training
(German)

AR-2201-0198
Voice Operator Mission Training No. 1
(Russian)

AR-220I-0207
Voice Radio Operator

AR- I 404-0017

Unit Self-Contained Transportable
(MUST)

AR-1730-0003
Value

Principles and Applications of Value
Engineering

AR-0326-0031

Vehicle
Armor Track Vehicle Mechanic

AR-1703-0001
Armor Vehicle Maintenance Supervision

AR-1703-0017
Artillery Track Vehicle Maintenance

AR- I 703-0002

AR-220I-0028

Vulcan
Vulcan Mechanic

AR-1715-0162

WAC
Recruiting, WAC Enlisted

AR -2201 -0032
WAC Officer Advanced

AR-I408-0060
WAC Officer Basic

AR-I404-0012
WAC Officer Basic/WAC Officer
Candidate

AR-1404-0012
WAC Officer Career

AR-I408-0060
WAC Officer Orientation/Officer
Candidate e

WAC Unit Commander

WAC/ANC
Military Personnel Recruiting
WAC/ANC Officer

AR-1406-0015

AR- 2201 -0069

AR -2201 -0079

War
Army War College Nonresident Program

Al2-1511-0004
Civil Affairs in the Cold War

AR-I511-0008
National War. College

DD-I511-0002
U.S. Army War College

AR-1511-0005
Ward ,

Ward Administ r tion and Supervision
AR-I408-0013

Warehousing
General Warehousing

AR -1405 -0025'

Warfare
Counterinsurgency and Special Warfare
Staff Officer -

AR-I 511-0009
Electronic Warfare Officer

AR-1715-0235
Nuclear Weapons Employment and
Radiological Warfare

AR-0802-0004

Warrant
Aviation Warrant Officer Advanced

AR-14118-0063
Communications-Electronics
Maintenance Warrant Officer
Intermediate

AR-1715-0059
Communications-Electronics Warradt
Officer Advanced

AR-1715-0395-:.
Mechanical Maintenance (MM-CMF)
Warrant Officer Advanced

AR- I 715-0290
AR-1717-0003
AR- I 717-0032
AR-1717-0034
AR-2201-0126

Mechanical Maintenance (MM-CMF)
Warrant Officer Advanced (252A)

AR- I 717-0057
Mechanical Maintenance Warrant
Officer Intermediate (421A )

AR- I 710-0012
Mechanical Maintenance Warrant
Officer Intermediate (441 A)

AR-1710-00I3
Mechanical Maintenance Warrant
Officer Intermediate (621A)

s. AR-1710-0044
Mechanical Maintenance Warrant
Officer Intermediate (631 A)



AR- I 710-0014
'Mechanical Maintenance Warrant
Officer Intermediate (632A)

AR-1.710-0045
Nuclear Weapons Maintenance Warrant
Officer Advanced

AR-17 I 7-0003
Ammunition

tenance/Nuclear Weapons
tronic Technician Warrant Officer

Intermediate
AR -2201 -0008

Surface - to-Air Missile System
Maintenance (Hawk) Warrant Officer
Advanced

AR- I 715-0290
Surface-to!Air Missile System
Maintenance (Hawk) Warrant Officer
Intermediate

AR-1715-0099
Surface-to-Air Missile System
Maintenance (Nike) Warrant Officer
Advanced

AR-1717-0032
Surface-to-Air Missile Systems
Maintenance Warrant Officer Advanced

AR-1715-0105
Surface-to-Air Missile Systems
Maintenance Warrant Officer
Intermediate (221B, 2228, 223C)

AR-1715-0105
Surface-to-Surface Missile System
Maintenance (Pershing) Warrant Officer
Advanced

AR-220I-0126
Surfacezto-Surface Missile System
Maintenance (Sergeant) Warrant Officer
Advanced

AR-1717-0034
Warrant Officer Advanced (USAMMCS)

AR-2201-0108
Warrant Officer Candidate Military
Development

AR-220I-0212
Warrant Officer Orientation

AR-2201,-0064
Warrant Officer Senior

AR-I408-0072

Water
Water Supply

AR-1732-0002

Watercraft
Watercraft Operator Specialist Candidate

AR-1708-0001

Weapon
Redeye Weapon System Repair

AR -1715 -0301

Weapons
Air Defense Artillery Automatic
Weapons Officer

AR-2201-0172
Air Defense Artillery Automatic
Weapons Repair

AR-1715-0256
Army Nuclear Weapons Electronics
Specialist (Phase I)

AR-1715-0225
Atomic Weapons Electronics (Entry)

AR-1715-0258
Automatic Weapohs Maintenance

AR-1601-.0039
Guided Missile and Special Weapons
Staff Officer

AR-1405-0068
Guided Missile, Nuclear Weapons and
ARADCOM Safety

AR-0802-0005
Life Cycle Cdst Analysis of Weapons
Systems

AR-1401408
Light and Heavy Weapons Infantryman

AR-2201-0045
Nuclear, Biological, and Chemical
(NBC) Weapons Employment

AR-220I-0187
Nuclear, Biological and Chemical (NBC)
Weapons Target Analysis

AR-220I-0154
AR-220I-0187

Nuclear Weapons'Effects Officer
AR-1303-0002

Nuclear Weapons Electronic
Maintenance

AR-1715-0225
Nuclear Weapons Employment

AR-220I-0153
AR-220I-0158
AR-2201-0163
AR-220I-0164
AR-220I-0187

Nuclear Weapons Employment and
Radiologikal Defense

AR-0802-0004
Nuclear `)eapons Employment and
RadiologiCal Warfare

AR-0802-0004
Nuclear Weapons Maintenance

Alt-1715-0204
Nuclear Weapons Maintenance (Entry)

AR-1715-0258
Nuclear Weapons Maintenance Warrant
Officer Advanced

AR-1717-0003
Nuclear Weapons Materiel Management
Officer

AR -2201 -0017
AR-2201-0210

Nuclear Weapons Technician (Phase I
for Warrant Officers)

AR-1715-0366
Nuclear Weapons Technician (Phase II
for Enlisted Personnel Qualified in MOS.
55G/261A)

AR-1715-0-367
Nuclear Weapons Technician (Phase Ill
for Enlisted Personnel Qualified in MOS
35F/262A)

AR-1715-0368
Ordnance Staff Officer. Guided Missile
and Nuclear Weapons

AR-I405-0068
Ordnance Staff Officer Guided Missile
and Special Weapons

AR-140-0068
Special Ammunition
Maintenance/Nuclear Weapons -
Electronic Technician Warrant Officer
Intermediate

AR-2201-0008
Weapons Monitoring Center Repair

AR-1715-0035
Weapons Support Radar Maintenance

AR- I 715-0176
Weapons Support Radar Maintenance
and Repair

AR-1715-0362
Weapons Support Radar Repair

AR- I 715-0156

KEYWORD INDEX K-61
Weather

Weather Equipment Maintenance
AR-1715-0175

Webbed
Canvas'and Webbed Equipage. Repair

AR-1716-0003

Welder
Welder-Blacksmith

Welding
Airframe Welding

Welding

AR-1710-0027

Alt-1704-0037

AR-1710-002,7
Wire

Wire Communications Officer
AR-1715-0191

Wire Guided Missile System Repair
AR-1715-0299

Wireman
Field Wireman NCO Basic

AR-1714-0012
Women

Basic Airborne (Women)
AR-0803-0002

. Women's
°WoMen's Army Corps NCO Leadership:
Course

AR-2201-0065
Work

Defense Work Measurement Standard
Time Data (DWMSTD)

AR-0326-0032
DIMES Analyst Basic (Work Methods
and Standards)

AR-0326-0022
Work Methods and Standards

AR-I408-0038
Work Planning and Control

AR-I408-0037
Writer

Army Security Agency Card and Tape
Writer

AR- 1 402 -0038

X-Ray
Biomedical X-Ray Equipment
Maintenance

AR-1715-0394
X-Ray Procedures (Basic)

AR-0705-0001
X-Ray Specialist

AR-0705-0001
X-Ray Techniques Advanced

AR-0705-0002
1005

1005 Card Programmer
AR-I402-0018

15D2
I5D2 Radar Signal Simulator
Maintenance

AR- I 715-0171
I5D2 Radar Target Simulator
Maintenance

AR- I 715-0171
2B24

Flight Simulator (2824) Specialist
AR-1606-0006

35R
35R College Junior

AR-220I-0173



Course Number Index

N-1

The following columns cross-reference military course numbers to ID numbers for the courses listed in the
course exhibit section. Readers who desire to trace courses for which they onbe have military course numbers as
references may fmd the applicable courses by,referring to the cross-refek-nce list.

Each ID number begins with prefix initials which identify a specific branch of the Armed Services. The
following prefixes are used:

AFAir Force
NR-LArmy
CGCoast Guard
DDDepartment of Defense
MCMarine Corps
NVNavy

A-515-0018 (USN)

A-570-0010

A-570-00I I (USN)
A-570-0013

ABA79130-I (USAF)

ALM-5I-0297
ALM-54429
ALM-54E099
ALM -551 10
ALM- 55 -H210
ALM-58R700
ALM-58R800
ALM-58R900
ALM-6I -0235
ALM-6 I -4467-H

'AMETA- I I
AMETA- I 3
AMETA-I4
AMETA- I 5
AMETA- I 7
AMETA-22
AMETA-28

AZA72I5 I-I

C-27 I -C40

FE-F2

0-13-C42

TDI-I 0 I

WO-F I

010-11B40-1.
010-I IC40-I
010-1 IG50-EC
010-FI

010-F4

0-11 I -C40
0-1 I I -C42
011-FI
011-FI I

AR- I 404-000 I

DD-0504-00 I 0
DD-0505-000 I
DD -0504 -0001
DD-0504-00031

DD -0504 -0001

AR-I 402-005 I
AR-I405-0084
AR -1405 -0083
AR- 1405 -0085
AR -1405 -0086
AR -1405 -0087
AR -1405 -0088
AR -1405 -0082
AR- 1408 -0075
AR- I 405-0074

AR-0326-0026
AR-0326-0034
AR-0326-0028
AR-0326-0033
AR-I402-0042
AR -1402 -0039
AR -1402 -0040

DD -0505 -0001

AR- 2201 -021 I

AR -1402 -0031

AR- 2201 -0213

AR-I406-0029

AR- 2201 -0064

AR2201-0170
AR-220I -0176
AR-2201 -0034
AR-220I-0024
AR-2201-0085
AR-I 728-0019

AR-220I-00 I 3
AR-2201-0181
AR-220I-0040
AR- 2201 -0060
AR- 2201 -0161

01 I-FIB
01I-F2
01,I-F3
01I-F4
01I-F7
01 1 -F8
0 II -R -284.1

012-FI
012-F3

0-I 3-C40

0-15-C40

0-16-C40
0-I 6-C42

020 -I 1E40-1
020-FI
020-F2
020-F3

030-12B40-EC
030-17E40-1
030-54A10
030-548110-EC
030-54C40-EC
030-FI

041 -13B30

04 I-I 3B40-1

042-15F40-EC

043 -15B30
043-15B40-EC

043 -15D40
043-15E30
043-15E40
043-15E40-EC
043-15F40-EC

062-61/%10
062-61820
062-61830
062-61830-I
062-6 I D20
062-F I

AR-0803-0002
AR-2201-004I
AR -2201 -0038
AR-2201-0028
AR- 2201 -0053
AR-0803-000 I
AR-I 7 I 5-0347

AR-I606-0024
AR-220I-0147

AR-2201-0071

AR-220I-0156

AR- 2201 -0012
720141057

AR-2201 -0004
AR-220I -0216
AR-2201-0214
AR-2201-0215

it AR-1710-0041
A, R-220 I -:O44
AR-220I-0077

' AR-2201-0031
AR- 2201 -Q030
AR- 1601 -0019

AR -1710 -0030
AR- 2201 -0048
AR-2201 -0174

AR- 2201 -0178

AR-1715-0102
AR-2201 -0093
AR-220I-0185
AR-2201-0011
AR-2201-0091
AR-2201-0144
AR-2201-0185
AR-2201-0 I 85

AR-1708-0002
AR -1722 -0002
AR-2201 -0036
AR- 1708 -0001
AR-2201 -0097
AR-0419-0034

f

0-CE-C40
ONCE- C42...

0- FA- C40...

0-IA-C40A
0- IA -C4OB
0-IA-C42A
0-IA-C42B

0-MR-C40
0-114R-C42..

1000-1499

101-26LI0
101-26120
101-26140
101-26V10
I 0 I -26V20
I 0 I -27F20
101-81.0
101-294.0
101-294.1
101-294.6
101-296.6
101-311.1
101,31B20
101-31B30
101-31E20
101-31E40
101-31G40-EC
101-31G40-1
101-31120
101-31120-I
101-31140
101-31W40
101-32A10
101-32B20
I01 -32B40
I 0 I -32C20.,
I01 -32C40
101-32D20
101-32D40
101-32E20
101-32E40
101-32H20
101-FIO
101-FI I
101-FI2
101-FI3
101-FI6

AR -1710 -0041
AR-I601-0013

AR-2201-0071

AR-2201-00I 3
AR -2201 -0134
AR-2201-0181
AR- 2201 -0184

AR-04 I 9-00I I
AR-0419-00 I 2

AR-2201 -0020

AR- 1715 -0219
AR-1 7 I 5-0272
AR-1 7 I 5-0027
AR-1715-0073
AR-I 7 I 5-0098
AR- 1715 -0015
AR-1715-0219
AR-1715-0184
AR-1715-0W
AR-I 7 I 5-0008
AR-1715-0008
AR-1715-0108
AR-1715-0091
AR- 1715 -0025
AR-1 7 I 5-0360
AR-1 7 I 5-0008
AR-1715-0012
AR-2201-0078
AR- 1715 -01I I
AR-1 7 I 5-0049
AR-1 7 I 5-0008
AR-1 7 I 5-0008
AR-1715-0110
AR-1715-0055
AR-I 7 I 5-0026
AR-I 7 I 5-0057
AR-I 7 I 5-0026
AR-1715-0135
AR-1 7 I 5,0026
AR-1715-0125
AR-1 7 I 5-0026
AR-1 7 I 5-0056
AR-1715-0196
AR- 1715 -0197
AR- 1715 -0060
AR-1715-0271
AR-I 7 I 5-0396

5 rl",



N-2 1.117E NUMBER INDEX.

10 I -F4 '. AR-1715-0092 AR- I 715-0362 10-1-F1 AR-I405-0073
101-F6 AR- I 715 -0072 ).7104-26C20 AR- 1715 -0147 1,04-F19 AR -1405 -0007
101-F7 AR- I 715-0183 104-26C30 AR- 1715 =0229 10-1-F5 AR-1408-0062
101-F8 AR- I 715-0052 I 04-26C30-1 AR- I 717-0017
101-F9 AR- I 715-0030 I 04-26 D20 AR- 1715 -0199 10-K-F9 AR- I 405-0014

104-26 D20-I AR- I 405-0022
I 02-26K20 AR- I 715-0007 104-26D30 AR-1715-0199 10-L-F9 AR- I 405-0014102-26Y20 AR-1715-0037 104-26F40 AR -1715 -0240
102-284.2 AR -1715 -0335 104-26H20 AR-1715-0166 10-0-1 AR- I 405-004 I
1-0-,23 AR-I606-0103 104-26J20 AR-1715-0179 10-0-12 AR- I 405-0040
102-33826 AR-1715-0189 I04-26J20 -T AR-1715-0174 10-0-13 AR-1408-0062,102-33020 A1211715-0138 104-26M20 AR-1715-0203 10-0-14 AR- I 405.0053102-33D20 AR-1715-0139 104-26N20 AR-1715-0227 10-0-15 AR- 0406.0003102-33040 AR- I 717-0028 104-F10 AR-I 715-0054 10-0-19 AR- I 716-0006
102-33F20 AR- I 715-0136 I04-F I I AR-1715-0168 10-0 -2 'AR-I408-0033102-33G20 AR- I 715-0061 104-FI 2 AR -1715 -0169 10 -0-21 AR-1408-0010102-33S10 AR- I 715-0417 104 -F13 AR- I 715-0370 10-0 -3 AR- 1408 -0032102-33530

.102-351(20
7 AR-1405-0067 104 -F15

AR- I 715-0338 104 -F2
AR- I 715-0397
AR- I 7 15-0355

10-0 -38
10-0-4

, AR-0326 -0002
AR- I 405-0009

102-351(20-1 AR- I 704-0009 104 -F4 Al2.1715-0180 I 0-0-5 AR- I 729-0014102-35L20 AR- I 715-0336 104 -F6 AR-1715-0002 10-0-7 AR- 1405 -0073102-35M20 AR- I 715-0340 AR- I 715-0011 10-0-9 AR- 1729 -0013102-35N20 AR- I 715-0337 104 -F8 AR- I 715-0177 10-0 -A AR- I 405-0069
102-35P40 AR- I 715-0277 I0 -0E -22 AR-I601-0030102-35R20 AR- I 715-0143 10-A-4210 `AR-1408-0010 AR- I 601-0031
1-0-25 AR-I606-0100 10-A-4820 AR-220 I -0136 I0-0E -30 AR-1733-0001102-F10 AR- I 715-0013 I0-A -4960 AR- I 405-0040
102 -F13' AR- I 715-0161 10-A-7381 AR- I 405-0040 10-R-461.1 AR-1 716-0001
)02 -F14 AR- I 715-0406 AR- I 601-0031 10-R-462.1 AR- I 7 I 6-0003102-F15 AR- I 715-0407 10-A-C I f AR-1405-0069 10-R-462.2 n AR -1734 -0001
102 -F16 AR-1715-0415 10-A-C2 I AR-1405-0041 10-R-463.1 AR- 1710 -0019
102 -F17 AR- I 715-0416 I 0-A-C20 AR-1405-0069 10-R-463.2 AR- I 706-0003
102 -F18 AR- I 715-0412 10-A-C2 I AR1405-0072 10-R-465.1 AR- I 706-0003
102-F19
102 -F2

AR- I 715-0413 I 0-A-C22
AR- I 715-0023 10 -A 023

A -1408-0032
A -1405-0046

10-R-466.1
10-R-467.1

AR- I 702-0002
AR- I 710-0022

102 -F21 AR- 1715 -0418 10-A-C3 Ailt-1408-0033 10-R-533.1 AR -1405 -0044
102 -F24 AR-1715-0414 10-A-C4 AR- I 408-0032 10-R-546.1 AR-1716-0005
102 -F25 AR- I 715-0410 I O-A-CF AR- I 405-0009 10-R-547.1 AR- 0709 -0012
102 -F26 AR- I 715-0344 10-A-F2 AR- I 729-0013 10-R-550.0 AR- I 405-0038
102 -F27 AR- I 715-0381 10-A-F7 AR- I 717-0036 10-R-551.1 AR-1405-0025
102-F29 AR- I 405-0067 10-R-552.1 AR-1601-0043
102 -F3 AR- I 715-0185 10-6-4114 AR- I 729-0014 10-R-553.6 AR- I 405-0062
102-F30 AR- I 715-0411 10 -B-761 A AR-1405-0070 10-R -764.1 AR-1405-0027
102 -F31 AR- I 715-0345 10-B -941 A AR- I 729-0014 10-R-764.10 AR- I 405-0027
102 -F32 AR- 1715 -0342 10-B-C3 AR- I 408-0033 10-R -768,1 AR-1405-0047
102 -F33 AR -1715 -0409715-0409 I 0-B-F2 AR- I 729-0013 10-R-768.2 AR- I 405-0047
102 -F34 AR -2201 -0205 10-B-F7 AR -1717 -0036 10-R-768.6 AR- I 405-0029
102 -F35 AR- I 715-0408 10-R-774.1 AR- I 405-0050
102 -F36 AR-1715-0404 I 0-D-F26 AR- 1729 -0012 10-R-903.1 AR- I 601-0030
102 -F37 AR- I 715-0405 10-R-941.1 AR-1729-0009
102 -F5 AR- I 715-0205 10-E- I I AR- I 716-0003 10-R-941.6 AR- 1729 -0001
102 -F6 AR- I 715-0047 E-I2 AR- I 405-0047 10-R-941.7 AR- 17,29 -001'1
102 -F7 AR -1715 -0032 E -15 AR- I 716-0001 10-R-942.1 A R-1729-0002
102 -F8 AR-I 717-0028 O-E-18 AR- I 729-0009 10-R-943.1 AR-1729-0010 "
I 02-F9 AR- I 715-0208 10-E-20 AR-1729-0012 10-R-F I6 . AR-1704-0092

10-E-21 AR- I 729-0011 I Q-R-F22 'AR- I 729-000 I
11)4-181.3 AR- I 715-0172 10-E-22 AR- I 601-0030 10-R-F23 AR- I 729-0011
104-229. I T L AR- I 715-0174 10-E-23 AR- I 405-0044 10-R-F25 AR- I 405-0029
104-22L20 AR- I 715-0239 10-E-24 AR- 1405 -0027
104-23N20 AR- I 715-0355 AR- 1405-005 I 10-S-F27 AR- I 405-0021
104-23R20 AR- I 715-0134 10-E:25 AR- I 601-0043
I04-23S20 AR- I 715-0159 10-E-31 AR- I 710-0015 11-0-19 AR- I 715-0259 .
I 04-23T20 AR- I 715-0236 10-E-32 AR- I 710-0019 I 1-0-4 AR-1498-0023
104-23U20 AR- I 715-0180 10-E-33 AR- I 405-0049
104-23W50-EC AR- I 715-0292 10-E-34 AR-I405-0062 112-35J20 AR- I 715-0269
104-24B20 AR- I 715-0134 10-E-35 AR- I 405-0038
I 04-24G20 AR- I 715-0294 10-E-39 AR- 1405 -0050 1 13 -34G20 AR- 1715 -0034
104 -24640 AR-1 715-0383 10-E-4110 AR- I 729-0012
I 04-24G40-T
I

AR-1715-0372 10-E-43
ARA-71-5431-98 10-E-5

AR- 1405 -0025 1I- A-0144 AR- I 715-0235
04-24H20
104-24H20-T AR-1402-0023 10-E-6

AR-17-340001
AR-0104-0003

I I A=0400 AR 1715 0191
AR- I 715-0266

104- 24H40- T...., AR-1402-0023 10-E-8 AR- I 706-0003 11-A-0500 AR- I 715-0186
104 -24J20 AR-1715-0222 10-E-9 AR- I 7 I 6-0005 1 I -A-0501 AR- 1 715 -0262
I 04-24J20-T AR-1715-0358 1 I -A-0502 AR- I 715-0262
I04- 24J40 -T AR -1715-0 8 10-6-4130 AR-0104-0008 1 I -A-2402 AR-I402-0035
I 04-24K 20 AR -1715-0 23 10-6-4210 AR-1408-0010 11-A-4400 AR- I 405-0020
104-24K20-T AR-1715-0 57 10-G-4223 AR-0406-0003 11-A-8500 AR- I 709-0006
104-24K40-T AR-1715-0357 10-G-FI AR- 1405 -0073 1 I -A-C2 AR- I 715-0192
104-24P20 AR-1715-0179 10-G-F10 AR- I 405-0002 1 I -A-C20 AR- I 404-0006
104-255.1 AR-1715-0159 I 0-G-F5 AR-I408-0062 I I A-C21 AR- I 715-0270
104-256.1 AR-1715-0236 1 I -A-C22. AR- I 715-0319
I04 -26B20 AR-1715-0176 10-H-46 I A AR- I 733-0001 1 I -A-C23 AR-1408-0023

AR- I 715-0362 10-H-464.1 AR-1733-00014 1 I -A-C4 AR- I 715-0319
.104-26830 AR -1715 -0156 10-H-4820 AR- I 733-0001 1 1 -A-05 AR- I 408-0023
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1 I-A-C7 AR-I404-0014
1 I-A-C8 AR-1715-0261
11-A-F1 AR-I405-0052
1 I-A-F14 AR-1715-0311

11-B-0221 AR-1404-0013
11-B-0224 AR-1404-0013
11-B-286A AR -1717 -001 1
11-8-4400 AR-1405-0020
11-B-4415 AR-1717-0011
11-B-F14 AR-1715-0311

T I-E- I AR-1714-0016
114E-10 AR-1715-0387
114E-11 AR-1715-0260
114E-12 AR-171540360

11 -E -15 AR-I404-0010
114E-17 Pa-171540318
I I-E.18 AR-140440002
II -E -19 AR-14084000
II -E -2 AR-1721-0006
II -E -20 AR-170940002

.° II -E -21 AR-1715-01-67
it 11-E-24 AR-1715-0272

114E-25 'AR-1404-0003
114E-26 AR-1714-0015

AR-1715-0272
114E-27 AR-1715-0331
114E-28 AR-1715-0279
I I-E-29 AR-14054301 I
I I-E-3 AR-1709-0004
114E-30 AR-1715-0257
II -E -32 AR-1404-0004'
II -E -34 A127171,5-0033,
I I-E.-35 AR-1715-0278
114E-36 AR, I 304-0001
114E-4 AR-1715-0351
114E-41 AR-1405-0012
111E-42 AR-17 I 5-0057
114E-43 AR-171540282
I I-E4444 AR-1715-0055
11-Er45 AR-1715-0110
I I-E-46 AR-1715-0053
114E-48 AR-140401009
II -E -5 ' AR-1715-0332
11-E-53 AR-1715-0152
I I-E -59 AR -1715 -0199
I I-E-6 AR -1.7 -03 50
I I-E-7 AR-17 -0001
I I-E-8 AR-171 -0007
II -E -9' AR-1715-0111

1.145-F1 fi AR-I402-0031
I I45-F3 AR-I402-0031

1 1 -N -282.3
11-N-298.I
11-N-298.2
11-N-361.1
I I -N -361.2
11-14-362.2

/711I-N-363.1
1 1 -N -364.1
I 1 -N -364.2
1 1 -N -365.1
11-N-F24

AR-1715-0172
AR -1715 -0154
AR-1714-0003
AR-1715-0041
AR-1715-0228
AR-1715-0173
AR-1715-0359
AR-1715-0035
AR-1715-0242
AR-1715-0237
AR-1715-0173

11-0-I AR-1715-0192
11-0-22 AR-I404-0013
11-0-23 AR -1405 -0052
II -2 AR 1717-0011
11-0-26 AR-1715-0262
11-0-3 AR-1715-0319
11-0-32 AR-1715-0251
11-0-33 AR-1402-0031
11-0-39 AR-1709-0006
11-0-7 AR-1405-0020
11-0-A AR-I404-0006

11-R-053.1 AR-1404-0009
II-R-270.0 AR-1715-0110
II-R-271.1 AR-1715-0055
II-R-272.1 AR-1715-0057
I1 -R- 273.1' AR-1715-0135

11-R-274:0 ......... ... AR-1715-0031
11-R-274.1 ............. AR-1715-9125
I I-R-281-0 ... ; ............. AR-1715-0219
I I -R-281-1.... ----------------------

I

I

I

I

I

I

1

AR-I 715-027
11-R-282-0....-- ------------- AR-17150220

I-R-282-1... ------- ----------- - AR-17150167
1 I-R-2821A. AR-1715-0229
11-R-282.2..... ------------------ AR.1715-0199
11-R-283-1....- ------------------ AR-1715-0007
11-R-284.2 --------- --- AR-1715-0335
1 I-R-285-1.. ---- AR-1715-0278
I I-R-285-1T- AR-1715-0066
I I-R-287-1....------------------ AR-1715-0182
I-R-291.1..... ------------- AR-1715-0152

11-R-294.0.. ---------- AR-1715-0184
I 1---------- - - - - -- AR-1715-0111

I-R-295-1..... -------- --------- AR-1721-0003
11-R-295-2....- --- ---- ------ AR-1715-0033
1 I-R-296.0.... --------- AR-1715-0093
I I-R-296.1 -------------------------- AR-1715-0340
I I-R-297-1.... AR-17150125
1 I-R-302.1....--------- AR-I 706-0004
11-R-302.2..... ------ - --------- AR-1715-0039
11-R-303-1.... ------------ AR-1715-0038

--------------- AR-1714-0015
I I-R-322.1 ------ AR-1714-0016
I I-R-323-1.- AR-1715-0332
I I-R-327-1..... ----------------- AR-1715035 1
I I-R-328-1....- ------------- AR-17150350
I 1-k-331;1...., --------- AR-17150351
11-R-332-1....- ------- ----- ------- AR-17150350
11-R-333-6.....-- ------------------- AR-1408-0017
11-R-340.0..... ------- AR-1715-3260
11-R-341.1------------------------- AR-1715-0260

-R-401.1.. - --------- "" AR-1721-0006
I I-R-401.2.... ---------------------- AR-I 7150279

-R-722.1... ---4 AR-1404-0002
-------------- AR_1404-0003

AR-1409-0006
--------- ------------- AR-I404-0004

-R-727.7..... ------- ------------ AR-17150264
I I -R-744.1..... --- --------- AR-1402-0036
I I -R-745.1..... ------------ AR-1402-0017
I I-R-765.1.... ------------------ AR-1405-0011
1 I-R-840-0.... -------- -------- AR-1709-0002

1-R-841:1 - -- AR-1709-0001
AR-1709-0004

11-R-842.1.... ------------- ------ AR-1715-0387
11-R-843.1....------- AR-1709-0002
11-R-905.1 AR-1304-0001

5 4

COU RSE NUMBERMBER INDEX N-3
I 21-22N20
I 21-22N20-T
121-22N40-T

2 -fir.23027-
121-23P20
121-23020
121-23V50-EC
121 -24C20
121 -24C40
I 21-24C40-T
121-24D20
121-24E20
121-24E30
I 21-24E30-T
121-24E40
121-24E40-T
121-24F20
121 -24F30
I 21-24L20-T
I 21-24L40-T
121-24M20
121-24M30
121 -24N20
121 -24N30
121-24020
121-24030
121 -24U20
I 21-24V50-T
121-254.1
121-27A10
121-271420
121 -27C20
121-27D20
121-27E20
I21 -27F20
121 -27G20
121 -27H20
121-272.50-EC
T21-28M2Or
121-46D20,
I21-900
1-21-C42B
121:F10
121-FI I
121 -F13
121-FI4
121-F15
121-FI6
121-FI7

AR-1715-0390
AR-1715-0369
AR-1715-0369
AR=1715-0361--
AR-1715-0211
AR-1715-0230
AR.I 715-0293
AR-1715-0307
AR-1715-0384'
AR-1715-0376
AR-1715-0101
AR-1715-0392
AR-1715-0300
AR-1715-0375
AR-1715-0373
AR-1715-0375
AR-1715:0211
AR-1715-0276
AR-1715-0419
AR-1715-0419.
AR-1715-0162
AR-1715-0374
AR-1715-0120
AR-1715-0374
AR-1715.-0361
AR-1715-0165
AR-1715-0084
AR-I402-0027
AR-1715-0114
AR-1715.-0297
AR-1715-0231
AR-1715-0115
AR-1715-0298
AR-1715-0299
AR-1715-0015
AR-1715-0301
AR-1715-0303
AR-1717-0030
AR -1715 -0377

s- AR-1715,0352
AR-1715-0398
AR-1717-0059,
AR- 1715 -0
AR-1715-0165
AR-1715-0140
AR-1715-0210
AR-1715-011'5
AR-1715-0130
AR-2201-0063

It AR-2201-0169
AR- 1715 -0119
AR-17 I 5-008 I
AR-220I-0092
AR-1715-0399
AR-1715-0400
AR-1715-0232
AR-1715-0146

,

11-R-F --------------- --------- AR-1715-0074
11-R-F12 ------ ------------------- AR-17150232
11-R-F15 -------- AR-1715-0024
11-R-F17 --------------- AR-1715-0028
11-R-F22 ----- --------------------- AR-17150245
11-R-F42 ----- AR-1715-0072

-------- AR_1715-0346

121-15330..... - AR-1715-0102
121-15E20 ---------------------- AR-1715-0349
121-161.2 AR-1715-0102
121-163.1 ------------------------- AR-1715-0349
121-16F30".... --------- --------- AR-1715-0256
121-21A10.- AR-1715-0082
121-21020 ------------- ------- AR-1715-0117
121-21.20..- . ----- AR-1715-0079
121-21 L20-T ----- a AR-1715-0371
121-21L40-T ----------- --- AR-1715-0371
121-2100-EC ---------- -------- AR-1717-0029
121-21R20.- ----------------- AR:1715-0353

121-21T20.. --------------------- AR_1715-0128

21:21°5G-EC-
AR_1717-0031

122251 .. ------- ....... AR-1715-0084
121-226-1 .......... AR-1715-0361
121-228.1 . AR-1715-021 I
121-22A10 . AR-1715-0113
12122F20. . .. ....... AR-1715-0084

121-22320 AR-1715-0101
121-22(20.. .......... AR-17150132
121-2211611 ............ AR-1715-0122
121-22T2 . AR-1715-023
121-22N20 ........ ..... AR-1715-0114

1 1

121-F18
121-F21
12I-F22
121-F23
121-F24
121-F5
121-F9

122-21F30
122 -21J20
122-21820
122-375.2
122-377.1
122:3/8.1
122 -F2
122 -F3
I22 -F4-1
122 -F5

AR- 1715 -0116
AR-1715-0089
AR-1715-0302
AR- 1715-0116
AR-1715-0103
AR-1715 -0089
AR-1715-0246
AR-1715-0078
AR-1715-0255
AR-1715-0099

1-23-C40A
1-23-C4OB
I -23-C42 .

I -23-C4214

I -250-C2
1- 250 -C3
1- 250 -05
1-250-C7

I -26-C40A

1-272-C40
I -27-C42
I -27-C4214

AR-2201-0195
AR-2201-0009
AR- 2201 -013 33--
AR-1717-0002

AR-I511-0006
AR-1408-00S9
AR-1408-0003
AR-I408-0072

AR-220I-0194

AR-1715-0306
AR-2201-000I
AR-1717-0058



N-4 COURSE NUMBER INDEX
12-A-2310A AR-1406-0014
12-A-2310B AR-1406-0012
12-A-2310D AR-14060008
l2-A-5000 . A R-0804-0002
12-A-C1 AR-I408-0014
I 2.-A-C20 AR-1408-0014
I2-A-C2 I AR- 18-0054
I 2-A-C23 AR- '2-0028
I2-A-C4 ., , AR- '18-0029
12-A-CS AR S. 1118

I2-B-2200 AR-1406 1 t t
12-B-711 A AR-140. 1117
I 2-B-C3 AR-I40. -0058
I2-B-F 1 AR-141 , iii.
1 2-B-F8 AR-14I .-0007

12-D-075.7B AR-1 406-0017
12-0-2310C

121E-13
12-E-I4
12-E-2
I 2-E-3
I2-E-S
12-E-7
I 2-E-8

AR- 1406-0017

AR-1402-0012
AR-1404-0001
AR-1406-0006
AR- 1402-0016
AR-I408-0008
AR-I406-0013
AR-I407-0001

12-6-2265 AR-1406-002 I
I2-G-F I AR-1406-0004
I2-G-F4 AR-I402-0003

12-1-F4 AR-1402-0003 ,

12-N-52411 AR-I205-000I

12-0-17 AR-I406-0012
12-0-2 AR-I408-0058
12-0-3 AR-I408-0029
12-0-4 AR-I406-0018
12-0-6 AR-I406-0014
12-0-7" AR-1406-0004
I 2-0-8 AR-1406-002 I
12-0-A AR-1408-0014
12-0E-25 AR;1205-0001
12-0E-26 AR-1406-0017

12-0-2404 AR-1402-0010
!2-0-745.I AR-1402-0010

12-R-075.6. AR-1406-0020
I 2-R-075.7A AR- 1406-0013
12-R-075.7C AR-2201.0032
12-R-712.1 AR-1407-0001
1 2-R-714.I AR-1404-0001
1 2-R-716.1 AR-1406-0019
12-R-716.2 AR-1401-0019

AR-1408-0007
12-R-716.3 AR-I408-0007
I 2-R-740.0 AR-I402-0030
12-R-753.1 AR-1402-0016

1-3 I -C4OB AR-1715-0012

l-351-C40 AR-1715-0020

140-35F20 AR-1715-0225

14-A-C I AR-I408-0052
14-A-C20 AR-1408-0052
I 4-A-C22 AR-1401-0009
14-A-C23 AR-I401-0018
I 4-A-C4 AR-140 I -0009
I 4-A-F6 AR-2201-0107

I 4-E-2 AR-140 I -0007

14-G-28(X) AR-1408-0061
14-6-6000 AR-1408-006I
14-G-F10 AR-1401-0015
14-64-13 AR-1408-0061
14-G-F7 AR-1401-0012
14-G-F8 AR-1401-0011
I 4-G-F9 AR-1401-0014

14-1-F1
14-1-F15
I4-1-F2 I
14-L-F3

AR-I408-0011
AR-1401-0010
AR-1402-0009
AR-I408-0001

160-F3
160-F4
160-F5

AR-1715-0042
AR-1715-0006
AR-1715-0388

14-1-F4 AR-1405-0005 16-A-C20 AR-1408-0065
I 6-A-C22 AR-I408-0071

I4-K-733. I AR-1401-0001 I 6-A-C23 AR-1513-000l
I4-K-F 1 AR-1408-0011
I4-K-F I 4 AR-1402-0034 17-A-0200 AR-1715-0283
14-K-FI5 . AR-1401-0010 I7-A-C I AR-1717-0039
14-K-F20 AR-1402-0033 17-A-C20 AR-1717-0039
I4-K-F3 AR-1408-0001 I 7-A-C20A AR-2201-0062

17-A-C2OB AR-1717-0039
1 4-L-733.I AR-1401-0001 I 7-A-C22 AR-2201-0123

14-L-F14 AR-1402-0034 17-A-C23 "AR-2201-0109
14-L-F15:. AR-1401-0010 1 7-A-G3 AR-2201-0098

. 17-A-C4 AR-2201-0123
14-0-10 AR-1408-0001 17-A-CS AR-2201-0130
14-0-16
14-0-19

AR-1408 61 17-A-F19 AR-2201 -0164

14-0-20 AR-2201-0107 17-B-0200 AR-1715-0283
14-0-21 AR-0301-0001 17-B-0600 AR-1717-0033
14-0-3 AR-1401-0009 17-B-0606 AR-1717-0033
14-0-7 AR-1408-0011 17-B-631 A ' AR-1717-0033
14-0-A AR-1408-0052
14-OE-4 AR-1401-0003 17-E-1 AR-1715-0150
14-0E-9 ARA 401-0001 17-E-13 AR-2201-0039

14-R-730.0
0

AR-1401-0007
17-E-2
17-E-7

AR-1715-0109
..).A84703-0017

14-5-732.1 AR-1401-0006 17-0-2 AR-2201-0098
17-0-3 AR-2201-0123

150-21M20 AR-1715-0118 17-0-4 AR-2201-0130
I 50-25D20 AR-1715-0024 17-0-5 AR-1717-0033
150-25E20 AR-1715-0041 17-0-7 AR-1715-0283
150-25G20 AR-1715-0035 17-0-A AR-1717-0039
150-25H20 AR-1715-0242
150-25J20 AR-1715-0237 17-R-131.1 AR-1710-0003
150.25K20 AR-1402-0007 17-R-131.6 AR-2201-0039
I50-25L10 AR-1715-0403 17-R-133.6 AR-2201-0039
150-25L40 AR-1715-0401 I 7-R-312.I AR-1715-0109
150-25L40-T, AR-1715-0402 17-R-312.6 AR-1715-0150
I 50-34B20 AR-1706-0004 17-R-312.7 AR-1715-0,150
150-34C20 AR-1715-0039 17-R-424:I AR-1710-0003
150-34D20 AR-1715-0038 1 7-R-632.I AR-1703-0001

AR-1 715-0253 I 7-R-632.2 AR-1703-0001
150-34D20 (Phase I) AR-1715-0036 I 7-R-632.6 AR-1703-0017

AR-1 715-0044 I 7-R-632a AR-1703-0017
AR-1715-0045/
A R-17 1 5-0046 19-0-17 AR-2201-0141
AR-1715-0068
AR-1715-0070 191-26T20 4AR-1715-0278
AR-1715-0253 191-84D20 AR-1715-0387
AR-1715-0363 191-93D20 AR-1606-0069

150-34E20 AR-1715-0045 191-F1 AR-1606-0006
150-34F20 AR-1715-0253
150-34H20 AR-1715-0068 198-205.1 AR-1715-0175
150-34L20 AR-1715-0070 198-208.1 AR-1715-0316
150-361.2 AR-1715-0228 198-26P20 AR-1715-0182
150-362.1 AR-1715-0024 198-295.1 AR-1721-0003
150-363.1 AR-1715-0359 198-295.2 AR-1715-0033
150-364. it AR-1715-0035 198-31R20 AR-1715-0131
150-365.1 AR-1715-0237 198-35B26 AR-1715-0001
150-379.1 AR-1715-0040 198-35B30 AR-1715-0004
150 -F I AR-1715-0058 198-35D20 AR-1721-0008
I50-F2 AR-1402-0007 198-35D30 ..". AR-1715-0155
t50-F3 AR-1715-0044 AR-1721-0008
150-F4 AR-1715-0045 198-35E20 AR-1715-0160
150-F5 AR-1715-0365 198-35E30 AR-1 715-0010
150-F6 AR-1715-0403 198-35G20 AR-1715-0316
I50-F7 AR-1715-0149 198-35G30 AR-1715-o317

0 AR-1715-0354
160-31J20 AR-1 715-0260 198-35520 . AR-1715.0317
160-31J40 AR-1715-0008 198-35T20. AR-1715-0394
160-31520 AR-1715-0067 198-401'3 . AR-1715-0346
160.3.1530 AR-1715-0094 198-41E20 AR-1721-0006
160-3 I T20 AR-1715-0097 198-41F20 AR-1 715-0279
160-3 I T30 AR- 171S-0063 198-41G20 AR-1715-0346
160-32F20 AR-1715-0096 198-Fl , AR-1715-0194
160-32G20 AR-1715-0322
160-341.6 AR- I 715-0008 19-A-C I AR-1728-0026
160-FI AR-1715-0245 19-A-C20 J AR-1728-0026
160-F 19 AR-1715-0202 19-A%-C21 AR-1728-0025
160-F2 AR- I 715-0062 19-A-C22 AR-1728-0035
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I9-A-C23
I 9-A-C4
19-6-05

19 -B-C3

19 -E -10
19-E-1 3
I9-E -4

I 9-H-F3

19-1-F2

I9 -N -9322
19-N-95.3:7"""
I 9-N-F3

19-0-2
19-0-3
19-0-4
19-0,5

. 19-0-6
19-0-A
19 -0E -1I
19-0E-12

19 -R -951.6
19 -R -952.6

I-A-1980

1 -A-1980A

1 -A-1980G.
I-A-1981A
I - A -1981B
I - A -1981G

1 -A -2518
I -A-25I9

1 -A -3160

I-AD-C40A
I-AD-C4OB
I-AD-C42A
I-AD-C42B

1 -A-F 12
I -A-FI3
1-A-F2
1-A-F30
I-A-F4
I-A-F7
I -A-F8
I -A-F9

I B-06I B
143-06IC

113- 1980 -B
1-13-1981B
t- 13-1984
1-13-1985

IB-Fl
1-13-F1 I
1 -B-F12
I -B-FI8
I -13-F22
I -B-F29
1-13-F36
I -B-F37
1 -B-F40

r

I -CM-C40
1-CM-C42

AR -1728 -0001
AR- I 728-0035
AR -1728 -0031

ARI728-0005

AR- I 728-0006
AR- I 728-0002
AR -1728 -0003

AR-1728-0008

AR -1728 -0024

AR-1728-0010
AR- I 728-0010
AR -1728 -0008

AR -1728 -0005
AR-1728-0035
AR -1728 -0031
AR- 1728 -0027
AR-1728-0004
AR- 1728)026
AR- I 728-0008
AR -1728 -0010

AR 1728 -0003
AR-1728-0006

AR-I606-0107
AR-1606-0115
AR-1606-0065
AR-1606-0066
AR-1606 -0067
AR- 1606-0117
AR -1606 -0105
AR- I 606-0074
AR- I 606-0073

AR-220 I -0122
AR- 1606-0108

fA R-0799-0005

AR-220 I -0012
AR-220 I -0009
AR-220I-0057
AR -1717 -0002

AR-I606-0106
AR- I 704-009 I
AR-I606-0110

4 AR-220 I -0122
AR- 1606 -0099
AR- 1606 -0088
Aft.-2201-0086
AR-1606-0109

AR- 1606- 0028`'
AR-I606-0116

AR- I 606,0028
AR-1606-0074
AR-1606-0125
AR-1606-0124

AR- 1408 -0055
AR- I 606-0118
AR-1 606-0119
AA-1606-0123
AR-1606-0062
AR-I606-0116
AR- 1606 -0041
AR-1606-0064
AR-I606-0093

AR- I 717-0046
AR -1717 -0015

I -DM-C42

1 -E -18

I-EE-C40A
1-EE-C4OB
1-EE-C40C
1 -EE-C4OD
I -EE-C42A
I -EE-C42B

1-FM-C40A
1-FM-C4OB
1-FM-C42A
1-FM-C42B

1-H-06 I B-B

1-H-062B
1-.H-062C

1-H-1980A

I -H-198IB

I -H -F17

I -N-198IC

1-0-14

1-0E-6

1-0-ZZ

1-R-061B-B

I-R-062B-C
1-R-062C-C

I -R-198IC

I -R-670.0
I -R-671.I

1 -R -671.2
1-R-672.1

1 -R -672.2
1-R-672.3
1-R-673.1

I -R-674.1

1-R-675. I ..
I-R-675.2
1 -R- 675.3..
1 -R -676.1
1 -R -677.1

I -R-902.I

1-R-907.1

I -R-F I 0
I -R-F25
I -R-F35

I-RM-C40A
I -RM-C4OB
1-RM-C42

20 I -05B20
20 I -05B40-EC
201-051342-1
20 I -05C20
20 I -05C40-EC
201-05C40-1
20 I -05E20

*i.

,

4

AR- I 715-0391

AR- I 704-0070

AR- I 715-0019
AR- I 715-0017
AR-1715-0020
AR- I 715-0012
AR-2201-0190
AR- I 715-0016

AR- I 715-0306
AR-220 I -0156
AR-220 I
AR-220 I -0070

AR -1606 -0065'
AR-1 606-0066
AR -1606 -0067
AR-1606:007
AR-1606-007

AR -1606 -0065
AR-1606-0066
AR-160640067
AR -1606 -0074
AR-1606-0102

AR- 1704 -0065

AR-1606-0074

AR- 1606 -0113

AR -1606 -0112

AR-I606-0120

AR-1 606-0065
AR-1606-0066
AR -16136 -0067
AR-I606-0074
AR:1606-0074

AR -1606 -0074

AR- I 704-0070
AR- .1704 -0018
AR- 1704 -0029
AR -1704 -0030
AR- I 704-0017
AR- 1704 -0067
AR- 1704 -0084
AR-1704-0038
AR-1704-0074
AR- 1704 -0019
AR- 1704 -0079
AR- I 704-003 I
AR-1704-0052
AR- 1704 -0055
AR -1704 -0048
AR -1704 -0050
AR-1704-0069
AR- 1704 -0049

AR- I 606-0069
AR- 1704 0036
AR-1 704-0007

AR- I 606-0095
AR -1704 -0080
AR- 1606 -0114

AR-I408-0026
AR- I 717-0019
AR -1717 -0020

AR-1715-0095
AR-220 I -0083
AR-1404-0008
AR-7404-0009
AR-1408-0024
AR- 1715 -0247
AR- 1404 -0017

COURSE NUMBER INF( N-S
201-05F20 AR-1409-0005

202-293.1 AR-1115-0053
202-3 I M20 -t , AR:145-0053
202-31M40-1 AR-rn 5-0064
202-31N20 AR-1 714-0001 ,.

,
2-17-C20 AR- 1717 -0039
2-17-C20(RA) AR-220 I -0062
'2-17-C22 AR-1 404-0011

AR-2201-0123 °
2-17-C40 AR-220 I -0002

-2-17-C42 AR- 2201 0183
17-F1 AR-220I-017 I

1-C30 AR- 1606-0121
2-1 -C32 AR- 1408 -0063

AR- 1606-0121

221- I 6K20 OAR-220 I -0059
AR-220 I -0125

221-17B10 AR-1 715-0250
22 I -1 7B20 AR-1 715-0250
221-1 7B40- 1 AR-2201-00 I 8
22 I -171-120 OAR-2201-0059
22 I -17K20. AR- 1715 -0178
221 -17L20 AR-220 I -0116

A22 I - I 7 L20-11 R-1 715-0212
221-17M20 AR-1 715-0284 ?

AR-1715-0393
221-17M30 AR- 1715 -0284
22 I -17Z50--EC AR-220 I -0183
221 - 186.1 OAR-2201-0059
22 I -26E20 AR- 2201 -01.16
221-26N20 AR- 1715-0227
22 I -F2 AR-1715-0224
22I-F4 . AR- I 704-0013

222-93H I 0 AR- I 704-0001
222-93H20 AR -1704 -0001
222-93J20 AR-1704-0003
222-931(20 AR- 1704 -0002

224.3C AR- I 715-0234.

225ABA4733 I (USAF) AR- 1703 -0012

.,r,
230:FI AR-220I-0037
230 -F3 AR-1606-002P

231-05D10 AR-1409-0009
23 I -05D20 AR-1606-0030
231 -05D30..... AR -1606 -0029

1
AR-220 I -0104

23 I -05D40 AR-2201-0104
231-05G10 AR-1404-0005
23 I -05G20 AR-1404-0005
23 I -05G30, AR-1606-0079

AR- 1717 -0054
231-05H10 AR-1409-0008
23 I -05H20 AR-1404-0016
23 I -05H30 AR:1717,0037
23 I -05K20 AR- 1715-0248
231-05K30 AR-1717-0049
23 I -98G3L AR- 1717 -0055
23 I -FI I

231-F10 AR-1 -0018
231-FI I AR-I402 50
231 -F 12 AR-220 I -0207
231 -F14 AR-220 I -0198
23 I -F2 AR -1409 -0003
231=F3 AR-1713-0333
23 I -F4 AR- I 409-0d04
23 I -F5 AR-I409-0007
23 I -F7 AR-220 I -0206

232-98B20 AR- 1728 -0038
232-98C20 AR-I606-0012
232-98C30 AR- 1717 -0056
232-98D20 AR-1606-0079
232-98G30 AR- I 717-0055
232-98G3L AR- 1717 -0055
232-98J30 AR-220 I -0209
232-F I AR-1606-0016

543



N-6 COURSE NUMBER INDEX
232-F2 AR-2201-0200 28-G-5505
232-F3 R-2201-0201
232-F4 AR-220 I -0202 28-0-5

28-0-6
233 -98J10 AR -1715 -0018
233-98J20 AR- I 715-0018 28-R-701.1
233-98J30 AR-1715-0003
233-F2* AR-1 7 I 5-0005 28-18,703.1
233-F3 AR-1715-0137
233-F5 AR- 2201 -0208 28-R-703.2
233-F7 AR-220 I -0203

28-R-F I
241-966.1 AR- I 728-0037
24 I -96C20 AR- I 728-0037 2-AC-C40

AR- I 728-0040 2-AC-C42
241 -96C2L AR- 1728 -0037
241-96C 2L-1 AR-17284039 213-06IB-A

2B -061 B-B
242-96D20 - AR-1606-0084 2B -061C'
242-96D20-I AR-1606-0128 .-
242-96D40-EC AR-1606-0002 213 -061 C-B
242-96D40-1 AR- I 606-0128 2B-06 I C-C

2B-06 IC-D
243-961320A AR- I 606-0034 2B -061 C-E
243-96820-1 AR-1606-0032 2B-06 I C-F
243-96840-EC AR- I 606-000 I
243-F I AR- I 606-0007 2B-101B-A
243-F4 AR- I 606-0005 2B-101 B-B

244-171340 AR- I 606-0004 2B-10 IC-A
244- 7C40 AR-1606-0031 213-10 IC-B

_ _
244-97D20 AR-1606-0035
2-44-C20 AR-220 I -0082 2B-10 IC-C
2-4411C20( RA ) R-2201-0127 2B-10 IC-D
2-44.1-C22 -1408-0019 2B-10 IC-E
2-44-C23 A -2201-0111 2B-10 IC-H

AR-220 I -0112 2B-10ID
2-44-C30 AR- I 715-0105 2B- I 980
2-44-C32 AR -1715 -0105 2B-1980-A
2-44-C8 AR-2201-0090 2B-1980-B
244-F1 AR-1715-0206 2B -1984
244-F2 AR-1606-0025

2B-F I 0244-F3 AR- I 709-0005
2B-F I I244-F5 AR-I606-0026
2B-F 13AR- I 606-0027
2B-F I 4244-F6 AR- 1512 -0002
213 -F1 5
2B-F I 6250 -0 -I AR- 15 I 1-0006
2B-F I 7250-0846 AR-2201-0145
2B-F 1 9250-11D10 AR- I 712-0001 2B-F2250-1 I D2F AR- I 606-0044 2B-F3250-1 I D40-I AR-2201-0006 2B-F5250-1 I F40-I AR-220 I -0007 2B-F6AR-2201-0050 2B-F7250-1 I F50-EC AR-220 I -0049 2B-F8250-12D20 AR-2201-0180

250-13E40-1 AR-220 I -0175 2C-062B-A250-A-C2 AR-I511-0006 2C-062B-B250-A-C3 AR- 1408-0059 2C-062B-C250-A-F1 AR-220 I -0187 2C-062B-D250-F1 AR- 2201 -0061 2C-062D-A250-F5 A1V-2201-0042 2C-062D-B
25Q -O -3 AR -1408 -0059
250-0-8 AR-2201-0 I 87 2C-100B-A

2C-100B-B2-6-C20 AR-2201-0193 2C-100B-C
2- 6- C20(RA) AR-220 I -0193 2C-1,00B-D
2-6-C22 AR-1408-0028 2C-100C-B
2-6-C23 AR- 2201 -01 10 2C- I OOD

2C-100E
2-6-F1 AR-220 I -0166 2C-1913I -A
2-6-F2 AR-220 I -0168 2C- I 98I-B

2C- 1981 -D
2-7-C20 AR-220 I -0192 2C -1985
2-7-C22 AR-220I-0124

2C-F10
2-7-F1 AR-2201-0167 2C-F I I

AR-2201-0 I 82
2-7-F2 AR-220 I -0052 2C-F 12

2C-F I 3
28-E-I PD-0504-0004 2C-F I 4

DD- 0504 -0005 2C-F I 5
28-E-2 DD-0504-9008 2 -FI6

s

DD- 0504 -0009

DD-0504-0007
DD -0504 -0006

D D-0504-000 I
DD-0504 -0004
D13-0504-0004
DD-0505-0001
DD-0504-0004
DD-0505 -0001
DD-0504-0002

AR- I 704-0004
AR- I 704-0005

AR- I 606-0028
AR-1606-0068
AR- I 606-0116
AR-I606-0125
AR- I 606-0068
AR-I606-0104
AR- I 606-0122
A Rol 606-0093
AR- 1606 -0028

I.

AR- I 606-0068
AR- I 606-0028
AR-1606-0068
AR- I 606-0068
AR-1606-0028
AR- I 606-0068

R. AR- 1606 -0125
AR- 1606-0104
A R- 1,606-0093
AR-1U6-0111
AR- I 606-0122
AR- I 606-01 I I
AR- I 606-0068
AR -1606 -0028
AR- I 606-0125

AR- I 606-009 I
AR- 4006-0061
AR- 1606-0040
AR- I 606-0089
AR-I606-0 104
AR- 1606 -0104
AR- I 606-009 I
AR- I 715-0133
AR- I 606-0122
A R- I 606-0093
AR- I 606-0050
AR- I 606-0096
AR-2201-0 I 14
AR-1606-0098

A R- 1 406 -0070
AR-1606-0074
AR-160(1-0075
AR- I 606-0127
AR- 1,,606-0051
AR- I 606-0064

AR-1606-0070
AR- I 606-0074
AR- I 606-0075
AR- I 606-0127
AR- I 606-0064
AR- I 606-0045
AR-1606-0058
A I 606-0070
AR- I 606-0074
AR- I 606-0127
AR-1606-0124

AR-1606-0043
AR- I 606-0055
AR- I 606-0056
AR- I 606-0097
AR- I 606-0126
AR-_1606-0057
AR-1606-0059
AR- I 606-0046

54 .7

2C-F I 7 AR-1406-0009
2C-F18 AR-1606-0049
2C-F I9 AR-1606-0060
2C-F2 AR- I 606-0123
2C-F20 AR -1606 -0063
2C-F22 AR-1606-0052
2C-F23 AR-1606-0047
2C-F24 AR-1606-0042
2C-F25 AR- I 606-0048
2C-F26 A R.1606-0087
2C-F27 AR- I 606-0124
2C-F29 , R- I 606-007 I
2C-F3 AR- I 606-0053
2C-F32 AR-2201-0212
2-C-F7 AR-0801-0001
2C -F7(R) AR-0799-0007
2C-F7( RC) AR-0799-0007
2C-F9 AR-2201-0115

2E-1154 ARLI 601-0027
2E -1 174 ARM201-0063
2E-1190 AR -1402 -0026
2E- I 3D a AR- I 601-0027
2E- E -14 B AR-220 I -0063
2E-1543 AR- 2201 -0085

AR-220 I -0157

2E-F1 AR-220 I -0040
2E-F1 2 AR-220 I -0163
2E-F3 AR-220 I -0187
2-E-F I5 AR-2201-0150

AR-220 I -0158
2E-F1 6 AR-220 I -0164
2E -F17 AR-220 I -0153
2E -F18 AR-220 I -0172
2E-F2 AR- 2201 -0041
2E-F2 I AR -0802 -0001
2E-F3 AR-220 I -0038
2E -F30 AR-220 I -0159
2E-F32 AR-220 I -0028
2E-F34 AR-2201-0154
2E-F37 AR-2201-0053
2E-F38 AR-0803-0001
2E-F39 AR- 2201 -0151,
2E-F45 AR-1606-0054
2E-F48 AR-220 I -0060

AR-2201-016 I
2E-F5 AR -0802 -001 1
2E-F5 I AR-220 I -0147
2E-F7 AR-2201-00511.
2E-F8 AR-2201-0162

AR-2201-0165
2E-F9 AR-I511-0007

2F- 1111 AR- 1715 -0379
2F- I 180A AR-2201-0095
2F-1180C AR-1715-0382
2F- I 190D AR-2201-0101
2F-1190E AR-1715-0324
2F-1 I 90L AR-2201-0011

AR-2201-0189
2F-1 190P ARA 7 15-0324
2F-I 190S AR-2201-0101
2F- I 3B AR-220 I -0189
2F -13C AR -1715 -0324
2F- I 4C AR-220 I -0095

-2F-241E AR-I 715-0246

2F-F4 AR-220 I -0095
2F-F5 AR-220 I -0088
2F-F8 AR-220 I -0063

.2G-1115 AR- I 715-0380
2G- I 177 AR-1715-0319
29-1178 AR- I 715-0289
2G- I 183.,p AR-I601 -0027

_
AR- I 601-0033

2G-F10 AR- I 606-0014
2G-F I I AR- 1606 -0015
2G-F I 2 AR-1606-0017
2G-F I 3 AR- I 704-0006
2G-F I 4 AR- I 606-0023



2G -F15
2G-F17
2G-F3

2G-F8

2-MI-C40
2-M1-C42

2-N-F2

,2-SA-C40A
2-SA-C408
'2- SA-C42

300-0-7
30,0-13
300-91810
-300-9 ICI0
300-9,1C20

300 -91 U20
300-91V10
300 -91 Y 10
300 -91 Y 20
300-F1
300-F2
300-F3
300-F4

301-911310
301-9 ID20

302-91F10
302-91F20
302-91610.
302-91G20

303-91J101

303-91J20
303-91L10
303-91L20

304-42C20
304-91H20

30-A-8503
30-A-9301
30-A-9316
30-A-9318
30-A-C4
30-A-05

30-B-9666

30-E-3
30-E-6
30-E-9

30-R-962.2
30-R-966.1
30-R-969.1
30-R-971.1
30-R-971.7

311-42E20
311-92810
311-92820
31 1 -92830

7--

AR- 1408 -0036
AR-229I-0199
AR-17150002
AR-1715-0009
AR-1715-0014

"AR-1606-0129
AR-220I-0155

AR- 2201 -0168

AR-220I-0002
AR-1717,0018
AR-220I-0183

AR-I408-0074
AR-1728-0036
AR-0703-0007
AR-0709-0009
AR-0709-0009
AR-0709:0019
AR-0709:0002
AR-0704-0007
AR-074)6-0001
AR-0706-0001
AR-0709-0006
AR-0702-0005
AR-0709-0018
AR-0709-0016

AR-0709-0001
AR-0709-0001

AR-0708-0001
AR-0708-0001
AR-15 I 2-0006
AR-15 I 2-0004
AR -1512 -0006

AR-0704-0001,
AR -0704 -0001
AR-0704-0004
AR-0704-0004

AR-0704-0006
AR-0704-0005

AR-1709-0008
AR-1606-0085
AR-1728-0036
AR -1606 -0081
AR- 1606 -0076
AR-1606-0077

AR-1606-0039

AR- 1606.0010
AR- 1606 -0008
AR- 1728 -0037

AR-1606-0010
AR-1728-0037
AR-1606-0084
AR-1606-0009
AR-1606-0078

AR-0709-0015
AR-0702-0002
AR-0702-0002
AR-0702-0001
AR-0702-0003

AR- 0709 -0005
AR-0709-0017

AR-0705-0001
AR-0705-0001

AR-0104-0002
AR-0104-0001
AR-0102-0002
AR-0104-0007
AR-0104-0004
AR-0104-0006

32 I -F3
321 -F5

322-91S10.

322-91S20

322-933.1

32-5-74D20

32-A-C22

32-R-286.1
32-R-286.2
32-R-286.6

,3- 30 -37A
3-30-37B
3-30-37C
330-91E10
330-91E20

330-91E30

3-30-C20
3-30-C2I
3-30-C22
330-F I
330-F2

331-421310
331-42D20
331-421330 ..
33 I -42F20

3:32-022

33-6-9305
33-G-F3
33-G-F6
33-G-F7

33-R-F11

35-A-C22

35-E-3
35-E-4

35=0 -1
.35-0-3

3-A-7330

3A -9301
3A-9305
3A-9305-A
3A-9305-B
3A-9309
3A-93 I 6
3A-9668
3A-972A

3-A-C I
3-A-C2
3-A-C20
3-A-C2 I
3-A-C22

3-A-C4
3-A-05
3-A-C8V"

3-A-F1

3A -F14
3A-F I 8
3A-F22
3A-F28
3A-F3

/

4

COURSE NUMBER INDEX

AR- I 729-0015 38-9690 (RC)
A1243104-0004 .

3B-F5
AR-0707-0002
AR-0707-0005 3C-9666
AR-0707-0001 3C-9666-B
AR-0707-0005 3C-97 I A
AR-0707-0002

3C-F I
AR:1408-0005 3C-F I I

3C-F2
AR-1728-0042 3C-F4

3C-F7
AR- I 715-0189 3-E- IAR- I 715-0138
AR -1717 -0028 3-E-14

3 -E -15
AR-1606-0086
AR-1606-0094
AR-1606-0130
AR -0701 -0007 3-E-6
AR-0701-0002
AR -0701 -0007 3-E-8
AR-070I-0002,
AR-0701-0008 3-G-F3
AR-I606-00 I 8
AR-I606-0082 3-I-F3
AR-I606-0076
AR-0701-0004 3.0-1
AR- 0701 -0008, 3-0-14

3-0-18
AR-0701-0001
AR-0701-0006 3-0-3
AR-0701-0003 3-0-4AR-0701-0005

3-0-5AR-1728-0042
3-0-6

BARAR-1512-0001
AR-220 I -0162 3-0-A
AR-1 5 11-0007
AR-1 5 11-0009 3-R-530.0

3-R-532.7
AR- 1512 -0002

3-R-533.7
AR -1408 -0060 3-R-534.1

3-R-534.6
AR -1409 -0001
AR-I407-0002 3 -R -761.6

AR-1404-00 3-R-904.I
AR- 140$960

3-R-F2
AR-I303-0002

400-1-4320
AR- 1606-0033 400-84820'
AR- 1512 -0001 400-84C20
AR-1512-0001 400-84620
AR-1512-0003 400 -G -F I

AR- 2201 -01.21 400-G-F I 6

AR-1728-003,6 400-G-F7
AR-I606-0031 400-1-4600

AR -1606 -0031 400-I-F2
400-I-F3

AR12201-0177 400-I-F4
400-0-1AR- 2201 -0128 400-0-2AR-220 I -0177

AR-2201:0149 411-201
AR -1408 -0046 411-202

-14 8-004 I
AR -1408 -0046 411 -204''
AR -1408 -0047 411 -205
AR-2201,0118 411-813.1

41 -
i81C20

AR -0802 -001 1 411 1620
AR-I606-0082
AR-1606-0092 411-811330
AR-I606-0005
AR -1715 -0224 4-1 I -C20
AR- 1512-0003, 4-1 I -C2ORA
AR-1709-00625 4-1 1-022

_N-7

AR-220 I -0204

AR- 1715 -0048

AR- 1606-0039
AR-I606-0080
AR- 1606-0039

AR-1715-0206
AR -1606 -0083
AR- 1606-0025
AR-I606-0007
AR- 1606 -0019

AR-2201-0068
AR-220 I -0117
AR- 2201 -0179
AR- 1405 -0055

AR- I 303-0001

AR-1405-0030

AR-1702-0001

AR-0802-0004

AR-0807004

AR-2201-0128
AR- 2201 -01 18
AR -1717 -0045

AR -1408 -0046

AR-I408-0047

AR-0802-001 I

-08d2 -0004

AR- 2201 -0077
AR- 1601 -0040
AR- 1601 -0042
AR-220 I -0179
AR-2201-0068
AR-220 I -0117

AR-I405-0055

AR- 1 303 -000 1

AR-0802-0003

AR-0326-0009
AR-1709-0001
AR-1709-0004
AR-1709-0002
AR-1405-0071
AR -1408 -0074
AR-I408-0035
AR-1405-0058
AR- 1405 -0057
AR -1405 -0042
AR-0326-0005
AR -1405 -0039
AR-0326-0001

DD-1713-0002
1313-1713-0001

-1601-0009
312-91010
3I2-F I

313-91P10
313-91P20

321-91R10
321-91R20
321-91T20
321-FI(A)
321-F1 (B)
321 F1 (C)

1313-1601-0001
1313-1601-0005
AR-1743-0006
AR-1713-0006
AR -1713 -0004
AR-1113-0005
AR-1709-0007
1313-1601-0009
AR-I404-0006
AR-1 715-0265
AR- I 715-0319

543



N-8 COURSE NUMBER INDEX
4- 11-023 ( NR/R) AR- I 715-0296
4-1 I -C25 AR-2201-0075
4-II-C26(RC) AR-220 I -0094
4-11-C30 -- AR-1715-0059
4:1 1 -C32 AR- I 715-0395
411-FI AR- I 713-0001

AR-2201-0160

41-2-101 ',Pp-160140002
412-102 4. DD-160 I -0006
412-153.1 .AR -1601 -0034
412-155.2 AR- 1715 -0153
412-17C20 AR- I 715-0153
412-17C40-EC AR- I 715-0386

AR-2201-0 I 86
412-82820 AR-1601-0024

DD-I601-0008
4 I 2-82B40- AR- 1601-0010
'412-82C20 AR- 1601 -0034
41 2i82C40- EC AR-1601-0045. AR-220 I -0186
41 2D20 AR- 1601 -0022
4182E20 AR- 1601 -0023
41 F I AR- 1601 -0016
41 -F2 AR -160Y -0006

tl
4 I a-210 DD- I 7 I 3-0004
413-811320 DD-1713-0003

4 I -A-F6 AR-1541-0008

4 I -G-F5 AR-1511-0002

41-1-F I AR-220 I -0148
41-1-F2 AR-1408-0049
41-1-F7 e AR-I513-0003

41-0-7 AR- 2201 -0148

420-905.1 AR-1304-0001
420-93E20 AR-1304-000I
420-93E50-EC AR-1304-0003
420-93F20 AR-1304-0002
420-93F20-1 AR- I 715-0121

431-12E20
431-413.1
431-55D10
431-55D20

AR-0802-0009
AR-0802-0002
AR-0802-0002
AR-0802-0002

433-00B10 AR- I 606-0036
433-00B20 AR= =606 -0036
433-06/B30 AR-1606-0036
433-00B30-1- AR-1606-0038

44-0- I 7 AR:I 715-0385

44-A-1177 AR- I 715-0315
44-A:11111 AR- I 715-0286
44-A-C 1 A AR-220I-0082
44-A-C I B -. AR-2201-0120
44-A-C IC AR- 2201 -0191
44-A-C2 AR- 1601 -0032
44-A-C20 AR-220I-0082
44-A-C23 AR-2201-0111
44-A-C3A AR-2201-0080
44-A,-C3B AR- I 715-0288
44-A-05 AR-1408-0030
44-A-F I 8 AR -2201 -0088
.44-A-F2 AB-2201-0090
44-A-F2 I . AR-1715-0289
44-A-F24 R-1715-0310
44-A-F4 AR-1715-0308

AR-220 I -0095
44-A-F7. AR-2201-0100
44-A-F9 AR-1715-0305

44-B- I 120 AR- I 715-0214
44- B-1121 AR- I 715-0214

44-D-0590 AR-2201 -0087
44-9-105.6 AR-220 I -0087

/ -44-D-209.7 AR-220 I -0087
/ 44-D-F34 AR- 2201 -0081

fi,

44-E- I 7 AR- 1601 =0038
44-E- I 8 AR-1601-0039
44-E- I 9 AR- I 710-0031
44-E-2 AR -1713 -0002
44-E-23 AR- I 715-0181
44-E-24 AR-1704-0077
44-E-35 AR- I 715-0179
44-E-36 AR--1715-0217
44-E-39 AR-1715-0328

44-H-F29 AR- I 715-0140
44-H-F43 AR- I 715-0165

44-N-1178 'AR-1715-0216
44-N-f I 78A AR- I 715-0216
44- N -1 178B AR- I 715-0361
44-N-I I 78T ' AR-1715-0304.
44 -N -1182 AR-1715-0084

AR -1715 -0085
44-N-I I 82A AR- I 715-0085
44- N -1182B AR -1715 -0084
44-N- 1 184 AR- I 715-0146
44-N-2 I 3.3 AR- I 715-0213
44-N-2 I 4.4 AR- I 715-0215
44 -N -221.1 AR- I 715-0134
44 -N -2218 AR-1715-0084
44-N-222-B .-m, AR-1715-0361
44-N-223.1 AR- I 715-0085
44-N-223.2 'AR-1715-0085
44-N-223C AR-1715-0146
44-N-224.1 ti AR- I 715-0216
44-N -225.1 AR-1715-0084
44-N-225. IT AP/rI715-0106
44-N-226. I AR- I 715-0304

AR- I 715-0361
44-N-226. IT AR- I 715-0304
44-N-227.2 AR- I 715-0216
44-N-F10 AR- I 715-0361
44-N-F 12 AR-1715-0084

A4-N-F 14 AR -.1715 -0087
44-N-F 15 AR- 1715 -0211
44-N-F I 7 AR- 1715 -0134
44=N -F19 AR- I 715-0058
44-N-F22 AR- I 715-0146
44-N-F5 . AR- I 715-0304
44-N-F6 ..4'.."%ft AR- I 715-0106

44-0-1 AR- I 601-0032
44-0-2A AR-2201-0080
44-0-2B AR- I 715-0288
44-0-2C AR- I 714-0013
44-0-40 AR- I 715-0315
44 -0-41 AR- I 715-0327
44-0-42 AR- I 715-0308
44-0-4B AR- I 717-0035
44-0-5 AR- I 715-0286
44-0-7 AR- I 715-0214
44-0-A AR-220 I -0082
44-0-B AR-2201-0120
44-0-C AR- I 715-0325
44-0E-27 AR- I 715-0142
44-0E-28 A,A - I 7 I 5 -0 2 I 3
44-0E-29 XR-1715-0215
44-0E-30(T) AR-1715-0304
44-0E-31 AR- I 715-0076
44-0E-32 AR- I 7,15-0085
44-0E-33 AR- 1715 -0090

44 -R -105.1 AR- I 704-0077
44-R-162.2 AR-1710-0031
44-R-172.1 AR- I 715-0287
44-R-I86.1 OAR-220 I -0059
44-R-209 I AR- 1704-0077

AR- 1715 -0t81
44 -R -209.2 AR- I 715-0181
44-R-212.2 AR- I 715-0179
44-R-214-3 AR:1715-0217
44 -R -221 AR- I 715-0134
44-R-221.1 AR- I 715-0134
44-R-22 I .2 R- I 714-0002
44 -R -227.1 AR-1715-0101
44-R-228. I AR- I 715-0211
44-R-229.1 -AR-1715-0179
44-R-1-°13 AR- I 715-0171

44-R-F42 AR- I 715-0276
44 -R -F$. AR- I 704-0085, 4
4-54-C42., .AR:2201-0029

4-5-C20 AR-1601-0044
4-5-C20 ( RA) AR -1601 -0044: .

4-5-C22 AR- 1601 -0017
4-5-C30 AR- I 601-0011

. ,

4:5-F1 ,. AR -1601 -0029

491-101 DD-1601-0004
491-51G20 AR-1601-0008
491-51G20-1 , AR-1601-0009
491-51020-1 AR- 1601 -0012
491-91C30 AR- I 703-0010
491-92C20 AR-1601-0030
49 I -92D20 AR-1303-0001
491-F1 AR- I 703-0010
491 -F2 -AR -1601 -0002

492-57F20 AR-0709-0012

493-F2 . AR-0802-0013

494-54E40 -g-.Z11.-g0781494-54E20 t
494-FI AR-0802-0003
494-F2 AR-2201-0067
494-F3 AR-0802-0001

4-9-C20 AR-1405-0048
4-9-C20-73A AR-1405-0089
4-9-C20-74A AR-1405-0090
4-9-C20-75A AR-1405-0091
4-9-C20-75B AR -1405 -0091
4-9-C20-76A AR-1405-0092
4-9-C20-77A AR-1405-0093
4-9-C20-77B AR-1405-0093
4-9-C20-77C AR-1405-0093
4-9-C20-77D AR-1405-0093
4-9-C2I AR-I405-0001
4-9-C22 AR-1408-0031
4-9-C30-A AR- 1710-0012
4- 9- C30 -B.. AR-1710-0013
4-9-C30-C AR-1710-0044
4-9-C30-D AR -1710 -0014-
4- 9-0308 AR-1710-0045
4-9-C30-F
4-9-C30-G

AR-1715-0099
AR- I 715-0255

4-9-C30-H AR-1715-0246
4-9-C30-1 ... ..... AR-1715-0078

l4-9-C30-.1
4-91C32

AR-220 I -0008
AR- I 715-0290
AR-1717-0003
AR -1717 -0032
AR- I 717-0034
AR- I 717-0057
AR-220I-0126

4-9-C32-A AR -1715 -0290
4- 9- C32 -B.. AR- I 717-0032
4-9-C32-C AR-1717-0034
4- 9- C32 -D.. AR-220I-0126
4-9-C32E AR-1717-0003
4-9-C32F AR- I 717-0057
4-9-C32K AR-220 I -0108

4-9-Fl" AR- I 717-0042

4A -21C AR -1408 -0053

AR 140

4A-F1 AR- I 601-0028
4A-F2 AR -1408 -0053
4A-F4 AR -1408 -0022

4B-202A AR- I 715-0317
AR- 1715 -0394

4B-222B AR- I 715-0361
4B-22213-P AR- I 715-0179
4B-22213-T AR- I 715-0174
4B-252A AR-1715-0354



48-361A
.

48-F10
48413
48-F14
48-F2
48-F3
48-F6
40-F7
48-F8
48-F9

4C-0200
4C-020S
4C-022-0
4C-0221
4C-0400
4C-0405
4C-0500

'4C-0503

4C-0505

4C-2I I A

4C-25A
4C-25B
4C -25C
4C-26B
4C-26C
4C-286A

4C-44I
4C-4825

4C -721A
4C-72A
4C-74 I E
4C-7750

4C-8500
4C -85I1

4C-F10
4C-F I I
4C-F I2
4C -F14
4C-F I5
4C-F2
4C-F4
4C-F5
4C-F6
4C-F7
4C-F9

4- CL-C40
4- CL-C42

-4C-0A25

4D-4823

4D-67IB

C

4D-67 I D

a

AR:4402-0007

AR-1715-0237
AR-1715-0140
AR-1715-0210
AR-1715-0316
AR-1715-0194
AR- 1715=0041
AR-I 715-0228
AR-1715-0024
AR-1715-0035

AR -1715 -0226
AR;1715:0226
AR-I408-0050
AR-I404-0013
AR -1715 -0266
AR -1715 -0268
AR-1715-0071
AR:1715-0186
AR- 1715-0071
AR-1715-0251
AR-1715-0071

AR -1715 -0176
AR-1715-0177
AR-1715-0226
AR-I404-0013
AR-1715-0268
AR -1 194-0013
AR-111'5-0268.
AR-1717-0011

AR- 1717 -0011
AR-1717-0011

AR-I404-0013
AR- 1717-0011
AR -1402 -0006
AR -1715 -0254

AR-1709-0006
AR-1709-0006

AR- 1402 -0020
AR-1715-0069
AR -1715 -0148
AR-1402-0019
AR-1402-0021
AR-1715-0172
AR-1715-0359
AR-1715-0242
AR- 1715 -0165
AR- 1715-0334
AR-1715-0062

AR-220 I -0031
AR-220I-0029

AR-1402-0049

AR- 1717 -0021
AR -1717 -0023
AR-1717-0024
AR-1717-0025
AR-1717:0026
AR-1717-0027
AR- 1717 -0051

AR -1717 -0021
AR-1717-0023
AR-1717-0024
AR -1717 -0025

26
AR -1717 -0027
AR- 1717 -0051
AR-1717-0021
AR-1717-0023
AR-1717-0024
AR-1717-0025
AR-1717-0026
AR-1717-0027
AR -1717 -0051
AR -1717 -0023

4D -671 E

4D-F I
4D-F3

4E-260A

- 4E-26 I A
4E-262A-A

4E-41IA

4E-421 A
4E-4514
4E-4516
4E-4517
4E-4808

4E-75e

4E-FI
4E-F3

4F- 1181
4F-14F

4F-2 I 4E
4F-214F
4F-221B
4F -221C
4F-223C'
4F-223D
4F-223D-T
4F-224B
4F -241 E
4F-24I E-A
4F- 241 E-B
4F-24 I F
4F-24 I F-A
4F -241 F-B
4F-25I B
4F-25IB-A
4F-25 I B-B
4F -251C
4F-25 IC-A
4F -251 C-B
4F-25 I D-T
'4F-271A ^

4F -361 A

4F -361 A-T

4F-45 I 5
4F-45 I 5T
4F -4516

4F-F
4F-F4
4F-F6
4F-F7
4F-F8

4H-562C
4H-562D

4-IV-C40
4-1V-C42^

4L-0663

4L-44 I A

4L-62 PA
4L-63 I A
4L-632A

v

L

S.

.

COURSE

AR-1717-0024
AR-171770051
AR-1717-0021
A12717 I 7-0024
AR-1717-0026
AR-1717-0051

'AR- 1704 -0034
AR-1704-0062

AR -17.15 -0366
AR-171570367
AR- 1715-0368
AR- 2201 -0008.
AR- 2201 -0008

AR-0802-0012
AR-1717-0048
Al2.1717-0052
AR:c1717-0048
AR- 1715 -0330
AR-220 I -0017
AR- 1717 -0014

AR-220 I -0017
AR-2201-0210

AR-0802-0010
AR-0802-0002

AR-1715-0286
AR-1715-0286

AR-1715-0117
AR- 1715 -0102
AR-1715-0084
AR-1715-0377
AR-1715-0146
AR-1715-0295
AR -1715 -0378
AR-1715-0081
AR-1715-0246
AR-1715-0246.
AR -1717 -0034
AR- 1715 -0078
AR-1715-0078
AR- 2201 -0126
AR-1713-0255
AR-1115-0255
AR-1717-0032
AR- 1715-0099
AR-1715-0099
AR-1715-0290
AR-I402-002.7
AR-1715-0130

AR-1402-0007
AR-1715-0401
AR-1715-0402

AR-1405-0068
AR-220 I -0102
AR- 1715 -0330

AR-1715-0058
AR:1715-0102
AR -1715 -0276
AR- 1715 -01 19
AR-220I-0092

AR-17 I 4-0008
AR-1712-0007

NUMBER
41N-701
4M-710
4M-79 I 5

4M-F1

N:iigo

4N-461A
4N-4803
4N-48 I 5

4N-7242

4-N-95Il

4N -F2

4-TP-C40
4-TP-C42

500-71H2OB
500-71H30
500-71K20
500-75C20
500-75D20
500-75E20
500-75240,.
500-F1
500-F3

501-00E40

501-00E40-A
501-00E4OB
501-075.6

510-71820
510-71B2OB
510-F I
510-F3
510-F4

511-71C20A
511-71C2OB

512-71D20

513-71G10
513-7 IGre
513-FI

514-719.1
514:71N20
514 -F1.

515-71F20
515-71F30

5-16-22
5-16-C20
5-I6-C23

517-7113,10
517-71P20
517-71P20-1

.517 -907.1

520-F I
520-F3

5220`-'2
5220.7

5- 0
,

531-740.0
531-744.1
531-74A10
531-74820
53 I -74C20
531-741320
531-74E20

INDEX -N-9
DD:1601-0007
DD-1601-0003
AR-I601-0007

AR- .1601 -0006

.Al2;2201-0047

AR-1733-0001
AR-1717-0041
AR-1717-0044

,. AR- I 606-0036

AR-22bI-0023

AR-220 I -0087

AR-1601-0021
AR-I60 I -0020

AR-1408-0040
AR440110007
AR-1408-0007
AR-1406-0023'
AR-1406-00I I
AR-1406-0026
AR-1406-0024
AR-1406-0005
AR-220I-0047

AR-1406-0020
AR-I406-0027
AR-1406-0028
AR-1406-0030
AR-1406-0020

4e.

AR- 1409 -0001
AK-1409-000 I
AR-1710-01*9'
AR -2201 -0065
ARI408-0069

AR-1407-000 I
AR-1407-0002

AR-1403-0002

c , AR-1403-0001
AR-I403-0001
AR-0799-0002 .

AR-0419-0003
AR-04 I 9-0005
AR- 0419 -0002

AR-1404-0001
AR -1404 -0001

AR -1408 -0071
AR-1408-0065
AR-1513-0001

AR-1704-0007
AR-1704-0007
AR-1704-0076
AR-1704-0007

AR-1406-0016
AR-1406-0001

DD-1728-0001
DD- I 728-0002

AR -1717 -0053
AR- 2201 -0043

.
AR -1710 -0033

AR-17 I 0-0048

AR-1712-0006
AR-1703-0018
AR- 1703-0018

I

AR-1728-0045
r

AR-1402-0030
AR-1402-0036
AR-1402-0030
AR-1462-0038
AR -1402 -0024
AR -1402 -0030"
AR-1402-0002
AR-I402-0036



N-1.0 11116SE NUMBER INbEX.
Al2-1402=0oot
AR-1402-0033

R111402-0033
ft.-1402-0005
R- 1406-0022

53144G20
531 -F3
531-F4
531-ES
531-F6

,r532-74f,26 1AR-,) 407-0017
5327T -AR-I402-0018

5-3-C20 4R-2201-0177
5-3-C22 AR-I408-0046

AR- 4720-000 I
513-C23 AR-1408-004 I

,
541-733.1 A127,1401-0001
541-731320 AR-1491-0004
541-F1 AR-1408-001 I
541-F2 AR-l40-0O0!
541-F3 AR-140l-O010
541-F4 AR-l401-0O61

542-730.0 AR-I401-0007
542-732.1 AR-140 1116

,542-73C20 AR-1 4d -0002
542-Fl AR-I 40 2

55-0-6 AR-0419

55156310 AR-1405-0024
551-767,1 AR-14Q5-0024
551-76H20 AR-14405-0033
551-76J20 AA-1405-0024
551-76M20 AR-2201-01 32
551-76M20-1 AR-1405-0054
551-76N40 AR-1405-0032
551-76P20 AR-1 401-0016
551-76P20-1 e AR-I 402-001 3 Tv
551-76020 AR-1401-0013
551-76020.1 AR-1402-0029
551-76R20 AR-1405
551-76R20-1. AR-1405-00I
551-76S20 AR-1405-0035
551-76520-1 AR-1405-0036
551-76T20 AR-1405-00l8
551-76U20 AR- 1405-00 17
551-76U20-1 AR-1405-0019
551-761/20 AR-1405-0028
551-76V40-1 AR-1408-0043
551-774.1 AR-1405-0050
551-F1 AR-1405-002l
55I-F2 AR-0406-0003
55 I-F4 AR-1 405-001 0
5541-F5 AR-J405-0004
55 I -F6 AR-1405-0064
55 I-R-763.1 AR-1405-0026

55-E- 10
55-E-15
55-E-2
55-E-26 -4,....,

' .55-E-28
55-E-29
55-E-3,
55-E-31
55M-32

'55-E-33
55-E-34
55-E-35-
55-E-36
55-E-37
55-E-39
55-E-41
55-E-42
55-E-45
55-E-46..:,
55eE-48
55-E-49
55.-E-5
55-E-50
55-E-51 . .
55-E-52
55-E-53
55-E-54
55-E-55
55-E-56
55-E-57
55-E-58
55-E-59
55-E-6
55-E-60

552-76Y20 AR-1405-0061
552-76Y30 AR-1405-0061,

1 552-F1 AR-1401-0029

55-A-0804
55A-Cl ....
55-A-C2
55-A-C20

; 55-A-C2 I
55-A-C22
55-A-C23
55-A-C4
55-A-F2

et

55-B-0600 1

55-B-0605
55-B-0660
55-B-4474 ,,

,, , 55-B-4823
55-B-631A
55-B-67IB,
55-13-67 I C
55-B-F9

55-0-564,7
55-D-7242 r

AR-0419-0032
AR-0419-0033
AR-04 19-0038
AR-0419-0033
AR-0419-0020
AR-0419-0019
AR-0419-00I8
AR-04 19-0019
AR-1710-0047

AR-04 19-0006
AR-04 19-0906
AR -0419 -0006
AR- I 405-0045
AR-1717-0022
AR-0419-0006
AR-1717-0022
AR-17I7-0022

-/AR-1708-0003

AR-1606-0036

55-E-7
55-E-8

55-G-F1
551G-F3

5541-0820
5541-0823

55-L421
. ,

55-0-1
5543-14
55-0-15
55-0-16
55-0-3
55-0-4 ,
55-0-8
55-0-A
55-0E-13
55-0E-23
55-0E-24,

I
55-R-555.7
55-R-560.0
55-R-562.6
55-R-563.2-
55-R-563.6 ,..

55-R-565. I .
55-R-64 1.6 I

55-R-643.6 , *
55-R-653. I. .4

e 55-R-655. I

55-R-66 1.2.1
55-R-662.I. ,...4.7,
55-R-663.1 '1,i

55-R-664.2
: 55-R-671.2 ,.

55-R-671.4
55-R-671.7
55-R-672.2
55-R-672.4
55-R-672.7
55-R-673.2
55-R473.7
55-R-674.2
55-R-674.7

AR-I606-0036 55-R-675.4 ,,
1

-

, AR-1710-0001
AR-0419-0014

55-R-676.4
../554R-677.4

AR-1704-0058
AR-1704-0035

, AR-1710-0023 5502-678.1. AR-1704-0034
.- AR-2201-0036 5542-678.4 AR-1704-0034

AR-1723-0002 ,S54-679.4 AR- 17 17-0004
AR-1712-0010 55-R-679.5 AR-1704-0082
AR-0419-0029 55-12-,679.6 AR-17 17-0069
AR-0419-0004 55-W680.0 AR-1704-0015
AR-0419-0001 AR-1794-0045

,, AR-1710-0005: 59-R-682.1 AR-1704-0014
AR-1710-0007 A1271704-0012
AR-1703-0008 55-12-684,.1 AR-1704-0654
AR-0419-0007 55-R-485.1 AR- t704-0075
AR-1714-0006 AR-1764-0047
AR-0419-0005 55-R-687.1 AR-1704-0016
AR-1710-0011 AR-1721-0004
AR-1704-0047 55-R-t19.1 AR-0419-0005
AR- I 405-0043 55-R-766.1 AR-1405-0033,
AR-1704-0010 55-R-F 12 AR-1704-0057
AR-1704-0075 55-R-F14 AR-1794-0056
AR-1704-0045
AR-1710-0006 561-7 IM20 - AR-1408-0006
AR-1704-0054
AR-1708-0004 570-71020 D0-0504-0001

,, AR-1704-0012 570-711220 DD-0505-0001
AR-1704-0016 , 570-F1 DD-0504-0002
AR-1704-0015 570-F2 D1)-0504-0003
AR-1704-0014
AR-1721-0004 580-3 1Z40 AR-1715-0264
AR-1704-0059 580-72B10 AR-1409-0006
AR-1704-0053 580-72B20, AR-1409-0006
AR-1704-0058 580-72C20 AR-1404-0004
AR-1723-000l 580-72E20. AR-1404-00.15

1
AR-1405-0033 580-72F20 AR-1715-0043
AR-0419-0030 580-72020 1404-0007
AR-1712-0011 580-72030

AR-
AR-1 402-0011

AR-1710-0008 580-72040 AR-1 402-0620
580-F2 AR-Ill 5-0065

AR-0419-0036 AR- 1115-0267
A 19-0035 580-F3 AR-l71-0364

AR-0419-0034 5-A-79I5, AR-1 601-0007
4AR-1712-0007

5ABA53 I 30 (USAF) .. . ... AR-1723-0004
AR-1704-0034 5ABA-53130 (USAF) AR- 1723-0004

; AR-04 I 9-0038 5-A-C I AR- 1601-0044
AR-1710-0047 5-A-C22 ;AR-16015-0017
AR-0419-0035 5-A-C4 AR-1 601-0017
AR-1717-0022 AR-1 601-0035

-.
AR-0419-0919

5 A-F 1 3,AR-03117-0002
AR-0419-0036 5A-P2 AR-II 15-0005
AR-0419-0033 5 A-F4 AR-03 1743001
AR-1606-0036
AR-1712-0007
AR-0419-0034

,5-AG-C40A
5-AG-C4OB

AR- I 408-0021
.

AR-0419-0016
.- 5-AG-C42 A AR-1406-0025f AR-0419-0004 5-AG-C42B AR-0419-0017
AR-1708-0004
A11,2201-0036 5ALA79131 13D-0505-0001
AR-1123-0001
ARI723-0002 5AZA79150 DD-0504-000,24
AR-l710-0001
-AR-1710-0011 5B-F1 AR-1304-0002
AR-0419-0015
AR-1714-0606 5-03-C40A AR- 1717-0016
AR- 1703-0008 5-CO-C4OB AR-1715-002I
AR-1704-0075 5-CO-C42A AR-1408-0020.'
AR-0419-0030 5-CO-C42B AR-I408-0045
AR-04 I 9-0029
AR-0419-000.7 5D-2920 AR-I5 I 1-0002
AR-0419-0014
AR-1704-0010 - 5D-8105 AR-I511-0002
AR-1104-0025
AR-1717-0009 5D-F2 AR-1513-0003
AR-1 704-0059
AR-1704-004,3 5-DP-C40 AR-I402-0014

. 4 AR-1717-0009 5-DP-C42 AR 1402-0022
AR-1104-0053
'AR- 17,17-0009 -5-E-1' AR- 1713-0004

.t
a
4

AR-1704-0058
ftR-1717-0009

5-E10
5-E- I I

AR- 1601-0023
AR- 1715-0321

h,
6

ikR- 1704-0040
i

5-E- I 2 AR-1710-0036



.3-E- I 3 AR- 1730-000 I
'5+E-14 AR -1710 -0034
5-E- I 7 AR-1732-0002
5-E-19 AR-1715-0160.

5-E-20 AR -1710 -0004
5 -E -21 AR- I 601-0015
5-E-23 AR- 1719 -0003
5-E.26 AR- 2201 -0027

5-E-3 AR- I 713-0003
5-E-34 AR-1712-0008
5-E-35 AR-I405-0059

5-L-4 -1 713-0006
5-E-49

s
AR-1701-0001

51E-50 v r , DD -1713 -0003
5-E\51 AR-1719-0002
5-E-52 AR-1700-0003
5-E-54 r? AR- 1601 -0008
5-E-55 AR- 1710 -0002
5-E-57 AR-1710-0042

5-E-63 AR -1715 -0241
5-E-65 AR- I 601-0018

5-E-8 AR- 1601 -0024

5 -E -9 AR-1601-0022

5-F1-C40 AR -1402 -0004
5-F1-C42 AR -1408 -0002

511-F1 AR- 1513 -0005
5H-F2 AR-0799-0010 .
5H-F3 AR-0799-0009

.5K-F3 AR-1406-0001

51-F1 AR-0326-0025

5 -0-11 AR- 1601 -0026
5-0-13 -AR-1710-0033'

5-0-20 4 AR -1405 -0056

5-0-3 AR- I 601:0017
AR- I 601-0035

5-0-4 AR- I 601-0036

5-0-5 AR- 1710 -0040

5-0-6 AR-1408-0053

5-0-9 AR-2201 -0023

5-0-A AR- I 601-0044

5-R-351.2 AR- 1732 -0005
51R-351.3 AR- I 732-0006

5- R- 5.14..1 -2201-0027
5-R-517.1 AR -1601 -0008

DD- 1713 -0003
5-12,812.1 AR- 1713 -0004

5-SP-C42 AR -1408 -0048

5-SS-C40. AR-0804-0001
, AR-1408-0004

5-SU-C40A AR-1408-0044
5-SU-C40B AR-0419-0009
5-SU-C42A AR-1405-0077
5-SU-C4'IB AR-0419-0010

600- I 7J20 AR-1704-0077
600-670.0 AR-1704-0070

,------ 600-672.2 b.... AR-1704-0038
600-672.3 r

.

AR-1704-0074
600-672.4 AR-1104-0043

600-675.4
600-676.4
600-677.4
600-678.
600-6 A
600- 79.4,...'...-
600- 79.5-
600-67 10
600-67A IF
600-67820
600- 67820 -1,
600-67C20.
600-67C20-1
600-67F20
600767G20
600-67G20-1
600-67G2T
600-67H20
600-671-120-1
600-67K20
600-67K2T
600-67M20
600- 67M20 -1
600-67N20
600-67N20-1
600-67N2T
600-67N30
600-67P20

600-67020
600 -67S20
600-67T20
600-67T30
600-67U20
600-67U20- 1
600-67U30
600-67V20
600-67V2T
600-67W20
600-67X20
600-67X20-1
600 -67Y20
600-67Z40
600-F4
600-F6

601 -68B20
401-68820-1
60 I -68B2T
601-68830
601-68C20
601 -F2

602 -684.1 AR-1704-0054
602-687.1 AR- 1704 -0016
602-688.1 AR- 1721 -0004
602-68D20 AR -1704 -0012
602-68D20-1 AR-1 704-0020
602-68E20 AR-1704-0054
602-68E20-1 AR -1704 -0023
602-68F20
602-68F30

A
A -1721-0004

602-68H20 AR 1704-0016
602.68H20-1 AR- 04-0021

603 -686.1
603 -68G0
603-68930

610-635.10
610-63CI
610-63F20
610-63G10
610-63G20
610-63H10
610-63H20
610-F2

AR-170z110047
AR-1704-0047
AR-1704-0037

61 1 -63C20
611-63F20

612-622.1
612-622.2
612-621320 ,

AR-1704-0040
AR-1704-0058
AR-1704-0035
AR-1704-0034
AR-1704-0034
AR-1717-0004.
AR-1717-0010
AR-1704-0070
AR-I606-0090
AR-1704-0029
AR-1704-0011
AR-1704-0030
AR-1704-0041
AR- I 717-0004
AR-1704-0067
AR-1704-0022
AR-1704-0027
AR- 1 704-0038
AR-1717-0007
AR-1704-0043
AR-1704-0027
AR-1704-0055
AR- I 717-0008
AR-1704-0033
AR-1704-0064
AR-1704-0032
AR-1704-0060
AR-17040040,
AR-1704-0050
AR-1704-0040
AR- I 704-0b69
AR- I 704-0049
AR-1704-0035
AR-1704-0034
AR-1704-0028
AR-1704-0034
AR-1704-0063
AR-1704-0066
AR-1717-0010
AR-1704-0071
AR-1704-0061
AR-1704-0051
AR-1717-0009
AR-220I-0087
AR-1704-0087

AR-1704-0068
AR-1704-0072
AR-1704-0024
AR-1704-0090
AR- 1704 =0026
AR1,1704-0024

AR- 1703 -0011
AR-1703-0001'
AR-1703-0004
AR- 1703-0010
AR- I 703-0019
AR-1703-0011
AR- I 703-0011
AR- I 710-0039

AR- I 703-000 1
AR -I 703 -0004

AR- I 710-0029
AR-1710-0016
AR- 1 710-0029

COURSE NUMBER INDEX N --1 I

612 -62B30 AR-1710-0016
612-62830-1 AR-2201;0072
612-62840-EC AR-1703-0006

. 6 I 2-F2 AR- I 712-0006

621-36C20 AR- I 714-0015
621-36C40-EC ,; AR-1714-0011
621-36C40-1 AR-1714-0010
621-36D40-EC AR-1714-0009
621-36E40-EC AR- 2201 -0076
621-36K40-EC AR-1714-0012.

s,

622-327.1 AR-1715-0351
622-351.1 . AR-1712-0003
622 -36G20 AR- 1715 -U351
622-36G20-1 AR- 1715 -0051
622-361-120 AR -1715 -0350
622-F1 AR-1715-0050

,.. AR-1732-0001
622-F10 AR- 1402 -0011
622 -F11 AR- 1715 -0253
622 -F13 AR- 1715-0263
622 -F14 _,...; AR -1715 -0188715-0188
622-F1 /, AR-1715-0195
622-F 6 .0 AR -1715 -0029.
6227 17 AR- I 715-0341
622-F2 , AR- f 715-015 I
622-F3 AR -1402 -0020
622-F4 AR -1715 -0070
622-F5 AR- I 715--0068
622-F6 R-1715-0.163
622-F7 AR- 1715 -0069
622-F8 AR- 1715-0221'
622-Z? AR.!1402-0021

631-374.1 AR-1715-0088
631-376.1 AR-1715-0075
631-46L20 AR- 1715 -0088
631-46N20 AR -1715 -0122

632-426.1 AR -1715 -0129
632-435.1 AR:1704-0088

633-62C20 AR-1730-0002
633-62C30 AR-1730-0004

634-45K10 AR- 1710 -0018

63F10 AR-1703-0004

641-2111 (USMC) AR-2201 -0096
641-45820 (Army) AR-2201-0096

642-422.1 AR- 1710 -0037
642-45F20-A AR-1715-026
642-45F20-B AR- 2201 -0106
642:45L10 AR- 1710-0028
642-45L20 Al2-1710-0028

643-424.1 AR-1710-0003
643-45G30 AR:1710-0018
643-45K20 AR -1710 -0018
643-45K30 AR -1710 -0018
643-45N20 AR -1710 -0020
643-45P20 AR- I 710-0032
643-45R20 AR -1710 -0038

645-551320 AR-220 I -0022
645-55830 AR -2201 -0132
645-55C20 AR-2201-0021
645-55G20 AR -1715 -0204
645-55X30 AR- 2201 -0056
645 - 55X40' AR- 2201 -0056

646.45.120 AR- 1715 -0320
646-45M20 AR-1704-0083
646-FI AR -1704 -0081
646-F2 AR-1704-0078

652-61C20 AR-1710-0001
652%1C20-1 AR-1712-0002
652-61C30 AR-1712-0012
652-61E20 AR-1712-0004
652-61820-1 AR- 1712 -0009

54 r)



N-712

652-6,1t30
652-FI

6-55.C40
6-55-C42

662-351.3
662-521320

662-52B30

662-52C20
662-52C20-1
662-52D20
662-F3

6-63-C42

670 - 403.1
670-403.2
670 -4I B20
670-41C10
670-41 C20
670-41120
670-465'1
670-601

6-8-C20
6-8-C20( RC )
6 -8 -C21
6-8-C22
6-8-C22( RC )
6-8-C40
6-8-C42...

690-411(20
690-467.1
690-54D20
690-620
690 -621
690 -63J10
690 -63J20
690-63K20

6-A-0140
6-A-0200

6 -A -1 154
67A21183
6-A- 1 187
6-A-I 190
6-A-1 190A
6-A-1 I 90B
6-A-I I 90C
6-A-1190D
6-A- I I 90E
6 -A -1191

6A-3160

6-A-C I
6-A-C IC
6-A-C2
6-A-C20
6-A-C2 1
6-A-C22
6-A-C23

6-A-C 3A
6-A-C4
6-A-05

6A -F,1
6-A-F19
6-A-F26
6A-F3
6A-F5
6A-F6

6-AM-C40
-AM-C42

COURSE

:

NUMBER INDEX
AR- 1712 -0005
AR-1712-0007

D

AR-220I-0055
AR- 2201 -0019

AR-1712-0013
R-1710-0009

6-AV-C40
6-AV-C42

6-13-0200
6-13-0600
6-B-0606

6-13-63 I A

AR-1717-0006
AR-1717-0005

AR- 1715 -0273
AR-1 703-0020
AR-1703-0020

AR- 1703 -0020

6-0-3

6-0-41
6-0-4A

6-0-6

6-0-8

AR-229 I -0129
.(

AR- 1715 -0275
AR-I408-0042

AR- I 715-0273

AR-2201-0140

AR- 2201 -0193

AR- 2201 -0084

AR-1304-0002
AR-1715-0175
AR-1715-0176

AR-1601-0025
AR-1715-0153
AR -1601 -0034
AR-2201-0061
AR- I 601-0034
AR- 1601 -0025
AR-1715-0153
AR- 17 I 5-0250
AR- 1715 -0349
AR-1715-0243
AR- 2201 -0089

- -AR- I 7-15-0291-

AR- 1715 -0341
AR-1710-0010
AR -1715 -0341
AR-1732-0006
AR-1732-0004
AR-1712-0013
AR-1730-0003

AR-1717-0040

AR-1721-0002
AR- 1721 -0002
AR-1721-0005
AR-1721-0002
AR-1721-0002
AR-1706-0003
AR-1706-0003
DD-1721-0001

AR-.1408-0015
AR-220I-0003
AR-0799-000I
AR-0326-0016
AR-0799-0008
AR-I408-0068
AR-0799-0012

AR-1706-0001
AR-1710-0022
AR- I 601-0042
DD-11706-0002
DD- I 706-0001
AR-1702-0002
AR-1702-0002
AR-1710-0022

AR-1715-0252
AR-1715-0226
AR-1715-0273

AR- 1 601 -0027
AR- 1 601-0033
AR-I112-0001
AR-1715-0274
AR-1715-0274
AR-1715-0309
AR-1 I 2-0001
AR-2201-010I
AR- 1715 -032'4
AR -1715 -0275

AR-0799-0005

AR-2201-0 I 93
AR -2201 -0191
AR-1715-0281
AR -2201 -0193
AR-220 I -0152
AR-1408,9028
AR-1408-0042
AR-220I-0135
AR-220 I 139
AR-220 I -0129
AR-1408-0042

AR-2201-0086
AR-220I-0163
AR-2201 -0187
AR-0707-0004
AR-0707-0003
AR-0707-0006
AR-2201-0140

AR-220I-0055
AR-220I -0019

6-13-F1

6-D-F29

6-E-1
6-E710
6 -E -11
6 -E -12
6 -E -16
6-E-19

6-E-21
6-E-22

6-E-3
6-E-34

6-E-42

6F-F I
6F-F2
6F-F3

6-G-3221

6G-F2

6 -H -103.1

6H-911A

6-H-F8

6-M -C40
6-,MM-C40A
6-MM-C4OB
6-MM-C40C
6-MM-C42

6-N-1 I 2 I
6 -N -1186
6-N- I I 92A
6-N-1 I 92B
6-N- 1 63.2

6-N-201 A
6-N-265.1
6-N-2 I 1.1
6-N-211.2
6-N-2 I 1.3
6-N-211A
6-N-214.1
6-N-2 I 4E
6-N-215.2
6-N-2 I 5.3
6-N-217.1
6-N-218.1
6-N-224.3B
6-N-228.2

6 -N -8219

6-N-F1
6-N-F2

6.0-1
6-0-10
6 -0,11
6-0-12
6-0-14
6-0-15

6-0-2
6-0-22
6-0-211

f.,

,.

AR-0707-0004

AR-1715-0218

AR -1715 -0107
AR-1717-0038
AR- 1601 -0025
AR -1715 -0153
AR-1601-0034
AR-220 I -0166

AR-1703-0002
AR-1 715-0250

AR- 1715 -0112
AR-220 I -9138

.
'AR-1715-0243

AR-0703-0004
AR-0703-0002
AR-0703-0003

AR-0104-0005

AR-1729-0015

AR-1304-0002

AR-0709-0010

AR-1715-0201

AR-1 710-0021
AR-1710-0035
AR-1706-0002
AR-I 710-0021
AR- 1717 -0040

AR- 1715 -0176
AR-17 I 5-0280
AR- 1715 -0234
AR -1715 -0080
AR- 1715 -0117

AR-1715-0175
AR- 1715 -0175.
AR -1715 -0176
AR- 1715 -0176
AR-I 715-9176'
AR -1715 -0176
AR-1715-0234
AR-1715-0117
AR-1304-0002
AR-1715-0175
AR-1715-0314
AR -1715 -0080
AR -1715 -0080
AR-I 715-0280

AR -1715 -0175

AR-2201-0166
AR-220 I -0138

AR- I 715-0281
AR-1 715-0251'
AR- 1 601-0033
AR-1601-0027
AR-2201 -0142
AR-1703-0020

AR-220 I -0139
AR-220 1 -0143
AR -2201 -0135

6 -0 -A..

6-0-B

6-0E-35
6-0E-36
6-0E-37

6-R-101.1
6-R-102.1
6-R-145.2
6-R-152.6
6 -R -153.1
6 -R -154.1
6-R-155.2
6- R- 156.1....
6 -R -163.6
6 -R -164.3
6-R- .6

- 6- 7.6
-169.1

6-R-205.1
6 -R -211.1
6-R-222.2A
6-R-222.2B

6-R-313.1
6 -R -313.6
6-R-313.7

6 -R -631 .6
6 -R -631.7
6-R-632.1

6-R-632.2
6-R-632.6
6-R-632.7

6-R-F10
6- R -F23.
6-R-F3 I
6-R-F34
6-R-F37
6-R-F9

700-44B10

701-44C20
'1

702-443.1
702-44E10
702-44E20

704-441.1
704-44B20
.704-441(20

710 -51 H40
710-F 1

7-12C20
7- 12 -C21
7- 12 -C22
7- I 2-C23

7 -14 -CI '
7-14-C20
7- I4-C22
7-I1-C23

7-19-C20
7- 19 -C21
7-19-C21

a.

---
AR-1715-0244

AR -1715 -0175
AR-1715-0250
AR-1715-0243
AR-1715-0244

AR-1715-0112
AR -1715 -0107
AR-1715-0107 '

AR -1717 -0038
AR-1717-0038
AR-1703-0001
AR-1703-0002
AR- 1703 -0001'
AR-1 717-0038
AR-1717-0038

AR-220I-0689
AR-1715-0349
AR -1715 -0092
AR -1601 -0016
AR-2201-0061
AR-1715-0291

AR-1703-0012

AR 1710-0027

AR-1723-0004
AR- 1723 -0004
AR-1723-0004
Al, ' 723-0005

AR-1 703-00 I 2
AR- 1703 -0012
AR- 1723 -0001

AR -1710 -0025
AR -1601 -0014

AR-1408-0014
AR-I406-0010
AR-1 408-0029
AR -1402 -0028

AR-I 408-005 I
AR-1408-0052
AR-1401-0009
AR-1408-0076

AR-1728-0026
AR-17280034
AR- 1728 -0035



7-19.C23
7-19-030
7-19-C32
7-19-C8

720-5 I L20

7-35-C20
7-35-C21
7-35-C22
7-35-F1

740 -30I
740 -302
740-303
740-304
740-833.1 ,
740 -834.1
740-835.1
740-83D20
740-83E20
740-83F20

760-43.120
760-43.40-1
760-431(20

ARA 728-0047
AR-1728-0011

- 1 7 728-0011
AR- I 728-0033

AR- 1 730-0001

AR-1404-0012
AR-2201-0069
AR- 1408 -0060
AR;I404-00 I 2
AR- 2201 -0069

DD- 1719 -0003
DDel 719.0001
DD-1719-0002
DD- I 719-0004
AR -1709 -0003
AR - I 719-0002
AR- 1719 -0003
AR-1 709-0003
AR -1719 -0002
AR- 1719 -0003

AR-1716-0001
AR-1 716-0002
AR- I 716-0003
Att-1134-0001
AR- 1716 -0001

AR-0419-0034

AR-1'728-0046

AR-220 I -0027

AR-1404-0001

A R-14044X)01
AR-1 404-0001

AR-2201-0192
AR-2201 -0124
AR-2201-0131

AR-0326-002 I
AR-0326-0032
AR-0326-0024
AR-0326-0022
AR- 1408 -0037
AR- 1408 -0073
AR-220 I -0079
AR-I408-0069
AR-0326-0029
AR- 1402-0042
AR-0326-(X30

AR- I 715-0193

AR-1606-0024
AR-1511-0003
AR-1606-0021

AR-1406-0007
AR-1406-0004
AR.1406-021
AR-1406-0008
AR-14064015

AR-1406-IXX/4

AR-1406-0007
AR- 1406 -(X)07

AR-1406-0004
AR- 1 4064X/16
AR-0326-0027

AR - I 710-0024
AR-1710-0026

7D-2800

7D-45A

7D-610 I
7D -6301
7D-6302

AR-1408-0061

AR-1 408-0061

AR-1 401-0001
AR-1401-0001
A R-1408-0001

AR- I 408-0061
AR- 1408 -0070
AR- I 401-0001
AR- I 408-00 I I
AR-2201-004I
AR -1408 -0001
AR-1401-0010
AR- I 401-0017

AR-1703-0007
AR- 2201 -0167
AR-220 I -0035

AR -1714 -0004
AR-220 I -0052
ARA 402-0035

Ai-1715-0108
-._

AR-I402-0035
AR- 1402 -0035

AR-I402-0003
AR- 1402-0015
AR- 1402-0032
AR-1 I 15-0003
AR-1402-0041
AR- 1402-0033
AR-1402-0005
AR-1406:0022'
AR- 1 402-0033
AR- 1402 -0009

AR-1709-0006
AR-1709-0006

AR-I402-0001

DD-0505-0002

DD-0504-0009
DD-0505-0002

DD-0504.00 1 1 .

AR4728-0010
AR-172840008

le AR- I 728-0032
AR-1728-0008
AR- I 728-0027
AR- I 728-0043
AR- I 728:0044
AR- I 728-0018
AR-2201-0040

AR-0802-00 I 3
AR-0705-0003
AR-0802-0008

AR-0799-0004
AR-0709-0013
AR -0709 -0011
AR-220 1 -0105

AR-0804-0002

AR-220 1 -0167
AR-2201 -0052
AR -22Q1 -0052
AR-2201-0137

COURSE NUMBER INDEX N-13
7 -0 -3 A122201-0124

7-0-8 AR-1701.0015

7.0E-13
. AR-2201-0025

7-0E-15 AR-2201.0041
7-0E-6 AR-2201-0040

1.

iiI:311 . I AR. I 715-0108
7-R-3 I 1.7 AR- I 714-0004

7-R-632.I AR- 1703 -0001
7.12-632.2 AR-1703-0001

'
7

AR-2201-0074
7-R 0-SSR-C442 AR-220 I -0073

...

800 -00J50 AR- 1729 -0012
800-948 I 0 AR-1729-0009
800:9944B200 AR-1729-0009

83 AR-1729-0006
800-94D20 AR-1729-0010
800 -94F10 AR- 1729 -0004
800 -94F20 AR-1729-0004
800-94F40 AR- 1729 -0005
800-F1 AR-1 729-0001
800-F2 AR- I 729-0011
800-F3 AR- 0406 -0004
800-F4 A R-0406-0005
800-F5 AR-0406-0001
800-F6 AR-0406-0006
800-F7 AR-0406-0001

AR-0406-0004
AR-04,06-0005
AR-0406.0006

801-F1 AR- I 729-0012

8-10-C20 AR-1405-0069
8-10-C2 I AR-1405-0063
8-10-022 AR.1408-0032
8-10-C23 AR-1405-0046
8-10-F1 AR-I408-0027

813-5600 AR- 1708 -0004
813-562.2 AR-2201:0036
813-61B20 AR-1722-0002
813-61830 AR-220 I -0036
813-61D20 AR-2201-0097
813 -6I D40-1 AR-0419-0011
813-F1 AR-1 715-0157

821-55F20 AR-2201.0119
82 I -56C2
821-76W20

, AR- 1601 -0043
AR -1601 -0043

821- 76W20 -1 AR-1601-0005
821-F1 AR-1601-0003

AR-1606-0003
821 -F2 AR-160 I -0046

822-56D2 AR-1405-0044
822-56E20 AR- 0419 -000I
822-56E40 AR-04 I 9-0004
822-57H10 AR-0419-0001
822-57H20 AR-04 I9 -0001
822-57H40
822-76X20

AR- 0419 -0004
AR-1405-0044

822-76X40- I AR-1405-0066
822-,F10 AR-0419-0021

AR-0419-0031
822-F1 2 AR-1405.0006

_822-F9 ARI 405-0014.

823-FI AR-1408-0010

830-958I0 . AR -1728 -0023
830-951120 AR-1 718-0029
830-ASI-Vg. AR -1728 -0028
83042 AR -1728 -0003
830-F3 I AR- I 728-0043
830-F5 AR-1728-0022
830-F6 AR- I 728-0021
830-F8 Ail- I 728-0028

7D-F1
7D-F I 3
7D-F2
7D-F4

7D-F5
7D-F6
7D-F9

7-E-1
7 -8 -14
7-E-19

7-E-2
7-E-24
7E-2402

7-E.3

7E-741 A
7E-74 IC

7E-F1
7E-F.10 0

7E-F11
7-F15
7E-F1 8
7E-F20
7E-F22
7E-F24
7E-F3
7E-F5

77F -8500
7 F-8511

7F-F23

7G-0011 (USN) )

7G-5505
7G-5522 (USA)

7G-F3 (RC) '-

7H-95 I A
7H-9518

7H -F10
7H-F11
7H-F2
7H-F3

7H-F4
,7-H-F7

71( -F12
71( -F3
71( -F9

7M-F1
7M-F3
71l -F4
7M-F6

7N-5000

7-N-F1
7-N-F13
7-N- r2

7.60-43L20
760-461.1

771-F1

780-51M20

790-5.1E20

7A-0030

7A-51510160 ( USMC)
7A-515-0I6 I ( USMC )

7-A-el
7-A-C22
7-A-C23

7A-F10
7A -F17
7A-F18
7A-F 1 9
7A -F21
7A-F24
7A-F35
7A-F36
7A-F38
7A-F46
7A-F8

7-13-0200

713-F2
7B-F3
713/F5

7C-2200
7C-2260
7-C-2265
7C-2310
7C-2310-B

7C-4I A

7C-71IA ....4 '

7C-7 I I AO

7C-F3
7C-F5
'7C-F7

7-CU-C40
7-CU-C42

55i



14

1 -95C10 ,
831-95C20

. 83

832-95D20
832 -F3

83E-43

840-57E20

8-55-C20
8- 55-021
8-55-C22
8-55-F1

860-43E10
860-43E20
860-43E2P
860-464.1

8-95-C40
8-95-C42

8 -A -343() r

C4010
8A-4200

8-A-C I A
8-A-C I B
8-A-C IC
8-A-C2
8- A-C20A
8-A-C20B
8-A-C20C
8-A-C22
8-A-C4
8-A-C4C
8-A-05

8A-F I
8-A-F11
8A-F12
8A-F I 6
8A-F I 7

8-A-F18
8A-F19
8A-F2
8A-F-20
8 A-F2 I
8A-F3
8 A-F5
8AF-F3

8B-4200
8B -4201
8B-4445
8B-4490
8B-4820
8B-4960

8B-76 I A
8B-762A

8 -B Cie

8B-F10

813-F 1 OA
8B-Fll

8B-F I 2
8B-F17

8B-FI(IT)
88-F20
8B-F28
8B-F2 (rn
8B-F33

COURSE NUMBER INDEX
AR-1728-40r
AR-1728-0016
AR-1728-0029
AR-1728-0006

AR- 1728 -0010-
AR -1728 -0020

AR- I 729-0012

AR- I 716-0005

AR-0419-0033
A AR-0419-0023

AR-0419-0019
AR-0419-0025

AR- I 733-0001
AR- I 733-0001
AR- I 733-0001
AR- I 733-0001

AR- I 728-0017
AR-1728-0030

AR-0799-0003

AR -1405 -0060
AR- 1402 -0025

AR-220 I -0058
AR -1408 -0015
AR-0703-0006
AR -1408 -0016
AR-220 I -0058
AR -1408 -0015
AR-0703-0006
A1243326-01316
AR-0326-0016
AR-0703-0009
AR- 1408 -0018

AR- 1405 -0071
AR-0707-0004
AR-I405-0023
AR-0326-0004
AR-1405-0071
AR-1405-0081
AR-0709-0013
AR-0326-0003
AR-I408-0012
,AR-1728-0020
AR-0326-0018
AR-0326-000P3
AR-0326-0003
AR-0326-0037

AR-1402-0025
AR -1405 -0070
AR -1405 -0003
AR -1405 -0008
AR-2201-0136
AR-I405-0040

AR -1405 -0070
AR-I405-0070

AR-220 I -0188

AR-0326-0008
AR-0326-0036
AR-0326-0008
AR-1405-0076
AR-1405-0079
AR-0326-0006
AR-1405-0065
AR-I405-0078
AR-0419-0027
AR-1408-0067
AR-1601-0002
AR-0419-0028
AR-1601-0046

8C-0600
8C-0804
8C-0820
8C-0823
8C-08255

8C -561C
8C-561D

8C-77D

8C-F I
8C-F2
8C-F3
8C-F4
8C-F7
8C-F8

8D-4130
8D-43 I 0
8D-4320

8D-F I
8D-F I 2
8D-F23
8D-F23 A
8D-F27
8D-F32
8D-F33
8D-F34

8E 2 I A

-E-1
8-E-10
8-E-I2
8 -E -13
8-E-I4
8-E-I5
8-E- I 6
8-E- I 7
8-E- I 8
8-E-19

8-E-2
8-E-20
8 -E -2 I .

8-E-23
8-E-24
8-E-25
8-E-26
8-E-28

8-E-33
8-E-34
8-E-35
8-E-36
8-E-37
8-E-38

8-E-4
8E-4112
8E-4114
8-E-44

8-E-6

8-E-8

8E -94I A

8E-FI
8E-F2

8F-4210

8F-F1

8-FS-C40
8 -FS -C42

Its

,

AR-1703-0005
AR-0419-0032
AR-0419-0034
AR-1712-0007

AR-0419-0034

" AR-1722-0001
AR-041034

AR-1703-0005

AR -1715 -0157
AR-0419-0031
AR-0419-0035
AR-0419-0036
AR-1722-0003
AR-0419-0008

AR-0104-0008
AR-0326-0009
AR-0326-0009
AR-0326-0038

AR-1408-0035
AR-0326-0010
AR- I I 15-0008
AR- I 115 -0004
AR-0326-0031
AR- I 115 -0007
AR- I 115 -0006
AR-0326-0023

AR-1729-0012

AR-0701-0001
AR-0709-0001
AR-0704-0003

> AR-0708-0001
AR-0709-0008
AR- 1513-0002
AR -1512 -0004
AR-0799-0002
AR-0799-0006
AR-0704-0001

AR-0 I 04-0002
AR-0707-0002
AR-0701-0007
AR-0704-0002
AR-0703-0005
AR-0709-0007
AR-0702-0001
AR-0708-0002

AR-0709-0004
AR-0701-0006
AR-0701-0002
AR-0707-0001
AR-0104-0001
AR-0705-0002

AR-0705-0001
AR-1729-0612
AR -1729 -0014
AR-I405-0024

AR-0709-0003

AR-0702-0002

AR-1729-0014

AR-1729-0013
AR- I 729-0012

AR- 1408 -0010

AR-1408-0009

AR-1729-0007
AR-1729-0008

8G-4223

8G-F1

8-MP-C40
8-MP-C42

8-MT-C40
8-MT-C42

8-N-202A
8-N-208.2

8-0-1

8-0-2
8-0-27

8-0-31
8-0-33
8-0-36

8-0-4
8-0-41
8-0-44

8-0-7

8-PT-C40

8-PT-C42

8-R-451.I
8-R-452.I
8-R-452.2

8-R-7 I 5.1

8-k-911.3
8 -R -914.1
8-R-9 I 4.3
8-R-915.I
8-R:916.1
8-R-917.1
8-R-9 I 7.2
8-R-921.I
8-R-931.I
8-R-93I.2
8-R-932.2
8 -R -933.1
8-R-933.2
8 -R -934.1
8-R-934.2
8-R-935. I

8-R-F10

8-SP-C40
8-SP-C42

900-G-F1

9-A-45 I 3
9 -A -4801
9-A-4802

9.-A-C I
9-A-C22
9- A-C3
9-A-C4

9-A-F10
9-A-F8
9-A-F9

9 -B -4514
9-B-4530
9-B-4805
9-B-4806
9-B-4808
9-B-48 I 3

11

(

AR-0406-0003

AR-I405-0014
AR-I405-0080

AR- 1 728 -0017
AR-1 728-0030

AR-0419-0013
AR-0419-0024

AR-1715-0317
AR -1715 -0317

AR- 1408 -0016

AR- 2201 -0188
AR-0799-0003

AR- 2201 -0058
AR- 1408 -0015
AR-0707-0004

AR-I408-0018
AR- 1408 -0013
AR-I405-0008

AR-0703-0008

AR-1717-0012
AR- I 717-0013
AR-1717-0043

AR-0709-0004
AR-0701-0001
AR-0701-0006

AR- 1403 -000I

AR-0709-0009
AR-0708-0001
AR-070(2-0008
AR-I512-0004
AR-1513-0002
AR-0701-0007
AR-0701-0002
AR-0704-0001
AR-0702-0002
AR-0702-0001
AR-0709-0005
AR-0707-0002
AR-0707-0001
AR-0104-0002
AR-0104-0001
AR-0705-0001

AR-0799-0002

AR- 2201 -0113
AR- 2201 -0054

AR-0326-0001

AR- 1405 -0068
AR- I 715-0330
AR- I 715-0326
ARA 715-0330

AR- I 405-0048
AR-I4 811%3 I

..AR- 405-0037
AR- 408-0031

AR-220I-0099
AR- I 715-0326
AR- I 715-0330

AR- I 717-0048
AR- I 405-003 I
AR-1703-0014
AR- I 715-0158

717-0014AR -1717 -0014
AR- 1710 -0050



19-E- II

9-E-2

9-E-3
9-E-30
9-E-31
9-E-32
9-E-36

9-E-4
9-E-46

9-E-5
9-E-51
9-E-52
9-E-53
9-E-55
9-E-58
9-E-59

9-E-60.
9-E-61
9-E-62
9-E-63
9 -E -64
9-E-65
9-E-66
9-E-67

9-E-7
9-E-74
9- E -75..
9-E-76
9-E-77

9-E-80
9-E-81
9-E-83

9 -I-I -F2

9-L-F30

9-M-251B(TI)

9-N-24 I E
9-N-24 I F
9-N-25113
9-N-25 I WTI)
9-N-25IC

9-N-481I
94413481 I (T) )
9-N1-4'811(TI)
9-N-48 I 2

AR-2201-0096

AR -1723 -0004

AR-1703-0012
AR-1703-0019
AR-1710-0018
AR-0419-0003
AR- 2201 -0022

AR-1703-0003
AR- 2201 -01 19

AR-17-19-0027
AR-1715:0113
AR-1715-0141
AR-1715-0170
AR- 1715-0258
AR-1715-0187
AR-1715-0022

AR -1715 -0190
AR-1715-0083
AR- 1715 -0077
AR-1715-0209
AR-1715-0164
AR-1715-0114
AR- 1714 -0014
AR-1704-0086

AR-I405-0026
.-...., . AR-1723-0003

AR-1710-0046
AR-1710-0037
AR-1710-0017

AR- 1703 -0004
AR-1703-0011
AR-1703-0013

AR-220 I -0026

AR-0802-00)5

AR -1715 -0356

AR -1715 -0246
AR-1715-0078
AR-1715-0255
AR -1715 -0356
AR- 1715-0099

AR -1715 -0255
AR-1715-0356
AR- 1 715 -0356
AR-1715-0249

9N-4815

9-N-F25
9-N-F39

9-0-14
9-0-15

9-0-2

9-0-68

AR-1715-0339

AR- 1715 -0246
AR- 1715 -0098

AR-2201-0103
AR-1710-0050

AR-1405-0037

COURSE NUMBER INDEX N-15
9-R-441.I AR-1703-00 I 2
9-R-442.1 AR-1710-0027
OR -443.1 AR-1723-0004

9-R-543.I AR-1703-0003

9-R-633.I AR-1703-0004
9-R-634.I AR-1703-0019
9-R-635.I AR-1703-0911

9-0-68A
9-0-6813

9-0E-69
9-0E-70
9-QE-90"

9 -R -231.1
9-R-232.1
9-R-241.1
9-R-242.1
9 -R -243.1
9 -R -244.1
9 -R -247.1
9-R-248.1
9-R-250.0
9-R-251.1
9-R-252.1
9 -R -253.1
9 -R -254.1
9-R-260.0

9-R-301.1
9-R-301.2
9-R-370.0
9-R-371.I
9-R-371.2
9-R-372.1
9-R-372.10

9-R-403.1
9-R-403.2
9-R-410.0
9-R-411.I
9 -R -412.1
9 -R -414.1
9-R-420.0
9-R-422.1
9-R-422.2
9-R-423.1
9-R-424.1
9-R-425.6
9-R-432.1
9-R-434.1
9-R-437.1
9-R-440.0

AR-1715-0329
AR-1715-0326
AR-1715-0330

AR- 1715 -0255
AR-1715-0249
AR-0802-0007

AR-1715-0170
AR-1715-0141
AR,I715-0187
AR-1715-0022
AR-1715-0190
AR-1715-0083
AR- J 715-0124
AR-1715-0123
AR-1'715-0113
AR-1715-0077
AR-1715-0209
AR-1715-0164
AR-1715-0114
AR -1715 =0258

AR-1715-0285
AR-1714-0005
AR- 1715 -0082
AR-4,7)-5,0104
AFt-Irl 570348
AK 1794 =003
AR -704 -008

AR-172 1'4)001
AR -1721 -0002
AR-0419-0003
AR-220I-0022
AR-2201-002I
AR-2201-0 I 19
AR-I 710-0046
AR- 1710-0037
AR- 1601 -0037
AR-1710-0017
AR- 1710 -0018
AR-1717-0047
AR-1714-0014
AR-1715-0086
AR- 1714 -0014
AR-1723-0093

9-R-763.1
9-R-773.I

9-R-F 1 9
9-R-F2 I
9-R-F22

9-S-245.I
9-S-247.I
9-S-248.I
9-S-249.1
9-S-251.1
9-S-252.I
9-S-252.,I(T)
9-S-252.1(TI)
9-S-253.1
9-S-253.I (T)
9-S-254.1
9-S-254. I (T)
9-S-255.I
9-S-256.I
9-S-257.1

9-51371.1
9-S-372. 19
9LS-373.1
9LS-375.1
9-S-376.I
9-S-07.1
9-S-378.1
9-S-379.I

9-S-433.I
9-S-435.1

9-S-F26
9-S-F27
9-S-F28
9-S-F35
9-S-F36
9-S-F37
9-S.-F38
9-S-F44
9 -S'F47
9-S-F48
9-S-F49

AR -1405 -0026
AR -1405 -0013

AR- 1715 -0238
Atli I 715-0083
AR-1714-0014

AR1715-0238
AR-1715-0124
AR-1715-0123
AR-17 15-0083
AR- I 7 I 5-0077
AR -1715 -0209
AR-1715-0233
AR-1715-0233
AR- 1715 -0164
AR -1715 -0126
AR-1715-0114
AR-1715-0323
AR -1715 -0159
AR-17 15=0
AR-1715-031

AR-1 715-0104
AR-1704-0089
AR-1715-0312
AR-1715-0100
AR -1715 -0075
AR-1715-0103
AR-I 715-0089
AR-1715-0040

AR -1704 -0086
AR-1704-0088

AR-1715-0312
AR-1715-0088
AR-1715-0100
AR -1715 -0103
AR-1715-0089
AR -1715 -0040
AR-1715-0075
AR-1715-0116
AR-1715-0355
AR-1715-0239
AR -1715 -0180
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REQUEST FOR COURSE RECOMMENDATION

The applicant for credit must fill out one form for each service school course completed. The insti-
tutional

nsti-
tutional official is responsible for verifying from official military records that the student completed the
entire course, and for submitting the form to the Office on Educational Credit, American Council on
Education, One Dupont Circle, Washington, DC 20036, ATTN: Military Evaluations. Please Print.

1. Exact course title (do not abbreviate)

2. Service branch offering the course:

3. Name of service school attended:

4. Location (installation, state):

"5: of-cdufse (fir iveeks) .

6. Dates of attendance:

7. Official military course number:

8. MOS/AFSC/N EC:

9. Course was designed for:

O Air Fojrce
O Army
O Coast Guird

0 Department of Defense
0 Marine Corps
0 Navy

9

From: To
day/month/year day/month/year

0 Warrant Officers 0 Enlisted ICIonnel
0 Officer Candidates 0 Aviation Cadets
ID Commissioned Officers DNoncommissioned Officers

10. Rank or rating upon completion of the course:

11. Please give some indication of subjects studied
in course:

I k RF OF ST( DINT

\ VA11 OF SIl DEN

\11. 11' RF till 1 AN. SOPHOMORE. ETC.)

DO NOT WRITE IN THIS SPACE
OEC STAFF USE

NA FERE OF COI I !(.E. OF

NAME OF C011 E(.E. OFFI,CIAI

TIME

Islltl

(

O01

55
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REQUEST FOR ARMY ENLISTED AND 'WAR-RANT OFFICER MOS EXHIBITS

Officials should use this form only for requeSting enlisted and Warrant officer MOS exhibits that contain the phrase,
"Pending evaleation,'=A-s-MOS's are evaluated, they will be listed in the OEC Newsletter. When you want to obtain the
recommendation for a newly evaluated MOS, identify the exhibit You are requesting by using the complete OEC I.D.
number (e.g., MOS-21G-002), and the MOS title. Include the applicant's name if you would like the ,name mentioned in
the OEC reply. Please check the form for accuracy before forwarding it to OEC. Submit the form to the Office, on
Educational Credit, American Council on Education, one DuPont Circle, Washington, DC 20036, attention Occupational
Assessment ProgOms.

.,

OEC I.D. Number
MOS Title

Please Print; do not abbreviate.
Name of
Applicant

DO NOT WRITE IN THIS SPACE
OEC STAFF USE

Signature o f Official

Name of official

Title

Institution or Organization

Street

City State

Area Cod'

Zip Code

Please retain file copies of any MOS recommendations received from the OEC Information Service.

en1

U r-

Ext.'



AMERICAN COUNCIL ON EDUCATION
J. W. Peltason, President

The American Council on Education, founded in 1918 and com-
posed of institutions of higher education and n regional educa-
tion associations, is the nation's major coordinating body for postsecon-
dary education. Through voluntary avid cooperative action, the Council
provides comprehensive leadership for improving educationa standards,
policies, and procedures.

The Office on Educational Credit is the Colincil's 'division con-
cerned with credit and credentialing policies and practices in postsecon-
dary education. The role or the office and its policy-making and advisory
arm, the Commission on Educational Credit, is to give attention to

---educational-credit- -and .credentialing. policies,fornpostsecondary_education;
to foster high _standards and sound practices for the evaluation and
recognition of extra-institutional learning; to foster and operate programs
to establish and publish credit equivalencies for extra-institutional learn-
ing; and to advise postsecondary' education institutions on how these
credit equivalencies can be used in placin§"students in academic pro-
grams and in credentialing educational accomplishment; to assist postse-
condary education institutions in providing people with due recognition
for competency, knowledge, and skills, wherever and however obtained;
and to provide people with an alternative means of demonstrating high-
school-graduation competencies. OEC makes credit iecommendations' for
testing programs such as the College-Level Examination Program
(CLEP) and administers the General Educational Development ,(GED)
Testing Program. OEC- also makes credit recommendations for formal
courses offered by the military and other noncollegiate sponsors such as
business, industry, government agencies, voluntary and professio 1 asso-
ciations, and labor unions; for Army military occupational sp cialties
(MOS's) and Navy ratings; and for home study courses accredited by the
National Home Study Council. In a new study for the U.S. Department
of Labor, the Office will determine whether credit recommendations can
be made for apprenticeship programs registered with the Bureau of
Apprenticeship and Training. The office's Task Force on Educational
Credit and Credentials has developed recommendations for improving
the credit and credentialing system. The Final Report of the Task Force
and a companion volume, Credentialing Educational Accomplishment, will
be published in early 1978.


